“Man must jump, as Adams liked to say, if he would save himself; a
moral and intellectual elite must be recruited. If nothing else would
serve to make moral philosophers out of historians, the fear of
imminent annihilation might. University education must be
revolutionized by the physicist-historian.”
— Ernest Samuels (1989), Henry Adams
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Thermodynamics, Human Chemistry, and Human Physics, written online at EoHT.info, a prolegomenon to derivation:

Hmolpedia, Volume 1 (A-B)
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The following are four addendum books, the first two embedded into EoHT.info, the third a JHT pdf, the fourth a
precipitate of the 2008 IQ:200+ rankings, scheduled to be published (estimated page count shown) as
accompaniments to the encyclopedia set:

Elective Affinities: Illustrated, Annotated, and Decoded | 280-pgs
Morality Squared: Religion Dissolved in Nitric Acid | 70-pgs
Shannon Thermodynamics: Science’s Greatest Sokal Affair | 120-pgs
500 Greatest Geniuses: Ranked by IQ | 250-pgs
The total print set is meant as a backup hardcopy of the online version; a repercussion of which, being that, in the
conversion process, robust editing of the latter is limited; noticeable areas being: hyperlinks removals, justified
paragraphs, among slight issues; as the total set—online and print—is meant only as a tool, according to which
functionality takes precedence over tool presentation. The following quote seems to encapsulate the gist of the
content of Hmolpedia:

“To be master of any branch of knowledge, you must master those which lie
next to it; and thus, to know anything — you must know all.”
— Oliver Homes (1886), American jurist

In 1957, Keith Burton, when asked why he found publication increasingly difficult following the publication of his
famous 1957 tables of "Free Energies of Formation—of chemical species, general and biochemical—from the
Elements", replied: “of the impossibility of saying anything without saying everything.” Thims, likewise, would prefer
to say simply that ‘humans, like smaller textbook chemicals, have free energies of formation, per state of existence’,
which quantitatively defines the thermodynamical nature one’s state of ‘being’, as a person, with a simple citation to
‘see: Burton (1957) for biochemical species [an antiquated term] and Lewis (1923) for general methodology’, and that
these tables can be used cogently to predict, guide, and or predetermine human reaction pathways, or the
feasibilities of future states of existence, but such a result is not palatable to the general public, whose mindset is
largely anchored in the paradigm hues of ancient mythologies, e.g. Aristotelian models of purpose, a turn of mindset
requisite to a modification of five thousand plus years of ingrained beliefs; hence Hmolpedia is elaboration on details
of explicits. The content of Hmolpedia, in short, is a corpus of footnotes to a change of beliefs.

“One’s beliefs or theological holdings can be divided into two classes: those
for which a man would go to the stake, and those for which a man would not
go to the stake.”
— Edwards A. Park (c.1870), American moral philosopher

Knowledge, in the discerning words of Francis Bacon, is power. Power, in the quantifications of James Watt, is work
per unit time. Work, in the unimpeachable formulations of Gustave Coriolis, is the result of a force moving a body
through unit distance. Force, as defined by the illustrious Newton, is influence—mediated via field particle exchanges
(in modern terms)—that tends to change the state of rest of a body or its uniform motion in a straight line. The body
of interest herein is the light-stimulated power (knowledge) animated CHNOPS+20 molecular body or phase reading
these words.
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Sychev, Vladimir
In thermodynamics, Viacheslav Vladimirovich Sychev (c.1935-), cited as V.V. Sychev,
known as "Vladimir Sychev", is a Russian scientist noted for his 1973 Complex
Thermodynamic Systems, on equilibrium thermodynamics applied to complex systems,
and for his 1981 Differential Equations of Thermodynamics, on the partial differential
equations of thermodynamics of mathematical thermodynamics, in which he discusses
the Pfaffian form, among other subjects [1] In the 1980s, Sychev also co-authored a
number of other works such as the thermodynamic properties of nitrogen, of ethylene,
and of butane, respectively.

Russian school
Sychev seems to be part of the Russian school of thermodynamics or what might be
better categorized as the Russian school of complex systems thermodynamics or
possibly hierarchical thermodynamics. On 2 Jan 2011, Russian physical chemist Georgi
Gladyshev commented the following to American electrochemical engineer Libb Thims
in the Hmolpedia forums: [2]
“You write at first on the classical free energy. This is enough for chemical simple systems and complex (*) chemical
thermodynamic systems. However, in general case when we say on complex chemical thermodynamic systems and
the systems of higher hierarchies we must say about free energy of complex systems (*), V. Sychev, G. Gladyshev, et
al. I believe it will correct if you will write on this.”
On 10 Jan 2011, Gladyshev elaborated to Thims as follows: [3]
“Interactions and the behavior of humans can be described by the equations of complex system thermodynamics
only. The human is not “a heat engine” or “steam engine”! I said this you many times in delicate form. I believe you
must say on delta G*<0 ! In your Encyclopedia you present the opinions of different people. Many of them had no
and have no any relation to professional physics, physical chemistry. Science is not decided by voices. Many of your
articles in the Encyclopedia have only an interest to the history of human thoughts or the history of science. You have
no general theory of your own. You discuss the meanings of some terms or of some words. By the way I would to say
that your Human Chemistry (and the branches of human chemistry) is the component of hierarchical
thermodynamics. I believe it is clear after reading of my books and textbooks of I. Bazarov, V. Sychev, R. Kubo, N.
Bogolubov and others professional scientists. I think thermodynamics requires not only the knowledge of philosophy
but the knowledge of mathematics at first. During some years I try little by little to correct your views, but it is in
vain? However, I would like to hope you'll understand to me, and your Herculean efforts will be recognized by
science. That's my opinion.”

Ecological thermodynamics
In 2012, American ecological thermodynamicist Jeff Tuhtan began studying what he calls “Sychev-complex systems”
(systems in which more than expansion work is performed) to ecological systems, particularly the fish-river system.
[4]

References
1. (a) Sychev, Vladimir V. (1973). Complex Thermodynamic Systems (Slozhnye Termodinamicheskie Sistemy). 1982, 3rd
ed.Import Pubn.
(b) Sychev, Viacheslav. (1981). The Differential Equations of Thermodynamics. Taylor & Francis.
2. Gladyshev, Georgi. (2011). “Free Energy, Thermodynamics”, Hmolpedia forums, Jan 2.
3. Gladyshev, Georgi. (2011). “Science”, Hmolpedia forums, Jan 10.
4. Tuhtan, Jeff. (2012). “Human Thermodynamics”, Hmolpedia threads (#23), Jun 1.
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In thermodynamics, symbols or "notations" are
means of representing measurable quantities or
formulaic representations of these quantities by
means of letters, modifications of letters, e.g.
italics, bold, hats, cross-bars, etc., or other shapes,
figurines, or operators.
“Philosophy is written in that great book that lies
before our gaze—I mean the universe—but we
cannot understand it if we do not first learn the
language and grasp the symbols in which it is
written.”
— Galileo Galilei (1623), The Assayer [52]

“I know several men who see all nature in symbols,
and express themselves conformably whether in
A differential equation symbols cartoon by Nick Kim. [49]
Quintics or Quantics, Invariants or Congruents.”
— James Maxwell (1863), letter (Ѻ) to (someone)

“The first time I heard about chemical thermodynamics was when a second-year undergraduate brought me the
news early in my freshman year. He told me a spine-chilling story of endless lectures with almost three-hundred
numbered equations, all of which, it appeared, had to be committed to memory and reproduced in exactly the same
form in subsequent examinations. Not only did these equations contain all the normal algebraic symbols but in
addition they were liberally sprinkled with stars, daggers, and circles so as to stretch even the most powerful of
minds.”
— Brian Smith (1973), Basic Chemical Thermodynamics [1]

Table
The following is an (under-construction) table of the various symbols used in thermodynamics and its connective
fields. Some symbols are linked to as separate article, as listed in the adjacent navigation box. Curiously, of note, it
seems that smaller letter, e.g. p, t, v, were preferred at the turn 19th century, whereas capital letters, e.g. P, T, V,
were preferred at the turn of the 20th century and onward, for the most part. In the meaning column (two), names
shown in brackets are what people tend to call the symbol in the modern sense; if no brackets are shown, then it is
the name used according to the reference given:
Symbol

Δ

Meaning

Formula

Date

Person

Fire or Heat

450BC Empedocles: [14]

+

(Plus sign)

1518

Henricus
Grammateus [43]

–

(Minus sign)

1518

Henricus
Grammateus [43]

=

(Equals sign)

1557 Robert Recorde. [42]

(link)

(link)

>
<

c.1600 Thomas Harriot [51]

Log.

Appears as an
abbreviation for
logarithm in A
Description of the
Admirable Table of
1616 Logarithmes (1616),
an English
translation by
Edward Wright of
John Napier's work.
[47]

Logarithm
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1631

≤
≥

ϕ (phi)

1670 John Wallis [51]

Integral

Gottfried Leibniz:
according to
Leibniz's notebooks,
a critical
breakthrough
occurred on 11
November 1675,
when he employed
integral calculus for
the first time to find
1675
the area under a
function y=ƒ(x). He
introduced several
notations used to
this day, for instance
the integral sign ∫
representing an
elongated S, from
the Latin word
summa. [32]

Derivative

Gottfried Leibniz: in
the same notebook,
Leibniz employed the
1675 use of d for
differentials, from
the Latin word
differentia. [32]

Phlogiston

1704 Georg Stahl: [24]

T

Temperature

?

V

Volume

?

P

Pressure
or weight of the
overlying
atmosphere

Daniel Bernoulli:
“the weight P
holding down the
piston in [a given]
position is the same
1738
as the weight of the
overlying
atmosphere, which
we shall designate P
in what follows.”[34]

n

Number of
particles

1738 Daniel Bernoulli: [34]

f(x)

Function

Leonhard Euler: was
the first to write f(x)
1755 to denote the
function f applied to
the argument x. [44]

i

Imaginary
number

1755 Leonhard Euler: [44]

e

Natural log base

1755 Leonhard Euler: [44]

∑

Summation

1755 Leonhard Euler: [44]
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→

Dart
(Reaction
arrow)

William Cullen: “the
dart → between
them expresses the
elective attraction;
when I put a dart
with the tail to one
substance and the
point to another, I
mean that the
1757
substance to which
the tail is directed
unites with the one
to which the point is
directed more
strongly than it does
with the one united
to it in the crotchet
{” . [9]

{

Crotchet
(Bonding
bracket)

William Cullen: “by
the mark { I mean
1757
them united to
another” [9]

equates to: AB or A≡B (modern)

∂

Partial
differential

AB

Chemical union

T

Vis viva (kinetic
energy)

1788 Joseph Lagrange: [6]

Definite integral

Joseph Fourier, in his
Analytical Theory of
Heat, introduced the
symbol, and stated:
“We refer in general
by the sign
(adjacent) as the
1822 Integral symbol with
a and b as the Limits
of the full integration
that begins when the
variable is equivalent
to a, and is complete
when the variable is
equal to b.” [46]

Heat

Sadi Carnot: "[s is]
the heat liberated
(set free) or
absorbed" when "a
gas varies in volume
without change in
1824 temperature."; "let e
be the quantity of
heat employed to
maintain the
temperature of the
gas constant during
its dilation." [21]

Motive power
(work)

1824 Sadi Carnot: [21]

s

(or e)

r

(or u)

"curly d"

AB

1770
1775 Torbern Bergman
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Q

Heat

Emile Clapeyron: "Q
is an absolute
quantity of heat
which the gas
possesses." [21] The
"Q" supposedly is
1834 short for small
"quantity"; the usage
may date earlier,
possibly to Joseph
Fourier, and his
Analytical Theory of
Heat (1822)?

R

Gas constant

Emile Clapeyron:
1834 (possibly used
earlier?) [21][23]

Force function

William Hamilton:
"the function which
has been here called
1835
U may be named the
force-function of a
system." [7]

∇

Quaternion
operator
Nabla (Maxwell,
c.1873)
Del (Gibbs and
Wilson, 1901)

William Hamilton
Coined by Peter Tait,
in dispute with
Maxwell (link); or by
Maxwell in honor of
1837
Tait, in his circa
1873/74 poem
"Chief Musician
upon Nabla" (link)
(link)

T

Vis viva

?

Rudolf Clausius:

J

Ergal

?

Rudolf Clausius: [26]

?

Rudolf Clausius: "[U
is the] "energy of the
system"; [according
to the conservation
of energy] the sum
of the vis viva T and
the ergal J [which]
remains constant
during its motion."
[26]

?

Rudolf Clausius: "[W
is] the work done
whenever a body
moves under the
influence of a force"
and "the product of
the force and
distance moved
through is the
mechanical work
which the force

U

U

W

Energy

Work

T+J

F (xyz) + const.
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performs during the
motion."

S

Entropy

1865 Rudolf Clausius: [27]

U

(Internal
energy)

1865

Francois Massieu:
[3][12]

U'

(Heat content)

1865

Francois Massieu:
[3][12]

Ψ (psi)

Characteristic
function

1869

Francois Massieu:
[12]

1869

Francois Massieu:
[12]

Entropy

1872

Ludwig Boltzmann:
[36]

Heat

Willard Gibbs: "heat
received by the body
1873
in passing from one
state to another". [5]

ε (epsilon)

Energy

Willard Gibbs: "the
1873 energy of body in a
given state". [5]

η (eta)

Entropy

Willard Gibbs: "the
1873 entropy of a body in
a given state". [5]

Inexact
differential

1875 Carl Neumann: [28]

or

Ψ' (psi prime)
E

H

(d-hat)

or

χ (chi)

(Heat content)

Ψ (psi)

(Helmholtz
function)

ζ (zeta)

(Gibbs function)

μ (mu)

Potential
(Chemical
potential)

ε + pv

Willard Gibbs: "heat
1876 function at constant
pressure" [3]

ε – tη

Willard Gibbs: “the
force function for
1876
constant
temperature” [11]

ε – tη + pv

1876 Willard Gibbs:
Willard Gibbs: "if to
any homogeneous
mass in a state of
hydrostatic stress we
suppose an
infinitesimal quantity
of any substance to
be added, the mass
remaining
1876
homogeneous and it
entropy and volume
remaining
unchanged, the
increase of the
energy of the mass
divided by the
quantity of the
substance added is
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the potential for that
substance in the
mass considered."
[8]
Potential
difference (of a
galvanic cell) or
Pressure

1877

ℰ

(Electromotive
force)

Hermann Helmholtz:
"P is the potential
difference (a and k
referring to the
1877
anode and cathode,
respectively) in a
concentration cell."
[20]

J

Mechanical
equivalent of
heat

1882

θ

Absolute
temperature

S

Entropy

1882

Total energy

Hermann Helmholtz:
"the total energy
1882
(gesammt-energie)
of the system [19]

Free energy

Hermann Helmholtz:
"the free energy
1882
(frieie energie) of the
system." [20]

P

U

,F

,B

Bound energy

"temperature reckoned from –273° C"

U – JTS
JTS

(J=1 in modern joule units)

Reversible
reaction
A–B
A=B

Uniting dashes
(chemical bond)

Hermann Helmholtz:
[20]

1882 " "
Hermann Helmholtz:
[20]

Hermann Helmholtz:
"the latent energy
1882
(gebundene energie)
of the system." [19]
1884

represent the "force lines" associated with
atomic valencies.

Hermann Helmholtz:
[20]

Jacobus van't Hoff
[45]

1893 Walther Nernst

Natural
logarithm

Used by Irving
Stringham (18471893 1909) in Uniplanar
Algebra (Cajori vol.
2, page 107). [47]

U

Energy

Max Planck: "the
energy of a body or
1897
system of bodies."
[19]

Φ (phi)

Entropy

1897 Max Planck: [19]

Free energy

Max Planck: “The
function F, thus
bearing the same
1897
relation to the
external work that
the energy U does to

ln

F

U – TΦ
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the sum of the
external heat and
work, has been
called by Helmholtz
the free energy
(frieie energie) of the
system (it should
rather be called the
‘free energy for
isothermal
processes’).” [19]

Ψ (psi)

(Gibbs energy)
or

Max Planck:
“multiplying Φ by –
T, we get the
1897 thermodynamic
potential at constant
pressure U + pV –
TΦ” [19][2]

U

(Internal
energy)

1897

–

(Heat content)

1897 Pierre Duhem: [3]

(Helmholtz free
energy)

1897

Pierre Duhem:
[18][3]

Φ (phi)

(Gibbs
potential)

1897

Pierre Duhem:
[18][3]

h

Universal
constant
(Planck
constant)

Max Planck:
1900 "universal
constant"[38]

k

Universal
constant
(Boltzmann
constant)

Max Planck:
1900 "universal constant"
[38]

A

Reaction energy

1905 Fritz Haber: [31]

Q

Reaction heat

1905 Fritz Haber: [31]

q

Latent heat of
reaction

Fritz Haber: "here we
use minus q to
designate the heat
1905 which is used up or
in other words,
becomes latent (or
bound?)." [31]

S

Entropy

1905 Fritz Haber: [31]

U

Total energy

1905 Fritz Haber: [31]

Avogadro's
constant

Jean Perrin: “the
invariable number N
is a universal
constant, which may
1909
appropriately be
designated
Avogadro’s
constant.” [37]

N

Pierre Duhem:
[18][3]
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E + PV

Heike KamerlinghOnnes: coined the
name enthalpy from
the Greek εν (en) ‘in’
1909
and θαλπος (thalpos)
‘to heat’, to define
the word enthalpos,
to warm within. [4]

H

Enthalpy

U

Energy

1912 Otto Sackur: [17]

H

Heat content

U + pv

Otto Sackur: “the
heat of reaction at
constant pressure is
equal to the change
in the function H. For
1912 this reason H is
called the heat
content of the
system, or the heat
function for constant
pressure.” [17]

Ψ (psi)

Free energy
function

U – TS

1912 Otto Sackur: [17]
Otto Sackur: “some
authors use the term
free energy for the
function ζ, although
this term was
1912 invented by
Helmholtz for the
function ψ (See G.N.
Lewis, J. Am. Chem.
Soc. 35: 14 (1913)).”
[17]

ζ (zeta)

Thermodynamic
potential

U

Energy content

1917 Walther Nernst: [33]

Q

Heat flow

1917 " "

A

Work

S

Entropy

1917 " "

Contour
integral sign
Line integral
Path integral
Curve integral

1917

E

Internal energy

Lewis and Randall:
"[E is] the energy
contained within a
1923 system, or its
internal energy, a
property of the
system." [10]

A

Helmholtz free
energy

F

Free energy

U – TS + pv

German “Arbeit”, meaning work,

1917 " "

Arnold Sommerfeld
[50]

E – TS

1923 " "

(E + PV) – TS
H – TS

1923 " "

Volume Eight (Sx-Z)

A

Work

d

Ordinary
differential
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James Partington:
1924
[15]
""

Temperature

[" "]: “the symbol θ is
used throughout to
denote temperature
1924 measured on any
scale, unless the
scale is specified.”
[15]

Intrinsic energy

1924 " "

H

Enthalpy; Total
heat; Heat
function

U + pV

[" "]: “the function H
was called by Gibbs
the heat function at
constant pressure,
and denoted by χ;
the name enthalpy
has been proposed
by Kamerling Onnes
1924 (τό θαλπος = heat). It
is usually called by
engineers the total
heat, or heat
content, but these
names refer to an
obsolete period in
the theory of heat.”
[15]

F

Free energy

U – TS

1924 " "

θ (theta)
or T
U

Z

Thermodynamic
potential

[" "]: “Z is called the
thermodynamic
potential by analogy
1924
with the potential
function in dynamics:
ϕ1 – ϕ2 = work” [15]

U – TS + pV

Cycle integral ∮
(circle integral)
closed path
integral

Used by Partington
(1924) in a
thermodynamic
1924 sense; may have
been used by Arnold
Sommerfeld in 1917,
if not sooner?

Δ

Change

Edward Guggenheim
- defined in
formulaic terms [11];
1933
symbols used
previously by Gilbert
Lewis (1923).

H

Heat content

F

Helmholtz free
energy

"excess of final over initial value"
(e.g.

)

E + PV

1933 " "

E – TS

[" "]: “the function F
is due to Helmholtz,
and was named by
1933 him the ‘free
energy’. It is
sometimes called the
‘work function’. We
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shall call F the
‘Helmholtz free
energy’.” [11]
Edward
Guggenheim: “the
function G is due to
Gibbs, and is often
1933 referred to by
modern writers as
‘free energy’. We
shall call G the ‘Gibbs
free energy’.” [11]

G

Gibbs free
energy

U

Internal energy

1934

Theophile de
Donder: [16]

E

Internal energy

1936

Theophile de
Donder: [3]

A

Affinity

1936 " "

Ξ or B (?)

Exergy

1956 Zoran Rant: [39]

Entropy

Clement Adkins:
"[the rev subscript is
used] to emphasize
1968
that the equality
holds for reversible
changes only." [41]

Total exergy

Norio Sato: “we shall
use the symbol E
2004 (capital epsilon) to
express total exergy.
[40]

Molar exergy

Norio Sato: “we shall
use the symbol ε
2004 (small epsilon) to
express molar (or
specific exergy). [40]

S

E

ε

H – TS

Undated
The following needed to be dated with reference to the actual person who first used the symbol (starting point
references are shown in brackets):
Specific heat at
[19]
constant pressure
Specific heat at
constant volume

γ (gamma)

[19]
1897 Max Planck (?): [19]

J

Massieu function

1960 Herbert Callen (?): [13]

Y

Planck function

1960 Herbert Callen (?): [13]
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Discussion
The following is a discussion section on some of the symbols.
Some common symbol examples include, ∆ the symbol for heat or fire, θ∆ics
the shorthand symbol for thermo-dynamics, U for internal energy, G for
Gibbs free energy, A of F for Helmholtz free energy, S for entropy, T for
temperature, P for pressure, V for volume, etc.

Etymologies
The etymologies of many symbols are very difficult to track down. Belgian
chemist Theophile de Donder's 1936 book A Thermodynamic Theory of
Affinity contains one of the first symbol tables for the main thermodynamic
functions used by various pioneering authors up to that year. [3] One of the
few articles on symbol etymology history is the 1997 "A Brief History of
Thermodynamics Notations" by American chemical thermodynamicist Rubin
Battino who commented, in motivation prior to writing his article, that: [2]
The Greek alphabet: used greatly in
thermodynamics; capital delta Δ, for
example, refers to heat (in chemistry) or
change (in thermodynamics), as in before
minus after of some variable, small delta
δ represents an inexact differential, as in
δW or δQ, as does đ (d-crossbar), and d
refers to an exact differential, as in dU or
dS.

“I was recently asked, ‘I understand the use of H for enthalpy because that is
heat related, but where does S for entropy come from?’ I was stumped and
decided to do some historical research to track down not only the origin of S
but also the other principal thermodynamic terminology and notation.”

This semi error filled article (e.g. attributing enthalpy, H, to Clapeyron, or the
statement "Clausius in 1834 [age 12] was using Q for heat"), however, fails in
its essential mission to determine the origin of H to enthalpy (which was
assigned in 1909 by Dutch physicist Heike Kamerlingh-Onnes), and the origin
of S to entropy, assigned by German physicist Rudolf Clausius in 1865. The
origin of S as entropy is arguably assigned either (a) on the following of Sadi Carnot's 1824 use of the small letter:
“[s represents] the heat liberated (set free) or absorbed”
during an isothermal expansion of a body of gas; or (b) in honor of S. Carnot's first name "Sadi". [21] Both of these
tables are shown below:

De Donder's 1936 Symbol Table
Battino's 2001 Symbol Table
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Belgian chemist Theophile de Donder’s 1936
thermodynamic potential notation table. [3]

American chemical thermodynamicist Rubin Battino's 2001
thermodynamic symbol etymology table. [2]

Jensen's symbol research
A few interesting symbol etymology articles come from American chemistry historian William Jensen, who runs a
semi-annual "Ask the Historian" column of the Journal of Chemical Education, who takes email queries on "historical
origins of symbols". In his 2003 “The Universal Gas Constant R”, a response to a reader's inquiry, which “traces the
history of the gas constant R and the probable reason for its representation by the letter R", Jensen tracks the first
use of the constant to French engineer Emile Clapeyron's use of R in his 1834 Memoir on the Motive Power of Fire.
[22][23] In his 2010 "Why Are q and Q Used to Symbolize Heat?", Jensen attempts to outline the historical usages of
"q" and "Q" in the works of Clapeyron, Rudolf Clausius, August Horstmann, Hermann Helmholtz, Fritz Haber, up
through Gilbert Lewis. [48]

See also
● Characteristic function
● Characteristic function table

IUPAC's 2007 Chemical Thermodynamics Symbol
Table
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In chemistry, sympathy (TR:31), from the Greek sin- “with,
along with” + -pathos “feeling”, i.e. “fellow-feeling”, a circa 800
to 1900 employed concept, was a hypothetical quasi-emotional
chemical or alchemical and or gravity-like force thought to
connect different things, e.g. elements to elements, plants to
plants, animals to animals, etc.; the concept seems to have
been usurped and and or supplanted by "affinity" after the
publication of Newton's "Query 31" (1718), in large part.

Overview
In 1000AD, the first attempts to represent chemical entities
using "characters" or "symbols" was done some time in the late
A circa 1,000AD listing of various elements and their
first century, when it was theorized that some type of
"sympathy" connection existed between the astrology and the alchemical symbols, during which time it was believed
metals, thus, e.g., silver Ag, colored the same as the moon, was there existed some type of "sympathy" connection
between astrology and the metals. [1]
assigned with the chemical symbol of a crescent moon ☽, gold
Au, colored the same as the sun, was assigned with the chemical symbol of the sun ☉ (or ☼), among other types of
similar assignments. In 1789, John Stewart, in his Moral Motion, possibly similar to Leonardo da Vinci, seems to have
derived a vegetarianism philosophy based on his moral motion sympathy-centric ideology; some of which seems to
be elaborated on as follows: [2]
“A man in an enlightened state of nature will be averse to the violence necessary to procure subsistence by animal
food, and the only violence he will permit, and that with extreme regret, will be the destruction of destructive
creatures, whom he cannot change by education or prevent by restriction: both of which means he will first attempt,
in order that the ‘sacred passion of sympathy’ may receive no callosity or diminution by hasty or voluntary violence.”
(add discussion)

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“Like Empedocles, Leo identifies cosmic attraction with love. But he points out three degrees of love—natural,
sensible, and rational. By natural love he means those "sympathies" which attract a stone to the earth, make rivers
flow to the sea, keep the sun, moon, and stars in their courses, etc. Burton (1652) agrees with Leo, and asks quaintly:
‘How comes a loadstone to draw iron to it . . . the ground to covet showers, but for love? . . . no stock, no stone, that
has not some feeling of love. It is more eminent in Plants, Herbs, and is especially observed in vegetals; as betwixt the
Vine and Elm a great sympathy,’ ‘Sensible’ Love is that which prevails among animals. In it Leon recognizes the higher
elements of delight in one another's company, and of attachment to a master. ‘Rational’ Love, the third and highest
class, is peculiar to God, angels, and men. But the inclination to confound gravitation and other natural forces with
Love is not to be found among ancient and mediaeval authors alone. Paradoxical as it may seem, it is the ‘gross
materialist’," Dr. Ludwig Buchner, who exclaims rapturously: "For it is love, in the form of attraction, which chains
stone to stone, earth to earth, star to star, and which Cosmic Attraction and Chemical Affinities holds together the
mighty edifice on which we stand, and on the surface of which, like parasites, we carry on our existence, barely
noticeable in the infinite universe; and on which we shall continue to exist till that distant period when its component
parts will again be resolved into that primal chaos from which it laboriously severed itself millions of years ago, and
became a separate planet.”
— Henry Finck (1887), Romantic Love and Personal Beauty [4]

“I am tempted to send Winiarski criticism. Why he called selfish and altruistic one hand on the other hand the forces
of competition tends to be the balance of the moral world? Selfishness is it not by itself a principle sufficient to
reconstruct the moral world the forces of attraction and repulsion that occur in any cosmic system? If these forces
must be given a new name when carried out in this moral field, the words love and hate, or sympathy and antipathy,
does not correspond with a more precise symmetry in attraction and repulsion, are not they not to each other more
closely balances?”
— Jules de Gaultier (1898), “Review of Winiarski’s Essay on Social Mechanics” (Ѻ) [3]
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Synergy
In science, synergy tends to refer to two systems working together that produce results greater than the sum of their
actions when working separately. [1]

Etymology
The term “synergy” itself, in the sense of “cooperation” or “working together” dates to the 1650s. [3] As to who
actually introduced the notion of synergy as “effects result greater when working together than when working
separately”, is a bit elusive. The first dominate usage of the term synergy, in a semi-physical sense, seems to be found
in American physical sociologist Lester Ward, who in his 1907 Pure Sociology, introduces the term, with historical
thoughts on the need for such a term, as the “twofold character of energy and mutuality, or the systematic and
organic working together of the antithetical forces of nature.” Ward then goes onto give an example of how synergy
can be used to qualify the work associated with the variety of forces involved in an atomic collision, and explanation
in which he employs formulas. [2] There is some commentary, to note, that synergy was coined by Carl Jung; this,
however, may have been a later independent usage. [1] Peter Corning, of late, is a big synergy theorist; as was
Buckminster Fuller before him.

See also
● Two cultures synergy
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Syntropic
In science, syntropic is an entropy antonym like term conceptualized as something that describes converging waves
or phenomena, e.g. those characteristic of life, which are not reproducible and tend to differentiation; the polar
opposite of “entropic” or entropy phenomena, referring to processes or phenomena that consist of diverging waves,
which are reproducible that tend towards leveling of behaviors. In 1941, Italian mathematician Luigi Fantappie, in his
“Unified Theory of the Physical and Biological World”, completed in 1947, introduction of the new concept of "total
existence, compatible with the principles of relativity. It was based on D'Alembert equation, which describes wave
propagations and admits two types of solutions, represented respectively by waves from a source divergent,
convergent and waves to a source, placed in the future. [1] Fantappié identifies these new phenomena with the most
typical and mysterious of life processes. In short, he reasons that syntropic phenomena are governed by a force,
opposed to entropy, which attracts living systems towards higher levels of organization and order. [2]

See also
● Anti-entropy difficulties
● Syntropy
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Syntropy
In hmolscience, syntropy is an entropy antonym like term conceptualized as a force which causes living things to
reach "higher and higher levels of organization, order and dynamic harmony." [1]

Overview
In 1974, Hungarian physiologist Albert Szent-Györgyi proposed the term "syntropy" to replace the term the term
"negative entropy" (or negentropy). In short, based on the misinterpreted logic that entropy is a universal "force"
which causes organized forms to gradually disintegrate into lower and lower levels of organization and that some
basic difference between the living and the non-living, Szent-Gyorgyi postulated that there exists what he calls the
"principle" of syntropy or "negative entropy", as a drive in living matter to perfect itself, or something along these
lines. [2]

See also
● Anti-entropy difficulties
● Syntropic

References
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System
In thermodynamics, system refers to the
volumetric region under study. The system is
characterized by a boundary, across which both
matter and energy may pass. A system, in more
detail, is the portion of the universe under study,
being separated from the remainder of the
universe by a boundary, which may be material or
not, but which, by convention, delimits a finite
volume, across which the possible exchanges of
work, heat, or matter may pass. [1]

History
The term system or "thermodynamic system" are
A system is any volumetric region of the universe delineated by a
synonyms of "working substance", used by French boundary.
physicist Sadi Carnot in 1923, "working body",
used by German physicist Rudolf Clausius in 1850, and "working medium", used by Russian bioelectrochemist
Octavian Ksenzhek in 2007.

Types
The distinctions between “isolated”, “closed”, and “open” seem to have been first laid out explicitly in the Brussels
school in the writings of Théophile de Donder, who in 1936 clearly defined closed systems, and his student Ilya
Prigogine who in 1961 stated: [3]
“We shall distinguish between isolated systems which can exchange neither energy nor matter, closed systems which
can exchange energy but no matter, and open systems which can exchange both energy and matter with the
exterior.”

Human system
See main: Human system, Social system, Economic system, etc.

To properly understand the concept of system, for use in the extrapolation of thermodynamic analysis in human
systems, e.g. a town, community, or social group, etc., being comprised of reactionary human molecules (people),
one must aver to the more detailed original terminology used by Clausius. [2]
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Szent-Gyorgyi, Albert
In animate thermodynamics, Albert Szent-Gyorgyi (1893-1986) was a Hungarian
physiologist and bioenergetics pioneer noted for his startling 1948 statement that “life,
as such, does not exist”, for his 1961 electron theory of “living matter”, and for his
1974 proposal to replace the term “negative entropy” (or negentropy) with “syntropy”,
which he pictured as a force which causes living things to reach “higher and higher
levels of organization, order and dynamic harmony.” [1] Gyorgyi’s views on life and
energy were and inspiration to Chinese-born English biophysicist Mae-Wan Ho. [2] At
some point along the way, he also expressed his motto that "we need to fight against
entropy."

Life, as such, does not exist
See main: Life does not exist

Szent-Gyorgyi, has become semi-famous for his oft-repeated, startling to some,
statement that “life, itself, does not exist”, a view that has been cited up to the present
in what is life debates. In 1948, Szent-Gyorgyi, in his Nature of Life: a Study of the
Muscle, stated the following—which seems to be the first mention of this view—in his chapter section on colloidal
chemical considerations: [9]
“The biologist wants to understand life, but life, as such, does not exist: nobody has ever seen it. What we call ‘life’ is
a certain quality, the sum of certain reactions of systems of matter, as the smile is the quality or reaction of the lips.”
In 1972, Szent-Gyorgyi, in his The Living State, opens to the following paragraph: [11]
“Every biologist has at some time asked ‘what is life?’ and none has ever given a satisfactory answer. Science is built
on the premise that nature answers intelligent questions intelligently; so if no answer exists, there must be
something wrong with the question. Life, as such, does not exist. What we can see and measure are material systems
which have the wonderful quality of ‘being alive’. What we can ask more hopefully is ‘what are the properties which
bring matter to life? Though I do not know what life is, I have no doubt as to whether my dog is alive or dead. Life is a
paradox. It is easy to understand why man always divided his world into ‘animate’ and ‘inanimate’, anima meaning
soul, the presence of which had to explain queer behavior. The most basic rule of inanimate nature is that it tends
toward equilibrium which is at the maximum of entropy and the minimum of free energy. As shown so delightfully by
Schrodinger in his little book What is Life? (1945), the main characteristic of life is that it tends to decrease its
entropy. It also tends to increase its free energy.”
In 1972, Szent-Gyorgyi, in his chapter contribution “What is Life?”, stated the following: [14]
“In my search for the secret of life, I ended up with atoms and electrons, which have no life at all. Somewhere along
the lines, life has run out through my fingers. So, in my old age, I am now retracing my steps [back to the cell].”
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Szent-Gyorgyi, goes on, at this point, to state that
“life is not a thing to be studied: rather, ‘being alive’
is a quality of some physical systems.” [14] This last
fingers quote, to note, has been taking up recently
by the “spirituality” and metaphysical theorists, as a
basis to argue, e.g., for Vedic-based spirit theory (Ѻ),
astral spirit-based active principles (Ѻ), and or
paranormal ideas. (Ѻ)
In 1978, Szent-Gyorgyi, in his symposium article
“The Living State and Cancer”, was opening to the
same “life, as such, does not exist” idiom, in regards
to the question of what is life?, but quickly parlays
the issue off to the assertion that the conceptual
dualistic divide of the world between animate and
inanimate or alive and not-alive is solved by
reference to what he calls a “living state” which he
describes as a “special physicochemical state, a state
which can be described in terms of exact sciences,
and has to fit into the great order of the universe,
having been created by the same forces as the
universe itself.” Here, after continuing with the
statement that “we must search for an
understanding and an answer to our question with a
wide natural philosophical outlook and fit life into
the great scheme of creation”, it would seem,
possibly, that Szent-Gyorgyi is venturing into
religious-framed talk (check). [13]
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Top: an image from Asim Kurjak and J.M. Carrera’s 2006 chapter
“The Beginning of Human Life”, wherein Albert Szent-Gyorgyi’s
1940s “life, as such, does not exist” statement is cited, as a platform
to digress on possible legal and religious implications of the fetus.
[10] Bottom:a 1993 article snippet, in Liberty: a Magazine of
Religious Freedom, citing Szent-Gyorgyi’s startling statement: “life,
as such, does not exist”. [8]

A citation from 1993 article, from a religious
magazine article—the implication of the possibility that life does not exist has great implications for religious belief—
is as follows: [8]
“Albert Szent-Gyorgyi, the Nobel laureate discoverer of Vitamin C, startled his readers when he wrote: ‘Life, as such,
does not exist.’ He explained: ‘What we can see and measure are material systems which have the wonderful quality
of...”
In 2006, authors Asim Kurjak and J.M. Carrera, in their chapter “The Beginning of Human Life: Scientific and Religious
Controversies”, section: “The Definition of Life”, in their Textbook of Perinatal Medicine, state the following: [10]
“Some authors say that life as such does not exist—no one has ever seen it. Szent-Gyorgyi says that the noun ‘life’
has no significance because there is no such thing as ‘life’. Le Dantez holds that the expression ‘to live’ is too general,
and that it is better to say that a dog ‘dogs’ or a fish ‘fishes’ than a ‘dog or a fish lives’.”
Kurjak argues that Szent-Gyorgyi's position may have possible implications on the so-called "legal" rights of an
embryo, such as depicted adjacent.

Atlan
French biophysicist and philosopher Henri Atlan—who notably studied, for a time, under Aharon Katchalsky—in his
work on bioethics, namely on the problems involved in speaking about “life” in an essential fashion, e.g. claiming that
the genome contains the “essence of life”, repeatedly quoted Szent-Gyorgyi’s claim that “life as such does not exist”,
which he interprets to mean that: [12]
“Life does not exist as an explicative notion of organic properties … life does not exist as an object of biological
research.”
Atlan also states:
“When Szent-Gyorgyi made the somewhat abrupt declaration: “life as such does not exist”, in all likelihood he was
not doubting his daily experience. I do not think I betray him in thus clarifying his words: life does not exist as an
explicative notion of organic properties. I other words, life does not exist as an object of biological research.”
Meaning that, in the context of bioethics, that “any thinking of the living cannot maintain its rigor if it postulates life
as an essentialist notion” as his collected works editors Stefanos Geroulanos and Todd Meyers summarize (2011).
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Religion
Szent-Gyorgyi’s views on relation between religion and science seem to be of the covert ontic opening type. In his
1977 “Drive in Living Matter to Perfect Itself”, to explain, he says that the coordinated behavioral adaptation such as
the woodpecker’s drilling and probing, as “random mutation, has the probability of zero”, and goes onto state that “I
am unable to approach this problem [compound traits] without supposing an innate ‘drive’ in living matter to perfect
itself”, which he goes onto label as “syntropy”, the opposite of entropy—presumably culled from Schrodinger’s 1944
what is life discussions—an idea that religious-science reconciler Gary Parker refers to as an “impersonal creative
force”. (Ѻ) This is consistent in Szent-Gyorgyi’s 1978 discussions, above, about how his dualist life theory needs to fit
in the “great scheme of creation”. [13] We also note, in 1928, when Szent-Gyorgyi discovered vitamin C, originally he
did not know what the compound was, thinking it was some type of sugar compound; hence, he was going to name it
ig-nose, a combination of the suffix –ose the sugar designating ending (as in glucose or fructose) and the prefix ig-,
signifying that he was ignorant as to what it was, and thereby sent in the name suggestion “God-nose” to the editor
of the Biochemical Journal, meaning that “God knows what this compound is?”. (Ѻ)(Ѻ) Explicit atheists do not, in
short, make comments like this.

Living matter | Electron theory of life
Szent-Gyorgyi is noted for his 1961 take on the concept of the photon mill and its role in the study of animate, earthbound chemical processes: [4]
"It is common knowledge that the ultimate source of all our energy and negative entropy is the radiation of the sun.
When a photon interacts with a material particle on our globe it lifts one electron from an electron pair to a higher
level. This excited state, as a rule has but a very short lifetime and the electron drops back within 10-7 to 10-8
seconds to the ground state giving off its excess energy in one way or another. Life has learned to catch the electron
in the excited state, uncouple it from its partner and let it drop back to the ground state through its biological
machinery, utilizing its excess energy for life processes."
In 1983, Szent-Gyorgyi, in his “On the Nature and Origin of Life”, opens to the following: [7]
“Biology, hitherto, did not contribute considerably to the foundations of physics. On the other hand it expects its
basic problems to be solved by physics. Biology, being essentially the study of life, bios, its main problem is: what is
life? The question must have been asked innumerable times without finding a satisfactory answer. This is an unusual
situation, experimental science being based on experience that nature answers intelligent questions intelligently. If
she is silent, something may be wrong with about the question.”
He continues:
“We can formulate our question about the nature of life in a different way, which is more in the language of science.
We can ask, for instance, what is the difference between ‘animate’ (living) and ‘inanimate’ (non-living). We can try to
compare the two bit by bit noting the difference in terms of exact science.”
This is all fairly cogent, with nitpick point that animate things such as robots, automatons, steam engines, watermills,
or windmills, etc., are, in colloquial speak, considered non-living, but still animate, hence deriding his classification
scheme. In any event, the end of his argument concludes with something to the effect that the difference between
the two, living and non-living, in his mind, has something to do with a peculiarity with electrons or electron orbitals in
so-called living things, or in his own words:
“It was almost forty years ago that I suggested that electron orbitals in living matter may form band patterns which
promote electron mobility.”
(add discussion)
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Molecular goggles |
Perspective
Szent-Gyorgyi stated the
following molecular goggles
view (advanced intelligence
view) (Matrix view) in the
sense that he sees a monkey,
or what one might call a
monkey molecule, in a jungle
as a particularly concentrated
locus of molecules with an
inflow and outflow of material:
[5]

Top: a code-vision purview from The Matrix
film, where like the ability to see individual
atoms, the character Neo has the ability to
see individual code characters. Right: cover
section of Mirza Beg's 1987 New Dimensions
in Sociology: a Physico-Chemical Approach to
Human Behavior, which seems to capture, in
some sense, Szent-Gyorgyi's description of
animals (or humans in Beg’s case) in a jungle
as "particularly concentrated loci of
molecules holding a certain form". [6]

“If one had the kind of vision
[e.g. electron
microscope/quantum
microscope] that allowed one
[see: advanced perspective] to see molecules and were in a jungle, one would see molecules wandering about
everywhere, at random. In this ceaseless wandering, one might recognize a locus in which molecules of various types
were particularly concentrated, which held its form [bound state] approximately while myriads of molecules
streamed in and out [turnover rate]; and that locus would be a monkey in the jungle. That continuous inflow and
outflow of material [metabolism], and whatever of its structure endured, would not only make that a unique monkey
from among monkeys but would ensure that it changed [see: Heraclitus] from moment to moment throughout its
entire existence.”
Here we see Szent-Gyorgyi touching on a number of key issues in human molecular philosophy, namely the turnover
rate problem (metabolism), the individuality problem, the blind random chance movement view (Democritus) versus
free energy gradient movement view (modern), and the issue of change (irreversibility) (Heraclitus).
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External links

● Albert Szent-Gyorgyi – Wikipedia.

Szilárd, Leó
In thermodynamics, Leó Szilárd (1889-1964) was a Hungarian-born American physicist
noted for his 1922 article “On the Decrease in Entropy in a Thermodynamic System by
the Intervention of Intelligent Beings”, one of the first publications to espouse on the
relationship between Maxwell’s demon and information, and for conceiving, in 1933,
of the nuclear chain reaction, a process releases several million times more energy
than ordinary chemical reactions. [1] Szilárd is associated with the Berlin school of
thermodynamics.

Szilard's demon | Chronology
Szilard's Brownian motion based Maxwell's demon article “On the Decrease in Entropy
in a Thermodynamic System by the Intervention of Intelligent Beings”, to note
chronology, was written in 1922, accepted by the University of Berlin as his habilitation
(habilitationsschrift), where thereupon he was appointed a private lecturer
(privatdozent), and published in German in 1929 in the Zeitschrift fir Physik (Journal of
Physics), then translated into English in 1964 by translators Anatol Rapoport and
Mechthilde Knoller and published in Behavioral Science, then later found in reprinted with permission form in various
books, thereafter. [3]

Information theory
Szilard was a personal friend of Hungarian chemical engineer John Neumann, in 1930, for example, they taught a
theoretical physics seminar together with Erwin Schrodinger; and would seem that it was Szilard's influence through
Neumann that reached Claude Shannon convincing him to call information by the name entropy. [2]

Education
In about 1919, Szilárd conducted engineering studies at Technische Hochschule (Institute of Technology) in BerlinCharlottenburg, but soon changed to physics taking classes from Albert Einstein, Max Planck, and Max von Laue. His
dissertation on thermodynamics Über die thermodynamischen Schwankungserscheinungen (On The Manifestation of
Thermodynamic Fluctuations) in 1922 was praised by Einstein and awarded the highest honor. In 1923 he received
the doctorate in physics from the Humboldt University of Berlin. He was appointed as assistant to von Laue at the
University of Berlin's Institute for Theoretical Physics in 1924. In 1927 he finished his habilitation and became a
Privatdozent (instructor) in Physics at University of Berlin.

See also
● Szilard’s demon
● Szilard’s paradox
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Szilard’s demon
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In demons, Szilard’s demon is a hypothetical intelligent being
noted for his sharp “vision” ability to continuously observe and
collect “information” the speeds and positions of the various
particles of two chambers of gas molecules separated by a
frictionless sliding door. If the collecting powers of the demon
are above or beyond the control of the second law the demon
will be able to move heat from a cold body to a hot body
without the expenditure of work; if conversely the act of
collecting information requires energy, then, according to the
second law, a loss of available energy will progress, as the
entropy of the two systems combined increases as the motions
of the total set of particles moves toward equilibrium. [1]
The Szilard demon was described in Hungarian physicist
American quantum information theorist Charles
Leo Szilard's 1929 “On the Decrease in Entropy in a
Bennett's 1987 rendition of Szilard's demon collecting
Thermodynamic System by the Intervention of Intelligent
information on the particles of the system. [3]
Beings”, in which an attempt was made to disprove the
existence of a Maxwell's demon, by arguing that the logarithmic interpretation of entropy (S = k ln W) could be used
to determine the entropy produced during the ‘measurement’ of information the demon discerns when viewing the
speeds and positions of the particles in his two compartments. [2]

Evolution and heat death
In 1946, Belgian-born English thermodynamicist Alfred Ubbelohde seems to have used the Szilard demon model to
argue that new findings in quantum physics and aspects of radiation thermodynamics might negate the heat death
ultimatum of the universe. [1]

See also
● Szilard’s paradox
● Maxwell’s demon
● Laplace’s demon
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Further reading
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Szilard’s paradox
In information thermodynamics, Szilard’s paradox refers to paradoxical similarity between the formal definitions of
entropy used in statistical thermodynamics
and information theory, namely Boltzmann entropy and Shannon entropy, which has misled many authors to identify
entropy of information with negative physical entropy. [1] The origin of the confusion said to have originated with
Hungarian-born American physicist Leó Szilárd’s 1929 seemingly paradoxical thought experiment concerning
Maxwell’s demon. [2] The term “Szilard’s paradox” seems to have been introduced in the 1972 article “Entropy,
Information, and Szilard’s Paradox” by mathematical physicists Josef M. Jauch and J.G. Baron, who attempted to
explain that there is no paradox.
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Sznajd-Weron, Katarzyna
In human physics, Katarzyna Sznajd-Weron (1971-), or “Kasia Sznajd” as Dietrich
Stauffer refers to her, is a Polish physicist noted for a number of social physics theories,
since circa 2000, such as a “sociomagnetism” theory of how opinions form and change,
an Ising model of human behavior, the model that people are like atoms (human atoms)
or electrons (human electrons) (free electron) rather than individuals with feelings and
free will—although noting, curiously, that she is well aware that people recoil when told
this. [1]

Overview
The following is one of the slides from Sznajd-Weron's 2011 presentation “Social
Physics or Sociophysics?”, on the difference between the older term social physics and
the newer term sociophysics, on the validity of the human particle model:

wherein she discusses: Pierre Laplace, Adolphe Quetelet, James Maxwell, Auguste Comte, Ludwig Boltzmann,
Wilhelm Lenz and Ernst Ising, Thomas Schelling, wherein she claims that sociophysics was “born” with Serge Galam’s
1982 “Sociophysics: A New Approach of Sociological Collective Behavior” article, which is incorrect (see: two cultures
namesakes), among a few other recent topics: [3] Romanian sociophysicists Gheorghe Savoiu and Ion Siman (2012)
compare Sznajd-Weron to Serge Galam as one of the pioneers of sociophysics in the last decades. They state: [2]
“Some of the most remarkable pioneers of sociophysics probably are Serge Galam (“Sociophysics: A Personal
Testimony”), Dietrich Stauffer (“Sociophysics Simulations I: Language Competition), Paris Arnopoulos (Sociophysics:
Chaos and Cosmos in Nature and Culture), and Katarzyna Sznajd-Weron (“Sznajd Model and its Applications”).”
(add discussion)

Education
Sznajd-Weron is currently associated with the Complex Systems and Nonlinear Dynamics Division Institute of
Theoretical Physics, University of Wrocław, Poland.
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In symbols, T is the symbol for

Tabor, Heinrich
In chemistry, Heinrich Tabor (1751/57-1795), or “Hein Tabor”, was a German physician noted for
doing the German translation of Torbern Bergman’s A Dissertation on Elective Attractions. [1]

Overview
In 1782 (or 1785), Tabor did first German translation of Torbern Bergman’s 1775 A Dissertation on
Elective Attractions. Scholars including Alistair Duncan (1970) and Reginald Hollingdale (1971)
cited the 1785 date of this German translation. Philosopher Sandra Lynch (2005) states that the
German edition appeared in 1782 and John Ferguson (1909) also makes some type of 1782 dated
connection between Bergman and Tabor connection.
In 1787 to 1795, according to Jeremy Adler, Tabor published a six-volume set entitled Shorter
Works on Physics and Chemistry (Kleine physische und chymische Werke); in volume three of which (pgs. 360-602), is
found Bergman’s A Dissertation on Elective Attractions, which Tabor titled as “Von der Attraction”. [1] German
literature scholar Peter Smith (2000), citing Adler, points out that there seems to exist a certain amount of confusion
in the literature, which states that Tabor titled his Bergman translation as “Wahlverwandtschaften”, which does not
seem to be the case. [2] The Tabor translation of Bergman, according to Adler (1990), is one of the “possible
sources”, for Goethe’s knowledge of affinity, along with works by Pierre Macquer, Johann Gehler, Johann Fischer, and
Johann Gottling. [1]

Education
At age 10, Tabor was sent to grammar school at Frankfurt, remaining there for ten years. At age 19, he went to
Giessen, where he studied the arts and medical courses, where he was taught by Boehmius in philosophy, Baumer in
physiology, chemistry, and pharmacy, and clinical practice, Alefeld in anatomy, F.A. Cartheuser in botany, mineralogy,
materia medica and chemistry, Nebel in surgery and obstetrics. [3]
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Taine, Hippolyte
In hmolscience, Hippolyte Taine (1828-1893) (CR=26) was a French historianphilosopher who coined the term "human molecule", as the physical definition of one
human being, in December of 1869 in the preface to his two volume book On
Intelligence. [1]

Philosophy
In an 1854 “Essay on Livy” submitted to the French Academy, Taine had expressed his
view that according to Dutch philosopher Benedict Spinoza, a human’s place in
relation to nature, is not that of an empire within an empire, but of a part in a whole;
that a person’s inner nature or being is subject to laws in the same way as the external
world; moreover, that there is a dominate principle, a ruling faculty, which regulates
thought and imparts an irresistible in inevitable impulse to the human machine. [4]

Human molecules
Taine, in the preface to his 1869 On Intelligence, famous stated ‘it is now admitted
that the laws which rule formation, nutrition, locomotion, for bird or reptile, are but one example and application of
more general laws which rule the formation, nutrition, locomotion, of every animal.’ He continues ‘in the same way
we begin to admit that the laws which rule the development of religious conceptions, literary creations, scientific
discoveries, in a nation, are only an application and example of laws that rule this same development at every
moment and with all men.’ In coining the term 'human molecule', according to the
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1870 French version [7]

1871 English translation by T. D. Haye [2]

“Bref, celui qui étudie l'homme et celui qui étudie les
hommes, le psychologue et l'historien, séparés par les
points de vue, ont néanmoins le même objet en vue ;
c'est pourquoi chaque nouvel aperçu de l'un doit être
compté à l'acquis de l'autre est visible aujourd'hui,
notamment dans l'histoire. On s'aperçoit que, pour
comprendre les transformations que subit telle molécule
humaine ou tel groupe de molécules humaines, il faut en
faire la psychologie.”

“Between psychology thus conceived and history as it is
now written the relationship is very close. For history is
applied psychology, psychology applied to more complex
cases. The historian notes and traces the total
transformations presented by a particular human
molecule or group of human molecules; and, to explain
these transformations, writes the psychology of the
molecule or its group.”

A Google (French → English) transla on reads:
“In short, anyone who studies the man and he who studies men, psychologist and historian, separated by points of
view, however, have the same object in view, so each new preview of one must be counted at the achievements of
others is visible today, especially in history. We realize that to understand the changes of a human molecule or group
of human molecules, we must make psychology .”
In sum, Taine states that ‘for the last fifteen years I have contributed to these special psychologies’. Moreover, ‘I now
attempt a general psychology.’ He notes, however, that ‘to embrace this subject completely, this theory of the
Intelligence (faculty of knowing) needs a theory of the will added to it.’ In his circa 1871 “Notes on England”, Taine
had begun to allude to the view that a human is an “organized molecule” subject to spontaneous and continued
transformation. [4] Taine uses the term again in 1878 multi-volume work Origins of Contemporary France, speaking
about the “dust of separate human molecules”, but it difficult to infer what exactly he means by this. [3]

Adams
American biographer Ernest Samuels argues that American historian Henry Adams was significantly influenced by
Taine’s suggestion that the object of the historian is to study and follow the transformations of human molecules and
to write history as the psychology of human molecules. Specifically, Samuels notes that in circa 1870 Adams had
become an editor of the North American Review and in 1873 he accepted the article “Taine’s Philosophy”, by James
Bixby, for publication, wherein Taine’s philosophy of history is presented as applied psychology of human molecules
and that Adams later adopted this view as his own. [5] To exemplify the influence of Taine on Adams, on 12 April
1885, while at extended stay at work in Washington, Adams wrote to his wife: [6]
“I am not prepared to deny or assert any proposition which concerns myself; but certainly this solitary struggle with
platitudinous atoms, called men and women by courtesy, leads me to wish for my wife again. How did I ever hit on
the only women in the world who fits my cravings and never sounds hollow anywhere? Social chemistry—the mutual
attraction of equivalent human molecules—is a science yet to be created, for the fact is my daily study and only
satisfaction in life.”
This is clearly seen in Adams’ 1910 A Letter to American Teachers of History, wherein Adams argues that the history
must be viewed as transformations of groups of human molecules subject to the second law of thermodynamics.

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“History is a mechanical problem. The only difference is that it cannot be measured by the same means or defined so
exactly. It is a science analogous to physiology and zoology, not to geometry. My idea has lain on the ground since
Montesquieu; I have only picked it up.”
— Hippolyte Taine (c.1860), letter to friend (Ѻ)
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External links
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Tait, Peter
In thermodynamics, Peter Tait (1831-1901) was a Scottish mathematical physicist
notable as being an early developer of the newly forming science of thermo-dynamics,
being closely associated with English physicist William Thomson and Scottish physicist
James Maxwell. The three of them, being life-long good friends, for instance, used the
shorthand of “θ∆ics” to signify the science of thermodynamics, in personal
communications postcards. [1] In an 1867 letter to Tait from Maxwell, the now-famous
thought experiment of Maxwell’s demon was conceived. [2] One of his better known
publications, co-written with Scottish physicist William Thomson was the 1867 Treatise
on Natural Philosophy, a seminal energy physics textbook. It was important for
establishing energy within the structure of the theory of mechanics. [3] The following
year, Tait wrote the short 128-page A Sketch of Thermodynamics, in which he
expanded on his 1864 articles “Dynamical Theory of Heat” and “Energy” published in
the North British Review. [4] This was one of the first publications to discuss, in large,
the "history of thermodynamics". [5]

Tyndall-Stewart-Tait debate
In 1874, Tait was involved in the Tyndall-Stewart-Tait debate. In 1875, Tait, as a repercussion of the debate, coauthored with Scottish physicist Balfour Stewart the controversial book The Unseen Universe: or Physical Speculations
on a Future State, in which they speculate on immortality, supposedly in an energy-thermodynamic sense, the heat
death of the universe; how thoughts are molecular motions of the brain; how the universe may contain "bonds of
energy" that connect to the thinking aspects of the mind; among curious other subjects. [6]

Education
Tait was a product of the Edinburgh school of thermodynamics.
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6. Stewart, Balfour and Tait, Peter G. (1875). The Unseen Universe: or Physical Speculations on a Future State.
Macmillan.

Further reading
● Tait, Peter. (1864). “Dynamical Theory of Heat”, North British Review.
● Tait, Peter. (1864). “Energy”, North British Review.
● Tait, Peter. (1904). Heat (ch. 20: Watt’s Indicator Diagram, pgs. 298-323; ch. 21: Elements of Thermodynamics, pgs.
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Talanquer, Vicente
In human chemistry, Vicente Talanquer (c.1963-) is a Mexican-born American chemist
noted for []

Overview
In 2007, Talanquer, in his “Explanations and Teleology in Chemistry Education”,
summarized how he had completed a study of eight leading US general chemistry
textbooks, wherein he systematically looked for instances of chemical teleology. [1] In
2013, Talanquer, published his “When Atoms Want”, the abstract of which is as follows:
[2]
“Chemistry students and teachers often explain the chemical reactivity of atoms,
molecules, and chemical substances in terms of purposes or needs (e.g., atoms want or
need to gain, lose, or share electrons in order to become more stable). These
teleological explanations seem to have pedagogical value as they help students
understand and use abstract chemical models. They may, however, become a
roadblock in developing mechanistic understandings of the structure and properties of chemical systems. I explore
the explanatory preferences of college students with different levels of training in chemistry to determine the extent
to which they prefer teleological explanations over causal explanations. Major results revealed a strong preference at
all the targeted educational levels for explanations that invoke intentionality as a driver for chemical reactivity.”
Talanquer, in his article, showed the results of a multiple choice test he gave to students wherein they were given a
choice between teleological-slanted answers and causal-slated answers; one simple example of which is shown
below: [3]

Teleological
(anthropomorphic or intentionalityinvoking)
[explanation built in terms of the
consequences of event]

Sodium atoms want to lose one
electron so that they can have a full
electron shell.
(add discussion)

Causal
(mechanistic or physiochemically-neutral)
[explanation built in terms of the antecedents of event]

Sodium atoms have one electron in a valence
orbital with a higher energy than available valence
orbitals in other atoms.
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Second law | Le Chatelier principle
While some of Talanquer's discussion is food for
thought, when he gets into the second law, and the
driving force of reactions, he seems to be
digressing into an in-correct murky water of
terminological assertion; the following being one
example:
“Consider, for example, the following textbook
excerpt (Chemistry: the Central Science [2006], p
650):
‘If a chemical system is at equilibrium and we add a
substance (either a reactant or a product), the
reaction will shift so as to reestablish equilibrium
by consuming part of the added substance.’
This statement about Le Chatelier’s principle is
teleological because it seems to imply that the
change in the system is driven by the system’s goal
or intention to reestablish equilibrium. In general,
such teleological explanations tend to be linked to
the existence of a principle or law (e.g., the second
law of thermodynamics) that explicitly or implicitly
implies the minimization or maximization of some
intrinsic property (e.g., minimization of energy,
maximization of entropy). This law or principle
tends to provide a sense of preferred direction in
the evolution of a transformation. In these
contexts, explanations built in terms of purposes or
The results of one of Talanquer's 2013 chemical teleology vs chemical
desires reduce complex emergent processes into
causality surveys, given to second semester general chemistry
simpler directed events.”
(add discussion)

students; which show a host of issues, with his slanted data mining
method.

Education
Talanquer completed his BS, thesis: “Simple Model for Electrolyte” (1985), MS, thesis: Sublattice Ordered Phases of
the Griffith’s Three Component Model (1987), and PhD, thesis “Bulk and Interfacial Properties of Reacting and
Associating Systems” (1992), all in chemistry at the National Autonomous University of Mexico, notably graduating
first in his class in all three degrees. Since 2000, he has been a chemistry professor at the University of Arizona, with
focus on theories of chemistry education.

Quotes
The following are example quotes:
“Teleological explanations generate an illusion of understanding that may hinder learning in the longer term.
Overreliance on teleological explanations may limit students’ ability and motivation to build deeper mechanistic
explanations about chemical phenomena.”
— Vincente Talanquer (2013), “When Atoms Want” [2]

“If we state, e.g., ‘sodium atoms lose one electron to become more stable’, we are building a teleological explanation
because we are using the consequences of an event (to become more stable) to explain why the event (loss of an
electron) happened. In these types of explanations, entities are portrayed as having purposes or desires, acting to
attain certain needs or to fulﬁll some function.”
— Vincente Talanquer (2013), “When Atoms Want” [2]

References
1. Talanquer, Vincete. (2007). “Explanations and Teleology in Chemistry Education” (abs) (pdf), International Journal
of Science Education, 00(0):1-18.
2. Talanquer, Vincente. (2013). “When Atoms Want” (abs) (pdf), Journal of Chemical Education, 90(11):1419-24.
3. (a) Talanquer, Vincente. (2013). “When Atoms Want” (abs) (pdf), Journal of Chemical Education, 90(11):1419-24.
(b) Seery, Michael. (2013). “Atomic Desire: Teleological Explanations in Chemistry Education” (Ѻ), Journal Club, 5, Oct
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External links
● Vicente Talanquer (faculty) – University of Arizona.

Taleb, Nassim
In human physics, Nassim Taleb (1960-) is a Lebanese-born American risk engineer
whose trio of books Fooled by Randomness: the Hidden Role of Chance in the Markets
and in Life (2001), The Black Swan: the Impact of the Highly Improbable (2007), and
Antifragile: Things That Gain from Disorder, are themed on the use of mathematics and
physics concepts such as randomness, probability, uncertainty, entropy, equilibrium,
disorder, dissipative structures, among others, citing thinkers such as Ilya Prigogine,
Stuart Kauffman, etc., with the general aim to outlined insight into catastrophe
dynamics and other heightened transition state social models. His work is similar, in
some respects, to the social physics work Mark Buchanan and Malcolm Gladwell.

Education
Taleb received his BS and MS from the University of Paris, his MBA from the Wharton
School at the University of Pennsylvania, and PhD in management science, dissertation
on the mathematics of derivatives pricing, from the University of Paris (Dauphine).
Taleb currently is he is currently professor of risk engineering at New York University's
Polytechnic Institute.

External links
● Nassim Taleb – Wikipedia.

Tamanoi, Yoshiro
In hmolscience, Yoshiro Tamanoi (1918-1985), Japanese 玉野井, 芳郎, was a Japanse ecological
economist who, as a student of Uno Kozo and through studies of Karl Polanyi, noted for some type
of thermodynamics-conceptualized economics and or socialism theory, e.g. equating entropy and
waste, in discussions of production and industrialism. [1] Much of his work seemed to be focused
on Karl Marx.

References
1. (a) Barshay, Andrew E. (1998). “Postwar Social and Political Thought”, in: Modern Japenese
Thought (editor: Bob T. Wakabayashi) (pg. 351). Cambridge University Press.
(b) Duncan, Colin A. (1996). The Centrality of Agriculture: between Humankind and the Rest of Nature (pg. 30). McGillQueen’s Press.
(c) Author. (1990). “Introduction”, in: Socialist Dilemmas: East and West (editors: Henry Flakierski and Thomas
Sekine) (pg. x). M.E. Sharpe.

External links
● Tamanoi Yoshiro (Japense → English) – Wikipedia.
● Tamanoi Yoshiro (Japense → English) – WorldCat Identities.

Tantillo, Astrida
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In human chemistry, Astrida Orle Tantillo (c.1963-) is an American Germanic studies
professor, science philosopher, and eighteenth-century literature theorist noted
for her articles, books, invited talks, and conference participation on the analysis of
the science and philosophy of the works of German polymath Johann Goethe,
particularly his 1809 novella Elective Affinities. [1]

Overview
In 2000, Tantillo, in her “Polarity and Productivity in Goethe’s Wahlverwandtschaften” ,
examines Goethe's human chemical theory in terms of the family structure, according
to each character’s perspective: Eduard being interested in the separation or of
‘divorcing’ the elements; Charlotte in their marriage; and the Captain in their freedom
of movement. She concludes that each viewpoint of the chemical theory, in what she
calls a “formulaic reduction that applies the laws of chemistry to human beings”, is
completely true for the characters that express it. [5]
In 2001, Tantillo published Goethe’s Elective Affinities and the Critics, wherein she elaborates on the following:
“From the time of its publication to today, Goethe’s novel Elective Affinities has aroused a storm of interpretive
confusion. Readers have fiercely debated the role of the chemical theory of elective affinities presented in the novel.
Some argue that it suggests a philosophy rooted in fate. Other maintain it is about free choice. Others still believe
that that the chemical theory is merely a structural device that allows the author to foreshadow events in the novel
and bears no relevance to the greater issues in the novel.”
Tantillo gives an exhaustive account of nearly every opinion, critique, fan, or detractor of Goethe’s Affinities over the
last two-hundred years, including the chemical theory views of those such as German science historian Jeremy Adler,
Hans Reiss, Kevin Yee, among others. [2] In 2002, Tantillo, in her The Will to Create: Goethe’s Philosophy of Nature,
centers again on the philosophical implications of Goethe’s Affinities, but with specific focus on four aspects of
Goethe’s philosophy: (a) polarity, (b) intensification, (c) compensation and finality, and (d) competition, reproduction,
and gender. [3]

Education
Tantillo completed her BA in European History and German in 1985 at the University of Oregon, and MA (1990) and
PhD (1994), both on social thought, at the University of Chicago. [4] In circa 1995, Tantillo became a professor of
Germanic studies at the University of Illinois, Chicago, and is currently head of department.

References
1. (a) Tantillo, Astrida O. (2002). “Goethe’s Evolutionary Thinking”, in Goethe, Chaos, and Complexity. Ed. Herbert
Rowland (Amsterdam: Editions Rodopi), pgs. 47-56.
(b) Tantillo, Astrida O. (2005). “Goethe’s ‘Classical’ Science”, in Weimar Classicism. Ed. Simon Richter. History of
German Literature Series. Rochester: Camden House, pgs. 323-45.
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3. Tantillo, Astrida O. (2001). The Will to Create: Goethe’s Philosophy of Nature. University of Pittsburgh Press.
4. Astrida Tantillo (curriculum vitae) – University of Illinois, Chicago.
5. Tantillo, Astrida Orle. (2000). “Polarity and Productivity in Goethe’s Wahlverwandtschaften” (link), Seminar: A
Journal of Germanic Studies, 36: 310-25.

Further reading
● Tantillo, Astrida Orle. (2010). Goethe’s Modernisms. Continuum.

External links
● Astrida Orle Tantillo (faculty) – Department of History, University of Illinois at Chicago.
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In hmolscience, Gabriel Tarde (1843-1904) was French sociologist and criminal
psychologist, who is categorized with Auguste Comte, in theme, and Emile Durkheim,
whom he debated with, who is noted for his 1893 Monadology and Sociology, wherein
he applied Gottfried Leibniz’ one nature universal monad or monadology theory,
intermixed with semi-modern chemistry and physics, to social theory and questions,
according to which he conceived sociology as based on small psychological interactions
among individuals—much as if it were chemistry—the fundamental forces being
imitation and innovation.

Chemical affinity | War
Tarde seems to have promulgated some type of chemical affinity themed collision
theory of war; a summary of which is as follows: [2]
“All forms of biological, social, and even physical battle terminate in victory for the
stronger, called in biology survival of the fittest. This is as true for the competition of
physical forces or chemical affinities as it is for the completion of species or nations—whence there follows a
selection, alternately physical, biological, or social, whose main property is elimination or purification but not
creation.”
Tarde elaborates on this as follows:
“What is the harmonious accord of two invisible movements produced by chemical combinations. Conversely, the
clearest form of physical opposition is an impact, the encounter of two diametrically opposed movements on the
same straight line. The sharpest form of biological opposition is murder in the most general sense of the term, which
includes the suffocation of one plant by another or the destruction of a plant by an animal as well as a fatal duel
between two animals. The most violent form of social opposition is war, which appears to be no more than the
magnification of an animal duel but which basically differs greatly from the latter by the nature and precise
awareness of its internal cause: the contradiction of judgments or the contrariness of the schemes involved.”
(add discussion)

Influence
Tarde’s work, supposedly, has been influential to Sigmund Freud and Bruno Latour.

Quotes | Cited
The following are quotes cited by Tarde:
“Organic nature, as well as mineral nature, operates like human industry, by which I mean that it harmonizes
irreconcilable effects in absolute geometry. These approximate arrangements yield different degrees and multiple
solutions in series of crystals as well as in the series of living beings. This is also the necessary rule for human
societies.”
— Marcellin Berthelot (1893) [2]

References
1. Tarde, Gabriel. (1893). Monadology and Sociology. Re Press, 2011.
2. Tarde, Gabriel. (2010). Gabriel Tarde on Communication and Social Influence: Selected Papers (translator: Terry
Clark) (pgs. 146-47). University of Chicago Press.
3. (a) Berthelot, Marcellin. (1893). “Article”, Review Scientifique, Dec 26.
(b) Tarde, Gabriel. (2010). Gabriel Tarde on Communication and Social Influence: Selected Papers (translator: Terry
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Further reading
● Tarde, Gabriel. (1898). Social Laws: an Outline of Sociology (translator: Howard Warren). Publisher.

External links
● Gabriel Tarde – Wikipedia.

Tarnopolsky, Yuri
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In human chemistry, Yuri Tarnopolsky (1936-) is a Russian-born American organic
chemist noted for his 2009-2011 ebook Introduction to Pattern Chemistry, on the
subject of what he calls “econochemistry”, in which, building on a number of previously
written 55 or so essays (2001-2008), he outlines a “chemistry on the human scale”
model of society and economy, arguing, using Greek philosopher Lucretius’s atomic
theory as a basis, that an “economy is an assembly, separation, and rearrangement of
atoms and molecules,” and that transitions such as the transformation of Russia from
absolute monarchy to constitutional monarchy (1905) to republic (1917) to totalitarian
(1936) to chaotic democracy (1991) to opaque authoritarian (2000) is the story of a
system consisting of “essentially the same atomic human entities (his term for human
molecule)” undergoing a type of chemical isomerization, similar to when propyl alcohol
molecule isomers to methyl ethyl ether molecule. Tarnopolsky speculates on the
thermodynamics of these types of processes, on things such as social temperature
(which he equates to social freedom), activation energy in relation to money, among
other topics. [1]

Pattern Chemistry
In 2009, Tarnopolsky published Introduction to Pattern Chemistry, parts 1-3, in
pdf form (followed by a part 4, in 2011), wherein he cited Goethe (1809) and
Thims (2007), giving his new discovery take on the positions advocated by both.
[4]

Thermodynamics | Humanities
In 1979, Tarnopolsky, owing to cold war restrictions, was refused a visa, and
being cut off from his desired society with no chance of professional
employment, he immersed himself into his studies, which he describes as
follows: [3]
“The introduction of set theory by Georg Cantor in 1880 was one of a kind
among major conceptual revolutions. While previously mathematicians had
operated with numbers and points, set theory gave them the tool to deal with
Tarnopolsky’s 2009 Introduction to
any
objects. Since set can be not only a collection of numbers but also a
Pattern Chemistry, digresses on the
collection
of things, people, or ideas—and even a mix of all three—science
human chemistry works of Goethe
acquired
the
language to talk about everything. With a hindsight, the abstract
(1809) and Thims (2007), giving his
message of set theory was a promise of universal approach to the world as a
take on the matter, wherein he
marvels on Goethe’s usage of human whole, like in the times of Aristotle.
chemical reaction theory, albeit
About the same time, thermodynamics came up with an idea of a great
remaining ambivalent on the reality or generality, introducing the way to measure chaos by entropy. Chaos was one of
metaphor issue. [4]
the most ancient pre-scientific concepts of humanity and it appeared quite
natural to apply the idea of entropy (Rudolf Clausius, Ludwig Boltzmann) to
many areas beyond traditional physics. Thermodynamics turned out to be as universal as mathematics and not just a
part of theory of heat engines. For a while it had balked at the phenomenon of life, but in the twentieth century it
smoothly covered the controversial area of non-equilibrium phenomena (Ilya Prigogine).
Thermodynamics is applicable to very large collections of more or less similar objects, such as molecules
exchanging energy. Scientific publications, scientists, and large assemblies of people are large collections exchanging
information. Economics deals with many thousands of entities exchanging value and information. All those areas
have already been treated as thermodynamic systems, in spite of the defiantly individualistic human nature.”
(add discussion)

Chemistry | Humanities
Tarnopolsky states the following about his early “chemistry” + “humanities” connectivity ideas: [3]
“Practically all comments to the folk tales in my collection contained references to a book by the Russian
ethnographer Vladimir Propp (1971), who systematized Russian folk tales as ‘molecules’ consisting of the same
‘atoms’ of plot arranged in different ways, and even wrote their formulas. His book was published in the 30's, when
Claude Levi-Strauss, the founder of what became known as structuralism, was studying another kind of “molecules:”
the structures of kinship in tribes of Brazil. Remarkably, this time a promise of a generalized and unifying vision of the
world was coming from a source in humanities. What later happened to structuralism, however, is a different story,
but the opportunity to build a bridge between sciences and humanities was missed. The competitive and pugnacious
humanities could be a rough terrain.
I believed that chemistry carried a universal message about changes in systems that could be described in terms of
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elements and bonds between them. Chemistry was a particular branch of a much more general science about
breaking and establishing bonds. It was not just about molecules: a small minority of hothead human ‘molecules’
drove a society toward change. A nation could be hot or cold. A child playing with Lego and a poet looking for a word
to combine with others were in the company of a chemist synthesizing a drug.”
(add discussion)

Grenander | Pattern theory
Tarnopolsky, following his chemistry then thermodynamics leads, then found the pattern theory work of Swedish
chemist Ulf Grenander (Ѻ), which he describes as follows: [3]
“In 1979 I heard about a mathematician who tried to list everything in the world. I easily found in a bookstore the
first volume of Pattern Theory (1976) by Ulf Grenander, translated into Russian. As soon as I had opened the book, I
saw that it was exactly what I was looking for and what I called ‘meta-chemistry’, i.e., something more general than
chemistry, which included chemistry as an application, together with many other applications. I can never forget the
physical sensation of a great intellectual power that gushed into my face from the pages of that book.
Although the mathematics in the book was well above my level, Grenander's basic idea was clear. He described
the world in terms of structures built of abstract ‘atoms’ possessing bonds to be selectively linked with each other.
Body movements, society, pattern of a fabric, chemical compounds, and scientific hypothesis—everything could be
described in the atomistic way that had always been considered indigenous for chemistry. Grenander called his
‘atoms of everything’ generators, which tells something to those who are familiar with group theory, but for the rest
of us could be a good little metaphor for generating complexity from simplicity. Generators had affinities to each
other and could form bonds of various strength. Atomism is a millennia old idea. In the next striking step so much
appealing to a chemist, Ulf Grenander outlined the foundation of a universal ‘physical chemistry’ able to approach
not only fixed structures but also "reactions" they could undergo.”
Tarnopolsky goes on to state that how he also read works of Manfred Eigen on molecular evolution, and the physical
picture of the world in general, after which, in 1983, he was put in a Siberian labor camp for “defaming the Soviet
system”, then released in 1986, migrating to the US the year after, where he resumed his professional career as a
scientists, and began to write and publish, based on his previous notebook writings. He then began to read about
complexity and in 1994 met Ulf Grenander, then a professor of mathematics at Brown University, Providence, Rhode
Island. In 1996, Tarnopolsky published The New and the Different in
print and in 2006 online. [3]

Thims
In 2011, Tarnopolsky’s published a review of American electrochemical
engineer Libb Thims’ versions of human chemistry and human
thermodynamics, as follows: [4]
“The idea that individual humans are atom-like entities and there is a
kind of chemistry between social atoms and molecules is very natural,
but whether it is more than a metaphor remains uncertain. Anyway,
human chemistry has been on the marketplace of ideas for quite a
while. For the history of the subject (see: history of human chemistry),
Tarnopolsky's 2011 depiction of "pattern
see Libb Thims’ Human Chemistry (EoHT.info) and Human
chemistry" or "econochemistry" as he also calls
Thermodynamics (HumanThermodynamics.com).
it.
The main reason why I abstain from referring to Libb Thims’
flamboyant venture other than as to a commendable review of literature is that he, apparently, uses the term
chemistry too literally in the sense of molecular chemistry, while I am interested in pattern chemistry. I can only note
that the very idea of human thermodynamics as a separate subject looks to me completely sound. Thus, the concept
of metabolic cost (see Chapter 3.6) is part of it. Obviously, human interaction is a component of global economy.”
In the remainder of his “patter chemistry” theory, Tarnopolsky comments that only wishes to revisit the main
chemical ideas of history, in the context of human chemistry, and to avoid the “humming and blinking of electronic
present”, and in this sense devotes a certain amount of discussion to German polymath Johann Goethe and his 1809
Elective Affinities. [4]

Molecular | Hypocrisy
In 1996, Tarnopolsky, in the “Introduction” to his The New and the Different, freely posits that chemistry is general
applicable to society and that: [3]
“Small minorities of hothead human ‘molecules’ can drive a society toward change and nations can be hot or cold.”
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In 2011, conversely, Tarnopolsky states that: [4]
“The main reason why I abstain from referring to Libb Thims’ Human Chemistry is because uses the term chemistry
too literally in the sense of molecular chemistry, while I am interested in pattern chemistry.”
Here, we see Tarnopolsky being a hypocrite: when he refers to people as molecules and societies being hot or cold,
its OK—supposedly, because it's just metaphor—but when anyone else states that people are in fact, no metaphor,
molecules, yes societies have temperatures, being respectively “hot” or “cold” gauged by social thermometers, no
metaphor, and that thermodynamics quantifies all of this, it becomes nothing but flamboyancy?

Education
The following outlines Tarnopolsky’s educational upbringing: [3]
“I became a dedicated chemist in my teens after I had seen a demonstration of chemical experiments, arranged at a
local college for six-graders. I was hypnotized by chemical names, strange formulas, and miraculous change of color
right before my eyes. Soon I was more or less familiar with the high school chemistry, very much ahead of the
curriculum. Yet I was open to many other things, not necessarily bordering with chemistry. After high school I even
considered psychiatry as my future career. I took up chemistry, however, and joined the Soviet academe as a
professor of chemistry in Krasnoyarsk, a large city in Siberia. My bookshelves were stuffed with books on chemistry
and psychiatry, but there were also physics, biology, mathematics, logic, Aristotle, Lucretius, Descartes, utopian
literature. I devoured all classics of world literature.”
Tarnopolsky, in more detail, completed his undergraduate work at Kharkov Poitechnicum, completed his PhD at
Moscow Mendeleyev Institute, after which he taught chemistry at Krasnoyarsk Institute of technology. In 1983, he
became a “refusenick activist”, was arrested and sent to a Siberian labor camp in Chita for three years. In 1987, he
immigrated to American and began working as an industrial research chemist. Tarnopolsky retired in 1999, after
which he began working in the field of pattern theory, a research group founded at Brown University by Ulf
Grenander in 1972, which is a type of computer algorithm based applied mathematics that looks for formation
patterns, in generalized complex systems, similar to the formation of molecules from atoms connected by bonds. [2]

Religion
Tarnopolsky, in his 1993 reflection book Memoirs of 1984, about his days in the Siberian concentration camp, is
described by Publishers Weekly as a “Ukrainian-born Jewish chemistry” and in the book he describes how he “finally
embraces Judaism through rationalism”. Tarnopolsky, in this memoir, cites God 11+ times, the following being a few
examples: [5]
“It was only much later that I learned about the Jewish tradition that strongly opposed any deliberate harm to the
body. At the same time, the Jews had their own martyrs, who could sometimes prevent terrible death by repenting or
converting. When one believes in God, victory and defeat are unimportant.” (pg. 30)
“I had always respected physicists, viewing them as superior beings and mediators between God and us mere
mortals. Gary was the first theoretical physicists I had ever met, and he did not disappoint me. In my memory, he
stands as that mediator because was my first teacher of Jewish history.” (pg. 104)
“Heresy could be detected only with the yardstick of orthodoxy. Soviet orthodoxy was shaped as a quasi-religion with
Marx as God and the Spirit, Lenin as God the Father, and the party as collective God the Son.” (pg. 135)
In his online profile, Tarnopolsky summarizes things as follows: [2]
“My very first religious book in atheist Russia was the Buddhist Dhammapadha. It deeply imprinted me for life. Five
years later, at the age of 25,I accidentally found the Gospel. I managed to get access to the Bible only at 40. At 45, I
learned about the Judaism ofTalmud. ‘Jew’ in Soviet Russia meant not religion but ethnicity.”
(add discussion)
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Taylor, Matthew
In hmolscience, Matthew A. Taylor (c.1979-) is an American literature scholar noted for
[]

Overview
In 2008, Taylor, in his PhD dissertation Universes Without Selves: Cosmologies of the
Non-Human in American Literature, examined what he calls the “heterodox American
cosmologies”, of significance that of American historian Henry Adams and his famous
The Education of Henry Adams, with its end 1904 chapter on his physics-based
“dynamic theory of history”. Taylor's synopsis of the first chapters of his dissertation is
as follows: [1]
“Chapter one attributes Poe's apocalyptic collapses of panpsychic matter (from the
early tales to the late Eureka) to a cosmology that borrowed from euphoric
contemporary theories of the universe while defying their idealism. Chapter two argues
for a similarly fraught dynamic between an author and the cosmological norms of his
age: in key ways, all of Adams's texts revoke the optimism of teleological historiography by submitting humanity to
the degrading laws of physics rather than the promised perfectibility of popular Darwinism; Adams's record of his
own entropic degradation in The Education is thus best understood through reference to what he termed his
‘scientific histories’.”
In like manner, Taylor frames his dissertation thematically with the following opening quote by American ecologist
Neil Evernden: [2]
“Where do you draw the line between one creature and another? Where does one organism stop and another begin?
Is there even a boundary between you and the non-living world, or will the atoms of this page be a part of your body
tomorrow? How, in short, can you make any sense out of the conception of a man as a discrete entity? How can the
proper study form man be man if it is impossible for man to exist out of context. For the ecologist, then, the desire of
some in the humanities to deal only with the fragment of reality they term ‘human’ is nonsense.”
Here we see allusions to what would eventually become the science of ecological stoichiometry, the first science to
calculate the human molecular formula (2000), prior to that of human chemistry (2002), the puzzling notion of the
turnover rate, and the religiously-loaded notion (see: comparative religion and mythology) of the so-called "living
matter | dead matter" divide (see: unbridgeable gap), which has recently been solved in the defunct theory of life,
among other prominent issues.

Other
Taylor's other interests include: the interdisciplinary intersections of critical theory, including science and technology
studies, philosophy of science, posthumanism, ecocriticism, and race theory (see: racial thermodynamics)

Education
Taylor completed his BA at Trinity College in 2001, and his MA (2005) and PhD (2008) at Johns Hopkins University.
Taylor currently is a professor of English and comparative literature at University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill.

See also
● Literature chemistry
● Literature thermodynamics
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Teachman, Jay
In sociological thermodynamics, Jay Teachman (c.1950-) is an American sociologist
noted for his 1980 article “Analysis of Population Diversity: Measures of Quantitative
Variation”, in which he uses a reformulation of American electrical engineer Claude
Shannon’s 1948 information entropy as a measure or index of social diversity. [1] This
logic has come to be known as the “Teachman index” or Teachman/Shannon/Entropy
index”. [2] The index has since been applied to the study of variables such as gender or
religious diversity.American sociologist Kenneth Bailey calls Teachman’s theory a
“proportional reduction of uncertainty” (PRU) interpretation of entropy and notes that
a similar PRU interpretation was done by American sociologist Patrick Horan (1975)
who applied entropy to the study of the structure of teaching opportunities in
academic departments. [3]
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Technocracy
In economic thermodynamics,
technocracy is a type of “technologicalbureaucracy”, active largely between 1918
and 1933, in which the organizational
structure devised to manage societal
activity is based on physical science or,
more specifically, very crude verbal
conceptual ideas, per tenuous citation to
Willard Gibbs. [1] The general
methodology of the group was to examine
social phenomena, such as unemployment
or energy use, in the light of physical
science. [3]
A technocracy billboard sign (left) and the "technical alliance" group, in 1958,

Overview

showing Howard Scott as the chief engineer, along with other notables such as:
Thorstein Veblen (economist) and Richard Tolman (cosmological
thermodynamicist).

The group has its roots in a 1918 energy
survey of North America, centered as
Columbia University, completed under the leadership of American engineer Howard Scott. In the winter of 1918-19,
the group included Howard Scott, chief engineer; Frederick Ackerman, architect; Carl L. Alsberg, chemist; Allen
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Carpenter, M.D.; Stuart Chase, C.P.A.; L.K. Comstock, electrical engineer; Alice Barrows Fernandez, educator; Bassett
Jones, electrical engineer; Benton Mackaye, forester; Leland Olds, statistician; Charles P. Steinmetz, electrical
engineer; Richard Tolman, physicist; John Carol Vaughn, M.D.; Thorstein Veblen, educator; Charles H. Whitaker,
housing expert; and Sullivan W. Jones, secretary. [4] The group’s view was that technology was displacing man-hours
of labor, leading to increased unemployment and lack of purchasing power, and that a solution was needed.
One of their many thermodynamic-based economic theories was the use of “energy certificates” instead of
money as units of value. The “Technate” is a term that describes the region over which a technocratic society would
operate using thermodynamic energy accounting instead of a price system (money) method. The project, which
purportedly sought to understand or regulate social order based on units of ergs, kilowatts, and calories, was
supported by Columbia University. In 1933, Columbia University, supposedly, had enough of technocracy ideas, and
“cleaned house”. [2] It seems, possibly, that the project fell from public favor owing to its focus on trying to improve
“efficiency”, likely modeled on Carnot efficiency, of human labor, whereby people began to see Technocracy as a
body aimed at getting more work out of people. In 1945, American physical historian Morris Zucker wrote the
following humorous snippet: [6]
“‘How best to produce and distribute the products of man’s efforts is an engineering problem and for each detail of
which there is always a right answer’, wrote Harold Loeb, the High Priest of Technocracy when that was in vogue.”
(add)
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Teilhard, Pierre
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In hmolscience, Pierre Teilhard (1881-1955) (IQ:180±|#113↑) (CR:128|#31) was a
French scientific-religious philosopher noted for his religious thermodynamics views on
energy, consciousness, irreversibility, thermodynamics, the direction of evolution, and
the conception of a person as a “human molecule”, which he considered as an evolved
structure of atoms, as captured in his 1938 The Phenomenon of Man, and other posthumorously published works. His general theory or objective, being biased by
presupposed a religious mandate in the structure of the universe, was to draw up the
main lines of a “spiritual energetics” that he defined as “psychodynamics, on the
analogy of thermodynamics” or a “motor force in the universe”, devoted to the study
of "the conditions under which the human zest for auto-evolution and ultra-evolution
occurs in relationship to dissipation". [1]

Overview
Teilhard, being a Jesuit priest and paleontologist, who studied chemistry, physics,
botany, and zoology and received his doctorate in geology, was conflicted by the
contrast between the teachings of the religious scriptures and that of science. To remedy this, in his private writings,
written between 1916 and 1955, published only post-humorously, Teilhard sought his own philosophy, an élan vital
type of atomic spirituality in which the direction of evolution was towards the formation of higher mental spheres,
e.g. the noosphere, from atom to man and beyond, as in the omega point. His writings, being against Catholic
doctrine, were generally banned by the church after
1925.

Free energy

In the decade when Teilhard was in his peak, in
regards to theory development, i.e. with the
publication of his The Phenomenon of Man (1938),
the Gibbs free energy interpretation of freelyrunning isothermal isobaric natural phenomenon,
was just being introduced to the world, via Gilbert
Lewis (1923) and Edward Guggenheim (1933);
hence, it would seem likely that Teilhard as not
thinking directly in terms of Gibbs-based logic in his
time. The modern connections, however, can be
discerned. Shown adjacent, e.g., is American
biophysicist Harold Morowitz’s 2002 take on the
connections between Teilhard’s 1936 theories and
Gibbs free energy. [7]

Education
When he was 11, he went to the Jesuit college of
Mongré, in Villefranche-sur-Saône, where he
completed baccalaureates of philosophy and
mathematics. From 1905 to 1908, he taught physics
and chemistry in Cairo, Egypt, at the Jesuit College
of the Holy Family. Teilhard studied theology in
Hastings, in Sussex (United Kingdom), from 1908 to
1912. There he synthesized his scientific,
philosophical and theological knowledge in the light
of evolution. Teilhard was ordained a priest on
August 24, 1911, aged 30. From 1912 to 1914,
American biophysicist Harold Morowitz’s 2002 take on the
Teilhard worked in the paleontology laboratory of
connections between Teilhard’s 1936 theories and Gibbs free energy.
the Musée National d'Histoire Naturelle, in Paris,
studying the mammals of the middle Tertiary sector. [7]
Later he studied elsewhere in Europe. Professor Marcellin Boulle, specialist in Neanderthal studies, gradually guided
him towards human paleontology.
Between 1914 and 1918, Teilhard served in World War I as a stretcher-bearer in the 8th regiment Moroccan
riflemen. In these years of war, he developed his reflections in his diaries and in letters to his cousin, Marguerite
Teillard-Chambon, who later edited them into a book: Genèse d'une pensée (Genesis of a thought). He confessed
later: "...the war was a meeting ... with the Absolute." In 1916, he wrote his first essay: La Vie Cosmique (Cosmic life),
where his scientific and philosophical thought were revealed. Following the war, at the University of Paris, Teilhard
completed three unit degrees of natural science: geology, botany, and zoology. His thesis treated of the mammals of
the French lower Eocene and their stratigraphy. After 1920, he lectured in geology at the Catholic Institute of Paris,
and then became an assistant professor after being granted a science Doctorate in 1922.
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Seed of theory
His reading of the 1907 book L'Évolution Créatrice (Creative Evolution) by French philosopher Henri Bergson was, he
said, the "catalyst of a fire which devoured already its heart and its spirit." Bergson’s book provides an alternate
explanation for Darwin's mechanism of evolution, suggesting that evolution is motivated by an élan vital, a "vital
impetus" that can also be understood as humanity's natural creative impulse.

Exorcist | Evil theory
See main: Father Merrin; Human thermodynamic films

Teilhard, a physical chemist and a priest, the epitome of a mind rankled with two competing belief systems, served
the basis of the character of Father Merrin, in the best seller 1971 book The Exorcist (and followup 1973 film); and
parts of the plot were themed on Teilhard’s theory of evil (or the existence of Satan) in the world possibly being
Lucifer [or matter-energy spirit] working out his [or its] salvation through the process of physical evolution ending in
Teilhard’s omega point theory. The following opening quote from the book version of The Exorcist is said to capture
the theoretical aspects of Blatty’s mindset:
[5]
"Matter is Lucifer crawling itself back to
God"
(Matter [is] Lucifer upward groping back to
his God)
This means, supposedly, that matter
(humans being an evolved incarnation of
matter) must work its way through the
permutations of entropy, chaos, and
generally things that make humanity
unhappy in order to know about good and
evil. The following is a quote from Blatty
Teilhard, as one who grapples with good
(about the novel Legion) which explain his and evil theology in the context of mind
theory: [6]
from matter and energy science, served the
basis of the character Father Merrin in the

'In the novel, the coda was needed to put a 1971 book-turned film The Exorcist.
button on what the novel was all about -Kinderman's rescue of God's goodness via his theory of "The Angel," which hypothesized that the fall of man was
premundane; that before the Big Bang, mankind was a single angelic being who fell from grace and was given his
transformation into the material universe as a means of salvation wherein his legion of fragmented personalities
would spiritually evolve ("Can there be a moral act without at least the possibility of pain?") back into the original
single angelic being, back into himself, a process foreshadowed on the opening page of The Exorcist ("that matter
was Lucifer upward groping back to his God").'
(add discussion)

Human molecules
See main: Human molecule

In the scheme of the universe, according to Teilhard, the case that interests us most is the “problem of man”. In
particular, Teilhard states, “the existence of an ascendant movement in the universe has been revealed to us by the
study of paleontology.” He then asks “where is man to be situated in this line of progress?” This ascendant
movement, in cosmology, according to Teilhard, occurs in the direction of higher degrees of consciousness. Within
this scheme, according to Teilhard, prior to Galileo, science thought of man as the mathematical and moral center of
the world composed of spheres turning statically upon themselves. In modern terms, according to Teilhard:
“In terms of our modern neoanthropocentricity, man, both diminished and enlarged, becomes the head (terrestrial)
of a universe that is in the process of psychic transformation—man, the last-formed, most complex and most
conscious of ‘molecules’.” [2]
In his L’Energie Humaine (Human Energy), a collection of essays on morality and love, written between 1931 and
1939, Teilhard conceives of man as a “human molecule” (1936). In his 1947 essay “The Formation of the Noosphere”,
he outlines the global view that “no one can deny that a network (a world network) of economic and psychic
affiliations is being woven at ever increasing speed which envelops and constantly penetrates more deeply within
each one of us. With every day that passes it becomes a little more impossible for us to act or think other wise than
collectively.” In relation to the individual person, he concludes “the scope of each human molecule, in terms of
movement, information and influence, is becoming rapidly coextensive with the whole surface of the globe” [3] In
other words, according to Teilhard, human molecules are forming a connective sheath or skin around the globe of the
earth.
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In his A Sketch of a Personalistic Universe, Teilhard states “there is neither spirit nor matter in the world; the stuff
of the universe is spirit-matter. No other substance but this could produce the human molecule. I know very well that
this idea of spirit-matter is regarded as a hybrid monster, a verbal exorcism of a duality which remains unresolved in
its terms. But I remain convinced that the objections made to it arise from the mere fact that few people can make up
their minds to abandon an old point of view and take the risk of a new idea... Biologists or philosophers cannot
conceive a biosphere or noosphere because they are unwilling to abandon a certain narrow conception of
individuality. Nevertheless, the step must be taken. For in fact, pure spirituality is as unconceivable as pure
materiality. Just as, in a sense, there is no geometrical point, but as many structurally different points as there are
methods of deriving them from different figures, so every spirit derives its reality and nature from a particular type of
universal synthesis.”

Name
The shortened version of his name is "Pierre Teilhard". His full name can be
seen on his headstone in the Jesuit cemetery in Hyde Park, New York. The
translation reads Father Pierre Teilhard de Chardin; S.J. Born 1 May 1881;
Entered the Society of Jesus 19 March 1899; Died 10 April 1955. French and
Belgian families often use two last names when one name has been ennobled.
As stated in the French language version of Wikipedia, the Teilhards were
descended from an ancient family of magistrates in Auvergne, France; and the
de Chardin family was ennobled by Louis XVIII (1800s).
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Teleology
In philosophy, teleology (TR=55), from the Greek telos “end” + -logia “divine origin”, a theory in Aristotelean
cosmology, is a doctrine holding that matter—specifically matter of the four element variety: earth, air, water, fire—
or matter in any its modern formulations, e.g. sentient matter—has a goal, conceived as its “purpose”, which is to go
to its natural place, i.e. its “end”, “final cause”, or satiated location in the cosmos, a theory based on geocentric
cosmology reasoning, namely that earth is at the bottom, in the scheme of a flat earth cosmos, fire is at the top, and
each element tends towards its natural location in this scheme, e.g. fire rises because it wants to go to its higher
location, and earth falls likewise to go to its natural lower place.

Etymology
The term “teleology” is generally attributed to Aristotle who, in the context of his general theory of everything, is said
to have coined the term. (Ѻ) Likewise, the term “entelecheia”, said to be coined by Aristotle, designates a completed
state resulting from an internal movement towards this state. (Ѻ) The derivative term “telos” is defined or
conceptualized as “inner purpose”. (Ѻ) The work of Immanuel Kant sought to reconcile or harmonize the teleological
and mechanical conceptions of the world. (Ѻ) In circa 1910, Hans Driesch advocated the notion of “entelochies” a
sort of inner goal-directed agent hypothesized to be the mechanism behind developmental organism traits. (Ѻ)

Physical | Humanities teleology
In 1983, American physicist Bruce Lindsay, in his “Social Exemplifications of Physical Principles”, had the following
telling words to say about teleology in physics: [4]
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“The teleological idea or the concept of purpose is involved in several physical principles, notably Hamilton’s principle
and the related but identical principle of least action, Hertz’s principle of the straightest path, Gauss’ principle of least
constraint, and Fermat’s principle of least time. They all effectively state that things take place in the physical world,
e.g. the motions of systems of particles, in such a way as to make a certain function assume a stationary value under
certain boundary conditions, usually a minimum as compared with all possible values satisfying the given conditions.
For example, Hamilton’s principle says that for a conservative dynamical system the motion between any two
instants of time is such that the time integral of the difference between the kinetic and potential energies taken
between these two instances has a stationary value. It has as if the system had a certain purpose to satisfy.”
Lindsay, skipping a paragraph, continues:
“With respect to the possible idea of purpose involved philosophers have argued that since Hamilton’s principle is not
necessary for the deduction of the actual motion of the dynamical systems, i.e. the Newtonian or Lagrangian
equations are fully adequate, we have no real logical ground for insisting that nature imposes a teleological
requirement on motions in our experience. Nevertheless the fact that one can exhibit the principles of mechanics in a
teleological guise is persuasive, since it serves to tie physical principles with an idea basic to the interpretation that
human beings give too much of their ordinary experience, particularly in their relations with other human beings.
A rational individual is said to arrange his actions so as to be sure of achieving his fundamental desires, whether
it be to accumulate wealth or gain power over his fellow men. In particular the aim here is almost always to try to
attain the given desired end at minimum cost in human effort. This strongly suggests a heuristic connection with the
minimum principles of physics.”
Lindsay, to note, goes on to cite and discuss George Zipf and his Human Behavior and the Principle of Least Effort as a
case in point.
The real “minimum principle”, however, which Lindsay should have discussed, in respect to human behavior, is the
free energy minimum principle. Being a physicist, however, it is conceivable that Lindsay was not as intuned to this
insight.

Chemical teleology
The leading expositor of the lurking problems with chemical teleology, or the subtle usage of teleological statements
and reasoning in chemical education, since 2007, has been Mexican-born American chemist Vicente Talanquer.

Social teleology
Stephen Turner (2008) devotes a number of pages to the issues with “social teleology” arguments, such as found in
the works of Max Weber, Ernest Nagel, and Pierre Bourdieu, among others. (Ѻ)

Other
In 2002, Robert Cummins began to popularize the term “neo-teleology”, akin to neo-vitalism. (Ѻ)

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“I feel profoundly convinced that the argument of design has been greatly too much lost sight of in recent zoological
speculations. Reactions against the frivolities of teleology, such as are to be found, not rarely, in the notes of the
learned commentators on Paley's Natural Theology, has, I believe, had a temporary effect in turning attention from
the solid and irrefragable argument so well put forward in that excellent old book. But overwhelmingly strong proofs
of intelligent and benevolent design lie all around us, and if ever perplexities, whether metaphysical or scientific, turn
us away from them for a time, they come back upon us with irresistible force, showing to us through nature the
influence of a free will, and teaching us that all living beings depend on one ever-acting creator and ruler.”
— William Thomson (c.1900) (Ѻ)

“The Aristotelian viewpoint still prevails to some extent in biology, namely that an animal moves only for a purpose,
either to seek food or to seek its mate or to undertake something else connected with preservation of the individual
or the race. The Aristotelians had explained the process in the inanimate world in the same teleological way. Science
began when Galileo overthrew this Aristotelian mode of thought and introduced the method of quantitative
experiments which leads to mathematical laws free form the metaphysical conception of purpose. The analysis of
animal conduct only becomes scientific in so far as it drops the question of purpose and reduces the reactions of
animals to quantitative laws.”
— Jacques Loeb (1918), Forced Movements, Tropisms, and Animal Conduct

“The causality of history is teleological.”
— Alfred Kroeber (1915), “Eighteen Professions” [1]
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“Teleology is like a mistress to a biologist: he cannot live without her but he’s unwilling to be seen with her in public.”
— John Haldane (c.1930s), supposedly, a requote of something said in the 1880s by Ernst Brucke [2]

“Frequent unqualified references to the principle of minimum entropy production, [are] quite often used to bolster
teleological arguments.”
— Irvin Richardson (1968) [3]

“External teleology is dead in biology.”
— John Wilkins (1997), “Evolution and Philosophy: Is There Progress and Direction in Evolution? (Ѻ)

“Fundamental teleology is a dead option in physics and chemistry.”
— John Hawthorne and Daniel Nolan (2005), Bellingham Summer Philosophy Conference [4]

“In sociology, the terms of the debate have since been fundamentally and irreversibly changed, whatever it should be
replaced by, teleology is now dead, whether in Hobhouse’s whiggish version of cumulative moral progress, or in
Marx’s version of an inevitable dialectic leading from feudalism through capitalism to communism, or, for that
matter, in the neo-Spencerian version of cumulative ‘modernization’, or in Weber’s version of inexorable technical
rationalization and spiritual disenchantment.”
— Walter Runciman (2005), “Introduction to British Sociology” (Ѻ)

See also
● Teleonomic entropy
● Terrence Deacon
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Philosophy Conference.

Further reading
● Samuelson, Paul. (1965). “Causality and Teleology in Economics”, The Hayden Colloquium on Scien ﬁc Method and
Concept; in: The Collected Scientific Papers of Paul A. Samuelson, Volume 3 (pg. 444). MIT Press, 1972.

External links
● Teleology – Wikipedia.

Teleonomic entropy
In animate thermodynamics, teleonomic entropy is a measure of disorder in biopsychosocial systems. [1] The
conception of teleonomic entropy was conceived by Greek psychologists Dimitri Katakis and Charis Katakis in 1982 as
a type of entropy, useful in the study of system hierarchies, related to the quality of apparent purposefulness in living
systems that derives from their evolutionary adaptation; in short, a type of entropy in end-directed systems. [2] The
duo supposedly began applying the concept of entropy, in the general sense, to psychotherapy in 1978. [3]
Teleonomic entropy, accordingly, is argued to be “transformable” in that the teleonomic entropy at a given level of a
system can affect the teleonomic entropy of different levels of the same system or other systems. [4] Whereas
disorder in thermodynamics refers to the position and velocities of molecules, maximum teleonomic entropy means
complete indifference to goals. [3]

References
1. Katakis, Dimitri F. and Katakis, Charis D. (1986). “Transference and Transformation of Teleonomic Entropy.”
(abstract) Behavioral Science, Vol. 31, Issue 1, pgs. 52-62.
2. Katakis, Dimitri F. and Katakis, Charis D. (1982). “Teleonomic Entropy in Biopsychosocial Systems.” (abstract)
Behavioral Science, Vol. 27, Issue 2, pgs. 118-24.
3. Bailey, Kenneth D. (1990). Social Entropy Theory (pgs. 85-86). New York: State University of New York Press.
4. Ammon, Ulrich. (1989). Status and Function of Languages and Language Varieties (pg. 537). Walter de Gruyter.
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Téllez, Francisco
In hmolscience, Francisco Tellez (c.1980-) is a Chilean psychologist noted, in human
thermodynamics, for his 2003 theory of irreversible sexual reactions.

Overview
In 2003 article “Transorgasmic Sexuality”, in which he outlined a loose
thermodynamics-metaphor based model of a type of sex or sexual practice that results
to be a transcendent or transmutation type of “reversible expansion”, where sexual
energy is conserved, rather than being quickly dissipated (as in "irreversible
expansion"), in the process of lovemaking. [1] In his own words: [2]
“I compare transorgasmic sex to the activity of a nuclear reactor, which performs many
mini-reactions leading to an extended, and emotionally more exquisite, pleasure …
instead of [conversely] reaching climax all at once in [a] irreversible way.”
The model is meant to be an alternative to the standard four-stage Masters and
Johnson model: excitement, plateau, orgasm, and resolution. Tellez’ theory is based, in part, on a modification of the
psychodynamics works and theories, e.g. psychological energy, libido, ego, repression, etc., of Sigmund Freud, Carl
Jung, and Wilhelm Reich. [3]

References
1. Tellez, Francisco M. (2003). “Transorgasmic Sexuality" (Sexualidad Transorgásmica), (part-1, part-2) Local
Magazine, Santiago de Chile.
2. Marnia. (2008). “Transorgasmic Sex”, Reuniting.com, Aug. 23.
3. Marnia. (2008). “Transorgasmic Sex: Moreno Letter”, Reuniting.com, Jan. 11.

External links
● Francisco Moreno Tellez (profile) – Blogger.com.

Temperature
In thermodynamics, temperature is defined as the tendency of an object or system to spontaneously give up energy.
[1]

History
In 1878, based on the kinetic theory, Scottish physicist James Maxwell defined temperature of a body as “the average
kinetic energy of translation of one of its molecules multiplied by a constant which is the same for all bodies.” [4]

Thermometer | Social thermometer
A device or indicator for temperature measurement is called a thermometer. A device or indicator for social
temperature measurement is called a "social thermometer". Though such a device is yet to be invented, there have
been no shortage of speculations in this area.
“Public opinion is the thermometer a monarch should constantly consult.”
— Napoleon Bonaparte (c.1810), Publication

In 1930, French sociological philosopher Maurice Halbwachs uses the terms social temperature and in another
instance moral temperature to allude to the suggestion that the suicide rate of a particular group of humans could be
considered as a gauge of the moral temperature of the group: [8]
“The number of suicides [in a region] can be considered a sort of thermometric indicator which informs us of the
condition of the mores, of the moral temperature of a group.”
(add discussion)
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Hmolscience
One of the earliest attempts to extrapolate the
standard definition of temperature to human
systems was the conception of "economic
temperature" by Emanuele Sella in 1915. [5] In
economic thermodynamics, temperature T has
been used in measure the level of spending or
income per person by authors such as German
metallurgist Jürgen Mimkes (2005) and John
Bryant (2007). [6] In 2009, Chinese physicist YiFang Chang suggested that social temperature
could be defined by the following equation:

Left: a visual hot-cold temperature scale of sorts, three morphed

where
is an average value of the social kinetic images per photo, taken from the previously active HotOrNot.com
website, in respect to average visual attractiveness aspects of beauty.
energy. [9] In this sense, in theory, as a type of
Right: a 2008 video (Ѻ) of “Thermodynamics of Hot For Words” by Libb
human thermodynamic instrument or indicator,
one could use GPS tracking devices to measure the Thims.
kinetic energy, or the sum of ½ the masses of the
human particles times their respective average velocities squared, of a system of human molecules under study and
thus get a hypothetical reading of temperature of a social system. In his 2010 article “Stokes Integral of Economic
Growth”, Mimkes argues that GDP per capita may be representative of the temperature of the economic system. [7]
In human social systems, comprised of human molecules, the definition of temperature becomes very complex.
In this sence, the conception of the physical or neurological "hotness" of a person becomes a paramount issue. The
adjacent, November 26, 2008, video "Thermodynamics of HotForWords", made by American chemical engineer Libb
Thims, gives a loose idea the difficulties involved in the assignment of temperatures, in reference to the Kelvin scale,
in human life. In general, the concept of temperature in human thermodynamics is one of the most difficult terms to
understand and model. Beyond this, how does one, for instance, correlated the "physical heat" of a person, an
example of which is shown below via thirty-person composite Hot or Not photos, with the reading on a standard
thermometer? Moreover, how does one correlate "temperature" with neurological heat, e.g. the fact that intellect
correlates with sexual attractiveness. [2] These are deep questions in both human chemistry and human
thermodynamics. [3]
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Further reading
● Chang, Hasok. (2004). Inventing Temperature: Measurement and Scientific Progress. Oxford University Press.

Videos
● Anon. (2009). “Thermodynamic Temperature” (Ѻ), The Science Channel, Aug 14.
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External links

● Temperature – Wikipedia.

Templeton, John
In hmolscience, John Templeton (1912-2008) was an American-born British billionaire
stock investor noted for his Christian-themed 1972 initiated Templeton Prize and 1987
initiated Templeton Foundation (Ѻ) both aimed at science + religion reconciliation
attempts at “affirming life’s spiritual dimension”.

Quotes | Related
The following are quotes about or related to Templeton:
“At nearly every public lecture that I give on the universe, I try to reserve adequate
time at the end for questions. The succession of subjects is predictable. First, the
questions relate directly to the lecture. They next migrate to sexy astrophysical
subjects such as black holes, quasars, and the big bang. If I have enough time left over
to answer all questions, and if the talk is in America, the subject eventually reaches
God. Typical questions include: Do scientists believe in God? Do you believe in God? Do
your studies in astrophysics make you more or less religious? Publishers have come to
learn that there is a lot of money in God, especially when the author is a scientist and when the book title includes a
direct juxtaposition of scientific and religious themes. Successful books include Robert Jastrow's God and the
Astronomers, Leon Lederman's The God Particle, Frank Tipler's The Physics of Immortality: Modern Cosmology, God,
and the Resurrection of the Dead, and Paul Davies' two works God and the New Physics and The Mind of God. Each
author is either an accomplished physicist or astronomer and, while the books are not strictly religious, they
encourage the reader to bring God into conversations about astrophysics. Even Stephen Jay Gould, a Darwinian
pitbull and devout agnostic, has joined the title parade with his recent work Rock of Ages: Science and Religion in the
Fullness of Life. The financial success of these published works indicates that you get bonus dollars from the American
public if you are a scientist who openly talks about God. After the publication of The Physics of Immortality, which
suggested the law of physics might allow you and your soul to exist long after you are gone from this world, Tipler's
book-tour included many well-paid lectures to Protestant religious groups. This lucrative sub-industry has further
blossomed in recent years due to efforts made by the wealthy founder of the Templeton investment fund, Sir John
Templeton, to find harmony and reconciliation between science and religion. In addition to sponsoring workshops
and conferences on the subject, Templeton seeks out widely published religion-friendly scientists to receive an
annual award whose cash value exceeds that of the Nobel Prize.”
— Neil Tyson (1999), “Holy Wars” [1]

Quotes
The following are noted quotes:
“Would it not be strange if a universe without purpose accidentally created humans how are so obsessed with
purpose?”
— John Templeton (1998), The Humble Approach [2]

References
1. Tyson, Neil de. (1999). “Holy Wars”, Natural History Magazine, Oct 1.
2. (a) Templeton, John. (1998). The Humble Approach: Scientists Discover God (pg. 19). Templeton Foundation.
(b) Strobel, Lee. (2004). The Case for a Creator: a Journalist Investigates Scientific Evidence that Points Toward God
(pg. 153). Zondervan, 2009.

External links
● John Templeton – Wikipedia.

Templeton Prize
In prizes, Templeton Prize is a 1972-established award for work or discoveries on spiritual realities, whose monetary
value is adjusted to be more than the Nobel Prize, but whose prestige is the reverse.

Discussion
Any scientist who cashes in on the Templeton Prize and or takes grants from the Templeton Foundation is a sell-out,
being that science does not recognized "spirits" as a reality, i.e. spirits are not real, hence acceptance of the prize only
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promotes false and vacuous ideals. A scientist associated with the Templeton Foundation is a red flag that their work
is ontic opening based.
American physicist Sean Carroll, e.g., an outspoken atheist, in 2005 declined an invitation to present at a
Templeton conference at the University of California at Berkeley. He says that because funding for quantum
mechanics is hard to get, some of his colleagues are willing to take Templeton's research grants even if they don't
support his beliefs. The Templeton folks make it tempting, he says, because unlike other academic conferences,
Templeton's confabs pay presenters. Carroll says he would have received $2,000 to speak at the conference, a similar
sum if he published his talk in their anthology, and a chance at a $10,000 prize for scientists under 40. (Ѻ)

Templeton
The prize was initiated per the endowment of American-born British stock investor John Templeton (1912-2008). In
1939, Templeton, a daily prayer-believing Christian, borrowed $10,000 and $100 worth of ever stock valued at less
than a dollar on New York exchange, quadrupled that in four years, and went on to become a billionaire, and in 1972
established the Templeton Foundation to encourage the researchers to use the “methods of science that have been
so productive in other areas, in order to discover spiritual realities” and doles out some $80 million year for whatever
spirit related work the foundation sees fit and $1.5 million annually for the prize.

Notice | Winners
The following, to make cautious not of, is a work in progress listing of Hmolpedia-related winners:
● Paul Davies
● Freeman Dyson

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“The Templeton Prize bridges the gap between sense and nonsense.”
— Martinus Veltman (2003), on John Polkinghorne’s acceptance [1]

“Rees’ acceptance of the Templeton Prize make him complaint quisling.”
— Richard Dawkins (2010), on Martin Rees’ work on investigating life’s spiritual dimension (Ѻ)

“Never trust the work of a Templeton Prize winner or associate.”
— Libb Thims (2013), mental note arisen in reflection of recent adds to Paul Davies page; along with past thought on other
Templeton-funded writers: Robert Ulanowicz, Terrence Deacon (Ѻ) , among others, whose mind[s] has gone to pasture, i.e. left
the path of truth for sake of spiritual/God theory justification aiming/biased funding, 10:09AM CST Dec 9
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External links
● Templeton Prize – Wikipedia.

Ten Commandments
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In religio-mythology, Ten
Commandments (CR:15), or
Decalogue, a 500BC monotheistic
transcription truncation of the
3,100BC Egyptian 42 Negative
Confessions, refers to ten moral
laws commanded by god, given to
Moses, according to the
Abrahamic faiths, that are not to
be infringed upon; employed by
many as a type of “Hillbilly
morality” (e.g. Kanawha Country,
1974) in modern times.

Goethe

Left: the German-Catholic version of the Ten Commandments, as would have been
taught to Goethe as a child, showing commandment #6, prohibiting adultery, circled, it
being the subject of Goethe's 1809 physical chemistry based Elective Affinities. Right: an
American cowboy style version of the Ten Commandments.

In 1809, German polyintellect
Johann Goethe published his
Elective Affinities, wherein he
showed that the physicochemical implications of morality, especially in respect to the sanctity of marriage, are
misaligned with Biblical understanding of morality. This misalignment comes out via the voice of the character
Mittler, in the last and final chapter (P2:C18), as follows:
There was but one occasion on which [Mittler] uniformly forgot himself—when he found an opportunity for giving his
opinion upon subjects to which he attached a great importance. He lived much within himself, and when he was with
others, his only relation to them generally was in active employment on their behalf; but if once, when among
friends, his tongue broke fairly loose, as on more than one occasion we have already seen, he rolled out his words in
utter recklessness, whether they wounded or whether they pleased, whether they did evil or whether they did good.
The evening before the birthday, the major and Charlotte were sitting together expecting Edward, who had gone
out for a ride; Mittler was walking up and down the saloon; Ottilie was in her own room, laying out the dress which
she was to wear on the morrow, and making signs to her maid about a number of things, which the girl, who
perfectly understood her silent language, arranged
as she was ordered.
Mittler had fallen exactly on his favorite
subject. One of the points on which he used most
to insist was, that in the education of children, as
well as in the conduct of nations, there was
nothing more worthless and barbarous than laws
and commandments forbidding this and that
action. “Man is naturally active,” he said,
“wherever he is; and if you know how to tell him
what to do, he will do it immediately, and keep
straight in the direction in which you set him. I
myself, in my own circle, am far better pleased to
endure faults and mistakes, till I know what the
opposite virtue is that I am to enjoin, than to be
rid of the faults and to have nothing good to put in
their place. A man is really glad to do what is right
and sensible, if he only knows how to get at it. It is
no such great matter with him; he does it because
he must have something to do, and he thinks no
more about it afterwards than he does of the
The “punishments" for breaking the ten commandments as carved
silliest freaks which he engaged in out of the
onto the side of the American Atheist bench (2013), orchestrated by
purest idleness. I cannot tell you how it annoys me David Silverman, outside Bradford County Courthouse, Florida,
to hear people going over and over those Ten
installed in reaction to to the installation of the Christian Community
Commandments in teaching children. The fifth is a Men’s Fellowship Ten Commandments monument, at the courthouse,
thoroughly beautiful, rational, preceptive precept. the year previous; the punishment VII (above): the “adulterer [Edward]
and the adulteress [Ottilie]”, from Leviticus 20:10, used by Goethe in
‘Thou shalt honor thy father and thy mother.’ If
the climax end chapter [P2:C18] of his Elective Affinities, to show how
the children will inscribe that well upon their
Biblical morality is misaligned with physicochemical morality, and in
hearts, they have the whole day before them to
put it in practice. But the sixth now? What can we need of fixing, i.e. upgrade to the modern understanding of reality and
of right and wrong.
say to that? ‘Thou shalt do no murder;’ as if any
man ever felt the slightest general inclination to strike another man dead. Men will hate sometimes: they will fly into
passions and forget themselves; and as a consequence of this or other feelings, it may easily come now and then to a
murder; but what a barbarous precaution it is to tell children that they are not to kill or murder! If the commandment
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ran, ‘Have a regard for the life of another—put away whatever can do him hurt—save him though with peril to
yourself—if you injure him, consider that you are injuring yourself;’—that is the form which should be in use among
educated, reasonable people. And in our Catechism teaching we have only an awkward clumsy way of sliding into it,
through a ‘what do you mean by that?’
“And as for the seventh; that is utterly detestable. What! to stimulate the precocious curiosity of children to pry into
dangerous mysteries; to obtrude violently upon their imaginations ideas and notions which beyond all things you
should wish to keep from them! It were far better if such actions as that commandment speaks of were dealt with
arbitrarily by some secret tribunal, than prated openly of before church and congregation—” At this moment Ottilie
entered the room.
“ ‘Thou shalt not commit adultery,’ ”—Mittler went on—“How coarse! how brutal! What a different sound it has, if
you let it run, ‘Thou shalt hold in reverence the bond of marriage. When thou seest a husband and a wife between
whom there is true love, thou shalt rejoice in it, and their happiness shall gladden thee like the cheerful light of a
beautiful day. If there arise anything to make division between them, thou shalt use thy best endeavor to clear it
away. Thou shalt labor to pacify them, and to soothe them; to show each of them the excellencies of the other. Thou
shalt not think of thyself, but purely and disinterestedly thou shalt seek to further the well-being of others, and make
them feel what a happiness is that which arises out of all duty done; and especially out of that duty which holds man
and wife indissolubly bound together.’ ”
Charlotte felt as if she was sitting on hot coals. The situation was the more distressing, as she was convinced that
Mittler was not thinking the least where he was or what he was saying; and before she was able to interrupt him, she
saw Ottilie, after changing color painfully for a few seconds, rise and leave the room.
Charlotte constrained herself to seem unembarrassed: “You will leave us the eighth commandment,” she said,
with a faint smile.
“All the rest,” replied Mittler, “if I may only insist first on the foundation of the whole of them.”
These "though shalt not commit adultery" comments, echoed into the ears of Ottilie, as she entered the room,
resulted immediately in her collapse to death, and shortly thereafter to the death of Edward.
In 1830, Goethe wrote the following to his friend composer Carl Zelter: [1]
“Following on what went before, let me tell you in fun, that in my Elective Affinities, I took care to round off the
inward, true catharsis, with as much purity and finish as possible, but I do not therefore imagine that any handsome
fellow could thereby be purged from the lust of looking after the wife of another. The sixth commandment, which
seemed to the Elohim-Jehovab to be so necessary, even in the wilderness, that he engraved it on granite tables with
his own finger,—this it will still be necessary to uphold in our blotting-paper catechisms.”
The description of a god that writes laws on granite tablets with "his own finger", to note, refers to the description of
the Akhenaten's monotheistic son god Aten, typically depicted in carvings as a sun disc with many long outstretched
fingers; Akhenaten's monotheism generally considered the prototype to Moses' monotheism. Goethe, in short,
shows how the "double mental adultery" that takes place in the novel, explained through the language of a "double
elective affinity reaction" (double
displacement reaction), is at odd with
morality define by Mosaic law.

Kanawha Country | Hillbilly morality
The following are interview excerpts, from
people in the heat of the Kanawha County
textbook controversy, showing how the selfdefined "hillbillies" of Kanawha county saw
the ten commandments as inflexible and at
odds with situational ethics and evolution
being taught to their children:
“Let me put it this way: If Darwin’s right,
we’re just sophisticated monkeys. The Bible Citizen protestors during the Kanawha Country textbook controversy over
is wrong. There is no god. And without god, some 300+ new school books that went against their Christian morality
beliefs, many of whom cited the Ten Commandments as being at odds with
there’s no right or wrong. We can just make situational ethics and sexuality studies.
up our morals as we go. The basis for all we
believe is destroyed. And that’s why this country is headed to hell in a handbasket. Is Darwin responsible? I’ll say this:
people have to choose between science and faith, between evolution and the Bible, between the Ten
Commandments and make-‘em-up-as-you-go ethics. We’ve made our choice—and we’re not budging.”
— Local businessman (1974), response to Lee Strobel when asked if Darwin was responsible for the shootings, violence, and
protests amid the Kanawha County textbook controversy [2]
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“We’re trying to get our kids to do the right thing. Then these books come along and say that sometimes the wrong
thing is the right thing. We just don’t believe that! The ten commandments are the ten commandments.”
— Elementary school parent (1974), commentary to Lee Strobel; stated in reference to the new teaching curriculum wherein one
textbook included a “situational ethics” story of a child cheating a merchant out of a penny, and asked: “Most people think that
cheating is wrong. Do you think there is ever a time when it might be right to? Tell when it is. Tell why you think it is right.” [2]

(add discussion)

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“The first and second laws of thermodynamics are of course known to us as the ten commandments, and probably
obeyed more consistently.”
— Howard Seifert (1961), “Can We Decrease Our Entropy?” [3]

“When it comes to bullsh*t, big-time, major league bullsh*t, you have to stand in awe of the all-time champion of
false promises and exaggerated claims, religion. No contest. No contest. Religion. Religion easily has the greatest
bullsh*t story ever told. Think about it. Religion has actually convinced people that there's an invisible man living in
the sky who watches everything you do, every minute of every day. And the invisible man has a special list of ten
things he does not want you to do. And if you do any of these ten things, he has a special place, full of fire and smoke
and burning and torture and anguish, where he will send you to live and suffer and burn and choke and scream and
cry forever and ever 'til the end of time! But He loves you. He loves you, and He needs money! He always needs
money! He's all-powerful, all-perfect, all-knowing, and all-wise, somehow just can't handle money! Religion takes in
billions of dollars, they pay no taxes, and they always need a little more. Now, you talk about a good bullsh*t story.
Holy sh*t!”
— George Carlin (1999), “god skit”

“If Goethe overthrew the 6th commandment, I need to overthrow the entire Bible.”
— Libb Thims (2014), duty mental note, arisen per penning of Goethe on religion article, 9:19AM CST, Dec 8

See also
● Bible vs physical science conflicts
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Ten fundamental equations
In thermodynamics, the ten fundamental equations of thermodynamics are the ten core equations of the
mechanical theory of heat, signified by roman numerals (I-X), as found in German physicist Rudolf Clausius’ 1875
textbook The Mechanical Theory of Heat, distinguished from the other 448 equations, in the same book, signified
numerically, per chapter. [1] In founding chemical thermodynamics, in 1876, American engineer Willard Gibbs
formulated 700 equations, based on Clausius' original 458 equations. In total, this amounts to 1,158 equations that
one must master in order to become fluent in extended applications, such as in human chemical thermodynamics or
in study of other types of earth-bound natural systems.

Fundamentals
These ten fundamental equations, which represent the foundation of thermodynamics, are listed below.
Equation

Description

#

Pg.
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Development of the first main principle
(Heat dQ imparted to any body whatsoever acts to increase
the quantity of heat dH and the quantity of work dL done)

I

(27)

II

(27)

III

(31)

IV

(38)

V

(89)

VI

(90)
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Forces against which work is done
(the quantity of work dL may be divided into two classes: (a)
internal work dJ, those which the molecules of the body exert
among themselves, and which depend on the nature of the
body itself; (b) external work dW, those which which arise
from external influences, to which the body is subjected)

First main principle
(first law of thermodynamics)

Pressure-volume work
(Case in which the only external force is a uniform pressure
normal to the surface)

Convenient expression for the second main principle
(if in a reversible cyclical process every element of heat taken
in (positive or negative) be divided by the absolute
temperature at which it is taken in, and the difference so
formed be integrated for the whole course of the process, the
integral so obtained is equal to zero)

Second main principle
(second law of thermodynamics)
Discussion on the function τ as being the absolute
temperature T

VII (105)
VIII (107)
IX (213)

Non-reversible processes
(uncompensated transformations must always be positive)

X (214)

Of these, equations III and VI represent the “two main principles” (first main principle and second main principle) of
the mechanical theory of heat, as discussed in Clausius' chapter five “Formation of the Two fundamental Equations.”

Gibbs fundamental equation
See main: Gibbs fundamental equation

In 1876, American chemical engineer Willard Gibbs expanded on the two main principles, by adding together
equations III, IV, and VI, to form what is known as the combined law of thermodynamics:

but then went a step further by assuming that other factors, or rather 'forces', could act on the body, thus having an
effect on the change of the bodies energy dU during any type of process. In short, according to Gibbs, one fully
quantify the internal energy U of a system as the sum of all of its influencing conjugate variables pairs, which can be
formed mathematically whereby with any extensity xi (extensive variable, e.g. volume v) it is always possible to
associate a tension variable Xi (intensive variable, e.g. pressure P), as a partial derivative of the internal energy of the
system with respect to the partial of the extensive variable:

which is called the "conjugate", with the product of the two intensive extensive variables Xdx being called the
"conjugate variable pair". Thus, according to the first law, as explained by Gibbs, the change in internal energy dU of a
system is given can be defined rigorously as the summation of the product of all conjugate pairs acting on the system:
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whereby the first main principle can be re-written as:

whereby the condition for a process progressing irreversibly is that the "uncompensated transformations will be
positive, expressed by saying that the variation of the entropy of the body will increase in each cycle, dS > 0, as
defined by equations nine and ten, whereas the 'condition for equilibrium' is that the variation of the entropy dS of
the body will be zero at the equilibrium state. The main nine types of conjugate pairs are listed below:
Intensive
Variable

Extensive
Variable

Energy

Function Product

Person

pressure-volume work

δW

pdV

Clapeyron
(1834)

Temperature T Entropy dS

internal work

δQ

TdS

Clausius
(1865)

Chemical
potential μ

Particle
number dn

species transfer work

μdn

Gibbs
(1876)

Force F

Length dl

elongation/contraction
work

Fdl

Electromotive
Charge de
force ε

electrical work

εde

Surface
tension γ

Surface area
dA

surface work

γdA

Gravitational
potential ψ

Mass dm

gravitation work

ψdm

Electric field
E

Electric dipole
electric polarization
moment dp

Pressure P

Volume dV

Magnetic field Magnetic
B
moment dm

magnetic polarization

Edp
Bdm

What this table says is that when a system does work or has work done on it the system internal energy is effected,
and this effect can be quantified by conjugate variable pairs. To go through one example, when the system has a
volume dV change due the action of a pressure P, i.e. pressure-volume work (dW = pdV), an expansion of a material
section or elongation dl in response to the application of a force F, i.e. elongation work (dW = Fdl), does work (μdn)
by transporting a certain number of atoms or molecules dn against a concentration gradient, where μ is the chemical
potential, i.e. transport work (dW = μdn), or, among many other possible examples, does work in the action of charge
transport in which an amount of charge dq is transported against an electric potential ψ, i.e. electrical work (dW =
ψdq), then the Gibbs fundamental equation becomes: [3]

In short, what Gibbs did was to add on the 'other conditions' to Clausius' first main principle (III) by which the
equilibrium of the system could be effected, as described in his now-famous treatise On the Equilibrium of
Heterogeneous Substances, containing exactly 700 numbered equations, which has called the principia of
thermodynamics. [2] In modern shorthand, the cliff-note version for primary results of Gibbs work, as applied in
chemistry, for simple isothermal-isobaric processes, wherein reactants are put in a reaction vessel, is the following
spontaneity criterion:
Condition

Description

Reaction or process is spontaneous
in the forward direction.
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Reaction or process is
nonspontaneous (reaction is favored
in the opposite direction).
System is at equilibrium (there is no
net change).
which are simplified rules which quantify and predict the "spontaneity" of the said reaction or process under study.

See also
● Quantity
● Characteristic function
● Characteristic function notation table
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Tennenbaum, Jonathan
In hmolscience, Jonathan Tennenbaum (1950-) is an American mathematician turned
Lyndon LaRouche science advisor noted for his hilarious 1993 lectures on an attempt to
refute the first law and second law of thermodynamics. [1]

LaRouche
Tennenbaum, in his 1993 speech “The LaRouche Method and the New Physical
Principles”, has the following to say about how Lyndon LaRouche stumbled upon his
new economic theory: [2]
“As Lyn reports, what provoked him to embark on the essential phase of his discovery
was an encounter with the famous [1948] book by Norbert Wiener on cybernetics. One
thing in Wiener's book infuriated Lyn to the point of having an angry impulse to throw
the book against the wall. Wiener had attempted to characterize what we call living
processes, by methods borrowed from Ludwig Boltzmann's statistical thermodynamics.
And Wiener tried to do the same thing for human intelligence, developing the nowfamous approach of information theory.”
(add discussion)

Education
Tennenbaum completed his PhD in mathematics in 1973 with a dissertation on “A Construction Version of Hilbert’s
Basic Theorem” at the University of California, San Diego. [3] In 1993, Tennenbaum, during his attempt to refute the
laws of thermodynamics, stated that he has never taken a physics course. [1] Tennenbaum, supposedly, worked from
some time as the chief scientific advisor for the LaRouche movement group, but was eventually fired by LaRouche for
disagreement on views, or something along these lines. (Ѻ)
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Tennyson, Alfred
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In existographies, Alfred Tennyson (1809-1892) (IQ:170|#215) (CR=6) was an English
poet, a Cattell 1000 (#133), noted for []

Overview
In 1835, Tennyson, in his poem “Locksley Hall”, a dramatic monologue written as a set
of 97 rhyming couplets, stated (lines 151-52) the following, semi-Empedocles’ chemical
aphorism laced couplet: [1]
“Woman is the lesser man, and her passions unto mine
Are as moonlight unto sunlight and as water unto wine.”
Irish mathematical economist Francis Edgeworth cites this couplet as a launching point
for the so-called aristocracy of sex in respect to his utilitarianism argument. [2] In 2002,
American physicist turned literary scholar Barri Gold, in her “The Consolation of Physics:
Tennyson’s Thermodynamics Solution”, argues that Tennyson’s 1849 poem "In Memoriam" not only anticipates
evolution theory, but also, anachronistically, and incorrectly, argues or states that he was theorizing about bound
energy, some thirty plus years before the term "bound energy" was even coined and formulated (Hermann
Helmholtz, 1882). [3]
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Tension

In thermodynamics, a tension, symbol X, is a partial derivative of the internal energy U with respect to an extensity,
symbol x, other extensive quantities being kept constant. [1] Subsequently, with any extensity xi it is always possible
to associate a tension variable Xi:

which is called the conjugate. As such, according to the first law, the change in internal energy of a system is given by:

Stated verbially, extensity is an energy “transfer variable”, defined such that when two systems A and B are brought
into contact or interact, the assembly (A + B) being isolated, each system having different tensions, an exchange of
energy results via a transfer of an extensity, such that the transfer ends when the tensions have equalized. [2]

First law example

The simplest example being the addition of a quantity of heat δQ to a body, whereby the body expands, according to
Boerhaave's law, pushing outward on the surrounding atmosphere, thus doing an amount of pressure volume work
δW. The first law thus gives:

dU = δQ – δW

or stated in terms of conjugate variables (with substitution of the integrating factor formulation of heat and work):

dU = Tds – Pdv
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where T and P are the tensions and S and V are the extensities. To restate, the measure of pressure P, for instance, is
a quantity of tension whose conjugated extensity is volume V. In the case of transfer, an amount of energy in the
form of pressure-volume work dW can be exchanged between two interactive systems (the body of steam, for
example, and the body of surrounding atmosphere):

where the minus sign is the consequence of the "system-based" sign convention of dW > 0 if dV < 0.
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Terman, Lewis
In genius studies, Lewis Terman (1877-1956) was an American psychologist noted for
his 1916 invention of the concept of the intelligent quotient "IQ" and the "IQ scale", a
1-200 point numerical scale: 20 being idiot, 100 being average intelligence, 140 being
genius level, and 200 being ceiling genius range for intelligence ranking, testing, and
classifications methodology. In 1917, Terman used his formula to calculate an IQ of 200
for Francis Galton. [2]

See also
● Terman IQ
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Terminology
In knowledge, terminology is the study of the meaning of terms and words, those including prefixes, suffixes,
conjunctions, portmanteaus, coinings, etymologies, anagrams, compound words, context of words, e.g. scientific
(hard or soft), metaphorical, or analogy, among other aspects.

Overview
In hmolscience, a significant number of two cultures and or two natures (vs one nature), dualism, and or
unbridgeable gap conceptualized collisional-like terminology issues exist. While some of these, e.g. "sun rise"
(technically the earth rotates toward the sun at start of lightness) and "sun set" (technically the earth rotates away
from the sun at start of darkness), these examples being a heliocentric mindset ingraining, are relatively innocuous,
others, e.g. "life" (technically there is no such thing) or "death" (technically there is no such thing), these being
Heliopolis creation myth (Anunian theology) mindset ingrainings, are not so innocuous, requiring considerable
reconceptualization. To give an example of successful upgrade, in the mid 19th century the questionable 18th
century terms "living force" (or vis viva) and "dead force" (vis mortua) easily dropped out of circulation, particularly
going into the early 20th century, with the acceptance and adopted usage of the terminologically neutral terms:
kinetic energy (coined by William Thomson and Peter Tait in 1862) and potential energy (coined by William Rankine
in 1853), respectively; terms that cogently scale up and down the so-called great chain of being, molecular evolution
table, or molecular evolution timeline, without any sort of anthropocentric or religio-mythology bias or underpinning.

Darwin | Terminology reflections
See main: Darwin on higher and lower
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Darwin thought a great deal about terminology, particularly in regards to the terms "higher" and "lower", some
communications of which are as follows:
“Never use the words higher or lower.”
— Charles Darwin (c.1845), note written on the margin of his copy of Robert Chambers’ 1844 Vestiges of The Natural History of
Creation [3]

Life terminology | Reform
See main: Life terminology upgrades

In 1925, Alfred Lotka, in his Elements of Physical Biology, spends his entire first chapter "Regarding Definitions" on
the issue of the definition of "life" form a physical + chemical point of view; about which he says is but a "hunt for the
jabberwock", but does not see the remedy. Terms in the physicochemical sciences have slowly been "upgraded" in
the two centuries, according to which formerly anthropocentric or religio-mythology centric terms are or become
divested of any terms that are non-physicochemically neutral, i.e. ones that do not extend up or down, unbiasedly,
the so-called great chain of being, molecular evolution table, or molecular evolution timeline. To speak of a "living
atom" (or living molecule), e.g., is a defunct neoplasm, not recognized by physics and chemistry (Charles Sherrington,
1938), and hence one either to be abandoned (Francis Crick, 1966) or upgraded.

Sociology terminology | Reform
See main: Sociology terminology upgrades

The following, to exemplify, is a description humans in aggregate groups using a chemical thermodynamically neutral
(or physical science neutral) one nature terminology, albeit with the exception of the term "society", which is a term
not found in the test tube, periodic table and or the chemistry textbooks:
“In the inorganic world we find the power of combination growing with the increase of differences. Place a thousand
atoms of oxygen in a receiver, and they will remain motionless; but introduce a single atom of carbon, and excite
their affinities for each other, and at once motion will be produced. Such being the case in regard to all other matter,
it must be so in regard to those combinations in which man is concerned, indicated by the term society.”
— George Carey (1858), Principles of Social Science (§8: On The Formation of Society)

Likewise, to give a simpler example, the premise of “sociology” defined as the subject of study when people act
"social"— from Latin socius “companion” — together is in need of a bit of terminology deanthropomorphization, in
respect to one nature cleansing, e.g. in the physical sciences, one does not say that water and wine mix, whereas oil
and water do not mix, because the former are “companions” to each other, whereas the latter are non-companions,
but rather that wine is hydrophilic, whereas oil is hydrophobic; and if further term clarification is needed, one can
interject into physical chemical descriptions and quantifications of each scenario, etc.

Love terminology | Reform
See main: Love terminology upgrades

The subject of love terminology reform is a newer subject; David Bossens (2013) gives a queried example of how love
terminology reform is a precipitate of life terminology reform.

Morality terminology | Reform
See main: Morality terminology reform

The roots of the terms "moral" and "vitalism" trace to the mythological characters Mor aka "death goddess" and Vita
aka life goddess, in the sense that something considered, deemed, or seen as amoral is considered to bring about the
arrival of Mor, whereas something deemed moral acts to bring about the arrival of Vita; the following is an example
quote of where using mythological-based terminology issues arise:
“We shall use the terms morality, behavior, conduct, or constructive action in the same broad way. It may sound
strange to speak of the morals of an atom, or of the way in which a molecule conducts itself. But in the last analysis,
science can draw no fundamental distinction between the conduct of an animal, a bullet, or a freshman, although
there may be more unknown factors involved in one case than in the other.”
— William Patten (1920), The Grand Strategy of Evolution: the Social Philosophy of a Biologist

Here, in short, we see a "terminology reform" issue: it is indeed strange to speak of the "morals" of an atom. To
reform the term "moral", into a chemical thermodynamically neutral language, however, is a large subject, to say the
least — much of which involves a good deal of deanthropomorphization of belief system.

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“The first thing needed is the rectification of names.”
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— Confucius (c.470BC), Analects 13:3

“Power, truth, justice: they are words that denote something great, but that something we are quite unable to see
and conceive.”
— Michel Montaigne (1580), Essays [2]

“I am always very chary about using such expressions as ‘spiritual phenomena’, because the word spiritual has almost
become a synonym of supernatural. Yet the word is a perfectly proper one and ought to be redeemed and freely
used, more nearly as a synonym of psychic in its widest sense, and I shall not hesitate so to use it. The last three
chapters have been devoted to showing that spiritual phenomena are as much natural phenomena as physical
phenomena, that spiritual forces are true natural forces, and that there is a spiritual energy, i.e., a psychic and social
energy, that is as capable of doing work as any other form of kinetic energy. In fact it is the highest and most effective
form of energy or vis viva.”
— Lester Ward (1907), Pure Sociology [4]

“Historians will have to learn to be as precise in the employment of their terms as is the mathematician and the
physicist.”
— Morris Zucker (1945), commentary on terms such as ‘free’ vs. ‘slave’ labor power [1]

“While it was long possible and sometimes tempting for physicists to deny the usefulness of the molecular
hypothesis, we economists have the good luck of being some of the ‘molecules’ of economic life ourselves, and of
having the possibility through human contacts to study the behavior of other ‘molecules’ (see: human molecular
hypothesis)…. If we will be more forthcoming with explanations of our cherished terms, our science colleagues may
be more inclined to help us with ‘entropy’, which to me is a more difficult concept than anything economics has to
offer.”
— Tjalling Koopmans (1947/79), collected work (aggregate quote)
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Ternyik, Stephen
In economic thermodynamics, Stephen Jehucal Ternyik (1960-) (DN:1) is a GermanHungarian economist noted for his 2011 to present attempts to admixture economics,
sociology, Jewish theology, and ontic opening and or new age stylized physics, e.g.
quantum talk, wherein spirit and god underlie the roots of physics, in short.

Overview
In 2011, Ternyik, in his booklet Economics as Heuristics & New Economics, attempted to
compare, passingly, economics laws to thermodynamic laws, stating that the former
can't fool the latter, or something along these lines and that it is difficult to jump from
formula (physics) to economic theory. [1] More recent books include: Ethical Economics
(2012), Monetary Wave Theory (2013), and Global Wave Energetics (2013). In circa
2013, Ternyik opened a user page on ScienceOfLife.nl, a 2007-launched (Ѻ) site focused
on answering (a) “what makes science of life different from a science of dead matter?”,
(b) “how do we experience, engage, freedom of choice?”, and (c) “what makes your or
our being unique?”, wherein he opens to the following abstract: [3]
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“Human life is not about the expansion of theoretical knowledge, but about the applied insight into the construction
principles (laws) of reality, i.e. the main creative task as living spirit is to convert knowledge into value.”
The key terms: creative, living, and spirit each being code for god talk. He then discusses how we need to obtain
“edenic or Adamic purity” where “light is always preferred over darkness”, the logic of which he seems to be
attempting to sell via the ontic opening ideas of “quantum economics” and “quantum sociology”, along with earlier
energy of money ideas; the following is another quote: “Spiritual roots (‘physics’) of Hebrew thought and Jewish
ethics, i.e. careful examination of oral and written (divine) wisdom, in the applied knowledge context of modern
science for human practice.”

Religion
Ternyik is Jewish in religious belief. In his 2011 book Economics as Heuristics & New Economics, he described himself,
in religious outlook, as an ethical "monotheist". [2]

Education
Ternyik completed his MA in 1985 in education science and social science with a thesis on “Learning with
Computers”(mcl) at the Berlin Institute of Technology. Ternyik claims to have since done PhD-level training courses in
economics. He has worked as an economist and educator in management R&D, consultancy, money and banking, and
innovation; and has studied social science methods in Berlin, Jerusalem, New York, and Tokyo.
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Terra pinguis
In chemistry, terra pinguis was considered as the fatty, oily
material substance of bodies that gives things the property of
combustion. [1] In 1669, German physician and chemist
Johann Becher introduced the term "terra pinguis",
conceived as an updated version of Paracelsus’ 1524 sulphur
model of how things burned. In 1703, Becher’s student Georg
Stahl updated the terra pinguis model of with a phlogiston
model of combustion. [2] This in turn gave way to the caloric
theory by French chemist Antoine Lavoisier in circa 1780;
which culminated in the mathematical entropy concept
developed by German physicist Rudolf Clausius in 1865.
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Terrestrial thermodynamics
In thermodynamics, terrestrial thermodynamics refers to thermodynamical study of systems found on land or on
planets primarily composed of silicate rocks, such as planets from Mercury, Venus, Earth, and Mars. A primary subject
of this terrestrial thermodynamics is the amount of solar radiation reaching the surface of the earth. [1]

History
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The term ‘terrestrial thermodynamics’, supposedly, was coined by American geologist Clarence King in 1878, referring
to the physical processes governing terrestrial tectonism. [2]
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Terrorism
In terminology, terrorism is []

Overview
In 2003, Russian-born Israeli electronics-power
engineer and social theorist Raddai Raikhlin, in his Civil
War, Terrorism and Gangs, outlined a Prigoginean
thermodynamics based theory of war, in which he
utilizes concepts such as: fluctuation, bifurcation,
temperature, entropy (entropy and social morals),
degradation, pressure, ‘links’ (cohesion), force (field of
forces of the hierarchy), flow (speed and pressure of
flow), and ensembles: people modeled as atoms,
molecules, and or quantums, among other concepts, A Serge Galam 30-31 Mar 2015 sociophysics workshop (Ѻ), at
CEVIPOF, Paris, focused on applications to terrorism problems, run
to explain social change. [1] In 2006, American
chemist Harold Leonard’s made the suggestion, in the in coordination with economist Sacha Gironde and scientist Natasa
Journal of Chemical Education that Frederick Rossini's Golo.
1971 “Chemical Thermodynamics in the Real”, which outlines some of the basics of the science of human chemical
thermodynamics (or physicochemical humanities), i.e. chemical thermodynamics applied socially, might help us “find
a formula for fighting terrorism, while preserving civil liberties”, in a post 9/11 world. [2] The proposition was
vehemently objected to specifically by American Christianity-believing physical chemist John Wojcik (Dec 2006), who
inflamed the “Rossini debate” into subsidence. [3]
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Tesla, Nikola
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In hmolscience, Nikola Tesla (1856-1943) (IQ:195|#19) (GR:19) (RE=87) (CR=94|37) was
a Croatian-born (Ѻ) American electrical engineer, philosopher, and polyintellect noted
for his 1988 invention of the AC electromagnetic motor; for his 1900 article “The
Problem of Increasing Human Energy”, wherein he outlines the three types of kinetic
human energy, discussing ways to increase, decrease, and to measure this energy; and
for his 1915 article “How Cosmic Forces Shape Our Destines” wherein he outlines a
proto defunct theory of life formulation that there is no thing endowed with life. [1]

Defunct life theory
In 1915, Tesla published his New York American article “How Cosmic Forces Shape Our
Destines”, which extols a mixture of the defunct theory of life and the panbioism
perspective, i.e. the everything is alive point of view. Tesla’s views, in this area, to note,
are akin, in some sense, to those of German polymath Johann Goethe, being that Tesla
read the philosophy of Goethe (see: Goethean philosophy) to the exclusion of all other
philosophies. The following is the famous opening section from Tesla's article: [6]
“Every living being is an engine geared to the wheelwork of the universe. Though seemingly affected only by its
immediate surrounding, the sphere of external influence extends to infinite distance. There is no constellation or
nebula, no sun or planet, in all the depths of limitless space, no passing wanderer of the starry heavens, that does not
exercise some control over its destiny—not in the vague and delusive sense of astrology, but in the rigid and positive
meaning of physical science.
More than this can be said. There is no thing endowed with life—from man, who is enslaving the elements, to
the humblest creature—in all this world that does not sway it in turn. Whenever action is born from force, though it
be infinitesimal, the cosmic balance is upset and universal motion result.
Herbert Spencer has interpreted life as a continuous adjustment to the environment, a definition of this
inconceivably complex manifestation quite in accord with advanced scientific thought, but, perhaps, not broad
enough to express our present views. With each step forward in the investigation of its laws and mysteries our
conceptions of nature and its phases have been gaining in depth and breadth.
In the early stages of intellectual development man was conscious of but a small part of the macrocosm. He
knew nothing of the wonders of the microscopic world, of the molecules composing it, of the atoms making up the
molecules and of the dwindlingly small world of electrons within the atoms. To him life was synonymous with
voluntary motion and action. A plant did not suggest to him what it does to us—that it lives and feels, fights for its
existence, that it suffers and enjoys. Not only have we found this to be true, but we have ascertained that even
matter called inorganic, believed to be dead, responds to irritants and gives unmistakable evidence of the presence
of a living principle within.
Thus, everything that exists, organic or inorganic, animated or inert, is susceptible to stimulus from the outside.
There is no gap between, no break of continuity, no special and distinguishing vital agent. The same law governs all
matter, all the universe is alive. The momentous question of Spencer, "What is it that causes inorganic matter to run
into organic forms!" has been answered. It is the sun's heat and light. Wherever they are there is life. Only in the
boundless wastes of interstellar space, in the eternal darkness and cold, is animation suspended, and, possibly, at the
temperature of absolute zero all matter may die.”
The first two paragraphs, of this opening article section, corroborate with the now confirmed and accepted 2009
defunct theory of life, i.e. that life is something that does not exist. Very deep insight indeed. In the last paragraph we
see Tesla: conclude that the unbridgeable gap model is bunk (correct), that vitalism is bunk (correct), that the same
law (thermodynamics) governs all matter (correct), discuss the heat death theory (seems cogent), and attempt to
give his solution to the Spencer-version of the great problem of natural philosophy (close). In the last of these,
however, his mention that "all the universe is alive" (incorrect) is one step away from the rigid physical science
defunct view of life, namely that correctly "nothing in the universe is alive" (correct). When one first delves into the
matter, such as via descent down to smaller scales, e.g. as viewed on the molecular evolution table or evolution
timeline, the first possibility that comes to mind, knowing that atoms and nucleons are teeming with movement and
activity, is to conclude that "all is alive" in some sense of the matter. This view, however, does not hold water in the
long run after which one concludes that the "all is alive" possibility is an anthropomorphism and that correctly what is
needed is a deanthropomorphism.

Spirit | Soul
In 1935, Tesla published his “A Machine to End War”, where he stated the following in regards to the metaphysical
terms soul and spirit: [7]
“To me, the universe is simply a great machine which never came into being and never will end. The human being is
no exception to the natural order. Man, like the universe, is a machine. Nothing enters our minds or determines our
actions which is not directly or indirectly a response to stimuli beating upon our sense organs from without. Owing to
the similarity of our construction and the sameness of our environment, we respond in like manner to similar stimuli,
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and from the concordance of our reactions, understanding is born. In the course of ages, mechanisms of infinite
complexity are developed, but what we call 'soul' or 'spirit,' is nothing more than the sum of the functionings of the
body. When this functioning ceases, the 'soul' or the 'spirit' ceases likewise.”
(add discussion)

Automaton theory
In 1900, Tesla published his “The Problem of Increasing Human Energy”, wherein he stated the following belief state
or view on what a human is:
“I am an automaton endowed with power of movement, which merely responds to external stimuli beating upon my
sense organs.”
Tesla opens with a crude diagrammatic model
of “human energy”, shown adjacent, discussing
rather cogently the impelling and retarding
forces to human movement. To explain this
diagram, Tesla states:
“Let M represent the mass of man. This mass is
impelled in one direction by a force f, which is
resisted by another partly frictional and partly
negative force R, acting in a direction exactly
opposite, and retarding the movement of the
mass. Such an antagonistic force is present in
every movement and must be taken into
consideration. The difference between these
two forces is the effective force which imparts
a velocity V to the mass M in the direction of
the arrow on the line representing the force f.
In accordance with the preceding, the human
energy will then be given by the product:
Human energy = ½mv²

Tesla's 1900 human energy diagram: the three ways if increasing human
energy (top, middle, bottom). The symbol M representing the mass of an
average person, acted on by positive forces (impelling forces) and negative
forces (retarding forces), which act to either accelerate or impede human
motion. [1]

where M is the total mass of man in the
ordinary interpretation of the term "mass,"
and V is a certain hypothetical velocity, which,
in the present state of science, we are unable
exactly to define and determine. To increase the human energy is, therefore, equivalent to increasing this product,
and there are, as will readily be seen, only three ways possible to attain this result, which are illustrated in the above
diagram.
The first way shown in the top figure, is to increase the mass (as indicated by the dotted circle), leaving the two
opposing forces the same.
The second way is to reduce the retarding force
R to a smaller value r, leaving the mass and the
impelling force the same, as diagrammatically
shown in the middle figure.
The third way, which is illustrated in the
last figure, is to increase the impelling force f to
German physicist Rudolf Clausius' classic 1875 definition of "work", the
a higher value F, while the mass and the
opening paragraph of his mathematical introduction, framed in the
retarding force R remain unaltered. Evidently
context of the summation of the impelling forces and retarding forces to
fixed limits exist as regards increase of mass and the production of work, from his . [3]
reduction of retarding force, but the impelling
force can be increased indefinitely. Each of these three possible solutions presents a different aspect of the main
problem of increasing human energy, which is thus divided into three distinct problems.”
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Curiously, a similar depiction of the various forces acting to move the
human or rather human molecule, in modern parlance, were
presented in American electrochemical engineer Libb Thims' 2009
chapter "Thermodynamics Philosophy of Evolution". [2]
Here, to note, in Tesla's derivation of a formula for human energy,
seems to be attributing the entirety of human energy to kinetic
motion (or vis viva), whereas in the modern human chemical
thermodynamics sense of the matter, the totality of human energy,
according to the standard model, is divided into three main variants
of energy:
Human energy = internal energy + pressure volume energy +
transformation content energy

Diagram of Tesla's 1889 AC electromagnetic
motor. [5]

Tesla, however, would not likely have been aware of this logic, as it
was not until the 1923 work of American physical chemist Gilbert
Lewis that this view came into the body of common knowledge. This
statement finds acceptance in the modern view that from a chemical
point of view, a man defined as a molecule, i.e. "human molecule",
there is no such thing as “life”, but only, instead, different degrees of
movement, animation, or reaction, in contrast to inertness, or
dissolution.

Goethe

Tesla was said to have been an adherent of the philosophy of German polymath Johann Goethe. Tesla owned a
thorough collection of Goethe’s scientific texts and read these to the exclusion of all other philosophies. The idea for
a self-starting AC electric motor came to Tesla one evening as he was reciting a poem of Goethe, specifically a
passage from Faust, a book which he had memorized in entirety (among other books), and watching a sunset, at
which point he imagined a magnetic field rapidly rotating inside a circle of electo-magnets. [4]

Voltaire
Tesla, somewhere along the lines, also engaged into a quest to master the works of Voltaire (IQ=195). The following
are Tesla's reflections on this task:
“I had a veritable mania for finishing whatever I began, which often got me into difficulties. On one occasion I started
to read the works of Voltaire when I learned, to my dismay, that there were close on one hundred large volumes in
small print which that monster had written while drinking seventy-two cups of black coffee per diem. It had to be
done, but when I laid aside the last book I was very glad, and said, ‘Never more!’”

Other
In the literature something called the “Tesla principle” was said to be a type of reversible process invented by Tesla;
this, however, may not be related to thermodynamics and needs fact checking.

Quotes
The following are noted Tesla quotes:
“Life is and will ever remain an equation
incapable of solution, but it contains certain
known factors.”
— Nikola Tesla (1935), “A Machine to End War”

“It seems that I have always been ahead of my time.”
— Nikola Tesla (date), comment to George Sylverster Viereck (Ѻ) (Ѻ)

“Though free to think and act, we are held together, like the stars in the firmament, with ties inseparable.”
— Nikola Tesla (date)
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Test tube
In chemistry, test tube is cylindrical finger-like length of laboratory glassware,
open at the top, usually with a rounded U-shaped bottom, used by chemists to
hold, mix, or heat small quantities of solid or liquid chemicals, especially for
qualitative experiments and assays.

Social test tubes
See main: Social retort

A "social test tube" is a conceptual extrapolation of the laboratory size test tube
up to the social level of experimental reactions occurring between people. The
following is the conceptualization of the bringing of the Captain (C) to the
system of the estate to visit with he (B) and his wife Charlotte (A), from P1:C2 of
German polyintellect Johann Goethe’s 1809 physical chemistry based novella
A test tube, filled with reagents, in the
Elective Affinities:
process of being heated, to bring
about reaction.

The following is a 2013 chemical analogy type sketch of a social beaker by Ben Biddle in a blog entitled “Innovation is
like a Chemical Reaction”, the coffee napkin sketch representative of what he calls a “powerful analogy for
innovation”, which he describes as follows: “catalysts are problems in need of a solution. Adding heat means tapping
into the passion of the individuals working on the problem. Increasing the surface area amounts to opening up your
organization and exposing it to more ideas. Motion comes from changing the context – just mentally re-framing
things in a new way or even physically moving your location, as you might do with an offsite. When they all come
together, there’s a transformative reaction.” (Ѻ)
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The following diagram, below left, shows a test tube version different types of chemical men (Ѻ) and chemical
woman (Ѻ) in test tubes, conceptualized as different types of reactants that would react differently with each other
when mixed to form products (single
individuals + dihumanide molecules + other
variants).

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“Hence it is that we can have no precise
laws in history as we have precise laws in
physics, chemistry and mathematics; that
history can never be a science in that highly
rigid sense … the chemist, for example, can
boast a superior apparatus for ascertaining A test tube rendition of mixing different men with different women, as
reactants, and forming the products of single human molecules, couples
the truth. In formulating the laws which
(dihumanide molecules), and other intermediates such as the gay molecule,
govern an element, he can repeat his
lesbian molecule, polygamous molecule, in Christopher Hirata terminology.
experiments thousands of times with all
the factors precisely the same, or with
endless variations of factors. The historian has no control of phenomena in the blowpipe (Ѻ) or test tube sense.”
— Allan Nevins (1938), The Gateway to History

“You can’t put an omnipotent deity in a test tube.”
— Eugenie Scott (1994), “Keep Science Free From Creationism”; cited by Lee Strobel, 2004 [4]

“People are like particles, they behave in groups as if they were molecules in a test-tube.”
— Forbes Allan (1999), Milton’s Progress [2]

“Ecological stoichiometry [is about] how chemical elements come together to form evolved, living species in
ecosystems. Organisms can be thought of as complex evolved chemical substances that interact with each other and
the abiotic world in a way that resembles a complex, composite, chemical reaction. Like any other normal chemical
rearrangement at the surface of the earth, when organisms interact, mass must be conserved and elements are
neither created nor destroyed. There is stoichiometry in ecology, just as there is in organic synthesis in a test tube”.
— Robert Sterner and James Elser (2002), Ecological Stoichiometry [3]
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Textbook
controversies
In hmolscience, textbook controversies, or religion
vs science textbook or teaching curriculum
controversies, explicitly, refers to one of a number of
historical controversies that have arisen as a result
of collisions between religion and science in newly
proposed educational textbooks and curriculum in
public schools, elementary through college; often
resulting in public enflamement, protest, and
sometimes violence, albeit generally tending
Sandra Calderon (2013), dressed as T-Rex, amid the 2010 to 2014
towards pro-science reform.

Texas textbook controversy, with her hand in front of a "stand up
for science" sign, during a pro-science rally prior to a Texas State
Overview
Board of Education public hearing on proposed new science
The following (Ѻ) is a 19th century depiction of 1791 textbooks, in Austin, Texas. (Ѻ)

"separation of church and state", i.e. the first
amendment of the US Constitution, namely an illustration of Uncle Sam kicking a preacher, with his prayer and Bible,
out of a public school:

(add discussion)

List
The following is a work-in-progress listing of famous textbook controversies:
Date

Name

Froude-Sewell
1. 1849
book burning

Description

English moral philosophy professor, semi-rector, and reverend William Sewell, at
Oxford, during one of his moral philosophy classes, famously threw a copy of James
Froude’s science-explaining morality advocating book The Nemesis of Faith (1949) into
the fire, poking away at it as it burned with much indignation.

A growing controversy, at the Catholic University of Ireland, over whether or not to
teach modern science to university students, resulted in a collision, at the 1874 British
1874- Tyndall-Stewart- Association for the Advancement of Science (BAAS) meeting, between Irish physicist
2.
John Tyndall, who was under the view that religion must relinquish all control to
1878 Tait debate
science, and Scottish physicists Balfour Stewart a Peter Tait, who were of the view that
the two could be integrated so as to explain morality, life, death, and immortality.
Scopes monkey
3. 1925
trail

In circa 1920, John Butler, a Tennessee farmer and part-time high school teacher, while
in church, heard a sermon about how a young women from his community lost her
faith in god by taking after taking a biology course, at a nearby university, where she
learned about evolution; five years later, Butler rallied to get the so-named “Butler act”
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passed, which made it illegal for anyone to teach evolution or any theory that denies
divine creation as taught in the Bible; a group banned together to test this act and got
a local biology teacher named John Scopes to purposely violate the act so it would go
to court; it did, becoming the biggest evolution theory vs god theory public collisions in
US history.
Kanawha
County
4. 1974
textbook
controversy
5. 1982

McLean vs
Arkansas

6. 1987

Edwards vs
Aguillard

(Ѻ)

Kitzmiller vs
7. 2005 Dover Area
School Board

8.

2010- Texas textbook
2015 controversy

In 2010, tensions began to flare when newly proposed changes to Texas history books,
asserted, among other things, that the founding fathers were Christians; which, as
pointed out, conflicts with is inaccuracy, e.g. Thomas Jefferson was a secular epicurean
materialist (Ѻ); that jihad means “the struggle to be a better person”, whereas
correctly it means “holy war”; that Moses and Mosaic law be taught; that Moses was
the “first American”; that the including passages that suggested the Ten
Commandments had an influence on the writing of the US Constitution (Ѻ); among
other Judeo-Christian alignments (Ѻ); in 2014, the Texas State Board of Education,
supposedly, made a new rule that only experts can serve on textbook review panels.
(Ѻ)

(add discussion)

External links
● Textbook controversies (categories) – Wikipedia.

Thackeray, William
In existographies, William Thackeray (1811-1863) (IQ:155) (CR:5) was an English
novelist, poet, and German literature translator, a Cattell 1000 (#331), noted for []

Overview
In 1830-1831, Thackeray took up residence in Weimar, where he began to read and
translate Goethe and Schiller, went often to the theater, and fell variously in love with a
great and apparently insipid beauty, on one hand, and also with a young woman of wit,
sensibility, and illicit origins, on another hand, as Martin Meisel (2014) reports. [1] In
1853, in his Vanity Fair: A Novel Without a Hero, Thackeray name-drops Elective
Affinities, a period wherein the work had not yet been translated in to English, as
follows: [2]
“So, pleased herself, she tried with all her might to please everybody; and we know
that she was eminent and successful as a practitioner in the art of giving pleasure. As
for Jos, even in that little interview in the garret at the Elephant Inn, she had found
means to win back a great deal of his good will. In the course of a week, the civilian was her sworn slave and frantic
admirer. He didn't go to sleep after dinner, as his custom was, in the much less lively society of Amelia. He drove out
with Becky in his open carriage. He asked little parties and invented festivities to do her honor. Tapeworm, the
Chargé d'Affaires, who had abused her so cruelly, came to dine with Jos, and then came every day to pay his respects
to Becky. Poor Emmy, who was never very talkative, and more glum and silent than ever after Dobbin's departure,
was quite forgotten when this superior genius made her appearance. The French Minister was as much charmed with
her as his English rival. The German ladies, never particularly squeamish as regards morals, especially in English
people, were delighted with the cleverness and wit of Mrs. Osborne's charming friend; and though she did not ask to
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go to Court, yet the most august and Transparent Personages there heard of her fascinations, and were quite curious
to know her.
When it became known that she was noble, of an ancient English family, that her husband was a Colonel of the
Guard, Excellenz and Governor of an island, only separated from his lady by one of those trifling differences which are
of little account in a country where Werther is still read, and the Wahlverwandschaften of Goethe is considered an
edifying moral book, nobody thought of refusing to receive her in the very highest society of the little Duchy; and the
ladies were even more ready to call her du, and to swear eternal friendship for her, than they had been to bestow the
same inestimable benefits upon Amelia. Love and Liberty are interpreted by those simple Germans in a way which
honest folks in Yorkshire and Somersetshire little understand; and a lady might, in some philosophic and civilized
towns, be divorced ever so many times from her respective husbands, and keep her character in society. Jos's house
never was so pleasant since he had a house of his own, as Rebecca caused it to be. She sang, she played, she laughed,
she talked in two or three languages; she brought everybody to the house: and she made Jos believe that it was his
own great social talents and wit which gathered the society of the place round about him.”
In 2014, Martin Meisel, in hi Realizations: Narrative, Pictorial, and Theatrical Arts in Nineteenth-Century England,
comments, in respect to the above, that there is more here than meets the eye: [1]
“Thackeray had a direct interest in Elective Affinities, however, that was more than historical, and the complex
relations between that novel and Vanity Fair deserve a fuller exploration than they have received, or will receive
here.”
Meisel notes that Thackeray met Goethe during his stay in Weimar and was part of his daughter-in-law Ottilie
Pogwisch’s literary and artistic circle. Meisel comments on the Vanity Fair citation:
“Such disparagement belongs to the ironic moralist’s public voice rather than to the voice of the imagination, which
in Thackeray spoke alluringly of heated spiritual affinities and even spiritual adultery. His imagination would seem
also to have responded to the contrast in Elective Affinities between two young women, a contrast crystallized in
tabnleauzx vivants. The difference between Goethe’s use and Thackeray’s reuse of this pictorial-theatrical device is as
interesting as the similarities.”
In 2015, Goethean scholar Ritchie Robertson cites this as follows: [2]
“Love, marriage and divorce are the subject of Goethe’s novel Die Wahlverwandtschaften (Elective Affinities, 1809).
They are treated with a frankness that shocked Goethe’s readers in Victorian England: Thackeray in Vanity Fair
deplores how in German society ‘the Wahlverwandtschaften of Goethe is considered an edifying moral book’.”
(add discussion)
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Thales
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In science, Thales of Miletus (c.624-546 BC) was a Greek mathematician, natural
philosopher, first Egyptian-trained scholar, an Eells 100 (#62), a Stokes 100 (#1), the
teacher of Euclid and Pythagoras, noted for his noted for his “everything is water”
philosophy, and attributed as having been the first to make theoretical observations on
amber (electricity) and loadstone (magnetism).

Water theory
Thales held "all is water" and that a flat earth floated on water. [2]
“The principle behind all things is water. For all is water and all goes back to being
water.”
— Thales (c.570BC) (Ѻ)

There is, to note, no extant record, supposedly, as to why Thales chose water as his
primary element. Some scholars have supposed that Thales’ water theory derives from
Egyptian mythology. [7] In this case Memphis, where he studied, is where he would
have learned the then-prevalent version (see: religio-mythology transcription and syncretism) of the Heliopolis
creation myth. Aristotle, alternatively, reasoned that Thales choice of water as the primary element has to do with
the seeming connection between “life” and water. [7]

Students
Students of Thales include: Anaximander, Euclid, Pythagoras, and Eudemus. [5]

Electricity and magnetism
Thales is said to have made some of the
first observations on electricity and
magnetism. Thales, is attributed with
having been the first to note that when
amber was rubbed, straw attracted to it.
[5] Thales, according to Ludwig Buchner,
theorized that “spirit” is what gave
amber its properties; which Buchner
categorizes as discredited theory, along
with phlogiston, electric, magnetic, and
Amber
Loadstone
or heat fluid theories, and vitalism. [6]
(electricity)
(magnetism)
An early Greek word for the sun ηλεχτορ - pronounced "elector" - was used to describe amber, because of its sunshiny color; amber, subsequently,
came to be called "electron" by the Greek classic writers. [4] Thales, supposedly, also theorized that loadstone
attracts iron because it has a soul — the prevailing view at the time being that movement of any kind indicated life,
or a soul, or a god; Thales asserting that the loadstone’s moving of the iron was caused by itself rather than by the
intervention of some god. [4] The term "magnetism" and phenomena associated with it came to be called so because
loadstones tended to come from the Greek island of Magnesia.

Quotes | About
The following are related praise quotes:
“Let those philosophers disappear, who attribute
natural corporeal principles to the intelligence
attached to matter, such as Thales, who refers
everything to water, Anaximenes to air, the Stoics to
fire, Epicurus to atoms, that is to say, to infinitely small
objects that can neither be divided nor perceived.”
— Augustine (c.420)

“Thales asserted water to be the principle of things.
A depiction of Thales water philosophy, according to which the
For he saw that matter was principally dispensed in
earth was conceptualized flat (or a flat disc), which floated on
moisture, and moisture in water; and it seemed proper water.
to make that the principle of things, in which the
virtues and powers of beings, and especially the elements of their generations and restorations, were chiefly found.
He saw that the breeding of animals is in moisture; that the seeds and kernels of plants (as long as they are
productive and fresh), are likewise soft and tender; that metals also melt and become fluid, and are as it were
concrete juices of the earth, or rather a kind of mineral waters; that the earth itself is fertilised and revived by
showers or irrigation, and that earth and mud seem nothing else than the lees and sediment of water; that air most
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plainly is but the exhalation and expansion of water; nay, that even fire itself cannot be lighted, nor kept in and fed,
except with moisture and by means of moisture. He saw, too, that the fatness which belongs to moisture, and which
is the support and life of flame and fire, seems a kind of ripeness and concoction of the water.”
— Francis Bacon (c.1620), De Principiis Atque Originibus (Ѻ)

“Thales taught that the moon borrowed her light from the sun; that lunar eclipses resulted from the moon’s
immersion in the earth’s shadow, that the earth was round, and he divided it into five zones; that the equinoctial line
was cut obliquely by the ecliptic, and perpendicularly by the meridian; and he foretold a solar eclipse.”
— Henry Bray (1910), The Living Universe [8]

“Thales held that water is all—a statement that a modern mind tends to interpret as a metaphor in order to avoid
attributing an obvious absurdity to a founder of philosopher.”
— Eric Zencey (1983), “Entropy as Root Metaphor” [3]

“Thales was the first thinker to try to account for the nature of the world without appealing to the wills and whims of
anthropomorphic, Homerian gods. Aristotle mentions him, as does Herodotus [who] credits him with correctly
predicting that there would be a solar eclipse in 585 during the battle between the Medes and the Lydians.”
— Philip Stokes (2002), 100 Essential Thinkers [2]
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Thayer, William
In hmolscience, William Roscoe Thayer (1859-1923) was an American historian noted,
in history thermodynamics, for his his 1918 address “Vagaries of Historians”, wherein
he critiqued the physio-chemical historical dynamics theories of Henry Adams.

Overview
In 1918, Thayer, in his address “Vagaries of Historians”, delivered before the American
Historical Association, critiqued American historian Henry Adams’ 1910 Letter to
American Teachers of History on the suggested incorporation of the second law of
thermodynamics in the teaching of history in America. [1] Thayer’s central conclusion is
that: [2]
“The time may come when human affairs may be described no longer by words and
sentences, but by a system of symbols or notation similar to those used in algebra or
chemistry … then it may be possible, as Adams suggests, to invent a common formula
for thermodynamics and history.”
Thayer also notes the many difficulties or obstacles to this task, such as the resultant race-specific eliminations of
WWI (1914-1918) where science, i.e. the theory of survival of the fittest, in Thayer's view, was used by the Germans
to justify human ends, conflicts with religion, morality issues, etc.
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Dissipation measurements
See main: War thermodynamics

In his "Vagaries" address, on the idea of application of thermodynamics to history, in Adams’ premise, for instance
that the history of the Peloponnesian War (431-404BC) or the American Revolution (1775-1783) would disclose how
each was an experiment, so to speak, not merely of politics and war, but also in the dissipation of energy, Thayer
asks:
“What means of measuring this dissipation would the historian have? If Kelvin’s law is true, there must have been
less energy in 1865, when our Civil War [1861-1865] ended, than in 1861, when it began. The energy dissipated
during these four years was not only human but material, solar, sidereal, cosmic. Who can compute it?”
Thayer also asks that if we are to incorporate hard science into the study of history and human affairs why use one of
the laws of thermodynamics in particular, as compared to other laws of science. Specifically:
“Why should we inject into our description of human affairs the law of dissipation rather than the law of gravitation,
or of capillary action, or the binomial theorem?”
He concludes that so far as any of these scientific truths or others affect the action of humans, that one may notice
their affects, but not otherwise, but leaves the issue open to future speculation.

Other
Thayer, prior to the publication of his 1915 biographical book Life and Letters of John Hay , received a private printing
review copy of Adams' autobiographical Education. [3]

Education
Thayer completed his BA, in 1881, and MA, in 1886, both from Harvard University.
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In famous publications, The Animate and the Inanimate is a 131-page
"thermodynamic theory of life" book written between 1916 and 1920 by
American child prodigy William Sidis while he was locked in a sanitarium, in
which he attempts to outline the nature of animate and inanimate matter in
the context of thermodynamics, Maxwell's demon, and what he calls the "big
collision" theory of universal origins.

Production
In 1916, at the age of 18, Sidis sent a letter to Julian Huxley in which he stated:
[10]
“How has everything been this summer with you? I myself have been writing
that theory of mine regarding the second law of thermodynamics. In a short
while, I expect I will be in Cambridge, studying in the Law School. The University
opens September 25.”
According to this statement, it would seem that he had previously discussed his
theory with Huxley, who himself was under the view that the second law is
inoperable in the case of evolution, possibly a year or more previous, while he Title page to William Sidis' 1920 The
Animate and the Inanimate, wherein
was aged 17 or younger. Sidis' theory was finally finished in the book The
he sets for the view that life is reversal
Animate and the Inanimate in 1920 and eventually formally published by The
of the second law.
Gorham Press in 1925. [1] In this book, adding to the various theories of
existence, Sidis set forth the view that life is a "reversal of the second law of thermodynamics". This was the only
published book by Sidis, written when he was twenty-two, in which he used his own name. [2]

Overview
Building on the "reserve energy" theories of American psychologist William James, in which a person is theorized to
have latent mental stores of energies (such as second or third winds of thought), along with English physicist William
Thomson's views on life and the second law, and Scottish physicist James Maxwell's conception of an intelligent
demon able to circumnavigate the second law, Sidis used a theory of probability to argue that a vital force exists in
living matter able to supply available energy, in a converse manner to entropy (unavailable energy) such that "animal
life acts the part of Clerk-Maxwell's sorting demon". [1]

Asylum
In the May Day riots of 1919, Sidis was among the 114 people arrested for protesting the war and for being a
conscientious objector to the draft and was sentenced to eighteen months of jail—six months for rioting and a year
for assaulting an officer. Sidis appealed, and was released on five hundred dollars bail under the condition that he be
locked in a sanitarium, operated by his two parents (both psychologists). In his own words, when looking back on the
situation some twenty years later, he was “kidnapped by his parents, by arrangement with the district attorney, and
was taken to a sanatorium operated by them and kept there a full year―from October, 1919 to October, 1920” (age
21-22). On the conditions of his rehabilitation he comments:
“I was kept under various kinds of mental torture, consisting of being scolded and nagged at (everything that did or
did not happen was grounds for a tongue-lashing protracted over many hours) for an average of six to eight hours a
day; sometimes this scolding was administered while I was loaded with sleeping medicine, or after being waked up
out of a sound sleep. And the threat of being transferred to a regular insane asylum was held up in front of me
constantly, with detailed descriptions of the tortures practiced there, as well as of the simple legal process by which
he could be committed to such a place.”
This last bit on legal processes was accurate, as both Sidis’ parents were physicians, and by law in most states, any
two physicians can commit a man, without giving him a chance to defend himself, into a sanatorium or asylum,
where he can be held incommunicado indefinitely.
In October 1920, he was taken to California, to prevent his communication somehow with friends in his home city
sixty miles away. Sidis states that he made his escape from there in September, 1921. He stated that for years
afterward his parents attempted to “get him back to the old tortures”, resorting, from time to time, in various efforts
to track him down and to persuade his friends to turn him over for "protection". In an event, the preface to his The
Animate and Inanimate is January 6, 1920, which means that he wrote his masterpiece while in an asylum. [4]
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Black holes
Interestingly, in this work, Sidis predicted the existence of black holes (using the
term "black body" stars), which he defined as a type of sun that would take in all
light energy, and therefore be totally invisible, some forty-seven-years before the
term "black hole" was even invented; a 1967 coining of American astrophysicist
John Wheeler. [3] Sidis also described what is now known as the event horizon,
using the term "boundary surface". A partial explanation of his theory is found in
chapter eight ‘The Nebular Hypothesis’, where Sidis explains his views on the
nebular hypothesis, black bodies, and radiation thermodynamics:
Rendition of the side view of a
black hole, predicted to exist by
American mathematical physicist
William Sidis in 1915, showing
Hawking radiation shooting out
the sides, as was predicted to exist
in 1974 by British astrophysicist
Stephen Hawking. [8]

“Our previous consideration on the production of radiant energy from the stars
indicates that such production of radiant energy is only possible where the second
law of thermodynamics is followed, that is, in a positive section of the universe. In a
negative section of the universe the reverse process must take place; namely, space
is full of radiant energy, presumably produced in the positive section of space, and
the stars use this radiant energy to build up a higher level of heat. All radiant
energy in that section of space would tend to be absorbed by the stars, which
would thus constitute perfectly black bodies; and very little radiant energy would
be produced in that section of space, but would mostly come from beyond the boundary surface.
What little radiant energy would be produced in the negative section of space would be pseudo-teleological
directed only towards stars which have enough activity to absorb it, and no radiant energy, or almost none, would
actually leave the negative section of space. The peculiarity of the boundary surface between the positive and
negative sections of space, then, is, that practically all light that crosses it, crosses it in one direction, namely, from
the positive side to the negative side. If we were on the positive side, as seems to be the case, then we could not see
beyond such surface, though we might easily have gravitational or other evidence of bodies existing beyond that
surface.”
Sidis, according to biographer Amy Wallace, had actually formulated his ideas on entropy, black stars, and life as early
as 1915, when he was 17, during his stay at the Rice Institute. [8] Wallace states that it was not until the publication
of the 1939 book An Introduction to the Study of Stellar Structure, by Indian-born American astrophysicist
Subrahmanyan Chandrasekhar, that the existence of black holes was suggested.

Stimulus to publish
Sidis stated that he was at first hesitant to publish this theory, but that he gained confidence on discovering the
following quotation by Irish-born Scottish mathematical physicist William Thomson:
“It is conceivable that animal life might have the attribute of using the heat of surrounding matter, at its natural
temperature, as a source of energy for mechanical effect . . . . the influence of animal or vegetable life on matter is
infinitely beyond the range of any scientific inquiry hitherto entered on. Its power of directing the motions of moving
particles, in the demonstrated daily miracle of our human free-will, and in the growth of generation after generation
of plants from a single seed, are infinitely different from any possible result of the fortuitous concurrence of atoms.”

Fullers’ 1979 review
Sidis’ treatise, supposedly, failed to receive a single review for many decades, supposedly being found only in a few
dusty attics. [5] The first review, it seems, was done by Sidis’ former Harvard classmate Buckminster Fuller, who in
the late 1979 was handed a fat envelope marked "A present for Bucky" from American biographer Dan Mahony.
Mahony is Columbia University graduate student who had read about Sidis in 1976 and been puzzled as to what Sidis
had been doing all those years after leaving Harvard and had been probing the lost years of Sidis' life (1922-1944) and
was attempting a biography on William and Boris Sidis. [7] After reading Sidis' book, Fuller dispatched a letter to
Scientific American editor Gerard Piel urging him to reprint the text: [6]
“Imagine my excitement and joy on being handed this Xerox of Sidis’ 1925 book, in which he clearly predicts the black
hole. In fact, I find his whole book to be a fine cosmological piece. Norbert Wiener used to talk to me about him and
Norbert was grieved that Sidis did not go on to fulfill his seemingly great promise of brilliance. I hope you will become
as excited as I am at this discovery that Sidis did go on after college to do the most magnificent thinking and writing. I
find him focusing on many of the same subjects that fascinate me, and coming to about the same conclusions as
those I have published in Synergetics, and will be publishing in Synergetics, Volume II.”
William suggested that the second law of thermodynamics is not a law at all, but a probability. The fact that the
second law seems always to hold true is more or less coincidence in our corner of the universe. Also, entropy is
reversed in other corners of the universe--elsewhere, chaos is proceeding to order. And if the second law appears to
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dominate local events, then probability suggests that there must be reversals of it all around us that we haven't yet
recognized.
Sidis theorized that inanimate (dead) objects follow the second law, while animate (living) things reverse the law,
and draw on a ‘reserve fund’ of energy to mold the universe to their will. Life provided the reversal of entropy that
Sidis' theory required. William's theory remains highly speculative; there is no reason to believe that a reverse
universe exists. Also, biological processes are no longer the mystery they were at the time of his writing. But while
working on this problem, Sidis came up with other conclusions that are interesting to this day.
Cosmogeny is the study of the origins of the universe; the most popularly known-theory today is called the "Big
Bang" theory. In The Animate and the Inanimate, William proposed a "Great Collision" theory, wherein two large,
inert bodies, containing all the matter in the universe between them, collided; this collision provided the energy that
started the universe in motion. As our sun hurtles through space to an eventual frozen death, it gives off energy.
Somewhere in the universe there are suns that take in energy, and death becomes life. This other kind of sun Sidis
dubbed a "black body," since it would be taking in all light energy, and therefore be totally invisible. This exactly
describes a black hole. Should the second law of thermodynamics eventually reverse itself in this "blackbody," it
would then start giving off energy and become a sun. In this way, the universe would be in a perpetual state of ebb
and flow, all energy being conserved.
Scientists all over the world are still working on a problem known as "Fermi's paradox," proposed by Enrico
Fermi. If the universe is infinite, Fermi postulated, then everything possible must occur somewhere sometime;
therefore, there must exist a planet where the inhabitants speak English. Why haven't we met them? Why haven't
we met anyone out there? Young Sidis also said, "The theory of the reversibility of the universe supposes that life
exists under all sorts of circumstances, even on such hot bodies as the sun." Like Fermi's paradox, Sidis' reversibility
theory also requires that life must exist in every corner of the universe, in order to provide the necessary reversals of
the law of entropy.
The theory is challenging, fascinating, and controversial on its own merits today. It was far more so in 1925; and
it must be remembered that it sprang from the mind of a boy in his early twenties, who devoted only a portion of his
scholarship to this book, because he was dedicated to such a vast variety of other intellectual pursuits at the same
time. Had he dedicated his life entirely to cosmogeny, who knows what extraordinary body of work he might have
produced?”
Sidis was, in fact, twenty-two when he wrote this book.
Value
In circa 2010, an inscribed copy of The Animate and the Inanimate was sold in London to an anonymous collector for
5,000 pounds or about $8,000 in US dollars. [9]

See also
● 10 percent myth
● Good Will Hunting (William Sidis)
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In famous publications, The Doctrine of Energy: HistoricalCritical Development, Along with contributions to an Overall
Energetics or Die Lehre von der Energie: Historisch-kritisch
entwickelt: Nebst Beitragen zu einer allgemeinen Energetik, is
an 1887, 109-page, book by German physicist Georg Helm,
noted for having an appended final chapter to the application
of energetics (and supposedly thermodynamics) in sociology
and economics. According to the 1989 views of physical
economics historian Philip Mirowski: [1]
“The prophet of this new science was Georg Helm, a school
teacher who caused a sensation with his 1887 monograph
Die Lehre von der Energie, [in which] he append a final
chapter on the extension of the energy principle to social
theory and, more specifically, to economics, traversing the
now familiar hierarchy of physical energy to vital energy to
social energy.”
There does not seem to be any English translations, however,
to corroborate this, so the start of parts of a German →
English translation of Helm's Doctrine are shown below.

Economics
The final section to Helm's book is devoted to the extension Title page to German physicist Georg Helm's 1887 The
of thermodynamics into economics. The last paragraph of
Doctrine of Energy, containing chapters on applications in
this section capture's Helm's view that this is application is to sociology and economics.
be a future science ripe for the picking. To exemplify, he
comments:
"The increase of utility, which finds a good by its transport to the appropriate market, is a latent or potential form of
energy, it disappears on exchange and causes the utility gain, the uprisings in the exchange of each owner. The latent
energy makes perfect here as the concept of purpose to scientific expression, as in the science of the cause. The fact
that such a latent energy, as contained for example in soil, knife blades without handles, and the like, only for a
certain economic status, a normal, measure, and absolutely not to be specified, all the physical analogy. It may
therefore well be possible to base economics on an axiomatic principle on [the impossibility of] perpetual motion or
in its train of thought in energy terms."
He ends the book by stating, in reference to these types of extrapolations in economics, that "but this is not the place
to consider whether such considerations are practical and fruitful, but only to show one example of the scope
inherent in the energy ideas."

Table of contents
The following is the German → English transla on of the contents:

Inhaltsverzeichnis

Index

Seite

Page

Einleitung (1)

Introduction (1)

Der Stil in der Wissenschaft 1. Eigenart historischer
Betrachtung 1.
Wert derselben für die Naturforschung 2.

The style in science first Nature of historical analysis first
Same value for the second natural science

Erster Teil.

Part one
The sources of energy ideas.

Die Quellen der Energie-Ideen.
Section I: Theoretical Mechanics (pg. 4)
I. Abschnitt: Die theoretische Mechanik 4
Die Sätze der Mechanik, welche dem Energiegesetze zu
Grunde liegen 4. Hinderlicher Einfluss der Analyse 5.
Förderung durch dieselbe 6. Entwicklung der
technischen Mechanik und der mathematischen Physik
7.
II. Abschnitt: Die Physik 7

Complete sets of mechanics, which the energy laws
underlie 4. Obstructive influence of the analysis 5.
Promotion by the same 6. Development of the technical
mechanics and mathematical physics 7.
Section II: The Physics (pg. 7)
The thermal 7. Sadi Carnot 8. Electrical 9. Chemistry,
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Die Thermik 7. Sadi Carnot 8. Elektrik 9. Chemie,
Physiologie 10.
Popularisierung der Physik, die kosmischen
Zusammenhänge 11.
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physiology, 10.
Popularization of physics, cosmic correlations 11.
Section III: Philosophy (pg. 12)

III. Abschnitt: Die Philosophie 12

The mechanical worldview 12. Atomism 12.
Conservation idea (13. Materialism 13. Monism 14.
Toland 14. Mayer, 15. Supernatural power of Energy 15.

Die mechanische Weltanschauung 12. Atomismus 12.
Erhaltungsidee 13. Materialismus 13. Monismus 14.
Toland 14. Mayer 15. Übersinnliches der Energie 15.

Section IV: The technology (pg. 16)

IV. Abschnitt: Die Technik 16
Historische Bedeutung derselben 16. Perpetuum mobile
18. Einfluss
des geschäftlichen und sozialen Lebens 18.
Unmöglichkeit des Perpetuum mobile 19. Thermo-,
Elektrotechnik, technische Ausbildung 19. Rückwirkung
auf die Mechanik 20. Poncelet 21.

Zweiter Teil.
Die Begründung des Energiegesetzes.
V. Abschnitt: Die Aufstellung des Energieprinzips 23
Robert Mayer, Schrift von 1842 23. Kraftbegriff bei
Mayer 24.
Wärmeäquivalent 24. Die Schrift von 1845 24. Mayers
Ausgangsgedanken, ihr Erfahrungsinhalt 25. Notwendigkeit
fachmännischer
Ergänzungen 26. Colding 27.

Historical significance of the same 16. Perpetual motion
18. Influence
of business and social life 18. 19. impossibility of
perpetual motion Thermal, electrical engineering,
technical training 19. Effect on the mechanics of 20.
Poncelet 21.

Second part
The grounds of the Energy Act.
Section V: The installation of the energy principle (pg.
23)
Robert Mayer, writing in 1842 23. Concept of force at
Mayer 24.
24. equivalent of heat The writing of 1845 24. Mayers
Output
thoughts, their content of experience 25. Need for
expert
Additions 26. Colding 27.
Section VI: The experimental evidence of equivalence
...(pg. 27)

VI. Abschnitt: Die experimentellen Belege der Äquivalenz
Joule 1843 28. True Erkeiintnisgrund Joules 29. The
... 27
experiment demonstrates not only 29. Importance of the
Joule attempts to fix the Energie4Ideen 30.
Joule 1843 28. Wahrer Erkeiintnisgrund Joules 29. Das
Experiment allein beweist nicht 29. Bedeutung der
Section VII: The conservation of energy (pg. 31)
Joule'schen Versuche für die Befestigung der
Energie4Ideen 30.
Axiomatic sentences 31. The principle of the
impossibility of a
VII. Abschnitt: Die Erhaltung der Energie 31
Perpetuum mobile 31. His sense for the mechanical
world view
Axiomatische Sätze 31. Das Prinzip von der
and regardless of the 32. Hypothesis of central 33.
Unmöglichkeit eines
Law of conservation of energy 34.
Perpetuum mobile 31. Sein Sinn für die mechanische
Weltanschauung
Section VIII: The internal energy of the body (pg. 34)
und unabhängig von dieser 32. Hypothese der
Zentralkräfte 33.
The energy conservation and energy stocks 34. Clausius
Satz von der Erhaltung der Energie 34.
35. Thomson's definition 35. Law of internal energy 36.
VIII. Abschnitt: Die Eigenenergie der Körper 34
Section IX: Terminology (pg. 36)
Die Energieerhaltung und der Energievorrat 34. Clausius
35. Thomsons Definition 35. Gesetz der Eigenenergie 36 Inclusion of the energy law in the contemporary 36.
Thomson 37.
Synonyms for force 37. Bernoulli, Varignon, Young 38.
IX. Abschnitt: Die Terminologie 36
Merit
Aufnahme des Energiegesetzes bei den Zeitgenossen 36. Thomson's 38. 38. Rankine Herschel's attack and Rankine
VerThomson 37.
defense 39. Value of the terminology of popular
Synonyme für Kraft 37. Bernoulli, Varignon, Young 38.
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Verdienst
Thomsons 38. Rankine 38. Herschels Angriff und
Rankines Verteidigung 39. Wert der Terminologie für volkstümliche
Verbreitung 40.
X. Abschnitt: Das Ergebnis 41
Standpunkt dieses Buches den Vorarbeiten gegenüber
41. Induktiver Beweis, Ablehnung anderer Beweise 41.
Das Energieprinzip, zwei Anwendungsarten 42. Aktuelle
und latente Energie 42. Die Energieformen 43.

Dritter Teil
Die Energetik.
XI Abschnitt: Das Energiegesetz als Integralgesetz 45
Die Energiebilanz 45. Kosmische Anwendungen 45.
Freiheit von
Hypothesen 46. Synthetische Sätze 46. Das
Energiegesetz als
Postulat 47. W. Webers Energiegesetz 48.
Nichtumkehrbarkeit
bei molekularen Vorgängen 49.
XII. Abschnitt: Der Einfluss des Entropiegesetzes 50
Übergang und Umformung 50. Zweiter Hauptsatz der
Wärmetheorie 51. Entropie 52. Nichtumkehrbarkeit bei
Wärmeübergängen 53. Mechanische Erklärung des
Entropiegesetzes 54. Verwertung des Entropiegesetzes
55.

dissemination 40.
Section X: The results (pg. 41)
Position the preparation of this book to 41. Inductive
proof, rejection of other evidence, 41. The energy
principle, two types of applications 42. Current and
deferred energy 42. The forms of energy, 43.

Part Three
The energetics.
Section XII: The energy law as an integral law (pg. 45)
The energy balance of 45. Cosmic applications 45.
Freedom from
Hypotheses 46. Synthetic sentences 46. The Energy Act
as
Postulate 47. W. Weber's 48. Energy Act Irreversibility
molecular processes at 49.
Section XII: The influence of entropy (pg. 50)
Transition and Transformation 50. Second law of
thermodynamics 51. Entropy 52. Irreversibility in heat
transfers 53. Mechanical explanation of the entropy 54.
Exploitation of the 55. entropy
Section XIII: The Energy Act as the Basic Law (pg. 56)
Energetics 57. Rankine, Maxwell 57. 58. term trend
Analytical analogies 59. Intensity and quantity 61. 62.
intensity Law Mach, Zeuner 63. Tied 65.

XIII. Abschnitt: Das Energiegesetz als Grundgesetz 56
Section XIV: The forms of energy (pg. 66)
Energetik 57. Rankine, Maxwell 57. Tendenzbegriff 58.
Analytische Analogien 59. Intensität und Quantität 61.
Intensitätsgesetz 62. Mach, Zeuner 63. Koppelung 65.
XIV. Abschnitt: Die Formen der Energie 66

Mayers Plate 66. Tendency to form two drove back to
66. The essence of 67. in the diversity of forms of energy
Reduction by the ideas of space and movement 68.
Admissibility of neglect 61). Free Energy 69.

Mayers Tafel 06. Tendenz zur Zurückfuhrung auf zwei
Formen 60. Das Wesentliche in der Verschiedenheit der
Energieformen 67. Reduktion durch die Vorstellungen
des Raumes und der Bewegung 68. Zulässigkeit der
Vernachlässigungen 61). Freie Energie 69.

Final section (pg. 71-75)

Schluss 71

Notes to pages 1-71 (pgs. 76-104)

Inadequate recognition of the energy - Ideas 71. Idealism
and realism in the energy principle 71. National
Applications 72.

Mangelhafte Anerkennung der Energie - Ideen 71.
Idealismus und Realismus im Energieprinzip 71.
Volkswirtschaftliche Anwendungen 72.
Anmerkungen Nummer 1 — 711 76 — 104

Section III: The Philosophy |

Die Philosophie

The following is Helm's section three (pgs. 12-16), on the philosophy connected to thermodynamics:

Die Philosophie
Es ist schon hervorgehoben worden, dass jede
mechanische Weltanschauung den hauptsächlichsten

The philosophy
It has already been emphasized that any mechanical
theory anticipates the principal part of the energy ideas.
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Teil der Energie-Ideen vorwegnimmt. Von den
Atomistikern des Altertums bereits, ja weiter zurück von
den Philosophen, die überhaupt über das Wesen der
Bewegung und über den Kontinuitätsgedanken
nachgesonnen haben, sind uns mehrfach Äusserungen
überliefert, die auf unsere modernen
Energieanschauungen hinweisen; und die Philosophen
der letzten Jahrhunderte haben fast sämtlich
Berührungspunkte mit diesem Gedankenzuge13). Wenn
alles Bewegung der Atome ist, so wechselt bei allen
Veränderungen nur die Form der Bewegung. Jede
Schöpfung neuer Bewegung widerspricht unserm
Kausalitätsbedürfnis und vor allem den materialistischen
Anschauungen, mit denen von je die Atomistik in
innigem Bündnis stand. Also bleibt die Menge der
Bewegung in der Welt überhaupt unverändert. Soweit ist
die Philosophie leicht fertig. Wie ist aber nun die Menge
der Bewegung mechanisch zu messen?

Of the atomists of antiquity already, even further back
from the philosophers, who generally have pondered
about the nature of the motion and the continuity of
thought, are we repeatedly comments passed that point
to our modern energy outlook, and the philosophers of
the last century, almost all points of contact with this
Gedankenzuge13). If all movement of atoms, so with all
the changes only changes the shape of the movement.
Every creation of new movement is contrary to our need
for causality, and above all the materialistic views, with
which each of the atomic theory was in intimate alliance.
So is the amount of movement in the world in general
unchanged. As far as the philosophy is easily done. How,
then, is the amount of movement to measure
mechanical?

Diese Frage steht in so innigem Zusammenhange mit den
angedeuteten philosophischen bez. religiösen Gedanken,
dass man die Heftigkeit begreift, mit der sie bei ihrem
ersten Auftreten behandelt wurde. Indessen, alle
Lebhaftigkeit des Descartes-Leibniz'schen Streites half
nicht über die Thatsache weg, dass die Mechanik
verschiedene Dinge entdeckt hatte, welche bei allen
Bewegungsänderungen ungestört erhalten bleiben. Der
überwiegende Wert des einen wurde erst spät unter
dem Einflusse der Technik erkannt. —

This question is so intimately connected with the implied
philosophical mar. religious idea that we can understand
the vehemence with which she was treated at their first
appearance. Meanwhile, all the liveliness of the
Descartes-Leibniz controversy helped not go beyond the
fact that the mechanics had discovered several things,
which are maintained undisturbed at all changes in
motion. The major value of one was diagnosed late,
under the influence of technology. -

Nun zweigt sich von der ursprünglichen Fragestellung
das Problem ab, diese konstanten Grössen aufzusuchen,
welche die Erhaltung der Welt beweisen. Den kühnen
Denkern des 18. Jahrhunderts waren die dahin zielenden
Ergebnisse der Mechanik mehr als interessante Integrale
der Bewegungsgleichungen, sie waren ihnen
Herzenssachen und wurden nach individuellem
Geschmack entweder als erfreuliche Bausteine einer
religiösen Weltansicht begrüsst oder als kritische Waffen
wider die Existenz Gottes verwertet. Der
Geschichtsschreiber darf an solchen Tendenzen nicht
achtlos vorübergehen; sie sind mächtige Triebkräfte der
Geister, die manches des Schweisses wert erscheinen
lassen, was sonst unbeachtet bleibt, und für manche
Ergebnisse, die sonst erst spät wiederentdeckt werden
müssten, das Interesse vorbereitet haben. Diese
Erhaltungssätze haben nicht nur die Mechanik
überhaupt, besonders die Dynamik des Himmels
gefördert und dadurch mittelbar dem Energiegesetze
vorgearbeitet, sie haben auch das Interesse für den Satz
schaffen helfen, der unter allen Erhaltungsprinzipien am
umfassendsten ist. Freilich ist der hauptsächlich in
religiösen Vorstellungen vererbte Konstanzgedanke,
dieser wesentliche Bestandteil der
Energieanschauungen, von den Unklarheiten seines
philosophisch-religiösen Ursprungs erst in der Mechanik
befreit, durch sie erst in seinem wissenschaftlichen
Rechte befestigt worden, — aber seine Wurzeln schlagen
bis in die innersten Tiefen des menschlichen Geistes. —

Now branches off from the original question from the
problem to visit this constant sizes, which prove the
preservation of the world. The bold thinkers of the 18thcentury, the then target the results of the mechanics
more interesting as integrals of the equations of motion,
they were welcomed and they were of the heart
according to individual taste, either as positive elements
of a religious world view, or used as a critical weapon
against the existence of God. The historian must not
carelessly pass by such trends, they are powerful driving
forces of the spirits that make many of perspiration
appear worth what otherwise remain unnoticed, and for
some results that would otherwise be rediscovered late,
have prepared their interest. These conservation laws
have not only the mechanics at all, especially the
dynamics of the sky and thus indirectly prepared the way
for promoting the energy laws, they also help create
interest in the proposition, which is the most
comprehensive of all the conservation principles. Course
is primarily inherited in religious ideas Constance
thought, this essential component of the energy outlook
by the ambiguities of his philosophical and religious
origin liberated only in mechanics, have been secured by
them only in his academic rights, - but its root to the
innermost depths the human mind. -

Doch verfolgen wir jetzt den direkten Einfluss weiter,
den die mechanische Weltanschauung auf die

But we now pursue further the direct influence that the
mechanical theory has had on the development of the
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Entwickelung des Energiegesetzes gehabt hat. Sie hat
1762 Euler zu einer alle Naturerscheinungen
umfassenden Hypothese geführt, welche die Einheit der
Naturkräfte in den Bewegungen des Äthers findet14).
Vom Standpunkte der mechanischen Weltanschauung
schliesst Rumford, wie später Seguin, Mohr, Grove auf
die Erhaltung der Energie; und auf demselben Boden
steht Joule bei der Ermittelung des Wärmeäquivalents;
denn nachdem inzwischen die wahren Maasse für die
Menge der Bewegung und der Kraft, sowie für die
Menge der Wärme erkannt worden waren, blieb nichts
zu leisten übrig, als sie zu vergleichen und die Konstanz
ihrer Wechselbeziehung darzuthun.

energy law. It has led Euler in 1762 to an all natural
phenomena comprehensive hypothesis which the unity
of natural forces in the movements of the ether
findet14). From the standpoint of the mechanical world
view includes Rumford, as later Seguin, Mohr, Grove on
the conservation of energy, and on the same soil Joule is
the ascertainment of the heat equivalent, for after now
the true extent of the amount of motion and strength,
and for the amount of heat had been detected was
nothing left to do than to compare them and prove the
consistency of their interdependence.

So ist die mechanische Weltanschauung — und zwar
bisher nur in der Form des Atomismus — ein Hebel der
Energie-Ideen geworden. Nur hüte man sich, sie mit der
materialistischen Weltanschauung zu verwechseln, mit
der sie gern verbunden auftritt.

Thus, the mechanical world view - and they do so far
been only in the form of atomism - a lever of energy
ideas. Only one guard is to confuse it with the materialist
worldview, with which it appears linked you.

Sofern der Materialismus das Handgreifliche bevorzugt,
ist ihm die Energievorstellung unsympathisch, welche
auf etwas hinter den Erscheinungen stehendes hinweist,
das man in keiner Form wahrnehmen und vorstellen
kann, weil es aller Formen fähig ist. — Und sofern der
Materialismus die Weltanschauung ist, die sich für
überzeugt hält, dass das Ganze erfasst ist, wenn man die
Teile in der Hand hat, ist die Energie-Idee ihm geradezu
feindlich. Denn sie lenkt die Aufmerksamkeit auf die
Beziehungen, die zwischen den Teilen bestehen.

If the materialism the tangible preferred him the energy
performance is unpleasant, which refers to something
standing behind the phenomena that one can perceive
imagine in any form, because it is capable of all forms. And if materialism is the belief, considers himself to be
convinced that the whole is covered if you have the parts
in hand, the energy idea is downright hostile to him.
Because it draws attention to the relationships that exist
between the parts.

Dieser Feindschaft ist es wohl zuzuschreiben, dass das
Energiegesetz besonders in Deutschland, wo es doch
begründet wurde, so langsame Forschritte gemacht hat.
In Deutschland begann ja in der Mitte des Jahrhunderts
materialistischer Geist zu herrschen, zu herrschen mit
jenem vollen Rechte der Reaktion wider eine ungesunde
Philosophie, das sich zu allen Zeiten der Geschichte als
die Ursache seines Wiederauflebens und als seine
mächtigste Stütze erwiesen hat.

This hostility is probably attributable to the energy law in
Germany especially, where it was founded but has made
such slow progress. In Germany began even in the
middle of the century to rule materialistic mind, to reign
with that full rights of the reaction against an unhealthy
philosophy that has proven in all periods of history as
the cause of his resurgence and as his most powerful
support.

Die mechanische Weltanschauung ist nicht die
notwendige Gefährtin der Energie-Ideen. Neben ihr geht
ein zweiter Zug philosophischen Denkens einher, der
gerade in der am meisten philosophierenden
Begründung des Energiegesetzes, in der Mayer'schen
sehr deutlich hervortritt.

The mechanical world view is not the necessary
companion of energy ideas. Next to her is accompanied
by a second train of philosophical thought, which
emerges precisely in the most philosophical justification
of the energy law, in Mayer's very clear.

Berthold gebührt das Verdienst auf den Ursprung einer
Idee hingewiesen zu haben, welche mit den
Energievorstellungen der neueren Naturwissenschaft auf
das Innigste verwachsen ist, auf den Ursprung des
Monismus. John Tol and hat an der Schwelle des 18.
Jahrhunderts diesen Gedanken gefasst und ihm in seinen
Briefen beredten Ausdruck geliehen15).

Berthold has the merit to the origin of an idea have
pointed to the energy with which ideas of modern
science is adherent to the most intimate, the origin of
monism. John Tol and hat on the threshold of the 18th
century adopted this idea and he eloquently expressed
in his letters geliehen15).

Die Aktion — wir sagen heute dafür die Energie — ist
ihm eine notwendige Eigenschaft aller Materie; da ist
kein Dualismus von Kraft und Stoff mehr, mit dem Stoffe
ist auch schon die Energie gesetzt. Wer erkennt in diesen
Gedanken nicht den Typus wieder, der in Faradays
Potentialvorstellungen zündend auf die neuere Physik

The campaign - we say today is the energy for it - make it
a necessary property of all matter, there is no duality of
force and matter more, with matter already set the
energy. Those who recognize these thoughts are not the
type of back that has potential in Faraday's ideas stirring
in the new physics and encouraged foundational to the
energy law? 'For what energy is different, as cause and
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und begründend auf das Energiegesetz hingewirkt hat? '
Denn was ist Energie anders, als Ursache und Wirkung
monistisch in Einem Begriff gedacht. Und alle
Bewegungen sind nur Modi der Aktion, der Energie also,
wie auch die Schwere einer der vielen Modi ist, in denen
sich die Aktion zu offenbaren vermag.

effect thinking monistic in one term. And all the
movements only modes of action, of energy are
therefore, like the gravity is one of the many modes in
which the action can reveal.

Braucht man besonders hervorzuheben, dass in dieser
Wendung die Umwandlungsidee liegt, die in den
vorangehenden Erörterungen als ein wichtiger
Charakterzug der Energiegedanken bezeichnet worden
ist? — Wie alle Quantitäten nur Modi sind eines einzigen
Prinzips, der Ausdehnung, so sind alle Bewegungen nur
Modi eines andern, der Aktion, die gleichsam hinter allen
Veränderungen steht, als das ewig Unveränderliche.
Weist diese Darstellungsweise unverkennbar auf den
Geist zurück, der Toland angeregt hat, indem er ihn zur
Kritik reizte, auf Spinoza, so tritt doch derselbe Gedanke
schon bei Diderot16) in modern mathematischem Bilde
auf. Er ist seit Toland nicht wieder aus der Philosophie
verschwunden: er offenbart sich in der besonders auf
dem Gebiete der Mechanik frühe *) geläufig
gewordenen Vorstellung, dass die Kraft, schon nach
Newton'scher Auffassung und später noch inniger das
Potential dem Massenpunkt als ein notwendiges Attribut
zukommt; — er hat die Bestrebungen nach
Gesamtauffassung der Natur genährt, von denen am
Ende des vorigen Abschnitts die Rede war; — er hat
endlich im Geiste Robert Mayers sich mit den andern
Quellen der Energie-Ideen verschmolzen zu der ersten
klaren Erfassung des Energiegesetzes.

Do we emphasize that this change lies in the conversion
idea, which has been described in the foregoing
discussion as an important feature of the energy of
thought? - Like all the quantities are only modes of a
single principle, the extension, all movements only
modes of another, the action that is, behind all the
changes, as the eternally unchanging. Indicates that this
presentation is unmistakably back to the spirit, stimulate
the Toland, has attracted criticism for taking him to
Spinoza, yet the same thought occurs even at Diderot16)
in modern mathematical picture. He has been Toland not
disappeared from philosophy: he reveals himself in the
early especially in the areas of mechanics *) become
familiar idea that the force after a Newtonian view, and
later more closely the potential of the mass point as a
necessary attribute belongs - he has nurtured the
aspirations for greater overall view of nature, of which at
the end of the previous section, the speech was - he
finally has the spirit of Robert Mayers is merged with the
other sources of energy ideas to the first clear detection
of the energy law .

An einem charakteristischen Gesichtszuge kann man es
der Mayer'schen Auffassung ansehen, dass sie dem
Monismus und nicht der mechanischen Weltanschauung
entsprungen ist, an einem Zuge, der sich in neuerer Zeit
auch bei anderen Forschern wiederholt hat17). Dass
Wärme sich in Bewegung verwandelt, wird von den
Anhängern der mechanischen Theorie als Beweis ihrer
Auffassung der Wärme als eines Bewegungsvorgangs
angesehen; anders bei Mayer: er glaubt aus jener
Umwandlung eher schliessen zu müssen, däss Wärme
nicht Bewegung sei, da ja Bewegung verschwindet, wenn
Wärme entsteht. Bewegung ist ebenso eine Form der
Energie, wie Wärme; nichts nötigt uns, gerade als
mechanische Energie uns alle Energie vorzustellen.

On a characteristic facial features can look at it the
Mayer's view that they and not the monism of the
mechanical world view has arisen, in a procession, which
in recent times for other researchers repeated hat17).
That heat is converted into motion, is considered by the
followers of the mechanical theory as evidence of their
conception of heat as a movement process; different
with Mayer: he thinks of that transformation Hide more
likely to have to däss heat is not movement, since
movement disappears when heat is generated.
Movement is also a form of energy as heat, nothing
obliges us, just as mechanical energy to imagine all the
energy.

In monistischer Auffassung tritt, wie man sieht, das
Übersinnliche der Energie recht deutlich hervor, — die
Seite der neuen Idee, die ihrer Verbreitung am
ungünstigsten war und für die Zukunft vielleicht die
bedeutungsvollste ist18). Die Erscheinungsformen der
Energie gehören der Sinnenwelt an, aber sie selbst steht
über diesen Formen, wie die platonische Idee über den
Boscowich 1759. Vergl. Rosenberger, Geschichte der
Physik, II, S. 331. Dingen. Der Energiebegriff wird von
seinen klarsten Vertretern als ein Begriff begrüsst, der
den Thatsachen gerecht wird und doch so hoch über
ihnen steht, dass er die Gefahr einer neuen
Substantiierung ausschliesst. Wir reden von Beseelung,
wo es gilt, vereinzelte Daseinsäusserungen zu einer

In monistic conception occurs, as we see, the
supernatural out of energy quite clear - the site of the
new idea, its spread was most unfavorable for the future
and perhaps the most significant ist18). The
manifestations of energy are things of the world of
sense, but she herself is on these forms, like the Platonic
idea of the
Boscowich 1759th Comp. Rosenberger, history of
physics, II, p. 331 Things. The energy term of his clearest
representatives welcomed as a term that does justice to
the facts and yet so high above them, is that it excludes
the danger of a new substantiation. We talk about
animation, where it is necessary to summarize isolated
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Einheit zusammenzufassen; diese logische Beziehung hat
die Energie mit der Seele gemein: wer sich also die
Energie als Substanz (wie das Agens als Stoff, die
Ursache als Kraft) denken wollte, müsste wohl bis zu
animistischen Vorstellungen, bis zum Geisterspuk
zurückkehren, um die Keichhaltigkeit ihrer Formen
darzustellen.

existence statements into a single unit; this logical
relationship has the power to the soul in common: who
thus wished to think of energy as a substance (such as
the agent as a substance, the cause and effect), should
probably up to animistic ideas, return to the phantoms
to represent the Keichhaltigkeit of its forms.

Im Grunde genommen hat sich ja von dem
Übersinnlichen des Energiebegriffs auch die
mechanische Auffassung nicht losmachen können. Schon
die Wärme kann von ihr nur als Energie nicht sinnlich
wahrnehmbarer Molekeln und Atome begriffen werden,
noch mehr aber tritt bei der mechanischen Auffassung
des Lichtes, der Elektrizität und des Magnetismus dieses
Übersinnliche hervor in Gestalt des Bewegten, welches
— mag es nun Fluidum oder Äther genannt werden, sich
weiterer Wahrnehmung entzieht. Wenn insbesondere
alle Naturerscheinungen als Bewegungsvorgänge eines
Stoffes, des Äthers, erklärt werden, wie das zuerst Euler
versuchte, so sind zwar diese Bewegungen sinnlich
vorstellbar, aber das Bewegte ist ein Übersinnliches.

In essence, has become even of the supernatural
concept of energy, the mechanical conception can not
get free. Even the heat can be understood only as of
their energy is not perceptible molecules and atoms, and
still more comes out in the mechanical view of light,
electricity and magnetism of the supernatural in the
form of moving, which may - whether fluid or ether are
called to exercise more responsive. In particular, if all
phenomena are explained as motions of a substance, the
ether, as the first Euler tried, so although these
movements are sensual to imagine, but the moving is a
supernatural.

Von solchem Standpunkte aus erscheint die
mechanische Weltbetrachtung als ein Spezialfall, von
hier aus hat sich der Energiegedanke aufschwingen
können über die Mechanik. Wenn die
Energievorstellungen nicht notwendig an die
mechanische Erklärung gebunden und doch mit ihr im
Einklang sind, so muss dasselbe wissenschaftliche
Streben, das in der Statik längst einen Spezialfall der
Mechanik sieht, angetrieben werden, die gesamte
Mechanik wiederum als einen besonderen Fall der
„Energetik" aufzufassen.

From such point of the mechanical world view appears
as a special case, from here, the energy concept has
been able to soar over the mechanics. If the energy
ideas, not necessarily tied to the mechanical explanation,
and yet consistent with it, so must the same scientific
endeavor, which considers the static long a special case
of the mechanics are driven out, the entire mechanics
again as a special case of the 'energetic' conception.

Section VIII: The Internal Energy of the Body |

Die Eigenenergie der Körper

The following is Helm's section eight (pgs. 34-36), on the conservation of energy and energy stocks (34), Clausius (35),
Thomson's definition (35), and the law of eigenenergie (36). The use of the term 'eigenenergie', although not used by
Clausius (or Thomson), seems to be an original coining of Helm, albeit used in the sense of being synonymous with
internal energy U or the ‘energy of the system’ (energie des systems), defined by Clausius.
The intrinsic energy of the body.
Die Eigenenergie der Körper.
Rudolph Clausius, Wilhelm Thomson.

Rudolph Clausius, William Thomson.

Die Helmholtz'sche Folgerung aus dem Perpetuummobile-Prinzip knüpft an die alte Formel des Satzes von
der lebendigen Kraft an. So wichtig diese Fassung
seitdem für die Anwendung des Energiegesetzes in der
Mechanik und in den mechanischen Theorien, die es mit
beschleunigungbestimmenden Kräften zu thun haben, z.
B. in der Elektrik, geworden ist, — so hat sich doch eine
zweite Ausdrucksweise des Helmholtz'sehen Prinzips von
noch grösserer Tragweite erwiesen.

The consequence of the Helmholtz Perpetuum mobile
principle ties in with the old formula the set of the
kinetic energy. As important as this version has since
become the application of the energy law in mechanics
and mechanical theories, which have to deal with
beschleunigungbestimmenden forces, such as the
electric, is - as it has a second term of the Helmholtz ' see
principle proved of even greater significance.

Die zweite Formulierung setzt die Erkenntnis der ersten,
also des Satzes von der Erhaltung der Energie, voraus. Ist
man aber durch diese dazu geleitet worden, die
Arbeitsgrösse, welche von einem Körpersystem
gewonnen oder verloren wird, als unabhängig von der
Art (z. B. dem Weg oder den Geschwindigkeiten) des

, The second formulation requires an acknowledgment
of the first, ie, the rate of conservation of energy ahead.
If you have been guided by this but to the quantity of
work, which is produced by a body system or lost, to be
independent of the type (such as the way or the
velocities) of the transition considered, then that is it, to
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Übergangs anzusehen, so wird man aufhören, den
Nachdruck darauf zu legen, dass ihr Verlust oder Gewinn
ein Ergebnis äusserer Kräfte, von aussen geleistete oder
entzogene Energie ist, wie Helmholtz es thut; — man
wird vielmehr jene Arbeitsgrösse als Veränderung im
Besitzstande des Körpers betrachten und nun diesen
Besitz an Energie, diesen dem jederzeitigen Zustande des
Körpers eigentümlichen Energievorrat ins Auge fassen,
welcher durch die Aufspeicherung (emmagasiner le
travail sagt Poncelet, stores of energy Thomson) der
zugegangenen Arbeitsgrössen entstanden ist. Der
Energievorrat oder die Eigenenergie des Systems ist eine
Funktion der den augenblicklichen Zustand des Systems
bestimmenden Coordinaten (bei nur mechanischen
Vorgängen der räumlichen Coordinaten), ihr Differential
nach diesen ein vollständiges.

emphasize the to disclose that is their loss or profit a
result of external forces outside accomplished or energy
extracted, such as Helmholtz, it does - it is rather that
work size, as changes in the acquis of the body look, and
now this possession of energy, that the any time a state
of peculiar body energy reserve envisage, who says by
the accumulation (emmagasiner le travail Poncelet,
stores of energy Thomson) is the size, contains the work
emerged. The energy supply or the self-energy of the
system is a function of the current state of the system
coordinates determined (only mechanical processes of
the spatial coordinates), its differential for this one
complete.

Diese Erkenntnis war nach Helmholte' Arbeit von 1847
bei dem damaligen Zustande der Mathematik eine reife
Frucht. Clausius hat 1850 in seiner Abhandlung*) über
die bewegende Kraft der Wärme diese Funktion zuerst
für thermodynamische Zwecke benutzt. Er bezeichnet
sie dort mit einem Buchstaben, CT, aber noch nicht mit
einem Namen, sondern sagt, dass sie die freie und die zu
innerer Arbeit verbrauchte Wärme umfasst.

This insight was for Helmholtz 'work from 1847 with the
then state of mathematics a ripe fruit. Clausius had used
in 1850 in his paper *) on the moving force of this
feature first heat for thermodynamic purposes. He
describes them there with a letter, CT, but not with a
name, but says that she the free and the interior work
includes heat consumed.

Die ganze Bedeutung dieser Funktion erkannt zu haben,
ist Thomsons Verdienst, welcher sie im fünften Teile
seiner Abhandlung „On the dynamical theory of heat"
folgendermassen einführt:

recognized the full significance of this feature to have, is
Thomson's earnings, which it introduced in the fifth part
of his treatise "On the dynamical theory of heat as
follows:

„Als gesamte Eigenenergie46) eines Körpers**) sollte
man den mechanischen Wert aller Wirkungen definieren
können, welche der Körper durch Wärmeaussendung
und Überwindung von Widerständen hervorbringen
würde, wenn man ihn auf das Äusserste abkühlte und
ihn — unter Verhinderung der Wärmebewegungen in
ihm — sich unbegrenzt zusammenziehen bez.
ausdehnen Hesse (je nachdem nämlich die zwischen
seinen Teilen wirkenden Kräfte anziehend oder
abstossend wirken). Aber bei unseren gegenwärtigen
mangelhaften Kenntnissen über vollkommene Kälte und
über die Natur der Molekularkräfte, können wir diese
gesamte Eigenenergie für keinen Teil der Materie
bestimmen und nicht sicher sein, dass sie für einen
endlichen Teil der letzteren unendlich gross ist. Daher
erscheint es angemessen, einen gewissen Zustand als
Normalzustand (Standard state) des betrachteten
Körpers zu wählen und den Ausdruck Eigenenergie
schlechthin mit Bezug auf diesen Normalzustand
anzuwenden.

"Would as a whole Eigenenergie46) of a solid **) should
be able to define the mechanical value of all effects,
which produce the body by heat release and overcoming
resistance when it cooled to the uttermost and him under the Prevention of heat flows in it - is bez unlimited
contract. Hesse extend (as the act namely the forces
acting between its parts attractive or repulsive). But with
our current lack of knowledge about perfect cold and
about the nature of molecular forces, we can determine,
this whole self-energy for any part of matter and not be
sure that for a finite part of the latter is infinite. It
therefore seems appropriate to choose a certain state as
the normal (standard state) of the considered body and
the self-energy expression simply apply with respect to
this norm.

Die Eigenenergie eines Körpers in einem gegebenen
Zustande soll also den mechanischen Wert aller
Wirkungen bezeichnen, welche der Körper beim
Übergange aus dem gegebenen Zustande in den
Normalzustand erzeugen würde, oder den mechanischen
Wert der ganzen Leistung, die nötig wäre, um den
Körper aus dem Normalzustande in den gegebenen zu
bringen."

The intrinsic energy of a body in a given state should
therefore describe the mechanical value of all the effects
which would cause the body during the transition from
the given state to normal, or the mechanical value of the
entire performance, which would it take the body out of
the normal state to bring in the given. "

Diese Definition ist 1855 Phil. mag. (4) 9 veröffentlicht,

This definition may 1855 Phil. (4) published 9, but it
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aber sie stammt aus dem Jahre 1851 und wurde am 15.
Dezember dieses Jahres in der Edinburger Gesellschaft
gelesen***). Auch ist unter Hinweis auf letztere
Veröffentlichung 1852 in einer Fussnote

dates from 1851 and on 15 December of this year, read
in the Edinburgh society ***). Also, having regard to the
latter publication in 1852 in a footnote

*) Berl. Akad. Febr.; Pogg. Ann. März April; Phil. mag. (4)
2. **) Total intrinsic energy: Math. phys. Papers I, 292;
früher total mechanical energy, später auch bloss
energy.

*) Berl. Akad Feb; Pogg. Ann. March April, Phil likes. (4)
second **) Total energy intrinsic: Math phys Papers I,
292; earlier total mechanical energy, and later just
energy.

***) Transactions of the royal society of Edinburgh XX,
part. 3.

***) Transactions of the Royal Society of Edinburgh XX
part. 3rd

des Phil, mag.47) der Name angewendet, dort aber nur
in thermodynamischer Hinsicht definiert. Für
Wärmeerscheinungen wird in den angeführten Stellen
auch die obige allgemeine Begriffserklärung zunächst
verwertet, Thomson hat aber ihre umfassendere
Bedeutung von Anfang an erkannt, denn schon 1852
(Phil, mag.) führt er als stores of mechanical energy auf:
gravitierende, elektrische, brennbare, bewegte,
erwärmte, durchstrahlte Stoffe*).

of Phil, mag.47) the name applied there but only defined
in thermodynamic respects. For heat phenomena is
utilized in the passages quoted the above general
concept statement begins, Thomson has but recognized
their broader significance from the beginning, because
already in 1852 (Phil likes.) Carry on as stores of
mechanical energy: gravitating, electrical, flammable,
moving heated, irradiated materials *).

Mit Hülfe des Begriffs der Eigenenergie nimmt das
Gesetz von der Erhaltung der Energie die Form an: In
jedem Zeitraum ist der Zuwachs eines jeden Systems an
Eigenenergie gleich der Summe aller vom System
unterdess (positiv oder negativ) aufgenommenen
Energiewerte (Arbeiten). Überhaupt schmiegt sich der
Begriff der Eigenenergie nicht nur den Bedürfnissen der
Thermodynamik an, aus denen er erwachsen ist, sondern
auch — worauf besonders eindringlich C. Neu mann**)
hingewiesen hat —, denen der Mechanik; es ist der
umfassendste Begriff, zu welchen die Entwickelung der
reinen Energie-Ideen geführt hat.

With the help of the concept of intrinsic energy, the law
of conservation of energy takes the form: in each period
is the growth of any system of self-energy equal to the
sum of all the system mean time (positive or negative)
absorbed energy values (work). In general, fits the
definition of self energy to not only the needs of
thermodynamics, of which it is grown, but also - what
particularly strongly stressed Carl Neumann **) - has,
where the mechanics, and it is the broadest term to
which has led the development of the pure energy ideas.

Final section |

Economics and Sociology

The following is Helm's final section (pgs. 71-75), in which, according to Mirowski, Helm is the first to outline the
application of energetics and thermodynamics to economics and sociology:
The presentation of the energy ideas has always
Die vorliegende Darstellung der Energie-Ideen hat sich
überall darauf beschränkt, die Hauptgesichtspunkte zu
confined itself to reach the main points. The specific
erreichen. Die besonderen Anwendungen derselben zu
applications to track them is, in a thorough and above all
verfolgen, ist in gründlicher und vor allem in energetisch in energy-independent manner only possible through
selbständiger Weise nur möglich durch
new revisions of the individual areas, as it has so far only
Neubearbeitungen der Einzelgebiete, wie sie bisher
found the thermals. It is, at least outside of England, as it
allein die Thermik gefunden hat. Man ist, wenigstens
approached timidly to the energy of thought. You have
ausserhalb Englands, gleichsam zaghaft an die
been highlighted in Germany only in recent times lively,
Energiegedanken herangetreten. Sie sind in Deutschland and France acted up to the last years, almost repellent
erst in neuerer Zeit wieder lebhafter betont worden, und against them.
Frankreich verhielt sich bis auf die letzten Jahre fast
abweisend gegen dieselben.
Das Unanschauliche, das einst hervorragende Geister
von Newtons Fernewirkung abstiess und in dieser Form
doch gerade einer der mächtigsten Hebel tieferen
Naturerkennens geworden ist, hält auch jetzt wieder
manchen Forscher der Energetik fern. Aber gerade darin,
dass die Energie nicht materialistisch gefasst, nicht
sinnlich vorgestellt werden kann, sehe ich eine
Bürgschaft dafür, dass sie eine tiefgehende Umwälzung

The invisible, which repelled once great minds of
Newton and became a distance effect in this form but
just one of the most powerful lever deeper knowledge of
nature's candidates, now back away from some
researchers in the power industry. But the very fact that
the energy is not materialistic focus, can not be
presented to the senses, I see a guarantee that it will
cause a profound transformation in the spirits. A path to
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in den Geistern veranlassen wird. Eine Bahn zum
Idealismus könnte man die Energie-Ideen nennen, wenn
man diese Seite des Nicht-Sinnlichen ins Auge fasst, Aber
man erschöpft die Sache damit nicht. Denn welches
Gesetz würde den realen Vorgängen zur Zeit gerechter,
welches wagte sich unmittelbarer an die Dinge und
Thatsachen heran, als das Energiegesetz?

idealism might be called the energy ideas, if one focuses
on this aspect of non-sensuous eye, but we have
exhausted the matter is not so. For what the law
currently would just real processes, which ventured
close up to things and facts, as the law of energy?

Hier sind kräftige Keime zu neuem Gedeihen: Im
Energiegesetz entwickelt sich eine Weltformel, wie sie
Laplace vorschwebte, doch weit hinausgreifend über das
Gebiet Newton'scher Erkenntnis. Soweit
naturwissenschaftliches Erkennen reicht, darf man im
Energiegesetze die schönste Frucht erblicken, welche das
sinkende Jahrhundert dem kommenden entgegenbringt.

Here are powerful seeds of a new prosperity: In the
energy law to develop a world formula, as envisaged by
Laplace, but far beyond the territory course go beyond
Newtonian understanding. As far as scientific knowledge
is sufficient, one can see in the energy legislation the
most beautiful fruit, which the coming century, the
declining entgegenbringt.

Ja, die einfachen Grundgedanken, denen das
Energiegesetz entsprossen ist, scheinen einer weiter
reichenden Ausbeutung fähig zu sein, wie sie auch nicht
lediglich naturwissenschaftlichem Boden entstammen.
Mit Umformungen und Übergängen hat es nicht die
Naturwissenschaft allein, sondern unter anderem auch
die Volkswirtschaftslehre zu thun. Carl Neumann nennt
die eigenenergie gelegentlich das Kapital des Körpers,
und dass bei der Ausbildung der Energievorstellungen
wirtschaftliche Analogien mitgewirkt haben, ist S. 18 von
mir hervorgehoben worden78). Gewisse Teile der
Eigenenergie eines Körpers haben nicht nur physische
Beziehung zu unserem Körper, sondern auch Beziehung
zu unserer wirtschaftlichen Wertschätzung. Insofern die
Eigenenergie eines Körpers solche Bestandteile enthält,
heisst der Körper ein Gut. Die Gesamtheit der Güter über
die eine Person verfügt, bildet deren wirtschaftliche
Energie, deren Vermögen. Die wirtschaftliche
Eigenenergie jedes Gutes aber nennt man Wert (Gossen)
oder Nützlichkeit (Jevons) desselben79).

Yes, the simple basic ideas, which the law of energy is
sprung, seems a more extensive exploitation to be able,
as they stem not only natural science floor. With
transformations and transitions, it has not to do with
science alone, but among other things, the economics.
Carl Neumann sets out the occasional discussions of the
internal energy capital of the body, and that have
participated in the training of energy performances
economic analogies, p. 18 worden [78] is highlighted by
me). Some parts of the self-energy a body not only have
physical relationship to our bodies but also our economic
relationship with appreciation. Insofar as the internal
energy of a body containing such ingredients, i.e. the
body is a commodity. The whole of the goods has the
one person whose business is energy, whose assets. The
economic internal energy of each good is called value
(Gossen) or utility (Jevons) desselben [79]).

Sie ist der wandelbare Proteus, der bei den
wirtschaftlichen Veränderungen seine Form wechselt.
Sie einem Körper in möglichst hohem Grade
einzuimpfen, ist die Aufgabe der Produktion und des
Transportes der Güter. Mit den Übergängen dieser
Energie von einem Körper auf den andern hat es die
Produktion zu thun; die Übergänge von einem Besitzer
zum andern, welche den Energieübergängen bei
Lagenänderung physischer Körper entsprechen, bilden
den Gegenstand des Tausches der Güter; und in der
Konsumtion geht die Energie vom Gut auf den Besitzer
über, der Genuas ist ihre letzte wirtschaftliche Form.

It is the changeable Proteus, who changes with the
economic changes its shape. They inculcate a body to
the highest possible degree, is the task of production and
transportation of goods. With the transitions of this
energy from one body to another has to do production,
and the transitions from one owner to another, meeting
the energy transitions in position change of physical
body, are the subject of exchange of goods, and in the
consumption goes to energy from the estate to the
owner of the Genoese is their last economic form.

Immer lässt sich das übergehende Energieelement d
Ederjenigen wirtschaftlichen Energieformen, die
tauschbar sind, als JdM darstellen. Jheisst
Nützlichkeitsgrad (Jevons), Schätzungsgrad,
wirtschaftliche Intensität; ifmisst die Quantität des
wirtschaftlichen Agens. Auch die wirtschaftliche Energie
folgt einem Intensitätsgesetze: sie hat das Bestreben von
der niederen zur höheren Intensität überzugehen. Ein
Gerät z. B. von höherem Nützlichkeitsgrade drückt durch
sein Auftreten im Handel den Wert der minder
nützlichen herab zu seinem Gunsten; der Wert der
andern geht teilweis auf dasselbe über. Alle Güter

Time can be passing over the energy element d
Ederjenigen economic forms of energy that are
exchangeable, constitute as JdM. Jheisst utility grade
(Jevons), estimate degree of economic ifmisst intensity
and the quantity of the economic agent. The economic
energy intensity follows a law: it has the tendency to
pass from the lower to higher intensity. A device such as
higher degrees of usefulness due to its appearance on
the market value of the less useful presses down in his
favor, the value of the other goes to the same thing over
Partially. All goods travel through exchange to where
they will be higher utility level enclosed. Man is
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wandern durch Tausch dorthin, wo ihnen höherer
Nützlichkeitsgrad beigelegt wird. Der Mensch ist ja
genötigt, die Intensität durch wirtschaftliche Thätigkeit
zu erhöhen, weil sich im Naturlaufe die Intensitäten
vermindern.

compelled to increase the intensity by economic activity,
since decrease in the natural course of the intensities.

Die Gleichung dE = JdM, welche für ein Gut gilt, dem nur
eine Art der Verwendung offen steht, nur eine Intensität
beigelegt wird, tritt bei Walras und Jevons in Anwendung
auf den Tausch, bei Gossen in Anwendung auf den
Genuss auf; doch betrachten diese Autoren J, und also
auch E, als Funktion von M allein, E = f (M), J = f' (M); die
Einflüsse, welche neben dem bereits getauschten oder
genossenen Quantum M des Gutes noch sonst den Wert
des weiter aufzunehmenden Teiles dM bestimmen, z. B.
die verschiedene Beurteilung seitens verschiedener
Besitzer, werden allein auf die Funktionsform
/"geschoben. Gossen betrachtet sogar J nur als linear
abnehmende Funktion von M und hat damit allerdings
die richtige Erkenntnis zuerst hervorgehoben, dass J mit
wachsendem M abnimmt.

The equation dE = JdM which is effective for a
commodity which only one type of use is open, only one
intensity is attributed occurs in Walras and Jevons, as
applicable to the exchange, in Gossen as applicable to
the enjoyment, but consider this Authors J, E, and
therefore, as a function of M alone, E = f (M), J = f '(M),
and the influences which, in addition to the already
exchanged or enjoyed Quantum M of the good or
otherwise the value of the further included determine
part of the month, for example, the various assessment
by different owners, are only on the functional form /
pushed. Gossen J even considered only as a linear
decreasing function of M and thus has, however, the
correct knowledge first pointed out that with increasing J
M decreases.

Beim Tausche giebt jeder Besitzer so lange ein Gut M1
ab gegen ein anderes M2 bis durch weiteren Tausch
keine Erhöhung seiner Gesamtenergie mehr erreicht
werden kann, also

The swap gives each owner as long a commodity against
another from M1 to M2 through further exchange will
not increase its total energy can be achieved more so

Indem nämlich jeder der beiden Besitzer die letzten
Quantitäten seines Gutes M aufgiebt, die ihm doch nur
geringen Nützlichkeitsgrad bieten würden, da J eine
fallende Funktion von M ist, und dafür ein neues Gut
gewinnt, dessen erste Teile mit höherer Intensität
einsetzen, erreicht er einen Energiegewinn, bis auch das
neue Gut auf einen Nützlichkeitsgrad gesunken ist, der
obiger Gleichung entspricht. In dieser Gleichung kann
man die Quantitäten durch die Tauschpreise der Güter
ausdrücken. Denn werden immer pt Einheiten des
wertmessenden Gutes M0 gegen 1 Einheit von M1 und
p2 Einheiten jenes Normalgutes gegen 1 Einheit von M2
getauscht,

By namely gives up each of the two owners, the last
quantities of good M, which he would still offer only
limited usefulness degrees, since J is a decreasing
function of M, and it wins a new right, use the first part
with a higher intensity, it reaches a energy gain, until the
new property has fallen to a level of usefulness, the
above equation corresponds. In this equation can be
expressed by the quantities of the exchange rates of the
items. Because of the units will always p1
wertmessenden good M0 against a unit of M1 and p2
units that Normalgutes against 1 unit of M2 exchanged,

estimate so

the condition of the exchange equilibrium.
die Bedingung des Tauschgleichgewichts.
Der Quotient J' — J : p, den Launhardt als
Preiswürdigkeit bezeichnet, erscheint hiernach als
Intensität, wenn die Quantitäten der Güter nach
gleichem Maasse, durch Geld, gemessen werden. Sind Jl
und J2 Funktionen von M1 bez. M2 allein, so kann man
M1 durch den Einheitspreis pt : p2 ausdrücken und
erhält so die Angebots- bez. Nachfragekurven von
Walras.

The quotient J'= J : p, value for money as designated by
Launhardt appear hereafter as intensity, if the quantities
are the items to the same degree, measured by money.
J1 and J2 are functions of M1 mar. M2 alone, we can p1
M1 by the Unit: expressed p2 and thus receives the
supply mar. Demand curves of Walras.

Soweit der Nützlichkeitsgrad des Geldes als Konstante,
unabhängig von seinem Quantum, betrachtet werden
darf, kann man ihn als Intensitätseinheit wählen, und es
ergiebt sich J = p, d. h. der Preis, zu welchem man das

As far as the utility level of money as constant,
irrespective of its quantity, may be considered, one can
choose it as the intensity unit, and it results in J = p, ie
the price at which one acquires the last still traded
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element of a good measurement of the utility level, the
economic intensity has been attached to the estate.,

Wenn Jemand sein Vermögen M zur Beschaffung der
Gütermengen Q1 , Q2, .. . Qn den Preisen p1, p2 . . . pn
verwendet, so ist sein Gewinn an Nützlichkeit oder
wirtschaftlicher Energie

If a man his property M for procurement of equipment
quantities Q1, Q2, .. . Qn the prices p1, p2. . . used pn,
then its usefulness or economic gain in energy

ein Maximum, wenn

is maximum, when

da ja

since

sein muss.

must be.

Es müssen sich also die Schlussdringlichkeiten der
einzelnen Güter wie die Preise verhalten oder jede letzte
Mark, welche man auf Befriedigung eines Bedürfnisses
verwendet, muss gleichen Genuss gewähren. Die in den
Händen eines Besitzers zusammentreffenden Güter
gelangen auf gleiche Preiswürdigkeit, genau wie
Gasvolume, die mit einander verbunden werden, auf
gleichen Enddruck kommen.

It must, therefore, the final act of the individual
emergencies, such as the prices of goods or any final
mark, which is used to satisfy a need, it must grant the
same indulgence. Into whose hands the owner a
concurring goods in the same value for money, just like
gas volumes that are connected with each other, come
to the same final pressure.

Jeder Wirtschaftsbetrieb erscheint als ein Kreisprozess,
bei welchem eine Energieform vermehrt, nämlich
entweder auf höhere Nützlichkeit gebracht oder einem
grösseren Quantum einverleibt wird, und bei welchem
andere Energieformen, wie Arbeitsfähigkeit der
Menschen und Motoren, vermindert werden. Jedem
Gute kommt wirtschaftliche Triebfähigkeit zu, bestimmt
durch den höchsten Nützlichkeitsgrad, der ihm
zugänglich ist.

Any economic operation appears as a circular process in
which one form of energy increases, either brought to
higher utility or a larger quantity is absorbed, and
decreases in which other forms of energy, such as are
working people and engines. Each property comes to
economic enzymatic activity determined by the highest
utility level that is accessible to him.

Noch gar nicht ist bisher die Konstanz der
wirtschaftlichen Energie in Betracht gezogen worden.
Durch Genuss, auch durch Abnutzung und Zerstörung
sinkt M, aber der Nützlichkeitsgrad Jwächst, entweder
an dem unverbrauchten oder unverdorbenen Beste oder
an anderen Gütern. Wenn ein Getreidespeicher
verbrennt, wächst dadurch allein der Nützlichkeitsgrad
anderer Kornvorräte. Durch Erfindungen und
Entdeckungen können allerdings neue Energiequellen
erschlossen, durch Meliorationen kann Energie
gewonnen werden, aber man brauchte nur den Dingen
latente wirtschaftliche Energie beizulegen, wie es die
Mechanik thut, um doch den Konstanzgedanken in
dieses Gebiet einzuführen. Auch die Erhöhung der
Nützlichkeit, welche ein Gut durch seinen Transport auf
den geeigneten Markt erfährt, ist eine latente oder
potentielle Energieform; sie verschwindet beim Tausch
und bewirkt den Nützlichkeitsgewinn, den beim Tausch
jeder Besitzer davonträgt. Die latente Energie bringt hier
ebenso vollkommen den Zweckbegriff zum
wissenschaftlichen Ausdruck, wie in der
Naturwissenschaft den der Ursache. Dass solche latente
Energie, wie sie z. B. im Boden enthalten ist, in
Messerklingen ohne Griffe u. dergl., nur für einen

Not yet been the constancy of the economic energy has
been considered. With pleasure, by wear and
destruction of M falls, but the usefulness Jwächst
degrees, at either the unused or unspoiled best or other
goods. When a grain store burns, thereby growing only
the degree of usefulness of other grain stocks. By
inventions and discoveries, however, new energy
sources developed, through road improvements and
energy can be won, but it is sufficient to settle the things
latent economic power, as do the mechanics, but to
introduce the constant thoughts in this area. Also, the
increase of utility, which finds a good by its transport to
the appropriate market, is a latent or potential form of
energy, it disappears on exchange and causes the utility
gain, the uprisings in the exchange of each owner. The
latent energy makes perfect here as the concept of
purpose to scientific expression, as in the science of the
cause. The fact that such a latent energy, as contained
for example in soil, knife blades without handles, and the
like, only for a certain economic status, a normal,
measure, and absolutely not to be specified, all the
physical analogy. It may therefore well be possible to
base the economics on an axiomatic principle of
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bestimmten wirtschaftlichen Zustand, einen
Normalzustand, bemessen und nicht absolut angegeben
werden kann, entspricht ganz der physischen Analogie.
Es dürfte daher wohl möglich sein, auch die
Wirtschaftslehre auf ein axiomatisches Perpetuummobile-Prinzip zu gründen oder in ihr einen
Energiebegriff auszubilden, der Zweck und Mittel
monistisch in Eins zusammenfasst. Doch ist hier nicht der
Ort, zu erwägen, ob solche Betrachtungen zweckmässig
und fruchtbar sind, — nur als ein Beispiel für die
Tragweite, die den Energie-Ideen innewohnt, sollten sie
an dieser Stelle Erwähnung finden.
***********
End Notes (to Final section)
78) Seite 72.
Bezeichnend sind die Worte, die Du Bois Reymond (Berl.
Monatsberichte 1870) von Leibniz anführt: „Les forces
ne sont (pas) detruites, mais dissip6es parmi les parties
menues. Ce n'est pas les perdre, mais c'est faire comme
font ceux, qui changent la grosse monnaie en petite." Sie
sind eben so merkwürdig hinsichtlich des
Dissipationsgedankens, wie hinsichtlich der
wirtschaftlichen Analogie.
79) Seite 72.
Gossen, Entwickelung der Gesetze des menschlichen
Verkehrs .... Braunschweig 1854. Ein bedeutungsvolles
Buch, wenn es auch an Schwächen leidet, die besonders
dem Mathematiker nicht entgehen können. Und doch
wurde es gänzlich vergessen und von Walras neu
entdeckt.

perpetual motion or in its train an energy term, which
ends and means in summarizing monistic One. But this is
not the place to consider whether such considerations
are practical and fruitful - only as an example of the
scope, inherent in the energy ideas, they should be
mentioned at this point.

***********

78) page 72
Typical are the words quoted by Du Bois Reymond (Berl.
monthly reports in 1870) by Leibniz: "Les forces ne sont
(pas) detruites, mais parmi les parties dissip6es menues.
Ce n'est pas les perdre, mais c'est faire comme font ceux
qui changent la monnaie en petite large [The forces are
(not) destroyed, but among the minor parties dissip6es.
This is not to lose them, but do like are those that
change the currency in small wide]." They are just as
curious as to the Dissipationsgedankens as economic
terms the analogy.
79) page 72
Gossen, development of the laws of human intercourse
.... Brunswick 1854th A meaningful book, if it also suffers
from weaknesses that can not miss especially the
mathematician. And yet it was completely forgotten and
rediscovered by Walras.

Walras, Un 6conomiste inconnu H. H. Gossen. Journal
des economistes (4) 29, 1885 enthält eine
Lebensbeschreibung Gossens von seinem Neffen, Prof.
Kortum-Bonn.

Walras, 6conomiste Un inconnu H. H. Gossen. Journal
des Economists (4) 29, 1885 contains a biography of his
nephew Gossens, Prof. Kortum-Bonn.

Walras, Theorie math. de la richesse sociale. Leipzig
1883.

Walras, theory, math. de la richesse sociale. Leipzig
1883rd

Walras, Mathematische Theorie der Preisbestimmung .... Walras, Mathematical Theory of Price Determination ....
Stuttgart 1881st
Stuttgart 1881.
Jevons, The theory of political economy. London 1879, II
ed. mit ausführlicher Litteraturangabe über
mathematische Volkswirtschaftslehre.

Jevons, The Theory of Political Economy. London 1879, II
ed with detailed Litteraturangabe on mathematical
economics.

Launhardt, Mathematische Begründung der
Volkswirtschaftslehre. Leipzig 1885.

Launhardt, mathematical reasoning in economics.
Leipzig 1885th
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The Entropy Effect
In literature thermodynamics, The Entropy Effect is a 1981 non-fiction book written by
American science fiction author Vonda McIntyre, the second of a long-running series of
over one-hundred Star Trek novels. The Entropy Effect uses a mix of entropy theory, in
reference to chaos, the arrow of time, in reference to order, disorder, and time-travel,
and reference to observation cycles, possibly in connection to thermodynamic cycles.

Synopsis
The Enterprise is engaged in an unprecedented scientific study of a naked singularity, i.e.
a gravitational singularity without an event horizon, primarily by Spock's efforts, when a
top priority message forces Captain Kirk to divert to a nearby system. The interruption
ruins the observation cycle, making the time a complete waste of effort.
Upon arrival, the high priority of the message seems to have been a mistake: the
Enterprise was needed simply to ferry a single criminal to another planet in the same
system. The criminal turns out to be a theoretical physicist, Mordreaux, convicted of
murder and unethical research on self-aware beings, being accused of promising to send
people back in time, then killing them instead. When a crazed Mordreaux escapes, he
inexplicably bursts onto the bridge and murders Captain Kirk before the crew's eyes.
Spock discovers that the Mordreaux that murdered Kirk is from the timeline in which he and Kirk had successfully
defended Mordreaux against the earlier charges. When Mordreaux later discovered the time travels cause the
entropic breakdown of the universe in mere decades rather than eons, he was driven mad and returned to take
revenge on those he believed caused it to happen. The naked singularity was merely one of the first physical
manifestations of this. Now Spock must journey back in time to avert the disaster before it occurs. But more is at
stake than Kirk's life. Mordreaux's experiments have thrown the universe into chaos, and Spock is fighting time itself
to keep the very fabric of reality from unraveling.
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The Entropy Law
In famous publications, The Entropy Law and the Economic Process is
a 1971, 457-page book by Romanian mathematician Nicholas
Georgescu-Roegen in which a verbalized or dictionary-definition view
of what entropy (or economic entropy) and free energy are supposed
to be in economic systems, according to the second law of
thermodynamics. The book has since become sort of a cult classic in
various economics and ecologial economics circles, having been cited,
according to Google scholar, over 2,500 times since its publication.
This work is cited almost as much as Schrodinger's 1944 What is Life?.
Italian architectural thermodynamicist Luis Galiano describes Roegen's
book as the "obligatory reference" for the economy-ecology polemic.
[3] Popular terms to have originated from this publication include: the
pharse "entropy law", the theory of material entropy, among others.

Origin
The book derived from the introductory essay to Georgescu-Roegen’s
1966 Analytical Economics, which by way of a second edition turned
into the 1971 book. [2]

Difficulties

Cover of 1971 book The Entropy Law by Nicholas
Georgescu-Roegen. [1]

The general difficulty with the book is that Georgescu-Roegen is a
mathematician, by training, and has never had any formal education in thermodynamics. This comes across clearly in
his book, where, e.g., on the opening pages he cites Webster's Collelgiate Dictionary as a reference for defining
entropy. He uses the terms available energy and bound energy in his own unique way, referring to a solid piece of
coal as bound energy, and heat released to power economy as available energy, having no idea that these originated
in the 1882 paper "The Thermodynamics of Chemical Operations" by German physicist Hermann Helmholtz, and are
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are defined differently in chemical thermodynamics. The two biggest errors promulgated in the book include the idea
that the second law dictates that matter tends to disorder and that free energy refers to the available energy of
natural fuels.

See also
● The Entropy Effect
● The Entropy Institute
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The Establishment and Development of the Idea of
Chemical Affinity
In noted publications, “The Establishment and Development
of the Idea of Chemical Affinity” is an 1840 14-page chapter
subsection on the history of affinity chemistry by English
polymath and science historian William Whewell, which
gives a good take on "affinity", "chemical affinity", "elective
affinity", related terms, theories, chemists, and ideas, etc., in
a period of intellectual mindset, of historical development of
affinity theory, seated between the post split affinity theory
debate (1798) era and and pre thermal theory of affinity
(1850s) debate era, amid the wake of the post Dalton based
atomic theory era; touching on early affinity chemistry
history (1718-1730s), Herman Boerhaave’s famous love
quote (1732), among other interesting details. [1]

Text
The following is the full text of Book 4, Chapter II, wherein
Whewell covers twelve main points on affinity; partiallyhyperlinked with added (related) images and brackets [see
alsos]:
1. The earlier chemists did not commonly involve themselves
The opening section to William Whewell's 1840 “The
in the confusion into which the mechanical philosophers ran, Establishment and Development of the Idea of Chemical
of comparing chemical to mechanical forces. Their attention Affinity”, in which he cogently covers the history of affinity
was engaged, and their ideas were molded, by their own
chemistry, from 1718 to 1830s. [1]
pursuits. They saw that the connection of elements and
compounds with which they had to deal, was a peculiar relation which must be studied directly; and which must be
understood, if understood at all, in itself, and not by comparison with a different class of relations. At different
periods of the progress of chemistry, the conception of this relation, still vague and obscure, was expressed in various
manners; and at last this conception was clothed in tolerably consistent phraseology, and the principles which it
involved were, by the united force of thought and experiment, brought into view.
2. The power by which the elements of bodies combine chemically, being, as we have seen, a peculiar agency,
different from mere mechanical connection or attraction, it is desirable to have it designated by a distinct and
peculiar name; and the term affinity has been employed for that purpose by most modern chemists. The word
“affinity” in common language means, sometimes resemblance, and sometimes relationship and ties of family. It is
from the latter sense that the metaphor is borrowed when we speak of chemical affinity. By the employment of this
term we do not indicate resemblance, but disposition to unite. Using the word in a common unscientific manner, we
might say that chlorine, bromine, and iodine have a great natural affinity with each other, for there are considerable
resemblances and analogies among them; but these bodies have very little chemical affinity for each other. The use
of the word in the former sense, of resemblance, can be traced in earlier chemists; but it does not appear to have
acquired its peculiar chemical meaning till after Boerhaave's time. Boerhaave, however, is the writer in whom we first
find a due apprehension of the peculiarity and importance of the Idea which it now expresses. When we make a
chemical solution [N1], he says, not only are the particles of the dissolved body separated from each other, but they
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are closely united to the particles of the solvent. When aqua regia dissolves gold, do you not see, he says to his
hearers, that there must be between each particle of the solvent and of the metal, a mutual virtue by which each
loves, unites with, and holds the other (amat, unit, retinet)?
The opinion previously prevalent had been that the solvent merely separates the parts of the body dissolved: and
most philosophers had conceived this separation as performed by mechanical operations of the particles, resembling,
for instance, the operation of wedges breaking up a block of timber. But Boerhaave forcibly and earnestly points out
the insufficiency of the conception. This, he says, does not account for what we see. We have not only a separation,
but a new combination. There is a force by which the particles of the solvent associate to themselves the parts
dissolved, not a force by which they repel and
dissever them.
We are here to imagine not mechanical
action, not violent impulse, not antipathy, but
love, at least if love be the desire of uniting.
(Non igitur hic etiam actiones mechanica, non
propulsiones violentae, non inimicitiae
cogitandae, sed amicitiae, si amor dicendus
copulae cupido.) The novelty of this view is
evidenced by the mode in which he
apologizes for introducing it. “Fateor,
paradoxa haec assertio.” To Boerhaave,
therefore, (especially considering his great
influence as a teacher of chemistry,) we may
assign the merit of first diffusing a proper
view of chemical affinity as a peculiar force
[see: chemical force], the origin of almost all chemical changes and operations.
3. To Boerhaave is usually assigned also the credit of introducing the word “affinity” among chemists; but I do not
find that the word is often used by him in this sense; perhaps not at all. [N2] But however this may be, the term is on
many accounts well worthy to be preserved, as I shall endeavor to show. Other terms were used in the same sense
during the early part of the eighteenth century. Thus when Geoffroy, in 1718, laid before the Academy of Paris his
Tables of Affinities, which perhaps did more than any other event to fix the idea of affinity, he termed them “Tables
of the Relations of Bodies” (“Talles des Rapports") speaking, however, also, of their “disposition to unite,” and using
other phrases of the same import.
The term attraction, having been recommended by Newton as a fit word to designate the force which produces
chemical combination, continued in great favor in England, where the Newtonian philosophy was looked upon as
applicable to every branch of science. In France, on the contrary, where Descartes still reigned triumphant,
“attraction,” the watch-word of the enemy, was a sound never uttered but with dislike and suspicion. In 1718 (in the
notice of Geoffroy's Tables,) the Secretary of the Academy, after pointing out some of the peculiar circumstances of
chemical combinations says, “Sympathies and attractions would suit well here, if there were such things.” (“Les
sympathies, les attractions conviendroient bien ici, sielles etaient quelque chose.”) And at a later period, in 1731,
having to write the éloge of Geoffroy after his death, he says, “He gave, in 1718, a singular system, and a Table of
Affinities, or Relations of the different substances in chemistry. These affinities gave uneasiness to some persons,
who feared that they were attractions in disguise, and all the more dangerous in consequence of the seductive forms
which clever people have contrived to give them. It was found in the sequel that this scruple might be got over.”
This is the earliest published instance, so far as I am aware, in which the word “affinity” is distinctly used for the
cause of chemical composition; and taking into account the circumstances, the word appears to have been adopted
in France in order to avoid the word attraction, which had the taint of Newtonianism. Accordingly we find the word
affinité employed in the works of French chemists from this time. Thus, in the Transactions of the French Academy for
1746, in a paper of Macquer's upon Arsenic, he says [N3], "One can easily account for these phenomena by means of
affinity that different substances used in these combinations have with each other" [“On peut facilement rendre
raison de ces phenomènes par le moyen des affinités que les differens substances qui entrent dans ces ombinaisons,
ont les uns avec les autres”] and he proceeds to explain the facts by reference to Geoffroy's Table. And in Macquer's
Elements of Chemistry, which appeared a few years later, the “affinity of composition” is treated of as a leading part
of the subject, much in the same way as has been practiced in such books up to the present time. From this period
the word appears to have become familiar to all European chemists in the sense of which we are now speaking. Thus,
in the year 1758, the Academy of Sciences at Rouen offered a prize for the best dissertation on affinity. The prize was
shared between Jean Philippe de Limbourg of Theux, near Liege, and Georges Le Sage of Geneva [N4]. About the
same time other persons (Manherr [N5], Nicolai [N6], and others) wrote on the same subject, employing the same
name.
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Nevertheless, in 1775, the Swedish chemist Bergman,
pursuing still further this subject of chemical affinities,
and the expression of them by means of tables,
returned again to the old Newtonian term; and
designated the disposition of a body to combine with
one rather than another of two others as elective
attraction. And as his work on Elective Attractions had
great circulation and great influence, this phrase has
obtained a footing by the side of affinity, and both one
and the other are now in common use among chemists.
4. I have said above that the term affinity is worthy of
being retained as a technical term. If we use the word
Libb Thims (right) explaining (Ѻ) the Bergman affinity table
attraction in this case, we identify or compare chemical (1775), shown at top left (of sheet), along with the Bergman
with mechanical attraction; from which identification
reaction diagrams (bottom left), Bergman symbols explained (top
and comparison, as I have already remarked no one has right), and Geoffroy affinity table (1718) (bottom right) at the
econophysics and sociophysics conference at the 2013 University
yet been able to extract the means of expressing any
of Pitesti, Romania.
single scientific truth. If such an identification or
comparison be not intended, the use of the same word
in two different senses can only lead to confusion: and the proper course, recommended by all the best analogies of
scientific history, is to adopt a peculiar term for that peculiar relation on which chemical composition depends. The
word affinity, even if it were not rigorously proper according to its common meaning still, being simple, familiar, and
well established in this very usage, is much to be preferred before any other.
But further, there are some analogies drawn from the common meaning of this word, which appear to recommend it
as suitable for the office which it has to discharge. For common mechanical attractions and repulsions, the forces by
which one body considered as a whole acts upon another external to it, are, as we have said, to be distinguished from
those more intimate ties by which the parts of each body are held together. Now this difference is implied, if we
compare the former relations, the attractions and repulsions, to alliances and wars between states, and the latter,
the internal union of particles, to those bonds of affinity which connect the citizens of the same state with one
another, and especially to the ties of family. We have seen that Boerhaave compares the union of two elements of a
compound to their marriage; “we must allow,” says an eminent chemist [Pierre Duhem] of our own time [N7], “that
there is some truth in this poetical comparison.” It contains this truth, that the two become one to most intents and
purposes, and that the unit thus formed (the family) is not a mere juxtaposition of the component parts. And thus the
idea of affinity as the peculiar principle of chemical composition, is established among chemists, and designated by a
familiar and appropriate name.
5. Analysis is possible.—We must, however, endeavor to obtain a further insight into this idea, thus fixed and named.
We must endeavour to extricate, if not from the idea itself, from the processes by which it has obtained acceptation
and currency among chemists, some principles which may define its application, some additional specialties in the
relations which it implies. This we shall proceed to do.
The idea of affinity, as already explained, implies a disposition to combine. But this combination is to be understood
as admitting also of a possibility of separation. Synthesis implies analysis as conceivable: or to recur to the image
which we have already used, divorce is possible when the marriage has taken place.
That there is this possibility, is a conviction implied in all the researches of chemists, ever since the true notion of
composition began to predominate in their investigations. One of the first persons who clearly expressed this
conviction was Mayow, an English physician, who published his Medico-Physical Tracts in 1674. The first of them, De
Sale-Nitro et Spiritu Nitro-Aerio, contains a clear enunciation of this principle. After showing how, in the combinations
of opposite elements, as acid and alkali, their properties entirely disappear, and a new substance is formed not at all
resembling either of the ingredients, he adds [N8], “Although these salts thus mixed appear to be destroyed, it is still
possible for them to be separated from each other, with their powers still entire." He proceeds to exemplify this, and
illustrates it by the same image which I have already alluded to: “Salia acida a salibus volatilibus discedunt, ut *** sale
fixo tartari, tanquam sponso magis idoneo, conjugium strictius ineunt." This idea of a synthesis which left a complete
analysis still possible, was opposed to a notion previously current, that when two heterogeneous bodies united
together and formed a third body, the two constituents were entirely destroyed, and the result formed out of their
ruins f. And this conception of synthesis and analysis, as processes which are possible successively and alternately,
and each of which supposes the possibility of the other, has been the fundamental and regulative principle of the
operations and speculations of analytical chemistry from the time of Mayow to the present day.
6. Affinity is elective.—When the idea of chemical affinity, or disposition to unite, was brought into view by the
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experiments and reasonings of chemists, they found it necessary to consider this disposition as elective: each
element chose one rather than another of the elements which were presented to it, and quitted its union with one to
unite with another which it preferred. This has already appeared in the passage just quoted from Mayow. He adds in
the same strain, “I have no doubt that fixed salts choose one acid rather than another, in order that they may
coalesce with it in a more intimate union.”—“Nullus dubito salia fixa acidum unum pre aliis eligere, ut *** eodem
arctiore unione coalescant." The same thought is expressed and exemplified by other chemists: they notice
innumerable cases in which, when an ingredient is combined with a liquid, if a new substance be immersed which has
a greater affinity for the liquid, the liquid combines with the new substance by election, and the former ingredient is
precipitated. Thus Stahl says [N9], “In spirit of nitre dissolve silver; put in copper and the silver is thrown down; put in
iron and the copper goes down; put in zinc, the iron precipitates; put in volatile alkali, the zinc is separated; put in
fixed alkali, the volatile quits its hold.”—As may be seen in this example, we have in such cases, not only a
preference, but a long gradation of preferences. The spirit of nitre will combine with silver, but it prefers copper;
prefers iron more; zinc still more; volatile alkali yet more; fixed alkali the most. The same thing was proved to obtain
with regard to each element; and when this was ascertained, it became the object of chemists to express these
degrees of preference, by lists in which substances were arranged according to their disposition to unite with another
substance. In this manner was formed Geoffroy's Table of Affinities (1718), which we have already mentioned. This
Table was further improved by other writers, as Gellert (1751) and Limbourg (1761). Finally Bergman improved these
Tables still further, taking into account not only the order of affinities of each element for others, but the sum of the
tendencies to unite of each two elements, which sum, he held, determined the resulting combination when several
elements were in contact with each other.
7. As we have stated in the history [N10], when the doctrine of elective affinities had assumed this very definite and
systematic form, it was assailed by Berthollet, who maintained, in his Essai de Statique Chimique, (1803,) that
chemical affinities are not elective:—that, when various elements are brought together, their combinations do not
depend upon the kind of elements alone, but upon the quantity of each which is present, that which is most
abundant always entering most largely into the resulting compounds. It may seem strange that it should be possible,
at so late a period of the science, to throw doubt upon a doctrine which had presided over and directed its progress
so long. Proust answered Berthollet, and again maintained that chemical affinity is elective. I have, in the History,
given the judgment of Berzelius upon this controversy. "Berthollet," he says, "defended himself with an acuteness
which makes the reader hesitate in his judgment; but the great mass of facts finally decided the point in favour of
Proust." I may here add the opinion pronounced upon this subject by Dr. Turnerf. "Bergman erred in supposing the
result of the chemical action to be in every case owing to elective affinity [for this power is modified in its effects by
various circumstances]: but Berthollet ran into the opposite extreme in declaring that the effects formerly ascribed to
that power are never produced by it. That chemical attraction is exerted between different bodies with different
degrees of energy, is, I apprehend, indisputable." And he then proceeds to give many instances of differences in
affinity which cannot be accounted for by the operation of any modifying causes. Still more recently, M. Dumas has
taken a review of this controversy; and, speaking with enthusiasm of the work of Berthollet, as one which had been
of inestimable service to himself in his early study of chemistry, he appears at first disposed to award to him the
victory in this dispute. But his final verdict leaves undamaged the general principle now under our consideration, that
chemical affinity is elective. "For my own part," he says*, "I willingly admit the notions of Berthollet when we have to
do with acids or with bases, of which the energy is nearly equal: but when bodies endued with very energetic
affinities are in presence of other bodies of which the affinities are very feeble, I propose to adopt the following rule:
In a solution, everything remaining dissolved, the strong affinities satisfy themselves, leaving the weak affinities to
arrange matters with one another. The strong acids take the strong bases, and the weak acids can only unite with the
weak bases. The known facts are perfectly in accordance with this practical rule." It is obvious that this recognition of
a distinction between strong and weak affinities, which operates to such an extent as to determine entirely the
result, is a complete acknowledgement of the elective nature of affinity, as far as any person acquainted with
chemical operations could contend for it. For it must be allowed by all, that solubility, and other collateral
circumstances, influence the course of chemical combinations, since they determine whether or not there shall take
place that contact of elements without which affinity cannot possibly operate.
8. Affinity is Definite as to Quantity—In proportion as chemists obtained a clearer view of the products of the
laboratory as results of the composition of elements, they saw more and more clearly that these results were
definite; that one element not only preferred to combine with another of a certain kind, but also would combine with
it to a certain extent and no further, thus giving to the result not an accidental and variable, but a fixed and constant
character. Thus salts being considered as the result of the combination of two opposite principles, acid and alkali, and
being termed neutral when these principles exactly balanced each other, Rouelle (who was Royal Professor at Paris in
1742) admits of neutral salts with excess of acid, neutral salts with excess of base, and perfect neutral salts. Beaume
maintained" against him that there were no salts except those perfectly neutral, the other classes being the results of
mixture and imperfect combination. But this question was not adequately treated till chemists made every
experiment with the balance in their hands. When this was done, they soon discovered that, in each neutral salt, the
proportional weights of the ingredients which composed it were always the same. This was ascertained by Wenzel,
whose Doctrine of the Affinities of Bodies appeared in 1777. He not only ascertained that the proportions of
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elements in neutral chemical compounds are definite, but also that they are reciprocal; that is, that if A, a certain
weight of a certain acid, neutralize m, a certain weight of a certain base, and B, a certain weight of a certain other
acid, neutralize n, a certain weight of a certain other base; the compound of A and n will also be neutral; as also that
of B and m. The same views were again presented by Richter in 1792, in his Principles of the Measure of Cle. mical
Elements. And along with these facts, that of the combination of elements in multiple proportions being also taken
into account, the foundations of the Atomic Theory were laid; and that theory was propounded in 1803 by Mr.
Dalton. That theory, however, rests upon the idea of substance, as well as upon that idea of chemical affinity which
we are here considering; and the discussion of its evidence and truth must be for the present deferred.
9. The two principles just explained, that affinity is definite as to the kind, and as to the quantity of the elements
which it unites, have here been stated as results of experimental investigation. That they could never have been
clearly understood, and therefore never firmly established, without laborious and exact experiments, is certain; but
yet we may venture to say that being once known, they possess an evidence beyond that of mere experiment. For
how, in fact, can we conceive combinations, otherwise than as definite in kind and quantity? If we were to suppose
each element ready to combine with any other indifferently, and indifferently in any quantity, we should have a
world in which all would be confusion and indefiniteness. There would be no fixed kinds of bodies; salts, and stones,
and ores, would approach to and graduate into each other by insensible degrees. Instead of this, we know that the
world consists of bodies distinguishable from each other by definite differences, capable of being classified and
named, and of having general propositions asserted concerning them. And as we cannot conceive a world in which
this should not be the case, it would appear that we cannot conceive a state of things in which the laws of the
combination of elements should not be of that definite and measured kind which we have above asserted. This will,
perhaps, appear more clearly by stating our fundamental convictions respecting chemical composition in another
form, which I shall, therefore, proceed to do.
10. Chemical Composition determines Physical Properties.—However obscure and incomplete may be our conception
of the internal powers by which the ultimate particles of bodies are held together, it involves, at least, this
conviction:—that these powers are what determine bodies to be bodies, and therefore contain the reason of all the
properties which, as bodies, they possess. The forces by which the particles of a body are held together, also cause it
to be hard or soft, heavy or light, opake or transparent, black or red; for if these forces are not the cause of these
peculiarities, what can be the cause? By the very supposition which we make respecting these forces, they include all
the relations by which the parts are combined into a whole, and therefore they, and they only, must determine all
the attributes of the whole. The foundation of all our speculations respecting the intimate constitution of bodies
must be this, that their composition determines their properties.
Accordingly we find our chemists reasoning from this principle with great confidence, even in doubtful cases. Thus
Davy, in his researches concerning the diamond, says: “That some chemical difference must exist between the
hardest and most beautiful of the gems and charcoal, between a non-conductor and a conductor of electricity, it is
scarcely possible to doubt: and it seems reasonable to expect that a very refined or perfect chemistry will confirm the
analogies of nature; and show that bodies cannot be the same in their composition or chemical nature, and yet
totally different in their chemical properties.” It is obvious that the principle here assumed is so far from being a mere
result of experience, that it is here appealed to prove that all previous results of experience on this subject must be
incomplete and inaccurate; and that there must be some chemical difference between charcoal and diamond, though
none had hitherto been detected.
11. In what manner, according to what rule, the chemical composition shall determine the kind of the substance, we
cannot reasonably expect to determine by mere conjecture or assumption, without a studious examination of natural
bodies and artificial compounds. Yet even in the most recent times, and among men of science, we find that an
assumption of the most arbitrary character has in one case been mixed up with this indisputable principle, that the
elementary composition determines the kind of the substance. In the classification of minerals, one school of
mineralogists have rightly taken it as their fundamental principle that the chemical composition shall decide the
position of the mineral in the system. But they have appended to this principle, arbitrarily and unjustifiably, the
maxim that the element which is largest in quantity shall fix the class of the substance. To make such an assumption
is to renounce, at once, all hope of framing a system which shall be governed by the resemblances of the things
classified; for how can we possibly know beforehand that fifty-five per cent of iron shall give a substance its
predominant properties, and that forty-five per cent. shall not? Accordingly, the systems of mineralogical
arrangement which have been attempted in this way, (those of Haüy, Phillips, and others) have been found
inconsistent with themselves, ambiguous, and incapable of leading to any general truths.
12. Thus the physical properties of bodies depend upon their chemical composition, but in a manner which a general
examination of bodies with reference to their properties and their composition can alone determine. We may,
however, venture to assert further, that the more definite the properties are, the more distinct may we expect to find
this dependence. Now the most definite of the properties of bodies are those constant properties which involve
relations of space: that is, their figure. We speak not, however, of that external figure, derived from external
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circumstances, which, so far from being constant and definite, is altogether casual and arbitrary; but of that figure
which arises from their internal texture, and which shows itself not only in the regular forms which they
spontaneously assume, but in the disposition of the parts to separate in definite directions and no others. In short,
the most definite of the properties of perfect chemical compounds is their crystalline structure; and therefore it is
evident that the crystalline structure of each body, and the forms which it affects, must be in a most intimate
dependence upon its chemical composition.
Here again we are led to the brink of another theory; —that of crystalline structure, which has excited great interest
among philosophers ever since the time of Haüy. But this theory involves, besides that idea of chemical composition
with which we are here concerned, other conceptions which enter into the relations of figure. These conceptions,
governed principally by the idea of Symmetry, must be unfolded and examined before we can venture to discuss any
theory of crystallization: and we shall proceed to do this as soon as we have first duly considered the Idea of
Substance and its consequences.

Discussion
Note: in later parts of the book, Whewell touches on what he terms “natural affinity”. (Ѻ)
Note: on his [N2], in point #3 (above), Whewell credits Herman Boerhaave (c.1720s) as having introduced to chemists
the word "affinity"; James Partington (1937), however, credits Albertus Magnus (c.1250) with the introduction of the
term.

Notes
N1. Elementa Chemia. Lugd. Bat. 1732, p. 677.
N2. See DUMAs, Leçons de Philos. Chim, p. 364. REEs' Cyclopædia, Art. Chemistry. In the passage of Boerhaave to
which I refer above, affinitas is rather opposed to, than identified with, chemical combination. When, he says, the
parts of the body to be dissolved are dissevered by the solvent, why do they remain united to the particles of the
solvent, and why do not rather both the particles of the solvent and of the dissolved body collect into homogeneous
bodies by their affinity? denuo se affinitate suae naturae colligant in corpora homogenea? And the answer is,
because they possess another force which counteracts this affinity of homogeneous particles, and makes compounds
of different elements. Affinity, in chemistry, now means the tendency of different kinds of matter to unite: but it
appears, as I have said, to have acquired this sense since Boerhaave's time.
N3. A. P. 1746, p.201.
N4. Thomson’s Chemistry, iii. 10. Limbourg's Dissertation was published at Liege, in 1761; and Le Sage's at Geneva.
N5. Dissertatio de Affinitate Corporum. Vindob. 1762.
N6. Progr. I. II. de Affinitate Corporum Chimica. Jen. 1775, 1776.
N7. DUMAs, Leçons de Phil. Chim, p. 363.
N8. Cap. Xiv., pg. 233
N9. Zymotechnica, 1697, pg. 117.
N10. Hist. Ind. Sci., iii. 115.
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In famous publications, “The European War” is
a Sep 1914 editorial by German-born American
electrochemical engineer Eugene Roeber, a
chemical engineering view of WWI (28 Jul 1914
– 11 Nov 1918), wherein he stated that WWI
was a gigantic chemical reaction governed by
the second law, wherein people’s free will
becomes like that of the will of “free” ions of
dissociation theory; that entropy will increase as
the war goes; that the end result will be a new
Europe closer to absolute zero of temperature.

Overview
In Sep 1914, German-born American
electrochemical engineer Eugene Roeber, in his
“The European War”, the opening editorial of
Metallurgical and Chemical Engineering,
expounded on his views that WWI (28 Jul 1914
– 11 Nov 1918) was a large social chemical
reaction, comparing individuals to free ions,
without free will, of dissociation theory, among
other assertions; the following is the text of this
editorial: [1]
“War is hell. Our knowledge of what is
happening on the other side of the Atlantic
comes to us through a rapid sequence of extraeditions of newspapers and while this highly
German-born American electrochemical engineer Eugene Roeber's
excitable moving picture show of glaring
famous Sep 1914 editorial "The European War", wherein he outlines a
headlines, more or less contradictory, passes
proto-version of human chemical thermodynamics, in his explanation that
before our eyes, we see only one thing clearly— WII is a large phase change global social chemical reaction, in short. [1]
that a gigantic calamity has come over Europe—
and we pause quietly to ask why this whole terrible thing is going on.
Have men whom we have known intimately for years and have admired for their peaceful achievements in arts
and sciences, suddenly gone crazy? Have practically all Europeans suddenly gone crazy? If we want to avoid this
conclusion, nothing is left but the inference that the psychology of nations is different from the psychology of
individuals.
Nor is this inference unwarranted. We know that an individual acts differently in a crowd than when left to
himself. We know that we may be impressed quite differently by a silver-tongued orator if we hear him in the midst
of a sympathetic crowd than when we read his sophisms in the quiet of our home. And when in the past the Devil
wanted to try a particularly interesting human reaction, he created a boom in a mining camp. Mark Twain has
sketched vividly how the actions of otherwise perfectly sensible and normal men become abnormal in a mining
boom. The fact is that when crowd psychology of which national psychology is a variety, gets the best of individual
psychology, the "free will" of the individual is gone; there remains not much more of it than the "mean free path" of
an atom. Crowds and nations then act under the blind forces of nature. In the gigantic human reaction which the
European war represents, the most celebrated individualities do not seem to have much more freedom of will than
the "free" ions of the dissociation theory. And this is the most terrible thing in the situation, because if it is so, it
means that the thing must go on to its most brutally complete conclusion.
There are clear-cut reversible chemical reactions [see: reversible chemical reaction]. The European war is nothing
of the kind. It is irreversible in all its phases and it is a horrid melee of half a dozen or more human reactions so that
we cannot say which are primary or secondary—the hatred [negative affinity] of race against race or commercial
rivalry and envy or a revenge idea or an excess of militaristic autocracy or what else. We only know with absolute
certainty that because it is an irreversible reaction its outcome is determined by the second principle of
thermodynamics. Whatever may be the detailed result of the war for this or that country or nation, in the whole
there must be a frightful increase of entropy. That is, European civilization as a whole must be reduced from a place
in the sun to a temperature much nearer absolute zero.
This is the end of his human chemical thermodynamics themed editorial. Roeber then carried over the editorial, into
the next article, as follows:
“The more carefully these reactions are restricted to Europe as an isolated system, the better for the rest of the
world. President Wilson has been happy in defining the function of this country. There is no cause for alarm, but an
opportunity for this nation to reap great permanent glory provided nobody loses his head. Our opportunity does not
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lie in war but in a control which will fit us, above of all nations of the world, to act for peace when the time comes.
How greatly this country is affected by the European war, is clearly evident in the situation of the metallurgical
industries. We may simply look at the two extremes, copper and zinc, the former being hit hard, the latter being
benefited by the war. On the other hand, zinc has been put in an enviable position by the fact that the zinc smelting
centers of continental Europe are in the zone of war operations. Liege has been for zinc what Pittsburgh is for iron.
Our opportunity to export zinc and galvanized iron products to South America is evident. The opportunity of electric
zinc smelting is also clear. Our friend, Woolsey McA. Johnson, the American pioneer in this field, has been a brilliant
writer on the subject and a clever experimenter in the past. The psychological moment has come for him and his
people to deliver the goods in their projected plant at Keokuk.”
(add discussion)

Reactions
In Oct 1914, someone, associated with British journal Mining Magazine, responded with an "irate editorial", as
Kathryn Steel (2014) refers to it, after meeting with Roeber, during an American Institute [of something] dinner talk,
that the Roeber's assertions were but disingenuous chemical simile, as follows: [2]
“In the Sep issue of his periodical, Dr. Roeber concludes that ‘all Europeans have suddenly gone crazy’. He speaks of
‘crowds and nations that act under the blind forces of nature.’ The war, to our genial acquaintance at New York, is a
‘gigantic human reaction’ in which the most celebrated individualities do not seem to have much more freedom of
will than the ‘free’ ions of the dissociation theory.’ This may be a delightful chemical simile, but to us it is flavored too
much with that pestilent Prussian notion that war is a ‘biological necessity,’ that the breaking of a treaty is condoned
by necessity, that atrocities are another part of warlike necessity, and so forth, to the end of the ensanguined chapter
of mad militarism. No, Dr. Roeber, this will not do. The prevalence of such ideas among educated Germans, the
acquiescence of university professors in the sinister writings of the Treitschke (Ѻ) and Nietzsche school, and the lack
of protest against the vaporings of the Potsdam War-Lord are among the causes of this great catastrophe. To us the
preaching of organized murder in terms of culture is an abominable impertinence.
Nay more, the violation of women, the hacking of young mothers’ breasts, the murder of little children, the
burning of helpless captives, the shooting of inoffensive peasants in the field may be acts of individual savagery for
which the General Staff and the Kaiser are not responsible, but the sacking of Louvain and the destruction of Rheims
cathedral, together with several other atrocities on a large scale, are the acts of high authority, for which no excuse
has been, or can be, offered. In the face of such wanton barbarism, the chemical simile of ‘necessity’ is an insult to
human intelligence.
In Dec 2014, Roeber responded with the following: [3]
“The Mining Magazine, of London, comments on our editorial on the European war, but deals almost exclusively with
matters which we neither said nor suggested nor hinted at. We leave the relevance and good taste of the comment
of our London critic entirely to the judgment of our readers, who have our original remarks on record in our
September issue for comparison of quotations and interpretation. We have no reason to modify in the least our
opinions there expressed. We publish the Mining Magazine's comment in full as an illustration of the correctness and
pertinence of our original sketch of the psychological situation.”
(add discussion)
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In music thermodynamics, "The First and Second Law" is a comic song
performed by the British duo Flanders and Swann. The song was
performed and recorded during a performance at the Haymarket Theatre,
London, in 1963 (shown adjacent) and published as song six in the 1964
album At the Drop of Another Hat. [1] Michael Flanders (1922–1975) was
an actor and singer and Donald Swann (1923–1994) was the composer,
pianist and linguist. Together they collaborated in writing and performing
comic songs.

Lyrics
Note: Michael alone is in blue, Donald alone is in red, speech is italicised. [2]

The First law of Thermodynamics.
Heat is work and work is heat (a play on the mechanical equivalent of
heat).
Heat cannot of itself pass from one body to a hotter body
Heat cannot of itself pass from one body to a hotter body
Heat won't pass from a cooler to a hotter
Heat won't pass from a cooler to a hotter
You can try it if you like but you'd far better not-a
You can try it if you like but you'd far better not-a
'Cos the cold in the cooler will get hotter as a rule-a
'Cos the cold in the cooler will get hotter as a rule-a
'Cos the hotter body's heat will pass to the cooler
'Cos the hotter body's heat will pass to the cooler
Heat is work and work is heat and work is heat and heat is work
Heat will pass by conduction and
Heat will pass by conduction and
Heat will pass by convection and
Heat will pass by convection and
Heat will pass by radiation
Heat will pass by radiation
And that's a physical law

In the 1964 audio recorded (Ѻ) stage
performance “At the Drop of Another Hat”
Flanders and Swann began talking about C.P.
Snow and two cultures second law story,
then entered into their duo "The First and
Second Law" song skit, available in the video
shown.

Heat is work and work's a curse
And all the heat in the universe
Is gonna cool down,
'Cos it can't increase
Then there'll be no more work
And there'll be perfect peace
Really?
Yeah, that's entropy, Man.
And all because of the second law of thermodynamics which lays down:
That you can't pass heat from a cooler to a hotter
Try it if you like but you'd far better not-a
'Cos the cold in the cooler will get hotter as a rule-a
'Cos the hotter body's heat will pass to the cooler
Oh, you can't pass heat from a cooler to a hotter
Try it if you like but you'll only look a fool-a
'Cos the cold in the cooler will get hotter as a rule-a
And that's a physical law
Oh, I'm hot
That's because you've been working!
Oh, Beatles, nothing!
That's the first and second laws of thermodynamics.
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In human chemistry, The Human Element, is a popular 2006-2009 Dow Chemical advertising campaign depicting the
human as the “missing element” of the periodic table, and was developed in by the advertising agency Draftfcb
Chicago, conceived particularly by creative director John Claxton, according to which images of people with the
element symbol box, symbol Hu, and atomic number 10E+9, were displayed in magazines and commercials over the
course of several years.

Overview
Dow Chemical Company was founded in 1897 by Canadian-born chemist Herbert Dow, and is the second-largest
chemical manufacturer in the world. In 2006, Dow hired advertising agency Draftfcb Chicago to rebrand its image
with a corporate focus on working together to improve the human condition, the resulting campaign was called “The
Human Element”, depicting people as a “human element” analogous to an element on the periodic table. The
campaign won the 2008 Effie Award. [8] In circa 2006, a newly established Dow CEO, Andrew Liveris was interested in
making a new philosophical mantra for the company—to make Dow the most respected chemical company in the
world—and was anxious to make it a reality. In this direction, Liveris turned to Draftfcb Chicago. Draftfcp creative
director John Claxton, whose hobbies are reading science essays and studying human behavior, then got the ball
rolling at the first creative meeting. In Claxton’s own words:
“One of the first steps was a creative meeting at our agency during the “pitch process.” I walked into the meeting
with a new element for the periodic table. . . not carbon, hydrogen or oxygen, but the Human Element. That pretty
much put everything in motion. Including the Human Element on the Periodic Table of the Elements changed the way
Dow looked at the world and the way the world looked at Dow. Every creative decision we made from that point on
was filtered through the lens of the Human Element, and that’s what took us down a very non-science approach to
science advertising.”
The following seems to a sketch of this idea: (Ѻ)

The “voice” of the campaign, was themed on three things: science essays, the writing of American biologist Edward
Wilson, and contemporary American poetry. The campaign was very moving for many: “we were completely
surprised by the passionate response from people at all levels of society. From teachers to politicians to parents,
people were so moved that they felt compelled to write to the company and express their feelings. The campaign
struck a nerve in a way that we had never imagined”, says Claxton.

Examples
The following are example depictions the Hu element concept found in magazines, aprons, and T-shirts:
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In famous publications, The Human Molecule is a 120-page, 2008 book by
American chemical engineer Libb Thims. It is the first-ever book published with
specific focus on the subject of the "human molecule", the atomic-definition of
a person; a term coined in 1869 by French historian Hippolyte Taine (correction:
Jean Sales, 1789). [1] The first review of The Human Molecule is scheduled to be
published in a late Summer issue of The Chemical Engineer. [2] Of note, the
2010 Lulu edition of American writer John Hodgson's 2002 book Little Fun Book
of Molecules Humans, was retitled as molecules humans, printed with a newlydesigned cover art taking its cues from Thims' use of Italian polymath Leonardo
da Vinci's The Human Molecules. [3]
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American electrochemical engineer
Libb Thims' 2008 booklet The Human
Molecule, a history on the theory of a
person defined or conceptualized as a
molecule or atomic aggregate.

External links
● Press Release: “What is a Human Being?” - Newly Released Book by the Institute of Human Thermodynamics, The
Human Molecule (2008), Answers the Question. PR.com.
● The Human Molecule – Academia.edu.

The Matrix
In famous films, The Matrix is a 1999 philosophically-loaded science
fiction action film, oft-cited as “the most philosophical film ever made”,
written by the American siblings Andy Wachowski and Lana
Wachowski—formerly Larry Wachowski (prior to 2012)—which, in
conjunction with its sequel, The Matrix Reloaded (2003), cover a
significant number of hmolscience-centric topics, including: reality,
choice, causality (or cause and effect), purpose, (or sense of purpose),
power (or humans as batteries), action and reaction, impulse,
particularity sexual impulse, neuroscience—mind as but brain
electrochemistry—truth vs. ignorance, to name a few, anchored in the
overt paradigm views of Jean Baudrillard (1981), on people as
simulated hydrocarbon-based cultural molecules (see: human
molecule), and Kevin Kelly (1994), on machine philosophy, mixed
together with evolutionary psychology stitching, along with the furtive
or clandestine philosophies of, supposedly, Socrates (Socratic method),
Plato (allegory of the cave), Rene Descartes (add), George Berkeley (on
reality), Friedrich Nietzsche (nihilism and or existentialism), Karl Marx
(historical materialism), among, it seems, a long list of alleged others.

A depiction of the 1999 film The Matrix,
according to which reality is but a computer
program running on the mind, and humans are
types of power cells, grown as batteries to run
the matrix or computer coded machine world.

Philosophy behind
The subject of the philosophy behind The Matrix, is supposedly centered around a modern wake up to reality
dialogue on the "big questions", as American philosopher William Irwin reports: [1]
“The Wachowski brothers, college dropout comic-book artists intrigued by the big questions, readily acknowledge
that they have woven many philosophical themes and allusions into the fabric of the film.”
The autogenerated search return of “The Matrix”, per query “philosophy behind”, is one of the top four Google
search return autogenerates, along with: The Declaration of Independence (1776), Fight Club (1999), and
communism. In 2004, then Larry Wachowski, in interview with integral philosopher Ken Wilber, remained fairly tightlipped as to the underlying meanings in the film, for the sake of individual viewer interpretation, whatever that
means, a few comments aside: [6]
“Larry is just about as philosophically/spiritually well read as anyone you're likely to find.”
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The problem here, is that what exactly Larry read is kept secret. At about 11-min into the interview, Larry comments
that he had his father, who’s “read a lot” and “more of Marxist” then he is, were half-way into Wilber’s 1995 Sex,
Ecology, and Spirituality, which of course is post-Matrix reading, and was speculating on his relation to Georg Hegel
(later mentioned at 24:44-27:40); the name of Friedrich Nietzsche is thrown up; Larry mentions something about
some type of Hegel-themed omega point (not Pierre Teilhard themed) and the big bang; comments (13:29) about
how Arthur Schopenhauer (also mentioned at 27:45) is “dead on” somewhere in his writing; though, to note, it is not
at all clear if this commentary is about Wilber’s book or in some way relevant to The Matrix? Larry comments (7:00)
how when he first met, via talked on the phone for three hours, Wilber, how he felt some type of instant connection,
fellowship, or validation to his belief system, or something along these lines. At 26:42, Larry interjects into Wilber’s
discussion about getting out of the evolutionary spiral mode of thinking and finding the origin, with the following:
“Right, but the path there is the development of an ever reexpanding path; when you start off, you’re going from
space matter [or base matter?], atoms, molecules, cells, living organisms, up to the triune brain, and that is a
progression, a mental progression, which suggests a value statement there, leading towards this entity, leading
towards Hegel … and on to awareness.”

Truth | Ignorance
The general motto of The Matrix series, as summarized by American philosopher William Irwin, is the following: [1]
“Is ignorance bliss, or is the truth worth knowing, no matter what?”
The red pill, the doorway to truth, or the blue pill, internal ignorance soaked bliss, are the two alternative “choices”
of so-called reality offered to the Neo, the main character, in the opening scene. The film, particularly in respect to
truth and choice, has a very Goethe-feel to it, which likely would have come through via Schopenhauer, mentioned
by Larry (Lana) Wachowski (2004) above, Goethe's sole direct philosophical protege; although, to clarify, there does
not seem to be actual citation or crediting of Goethean philosophy as the underlying theme to the film, in the sense
of his 1809 Elective Affinities being entirely about the nature of “choice”, in a physico-chemical sense—the original
German title Die Wahlverwandtschaften meaning the “choice of one’s elections to attraction, repel, or embrace”
(see: title decoding)—in a world predetermined by the nature of predominately external forces (see: Goethe
timeline, 1796) acting on the internal forces of humans defined as motile evolving chemicals. The following social
Newton quote, by Goethe, gives wind of the connection between the two:
“Few people have the imagination for reality.”
— Goethe (Ѻ)

Baudrillard | Kelly | Evolutionary psychology
The three overt required reading books, which had to be read by the actors before the script was opened, so that
they would be able to explain, when asked, the meaning of the various aspects of the film, were: Jean Baudrillard’s
1981 book Simulacra and Simulation, Kevin Kelly’s 1994 book Out of Control, and Dylan Evans’ 1999 Introducing
Evolutionary Psychology, an overview on evolutionary psychology. The following is a representative Baudrillard
quote: [2]
“Our only culture in the end is that of hydrocarbons, that of refining, cracking, breaking cultural molecules and of
their recombination into synthesized products.”
Baudrillard theorizes on concepts such as energy, negentropy, cybernetics, and information, viewed in terms of
societies as molar groups, contracting and expanding.
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Power source problem
One of the contentious or
rather weaker, albeit difficult
to decipher why, links in the
film is that premise that
machines, supposedly,
silicon based in intelligence
(see: hmolscience periodic
table), have taken over the
planet earth, as the leading
species of animation, and
enslaved humans to use as a
power source:
A portion of the hmolscience periodic table, showing the so-called "intelligence" or mind
column (#14) of the periodic table; the premise of The Matrix, being that, in the future,

“The human body generates machine intelligence (Si-based) will out pace human intelligence (C-based), and thereafter
appropriate humans as battery like types of "energy slaves", in the Buckminster Fuller (1944)
more bioelectricity than a
terminology, to power their operations.
120 V battery and over
25,000 btu's of heat.
Combined with a form of fusion, the machines had found all the energy they'd ever need.”
— Morpheus (1999), The Matrix

The gist of this line of reasoning seems to come from American futurist Kevin Kelly's 1994 Out of Control: the New
Biology of Machines, Social Systems, and the Economic World, noted for his use of entropy and extropy in theorizing
about the impact of machines and technology in the future, which touches on topics of cybernetics, emergence, selforganization, complexity, and chaos theory, devoting about ten pages discussing entropy in the context of evolution
and technology, the aim of which is to lay out the basic principals defining 'artificial evolution', a phenomenon argued
to become commonplace in the next century. Kelly defines extropy as "life force" and life as an "information process
making new order". [4]
The general problem with this human battery power premise, is the underlying assumption that earth, in the
aftermath of the some type of future nuclear war, being now covered in some type of sunlight-reflecting or blocking
cloud or dust cover, is now, in effect, out of the circumstellar habitable zone, according to which heat from the sun is
no longer the factor or hot body driving force operator in the animation of atomic geometries on the surface of the
earth, according to which, thereby, the machines, in the face of this scenario, acquire humans as power sources to fill
the gap.
In short, with the sun as the power source is taken out of the equation, the premise that silicon-based
intelligence (machine or computer) would want or have some type of desire to further its continuation, grow, evolve,
or metamorphosize into the future, contradicts the premise that metamorphic form change only accrues via a photon
mediated, induced movement, Bohr model electron orbital jumping stability seeking, type of floating magnets form
change, operating on the periodic table; namely, without photon mediation, progressive form change would cease.

Architect
The Architect scene of part two is one of the intellectual apexes of the series (add discussion), at least in respect to
pleasant amount of wordiness (vis-a-vis, ergo, concordantly, etc.), if not content; very well-scripted, to say the least—
so much so that the 2003 MTV Will Ferrell parody (Ѻ) of it is humorous. [5]

Quotes
The following are noted and or related quotes:
“What is real? How do you define real? If you’re talking about what you can feel; what you can taste; what you can
smell and see; then real is simply electrical signals being interpreted by your brain.”
— Morpheus (1999), The Matrix [3]

“To deny our own impulses is to deny the very thing that makes us human.”
— Mouse (1999), The Matrix
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“The way I see things, is similar to the way Neo sees the code
in the Matrix; but in my case, all I see is atoms (instead of
code), which, according to the nebular hypothesis,
geometrically have been changing form, since the solar system
first formed 4.6 billion years ago; whereby, according to the
heat engine view of things, the sun is the hot body, any given
region of earth (such as a ecosystem, a city, a river, etc.) is the
working body, and the region of space on the dark side of the
earth is the cold body. Therefore, in order to study this
“working body” objectively, we have to strip away all previous
conceptions [see: terminology reform], and start our study
A Neo as "code view" depiction of reality, according to
from Helmholtz’s 1882 “On the Thermodynamics of Chemical which everything is but binary digits (bits), and or other
Processes”, wherein he showed how entropy applies to
computer symbols (e.g. binary algebra), interpreted by
chemical reactions occurring in the “working body”; according the brain; which in some sense, has resemblance to the
"everything is but atoms and voids" atomic theory motto
to which, in the modern post-Lewis thermodynamics view of
things, means that these atomic geometries go from one state of Leucippus.
[initial state] of arrangement to a second state [final state] of
arrangement to a third state of arrangement, progressively each day (one heat cycle), and that each geometric
arrangement is quantified by a measurable value of Gibbs free energy. The rest is simply puzzle solving and filling in
the details.”
— Libb Thims (2011), comment #16 (Ѻ) to Jeff Tuhtan on why a fish [see: fish molecule] is a [type] of molecule (Nov 9)
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In famous publications, The Mechanical Theory of Heat: with its Applications to
the Steam Engine and to Physical Properties of Bodies, or Die Mechanische
Wärmetheorie (German), is a 376-page 1867 book written by German physicist
Rudolf Clausius, that is the founding publication and linchpin of the entire
edifice of the science of thermodynamics, in which the ten fundamental
equations of thermodynamics were penned. [1] The book, a collection of nine
memoirs (papers) of Clausius, is the result of a prolonged investigative
correction of French physicist Sadi Carnot's 1824 paper "On the Motive Power
of Fire", in which Clausius modified Carnot's caloric theory based postulates on
the nature of the relationship between heat and work, in particular the
assumption that no change occurs in the working body during one heat cycle,
with the recent experimental discoveries contained in the theory of heat and
mechanical equivalent of heat, to result in the modern mathematical
formulation of the first and second laws of thermodynamics.

First edition | 1865
The first edition of Clausius' The Mechanical Theory of Heat, consist of a
mathematical introduction, his collection of nine memoirs on the mechanical
theory of heat, published in the fifteen years prior in various journals
(principally in Poggendorff’s Annalen), along with an attachment of notes and
appendices:
•

Title page to the English translation of
the first edition (1865) of The
Mechanical Theory of Heat by Rudolf
Clausius, translated by Thomas Hirst,
with an introduction by John Tyndall.

Mathematical Introduction (1858): On the Treatment of Differential
Equations which are not Directly Integrable, pp. 1-13.
• First Memoir (1850): On the Moving Force of Heat and the Laws of
Heat Which May be Deduced Therefrom, pp. 14-69
• Second Memoir (1851): On the Deportment of Vapour During its Expansion Under Different Circumstances,
pp. 90-100
• Third Memoir (1851): On the Theoretic Connexion of Two Empirical Laws Relating to the Tensions and the
Latent Heat of Different Vapours, pp. 104-110
• Fourth Memoir (1854): On a Modified Form of the Second Fundamental Theorem in the Mechanical Theory
of Heat, pp. 111-135
• Fifth Memoir (1856): On the Application of the Mechanical theory of Heat to the Steam-Engine, pp. 136-207
• Sixth Memoir (1862): On the Application of the Theorem of the Equivalence of Transformations to Interior
Work, pp. 215-250
• Seventh Memoir (1863): On an Axiom in the Mechanical Theory of Heat, pp. 267-289.
• Eighth Memoir (1863): On the Concentration of Rays of Heat and Light, and on the Limits of its Action, pp.
290-326.
• Ninth Memoir (1865): On Several Convenient Forms of the Fundamental Equations of the Mechanical Theory
of Heat, pp. 327-365.
(add discussion)

Second edition | 1875
After having taught the subject for a number of years, in 1875 Clausius finished rewriting the book so as to take it
from a collection of papers to a "text-book of the subject". It was published in 1876 and later as an English translation
edition in 1879. The opening paragraph of page one of this last and final English edition is shown below: [2]
“Every force tends to give motion to the body on which it acts; but it may be prevented from doing so by other
opposing forces, so that equilibrium results, and the body remains at rest. In this case the force performs no work.
But as soon as the body moves under the influence of the force, work is performed.”
In the preface to the second edition, he states that his long experience as a lecturer on the subject at the Polytechnic
School and at several universities over the last ten years, since the publication of the first edition, has taught him how
the subject matter should be arranged to make this “somewhat difficult theory” more readily intelligible. The
chapters to the second edition are listed below:
#

Chapter Title

Pgs.

Translator's Preface (by Walter Browne)

v-vi

Author's Preface (by Rudolf Clausius)

viiviii
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Table of Contents

ixxvi

Mathematical Introduction: on Mechanical Work, On Energy, and on the Treatment of Non-Integrable
Differential Equations

1-20

I

First Main Principle of the Mechanical Theory of Heat: or Principle of the Equivalence of Heat and Work

2138

II

On Perfect Gases

3968

III Second Main Principle of the Mechanical Theory of Heat

6990

IV

The Second Main Principle Under Another Form: or Principle of the Equivalence of Transformations

91109

V

Formation of the Two Fundamental Equations

110125

VI

Application of the Mechanical Theory of Heat to Saturated Vapour

126162

VII Fusion and Vaporization of Solid Bodies

163174

VIII On Homogeneous Bodies

175194

IX

Determination of Energy and Entropy

195211

X

On Non-Reversible Processes

212234

XI Application of the Mechanical Theory of Heat to the Steam-Engine

235294

XIII On the Concentration of Rays of Light and Heat on the Limits of its Operation

295331

XIII Discussions on the Mechanical Theory of Heat as Here Developed, and on its Foundations

332362

Appendix I: On the Thermo-Elastic Properties of Solids (by Walter Browne)

363368

Appendix II: On the Continuity of the Liquid and and Gaseous States of Matter (by Walter Browne)

369371

Appendix III: On Capillarity (by Walter Browne)

372376

Overviews of the chapters are slowly being written as subfiled wikipages to this page (as linked to above).
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The Mathematician
in Love
In poetry, “The Mathematician in Love” is a
circa 1845 posthumously-published (1874)
eight stanza five line poem, or song depending,
by Scottish mathematical physicist and
engineer William Rankine (1820-1872)—
sometimes referred to as the Rankine love
poem—in which one of the earliest known
equations of love, or “marvelous mathematical
formula” as American physical historain Morris
Zucker describes it, is found, and in which,
incredibly, he discusses, in his poetic humor
view, the hypothesis that love is type of
thermodynamic potential, a very honed
discernment, particularly coming from the
1853 coiner of the term “potential energy”.
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Left: key section of Scottish engineer William Rankine’s 1874 poem “The
Mathematician in Love”, cited by Arthur Eddington in his 1938 The
Philosophy of Science lecture, as an example of how, supposedly, it is “easy
to introduce mathematical notation”, but difficult to “turn it into useful
account”. [2] Right: an image (Ѻ) from a 2011 “Rhyme and Reason” New
Scientist article, citing Rankine’s love poem.

Date
The following is the abstract of the collected "songs" of Rankine, from the 1874 posthumously-published collected
works set, of which "The Mathematician in Love" is listed first: [1]
“Those who enjoyed the personal intimacy of the late Professor Rankine—and the circle was not a narrow one—will,
it is thought, be glad to have the means of recalling some of the songs which they can no longer hear from him,
though his voice and manner lent a charm which the printed page cannot restore. Those who knew him from his
graver works only, may be surprised, but it is hoped will not be disappointed, to find that a genius for philosophic
research, which made his name known throughout the whole scientific world—and the labors of a life devoted chiefly
to directing others, from the chair, and by the press, how to follow his steps—were not incompatible with the playful,
genial spirit which brightens the following pages. The first of the Songs may be taken as the meeting point of science
and humor:—the last possesses a melancholy interest, from having been written very shortly before his death, when
failing health and eyesight seem to have revived a longing for the scenery and simple pleasures of his childhood.”
It would seem, therefore, approximately correct to estimate the writing of this poetry song to circa 1845 (age 25±), or
somewhere between age 16 to 28, specifically from the year 1836, when Rankine (age 16) began to study a spectrum
of scientific topics at the University of Edinburgh, including natural history under Robert Jameson and natural
philosophy under James Forbes, to 1842 (age 22), when he attempted to reduce the phenomena of heat to a
mathematical form but he was frustrated by his lack of experimental data, to age 1848 (age 28), when he switched
careers to study mathematical physics, thermodynamics, and applied mechanics, the year after which (1849) he was
elected to the Royal Society of Edinburgh. This is an estimate in line with the ages at which other human chemical
thermodynamics pioneers penned their thermodynamics of love theories (Christopher Hirata, age 18-20; David
Hwang, age 22; Libb Thims, age 24; Surya Pati, age 26).

Poem
The following is Rankine’s “The Mathematician in Love” poem, from his 1874 Songs and Fables, listed in his table of
contents as the first song or “clever little ditty” as Morris Zucker refers to it:

I.

A MATHEMATICIAN fell madly in love
With a lady, young, handsome, and charming:
By angles and ratios harmonic he strove
Her curves and proportions all faultless to prove.
As he scrawled hieroglyphics alarming.

II.

He measured with care, from the ends of a base,
The arcs which her features subtended:
Then he framed transcendental equations, to trace
The flowing outlines of her figure and face,
And thought the result very splendid.

He studied (since music has charms for the fair)
III. The theory of fiddles and whistles, —
Then composed, by acoustic equations, an air,

|→ golden ra o
|→ waist-to-hip ratio
|→ Rosetta stone

|→ symmetry, averageness
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Which, when 'twas performed, made the lady's long hair
Stand on end, like a porcupine's bristles.
The lady loved dancing: — he therefore applied,
To the polka and waltz, an equation;
IV. But when to rotate on his axis he tried,
His center of gravity swayed to one side,
And he fell, by the earth's gravitation.

V.

No doubts of the fate of his suit made him pause,
For he proved, to his own satisfaction,
That the fair one returned his affection; — “because,
“As every one knows, by mechanical laws,
“Re-action is equal to action.”

“Let x denote beauty, — y, manners well-bred, —
“z, fortune, — (this last is essential), —
VI. “Let L stand for love" — our philosopher said, —
“Then L is a function of x, y, and z,
“Of the kind which is known as potential.”

|→ Paul Dirac (on the puzzle of dancing)

|→ third law of motion (laws of motion)

|→ potential energy, thermodynamic potential,
human free energy

“Now integrate L with respect to dt,
“(t standing for time and persuasion);
VII. “Then, between proper limits, 'tis easy to see,
“The definite integral Marriage must be: —
“(A very concise demonstration).”
Said he — “If the wandering course of the moon
“By algebra can be predicted,
VIII “The female affections must yield to it soon” —
— But the lady ran off with a dashing dragoon,
And left him amazed and afflicted.
The equation for stanza six, according to Rankine, is the following:

The equation for stanza seven, according to Rankine, is the following:

(add discussion)

Eddington
In 1938, English astronomer Arthur Eddington, in his “The Philosophy of Physical Science”, Tarner Lecture series,
delivered Easter term at Trinity College, Cambridge, being a general discussion of principles of philosophical thought
associated with advances in physical science, developing the ideas contained in earlier titles such as The Nature of the
Physical World (1928) in line with discoveries in quantum mechanics and group theory, in his discussion of how it is
easy to introduce mathematical notation, to explain something, but difficult to turn the notation into useful account,
cites the cites the following poem segment: [2]
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On this poem segment, Eddington seems dismissive, as though this were a trivial, meaningless, or void poetry diddy:
“At the start there is no essential difference between this example of mathematical notation, and the A, B, C, …, P, Q,
R, …, X, Y, Z, …, that we have been discussing. We must find what it is that turns the latter into powerful calculus for
scientific purposes, whereas the former has no practical outcome—as the poem goes onto related.”
Here, in this “no practical outcome” conclusion, we are reminded of Japanese chemical engineer Tominaga Keii’s
2004 chemical thermodynamics of reactions chapter section Chemical Affinity in 1806 wherein he, like Eddington,
dismisses Goethe’s physical chemistry based Elective Affinities, as having not added “any scientific knowledge”. Both
are examples of two cultures blindness (see: forest blind).

Zucker
In 1945, American physical historian Morris Zucker, in his Causality or Indeterminacy in History chapter, subsection:
“Probability Statistics Applied to Social Phenoomena”, citing Eddington, quotes stanza six, and, like Eddington, seems
to at the same time glorify and deride the premise of the poem, namely that love or the passions running society can
be formulated and hence thereby predicted: [3]
“This, of course, solves all ticklish problems, past, present and for the future, and all novelists, dramatists and
Hollywood scenarists might as well begin right now to fold up their scenarios. However, candor compels the
admission that this marvelous mathematical formula was put forth in 1874, but somehow has failed to catch on in
spite of the long head start. Whatever success mathematics has achieved in physics, the application of its rigid
formulae to the analysis of social phenomena must fail, not only because social phenomena is not susceptible of such
formulation, but because its laws can seldom be stated in mathematical language. Neither, for that matter, can that
be done about the internal state of the simplest atom. But that does not prevent the physicist and the chemist form
making predictions with absolute certainty in their respective fields, and the degree of that certainty is the measure
of the successful organization of a particular inquiry.”
All of this is very odd indeed, being that Zucker seems to devote nearly the entirety of volume one, of this twovolume A Field Theory of History, the previous 578-pages up to this poem love formula citation in fact, to a pronged
effort to prove and or substantiate that the “laws of social motion” and or “laws of economic motion”, a Karl Marx
phrase he employs repetitively, can be formulated; but then, above, negating all of his previous argument, states his
seemingly hidden views explicitly, namely that “social phenomena is not susceptible to such formulation”, and
shockingly that the application of the rigid formula of physics to social phenomena “must fail”?
These concluding remarks are very strange indeed, particularly coming from someone who has put so much effort
into collecting and discussing all of the various “physical historian” points of view, and for someone who is
attempting to formulate some type of Maxwell-Einstein like “field theory of history”? The only supposition offered
here, with Zucker’s passing seemingly innocuous mentions of God, his Heisenberg uncertainty principle discussions,
etc., is that he is some type of closet ontic opening theorist, i.e. attempting to formulate a "scientific" version of
history, yet at the same retaining belief in free will, and hence some type of hidden agenda soul weight afterlife
theory, or something along these lines.

Haynes
In 1994, Australian science and literature scholar Roslynn Haynes, in her From Faust to Strangelove, comments the
following incorrect take on the poem: [6]
“In such accounts, mathematicians feature prominently as exemplars of the dehumanization process. This is comically
expressed in W.J.M Rankine’s poem ‘The Mathematician in Love’ (1874). The mathematician is mocked for his
inability to related emotionally to the young lady, and his obsession with formulas is duly punished in the living world,
where emotions rather than abstractions are the accepted currency.”
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Here, Roslynn, not being a mathematician herself—her degrees being in biochemistry (BS) and literature (BA and
MA)—falters in her take on Rankine’s poem.
Firstly, she thinks Rankine is mocking himself? This is incorrect. Correctly, Rankine wants to understand the
process of falling in love as Newton understood the process of a body falling to the earth, via the force of gravity; and
he wants to do so formulaically, i.e. with precision—but he cannot quite see the clear picture, hence he must take
recourse to rhyme and poetry, which, according to Goethe, is a tool that helps one to work out frustration and or
confusion in thought. Yet, he is prescient: one day the wandering course of male and female affections “must yield
soon” to prediction, as has been shown in celestial mechanics.
Secondly, her jibe about how his “obsession with formulas” results in him being “duly punished” in the “living
world”, as compared, supposedly, to the abstract world of mathematical physics, where “emotions” are the accepted
currency, is off—Goethe explained the currency of emotions correctly in terms reaction of affinities (see: Goethe
timeline, 1799) and at the abstractions of Cullen reaction diagrams; Rankine was but expanding and elaborating in
this direction is precursory human chemical thermodynamics logic.
Thirdly, her idea that "mathematicians feature prominently as exemplars of the dehumanization process", this in
the Rankine love poem example, is not the case. In fact, it is the exact opposite: Rankine above is working out the
details of the "rehumanization process", namely that when belief systems behind the explanation human ideals
begins to falter in logic, the passions begin to suffer, owing to misdirection, and thereby only through rehumanization
process (clearly direction) can the passions again "come alive", so to say, in defunct terminology, in the source of
social progress.

Lancashire
In 2003, Canadian poem collector Ian Lancashire, an English professor at the University of Toronto, posted the
Rankine poem online, with a few analysis points or notes, labeled in a Stanza/Line citation method: [4]
S1:L3 – ratios harmonic: harmonic proportion, the relation of three quantities whose reciprocals (inverse relations)
are in arithmetical progression.
S2:L7 – subtended: stretched underneath or opposite to.
S2:L8 – transcendental equations: ones resulting only in an infinite series.
S6:L30 – potential: something can be calculated; more amply defined as "a mathematical function or quantity by the
differentiation of which the force at any point in space arising from any system of bodies, etc., can be expressed. In
the case in which the system consists of separate masses, electrical charges, etc., this quantity is equal to the sum of
these, each divided by its distance from the point" (OED "potential" 5).
S7:L31 – integrate: finding a definite integral (cf. line 34) i.e., the numeric difference between the values of a
function's indefinite integral for two values of the independent variable.
(add discussion)

Copan
In 2005, American religion apologist Paul Copan, in his How Do You Know You’re Not Wrong?: Responding to
Objections that Leave Christians Speechless, referred to the Rankine love poem, naturally enough, as follows: [5]
“Rankine’s ‘The Mathematician in Love’ reveals the absurdity of reducing all the knowledge to science and
mathematical equations. There’s more to love than math and science.”
This religious belief system based objection, naturally enough, is followed by something about how “just as one
scientific discipline can’t rule out theism, stacking them all up together can’t do so either”, followed by citation of
Edward Wilson's "consilience" of all things theory.

Mander
On 1 Feb 2013, Peter Mander, in his “Rankine on Entropy, Love and Marriage” (Ѻ), blogged on firstly on Rankine’s
version of the new heat function, a variant of what Clausius would eventually call entropy, and secondly on Rankine’s
circa 1845 “The Mathematician in Love”, about which he commented: “Rankine never found the time to test this
theory in practice. He died a bachelor on Christmas Eve 1872, at the age of 52, of overwork.”

Hmolpedia | Thims
On 29 Nov 2013, Libb Thims discovered the Rankine love poem. One aspect, about the Rankine love poem, which
comes to mind, is that knowing that this page is Hmolpedia article #3,086, started two days following the 29 Nov
2013 discovery of the Rankine poem, via the Zucker 1945 citation, which in turn cited the 1938 Eddington lecture, is
the buried underground hiddenness of these types of suppositional arguments, i.e. that love or equivalently the
passions can be quantified formulaically as a thermodynamic potential amenable to evolutionary psychology analysis.
In plain speak, it has taken American electrochemical engineer Thims 18-years, since his 1995 seeded reverse
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engineering puzzle, to dig this poem out of the matrix of buried and archived scientific knowledge; which can be
compared to the 2006 discovery of Goethe's Elective Affinities via footnote 2.5 of Ilya Prigogine's mention of Mittler
the mediator, something which took 11-years to find. The fact that there is such a large disjunct between the two
cultures is a mar to the mind of the growing erudition.

Reviews
The following are news paper clipping reviews:
“Professor Rankine was a man of singularly genial spirit and fine intellect, which hardly found adequate expression,
notwithstanding that the social instinct was strong in him. This volume of Songs and Fables will suffice to give a hint
of the literary possibilities that were in him. There is ready humor, quaint wit, and rare felicity of expression. They are
unlaboured jeux d'esprit , but they are finished in their way, and often, in spite of the dash and freedom, show a very
delicate point. The Songs are something after the style of Songs from Maga, but are distinctly individual in note. ‘The
Mathematician in Love’ is really excellent. The Fables are what they profess to be, genuine fables — but they are
ruffled by a stir of real fun.”
— Manchester Examiner (1874), review (Ѻ)

“The Editor of these Songs and Fables, by the eminent Glasgow professor of civil engineering, whom the scientific
world still laments, fears that belief in a necessary incompatibility between philosophic research and playful humor
will prejudice the public against them ; and if one of the objects of the publication was to show the fallacy of such a
notion, it will possibly be carried out. . . . The cleverest and most ingenious song in the book is ‘The Mathematician in
Love’, of which the Editor scarcely speaks too strongly when he calls it the meeting point of science and humor . . . .
The Fables are very short, but some of them are extremely amusing, and the clever illustrations by Mrs. Hugh
Blackburn considerably increase the attractiveness of the work.”
— Glasgow News (1874), review (Ѻ)

Other
The poem has a 6.2 out of 10 rating (12 votes) at PoemHunter.com (Ѻ).

See also
● The World Ways (Friedrich Schiller, 1795) | Freud-Schiller drive theory
● A Paradoxical Ode (James Maxwell, 1874)
● Mala Radhakrishnan
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In famous publications, “The Natural Sciences and the Revolution” is an 1850 article by Ludwig Feuerbach, wherein it
is asserted, proposed, and or "prophesized" that the natural sciences, chemistry in particular—either physical
chemistry, of the Goethean philosophy based human chemistry variety, the logic of which Feuerbach had absorbed in
1834, and or "digestive chemistry" (physiology), of the “medical materialism” (Ѻ) variety, of Jacob Moleschott, who is
cited (below), and who had attended Feuerbach’s 1848 “Essence of Religion” lectures—will someday dissolve, or is in
the course of dissolving, the Christian world view in nitric acid. [1]

Article
The following is a Google-translated abridged German-to-English version of the article:
German
English
Der selige Minister Eichhorn gab einmal der
Königsberger Universität die gnädige Versicherung: dass
die königliche Regierung zwar keine mit ihren
Grundsätzen in Widerspruch stehenden Religions- und
Staatslehren dulden könne, dass sie aber nicht im
entferntesten daran denke, mit dieser Beschränkung der
philosophischen Wissenschaften auch die
Naturwissenschaften beschränken zu wollen. Wenn uns
ein anderer preussischer Minister mit dem beschränkten
Unterthanenverstand bekannt gemacht, so hat dagegen
der Herr Minister Eichhorn bei dieser Gelegenheit —
freilich nicht bei dieser allein — den Beweis geliefert,
dass es auch einen sehr beschränkten
Regierungsverstand giebt. Wie? die Regierung maasst
sich die Herrschaft über unsere Gedanken und
Gesinnungen an, sie schreibt uns vor, was wir denken
und glauben sollen, und dennoch erlaubt sie uns den
Gebrauch unserer fünf Sinne?

The late Minister Eichhorn was once the Königsberg
University gracious insurance: that the royal government
indeed could not tolerate any religion and state
teachings that conflict with their principles, but that they
had no intention in the least, with this restriction of
philosophical sciences, the natural sciences want to
restrict. If we made another Prussian minister with
limited sub Than mind known, however, the Minister
Eichhorn has on this occasion - certainly not in this alone
- the evidence supplied that it also gives a very limited
government mind. How? the government maasst the
dominion over our thoughts and intentions on, it
prescribes what we think and to believe, and yet they
allowed us to use our five senses?

Die Regierung steckt ihre Nase in Alles, sie durchstöbert
jeden Winkel in unserem Schreibtische, jeden Wisch in
unserem Papierkorb, um selbst noch in den ad pium
usum bestimmten Papieren Spuren von Hochverrath
auszuwittern, und doch untersucht sie nicht den Inhalt
unserer Herbarien, unserer Steinsammlungen, unserer
ausgestopften Thiere?(1) Die Regierung nimmt dem
Bürger seine Waffen, dem Schriftsteller seine spitzige
Feder, dem Drucker seinen Pressbengel, und doch lässt
sie dem Geologen seinen Hammer, dem Anatomen sein
Secirmesser, dem Chemiker sein Scheidewasser? Ist das
nicht ein ungeheuerer Widerspruch?

The government put its nose in everything, they
ransacked every corner of our desks, each wipe in our
Trash to still usum certain papers auszuwittern traces of
treason even in the ad Pium, and yet they do not
examine the content of our herbaria, our stone
collections, our stuffed animals? (1) The government is
taking the citizens his weapons, the writer pointed his
pen, the printer's press villain, and yet she lets the
geologist's hammer, the anatomist be Secirmesser, the
chemist be nitric acid
? Is not this a monstrous
contradiction?

Was ist aber der Grund dieser liberalen Gesinnung gegen
die Naturwissenschaften? Nur der beschränkte
Regierungsverstand, der nichts weiss von dem geheimen
staatsgefährlichen Bunde der Naturwissenschaft mit
Religion, Philosophie und Politik. Auf den ersten
oberflächlichen Blick erscheint allerdings die
Beschäftigung mit der Natur als die allerunschädlichste,
ja unschuldigste, die es nur immer geben kann; denn was
steht dem Getriebe der politischen Welt ferner als die
Natur? Was ist für ein Zusammenhang zwischen den
Gesetzen der Natur und den Intriguenspielen unserer
Politik, zwischen den Bedürfnissen des Lebens und den
Luxusartikeln unserer Staaten, zwischen den Kräften der
Materie und den Phrasen unserer Minister und
Deputirten? Was kümmern sich die Naturmächte um
unsere Gross- und Kleinmächte, unsere Fürsten und
Demokraten? Unterscheidet der Floh zwischen
fürstlichem und bürgerlichem Blut, der Blitz zwischen
einem gekrönten und ungekrönten Haupte? Aber wie
das Objekt so das Subjekt, wie die Ursache so die

But what is the reason of this liberal attitude towards the
natural sciences? Only the limited government mind who
knows nothing of the secret subversive alliance of
science with religion, philosophy and politics. However,
at first superficial glance, the study of nature as the
allerunschädlichste, so innocent that it only can always
be displayed; because what is the transmission of the
political world further than nature? What kind of a
relationship between the laws of nature and the
Intriguenspielen our policy, between the needs of life
and the luxuries of our countries, between the forces of
matter and the phrases of our ministers and deputies?
What the forces of nature take care of our large and
small powers, our princes and Democrats? Distinguishes
the flea between princely and bourgeois blood, the flash
between a crowned and uncrowned head? But as the
object as the subject, as the cause of the effect.
Indifference to the political parties and Handel is
therefore the first effect of the natural sciences.
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Wirkung. Gleichgiltigkeit gegen die politischen Parteien
und Händel ist daher die erste Wirkung der
Naturwissenschaft.
Diese Wirkung passt nun allerdings insofern in den Kram
unserer reactionären Regierungen, als der Naturforscher
nicht gegen sie ist; aber er ist auch nicht für sie, und das
allein macht ihn schon zu einem höchst verdächtigen
Menschen. Denn unsere Staaten sind ja »gut christlich«;
sie stützen sich, wenn auch nur mit Bayonnetten, auf die
Heilige Schrift, und in ihr steht geschrieben: »Wer nicht
für mich ist, ist wider mich«. Die politische Indifferenz ist
übrigens auch nur eine vorübergehende Wirkung der
Naturwissenschaft; denn die Natur kümmert sich nicht
nur nichts um Politik, sie ist auch das direkte Gegentheil
der Politik. Wo Natur, ist keine Politik, wenigstens im
Sinne der Dynasten, und wo Politik, nur Unnatur: wie
könnte also der Naturforscher bei diesem augenfälligen
Contraste zwischen dem Wesen der Natur und dem
Unwesen der Politik gleichgiltig bleiben?
Der Naturforscher sieht, wie die Natur in einem ewigen
Fortschritte begriffen ist, wie sie nie mehr auf eine
einmal überschrittene Stufe zurückfällt, nie mehr aus
einem Mann ein Knabe, einem Weibe ein Mädchen,
einer Frucht eine Blüthe, einer Blüthe ein Blatt wird; wie
in der Natur immer das Alte abstirbt, und zwar nur dazu,
um den Dünger für eine bessere Zukunft abzugeben. Wie
thöricht, wie lächerlich kommen ihm dagegen die
reactionären Thaumaturgen vor, welche sich einbilden,
inhaltsvolle Jahre aus der Geschichte streichen, die
Menschen auf einen verlassenen Standpunkt
zurückversetzen, Männer wieder zu Kindern machen zu
können! Der Naturforscher sieht, wie es in der Natur
nichts Isolirtes, nichts Vereinzeltes giebt; wie Alles
vielmehr in ihr in einem nothwendigen und grossartigen
Zusammenhang steht; wie die Naturwesen sich zwar in
verschiedene Klassen abtheilen, aber nur nach
begründeten Unterschieden, und wie selbst diese wieder
zuletzt in die Einheit des Ganzen sich auflösen. Er
gewöhnt sich dadurch unwillkürlich, alle Dinge von
einem universellen Standpunkte aus zu betrachten,
folglich auch an die Politik den grossen Maasstab der
Natur anzulegen.
Wenn er daher einen Blick in die deutsche Politik wirft,
ach! wie winzig erscheinen ihm da unsere »grossen
Staatsmänner«, wie unerheblich die Spielarten der
»achtunddreissig deutschen Nationen«, die sich auf dem
Miste des historischen Rechtsbodens erzeugt haben, wie
komisch die zwieträchtige Eintracht der deutschen
Fürsten, wie unwürdig das corpsburschenschaftliche
Wesen und Treiben unserer Particularisten, wie
ungeheuer die Beschränktheit der Politiker, welche
einen Staat wie Preussen als einen Grossstaat betrachten
und bezeichnen! Der Naturforscher verkennt zwar nicht,
dass Preussen in dem kleinen Baden gross gethan; aber
wie klein, wie unendlich klein erscheint ihm Preussen
und sein Benehmen im Grossen und Ganzen der
deutschen Politik! Der Naturforscher ist Grossdeutscher
im wahrsten und eminentesten Sinne des Worts. Für ihn
existirt kein Lichten- und Lobenstein, aber auch kein
Preussen, kein Oesterreich, kein Bayern. Der

This effect now fits but so far the stuff of our reactionary
governments when the naturalist is not against them;
but he is not for them, and that alone makes him already
a highly suspicious people. Because our countries are
indeed "good Christian"; they are based, albeit with
Bayonnetten, to the Scriptures, and is in her written: "He
who is not with me is against me." Political indifference
is actually only a temporary effect of natural science;
because nature not only cares nothing about politics, it is
also the direct opposite of the policy. Where nature, is
not a policy, at least in terms of dynasties, and where
policy, only unnatural: So how could remain indifferent
to the naturalist in this striking contrasts between the
essence of nature and the mischief of the policy?

The naturalist sees how nature is involved in an eternal
progress as never falls back on an even exceeded level,
never more of a man, a boy, a woman, a girl, a fruit, a
flower, a flower, a sheet; as in nature, always dies the
old, and then only to to deliver the fertilizer for a better
future. How foolish, how ridiculous come against him
before the reactionary miracle worker, who imagine,
emphasize content-filled years of history, back put
people on a deserted position, to make men children
again! The naturalist sees as nothing Isolirtes, nothing
Sporadic gives in nature; Everything is rather like in her
in a great relationship and necessaries; as the natural
beings Although abtheilen into different classes, but
dissolve only after reasonable differences, and how even
these last again in the unity of the whole itself. He used
thereby involuntarily to look at all things from a
universal point of view, therefore, also be applied to the
policy the great standard of nature.

When he therefore a look at the German policy raises,
alas! how tiny appear to him our "great statesmen"
because as irrelevant the varieties of "thirty-eight
German nations" that have generated on the dunghill of
history right soil, how funny the discordant concord of
the German princes, as unworthy of the
corpsburschenschaftliche nature and activities of our
Particularists how tremendously the narrowness of the
politicians who consider a country like Prussia as a great
state and call! The naturalist Although not unaware that
Prussia had done great in the small Baden; but as small
as infinitely small Preussen and his behavior seems to
him on the whole of German politics! The naturalist is
big German in the truest and highest sense of the word.
For him there exists no Lichtenberg and Lobenstein, but
not Prussia, not Austria, no Bayern. The naturalist knows
from experience that the color of the allerwesenloseste
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Naturforscher weiss aus der Erfahrung, dass die Farbe
das allerwesenloseste Unterschiedsmerkmal. Was
anders unterscheidet denn aber zuletzt z.B. den
Preussen und Bayern, als die Farben: schwarzweiss und
blauweiss?
Wie kann also der Naturforscher seinen universellen Sinn
und Blick durch diese wesenlosen, willkürlichen,
kleinlichen Unterschiede beschränken, wie preussisch
oder bayrisch gesinnt sein? Wenn man aber nicht mehr
preussisch oder bayrisch denkt, kann man dann noch
eine königlich preussische oder königlich bayrische, oder
gar fürstlich loben- und lichtensteinische Gesinnung
haben? Unmöglich! Der Naturforscher wirft daher mit
Cicero’s Ausruf über die Politik seiner Zeit: »Sunt omnia
omnium miseriarum plenissima«, (Alles ist aller
Erbärmlichkeiten voll) sehnsuchtsvoll seine Blicke über
die blauweissen und schwarzweissen Schlagbäume der
deutschen Politik hinüber in die freien Urwälder
Nordamerikas, vor dessen räumlicher Grösse allein
schon die kleinlichen Maasstäbe der europäischen
Kabinetspolitik in Nichts verschwinden und findet das
Heil nur in der Demokratie.(2)
Aber nicht nur Demokrat, selbst auch Socialist und
Communist, freilich nur im vernünftigen und
allgemeinen Sinne dieses Worts, wird nothwendig der
Naturforscher; denn die Natur weiss nichts von den
Anmaassungen und Fictionen, durch die der Mensch im
Rechte die Existenz seines Nebenmenschen beschränkt
und verkümmert hat. Die Luft gehört von Natur Jedem
und eben damit Niemanden, sie ist das Gemeingut aller
Lebenden; aber die Rechthaberei hat selbst die Luft zu
einem Regale gemacht: »Der Wind gehört der
Herrschaft«. Die Natur kennt allerdings das Eigenthum,
aber nur das nothwendige, vom Leben unabsonderliche;
sie giebt jedem Wesen, was es braucht; sie hat keines
zum Verhungern geschaffen. Die Nothwendigkeit der
Verhungerung verdankt ihre Existenz nur der Willkür des
Staates, dessen Wesen der »Staat«, die Uniform, der
Schein, der Tand ist. Der Blick in die Natur erhebt darum
den Menschen über die engherzigen Schranken des
peinlichen Rechts, sie macht den Menschen
communistisch, d.h. freisinnig und freigebig. Selbst der
heilige Anselmus sagt schon, seinem Lebensbeschreiber
Cadmerus zufolge, ganz im Widerspruch mit der
weltbekannten geistlichen Habsucht, dass nach dem
Naturgesetz (secundum naturalem legem) nichts dem
Einen mehr als dem Andern angehöre, und dass alle
Schätze der Welt zum allgemeinen Besten der Menschen
erschaffen seien.
Das »gute alte Recht« hat die Menschheit in Noblesse
und Canaille, Adel und Pöbel, geschieden und zur
Rechtfertigung dieser Injurie gegen das
Menschengeschlecht den unsinnigen Satz aufgestellt:
»Venter nobilitat«. Aber die Naturwissenschaft kennt
keinen Unterschied zwischen einem adeligen und einem
bürgerlichen Bauch, sie weiss nur von einem allen
Menschen gemeinen und gleichen Ursprung. Als einst
der Anatom Jodocus Lucius die Lage der Gebärmutter
zeigte, sagte er: »Hier lasset uns bespiegeln, wir
Menschen, die wir mit unserer adeligen Ankunft prangen

difference feature. What else is different because but as
the last Prussia and Bavaria, as the colors: black and
white and blue white?

So how can the naturalist unsubstantial its universal
sense and look through it, limit arbitrary, petty
differences, be like-minded Prussian or Bavarian? But if
you no longer thinks Prussian or Bavarian, you then can
have a Royal Prussian or Bavarian royal, or even be upon
royally and Lichtensteinische mind? Impossible!
Therefore, the naturalist throws with Cicero's
exclamation about the politics of his time: "sunt omnia
omnium miseriarum plenissima" (Everything is all
miseries full) longingly his eyes on the blue and white
and black and white barriers of German politics over into
the free virgin forests of North America, spatial prior to
its alone disappear size petty Maas bars European
Kabinetspolitik into nothing and finds salvation only in a
democracy. (2)

But not only Democrat, Socialist and Communist himself
also, of course, only in the rational and the general sense
of the word, is necessarily the naturalist; because nature
knows nothing of the Anmaassungen and fictions, by
which man has rights in limited and stunted the
existence of his fellow-men. The air is one of nature each
and just so no one, it is the common property of all
living; But the self-righteousness has made even the air
to a shelving: "The wind is one of domination". However,
nature knows the property, but only the necessary,
unabsonderliche of life; it gives every creature what it
needs; it has created none of starvation. The necessity of
starvation owes its existence only at the mercy of the
state, its nature of 'State', the uniforms, the appearance,
the trinkets is. The view of nature arises why the people
on the narrow-minded confines of embarrassing law, it
makes man communistisch, ie liberal and generous. Even
St. Anselm says it, his biographer Cadmerus According,
quite at odds with the world-renowned spiritual greed
that after the law of nature (secundum naturalem legem)
not the one more than the others belonged, and that all
the treasures of the world for the common good of the
people were created.

The "good old law 'has humanity in Noblesse and
Canaille, nobles and rabble, divorced and the
nonsensical sentence erected to justify this Injurie
against the human race," Venter nobilitat ". But science
knows no difference between a noble and a bourgeois
belly, she knows only from a common to all men and the
same origin. Once when the anatomist Jodocus Lucius
showed the position of the uterus, he said, "Here let
bespiegeln us, we humans, that we are resplendent with
our noble arrival and think that we are better than
others: here is our first apartment between urine and
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und meinen, wir seien besser als Andere: hier ist unsere faeces. "Such communistic, Heads of State and unlawful
disposition infuses nature!
erste Wohnung zwischen Harn und Koth.« Solche
communistische, staats- und rechtswidrige Gesinnungen
flösst die Natur ein!
Und doch giebt der beschränkte Regierungsverstand die
Naturwissenschaft frei und stellt nur die Philosophie
unter polizeiliche Aufsicht. Nur die Philosophie! Wie
thöricht! Wie unschädlich ist sie, wie arm, wie wehrlos
im Vergleich zu den Naturwissenschaften! Wie leicht
kann man ihre gefährlichen Wirkungen auf das Publikum
verhindern! Was gehört dazu, einen Philosophen zu
widerlegen? Nichts weiter als ein Professor der
Philosophie, und was ist leichter zu haben als ein
solcher! Wenn daher ein revolutionärer Philosoph
auftritt, so braucht man nur einen Professor der
Philosophie gegen ihn schreiben zu lassen, und der arme
Philosoph ist, wenigstens in den Augen des Publikums —
aber darauf kommt es allein an, Schein regiert die Welt
— mausetodt. Dem Philosophen, dem nur das treulose
und vieldeutige Wort zum Organ dient, kann man ja
ohne Mühe auch den sonnenklarsten Satz, den
unwidersprechlichsten Beweis zunichte machen: man
darf nur ein Wort verdrehen, oft selbst nur eine Partikel
auslassen, und der ganze Satz löst sich in Unsinn auf.

Yet the limited government mind gives science free and
provides only the philosophy under police supervision.
Only the philosophy! How foolish! How harmless it is,
how poor, how defenseless compared to the natural
sciences! How easy is it to prevent its harmful effects on
the audience! What does it take to refute a philosopher?
Nothing more than a professor of philosophy, and what
to have an easier time as such! Therefore, when a
revolutionary philosopher occurs, so you need to have
only write a professor of philosophy against him, and the
poor philosopher is, at least in the eyes of the audience but that is what counts alone bill governs the world mausetodt. The philosopher, the serving only the
perfidious and ambiguous word for body, you also
sonnenklarsten sentence unwidersprechlichsten
evidence may indeed effortlessly destroy: Sixteen twist a
word, often omit only a particle itself, and the whole
sentence dissolves in on nonsense.

Was sind gegen die festbestimmten und innigen
Verbindungen der chemischen Stoffe die losen,
flüchtigen Wortverbindungen, die der Gedanke eingeht?
Was gegen den soliden Körperbau der
naturgeschichtlichen Wesen der papierne Periodenbau,
worauf sich der Philosoph stützt! Was gegen die
Platinadichte des Natursystems das luftige
Spinnengewebe der Sprache, worin der Denker sein
Wesen entfaltet! Spinne noch so sorgfältig, noch so
logisch zusammenhängend Faden an Faden: du vermagst
nichts gegen die Natur der Sprache, du reihst nur Lücke
an Lücke, und jede Lücke ist ein Tummelplatz für die
Bosheit und Dummheit deiner Kritiker. Der Philosoph
spricht sich ferner nur in allgemeinen und deswegen
abstracten Sätzen aus. Sind diese gleich nur von
einzelnen wirklichen Fällen abgezogen, so scheinen sie
doch nur aus der Luft gegriffen zu sein, wenn man nicht
durch den Schein hindurch auf den Grund blicken, das
Abstracte mit dem Concreten, das Geistige mit dem
Sinnlichen verknüpfen kann. Aber wie Wenige vermögen
dieses! Und wie machtlos sind überhaupt abstracte
Wahrheiten!

What are firmly against the particular and intimate
connections of chemical substances the loose, fleeting
phrases that addresses the idea? What against the solid
physique of natural history nature of papierne periodic
structure on which is based the philosopher! What
Platinadichte against the natural system, the airy
cobwebs of the language in which the thinker his nature
unfolds! Spider ever so carefully, no matter how logically
coherent thread to thread: thou shalt not against the
nature of language, you string along only gap to gap, and
each gap is a playground for the malice and stupidity of
your critics. The philosopher also speaks out only in
general and therefore abstract sets. Are these the same
deducted only from individual real cases, so they seem
to be yet grasped only from the air, if you are not looking
through the bill through to the bottom, the Abstracte
with the concrete, can combine the spiritual with the
sensual. But how few are capable of this! And how
powerless are at all abstract truths!

Wie ganz anders ist es dagegen mit der
Naturwissenschaft, deren Grundsätze anschauliche
Thatsachen, deren Beweismittel sinnliche Instrumente
sind. Doch wozu sagen, was schon Andere besser gesagt
haben! Condorcet in seinem »Éloge de Mariotte« sagt:
Les théories nouvelles, les mieux prouvées, font peu de
progrès, tant qu’elles ne sont appuyées que sur des
principes abstraits; même les meilleurs esprits,
accoutumés à certaines idées abstraites, acquises dans la
jeunesse, rejettent toutes celles qui ne se lient pas
aisément avec les premières, et toutes les vérités
spéculatives dont on ne peut leur donner des preuves
sensibles, sont absolument perdues pour eux. Ainsi

How different it is against the natural sciences whose
principles vivid facts whose evidence are sensual
instruments. But why say what others have said better!
Condorcet in his "Praise of Mariotte" (1773) says:

“The new, best proven theories make little progress as
long as they are based only on abstract principles; even
the best minds, who are used to certain acquired in
youth abstract ideas, reject all the ideas that do not
easily combine with the former, and all speculative
truths, for which one can give no sensible evidence, are
for they absolutely lost. Therefore, when a man of genius
proposing new truths, he has all just like him to
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toutes les fois qu’un homme de génie propose des
vérités nouvelles, il n’a pour partisans que ses égaux, et
quelques jeunes gens élevés loin des préjugés des écoles
publiques; le reste ne l’entend point ou l’entend mal; le
persécute ou le tourne en ridicule.
[Die neuen, am besten bewiesenen Theorien machen
wenig Fortschritte, solange sie sich nur auf abstrakte
Prinzipien stützen; selbst die besten Geister, die an
bestimmte, schon in der Jugend erworbene abstrakte
Ideen gewöhnt sind, verwerfen all die Ideen, die sich
nicht bequem mit den ersteren verbinden, und alle
spekulativen Wahrheiten, für die man keine sinnlich
wahrnehmbaren Beweise geben kann, sind für sie
absolut verloren. Wenn daher ein Mann von Genie neue
Wahrheiten vorschlägt, hat er allemal zu Anhängern nur
seinesgleichen und einige junge Leute, die fern den
Vorurteilen der öffentlichen Schulen erzogen sind; der
Rest versteht ihn nicht oder falsch, verfolgt ihn oder
macht ihn lächerlich.]
Allerdings greift der Naturforscher nicht direct, wie der
Philosoph, die religiösen und politischen Vorurtheile an;
aber man kann kein Glied aus der Reihe der
menschlichen Vorstellungen herausreissen oder
verändern, ohne damit die ganze Reihe zu verändern. So
lange die Phantasie des religiösen Glaubens die
Menschen beherrschte, so lange war auch die natürliche
Welt eine Fabel- und Märchenwelt. Wer an Wunder in
der Bibel glaubt, der glaubt auch an Wunder ausser der
Bibel, der hat überall Wunder im Kopfe. Und umgekehrt:
wer an keine natürlichen Wunder mehr glaubt, der
glaubt auch keine religiösen mehr. Wie wäre es auch
anders möglich? Der Boden aller Wunder ist ja die Natur.
Freilich kann sich der Mensch mit der Ausrede helfen,
dass er nur auf dem Gebiete der Natur, nicht der Religion
und Theologie, das Wunder aufhebe. Aber nur eine Zeit
lang; endlich siegt doch im Menschen der Einheitsdrang
und Wahrheitssinn über den Zwiespalt zwischen einer
vernünftigen natürlichen und einer unvernünftigen
übernatürlichen Welt.

supporters and a number of young people who are
educated away the prejudices of the public schools; the
rest did not understand him or wrong, pursuing him or
makes him ridiculous.”
However, the naturalist does not intervene directly, as
the philosopher, the religious and political prejudices on;
but you can rip out or alter, without changing the way
the whole series no member from the series of human
ideas. As long as the imagination of religious belief,
people dominated so long was also the natural world is a
fable and fairy tale world. Those who believe in miracles
in the Bible who also believes in miracles other than the
Bible, who has everywhere wonder in the head. And vice
versa: who believes in no natural wonder, who believes
no longer religious. How it would be otherwise? The
floor of all miracles is indeed nature. To be sure, the man
can help with the excuse that he take up only in the
realm of nature, not of religion and theology, the
miracle. But only for a while; finally triumphs but in man
the urge unit and sense of truth about the conflict
between a natural and a rational irrational supernatural
world.

Der erste Revolutionär der neueren Zeit war daher der
Verfasser der Schrift »De revolutionibus orbium
coelestium«, Nicolaus Copernicus. Copernicus hat den
allgemeinsten, den ältesten, den heiligsten Glauben der
Menschheit, den Glauben an die Unbeweglichkeit der
Erde, umgestossen und mit diesem Stosse das ganze
Glaubenssystem der alten Welt erschüttert. Er hat als ein
echter »Umsturzmann« das Unterste zu oberst und das
Oberste zu unterst gekehrt, die höchste Sphäre des
ptolemäischen Systems, das Primum mobile, (die
Ursache der täglichen Himmelsbewegung) zum Parterre
der Astronomie gemacht, der Erde die Initiative der
Bewegung zugeeignet und dadurch allen ferneren und
anderweitigen Revolutionen der Erde Thür und Thor
geöffnet.

The first revolutionary of modern times, therefore, was
the author of the work "De revolutionibus Orbium
Coelestium" Nicolaus Copernicus. Copernicus has the
most general, the oldest, the most holy faith of
humanity, the belief in the immobility of the earth,
knocked over and shattered with this push the whole
belief system of the ancient world. He has served as a
real "coup man" at the top, the lowest and highest swept
to bottom, the highest sphere of the Ptolemaic system,
the primum mobile, made (the cause of the daily motion
of the heavens) to ground floor astronomy, earth
appropriated the initiative of movement and thus all
distant and open otherwise revolutions of the earth door
and Thor.

Er hat dem phantastisch-despotischen Dominium mundi
des Mittelalters, welches sich die Erde über die
Himmelskörper, der Papst über die Geister, der Kaiser
über die Fürsten und Völker, der Mensch über die
Menschen angemaasst hatte, für immer den Garaus

He has the fantastically-despotic Dominium mundi of the
Middle Ages that the Earth on the celestial body that had
angemaasst Pope about the ghosts, the emperor above
the princes and peoples, the man on the man made to
forever put an end to; he has redeemed from the human
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gemacht; er hat den menschlichen Geist aus den
epicyklischen Zauberkreisen des verworrenen,
widerspruchsvollen Unsinns einer eingebildeten Welt
erlöst und zur Anschauung der wirklichen Welt, zur
Einfachheit der Natur zurückgeführt. Er hat mit frecher
Hand die bis auf ihn verschlossene, mit Ausnahme
einiger ketzerischer Denker selbst den grössten Geistern
des Alterthums undurchdringliche, nur zur Brustwehr der
menschlichen Beschränktheit, Gedankenlosigkeit und
Gläubigkeit dienende Himmelsveste aufgesprengt, und
dadurch den Blick des Menschen bis in die Unendlichkeit
des Universums erweitert und dem gesunden
Menschenverstand Eingang selbst in den Himmel
verschafft. Der Himmel galt sonst in der Religion für den
Thron und Sitz der Gottheit, den Wohnort der Seligen, in
der Philosophie für das fünfte Element, wo keine
Negation, keine Veränderung, kein Entstehen und
Vergehen wie auf der plebejischen Erde stattfinden
sollte, kurz: für ein heiliges göttliches Wesen. Aber alle
diesen süssen, heiligen Vorstellungen und Aussichten,
die sich sonst an den Himmel knüpften, hat die moderne
Astronomie, deren Urheber oder Begründer Copernicus
war, schonungslos vernichtet. Sie hat zwar die Erde in
den Himmel emporgehoben, aber eben dadurch auch
den Himmel profanirt, die Himmelsgestirne auf gleichen
Fuss mit der Erde gesetzt. Copernicus ist es, der die
Menschheit um ihren Himmel gebracht hat. Wo kein
sinnlicher Himmel mehr, verschwindet auch bald der
Himmel des Glaubens; denn nur an dem sinnlichen
Himmel hatte ja auch der religiöse seinen Grund und
Haltpunkt. Mit vollem Recht wurde das Copernicanische
Weltsystem von den Katholiken als ein ketzerisches
förmlich verdammt, von den Protestanten wenigstens
theoretisch verworfen, denn es widerspricht der Heiligen
Schrift. »Du gründest das Erdreich«, heisst es im Psalm,
»auf seinen Boden (super stabilitatem suam, wie es in
der Vulgata heisst), dass es bleibt immer und ewiglich.«
»Die Erde bleibet ewiglich«, sagt der Prediger Salomo,
»die Sonne geht auf und geht unter und läuft an ihren
Ort.« Diese und noch einige andere Sprüche der Bibel
hielt man den Copernicanern entgegen. Was aber in der
Bibel steht, muss auch in der Natur stehen. Hat man
doch selbst in den Sternbildern die hebräischen
Buchstaben gefunden! »Alles, was die Heilige Schrift
behauptet«, heisst es z.B. in Theodorici Winshemii
Novae quaestiones sphaerae« vom J. 1564, »ist
unbezweifelbar gewiss. Die Heilige Schrift behauptet
aber, dass die Erde fest und unbeweglich sei. Also ruht
die Erde in der Mitte der Welt und bewegt sich nicht.«
Welch eine glückliche Zeit, wo man noch mit
Bibelsprüchen den menschlichen Geist bannen, mit
Bibelsprüchen den Revolutionen der Erde Stillstand
gebieten konnte! Was sind gegen diese Wirkungen des
todten biblischen Buchstabens die oratorischen
Machtsprüche, womit unsere politischen
Schlangenbeschwörer die »lernäische Schlange« der
Revolution bezwingen wollen. Und gleichwohl sieht der
beschränkte Regierungsverstand nicht ein, dass nicht
erst die gottlose Philosophie, sondern schon Meister
Copernicus der Bibel ihre reactionäre Zaubermacht
genommen. Copernicus hat das körperliche Centrum der
Welt, die Erde, in die Reihe der Irrsterne eingeführt;
Copernicus hat auch das geistige Centrum der
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spirit the epicyklischen magic circles of tangled,
contradictory nonsense of an imagined world and
returned to the contemplation of the real world to the
simplicity of nature. He has worked with saucy hand to
him sealed, blown open with the exception of some
heretical thinkers even the greatest minds of antiquity
impenetrable, serving only to parapet of human
stupidity, thoughtlessness and orthodoxy sky Veste, and
thus the view of the people into the infinity of the
universe extended and common sense provides input
even in the sky. The sky was otherwise in religion for the
throne and seat of the Godhead, the place of residence
of the blessed, in the philosophy of the fifth element,
where no negation, no change, no rise and fall should
take place as to the plebeian world, in short, for a holy
divine being. But all that sweet, sacred ideas and
perspectives that otherwise knüpften at the sky, has
modern astronomy, whose author or founder
Copernicus was destroyed mercilessly. Although it has
uplifted the Earth into the sky, but the very fact profaned
even the sky, set the sky the stars on the same footing
with the earth. Copernicus is it that has brought
humanity to their heaven. Where no more sensual
heaven, also disappears soon the sky of faith; because
only at the sensual sky had also its religious basis and
support point. Quite rightly, the Copernican system of
the Catholics was considered a heretic formally
condemned, at least theoretically rejected by the
Protestants, because it contradicts Scripture. "What you
are the earth," we read in Psalm, "on its soil (super
stabilitatem suam, as it is called in the Vulgate) that it is
for ever and ever." "The earth abideth for ever," says
Ecclesiastes, " The sun rises and sets and runs to its
place. "These and several other sayings of the Bible held
one against the Copernicanern. But what is in the Bible,
must also be in the nature. One has yet even in the
constellations the Hebrew letters found! "Everything
that Scripture asserts," we read, for example, in
Theodorici Winshemii Novae quaestiones Sphaerae
"from J. 1564" is undoubtedly certainly. The Scriptures,
however, maintains that the earth is fixed and
immovable. So the earth is at rest in the center of the
world and does not move. "What a happy time, where
you can still capture the human mind with Bible texts,
with Bible texts could the revolutions of the earth areas
standstill! What are the oratorical Machtsprüche what
our political snake charmers want to conquer the
"Lernaean serpent" of the revolution against the effects
of the dead biblical character. And yet the government
limited mind a not see that not only the godless
philosophy but already master Copernicus the Bible
taken their reactionary spell power. Copernicus has
introduced the physical center of the world, the earth in
the number of wandering stars; Copernicus has also
displaced the spiritual center of the Christian world, the
Bible in the class of erring human books. Weaknesses are
the reasons which the Copernican tried to save the
divine glory of the Bible. It has long since been refuted
the story. "The Holy Spirit can not be separated, even
parts that he should a piece of true and the other false
teachings or have you believe." Where the Bible has no
voice in astronomy because it will soon no longer in
other things. How does because even with a false
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christlichen Welt, die Bibel, in die Klasse der irrenden
menschlichen Bücher versetzt. Schwach sind die Gründe,
womit die Copernicaner die göttliche Ehre der Bibel zu
retten suchten. Die Geschichte hat sie längst widerlegt.
»Der Heilige Geist lässt sich nicht trennen, noch theilen,
dass er ein Stück sollte wahrhaftig und das andere falsch
lehren oder glauben lassen.« Wo die Bibel keine Stimme
mehr in der Astronomie hat, da hat sie bald auch keine
mehr in anderen Dingen. Wie verträgt sich denn auch
mit einer falschen Astronomie eine wahre Anthropologie
oder Psychologie? Wie kann man den Menschen im
wahren Lichte betrachten, wenn man die Welt, zu der er
gehört, nur nach ihrem Scheine beurtheilt? Doch wozu
versteige ich mich bis in den fernen Himmel der
Astronomie, um die Naturwissenschaften wegen ihrer
revolutionären Tendenz bei unseren Regierungen zu
denunciren? Einen uns weit näher liegenden,
eindringlichern und zeitgemässern Beweis von der
universellen revolutionären Bedeutung der
Naturwissenschaft haben wir an vorliegender neuer
Schrift: Lehre der Nahrungsmittel. Für das Volk. Von
Jakob Moleschott. Erlangen, Enke. 1850.
Diese Schrift theilt uns mit, in volks- oder, was Eins ist,
menschenfreundlicher Absicht und Sprache, die
Resultate der modernen Chemie über die
Nahrungsmittel, ihre Bestandtheile, ihre
Beschaffenheiten, Wirkungen und Veränderungen in
unserem Leibe. Sie hat also eigentlich nur einen
gastronomischen Zweck und Gegenstand; und doch ist
sie eine, und zwar im höchsten Grade, Kopf und Herz
aufregende, eine sowohl in philosophischer als ethischer
und selbst politischer Beziehung höchst wichtige, ja
revolutionäre Schrift.

astronomy a true anthropology or psychology? How can
you look at the people in the true light when, judged the
world to which it belongs only to their bills? But what I
am auctioning into the distant sky astronomy to
denounce the natural sciences because of their
revolutionary tendency of our governments? A us far
more immediate, and eindringlichern zeitgemässern
proof of the universal revolutionary importance of
science, we have to present new font: teaching of foods.
For the people. By Jacob Moleschott. Erlangen, sink.
1850th

This document informs us, in popular or what is One,
philanthropic intent and language, the results of modern
chemistry about the food, their constituents, their
textures, effects and changes in our body. So she has
really only a gastronomic purpose and object; and yet it
is one, and in the highest degree, head and heart
exciting, both in a philosophical than ethical and even
political matters most important, even revolutionary
writing.

Ich beginne meine Denunciation mit der Philosophie und
behaupte, dass diese Schrift, obgleich sie nur von Essen
und Trinken handelt, den in den Augen unserer
supranaturalistischen Scheincultur niedrigsten Akten,
doch von der höchsten philosophischen Bedeutung und
Wichtigkeit ist. Ja, ich gehe weiter und behaupte, dass
nur sie die wahren »Grundsätze der Philosophie der
Zukunft« und Gegenwart enthält; dass wir in ihr die
schwierigsten Probleme der Philosophie gelöst finden.
Was haben sich nicht sonst die Philosophen den Kopf
zerbrochen mit der Frage von dem Bande zwischen dem
Leib und der Seele!

I start my denunciation with the philosophy and claim
that this writing, although it is all about eating and
drinking, the lowest in the eyes of our supernatural
Scheincultur files, but is of the highest philosophical
significance and importance. Yes, I'll go further and say
that it contains the only true "Principles of Philosophy of
the Future" and the present; that we find dissolved in
their most difficult problems of philosophy. What have
not otherwise philosophers head broken with the
question of the relationship between the body and the
soul!

Jetzt wissen wir aus wissenschaftlichen Gründen, was
längst das Volk aus der Erfahrung wusste, dass Essen und
Trinken Leib und Seele zusammenhält, dass das gesuchte
Band also die Nahrung ist. Wie hat man sich nicht sonst
über eingeborene oder von aussen gekommene Ideen
gezankt und wie verächtlich auf die herabgeblickt,
welche den Ursprung der Ideen aus den Sinnen
ableiteten! Jetzt ist es uns ebenso unmöglich von
eingeborenen Ideen zu reden wie von eingeborenen
Speisen oder von eingeborener Wärme, die wirklich einst
unter dem Namen calor innatus eine Hauptrolle in der
Naturwissenschaft spielte. Jetzt wissen wir, dass die
Respiration die hauptsächlichste Quelle der Wärme, dass
die Luft ein wesentlicher Theil unserer selbst ist, dass wir
alles von aussen pumpen, dass wir nichts zu eigen

Now we know for scientific reasons, which long ago the
people knew from experience that eating and drinking
keeps body and soul together that the desired band so is
the food. How has not otherwise been quarreling over
indigenous or has come from outside ideas and how
contemptuously looked down upon those which were
derived the origin of the ideas from the senses! Now it's
us as impossible of innate ideas to talk like native of food
or of Aboriginal heat that really once calor under the
name innatus played a major role in science. Now we
know that the respiration the principal source of heat
that the air is an essential part of our self that we pump
everything from the outside, that we have nothing of his
own, that we come as pure rags and communists in the
world that nothing is in us what not outside of us exists
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haben, dass wir als reine Lumpen und Communisten auf
die Welt kommen, dass gar nichts in uns ist, was nicht
auch ausser uns existirt, dass wir am Ende nur aus
Sauerstoff, Stickstoff, Kohlenstoff und Wasserstoff,
diesen wenigen, einfachen und doch so unendlich
verschiedenartiger Verbindung fähigen, diesen
geisterhaften, unmittelbar un- und übersinnlichen und
dennoch an sich und mittelbar sinnlichen Stoffen
zusammengeflickt sind.

that we capable only of oxygen, nitrogen, carbon and
hydrogen, these few, simple and yet so infinitely diverse
connection at the end, this ghostly, immediately un- and
sensual, yet at and indirectly sensual fabrics are patched.

Wie stimmt aber diese Anschauung des Menschen mit
der christlichen Welt- und Menschenanschauung? Denn
was ist der eigentliche Kern der christlichen, wenigstens
dogmatisch-christlichen Lehre? Der: »dass wir existiren
könnten allein mit Gott, auch wenn kein Raum, keine
Materie wäre, weil unser Wesen nicht den Begriff der
Existenz der äusseren Dinge in sich schliesst«; dass der
Mensch ein Bild Gottes, d.h. das Wesen ist, welches nur
aus sich und in sich d.h. nur aus und in Gedanken
besteht, welches keiner Welt, keiner Natur, keiner
Materie zu seiner Existenz bedarf: dass also der Mensch
noch existirt, auch wenn sein Leib und die materielle
Welt überhaupt zugrunde geht.

But how true this view of man with the Christian world
and human intuition? After all, what is the real core of
the Christian, at least dogmatic Christian doctrine? The
"that we could exist alone with God, even if no space, no
matter would be because our nature does not exclude
the notion of the existence of external things in
themselves"; that man an image of God, that is the
essence of being, which consists only of itself and in
itself that is just and in thought, which requires no world,
no nature, no matter for its existence: i.e. that man still
exists, even if His body and the material world ever
perish.

Und dennoch dulden unsere gutchristlichen Regierungen
im christlichen Staate die Naturwissenschaften,
insbesondere die allerradikalste, corrosivste und
destructivste Wissenschaft, die Chemie, die in ihrem
Scheidewasser all die Mysterien der christlichen
Weltanschauung aufgelöst hat? Welch’ ein ungeheuerer
Widerspruch!

And yet tolerate our gutchristlichen governments in
Christian state the natural sciences, especially the
allerradikalste, corrosivste and destructivste science,
chemistry, has dissolved in their vagina water all the
mysteries of the Christian worldview? What a monstrous
contradiction!

Doch kehren wir wieder von den Thorheiten der Politik
zur Philosophie zurück. Wie hat nicht der Begriff der
Substanz die Philosophie vexirt! Was ist sie? Ich oder
Nicht-Ich, Geist oder Natur, oder die Einheit von beiden?
Ja, die Einheit. Aber was ist denn damit gesagt? Die
Nahrung nur ist die Substanz; die Nahrung die Identität
von Geist und Natur. Wo kein Fett, ist kein Fleisch; aber
wo kein Fett, da ist auch kein Hirn, kein Geist: und das
Fett kommt nur aus der Nahrung. Die Nahrung ist das
Spinozistische Hen kaì pân, das Allesumfassende, das
Wesen der Wesen. Alles hängt vom Essen und Trinken
ab. Die Verschiedenheit des Wesens ist nur
Verschiedenheit der Nahrung. Schon in der
»Offenbarung der Natur und natürlichen Dinge ... durch
den hochgelehrten Hieronymum Cardanum« heisst es
übrigens ganz im Widerspruch mit der Offenbarung der
Bibel, wo dem Essen und Trinken nur eine frivole
Bedeutung gegeben, das Wesen des Menschen als ein
vom Essen und Trinken unabhängiges vorgestellt wird:
»die Nahrung mögend in alle Naturen die Menschen
verenderen. Wölliche nun vil Wildbret und Gewürz in der
Speiss brauchen, werden alle grimm und zornig leuth,
wölliche kraut essend, werdend milt und zahm.« Welche
dornenvolle Untersuchungen hat nicht das Sein den
Philosophen verursacht! Ist es Eines oder Vieles? Eins mit
dem Denker aber verschieden von dem Nichts des
Gedankens? Unnütze Fragen! Das Sein ist Eins mit dem
Essen; Sein heisst Essen; was ist, isst und wird gegessen.
Essen ist die subjektive, thätige, gegessen werden die
objective, leidende Form des Seins; aber Beides
unzertrennlich. Erst im Essen erfüllt sich daher der hohle

But we return from the follies of the policy back to
philosophy. How has not the concept of substance
philosophy vexirt! What is she? I or non-ego, mind or
nature, or the unity of the two? Yes, the unit. But what is
said by that? The food is the only substance; the food,
the identity of spirit and nature. Where no fat, no meat;
but where no fat, there is no brain, no ghost: and the fat
comes only from food. The food is the Spinoza Hen kai
pan, the all-encompassing, the essence of nature.
Everything depends on the food and drink. The diversity
of nature is diversity of food. Even in the "revelation of
nature and natural things ... by the most learned
Hieronymum Cardanum" is personalize it completely at
odds with the revelation of the Bible, where the food
and drink given only a frivolous meaning, the essence of
man as a food by and drink is presented independent:
"the food liking in all natures people verenderen.
Wölliche now vil venison and spice in Speiss need all
grim and angry Leuth, wölliche herb eating, becoming
milt and tame. "What thorny investigations has not been
caused to the philosophers! Is it one or many? One with
the thinker but different from the nothingness of
thought? Useless questions! Being is one with the food;
Its called food; what is eating and being eaten. Food is to
be the subjective, thätige eaten that objective, suffering
form of existence; Both, however, inseparable. It was
only in Essen therefore fulfills the hollow concept of
Being and the absurdity of question reveals: whether
being and non-identical, ie if food and hunger is the
same?
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Begriff des Seins und offenbart sich die Unsinnigkeit der
Frage: ob Sein und Nichtsein identisch, d.h. ob Essen und
Hungern identisch ist?
Was haben sich nicht die Philosophen mit der Frage
gequält: was ist der Anfang der Philosophie? Ich oder
Nicht-Ich, Bewusstsein oder Sein? O ihr Thoren, die ihr
vor lauter Verwunderung über das Räthsel des Anfangs
den Mund aufsperrt und doch nicht seht, dass der offene
Mund der Eingang ins Innere der Natur ist, dass die
Zähne schon längst die Nüsse geknackt haben, worüber
ihr noch heute euch vergeblich den Kopf zerbrecht!
Damit muss man anfangen zu denken, womit man
anfängt zu existiren. Das Principium essendi ist auch das
Principium cognoscendi. Der Anfang der Existenz ist aber
die Ernährung; die Nahrung also der Anfang der
Weisheit. Die erste Bedingung, dass du etwas in dein
Herz und deinen Kopf bringst, ist: dass du etwas in
deinen Magen bringst. »A Jove principium« hiess es
sonst, aber jetzt heisst es: »a ventre principium«. Die
alte Welt stellte den Leib auf den Kopf, die neue setzt
den Kopf auf den Leib; die alte Welt liess die Materie aus
dem Geiste, die neue lässt den Geist aus der Materie
entspringen. Die alte Weltordnung war eine
phantastische und verkehrte, die neue ist eine naturund eben deswegen eine vernunftgemässe. Die alte
Philosophie begann mit dem Denken, sie »wusste nur die
Geister zu vergnügen und liess darum die Menschen
ohne Brod«; die neue beginnt mit Essen und Trinken. Die
alte Philosophie hatte daher nichts im Kopfe — »Sein
und Nichts ist identisch«, das Nichts ist das Infinitum et
indeterminatum negans; Dieu est opposé au néant —:
denn wo nichts im Magen, ist auch nichts im Kopfe. Der
Kopf ist das Vermögen, zu schliessen; aber die
Vordersätze, die Elemente zu diesen Schlüssen liegen in
den Speisen und Getränken. Der Geist ist Licht,
verzehrendes Feuer, aber der Brennstoff ist der
Nahrungsstoff. »Ein voller Bauch studirt nicht gern«;
richtig; aber so lange der Bauch voll ist, so lange hat der
Kopf auch nichts vom Inhalte des Bauchs. Hirn werden
die Speisen erst, wenn sie verdaut, wenn sie Blut
geworden sind. Der »volle Bauch« ist also ein alberner
Einwand. Es bleibt dabei: der Nahrungsstoff ist
Gedankenstoff.

What have not the philosopher tormented with the
question: what is the beginning of philosophy? I or nonego, consciousness or Being? O ye gates, the sheer
amazement at the enigma of the beginning unlocks her
mouth and yet do not see that the open mouth is the
entrance into the interior of the nature that the teeth
have already cracked the nuts, what her today to you in
vain upside break up! So you have to begin to think,
which one begins to exist. The Principle essendi is also
the Principle cognoscendi. But the beginning of existence
is the diet; the food so the beginning of wisdom. The first
condition is that you bring something in your heart and
your head is: that you bring something in your stomach.
"A Jove principium" it said otherwise, but now it says: "A
Ventre principium". The old world turned upside down
the body, the new sets his head on the body; the ancient
world was the matter of the mind, the new makes the
spirit from matter arise. The old world order was a
fantastic and perverse generation, the new is a natural
and very reason a rational. The old philosophy began to
think they "just knew how to have fun and let the spirits
about the people without bread"; the new begins with
eating and drinking. The old philosophy was therefore
nothing in the head - "Being and Nothingness is the
same," Nothingness is the Infinitum et indeterminatum
negans; Dieu est au opposé néant -: because where
nothing in the stomach, nothing is even in the head. The
head is the ability to close; But the precedents, the
elements of these circuits are in the food and beverages.
The spirit is light, consuming fire, but the fuel is the food
substance. "A full belly studied not like"; right; but as
long as the belly is full, as long as the head has nothing of
the contents of the abdomen. Brain, the food only if they
digested when they have become blood. The "full belly"
is therefore a ridiculous comment. The fact remains that
the food material is food for thought.

Das Gehirn kann ohne phosphorhaltiges Fett nicht
bestehen. ... An das phosphorhaltige Fett ist die
Entstehung, folglich auch die Thätigkeit des Hirns
geknüpft. ... Ohne Phosphor kein Gedanke (»Lehre der
Nahrungsmittel«, S. 115fg.).

The brain can not exist without phosphorus-containing
fat. ... To the phosphorus-containing fat is the origin,
hence also established the activity of the brain. ...
Without phosphorus no thought ("Teaching the food," S.
115fg.).

Wo hat je ein speculativer Philosoph daran gedacht?
Haben sie nicht alle das Denken aus sich selbst erklärt,
den Geist zu einem selbständigen, stofflosen von aller
Materie abgesonderten Wesen gemacht? Haben sie
nicht ihr Nichtwissen von den materiellen Grundlagen
des Geistes in ein Nichtsein derselben verwandelt? Ist es
nun ein Wunder, dass es noch so dunkel in der Welt
aussieht, da selbst unsere grössten Denker keinen
Phosphor im Kopfe hatten?

Where ever a speculative philosopher think of that? Do
not they all explained the thinking of himself, made the
mind into an independent, immaterial separate from all
matter being? Can not you do not know in a nonexistence of the same turns of the material foundations
of the mind? Is it any wonder that it still looks so dark in
the world, since even our greatest thinkers have no
phosphorus in the head?

Ist es ein Wunder, dass die unsinnigste Vorstellung, die
Schöpfung aus Nichts, sogar zu einem heiligen

Is it any wonder that the nonsensical notion that
creation out of nothing, even a sacred article of faith and
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Glaubensartikel und zum »höchsten Problem der
speculativen Philosophie« wurde? Was heisst denn aber:
»die Welt ist geschaffen aus Nichts« anders als: sie ist
geschaffen ich weiss nicht woraus? Was heisst also, an
eine Schöpfung oder überhaupt Entstehung aus Nichts
glauben? Es heisst an die Heiligkeit und Göttlichkeit der
Ignoranz glauben; es heisst die Ignoranz an die Spitze der
Welt, der Religion und Wissenschaft stellen. Ein Beispiel
hiervon haben wir eben an dem Ernährungsprocess.
Dass die Speisen Fleisch und Blut werden, wusste man;
aber wie? Das wusste man nicht. Wie löste man nun den
Widerspruch zwischen dem bekannten Etwas und dem
unbekannten Nichts oder dem Nichts der Unwissenheit?
Man schrieb dem Leibe unter dem Namen der
Lebenskraft ohne Weiteres die Kraft zu, die Speisen in
Blut zu verwandeln, d.h. man dichtete dem Organismus,
wenn auch nicht mit Worten, doch der That nach, eine
aus Nichts schaffende Kraft an, um so die Wunder der
christlichen Dogmatik in Fleisch und Blut umzusetzen.

the "highest problem of speculative philosophy" has
been? What do you mean but "the world is created out
of nothing" other than: it's created I do not know what
from? So what is to believe in a creation or emergence
out of nothing at all? It is said in the sanctity and divinity
of ignorance believe; It is the ignorance to the top of the
world, religion and science questions. An example of this
we have just to the Diet Process. That the food flesh and
blood are, you knew; but how?That did not you. So how
do you solved the contradiction between the known and
the unknown Something Nothing or nothing of
ignorance? You wrote the body under the name of
vitality easily the power to transform the food into
blood, which means you wrote the organism, even if not
in words, but indeed for a creative from nothing force,
so the miracle the Christian dogma in the flesh
implement.

Aber in der Wirklichkeit verhält es sich ganz anders.
Hören wir wie. Ehe wir aber dieses Wie verstehen,
müssen wir wissen, warum wir essen und was wir essen
oder vielmehr uns aneignen. »Das Leben ist
Stoffwechsel« (S. 66). Wir empfangen von der
Aussenwelt Stoffe und geben sie wieder zurück, nur in
anderer Gestalt, scheiden sie aus. Und je mehr oder
weniger wir von uns geben, desto mehr oder weniger
müssen wir auch zu uns nehmen. Leider ist aber nicht
mit der verminderten Aufnahme von Nahrungsmitteln
auch eine verhältnismässige Abnahme der
Ausscheidungen verbunden. Wenn wir Nichts zu
verzehren haben, verzehren wir uns selbst. Es heisst (S.
62):

But in reality it is quite different. Let us hear how. But
before we understand how this, we need to know why
we eat and what we eat, or rather we acquire. "Life's
metabolism" (p.66). We received from the outside world
materials and give them back, but in a different form,
they will be eliminated. And the more or less we give of
ourselves, the more or less we have to eat.
Unfortunately also a proportionate decrease in
precipitations is not connected to the reduced intake of
foods. If we have to eat nothing, we eat ourselves, it is
stated (page 62):

»Auch wenn wir uns aller Speise und alles Tranks
enthalten, hauchen wir Kohlensäure und Wasser aus, die
Ausleerungen von Harn und Koth erfolgen nach wie vor,
die Haare wachsen, die Nägel verlängern sich, und
Schweiss und Schleim entziehen dem Körper von Stunde
zu Stunde seine wesentlichsten Bestandtheile. Und wenn
die Enthaltsamkeit fortdauert, dann verräth sie sich nur
zu bald durch eine beträchtliche Abnahme des Gewichts
unseres Körpers.«

"Even if we abstain of all food and all potion, we breathe
out carbon dioxide and water, the evacuations of urine
and faeces take place remains to grow hair, the nails are
extended, and sweat and mucus deprive the body of the
hour its most important constituents. And if continence
continues, then it betrays itself only too soon by a
considerable decrease in the weight of our body. "

Ferner S. 63:

In addition, p.63:

»Wenn der Ersatz aufhört, während die Ausgaben
fortdauern, dann ändert sich alsbald die
Zusammensetzung der Gewebe, und das Blut, das nicht
nur für die Gewebe, sondern auch für sich selbst
einkauft, macht in einigen Tagen oder, wenn es hoch
kommt, in wenigen Wochen Bankrott. Denn der
Sauerstoff, den wir einathmen, zehrt vom Blut, dessen
Einnahmen stocken.«

"If the replacement stops while continue spending, then
immediately changes the composition of the tissue, and
the blood that buys not only the fabric but also for
himself, makes in a few days or if it comes up, in a few
weeks bankruptcy. Because of the oxygen we breathe,
consumed by blood, falter its revenue. "

Und S. 49:

And page 49:

»Allen Stoffen unseres Körpers wird nämlich Sauerstoff
der Luft zugeführt den wir unablässig einathmen. Kein
Stoff aber greift mächtiger als der Sauerstoff in das
Werden und Vergehen der organischen Verbindungen
ein. Vor der anhaltenden Wirkung des Sauerstoffs hat

"all substances our body oxygen in the air is in fact fed
we inhale constantly. No substance but uses more
powerful than the oxygen into the growth and decay of
organic compounds. Before continuing effect of oxygen
has no organic connection of our body stock. "
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keine organische Verbindung unsers Körpers Bestand.«
Am ersten schwinden unter dem verzehrenden Einfluss
des Sauerstoffs die Fette, dann die Muskeln, das Herz,
Milz und Leber, am spätesten die Nerven und das Hirn —
eine merkwürdige Erscheinung, da sie aus den
wandelbarsten Stoffen unsers Körpers, aus Fett und
Eiweiss bestehen; eine bis jetzt noch unerklärte
Erscheinung, die aber trotzdem das späte Absterben der
geistigen Thätigkeit erklärt. Doch die Folgen des
Hungerns oder Fastens erstrecken sich noch weiter. Wo
die Menge und Mischung des Stoffs, verändert sich auch
die Form der Verrichtung.
»Denn ein gemeinsames Band hält Stoff und Form und
Verrichtung umschlungen ... Der leichtere Muskel,
dessen Fett und Eiweiss geschwunden ist, erscheint als
welkes Fleisch, das sich langsam zusammenzieht. Das
Herz ist träge, die Zahl der Pulse in der Minute
beträchtlich vermindert ... Kleine Reize haben grosse
Wirkung. Das Licht thut wehe, ein stärkerer Schall wird
unerträglich, eine Berührung erweckt Zorn ... In
schlafloser Nacht quält den Hungernden die Gier, der
mächtige Hebel so vieler Leidenschaften. Wer zu Aas und
Leichen, zum Fleisch seiner Freunde oder zu seinem
eigenen Körper greift, der beweist mehr als die
Einbildungskraft der Dichter sich vorstellen kann ... Von
keinem Triebe wird die Macht des Geistes trauriger
besiegt. Der Hunger verödet Kopf und Herz ... Der
Hungernde fühlt jeden Druck mit Centnerschwere:
darum hat der Hunger mehr Empörungen verursacht als
der Ehrgeiz unzufriedener Köpfe ... Kalt und starr, die
Muskeln zuckend in gelähmten Gliedern, seufzend, mit
trübem Auge, abgestumpfter Empfindung, bethörtem
Urtheil, kämpft der Gepeinigte den Todeskampf, dem
häufig eine Ohnmacht sein Ziel steckt, bisweilen aber
rasendes Irrereden vorausgeht.« (S. 66-68.)

At first dwindle under the devouring influence of oxygen,
the fats, the muscles, the heart, spleen and liver, the
latest, the nerves and the brain - a strange phenomenon,
because they consist of the change most substances of
our body, from fat and protein; an as yet unexplained
phenomenon, but nevertheless declared the death of
the late spiritual activity. But the consequences of
starvation or fasting extend even further. Where the
amount and mixture of the substance to the form of
performing changed.
"For a common bond holds substance and form and
performing entwined ... the lighter muscle, fat and
protein which has disappeared, appears as wilted flesh
that shrinks slowly. The heart is slow, the number of
pulses is reduced considerably in the minute ... Small
stimuli have big impact. The light does woe, a stronger
sound becomes unbearable, a touch awakens anger ... In
a sleepless night the hungry torments the greed, the
powerful lever of so many passions. Who accesses
carrion and corpses to the meat of his friends or to his
own body, which proves more than the imagination of
the poet can imagine ... By no shoots the power of the
mind is defeated sad. Hunger desolate head and heart ...
The Starving feels any pressure with Centnerschwere:
why hunger has caused more outrage than the ambition
dissatisfied heads ... cold and rigid, the muscles twitching
in paralyzed limbs, with a sigh, with a sad eye, blunt
sensation, bethörtem judgment, the Tormented fighting
the agony, the frequent blackouts put his goal, but
sometimes precedes raging delirium "(p. 66-68.)

Dies das Gemälde von den schrecklichen Folgen des
unbefriedigten Hungers, dies der Grund des
Nahrungsbedürfnisses, dies auch der Grund, warum die
neue Weltweisheit nicht mehr das Nichts im Kopfe,
sondern das Nichts im Magen — ein sehr reelles, weil
empfindliches Nichts — zu ihrem und der Welt Princip
macht.

This the painting of the terrible consequences of
unsatisfied hunger, this is the reason of the need for
food, this is also the reason why the new world wisdom
no longer nothingness in the head, but the void in the
stomach - a very real because sensitive Nothing - and to
its World Princip makes.

Wir sehen zugleich hieraus, von welcher wichtigen
ethischen sowohl als politischen Bedeutung die Lehre
von den Nahrungsmitteln für das Volk ist. Die Speisen
werden zu Blut, das Blut zu Herz und Hirn, zu Gedanken
und Gesinnungsstoff. Menschliche Kost ist die Grundlage
menschlicher Bildung und Gesinnung. Wollt ihr das Volk
bessern, so gebt ihm statt Deklamationen gegen die
Sünde bessere Speisen. Der Mensch ist was er isst. Wer
nur Pflanzenkost geniesst, ist auch nur ein vegetirendes
Wesen, hat keine Thatkraft.
…
Indess ist es nicht genug, dass wir unter dem Volk,
welches ja längst vor der Entdeckung der thierischvegetabilischen Substanz der Hülsenfrüchte aus der
Erfahrung die Wichtigkeit derselben, besonders der
Linsen, erkannt hat, Propaganda für den Erbsenstoff
machen, um durch die Salze und phosphorsaueren

We see at once from this, of which major ethical
importance both as a political doctrine of the food for
the people. The food is to blood, the blood to the heart
and mind to thoughts and sentiments fabric. Human
food is the foundation of human culture and mentality.
Do you want to improve the people, so give him instead
of declamations against sin better food. You are what
you eat. Who enjoys only plant-based diet, is also just a
vegetirendes beings, has no deed force.
...
However, it is not enough that we do among the people,
which has long been the importance of the same,
especially the lenses recognized from experience, before
the discovery of the brutish-vegetable substance of
legumes, propaganda for peas substance to and through
the salts phosphorus aueren alkalis contained in the
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Alkalien, die in den Hülsenfrüchten in so reichlicher
Menge enthalten sind, das faule Kartoffelblut des
deutschen Volks wieder in Bewegung zu setzen. Auch
wir, die wir unverdienterweise so glücklich sind, nicht
allein von Kartoffeln zu leben, müssen die Lehre der
Nahrungsmittel zu unserer Richtschnur nehmen, wenn
wir einen guten Grund zu einer neuen Revolution legen
wollen.

legumes in such large quantities, to put the rotten
potato blood of the German people moving again. Even
we who are undeservedly so happy, not only to live on
potatoes, have to take the doctrine of the food to our
guide, if we want to lay a good foundation for a new
revolution.

Die Diät ist die Basis der Weisheit und Tugend, der
männlichen, muskelkräftigen, nervenstarken Tugend;
aber ohne Weisheit und Tugend gedeiht keine
Revolution. Lassen wir uns daher vor Allem durch die
Politik, so niederschlagend und ekelerregend sie auch
jetzt ist, nicht den Appetit zum Essen und Trinken
verderben; aber mässigen wir den Genuss durch die
Kenntniss der Nahrungsstoffe, wie sie uns hier der
Verfasser mittheilt, wenngleich uns die Empfindung von
ihren Wirkungen längst gesagt hat, was uns die Chemie
lehrt. Aber die Aufgabe des Menschen ist eben, den
Grund der Empfindung zu entdecken, den Gegenstand
der Empfindung zu einem Gegenstand des Wissens zu
erheben. Nicht mit Gebet, mit Erkenntniss zu geniessen,
ist menschlich. Doch wir können dem Verfasser nicht bis
in seine Diätetik und Zergliederung der einzelnen
Speisen, Getränke und Gewürze hineinfolgen: empfehlen
aber jedem Gelehrten, dem der Mensch mehr ist als das
Buch, jedem Künstler, jedem Handwerker, jedem Lehrer,
jedem Vater, jeder Hausfrau, dieses Buch als ein
unentbehrliches, als ein Buch, welches alle die
Bedingungen aufweist, welche zu einer gesunden, ihrem
Begriffe entsprechenden, sowohl leiblichen als geistigen
Nahrung erfordert werden.

The diet is the basis of wisdom and virtue, male,
muscular strong, strong nerves virtue; but without
wisdom and virtue prospers no revolution. Let us
therefore mainly due to the policy, so depressing and
disgusting it is now, do not spoil your appetite for food
and drink; but we even benefited by the knowledge of
nutrients, as here the author imparts us, although we
the sensation has long been said of their effects, which
teaches us that chemistry. But the task of man is
precisely the reason for the feeling to discover, to raise
the subject of the sensation to the subject of knowledge.
Not with prayer, to be enjoyed with knowledge, is
human. But we can the author not into follow up in its
dietetics and dissection of each food, drinks and spices:
but anyone scholars, the man is more than the book,
every artist, every craftsman, every teacher, every
father, every housewife, this book as an indispensable,
as a book that has all the conditions that are required for
a healthy, appropriate their terms, both physical as
spiritual nourishment.

Anmerkungen:
* Leicht gekürzte Fassung; die Kürzungen wurden mit
"…" kenntlich gemacht.

Remarks:
* Slightly abridged version; the cuts were made with "..."
indicated.

(1) Die Regierungen machen Riesenfortschritte. Wenige
Wochen nachdem dieses niedergeschrieben war,
brachten die Zeitungen die Nachricht, dass die
preussische Regierung in dem Kopfe eines Hirsches nach
dem Entwurf eines furchtbaren Komplots gesucht habe.
So verwirklichen unsere Regierungen selbst die tollsten
Träume der Phantasie!

(1) The governments make giant strides. A few weeks
after this was written, the newspapers carried the news
that the Prussian government was looking for in the
head of a deer after the draft terrible Komplots. To
realize our governments, even the wildest dreams of the
imagination!

(2)Diesen Uebergang zur Demokratie hat schon der
berühmte Physiolog Haller den jetzigen Naturforschern
zur Pflicht gemacht. Haller schrieb drei politische
Romane. Der erste handelt von der Despotie oder
absoluten Monarchie, der zweite von der
constitutionellen Monarchie, der dritte von der
aristokratischen Republick. Was hätte nun nothwendig
folgen sollen? »Le tableau d’une democratie parfaite«,
wie schon Condorcet in seinem »Éloge de Mr. de Haller«
bemerkt. Aber diese Consequenz scheiterte an der
Berner Aristokratie, deren Mitglied Haller selbst war. Der
jetzige Naturforscher ist jedoch an diese Lokalschranke
nicht mehr gebunden. Er hat den Fehler Haller’s
gutzumachen. Uebrigens lasse ich nicht umsonst den
Naturforscher nach Amerika hinüberblicken, und
womöglich selbst hinübergehen; denn es ist noch sehr in

(2) this transition to democracy has already made the
famous physiologist Haller to present naturalists
compulsory. Haller wrote three political novels. The first
deals with the despotism or absolute monarchy, the
second of the constitutional monarchy, the third of the
aristocratic Republick. What would now be necessary to
follow? " Le tableau d'une democratie parfaite ", as
already Condorcet in his" Éloge de Mr. de Haller noticed
". But this consequence was thwarted by the Bernese
aristocracy whose member Haller himself was. The
current naturalist, however, no longer bound by this
local barrier. He has to make up for mistakes Haller's.
Besides, I will not for nothing the naturalist to America
over look, and perhaps go over itself; because it is still
very much in question whether Europe, at least in a
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Frage, ob Europa, wenigstens in einem voraussichtlichen
Zeitraum, einer wahren Umgestaltung und Verjüngung
fähig sei. Gewohntes Uebel ist dem Menschen lieber als
ungewohntes Neues, wenngleich es ein Gut ist.
Ueberdies erfordert eine neue Zeit auch einen neuen
Raum. Ortsveränderung gehört zur Sinnesänderung. Auf
dem alten Boden haften auch die alten Sünden.
Deutschland oder, was Eins ist, Europa, in eine Republik
verwandeln wollen, kommt mir oft gerade so vor, als
wenn man eine Dirne, die schon allen Potentaten
gedient, in eine Jungfrau verwandeln wollte. Es giebt
keine religiösen, aber auch keine moralischen und
politischen Wunder.

foreseeable period of time, a true transformation and
rejuvenation was capable. Familiar Uebel is the people
rather than unusual new, although it's a good. Besides
this requires a new time and a new space. Change of
location is part of the change of mind. On the old ground
adhere the old sins. Germany or what is One, Europe,
want to turn into a republic, I often happens just as if
you wanted to turn a prostitute who already served all
potentates, in a virgin. There is no religious, but also no
moral and political miracle.

(add discussion)

Quotes | Nitric acid
The following are related nitric adic related quotes:
“It is true: writing brings forth in the lives of many humans just such destructive results, like Ottilie in Goethe’s
Elective Affinities, through whose appearance the fortune of a satisfying life is ruined.”
— Ludwig Feuerbach (1834), Abelard and Heloise (Aphorism #42) [2]

“Feuerbach saw the scientific revolution coming; it would be a time that would ‘dissolve the Christian world-view in
nitric acid’.”
— William Newell (1986), The Secular Magi (Ѻ)

“After the failure of the political revolution of 1848, it was Feuerbach who prophesied another—successful—
revolution, which would be speeded up by the natural sciences, the radical, corrosive natural sciences, especially
chemistry. Although reactionary governments, with their limited range of vision, had not noticed the fact, that the
natural sciences had ‘long before dissolved the Christian world view in nitric acid’. The philosopher, himself drawn to
the natural sciences but continually falling back on theology, insisted that philosophy should be linked no longer with
theology but with the natural sciences.”
— Hans Jung (1990), Freud and the Problem of God [4]

“Christians … hadn’t they heard, as one skeptic famously put it, that modern science had already dissolved
Christianity in a vat of nitric acid.”
— Lee Strobel (2004), reflective monologue, with citation to Feuerbach, on being sent in 1974 to report on the West Virginia
hillbilly bombings and shootings over certain non-Christianity conforming textbooks being used in public schools [3]

References
1. (a) Feuerbach, Ludwig. (1850). “The Natural Sciences and the Revolution” (“Die Naturwissenschaft und die
Revolution”) (German → English). Publisher.
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In famous publication, The Next Million
Years is a 1952 book written by English
physicist C.G. Darwin , wherein his
"introduction" chapter he defines the
subject of human thermodynamics as the
statistical mechanics of human molecules,
a very revolutionary and modern view,
even in the modern day. In short, Darwin's
book is first-ever published document
outlining a theory using the terms "human
thermodynamics" and "human molecule"
in unison, as discussed in his 16-page
Introduction chapter. [1] The book was
reprinted in 1953 and 1973. The Next
Million Years is one of the founding books
in the history of human thermodynamics.

Etymology
The title of the book takes its name from
C.G. Darwin's knowledge that it takes a
million years for a new species to form.

Overview

1952, 209-page book The Next Million Years by English physicist C.G. Darwin, in
the famous Introduction chapter (pgs. 13-28) of which he outlines "human
thermodynamics", a subject he defines as the statistical mechanics of
conservative dynamical systems of human molecules.

In short, Darwin argued that humans were molecules, that assemblies of humans constituted "conservative
dynamical systems", and that one could use statistical thermodynamics, particularly American mathematical physicist
Willard Gibbs version of it, to predict the course of the next million years of human evolution. In his book, according
to a 1953 review by Time magazine, Darwin, a theoretical physicist, invades sociological territory where many
sociologists fear to tread. [2] He bases his reasoning about man's future on what is sometimes called "social physics":
the idea that the behavior of humans in very large numbers can be predicted by the statistical methods that
physicists use with large numbers of molecules. Accordingly, in the gas phase, the motions of single molecules are
unpredictable: they may move fast or slow and zigzag in any direction, but the impacts of billions of gas molecules
against a restraining surface produce a steady push that obeys definite and rather simple laws. In the same manner,
Darwin believes, the actions of individual humans are erratic and sometimes remarkable, but the behavior of large
numbers of them over long periods of time is as predictable as the pressure of gas. All that is needed is to determine
the basic, averaged-out properties of human "molecules." In Darwin's view, according to the review, "human
molecules have one fundamental property that dominates all others: they tend to increase their numbers up to the
absolute limit of their food supply". [2]

Notes
The book, as of 2010, seems to be out of print and the in demand original copies sell for as much as $395 dollars.
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Further reading
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In famous publications, The Phenomenon of Man or Le Phenomene Humain, is
a 1938 book by French philosopher-theologian Pierre Teilhard that attempts to
synthesize a view that integrates the anthropocentric concepts of
consciousness, spirit, and purpose, with evolution, chemistry, and physics, and
in particular the second law of thermodynamics. It is one of the first books to
utilize a “human molecule” perspective, in great detail. The centerpiece of the
book is the omega point theory, which argues that humanity is evolving
towards a type of global or universal united consciousness. [1] The book was
written in a series of personal articles by Teilhard said to date predominately to
the year 1938, but rejected for publication by the Church, and only published
post-humorously in 1955 as Le Phenomene Humain, and translated in English in
1959, with a revised English translation in 1965.

Influence
In modern times, The Phenomenon of Mant has a near-cult following, as it is the
representative archetype crossover book to those who would wish to integrate
materialism view, with the mind-body dualism view, with new age types of
2002 Perennial-edition reprint of the
spiritualism view, to yield a ‘spiritual materialism’ view of evolution. An
The Phenomenon of Man, with an
example of this is American philosopher Christian de Quincey's 2002 Radical
introduction by Julian Huxley. [1]
Nature, who states that he was 'awestruck' the first time he came across The
Phenomenon of Man, and his updated view that consciousness extends all the way down the evolutionary ladder. [2]

References
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2. De Quincey, Christian. (2002). Radical Nature: Rediscovering the Soul of Matter (pg. xiv). Invisible Cities Press.

External links
● The Phenomenon of Man – Wikipedia.

The Scientific Work of Gustav
Adolph Hirn
In famous publications, “The Scientific Work of Gustav Adolph Hirn, in 7
Chapters (1845-1888)” is a 1893 article, 56-pages in length, on the life, work,
and thermodynamic philosophy of French physicist Gustave Hirn, by English
engineer Bryan Donkin, in which the terms "human thermo-dynamics" and
“human thermodynamics” were coined. [1]

Overview
(add synopsis)

References
1. Donkin, Bryan. (1893). “The Scientific Work of Gustav Adolph Hirn in 7
Chapters (1845-1888)” (pgs. 145-201); Picture of Hirn, (pg. 144); Chapter V:
Human thermodynamics, pg. 176-83)”, Transactions of the Manchester
Association of Engineers (table of contents: human thermo-dynamics, pg. 176).
Herald & Walker Printers.

The Second Law of
Thermodynamics

Opening page of chapter five of
English engineer Bryan Donkin's 1893
article: "The Scientific Work of Gustav
Adolph Hirn."
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In famous publications, “The Second Law of thermodynamics”
or “Der Zweite Hauptsatz der Mechanischen Wärmetheorie” is a
May 29, 1886 lecture by Austrian physicist Ludwig Boltzmann
presented at the ‘Festive Session’ of the the Imperial Academy of
Sciences in Vienna in which a laymanized discussion of the
second law was given with special emphasis on its application in
relation to Charles Darwin's 1859 theory of evolution.

Struggle for entropy
The most-quoted passage from the lecture, stated rather
cryptically, is that life is a struggle for entropy: [1]
“The general struggle for existence of animate beings is not a
struggle for raw materials – these, for organisms, are air, water
and soil, all abundantly available – nor for energy, which exists in
plenty in any body in the form of heat Q, but of a struggle for
entropy, which becomes available through the transition of
energy from the hot sun to the cold earth.”
To note, there is a bit of translation issue in this quote as to
whether Boltzmann spoke about entropy or free energy as the
focus of the "struggle", as discussed further below.

Darwin
Another famous statement made by Boltzmann was that he gave
his opinion that in the future, the 19th century will be seen as
First page to Ludwig Boltzmann's famous 1886 lecture
the century of the theory of evolution and of the mechanical
on the second law of thermodynamics.
theory of heat: [5]
“If you ask me about my innermost conviction whether our century will be called the century of iron or the century of
steam or electricity, I answer without hesitation: it will be called the century of the mechanical view of nature, the
century of Darwin.”
In basing his ideas on struggle Boltzmann gives his opening opinion in his essay that the achievement that will put its
stamp on the 19th century will be English naturalist Charles Darwin’s 1859 Origin of Species.

Free energy
Curiously, in the works of both German chemist Walther Nernst (1893) and Romanian mathematician Nicholas
Georgescu (1971), they both commented that in German version of this essay Boltzmann argued to the effect that
"free energy", rather than entropy, which is the object of the struggle in life. Nernst comments: [3]
“Strife is not for the component substances, for these component substances of all organism, as air, water, and earth,
are abundant; neither is the strife for energy as such, for this occurs in abundance, as the heat content of matter of
our environment; but strife is for the free energy available for the performance of work.”
Likewise, Georgescu-Roegen comments: [4]
“Life does not feed on mere matter and mere energy but—as Schrodinger aptly explained—on low entropy. The seed
of this idea goes back to Boltzmann who was the first to point out that free energy is the object of the struggle for
life.”
It is difficult, however, to actually find Boltzmann using the term "free energy" in this essay, meaning that this may be
a German→English transla on issue? He does, to note, cite Hermann Helmholtz (who introduced the term free
energy as the measure of affinity in 1882) and discuss energy set free in the context of chemical affinity.
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The 2nd Law
In music thermodynamics, The 2nd Law is a 2012 album by the
English alternative rock band Muse, scheduled for release on 17 Sep
2012, themed on a mixture of dub step, apocalypse, social
revolution, possibly the fall of civilization (see: rise and fall of
civilizations), the second law of thermodynamics (dispersion version),
the premise of unsustainable continuous economic growth (see:
sustainability), fossil fuel shortage, gas at 66 dollars per gallon,
among other themes. The tagline intro thermodynamics-based news
feed message that is shown in the trailer is as follows: [1]
“All natural and technological processes proceed in such a way that
the availability of the remaining energy decreases. In all energy
exchanges if no energy enters or leaves an isolated system the
entropy of that system increases. Energy continuously flows from
being concentrated to being dispersed, spread out, wasted, and
useless. New energy cannot be created and hybrid energy is being
destroyed. An economy based on endless growth is unsustainable.”

Discussion

The 6 Jun 2012 trailer for English alternative rock
band Muse's new album The 2nd Law, themed
around the second law of thermodynamics
applied to the human sphere of activity,
particularly in regards to natural resources. [1]

The trailer for the album was released on 6 Jun 2012, showing a
mock news caster discussing entropy and the economy, and quickly drew in over 1.5 million views and interestingly
drumming up discussion on the implications of the laws of thermodynamics in the economic system.
The version of the second law promoted in the video, to note, in large part, is that of the views of American organic
chemist Frank Lambert, who in the first decade of 2000s has been on a crusade to get the motto entropy = energy
dispersion—which is hardly the sense in which entropy was originally defined by German physicist Rudolf Clausius as
entropy = transformation content—into the minds of American chemistry students, supposedly getting some 25+
chemistry textbook authors to change to his viewpoint, even though Lambert notably did so poorly in his
undergraduate thermodynamics classes that he was forced to change majors from physical chemistry to organic
chemistry. The field of sustainability thermodynamics, however, is a relatively new field of research. Whatever the
case, the video is interesting, especially since it is working to stir up debate on the reality of existence within the
confines of the first and second law of thermodynamics.

The 2nd Law Tour
The band has concerts scheduled in 25 different cities in 20 different countries from 16 October to 18 December
2012. [2]

External links
1. Montgomery, James. (2012). “Muse Move Toward Dubstep in Apocalyptic The 2nd Law Trailer: Band’s brand-new
teaser forecasts a whole new sound on their next album, due out in September.”, MTV.com, Jun 6.
2. The 2nd Law Tour – Wikipedia.
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In famous publications, “The Story of the
Contented Molecule” is a 1941 children’s story
Empedocles-style anecdotal advertisement,
promoted by Quaker State Motor Oil, of how
people in crowds are like molecules in a oil and
how there are satisfied and unsatisfied
molecules and why certain oils are better than
others, based on their respective stabilities and
the rate at which they will break down. [1]

Human chemistry
In the modern 21st century human chemistry
view, it is known that humans are molecules,
i.e. human molecules, and that humans due
tend to separate into separate boundaried
groups just as due oil and water, a subject
discussed in integration and segregation
thermodynamics and racial thermodynamics.
[2] Beyond this, a number of things can be
learned from this so-called "children's story".
Some of these are listed below as points of
discussion.

Birth of molecules
The articles states that dissatisfied molecules
are ones "born" without all its atoms. The first
correction to this statement is that molecules
are not born, but rather synthesized.
The second underlying correction to this
anthropomorphic label is that not only are
molecules not born, but in addition molecules
do not "die" and are not "alive" or "living", but
rather can only be defined using standard
chemistry terms such as animated, reactive,
inert, etc; an issue that is slowly being
addressed in the 2009 defunct theory of life.
[5]

Dissatisfied molecules
The definition of dissatisfied molecules as one
that lack certain atoms seems to hold up, as
modeled on Abegg's rule and the octet rule,
being that atoms (or atoms of molecules) tend
to seek bonds that satisfy an outer shell
valence electron configuration of eight
electrons. [3]

The desire to be different
It is said that the dissatisfied molecule is always
trying to become something different because
he knows he isn't right in some way. This form
the most part is correct, similar to above, in
that when atoms (or atoms of molecules) are
The “The Story of the Contented Molecule” advertisement as found in a
dropped into a reactive system they will
migrate, move, and react in the direction that 1941 issue if Life. [1]
will most satisfy their affinities, which for
simple rows two and three elements equates to the "desire" of atoms to seek bonds that will enable them to form a
noble gas valence electron configuration. This same desire-behavior is said to explain the underlying motives of
human behaviors, as loosely outlined in the 2009 article “Neuro Octet Trajectory Theory” by American chemical
engineer Libb Thims. [4]

Good, bad, and evil molecules
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The story alludes to the premise that there are "good oils" and "bad oils" or rather good and bad molecules, which
extrapolates to the idea that there are so-called "evil" molecules; likewise "some oils [or molecules] are better than
other", supposedly based on the logic that molecules who break down faster or less stable in the long run are worse
or bad, comparatively speaking. Moreover, the good-bad dichotomy runs against the grain of the Utopian motto that
all people are created equal, such as was famously held to be "self-evident" according to Thomas Jefferson in his
drafting of the Constitution of the United States. [6] Here we see, conversely, that it is not so easily self-evident at the
chemical level. The article alludes to the idea that certain reactions, such as the autoxidation chemical reaction
between oil and oxygen, to make varnish is “evil”, particularly when it produces an undesired affect and gums up the
piston.

What harm can one little molecule do?
The story states that one dissatisfied molecule can get into "trouble", such as by finding a drop of water or a loose
atom of carbon, and then, before long, if there are billions like him have a situation covered in sludge. Here we may
offer the famous example of the one little "human molecule" Bosnian Serb Gavrilo Princip, a dissatisfied student, who
in 1914, by shooting Archduke Franz Ferdinand, according to social physicist Marc Buchanan, singlehandedly started a
global chain reaction that launched WWI leaving ten million dead five years later. [7]

Happy molecules
The article alludes to the idea that there are ways to define the state of a molecule as being in a happy state, such as
riding up and down on a piston, similar to a child riding up and down on a teeter-totter. Two ways in which thinkers
have gone about quantifying and modeling happiness of human molecules is by (b) bond count, i.e. wherein bond
count has been found to be proportional to one's happiness level, and (b) the flow state (a state of productive work
output), such as is quantified in Jungian-style psychological entropy Csíkszentmihályi flow theory.

Overcoming troubles
It is said that the contented molecules have to do their best to overcome the troubles produced by the uncontented
molecules. There may be some truth in this statement, explained by Fritz Lipmann's 1941 free energy coupling theory
as applied to social interactions, on the logic that strongly energy releasing human chemical reactions reactions (ΔG
<< 0) work to drive weakly-going reactions (ΔG ≈ 0) as well as reactions that would never go on their own (ΔG > 0),
such as has been outlined in global inter-country economic terms by Robert Kenoun (Theory of History and Social
Change), in local economic terms by Octavian Ksenzhek (Money: Virtual Energy, 2007), and in interpersonal and
familial human molecular relationship terms by Libb Thims (Human Chemistry, 2007).

Envy and malice
The parable of the story is that bad molecules (or dissatisfied molecules) get what they have coming to them, so to
speak, and that no good can come out of their situation. This seems to be saying that good will always prevail in the
end, or something to this effect (or something along the lines of karma existing in chemical systems). The story states
that the bad molecules become torn by envy and malice, whereby resultantly one bad molecule multiplies into gangs
of bad molecules, each precipitate or copy, however, being half as good as the original bad template molecule. These
last two contentions are difficult to merit out in terms of correctness or not?
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In famous publications, “The Teaching of Pure Political
Economy and Social Mechanics” is a March-April 1900
four-page report by Polish social-economist Leon
Winiarski describing the outlines of a new experimental
course on applied thermodynamics in sociology,
economics, and politics that was being taught at the
University of Geneva, during the previous six years (18941900), the fortuitousness of this teaching method being
advocated to other universities. The following is the key
paragraph of the report wherein Winiarski mentions the
incorporation of thermodynamics: [1]
“Turning to the dynamic part of the problem, we gave a
definition of social-biological energy in two forms:
potential (hunger and love) and kinetic (economic,
political, legal, moral, aesthetic, religious, and scientific).
This led us to the principles of thermodynamics, including
the third, the Clausius same time explains the progressive
spiritualization any closed social aggregate to show a
decrease in potential. This dissipation of entropy that
occurs is the same in the social world as in the physical
world.”
The report is part of Winiarski's collected text Essay on
Social Mechanics. [2] The English translation is shown in
full below, which seems to have been done by American
sociologist Lester Ward, the general editor of the journal
in which the translation is found. [3] This paper is similar,
to note, to American historian Henry Adams 1910 A
Letter to American Teachers of History, advocating the
Original French title page to Leon Winiarski's 1900 report “The
teaching of thermodynamics in history courses.

Report
REPORT OF M. WINIARSKY.

Teaching of Pure Political Economy and Social Mechanics”,
outlining the teaching of thermodynamics in sociology,
economics, and politics at the University of Geneva. [1]

Introduction note (by translator): The report of Dr. Leon Winiarsky, of the University of Geneva, mentioned above
(supra, p. 1492) by M. Suter, on the teaching of pure political economy and social mechanics in Switzerland, assumes
a special importance in view of M. Gide's remark (supra, p. 1469), pointing out the lack in France of any treatment of
the social sciences from the point of view of method, and calling attention to the advance in this direction that has
been made in Switzerland. Walras and Pareto, of the University of Lausanne, and Winiarsky, of the University of
Geneva, constitute a strong school of pure or theoretical economics and sociology, based on mathematics. As this
report gives a brief account of the history and present status of methodological social science, it deserves a place
here:

"The teaching of pure political economy and social mechanics in Switzerland"
by Dr. Leon Winiarsky, privat-doccnt at the University of Geneva
Every science has two sides: A rational or pure side, which studies the most general and abstract form of the
respective phenomena, and an applied side which studies their concrete and detailed form. The rigorous distinction
between these two divisions, accepted in the physical sciences, is tending more and more to be introduced into the
domain of the social sciences.
For purposes of instruction this distinction is of the first importance in practically accustoming students to the
logical necessity of a truly scientific method and in facilitating the clear and systematic conception of the facts. It
prepares them at the same time for independent personal work by furnishing them methods of investigation that are
sure and necessary to any productive research.
Logicians of the first rank, like Professors Ad. Naville, Goblot, and others, show us with reason that it is
henceforth impossible to employ, as absolutely as was formerly done, a method in physics, psychology, and sociology
opposed to that of mathematics. The processes of the physicist, the psychologist, and the sociologist always resemble
those of the mathematician more and more as they attain greater perfection.
All sciences have an abstract side, which studies the relations between concepts. These sciences of laws have,
moreover, an experimental point of departure. Mathematics had at the outset a wholly empirical phase; it was only
with further development that it assumed a more and more a priori character. The products of reasoning push the
data of observation more and more into the shade, but they exist none the less.
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At the present time in certain departments of physics abstract reasoning occupies as prominent a place as
observation. The development of psychology and sociology is pursuing the same course, so that without diminishing
the importance of the historical and descriptive part, which is principally based on observation, it is necessary to
recognize the paramount value of the abstract and rational part. It is the mark of a good logical method, and at the
same time of a good method in teaching, to introduce and strictly maintain this distinction.
Among the social sciences political economy was the first to introduce this distinction in the most rigorous way,
by accepting for the rational part the mathematical form.
Cournot was the true founder, to have, in his Researches into the Mathematical Principles of the Theory of
Wealth (1838), clearly stated in what was the application of mathematics to political economy, to have raised the
demand curve of goods according to declining prices and have deduced the mathematical theory of monopoly.
In 1854, Hermann Gossen, in his The Development of the Laws of Human Interactions, established another curve,
that of the intensity of the last want satisfied as a decreasing function of the quantity consumed, and from it he
deduced the formula of the optimum division of two commodities between two individuals, so as to produce the
absolute maximum utility, measured by the equal intensities of the last wants satisfied of each commodity by the two
individuals (communistic sharing).
In 1802, Jevons drew the same curve as Gossen and deduced from it the formula of free exchange of two
commodities between two individuals, showing the inverse proportion for each party to the exchange of the
intensities of the last wants satisfied ( "final degree of utility") to the quantity of the commodities exchanged
(individualistic sharing).
Finally, in 1873, Mr. Walras explains in a paper entitled Principle of a mathematical tory of exchange, the theory
of economic exchange of two commodities between any number of exchangers. To do this he introduces the
problem, as unknowns to be determined, the prices of both goods (that Jevons was replaced by the inverse
relationships of quantities traded). Then, the utility curve of Goshen, he deduces the curves of demand and supply,
under the condition of maximum satisfaction of needs, expressed in a form identical to that of Jevons.
In this way M. Walras found deductively the curve of demand empirically arrived at by Cournot, and also the curve of
supply. Finally he determined the prices current of equilibrium, by virtue of the condition of equality, of the actual
supply and demand, by the intersection of two curves of demand and supply.
In his Elements of Pure Political Economics, M. Walras has successively derived from the mathematical
principles indicated above: (1) The theory of exchange of any number of commodities for one another; (2) the theory
of production of those commodities considered as products resulting from the combination of the effects of different
kinds of productive capital; (3) the theory of capitalization, or of the production of new capital, and, finally, (4) the
theory of money, or the theory of the determination of the prices of products, services, and capital in a form of goods
serving not only as a standard for the measure of values, but also as a medium of exchange. Finally, from all these
theories taken together, M. Walras derived a theory of general economic equilibrium.
Thus was economic statics definitely established. It still remains to found economic dynamics. It is on this task
that certain economists are engaged, as Mr. Patten in America.
On the other hand, some writers, as MM. Wicksteed, Barone, Clark, and Montemartini, are completing the
theory of marginal utility by a theory of marginal productivity, which constitutes, at the same time, the point of
departure for a theory of the distribution of wealth. Great activity prevails in this domain of the science, as is proved
by the list of mathematical economists: Marshall, Edgeworth, Launhardt, Lebr, Auspitz, lieben, Wicksell, Rossi,
Giddings, Fisher, etc. To these must be added the representatives of pure economics who employ deduction without
having recourse to mathematics, such as Menger, Wieser, Sax, Bohm-Bawerk, etc.
To follow, step by step, this entire movement and set forth its pa-ogress in the successive phases acquired is the
task that we have undertaken in a course that we have been giving for the past six years at the University of Geneva.
Moreover, encouraged by the example of pure political economy, and convinced that this is the route that social
science must necessarily pursue in order to attain a definite character, we have attempted to apply the same
methods of investigation and reasoning to all the other departments of general and abstract sociology.
It is thus that we have arrived at the conception that the theory of equilibrium may be extended from economic
phenomena to all social phenomena—political, juridical, moral, esthetic, religious, and scientific; the two modes of
division, the Gossenian and Jevonian, adapting themselves very well to the communistic regime of primitive societies
and to the individualistic regime of the historic societies.
By extending these results attained through pure political economy to social science, we have arrived at the
discovery that the fundamental equations of M. Walras— expressing, for a party to an exchange, the equivalence of
the quantities offered and the quantities demanded of various commodities at certain prices, and the proportion of
the intensity of the last wants satisfied to these prices—-may be deduced from the general equations of motion of
Lagrange, and we have shown analytically in what way this deduction can be made. Having furnished the equations of
social equilibrium, we have laid the foundations for social mechanics—on its static side— on the principle of
Lagrange, that of least effort or greatest energy, i. e., on the principle that serves as the basis of universal mechanics.
Turning to the dynamic part of the problem, we gave a definition of social-biological energy in two forms:
potential (hunger and love) and kinetic (economic, political, legal, moral, aesthetic, religious, and scientific). This led
us to the principles of thermodynamics, including the third, the Clausius same time explains the progressive
spiritualization any closed social aggregate to show a decrease in potential. This dissipation of entropy that occurs is
the same in the social world as in the physical world.
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Finally, we have shown how the principle of least effort and of the acceleration of velocity explains the gradual
differentiation and integration of social aggregates by their more and more perfect adaptation to the natural and
artificial environment. All this forms the subject of a course on social mechanics that we are giving under the title,
"Economic bases of social science," parallel with our course on pure political economy. In fact, the point of departure
of our researches was, as we have shown, pure political economy, to which we refer all social science, and bring it all
back to mechanics.
In our course we do not content ourselves with the abstract or pure science, but make applications of it to the
primitive and historic societies by a detailed study of the facts.
The results of our research in pure social mechanics were published in the Philosophical Review (March 1898)
under the 'title: "Essay on the social Mechanics", which contains three parts: 1 The economic and social balance; 2
"the transformations of social energy, and 3 social dynamics.
A year after the publication of our work, we were pleased to note the appearance of two books of great value,
that of Professor Maurce Haurion: Lessons Social Movement (1899) and that of Professor Andre Lalande: The
Dissolution Opposed to Revolution in the Physical and Moral (1899). These studies, while differing on some points of
our findings in the philosophical journal (March 1898), based on the same principles and tend in the same direction,
toward an application of mechanics and thermodynamics to social science.
In 1889 we applied these principles to the theory of the family and of property in an article published in the
Rivista italiana di Sociologia (November, 1899). We showed that it is the family and property that lie at the basis of
society, and that all other institutions constitute its superstructure. Finally, during the present year, we have more
thoroughly analyzed (in the Revue philosophique, February-March, 1900) certain points in our theory, and shown how
quantitative methods may be applied to social mechanics, with a view to the creation of a sociometry.
Some of this work has attracted interest from abroad and have been translated into Polish (Athenaeum Warsaw),
German (Soc. Monatshefte Berlin) and Russian (Saint Petersburg Scientific Review). The samples were analyzed,
among others, in the Rivista Italiana di Filosofla1 by Professor Groppoli which, while recognizing the need for a
general science of society and abstract, it would retain the title of pure sociology. But I prefer title social mechanism,
which I gave to this science, especially since Professor Lester Ward, Columbia University, author of Dynamic
Sociology, now follows the same path in memoir presented at The International Congress of Sociology of this year a
entitled: "Social Mechanics". [note1]
Such are the stages in the career thus far pursued by social mechanics. Though teaching it for six years at the
University of Geneva, I do not think it can replace descriptive and comparative sociology represented with us with so
great authority and mastery by Prof. L. Vuarin, but I do think that it may become an independent and complementary
discipline, allying itself at the same time to mathematics, political economy, and sociology.
I have ventured to inform the congress of this isolated experiment, and the first of its kind. As to pure economics,
it is already taught in a score of universities in England, America, Germany, Austria, and Switzerland, and it would be
desirable that this example be followed by those of France. I am happy to add that the teaching of these sciences,
which might appear dry, interests its hearers, whose number is constantly increasing.
● Note 1: Ward, Frank. (1900). “Social Mechanics”, Read before the Fourth Congress of the Institute International de
Sociologie at Paris, Sep, 25, 1900; Reprinted in: Sociology at the Paris Exposition of 1900 (pgs. 1579-93).
● Translator end note: In view of the importance of the subject and the novelty of the experiment, I have introduced
Dr. Winiarsky's report entire. The question of methodology in social science will come up later (p. 1576).
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The Thermodynamics of Love
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In famous publications, "The Thermodynamics of Love"
is a 2001 article, published in the Journal of Hybrid
Vigor, by American chemist and neuroscience physician
David Hwang, in which a Gibbs free energy theory of
mate selection is outline, albeit in humorous form. [1]
In short, in chemistry, reaction feasibility is determined
by "thermodynamics", particularly chemical
thermodynamics. Subsequently, the feasibilities of the
various potential processes of human mating or "love
the chemical reaction" would also be determined by
thermodynamics.

Hwang's human thermodynamics
Hwang, however, did more than verbially justify his
thermodynamics of love theory, he described it, in
rather descent form, from a chemical thermodynamic
point of view. [3] In particular, thermodynamics,
according to Hwang, "not only explains the spontaneity
of chemical reactions", but "also applies directly to
various factors determining the success of human
relationships". To begin with, Hwang defines the couple
forming reaction as such: a theoretical chemical
reaction where two elements, "male" (M) and "female"
(F), combine to form a new compound called "couple"
(M-F):

Above: a annotated version of American computational chemist
David Hwang's 2001 article "The Thermodynamics of Love",
wherein he defines people chemically as "elements" (see: human
chemical element), couples as "compounds", and the process of
falling in love as a chemical reaction that is quantified and
governed via Gibbs free energy changes, from Libb Thims' 2015
Zerotheism for Kids lecture (part two). [1]

M + F → M-F
To visually illustrate this, Hwang used free energy vs. reaction extent plots (shown adjacent). Firstly, in regards to the
plots, he states that the y-axis measures Gibbs free energy and that the x-axis measures the time progression of the
reaction, Hwang defines individual elements (presumably either single unattached people or bonded couples) with a
collective high free energy (G) value are relatively reactive, while a compound with a low G value is likely to be stable.
Thus, according to Hwang, a reaction in which G decreases (-sG) favors formation of product because the products
have less free energy than the starting compounds and are more stable. In a reaction in which G increases (+sG), in
Hwang’s view, reactants are not likely to make much chemical progress. Subsequently, according to Hwang, we can
apply these concepts to our theoretical male-female reaction and thus use chemical thermodynamics to answer
questions such as “are two people completely natural as a pair, or are they better off apart?”

Difficulties on theory
All-in-all, aside from a few points of argument, Hwang's take on the situation is fairly accurate. One area of difficulty
in Hwang's theory is the small particle count aspect involved in the thermodynamic computations of interactions
between people with systems consisting of a few humans (e.g. ten human molecules in a system). Specifically, how
do the laws of thermodynamics apply to the analysis of, for instance, two particle systems, such as two people in a
regioned system? General thermodynamic analysis, e.g. gas phase systems, for instance, studies "working bodies"
consisting of Avogadro's number of particles, namely 10E23 particles, i.e. atoms or molecules. There have, however,
been thermodynamic studies on one-particle systems. This is an advanced topic.
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In the 1950s, Iranian mechanical engineer Mehdi Bazargan is
said to have penned an article entitled "Thermodynamics of
Love", one possibly still only available in Farsi.
In circa 2000, American child prodigy turned astrophysicist
Christopher Hirata penned his human chemical
thermodynamics and human physics based “The Physics of
Relationships” (see: relationship physics) article consisting of
five parts:
1. Thermochemical Approach to Relationships
2. Complex Equilibria of Men and Women
3. Reaction Kinetics
4. Neutron Scattering: A Cautionary Tale
5. The Shell Model
on the topics of a thermochemical approach to relationships,
complex equilibria of men and women, reaction kinetics,
neutron scattering, and shell model, written at the age of
about 18 that harks of genius ranking near to that of the great
insights of German polyintellect Johann Goethe (IQ=230) and
his 1796 human chemical theory. [1] In 2003, internet writer
Wild Bob, in his short article “Thermodynamics of Love”,
reasoned that “people often can be heard talking about the
'chemistry' in a relationship”, and, without going into too much
detail on this postulate, concludes: [2]
“Remember, it’s not chemistry that determines long term
love—it’s thermodynamics.”

Hwang's free energy plots verse extent of reaction,
showing stable products (top) and unstable products
(bottom).

Chemistry, he states, may be involved in the initial attraction,
but it is “thermodynamics that determines if the relationship will last.”
In 2015, Colombian-born British writer Patrissia Cuberos published The Thermodynamics of Love: the Secret Life of a
God, part one of a three-part trilogy (Book I: The Secret Life of a God; Book II: Diary of an Ex-Goddess; Book III: The
Physics of Romance), wherein she applies chemistry, thermodynamics, and physics to relationship dynamics; the
abstract of part one is as follows: [6]
“We live in a world of relationships: from chemical bonds to boy meets girl, to families and societies, to the laws that
govern the cosmic order. The trilogy is a typical love story. Indeed, boy meets girl and a relationship develops, but we
all know that as Woody Allen says ‘Sooner or later everything turns to sh*t.’ In other words, in most relationships, the
initial dynamic exchange of heat-energy soon becomes the dreaded lukewarm entropy, harbinger of heat death.
However, the physics that seem to doom David and Kate’s relationship to the thermodynamic trap, might be able to
help them to transform it into the everlasting loop of energy exchange they have always dreamed of: a
superconductive love unmarred by friction from guilt, fear and resentment. Their quest will force them to challenge,
and eventually transcend their all too human feelings of inadequacy, the apparently inevitable limitations of time,
and the hazy, illusory lines between dream and reality, life and death.”
(add discussion)

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“The thermodynamics of computation, if anyone had stopped to wonder about it, would probably have seemed no
more urgent as a topic than, say, the thermodynamics of love.”
— Charles Bennett (1988), “Notes on the History of Reversible Computation” [4]

“The big ideas in heat are the laws of thermodynamics. So important and far-reaching are the laws of
thermodynamics that some people try to use them to explain what governments should do, why people fall in love,
and why there are car wrecks.”
— Bill Nye (1993), American mechanical engineer [5]
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See also

● Surya Pati
● Thermodynamics of love
● Chemistry of love
● Physics of love
● Mathematics of love
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The Will to Power
In famous publications, The Will to Power: An Attempt at a Revaluation of All
Values, is collection of 1,067 note fragments, according to the 1906 edition,
written as draft mental notes by Friedrich Nietzsche, during the years 1883 to
1888, posthumously published in 1888, claimed by some to be his unfinished
magnum opus prior to his unrecoverable 1889 mental breakdown. Some of the
fragments, commonly labeled as WP:#, are shown below. [1]

95 | Three centuries
In Spring-Fall 1887 (WP:95), Nietzsche gives the following historical:
“The Three Centuries. Their different sensibilities are best expressed thus:
Aristocratism: Descartes, rule of reason, testimony of the sovereignty of the
will;
Feminism: Rousseau, rule of feeling, testimony of the sovereignty of the senses,
mendacious;
Animalism: Schopenhauer, rule of craving, testimony of the sovereignty of
animality, more honest but gloomy.
The seventeenth century is aristocratic, imposes order, looks down haughtily
upon the animalic, is severe against the heart, not cozy, without sentiment,
"un-German, " averse to what is burlesque and what is natural, inclined to
generalizations and overeign confronted with the past--for it believes in itself.
Much beast of prey au fond, much ascetic habit to remain master. The century
of strong will; also of strong passion.

Nietzsche's posthumously-published
collected notes (1883-1888) of his
draft-stage book The Will to Power: An
Attempt at a Revaluation of All Values,
which outlines his will to power
theory, which, it is said, would have
been his magnum opus, of his 5,000page collected work set, which never
reached complete fruition, following
his 1889 breakdown. [21

The eighteenth century is dominated by woman, given to enthusiasm, full of esprit, shallow, but with a spirit in the
service of what is desirable, of the heart, libertine in the enjoyment of what is most spiritual, and undermines all
authorities; intoxicated, cheerful, clear, humane, false before itself, much canaille au fond, sociable. The nineteenth century is more animalic and subterranean, uglier, more realistic and vulgar, and precisely for that
reason "better, " "more honest," more submissive before every kind of "reality," truer; but weak in will, but sad and
full of dark cravings, but fatalistic. Not full of awe and reverence for either "reason" or "heart"; deeply convinced of
the rule of cravings (Schopenhauer spoke of "will"; but nothing is more characteristic of his philosophy than the
absence of all genuine willing) . Even morality reduced to one instinct ("pity") .
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Auguste Comte is a continuation of the eighteenth century (domination of coeur over la tete, sensualism in the
theory of knowledge, altruistic enthusiasm).
That science has become sovereign to such a degree proves how the nineteenth century has rid itself of the
domination of ideals. A certain frugality of desire makes possible our scientific curiosity and severity — which is our
kind of virtue. Romanticism is an echo of the eighteenth century; a kind of piled-high desire for its enthusiasm in the grand style (as
a matter of fact, a good deal of histrionics and self-deception: one wanted to represent strong natures and grand
passions) .
The nineteenth century looks instinctively for theories that seem to justify its fatalistic submission to matters of fact.
Already Hegel's success against "sentimentality" and romantic idealism was due to his fatalistic way of thinking, to his
faith in the greater reason on the side of the victorious, to his justification of the actual "state" (in place of
"mankind," etc. J.- Schopenhauer : we are something stupid and, at best, even something that cancels itself. Success
of determinism, of the genealogical derivation of obligations that had formerly been considered absolute, the
doctrine of milieu and adaptation, the reduction of will to reflexes, the denial of the will as an "efficient cause";
finally--a real rechristening: one sees so little will that the word becomes free to designate something else. Further
theories: the doctrine of objectivity--"will- less" contemplation--as the only road to truth; also to beauty (--also the
faith in the "genius" to justify a right to submission); mechanism, the calculable rigidity of the mechanical process; the
alleged "naturalism, " elimination of the choosing, judging, interpreting subject as a principle- Kant, with his "practical
reason" and his moral fanaticism is wholly eighteenth century; still entirely outside the historical movement; without
any eye for the actuality of his time, e. g., Revolution; untouched by Greek philosophy; fanciful visionary of the
concept of duty; sensualist with the backdrop of the pampering of dogmatism. The movement back to Kant in our century is a movement back to the eighteenth century: one wants to regain a right
to the old ideals and the old enthusiasm--f or that reason an epistemology that "sets boundaries," which means that
it permits one to posit as one may see fit a beyond of reason. Hegel's way of thinking is not far different from Goethe's: one needs only to listen to Goethe about Spinoza. Will to
deify the universe and life in order to find repose and happiness in contemplation and in getting to the bottom of
things; Hegel seeks reason everywhere—before reason one may submit and acquiesce. In Goethe a kind of almost
joyous and trusting fatalism that does not revolt, that does not flag, that seeks to form a totality out of himself, in the
faith that only in the totality everything redeems itself and appears good and justified.”
(add discussion)

WP:490 | Will = Force
In 1885 (WP:490), Nietzsche states the following:
“The assumption of one single subject is perhaps unnecessary; perhaps it is just as permissible to assume a
multiplicity of subjects, whose interaction and struggle is the basis of our thought and our consciousness in general?
A kind of aristocracy of "cells" in which dominion resides? To be sure, an aristocracy of eguals, used to ruling jointly
and understanding how to command?
My hypotheses: The subject as multiplicity
Pain intellectual and dependent upon the judgment "harmful": projected.
The effect always "unconscious": the inferred and imagined cause is projected, follows in time.
Pleasure is a kind of pain.
The only force that exists is of the same kind as that of the will: a commanding of other subjects, which thereupon
change.
The continual transitoriness and fleetingness of the subject. "Mortal soul. "
Number as perspective form.”
(add discussion)
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WP:545 | Creed
In 1885 (WP:545), Nietzsche says the following:
“I believe in absolute space as the substratum of force: the latter limits and forms. Time eternal. But space and time
do not exist in themselves. "Changes" are only appearances (or sense processes for us); if we posit the recurrence of
these, however regular, nothing is established thereby except this simple fact, that it has always happened thus. The
feeling that post hoc is propter hoc can easily be shown to be a misunderstanding; it is comprehensible. But
appearances cannot be "causes" !”
This seems to be a draft "atheist's creed" for Nietzsche.

WP:595 | Presuppositions
In 1884 (WP:595), Nietzsche states is presuppositions:
“Our presuppositions: no god: no purpose: finite force. Let us guard against thinking out and prescribing the mode of
thought necessary to lesser men!!”
Here we see decent platform. Purpose, however, is a loaded word, in need of reform; while, e.g., it is not applicable
to state, as a description, that when hydrogen reacts with oxygen that is their "purpose", there is someone who
made a connection, using apparent terminology reform, of purpose correctly redefined via thermodynamic
potentials.

WP:617 | Life = Will to Power
In 1883-1885 (WP:617), Nietzsche states the following curious views:
“To impose upon becoming the character of being—that is the supreme will to power. Twofold falsification, on the
part of the senses and of the spirit, to preserve a world of that which is, which abides, which is equivalent, etc. That
everything recurs is the closest approximation of a world of becoming to a world of being:—high point of the
meditation.
From the values attributed to being proceed the condemnation of and discontent with becoming, after such a world
of being had first been invented. The metamorphoses of what has being (body, god, ideas, laws of nature, formulas,
etc.) "Beings" as appearance; reversal of values; appearance was that which conferred value—.
Knowledge-in-itself in a world of becoming is impossible; so how is knowledge possible? As error concerning oneself,
as will to power, as will to deception. Becoming as invention, willing, self-denial, overcoming of oneself: no subject
but an action, a positing, creative, no "causes and effects."
Art as the will to overcome becoming, as "eternalization," but shortsighted, depending on the perspective: repeating
in miniature, as it were, the tendency of the whole.
Regarding that which all life reveals as a diminutive formula for the total tendency; hence a new definition of the
concept "life" as will to power.
Instead of "cause and effect" the mutual struggle of that which becomes, often with the absorption of one's
opponent; the number of becoming elements not constant.
Uselessness of old ideals for the interpretation of the totality of events, once one knows the animal origin and utility
of these ideals; all, moreover, contradictory to life.
Uselessness of the mechanistic theory—it gives the impression of meaninglessness. The entire idealism of mankind
hitherto is on the point of changing suddenly into nihilism—into the belief in absolute worthlessness, i.e.,
meaninglessness. The destruction of ideals, the new desert; new arts by means of which we can endure it, we
amphibians. —Presupposition: bravery, patience, no "turning back," no haste to go forward. (N.B. Zarathustra adopts
a parodistic attitude toward all former values as a consequence of his abundance.)”
(add discussion)

WP:619 | Inner will
In 1885 (WP:619), Nietzsche states the following:
“The victorious concept of ‘force’, by means of which our physicists have created god and the world, still needs to be
completed: an inner will must be ascribed to it, which I designate as ‘will to power’, i.e. as an insatiable desire to
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manifest power; or as the employment and exercise of power, as a creative drive, etc. Physicists cannot eradicate
‘action at a distance’ from their principles; nor can they eradicate a repellent force (or an attracting one). There is
nothing for it: one is obliged to understand all motion, all ‘appearances’, all ‘laws’, only as symptoms of an inner
event and to employ man as an analogy to this end. In the case of an animal, it is possible to trace all its drives to the
will to power; likewise all the functions of organic life to this one source.”
(add discussion)

WP:620 | Force real?
In 1885-1886 (WP:620), Nietzsche seems to grapple with the question as to whether or not force exists:
“Has a force ever been demonstrated? No, only its effects translated into a completely foreign language. We are so
used, however, to regularity in succession that its oddity no longer seems odd to us.”
(add discussion)

WP:1062 | Infinite force?
In 1885 (WP:1062), Nietzsche digresses on the concept of "infinite force", goals (or final states), intermixed with
Spinoza's "god or nature" :
“If the world had a goal, it must have been reached. If there were for it some unintended final state, this also must
have been reached. If it were in any way capable of a pausing and becoming fixed, of "being, " then all becoming
would long since have come to an end, along with all thinking, all "spirit." The fact of "spirit" as a form of becoming
proves that the world has no goal, no final state, and is incapable of being.
The old habit, however, of associating a goal with every event and a guiding, creative god with the world, is so
powerful that it requires an effort for a thinker not to fall into thinking of the very aimlessness of the world as
intended. This notion--that the world intentionally avoids a goal and even knows artifices for keeping itself from
entering into a circular course— must occur to all those who would like to force on the world the ability for eternal
novelty, i e., on a finite, definite, unchangeable force of constant size, such as the world is, the miraculous power of
infinite novelty in its forms and states. The world, even if it is no longer a god, is still supposed to be capable of the
divine power of creation, the power of infinite transformations; it is supposed to consciously prevent itself from
returning to any of its old forms; it is supposed to possess not only the intention but the means of every one of its
movements at every moment so as to escape goals, final states, repetitions--and whatever else may follow from such
an unforgivably insane way of thinking and desiring. It is still the old religious way of thinking and desiring, a kind of
longing to believe that in some way the world is after all like the old beloved, infinite, boundlessly creative god--that
in some way "the old god still lives"-- that longing of Spinoza which was expressed in the words "deus sive natura"
[god or nature] (he even felt "natura sive deus" [nature or god]) .
What, then, is the law and belief with which the decisive change, the recently attained preponderance of the
scientific spirit over the religious, god-inventing spirit, is most clearly formulated? Is it not: the world, as force, may
not be thought of as unlimited, for it cannot be so thought of; we forbid ourselves the concept of an infinite force as
incompatible with the concept "force." Thus--the world also lacks the capacity for eternal novelty.”
(add discussion)

WP:1066 | Heat death
In Mar-Jun 1888 (WP:1066), Nietzsche mentions William Thomson, heat death, and his opinion on this in respect to
being:
“The new world-conception.—The world exists; it is not something that becomes, not something that passes away.
Or rather: it becomes, it passes away, but it has never begun to become and never ceased from passing away--it
maintains itself in both. — It lives on itself: its excrements are its food. We need not worry for a moment about the
hypothesis of a created world. The concept "create" is today completely indefinable [This word is illegible.],
unrealizable; merely a word, a rudimentary survival from the ages of superstition; one can explain nothing with a
mere word. The last attempt to conceive a world that had a beginning has lately been made several times with the
aid of logical procedures--generally, as one may divine, with an ulterior theological motive.
Lately one has sought several times to find a contradiction in the concept "temporal infinity of the world in the past"
(regressus in infinitum): one has even found it, athough at the cost of confusing the head with the tail. Nothing can
prevent me from reckoning backward from this moment and saying "I shall never reach the end"; just as I can reckon
forward from the same moment into the infinite. Only if I made the mistake—I shall guard against it--of equating this
correct concept of a regressus in infinitum with an utterly unrealizable concept of a finite progressus up to this
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present, only if I suppose that the direction (forward or backward) is logically a matter of indifference, would I take
the head—this moment — for the tail: I shall leave that to you, my dear Herr Diihring!-I have come across this idea in earlier thinkers: every time it was determined by other ulterior considerations (—
mostly theological, in favor of the creator spiritus). If the world could in any way become rigid, dry, dead, nothing, or
if it could reach a state of equilibrium, or if it had any kind of goal that involved duration, immutability, the once-andfor-all (in short, speaking metaphysically: if becoming could resolve itself into being or into nothingness), then this
state must have been reached: from which it follows— This is the sole certainty we have in our hands to serve as a
corrective to a great host of world hypotheses possible in themselves. If, e. g., the mechanistic theory cannot avoid
the consequence, drawn for it by William Thomson, of leading to a final state, then the mechanistic theory stands
refuted.
If the world may be thought of as a certain definite quantity of force and as a certain definite number of centers of
force—and every other representation remains indefinite and therefore useless—it follows that, in the great dice
game of existence, it must pass through a calculable number of combinations. In infinite time, every possible
combination would at some time or another be realized; more: it would be realized an infinite number of times. And
since between every combination and its next recurrence all other possible combinations would have to take place,
and each of these combinations conditions the entire sequence of combinations in the same series, a circular
movement of absolutely identical series is thus demonstrated: the world as a circular movement that has already
repeated itself infinitely often and plays its game in infinitum. This conception is not simply a mechanistic conception;
for if it were that, it would not condition an infinite recurrence of identical cases, but a final state. Because the world
has not reached this, mechanistic theory must be considered an imperfect and merely provisional hypothesis.”
Here, to note, we are reminded of the Heraclitus vs Parmenides debate on whether the flux and fire model or being
and becoming model is correct.

1067 | Monster of energy
In 1885 (WP:1067), the last fragment, according to the Kaufmann-Hollingdale (1967) edition, is as follows:
“And do you know what ‘the world’ is to me? Shall I show it to you in my mirror? This world: a monster of energy,
without beginning, without end; a firm, iron magnitude of force that does not grow bigger or smaller, that does not
expend itself but only transforms itself; as a whole, of unalterable size, a household without expenses or losses, but
likewise without increase or income; enclosed by "nothingness" as by a boundary; not something blurry or wasted,
not something endlessly extended, but set in a definite space as a definite force, and not a sphere that might be
"empty" here or there, but rather as force throughout, as a play of forces and waves of forces, at the same time one
and many, increasing here and at the same time decreasing there; a sea of forces flowing and rushing together,
eternally changing, eternally flooding back, with tremendous years of recurrence, with an ebb and a flood of its
forms; out of the simplest forms striving toward the most complex, out of the stillest, most rigid, coldest forms
toward the hottest, most turbulent, most self-contradictory, and then again returning home to the simple out, of this
abundance, out of the play of contradictions back to the joy of, concord, still affirming itself in this uniformity of its
courses and, its years, blessing itself as that which must return eternally, as a, becoming that knows no satiety, no
disgust, no weariness: this, my, Dionysian world of the eternally self-creating, the eternally self-destroying, this
mystery world of the twofold voluptuous delight, my "beyond good and evil," without goal, unless the joy of the circle
is itself a goal; without will, unless a ring feels good will toward itself—do you want a name for this world? A solution
for all its riddles? A light for you, too, you best-concealed, strongest, most intrepid, most midnightly men?—This
world is the will to power—and nothing besides! And you yourselves are also this will to power—and nothing
besides!”
(add discussion)

Other
A noted WP fragments scholar, in respect to their thermodynamics content, is Eric Steinhart. [2]

References
1. Nietzsche, Friedrich. (1885). Will to Power: An Attempt at a Revaluation of All Values (translator: Walter Kaufmann
and Reginald Hollingdale; editor: Walter Kaufmann) (pdf) (txt) . Random House, 2011.
2. Steinhart, Eric. (1999). “The Will to Power and Parallel Distributed Processing” (§:From Thermodynamic to
Philology: the Thermodynamic Conception of the Will to Power), in: Nietzsche, Epistemology, and Philosophy of
Science: Nietzsche and the Sciences II (editors: Babette Babich, Robert Cohen) (pgs. 313-22; §, pgs. 314-). Kluwer
Academic Publishers.
External links
● The Will to Power (manuscript) – Wikipedia.
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Theists
In existographies, theists, as compared to atheists (or atheist), are individuals who have identified as people who
have belief in the existence of god and argue that god exists; some noted theists, famous theists, and or creationism
scientists ranked by idiocy; along with theism-related individuals are listed in the adjacent drop menu.

Quotes
See also: theism quotes

The following are noted “theists” (plural) related quotes:
“I shall quite briefly mention here the notorious atheism of science. The theists reproach it for this again and again.
Unjustly. A personal god cannot be encountered in a world picture that becomes accessible only at the price that
everything personal is excluded from it. We know that whenever god is experienced, it is an experience exactly as
real as a direct sense impression, as real as one’s own personality. As such he must be missing from the space-time
picture. ‘I do not meet with god in space and time’, so says the honest scientific thinker, and for that reason he is
reproached by those in whose catechism it is nevertheless stated: ‘god is spirit’.”
— Erwin Schrodinger (c.1954), Nature and the Greeks [1]

“Actually, it’s theists who believe in nothing, quite fervently.”
— Paul Myers (2008)

“The universe somehow ‘works’ and all our beliefs concerning ultimate purpose are little more than biological
blunders. Theists are inclined to view the universe as a grand and beautifully designed machine. Atheists, on the
other hand, are disposed to see it as a chaotic mess.”
— Bo Jinn (2013), Illogical Atheism [2]

References
1. Schrodinger (quotes) – GoodReads.com.
2. Jinn, Bo. (2013). Illogical Atheism: a Comprehensive Response to the Contemporary Freethinker from a Lapsed
Agnostic (eB) (loc. 2080-93). Sattwa Publishing, 2014.

Theology
In terminology, theology (TR:268), from Greek
theos "god" + Middle English -logy “doctrine or
theory”, the latter from -logia "divine
communications", from logos "word", is the study
of the nature of god and religious beliefs. [1]

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“Practically since its first definitive formulation by
Darwin the concept of chance variation and natural
selection has dominated the study of evolution,
although frequent attempts have been made to
replace or modify it. Probably most such attempts
are provoked by a vaguely defined awareness of an
insufficiency in the natural selection hypothesis,
and the recognition of a directive factor in
evolutionary processes which persists through
successive generations. The latter concept which is
commonly known as ‘orthogenesis’, is supported a
by considerable amount of evidence (Leo Berg,
1926), but at present is not widely accepted among A Google definition of theology, as the study of the nature of god and
biologists. The general reason for abandoning or
religious beliefs; which cites Augustine as one of the early
neglecting this concept has been the failure, thus
promulgators of this term.
far, to demonstrate the existence of the necessary
directing factor outside of the theological doctrine; and one may suspect that fear of leaning too closely to such
doctrine has caused most biologists to ‘shy off’ from orthogenesis. It will be the aim of the writer to indicate the
actual existence of a directing factor in evolutionary processes, while at the same time avoiding all necessity of
invoking theological concepts.”
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— Harold Blum (1935), “A Consideration of Evolution from a Thermodynamic Viewpoint” [2]

See also
● Ab-ra-ham-ic theologies
● Anunian theology
● B-ra-hma-ic theologies
● Monotheism
● Polytheism
● Ra theology
● Zerotheism

References
1. (a) Merriam-Webster Collegiate Dictionary, 2000.
(b) Google dictionary.
2. (a) Blum, Harold F. (1934). “A Consideration of Evolution from a Thermodynamic View-Point” (abs), presented at
the 94th meeting of the American Association for the Advancement of Science, Jun 20, in: The American Naturalist,
69(723):354-69, Jul-Aug, 1935.
(b) Berg, Leo S. (1926). Nomogenesis or Evolution Determined by Law (Номогенез, Или Эволюция На Основе
Закономерностей) (translator: J.N. Rostovtsow) (thermodynamics, pgs. 174, 405). MIT Press, 1969.

External links
● Theology – Wikipedia.

Theorem of the
equivalence of
transformations
In thermodynamics, the theorem of equivalence of
transformations is defined by the following
statement:
“In all cases where a quantity of heat is converted
into work, and where the body effecting this
transformation ultimately returns to its original
condition, another quantity of heat must
necessarily be transferred from a warmer to a
colder body; and the magnitude of the last quantity
of heat, in relation to the first, depends only upon
the temperatures of the bodies between which
heat passes, and not upon the nature of the body
Opening header section to German physicist Rudolf Clausius' 1854
effecting the transformation.”
"theorem of equivalence of transformations", consisting of about
twenty pages of logic reasoning as to the transformations of heat and

The theorem of the equivalence of transformations, work that occur in the working body during one heat cycle, which lays
as it is called, is based on or rather an extrapolation out the foundation for what would later become the Clausius
of the mechanical equivalent of heat, was stated by inequality. [1]
German physicist Rudolf Clausius in 1854, and
assumes there to be two ‘kinds’ of transformations:
(a) negative transformation: the transformation of heat into work.
(b) positive transformation: the passage of heat from a warmer body to a colder body, which may be regarded as the
transformation of heat at a higher temperature, into heat at a lower temperature.
Moreover it assumes that when a quantity of heat Q is passed from the hot body into the working body, during the
expansion stroke, and then into the cold body, during the contraction stroke, that this is called a “double
transformation” and that the magnitude of this one transformation process (positive transformation or negative
transformation) can be quantified by an extensive state variable called the “equivalence-value”, defined
mathematically by the ratio:
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where Q is an inexact differential quantity of heat, and T is the integrating denominator, such that the inverse of the
absolute temperature:

is called the integrating factor, and is the temperature of either the hot body or the cold body, depending on the
transformation. It is assumed that in the "perfect thermodynamic engine", the equivalence-values exactly
compensate each other, such that the positive transformation cancels out the magnitude of the energy change of the
negative transformation, such that the mathematical value of the double transformation, given by the following
expression:

is zero. This we call a "reversible" process or transformation. If in the course of the double transformation, the
equivalence value changes are positive, and not zero, as are all processes which are in any way possible, the sum of
which we call the equivalence vales of all uncompensated transformations, symbol N, we then call this type of double
transformation an "irreversible" process or transformation. This set of logic, of reversible and irreversible
transformations, as embodied in the "theorem of the equivalence of transformations", is the foundation to the nowfamous Clausius inequality (1865):

which in turn is the foundation to the Lewis inequality (1923):

which is the central governing equation of human existence as well as for all natural processes freely occurring on the
surface of the earth.

References
1. Clausius, Rudolf (1865). The Mechanical Theory of Heat – with its Applications to the Steam Engine and to Physical
Properties of Bodies (theorem of the equivalence of transformations, pgs. 116-35). London: John van Voorst.

Theories of love
In science, theories of love, or “love theories”, refers to []

History
In 1809, Goethe employed the majority of the then-known scientific theories of love (see: EA | IAD: Love theories ),
e.g. Cupid's arrow, Plato’s split soul theory, maternal imagination theory, Empedocles water and wine theory, etc., in
coded form, in the story of his physical chemistry based novella Elective Affinities.

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“How on earth are can one explain, in terms of chemistry and physics, so important a biological phenomenon as first
love? Falling in love is not the most stupid thing that people do—but gravitation cannot be held responsible for it.”
— Albert Einstein (1933), aggregate quote from 1920s dialogue with Thomas Morgan + 1933 personal note jotting (see: Einstein
on love).

See also
● Chemistry of love
● Chocolate theory of love
● Endorphin theory of love
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● Equation of love
● Mathematics of love
● Physics of love
● Thermodynamics of love

Theory
In science, a theory is a set of ideas, concepts, principles, or methods used to explain a wide set of observed facts. [1]
The following is a noted quote on theories in general by Arthur Eddington, from his 1928 The Nature of the Physical
World: [2]
“If someone points out to you that your pet theory of the universe is in disagreement with Maxwell’s equations —
then so much the worse for Maxwell's equations. If it is found to be contradicted by observation — well, these
experimentalists do bungle things sometimes. But if your theory is found to be against the second law of
thermodynamics I can give you no hope; there is nothing for it but to collapse in deepest humiliation.”
which generally means that any theory that contradicts the second law is in fact a defunct theory.

Examples
Theories connected to the subject of thermodynamics, human thermodynamics, chemistry, or human chemistry
include: caloric theory, mechanical theory, theory of heat, kinetic theory, information theory, collision theory,
mechanical theory of heat, reaction match theory, Porteus theory of happiness, combination lock theory, endorphin
theory of love, thermodynamic theory of the evolution of living beings, human molecular orbital theory, among
others.

References
1. Clark, John O.E. (2004). The Essential Dictionary of Science. Barnes & Noble.
2. Eddington, Arthur S. (1928). The Nature of the Physical World (pg. 74). Cambridge: Cambridge University Press.

Further reading
● Bothamley, Jennifer. (2002). Dictionary of Theories: One Stop to more than 5,000 Theories. Visible Ink Press.

Theory of everything
In science, theory of everything refers a theory that explains
and answers all or the majority of the big questions of the
operations of the universe in a unified way; theories of
everything tend to be theories developed by Aristotle-like or
Newton-like thinkers (see: social Newtons); some historical
analysis of term usage change over time, in respect to big
universal theory terms, i.e. laws of the universe, can be seen
on the Social Newton term analysis page; a staple term,
overtime, being "heat" (or "fire").

Overview
In 3100BC, the ancient Egyptians developed the god-based
A equation letter stylized “theory of everything” design
"Heliopolis creation myth" theory of everything; the scent of (Ѻ) from the 2014 film Theory of Everything on the early
which still permeates all modern attempts at theories of
reaction existence of Stephen Hawking.
everything. In 450BC, Empedocles promulgated his two forces
four elements theory of everything. In 400BC, Democritus, penned his atomic theory of everything, about which
Diogenes Laertius (250) summarizes as follows:
“The principles of all things are atoms and the void, and everything else exists only by convention. The worlds are
unlimited and subject to generation and corruption. Nothing could come to be from nonbeing, and nothing could
return by corruption to nonbeing. Atoms are unlimited in size and number, and are the seat of a vortex motion in the
universe, which results in the creation of all compounds: fire, water, air, and earth, which are simply organizations of
certain atoms, themselves resistant to change and alteration by virtue of their hardness. The sun and the moon are
composed of such particles, smooth and round, as is the soul, which is the same thing as the intellect.”
The key term here is "all things", the postulate of atoms and void explains all things or everything; the soul (appeased
by clinamen or hypothetical "swerve atoms") and "being" arising from "nonbeing" (Parmenides being main objector)
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were the two big objections to this theory. In 330BC, Aristotle can be credited with promulgating the first extensively
detailed general theory of everything, covering all areas of knowledge, in a way that hasn’t been surpassed since.
In 1770, Baron d’Holbach, among extreme atheism thinkers, published his The System of Nature: Laws of the
Moral and Physical World, which might have been general grasping at a theory of everything. In 1810s, Goethe was
after a metamorphology theory of everything, which was very encompassing; albeit with the exception that he
averred from astronomy digression. In 1833, the Whewell-Coleridge debate resulted in the splitting of theoretical
ideologies into the “moral world” and the “physical world” two cultures divide; a divide that has since never been rebridged. The mid 19th century to early 20th century saw the matter and motion type theory of everything
publications of those including: Ludwig Buchner (1855), Henry Carey (1858), and Henry Bray (1910).

Modern terms
It is said that the species of "universal geniuses" died off with Hermann Helmholtz (1821-1894), the so-called last of
the last universal geniuses; only partial imitations, e.g. John Neumann (1903-1957), being produced thereafter, owing
to the effect of knowledge hydraism. In 1992, Steven Weinberg, in his Dreams of a Final Theory, wherein he
discussed how he dreams of unifying the four forces of nature into one theory. Into the 21st century, what is seen,
with Richard Feynman subsuming Paul Dirac, who subsumed Albert Einstein, who subsumed James Maxwell, is that
new synthesized IQ:225-range cited child prodigies, e.g. William Sidis (1898-1944), Christopher Hirata (1982-), going
into adulthood are only passingly able to absorb the deeper social meaning philosophical questions, being
preoccupied with more physics-oriented unsolved problems, such as the double slit experiment, accelerating
universe problem, force unification, particle physics conundrums, etc., that right brain become atrophied in respect
to the more difficult "Shakespeare culture" questions of C.P. Snow's division of the intellectual erudites. In other
words, it takes a certain amount of work, found in the mind of a Dirac, to apply relativity to the electron and thereby
predict the antiparticle; thus precluding the possibility of becoming a modern Aristotle in the areas of philosophy,
sociology, politics, economics, religion [belief system which binds], etc.

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“The time may come when human affairs may be described no longer by words and sentences, but by a system of
symbols or notation similar to those used in algebra or chemistry … then it may be possible, as Adams suggests, to
invent a common formula for thermodynamics and history.”
— William Thayer (1918), on Henry Adams' 50-year attempt at a thermodynamic theory of everything

See also
● Theory of heat
● Theory of life

External links
● Theory of everything – Wikipedia.

Theory of heat
In science, the theory of heat, or "heat theory", a term adopted by French writers in the 1830s, is the subject of the
study of the phenomena of radiation, conduction, expansion of bodies, and light according to the doctrine that heat
is a state of vibration. [1] This was in contrast to the older, but still in debate, during these years, “caloric theory” by
French chemist Antoine Lavoisier, which viewed heat as a fluid-like indestructible substance called caloric.

Transition to thermodynamics
In the 1850s, the theory of heat was unified with the mechanical equivalent of heat, in the production of heat by
work or work by heat, particularly in heat engines, into the “Mechanical Theory of Heat” by German physicist Rudolf
Clausius. [2] This work soon led to the development of the new science of "thermo-dynamics", an early outlines of
which can be found in British physicist William Thomson’s 1851 paper “On the Dynamical Theory of Heat”. [3]

Theory of Heat
In 1871, Scottish mathematical physicist James Maxwell published his Theory of Heat, geared toward the layman, and
after discovering the 1873 graphical thermodynamics work of American engineer Willard Gibbs, made a substantial
revised 1875 edition, wherein he incorporated his sketches of his Maxwell thermodynamic surface, correcting his
earlier views on entropy, which were based on Peter Tait.

References
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2. Clausius, R. (1865). The Mechanical Theory of Heat – with its Applications to the Steam Engine and to
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Physical Properties of Bodies. (Google Books). London: John van Voorst, 1 Paternoster Row.
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3. Thomson, William. (1851). “On the Dynamical Theory of Heat.” Transactions of the Royal Society of
Edinburgh, March.

Further reading
● Maxwell, James C. (1872). Theory of Heat (313 pgs). London: Longmans, Green, and Co.
● Preston, Thomas. (1894). Theory of Heat (719 pgs). London: MacMillan and Co.

External links
● Theory of heat – Wikipedia.

Theory of life
In science, theory of life is an unwritten assumption,
handed down through the ages, that humans and other
so-called “lower life forms”, descending down the
evolutionary ladder to the level of bacteria, virus, or
RNA, depending, are in possession, when in animate
moving existence, of something called “life”, albeit a
term that defies scientific definition.

Origin
The etymology of the “theory of life” for the dominate
portion of the belief systems of world, 75 percent by
religious affiliation, derives from the circa 3,100BC
theory that each day the sun is “born” and that each
night the sun “dies”, an argument that forms the core
A PC app designed to teach kids about the "theory of life",
basis of Anunian theology, of which the modern
specifically so-called difference between a living thing and a nonAbrahamic faiths and Brahmaic faiths are derivatives,
living thing, the former of which are described as having the
and that the sun anthropomorphized as the human-like properties of: breath, movement (with legs), growth, and change;
deity Ra created all humans, via the powers of divine
albeit each of which are properties that can be discredited given
breath and spit, a process originally described according some thought, e.g. it is debatable as to whether a brain dead
to the Heliopolis Ennead creation theory, though later person whose body is on artificial respiration is alive or dead (as
versions differ in detail, and that humans, like the sun, it is debatable as to what point an embryo is live, e.g. before or
have similar life/death properties. Modifications of this after ability to breath); crystals grow, but are not considered
alive; walking molecules move with legs, but are not considered
logic have been passed along to us as children for the
alive; viruses reproduce, but are generally considered as alive,
last 5,000 years (an example of which is shown
and so on. [1]
adjacent).
The Yellow River religions, to note, account for another 10 percent of belief systems in regard to etymological
notions of a "theory of life". Beyond this framework, Neanderthals, some 35,000-years ago, were known to bury their
dereacted (deceased) kin with red ochre, among other artifacts, indicating that alternative conceptual
anthropomorphic-like "theories of life" may also have existed in alternative forms.

Scientific attempts
Later scientific groupings at definitions of life and death, particularly following the invention of the microscope, after
which ideas about “what is life” began to come into scrutiny, are but hold-ons to the old ingrained, passed along
through the generations, belief system, in spite of the fact that the undefinable concept of “life” is a belief
incompatible with modern chemistry and physics (see: defunct theory of life), particularly when one goes searching
for the demarcation point in the so-called great chain of being, the hypothetical point at which atoms and molecules
supposedly “come alive”, which becomes strikingly convoluted in its absurdity when thermodynamical considerations
are brought to bear on this question, all of which tend to amount to perpetual motion of the living kind theories, the
alternative of which is to become a panbioist. Austrian physicist Erwin Schrodinger's infamous retraction "Note to
Chapter 6", of his 1944 What is Life? lecture-turned-book is an example of thermodynamic meanderings about an
attempt to derive a chemistry and physics based theory of life turned incorrigible.

Defunct classification
In 2009, the theory of life officially became classified as a defunct scientific theory (see: defunct theory of life).

See also
● Life theory | List
● What is life? (theories of existence)
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Further reading
● Drysdale, John G. (1874). The Protoplasmic Theory of Life. Bailliere, Tindall & Cox.
● Drey, Sylvan. (1897). A Theory of Life Deduced from the Evolution Philosophy. Williams and Norgate.
● Alexander, James B. (1909). The Dynamic Theory of Life and Mind: an attempt to show that all organic beings are
both constructed and operated by the dynamic agencies of their respective enviroments. The Truth Seeker Co.

Thermal comfort
In human thermodynamics, thermal comfort is that condition of mind which expresses satisfaction with the thermal
environment. [1] The originator of this definition of thermal comfort, along with using thermodynamics balance
equations to build models of indoor air comfort descriptions was Danish environmental engineer Ole Fanger. [2]

References
1. Parker, Philip. (2000). Physioeconomics: the Basis for Long-Run Economic Growth (pg. 122). Cambridge
Massachusetts: The MIT Press.
2. Fanger, P. Ole. (1977). “Thermal Discomfort Caused by Radiant Asymmetry, Local Air Velocities, Warm or Cold
Floors, and Vertical Air Temperature Gradients”, Thermal Comfort, Jacques Durand, and Jeanne Raynaud, eds.
INSERM, Dec. 75: 145-52.

Further reading
● Fanger, P. Ole. (1970). Thermal Comfort Analysis and Applications in Environmental Engineering. McGraw-Hill.
● Rodrigues, V.C., da Silva, I.J., Vieira, F.M., and Nascimento, S.T. (2010). “A Correct Enthalpy Relationship as Thermal
Comfort Index for Livestock” (abstract). Int. J. Biometeorol. Jul 07.

Thermal energy
In science, thermal energy is a misnomer or rather misused contrivance, convolution, or confabulation of the
precisely defined terms heat and energy, or rather heat and internal energy, and or sometimes mistaken to be a
synonym or aggregation of terms such as heat content, specific heat, heat capacity, or latent heat, all of which have
precise mathematical formulation. The term “thermal energy”, in the context of modern physical science, loosely
speaking, is a nonsensical term and seems to be a laymanized carryover of either the 18th century term “caloric
content”, alluding to the idea that a body contains a certain number of caloric particles.

Further reading
● Lewis, Gilbert N. and Adams, Elliot Q. (1914). “On the Distribution of Thermal Energy”, Physical Review, 331-44.

External links
● Thermal energy – Wikipedia.

Thermal equilibrium
In thermodynamics, thermal equilibrium is a state of a body in which no net heat exchange is taking place within it or
between it and its surroundings. [1] A state of equilibrium of heat flow between bodies is the central criterion of the
zeroth law of thermodynamics.

See also
● Equilibrium state

References
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Thermal theory of affinity
In chemistry, thermal theory of affinity, or "heat theory of affinity", was a 19th century posited argument which
asserted that all chemical action not due to external energy tends to the production of the body or bodies which set
free the greatest heat. [1] Synonyms include: principle of maximum work, law of maximum work, Thomsen-Berthelot
principle, and Berthelot-Thomsen principle.
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Overview
The theory was independently proposed by Danish chemist Julius Thomsen (1854) and French chemist Marcellin
Berthelot (1864), but disproved in 1882 by German physicist Hermann Helmholtz, and replaced by the
thermodynamic theory of affinity. In 1887, German chemist Lothar Meyer, in his “Evolution of the Doctrine of
Affinity”, have a cogent rise and fall account of the thermal theory of affinity. [4] In the 1980s, German chemistry
historian Helge Kragh is said to have provided the the bulk of the references to the literature on the thermal theory of
affinity. [2]

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“The thermal theory of affinity, which is even today championed by Berthelot and others, is by this circumstance
proved to be quite untenable. It is natural, in the case of such a far-reaching proposition, to require proofs.”
— Wilhelm Ostwald (1893), “On Chemical Energy” [3]
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Thermal word
In language, a thermal word is a temperature-laden or
thermodynamic type expressions or metaphor, such as “in
heat”, “hot topics”, “cold war” (vs. “hot war” ), "IQ is a
measure of relative brightness or intellect", "he burned
out", “he has a hot temper”, “she’s warm-hearted”, “he’s
a cold-blooded killer”, “they are boiling with anger”, “I’ve
got the hots for you”, “she’s so hot”, "cool hand luke", the
"Fonz is cool", "our relationship has grown cold", the heat
of passion, hot sex vs cold sex, she's smoken, we have a
close warm friendship, etc. [1] Common websites that use
thermal words include the YouTube channel HotForWords
(adjacent), the photo-rating site HotorNot.com, among
others. [2]

Etymology
The term "thermal word" is a 2002 coining of Mark
Blumberg. [1]

Discussion

Left: an icon (Ѻ), by Savio Alphanso, for someone who is
“warmhearted”, an example of a type of thermal word, a
conjunction of the thermodynamic term "heat" and the
emotional term "heart", representative of love and or passion.
Right: a thermodynamics humor take on the first law,
employing a "hottest girl" thermal word like usage; or strong
analogy as some would call it.

In terms of a human thermodynamics and human
chemistry analysis of thermal words or "thermal
expressions", the breakdown of some of these terms according to actual physics, chemistry, and thermodynamics can
be very difficult and elusive to pin down, in many cases. When a pair is engaged in the “heat of sex” an increase in
body temperature will occur, and the term seems to be easily explained; but this is not the the complete picture.
When, for instance, one wishes to study the change in enthalpy (heat content) in the course of human chemical
reaction of a twenty-year marriage, which is where the true understanding of the heat of the sex (relationship) is to
be found, the explanation becomes enormously complicated.

It's cold outside, but between us it's cold in here
To cite one example, in the 2008 song “I Hate This Part”, by the Pussycat Dolls, a couple is driving together, at night,
in the winter, with snow outside, not speaking, and the female, who is contemplating breaking up, thinks to herself
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“it’s cold outside, but between us it’s cold in here.” [3] Here, we may ask is this purely metaphor or is the song writer
intuitively commenting on actual physics? Technically, for a bond to break, such as occurs in a relationship breakup
(the breaking of a human chemical bond), the system of the reaction will have to absorb energy from the
surroundings to detach the union, through the process of debonding or a dissolution reaction: [4]

A≡B → A + B
In this sense, we could explain the lyrics as an aspect of the relationship being an endergonic (work energy absorbing)
or endothermic (heat absorbing) process. [5] The term "endothermic" seems most apt to the description of
temperature drop between the two human molecules, A and B, in the car. Where, in the context of chemistry, it
means the chemical reaction (human chemical reaction) that requires heat to break the bonds “A≡B” of the
reactants. Technically, an endothermic transformation is one in which the system receives heat from the
surroundings: Q > 0. When the transformation occurs at constant pressure: ΔH > 0; at constant volume ΔU > 0. If the
surroundings do not supply heat, an endothermic transformation leads to a drop in the temperature (↓T) of the
system. [6]
Hence, it is reasonable to conclude that when the woman thinks to herself: “between us it’s cold”, as the pair
drive silently together in the closed system of the car, the thought is partially rewiring her central nervous system in
her mind, and can thus be characterized as an endothermic transformation, and the system is becoming colder than
surroundings. A comparative example, is the mixing of barium hydroxide Ba(OH)2 and ammonium thiocyanate
NH4SCN wherein a powerful endothermic reaction occurs such that the reacting mixture become so cold that the
moisture from the air forms a layer of frost on the outer surface of the beaker.
Experimentally, in context of the song, one should be able to measure the inward flow of heat and a temperature
drop in the system of the car (or relationship). What equipment would be needed to measure the temperature drop
is a matter of further discussion. An extremely graduated thermometer should be able to detect a temperature drop
and what is called a “human reaction calorimeter” should be able to measure the heat flow. [4]

Quotes
The following are noted thermal word like quotes:
“In everyone's life, at some time, our inner fire goes out. It is then burst into flame by an encounter with another
human being. We should all be thankful for those people who rekindle the inner spirit.”
[or]

“At times our own light goes out and is rekindled by a spark from another person. Each of us has cause to think with
deep gratitude of those who have lighted the flame within us.”
— Albert Schweitzer (c.1880), alternative translations (Ѻ)

“The only people for me are the mad ones, the ones who are mad to live, mad to talk, mad to be saved, desirous of
everything at the same time, the ones who never yawn or say a commonplace thing, but burn, burn, burn, like
fabulous yellow Roman candles exploding like spiders across the stars, and in the middle, you see the blue centerlight pop, and everybody goes ahh...”
— Jack Kerouac (1957), On the Road (see: tattoo)

“I began to realize how important it was to be an enthusiast in life … if you are interested in something, no matter
what it is, go at it at full speed ahead. Embrace it with both arms, hug it, love it and above all become passionate
about it. Lukewarm is no good. Hot is no good either. White hot and passionate is the only thing to be.”
— Roald Dahl (c.1975)
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External links

● Cold feet (metaphor) – Wikipedia.

Thermalization
In chemistry and human chemistry, thermalization is the process in which particles, atoms, molecules, or human
molecules reach thermal equilibrium, i.e. that state in which no energy flows; through mutual interaction. [1] In
physics, thermalization is the reduction of the kinetic energy of neutrons in a thermal nuclear reactor by means of a
moderator (a substance that slows down free particles); the process of producing thermal neutrons. [2]

History
In 1885, author G.D. Liveing, defined what he called "equalization" in relation to changes of potential between
bodies: [3]
“The fundamental notion connected with equality of potential being that when two forms of energy are at the same
potential in the same substance there is no tendency for either to be increased at the expense of the other; but that
if they are at unequal potentials there is a tendency to an equalization; also that when two bodies have their
energies at equal potentials there is no tendency for the energy of one to increase at the expense of the other, while
if they are at unequal potentials there is a tendency to equalization by the passage of energy from one body to the
other.”
Into the 1950s, a “thermalization theory” had developed based on an energy mode concept and was being applied in
particle physics, particularly in regards to a theory of “neutron thermalization”. [4]

Related
In 1862, English scientist Herbert Spencer used term of "equilibration", of four different types, to explain evolution.
[5]
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thermoIn science, the prefix thermo- refers to "heat" or "hot" a combination of the Greek words thermós (hot) + thérmé
(heat). [1] The use of the prefix, as in thermo-magnetism (1824), thermo-stat (1831), thermo-electricity (1834), or
thermo-chemistry (1840), etc. dates back to at least the 1820s if not before. [2]

History
Possibly, the earliest use of the prefix thermo- was the term “thermometer” (1663) from the French thermomètre
(1624), coined by Jesuit Father Leuréchon from Greek thermos "hot" + metron "measure". [3]

Thermo-dynamics
The term was first used in a thermodynamical-sense in 1849 by Scottish physicist William Thomson who referred to a
"perfect thermo-dynamic engine", in reference to the ideal Carnot engine, having no irreversibility, described by
French physicist Sadi Carnot in 1824.

See also
● -dynamic
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Ostwald refers to G. H. Hess, and his 1840 work, "Constanz der Warmesummen", as being the founder of thermochemistry). The Macmillan Company.
3. Thermometer (1663) – Online Etymology Dictionary, 2001 by Douglas Harper.

Thermo-dynamic
In terminology, thermo-dynamic, a conjunction of the parts 'thermo-' (1663) and '-dynamic' (1827), is a term used in
1849 by Scottish mathematical physicist William Thomson in reference to a Carnot engine, one that is reversible.

Overview
In 1849, Scottish mathematical physicist William Thomson, in his "An Account of Carnot's Theory of the Motive Power
of Heat", stated: [1]
“A perfect thermo-dynamic engine is such that, whatever amount of mechanical effect derived from a certain
thermal agency; if an equal amount be spent in working backwards, an equal reverse thermal effect will be
produced.”
Thomson would later go on to be the first to coin the term "thermo-dynamics" as a subject in 1854.

References
1. (a) Thomson, William. (1849). “An Account of Carnot’s Theory of the Motive Power of Heat; with Numerical Results
Deduced from Regnault’s Experiments on Steam”, Transactions of the Edinburgh Royal Society (pgs. 127-203) , xiv.;
Annales de Chime, xxxv. 1852; in: Mathematical and Physical Papers (1832-1911), Volume 1 (pg. 119). Publisher.
(b) Bynum, W.F. and Porter, Roy. (2005). Oxford Dictionary of Scientific Quotations (pg. 579). Oxford University Press.

External links
● Thermodynamic explained (2 articles) – Helium.com.

Thermo-dynamics
In science, thermo-dynamics (with a dash) was a term used from 1854 to 1868 to signify the newly developing
science of the operation of generalized heat engines. The terms 'thermo-dynamic' (1849) and 'thermo-dynamics'
(1854) were both coined by Irish physicist William Thomson. [1]

See also
● Thermodynamics (etymology)
● θ∆ics
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Thermo-electricity
In science, thermo-electricity is the study of the
relationship to heat and electricity or current and
voltage in circuits. The central aspect of this subject
is the “thermoelectric effect” or the generation of
electrical current by heat. The term thermoelectricity expresses the development of electricity
Thermo-electricity: if the ends of two wires, or strips of silver G, and
by the agency of heat. [1]
brass B, are put in contact (brazed or soldered together), and the
junction heated, a current will flow from the silver to the brass (in the
direction of the arrow), if the free extremities of the wires are
The subject of thermo-electricity originated in 1821- connected by any conductor of electricity, and thus an electrical
1822 when Estonian-born German physicist Thomas circuit will be established. [1]

History

Seebeck discovered that a junction of dissimilar
metals produces a current when exposed to a temperature gradient, a phenomenon called the thermoelectric effect.
The term "thermo-electricity" was used as early as 1834. At the time of the discovery, aside from natural atmospheric
electricity (lightening), four forms of man-made electricity were known:
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● Fric on under the head ﬁrst of sta cal electricity [Guericke's friction generator (1650)] or [Leyden jar (1744)] and
electricity from effluent steam, i.e. electricity manifested in an insulated boiler, during the emission of pressurized
steam through a narrow aperture [Armstrong (1840)];
● Second of chemical ac on under galvanism [Galvini's frog legs (1786)] or voltaic electricity [Volta's battery (1800)];
● Third animal electricity;
● Fourth from certain arrangements with magnets, under the head of magneto-electricity [Orsted's
electromagnetism (1820)].
The discovery of electricity due to the actions of heat, discovered via experiments made by Seebeck, communicated
to the Academy of Berlin in the years 1821 and 1822, was considered as a fifth type

Seebeck's experiments
The basic aspects of Seebeck's experiments are explained below: [3]

Left: In the first experiment by Seebeck, his apparatus consisted of two different metals (antimony and bismuth were found
the most efficient) soldered together at their extremities and formed into frames of either circular or a rectangular figure. He
found that electricity was excited by the application of heat to the places at which the metals were united as evidenced by
disturbance of the magnetic needle balanced on a point between the two extremities. The best effect is produced by heating
one compound corner by a flame and cooling the opposite corner by wrapping it with folds of filter paper moistened with
either. Right: In a second experiment by Seebeck, two frames composed of platinum and silver wires are represented
delicately poised on the poles of a horseshoe magnet, where it is found that a flame being placed between them causes the
circulation of the thermo-electric currents in the wires as evidenced by their rotation around the poles of the magnet.

In 1834, after receiving a small inheritance from the death of his wife's mother, French physicist Jean Peltier
continued the work of Seebeck. In particular, Peltier passed current through a continuous circuit made of two
different metals, connected by two different junctions, finding the temperature of one junction to rise and the other
to fall. [4] In 1838, Russian physicist Heinrich Lenz froze a drop of water using Jean Peltier’s thermoelectric method.
[5]
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Further reading
● Tait, Peter G. (1884). Heat (ch. XI: Thermo-electricity, pgs. 163-92). MacMillan.
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● Thermoelectric effect – Wikipedia.

Thermodynamic
analogy
In analogies, thermodynamic analogy is a comparison
or statement of likeness or similarity between, typically,
a human or a social or economic variable or quantity
and a thermodynamic term, e.g. system, variable, e.g.
temperature, or quantity, e.g. moles; which can vary
between off analogy (incorrect or baseless), inexact
analogy, gray analogy, to exact analogy (true statement
or fact), among other classifiers.

American physicist Wayne Saslow's 1999 thermodynamic
analogies, i.e. so-labeled "analogies" between thermodynamic
and economic systems; one of many historical human
thermodynamic variables table, which date back to American
economist Irving Fisher (1892). [1]

Discussion | Analogy vs Reality
In the late 19th century, thermodynamic analogies began to accumulate, most implicit, some explicitly, stated as
"analogies" as a matter of discourse.
The subject itself is a rather involved an intricate one, being that by the turn of the early 20th century, the first and
second law were proved to govern and to apply to "every" system in the universe, without exception; hence when
one says, e.g. that the "energy of the processes occurring in a given social system is conserved" this is not analogy but
fact. If, conversely, we say, e.g., that the "energy of money is conserved" or that, as William Ramsay (1898) said, the
collisions of gas molecules are like the collisions of football players, these are what are called a gray area analogies,
some more accurate than others and many completely off-base or incorrect and some real or not analogy; take, e.g.
the following statement on Frederick Rossini's 1971 "Chemical Thermodynamics in the Real World" assertion and
followup Rossini debate:
“A well-drawn analogy between two surprisingly dissimilar concepts can not only be helpful in the classroom, it can
be pleasing and instructive on its own merits, as long as one is cognizant of its limitations. On the surface, Rossini’s
analogy relating enthalpy, entropy, and the equilibrium constant to freedom and security in the modern nation-state
seems like a good example of an unusual and instructive comparison. I was initially intrigued. Using the
thermodynamic conclusion that (a) a reaction’s spontaneity (or Keq) increases when either ∆H gets more negative
(stronger security) or ∆S gets more positive (more freedom), Rossini analogized that (b) “One cannot have a
maximum of freedom and a maximum of security at the same time.” Sadly, point (a), although true, does not support
point (b), not even in the limited realm of chemical thermodynamics, much less in the broader realm of political
governance.”
— Todd Silverstein (2006), “State Functions vs State Governments”, Jun [6]

Here we see confusion, namely: Rossini presented his lecture as a real world non-analogy application, whereas
Silverstein re-interpreted his argument as "analogy". The Moriarty-Thims debate (2009) centered around whether an
ordering of students has a "thermodynamic" entropy, in reality, NO analogy, or whether the teaching heuristic of
referring to people grouped in a field, as compared to scattered randomly, is but "analogy" and in reality they
ordering of students have no measurable entropy. The following, to give a comparison example, done by Brazilian
chemical engineer Jaime Aguilar-Arias (2014), between the so-labeled "Mohsen analogies", made by American
chemical engineer Mohsen Mohsen-Nia (2013), and the "Bryant analogies", made by English mechanical engineer
John Bryant (2011): [3]

Here, we see temperature, assigned by seeming analogical guess, to "motivation in society" (Mohsen, 2013) and
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"index of trading value" (Bryant, 2011); prolonged discussion would be requisite to discern which analogy, in regard
to this variable, is more exact (truer) or correct (or incorrect).

Historical | Examples
In 1952, English physicist C.G. Darwin, to give another example, defined "human thermodynamics" as the
"thermodynamic study of systems of human molecules", in his book in his The Next Million Years, wherein he used
the word 'analogy' 19-times, comparing humans, by analogy, to the molecules of a body of gas governed by Boyle's
law, to the behavior of a wild animal, and to the behavior of ants. The following are few representative quotes:
“The analogy I have cited of the gas laws is the simplest example that is furnished by statistical mechanics, and it is
only fair to mention that, when the subject is pursued further, it does get a good deal more complicated. Thus much
greater difficulties arise in considering how the gas can condense into a liquid or solid, but it would not be profitable
to follow the analogy into these intricacies. We may, so to speak, reasonably hope to find the Boyle's Law which
controls the behavior of those very complicated molecules, the members of the human race, and from this we should
be able to predict something of man's future. The possibility depends on finding out whether there are for humanity
any similar internal conditions, which would be analogous to the condition of being a conservative dynamical system,
and external conditions analogous to the containing vessel.
In the gas, the external conditions were given by the containing vessel, and the analogy here is obviously the
earth itself. The internal principle, which is to be analogous to the property of being conservative dynamical systems,
of course lies deeper. It must depend on the laws governing the nature and behaviour of the human molecules.
When I compare human beings to molecules, the reader may feel that this is a bad analogy, because unlike a
molecule, a man has free will, which makes his actions unpredictable. Though the individual collisions of the human
molecules may be a little less predictable than those of gas molecules—which, as I have said, do not have to be
considered in detail either—the census returns show that for a large population the results average out with great
accuracy. The internal principle then of the human molecules is human nature itself. On the analogy between human
history and the molecules of a gas, the different civilizations are to be ranked as fluctuations from the average.”
In objection to this definition, many argue, on what seem to be emotional, religious, or philosophical grounds, that
this statement is pure analogy.
In 1997, Swedish physical chemist Sture Nordholm published his famous “In Defense of Thermodynamics: an Animate
Analogy”, wherein he gives rather well-honed advice and rules of thumb when attempting to formulate
thermodynamic analogies, namely that it is a matter of "proper translation", or in more detail:
“The purity and precision of thermodynamics has been maintained on the strength of its validity only as a collection
of limiting laws for infinitely large systems undergoing infinitely slow changes. However, the interest in
thermodynamics has always been based on the great relevance for finite real systems undergoing changes that are
fast on our everyday time scale and slow only on the microscopic time scale of atomic motion. Thus we are merely
extending the beam of insight from the lifeless behaviors of inanimate matter to the vivid complexities of human
behavior. In the final analysis this far-reaching analogy rests on the fact that the basic elements of the description of
atoms, molecules, and matter can be scaled up to the realm of living organisms without changes other than in the
complexity of the systems and their behavior.”
In 2006, Polish science-philosopher theologian Jozef Zycinski stated that in his 2000 article “God, Freedom, and Evil:
Perspectives from Religion and Science” he “offers an interpretation of human behavior with consideration of
analogies from thermodynamics”. [9] In 2008, American physical chemist Thomas Wallace argued that the rise and
fall of civilizations can be explained thermodynamically on the analogy of the five-year operational life of a car
battery. [8] In 2013, Jason Smith, in his “Economics for Fun and Profit”, spent time blogging on thermodynamic
analogies, and how Paul Samuelson (1960) objected to them; to quote a snippet: [1]
“Oh snap. Anyway, some of the basic ideas that came out of the thermodynamic analogy seem to be that goods are
extensive measures like energy or volume and prices are intensive measures like pressure or temperature. Hey, that's
what I found! Prices are like pressure, the quantity supplied is like volume and the quantity demanded is like energy
in the information transfer model.”
(add discussion)

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“The formal mathematical analogy between classicalthermodynamics and mathematical economic systems has
nowbeen explored. This does not warrant the commonly metattempt to find more exact analogies of physical
magnitudes—such as entropy or energy—in the economic realm. Whyshould there be laws like the first or second
laws ofthermodynamics holding in the economic realm? Why should "utility'' be literally identified with entropy,
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energy, or anythingelse? Why should a failure to make such a successful identification lead anyone to overlook or
deny the mathematicalisomorphism that does exist between minimum systems thatarise in different disciplines?”
— Paul Samuelson (1960), "Publication"; cited by Jason Smith [2]

“This is all just a horrendous analogy. Chemical laws apply to humans, but our behavior is more complex than
something that can be modeled with a couple of thermodynamic equations. A + B → AB is just a pretentious way of
stating something we already know; it tells us absolutely nothing new.”
— Ryan Grannell (2011), “Category: Human Chemistry” [5]

See also
● Black cat analogy
● Chemical analogy
● Exact analogy
● Mathema cal analogy
● Physical analogy
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Thermodynamic arrow
In science, the thermodynamic arrow is the measure of time according
to the second law of thermodynamics, namely that of irreversibility
and the unidirectional flow of heat to hot to cold.

Overview
In 1908, there was a debate between Swiss physicist Walter Ritz and
German-born American physicist Albert Einstein as to which arrow, the
electromagnetic or the thermodynamic, reduces to the other. [1] In
1928, English astronomer Arthur Eddington introduced term
“thermodynamic arrow” is a synonym for the 1928 term "time's
arrow".
The phrase thermodynamic arrow, however, is often used in
comparison to other arrows of time (numbering up to seven), such as
American physicist Stephen Hawking's 1996
the cosmological arrow, referring to the expansion, contraction, or
depiction of the thermodynamic arrow, in
movement of the universe, the psychological arrow, the sense of the
relation to the other arrows of time. [4]
movement of time according to the human psyche, or the
electromagnetic arrow, the measure of time according to the movement of radiation. In 1973 commentary on the
suggestion that thermodynamic irreversibility is due to cosmological expansion, i.e. that the thermodynamic arrow is
a resultant effect of the cosmological arrow, English thermodynamicist Peter Landsberg stated that “in a sense
cosmology contains all subjects because it is the story of everything, including biology, psychology and human history
… in that sense it can be said to contain an explanation also of time’s arrow. But this is not what is meant by those
who advocate the cosmological explanation of irreversibility. They imply that in some way the time arrow of
cosmology imposes its sense on the thermodynamic arrow. I wish to disagree with this view.” [2] In 1988, British
physicist Stephen Hawking, in his A Brief History of Time, argued that the psychological arrow, described by him as
“the direction in which we feel time passes”, is determined by the thermodynamic arrow, which he likens to “the
direction of time in which disorder or entropy increases”, and that these two arrows point in the same direction. [3]
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Thermodynamic bible
In thermodynamics, thermodynamic bible or the "bible of
thermodynamics" is a term used several times several different
thermodynamics publications in regards to having achieved "Bible" status,
in thermodynamics, in the same manner in which Linus Pauling's 1938 The
Nature of the Chemical Bond achieved "Bible status" in 20th century
chemistry; the dominate epitaph in this manner being American physical
chemist Gilbert Lewis' 1923 thermodynamics textbook, which by no
coincidence is also the most cited thermodynamics textbook of all time.

Lewis
In the decades to follow the publication of American physicists Gilbert
Lewis and Merle Randall's 1923 textbook Thermodynamics and the Free
Energy of Chemical Substances, it achieved "Bible status" among
thermodynamicists and residual thermodynamicists. The following, to
exemplify, is a 1962 reference to Lewis' textbook having achieved "Bible"
status: [1]
“[Thermodynamics and the Free Energy of Chemical Substances] also a
thermodynamic bible for many of Lewis’ students and for some of us.”

A caricature of American physical chemist
Gilbert Lewis as one of the prophets of
modern chemical thermodynamics, for the
publication of his 1923 thermodynamics
The following is a 1983 reference: [2]
textbook, soon known as the "bible" of
thermodynamics, for, in the words of
“[Lewis' Thermodynamics] soon became the ‘bible’ in the field for
chemistry historian Henry Leicester, (a)
chemistry students.”
replacing the word "affinity" by the word
"free energy" throughout the English
speaking world, and most importantly (b)
Ostwald
through the simplification of 700-equation
German physical chemist Wilhelm Ostwald's circa 190-1910 energetics
treatise of Willard Gibbs into the following
work is also referred to as the bible, not owing to the fact that it replaced
truncated equation: ΔG < 0, which has
the concept of 'god' with the concept of 'energy'. The following is the
since come to be called the Lewis
quote: [2]
inequality for natural processes, an
equation which has been found to govern
“On the shelves there was also to be found, naturally, Ostwald’s Energetics, both human nature and chemical nature or
that sort of thermodynamic bible in which God is replaced by a lay entity
as put succinctly by Goethe "there is, after
all, only one nature".
called energy.”

The term "Ostwald's Energetics", here, to note, may be referring to his 1909 Energetic Bases of Cultural Studies,
although it could mean his entire "energetics program" which spans a number of publications.

Gibbs
American engineer Willard Gibbs' 1902 Elementary Principles in Statistical Mechanics, which is a mix of
thermodynamics applied to William Hamilton's equations of motion, has been called the "bible of statistical physics",
based on the fact that it put statistical mechanics on a new and more general basis.

See also
● Principia of thermodynamics
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many of Lewis’ students and for some of us’, pg. 3792), Vol. 84.
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Thermodynamic depth
In human thermodynamics, thermodynamic depth is an information-base supposition that the measure or value of
the energy conversions that went into a given product, such as a living being, a peacock’s tail, or a classic poem. [1]

History
The term “thermodynamic depth” stems from the 1988 paper “Complexity as Thermodynamic Depth” by American
mechanical engineering Seth Lloyd, who is currently a professor at the MIT school of thermodynamics, and his PhD
supervisor at Rockefeller University, American physicist Heinz Pagels. [2] In particular, they state “depth”, a universal
measure, applicable to all physical systems, “is a measure of the complexity for the macroscopic states of physical
system.” Moreover that: [3]
“The form of the measure [of depth] I uniquely fixed by the requirement that it be a continuous, additive function of
the processes that can result in a state … applied to a Hamiltonian system, the measure is equal to the difference
between the system’s course- and fine-grained entropy, a quantity that we call thermodynamic depth.”
The definition here, to note, seems to be caught up in a mixture of complexity theory, information theory, computer
science, as applied to “systems capable of computation”, and thus not a true thermodynamic term as built on the
works of German physicist Rudolf Clausius.

Mate selection
Beginning in 1998, and particularly in 2002, with the publication of The Generous Man, Danish science writer Tor
Nørretranders picked up on the concept of thermodynamic depth, only applying it to information exchanges between
sexual selecting species, such with animals and with human. [4] In particular, in the process of human
communication, Nørretranders’ begins by distinguishing between “exformation”, as that information that churns
around in the mind of the sender before speaking as well as the information sparked off in the mind of the receiver
before the message is sent, in contrast to “information”, that which is said. In this sense, exformation are the
meaningful aspects of something that is said, not present in the words, but referred to. Thus, according to
Nørretranders, “by distinguishing between information and exformation we are able to define what’s costly in a
costly signal itself is information, of course, which is measured in bits. But costliness was a manifestation of how
difficult producing the signal was: how much it cost the organism to build a peacock tail or to write a poem.” In this
sense, according to Nørretranders, the back story is the “depth” of the utterance. In Nørretranders’ view:
“[Sexual attractiveness] depth involves, among other things, thermodynamic depth, which covers all the energy
conversions that lead to a given product, such as a living being … thermodynamic depth is thus a measure of the cost
of producing something or other.”
On this logic, he notes that “this depth is therefore a measure of the costliness of a signal regarded as physiological
effort, metabolite resources, or blood sugar consumption.” This means, according to Nørretranders, that the
complexity of a physical system is measured by the resources that went into its production, a measurement that can
be quantified thermodynamically as depth.
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Thermodynamic data tables
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In science, thermodynamic data tables are
tables that list tabulated measured valued of
free energies of formation, enthalpies of
formation, and entropies of various elements,
compounds, and molecular entities.

See also
● Free energy table

Further reading
● Lewis, Gilbert N. and Randall, Merle. (1923).
A sodium water reaction thermodynamic data table.
Thermodynamics and the Free Energy of
Chemical Substances (pgs. 5-6; Table of Free Energies, pgs. 607-08). McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc.
● Burton, Keith. (1957). “Table: Free Energies of Forma on from the Elements”, in: Energy Transformations in Living
Matter: a Survey (pgs. 275-85) by Krebs, H.A. and Kornberg, H.L. (abstract). Berlin: Springer-Verlag.
● Perry, Robert H. (1984). Perry's Chemical Engineers' Handbook (Heats and Free Energies of Formation, pgs. 3:14757). McGraw-Hill.

External links
● Enthalpy, Entropy, and Gibbs free energy – ChemistryTable.Webs.com.
● Thermodynamics tables – URI.edu.
● Thermodynamic tables – GenChem.net.

Thermodynamic entropy
In thermodynamics, thermodynamic entropy (or Clausius entropy) is a conjunctive term used to differentiate
between the entropy of classical thermodynamics, particularly as defined by German physicist Rudolf Clausius in
1865, and other more abstract forms of entropy used in niche branches of thermodynamics, e.g. Boltzmann entropy,
Gibbs entropy, etc., or as used in non-thermodynamic subjects (such as information theory or mathematics). Typical
examples might include distinguishing between: thermodynamic entropy as compared to statistical entropy;
thermodynamic entropy versus internal entropy, such as discussed in nonequilibrium thermodynamics;
thermodynamic entropy contrasted with "entropy of surface formation", such as discussed in the movement of
molecules in a liquid towards the surface; or as is most often the case, particularly after the publication of American
electrical engineer Claude Shannon’s 1948 “Mathematical Theory of Communication”, the contrast between
thermodynamic entropy and information entropy (or Shannon entropy), as used in information theory or information
theory thermodynamics.

References
1. (a) Harkins, William D. (1919). “The Change of Molecular Kinetic Energy into Molecular Potential Energy: the
Entropy Principle and Molecular Association” (thermodynamic entropy vs. entropy of surface formation, pg. 540-41),
Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences of the United States (pgs. 539-57), Vol. 5.
(b) Mortimer, Robert G. (2000). Physical Chemistry (section: The Statistical Entropy and the Thermodynamic Entropy,
pg. 118-19). Academic Press.

Thermodynamic evolution
In evolution thermodynamics, thermodynamic evolution is an oft-used term that describes the process of the
structural change and development of life through time according to the laws of thermodynamics. [1] An example is
"social evolution" or the thermodynamic study of the evolution of culture and society; as some have analyzed
through the second law. [2] The science of evolution thermodynamics is the study of thermodynamic evolution, i.e.
the process of evolution from the thermodynamic point of view.

History
Some of the first to write about the thermodynamics of evolution include English oceanographer James Johnstone
(1921) and English physical chemist Alfred Lotka (1922). [6] In 1976, French anthropological sociology writer Roger
Caillois summarized the century-long debate or contrast between thermodynamic evolution, seen as the
directionality of systems from order to chaos, and biological evolution, seen as the directionality of systems from
chaos to order, by stating, infamously, that: "Clausius and Darwin cannot both be right.” [3] Writer Michael Bushev, in
1994, defined thermodynamic evolution, in its colloquial Boltzmann sense, as “evolution from order to chaos.” [4] The
adjacent video gives a loose take on the relations between evolution and thermodynamics. [5]
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External links
● Thermodynamic evolution - Institute of Human Thermodynamics.
● Molecular evolution table - Institute of Human Thermodynamics.

Thermodynamic flow
In social thermodynamics, thermodynamic flow refers to energy movements to and from individuals in a society. The
term “thermodynamic flow” was coined in 1976 by American anthropologist Eugene Ruyle in the development of his
social thermodynamics theories. [1] This term, as used by Ruyle, seems to be similar to the term "Gibbs energy flow"
as used by used in 2008 by American physical chemistry professor Dilip Kondepudi. [2]

Overview
In his view of life, Ruyle states that “all life may be viewed as a continuous expenditure of energy in the pursuit of
need-satisfaction.” That “the basic need of all living forms is the continual harnessing of free energy, in the form of
food … but all organisms have additional needs which they satisfy through their behavior. Life may be viewed, then,
as the continuous outpouring of energy, in various forms of behavior, in pursuit of the satisfaction of the needs of the
living organism.” On this logic, Ruyle outlines a theory of social “thermodynamic flows”. In particular, he reasons that
these need-based expenditures of energy may be either facilitated or hindered by other members of the population.
Specifically:
“The ensemble of social relations in any population may be viewed as a system of thermodynamic flows and
blockages.”
In more detail, Ruyle explains thermodynamic flows as such:
“The struggle for satisfaction by individuals occurs within this complex system. Blockages occur when there are scarce
resources (food, shelter, sexual partners) and the behavior of one individual reduces the resources available for
others, leading to an increase in the amount of energy required for need satisfaction (or to needs going unsatisfied).
Thermodynamic flows occur when the energy expenditure of one individual facilitates the need-satisfaction of
another. [David P.] Barash (1982: 202) discusses situations in which such cooperative relations are likely to develop:
reproduction (including parenting), avoiding predators, gathering food, social facilitation & biologic conditioning of
the environment, minimizing competition or competing more successfully, division of labor, and the social
transmission of information.”
(add discussion)

References
1. Toward an Anthropological Marxism (chapter 3) by Eugene Ruyle.
2. Kondepudi, Dilip. (2008). Introduction to Modern Thermodynamics, (section: Biological Systems, pg. 379). John
Wiley and Sons.

Thermodynamic force
In thermodynamics, a thermodynamic force is systems-based quantification of the energy tendencies. [1] In a sense,
the thermodynamic force is the energetic description of the driving force of any process.
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Conjugate variables
See main: Conjugate variables

In a generalized sense, a thermodynamic force is a tension whose conjugate extensity is length. [2] The central
concept of thermodynamics is that of energy, the ability to do work. As stipulated by the first law, the total energy of
the system and its surroundings is conserved. It may be transferred into a body by heating, compression, or addition
of matter, and extracted from a body either by cooling, expansion, or extraction of matter. In mechanics, for
comparison, energy transfer results from a force which causes displacement, the product of the two being the
amount of energy transferred. In a similar way, thermodynamic systems can be thought of as transferring energy as
the result of a “generalized force” causing a “generalized displacement”, with the product of the two being the
amount of energy transferred. These thermodynamic force-displacement pairs are known as conjugate variables. The
most common conjugate thermodynamic variables are pressure-volume (mechanical parameters), temperatureentropy (thermal parameters), and chemical potential-particle number (material parameters).

CHNOPSological systems
In biological systems, the much discussed “energy flow” through such systems is “Gibbs energy flow” and the
thermodynamic force is the change in the Gibbs free energy ΔG during the movement, evolution, or change. [3] Said
another way, in the phrasing of pre-1882 thermodynamics and chemistry, the thermodynamic forces that drive most
of the “flows” in biological systems are affinities. When affinity is the difference in chemical potential between
reactants and products, the corresponding flow is a chemical reaction; when it is the difference in chemical potential
from one location to another, the flow is transport of matter. [3] In respect to the transport of species between two
compartments or phases, the thermodynamic force for the transport is the difference in electrochemical potential
between the compartments. [4]

Positive psychology
In the sense of the conception of mental "flow" states as defined by Croatian-born American psychologist Mihály
Csíkszentmihályi, it should be note that the thermodynamic force is still the same as in the biological case, only this
type of theory has yet to be published.
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Thermodynamic function

In thermodynamics, thermodynamic function, symbol Phi Φ, is a function, increase or diminution of which indicates
whether heat is entering or leaving a system.

Overview
In 1854, Scottish engineer-physicist William Rankine conceived of the thermodynamics function. [1] In 1876, James
Maxwell was referring to Rankine's thermodynamic function as follows: (Ѻ)

This was later shown to be near equivalent to German physicist Rudolf Clausius’ conception of entropy (1865). [2] The
reason, supposedly, that Rankine’s thermodynamic function received so little attention is that it is tangled up with his
hypothesis of molecular vortices.

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“The function by which the absolute temperature is multiplied in calculating the conversion of energy between the
mechanical and the thermic forms, is the variation of what the author has called the ‘metamorphic function’, being
on term of the ‘thermodynamic function’, which corresponds to what Professor Clausius calls entropie.”
— William Rankine (1865), “On the Second Law of Thermodynamics” [4]
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“The mathematical part of the theory was improved by the introduction of the scalar value which Rankine called the
‘thermodynamic function’ and Clausius the ‘entropy’ of a body, a variable quantity, momentary increase or decrease
of which indicates (in a reversible physico-chemical transformation) whether heat is leaving or entering the body at
that moment, irrespective of its temperature or previous condition.”
— Fielding Garrison (1909), “Josiah Willard Gibbs and his Relation to Modern Science” [3]

See also
● Entropy (etymology)
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Thermodynamic
hypothesis
In protein thermodynamics, thermodynamic hypothesis, or
“Anfinsen’s dogma”, states that the three-dimensional
structure of a native protein in its normal physiological
milieu (solvent, pH, ionic strength, presence of other
components such as metal ions or prosthetic groups,
temperature, etc.) is the one in which the Gibbs free energy
of the whole system is lowest; that is, that the native
conformation is determined by the totality of interatomic
interactions and hence by the amino acid sequence, in a
given environment. [1] Said another way, a protein’s native
structure is determined solely by the protein’s amino acid
sequence components and the environmental conditions in
which the folding occurs, such that the native structure is a American mathematician Stephen Smale (Ѻ) at the Institute
unique, stable, and kinetically accessible state
for Science and Technology, Australia, lecturing on
Anfinsen’s dogma, aka the thermodynamic hypothesis.
corresponding to a Gibbs free energy minimum.

History
The hypothesis was put forward by American biochemist Christian Anfinsen in the 1950s who reasoned that the
information determining the tertiary structure of a protein resides in the chemistry of its amino acid sequence.
Investigations on reversible denaturation of several proteins served to verify this proposal experimentally. The paper
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presenting his theory seems to be the 1973 article “Principles that Govern the Folding of Protein Chains”, in which he
showed that under the proper solvent conditions, amino acid sequence fold spontaneously into functional threedimensional protein structures, and that the process was governed thermodynamically. [2] Anfinsen won half the
1972 Nobel Prize in chemistry for this work on “ribonuclease, especially concerning the connection between the
amino acid sequence and the biologically active conformation.” [3]
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External links
● Anfinsen’s dogma – Wikipedia.

Thermodynamic
imperative
In philosophical thermodynamics,
thermodynamic imperative is an ethics
theory or scientific guideline on how to live,
based on the universal laws, either the first
A 1915 interpretation of Wilhelm Ostwald's energy imperative principle,
law, second law, or both. The imperative has "waste not free energy; treasure it and make the best use of it", by American
been stated various ways over the year, some physiologist William Bayliss, which he says has application to the waste
more correct than others, and seem to have involved in war as well as the cost of printed books. [5] This, however, may
their roots in German philosopher Immanuel have been a secondary interpretation or translation (introduced by Bayliss?),
as the specific phrase waste not free energy (abfall nicht freie energie), does
Kant’s 1785 categorical imperative, but
not seem to be found in the original German; although the term "freie
framed on either the first, second, or
energie", to note, is found on 14 pages. [6]
combined laws of thermodynamics. The idea
for introducing the energetics-based ethics is that in absence of any other ethics, one cannot take a single step
forward without being guided by some criterion of right and wrong. [9] The absence of an agreed-upon system of
ethics can possibly have been marked by German philosopher Friedrich Nietzsche’s 1882 proclamation that “God is
dead”, after which it can be said that belief in religion began to decline. Without religion, however, one is left with a
void in an agreed-upon criterion of right and wrong actions, with which to step forward.

Kant | Categorical imperative
The first imperative seems to have been German philosopher Immanuel Kant’s 1785 categorical imperative and his
idea of universal moral law. A categorical imperative, on the other hand, denotes an absolute, unconditional
requirement that asserts its authority in all circumstances, both required and justified as an end in itself. It is best
known in its first formulation: [8]
“Act only according to that maxim whereby you can at the same time will that it should become a universal law.”
The shortened version of Kant’s categorical ethical imperative reads: [10]
“Act that your conduct may be taken as a universal law.”
To updated this statement, in 1865 German physicist Rudolf Clausius penned the two universal laws of the universe:
(a) the energy of the universe is constant; (b) the entropy of the universe tends to a maximum; hence, soon
thereafter, people began to marinade on how to update Kant based on Clausius, as to how points A and B apply to
one's actions and conduct; which is not a simple matter.

Ostwald | Energetic imperative
In 1912, German chemist Wilhelm Ostwald was the first to attempt an entire 500+ page book on a thermodynamicbased imperative, namely The Energetic Imperative, in which he outlined his “energetic imperative” which has a
variety of difficult translations. In 2008, German entropy historian Helge Kragh summarizes the imparative as such:
[1]
“The principle message of Ostwald’s energetic imperative was ‘waste no energy; turn it all to account!”
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Kragh states that the essential statement of the imperative comes from page thirteen of Die Energetische Imperativ,
in particular: “Vergeude keine Energie, verwerte sie!”, which according to straight Google translation reads: “do not
waste energy, recycle it!” The difficulty here is that the English translation of “verwerten”, can mean to exploit, to
utilize, to turn to account, or to realize. [15] Likewise, the term "verwerte sie", according to Google translation, can
read either as recover it or recycle it. These six different meanings, obviously, complicates the interpretation. [15] The
original full paragraph reads:
Ich kann an dieser Stelle nicht alle die Stufen
energetischer Betrachtungsweise schildern, welche ich
weiterhin zurückgelegt habe, und begnüge mich damit,
die letzte zu kennzeichnen, die mir in ganz unerwarteter I can describe at this point not all the energy levels
approach, which I still back down and shall content
Weise ein neues Feld fruchtbarster Arbeit eröffnet hat.
myself with the last mark, which has given me quite
Jene Anwendungen des energetischen Denkens auf
unexpectedly, in a new field most fruitful work. Those
immer menschlichere und unmittelbarere Gebiete des
applications of energy had thought for ever more human
Lebens hatte mir schon vor einigen Jahren die Formel
and more immediate areas of life given to me several
des energetischen Imperativs gegeben, nämlich die
Zusammenfassung der beiden Hauptsätze in dem Wort: years ago, the formula of the energetic imperative,
namely the merger of the two main movements in the
Vergeude keine Energie, verwerte sie!
word:
Do not waste energy, instead realize it!
Eine neue Erkenntnis ist in diesem energetischen
Imperativ nicht vorhanden, wohl aber stellt diese kurze
A new finding in this energetic imperative does not exist,
und leicht verständliche Fassung ein Werkzeug dar,
dessen Vielseitigkeit und Wirksamkeit sich gegenwärtig but this is short and easy to understand text is a tool,
whose versatility and efficacy at present imposes itself
auch denen aufdrängt, die mit der ursprünglichen
even to those with the original scientific energetics have
wissenschaftlichen Energetik gar keine weiteren
no further relationship. I have been described in so many
Beziehungen haben. Mir ist in so mannigfaltiger Weise
ways, as everywhere can use the energy imperative in
beschrieben worden, wie überall die Anwendung des
daily life each and every promotion, relief, refreshment,
energetischen Imperativs im täglichen Leben jedem
einzelnen Förderung, Erleichterung, Erfrischung und ganz and generally to bring increased life activity that I am
actually in this brief formula feel the symbol in which the
allgemein Steigerung der Lebenstätigkeit zu bringen
vermag, daß ich in dieser kurzen Formel tatsächlich das summarized all my previous work can be most clearly. At
the same time the energetic imperative, the symbol that
Symbol empfinde, in welchem sich meine bisherige
is directive and remain essential for the rest to work, to
gesamte Arbeit am deutlichsten zusammenfassen läßt.
do me without notice. This work is accomplished in two
Gleichzeitig ist der energetische Imperativ das Symbol,
frames in Monistenbund and in the bridge
das richtunggebend und entscheidend für den Rest an
Arbeit bleiben wird, der mir zu tun noch vorbehalten ist.
Diese Arbeit vollzieht sich in zwei Rahmen, im
Monistenbunde und in der Brücke
The essential point of his energy imperative, is that Ostwald argued that the second law asserts that no being can live
without dissipating energy, but the energy imperative focuses attention on responsible ways of living in an energy
based world. Ostwald even put this into formulation, a theory of happiness (see: Ostwald happiness formula),
mathematically states as:

where G is Gluck (happiness), A is Arbeit (energy expended in doing useful work), and W is Widerstand (energy
dissipated in overcoming resistance). Another shortened translation is: [1]
“Waste no energy; turn it all to account.”
According to the 1916 translation/interpretation of Ramiro de Maeztu, Ostwald’s imperative commands not that we
shall serve human solidarity, but rather: [9]
“Do not waste energy; give it a value.”
In 1914, Ostwald's imperative was summarized by American chemist Edwin Slosson as: [11]
“We call one automobile ‘good’ and another ‘bad’ if the former will carry us twice as far as the latter on the same
amount of gasoline consumed. A ‘good’ friend is one who helps us in our endeavors through judicious advice and
without annoyance, while a ‘poor’ friend only multiplies our difficulties; here again goodness and badness are
determined by the ratio of the total energy employed and the results obtained. It is this second principle of
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thermodynamics, the law of the degradation and dissipation of energy, that prevents us from undoing the past, that
gives significance to such phrases as ‘time flies’ and ‘the world moves.’ The cosmic process is not a reversible
reaction.”
In 1967, Paul Edwards, in his Encyclopedia of Philosophy, described Ostwald’s imperative as: [14]
“Do not waste your energy.”
This reduction, however, seems to have little connection to the original connotation. George Fleck's 1993 version
states that: [7]
“Dissipate no energy, but strive to use energy by converting it into more useful forms.”
(add discussion)

Bayliss | Free energy imperative
In 1915, English physiologist William
Bayliss, in his Principles of General
Physiology, specifically in his chapter on
the thermodynamics of physiology, cites
Ostwald's energetic imperative, but having
a decent grasp of the views of Willard
Gibbs (available energy) and Hermann
Helmholtz (free energy and bound
energy), states that Ostwald's version of
the imperative, should not be solely based
on the first law, but on both the first and
second law, whereby the imperative
should correctly be stated as: [5]

The key explanation section by Bayliss, wherein he summarizes to the effect
that the combined statements of the laws of the universe, made by Clausius,
Helmholtz, Gibbs, Thomson, and Carnot, amount to the effect that "free energy
is always striving to a minimum." This, curiously, is a very advanced view for
1915. [5]

“Waste not free energy; treasure it and make the best use of it.”
The use of "free energy" vs. energy, to note, as introduced here by Bayliss involves a huge complification of ideas,
greatly more involved it seems that Ostwald had originally intended. Nevertheless, this insertion or updated
interpretation, by Bayliss, is very cogent; although, to note, it is not as modern as it could be in that it does not touch
on the initial state and final state of reactions and energy changes involved in the dynamics of human chemical
bonds. Interestingly, Bayliss posits that his “waste not free energy; treasure it and make the best use of it” principle
can be fortuitously applied to the waste involved in war. This postulate, can be connected to English writer John Lyly’s
circa 1578 axiom “all’s fair in love and war”. [16]
In 1917, the Bayliss-interpretation of Ostwald's impartive was being presented as by American sociologist William
Thomas: [12]
“A child needs less repression and more guiding in activity. Ostwald's Imperative of Energetics with its rule, ‘Waste no
free energy; treasure it and make the best use of it,’ is one of the most important principles of education. Direct
children to use their free energy by cultivation of habits and by training in the use of initiative. Do not cultivate
weariness; do not smooth over weariness by mere overstimulation; but see that the child often enough uses all his
energies with a full expression of all his capacity.”
It is unclear, however, at this point, if Thomas culled this from Bayliss, although this seems to be the case? In 1922,
psychologist Robert Givler does cite Bayliss and his Principles of General Physiology, as follows: [13]
“It is essential, however, that we understand just what it means to ‘suffer an exception’ in physiological terms. For
every exception that is allowed reveals the secret wish to return to the old habit— it means that some part of our
personality desired the exception to occur. And such a wish is really nervous and muscular energy whose release has
been conditioned by a stimulus either in the outer environment or within the body. Hence the wiser teaching is either
to remove oneself from any environment or person who elicits the habitual reaction, rather than to grit one's teeth in
an effort to call upon his ‘will power.’ Dogged effort is not necessarily wise; it may, indeed, be wasteful or harmful.
Herein lies the value of Ostwald's Imperative of Energetics: ‘Waste not free energy; treasure it and make the best use
of it.’ For the man who is not frank and bold enough to give up even that family or acquaintance who has become the
conditioning stimulus for a habit that lessens his good can scarcely hope to succeed in developing his best traits to
their maximum perfection. As valuable as a reasonable amount of ‘self-control’ may be, in comparison to a sagacious
control of the environment it pales into insignificance.”
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Thus it does seem that Bayliss may have been the one to introduce "free energy" into the imperative. A 1945 version
by Samuel Brody is: [18]
“Waste not free energy: treasure it and make the best use of it.”
In 2007, Brazilian-American chemical engineer Edison Bittencourt quotes the “waste not free energy” idiom,
suggesting that it should be taught to chemical engineering students to help understand how thermodynamics
applies to society and economics, but attributes the quote to Ostwald. [17]

Lindsay's imperative
In the 1910s and 1920s, through the work of Ludwig Boltzmann (1876-1895), Max
Planck (1900-1914), and Walther Nernst (1893-1926), and the principle of elementary
disorder, entropy began to be associated with ideas on order and disorder, and these in
turn soon thereafter began to be incorporated into the imperative. The term
"thermodynamic imperative" was introduced in the lectures of American physicist
Robert Lindsay in his physics classes at Brown University prior to 1959 and later
popularized in his 1963 book The Role of Science in Civilization. [2] Lindsay's version of
the imperative states, based on the oft-reasoned generalized tendency that the
universe (or systems) tend towards disorder, as embodied in second law, that one
should fight the law as vigorously as possible “to increase the degree of order in their
environment so as to combat the natural tendency for order in the universe to be
transformed into disorder.” [1] In short, Lindsay's thermodynamic imperative is a type
of ethics based on reducing entropy to the minimum or, in other words, increasing negentropy to the maximum, and
for his theories on how humans should have guidelines on how to live and behave based on the laws of
thermodynamics and what he called the entropy concept of human consumption. [3] His generalized living principle
is what he called the thermodynamic imperative states that: [2]
“While we do live we ought always to act in all things in such a way as to produce as much order in our environment
as possible.”
In this sense, Lindsay reasons that since every human process or action exhibits an increase in entropy, everything
one does leaves a mark in one’s thermodynamic system, irrevocably. Hence, to counter this tendency, according to
Lindsay, we should follow a certain code of conduct in life based on thermodynamics. [4] In more detail, according to
Lindsay, the following statement (the thermodynamic imperative) might serve as a “satisfactory basis for an ethical
code”: [2]
“All men should fight always as vigorously as possible to increase the degree of order in their environment, i.e.
consume as much entropy as possible, in order to combat the natural tendency for entropy to increase and for order
in the universe to be transformed into disorder, in accordance with the second law of thermodynamics.”
(add discussion)

Modern views
A number of people in recent years have spun out variations of this theme, such as Jack Hokikian's 2002 orderdisorder view of morality, Dick Hammond's 2005 "entropy ethics" teaching workshops, among others.
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Thermodynamic isomorphisms
In human thermodynamics, thermodynamic isomorphisms are derived or made up equations, alluded to be
thermodynamical, on the superficial premise that they have the same general mathematical shape. The majority of
these types of isomorphism equations have essentially nothing to do with thermodynamics, but are surface
scratching attempts to appear thermodynamical.

Examples
A simple example would be American mathematician Harold Davis’ 1941 modelling of a person’s budget in the
differential form: [1]

where I is income, S is savings, and E is expenditure, which according to Johannes Lisman (1949) is an attempt to
formulate a first law of thermodynamics: [2]

where Q is heat supplied, U is internal energy, and A is external work done. The classic example is John Neumann’s
circa 1949 suggestion to Claude Shannon to call Ralph Hartley’s 1928 logarithmic equation for the transmission of
information, in the form of high and low voltage (1s and 0s) pulses, in telegraph wires:

H = n log S
By the name “entropy” since Max Planck (1901) was using a similar equation to describe the entropy of a physical
body in thermodynamics:

S = k log W

These examples, as with most isomorphism attempts, are purely baseless. A recent example of thermodynamics
isomorphisms are the theories of English engineering business consultant John Bryant, as captured in the 2009 book
Thermoeconomics: a Thermodynamic Approach to Economics. An example being the empty jumps of extrapolation,
that the Watt indicator diagram describing pressure-volume work of a piston and cylinder :

W = PdV
where W is the work done, P is the pressure, and V is change in volume of the body in question, translates, in
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economic systems, to a description of the price P of a product plotted against the volume V per unit time of the
product flowing through the system, such that the:

W = PV
where W is the work value of that particular product or good per unit time, coming out of the economic system. This
last example seems to be based on nothing more than the fact that the different quantities start with the same letter.
[3] In the correct view, conceptions of social pressure (or social volume) or economic pressure (or economic volume)
of working systems of human molecules, e.g. Russia, become greatly more complicated, the exchange of goods in the
system acting as a secondary field particle of the exchange force involved in the human chemical reactions in the
system or in other descriptions a factor of the activation energy.

Etymology
This category of equations seems to have been named in 1966 by American economist Paul Samuelson, who called
such equations in economics, by the name “economic isomorphisms”, as he would receive numerous versions of such
equations in the monthly mail, as he has commented. [4]

See also
● Action thermodynamics,
● Unitless thermodynamics
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Thermodynamic law of behavior
In human thermodynamics, thermodynamic law of behavior states that human behavior is determined by a
balancing of the tendency of individuals and groups to impose order about themselves, in accordance with the first
law of thermodynamics, with that of the the tendency for disorder and conflict to arise at boundaries of dissimilar
individuals and groups, in accordance with the second law of thermodynamics. In 1973, American political scientist
Harold Nieburg stated the following: [1]
“We assume that all individuals and groups seek to impose order around them. The boundaries of conflicting systems
of order, however, overlap creating arenas of social entropy (relative disorder) and competition. Thus, one may
postulate a thermodynamic law of behavior: assuming, based on the law of conservation of energy, that organisms
seek to conserve energy and values, and, based on the law of entropy, that social disorder and decay are constant
threats that energy and values must overcome.”
In 2006, Polish science-philosopher theologian Jozef Zycinski stated that in his 2000 article “God, Freedom, and Evil:
Perspectives from Religion and Science” that he “offers an interpretation of human behavior with consideration of
analogies from thermodynamics”. [2]
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In hmolscience, thermodynamic lens, similar to
“molecular goggles” (Albert Szent-Gyorgyi, c.1960s) or
“advanced perspective” (Thims, 2007), refers to the view
of social structure dynamics, e.g. employer-employee
relations, via the investigation tools and models of
molecular thermodynamics, with the explicit assumption
that molecular behavior crudely approximates human
behavior and that emotional forces qualitatively equate to
bonding forces. [1]

Overview
In 2005, Nigerian scientist Akinbo Oji, in his “On a
Thermodynamic Basis for Inflationary Cosmology”, was
using the term “thermodynamic lens” in respect to a
discussion of hypothetical extraterrestrial intelligence,
who already had their Boltzmann, but not yet their
Einstein, who was studying inflation and big bang like
theories. (Ѻ) In 2009, economist Peter Pogany was using
semi-accurate “thermodynamic lens” term idealization in
respect to world history. (Ѻ) In 2013, American
environmental sociologist Laura McKinney was using an
incorrect Roegen-Daly school stylized "thermodynamic
An annotated "thermodynamic lens", based on the verbal
lens" to argue about sustainability to the effect that
content of Americans chemical engineer Marc Donohue and
urbanization creates disorder. [2]
leadership psychologist Richard Kilburg's 2014 “Leadership
In 2014, Americans chemical engineer Marc Donohue and Organizational Behavior: a Thermodynamic Approach”,
and leadership psychologist Richard Kilburg, as presented illustrating the visual conceptual way, e.g. bonding forces,
reactions, drives, phases (social phase), emotions, human
in their “Leadership and Organizational Behavior: a
behavior ≈ molecular behavior, states, etc., a so-called
Thermodynamic Approach”, used, American business
physicochemical psychologist or physicochemical sociologist
leadership scholar Bruce Avolio (Ѻ), a rather correct, as
would view social structure, dynamics, and behaviors. [1]
chemical thermodynamics sees things, usage of term
“thermodynamic lens”, employed to make a molecular
thermodynamics approach to business leadership; a publication involving some 12 total authors in various fields,
which allowed the latter, the psychologist, to formulate theories on leadership and group formation dynamics via the
eyes of the former, the chemical engineer. [1]

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“Adrian Bejan in Design in Nature repeatedly states that organisms are ‘machines’ or ‘motors’ in the sense that they
are a more efficient means of distributing the flows of natural energies. In other words, the movement of a trout
helps to mix the water and transfer energies through the affiliated ecosystem. At some point, a new generation of
behaviorists are going to apply the ‘thermodynamic lens’ to behavior and realize that this is what organizes complex
learning and social behavior as well.”
— Kevin Behan (2014), “Thermodynamic Basis of the Animal Mind” (Ѻ), Jan 27
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Thermodynamic noise
In science, thermodynamic noise is laymanized term employed to explain physical environmental variations or
changes of an organism or molecule in a second law or entropy-like theme. The term “thermodynamic noise”,
supposedly, was introduced in 1953 by Scottish animal geneticists E. Reeve and E. Robertson, as a vaguely described
unknown quantity affecting developmental stability at the level of the organism. [1] In 2011, American philosopher
Alexander Rosenberg, who has been parlaying the term recently (Ѻ) to argue for a second law based Darwinian-like
selection model at the atomic molecular level, described thermodynamic noise as follows: [2]
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“Thermodynamic noise constantly makes more and more different environments—different temperatures, different
pH, different concentrations of chemicals, different amounts of water or carbon dioxide or nitrogen, or more
complicated acids and bases, magnetic fields, and radiation. As a result, there will be a corresponding selection for
more and more different molecules.”
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In thermodynamics,
Thermodynamic potentials
thermodynamic potential is the
System
Potential
name given to a function whose
minimum gives the equilibrium
Isolated
state of a system subject to
system
specific constraints. [1] Among
Entropy (negative)
the most often encountered
Negentropy
thermodynamic potentials cited
include:
● Negentropy | -S | isolated
system.
● Internal energy | U | quantities
(add)
of extensity constant.
● Helmholtz free energy | U – TS
Internal energy
| temperature, volume, and
(dS = 0, dV = 0)
amount of substance constant.
● Gibbs free energy | U + PV – TS
| temperature, pressure, and
Closed
amount of substance constant.
isentropic
Enthalpy
● Enthalpy | U + PV | entropy,
isobaric
(dS = 0, dP = 0)
pressure, and amount of
system
substance constant.
Stated verbally, the conception
of thermodynamic potential
provides for a description of the
direction of evolution of physical
systems. Through the second
law, the science of
thermodynamics states that a
system evolves in the direction
that minimizes an appropriate
thermodynamic potential, for
example the "negative of
entropy" (neg-entropy) for
isolated systems, or the Gibbs
free energy at constant pressure
and temperature. [2]

Chemical reactions

Closed
isochoric
isothermal
system

Helmholtz free energy
(dT = 0, dV = 0)

Closed
isobaric
isothermal
system

Gibbs free energy
(dT = 0, dP = 0)
Note:
(freely running)

Open isobaric Gibbs free energy
isothermal
(dT = 0, dP = 0)
system
Addition factors:
(chemical potential: μ)
(turnover rate)

Conditions

Equilibrium

dS = 0
(S = max)

Quantities of
extensity
constant

dU = 0
(U = min)

Entropy,
pressure, and
amount of
substance
constant

dH = 0
(H = min)

Temperature,
volume, and
amount of
substance
constant

dF = 0
(F = min)

Temperature,
pressure, and
amount of
substance
constant

dG = 0
(G = min)

Temperature
and pressure
constant;
amount of
substance varies

dG = 0
(G = min)

The application of the
thermodynamic concept of
potential to the kinetics of
chemical reactions (transition
state theory) provides a criterion for selecting the optimal pathway for a transition, usually the pathway with the
transition state of the lowest free energy. In this perspective, by providing a direction for systems to evolve and an
optimal pathway, thermodynamics offers a way for answering why things happen the way they do. [2]

Humor
The following is a thermodynamics humor T-Shirt made by Zazzle creator Word & UnWords, showing Willard Gibbs
1873 ‘available energy’ (AB) graph: [3]
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See also
● Coupling
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Thermodynamic revolution
In scientific revolutions, the thermodynamic revolution (1797-1882) was the gradual clarification and unification of
the postulates and theories surrounding the phenomenon of combustion (particularly what heat is) and its
usefulness, via energy transformative relationships, to other forms of work such mechanical, electrical, or chemical.

Overview
Another common view, is that the thermodynamic revolution was centered around the discovery of “how to turn
heat (un-directed energy) partially into usable work (directed energy).” [3] Scientific revolution theorist Thomas Kuhn
reasons that the thermodynamic revolution was a “crisis and emergence” type of revolution and that
thermodynamics was “born from the collision of two existing nineteenth-century physical theories (caloric theory and
kinetic theory).” [4] In the long scheme of things, it can be argued the thermodynamic revolution began with Arabian
chemist Jabir ibn-Hayyan's (Geber's) c. 790 postulate that metals were formed out of two elements: sulphur, ‘the
stone which burns’, which characterized the principle of combustibility, and mercury, which contained the idealized
principle of metallic properties, peaked with German physicist Rudolf Clausius' 1865 textbook Mechanical Theory of
Heat, and ended with the formation of modern chemical thermodynamics by Americans Gilbert Lewis and Merle
Randall (1923) and Brit Edward Guggenheim (1933). [5]
The essence of the revolution, however, was seeded with French chemist Antoine Lavoisier's 1787 caloric theory
of heat, began to folder with Benjamin Thomson's 1797 cannon-boring experiments, peaked with English physicist
James Joule's meticulous "mechanical equivalent of heat" energy conservation experiments (1843), was solidified or
made into a science through primarily the work of German physicist Rudolf Clausius (1850-65), with his "internal
energy" formulation and his conception of "entropy" as a type of transformation system energy, and was capped-off
when German physicist Hermann von Helmholtz showed in 1882 that the long-sought quantity "chemical affinity"
was measured by the free energy of the system. Many, interestingly, argue that revolution still continues, in areas
such "ecological thermodynamics", "quantum thermodynamics", or particle physics, where the laws of
thermodynamics serve as benchmarks. Similarly, some reason that a new revolution will occur in the future when
thermodynamics fully penetrates and elucidates areas such as the thermodynamics of biological nano-engines or the
thermodynamics of the being and existence of the person. [6]

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“Not Copernicus and Galilei [sic], when they abolished the Ptolemaic system; not Newton, when he annihilated the
Cartesian vortices; not Young and Fresnel, when they exploded the Corpuscular Theory; not Faraday and ClerkMaxwell, in their splendid victory over Actio in distans – more thoroughly shattered a malignant and dangerous
heresy, than did Joule when he overthrew the baleful giant force, and firmly established, by lawful means, the
beneficent rule of the rightful monarch, energy! Then, and not till then, were the marvelous achievements of Sadi
Carnot rendered fully available; and Science silently underwent a revolution more swift and more tremendous than
ever befell a nation. But this must be a theme for the Poet of the Future!”
— Anon (1884), review of Joule’s Scientific papers in the Phil. Mag. [2]
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Thermodynamic system
In thermodynamics, a thermodynamic system or
"system" is any material body of the universe made to
expand or contract, according to Boerhaave's law, by
the action of heat, and thus made to do mechanical
work, according to the cycle of operation steps of the
Papin engine (1690). The original thermodynamic
system, shown adjacent, drawn by French physicist Sadi
Carnot in 1823. It is important to note, that the
"system", in the original steam engine sense of the
word, is one of three bodies that comprise the basic
heat engine. The working body (system) is typically
steam, although it can be any physical body of the
universe; the other two being the hot body (typically a
boiler, heated by fire) and the cold body (typically a
spray of cold water, from a nearby stream). This is the
basic model in thermodynamics, whose operation is
defined by the seven step Carnot cycle, added to which
other factors, such as electrical work, chemical work,
elongation work can be quantified by their modification
to the change in the internal energy of the the working
body or "system".

Etymology
The modern term "thermodynamic system" was
introduced in 1923, a clarification-type derivative of the Modified diagram of the original 1824 Carnot heat engine
older terms working substance (Carnot, 1824), working showing the hot body, working body (system), and cold body,
the letters labeled according to the stopping points in the
body (Clausius, 1850), or system (Maxwell, 1871), and of various steps of the seven-step Carnot cycle.
the newer terms, such as working medium (Ksenzhek,
2007). The double word term "thermodynamic system" verse "system" seems to have arisen out of the unwritten
practice of placing the classifier “thermodynamics” in front of whatever term was being used, such as thermodynamic
function, thermodynamic arrow, thermodynamic evolution, thermodynamic temperature, etc., in unintentional
efforts to help distinguish the term in some sense or degree. In a modern use, when diagrams are made, such as
shown below, in which the center region is titled thermodynamic system, the connection to the operation and
depiction of the hot body and cold body, often called "reservoirs", often becomes lost in translation. [2]
The term thermodynamic system seems to have come into use in the popular the 1923 textbook
Thermodynamics by American physical chemists Gilbert Lewis and Merle Randall. [1] They state that what is
customarily called a “system”, which can be enclosed either by physical walls or imaginary mathematical surfaces, is
whatever part of the objective world that is the subject of thermodynamic discourse, e.g. a crystal or a cubic
centimeter portion of crystal. On this definition that surmise:
“A thermodynamic system may contain no substance at all, in the ordinary sense, and consist of radiant energy, or
an electric or magnetic field … [but] usually comprises a substance, which may be homogeneous or heterogeneous.”
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(add discussion)

Difficulties on terminology
As mentioned above, the new student of
thermodynamics, when introduced to the the
term "system" or "thermodynamic system"
(such as diagrammed above) may easily fall
Left: Modern generic version of the thermodynamics system, showing that both
into the assumption that the
radiation, heat, and work can pass the boundary, often defined as an "closed system",
“thermodynamic system” is a twoand that also mass can pass across the boundary, often defined as an "open system".
component system, comprising both the
Mass can pass the boundary as either inert transport mass, in which a certain amount
system and the surroundings, or a threeof energy is assigned to the work of moving the mass; or in the case of chemically
reactive mass, the effect is quantified by the chemical potential terms, taking into
component system, comprising the boiler
affect the nature of the change of the internal energy in a chemical reaction sense.
(hot body) A, condenser (cold body) B, and
Right: a close-up of the original Carnot engine (1824).
substance (working body), below (left).
This thermodynamic "system" model, in turn, stems from the 1850 terminology of German physicist Rudolf Clausius,
who referred to the "working body" as the system, such as shown generically below (middle). In this sense, where the
term "thermodynamic system", as given to the newby thermodynamics student, has little visual connection to the
1824 working substance “steam body” description of heat engine operation by French physicist Sadi Carnot, as
depicted below (right), in which the "system" is the body of water molecule contained in the piston volume region
acdb.
This diagram model by Carnot of his generic heat engine, in turn, was mainly based on the steam engine
designed by Scottish engineer James Watt, shown below (left), having a separate condenser (1765), sun and planet
gear (1781), centrifugal governor (1788), where the "system", "working substance", or "working body" is the "body"
of an amount of water, heated in a boiler (hot body, A) and fed as steam, through conduit d, into the piston C, later
to be condensed into water again via contact with the condenser (cold body, B), diagrammed below as section D, is
the steam engine:

Watt engine (c. 1780)

Papin engine
(1690)

Papin digester (1679)

Vacuum pump (1850)

Watt's design, in the the course of the timeline of engine development, in turn, was modeled on the Papin engine
design of a "heated" piston-and-cylinder, shown above (center left), configured with the ability to do work, via certain
steps of operation, as detailed in the 1690 memoir "A New Method to Obtain Very Great Motive Powers at Small
Cost" by French physicist Denis Papin.[4] In terse summary, after decades of experimental work in attempts to create
a "gunpowder engine", one that lowers the piston (doing work) following a discharge of gunpowder in the cylinder,
after watching a steam release valve move up and down on one of his digestors (pressure cooker), he conceived of
the idea that to make a steam engine, one could put a body of water (system) in a sealed piston and cylinder and
then operate the engine in two steps.
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The two steps of Papin engine operation are: (a) have someone
hold a fire under the piston, making the water boil and expand
pushing the piston upward and (b) then have some one cool the
piston by holding a tub or stream of cool water under the hot
piston, thus causing the steam to condense, pulling the piston
back down. This was one engine cycle. This is the basic model of
operation of all steam engines and was used by English engineer
Thomas Necomen in 1698 to make the first steam engine, called
the Savery sump pump (or Miner's friend). The Watt steam engine
evolved from the Savery engine.
Papin's heat engine design, which contains the first verbal
description of what later came to be called the "Carnot cycle", in
turn, was based on the very-popularized 1647 piston-and-cylinder
vacuum pump weight-lifting ideas initiated in 1647 by German
inventor and physicist Otto Guericke, such as the ones shown
below:
To explain further, as to the operation of the Guericke engine, in
one experiment shown to the left, 20+ men pulled on the piston till it reached halfway up position, then a large glass
receiver, which had been mad perfectly vacuous by Guericke’s pump, was then applied to the stop-****; and when
the men were exerting their utmost force, a communication was opened between the receiver and the cylinder, and
the piston was suddenly forced down to the bottom of the cylinder in spite of the efforts of the men to keep it up.
In the experiment shown to the right, conducted in 1654, Guericke arranged the piston at the top of the cylinder,
having a scale loaded with 2,686 lbs attached to it. In this configuration, a little boy, by means of a small syringe
applied at the stop-**** x to pump out the air, was able to bring down the piston and raise the weight. [2]
In sum, these early piston and cylinder experiments, in later connective coordination, via the caloric theory, to Dutch
physician and chemist Herman Boerhaave’s 1724 heat augmentation axiom, are to which the conception of a
thermodynamic "system" stem. In this sense, the modern joint term "thermodynamic system" may not be an
advisable one, and may lead to confusion, particularly in regards to the “theory of transformation-equivalents”,
introduced in the period 1850-65 by German physicist Rudolf Clausius, otherwise known as entropy. [3]

Earth-bound thermodynamic systems
See main: Earth-bound thermodynamic systems

In subjects such as life thermodynamics, evolutionary thermodynamics, biological thermodynamics, ecological
thermodynamics, economic thermodynamics, sociological thermodynamics, or human thermodynamics in general,
the diagramming of the boundary of the thermodynamic system becomes a paramount issue. The basic model
delineates a cylinder type imaginary volumetric region on the surface (substrate) of the earth, viewed such, while
remaining in contact with the surface of the earth, it rotates in a 24-hour, two-part heat cycle, being put in contact
with a hot body (the sun) for approximately 12-hours, the expansion phase, and then put in contact with a cold body
(the night sky) for approximately 12-hours, the contraction phase, whereby after the body, if it is considered to be
reversible, returns to its original condition.
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● Thermodynamic system – Wikipedia.

Thermodynamic self-organization
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In thermodynamics, thermodynamic self-organization refers to a posted self-organization explained via some
hypothetical thermodynamics-based theory.

Overview
The term "thermodynamic self-organization" seems arisen among Russian scientists, referring to assembly behaviors
describable by thermodynamics in the near-equilibrium range. [1] The term is used such to distinguish two variants of
energy dispersion: (a) operations related to near-equilibrium processes (thermodynamic self-organization) and (b)
operations related to non-equilibrium processes (dynamic self-organizations), the latter generally being associated
with Prigoginean thermodynamics. [2] In the view of Russian physical chemist Georgi Gladyshev’s hierarchical
thermodynamics, thermodynamic self-organization is defined as the spontaneous ordered joining of the structures of
the i-th hierarchy into structures of the (i+1)-th hierarchy. [3]

Difficulties
As the principle of inertia, the forerunner to the first law of motion, invalidates any and all types of self[determining/organizing] systems (Karl Pearson, 1892), the premise of a thermodynamics-based self-[organized]
system, is akin to a double-defunct theory, being that the laws of motion underlie the laws of thermodynamics.
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Thermodynamic square
In thermodynamics, thermodynamic square, or Born diagram or KoenigBorn thermodynamic square, is a type of mnemonic memory trick flow
diagram or schematic, depicted adjacent, for recalling the exact
differentials of the thermodynamic potentials U, F, G, and H, the
associated Maxwell relations, and conditions for equilibrium under
various sets of imposed conditions. [1]

Etymology
The “thermodynamics square” concept was developed German physicist
Max Born in his late 1920s University of Gotttingen lectures on
thermodynamics, on the subject of on Maxwell’s relations. One of his
1929 lectures was attended by Hungarian-born American physicist
Laszlo Tisza, of the MIT school of thermodynamics, who later
incorporated the diagram into his 1966 Generalized Thermodynamics.
The thermodynamic square (Born diagram)
[6] The first literature publication of the thermodynamic square method drawn where each potential (U, F, G, H), is
appeared in the 1935 article “Families of Thermodynamic Equations:
between its its natural independent variable
The Methods of Transformation by the Characteristic Group” by
(SV, VT, TP, PS); whereby, derivatives are
American chemist Frederick Koenig, wherein he attempts to regroup the obtained by following the diagonal of the
important equations of thermodynamics into so-called "families", via of square, and the sign is determined by the
a precise definition. [3] Koenig followed this with a part two 1972 article direction of the arrow. [6]
subtitled “Families of Thermodynamic Equations: The Case of Eight
Characteristic Function” (see: characteristic function). [4] The thermodynamic square diagram next seems to have
appeared in Tisza’s student American physicist Herbert Callen’s famous 1985 second edition Thermodynamics an
Introduction to Thermostatics textbook. [4]
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Variants

If more potentials and varialbes are used, other more advanced variants of the square can be made such as a
“thermodynamic cuboctahedron”. [7] Likewise, a the so-called “thermodynamic cube” can be made using a sheet of
paper cut and folded a certain way. [8]
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Thermodynamic theory of affinity
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In thermodynamics, the thermodynamic theory of affinity, as contrasted to the
older now-defunct 1850s thermal theory of affinity, refers to the explanation of
affinity, chemical affinity, elective affinity, or human elective affinity, in modern
chemical thermodynamic quantification terms, as free energy change, and not
solely heat release, being the "true" measure of the force of affinity. For
isothermal-isobaric reactions, in simplified form, the thermodynamic
quantification of affinity A is:

where ΔG is the change in the Gibbs free energy for the process or reaction;
and for isothermal-isochoric reactions:

where ΔF is the change in the Helmholtz free energy for the process or reaction.

History
The first theories on this topic were those put forward, independently, it seems, Cover of Belgian chemist Theophile de
Donder's 1936, 144-page book on the
by Danish chemist Julius Thomsen (1854) and French chemist Marcellin
Berthelot (1864) who argued that the heat of a reaction was the true measure thermodynamic explanation of
chemical affinity. [1]
of affinity. In 1882, German physicist Hermann Helmholtz, in his chemical
thermodynamics founding paper "On the Thermodynamics of Chemical
Processes", showed that the true measure of affinity is not the heat evolved, but rather free energy, being that the
second law of thermodynamics, or rather entropy, plays a role in the measurement or actuation of chemical affinity
in chemical reactions. This publication overthrew the older "thermal theory of affinity" advocated by Danish chemist
Julius Thomsen (1854) and French chemist Marcellin Berthelot (1864). In 1884, Dutch physical chemist Jacobus Van’t
Hoff showed that the maximum external work that obtained when a chemical reaction was carried out reversibly and
isothermally could serve as a measure of chemical affinity.
Belgian chemist Theophile de Donder worked for many years on this subject, publishing articles on this topic
beginning in 1922, culminating with his 1936 book Thermodynamic Theory of Affinity. [1] Gianni Astarita argues that,
in addition to being one of the first books to discuss the details of the thermodynamics of affinity, de Donder’s
Thermodynamic Theory of Affinity was the first to put forward the concept of ‘extent of reaction’:

The 1923 textbook Thermodynamics and the Free Energy of Chemical Substances, by American physical chemists by
Gilbert Lewis and Merle Randall, is said to have led to the replacement of the word ‘affinity’ by ‘free energy’
throughout the world.

Human chemical thermodynamics
In 1809, German polymath Johann Goethe published his physical chemistry based novella Elective Affinities, wherein
he showed how chemical affinity governs human interactions. In the years following 1882, with the publication of
German physicist Hermann Helmholtz's 1882 "On the Thermodynamics of Chemical Processes", wherein he proved
that that the true measure of affinity is not the heat evolved, but rather free energy, being that the second law of
thermodynamics, or rather entropy, plays a role in the measurement or actuation of chemical affinity in chemical
reactions, and more particularly in the decades after the 1923 publication of American physical chemist Gilbert Lewis'
famous Thermodynamics and the Free Energy of Chemical Substances, after which the term "free energy" began to be
used over that of "affinity", the subject of human chemical thermodynamics, namely the study of the
thermodynamics of human chemical reactions (see: theory), the advanced subject of "human free energy" theory
began to be discussed and theorized about, using the language of partial differential equations, the recent work of
German solid state thermodynamicist and socio-economic physicist Jurgen Mimkes (“A Thermodynamic Formulation
of Social Science”, 2007) and American physical chemist Thomas Wallace (“The Fundamentals of Thermodynamics
Applied to Socioeconomics”, 2009) being two prime examples. [5]

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“The influential textbook of G.N. Lewis and Merle Randall led to the replacement of the term ‘affinity’ by the term
‘free energy’ throughout the English speaking world.”
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Thermodynamic
theory of everything
In theories, thermodynamic theory of
everything is a theory of everything based on
the premise that thermodynamics, the
universal operator or governor of the universe,
is the working foundation of the theory.

Overview
In 1865, Rudolf Clausius stated that the first
law and second law, of thermodynamics,
govern the entire universe.
In 1910, Henry Adams arrived at the outline of
a Gibbs-based thermodynamic theory of
everything, after some fifty years work in this
area; the following being a retrospect
statement of this effort:

An annotated film poster of The Theory of Everything (2014), based on
relationships, equations, times Stephen Hawking, who in 1988 explained
both "book reading" and "black holes" via thermodynamics, entropy in
particular; thereby outlining a semblance of a thermodynamic theory of
everything.

“The time may come when human affairs may
be described no longer by words and
sentences, but by a system of symbols or notation similar to those used in algebra or chemistry … then it may be
possible, as Adams suggests, to invent a common formula for thermodynamics and history.”
— William Thayer (1918), on Henry Adams' 50-year attempt at a thermodynamic theory of everything

At the end of his very-impressive effort, e.g. coming to believe that he was a social phase, he stated the complete
solution would "require the aid of another Newton". In 1914, William Sidis, age 16, attempted a thermodynamics
theory of everything, resulting in his The Animate and the Inanimate (1925). [1]

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“A theory is the more impressive the greater the simplicity of its premises, the more different kinds of things it
relates, and the more extended its area of applicability. Therefore the deep impression that classical thermodynamics
made upon me. It is the only physical theory of universal content which I am convinced will never be overthrown,
within the framework of applicability of its basic concepts.”
— Albert Einstein (c.1940)
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Thermodynamic time
In thermodynamics, thermodynamic time is time correlated to an increase in entropy of a given body during process.
French biophysicist Louis-Marie Vincent states that the term “thermodynamic time” was introduced by Belgian
physicist Ilya Prigogine as being synonymous with a chemical reaction process and the inevitable production of
entropy occurring therein, whereby if one were to freeze a reaction, time would no longer flow. [1] The term
thermodynamic time is nearly synonymous in meaning with the term thermodynamic arrow.
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Further reading
● Thermodynamic Asymmetry in Time – Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy.

Thermodynamic tombstones
In gravesites, thermodynamic tombstones are markers for the burial places
of famous thermodynamicists, including the Clausius tombstone (Bonn,
Germany), Boltzmann tombstone (Vienna, Austria), or Gibbs tombstone
(New Haven, Connecticut), among others, often the site of vacation spots,
pilgrimages, or birth anniversaries by scientists. In 2005, at the Gibbs
tombstone, for instance, groups gathered for pictures on the occasion of the
unveiling of the new US Postal Service 37-cent Gibbs stamp. Of tombstones
of famous thermodynamicists, the tomb of Austrian physicist Ludwig
Boltzmann is the most famous, in that it has an entropy equation, S = k log
W, engraved on it (shown adjacent), above a bust of Boltzmann. Articles for
some of these noted tombstones are listed in the file tree header to the left.
Other famous burial sites include the Nernst tombstone (of German physical
chemist Walther Nernst), the Maxwell tombstone (of Scottish physicist
James Maxwell), Planck tombstone (of German physicist Max Planck) among
others. [1] Then there is German-born American physicist Albert Einstein,
whose first thirty papers were in thermodynamics, who upon death (1955)
was cremated, having his ashes scattered in an unknown river in New Jersey.
[2]

See also
● Pierre Teilhard (tombstone)
● Goethe timeline (Goethe coffin)
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Thermodynamic toys
In science toys, thermodynamic toys are those that employ, utilize, or demonstrate noted principles or laws of
thermodynamics. Several of these noted historical-based experimental toys are available at Xump.com, as pictured
below.

Galileo thermometer
In 1592, Italian scientist Galileo Galilei invented what most consider the first true thermometer. [1] It was described,
according to a retrospect description by Galileo’s friend Benedetto Castelli, many years later, as such: [2]
“Galileo took a glass about the size of a small hen’s egg, fitted to a tube the width of a straw, and about two spans
long: he heated the glass bulb in his hands and turned the glass upside down so that the tube dipped in water held in
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another vessel; as soon as the ball cooled down, the water rose in the tube. This instrument he used to investigate
degrees of heat and cold.”
This device seems to have come to have been referred to as a ‘thermoscope’ (a thermometer without a scale), in
modern discussion. Galileo’s instrument was said to depend on the observation that air expands when it is hot and
contracts when it is cool. The water, differed in respect to mercury in a modern thermometer, serving merely to
indicate the expansion or contraction of the air in the bulb. The preliminary heating was a trick to bring the water to a
level where it could be seen. [2]
In the 1613 words of his student Francesco
Sagredo, who used Galileo's device for
measuring the difference in temperature
between air, snow, and ice, what Galileo
had invented was an "an instrument for
measuring heat", which can be said to be
the first recorded definition of a
thermometer. [3] Sagredo used the device
to compare the temperature of lakes of
different sizes as they cooled in the winter,
finding that smaller ones cooled faster
than larger ones. He recorded his readings
as “degrees of heat”. [4]

Ball and ring
Left: this Galileo thermometer is 12” tall and contains five 4 degree graduation
spheres. Spheres have a small brass plate with a temperature graduation
engraved on it. The floating spheres move up and down inside the liquid-filled
cylinder depending on the surrounding temperature. The lowest floating sphere
in the upper part of the cylinder tells the correct temperature. Right: the ball
and ring experimental device explains the principle that molecules and atoms
vibrate at higher temperatures and begin to push apart from each other. This
phenomenon is known as thermal expansion. Simply heat the brass ball for two
minutes. This will cause the ball to expand; hence it will not fit through the ring.
When the ball cools down, it will once again fit smoothly through the ring.
Great for the classroom or the home laboratory!

The ball and ring toy (pictured) was
originally invented by Dutch physicist
Willem Gravesande at Leiden University
and demonstrated in his famous circa
1730s ball and ring experiment, which was
one of the first experimental
measurements or quantifications of the
phenomenon volume expansion by heat,
which at the time of demonstration was by
no means a simply phenomenon to
understand nor explain, by virtue of the
historical precedence of the various heat element theories (heat element (classical), terra pinguis, phlogiston, and
later caloric).

Drinking bird
The drinking bird was invented in the 1940s by American chemist Miles Sullivan, patented by him in 1945, after
watching bubbles go up a colored tube on a jukebox machine, and thinking about how much energy was lost by that
process
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The famous thermodynamic toy the “drinking
bird” is an amusing toy, the thermodynamical
operation of which was said to have notoriously
baffled German-born American physicist Albert
Einstein in 1946.
The dipping bird is a loose example of
“thermodynamic art”, being a sort of atmospheric
heat engine, which will run for days operating on
the principle of heat loss via evaporation conjoined
with the conversion of heat into work in the
working body (liquid-vapor mixture of methylene
chloride CH2Cl2) of the engine via the mechanical
equivalent of heat. This is similar, in a way, to
Left: the drinking bird: When the head of the bird is moistened with
Greek inventor Hero of Alexandria’s first century
water it will repeatedly tip over and appear to be drinking from a cup
AD rotating toy steam engine the "aeolipile", a
placed in front of it. The dunking is due to the evaporating water,
heat-driven spinning steam ball.

Hand boiler
The thermodynamic hand boiler seems to be a
variant of the dipping bird, possibly using liquidvapor mixture of methylene chloride (CH2Cl2) as
the working body (colored liquid). The inventor of
this toy needs to be tracked down.
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which cools the head reducing the pressure of the gas inside. The
liquid inside the bird rises up from his tail towards his head, causing
the bird to tip and appear to be drinking. As the bird dunks, the liquid
returns to its tail, and the process begins again. In essence this is a
small, cleverly designed thermodynamic engine which only needs
water to run!Right: the thermodynamic hand boiler: This is a cool, oldfashioned thermodynamic hand boiler toy that is made of hand-blown
glass. The liquid inside these beautiful boilers shoots up the tubes and
appears to boil when you hold it in your hand. It makes an excellent
stocking stuffer for the holidays, or a great classic desk toy for the
office setting.
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External links
● Thermodynamic hand boiler – Xump.com.
● Thermodynamic drinking bird – Xump.com.
● Galileo thermometer – Xump.com.
● Ball and ring (thermal expansion) – Xump.com.

Thermodynamicist
In science, a thermodynamicist is a person who
studies systems and processes from a
thermodynamic point of view. The universe, for the
thermodynamicist, defined as that which is accessible
to experiment, is made up of the "system" examined
and its "surroundings" able to act on its evolution. [1]
To a good approximation, French engineer Sadi
Carnot was the world's first thermodynamicist;
followed by Emile Clapeyron, Hermann Helmholtz,
William Thomson, Peter Tait, William Rankine, and
Rudolf Clausius.

An 1897 encyclopedia definition of thermodynamicist, defined as a
student of or one versed in thermodynamics. [7] In 1891, William
Magie was described as a “thermodynamicist trained by
Helmholtz”. (Ѻ)

Energeticist
A closely related term to thermodynamicist, generally a post 1940s term, was "energeticist", a term of the late 19th
century. American Willard Gibbs, for instance, was often referred to as an energeticist; whereas, in modern terms, he
is considered a chemical thermodynamicist or more specifically the "founder of chemical thermodynamics". [2] In the
1890s, by comparison, German energeticist Wilhelm Ostwald, often considered as the founder of the "school of
energetics", who had recently translated Gibbs' On the Equilibrium of Heterogeneous Substances into French, styled
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Gibbs as the "founder of chemical energetics". [3]

Quotes
The following is a noted quote, that seems to have originated in originated with Percy Bridgman (1941), regarding
how there is a different version of the first law and or second law for ever thermodynamicist: [4]
“There’s as many formulations of the second law as there have been discussions of it.”
This was rephrased by Clifford Truesdell (aware or not of the Bridgman-version) in 1969 as follows: [5]
“I hesitate to use the terms ‘first law’ and ‘second law’, because there are almost as many ‘first laws’ as there are
thermodynamicists, and I have been told by these people for so many years that I disobey their laws that now I
prefer to exult in my criminal status and non-condemning names to the concrete mathematical axioms I wish to use
in my outlaw studies of heat and temperature. The term ‘entropy’ seems superfluous, also, since it suggest nothing to
ordinary persons and only intense headaches to those who have studied thermodynamics but have not given in and
joined the professionals.”
This has since come to be known as:
“There’s as many version of the second law as there are thermodynamicists.”
This last version, supposedly, began to be used in the 1950s. [6]

See also
● Human thermodynamicist
● Thermodynamicist (other)
● Thermodynamics founders
● Human thermodynamics pioneers
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Thermodynamicists (generations)
In science, thermodynamicists (generations) refers to the grouping, ranking or categorization of thermodynamicists
by their respective generational distance from French physicist Sadi Carnot (first generation) to Willard Gibbs (third
generation), to modern times (ninth generation), according to the 1991 generation scheme enunciated by American
science historian William Cropper, as outlined below—those with dates bolded being human thermodynamics
connected theorists:

Thermodynamicist Generation Groupings
Pre-generational
thermodynamicists
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1. Herman Boerhaave
(1620)
2. Joseph Black (1761)
3.
Antoine
Lavoisier (1787)
4.
Benjamin
Thompson (1798)
5. Humphry Davy
(1799)
6.
Johann Goethe
(1809)
7. Joseph Fourier
(1811)
8. Gustave Coriolis
(1829)

First generation
thermodynamicists

Second generation
thermodynamicists

Third generation
thermodynamicists

1. Germain Hess (1840)
2. Robert Mayer (1841)
3. James Joule (1843)
4. Hermann Helmholtz (18471882)
5. William Thomson (1849-1854)
6. William Rankine (1850-1859)
1.
Sadi Carnot (1824)
2. Emile Clapeyron (1834)

7.
Rudolf Clausius (18501865)
8. Gustave Hirn (1856)
9. James Maxwell (1857-1871)
10. Peter Tait (1868)
11. (add)
12. etc.

Fourth generation
thermodynamicists

Fifth generation
thermodynamicists

1. Percy Bridgman (1914-1941)
2. Ralph Fowler (1922-1939)
1. Leon Winiarski (1890-1894) 3.
C.G. Darwin (1922-1952)
2. Walther Nernst (1893-1906) 4. James Partington (1913-1924)
5. Theophile De Donder (1922)
3.
Max Planck (18971900)
6.
Gilbert Lewis (1923)
4. Fritz Haber (1905)
7.
Merle
Randall (1912-1942)
5. Albert Einstein (1902-1907)
8.
John
Butler
(1928-1935)
6. Otto Sackur (1908-1912)
9.
Edward
Guggenheim
(19337. (add)
1949)
8. etc.
11.
1979)

Mehdi Bazargan (1935-

1. August Horstmann (1868-1873)
2.
Ludwig Boltzmann (18721895)
3.
Willard Gibbs (1873-1901)
4. Jacobus van’ Hoff (1884)
5.
Wilhelm Ostwald (1885-1920)
6. (add)
7. etc.

Sixth generation
thermodynamicists

1. Fritz Lipmann (1941)
2. Joseph Keenan (1941-1952)
3. Mark Zemansky (1943)
4. Erwin Schrodinger (1944-1946)
5. Samuel Glasstone (1947)
6.
Ilya Prigogine (1947-1998)
7. Edward Obert (1948)
8.
Frederick Rossini (19501971)
9. etc
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10. Paul Epstein (1937)
11. (add)
12. etc.

Seventh generation
thermodynamicists

1. Hendrick van Ness (1959-2005)
2. Herbert Callen (1960-1985)
3. Raymond Kern (1964)
4. Alain Weisbrod (1964)
5. George Hatsopoulos (1965)
6. Laszlo Tisza (1966)
7. Joseph Kestin (1966)
8. Stephen Hawking (1970)
9. Jacob Bekenstein (1972)
10.

Stanley Sandler (1977)

Eighth generation
thermodynamicists

Ninth generation thermodynamicists

1. Donald Haynie (1993-2008+)
2. Gregor Anderson (1996)
3. Enrico di Cera (1995-2000)
4.
Libb Thims (1995)
5. (add)
6. etc.

(2013 +/- 11 years)?
1. (add)
2. etc.

11.
Georgi Gladyshev (1977)
12. (add)
13. etc.

Maxwell | Generation scheme
In 1878, Irish physicist James Maxwell summarized the learning of the definition of entropy as follows:
“By the introduction of the expression, “without compensation” (verses “of itself”), combined with a full
interpretation of this phrase, the statement of the second principle (“that heat cannot without compensation pass
from a colder to a warmer body”) becomes complete and exact; but in order to understand it we must have a
previous knowledge of the theory of transformation-equivalents, or in other words entropy, and it is to be feared
that we shall have to be taught thermodynamics for several generations before we can expect beginners to receive
as axiomatic the theory of entropy.”

Cropper | Generation scheme
This ranking logic comes from American physics historian and chemist William Cropper, who defines Gibbs as the
“principle third generation thermodynamicist”, and eludes to the idea that Clausius and Thomson were the principle
second generation thermodynamicists, with Carnot being first generation or initiator of the "Carnot legacy". This
gives 22 years per thermodynamic generation, based on the average distance between Carnot (b.1796), Clausius
(b.1822), and Gibbs (b.1839). This scheme is discussed in the following quote: [7]
“Thomson touched on every one of the major problems of thermodynamics. But except for his temperature scale and
interpretation of the energy concept, his work is not found in today’s textbook version of thermodynamics. Although
he ranks with Clausius and Gibbs among thermodynamicists, his legacy is more limited than theirs. The comparison
with Clausius is striking. These two, of about the same age, and both in possession of the Carnot legacy, had the same
thermodynamic concerns. Yet it was the Clausius thermodynamic scheme, based on the two concepts of energy and
entropy and their laws, that impressed Gibbs, the principle third generation thermodynamicist. Clausius cold also be
obscure, but he left no doubt about the conceptual foundations of his theories, and he gave Gibbs the requisite clues
to put together the scheme we see today in thermodynamics texts.”
On this Carnot-Clausius-Gibbs three-generation logic, which seems cogent, the following "generational table of
principle thermodynamicists" is ordered by date of publication of works, showing the "principle" thermodynamicist of
each generation (neglecting gas law pioneers, affinity chemist pioneers, heat engine developers, mathematics
pioneers, etc). In this grouping scheme, we note, based on the same generation occurrence of C.G. Darwin's
statistical "human thermodynamics" and Mehdi Bazargan's "thermodynamics of man", that human thermodynamics
can be considered a fifth generation branch of thermodynamics

Notes
The 22-year per generation figure agrees calculated via the average distance between the birth of Carnot and the
birth of Gibbs agrees with the 22-years per generation found when the table was first built intuitively, based on
groupings as to who built on who's work, later finding a twenty-two year gaping between the eight generations.
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The following are related quotes:
“Rossini was one of the preeminent thermodynamicists of the twentieth century.”
— Ernest Eliel (1999), Biographical Memoirs, National Academies of Press [2]
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Thermodynamics
In science, thermodynamics is the study of the
conversion of heat into work through the
intermediate cyclical actions of a system. [1] To
the thermodynamicist, thermodynamics is the
“science of everything”, being that it is studies
the behavior of “any body” in the universe,
whatsoever. [11] The generality and universal
applicability of thermodynamics was laid out by
subject initiator French physicist Sadi Carnot
who in 1824 presented the following definition:

"The energy of the universe is constant."

(first main principle)
"The entropy of the universe tends to a maximum."

“Thermodynamics is the study of the principles
(second main principle)
and laws behind the phenomenon of the
production of motion by heat, considered from a sufficiently general point of view, applicable to not only steam
engines, but to all imaginable heat engines, whatever the working substance and whatever the method by which it is
operated.”
This subject definition, to note, is modified in the sense that Carnot did not use the term 'thermodynamics', nor did
he specifically assign a name for the subject he invented, but rather gave the above definition in reference to an
'unnamed subject' that was in need of formulation; the concise name of this subject would be assigned by Irish
physicist William Thomson, who introduced the shorthand terms: "thermo-dynamic" (1849) and "thermo-dynamics"
(1854) or in its German variant "Mechanische Wärmetheorie" (Mechanical Theory of Heat) (1850) by German
physicist Rudolf Clausius. [9] The key phrase in Carnot's definition being 'whatever the working substance', which
takes it cues from Boerhaave's law (1720) on the expansion and contractions of bodies due to heat, which refers to
any physical body in the universe.
Thermodynamics, in more detail, studies the process relationship between heat and other forms of energy, such
as work, electricity (electrical work), light (radiation), and generalized forces (e.g. elongation work), etc., as can be
quantified by measurements, e.g. pressure, volume, and temperature. [2] The cornerstones of thermodynamics are
the four laws of thermodynamics, which define the rules of temperature equivalence (zeroth law), energy
conservation (first law), entropy tendencies (second law), and conditions for an absence of temperature (third law).
[3]
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Nutshell history
See main: History of thermodynamics

In a nutshell, thermodynamics is the science, developed
largely between 1823 and 1882, that united affinitychemistry (1718), thermo-chemistry (1870s), thermoelectricity (1822), overthrew the caloric theory, vitalism,
perpetual motion theory (replacing them with the kinetic
theory, mechanical equivalent of heat, and the
conservation of energy respectively), and later
functioning to seed the quantum revolution (1900). The
foundations of thermodynamics, according to American
mathematical physicist Willard Gibbs, began to be laid in
1850. Specifically, according to Gibbs, the first memoir
on thermodynamics published in 1850 by German
physicist Rudolf Clausius, entitled “On the Motive Power
of Heat, and on the Laws which can be Deduced from it
for the Theory of Heat”, “marks an epoch in history of
physics”. Moreover, according to the 1889 words of
Gibbs: [4]

A 1931 meeting of the minds "thermodynamics" dinner party
photo showing, from left to right, thermodynamics founders:
Walther Nernst, Albert Einstein, and Max Planck, following by
Robert Millikan, grinning, noted for his famous 1909 electron
charge determining oil drop experiment, at the house of host
Max von Laue, noted relativistic thermodynamics pioneer; in
the photo collage can be seen: Ludwig Boltzmann and Rudolf
Clausius among others.

“If we say, in the words of Maxwell some years ago
(1878), that thermodynamics is ‘a science with secure
foundations, clear definitions, and distinct boundaries,’ and ask when those foundations were laid, those definitions
fixed, and those boundaries traced, there can be but one answer. Certainly not before the publication of that memoir
(Clausius, 1850).”
In 1865, Clausius assembled his nine total memoirs on thermodynamics into the book The Mechanical Theory of Heat;
and with the December 1875 publication of the second edition, in his own words, “re-model[ed] the papers that they
might form a connected whole, and enable the work to become a text-book of the science”, after which time it can
be said that thermodynamics had solidified into a new branch of science.

Historical | Timeline
See main: Timeline of thermodynamics

Visit the moving (sideways scrolling) twenty-foot long pictorial timeline of thermodynamics, a portion of which is
shown below, for a quick visual history of thermodynamics:

Definitions
See main: Definitions of thermodynamics

The following is partial chronological listing of definitions of thermodynamics:
Date

Definition

“It is a matter of ordinary observation, that heat, by expanding bodies, is a source of
1859 mechanical energy; and conversely, that mechanical energy, being expended either
in compressing bodies, or in friction, is a source of heat. The reduction of the laws

Person[s]

William Rankine [6]
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according to which such phenomena take place, to a physical theory, or connected
system of principles, constitutes what is called the science of thermodynamics.”
“Thermodynamics, or the mechanical theory of heat, is that science which treats of
1880 the mechanical effects of heat, and of those mechanical processes by which heat is
generated.”
1998

“Thermodynamics now designates the science of all transformations of matter and
energy.”

Robert Rontgen and Augustus
du Bois [5]
Pierre Perrot [7]

General branches of
See main: Branches of thermodynamics

Thermodynamics has it roots in affinity chemistry (1718), thermo-chemistry (1770s), thermo-electricity (1822), thus
becoming a tree with foundations in the works of Sadi Carnot, William Thomson, Rudolf Clausius (trunk), and William
Rankine, soon thereafter sprouting many branches of thermodynamics, e.g. biological thermodynamics (1926), each
with many sub-branches, e.g. protein thermodynamics (1960s).

Human thermodynamics
The subject of the application of thermodynamics to explain human existence has deep roots, beginning with the
1809 human reaction affinity (free energy) theories of Johann Goethe. The term "human thermodynamics", as a the
thermodynamic study of systems of human molecules was coined in 1952 by English physicist Charles Galton Darwin,
which generally can be considered as the initiation point of this branch of science.

See also
● Founders of thermodynamics
● Thermo-dynamics
● Thermodynamicists (generations)
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Thermodynamics (etymology)
In etymologies, thermodynamics (etymology) has an intricate history, spanning over forty-years (1824-1868) of
naming subtleties, starting with French physicist Sadi Carnot's mention that a mechanical theory based type of heat
engine theory was needed (1824), followed by about twenty-five years of discussion of variants on the term "Carnot's
theory", to Scottish physicist William Thomson's adding together of the terms "thermo-dynamic" (1849) + "dynamical
theory of heat" (1851) to mean "thermo-dynamics" (1854), variations on the German name of the subject, introduced
by Rudolf Clausius, of "mechanischen wärmetheorie", translated into English, during the years of circa 1850 to 1878,
as "mechanical theory of heat", to the removal of the conjunction bracket, meaning that the subject had essentially
solidified into a commonly accepted term, "thermodynamics" in 1868, by various authors, such as Gustave Hirn and
Peter Tait. The year in which representatives of the German school of thermodynamics, such as, e.g., Herman
Helmholtz in 1882, began to adopt the English variant (thermodynamics) over the German variant (mechanischen
wärmetheorie), can loosely be said to have been the final chapter in the history of the etymology of the term
thermodynamics. The following table gives a chronological overview of the basic etymology:
Precursor Terms

School

Author

Year

A theory of the operation of generalized heat engines, similar to the
mechanical theory, is needed

Ecole
Polytechnique

Sadi Carnot

1824

Carnot's theory of heat

Ecole
Polytechnique

Emile
Clapeyron

1834

Carnot's theory of the motive power of heat

Glasgow school

William
Thomson

1848

Thermo-dynamic

Glasgow school

William
Thomson

1849

Carnot's theory of heat (modified to corroborate with Joule + Holtzmann +
Mayer + Thomson + Regnault)

Berlin school

Rudolf
Clausius

1850

Dynamical theory of heat

Glasgow school

William
Thomson

1851

Thermo-dynamics

Glasgow school

William
Thomson

1854
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Energetics

William
Glasgow school
Rankine

1855

Thermo-dynamics

Glasgow school

William
Rankine

1855

Théorie mécanique de la chaleur (mechanical theory of heat)

Gustave Hirn 1862
Rudolf
Clausius

Mechanischen wärmetheorie (mechanical heat theory)

Berlin school

Thermo-dynamics

Glasgow school John Nichol

Thermodynamique (thermodynamics)

1865
1860

Gustave Hirn 1868

Thermodynamics

Edinburgh
school

Peter Tait

1868

Thermodynamics

Edinburgh
school

James
Maxwell

1871

Thermodynamics

Yale school

Willard Gibbs 1873

Mechanical theory of heat (sometimes called thermodynamics)

Richard
McCulloch

1876

Energetics and thermo-dynamics

Robert
Thurston

1878

Thermodynamics

Henry Eddy

1879

Herman
Helmholtz

1882

Thermodynamik (thermodynamics)

Berlin school

Thermo-dynamics
Thermodynamics

Bryan Donkin 1893
Berlin school

Max Planck

1897

In short, over the course of nearly a decade, William Thomson (in coordination with William Rankine and Rudolf
Clausius) synthesized the subjects of Carnot's motive power of heat (1824), Joule's mechanical equivalent of heat
(1842), and Clausius' mechanical theory of heat (1850), among others, into the subject known known as
thermodynamics. A near-synonymous term used is "energetics", used early on by used by Scottish physicist William
Rankine, and in later years by the energetics school. The joint term 'thermodynamics', as a solidified subject, began to
be used as early as 1868, such as found in the works of those as Gustave Hirn and Peter Tait.

Thomson | 1849
The term thermo-dynamic was first used in 1849 by Irish physicist William Thomson (Lord Kelvin), in a paper titled
paper An Account of Carnot's Theory of the Motive Power of Heat, where he states: [2]
“A perfect thermo-dynamic engine is such that, whatever amount of mechanical effect which it might produce?
Nothing can be lost in the operations of nature—no energy can be destroyed.”

Thomson | 1854
In 1854, coined the term 'thermo-dynamics' as a specific subject or branch of science. Specifically, influenced to an
extent by the 1837 book Theory of Heat by English mathematician Philip Kelland, which used phrases such as a
needed "theory of heat" in relation to "forces", and terms, such as the "dynamical hypothesis" of heat, etc., Thomson
presented the following definition: [1]
“Thermo-dynamics: the subjects [of] the relation of heat to forces acting between contiguous parts of bodies, and
the relation of heat to electrical agency.”
The majority of references cite this year (1854) as being the first time the word thermodynamics was used. A few
other sources cite that Thomson used the term thermo-dynamics in 1850 or 1852, but there does not seem to exist
an actual reference to corroborate these various 1850-1853 claims. [11]

Rankine | 1855
In 1855, Scottish mathematical physicist William Rankine, an associate of Thomson, in a paper titled “Outlines of the
Science of Energetics”, had begun to differentiate between a “science of energetics”, loosely defined by his
hypothesis of molecular vortices, a general law of transformation between actual energy and potential energy, and
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parts of Thomson’s theory of thermo-electricity, among other principles, and a “science of thermo-dynamics”, having
to do with equilibrium of energies between bodies, absolute temperature, and Carnot’s function, among discussions.
[12]

Rankine | 1859
In 1859, Rankine, according to the retrospect views of Scottish physicist James Maxwell, wrote the world's first
chapter on thermodynamics titled “Principles of Thermodynamics”, in his 1859 book A Manual of the Steam Engine
and Other Prime Movers. [9] In the opening section of this chapter, in reference to the results of the mechanical
equivalent of heat, Rankine defines thermodynamics as such:
“It is a matter of ordinary observation, that heat, by expanding bodies, is a source of mechanical energy; and
conversely, that mechanical energy, being expended either in compressing bodies, or in friction, is a source of heat.
The reduction of the laws according to which such phenomena take place, to a physical theory, or connected system
of principles, constitutes what is called the science of thermodynamics.”

Nichol | 1860
The first encyclopedia definition of 'thermo-dynamics' is give by Scottish astronomer John Nichol in his 1860
Cyclopedia of the Physical Sciences, wherein thermo-dynamics was defined, in short, as “heat or the theory of the
mechanical action of heat”. More definitively, Nichol's defined thermo-dynamics as science “still in progress” and
gave the following definition: [4]
“Thermo-dynamics: the reduction of the laws according to which the phenomena by which heat, by expanding
bodies, is a source of motive power and, conversely, that motive power, being expended either in compressing
bodies or in producing friction, is a source of heat, take place, to a physical theory or connected system of principles.”

Clausius | 1865
In 1865, German physicist Rudolf Clausius published his collected nine memoirs (1850-1865) on the subject of what
he called "mechanischen wärmetheorie", which translates as either "mechanical heat theory" or "mechanical theory
of heat" into the form of a textbook on the subject of thermodynamics, as it is definitively know today. Subsequently,
the term 'mechanischen wärmetheorie' is that which Clausius preferred as the name of the subject he largely
created. In other instances, to note, he also seems to have used the term "mechanischen theorie der wärme";
possibly this was an earlier pre-truncation version of the latter. Clausius, to clarify, never used the word thermodynamics either editions (1865 and 1875) of his textbook Mechanical Theory of Heat. Clausius did, however, use the
term "thermo-dynamic engine" (three times) as well as "thermo-dynamic machines" (once), in his fifth memoir
(1856), as in reference any type of heat engine that works in a cycle, in what seems to be modeled on the earlier
Thomson phrasing.

Thermodynamics
A specific source needs to be tracked down to determine in what specific year the conjugational dash was first
removed in going from 'thermo-dynamics' (a new term) to 'thermodynamics' (an established term). As a starting
point, we note that Scottish physicist Peter Tait used the term thermodynamics in the title of his 1868 historical
overview book Sketch of Thermodynamics. [14]

Other definitions
See main: Thermodynamics (definitions)

In the 1892 Lockwood’s Dictionary of Terms used in the Practice of Mechanical Engineering, the newly evolving term
was defined as: "thermo-dynamics: the study which treats of heat as a form of energy or mode of work." [5] The term
“thermo-dynamics” (with the conjunction) was used well into the 1920s, before it became commonly known as one
word. It is likely that the 1923 textbook Thermodynamics, by Americans Gilbert Lewis and Merle Randall, being the
most cited thermodynamics book of all time, led to this common name usage.

Other non-sensical etymologies
Somewhat paradoxically, French thermodynamicist Pierre Perrot, author of the excellent 1998 dictionary the A to Z of
Thermodynamics, maintains that the term "thermodynamics" was coined by English physicist James Joule in 1858 to
designate the science of relations between heat and power. [3] This supposition, however, seems dubious. In the
collection of scientific papers, Joule never uses the phrase “thermodynamics”, but does use the term “perfect
thermo-dynamic engine” in reference to Thomson’s 1849 phraseology. [10] American biophysicist Donald Haynie
claims that the word thermodynamics was coined in 1840, from the Greek roots therme, heat, and dynamis, power.
[6] This, however, seems doubtful. A third illogical source claims that French mathematical physicist Henri Poincaré,
who was born in 1854, and later published the 1892 French book Thermodynamique, coined the term
thermodynamiques to refer to the new insights that developed from the first and second law. [7] In tribute to poor
science, Ukraine physical chemist Vitaly Prisyazhniuk, in his 2007 Encyclopedia of Earth article “History of
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thermodynamics” (an article reviewed by American mechanical engineer and thermodynamics professor Tom
Lawrence), states “it was G. Black (1770) who was the first to use the term ‘thermodynamics’”. [13] Here,
Prisyazhniuk not only typos G. Black for Joseph Black, but also seems to be un-aware that Black was a calorist, i.e. a
proponent of the caloric theory and promoter of Antoine Lavoiser's caloric theory of heat, and thus at odds with
Clausius' mechanical theory of heat.

Mechanische Wärmetheorie
The central founder of the entire subject, German physicist Rudolf Clausius, curiously, never seems to have used the
term “thermodynamics” to designate the subject he created more to perfection than any other, but seemed to prefer
the German phrase: "mechanische Theorie der Wärme" (mechanical theory of heat) or "mechanische Wärmetheorie"
(mechanical heat theory) over the German "Thermodynamik". He never used the word thermo-dynamics either
editions (1865 and 1875) of his textbook Mechanical Theory of Heat. Clausius did, to note, use the term "thermodynamic engine" (three times) or "thermo-dynamic machines" (once), in his fifth memoir (1856), as in reference any
type of heat engine that works in a cycle, in what seems to be modeled on the earlier Thomson phrasing.

See also
● θ∆ics
● human thermo-dynamics
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Thermodynamics (definitions)
In science, thermodynamics (definitions) are sentence descriptions that explain the subject of thermodynamics. The
first definition was stated in 1854 by Irish physicist William Thomson. Other definitions soon followed, at about a
yearly rate, soon thereafter; each defined in near synonymous, but subtly different and unique ways; each of which,
offering insight into the difficult and complex subject. A chronological table of thermodynamics definitions, stated by
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various authors, is shown below.

Proto-definitions
See also: Thermo-dynamics (etymology)

It could be argued that early-definitions of thermodynamics, as the science of the relation between heat and work,
can be found in the works of those as Sadi Carnot (1824) and Emile Clapeyron (1834). In particular, from the opening
page of Carnot’s Reflections, which started the science of thermodynamics, the following definition can be discerned:
“The study of heat-engines [by which] combustibles produce heat and the impelling power which is the result of it.”
In 1845, a twenty-one year old William Thomson went on a search in bookstores throughout Paris looking for a copy
of Carnot's Reflections (see: Thomson’s search for Carnot’s Reflections) to no avail; eventually, however, obtaining
one a few months later from his professor Lewis Gordon. The influence of Carnot, through Thomson, later functioned
to bring the subject and definition into European scientific circles, particularly in Ireland (William Rankine), England
(James Maxwell), and Germany (Rudolf Clausius and Hermann Helmholtz).

Thermodynamics definitions table
The following is a definitions chronology table of thermodynamics:
Date

Definitions of thermodynamics

Person

1824

The study of the principles and laws of the production of motion by heat, considered
independent of any mechanism or any particular agency, applicable to not only to steamengines but to all imaginable heat-engines, whatever the working substance and
whatever the method by which it is operated.

Sadi Carnot

1854

Thermo-dynamics [has] two divisions, of which the subjects are respectively, the relation
of heat to forces acting between contiguous parts of bodies, and the relation of heat to
electrical agency.

William
Thomson

1859

It is a matter of ordinary observation, that heat, by expanding bodies, is a source of
mechanical energy; and conversely, that mechanical energy, being expended either in
compressing bodies, or in friction, is a source of heat. The reduction of the laws
according to which such phenomena take place, to a physical theory, or connected
system of principles, , constitutes what is called the science of thermodynamics.”

1860

The reduction of the laws according to which the phenomena by which heat, by
expanding bodies, is a source of motive power and, conversely, that motive power, being
expended either in compressing bodies or in producing friction, is a source of heat, take
place, to a physical theory or connected system of principles.

John Nichol

1871

The investigation of those relations [thermometry and calorimetry] between the thermal
and the mechanical properties of substances.

James Maxwell

1880

Thermodynamics, or the mechanical theory of heat, is that science which treats of the
mechanical effects of heat, and of those mechanical processes by which heat is
generated.

Robert Rontgen
Augustus du
Bois

1912

Calculations about heat as a form of energy, and about work, another related form, both
of them in connection with changes in the condition of all sorts of substances that may
give or take heat, and perform or receive work while changing condition.

Charles Lucke

1936

[The subject] mainly concerned with the transformations of heat into mechanical work
and the opposite transformations of mechanical work into heat.

Enrico Fermi

1941

The science of the relationship between heat, work, and the properties of systems.

1969

The study of energy and its transformations.

Hendrick Van
Ness

1998

The science of all transformations of matter and energy.

Pierre Perrot

2001

The study of energy transformations.

Donald Haynie

2006

The study of the changes in the state or condition of a substance when changes in its
temperature, state of aggregation, or internal energy are important.

Stanley Sandler

William Rankine

Joseph Keenan
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Thermodynamics (memorabilia)
In science, thermodynamics (memorabilia) include thermodynamics themed products such as Murphy's law posters,
entropy T-shirts, coasters, bumper stickers, teddy bears, etc., that are available for sale about the internet, such as
one might find in a science novelty store.

External Links
● Thermodynamics Teddy Bears – Café Press.
● Thermodynamics Juniors Activewear – Café Press.
● Murphy’s Law of Thermodynamics (Posters, Coasters, T-Shirts) – MurphyWasAnOptimist.com
● Entropy (posters) – MathematiciansPictures.com

Thermodynamics (naming)
In science, the naming of a new branch of thermodynamics often results in a variety of near-synonymous names,
particularly if approached in the typical haphazard, trial-and-error, type of naming process. Often is the case that
names emerge unknowingly in text, for many years, before the subject begins to solidify, settling on the either the
most used name or the one with the most intuitive sense.

Three system perspectives
The issue surrounding naming choice of subjects dealing with thermodynamics applications, generally, has to do with
the fact that thermodynamics can be applied and used according to the three points of view by which the system and
the system boundary can be defined: (a) processes occurring inside the body, (b) processes viewed external to the
body, (c) processes of a system of interacting bodies (of types (a) and (b) subsumed).
To give an example of this, American physical chemist Alfred Lotka, in his 1925 Elements of Physical Biology, in
application of physics and thermodynamics to the study of humans or, more generally, biological structures, devotes
a portion of his preface to explaining that, in his view, the ‘biophysics’ refers to the physics study of the individual,
whereas ‘physical biology’ refers to the physics study of biological systems of individuals. The following is the key
section by Lotka: [2]
“The term physical biology has been employed to denote the broad application of physical principles and methods in
the contemplation of biological systems, whereas biophysics, in common parlance, relates rather to the special field
of certain physical aspects of life processes of the individual. With this terminology, physical biology would
comprehend biophysics within its scope.”
The definition of system, used by Lotka is that of the thermodynamic system, a subject of which Lotka spends
considerable time on.
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The issue becomes even more diverged than this, being that there are two ways one can attempt to study the
individual: the internal perspective and the external perspective, the former representative of the thermodynamics of
biochemical processes inside of the body, e.g. cellular, membrane, transport, etc., the latter representative of
subjects such as psychodynamics or exercise physiology.

Naming rule-of-thumb
A good rule, in naming new branches of thermodynamics, is to follow the protocol used behind the logic of name
“chemical thermodynamics”, where (a) the additive new subject (e.g. chemistry) is affixed with the appropriate suffix
(e.g. -ary, -ical, –al, etc.) and (b) the new core subject is followed by the word “thermodynamics”. This simple rule
often saves decades of thought as to naming choice. The emergence of the branch of thermodynamics called
specifically “chemical thermodynamics”, for instance, is as follows: [1]
1876: On the Equilibrium of Heterogeneous Substances

Willard Gibbs

1882: "The Thermodynamics of Chemical Operations"

Hermann Helmholtz

1884: Studies in Chemical Dynamics

Jacobus van't Hoff

1903: Thermodynamics and Chemistry: A Non-mathematical Treatise for
Chemists and Students of Chemistry

Pierre Duhem

1907: Experimental and Theoretical Applications of Thermodynamics to
Chemistry

Walther Nernst

1912: A Text Book of Thermo-Chemistry and Thermodynamics

Otto Sackur

1913: Text-book of Thermodynamics with special reference to Chemistry

James Partington

1921: Thermodynamics and Chemistry

Frank MacDougall

1923: Thermodynamics and the Free Energy of Chemical Substances

Gilbert Lewis and Merle Randall

1924: Chemical Thermodynamics

James Partington

1933: Modern Thermodynamics by the Method of Willard Gibbs

Edward Guggenheim

1949: Thermodynamics: Advanced Treatment for Chemists and Physicists

Edward Guggenheim

1950: Chemical Thermodynamics

Ilya Prigogine and Raymond Dufay

1950: Chemical Thermodynamics

Frederick Rossini

1950: Chemical Thermodynamics: Basic Theory and Methods

Irving Klotz

1965: Chemical Thermodynamics

John Kirkwood and Irwin Oppeheim

Thus, given the above rule, the subject of "thermodynamics and chemistry" (1880s) became "chemical
thermodynamics" (1920s) over a period of forty years. Hence, if one is to learn by example, in the naming of a new
branch of thermodynamics, e.g. "the thermodynamics of surface interactions", one should skip to the chase (e.g.
surface thermodynamics), and save years of thought on questions regarding name choice.

Extrapolation
On this basis, for example, one might ask: how should the subject of sociology and thermodynamics be named?
Possible naming examples might include some that have been used and other not yet used: social thermodynamics
(1972), socio-thermodynamics (2002), sociology thermodynamics, sociodynamics (1990s), etc. Using the above rule,
the correct name, in the future, should result to be: sociological thermodynamics.
● Biochemical thermodynamics (rule-of-thumb correct name) biochemistry + thermodynamics
Synonyms: bioenergetics, bio-thermodynamics, biothermodynamics, biological thermodynamics, etc.
● Geochemical thermodynamics (rule-of-thumb correct name) = geochemistry + thermodynamics
Synonyms: thermodynamics for geologists (1967), thermodynamics in Geochemistry (1993), etc.

Other examples
On this naming logic, the subject of the use of thermodynamics in information theory should correctly be called
"information theory thermodynamics"; although the term "information thermodynamics" is a weaker alternative,
that has been used in the past.

Notes
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In other cases, to note, the above rule of thumb does not always work. The example of neurothermodynamics or
neurological thermodynamics (brain-systems studies) vs. neurochemical thermodynamics (neurochemical operations
studies) is one such case. In the case of the study of the thermodynamic aspects of psychology, the name
“psychodynamics” as persevered, whereas the rule-of-thumb correct name psychological thermodynamics is nonexistent. The subject of the study of “thermodynamic and evolution” seems to logically be called “evolutionary
thermodynamics” modeled on the new field of evolutionary psychology; whereas a weaker variant could be
"evolution thermodynamics".In some cases, at present, historical presidence seems to hold weight in naming use.
The example of psychodynamics, the subject of the use of the first and second laws of thermodynamics, in the study
of the psyche, should correctly be called "psychological thermodynamics", the rule-of-thumb correct name, a
combination of psychology + thermodynamics, but it is not. The word seems to have roots in the 1860 term
"psychophysics" used by German physicist and psychologist Gustav Fechner. Other synonyms include: psychodynamics, dynamic view or "mental dynamics (Freud, 1923), psychic energism and dynamism (Jung, 1928), the
psychical energy model (Bowlby, 1969), "dynamic psychology", or energy psychology
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Thermodynamics and the Free Energy of
Chemical Substances
In famous publications, Thermodynamics and the Free Energy of Chemical
Substances is a 1923, 653-page, 762-equation, textbook, written by American
physical chemists Gilbert Lewis and Merle Randall, that introduced the science
of thermodynamics to the chemists of the world. It is one of the founding books
of modern chemical thermodynamics. Into the 1960s, it was being proclaimed
as the "thermodynamic bible" or the "bible" to students of chemistry working in
this field. [6] This influential book, by 1956, according to American chemistry
historian Henry Leicester, led to the replacement of the term “affinity” by the
term "free energy" in much of the English-speaking world. [1] The general
function of the book was to make the methods of America mathematical
physicist Willard Gibbs' very-dense 1876 On the Equilibrium of Heterogeneous
Substances accessible to the chemists.
In 2005, American chemical engineer Libb Thims, in dissection of the references
of his new-amassing thermodynamics book collection, who at that point had
never really been aware of the name "Lewis", began to see the citation "Lewis
and Randall (1923) Thermodynamics", over and over and over, far mar than any
other citation. [3]

Tributes
The following are noted tributes:
“Lewis’ Thermodynamics is the world’s most-quoted scientific book.”
— Stanley Angrist (1967) [2]

“One of the more significant books on [thermodynamics] after Gibbs.”
— David Crerar (1993) [3]

Quotes
The following are noted quotes:
“The fascination of a growing science lies in the work of the pioneers at the very borderland of the unknown, but to
reach this frontier one must pass over well traveled roads; of these one of the safest and surest is the broad highway
of thermodynamics”
— Gilbert Lewis (1923), Thermodynamics
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Thermodynamics
anecdotes
In anecdotes, thermodynamics anecdotes are
any of various famously passed around inside
stories or biographical incidents related to the
development or history of thermodynamics.
Some of these are listed below.

freezing live animals in a
vacuum

Boyle |

See main: Animal in vacuum experiment

Frequently, in reading up on the history of
thermodynamics one will come across a mention
of how in circa 1660s Irish scientist Robert Boyle
put live animals inside a vacuum and then froze
them. After coming across this trivia several
times one begins to wonder what goaded Boyle
into such a puzzling experiment? Historically, the
A 1768 rendition of English physicist and chemist Robert Boyle’s circa
first to put animals in a vacuum was German
1660 bird in vacuum experiments, by English artist Joseph Wright,
engineer Otto Guericke, the person who
somewhat incorrectly entitled “An Experiment on a Bird in an Air Pump”
invented the vacuum bulb. In circa 1650,
(incorrect on the fact that the bird as depicted is in a vacuum bulb, and
Guericke "discovered that animals in a vacuum
not in the air pump); a noted thermodynamics anecdote: the odd
cannot exist". [20] Not only did Guericke report experiment done so to test and hence disprove English scientist Thomas
that animals "die in evacuated space" but also
Hobbes' "wind theory of cold". [13]
gave rather gruesome details about the process,
one example being that pikes spit out smaller fish they have recently swallowed. [21]
Boyle, in circa 1656, learned of Guericke's vacuum work, made vacuum equipment of his own, and began to
undertake his own experiments. In regards to why Boyle froze animals in a vacuum, the incident becomes clear after
one humorously learns that the experiment of freezing live animals in a vacuum resulted out of a decade-long debate
with English science philosopher Thomas Hobbes who promoted a theory that wind was the true source of cold and
that for something to freeze, air or wind would have to blow on it (wind theory of cold). Boyle, not buying into this
sort of theory, performed the experiment to show that in the absence of air or wind it was possible to freeze things, a
result which thus disproved Hobbes' theory. [13]
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Mayer | On Physics

German physicist Philipp Jolly is noted for a double anecdote, firstly in objection
to the mechanical equivalent of heat theory and work of Robert Mayer, in circa
1840 he told Mayer, somewhat mockingly, that if what you say is true, then
“water should be warmed by merely shaking it.” Mayer left quietly, only to
return several weeks later to Jolly’s room, exclaiming “and so it is”. [1] Jolly, to
note, was the same guy who in circa 1874 told a young student at the University
of Munich, named Max Planck, not to go into physics, because “in this field,
almost everything is already discovered, and all that remains is to fill a few
unimportant holes.” [2] Planck, fortunately, didn’t heed this advice, and
completed his PhD on the second law and went on to found quantum
mechanics in 1900 based on the second law. The idea that nothing new would
be discovered in physics seems to have been prevalent during these decades.
William Thomson stated, in a 1900 address to an assemblage of physicists at the
British Association for the advancement of Science, that "there is nothing new
to be discovered in physics now. All that remains is more and more precise
measurement." A similar statement, supposedly, is attributed to the American
physicist Albert Michelson. [15]
English physicist James Joules' famous
1847 Niagara Falls honeymoon
experiment, where he measured the
mechanical equivalent of heat.

Joule | Niagara

Falls honeymoon

See main: Niagara Falls

Joule’s draw to experimentation, much of it done at the family brewery, was
such that Joule rarely left home without scientific apparatus. Indeed, while
visiting a waterfall with his wife on their honeymoon in 1847, he produced a
thermometer with which to measure the change in the temperature of the water as it fell. [10] The underlying
motives behind the anecdote becomes apparently clear from a Joule’s 1847 lecture “On Matter, Living Force, and
Heat”, read at the reading room of St. Ann’s Church, in which he explains that the measure of the mechanical
equivalent of heat created by the friction of the wind and agitation of the water gives experimental proof for the
story of genesis as described in the Bible, to the effect that God’s powers have been conserved, so to speak, or
something to this effect over
the "last 4000 to 6000 years"
since the creation of the
universe.
In other words, the need
to take the measurements on
his honeymoon were out of a
need to find an experimental
proof for the story of genesis
and hence the existence of
God. [17]

Clausius | dining

rebuttal

room

See main: Dinning room anecdote

In German physicist Rudolf
Clausius famous 1857 paper
“On the Nature of the Motion
which we call Heat”, he
deduced the average speed of A depiction of "mean free path", that of a newly-opened perfume bottle, from David
Layzer's 1975 article "The Arrow of Time", which illustrates the famous Clausius-Ballot
particles to be moving in the
neighborhood of 300 to 1,000 "dinning room anecdote" on the nature of the speed of gas particles and the velocity of the
sent of hot food. [22]
meters per second (modern
values often cite 500-meters per second or 1200-mph). This calculation drew a quick response from Dutch
meteorologist Christoph Ballot who argued that if he were seated in a long dining room and the butler brought in
dinner, it would be some moments before the smell of the food would reach his nose. [8] A response to this objection
by Clausius resulted in the development of the concept of mean free path. [9]
● Serge, Emilio. (2007). From Falling Bodies to Radio Waves: Classical Physicists and Their Discoveries (§: Again,
Clausius and Maxwell, pgs. 236-37). Courier Dover Publications.
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Boltzmann | tumblers

of water

In thermodynamics folklore, an oft-heard comment is that the second law has something to do with pouring a glass of
water into the sea. This stems from Austrian physicist Ludwig Boltzmann who in 1870 told English physicist John
Strutt that the second law has the same truth as the assertion that you cannot recover a tumbler of water thrown
into the sea. [6]

Gibbs | Mathematics

is a language

Gibbs was not talkative and not prone to giving public speeches. Once at the faculty meeting, however, after long
wrangling - whether the curriculum should be expanded to make more space for language classes (thus cutting down
on time given to mathematics), or whether math should be taught to all freshmen instead - Gibbs stood up and
defensively said: "mathematics is a language"; after which he sat down and did not say a word more thereafter. [12]

Maxwell | on

Gibbs

During a visit to Cambridge University, in the years circa 1873-78, the president of Yale (likely Reverend Noah Porter,
president from 1871 to 1886) inquired about possible people to promote at Yale. [3] The famous Scottish physicist,
James Maxwell immediately suggested Gibbs. At this time there was also a socially rather prominent individual,
named Alan Gibbs, at Yale. Thus, the president replied with pleasure. "Oh, you mean Alan Gibbs." "No! No!"
answered Maxwell; "Willard Gibbs." The president's reply was: “well, but he is a nobody. He just sits in his room and
writes.” [4]

Gibbs | Maxwell's

plaster water bust

In 1875, Scottish physicist James Maxwell made his
thermodynamics surface, a plaster three-dimensional sculpture of
states of water, he sent it to Gibbs as a gift. Gibbs was said to have
been flattered and pleased with the gift of the water sculpture
from Maxwell. Owing to his typical modesty, however, whenever
students asked about the sculpture, Gibbs told them it came from
a “friend in England” (rather than mention that it came from the
world-famous Maxwell). [5] The anecdote seems to have
originated from American writer Muriel Rukeyser's 1942 biography
on Gibbs, where she states that the student was the father of a
"Leonard Bacon". [18]
Aside from the commonly repeated anecdote about Gibbs and
his student, there also seems to have been a certain amount of
mystery surrounding the details of the manner in which Maxwell
sent out his sculptures and how many sculptures he actually made One of Maxwell's thermodynamic surfaces, that he
package. American science historian Fielding Garrison indicates
made in 1875 and sent to American engineer Willard
that possibly up to six statues were made by Maxwell and that in
Gibbs as a gift.
his typical riddled correspondence style (see for example the origin
of the symbol θ∆ics) that a certain amount of playful mystery accompanied the sending of each statue to its new
host: [19]
“Copies of this model were distributed by Maxwell evidently with a certain amount of playful mystery, for each
recipient thought that he was the happiest possessor of (at most) three. The writer knows of at six at least, and
possibly there are more.”

J.J. Thomson | on

Gibbs

Gibbs had a mailing list of over 300 of the world’s greatest scientists, to which, it has been said, he sent his
publications to. Of the bunch, it was Scottish physicist James Maxwell who first took appreciation of Gibbs’ work and
began to promote it. One of Gibbs’ biographers, J. G. Crowther, remarked that Maxwell became, in effect, Gibbs’
“intellectual publicity agent”. In the years after Maxwell’s premature death, in 1879, a humorous incident occurred
between one of Maxwell’s successors at Cambridge English physicist J.J. Thomson, the discoverer of the electron, and
a president of a newly formed American university on a faculty-recruiting mission. As the story went, according to
Thomson: [5]
“He came to Cambridge, and asked me if I could tell him of anyone who could make a good Professor of Molecular
Physics.” Thomson told him that one of the greatest molecular physicists in the world was Willard Gibbs, and he
livened in America. The president responded that Thomson probably meant Wolcott Gibbs, a Harvard chemist.
Thomson was empathetic that he did mean Willard Gibbs, and tried to convince his visitor that Gibbs was indeed a
great scientist. “He sat thinking for a minute or two”, Thomson continues, “and then said, “I’d like you to give me
another name. Willard Gibbs can’t be a man of much personal magnetism or I should have heard of him.’”
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dissipations

In 1885, while musing upon the subject of thermodynamics one day, Scottish physicist William Thomson suddenly
realized that his wife was discussing plans for an afternoon excursion. "At what time," he asked, glancing up, "does
the dissipation of energy begin?" [11] A prime human thermodynamics application of the law of dissipation of energy.

Nernst | farmyard

thermodynamics

In 1920, German physicist Walther Nernst acquired Zibelle, an extensive estate in East Prussia. There were cows, pigs,
a pond with carp, and a thousand acres of land, which included fields of cereals and other crops. Nernst pursued his
new interest in farming with characteristic single-mindedness. It is related that on a tour of inspection on a cold
winter’s morning he entered the cowshed and was astonished to discover how warm it was. Why was it heated, he
asked? The reply came that the heat was generated only by the cows, the result of metabolic activity. Nernst was
dumbstruck and immediately resolved to sell his cows and invest instead in carp: a thinking man, he said, cultivates
animals that are in thermodynamic equilibrium with their surroundings and does not waste his money in heating the
universe. So the old system of ponds on the estate was stocked with carp, which did not noticeably heat the water of
their pond. [14]

Rashevsky | on

the thermodynamics of biology

In a mid 1920 anecdote, recounted by American theoretical biologist Robert Rosen (who was told the story), the
newly minted doctorate Russian-born American theoretical physicist Nicolas Rashevsky (Rosen's dissertation advisor)
was working on the thermodynamics of liquid droplet division at the Westinghouse Corporation research
laboratories, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, during which time, at a social gathering, he chanced upon a casual
conversation on cell division with a biologist from the University of Pittsburgh. During the course of the conversation,
Rashevsky proceeded to ask the biologist whether the thermodynamic mechanisms on which he was working on was
the way biological cells divide. Rashevsky was told (a) Nobody knew how biological cells divided and (b) nobody could
know how biological cells divided, because this was biology. Rashevsky, an ‘ideal’ physicist, found this outrageous,
that a material phenomenon (the division of biological cells) should so casually be put outside the pale of physics.
This chance conversation irritated Rashevsky to the effect that he ended up switching careers and, over the next five
decades, went on to found what came to be known as the “Rashevsky school of mathematical biology” and the
science of relational biology.

Onsager
In the 1970s, during a visit with Norwegian-born American physical chemist Lars Onsager, whom American physicist
Ronald Fox had met as a student at Rockefeller University, during the years 1965 to 1969, Fox asked Onsager whether
he thought statistical mechanics would have a significant impact on the study of biological questions, such as the
origin of life, to which Onsager replied abruptly “No”. [7]

See also
● Thomson’s search for Carnot’s Reflections
● Founders of thermodynamics and suicides
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Thermodynamics awards
In science, thermodynamics awards are prizes, medals, or awards given to researchers who significantly use
thermodynamics to further or advance a given subject of study. [1] The Prigogine award, for instance, is given to
individuals in systems ecology who have used Prigoginean thermodynamics in their theoretical developments. [2]
These awards are listed below:

List
Rumford Medal (1800) – biennial award for outstanding scientific
research, by a European, on heat or light.
Rumford Prize (1839) – biennial award for outstanding scientific
research, by an American, on heat or light.
Nobel Prize (1901) – annual award given in physics, chemistry,
physiology or medicine, or economics.
Gibbs Medal (1911) – annual award given to chemists that have
enabled people to either live better or to understand the world
better.
Boltzmann Medal (1975) – awarded once every three years to
physicists who have advanced statistical mechanics.
James Harry Potter Gold Medal (1980) – annual award for
achievement or service in the application of thermodynamics in
mechanical engineering.
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Prigogine Medal (2004) – annual award given to researchers in
systems ecology.

Related
Other connective awards include:
● Gilbert Newton Lewis Medal – for achievement in the theoretical aspects of chemistry; Linus Pauling won in 1951;
possibly now defunct?
● Priestley Medal (1922) – yearly award for service in the field of chemistry; Frederick Rossini won in 1971.
By comparison, the great German physicist Rudolf Clausius, the base for all of the schools of thermodynamics,
received the Huygens Medal (1870), the Copley Medal (1879), and the Poncelet Prize (1883).

See also
● Clausius Medal (proposal)
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Thermodynamics dissertations
In education, a thermodynamics dissertation refers to the completion of a masters or doctorates with a dissertation
or thesis on a thermodynamics or human thermodynamics subject. Some of these, particularly related to subjects in
human thermodynamics, are listed below. Of note, the first thermodynamics doctorate seems to have been,
famously, German physicist Max Planck who completed his dissertation on the second law of thermodynamics,
through self-study of the works of Rudolf Clausius, under the direction of Hermann Helmholtz.

Thermodynamics
The following are dissertations in thermodynamics, specifically:
Year

Person

Dissertation/Thesis

School

1879

Max Planck
(1858-1947)

On the Second Fundamental Theorem of the Mechanical
Theory of Heat
(Über den Zweiten Hauptsatz der Mechanischen
Wärmetheorie) (PhD)

University of Berlin
and University of
Munich

1940

John Fenn
(1917-)

The Thermodynamics of Hydrochloric Acid in MethanolWater Mixtures (PhD)

Yale University

1941

Ilya Prigogine
(1917-2003)

The Thermodynamics of Irreversible Phenomena (PhD)

Free University of
Brussels
Advisor: Theophile
de Donder

1969

Ali Mansoori
(c.1943-)

A Variational Approach to the Equilibrium
Thermodynamic Properties of Simple Liquids and Phase
Transitions (PhD)

University of
Oklahoma
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1969

Ronald Fox
(1943-)

Contributions to the Theory of Nonequilibrium
Thermodynamics (PhD)

Rockefeller
University [5]

See also
● Human thermodynamics dissertations
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Thermodynamics
humor
In thermodynamics, thermodynamics humor
consists of classical quotes, jokes, cartoons,
articles, songs, videos, etc., that bring about
laughter on the subject of thermodynamics.
Humorous examples include: the Entropy Clock,
The Entropy Institute, and the 2004 rap parody
entropy (song) by MC Hawking.

Jokes
The following is a thermodynamics joke: [12]
Joke: “What is the difference between
thermodynamics and a stick?
Answer: “A stick has two ends and no beginning.
Thermodynamics has two ‘beginnings’ (the first
and second law) and no end.”

Funny quotes

Entropy for Nerds fragrance by
Lord Kelvin, humor by Lyle
Zapato?). [10]

The Entropy Institute: Science
cartoon by T McCracken.

A noted, albeit unreferenced quote, dated before circa 1950, tracing loosely to a 1941 publication of American
physicist Percy Bridgman, is: [1]
“There’s as many versions of the second law as there are thermodynamicists.”
In one episode of the The Simpsons, after Lisa constructs a perpetual motion machine whose energy increases with
time, Homer scolds her with:
“In this house, we obey the laws of thermodynamics!”
In the late 1940s, German theoretical physicist Arnold Sommerfeld, having previously written a series of books in
physics: mechanics (1943), electrodynamics (1948), optics (1950), etc., was asked why he had never written a book
on thermodynamics? The following is his humors and frequently quoted answer: [8]
“Thermodynamics is a funny subject. The first time you go through it, you don't understand it at all. The second time
you go through it, you think you understand it, except for one or two small points. The third time you go through it,
you know you don't understand it, but by that time you are so used to it, it doesn't bother you anymore.”
In an odd twist of fate to this quote, in April of 1951, while in the midst of writing a book on thermodynamics
(Thermodynamics and Statistical Mechanics), and having been nominated 81 times for the Nobel Prize (more than
any other physicist), but not yet having won, Sommerfeld was killed from injuries after a traffic accident while
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walking his grandchildren. The book was published post-humorously the following year. [9]

Thermodynamics and suicide
See main: Founders of thermodynamics and suicide

A large number of thermodynamics founders and founders of human chemistry (e.g. Otto Weininger) and their
relations have notoriously met their reaction end (death) by their own hand:

Political thermodynamics
The following is a funny political thermodynamics themed take on Middle Eastern tensions, presented in the form of
what one might call "perpetual motion politics" of the Rude Goldberg / mousetrap style contraption of movement,
blended in with thermal words and human thermodynamics concepts, e.g. social friction, war thermodynamics, etc.:

Creationism thermodynamics
The following are creationism thermodynamics (religious thermodynamics) humor cartoons: (Ѻ)
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(add discussion)

Thermodynamics of hell
See main: Thermodynamics of hell

The seed of the thermodynamics of hell joke originated in the circa
1920 article “The Temperature of Heaven and Hell” written by
American physicist Paul Foote. In 1972, a humorous article appeared
in Applied Optics, arguing, via thermodynamics, that heaven is hotter
than hell. [3] A following up refutation article appeared in 1979, in the
Journal of Irreproducible Results, arguing the converse situation. [4]
Another humorous tidbit is the story about a thermodynamics
professor gave a take-home exam to his graduate student with the
question: “Is hell exothermic or endothermic”, with the conditioner: support your answer with a proof. [5] One
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source argues that Tim Graham, a student of the University of Oklahoma, is the author of the story. [6] Another
source claims that it was given in a University of Washington chemistry mid-term. [7]

Cartoons
The following are humorous entropy or thermodynamics cartoons:

The following is a 2010 “Sandra and Woo” humorous cartoon on the second law, heat death, and the meaning of life:
[11]
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Other
In 1956, Danish protein physicochemist Kaj Linderstrom-Lang gave a humorous 1956 lecture “The Thermodynamic
Activity of the Male Housefly”. In 1997, Internet writer Lyle Zapato, a great William Thomson (Lord Kelvin) fan,
conceived of the Thermodynamic Law Party (TLP) and prior to that, in
1989, the Kelvinic University. [2]
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Thermodynamics of Evolution
In famous publications, “Thermodynamics of Evolution” is a noted 1972
cover-story article, in Physics Today, by Belgians thermodynamicist Ilya
Prigogine, physicist Gregoire Nicolis, and neuroscientist Agnes Babloyantz,
in which nonequilibrium thermodynamics, in conjunction with ideas on
“nonequilibrium order”, is used to explain the Darwinian concept of
survival of the fittest in the context of the pre-biotic stages of evolution.
[1]

Second law evolution problem
In outlining what they define as "the problem", i.e. the issue of the
tendency towards disorder in the second law verses the tendency towards
order in evolution, they state:
“Coherent behavior is the characteristic feature of biological systems
(ordered structures), reflective of structures acquired during long periods
of evolution.”
In contrast, according to the second law, they point out that:
“The evolution of a physicochemical system leads to an equilibrium state
of maximum disorder.”
They then note that this last statement holds for isolated systems; albeit they neglect to mention that this only holds
for systems that obey the Boltzmann chaos assumption, i.e. ideal gas phase systems. In continuation with their chain
of logic, the state that for a system in contact with an energy reservoir at a temperature T, its state is defined by the
following function of free energy, F, where:

F = E – TS
where E is the internal energy, and S is the entropy of the system; a function defined such that at equilibrium F is a
minimum. The then state that at low temperatures, according to this function, ordered low-entropy structures, such
as crystals, can appear. In admonition, however, they state:
“Unfortunately this principle cannot explain the formation of biological structures.”
Curiously, to note, in laying out this argument they choose to utilize Helmholtz free energy (constant volume
processes) rather than Gibbs free energy (constant pressure processes), which can explain the formation of biological
structures. It is likely that Prigogine chooses his presentation in this manner so as to not effect a weakening in his
later arguments; in the sense that he wants to discredit any detail not in alignment with his view that nonequilibrium
thermodynamics is the key to explain biological evolution.
In any event, they then explain that their supposition is true because, as they reason, the probability that a
macroscopic number of molecules will assemble to form higher ordered living structures is “vanishingly small” at
ordinary temperatures. This argument, however, traces to the intersection of the 1890 Poincaré recurrence theorem,
which states that, given a long enough time, there exists a small probability that an isolated dynamical system can
return to its initial state (ordered); which conflicts with the second law which states that such a system will continue
to move towards a more disordered final state. In any event, curiously, Prigogine repeates this same argument in the
opening words of his 1977 Nobel Lecture “Time, Structure and Fluctuations.” [2] They then conclude:
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“The apparent contradiction between biological order and the laws of physics—in particular the second law of
thermodynamics—cannot be resolved as long as we try to understand living systems by the methods of familiar
equilibrium statistical mechanics and equally familiar thermodynamics.”
To solve this issue, in their article, on the lead of Prigogine, the introduce the Prigoginean thermodynamics logic of
nonequilibrium open systems, internal entropy, dissipative structures, order through fluctuations, feedback, among
other factors.
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Thermodynamics of Goethe's Faust
In human thermodynamics, thermodynamics of Goethe's Faust refers to the ideas presented at an 1892 lecture,
titled "Goethe's Presentiments of Coming Scientific Ideas", held in the General Assembly of the Goethe Society in
Weimar, in which German physician and physicist Hermann von Helmholtz attempted to explain German polymath
Johann von Goethe's Faust through the lens of thermodynamics. [1] In this speech, Helmholtz postulates that Goethe
was aware of the basics of the conservation of energy and argues that the ebb and flow of life, and its relation to
death, has an explanation in the total constancy of energy or active force, for both animate and inanimate life. These
ideas were precursors to the science of cessation thermodynamics, the study of death in relation to the first law of
thermodynamics. [3]

Overview
The legend of Faust is a classic German Legend about a man named Faust that makes a pact with the Devil, a tale
which goes back to at least the 16th century. [2] Goethe's version of Faust was highly-complex as compared to the
original. The legend of Faust was an obsession of Goethe's. Although by no means a constant pursuit, the
composition and refinement of his own version of the legend occupied him for over sixty years. The final version, not
completely published until after his death, is recognized as a great work of German Literature.
In Goethe's version of Faust, the story concerns the fate of Faust in his quest for the true essence of life ("was die
Welt im Innersten zusammenhält"). Frustrated with learning and the limits to his knowledge and power, he attracts
the attention of the Devil (represented by Mephistopheles), with whom Faust makes a deal to serve him until the
moment that Faust attains the zenith of human happiness, at which point Mephistopheles may take his soul.
Goethe's Faust is pleased with the deal, as he believes the moment will never come.
In the first part, Mephistopheles leads Faust through experiences that culminate in a lustful and destructive
relationship with an innocent and nubile woman named Gretchen. Gretchen and her family are destroyed by
Mephistopheles' deceptions and Faust's desires and actions. The story ends in tragedy as Gretchen is saved and Faust
is left in shame.
The second part begins with the Spirits of the Earth forgiving Faust (and the rest of mankind) and progresses into
rich allegorical poetry. Faust and his devil pass through the world of politics and the world of the classical gods, and
meet with Helen of Troy (the personification of beauty). Finally, having succeeded in taming the very forces of war
and nature Faust experiences a single moment of happiness. Helmholtz explains this using thermodynamics. [1]

Thermodynamics
In particular, in an 1892 lecture titled "Goethe's Presentiments of Coming Scientific Ideas", Helmholtz cites the
allegorical figure of the Earth Spirit which he says, in modern times, should be equated with organic life on Earth that,
in thermodynamic terms, can be equated with “energy or effective motor power”, which constitutes the “active force
… in the realm of the living nature and in inanimate bodies”. [3] Specifically, the passage to which Helmholtz refers in
Faust, the Spirit says:
In the tides of Life,
in Actions storm,
A fluctuant wave,
A shuttle free,
Birth and the Grave,
An eternal sea,
A weaving, flowing
Life, all-glowing,
Thus at Time’s humming loom ‘tis my hand prepares
The garment of Life which Deity wears!
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In thermodynamical explanation of this section, Helmholtz states that “we know today that there resides in the world
an indestructible and unincreasable supply of energy (Kraft) or effective motor power that can appear in the most
manifold, ever-changing forms—now as a raised weight, now in oscillation with accelerated masses, now as heat or
chemical affinity, &c.—which, in this exchange, constitutes the active force in each effect, both in the realm of the
living nature and in inanimate bodies.” Helmholtz postulates that “this insight into the constancy of the value of
energy (conservation of energy) were already at the hand in the previous century, and could have been known to
Goethe”. This description of the ebb and flow of the total constancy of energy or active force in life and through
death (Birth and the Grave), to note, is a precursory postulate to the modern science of cessation thermodynamics.
[3]
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Thermodynamics of hell
In religious thermodynamics, thermodynamics of hell is the subject,
whether considered real or humorous fun, of explaining the theory
of hell, a hypothetical high-temperature place, in the center of the
earth, where bad or evil people are said to be sent when they die,
using modern thermodynamic arguments. To exemplify, the
following excerpt comes from the 1999 article “When Hell Freezes
Over” in the Journal of Chemical Education by American chemistry
professor Ron DeLorenzo: [7]
“The Stefan–Boltzmann fourth-power radiation law predicts that
heaven must be 977 °F if it were to radiate this much heat, and this
makes heaven hotter than hell.”
There are many variations of the topic, including the questions: is
heaven hotter than hell, is hell hotter than heaven, is hell
A 2005 T-shirt of the "Thermodynamics of Hell" by
exothermic or endothermic, what is the temperature of hell, discuss WamBot. [8]
the thermal saying “when hell freezes over”, among others, all
answers requiring some type of logical proof. People have attempted proofs using Boyle's law, mechanical equivalent
of heat (such as the friction creation argument picture adjacent), radiation laws or radiation thermodynamics (above
quote), and so on.
The thermodynamics of hell, curiously, is a very popular Google search term, a top seven search related to
thermodynamics. The question is along the same lines of explaining the "Thermodynamics of HotForWords" or the
"Thermodynamics of HotorNot" and so on. [10] The subject of mixing thermodynamics together with religion, to
note, dates back to at least the time of Maxwell's demon (1867).
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American physicist Paul Foote: author of 1920
article “The Temperature of Heaven and Hell”.
[13]

Foote's 1920 article

The seed of the thermodynamics of hell joke originated in the circa
1920 article “The Temperature of Heaven and Hell” written by
American physicist Paul Foote, one of the first soul theorists, noted expert in high temperature physics, which he
published anonymously in a periodical of the Taylor Instrument Company, wherein he drew scientific deductions from
descriptions of the states of various material substances as described in the Bible to conclude that Heaven was hotter
than Hell. [12] The answer that Foote gave, supposedly, is: [11]
“The Stefan–Boltzmann fourth-power radiation law predicts that heaven must be 977 °F if it were to radiate this
much heat, and this makes heaven hotter than hell.”
“First, we postulate that if souls exist, then they must have some mass. If they do, then a mole of souls can also have
mass. So, at what rate are souls moving into hell and at what rate are souls leaving? I think that we can safely assume
that once a soul gets to hell, it will not leave. Therefore, no souls are leaving.
As for souls entering hell, let’s look at the different religions that exist in the world today. Some of these religions
state that if you are not a member of their religion, you will go to hell. Since there are more than one of these
religions and people do not belong to more than one religion, we can project that all people and all souls go to hell.
With birth and death rates as they are, we can expect the number of souls in hell to increase exponentially. Now, we
look at the rate of change in volume in hell. Boyle’s law states that in order for the temperature and pressure in hell
to stay the same, the ratio of the mass of souls and volume needs to stay constant. So, if hell is expanding at a slower
rate than the rate at which souls enter hell, then the temperature and pressure in hell increase until all hell breaks
loose. Of course, if hell is expanding at a rate faster than the increase of souls in hell, then the temperature and
pressure will drop until hell freezes over.”
In the decades to follow, variations of Foote’s paper appeared, such as in the journal of Applied Optics (1972), among
others, attributing the argument to an anonymous source. A copy of the original manuscript with Foote’s personal
notations, however, has identifying him as the author of the article, as was found in his personal file after his death in
1971. [13] The Applied Optics article cited its source as ‘an unnamed environmental physicist several decades back’,
as discussed in the followup Time magazine article “Science: A Hellish Heaven”. [14] It is said that a followup
refutation article appeared in 1979, in the Journal of Irreproducible Results, arguing the converse situation to Foote's
reasoning. [2]

University of Oklahoma | Chemical engineering
In May 1997, at the University of Oklahoma Chemical
Engineering Department, as the story goes, professor Robert
L. Shambaugh (although he denies the story), for the final
question of his “Momentum, Heat, and Mass Transfer II”
course, was said to have asked: “Is hell exothermic or
endothermic? Support your answer with a proof.” [3] The
story shortly thereafter was posted online, after which, as
one writer notes, it "went around the Internet like greased
lightning". A 1998 version of the solution uses the following
quote as part of the proof:
“It will be a cold day in hell before I sleep with you.”
— Theresa Banyan (c.1990), comment to freshman Mick
White
Shambaugh maintains he never asked the problem about
hell, commenting that: “my guess is that one of my exCaption entitled "Nether Thermodynamics" from the 2005
students added fact to fantasy to create the problem about
book Go to Hell: A Heated History of the Underworld. [9]
hell.” One source argues that Tim Graham, a student of the
University of Oklahoma, is the author of the story. [4] Another source claims that it was given in a University of
Washington chemistry mid-term. [5]

Modern views
See main: What happens when you die?; Cessation thermodynamics; Defunct theory of life, etc.

The subject of applying thermodynamics to the theory of hell, in attempts to validate or refute, in a modern human
thermodynamic sense, which assumes that humans are molecules, through and through, pure and simple, regulated
by the laws of chemical thermodynamics, just as are all molecules in chemical systems, immediately opens up a
number of grand problems that require a near complete revolution in what constitutes the definition and
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surrounding understanding of being a human and existing. The person new to this subject will ask: does a human
molecule have a soul? Owing to this question, many (even seasoned thermodynamicists) will deny they are a
molecule.
Beyond this, of first notice, the assumed existence of a place one goes when death occurs, presupposes that
people are alive. This, however, has been shown to be a defunct theory. [15] Technically, a person cannot be
considered to be alive, any more so than a hydrogen atom can be considered to be alive. Secondly, hell theory implies
the existence of both good and evil activity in the universe. There have been many attempts to explain morality in the
context of thermodynamics, as well as the thermodynamics of evil, but the subject remains unpurified, at present,
being that it is incredibly difficult to pick up a standard chemistry textbook and to separate good as compared to evil
reactions in it just would need to be done to distinguish between good or evil human chemical reactions and good
verses evil human molecules or human molecular behavior.
These details aside, an example of the intricacies involved, conceptually wise in
terms of pure hard science and equations, when even attempting to quantify
the theory of the soul, or rather good or bad moral energy inherent in a person,
in terms of modern science, is captured well in the 2005 review of American
chemical engineer and physician Gerry Nahum’s 1978 “A Proposal for Testing
the Energetics of Consciousness and its Physical Foundation”, in Mary Roach’s
popular book Spook: Science Tackles the Afterlife, in which he proposed to
One variation of the the joke (said to
experimentally weight the departing soul thermodynamically at the point of
have been submitted by a student to
death of people in laboratory using electromagnetic sensors based on a type of
an exam question on this topic) was
the assertion that hell must be
negative entropy theory and the mass-energy equivalence relation. [6]
exothermic because a girl he’d been
In simple terms, there is no doubt that when people die (or rather stop
chasing had sworn it’d be a cold day in moving permanently) that he or she does not go to either the interior of the
hell before she’d sleep with him, and
earth nor to the clouds in the sky, as religious scriptures would claim. The
he’d so far been unable to get to first
acceptance
of this, immediately opens up the the door to the evidence of
base with her. [11]
needed modern day theory to reconcile these types of left-open questions in
the modern sense of what happens to the fundamental particles constituting a person in the movement of the
universe after one ceases to be and how does a person's total actions and movements, good or bad, impact the
movement of the universe, or conversely, how does the movement of the universe instill or create good or bad
human movements and there carry-through after a person dies (ceases to be), and how is this explained in terms of
the first and second laws of thermodynamics. The topic is larger, to say the least.

Discussion
A 2011 BrightHubEngineering.com re-wright of the above, written by a Baby Rani, and edited by Lamar Stonecypher,
speculates on whether or not the “inner energy” of a person, from a thermodynamic point of view, is a type of
potential energy or internal energy, among other digression, and in conclusion comments: [16]
“The matter of using thermodynamics to the hypothesis of hell, in efforts to corroborate or controvert, in a modern
human thermodynamic logic is a modern view. Thermodynamics presumes that humans are particles, complete,
unadulterated, and trouble-free, synchronized by the laws of chemical thermodynamics similar to all other molecules
in an established chemical system. This understanding straight away gives rise to a lot of issues which actually require
a near total revolution to define and comprehend of constituting a human and living. Any new person in this subject
will surely inquire as to whether a human molecule has a soul. Therefore modern theory will have to find answers to
a lot of questions. For instance it has to be found out as to what takes place when the basic molecules making up a
human being move about in the cosmos and later on stop moving meaning dead. Does an individual’s entire activities
and progress be it good or bad, affect the motion of the universe. If so, how can this be clarified in terms of the first
law of thermodynamics?”
A good deal of insight is found in this conclusion indeed.
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Thermodynamics of
Humans
In famous publications, Thermodynamics of
Humans: Love and Worship (Farsi: Eshq va
Contents
Parastesh ya Termodynamik-e Ensan) (Persian:
 )ﺍﻧﺳ ﺎﻥ ﻳ ﻙ ﺗﺭﻣﻭﺩﻳﻧ ﺎﻡ ﺍ ﻱ ﭘﺭﺳ ﺗﺵ ﻭ ﻋﺷ ﻖis a
1. A few words of love
216-page 1956 book written (from Spring to
2. A few words of life
Autumn of 1955 during a 5-month
3. Thermodynamics of life
incarceration) by Iranian mechanical engineer
4. Life force
and thermodynamics professor Mehdi
5. The issue of death
Bazargan, in which he attempts to explain
6. Thermodynamics in social
human activity thermodynamically, using
and economic
equations, and also in footnoted sections he
7. Thermodynamics of ethics
attempts to explain how his equations explain
8. Thermodynamics of life
passages of the Quran. [1] Bazaran's
9. Worship
Termodynamik-e Ensan seems to be the first
attempt at a book on and entitled 'human
thermodynamics' (a term Bazargan uses on
page four); although, technically, Polish social
economist Leon Winiarski's circa 1890 Social
Left: Cover of Iranian thermodynamicist Mehdi Bazargan's 1956 book
Mechanics would be the true first book on the Thermodynamics of Humans (Termodynamik-e Ensan). [1] Right: a 2009
thermodynamics of systems of humans.
synopsis of the book's sections. [12]
In circa 1980 retrospect of this book, in an article section on the 'Cause of Movement and Life', Bazargan summarizes
that: [2]
“In general, an object in a given force field will, of necessity, behave in a calculable and predictable way. For any
object, whether a stone, a plant, or a human society, force means movement.”
On this quote, which seems to be a citation of either French physicist Gustave Coriolis 1829 principle of the
transmission of work or its thermodynamic formulation by German physicist Rudolf Clausius, in his 1865
mathematical introduction, Bazargan is saying that movement of a human body or the body of a human society by
the forces acting on those bodies constitutes a measurement of work as the product of force times distance or as
pressure-volume work, measured at the boundary of society. This is the first step into pure thermodynamics. Beyond
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this, Bazargan goes on to discuss entropy and thermodynamics applied to human activity.

History
The book seems to be an expanded view of his earlier six-page 1946 chapter “The Relationship Between Man and
Work”, in Work and Islam, in which Bazargan had discussed what he called the 'physiological thermodynamics' of
human work. Bazargan wrote his famous 1956 treatise Termodynamik-e Ensan (Thermodynamics of Humans) while in
prison for his political views, a precipitate of the 1953 Iranian coup and its subsequent political restrictions. The book
was first published in 1957, according to private documents in possession of Bazargan's biographer Saeed Barzin. [9]

First main principle
The most cited equation that Bazargan seems to use in this book is German physicist Rudolf Clausius' first main
principle in the form:

although he does not seem to define these variables in precise thermodynamic terms. [7] Bazargan defined work W
by the term ‘effective energy’ equating it with the human power of movement and production; the internal energy U
by the phrase ‘initial internal energy’, equating it with desire, need, and love; and temperature T he equated to the
value of one’s possessions; and entropy S
with the amount of possessions. [9]

Entropy
Bazargan employs about ten equations in
the first seventy pages alone. The sections
of cropped equations, of pages 70-71,
gives an idea of Bazargan's treatise, while
at the same time highlighting Persian-toEnglish translation issues, concerning
what exactly Bazargan is saying. The
equation of work, below, seems to be
saying that the work of the individual in a
society is a function of the internal energy
less the energy associated with sexual
inventory, whatever that means?

Increase in assets
or
Total price

Rate
or
Unit Price

Production amount or
increase in item quantity

Overview
The book, according to a review by Muhammad Taqavi was is divided into two parts: the first part, which is the main
text, is about what Bazargan called the ‘thermodynamics of man’, and is an examination of love, the need for love,
various types of love and the like, on the basis of thermodynamic concepts and formula. The second part of the book
amounted to footnoted explanations of certain scientific points in the main discussion that were thought to
correspond with Koranic verses. Bazargan maintained that the two parts were independent, such that rejection of
one part did not amount to denial of the other. [9]
Bazargan called his discourse on
historical evolution the
“evolutionary course of religions”,
on the postulate that religion has
developed through evolution, an
argument which he bases on
Charles Darwin’s Origin of Species
The capacity of
and its theory of natural selection;
Demand
Available assets [items]
consumption
and his argument of social laws the
or need
(Sexual inventory?)
or total need
“thermodynamics of society”.
Bazargan explains everyday life in terms of thermodynamics, using it as a model that can explain how society in
general works, according to a 2004 review by American cultural anthropologist Mazyar Lotfalian. Bazargan explains
that love is that which is connected to faith but expanded to biology and is considered as the source of all human
activity: “under the rubric of love, we want to gather all human goals and sources of human activities, whether it is
food, clothing, libidinal feelings …” On devotion, Bazargan states that it is the movement of love to its ultimate limit,
which is god. Lotfalian gives the following definition of Bazargan's subject matter the thermodynamics of humanity:
[7]
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“[Human thermodynamics] (termodynamik-e ensan) is the mathematical expression of how human activity works
according to a set of laws that are based on the relation of heat, time, and energy.”

Morality
Bazargan devoted a section to human morality. In introducing this discussion, he comments: [9]
“I will try to discuss morality from the point of view of thermodynamics and [scientific] natural law. Such a task is very
difficult. Nevertheless, doing it is better than not doing it.”
This is similar to German polymath Johann Goethe who stated in circa 1810 that ‘the moral symbols used in the
natural sciences were the elective affinities discovered and employed by the
great Bergman'.
Editor
Translator

English translation project
A complete English translation of Bazargan's Thermodynamics of Humans has
not yet come to fruition. On 27 Apr 2010, American electrochemical engineer
Libb Thims obtained a 216-page PDF version of the book (in Farsi) from
Bonyad Farhangi Bazargan of Bazargan.info). Using this PDF, the first 40 pages
has been machine translated by Thims, shown below. Others, in
communication with Thims, to have participated or given tips or direction, in
some way or another, to the English translation project include: Iranian-born
American engineer Robert Kenoun (section below), Iranian-born American
chemical engineer and thermodynamicist Ali Mansoori, among others (work
in project).
On 28 Oct 2012, Iranian-born
Reviewers | Potential
American electrical engineer Reza
Hashermian, in query on a tip by
Mansoori that he might have already
done the translation, Hashermian
commented to Thims: [13]
“No! I wish I did, but I have not translated
Mehdi Bazargan's 1956 book on
Thermodynamics of Humans! It is
certainly an excellent book to translate
Robert Kenoun
and I encourage you to finish the
translation you have started.I wish you success!”

Abdolali Bazargan

Libb Thims

Fardin Khalili

Reza Hashermian

Mehdi Bahadori

On 29 Mar 2013, Thims began communicating with Bazargan's son, Abdolali Bazargan about the translation project,
who commented:
“I was very pleased to hear that one of my late father’s books has
interested you to make it part of a curriculum on the topic of
thermodynamics. I had forwarded your links and email to “Bazargan
Cultural Foundation” in Iran to seek their input, and they too were
intrigued on the idea to translate this text into English. Unfortunately, my
lack of knowledge in English and the topic will not make me a good
candidate to translate this book; however, I will be more than happy to
support this project with limited resources I have. Please let me know
how you foresee this endeavor getting accomplished and how can I be of
any assistance in expediting or facilitating this goal!? Best regards and
looking forward to your reply.”
On 4 Apr 2013, in further discussion with Hashermian about the Abdolali
Bazargan involvement with the project, Hashermian suggested the
following to Thims:
“I think your choice of Abdol Ali Bazargan is an appropriate one. As far as I
know, he has been in US for quite a while and giving lectures both in Farsi
and English. I would like to introduce another person to you if you could
get the hold of him. Dr. Mehdi Bahadori-Nezgad, you may already know
him. I think, if he accepts, Dr. Bahadori-Nezgad is one of the best choices Current working draft cover (18 Apr 2013) to
to either do the translation or the proof reading. You can read his Vita. He Bazargan translation project.
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is a mechanical engineer and one of the earliest students of Mehdi Bazargan. His classmate and one of the closest
friends was Dr. Mostaffa Chamran, who passed away during the Iran-Iraq war. Although I have read the book and
have enjoyed the subject in quite a while ago, but thermodynamics is not close enough to my field to get engaged
with the proof reading of the book.”
On 16 May 2014, Fardin Khalili emailed Libb Thims the following note:
“I just graduated and I am done with my thesis works that has prevented me to work hard on translating the book.
Right now I am free and will continue the translation. I estimate to finish the translation by the end of summer.”

Human thermodynamics | Kenoun translation
The following is the excerpt, from pages 4-5, where Bazargan uses the term "human thermodynamics", specifically in
brackets, referring, it seems, to the general subject of thermodynamics applied in sociology and economics, as
translated by Iranian-born American engineer Robert Kenoun, with commentary shown in brackets. [11]
[With all the respect for Mr. Bazargan, I do not like his writing; he could have done a much better job. For such a
difficult subject using long sentences and figurative phrases makes it harder for the reader to follow and grasp his
thoughts and ideas much less to translate it in another language. He also uses a lot of Arabic words in his writings,
which is natural for him due to his religious conviction to Islam and Arabic language that Koran uses. I have translated
this page as close as I could to keep its originality unless figurative use of words interfered with meaning. In that case
I tried to preserve the meaning.]
To escape from such a misery, there are two options. One, to make an attempt, even if it is a lousy attempt, to
explain the principles of thermodynamics and their applications in the footnotes, and try not to sell them as science.
Also, try to avoid detailed explanation and prolongation of arguments of connecting subjects to refrain from
confusing those unfamiliar with the subjects of mathematics and thermodynamics in order to preserve the totality of
the main subject of thermodynamics and to continue further discussions that follows. However, one should not
expect that as the validity of thermodynamic equations and their results are proven scientifically, be also believed in
the mind of the readers. The very elementary idea of application of thermodynamics in the field of economic that we
discussed in a chapters in the middle of the book, nowadays, is much more advanced than once it was presented.
Although these theories still incomplete and in infancy stages, but there is much hope for finding more common
grounds between the field of thermodynamic and other sciences such as social and economics. Nevertheless, the
help we have received, in this chapter, from using few simple mathematical equations may not produce a conflict
with more common topics discussed in later chapters.
[This is exactly where you got stuck. The worst sentence written here that I cannot make sense of.
Here is my take and understanding of this sentence; not an exact translation but the meaning of it.]
[Bazargan is worried that scientific community may excommunicate his book because he has brought the notion of
God and religion in such a scientific discussion like thermodynamics. To avoid it, he suggests that all topics related to
'human thermodynamics' and God/religion be separated and discussed in the footnotes. I believe he refers to the
scientific community as “those better than us”; an exact translation. Continuing with the rest of the page.]
Nevertheless, readers should not disregard the footnotes so that they, too, not to be included as part of this
community, i.e. “those better than us”.
[I guess here he even insults this community as “dumb donkey” Anyway the text of the book (referring to the
scientific notions) and the footnotes (referring to matters discussed in relation to God/religion) each has its own
independent approach.]
Anytime there are similarities in the results and conclusions between the two approaches, they are stated in the
footnotes and if the reader finds one to be nonsensical it does not mean that the other is too. The reader should also
be aware and not to expect concrete results and mathematical proof for our approach (referring to footnote
material). In this approach, the pseudo-science, i.e. “Thermodynamic of Life” has been equated to worship, love of
the heavens filled with stars and fields that are full of flowers. Since human and social activities fit within these two
limits (I guess he means approaches) inevitably in their journey through the territory of love and worship, they will
face so many humanitarian issues that when they are observed and analyzed from this perspective and approach it
would be much more interesting.
[This last paragraph was very poetic and he used words in figurative phrases that the exact translation to English
would have been too confusing and nonsense. Again, this my understanding of his mind.]

Human thermodynamics | Google translate
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The following is the excerpt, from pages 4-5, where Bazargan uses the term "human thermodynamics", specifically in
brackets, referring, it seems, to the general subject of thermodynamics applied in sociology and economics.
∗∗∗
***
ﺍﺳ ﺕ ﻛ ﺭﺩﻩ ﺟﻭﻳ ﻲ ﭼﺎﺭﻩ ﺩﻭ ﺑ ﺩﺑﺧﺗﻲ ﭼﻧﻳ ﻥ ﺍﺯ ﻓ ﺭﺍﺭ ﺑ ﺭﺍﻱ.  ﻳﻛ ﻲTo escape from such misery we have used two saving
ﺍﺳ ﺕ ﻧﻣ ﻭﺩﻩ ﺳ ﻌﻲ ﺁﻧﻛ ﻪ
options. Firstly, we have tried to use thermodynamics
ﻣﻲ ﻗ ﺭﺍﺭ ﺍﺳ ﺗﻧﺎﺩ ﻣﻭﺭﺩ ﺍﻛﻪ ﺭ ﺗﺭﻣﻭﺩﻳﻧﺎﻣﻳ ﻙ ﻣﺳ ﺎﺋﻝ ﻭ ﻣﺑ ﺎﻧﻲ
principles and applied issues in the main part of the text
ﮔ ﻳﺭﺩ، ﺗﮕﻲ ﭘ ﺎ ﻭ ﺩﺳ ﺕ ﻫﺭ ﺑ ﻪ
ﺷﻛﺳ
and to use citations in the footnotes, to some degree as
ﻛﻣ ﺗﺭ ﺍﻟﻣﻘ ﺩﻭﺭ ﺣ ﺗﻲ ﻭ ﺩﻫﺩ ﺷ ﺭﺡ ﺍﻱ ﺍﻧ ﺩﺍﺯﻩ ﺗ ﺎ ﻫﺎ ﭘ ﺎﻭﺭﻗﻲ ﺩﺭ ﺷ ﺩﻩ
possible to describe sections of a secondary nature. In
ﻧﻣﺎﻳ ﺩ ﻓﺭﻭﺷ ﻲ ﻋﻠ ﻡ.
addition, with some relevant content and reformulation
ﻭ ﻫﺎ ﻣﻁﻠ ﻊ ﺗﺟﺩﻳ ﺩ ﺑﻌﺿ ﻲ ﺑ ﺎ ﺭﺍ ﻣﻁﺎﻟ ﺏ ﺭﺑ ﻁ ﻋ ﻼﻭﻩ ﺑ ﻪ
of details - which in turn worsens prolongation of
ﻳﻝ
ﻫﺎ ﺗﻔﺻ- ﻣﺯﻳ ﺩ ﺧﻭﺩ ﻧﻭﺑ ﻪ ﺑ ﻪ ﻛﻪ
ﻁﻠﺑ ﺩ ﻣﻲ ﻣﻌﺫﺭﺕ ﻗﺑﻼً ﻭ ﺷ ﺩﻩ ﺗﺻ ﺩﻳﻊ ﻭ ﺗﻁﻭﻳ ﻝ-  ﺗﺭﺗﻳ ﺏ ﻁﻭﺭﻱconcept for troubling and already demand - so we have
arranged the main parts of the concept and its math the
ﺍﮔ ﺭ ﻛﻪ ﺑﺩﻫ ﺩ
ﺎﻥ ﺑ ﺭﺍﻱ ﻭ ﻧﺷ ﺩ ﻣﻔﻬ ﻭﻡ ﻫ ﺎﻳﻲ ﻗﺳ ﻣﺕ
 ﻫﺗﺭﻣﻭﺩﻳﻧﺎﻣﻳ ﻙ ﺏ ﺑﻳﮕﺎﻧﮕoverall field is not disruptive, and pursuing further
discussions are possible. But we should not expect the
ﺑ ﻭﺩ ﻣﺑﻬ ﻡ ﺭﻳﺎﺿ ﻳﺎﺕ ﻭ
results of thermodynamics and the formulas used in
ﻣﺑﺎﺣ ﺙ ﺗﻌﻘﻳ ﺏ ﻭ ﻧﮕ ﺭﺩﺩ ﮔﺳ ﻳﺧﺗﻪ ﻛﻠ ﻲ ﻱ ﺭﺷ ﺗﻪ ﺫﻟ ﻙ ﻣﻊ
places clearly here and in the mind of the reader to
ﺑﺎﺷ ﺩ ﭘ ﺫﻳﺭ ﺍﻣﻛ ﺎﻥ ﺑﻌ ﺩﻱ. ﻭﻟ ﻲ
prove to be certain.
ﻫﺎﻱ ﻓ ﺭﻣﻭﻝ ﻭ ﻧﺗ ﺎﻳﺞ ﻛﻪ ﺑﺎﺷ ﻳﺩ ﺩﺍﺷ ﺗﻪ ﻧﺑﺎﻳ ﺩ ﻫﻡ ﺗﻭﻗ ﻊ
ﺧﻭﺩ ﺟﺎﻱ ﺩﺭ ﻛﻪ ﺗﺭﻣﻭﺩﻳﻧﺎﻣﻳ ﻙ
The middle chapter book is focused on the use of
ﻭ ﺍﺛﺑ ﺎﺕ ﺑ ﻪ ﻧ ﻳﺯ ﺧﻭﺍﻧﻧ ﺩﻩ ﺫﻫﻥ ﺩﺭ ﻭ ﺍﻳﻧﺟ ﺎ ﺩﺭ ﺍﺳ ﺕ ﺷ ﺩﻩ ﻣﺳ ﻠﻡ
thermodynamics in economics as in the spontaneous
ﺑﺭﺳ ﺩ ﻳﻘﻳ ﻥ.
 ﻣﻲ ﺍﻗﺗﺻ ﺎﺩ ﺩﺭ ﺗﺭﻣﻭﺩﻳﻧﺎﻣﻳ ﻙ ﺍﺳ ﺗﻌﻣﺎﻝ ﻛﻪ ﻛﺗ ﺎﺏ ﻭﺳ ﻁ ﻓﺻ ﻝdevelopment of proportion and detail and have found
ﺗﻭﺳ ﻌﻪ ﺧﻭﺩ ﺧﻭﺩﺑ ﻪ ﺑﺎﺷ ﺩ
more than what was considered the primary. The course
ﻳﻝ ﻭ
ﻧﻅ ﺭ ﺁﻧﭼ ﻪ ﺍﺯ ﺑﻳ ﺵ ﻭ ﻛ ﺭﺩﻩ ﭘﻳ ﺩﺍ ﺗﻧﺎﺳ ﺏ ﺍﺯ ﺧﺎﺭﺝ ﺗﻔﺻ
will be incomplete and one will consider this field in this
ﺍﺳ ﺕ ﺭﻓﺗ ﻪ ﺟﻠ ﻭ ﺑ ﻭﺩ ﺍﺑﺗ ﺩﺍﻳﻲ.
area of understanding and sharing effort between
 ﻣﻳ ﺩﺍﻥ ﺯﻣﻳﻧ ﻪ ﺍﻳ ﻥ ﺩﺭ ﻛﻧ ﺩ ﻣﻲ ﮔﻣ ﺎﻥ ﻭ ﺍﺳ ﺕ ﻧ ﺎﻗﺹ ﺍﻟﺑﺗ ﻪ ﺫﻟ ﻙ ﻣﻊthermodynamics and economic and social sciences very
ﺗﺷ ﺭﻳﻙ ﻭ ﺗﻔ ﺎﻫﻡ
open and is promising.
ﺧﻳﻠ ﻲ ﺍﺟﺗﻣ ﺎﻉ ﻭ ﺍﻗﺗﺻ ﺎﺩ ﻋﻠ ﻭﻡ ﻭ ﺗﺭﻣﻭﺩﻳﻧﺎﻣﻳ ﻙ ﻣ ﺎﺑﻳﻥ ﻣﺳ ﺎﻋﻲ
ﺑﺎﺷ ﺩ ﺍﻣﻳ ﺩﺑﺧﺵ ﻭ ﺑ ﺎﺯ. ﺩﺭ
Any appeal in this chapter to simple mathematical
 ﺳ ﺎﺩﻩﻫﺎﻱ ﻓﻭﺭﻣ ﻭﻝ ﺑﻌﺿ ﻲ ﺍﺯ ﻓﺻ ﻝ ﺍﻳ ﻥ ﺩﺭ ﻛﻪ ﺍﺳ ﺗﻣﺩﺍﺩﻱ ﺣﺎﻝ ﻫﺭformula has been done to prevent re-promise that next
ﺍﺳ ﺕ ﺷ ﺩﻩ ﺭﻳﺎﺿ ﻲ
session with more general issues are not. They also
ﻣﻲ ﺗ ﺭ ﻋﻣﻭﻣﻲ ﻣﻭﺿ ﻭﻋﺎﺕ ﻛﻪ ﺑﻌ ﺩﻱ ﻓﺻ ﻭﻝ ﺑ ﺎ ﻋﻬﺩ ﺗﺟﺩﻳ ﺩ ﻣ ﺎﻧﻊ
communicate, with better choice for those seeking more
ﺑ ﻭﺩ ﻧﺧﻭﺍﻫ ﺩ ﺑﺎﺷ ﺩ.
explication for the normal subjects with connection to
ﺟﻭﻳ ﻲ ﭼﺎﺭﻩ » ﺑﻬ ﺗﺭﺍﻥ ﻣﺎ ﺍﺯ « ﺍﺭﺗﺑ ﺎﻁ ﺁﻧﻛ ﻪ ﺑ ﺭﺍﻱ ﻫﻣﭼﻧﻳ ﻥ ﻭ
Islamic religious concepts are found in the causes, and
ﻱ ﺩﺳ ﺗﻪ ﺧﺎﻁﺭ ﺑ ﺭﺍﻱ ﺁﻧﻛ ﻪ ﺩﻳﮕ ﺭ
are thus an exclusion and excommunication from the
ﻭ ﻁﺭﺩ ﻣﻭﺟﺏ ﺍﺳ ﻼﻣﻲ ﻭ ﺩﻳ ﻧﻲ ﻣﻔ ﺎﻫﻳﻡ ﺑ ﺎ ﻣﻁﺎﻟ ﺏ ﻁﺑﻳﻌ ﻲ
main area of the text, so that the textbook will not lose
ﻳﺭ
ﺑﻌﺿ ﻲ ﻱ ﻧﺎﺣﻳ ﻪ ﺍﺯ ﻛﺗ ﺎﺏ ﻣﺗ ﻥ ﺗﻛﻔ
its independence, in what intellectuals may call "human
» ﺍﻧﺳ ﺎﻥ ﺗﺭﻣﻭﺩﻳﻧﺎﻣﻳ ﻙ « ﺁﻧﭼ ﻪ ﻧﺩﻫﺩ ﺩﺳ ﺕ ﺍﺯ ﺭﺍ ﺧﻭﺩ ﺍﺳ ﺗﻘﻼﻝ
thermodynamics" and not be directly connected to
ﻣﻭﺿ ﻭﻉ ﻭ ﻧﺷ ﻭﺩ ﺭﻭﺷ ﻧﻔﻛﺭﺍﻥ
 ﺟﺎ ﻫﺎ ﭘ ﺎﻭﺭﻗﻲ ﺩﺭ ﻛ ﺭﺩﻩ ﺟﺩﺍ ﺁﻳ ﺩ ﻣﻲ ﺁﻥ ﺩﺭ ﺧﺩﺍ ﻛ ﻼﻡ ﻭ ﺧﺩﺍ ﭘ ﺎﻱ ﻛﻪ ﺭﺍsubject matter of the second part of the book, that in the
footnotes, of God and the word of God.
ﺍﺳ ﺕ ﺩﺍﺩﻩ.
(ﻧﻣﺎﻳ ﺩ ﻣﻲ ﺗﻭﺻ ﻳﻪ ﻣﺣ ﺗﺭﻡ ﺧﻭﺍﻧﻧ ﺩﮔﺎﻥ ﻛﻠﻳ ﻪ ﺑ ﻪ ﺫﻟ ﻙ ﻣﻊ
To all readers, editorial recommends users not seen
ﺗ ﺎ ﻧﮕﻳﺭﻧ ﺩ ﻧﺩﻳ ﺩﻩ ﻫﻡ ﺭﺍ ﻫﺎ ﭘ ﺎﻭﺭﻗﻲ
ﺷ ﺄﻥ ﺩﺭ ﻛﻪ ﺍﻟ ﺫﻛﺭ ﻓ ﻭﻕ ﺁﻳ ﻪ ﻣﺷ ﻣﻭﻝ ﻧﻛ ﺭﺩﻩ ﺧﺩﺍﻱ...  ﺷ ﺩﻩ ﻧ ﺎﺯﻝ ﺍﻻﻍthem until now God not subject to the above verse is
used in dignity. Assurance is revealed. For the textbook is
!ﻧﮕﺭﺩﻧ ﺩ ﺍﺳ ﺕ..). ﻫﺭ ﺩﺭ
now and your margin for each stream of discussion is
ﻣﺳ ﺗﻘﻝ ﺟﺭﻳ ﺎﻧﻲ ﺧﻭﺩ ﺑ ﺭﺍﻱ ﻫﺭﻳ ﻙ ﺣﺎﺷ ﻳﻪ ﻭ ﻛﺗ ﺎﺏ ﻣﺗ ﻥ ﺣﺎﻝ
independent. Where relevant results and some before
ﺩﺍﺭﺩ. ﻫ ﺎﻳﻲ ﺭﺑ ﻁ ﻭ ﻧﺗ ﺎﻳﺞ ﻫﺭﺟﺎ
that the writer has adaptive and comparison with verses
ﻗﻳ ﺎﺱ ﻭ ﺗﻁﺑﻳ ﻖ ﻗﺎﺑ ﻝ ﻧﮕﺎﺭﻧ ﺩﻩ ﻫﮕﻣﺎﻥ ﺏ ﻛﻪ ﺍﺳ ﺕ ﺁﻣﺩﻩ ﭘﻳ ﺵ
and words of Iman's and interpreters is reminded of the
ﺍﺋﻣ ﻪ ﻛﻠﻣ ﺎﺕ ﻭ ﻗ ﺭﺁﻥ ﺁﻳ ﺎﺕ ﺑ ﺎ
ﺍﮔ ﺭ ﻭ ﺍﺳ ﺕ ﺷ ﺩﻩ ﺩﺍﺩﻩ ﺻ ﻔﺣﻪ ﺫﻳ ﻝ ﺩﺭ ﻫﺎﻱ ﺗ ﺭﺟﻡ ﻭ ﺗ ﺫﻛﺭ ﺍﺳ ﺕ
following page has been if one of these two flow the
ﺟﺭﻳ ﺎﻥ ﺩﻭ ﺍﻳ ﻥ ﺍﺯ ﻳﻛ ﻲ
singer is tilted and went astray because of the deviation
ﺍﻧﺣ ﺭﺍﻑ ﺑ ﺭ ﺩﻟﻳ ﻝ ﺑﺎﺷ ﺩ ﺭﻓﺗ ﻪ ﺑﻳﺭﺍﻫ ﻪ ﻭ ﻛ ﺞ ﺧﻭﺍﻧﻧ ﺩﻩ ﻧﻅ ﺭ ﺑ ﻪ
should be another. One should not have expected the
ﺷ ﻭﺩ ﮔﺭﻓﺗ ﻪ ﻧﺑﺎﻳ ﺩ ﺩﻳﮕ ﺭﻱ.
other to achieve results in a very definite mathematical
ﻧﺗ ﺎﻳﺞ ﺑ ﻪ ﺭﺳ ﻳﺩﻥ ﺑﺎﺷ ﻳﺩ ﺩﺍﺷ ﺗﻪ ﻧﺑﺎﻳ ﺩ ﻛﻪ ﺩﻳﮕ ﺭﻱ ﺍﻧﺗﻅ ﺎﺭ
way.
ﺍﻳ ﻥ ﺩﺭ ﺭﻳﺎﺿ ﻲ ﻗﻁﻌ ﻲ ﺑﺳ ﻳﺎﺭ
ﺍﺳ ﺕ. ﺍﺩﺑ ﻲ ﻧﻳﻣ ﻪ « ﺣﻳ ﺎﺕ ﺯﻣﻳﻧ ﻪ ﺩﺭ ﺗﺭﻣﻭﺩﻳﻧﺎﻣﻳ ﻙ ﺍﻳﻧﺟ ﺎ ﺩﺭThe thermodynamics of life is thus presented here as
ﻣﺑﺎﺣ ﺙ ﻗﺑﻳ ﻝ » ﻋﻠﻣ ﻲ ﻧﻳﻣ ﻪ
"semi-literary" and "semi-scientific" topics relevant as a
 ﻋﺷ ﻖ ُﮔ ِﻝ ﺍﺯ ﭘ ﺭ ﺻ ﺣﺭﺍﻱ ﺍﺯ ﻣﻌ ﺭﺍﺟﻲ ﻭ ﺭﺑ ﻁ ﭘ ﻝ ﻋﻧ ﻭﺍﻥ ﺑ ﻪ ﺍﻧﺳ ﺎﻥbridge from desert full of flowers to love the sky full of
ﻱ ﺳ ﺗﺎﺭﻩ ﺍﺯ ﭘ ﺭ ﺁﺳ ﻣﺎﻥ ﺑ ﻪ
stars. Worship is selected. Considering that human and
ﺍﺳ ﺕ ﺷ ﺩﻩ ﺍﻧﺗﺧ ﺎﺏ ﭘﺭﺳ ﺗﺵ. ﻫﺎﻱ ﻓﻌﺎﻟﻳ ﺕ ﺍﻳﻧﻛ ﻪ ﺑ ﻪ ﻧﻅ ﺭ
social activities between these around the axis of the
ﺍﻳ ﻥ ﻣ ﺎﺑﻳﻥ ﺍﺟﺗﻣ ﺎﻉ ﻭ ﺍﻧﺳ ﺎﻥ
movement and circulation is forced on a journey from
ﺑﺎﺷ ﺩ ﻣﻲ ﮔ ﺭﺩﺵ ﻭ ﺣﺭﻛ ﺕ ﺩﺭ ﻣﺣﻭﺭ ﺍﻳ ﻥ ﺣﻭﻝ ﺑ ﺭ ﻳ ﺎ ﺩﻭﺳ ﺭﺣﺩ،
the land of love to worship in many homes, land and
ﺩﻳ ﺎﺭ ﺍﺯ ﺳ ﻔﺭ ﺩﺭ ﻧ ﺎﮔﺯﻳﺭ
 ﻣﻧ ﺎﻅﺭ ﻭ ﺑﺷ ﺭﻳﺕ ﻣﻧ ﺎﺯﻝ ﺑﺳ ﻳﺎﺭﻱ ﺍﺯ ﭘﺭﺳ ﺗﺵ ﺩﻳ ﺎﺭ ﺑ ﻪ ﻋﺷ ﻖlandscape of humanity and that humanity will pass when
a new day is seen may not be empty recently and
ﻛﻪ ﺷ ﺩ ﺧﻭﺍﻫﺩ ﻋﺑ ﻭﺭ ﺍﻧﺳ ﺎﻧﻳﺕ
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watched.
***

Translation by randomly-polled Iranian-born American, indicating that the title
means: "Thermodynamics of Human Beings". [8]

ﺗﺵ ﻭ ﻋﺷ ﻖ

ﺎﻡ ﺍ ﻱ ﭘﺭﺳ

ﺍﻧﺳ ﺎﻥ ﻳ ﻙ ﺗﺭﻣﻭﺩﻳﻧ

A poll of an Iraqi-born American indicates that the above Farsi title means
"Thermodynamics of People".

Above: Footnote twenty-three to Bazargan's circa 1980 article "Religion and
Liberty", seems to indicate that Bazargan calls his own book "Thermodynamics of
Humanity"; this, however, may be a which may be a secondary translational
interpretation? [2] Right: a 2014 translation by Iranian-born American translator
Sadegh Simorgh.

Title translations issues
There seem to be many variations of the English translation of the title of Bazargan's book including "Man's
Thermodynamics", "Thermodynamics of Humans", "Thermodynamics in Human Condition", "Thermodynamics of
Humanity", "Thermodynamics of People", "Thermodynamics of Human Beings", or "Human Thermodynamics". The
pure Persian/Farsi title, according to Google translate, reads:
ﺗﺵ ﻭ ﻋﺷ ﻖ

( ﭘﺭﺳlove and worship) ( ﺍ ﻱor a) ﺎﻡ

( ﺗﺭﻣﻭﺩﻳﻧthermodynamics) ( ﻳ ﻙof) ( ﺍﻧﺳ ﺎﻥman)

The last part, taken together, however, translates in a politically correct sense as thermodynamics of humans:
( ﺍﻧﺳ ﺎﻥ ﻳ ﻙ ﺗﺭﻣﻭﺩﻳﻧ ﺎﻡthermodynamics of humans), as indicated by Google translate. If the book was to be republished
and fully translated in English this would seem to be the correct modern title, i.e. Thermodynamics of Humans.
The book began to be cited in secondary English works in the 1960s or 1970s, under various titles (some as listed
below). It is not for certain whether there is an actual English translation of the entire book? There may have been
one published in English in Houston by the Book Distribution Center in 1978, as this is a common reference; although
more investigation needs to be done.
The actual English translation of the Farsi title Eshq va Parastesh ya Termodynamik-e Ensan differs depending on
source, which include: Love and Faith: the Thermodynamics of Human Beings [4];Thermodynamics in Human
Condition (1969) [6]; Love and Devotion: or the Thermodynamics of Humanity (1978) [7]; Love and Worship: Human
Thermodynamics (1979) [3]; Love and Worship: Man's Thermodynamics (date); Love or Worship or the
Thermodynamics of Humanity (date), among others. In the 1998 English reprint of Bazargan's article "Religion and
Liberty" (c.1980), as shown in footnote 23 (above), it seems that Bazargan calls his book, in English, the
Thermodynamics of Humanity; although, again, this may be a post-humorous translation interpretation. Post 1979
English reprints of the book tend to retitle or translate Termodynamik-e Ensan as Human Thermodynamics. [3] A yet
another (1990) reference states that, in English, the book was called Love and Adoration, or the Thermodynamics of
Man. [10]

English translation
Shown below is the partial start of a straight Farsi → English Google transla on of Bazargan's book using a 216-page
PDF version of the book sent to American chemical engineer Libb Thims from Bonyad Farhangi Bazargan (of
Bazargan.info) on 27 Apr 2010. If you are fluent in both Persian and English feel free to correct the mis-translated
sentences (which are many).
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Page 2:
Topics basics (Complete Works: 268)
In honor of my mother, homonymous S. Kobra, example of Loyalty and sacrifice.
Submitted to:
Dear friends and relatives during the Involvement with munificence and kindness and Tafaqodi, Prove they dare to
express magnanimity.
Page 3:

Introduction:

This book brings the first months of military prison governor (April and June 1334). Fortunately, reading and writing
was prohibited? Therefore, major employment - which This case should be forced to put his name activity - was turn
the book. A value Book legend and the novel love books, a bit of religious books Person's story, such as prayers or
faith leaders and topics, ie the destination of their written Nature worship is eternal. Thus strengthening the spirit of
passing time and provided with Acquiring new knowledge from deprivation compensatory activity to act abroad,
respectively. Also, the book Thermodynamics industrial house I had asked about the opportunities available subject A
few years ago that Wedgwood Hshbahty between verb and its chemical sense Lhay Anfa I think I was. The
combination of these three factors hefty mixture was digested with shame that now all Service are presented to
readers. How nice savings and be helpful I do not know. Entertainment for the author has. If the reader the tedium of
employment  empty Is very satisfied and will be Shaker. However, the bad and good legs who must Be written that
caused unemployment and involvement in this ... So that as the book suggests, the book includes three types of
content are: First, Love all the less desirable and famous. Basically someone dislikes it will not be revealed (Especially
in the nation Sharmslk Iran). Secondly, worship; serve as Hdalay love But it also was said host name of God and God
gives the smell and the fairy say This offends the talk. Or "smart set" Bismillah might enter the river
page 4:
Topics basic (Works 270)
A god who did "not  ANOVA, Fischer exact    M. H.   R. M. S. M.    tons   R. F.   you. R. F.   D. M.   
 N Qs and R.   conducted "true verse Khran are like frightened that Solat milk can escape from the word Rome Do!
The third is thermodynamics, Items to be other than that I think people The few school have been forced to drop this
course, theoretical (and certainly forget Have) very upset and worried others will ... Short of reading the book does
not predict! Ali remains and Hvzsh!
***
To escape from such misery has two saving options. Rather one has tried to R. Ak·h thermodynamics principles and
issues cited is placed, each hand and foot fractures In the Notes, to some degree as possible to describe and to lower
marketing. In addition, with some relevant content and re-informed of details - which in turn worsens Prolongation
and sorry for troubling and already demand - so if you arrange Parts of the concept and not for foreigners was vague
and math b Htrmvdynamyk M Zlk the overall field is not disruptive, and pursuing further discussions be possible. But
Should also expect to have results and formulas in place of thermodynamics Is clear here and in the mind of the
reader and also prove to be certain. Middle chapter book is the use of thermodynamics in economics Spontaneous
development Out of proportion and detail and have found more than what was considered the primary front is gone.
M Zlk course incomplete and they will field in this area of understanding and sharing Effort between thermodynamics
and economic and social sciences very open and is promising. At Any appeal in this chapter some simple
mathematical formula has been Preventing re promise that next season with more general issues are not. And also
they communicate, "we better choice for those seeking Moreover, for the Normal subjects with Islamic religious
concepts and causes exclusion and excommunication from the area, some text books Lose its independence, what
"human thermodynamics" intellectuals and not subject That the foot of God and the word of God that comes to
separating the Footer is here. (M Zlk to all readers edit recommends users not seen them until now
50 and 51: Hand Rmyd Gvrkhrany telling that [front] milk flee. / (1. Mdsr (7
page 5:
Love and worship (Works 271)
God not subject to the above verse in dignity ... Ass is revealed Ngrdnd !..). Per Text Book now and your margin for
each stream is independent. Where relevant results and some Before that the writer Hgman adaptive B and
comparison with verses and words of Imams And interpreter is reminded of the following page has been if one of
these two flow The singer is tilted and went astray because of the deviation should be another. Should not have
expected other to achieve results in a very definite mathematical Is. Thermodynamics of life here in "semi-literary semi-scientific" topics such as
Human levitation and relevance as a bridge from desert full of flowers love the sky full of stars Worship is selected.
Considering that human and social activities between these Dvsrhd or around the axis of the movement and
circulation is forced on a journey from the land Love to worship in many homes, land and landscape of humanity that
humanity will pass When a new Drych Hey is seen may not be empty recently and watched.
***
Thermodynamics principles long ago in many science and technical issues and theoretical The overwrought and the
results have been remarkable. Maybe Zys Tshnasy and Human activities as well as the earlier and better than what
this book is trying to work Be taken. Of course L Alfzl  trick  D. M.  height  . In any case, is necessary in any
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thermodynamics Where the local dress and the color of the analogy and metaphor to sustentation to ethnic language
Talk to the parties understand each word. Entering the world and full of endless forms Of life and distorting some of
the inevitable adjustment will be necessary. Certainly at the foot of thermodynamics And work here at the beginning
of a more lame and stuttering tongue Dartr other places will be. At First steps and precautions for brevity should not
accept large items to be delivered. Lack of Writer and a bit identification and qualification opportunities for entering
the details of expression but Approximation could not be. With such a confession and apology is hoped that any
courage Hsaht b popular Holy shrine of love and worship and every error that contributed bright spots
thermodynamics Is entered, in favor of reform and readers should be elevated Tkmy Lknndgan
Page 6:
Topics Basics (Works 272)

Photo on page 6 (add: English translation of caption)

Chapter 1
A Few Words of Love

Page 7:

Page 8:
"Topics basic" (Works 274)
-1 0.1 world of love
First previous love life and people have been flirting. I am also a poet and artist in this Feeling nourished and soft
areas of competence and aesthetic view I have in mind. Personal taste and sense of love Nchshydh step in the valley
and the world of lovers and fascination with beauty I did not perfection. But, according to such well-known, if I have
eaten wheat bread I've seen people get. Briefly describe the love and heard my calling.
***
Of scientific books and correspondence from anyone serious life, religious books and literature The moral that aside,
what should be said of human poetry, poems of love Is. Tales of childhood to the end of the wedding is, in ancient
legends and literature All Zba Nha often love stories, poems and poems of poets throughout our role Yar has
occurred and journalist, wrote of writers in Europe and theater and cinema with a brief exception  Love and tinker
around the axis M Yznd away. Melody is music lovers. Artists, authors and readers are all beautiful panegyric Food is
love that has been: What everyone is seeking partners and how drunk alert Home is everywhere love what what
Knsht Mosque Books mysticism and wisdom to express the meaning of the original and delicate thoughts, the
language of Gvyatr Languages are not love. All love turns tail. Love of course different with different titles. A point is
not more than sorrow and love this too Kz any that I hear is Namkrr -1 0.2 you must love into account? It is true that
love is out of discussion of serious topics of science and love working Is hidden, but if you can camouflage is not
deniable. Although the poet used exaggeration and hyperbole to say to  and work of artist and writer Musician and
writer, and all show that certain lines Brjst Hkrdn desired
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Page 9:
"Topics basic" (Works 275)
He is. But - not Chyzky people refrain from things. Can not deny the fact that They love to both accepted and rejected
is legitimate or deviant and one Work is a major absorber of humanity and the cause is very effective in individuals
and Communities played a major role and will. Whatever your love, whether fictitious or Available, it works visible
and palpable. What was visible and tangible and effective, Can not be scientific topic and the direction is not
significant. Can not deny the fact that a lot of obstacles in the heat of love your way Water can. Fu Qaladh and fills in
its own to create. Literary and artistic masterpieces, and how many military conquests and political success in the
following Blazing flames of love has been made. Or when the heart person under Severe body functions have been
located. N stage determination to love before you step  profits Ray B.  you this journey can we possibly Jazbyt and
reality is something natural and true love. Instead of telling someone Is, sentiments fills falls and manage intelligence
and other talents Adjacent and internal to the weld and the incidence and appearance come. Maybe next welding
and That b stimulation Hadmy refurbishment and gives liveliness. Quote old young poets Be. If Yar Zll lip kiss by a
young myself and I live over again I g. -1 Types love and power, 0.3 Various aspects of courtship and lover is different.
Sade Htr and what is more normal and Sh Qha other basic scale is, love and sexual attraction is a male and female
signs. This
Realms universe behalf of human animals (and perhaps species) and the connection will be extended. In the world of
animals who hypocritically empty artifice and poetic is Tkhy Lhay Strange power of this phenomenon is better and
size charts and praised it easier. Since the creation of nature and will clearly look and Gray will provide gift Particular
score is the man who created and deviation does not disorder, can be better Quality of this reality and realized it
believes ...
Page 10:
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Biology scholars say the main actions or signs of a major three things in life Are: Nutrition - exchange (with external
environment) - Tvald. And these three things that goal Their common survival and survival is, rather more important
and others sacrificed their Makes the third act and the sexual instinct is the reproductive factor. Rather than that
some Insects do not come into the world, except for mating: males and females were immediately pleased . His life
from night to morning after spawning done nothing touches the eye turvy 2 Many kinds of animals for the sexual act
only because they felt Is. Faber 3 famous scientist who study courtship or copulation Yknv of the spider 4 5 to see.
While the male "love of power above the power of death is His favorite was hard embraced scientist sees animal
material shall Eating poor husband is a dispute. Nothing without love dedication Pressure to reduce the warmth and
love and so much loyalty and dedication continues to Fkyn Ruthless lover to love about belly tank been sympathetic
Mydrd sexual glands. At The time is getting rid of ... Sense of self-protection in animals and defense of survival there.
However, cases and examples That indicate a sense of self-preservation (ie selfishness) in the sense of sexual and
production Generation and maintain the shield pockets are numerous. Love and wars that predators and Chrndgan
mating season for the kidnapping and the owner of a substance (or flock material Deer) and shall lead to victory
coupled with a strong male will kill other males, Evident from hunters and Zoology is normal. Thus the nature Before
the conclusion of its security and generation of B Hhfz uprising has weakened individual does not Producer and the
donor are inherited. Also has a female serial. Predators and boldness that Article animals defend their baby shows
sometimes Shdydtraz heat Males
Notes
1. Fonctions; 2. Les Ephemeres; 3. J.H. Fabre; 4. Mantes religieuse; 5. L'amour plus forte que la mort.
Page 11:
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When mating is. Maternal love, which comes after sex love it Is stronger. Poets, we all reap Ghprdazy of metaphor
and the right to say that the singing nightingale in Hand For the flower lover and is popular for. Not only but other
birds and insects nightingale The spring flight and song will they burn the desired sex are followed. Animals, like
humans and H. efflorescence  d d  action and manifestations of the best works Existence during the lover to occur.
Mystics from the world of animal and human inputs on each foot beyond the city walls occur as partners and saw
Hand N  and every instrument a love song heard, the world breathless and with the manifestations of life and love
birth Are known. Roman Rumi says: Of course the reactions of love Kunder M.  Ftad fire of love Kunder N  Ftad Soil
body was lying on the mountain of love was dance and pep was Rejoice we love a good soda because of our medical
Plato and our Galen you with his arrogance and honor our medic The creation of religions and their training officers
are bound to observe the truth were known The tail of love and the servants are surprised. Founder of monotheistic
religions on earth respect All of them are, Ibrahim (Ali Nabi Ali  ship Hals  Lam) is. Khalil Ibrahim. Khalil H. M.  Nyfa
  Q L M    you and us ... "the friendly. Loving God! Quran makes him such a description Al-Omran / 67) Abraham
was Hanif (Hanif miles and the Taliban). "Kan M N  chagrin  Shrkyn Right).  M. tuberculosis was  M. (submitter to
God) and not an idolater (other than servants of God and to love No longer push) Christians, their religion the religion
of love and know. Jesus came to say Who love (to love God and love to create them) to train. There is no word love in
the Quran (the Persian word is more poetic Arabic. Perhaps the time has not been in common use, and now the
Arabs love  b c say). And They based education and training based on refinement and put contemplation, and belief
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and certainty Have been asked to open everywhere you speak words like  B. D.   Gha’  and quite   Hezbollah
(search and
Page 12:
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Demand on God) - a pill   van Allah - Allah  parents - a row   Van L  Qa’  God - maximum   b c  God etc.
"Heart" is. Aside no faith in Islam and the Koran than it is known to enter Is not acceptable and effective knows.
Believe work is the heart and the heart of the believer, the name of God Is blown. Believing and seeing the signs of
God's revelations to the soil falls and tears of joy "Ask" comes. Order Holy Qur'an repeatedly makes me read me
Come unto me. This Dargahan we Dargahan not despair if you repent Sdbar open fracture Ay Love as if that criticism
fail impurity, jealousy accusation that alien traits Mshvqhay earth is the Eternal Portal is love. Because they are not
only Property to love their hearts are pure will, the Koran also promised each fault
Forgiveness will save Shrek: A.  Lai N God  Ghf   Shrek  to the thigh and the infrared  Ghf  R. Zlk   L M N 
The  Sha’. (Nisa / 48). Does not allow the love and serve God as though No one who Is (Beth - Shafi - partners hypocrisy - Find - a reward - fear, etc.) to share. The heart of believers and religion is for God and Khalsa Mkhlsa hard
to kill him; least N Fm   a row  Wa Kan L  Qa’   R. B. Fly   the paternal uncle Sal Mola  L AS   Lai Ha and 
Shrek  Bbad  conducted  R. B.  the  ﺍﺡ da (K · hf / 110: Say Everyone is so desirous of meeting with their Lord is
required to do practical work Worthy, and the servants of the Lord No one partner does not.) The Shia religion, so
you know, if accepted religion and province to province, known In love across the board. Dahayy imams who come
across Tkbyr and hymn the praises of With God and want a reminder that the great goods and attributes of God
forgiving and purity and Magnanimity and other traits Jlalh, love him to much at the heart of a Muslim. Imam Sajjad
(AS) taught us prayer Abvhmz·h Smaly stated: Allhm  you OWN  Asylk  it Tmla and cardiac  b c  elk  (the heart
of God you want me chock-full of love You have to), and Sb   inform   Qayk Li L (Khatrm meeting and
appointment in the popular turn), or Ghay  T  ﻓ ﻲR.  Ghb  T (o But my wish and desire) 1
Notes
1. Dahayy course taught us that the Prophet other than Hand Dahayy that is common to us. We pray World and ask
ourselves easily. God to serve them Tlbym. They need prayer and love have secrets And God himself would serve him
leave. Zkrshan describe the greatness and perfection, and Sobhan
Page 13:
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-1 0.4 Generalized love Human evolution and diversity of human traits very wide range of mind and has variable.
Here, the issue should love a wider horizon and fuel types and Atvar Hdartr much and And numerous aspects of
studied. What makes something easy is that despite the different scenarios
Different and contradictory purposes and Z Fhay high intensity, common in all these respects Love that course, many
names are found there. If the destination is different, Source unit. Is a secret love jokes that it delivers That its name
not ruby lips and legging line is The names of the degrees of Sade such exponential words and asked to beg, desire Or
order started Bhsb intensity and Zfy Khvahndh that is important or Which is called gravitational words such as
destination or purpose, need or needful, Desirable ideals, popular and beloved arrives. And finally lead to God. All of
it for that person to reach the other side, and his desire to create Internal and external movements to a kind of love
will be: Love was not in any one certainty insider Everyone has thought in terms of understanding
Notes
Variation of praise and satisfaction are believers. Considering the greatness of creation machine has the humility and
self blame Sorry to be. They ask for forgiveness and request shall esteem. Contrary to our complaints section Protest
delivered to your work and God's hand only when caught praying and begging removed creditor We are. Ash Qand it
and we  M. de  attempts Their patience and Faraj want more and better ways to collect on the problems and
Abtlahay right to bring home. Higher strength and effort and win the race and serve Yknnd M. demand action.
(Camille is in prayer: Swan St.  AS  but  tail   K d c   Varhy and maximum  D. A.   but Alzym  conducted J.
Van   living.  B L E and   shall  Aljd  mischief Khshy  K d   and Ald   loan  F. Yala  Tsal Depending  tail 
K d   Asrh  or even mischief  Lake  Squares Als  Abqyn and immediately    Lake  mischief or chagrin  wind
 Ryn). In front of us to escape Karda duty and God and we want to put on our own instead of serving the homeless
and train their Persist. B Ysy expectation and suffering, free and clear step from heaven! Language to pray to God in
love and now want to read and is beloved. Requires knowledge of worship and then Is. In fact, all knowledge and
faith to find love at home is like getting to know and pray to God Bdrkhanh like squash to be informal and ask for
service.
Page 14:
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Lover who currently have nothing to do and what is desirable and what degree of external reality and Have the ability
to love is. What is important and indisputable fact that such a state in humans and Of activity is found. Human
existence, whether it across or under the command of the material Ink spiritual know, is up against love. Is hot and
inflamed. To Next to come and weld enter. His body and nerve activity to find and work with this Intimacy and
exhilaration do. The appropriateness and understanding are for it. Like that Previous provision, and it has been their
home appreciation. Because nothing in human Love (meaning both in positive and negative directions) to movement
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and activity comes Drnmy. After the real love is real. And when Love in front of hidden assets out Comes to existence
and may be used in pockets after he made for the same work And discussed. Now if we consider that love is with
different stages Steps it is found that a person against his love and sacrifice can forget, Will reach a deeper
Astnbathay Bahri is a measure of love is not alone Hychsh But they die there is not remedy Before we reach such a
stage of deep and accurate, the normal process of post We see that we get very present in the collection or spending
time to think or Mqsvdman property Bnmayym, Let your Bzhmt, from selfishness to accessories and let inoculation. In
other words, just love feeling a sense of self-preservation and survival picture is. M Zlk Feels natural and the human
(or in life in general.) And with all the horns and Which leaves it to the poets and mystics Hand of material and
scientific phenomena and undeniable Is rather remarkable. Henceforth to our other female lover, or the opposite sex
with charm and Attractions passionate and is not a hobby, but every good purpose and will be included. Intention is
that as a simple single photo, all the objectives and the origin of life Activities of human physical and mental we have
a gathering. Including food, Clothing and Shhvat sexual instinct, emotion, taste, art, and material credit Affairs
Note
1. Psychologique
Page 15:
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Spiritual, physical and psychological (and physiological Psykvlvzhyk) or carnal miles. Apparently this Generalization
error and facilitate the way we have gone. Because the manifestations of life is very active and Tha Except where
these activities of the purposes and issues that interest or need to be human, Does not originate. The day a person
and a desire to taste what is not of any practical
Does not. 0.5 -1 need Now if you consider that the desire to seek love and when that person loses
In need of his or catchy feel the opposite side (namely the need to open Yknv But that is the need to confront the
man is feeling and stimulation), We say that the source and origin of all manifestations of life and active Tha is no
need Life is needed. With the difference being that the latter Ghyrzndh No sense of hunger or thirst, or lack of and
need not Ynmayd general. He claims there is. "Out" but the first thing that needs to
Page 16:
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Page 17:

Chapter 2
A Few Words of Life

We said love and worship. Enough. Speech is not the end and be rid of it. Poetry with repetition Leza Nalghyb Hafiz:
Bahri is a measure of love is not alone Hychsh But they die there is not choice. Go head man thermodynamics.
Thermodynamics us to see what the land borders. Of course, the first start of human life.
Page 18:
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0.1 -2 orbit life And filling the deficit and without prejudice "need" of human (and in general any living organism) to
resolve That feels itself, and the rush to move in and demand comes. Purpose seems to And preys lover or blends.
The fire of love or need or appetite, he gradually reduced Be. Peace and settlement and satisfaction and depression
in other words, he obtained Be. Turns off. May even go to sleep. Thus a period or a cycle of actions to head home his
life purpose
Appears. Thermodynamics called a small circuit during makes. Circuit or garlic Packet, first it was stillness, and
strength was needed appeared, causing the need Movement and were active, and joiner work leads to success, the
concession activity (Results were terminated and this became the stillness. (Forms 1
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pv coordinates

Seek or need it appeared extremely leaves. After a while (in the Source o Activity begins. Activity and demand is
increasing both in until (a and A points Browse a review is needed to find discount. (B and B activity reaches a
maximum (around Can. The low activity can finally be achieved Browse and off (points
Page 19:
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Supposed that this small circuit for all living creatures to the incessant  D. M. Death (or to sleep at night and death,
like winter Khva price) and may be repeated 1 say. However, "a singular orbit" or "circuit element of life is simple or
compound is Degree of need and longing and love stronger activity is more severe and longer perform Been, the
circuit will Dartr domain. Which we have called it arrogance, representing the amount of work that a person (or if p
Available) on the way to the Beloved collected per unit time gives the circuit area Show time), the equivalent activity
or something that v) v and p coordinates oabcd While the circuit element has to perform for the beloved.

Yknv only need to have, and such a simple food adequacy of their lives May call, own lifetime exclusive and limited to
a singular orbit above will not. Needs Numerous and diverse and are found consecutively.
Firstly, to supply any need to be simple primary circuit to separate during (May in time become the consistent and
ink). Secondly (point) after an order to come to drink and needful satisfied Were stagnant, such as not being equally.
Hunger, thirst, need oxygen, etc. Sraghshan comes back. So that the collection should be open to new needs and
demands Fall to the hands and feet. Thirdly environment in which agents live and brings the issues recently They face
the changes, problems, risks, etc, this also forced to pay Performed during the reaction or defensive circuits are. That
may be separated from
Be. A, v and p or main circuit and it coupled with increased
Note
1. Cycle elementaire de la vie
Page 20:
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Raba (sensitive points) circuit elements in terms of the above is true External activities and emerging needs in terms
of internal disturbances is blocked and this inactivity Is leading, but always an influence and change the interior (and
sometimes In addition, existing outside) leaves the same arrangements and the emergence and growth The new
structure within the existing (and in the external environment) is. The members or For his part, needs the new
organization and new Drkhvas Thay shall require That lead to proliferation and the development and sequencing
circuit is. For example, a drop from the ommunity of male and female gametes is true, is an animal Cellular and need
to potluck. Movements and activity with low to attract and Food disposal. But the result of feeding can immediately
start Anqsam. A two-cell and cell Four thousand cells and cell was a colony established that the nutritional needs It is
far worse than the main drop. Then simply become uniform, Mjv  F. and Ghyrmtqarn be. Cells with the situation
inside out has changed and therefore Need different types of activities they can find. Rather than gradually during the
scenarios Embryonic, cell and tissue function, each requires different needs and requirements and Different if the
baby has come out and wide open environments with high risk Ghyrmanvs Are facing. This time he needs air, water,
food and protection against cold and Heat and environmental factors. For they cry when he does not need to bring
milk. Instead of warm and soft and his occasional Ngahdarnd Fzvlatsh lift. But some day when Eye and ear over and
opened for him, if in addition to the above equipment entertainment See and hear do not cry will provide. Than
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those who feed him and Intimacy to play next to him if found to be around and cry to foreigners Makes strange. Will
find the need to socialize. Slowly slowly grown feet and hands Child while trying to get equipment and objects and
throwing and walking Falls. Ten times the stairs rises and falls. Objects at hand if he is Enough to bend their will and
right to reach them after the harvest forward Can throw away from him again need to be prowling. Thus Zlatsh is
strong and stands on the foot. Strong muscle movements, and other games
Page 21:
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New toys and more shall require and demand. During this time course, and other languages Senses he is left
unemployed. Grows and the word goes back Hmshbt and learn. Of his curiosity is stimulated. The personality and
self-esteem is gaining. Age That reached maturity in his original need appears. Until married and Child is not owner of
batch Plan looks at low interest, but that the parent Mother was particularly strong feelings straight to the child sees
him Many efforts to make and present operations. Emotional development of children with the song Instead, be
renewed and strengthened and refined child Ygrdd M. ... As well as to life. Far above that in spite of prolongation and
troubling speech reader, and sample stage Brief emergence and proliferation requirements and Sh Abtlahay Qha and
was consecutive, all individual Was dedicated. Transduction in individual communities and their organization is up
joint ... Such short fortune telling and the creation and public life in head Is living, just defective and needs to be and
always remain incomplete and needy. However the need for removing and collecting the desired or can rush first
lover Ahtyajsh For always not saturated and supply, will occur again. And secondly, any progress and growth Need a
geometric progression on the need arise. No matter how open horizons of life and Further forward, more needs. If
the environment for human needs and problems Investigate and explore new faces defeat in person before, Desire
brings new shower. According to Baba Taher naked: G's and seen both the heart cry of the heart sees what he had
learned Nyshsh Zpvlad make dagger to the heart of my wife had to be free Or interpreted wisely and Lvknt Dvnvyy a
beautiful life of a consecutive series Imbalance conditions (dissatisfaction) has been arranged. So that the constant Tb
was always in demand and tries to find growth and development. Wherever satisfaction Balance between
environment and type of established, where evolution stopped Ygrdd M..
0.3 -2 meaning of life
Note
1. Le conte du Noly
Page 22:
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So the need for life. When the need for activity and appetite is there. The life Is. Gradually the need and appetite and
desire and love are low, the growing aging goes. Finally, appetite and enthusiastically and love young. But joy of life
and activity Both young. When all appetite and taste and desires were silent, when death is Like Jmadat ... Difference
between young and old with the dead is not alive at this weight with less material Be. Or old dead weight and not the
substance is not lost, but the degree requirements and He dreams of the weak or has vanished. Life is the hope
Which makes up. Of course, need and desire Mnbs internal situation and the existing building Is vital, but finally the
power and facilities primarily a function of love and hope Is. If the defect and therefore need not and need not
Zayandeh action and love, the life of Not all the way to there not passed across: Shqym home and no monk Zsrhd
Yet despite all this climate to come my way If problems in love before and after sperm was little love to become
young Rashid Were not human eyes and ears open and did not. Azadmanesh march and not learned. Him Such
creation was not cheap to provide their own road to the left or B Hrast normal life
Go
Note:
1. L AS   the future but while Ella M.  Nsan  N Ald   every trick of thy  Shyya M.  Zkvra.  or non Khlqnah  M
N  Ntfh Amshaj  ﺛ ﻡ Nbtlyh  Fj  AS  Lnah  Q  Mya B   Syra or the ill-Nah  de  the   Als  Bill or  M.   or
shock to you and   M.  or Kfvra (universe / 1: whether the man's name and address when urgently In no time. We
drop him from the tangled complex have created, then we infected B Hgrftarysh, until He made a hearer and a seer.
Then we guide him or whether Shaker and Hbrdar or disbelieve in the favor of and Denied.
Page 23:
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The main human capital in the valley of love and wishes is a request. Almost Internal energy stored in all of human
existence Frakhvr what happens not to ask of him They will demand answers. Maythll afford and use, especially with
the treasury which Second nature is infinite. Because everything is in pain is:
Notify me of that pain is your pain medication in the two world Tvast John Pain Nothing is a pain treatment,
treatment principles will Vank·h he bases his life
Note:
1. Holy Lord in prayer Camille virtuous states: A.  Ghfrl   N M K Lai  Mel   or  La Ald  A’ and  Arh  M. M N 
 R. S.   the property  Paced (but please forgive him who possessed nothing and thanks Thumb B Hksy hope that
gets cold). Ĥ Alrj 2. Imam Sajjad (AS) in one of the prayers seeking Havaeji Scriptures states:  and county  Algh 
from straw and M. A.  not  Tsbbhm But you  Alfqr and  from the  M. Alfqr or  Lake (whom you need and
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without means of need and poverty, and they raised their
To achieve the poverty and need from you are.)
Page 24:
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Chapter 3
Thermodynamics of Life

Page 25:

Thermodynamics is a science that more than 132 years of my life Ygzrd it. For Carnot Machinery and equipment for
steam power generation (mechanical force) into the heat Work, this knowledge is remarkable. And his studies on the
relationship between these two energy - The heat and work - and the exchange ratio (balance coefficient) are
obtained. Conditions "Carnot" essential work of heat production and efficiency (efficiency) heat machine own ideals
Has expressed. Thermodynamics has announced two principles: The first principle, the principle of survival and
stability of energy - the energy and non constant creation and destruction Is. What man or nature will be carried out
if the energy conversion from If other delivery systems is also. The second principle, the principle of aging or
degradation of energy - while energy and Thvy Tbdy Lha Lha of An effective value to be stagnant amendeth post. If
the lowest temperature The heat Anrzhyst whatever degree is lower than is inefficacious. Energy Remains constant in
terms of quantity but in quality degradation shall. Accordingly, thermal machines statute and regulations (and the
reverse in Cooling machine producing cold) was prepared. Considering that the production and energy conversion
machines unique steam and combustion and cooling And not in other industrial operations, and natural
transformation of energy into the foot (especially Mediation with heat) comes in between the principles of
thermodynamics and the results in other Hhay Rasht Industry and especially in physics and later chemistry and
favorable results were used as income Was. Principle of thermodynamics two Qalzkr Fu and formulas relevant
energies and opening keynote Password their relationship was (the light - electricity - radiation - chemical, even
nuclear energy, etc. On earth or in heaven).
Page 26:
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Life is activity in the heat too. The thermodynamics as well. 0.1 -3 nosy thermodynamics in natural sciences It is
evident that the circuit element life simple circuits containing a verb and Interaction and exchange are not simple.
Works that are upon them and the emergence Mtrtb Members and new arrangements, all of the evil is very, very
detailed and difficult. This In its general subject scholars Biology (Biology) and dissection (anatomy) And Zoological
(Zyvlvzhy) and enter the details of physics and chemistry topics Especially organic chemistry is. Our competence and
the right to enter this information and Necessary to discuss developments and how relevant do not Tbdlat. From evil
We are. Thermodynamics is a science that, even on machines "watch" out Heating and industrial Asbabhay more or
less artificial and his descendants are, interference And they did not pay attention to the interior, that does not work,
for example engine discussed with Piston and cylinder or rotary Hhay P. R. . Speed and size and manner how it is.
Thermodynamics wrapping machine pulled away view mode in fluid input and output Device shall. Issued and
incoming energies account keeps. Exchange of Device itself can study abroad development. Next to these exchanges
and The results should be the income was, to his dignified sustentation two principles firmly comments Will and shall
confirm or Tvsy of ... "Consultative" Thermodynamics is not the first time in his head made crock other sciences
Wants to sniff out what to spread their work released on the head, and evil Laws that they after years of extensive
experience with complex inference Expressions Hand made, Under a simple mathematical formula to put the field
and Vsyl Jlvyshan of use and Astntajhay give next. Electricity in heating, melting and extraction of the metals in
Thermal radiation and chemistry and a verb and its bilateral Anfalhay this work has. What is a barrier in experimental
biology and even an active economic and moral Thay Man may call faith! Young science of thermodynamics. Dreams
of youth are not fault!
Note:
1. If you already have others here, but poor thing has not come better, Alfzl Llmtqdm.
Page 27:
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So in no way involved in the life of shoes you do not want to foot and scholars Byvlvzhystha Natural and even Fyzysyn
Shymyst of Bnmayym. Ask yourself this very small circuits with life domains and courses Thousands of different and
perhaps millions of times daily or annual human relationships (and any existing Living) environment is out of place
during the incidence and the emergence of various activities Is, its energy Where to be and where? Under what
principles and Is regulation? What are the results? 0.2 -3 compared Because of this, which enter the details and
quality of vital activity and if Nshvym Could also seems to wash with a never ending variety of critical actions, by the
formula General impossible simple unit is forced to express the interplay of vital resorted to Comparison and analogy
al. Because prejudice and comments external relations with existing or desired His lover (who is out) is, qualitatively,
the internal operation of the device (ie Body) in terms of thermodynamics and has no significance. Compared to
which resort you'll get In terms of protests and foreign exchange is true, in general would be acceptable. Living in the
last stage of analysis a number of chemical elements Simple, such as oxygen, Yydrzhn, carbon, nitrogen, etc., was
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established in Hand. Tissue, nothing except Organic chemical compounds are not. Also vital operations (especially
opinion Materialist s) a series of action and chemical Anfalhay. Leading to extremely detailed and Complex.
Therefore, we present a collection of live chemical or organization (Shymyk system) For comparison, and we
compared one of the simplest act, for example chemistry and Anfa Lhay Combination of oxygen and Yydrzhn we
consider are: Independent elements. Propertied. No origin alone (O oxygen (2 Namely that the independent element
(H act and no energy source is not. But when the Yydrzhn (2 Is certain to face, if normal conditions, the opening
movement and the effect of any update Does not. However, high temperature or in the vicinity of the catalyzer in the
proper environment Favorable, these two elements together has grappled fills and super heat
Page 28:
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(If the frequency of blast material and very favorable conditions) have been appearing, in combination Is emerging.
(H2O) with their new properties emerging body of water called
H2 + 1/2O2 → H2O + 68,320 calories
After which the resulting heat was dispersed again and the recession appears to be cold. Water Resulting also in turn
may object, for example chlorine in the fall and another circuit and To renew the product. Similarly so on. Exists.
"Affinity" to say Shymyst between oxygen and Yydrzhn We say about living between existing and desired object he
needs or  Alyh Need or desire and love there. That very large scale sophisticated substitute a life Has the same
affinity. If the oxygen affinity and Yydrzhn them fascinated Mnjzm have in one another, during combined heat and
motion appears. Living in desirable or prowling their beloved activity before heat They were concealed in secret and
finally manifested joiner reached lover, then cold Are. Meanwhile, the joiner, or marriage relationship and that such a
simple combination of oxygen and Yydrzhn is, that the new body, new cells or tissue and new members or
Physiological conditions and is Psykvlvzhyk appears. Of course, in this case, the interaction formula is so simple and
straightforward combination of water But is not very complicated. And in particular may waste a lot of branches 2
and Be accompanied. But that is the basis and general. Especially from abroad, and Thermodynamic terms compared
to fully adaptive seems. 0.3 -3 where energy comes from: The main question that applied where vital water and feed
energy required for this motion And cases where supply is Blajvab stay.
Notes
1. Complexe
2. Dechets
Page 29:
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Whether a source and a source of metaphysical and spiritual essence of something vital Is blown? It helps the
environment? It even as an isolated system Critical operations on their own internal practices and foreign exchange
that the algebraic set Is zero if they Ygyrd M? NO. Exactly like the analogy above organisms expressing the energy
required for activities that In hunting or killing enemy Sydkrdn or to obtain or build the beloved object and B.
Generally achieve Hmnzvr put to work from their leave is placed. Capital And internal energy for two Yhay that B. M.
Yryznd Hkharj. Here, like compound Repulsive interaction calefactory Alhrart or H2 + 1/2O2 3 and put the same
inoculation He has his weak (ie, hungry) and the need has again forced the circuit during Another is to provide fresh
material from outside Rome as Qdar (ten energy) into Maythll Acquire and store energy. Of them (A> These circuits
all circuits open area was positive. (0 Disposal is out of energy. And any combination of heating or other C + O 2 H2 +
1/2O As the composition of two Concealed internal energy or energy derived compound, less than total energy
Energy internal elements are issued and energy with opposite sign "Energy joiner» 4 call. Here the energy or the socalled spiritual connection "connection Negative weaken and fall in love with the discount is cold Hhay internal.
Leading to internal investment and demand as long as the exposure was not lost, Underground storage impoverish
was no incidence and emergence. Someone (even themselves Person) was not aware of it. Meeting of the beloved
and demand and thus favorable Conditions, the matter to the Judiciary and the Judiciary to act income. Hidden or
concealed mode mode Potential and potential energy into kinetic energy to create the kinetic energy can be.
Notes
1. Systemes isoles
2. Energie interne
3. Exothermique
4. Energie de liaison
Page 30:
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Now if you question the sense of appetite or interest in or need love Azkja comes? From there, we answer that
oxygen affinity and thus made Yydrzhn (If you do not take blame, so are created) that such and such possibility and
affinity There is talent in them. (Of course, they may be the possibility and potential of Atoms and electrons and their
ancestors have been.) Configuration and desired living or
They loved so well arranged that such demands appear Vshq Maby breads Be. Sometimes a side attraction, the
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duplex was sometimes true: what good without Gr love both  Q R without imposing come true. Hope this vague
answer is do not take too much blame, because over there so Is. Electric attraction, attraction of gravity, electrons,
collections, etc. constellation. Mill is one of the dancers takes every bit of each particle to a particular destination G
fire to wind up the soil from wind G month following planetarium to the top If the desire is the desire to know what is
truth in the cavalry regiment
This is a strong desire to gain such insight into love and to be followed in a sinew The first principle of
thermodynamics in terms of stability and survival of primary energy, accounting Vital activity of existing circuits
closed. Energy comes not from above, not Heterogenesis is produced is not mortal. Using existing reserve those
former Has gained self-inoculation and delivery similar to M. Ygzard Thvy Lhay Dyabatyk 2 will do…
Notes:
1. From wild Bafgh
2. Dyabatyk like to say that the delivery or collection system without heat exchange with the outside and spend Its
internal energy (or energy acquisition Ghyrhrarty) be done. Also, without wastage and loss, ie the difference Funds to
complete the so-called thermodynamic reaction and to fully carry out Mtqablh. Reactionary Ie, the pressure
difference within the system and there is no disturbance in the system against external pressure Particles into the
system is equal and opposite pressures are expressed. Work so that all foreign forces Reactionary form of energy
(such as being compressed gas cylinders) to be stored in the system. This being the Mtqablh That temperature and
pressure differences between inside and outside of other factors, is extremely small. So if the outside power in the
abbreviated change and reverse the difference between work Photo taken inside to give out energy.
Page 31:
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Noticeable point is that some activities and power of person which will update Will depend on the interest rate and
that love has to find is good. True Energy is necessary to express the inner person and can be extracted, but human
existence Ie, body weight and energy is stored Yhay facilities Anrzhtyk life
Shall determine. To infinite possibilities in this regard may also be. There lover Capital is unknown and the unknown
talents and appears to love drawing That talent will enter the judiciary to act. If the natural balance and agreement
Between love and establish indigenous lover was ready to love and vision and near complete To be loved, may be
about energy and the effects of the above Nature and habits of thought to be miraculous. (This coming season Will
be brighter). 0.4 -3 is frail Ftyr Now that know the origin and source of energies needed for the smallest active vital
Thay Internal assets are living. And thus the demand and bustle that Available only to appear desirable and beloved,
but also improve the growth and development Will, we can look at the issue from a higher horizon than all and has
We generalize it to human purposes and certainly clear that this general principle to bring the faith Man what's up
and provide what is desired and placed Ngzard kindly " 1. And creation of life on the circuit is that what the person "is
not reached And his favorite is the (wealth, time, place, comfortable, and finally Tmkn body and soul) Does not use,
to hide and will not receive a new stage and stage Growth and perfection will be achieved. Effort and costs that
others do for humans Orbit would be that someone out there is closed and therefore can not Result for the Interior
and Finance is his real. Obviously, when two others provide
Note
Giovane Tnalva c t  Tnf  powers  M. M.   B or Th van  "0.1 Al-Omran / 92: Never to achieve good and you will
not be good unless you love what you spend."Ella Tzr  Vazr   recent Vzr conducted. And lick it    L La La  
Nsan or our attempts  Q "0.2
Page 32:
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Bnmaynd needs someone as a person than the circuit during the life Will. And in the rear of the activities and benefits
will be vital. Shed and B Hkar property and throwing personal belongings (including credit and real) Firstly, as de  
and Ron D. M.  metabolism and action while internal combustion and heating materials Stable waste and toxins out
of tissues and the environment makes the body cleans Person shall purify. And secondly, reduction of reserves and
need to make this do-nothing Man and his love and desire to work and bring joy and another step on the road
Growth and perfection pose. Like the weed field with weeds discarding . Weeds and old plants is a result of
purification 0.5 -3 aging If a principle of thermodynamics, and in the world, but the main principle of the survival and
stability, government Did not, the human situation is much better than they had all safely and frequency Days of
grace, like Adam and Eve lived in paradise and Mkhld We become. And technical school students bother to
understand the second principle of thermodynamics Not found, trapped maze filled with ambiguity entropy were
not! Entropy interpretation of mathematical or aging is the second principle of thermodynamics, the principle of
denial First the stability and survival of the energy does not, but all of them to each bowl and Kvz Plan Are
Note
Jam / 38 and 39: Be aware that any cargo load Brnkhvahd another human being, and what the owner But they will try
their "And you   N Q   AS ONE   Q and F   the  Ray" And that therefore he tried to be seen soon. 1. Khz M N
 my   the Wall p.    Dqh Tth   RA and M.  Tzky  The price  Repentance / 103: received alms hanging from
their property. This means they can clean and pollution Yha M. Ynmayy smooth. Quantity of heat in thermodynamics
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is operating. Ie, a type of heat energy, and (S) 2. Entropy Work and energy like electricity and waterfalls, etc., should
be a product of quality factor (such as voltage Water fall waterfall height) in a quantity of agent (eg water) is. Is the
product of two factors. Qualitative difference in the temperature or the temperature level that is considered and
known. Another factor Unfortunately, none of the senses with natural and physical Asbabhay not measurable and
mathematical formula Is deduced, is the entropy or aging.
Page 33:
Love and worship 299
The second principle says that if the cyst Mha exchanges abroad and with its own delivery In principle on a fair
regular, ie without friction and loss and confusion to Do completely reactionary, not only low and high energy is not,
but the value And its effect also not lost, the system can receive this with what is spent Is to act (in circuit) repeat till
Alabd. And each time the value of good work And can be converted into usable energy to be whether to leave.
Unfortunately, as the blameless person in the world is less complete, as well as objects and toys Cow are not perfect.
In friction and disorder and chaos and Domestic waste some energy is always valuable to do that is to Offset against
consumption and domestic waste is reached. Some fraction of each orbit to In terms of useful work to be found. In
other words, the circuit in terms of exchange accounts work, Is not closed properly. Amount of work that goes from
the form of heat instead Post is a high energy comes from. Efficiency (efficiency) can never be one hundred percent.
The primary organisms that are nothing but material systems can not The principle that the aging (ie old) translations
have to be exempted. As Material energy systems Predicate of them delivered by Ghyrartjay Gradually become a
working B Hhrart ability to lose and Are worn and the total energies in the universe too   T and T was granted the
surface The deterioration process, the principle of entropy in the universe to live sensible, general concept Aging and
old age makes the embodied. In animals and humans to prove the second principle of thermodynamics is a waste
operation. Something Is experimental, general, and a Moslem. So far this principle has not taken exception . What
Significant and should be searched, the quality of presentation and how the expression of entropy that
Notes
,
Is Entropy, i.e. what the delivery system of more than reactionary

Thus achieving high temperatures Yrvd M, increases. 1. And M.   M N N   RA  Nnk  Q  the  Yalkhlq F.Ys / 68:
Everyone has a lot to do in life and modes of creation, we wear out pH).
Page 34:
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Results of activities and exchange of vital or living organisms Entropy how progress And what can never be a formula
that entropy function and certain specified device Is expressed. In simple chemical systems, aging is expressed with
words and can be Hzmy Is calculated and compared. After supposedly living in the formula to go back Would be
inconclusive. But now the trouble and inconvenience that the power of the writer Is beyond the reader do not. Evil
we see from the outside is easier. To Instead they point to the low entropy  the subject has read into the formula
and the number We, as we discuss the qualitative. Again, no results will be income.
Page 35:

Chapter 5
Life Force

If ever love and life and general literary language we speak of this to Mathematical formula for the thermodynamic
expression of love and life are going. Grope grope and Len Glngan step is removed. Perhaps other steps Stronger and
take longer.
Page 36:
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0.4 grams of blood in animals (S) -1 increased entropy Animals used to look (one of them is human) body
temperature higher than Is the normal temperature environment. Activities within their temperature constant or
Called the thermodynamics Ayzvtrm occur. Therefore constantly exchange with Outside heat rejection and shall
compensate for heat loss and keep constant Body temperature, so that we do act metabolism. Ie Oxygen by
breathing air that can enter the lungs and red blood cells by the Reaches all parts of the body tissues contain
materials combined with a combustion  the permanent Grmad (Repellent Alhrart) supply. Food animals (in terms of
thermodynamics, which They are animals Ayzvtrm Nmamym) must be a way that results in combination with oxygen
Heat production may call (ie, energy is negative description resulting compounds). On the other hand compounds
calefactory always have lower entropy than the objects Are constituted (eg, Zr entropy of water in the base case, ie
20 degrees 45 calories. If particle entropy / C and atmospheric pressure equal to 11 Is 55 calories). / 24 and a total of
71 / 1 / 2 is equivalent to 5 O 31/21 for the base case for 2 H 2 Because it is clear. Because it resulted from the
combination of heat given out Shall fall. S is, therefore dS <then 0 dQ <is. 0 But if your verb Anfalhay calefactory
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degrees and a high temperature Verb Anfalhay equilibrium (two-way Mtqablh) as recipients, it is natural that as long
as Will be fixed. S combination of heat, but have not lost as with Dyabatyk Because usually the combustion
temperature in degrees and the normal one-way (Ghyrmtqablh) Is performed after surgery in total entropy increases.
Looking back now or animals accustomed to promise ourselves Ayzvtrm: -1 Animal life in the cooler environment and
disposal of heat to the outside shall Cause degradation of her body is entropy. For example, people in every time the
(dQ <0) Average 100 calories to heat and excrete body temperature 37 degrees C is the charge as:

(?)
Page 37:
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Young is 322 units. / Unit of entropy is lost. Or in other words 0 Unfortunately the only thing that reduces the entropy
is one. Other actions Raise it. -2 Nutrition and supplement the evacuation operation, because in general causes the
minerals And relatively simple organic materials (vegetable or animal organisms easier (NaCl) as Man) enters the
body, instead of organic compounds found in greater detail the body out. And simple compounds generally have
higher entropy repellent compounds Alhrart Levels are high, so this operation, import and export entropy
differentials Mabh Remains in the body.
-3 Practice breathing and other internal Lhay Anfa verb, so that as noted above, S levels in normal temperature as is
done unilaterally increase Be. -4 Mechanical body activities. Without quality change and want to enter the verb and
Chemical Anfalhay very long and how muscles work to produce tissue step mechanism, Same magnitude as the
production and transfer of M. Ygvyym always coupled with friction and Atla Fhayy That is the product temperature,
this practice also causes raise the entropy Is. (Car body heat due to thermodynamic machine is a low interest And
paragraph 55 so that the first volume of thermodynamics described industrial efficiency, it 3%, and severe activity /
0% unemployment or at bedtime, when the normal gait 3 6% respectively. Asymptote in performance / mechanical
means for runners and only five working machine Mabh around 7% to 7% margin of 100% heat becomes entirely.
Although this Is not zero and temperature dT Hkharj B is poured, but as between body and environment Makes
progress. In addition, the temperature of S, the exchange will not be Mtqablh A lot of work to be poured out into a
heat and energy that They are. S in the tissues increased -5 Other body activities. Practice development and
proliferation of cells and tissue growth and members Because reproductive coupled with simple organic materials
into organic matter such as very detailed protein Etc., and apparently must calefactory Tnz Ldhndh aging, but
because the unilateral
Page 38:
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Are carried out (never been seen to perform fetal Qhqhra garlic and children Be. S return to her parents) Open
namely increased Psykvlvzhyk and intellectual activities (mental) to have such a diagnosis that causes Changes in
body temperature or brain and produce additional heat Nmygrdnd. Now in effect or
Precision and elegance neural activity heat production of about savings Hgyry May be less, or no mental and
intellectual activities as their name Tvrk·h Mental feed material have been laid. In short, if the acts 2 and 3 do not
Ghyrartjay Ygrft, an act They will be compensated in this regard and the body remains constant entropy. However,
conditions Normal conditions of life, a total of constant entropy body and this trend is About the entropy of the
system and represent the age of the animal or person is aging. Entropy unit or the body relative Entropy: Entropy
quotient of total weight Man. Of course, the baby is extremely weak. Because most sperm joint compounds Is. But
soon shall progress. The relative activity is as much more progress The relative entropy will be higher. In the fetal
period and after the children and young people Power cell proliferation and tissue growth and active foreign Thay are
extremely high, Entropy is a severe progressive and perhaps the remaining life of between one and feed angle
Tangent curve entropy relationship found. Genital gametes and sperm, which are cells of a sequence of interaction
and Series into a long mineral and organic material after simple organic matter to simple materials More detailed and
protein and protoplasm and nucleus and delivered into cells are obtained. Such that the composition of the extract
and comprehensive full body materials are, because each These compounds calefactory entropy comes down, germ
cell minimum relative entropy Will. This point also say that Byvlvzhys Tha experience and believe that death Closing
an animal or human body that public organizations and the general circulation verbs As a result, some vital parts of
sensitive corruption or some Gyrkrdn currents occurred Be. And the system lost his Mahngy work falls. So that if
Page 39:
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Member to correct defective or retention difficulties and the high build, Back to Life Will be possible. This experience
has been repeatedly. Death of a person's death Public body is not the minor's death. Ie before Frdfrd body die, Your
device and they are denied public cooperation. Minutes and after the death of Sa Tha Person or animal is seen in the
muscle tissue and internal heart or stomach, kidney Movements and their secretions continue growing and gradually
go silence. Also Keep complete tissue or cells isolated from animals living in environments Favorable containing foods
and that they were poisons and waste Secreted from cells is common practice to disposal. Here might be the result
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Cells were living inside the body fluids and the environment because no difference in degree Will. And so that future
seasons will be discussed in S is heat, no progress Maybe life was extremely possible for them is acceptable. 0.2 -4
energy or energy efficient a useful animal Ayzvtrm Energy being concealed from the energy and entropy we talked, a
few words from Jaysh say that is true here. Effective or useful energy, which credibility (W) «Effective Also called
"work function 2" different concepts and use cases, names have multiple B and Han Chemical thermodynamics is the
Guide have found special importance in determining Zyqymty For the interaction and balance, etc. is three.
Therefore, thermodynamics, life
Notes
1. Energie utilisable
2. Work Function
And energy (U) energy difference between general internal system, (W = U - TS) 3. Effective or useful energy system
The amount of energy or capital system that could be converted to work. W is (TS) system Ghyrmfyd Is used and the
effect shows. Simply put the above two principles of thermodynamics and the total expressions removed W is as
much more than U is obtained. So that whatever had Yshvd M (Q) heat Will be less. Produce the system entropy W
Thvylhay Ayzvtrm and reactionary system is more Is and vice versa: W equal degradation dA =-d (U-TS) But if the
system can automatically change Ghyrartjay, produce less than effective energy will be reduced Chemical
thermodynamics system which are under constant change and interaction (dA <-d (U-TS) May be minimized (in
Thvylhay reactionary W When the balance has already indicated that its final stage.
Page 40:
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Can not service the source. Because the vital activities of friendly animals Like all chemical interaction that gradually
released in the environment occurs or
As a connection is done in ovens, has been subject to Ayzvtrm.
dA - dW
And certainly it is between growth and life and power and other vital facilities available
Living close relationships are established. 4 we saw that the relative entropy function of animal age was climbing.
Section 1 Constantly with an average rise. Now the fact that the relative internal energy T in the case of fixed
combination of existing public bodies and remains constant Is. W causes the gradual degradation of S is fixed and
permanent, the permanent progress Effective useful energy or relative energy relative decline of the animal
constantly growing, continuous power Activities of foreign and domestic actions (proliferation and growth and
production) is decreased. Extent the problem of physiological age of two that Dr. Alexis Karl 3 W in this regard
Defines remembers. Dr. Carl for animals and humans in addition to age When a calendar of foreign contract is a
normal age-related self- The existing definition. The late Dr. wound healing period, which of course depends on
Multiply rapidly and produce cells and tissue with its long and short Nha Jva Pyrha Long index, age or actual
physiological age Ygyrd M.. It is evident that The chronological age is associated with age, but is not consistent. A
person 30 years old Less worn and do not be a good and lively, physiological age may He leaves less than 25 years
younger. Cells of fetal tissue or when the child M. Ygzarnd chowder special view is growth rate and proliferation
Extraordinary show. Multiply rapidly in young mild and very mild Pyrha
Notes
Zero and the minimum is Ghyrartjay) - see Chapter 5 Book Industrial thermodynamics or better
Samuel Glasstone-Thermodynamics for Chemists: Book it
1. Continu
2. Age physiologique
3. Dr. Alexis Carrel
Page ##:
(add)
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Thermodynamics of love
In human thermodynamics, the thermodynamics of love is the study of how the laws of thermodynamics explain the
process of two people falling in love or being in love.

Overview
The subject of the thermodynamics of love is one of the least studied fields in human thermodynamics, owing to its
notorious difficulty. The first to give a pre-thermodynamics dissection of the topic was German polymath Johann
Goethe who in 1799 began developing a theory of human chemistry in which human relationships are chemical
reactions in which people, as chemical entities, attract and reply, neutralize each other, separate again, and
reestablish themselves according to the laws of affinity chemistry or specifically according to the force of chemical
affinity, symbol "A". In 1882, German physicist Hermann Helmholtz, in his “On the Thermodynamics of Chemical
Processes”, showed that measurement of chemical affinity is the negative of the free energy change; which in
modern terminology translated to the fact that for freely going, surface attached, earth-bound reactions, at standard
conditions, the following equation is the equation of love:
A = –ΔG
specifically affinity is the negative of the Gibbs free energy change ΔG of of the reaction or process of love, in lay
speak. In 1995, as a chemical engineering thermodynamics student, American engineer Libb Thims began to muse
one how one would go about using Gibbs free energy change to predict between the successfulness of two or more
potential marriage reactions, between one person and two or more potential mates, similar to how physical chemists
use Gibbs free energy measurements to determine the energetic feasibility of all chemical reactions. [1] In circa 2000,
American physicist Christopher Hirata outlined a similar model to Goethe and Thims, in what he called the
“thermochemical approach to relationships”, modelling pairing reactions of college student bodies using an
equilibrium constant model. [2]
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In 2001, American computational chemist David Hwang wrote his article
“The Thermodynamics of Love”, for his college magazine, outlining how
people combine in pairs according to Gibbs free energy determinants, and
was the first to do so graphically, using a reaction coordinate, energy
surface diagram, depicting the change in Gibbs free energy of a reacting
pair over time. [3] In 2009, Indian chemist Surya Pati blogged the article
“The Thermodynamics of the Human Bond”, outlining how the
attachment of two unattached restless people, defined as “chemical
molecules”, will stabilized in a bond owing to a free energy decrease. [4]
In 2009, science teacher David Ng wrote a song about the
thermodynamics of love. In 2013, Columbian microbiologist and cancer
researcher Andres Florez published a blog entitled “Thermodynamics of
Love” which attempts a thermodynamics of love conceptualized approach
to explain love and relationships via a mixture of John Gottman’s The
Mathematics of Love (2005) and protein thermodynamics. [5]

See also
● Chemistry of love
● Physics of love
American computational chemist David
Hwang's 2001 free energy surface graphs for
"favored" and "unfavored" male-female
reactions. [3]
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Thermodynamics
quotes
In thermodynamics history, thermodynamics quotes
are famous thermodynamics quotations or noted
statements which have been repeated so much that
they have gained a certain level of fame. These are
shown below arranged in a loose order of precedence
and by ranked order of commonality of occurrence,
and or humorous aspect

Passes
The following are quotes on the number of times one
has to go through the subject of thermodynamics
before one understands it:
“Thermodynamics cannot be fathomed in all its
profundity in a single pass.”

American physical chemist Gilbert Lewis' famous "broad highway of
thermodynamics" quote. [2]

— Joseph Kestin (1966), A Course in Thermodynamics [31]

“Thermodynamics is a funny subject. The first time you go through it, you don't understand it at all. The second time
you go through it, you think you understand it, except for one or two small points. The third time you go through it,
you know you don't understand it, but by that time you are so used to it, it doesn't bother you anymore.”
— Arnold Sommerfeld, when asked why he had never written a book on the subject (c.1950) [11]

If by the third time, one goes though thermodynamics, one is in a state of unbothered consciousness about lack of
complete understanding, the question remains as to what number of times one has to go through the subject before
absolute mastery is obtained seems remains an open ended question—even the great Willard Gibbs, left unfinished
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things to write, such as tentative draft unpublished writing for a section on entropy as mixed-up-ness.

Humorous
The following are quotes with humorous aspects to them:
“With thermodynamics, one can calculate almost everything crudely; with kinetic theory, one can calculate fewer
things, but more accurately; and with statistical mechanics, one can calculate almost nothing exactly.”
— Eugene Wigner (date) [27]

“Luddites and anti-intellectuals do not master the differential equations of thermodynamics or the biochemical cures
of illness ... they stay in thatched huts and die young.”
— Edward Wilson, On Human Nature (1978) [9]

Newly found
The following are newer additions:
“For the second law, I will burn at the stake.”
— Heinz London, comment made to H. Montgomery during his time at Harwell [1]

“Frequent unqualified references to the principle of minimum entropy production, [are] quite often used to bolster
teleological arguments.”
— Irvin Richardson (1968) [28]

“[We] do not feed on negentropy [like] a cat laps up milk."
— Linus Pauling (1987) [25]

“I am, and ever will be, a white-socks, pocket-protector, nerdy engineer—born under the second law of
thermodynamics, steeped in the steam tables, in love with free-body diagrams, transformed by Laplace, and
propelled by compressible flow. As an engineer, I take a substantial amount of pride in the accomplishments of my
profession.”
— Neil Armstrong (2000), in a rare February public appearance (link), comment to America’s National Press Club (link)

Human thermodynamics
See main: Human thermodynamics quotes

The following are noted quotes related to thermodynamics applied to questions of human concern, human existence,
or human experience:
“Indeed, the true role of entropy in that great circle of sciences, including sociology, which may be classified as the
energetic sciences, is far broader and more important than even these words may indicate.”
— Sidney Reeve (1907), “The Question of Entropy” (see: what is entropy debate) [26]

“If thought is capable of being classified with electricity, or will with chemical affinity, as a mode of motion, it seems
necessary to fall at once under the second law of thermodynamics. Of all possible theories, this is likely to prove the
most fatal to professors of history.”
– Henry Adams (1910), A Letter to American Teachers of History [23]

“What can one say about the philosophical bravado, the cosmic effrontery, the sheer panache of this ailing
philosopher with one foot in the grave talking down the second law of thermodynamics? It is a scene fit to set
alongside the death of Socrates.”
— Robert Richardson (2007) on William James' derogation of Henry Adams' 1910 A Letter to American Teachers of History. [10]

“The world has signed a pact with the devil; it had to. It is a covenant to which everything, even every hydrogen
atom, is bound. The terms are clear: if you want to live, you have to die. The world came into being with the signing
of this contract. A scientist calls it the second law of thermodynamics.”
— Annie Dillard [24]

“He was a practical electrician fond of whiskey, a heavy, red-haired brute with irregular teeth. He doubted the
existence of a Deity but accepted Carnot’s cycle, and he had read Shakespeare and found him weak in chemistry.”
— H.G. Wells (1906), The Door in the Wall, and Other Stories, Lord of the Dynamos [20]

Founding quotes
The following are classic quotes in thermodynamics:
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“The fascination of a growing science lies in the work of the pioneers at the very borderland of the unknown, but to
reach this frontier one must pass over well traveled roads; of these one of the safest and surest is the broad highway
of thermodynamics.”
— Gilbert Lewis and Merle Randall, Thermodynamics and the Free Energy of Chemical Substances (1923) [2]

“A theory is the more impressive the greater the simplicity of its premises, the more different kinds of things it
relates, and the more extended its area of applicability. Therefore the deep impression that classical thermodynamics
made upon me. It is the only physical theory of universal content which I am convinced will never be overthrown,
within the framework of applicability of its basic concepts.”
— Albert Einstein, Autobiographical Notes (c. 1940s) [4]

“A new scientific truth does not triumph by convincing its opponents and making them see the light, but rather
because its opponents eventually die, and a new generation grows up that is familiar with it.”
— Max Planck, on how Boltzmann's statistical thermodynamics and atomic hypothesis triumphed over those as Ernst Mach and
others of the energetics school (c. 1947) [18]

“The concept of an independent system is a pure creation of the imagination. For no material system is or can ever be
perfectly isolated from the rest of the world. Nevertheless it completes the mathematician’s ‘blank form of a
universe’ without which his investigations are impossible. It enables him to introduce into his geometrical space, not
only masses and configurations, but also physical structure and chemical composition. Just as Newton first
conclusively showed that this is a world of masses, so Willard Gibbs first revealed it as a world of systems.”
— Lawrence Henderson, The Order of Nature: An Essay (1917) [5]

Second law | Entropy quotes
See main: Entropy quotes

The following are quotes related to the second law or entropy in general:
“The second law is the most metaphysical laws of physics since it points out without interposing symbols, without
artificial devices of measurements, the direction in which the world is going.”
— Henri Bergson, Creative Evolution (1907)

“Entropy is an extremely baffling conception. It is sometimes erroneously treated as if it were simply a statistical, a
probable, or thermodynamic factor, without any material basis. Its material basis is almost never defined and is
seldom even alluded to in books on thermodynamics.”
— Albert Mathews (1927), The Nature of Matter, Gravitation, and Light [1]

“If someone points out to you that your pet theory of the universe is in disagreement with Maxwell’s equations —
then so much the worse for Maxwell's equations. If it is found to be contradicted by observation — well, these
experimentalists do bungle things sometimes. But if your theory is found to be against the second law of
thermodynamics I can give you no hope; there is nothing for it but to collapse in deepest humiliation.”
— Arthur Eddington, The Nature of the Physical World (1928) [3]

“There’s as many formulations of the second law as there have been discussions of it.”
– Percy Bridgman, The Nature of Thermodynamics (1941) [17]

“A good many times I have been present at gatherings of people who, by the standards of the traditional culture, are
thought highly educated and who have with considerable gusto been expressing their incredulity at the illiteracy of
scientists. Once or twice I have been provoked and have asked the company how many of them could describe the
second law of thermodynamics. The response was cold: it was also negative. Yet I was asking something which is the
scientific equivalent of: Have you read a work of Shakespeare's?”
— C. P. Snow, 1959 Rede Lecture, “The Two Cultures and the Scientific Revolution”. [7]

“One of the most fabled and mystical principles in science.”
— Dennis Overbye (2001) Einstein in Love. [8]

“The second law of thermodynamics has a complicated genealogy.”
— Luis Fernández-Galiano, Fire and Memory: On Architecture and Energy (1982) [12]

“Every question or effect has the right to exist if it does not contradict the second law of thermodynamics”.
— Boris Pavlovich (c.1950) (link)

Other quotes
The following are other noted thermodynamics quotes:
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“It must be admitted, I think, that the laws of thermodynamics have a different feel from most of the other laws of
physics. There is something more palpably verbal about them—they smell more of their human origins. The guiding
motif is strange to most of physics; namely, a capitalizing of the universal failure of human beings to construct
perpetual motion machines of either the first or the second kind. Why should we expect nature to be interested
either positively or negatively in the purposes of human beings, particularly purposes of such unblushingly economic
tinge?”
— Percy Bridgman, The Nature of Thermodynamics (1941) [13]

“Every mathematician knows it is impossible to understand any elementary course in thermodynamics.”
— Vladimir Arnold, “Contact Geometry: the Geometrical Method of Gibbs’ Thermodynamics” (1989) [15]

“All kinds of private metaphysics and theology have grown like weeds in the garden of thermodynamics.”
— Erwin Hiebert, 1966 “The Uses and Abuses of Thermodynamics in Religion”. [16]

“Gentle mathematicians and physicists still cling to their laws of thermodynamics, and are almost epileptic in their
convulsive assurances that they have reached a generalization which will hold good. Perhaps it will. Who cares?”
— Henry Adams, June letter, 1903 [19]

“What in the ever-loving blue-eyed world do these [Ulanowicz's] innocuous comments on thermodynamics have to
do with ecology!”
— Anonymous manuscript reviewer, The American Naturalist (1979); in Growth and Development (1986) by Robert Ulanowicz.

Miscellaneous
The following are miscellaneous oft-repeated quotes with thermodynamics mentions:
“In whatever system where the weight attached to the wheel should be the cause of motion of the wheel, without
any doubt the center of the gravity of the weight will stop beneath the center of its axle. No instrument devised by
human ingenuity, which turns with its wheel, can remedy this effect. Oh, speculators about perpetual motion, how
many vain chimeras have you created in the like quest. Go and take you place with the seekers after gold.”
— Leonardo da Vinci (1494) [32]

“To teach ethnology, the philosophy of history, political economy and the theory of the state, to men who have not
learned these first principles of sociology, is like teaching astronomy or thermodynamics to men who have not
learned the Newtonian laws of motion.”
— Franklin Giddings, The Theory of Sociology (1894)

“The future belongs to those who can manipulate entropy; those who understand but energy will be only
accountants.”
— Frederic Keffer [24]

“The use of thermodynamics in biology has a long history rich in confusion.”
— Harold Morowitz (1992), Beginnings of Cellular Life [34]

Evolution
The following are evolution-related quotes:
“Clausius and Darwin cannot both be right.” | “Can Carnot and Darwin both be right?" [14]
— Roger Caillois, Coherences Aventureuses (1973), [6]

“Who was right, Darwin or Carnot?”
— Fritjof Capra (1996), The Web of Life [30]

Lists
The end chapter of Benjamin Gal-Or's 1974 book Modern Developments in Thermodynamics contains seven-pages of
noted and or historical thermodynamics quotations, selected by Gal-Or, by a number of thinkers, including: [21]
“I hesitate to use the terms ‘first law’ and ‘second law’, because there are almost as many ‘first laws’ as there are
thermodynamicists, and I have been told by these people for so many years that I disobey their laws that now I prefer
to exult in my criminal status and non-condemning names to the concrete mathematical axioms I wish to use in my
outlaw studies of heat and temperature. The term ‘entropy’ seems superfluous, also, since it suggest nothing to
ordinary persons and only intense headaches to those who have studied thermodynamics but have not given in and
joined the professionals.”
— Clifford Truesdell (date) [21]

among others including: Arthur Eddington, John Wheeler, Henri Poincare, Olivier Beauregard, among others. [22]
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Thermodynamics textbooks with humanities
applications
In human thermodynamics education, thermodynamics textbooks with humanities applications, refers to
thermodynamics textbooks that include applications in the humanities, i.e. human thermodynamics material, in one
of its 40+ branches, in their content; known examples are listed below:

List
The following is a listing of known thermodynamics (predominately) textbooks, and to a lesser extent thermal
physics, statistical mechanics (or statistical thermodynamics), and or chemistry (or physical chemistry) textbooks, that
include "thermodynamics applied to the humanities" material:
Year

Textbook

Human thermodynamics branch

Referenc
es
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A Treatise on
1931 Heat: Including
Kinetic Theory of
Matter,
Thermodynamics,
Statistical
Mechanics, and
Thermal Ionisation

● Explained the Maxwell-Boltzmann
distribution of molecular velocities
according to kinetic theory in terms of the
wealth distributions in society.
[10]

Meghnad Saha
(1893-1956)
Indian
astrophysicist
(see: Indian
school)

1964

● Heat death argument for the existence of god (Friedrich Engels)
● Heat death argument against the existence of god (Bazarov)
● Universal origins

[1]

● Philosophical thermodynamics
● Argument for/belief in the existence of God/Creationism
● Universal origins (low entropy state)/Eschatology
● Destiny of humans (second law)

[2]

Thermodynamics
Ivan Bazarov
(1916-2005)
Russian physicist

1973

Fundamentals of
Classical
Thermodynamics
Gordon van Wylen
(1920-)
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American
mechanical
engineer
Richard Sonntag
(1933-2010)
American
mechanical
engineer

1980

● Frederick Rossini ("Chemical Thermodynamics in the Real World", 1971);
the chemical thermodynamic nature of freedom vs security, government
(government thermodynamics), politics (political thermodynamics).
● Rossini debate (2006)

[7]

● Two cultures (C.P. Snow)
● Universal origins/Eschatology/Heat death (Friedrich Engels, Ivan Bazarov)
● Religious thermodynamics (William Inge, Pope Pius XII, Pierre Teilhard)
● Animate thermodynamics (life, origin of life; defunct theory of life)
● Social thermodynamics/Anthropological thermodynamics (Claude LeviStrauss)
● History thermodynamics (Henry Adams)
● Economic thermodynamics (Nicholas Georgescu-Roegen)
● Ecological economics (Herman Daly, Jeremy Rifkin)
● Literature thermodynamics (John Barth, Donald Barthelme, Saul Bellow,
Stanley Elkin, Norman Mailer, Walker Percy, Thomas Pynchon, John Updike)
● Art thermodynamics (Rudolf Arnheim)
● Philosophical thermodynamics (Kyle)
● Psychological thermodynamics (Sigmund Freud)

[3]

Foundations of
College Chemistry
Daniel Barker
Murphy (1928-)
Viateur Rousseau
(1914-2000)

1999
Chemical and
Process
Thermodynamics
Benjamin Kyle
(1927-)
American chemical
engineer

● Economic thermodynamics (Robert Ayres)
● Human thermodynamics (human performance/efficiency in daily existence,
learning (low-entropy learning), work place friction, human friction, social
friction (entropy generation), etc.)
● War thermodynamics

1999
thru
2010
Thermodynamics
an Engineering
Approach
Yunus Cengel

See main: Cengel-Boles human thermodynamics

[4]
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(1955-)
Turkey mechanical
engineer
Michael Boles
(1943-)
American
mechanical
engineer

● Chemical Affinity in 1806
● Human chemical thermodynamics: Elective Affinities; human elective
2004
affinity; human chemical reaction, Goethe's affinity table, Goethe's human
Heterogeneous
Kinetics: Theory of chemistry (Johann Goethe)
Ziegler-NattaKaminsky (chapter
2: Chemical
Thermodynamics)

[6]

Tominaga Keii
(1920-2009)
Japanese chemical
engineer

2003 Fundamentals of
thru Engineering
2010 Thermodynamics
Michael Moran
(c.1950-)
American
mechanical
engineer
Howard Shapiro
(c.1947-)
American
mechanical
engineer

● A few economics problems and life and second law paradox problems;
● Nicholas Georgescu-Roegen (1971), Erwin Schrodinger (1944), Ilya
Prigogine (1971-2003), and Eric Schneider (2005)

[13]
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● Economic thermodynamics (Wayne Saslow)

[5]

● Includes applica ons of thermodynamics and statistical mechanics to areas
such as social networks and finance (Elliott Montroll, Albert-Laszlo Barabasi,
Cesar Hildalgo, Jean-Phillippe Bouchard, Marc Potters, Nassim Taleb, etc.)
● Ising model to social behavior (social Ising model) (Dietrich Stauffer)

[12]

Thermodynamics
Hans Kreuzer
(c.1945-)
Canadian
atmospheric
physicist
Isaac Tamblyn
(c.1983-)
Canadian physicist

2010 Statistical and
Thermal Physics:
With Computer
Applications
Harvey Gould
(c.1941-)
American physicist
Jan Tobochnik
(1958-)
American natural
scientist and
physicist

● Human molecular formula (Libb Thims) [8]

2011

Advanced
Engineering
Thermodynamics
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Kalyan Annamalai
Carlos Silva (coauthor, formula
chapter)
Puri Ishwar
Milind Jog

2012
Engineering
Thermodynamics
and 21st Century
Energy Problems

● HumanThermodynamics.com (Libb Thims)
● Entropy as a social construct (sociological thermodynamics)
● Entropy’s philosophical implications (philosophical thermodynamics)
● Entropy and time (arrow of time)
● Entropy in learning, libraries, rooms, and armies (Cengel-Boles human
thermodynamics)

[9]

Donna Riley

● Henry Adams
● Literature thermodynamics | Bruce Clarke

2014

A Conceptual
Guide to
Thermodynamics
Bill Poirier

2015/
16 Chemical
Thermodynamics:
with Applications
in the Humanities
Libb Thims
(c.1975-)
American
electrochemical
engineer
(see: human

● Full top to bo om step-by-step derivation of chemical thermodynamics
(Parmenides → Otto Guericke → Sadi Carnot → Rudolf Clausius → Willard
Gibbs → Gilbert Lewis → Edward Guggenheim → Fritz Lipmann), with focus
on application to the various fields of the humanities (Johann Goethe →
William Rankine → Lawrence Henderson → Frederick Rossini → Mirza Beg →
modern human free energy theorists).

[11]
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In thermodynamics, thermoeconomics is duel-meaning term originally
defined as use of the science of economics in the improvement and study
of the cost efficiencies of thermodynamical processes, but more recently
meaning the use of the science of thermodynamics in the study of
economies.

Synonyms
Thermoeconomics is a near synonym for both economic thermodynamics,
eco-thermodynamics, and biophysical economics, loosely.

Etymology
The term "thermoeconomics" was coined by American engineer Myron
Tribus and used in a functional sense in relation to cost and efficency as
presented in a 1962 paper that dealt with seawater desalination processes.
[1] The term soon began to be used, essentially within the field of
engineering, as the study of the efficency of energy use in industrial
processes or as the "field that links economic analysis with
thermodynamics". [2] In 1990, German theoretical ecologist Bengt
Mansson was using the term "thermoeconomics" in the two cultures sense
Cover of English mechanical engineer John
of the term. In 2001, social scientist Peter Corning began using the term
thermoeconomics, in a functional sense, as the study of economic systems Bryant's 2009 book Thermoeconomics: a
through the tools of energy and entropy. [3] Life, according to Corning, is a Thermodynamic Approach to Economics. [5]
contingent and labor-intensive activity" in which "energetic profitability is
essential to growth and reproduction". Corning calls this the first law of thermoeconomics.In 2007, similar to Corning,
American chemical engineer Libb Thims defined "thermoeconomics" as that overarching human thermodynamics
discipline, developed by those such as Frederick Soddy (1922), Nicholas Georgescu-Roegen (1971), Philip Mirowski
(1989), and Jing Chen (2005), and others, that thermodynamically studies human societies from an economic point of
view. [4]
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Thermofluids
In science, thermofluids is the joint study of thermodynamics and fluid mechanics integrated into one subject. [1] The
subject as a discipline, taught as part of college curriculum, dates back to at least 1968. [2]
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Thermogen
In science, thermogen, meaning ‘to bring forth heat’, was a hypothetical type of imponderable matter of fire, acting
such that forces of repulsion occurred between the particles of thermogen, and forces of attraction occurred
between thermogen and those of bodies. [1]

Etymology
The term ‘thermogen’, in its original formulation, was defined as an imponderable element of all supporters of
combustion, whether it exists combined with matter, or in a free and uncombined state. [2] The term was coined by
English scientist Ezekiel Walker in 1814, along with the term ‘photogen’, the element of light, the two terms providing
for a tentative theory of combustion and heat and light actions in the voltaic cell. [3] The term seems to have been a
theoretical variant, spinoff, or possibly a synonym, in a sense, of caloric (the matter particle of heat and light). [4]
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Thermometer
In science, a thermometer is a device or instrument for measuring
temperature, or 'degree of heat or cold', the theory of which is
based on the zeroth law of thermodynamics.

History
In circa 240BC, Philo of Byzantium (c.280-220BC) made the first
thermometer-like devices. [11] Philo published a manuscript
describing an experiment in which a tube from a hollow sphere
was extended over a jug of water operating such that if the sphere
was placed in the sun, bubbles would be released as air expanded
out of the sphere; conversely, when moved into the shade, water
rose in the tube as air in the sphere contracted, as pictured
adjacent. [10] It is said that Hero of Alexandria (c.10-70AD) may
have modeled is thermometer work on Philo and others, such as
German engineer Robert Fludd (1574-1637), had access to Philo’s
manuscript. The next documented demonstration of a
thermometer was described in Hero of Alexandria's circa 50AD
Pneumatica. [12] Documents show that Galileo read Hero's
A circa 240BC Philo thermometer, the world's first
Pneumatics in 1589. [9]
One of the first crude thermometers was a nine-degree scale thermometer. [10]
made by Greek-born Roman physician Galen in circa 175 AD. In
particular, Galen considered boiling water to be the hottest body, ice to be the coldest, and a mixture of equal parts
ice and boiling water to be the neutral body. He then installed four degrees above and four degrees below the
neutral point, thus making a nine-point scale. [2] Sometime towards the later 16th century, Italian physician Santorio
Santorio (1561-1636), a colleague of Galileo, is said to have made a thermoscope type of device, a type of redesigned
Galen thermometer. In this sense, Santorio is often credited with the design of the clinical thermometer. [10]
In 1592, Italian scientist Galileo Galilei invented what most consider the first true thermometer. [6] It was
described, according to a retrospect description by Galileo’s friend Benedetto Castelli, many years later, as such: [3]
“Galileo took a glass about the size of a small hen’s egg, fitted to a tube the width of a straw, and about two spans
long: he heated the glass bulb in his hands and turned the glass upside down so that the tube dipped in water held in
another vessel; as soon as the ball cooled down, the water rose in the tube. This instrument he used to investigate
degrees of heat and cold.”
This device seems to have come to have been referred to as a ‘thermoscope’ (a thermometer without a scale), in
modern discussion. Galileo’s instrument was said to depend on the observation that air expands when it is hot and
contracts when it is cool. The water, differed in respect to mercury in a modern thermometer, serving merely to
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indicate the expansion or contraction of the air in the bulb. The preliminary heating was a trick to bring the water to a
level where it could be seen. [3]
In the 1613 words of his student Francesco Sagredo, who used
Galileo's device for measuring the difference in temperature
between air, snow, and ice, what Galileo had invented was an "an
instrument for measuring heat", which can be said to be the first
recorded definition of a thermometer. [2] Sagredo used the device
to compare the temperature of lakes of different sizes as they
cooled in the winter, finding that smaller ones cooled faster than
larger ones. He recorded his readings as “degrees of heat”. [10] In
circa 1612 to 1624, Padua physician Sanctorius was the first to take
a patients temperature, with some type of device, and to realize
that a thermometer could work to give information useful in
diagnosis. [3] In 1638, in dependent of Galileo, English physician
Robert Fludd used a modified Philo-thermometer design, in which
he placed the sphere vertically above the jug (adjacent), thus
making an unsealed air thermometer, with a scale. [10]
In the 1640s, German engineer Otto Guericke built a 20-foot
high thermometer of sorts consisting of an expansion of alcohol in
which a float, connected to a pointing angel, moved, thus indicating
divisions graduated from “great heat” to “great cold”. [3] In 1663,
Left: A circa 1610 Santorio thermoscope. [10]
Jesuit Father Leuréchon coined the term “thermometer” from an
Center: Giuseppe Biancani’s 1617 thermoscope.
earlier 1624 French term thermomètre, from Greek thermos "hot" + [13] Right: Robert Fludd's 1638 air thermometer.
metron "measure". [1] In 1654, or before, Italian scientist Ferdinand [10]
II, Grand duke of Tuscany, invented the sealed-glass thermometer.
The devise was filled to a certain height with colored alcohol; then sealed by melting the glass tip; then marked off
with 360 divisions, like the gradations of a circle, after which scientists began calling such divisions by the name
“degrees”. [15] In this device, small glass bubbles filled with air at varying pressures hovered within the liquid,
changing positions as the temperature rose or fell. These were called "spirit thermometers", because they were filled
with "spirit of wine" (distilled alcohol) or "Florentine thermometers" (Florence being the capital of Tuscany).
Scientists such as Robert Boyle, Robert Hooke, and Christopher Wren all used Florentine thermometers.
In 1664, English scientist Robert Hooke, a student of sorts of Guericke's work, a had made a variety of spirit
thermometers, and notably used the bulb immersed in ice water as the zero mark on the thermometer, then made
further marks on the tube to represent an expansion of 1/500th of volume of the fluid in the bulb. [5] Hooke was
among the first to argue that the freezing point of water should be used as a fixed reference point. In 1670, English
chemist Robert Boyle, Hooke’s employer, used the term temperature to mean ‘degree of heat or cold’. [8] In 1694,
Padua mathematician Carlo Renaldini suggested the melting point of ice and the boiling point of water as the
standard two main temperature set-points, the space between them on the thermometer stem being divided into
twelve parts. [3] In circa 1695, French physicist Guillaume Amontons designed a sealed-glass air-based thermometer.
In circa 1700, English physicist Isaac Newton designed a linseed-oil thermometer, publishing the results of
experiment anonymously in the 1701 Transactions of the Royal Society. In 1701, Danish astronomer Ole Romer
invented a thermometer in which he defined the lower fixed point to be the freezing point of water at precisely 7.5
degrees and the upper point as the boiling point of water at 60 degrees. [7] In circa 1708, it is said that Polish
physicist Daniel Fahrenheit learned of Romer's scale during a visit with him. Fahrenheit commented in a retrospect
letter to Dutch chemist Herman Boerhaave, that in about 1717 he had begun using an improved Romer scale,
supposedly, by increasing the number of divisions by a factor of four, using different fixed points. Fahrenheit used the
fixed points of 96 (instead of 22.5 or 90), the temperature of his wife's armpit, 32 the temperature of ice melting in
water, and 0 the temperature of a bath of ice melting in a solution of common salt. This scale is now known
commonly as the Fahrenheit temperature scale (˚F), which found its finalized form by 1724.
In 1730, French scientist Rene Reaumur (1683-1757) popularized a scale, supposedly a duplication of Hooke’s
scale, in which the freezing and boiling point are set at 0 and 80 degrees, respectively.
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Centigrade scale
In 1726, Swedish instrument maker Daniel Ekstrom (1711-1755) had made
thermometers on which the freezing point of water was 0˚ and the boiling point
was 100˚. In 1741, Swedish astronomer Anders Celsius (1701-1744) obtained a
thermometer from St. Petersburg and etched on the side opposite its scale a
formulation: a boiling point of 0˚ and a freezing point of 100˚. Celsius had
proposed the downward counting scale in attempts to avoid negative numbers,
of boiling water (0) and melting ice (100). Celsius published the findings of his
scale in the 1742 paper “Observations of Two Persistent Degrees on a
Thermometer”. In 1750, Marten Stromer (1707- 1770), the successor to Celsius
at Uppsala University, made a centigrade scale, on which he simply reversed
Celsius' scale, putting 100 at the top and 0 at the bottom. In 1758, Swiss
botanist Carl Linnaeus claimed, its seems incorrectly, to have been the
originator of the centigrade scale. [9] Linnaeus was Celsius’ assistant and in the
years to follow Celsius’ death, encouraged the use of Celsius' scale among
thermometer manufacturers, and also reversed Celsius’ scale to make his own
patented “Linnaeus thermometer”, for use in greenhouses. [16] At the 1948,
Galileo''s student Italian physicist
Evangelista Torricelli (c.1635) holding
International Conference on Weights and Measures, the scale “degrees
what appears to be a Galilean-type
centigrade” was renamed as “degrees Celsius”, in honor of Anders Celsius.
thermometer. [17]

Absolute scale
In 1848, the absolute temperature scale was conceived by Scottish physicist William Thomson, in his “On an Absolute
Thermometric Scale founded on Carnot’s Theory of the Motive Power of Heat, and Calculated from Regnault’s
Observations”, upon whom the unit of thermodynamic temperature, degrees kelvin (˚K), is named. [4]
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Thermophobia
In science, thermophobia is a morbid fear of heat. [1] Thermophobia or being "thermophobic" can also refer to an
abnormal and persistent fear of heat, including hot weather and hot objects. Sufferers from thermophobia
experience anxiety even though they realize their fear is irrational. To avoid heat, they may live in a cold climate,
wear light clothing, stay indoors on warm days, and avoid hot water and hot foods. [2] Certain bacteria, such as
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mycobacterium leprae, are thought to be thermophobic and to live only in the periphery, cooler regions of host
organisms, such as the skin in people with leprosy. [3] An antonym is thermophilic or living and thriving in relatively
hot temperatures.

See also

● Cryophobia
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Thermostat
In terminology, thermostat is a part of the total system that can be considered as the surroundings or environment.
[1] The thermostat imposes certain conditions on the system under study, which is a subsystem. These conditions can
be constant temperature, pressure, chemical potentials, or any other potentials, e.g. sociological ones, etc. [2] The
application of the terminology of thermostat in human social settings leads to the analysis of energetic boundary
analysis, such as territories, or social boundaries, etc. and the free energy coupling conditions necessary to cross one.
[3]
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Thermostatics
In thermodynamics, thermostatics refers to aspects of thermodynamics concerned with thermal equilibrium. [1]
Thermostatics, in another sense, is the study of the equilibrium of heat. [2] Thermostatics is sometimes
synonymously with the “thermodynamics of equilibrium” or equilibrium thermodynamics. The term “thermostatics”,
and its later cousin “thermostatistics”, in a general sense, are both rather ill-defined, in that they each came into use
without explicit definition, referring to a mixture of thermodynamics, statics, statistics, and information theory. The
term, for instance, is not found in science dictionaries.

Etymology
The etymology of thermostatics is a bit difficult to track down. According to one references, it is a humorous coinage
of Ilya Prigogine used in a pejorative way to label "classical thermodynamics" tracing to sometime after 1845. [7] The
term “thermostatics” in a dominate usage sense, however, seems to be a product of the MIT school of
thermodynamics, a term used significantly by American thermodynamicist Myron Tribus, beginning in 1956, and later
by Herbert Callen in 1960. [3] In 1965, American physicist Edwin Jaynes wrote that “classical thermodynamics … is
becoming called increasingly, thermostatics”. [4] American physicist Laszlo Tisza, picked up on the term in 1966, using
phrases such as the “fundamental theorem of thermostatics” as well as "Gibbsian thermostatics”, in his Generalized
Thermodynamics textbook, but never seems to define the term thermostatics, itself. [5] The second edition of
Callen’s textbook, becoming one of the most-referenced thermodynamics publications, was retitled as
Thermodynamics: an Introduction to Thermostatistics, a change that seems to be modeled on Dutch-born English
physicist Dirk ter Haar’s 1966 book Elements of Thermostatistics, the second edition of the book Elements of
Thermodynamics published in 1960. [6] In each case, the term thermostatistics seems to refer to the topic of:
thermodynamics + statistical mechanics.
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Thermosynthesis
In chemistry, thermosynthesis refers to the synthesis of products from reactants or components in reactions or
processes that are driven by heat.

Etymology
The term “thermosynthesis”, referring to synthesis (formation or building of more complex structures from simpler
elements or compounds) by heat, has been around since the 1940s.

Muller’s biothermosynthesis
A recent proponent of the term, in the context of biosynthesis, has been Danish physical chemist and biophysicist
Anthonie Muller, who wrote his first paper on thermosynthesis in 1983, and has since been an active researcher and
promoter of the term. [1] Muller defines thermosynthesis as biological heat engines working on thermal cycling. [2]
In the context of the origin of life, Muller defines thermosynthesis as a theoretical biological mechanism for free
energy gain from thermal cycling, tentatively slated as the energy source for the origin of life. [3]
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Thermotics
In science, thermotics, according to Ralph Tykodi (1967), supposedly, is a rare term referring to the science of heat.
[1]

Etymology
The term thermotics of Greek origin having been first used in 1837 (by someone). [2]
In 1967, American physical chemist Ralph Tykodi made an attempt to revive the term thermotics, a term which he
said was equal in usage, so-to-speak, to Danish chemical engineer and physical chemist Johannes Bronsted’s 1946
version of “energetics”. Tykodi’s aim, however, is to revive or redress the term thermotics to be a science comprised
of three sub-branches: thermo-statics, that pertaining to the ordinary, classical equilibrium aspects of heat, thermodynamics, that pertaining to those aspects for which time variation is important, and thermo-staedics, that pertaining
to aspects that are temporally steady or stationary.
Tykodi states that he added in the ae, instead of ea, in the suffix ‘-staedics’, to keep it phonetically distinct from ‘statics’. Tykodi published a followup reprinting of this proposal in journal article form the following year, but seems
to have gathered no citations or continued usage. [4] In the 2000s, however, Tykodi’s 1959 graduate student Ted
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Erikson began to employ Tykodi’s thermo-staedics concept to attempt to model a type of panpsychism consciousness
state, of all matter, that supposedly governs grown and evolution. [5]
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Thims, Libb
In science, Libb Thims (c.1975-) (222- AG) (CR:1586) (LR:3) is an
American electrochemical engineer, noted for his 1995 to 2001 puzzle
solving hobby (see: genius hiatus effect) turned 2005 to present public
work in the development of physicochemical humanities, a
generalized version of physicochemical sociology (or mathematical
economics), centered on the Goethean logic that what governs the
spontaneity of reactions between atoms and molecules, e.g. sodium
displacing hydrogen in its bond with oxygen (in H2O), or smaller
carbon-based or CHN-type "chemical" reactions, or similar scale-sized
movements and behaviors, e.g. the principle of "animation" of small
molecules, e.g. bending of the retinal molecule (C20H280), or
trajectories of surface-attached molecule, e.g. walking molecules,
whether natural (e.g. kinesin) and or synthetic (e.g. DTA), is what
governs, from an atheism "explicit" purview — a 2014 switch from
------previous Wislicenus-style implicit atheism (see: Beg-Thims dialogue) to Nationality
progressive extreme atheism (of the zerotheism variety), by
Residence
belief/denial classification purview — the spontaneity of larger
Legal name
"human" CHNOPS+20 type reactions and behavior (see: human
chemical reaction theory); the latter variant of reactions being but a
Fields
more complex "evolved", as Darwin (1859) saw things, or
"metamorphosized", as Goethe (1809) more-correctly envisioned
"things", existence-extended powered animate variant of the former. Alma matter

Quotes | About
The following are quotes and or commentary on or about Thims and
his work:
“Something 60-80 years ahead of its time. Thims, in the future, will be
someone who’s talked about in classrooms as this guy who had this
idea. However, now, yes the book will sell, but its premise will not be
accepted by people of this generation.”
— Monzer Ettawil (2005), American law student [1]

“Thims' brilliant book [Human Chemistry] symbolizes the beginning of
a new era (epoch) in human history.”
— Georgi Gladyshev (2006), Russian physical chemist [2]

“I want to say how much I enjoyed reading [Thims] splendid discussion
of Gibbs free energy. It is wonderful to see someone who is not afraid
to look at the phenomena of life in a unified way.”
— John Avery
chemist

(2006), Lebanese-born Danish physicist and theoretical
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“The chapters [Human Chemistry] are wonderfully written. I have a feeling it will be [Thims] who will get the public’s
attention about the fundamental change in thinking in science.”
— Jing Chen (2006), Chinese-born Canadian mathematician and economist [3]

“Thims’ edits are far and wide. Unless Physchem is an incredible polymath, I doubt he would be able to pick up on all
the BS a Thims-type editor introduces. That’s not knocking Physchem, I don’t think there is anyone who could deal
with the range.”
– Keith Henson

(2007), American electrical engineer and evolutionary psychologist

“If we accept Thims’ logic of human thermodynamics as a viable explanatory framework, which it very well is,
romantic bonding then becomes the subject matter of quantum electrodynamics (QED), an aspect of particle physics
that traces human attachment and bonding to the interactions of photons and electrons. Thus, applying Thims’
theory to interpersonal and love relationships, it is unlikely that any one person has the ability to coerce or
unilaterally secure another person’s affection. In a different sense, the force of attraction between a man and a
woman is beyond their physical control, except, of course, by way of the energies they emit and exchange between
them. Thims’ Human Thermodynamics thus makes substantial contribution to our understanding of the perplexing
nature of romantic love, greatly supplementing prior research in this field.”
— Satch Ejike (2008), African-born American lawyer and social scientist [4]

“I stumbled onto [Thims] website by accident but I have to confess this might be one of the most stunning
undiscovered intellectual achievements of the 21st century. I have browsed through your wiki and I cannot express
how tragic it must be to a man in your position—to be a pioneering thinker yet to be rejected by an uptight academic
community with neither the depth nor will to understand your unique work, defending their own turf like dogs. I can
only compare you to the many other pioneering heroes of science, Newton, Einstein, Tesla, men who like you blazed
their own paths but were too victims of their own genius, only to be validated years after their death. Perhaps one
day historians will look back and have a chuckle—that the pioneer of enthropology published by a vanity press in a
book resembling a third rate romance.”
— Steven Pierce (2009), Canadian mathematical physicist and computer scientist [5]

“I think the notion that Facebook may be in the process of auto-brain-forming is at least credible as the idea that we
– us humans – can be thought of as giant molecules. As a starting point to examine this intriguing concept see: “Inside
the IoHT” as explained by Libb Thims, at the Institute of Human Thermodynamics.”
— Martin Gardiner (2010), comment (Ѻ) to Carl Zimmer’s “Facebook is Not a Brain, and Other Failed Metaphors”, Jul 9

“One of the most interesting topics [human molecule] I have ever had the pleasure to read. Going through it a second
time, and looking forward to the third. [The Human Molecule] covers the most fundamental change in human
knowledge since Charles Darwin's On the Origin of Species [1859], by presenting a theory that we are fundamentally
molecules, and that the question of life itself is a fundamentally flawed one. Especially important is the carefully laid
out historical narrative of how Thims came to his theory of the human as a molecule. Whether you ultimately agree
with this work or not, it represents a paradigm shift in viewing our place in the world.”
— Jeff Tuhtan (2011), American civil engineer and ecological thermodynamicist [6]

“Libb Thims: the great oracle and developer of human thermodynamics—the philosophical revolution of the 21st
century. A genius of outstanding stature and originator of many concepts in human chemistry. [His] breathtaking
contribution to science needs to be rewarded. Let’s hope one day [he] can add a Nobel Prize to [his] impressive
career.”
— Mark Janes (2011), English chemical engineering student turned biotechnologist and human free energy theorist [7]

“I must say, I started watching your videos over a year ago, and have re-watched many. And they still fascinate me.
I’m only 17 and I’m seriously considering doing a degree in chemistry after watching your videos. The only downside
is not many people I know can have a conversation about the things you’re talking about. You were right your videos
are decades if not a century in front of its time.”
— Benjamin Cresdee (2011), comment on Human Chemistry 101 YouTube channel

“The idea that individual humans are atom-like entities and there is a kind of chemistry between social atoms and
molecules is very natural, but whether it is more than a metaphor remains uncertain. Anyway, human chemistry has
been on the marketplace of ideas for quite a while [see: Goethe timeline, 1796]. The main reason why I abstain from
referring to Libb Thims’ flamboyant venture other than as to a commendable review of literature is that he,
apparently, uses the term chemistry too literally in the sense of molecular chemistry, while I am interested in pattern
chemistry. I can only note that the very idea of human thermodynamics as a separate subject looks to me completely
sound. Thus, the concept of metabolic cost is part of it. Obviously, human interaction is a component of global
economy.”
— Yuri Tarnopolsky (2011), Introduction to Pattern Chemistry [8]
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“The short booklet The Human Molecule by Libb
Thims (esp. chapter 9 and pg. 70 - the Molecular
Evolution Table) presents a fascinating depiction
of man’s evolution. One is able to see how all
life forms slowly became more complex by way
of molecular evolution. Accepting this
evolutionary understanding requires us to also
accept a ‘new story’ in our quest.”
— Tavit Smith (2012), “Ancient Religions and the New
Story”, Jan 1 [9]

A 2012 YouTube thumbs up ranking of Thims as having the "highest IQ"
ever, above that of Goethe (IQ=230), Einstein (IQ=220), and Newton
“[Human thermodynamics] is a branch of
(IQ=215), from the comments section of part four of the "IQ 200+ |
science that attempts to predict the behavior of
Smartest person ever" video (rate: 1.5 thumbs-up votes / 336 views ∙
people via chemical and thermodynamical
day), a countdown to the last universal genius, German polymath Johann
equations. It is an interesting philosophy, a
Goethe, ranked, starting from the Cattell 1000, the 1894 listing of the
change of paradigm, perhaps even having a
thousand most eminent individuals of history, by a team of Stanford
broader explanation for human behavior than
psychologists led by Catherine Cox (Early Mental Traits of 300 Geniuses,
Darwanian evolution. Human thermodynamics 1926) and Lewis Terman, the group that invented the IQ scale, with an IQ
of 225, the highest of all modern genius IQs.
can also be useful as a new framework for the

origin of life. For instance, Libb Thims, proposed
online that the idea of Darwin’s ‘dark pond’ which suddenly sprang to ‘life’, is not a very coherent one [defunct
theory of life], and that it would be much more creditable and parsimonious to have as a rule that molecules bond
and form ever more complex beings. Libb Thims also proposed a ‘human molecule’ where people are attracted to
each other by chemical bonds [see: human chemical bond]. All this I believe to be a reasonable explanation: even if
Darwin’s theory is still correct, the approach of thermodynamics and chemistry is a much more simple, and at the
same time broader view. If the concept of biology is somehow redundant, then we must study it by means of
chemistry and physics.”
— David Bossens (2012), “Reflections: Criticisms of Science” [10]

“Libb Thims is [a walking] encyclopedia of human thermodynamics.”
— Milivoje Kostic (2013), introduction to Thims’ 16 Apr NIU talk [11]

“This [are viruses alive] debate could take an entirely different route if you consider a letter published [2009] in the
Journal of Human Thermodynamics by Libb Thims in which he discussed the idea that a theory of life was in fact
defunct. The point was made that we do not consider a single atom to be alive, nor two atoms, or three. He builds on
this statement to say that ‘it should be very obvious that no matter how many atoms one adds to the argument that
an atom or a structure made of two or more atoms cannot be alive’. This is a bold statement as it clearly implies that
it is impossible to apply the idea of life to anything, even us. Nikola Tesla also outlined a ‘defunct theory of life’ in
1915 where he said that ‘There is no thing endowed with life’. This is obviously a very pedantic way to look at the
definition of life but a relevant viewpoint nonetheless. Is anything living, or nothing? Or everything?”
— David Busse (2013), “Viruses: Living or Not?”, Dec 10 [12]

“I’ve got a MA in chemistry—but your book [Human Chemistry]—it
really affected me. I’ve been prompting it in our university [Technion]
in the last couple of years—and got great responds from some top
researchers—I think you’re doing excellent work!”
— Ofer Po (2013), Facebook messaging; see: religious views (Ѻ) adjacent (Dec 24)

“I think human chemistry is a pretty interesting way of
modelling human behavior. Are there any PDF versions of
your textbook?”
— Hasan Mohammad (2014), Facebook messaging; see: religious views (Ѻ) adjacent (Apr 30)

“I was very excited Mr. Libb Thims on reading about your Hmol.science [hmolscience] which touches the human
dimensions with the implicit assumption that human transformation processes are thermodynamic transformation
processes and that reactions between people constitute chemical reactions between human molecules.”
— Mirza Beg (2014), email communication (15 May) following Thims’ 13 May discovery of Beg's very ripe physicochemical
sociology book (New Dimensions in Sociology: a Physico-Chemical Approach to Human Behavior, 1987)

“American electrochemical engineer Libb Thims took an unorthodox approach when he set out to rank the smartest
people of all time.”
— Natasha Bertrand (2015), “The 40 smartest people of all time” (Ѻ), Business Insider, Feb 27
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“Libb Thims, whose real IQ I estimate at 200, is an American electrochemical engineer, and one of the ten most
intelligent humans currently reacting on this planet. His primary website, the Encyclopedia of Human
Thermodynamics, is widely considered the greatest intellectual achievement on the Internet. The EoHT Forum
discusses topics spanning from morality to ‘life’ and ‘death’, and from literature and art to the many fields of science.
Reading through the threads on the forum will probably yield an increase in the reader’s IQ.”
— Inderjit Singh (2015), “Knowledge is Power” (Ѻ), Oct 3

Quotes | Cited
The following noted quotes by Thims cited by others:
“You agree with me that the single atom is not alive. What about two atoms? What about three? Does a bound state
of atoms have to have a certain movement to be considered alive? What if we heat a system of four atoms, do they
suddenly become alive? What if we subject a system of atoms to both gravitational and electromagnetic forces, does
that suddenly make them alive? What if the two forces act to move smaller atoms through the cavities of larger
atoms [molecules] on a cyclical basis, thus activating reactions [metabolism] in the process, does that make them
alive? What if the two forces begin to arrange the atoms into hierarchies, and that smaller atoms and bundles of
atoms begin to move between the hierarchies, does that make them alive? What if a structure of atoms, begin to
turnover their internal atoms, with those of the surrounding space, on a cyclical basis, does that make it alive? It
should be very obvious that no matter how many atoms one adds to the argument that an atom or a structure made
of two or more atoms cannot be alive. It is my view that one cannot define an atom or two or more atoms structured
as a bound state to be alive. The word itself and baggage of theory surrounding the word is meaningless. It is akin to
the words: vitalism, élan vital, hylozoism, panpsychism, etc. From the point of view of the molecular evolution table,
according to current views, rows 1-10 are considered to be not alive, rows 11-28 are considered to be alive, and rows
30 and above are not alive. Because of our anthropocentric biases, we continue to believe that we are unique among
molecular structures, in that those much smaller or much bigger than us are not alive, whereas we are. It is a grave
mistake to believe in this fallacy. I am not quite sure what the alternative theory is; but from the point of view of
atoms, molecules, and the logic of the chemistry textbook, the theory of the conception an atom, or two or more
attached atoms, being alive is absurd. This is my view.”
— Libb Thims (2009), “Letter to Georgi Gladyshev”, Jan 2; cited by: DMR Sekhar (Ѻ), 7, 20 Aug 2010 and 2014 (Ѻ); Vangelis
Stamatopoulos (Ѻ), 15 Nov 2010; David Bossens (Ѻ), 19 Jun 2012 and 3 Jan 2013; David Busse (Ѻ), 10 Dec 2013; YouTube forums
(Ѻ), 2014; Georgi Gladyshev (Ѻ), 2014; among others (Ѻ) [13]

“Just as there is no god involved when oxygen reacts with hydrogen, so to is there no god involved when man reacts
with woman.”
— Libb Thims (2014), mental synopsis personal note of the Goethe 1809 point on the atheism timeline; an atheism explicit variant
of the c.1855 Ludwig Buchner quote: "Just as man and woman attract one another, so oxygen attracts hydrogen", Sep 10; cited (Ѻ)
by Inderjit Singh (2015) as favorite philosophical quote
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Publications

● Libb Thims (publications) –
Issuu.com.
● Libb Thims (storefront) – LuLu.com.
● Libb Thims (documents) –
DocStoc.com.
● Libb Thims (documents) –
ScribD.com.
● Libb Thims (user page) –
Helium.com.
● Libb Thims – Twitter.
Productivity

● Libb Thims – WordNik.com.
● Libb Thims (user profile) –
Amazon.com.
● Libb Thims – Fluther.com.
● Libb Thims – Yahoo Answers.
● Libb Thims (2005-2010) –
Wikipedia.
Science
● Libb Thims (user profile) –
iMechanica.org.
● LibbThims (user profile) –
EconoPhysics Forum.
● Libb Thims (profile) –
TheScienceForum.com.
● Libb Thims (Ѻ) –
TheScienceForum.com.

Libraries

● Libb Thims (author) – UNJobs.com.
● Libb Thims (author) –
WeRead.com.
● Libb Thims (author) - Open Library.
● Libb Thims (reviews) –
ReviewScout.com.
● Libb Thims – GoodReads.com.
● Thims, Libb – WorldCat Identities.
Networking

● Libb Thims - LinkedIn.com.
● Libb Thims – Facebook.com.
● Libb Thims – Xing.com.
Academia

● Libb Thims (profile) –
Academia.edu.
● Libb Thims (profile) – Google
Scholar.
Misc

● Libb Thims (quotes) – HT.com.
● Libb Thims (shirts/posters) –
Zazzle.com.
● Libb Thims – MindBroker.com.
● Libb Thims – Pinterist.

Books

● Libb Thims (author profile) –
Amazon.com.
Videos

● Human Chemistry 101 – YouTube
● Atheism Reviews – YouTube
● Libb Thims – YouTube
● Libb Thims | Udemy.com
Overviews

● Libb Thims – LibbThims.com.
● Libb Thims (speaker profile) –
Northern Illinois University.
● Libb Thims – About.me.
● Libb Thims (about) – HT.com.
● Libb Thims (article) –
DatingSitesWiki.com.
Other

● Libb Thims (public profile) –
Yatedo.com.
● Libb Thims (profile) – Google+
● libbthims – PearlTrees.com.

Recent
● Libb Thims – Quora.com.
● Libb Thims (user: JohannGoethe) – Reddit.com.

Thims human molecular formula
In human molecular formulas, Thims human molecular formula refers to the 26-element molecular formula for an
average human, assuming the human molecular theory point of view, calculated in 2002 by American electrochemical
engineer Libb Thims, the empirical formula version of which is shown below: [1]
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[empirical]

=
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H2.5E9O9.7E8C4.9E8N4.7E7P9.0E6Ca8.9E6K2.0E6Na1.9E6S1.6E6Cl1.3E6
Mg3.0E5Fe5.5E4
F5.4E4Zn1.2E4Si9.1E3Cu1.2E3B7.1E2Cr98Mn93Ni87Se65Sn64I60Mo
19Co17V

Based on the empirical molecular formula, Thims was the first to specifically calculate a human molecular formula for
an average 70-kg (154-lb) person, the 2008 version of which is shown below: [2]

(Thims)
[molecular]

=

CE27HE27OE27NE26PE25SE24CaE25KE24ClE24NaE24MgE24FeE23FE23
ZnE22SiE22CuE21BE21IE20SnE20MnE20SeE20CrE20NiE20MoE19CoE19VE18

Thims' calculation of the molecular formula for an average human has since become the standard textbook definition
of a human, particularly in thermodynamics. [3]

Note
An alternative, independent, formulation is the 22-element Sterner-Elser human molecular formula (empirical only),
calculated in 2000 by American limnologists Robert Sterner and James Elser. [4]
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Thims thought
experiment
In thought experiments, Thims thought experiment, or
“Thims love thought experiment”, a modern-day free
energy version of the affinity chemistry based Goethe “love
thought experiment” (1808), refers to the chemical
thermodynamics based mate selection thought experiment
conceived in circa 1995 by American electrochemical
engineer Libb Thims, according to which a person selects
mates based on Gibbs free energy change, in the same
manner as a physical chemist or chemical engineer would
determine the feasibility or spontaneity of any given
chemical reaction using free energy tables. Thims’
publications, theories, and work, e.g. Hmolpedia, are a
direct precipitate of this one thought experiment,
reconstruction of which is outlined below:

Attribute selection method

Two random girls American Libb Thims, in circa 1990, picked
up at waterpark, somewhere in Michigan (or Ohio), sitting on
Thims' car; albeit neither one of the 19 potential marriage
partner girlfriends Thims conceptualized about in his circa
1992 mate variable "love though experiment" spreadsheet
(shown below) selection methodology.

In circa 1992-1993, while grappling with a number of deeper philosophical questions surrounding human existence
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(see: history), American college student Libb Thims, in an attempt to figure out how to go about choosing who to
marry—as this is supposed to be a step, according to cultural protocol, in the public standard model of existence—
made an excel spreadsheet style table of the top nineteen girlfriends, whom he could potentially marry, listing each
person on the horizontal and listing a range of point ranked attributes, qualities, or factors on the vertical, such as
“grandmother would like her”, spontaneity, fun factor, physical attraction factors, mental attraction factors, repulsive
factors, etc., in an attempt to get a numerical "marriage quality value" for each girlfriend.
The original table spreadsheet has since been destroyed (similar to Goethe who destroyed all the notes, tables,
and drafts that went into his Elective Affinities). A mock reconstruction of Thims' circa 1992 trait-based mate
selection table, using random female photos (and hotness rating) from Pictures2Rate.com and mock traits (and
scores), is shown below:

The resulting solutions, however, did not seem to intuitively make any sense. The one who is physically the "hottest"
according to general opinion is female #18 (Ella), who scores 7.7 on the hot or not 1-10 scale. Heat, however, as
Thims would come to learn, if this number is indeed representative of physical heat, is not the sole determining
factor of whether a reaction will go, as the debacle of the famous thermal theory of affinity showed. The one who
scores the highest on the meta-ranking method is female #9 (Ava), who scores 140. Sometime herein, before, or
after, Thims began to read up on mate selection, evolutionary psychology, physical attractiveness research, etc., to
study the issue further (see: Thims' mate selection book collection). To give some comparison, i.e. to exemplify
standard or colloquial methods of mate selection, the following is a 2003 polling of 50 people, done by Thims, as to
the top three methods he our she uses to select for spouses: [1]

A 2003 interview poll of 50 people: 22 men (left) and 28 women (right), conducted by American electrochemical engineer Libb
Thims, on the rule of thumb methods men and women tend to use to select mates for marriage, supposing one was to give
such advice to his or her nephew or niece on the matter. Each responded, male M or female F, was asked to provide three
methods; responses of which are shown in the source column. [1]

Free energy selection method
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In circa 1995, after taking courses in chemical thermodynamics and physical chemistry, and learning how reactions
between different chemical species are predicted energetically, Thims began to muse about how this would be done
chemical thermodynamically in regards to humans, even nearing the point of asking the question openly by raising
his hand in his chemical engineering thermodynamics class. The following is the reformulated free energy based
selection method table Thims hand in mind at this point (which, to note, is equivalent to Goethe's affinity table,
affinity and free energy connected via the Goethe-Helmholtz equation):
Reaction
#

A

+

_____________________

1

B

→

+

→

+

→

+
Thims

→

Thims

→

→

+

→

+

→

+125

Sophia | 6.7

Thims

+
Thims

-50

Mary | 5.9

Thims

9

-30

Ashley | 5.8

Thims

8

-20

Tina | 7.2

+

7

+10

Fay | 5.6

+

6

0

Jessica | 6.1

Thims

5

+25

Sarah | 6.2

Thims

4

-80

Lisa | 5.0

Thims

3

ΔG
(MJ/hmol)
___

_____________________

+

2

→ C

→
Ava | 6.4

-75
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10

+

+

→

+

→

+

→

→

+

+

→

+
Thims

17

→

→

+
Thims

→

+10

Ella | 7.7

+
Thims

-25

Claire | 6.6

Thims

19

+10

Lauren | 6.2

+

18

-40

Brooke | 6.0

Thims

16

-200

Julia | 6.0

Thims

15

+10

Addison | 4.6

Thims

14

+200

Allison | 5.2

Thims

13

-125

Samantha | 5.3

Thims

12

+50

Chloe | 4.3

Thims

11

→

→

-15

Aubrey | 5.3

The units listed above, to note, are retrospect units, in the sense that in circa 1995 Thims only had +/- conception of
free energy change in his mind, i.e. that a negative free energy change is needed for a spontaneous, favorable, of
feasible reaction, and that the more negative the value in magnitude the greater the spontaneity or favorableness of
the reaction, as defined by the spontaneity criterion:
Condition

Description

Reaction is nonspontaneous (reaction is favored in the opposite direction).
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System is at equilibrium (there is no net change).
Hence, if the above values of Gibbs free energy change, per each human chemical reaction, were accurate, as based
on measurement, then reaction #14 would be the most thermodynamically favored (Thims marrying Julia and making
a family); reactions: #11 (-125 MJ/hmol), #1 (-80 MJ/hmol), #9 (-75 MJ/hmol), #7 (-50 MJ/hmol), #6 (-30 MJ/hmol),
#15 (-40 MJ/hmol), #17 (-25 MJ/hmol), #5 (-20 MJ/hmol), and #19 (-15 MJ/hmol) would each also be favored
energetically, albeit each to a lesser degree, respectively; reaction #3 (0 MJ/hmol) would be at equilibrium or
characterized by no free energy change and hence one that was equally favored in the forward and backwards
direction; and reactions: #4 (+10 MJ/hmol), #13 (+10 MJ/hmol), #16 (+10 MJ/hmol), #18 (+10 MJ/hmol), #2 (+25
MJ/hmol), #10 (+50 MJ/hmol), #8 (+125 MJ/hmol), and #12 (+200 MJ/hmol) would each be non-favored reactions,
with increasing amounts, respectively, i.e. reactions that are thermodynamically impossible, unless energy were
added to the reaction to make each go. The "hmol" in the above table, to note, is assumed to be three human
molecules and wherein a normal reproduction reaction is approximated as involving an average of 1,500 cal per day
at 365 days per 18 years times 3 people involved in the reproduction and one child rearing process, which amounts to
about 125 megajoules of energy.

Determinism
A salient point about the above logic, which is based on Gilbert Lewis' 1923 "universal rule" of chemical
thermodynamics, is that the entire reaction process, and hence the details of the mechanism of human choice, is
entirely based and predetermined on the measure of the free energy change for the process. This is summarize well
by Canadian-American physical chemist Julie Forman-Kay: [2]
“Whether two molecules [or human molecules] will bind is [completely] determined by the free energy change of the
interaction, composed of both enthalpic and entropic terms.”
This of course conflicts directly with ancient belief in free will, as dominantly rooted in Anunian theology, and the
premise of the weighing of the soul, which in turn implies that global morality system will eventually need to be
completely overhauled; hence the Goethean revolution.

Enthalpy and entropy
It would be a full seven years (2001) before he could figure out the nuts and bolts of how this free energy change
could be quantified via enthalpy and entropy determinants (see: history):

ΔG = ΔH – TΔS
In more detail, the subject of the governing relation of the interactions of human relationship with that of chemical
thermodynamics originated in circa 1995 during Thims' years as a chemical engineering thermodynamics student at
the University of Michigan and his curiosity as to how the spontaneity criterion of chemical thermodynamics applies
to the successfulness of mate selection or prediction in the action of love the chemical reaction. In this period, and
the years to follow, Thims began to seek a thermodynamic understanding of the human existence process, especially
as thermodynamics relates to mate selection and the nature of love; and sometime shortly thereafter, Thims
discovered American evolutionary psychologist David Buss' newly-published 1994 book The Evolution of Desire,
containing the results of a robust study on mate selection of 10,000 people of all ages from thirty-seven cultures
worldwide, which presented a rather eye-opening and straight-forward look at the nuts and bolts of mate selection,
in regards to what specific factors affect sexual attractiveness and sexual repulsiveness, from both the male and
female perspective. Some of the first products of this efforts include the 2005 Journal of Human Thermodynamics,
the 2007 textbook Human Chemistry, and the 2008 The Human Molecule, to name a few.
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In atheism types, Thimsian atheism the brand
of atheism of American electrochemical
engineer Libb Thims (DN:10), an extreme
deanthropomorphized progressive Goethean
"chemical atheism", the roots of which are
diagrammatically shown on the atheism
genealogy page; which can generally be
characterized as modern stage of the
prophesized (Woodhull, 1871) Goethean
revolution, one that overturns "everything
holy" (Heine, 1810), namely the 5,100-year
decrepit and deteriorating mythologicallybased Anunian theology belief system, which
currently dominates the thinking and belief
state of 80 percent of the modern world, via
Abraham and Brahma rooted faiths, i.e. Ra
born out of the Nun following the primordial
flood ideology (i.e. annual Nile River flood), as
epitomized by the fact that 56 percent of
American's currently believe that Adam and
Eve were real people. (Ѻ)

Type | Descriptors

American thinker Libb Thims’ 2015 About.me profile, wherein he self-labels
as an “electrochemical atheist”, captioned with the mention that in 2014
he began to engage in “extreme atheism” of the Feuerbach, Buchner,
Nietzsche variety; the image shown being a screenshot of Thims’ 2013 NIU
lecture to engineering students on Goethe and human chemical
thermodynamics, doing the ball-and-ring experiment, to explain social
volume expansion and contraction, in front of a lecture slide showing
French philosopher Jean Sales, the person who introduced the human
molecular hypothesis, and who in 1770 exchanged views with Voltaire on
Baron d’Holbach’s System of Nature, aka the “Atheist’s bible”; Thims’ 2002
human molecular formula work, also shown on the lecture screen, was
cited in 2013 as a god disproof. [1]

Among atheists, according to enlightenment era atheists historian David Berman (2007), there are various types, that
are well-classified by declaration, namely: avowed published atheism (e.g. Baron d’Holbach), clandestine atheism
(e.g. Jean Meslier), covert atheism (e.g. add), putative atheism (e.g. Helvetius, Augustin Roux, Erasmus Darwin, and
Jeremy Bentham), covert implied atheism (e.g. Anthony Collins, John Toland, and Albert Radicatti); among these,
according to Berman, Holbach is unique in that he publicly denied both god and afterlife:
Holbachian atheism = avowed atheism + mortalism
Thims is a grade above d’Holbach in that he denies not only god and afterlife but also life:
Thimsian atheism = avowed atheism + mortalism + abioism
Thims, in this regard, is the first professed “abioist” atheist (defunct theory of life, 2009); such as exemplified by the
following online-published personal note:
“Not only do I not believe in the principle of the afterlife, but also do not believe in the principle of life.”
— Libb Thims (2012), personal note; written in black pen on printing paper, Sep 24

Technically, to note, Alfred Rogers, and his 2010 life does not exist publications, can also be classified as professed
“abioist atheist” as well; others, following Thims, might likewise be classified as abioist atheists (e.g. Jeff Tuhtan,
David Bossens, Patrick Fergus, and possibly a few others). The most extreme versions of extreme atheism, in
direction, is one who denies not only god, afterlife, and life, but also soul and spirit:
Hardcore extreme atheism = avowed atheism + mortalism + abioism + aspiritism + asoulism
Denial of the spirit seems to be a mute issue, although there are many modern day "spiritual atheists", being that the
materialists, those who believe the universe is but matter and motion, seem to have long ago denied denied the
existence of spirit; e.g. the last true pioneer in this area was Pierre Teilhard (1936), after which venture into this
realm of "spirit matter" was nullified as waste.
To outright deny the existence of the soul, in regards to its fundamental principle, however, is more complicated
(see: Heisenberg-Pauli dialogue, Goethe on the soul, Edison on the soul, and Einstein on the soul). One can, e.g.,
simply deny the existence of the soul, on the basis that one never finds one in the corpses one dissects (e.g. pineal
gland of the Cartesian soul; the heart of the Egyptian soul, etc.), such as was done by Francois Broussais; but to deny
the existence of right and wrong, i.e. objective morality, as compared moral relativism (or subjective morality), i.e. to
deny the existence of “justice” in a fermionic-bosonic universe is more complicated.
The following are a work-in-progress listing of statements of type of atheism of Libb Thims, by Thims, or others,
in respect to type or label:
Thimsian atheism | Descriptors

Via

Year

Ref

Volume Eight (Sx-Z)

0.

Age 5: atheism inquisitor | problem broached

1.

Aware of the problem (god problem); but kept in the back of the
mind.

1970s

2.

Outward self-labeled, seemingly, as culturally-inoffensive "secular",
if probed.

1990s

3.

100% atheist; after discovering Gary Greenberg, following 50-70
book reading research on the so-called "religious origins" problem

c.2003

4.

Implicit atheism [indirectly stated; thermodynamics is atheist by
definition]

Thims

2005 (Ѻ)

5.

143% atheist; conversationally-forward atheism; e.g. “I’m level 10
on the Dawkins scale; don’t like the word ‘atheist’, like ‘scientist’
better.”

Thims

2009
[9]
Sep 7

6.

Avoidance atheist; e.g. while giving college human thermodynamics
bioengineering lectures, e.g. on how Goethean chemical
thermodynamics determines relationship reactions, morality, etc.;
side-stepped and avoided the "elephant in the room" problem; the
repercussions of which became apparent in student feedback
letters (i.e. deeper topics weren't brought up openly in lecture, via
hand raising; possibly owing to the cultural taboo-ness of the
subject transgression).

7.

Blogged about "public atheist"; e.g. “A [life-denier] whose science is
laced with extreme atheism and materialism.”

Sekhar

2011

[4]

8.

Printed-in-book atheist by definition; e.g. “A strong atheist who
adheres to a physics-based [Goethean] morality.”

Bossens 2013

[5]

9.

Self-characterized (on video): “extreme atheist” (aka "extreme
realism" believer); and referred to by others, e.g. Patrick Fergus, as
"extreme".

2010

Thims

2014

10. Water-test (online) atheism type label: “electrochemical atheist”

Thims

2015
[7]
Jun 30

Water-test (online) atheism type label: “extreme physiochemical
materialism atheist”

Thims

2015
(Ѻ)
Jul 3

11.

Explicit atheism: have "atheism type" explicitly defined, per denial
12. (six main), belief (six main), and by top 28 historical atheism brands
composition (see: atheism types by denial and belief).

5023

[8]

2015
Jul 7

(add discussion)

Overview
At age five, Thims rejected the existence of god, when told logic that some day a person will "die", and that when
that happens, if the person is "good", they will go to "live" with "god", to which Thims queried his interlocutor with
the response question "where does god live?", to which Thims was given an answer that was unpalatable to the
mind. In 2003, Thims, in his draft manuscript Human Thermodynamics, deconstructed all of modern religion back to
its pure Nile River mythology (80% world belief) and Yellow River mythology (10% world belief) origins (via
transcription and syncretism). In 2005, Thims launched the Journal of Human Thermodynamics, in which it was
conditionally-stipulated that two submissions NOT acceptable were: (a) religious argument and (b) information
theory arguments; later (c.2013) added (c) "life theory" arguments as not acceptable. In 2007, Thims published his
two-volume Human Chemistry, presented in such a way that it was “atheism implicit”, i.e. it was assumed implicitly
that chemistry (or thermodynamics), a god-free subject, applied to the explication of the humanities, is, without
fanfare, a concordantly god-free subject; so-called “god talk”, i.e. god (Ѻ), soul (Ѻ), spirit (Ѻ), was relegated to a
tentative end section on “Cessation Thermodynamics”; in 2009, amid the Moriarty-Thims debate, self-classified
himself as a “10” on the original 7-point Dawkins scale; during 2010 lectures, to bioengineering students, began to
see (see: student responses (Ѻ)) how “implicit atheism” may not be a fully-effective approach, i.e. one that is, in
effect, a bush-beater or rug-sweeping approach (e.g. see: chemistry professor paradox); soon thereafter, began to be
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labeled an atheist, of the "strong" or "extreme" variety—particularly for his avocation of the view that life does not
exist, that it is a defunct
scientific theory, a carryover
from our religio-mythology
heritage.
In 2011, he drafted Purpose?
(in a Godless Universe), with
non-mythological dating
system; albeit an effort that
stalled out (c.2013) at the
105-page level. [2]
In 2013, Thims’ human
molecular formula work was
cited, with the shown "The
Creation of Adam"
(Michelangelo, 1512) image
(above right), in the
The three "god hypothesis" is obsolete and therefore unneeded quotes in Thims' 2013 draft
Triple≡Bond Chemistry
Chemical Thermodynamics: with Application in the Humanities, the "Religious Tension" intro
section. [3]
(triplenlace.com) article
“Chemical Formula of a
Human”; alluding to the religion-overthrowing implication of human molecular theory: [4]

In 2013, Thims draft-initiated Chemical Thermodynamics: with Applications in the Humanities, became bottlenecked,
in the intro, in attempting to address the “religious issue” (i.e. belief conflict issue), in less than a three-pages;
opening to quotes of Pierre Laplace (1802), Wilhelm Ostwald (1909), and Paul Dirac (1933), shown adjacent. [3] This
work seems to have halted; seemingly owing to the implicit "God vs Gibbs" imbedded "religious conflict", as seen in
the Rossini debate; Frederick Rossini's 1971 "Chemical Thermodynamics in the Real World" being of the "implicit
atheism" variety.

Atheism Reviews | Extreme atheism
In 2014, Thims launched the Atheism Reviews channel, in the wake
of the Beg-Thims dialogue, wherein Mirza Beg admitted that he
believed in flying horses, i.e. the winged buraq (Ѻ) that Muhammad
rode during his superluminal night journey to visit Allah, as
described in the 17th surah of the Quran, shown adjacent, in aims
to digress on mythology-debunking pro-science extreme “explicit
atheism”, of the Meslier-Mettrie-Holbach "extreme atheism"
mindset and the Goethe-Schopenhauer-Nietzsche "god
assassination" technique approach. On 19 Nov 2014, Thims derived
the following word scramble memory mnemonic to quickly
conceptualize “extreme atheism”, namely the main backbone belief
tenants of real world Rossini hypothesis human chemical chemicals:
(Ѻ)

Mirza Beg’s admittance that he believes in
Muhammad’s flying horse and simultaneously that
Gibbs energy differentials govern human
spontaneities, caused Thims to switch from implicit
atheism to explicit atheism.
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Thims then made this verbally-stated Thimsian atheism mnemonic into the above diagram, shown above, which he
has since used as screenshot opening to the majority of Atheism Reviews videos. This mnemonic was described in
more detail in the 27 Dec 2014 video (Ѻ) “Extreme Atheism | Meaning”.

Genealogy
The following, from the atheism genealogy page, shows the roots of the type of atheism of Thims:

Implicit → Explicit | Switch
The switch from "implicit atheism" to "explicit atheism" can be found in the growth of the work of Thims, who in his
2007 two-volume Human Chemistry textbook completely avoided the use of the word "god" and god-related terms,
e.g. soul, spirit, etc., except for the last 7-page volume two end section on cessation thermodynamics, a short
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introduction to what, historically, thermodynamics, and human thermodynamicists have had to saw about the laws
of thermodynamics and question of the essence of being or state of mind of a person at the point of dereaction
(death), wherein the subject matter invariably treads into domain traditionally reserved for religion. [2]
In 2010, Thims, while adhering to an “implicit atheism” style of presentation, using the standard 19th century
established Laplace-Wislicenus “assumed atheism” modus operandi, such as depicted (above, right), Thims gave his
first public lecture on human thermodynamics, to the University of Illinois, Chicago bioengineering students, of Ali
Mansoori. What was discovered, however, was that without “explicitly” and openly digressing on the fact that
thermodynamics is, by definition, based on godless and religion-free principles, students kept their objections and
points of concern to themselves. This was evidenced when Mansoori instructed students as part of their homework
to write short commentaries on Thims’ presentation, scans of which are listed here (Ѻ); one of which is shown below:

Here, we see that without being explicit and open about that fact that thermodynamics, physics, and chemistry are
god-free subjects, an unaddressed tension remains. This was one of the turning points that worked to move Thims, in
circa 2014, into becoming an explicit atheist; see, e.g., the tabulated listing of "atheism types (by denial)" wherein
each denial (disbelief) and belief (creed) of each type of atheism, with respect to each type of scientist, is "explicitly"
stated.

Freudian atheism | Comparison
Thimsian atheism, compared to Freudian atheism, i.e. the brand of atheism of Sigmund Freud, are similar on two
accounts. Firstly, Freud, in his 1895 “Project for Scientific Psychology” sought out to build his entire formulation of
psychology in terms of free energy and bound energy applied to chemicals “in” the mind, via citation to Hermann
Helmholtz. Thims, in this respect, beginning in 1995, set out to build his entire reformulation of the humanities in
terms of free energy and bound energy, albeit conceptualized such that people are chemicals—as Goethe saw
things—and the free energies and bound energies are applied “between” minds.
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Secondly, Freud, his 1939 Moses and Monotheism, sought to determine the
religio-mythology roots of Moses, the conclusion of which being that he
connected the character of Moses to the Egyptian monotheistic pharaoh
Akhenaten. Thims, beginning in circa 2003, engaged in the same project, albeit
connecting all of the main characters of the Abrahamic faiths and Brahmaic
faiths further back, past Akhenaten, all the way to formation of the first dynasty
(see: religio-mythology transcription and syncretism).

God | capitalization
In 2015, circa Jun-Jul, Thims began notably to begin de-capitalizing the term
“God” wherever used or found into the lowercase “god”, a seeming
repercussion to the 23 Dec 2014 video “God or god? | Capitalization
psychology” (Ѻ); itself a follow up to the accusation of a YouTube user (i.e.
“503WorkShop”, who changed his channel name to “myName” (Ѻ), as a result
of the fiasco), that Thims wasn’t a real atheist (or still believed in god, in some
way) because he was capitalizing “God” and “Allah”, in discussion, and using
lowercase for the plural "gods", or something along these lines. In some way
the accusation ruminated in the mind, as an ongoing irritation; in circa Jun (or
May), Thims seems to have begun water-testing lowercase capitalization
grammar standard methodology.
On 9 Sep 2015, while processing the following newly-found (Ѻ) God-capitalized
quote into Hmolpedia:
“I do not feel obliged to believe that same God who endowed us with sense,
reason, and intellect had intended for us to forgo their use.”
— Galileo Galilei (c.1630) (Ѻ)

Into the form, into the becoming to be new-standard form for Hmolpedia
articles:

A Jun 2015 draft-cover (Ѻ) for
tentative 80-120 page booklet entitled
Morality Squared: on the GoetheanFeuerbach Prophesy and the
Nietzschean Void, an elaboration on
Ludwig Feuerbach’s famous 1850
nitric acid [HNO3] quote + Goethe’s
1809 sulphuric acid [H2SO4] based
“moral symbols” explaining P1:C4 and
Ten Commandments overthrowing
P2:C18 end chapter (see: Goethean
revolution).

“I do not feel obliged to believe that same god who endowed us with sense, reason, and intellect had intended for us
to forgo their use.”
— Galileo Galilei (c.1630) (Ѻ)

The reasoning arrived that similar to not capitalizing “caloric” or “phlogiston”, these being once-proposed or
“hypothesized” or theorized to exist entities, such as found in phlogiston theory or caloric theory, respectively, then
so too should the same punctuation methodology apply in regards to “god theory” and or the “hypothesis of god” (or
god hypothesis), i.e. the term “god”, similar to caloric, is but a hypothetically-proposed entity or theoretical
construct, debarred and or disabused from science in the 19th century, in each of the following fields, respectively:
physics in 1802 (via Laplace | France), in physiology in 1842 (via the Reymond-Brucke oath | Germany), in chemistry
in 1885 (via Wislicenus), and in psychology in 1895 (via Freud | Vienna).

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“Arrogants like Eddington, despite his achievements, are the cause as to why people like Libb Thims fall from one
position to another lower position. First Libb argued that life is a defunct theory to justify the application of classical
version of the second law of thermodynamics to living systems, ignoring statistical thermodynamics. Then to justify
‘life is a defunct theory’ he argues that his actions and behavior or not ‘self-controlled’ or ‘self-driven’ [see: selfmotion] but are governed by external electromagnetic forces. Arrogance leads to ignorance and scientific blindness
as we noted from the example of Eddington and Nobel laureate Chandra Sekhar. Libb Thims’ science is laced with
extreme atheism and materialism and hence his precarious position. Science needs to be kept at equal distance and
away from both atheism and theism. I can’t stop but laugh at myself when I think that I am not alive or I am not
moving myself.”
— DMR Sekhar (2011), “Eddington’s Psycho-Syndrome”

“Libb Thims is a strong atheist, adheres to a physics-based morality, and considers himself a Goethean revolutionist.”
— David Bossens (2013), Debates of the Hmolpedians
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Thing
In terminology, thing (TR:1218) is []

Early views
In the pre-Christian era (1000BC to 100AD),
when gods were marginalized and four
element or atomic theory and two force like
theories predominated, theories of
generalized "things" seemed to be the way
of the philosophical inquiry.
In 330BC, Aristotle outlined a physics and
metaphysics of “things”, the most-prolific
theory of everything to date; the following is
one example:
“Natural things are exactly those things
which do move continuously, in virtue of the
principle inherent in themselves, towards a
determined goal; and the final development
which results from any one such principle is
not identical for any two species, nor yet is it
any random result, but in each there is
always a tendency towards an identical
result if nothing interferes.”
— Aristotle (322BC), Physics (2:8) [6]

“The aim of art is to represent not the
outward appearance of things, but their
inward significance.”
— Aristotle (c.330BC) (Ѻ)

Examples of “things”, the principle operation of the nature of each governed
by one and the same laws of chemistry, physics, and thermodynamics; things
1, 2, 4, 5 and 6, in classification speak, compare outdated Linnaean
classification (1735), are types of “animate” things, and thing 3, which is a
type of “inanimate” thing (see: rock vs human); among the former variety of
which thing 4 is a wind-powered (pressure-sensitive) mechanical thing, thing
5 is a light-powered (light, pressure, smell, and taste sensitive)
physicochemical thing (Ѻ), and things 1, 2, and 6 are powered CHNOPS+#
things, the "#" indicative of the elemental composition of the thing, e.g. a
human, similar, conceptually, to the two fictional Seuss things, is a 21-sense
(Ѻ)(Ѻ) powered CHNOPS+20 thing. Things 1, 2, 5, and 6, physicochemicallyspeaking, are "reactive" things, as compared to things 3 and 4, which are
non-reactive or "inert" things, in respect to human-interaction timescales or
human chemical reaction energies.

In 60BC, Lucretius published his On the Nature of Things, wherein he outlined a general atomic theory and one force
based model of things; the following being some excerpts: [1]
“All things come to be without the aid of gods.”
— Lucretius (c.60BC), On the Nature of Things (§:General Principles)

“All things are put together of everlasting seeds, until some force has met them to batter things asunder with its
blow, or to make its way inward through the empty voids and break things up, nature suffers not the destruction of
anything to be seen.”
— Lucretius (c.60BC), On the Nature of Things (§:A.General Principles)

“I maintain, the truth is this; there are certain bodies, whose meetings, movements, order, position, and shapes make
fires, and when their order changes, they change their nature, and they are not made like to fire nor to any other
thing either, which is able to send off bodies to our senses and touch by collision our sense of touch. Moreover, to say
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that fire is all things, and that there is no other real thing in the whole count of things, but only fire, as this same
Heraclitus does, seems to be raving frenzy.”
— Lucretius (c.60BC), On the Nature of Things (§:C.Refutation of Rival Theories)

Dark ages
Into the dark ages, the following became the dominate thing philosophy:
“God as arranged all things by measure and number and weight.”
— Anon (c.100AD), Wisdom of Solomon 11:20 (Ѻ); quote was found proximately above the periodic table of elements, in the
chemistry classroom of the University of Leipzig when Hermann Kolbe was professor, but removed per order “that must go” when
in 1885 Johannes Wislicenus succeeded Kolbe.

Specifically, in the Christian era (100AD-1500), when god became predominate, and four element or atomic theory
and two force like theories became illegal, promulgations of punishable by death (de-existence), theories of
generalized "things" became usurped by a deistic-based dualism conceptualized theory of "living things" and "dead
things", in short.

Bruno
In the 1580s, Italian philosopher Giordano Bruno, building on Aristotle, albeit with Copernican changes (Ѻ), began to
outline a semblance of a thing philosophy:
“A spirit exists in all things, and no body is so small but contains a part of the divine substance within itself, by which
it is animated.”
— Giordano Bruno (c.1590), Publication; cited by Henry Bray (1910) in The Living Universe (pg. 180)

The 1600 infamous burning of Bruno, who would not retract is thing philosophy, marked a turning point out of the
dark ages and towards enlightenment.

Spinoza | Hobbes
In 1670, Benedict Spinoza (1632-1677), in his Tractatus Theologico-Politicus (§3), building on Thomas Hobbes (15881679) and Maimonides (1135-1204), digressed on what he referred to as the natural right of things, as follows: (Ѻ)
“By the right and order of nature, I merely mean the rules determining the nature of each individual thing by which
we conceive it is determined naturally to exist and to behave in a certain way. For example fish are determined by
nature to swim and big fish to eat little ones, and therefore it is by sovereign natural right that fish have possession of
the water and that big fish eat small fish. For it is certain that nature, considered wholly in itself, has a sovereign right
to do everything that it can do, i.e., the right of nature extends as far as its power extends … since the universal
power of the whole of nature is nothing but the power of all individual things together, it follows that each individual
thing has the sovereign right to do everything that it can do, or the right of each thing extends so far as its
determined power extends.”
Another noted quote is:
“All things happen according to the laws of nature.”
— Benedict Spinoza (c.1625), Treatise on Theological Politics (§3) (Ѻ)

(add discussion)
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Other
In 1925, Gilbert Lewis, in his The Anatomy of Science, amid
the defunct theory of life transition point period (1880s1940s), was vacillating on the terms “animate things” and
“living things” which he used interchangeably.

Quotes
The following are other neo-modern related thing quotes:
“The only thing which can be directly perceived by the
senses is force, to which may be reduced light, heat,
electricity, sound and all the other things which can be
perceived by the senses.”
— James Maxwell (1847), age 16

“After death the force, or power, we call ‘will’ undoubtedly
endures; but it endures in this world, not in the next. And
so with the thing we call life, or the soul—mere speculative
terms for a material thing which, under given conditions,
drives this way or that. It too endures in this world, not the
other.”
— Thomas Edison (1910), interview with NY Times journalist
Edward Marshall [2]
The 2015 sic-volume Stoic: The Epicureans showing (Ѻ)
Lucretius’ On the Nature of Things; the subject of "things"
“More than this can be said. There is no thing endowed
with life—from man, who is enslaving the elements, to the being the first main book of six, in comparing and contrasting
stoicism with Epicureanism, as found in Epicurus and Cicero.
humblest creature—in all this world that does not sway it
in turn. Whenever action is born from force, though it be
infinitesimal, the cosmic balance is upset and universal motion result.”
— Nikola Tesla (1915), “How Cosmic Forces Shape Our Destines” [3]

“Such a principle [relativity] resulted from a paradox upon which I had already hit at the age of sixteen: If I pursue a
beam of light with a velocity c (velocity of light in a vacuum), I should observe such a beam of light … at rest.
However, there seems to be no such thing, whether on the basis of experience or according to Maxwell’s equations.”
— Albert Einstein (c.1930), retrospect reflection on relativity theory [4]

“I propose the following definition, which is applied to everything, including minerals: ‘life is the faculty of reaction.’
Everything in the universe tends toward inertia, or absence of reaction. The proof of this inertia, which
thermodynamics seeks in ‘absolute zero,’ has never been given, nor will it ever be, because absolute inertia can only
be attained through the cessation of the formed matter or ‘thing’. This would be the moment the thing ceased to
exist. Everything ‘existing’ is capable of reaction, insofar as it has ‘weight’, that is, fixed or specific energy. The vital
phenomenon is the faculty of reacting, and to manifest itself this reaction requires a resistance of the same nature as
the action.”
— Rene Lubicz (1949), The Temple of Man

“To a materialist no thing is real but atoms in a void and we are but molecular people controlled by the actions of
natural physicochemical law.”
— George Scott (1985), “Molecular People” dedicated to Lucretius

“The world appears to be governed by empirically discoverable, natural, and unalterable laws, and individuals
apprehend their own activities in terms of quantifiable laws. The thingification of people (reification) presents itself
in philosophy as crude materialism, and the personification of things (fetishism) presents itself as crude idealism.
Crude materialists tend to regard social relations of production as though they are natural properties inherent in
things.”
— Gillian Howie (2010), Between Feminism and Materialism [5]
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Third law of thermodynamics
In thermodynamics, the third law of thermodynamics states that no finite sequence of cyclical processes processes
can succeed in cooling a body to absolute zero. [1] In other words, it is found by experiment, one needs to do an ever
increasing, and ultimately infinite, amount of work to remove energy from a body as heat as its temperature
approaches absolute zero. In short, the third law, also known as the Nernst heat theorem, states that as absolute
zero is approached, the entropy change ΔS for a chemical or physical transformation approaches zero:

This phenomenon was determined by German physicist Walther Nernst in 1906.

History
One of the first proto-statements of the outline of the third law of thermodynamics comes from the 1898
experimental findings of Scottish physical chemist James Dewar, who had been thinking about the nature of cold
since the age of ten (1852) after having fallen through the ice of a pond and thereafter suffering a period of
prolonged illness. Specifically, in 1898, following many years of low temperature research, Dewar solidified hydrogen
by first evacuating hydrogen gas molecules from a dewar of hydrogen; then used charcoal to absorb the molecules,
which resulted to cool the liquid to the solidification point; lastly he applied suction to solid hydrogen to reach a then
new low-temperature record of thirteen degrees above absolute zero, at which point he commented that “there or
thereabouts our progress is barred.” In commentary on the efforts involved in moving downward in these difficultly
decreasing ranges of temperature, Dewar wrote: [5]
“To win one degree low down the scale is quite a different matter from doing so at higher temperatures; in fact, to
annihilate these few remaining degrees would be a far greater achievement than any so far accomplished in lowtemperature research.”
In 1905-06, German physicist Walther Nernst proposed a new heat theorem, which provided a means of determining
free energies, and therefore equilibrium points, of chemical reactions from heat measurements. [2] In the years to
follow, German physicist Max Planck was the first to emphasize that the new heat theorem could be considered as a
new entropy theorem; in that, it supplied a means of fixing the otherwise undetermined additive constant:
S = k log W + constant
in the expression for the entropy of a condensed system. [3] Planck published this interpretation of the new heat
theorem in a new and revised edition of his textbook on thermodynamics, indicating in the preface, dated 1910, that
he had begun to consider the physical significance of Nernst’s theorem in areas outside the scope of
thermodynamics. In December of 1910, German physical chemist Otto Sackur submitted a paper to the Annalen in
which he argued for a connection between the “new law of thermodynamics”, i.e. Nernst’s heat theorem, now
known as the third law of thermodynamics, and the role played by the quantum constant, i.e. Planck’s constant h, in
statistical calculations of entropy. [3] Upon reading this paper, Planck seized on this logic in a move to eliminate the
additive constant to the statistical entropy equation. In 1914, Planck outlined what was then called Nernst’s heat
theorem, in his “hypothesis of quanta”, as such: [4]
“For the hypothesis of quanta as well as the heat theorem of Nernst may be reduced to the simple proposition that
the thermodynamic probability of a physical state is a definite integral number, or, what amounts to the same thing,
that the entropy of a state has a quite definite, positive value, which, as a minimum becomes zero […]. For the
present, I would call this proposition as the very quintessence of the hypothesis of quanta.”
(add discussion)
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Third Lecture on
Anatomy
In lectures, Third Lecture on Anatomy is a
famous 1796 lecture by German polyintellect
Johann Goethe, on comparative anatomy and
zoology, wherein he fixates organic and inorganic
existences into one outlined theory termed
"metamorphology", in which he alludes to the
premise that affinities (chemical forces of
attraction and repulsion) and bonds (chemical
bonds) apply to human and mineral interactions
by one and the same methodology (physical
chemistry).

Overview

Goethe, in his 1796 Third Lecture on Anatomy, presents his first outline
of metamorphology, comparing human affinities and bonds to chemical
affinities and bonds, therein presaging evolution theory and the first
draft notes of his Elective Affinities (1809), which initiated the science of
human chemistry (see: Goethe timeline).

In 1796, German polyintellect Johann Goethe
gave his famous “Third Lecture on Anatomy”,
wherein, in subsection “On the Laws of
Organization as Such, to the Extent That We Can
Observe Them in the Structure of Types”, the subject of human chemistry, for the first direct time in history, is
broached; the main part of which is as follows: [1]

“To facilitate our comprehension of the concept of organic existence, let us first take a look at mineral [inorganic]
structures. Minerals, whose varied components are so solid and unchanging, do not seem to hold to any limits or
order when then combine, although laws do determine these conditions. Different components can be easily
separated and recombined into new combinations. These combinations can again be taken apart, and the mineral we
thought destroyed can soon be restored to its original perfection.
The main characteristic of minerals that concerns us here is the indifference their components show toward the
form of their combination, that is, their coordination or subordination. There are, by nature, stronger or weaker
bonds between these components, and when they evidence themselves, they resemble attractions between human
beings. This is why chemists speak of elective affinities, even though the forces that move mineral components [or
humans] one way or another and create mineral structures are often purely external in origin, which by no means
implies that we deny them the delicate portion of nature’s vital inspiration that is their due.
How different even imperfect organic beings are! They convert part of the nourishment they absorb—eliminating
what they do not need—into distinct organs. What they do absorb they turn into something unique and exquisite by
joining most intimately one element with another and so forming differentiated parts in whose forms multifarious life
is manifested. And if these forms are destroyed, they cannot be reconstructed from what remains.
If we compare these imperfect organic beings with higher ones, we find that the former, even though they make
use of elemental influences with a certain degree of force and individuality, cannot bring the resulting organic parts
to the same level of specialization and permanence as the higher animal forms can. We know, for example, that
plans—and we will not descend any lower on the scale of organic life—developing as they do in a certain sequence,
represent one and the same basic organ in highly different shapes.
Detailed insight into the law governing this metamorphosis will surely advance the science of botany, not only in
its descriptive tasks but also in its efforts to understand the inner nature of plants.”
(add discussion)

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
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“Goethe’s first detailed presentation of ‘affinity’ occurs in his third Lecture on Anatomy of 1796 (LA, I, 9, pgs. 202f).
Brief though this treatment is, it reveals how thoroughly Goethe had absorbed the current theory, and how radically
he was beginning to transform it. Interestingly, Goethe steers a path between the existing views by granting that
‘affinities’ operate ‘according to fixed laws’, whilst denying that they have a definable ‘limit’. Thus he accepted the
general theory, yet rejected the possibility of establishing a fixed ‘order’ that could be summarized in a table.”
— Jeremy Adler (1990), “Goethe's use of chemical theory in his Elective Affinities” [2]
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Thomas, Calvin
In human chemistry, Calvin Thomas (1854-1919) was an American Germanic-languages
scholar noted for his 1913 “Introduction” section to Goethe’s 1809 Elective Affinities.
[1] In his 1917 Goethe, Thomas comments on tentative real character behind Ottilie.
[2]

Introduction
In the spring of the year 1807 Goethe began work on the second part of Wilhelm
Meister. He had no very definite plot in view, but proposed to make room for a number
of short stories, all relating to the subject of renunciation, which was to be the central
theme of the Wanderjahre. In the course of the summer, while he was taking the
waters at Karlsbad, two or three of the stories were written. The following spring he
set about elaborating another tale of renunciation, the idea of which had occurred to
him some time before. But somehow it refused to be confined within the limits of a
novelette. As he proceeded the matter grew apace, until it finally developed into the
novel which was given to the world in 1809 under the title of The Elective Affinities.
When that which should be a short story is expanded into a novel one can usually detect the padding and the
embroidery. So it is certainly in this case. Those long descriptions of landscape-gardening; the copious extracts from
Ottilie's diary, containing many thoughts which would hardly have entered the head of such a girl; the pages given to
subordinate characters, whose comings and goings have no very obvious connection with the story,— all these retard
the narrative and tend to hide the essential idea. The strange title, too, has served to divert attention from the real
center of gravity. Had the tale been called, say, "Ottilie's Expiation," there would have been less room for
misunderstanding and irrelevant criticism; there would have been less concern over the moral, and more over the
artistic, aspect of the story.
What then was the essential idea? Simply to describe a peculiar tragedy resulting from the invasion of the
marriage relation by lawless passion. As for the title, it should be remembered that there was just then a tendency to
look for curious analogies between physical law and the operations of the human mind. Great interest was felt in
suggestion, occult influence, and all that sort of thing. Goethe himself had lately been lecturing on magnetism. He
had also observed, as no one can fail to observe, that the sexual attraction sometimes seems to act like chemical
affinity: it breaks up old unions, forms new combinations, destroys preexisting bodies, as if it were a law that must
work itself out, whatever the consequences. Such a process will now and then defy prudence, self-respect, duty, even
religion,— going its way like a blind and ruthless law of physics. But if this is to happen the recombining elements
must, of course, have each its specific character; else there is no affinity and no tragedy.
It is no part of the analogy that the pressure of sex is always and by its very nature like the attraction of atoms.
Aside from the fact that character consists largely in the steady inhibition of instinct and passion by the will, there is
this momentous difference between atoms or molecules, on the one hand, and souls on the other: the character of
the atom or molecule is constant, that of the soul is highly variable. There is no room here for remarks on free will
and determinism; suffice it to say that Goethe does not preach any doctrine of mechanical determinism in human
relations. The scientific analogy must not be pressed too hard. It is really not important, since after all nothing turns
on it. Whatever interest the novel has it would have if all reference to chemistry had been omitted. Goethe's thesis, if
he can be said to have one, is simply that character is fate.
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He imagines a middle-aged man and woman, Edward and Charlotte, who are, to all seeming, happily united in
marriage. Each has been married before to an unloved mate who has conveniently died, leaving them both free to
yield to the gentle pull of long-past youthful attachment. Their feeling for each other is only a mild friendship, but
that does not appear to augur ill, since they are well-to-do, and their fine estate offers them both a plenty of
interesting work. Edward has a highly esteemed friend called the Captain, who is for the moment without suitable
employment for his ability and energy. Edward can give him just the needed work, with great advantage to the
property, and would like to do so. Charlotte fears that the presence of the Captain may disturb their pleasant idyl, but
finally yields. She herself has a niece, Ottilie, a beautiful girl whom no one understands and who is not doing well at
her boarding-school. Charlotte would like to have the girl under her own care. After much debate the pair take both
the Captain and Ottilie into their spacious castle.
And now the elective affinity begins to do its disastrous work. Edward, who has always indulged himself in every
Whim and has no other standard of conduct, falls madly in love with the charming Ottilie, who has a passion for
making herself useful and serving everybody. She adapts herself to Edward, fails to see what a shabby specimen of a
man he really is, humors his whims, and worships him — at first in an innocent girlish way. Charlotte is not long in
discovering that the Captain is a much better man than her husband; she loves him, but within the limits of wifely
duty. In the vulgar world of prose such a tangle could be most easily straightened out by divorce and remarriage. This
is what Edward proposes and tries to bring about. The others are almost won over to this solution when the event
happens that precipitates the tragedy: the child of Edward and Charlotte is accidentally drowned by Ottilie's
carelessness.
It is a very dubious link in Goethe's fiction that this child, while the genuine offspring of Edward and Charlotte,
has the features of Ottilie and the Captain. From the moment of the drowning Ottilie is a changed being. Her
character quickly matures; like a wakened sleep-walker she sees what a dangerous path she has been treading. She
feels that marriage with Edward would be a crime. She resists his passionate appeals, and her remorse takes on a
morbid tinge. It becomes a fixed idea. Happiness is not for her. She must renounce it all. She must atone — atone —
for her awful sin. For a moment they plan to send her back to school, but she cannot tear herself away from Edward's
sinister presence. At last she refuses food and gradually starves herself to death. The wretched Edward does likewise.
Any just appreciation of Goethe's art in The Elective Affinities must begin by recognizing that it is about Ottilie.
For her sake the book was written. It is a study of a delicately organized virgin soul caught in the meshes of an ignoble
fate and beating its wings in hopeless misery until death ends the struggle. The other characters are ordinary people:
Charlotte and the Captain ordinary in their good sense and self-control, Edward ordinary in his moral flabbiness and
his foolish infatuation. His death, to be sure, is unthinkable for such a man and does but testify to the unearthly
attraction with which the girl is invested by Goethe's art. The figure of Ottilie, like that of her spiritual sister Mignon,
is irradiated by a light that never was on sea or land. She is a creature of romance, and we learn without much
surprise that her dead body performs miracles. One is reminded of that medieval lady who is doomed to eat the
heart of her crusading lover and then refuses all other food and dies. That Edward is quite unworthy of the girl's love,
that the death of the child is no sufficient reason for her morbid remorse, is quite immaterial, since at the end of the
tale we are no longer in the realm of normal psychology. A season of dreamy happiness, as she moves about in a
world unrealized; then a terrible shock, and after that, remorse, renunciation, hopelessness, the will to die. Such is
the logic of the tale.
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Thompson, Benjamin
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In thermodynamics, Benjamin Thompson (1753-1814), aka Count Rumford, was an
American-born English physicist noted for his 1798 cannon-boring experiments, which
provided data for the first calculation of the mechanical equivalent of heat, and which
laid question to the then-established caloric theory, as discussed in his famous “An
Inquiry Concerning the Source of Heat which is Excited by Friction”. [1] In 1787,
Thomson reacted to reading about Scottish physician-chemist George Fordyce’s circa
1785 experiments in which he measured a gain in the weight of water after it was
frozen, by repeating Fordyce’s experiment to see for himself if this was in fact the case.
[4]

Name
Thompson was born in rural Woburn, Massachusetts. At the age of nineteen he married
a wealthy widow, fourteen years his senior, from a section of the New Hampshire town
of Concord that had formerly been called Rumford, hence his surname. [3]

Influences
Thompson promoted English physician-physicist Thomas Young to be lecturer at the Royal Institute, and it was in
these lecturers that Young, using Thompson's cannon-boring data, gave the first modern definition of heat and also
of energy.
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Thompson, Bert
In hmolscience, Bert Thompson (c.1960-) is an American microbiologist and creationist
noted for being the co-author with Brad Harrub of their Oct 2002 65-page response
article entitled “15 Answers to John Rennie and Scientific American’s Nonsense”, in
response to John Rennie’s 17 Jun 2002 Scientific American article “15 Answers to
Creationist Nonsense”, amid the Rennie creationism fiasco. [1]

Apologetics Press
In 2002, Thompson was a longtime director of Apologetics Press—an Alabama-based
church organization, with a $1-million dollar annual budget, whose focus is to “wage
war against atheism and evolution”. Ironically, and somewhat humorously, Thompson,
to note, who had spent some 26-years, as executive director of Apologetics Press,
whose aim was to denounce the so-called immorality of atheism and evolution, three
years later, in 2005, was fired owing to multiple reports of child molestation incidents
dating back to at least 1982. (Ѻ)

Education
Thompson completed his BS in biology from Abilene Christian University and his MS and PhD in microbiology from
Texas A&M University. He is an adjunct professor of Bible and science at Southern Christian University, Montgomery,
Alabama (aka Amridge University). [2]
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Thomsen, Julius
In chemistry, Julius Thomsen (1826-1909) was a Danish chemist noted for his 1854
"thermal theory of affinity", also independently developed by French chemist Marcellin
Berthelot (1864), that the heat evolved in a chemical reaction is the measure of the
chemical affinity, on the grounds that the heat represented the work done by chemical
forces. [1] Thomsen and Berthelot similarly defined affinity as the force that unites the
component parts of a chemical compound and that must be overcome by an equivalent
force, the quantity of which can be measured by the heat evolved. [2] Thomsen
appears to have been the first, in 1853, to have applied the first law version of the
conservation of energy to the field of chemistry. [3] That same year, Thomsen did work
with Danish engineer Ludwig Colding, an early formulator of the conservation of
energy.
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Thomson genealogy
In genealogies, Thomson genealogy is the lineage that made Scottish-Irish brothers physicist William Thomson and
engineer James Thomson, two the main early curators of thermodynamics, both sons of mathematician James
Thomson, Sr., along with three other James Thomson's prior to him.

Thomson lineage
The Thomson clan is of Scottish origin. In 1641, it is said that three brothers James Thomson, John Thomson, and
Robert Thomson, migrated from the Lowlands of Scotland, during the troubled times of the civil war. John Thomson
settled in Count Down at Ballymaglave (or Ballymaglymph), and for nearly two-hundred-years his descendents
continued to occupy a farm called Annaghmore, near Spa Well, Ballynahinch. An anon son of John Thomson hand a
son named James Thomson (c.1691-). On his house, on a quoin of a building now used as a barn, this James Thomson,
grandson of John Thomson, cut his name, with the date 1707 (which fixes his age to about sixteen). This James
Thomson had three sons: John Thomson, Robin Thomson, and James Thomson (c.1738-). The first two sons, John and
Robin, both migrated to Buffalo Valley, New York in about 1755. The latter son, James Thomson (c.1738), stated in
Scotland, and in 1768 married Agnes Nesbitt, who bore him three sons: Robert Thomson, John Thomson, and James
Thomson (mathematician). At this date the Thomson’s owned about one-quarter of the township of Ballymaglave. [1]

Overview
The following is the framework of the Thomson genealogy:
Thomson family
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Robert
Thomson
(c.1622-)

|
Anon Thomson
(c.1654-)
|
James Thomson
(c.1691-)
|
John Thomson
(c.1730-)

James Thomson
(c.1738-)
(farmer)

Robin
Thomson
(c.1732-)

|

Robert
Thomson
(1773-)

John
Thomson
(c.1780-)
James Thomson
(1786-1849)
(mathematician)
|--------------------

James Thomson
(1822-1892)
(engineer)

-------------------|

William
Thomson
(1824-1907)
(physicist)

It is said James Thomson (farmer) gave his children what little education they could receive. [2]
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Thomson, James (farmer)
In thermodynamics, James Thomson (farmer) (1738-c.1810) was a Scottish farmer notable for
being, in a way, the grand-patriarch of the Glasgow school of thermodynamics, through the later
workings of his third son James Thomson (mathematician), and his sons James Thomson
(engineer) and William Thomson (physicist). It is said James Thomson (farmer) gave his children
what little education they could receive. [1]
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Thomson, James (mathematician)
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In thermodynamics, James Thomson (1786-1849) was an Scottish mathematician, son
of James Thomson (farmer), noted for being the base-board of the Glasgow school of
thermodynamics, where he was a professor of mathematics (1832-49), and for the idea
that his two sons James Thomson (engineer) and William Thomson (physicist) should
have a well-rounded education, taking them to France and Germany among other
places; the synergy and discussions between the latter two on theoretical nature of
heat engines (1843-1848) resulted in launching the science of thermodynamics. [1]

Education
James Thomson was the son of James Thomson (farmer), a wealthy farmer who is said
to have home-schooled his son on the basics of education. The young James Thomson
was said to have remarkable abilities and strong character. He was brought up on the
land as a farm laborer, and received from his father the rudiments of education. Of
note, he taught himself, without either skilled teachers or good textbooks, the art of
making sundials and a night-dials, able to tell the time of day by one of the positions of
Ursa Major. [2] Sometime at about the age of twelve, James Thomson began as a pupil at a small school run by a Dr.
Samuel Edgar, a Presbyterian minister, at Ballykine, to learn the classics and mathematics; his abilities where such
that he soon was promoted to assistant teacher. From 1810 to 1814, while still teaching at Ballynahinch, he spent six
winter months studying at the University of Glasgow, completed his MA in 1812. In the years to follow, he continued
to attend classes in Medicine and Divinity still with the intention of entering the Church. In 1814 he was appointed to
the Belfast Academical Institution. This Institution had been founded in 1810 and had both a school department and
a college department. Thomson's first appointment was to the school department where he taught arithmetic,
geography, and bookkeeping for a year before moving to the college department where he became professor of
mathematics.

James and William
In Belfast he met Margaret Gardner, the daughter of a Glasgow merchant, and they were married in 1817. The newly
married couple lived in a house opposite the Belfast Academical Institution and their seven children were born in that
house. The first son of the marriage was James Thomson (engineer), born in 1822, the second son, born in 1824, is
the famous William Thomson (physicist). James Thomson was offered the Chair of Mathematics at Glasgow
University and took up the appointment in 1832, the essential starting point for the Glasgow school of
thermodynamics. Margaret Thomson, to note, had died in 1830 leaving Thomson to bring up his seven children. Two
years after taking up the professorship his two sons James (then twelve years old) and William (then ten years old)
began their university studies at Glasgow. These two young men turned out to be Thomson's most talented
mathematics students.
In 1841, at the age of seventeen, in coordination with his father, William Thomson wrote his first scientific paper
on Joseph Fourier’s analysis of heat under the pseudonym P.Q.R. (an insistence of his father that William be
disguised, supposedly owing to his young age; the acronym, according to physics historian David Lindley, having no
particular meaning, except that they are often used as a triplet of variables in three dimensional mathematical
problems), which was submitted to the Cambridge Mathematical Journal by his father, titled “On Fourier's
expansions of functions in trigonometric series”; and soon two more papers of similar theme soon followed. This was
William's first foray into studies on the nature of heat.
William Thomson would go on to become professor of natural philosophy at Glasgow in 1846 and James Thomson
professor of engineering at Glasgow in 1855.

Publications
As a mathematician he is famed as a writer of textbooks. While in Belfast he published A Treatise on Arithmetic in
Theory and Practice (1819), Trigonometry, Plane and Spherical (1820), Introduction to Modern Geography (1827), and
The Differential and Integral Calculus (1831). He later edited a version of Euclid's Elements (1834) and wrote his most
famous text An Elementary Treatise on Algebra Theoretical and Practical (1844). [3]
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Thomson, James
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In thermodynamics, James Thomson (1822-1892) was a Scottish engineer, grandson to
James Thomson (farmer), son of James Thomson (mathematician), and older brother to
William Thomson (physicist), who in about 1843 began to establish a dialog with his
younger brother on application of the heat engine theories of French engineer Sadi
Carnot in his 1824 Reflections on the Motive Power of Fire, as presented in the 1834
paper "Memoir on the Motive Power of Heat” by French physicist Émile Clapeyron, to
the application in the area of steamship improvement, particularly power going to
waste.

Carnot queries
In Aug 1844, James, in a letter to his brother William Thomson, inquired who [Sadi
Carnot] it was that had proved there was a definite quantity of mechanical effect
(work) given out during the passage of heat from one body to another. He stated his
intentions of writing an article for the Artisan about the theoretical possibility of
working steam engines without fuel by using over again the heat which was thrown out
in the hot water from the condenser, noting that:
“I shall have to enter on the subject of the paper you mentioned to me.”
This "paper", according to historian British energy historian Crosbie Smith, was almost certainly the 1837 translation
for Taylor’s Scientific Memoirs of Clapeyron’s “Memoirs on the Motive Power of Heat”. [3] The discussions in James
letter of 1844, according to Smith, are the earliest record of implicit references to Clapeyron and Carnot by the
Thomsons. The core strand of influence in the early development of thermodynamics, traces from Carnot to
Clapeyron to the Thomson brother's discussions on Clapeyron's paper, to German physicist Rudolf Clausius, who
found out about Carnot's theory through William's 1848-49 papers on the subject. [2] James may have picked up on
the work of Clapeyron through association with his Glasgow College professor Lewis Gordon, beginning in 1841,
although it seems that William was the first to acquire a copy of Clapeyron's book. [3] In their early years, both James
and William had studied the writings of Scottish physicist David Forbes, a later influence to Scottish engineer William
Rankine, another founder of thermodynamics.

Prediction | Freezing point lowering by pressure
On 2 Jan 1849, Thomson, in his publication “Theoretical Considerations on the Effect of Pressure in Lowering the
Freezing Point of Water”, made the following prediction, arrived at after grappling with an apparent "absurdity" of
the possibility of perpetual motion pointed out by his brother: [4]
“Some time ago my brother, professor William Thomson, pointed out to me a curious conclusion to which he had
been led, by reasoning on principles similar to those developed by Carnot, with reference to the motive power of
heat. It was, that water at the freezing point may be converted into ice by a process solely mechanical, and yet
without the final expenditure of any mechanical work. This at first appeared to me to involve an impossibility,
because water expands while freezing; and, therefore, it seemed to follow, that if a quantity of it were merely
enclosed in a vessel with a moveable piston, and frozen, the motion of the piston, consequent on the expansion,
being resisted by pressure, mechanical work would be given out without any corresponding expenditure; or, in other
words, a perpetual source of mechanical work, commonly called a perpetual motion, would be possible. After farther
consideration, however, the former conclusion appeared to be incontrovertible; but then, to avoid the absurdity of
supposing that mechanical work could be got out of nothing, it occurred to me that it is necessary farther to
conclude, that the freezing point becomes lower as the pressure to which the water is subjected is increased.”
Later that year, James’ brother William Thomson verified this deduction to its numerical details by direct experiment.
[5] American science historian Fielding Garrison summarizes [6]
“James Thomson, one of the early pioneers of physical chemistry, was able, by an implicit denial of Carnot’s
assumption [material theory of heat], to predict and prove that the freezing point of water would be lowered by
pressure.”
(add discussion)

Glasgow school of thermodynamics
See main: Glasgow school of thermodynamics

In 1855, James was appointed professor of civil engineering at Queen's University Belfast. He remained there until
1873, when he accepted the professorship of Civil Engineering and Mechanics at the University of Glasgow, a post in
which he was successor to the influential William Rankine. He retired in 1889.
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Thomson’s thermodynamic surface
See main: History of thermodynamic surfaces

In 1871, James Thomson constructed a plaster
pressure-volume-temperature surface, the original
shown adjacent as a P,V,θ surface, on display (Ѻ) at
the Hunterian Museum and Art Gallery, University of
Glasgow based on data for carbon dioxide collected
by Thomas Andrews. [6] The surface is described as
follows: [7]
“This is a plaster model of the theoretical
thermodynamic surface for carbonic acid, also called
the PV theta curve. Carbonic acid H2CO3 results from
dissolving carbon dioxide gas in water. It only exists in
solution.”
James Thomson’s plaster pressure-volume-temperature surface,
The model, according to the gallery, is dated “circa
1860 Queen's University, Belfast, Northern Ireland”.
[7]

labeled as a P,V,θ surface, on display (Ѻ) at the Hunterian Museum
and Art Gallery, University of Glasgow. [7]
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Thomson, Joseph
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In science, Joseph John Thomson (1856-1940), commonly known as "J.J. Thomson",
was an English physicist noted, in the history of atomic theory, for his 1897 paper “On
Cathode Rays”, wherein he discussed some of the results his cathode-ray experiments
done to test some of the consequences of the so-called “electrified-particle theory”, as
he called it, wherein he posited the existence of “negatively electrified particles”,
previously dubbed “electrons”, a theory about which, in 1904, using the geometrical
pattern results of Alfred Mayer’s 1878 “floating magnets” experiment, he famously
posited the so-called “plum pudding” model of the atom, according to which negatively
charged particles were embedded within a sea of positive charge.

Rutherford
Thomson’s plum pudding model held sway until 1909, during which year Ernest
Rutherford conducted his famous “gold foil experiment”, in which he fired positively
charged alpha particles at thin sheets of gold foil, expecting the particles to pass
through, only to be surprised that some of the particles bounced backwards, leaving
him to conclude that the atom had most of its mass at the center characterized by a "positive central charge N e, and
surrounded by a compensating charge of N electrons", and later coined the term 'proton' (1919) for this positive
structure, i.e. the structure of hydrogen nuclei specifically. [2]
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Thomson, William
In thermodynamics, William Thomson (1824-1907) (CR:257|#14) (IQ=185|#52), aka
"Lord Kelvin", was an Irish-born Scottish child prodigy turned mathematical physicist
notable for being the third person to publish a paper on French physicist Sadi Carnot's
1824 heat engine theories, specifically his "On an Absolute Thermometric Scale", for his
role in the formation of the Glasgow school of thermodynamics, and for his behind the
scenes efforts in helping to bring together the science of thermodynamics, through his
association with Peter Tait, James Maxwell, and William Rankine, among others.
Thomson, in fact, coined the terms "thermo-dynamic" (1849) and "thermo-dynamics"
in 1854. William Thomson was grandson of Scot farmer James Thomson, son of
mathematician James Thomson, and younger brother to engineer James Thomson.

Thomson vs. Darwin | Sun age
In the mid-19th century, three scientists, namely: Robert Mayer (1840s), John
Waterston (1840s), and Hermann Helmholtz (1854), had posited—supposedly on a
mixture of the conservation of energy and the nebular hypothesis—that gravitational
contraction of mass is responsible for the radiated energy of the sun. [12] In 1854, Thomson, like Helmholtz, was
convinced that the sun's luminosity was produced by the conversion of gravitational energy into heat, and suggested
that the sun's heat might be produced continually by the impact of meteors falling onto its surface; at some point,
therein or thereafter, he was forced, by astronomical evidence, to modify his hypothesis to argue that the primary
source of the energy available to the sun was the gravitational energy of the primordial meteors from which it was
formed.
In 1859, Charles Darwin, in his Origin of Species, estimated, via crude calculation of the time of erosion occurring
at the current observed rate at the Weald, a great valley that stretches between the North and South Downs across
the south of England, that the earth was 300 million years old, long enough for speciation by natural selection to have
occurred. In 1862, Thomson, being firmly opposed to Darwin’s evolution theory, as it inherently negates creation
theory, declared the following:
“That some form of the meteoric theory is certainly the true and complete explanation of solar heat can scarcely be
doubted, when the following reasons are considered: (1) No other natural explanation, except by chemical action,
can be conceived. (2) The chemical theory is quite insufficient, because the most energetic chemical action we know,
taking place between substances amounting to the whole sun's mass, would only generate about 3,000 years' heat.
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(3) There is no difficulty in accounting for 20,000,000 years' heat by the meteoric theory. What then are we to think
of such geological estimates as [Darwin's] 300,000,000 years for the ‘denudation of the Weald'’?”
Thomson estimated the lifetime of the sun, and by implication the earth, by calculating the gravitational energy of an
object with a mass equal to the sun's mass and a radius equal to the sun's radius and divided the result by the rate at
which the sun radiates away energy. This calculation yielded a lifetime of only 30 million years. [12]

Rutherford | Thomson anecdote
In 1904, a famous anecdote, retold many times, occurred during a lecture by Ernest Rutherford during his Royal
Institution lecture on radium, during which time, Thomson, then aged 80, was in the audience, albeit asleep, but yet
still dominating the mind of Rutherford, the opinion of Thomson, being one of the old guards of science, not to be
taken lightly. Rutherford recounts the anecdote as follows: [13]
“I came into the room which was half-dark and presently spotted Lord Kelvin in the audience, and realized that I was
in for trouble at the last part of my speech dealing with the age of the earth, where my views conflicted with his. To
my relief, Kelvin fell fast asleep, but as I came to the important point, I saw the old bird sit up, open an eye and ****
a baleful glance at me. Then a sudden inspiration came, and I said ‘Lord Kelvin had limited the age of the earth,
provided no new source [of heat] was discovered. That prophetic utterance referred to what we are now considering
tonight, radium!’ Behold! The old boy beamed upon me.”

Early life
In May 1830, at the age of six, William's mother died. Shortly afterwards the family moved to Scotland, where
Thomson's largely self-taught father, James Thomson, had been appointed professor of mathematics at Glasgow
University. Four years later, in 1832, William, age 10, and his brother James, age 12, began their studies at Glasgow
University. [8]

Origin of thermo-dynamics interest
See main: Thomson’s search for Carnot’s Reflections

In 1839, Scottish astronomy professor John Nichol introduced Thomson to French mathematical physicist Joseph
Fourier's 1822 Analytical Theory of Heat. [5] This was his first stimulator as to the nature of heat. In 1840, Thomson
came across Edinburgh mathematics professor Philip Kelland's 1837 Theory of Heat, in which it was claimed that
Fourier was mostly wrong. [6] In comparing the two, as Thomson told his father, "Fourier is right, and Kelland is
wrong." [7] Thomson developed in interest in the efficiency of heat engines and the paper of Carnot through
discussions on the subject with his older brother James Thomson beginning in about 1843. In 1847, Thomson, along
with his friend Gabriel Stokes, attended a session of the British Association for the Advancement of Science where he
heard James Joule exhibit his paddle wheel, wherein he demonstrated how fluid friction generated heat, after which
the two approached Joule and began a discussion with him. William and his brother James Thomson would later
comment that the Joule's data would "unsettle" anyone steeped in the Carnot-Clapeyron version of heat, particularly
the datum that heat could be generated by friction of fluids in motion. [11]
In 1848, Thomson developed the Kelvin scale of absolute temperature measurement based on Carnot's theories
and in 1849 he coined the term "thermo-dynamic". [4] In 1854, defined "thermo-dynamics" as a subject. In 1851
conceived of the "heat death" theory of universal end and, in 1852, gave verbal descriptions of the second law of
thermodynamics that there is a universal tendency in nature to the dissipation of energy. [1] In the years to follow
this was translated as the "law of degradation" or "law of dissipation of energy". With the publication of Charles
Darwin's 1859 Origin of Species, which seemed to imply the existence of a "law of elevation" in nature, a conflict
erupted between the phenomenon of evolution by natural selection and the concept of entropy as loosely defined by
Kelvin's universal dissipation postulate. [2] In 1874, he christened the
now-famous term "Maxwell's demon".

Heat death
See main: Heat death

Thomson also developed the central argument of the “heat death”
theory of universal end in which the universe, in its end state, will run
down to the point where there will be no more energy available for
doing work due to the action of the dissipation of mechanical energy.
The idea of heat death was first proposed in loose terms beginning in
1851 by Thomson, who theorized further on the mechanical energy
loss views of Sadi Carnot (1824), James Joule (1843), and Rudolf
Clausius (1850). Thomson’s views were then elaborated on more
definitively over the next decade by German physicist Herman von
Helmholtz and Scottish physicist William Rankine.
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Dissipation | Will of animate creatures
See main: Law of dissipation

In 1852, Kelvin supposed that "there is a universal tendency in nature to the dissipation of mechanical energy" and
suggested how this tendency might relate to "vegetable life" or to the "will of animate creatures". [1] Soon
thereafter, people began to wonder how this universal law of physics related to or contrasted with the universal law
of biological evolution as established by English naturalist Charles Darwin in his 1859 Origin of Species.

Thomson on Darwin
Thomson, and his antimaterialist allies, according to Welsh science historian Iwan Morus, regarded thermodynamics
as a powerful weapon with which to counter Darwinian evolution. [9] In a series of papers in the early 1860s,
appearing shortly after the publication of Darwin’s 1859 Origin of Species, Thomson argued, based on age of sun
calculations, that thermodynamics clearly demonstrated that natural selection was wrong.

Atomic theory
See main: Atomic theory

In 1902, Thomson proposed the first 'structural theory of the atom' in which an atom was hypothesized to have a
uniformly distributed positive electrical cloud in which electrons were inserted so as to produce an equilibrium
situation when the negative charges were at rest. [10]

Religion
See main: Thomson on religion

Thomson was covertly religious in his early writings, e.g. referring to the “will of animate creatures” (1852), in regards
to the second law of thermodynamics; although, to note, he was not, in these early years, as open about his religious
views, say as compared to James Joule who preached in church about the mechanical equivalent of heat as
responsible for the actions in Genesis. In later years, e.g. see Darwinism sun age refutation above (1860s), however,
Thomson began to become more outspoken about his religious beliefs. In 1908, James Walsh, following is obituary on
Kelvin, in Catholic World, commented that those wishing to become proficient in Christian apologetics, should consult
Thomson. [15]

Praise | Tribute
The following are noted quotes of praise:
“Thomson has the gift of translating real facts into mathematical equations and vice versa, a gift which is far rarer
than the capacity for finding the solution of a given mathematical problem.”
— Hermann Helmholtz (c.1890) [15]

“With the death of Lord Kelvin, on December 17 [1907], there passes away the grandest figure of contemporary
science, and with it closes an epoch in the history of physics. When William Thomson was born, in 1824, Ohm's law
of the flow of electric currents had not been discovered, Oersted's discovery of the magnetic action of the current
was but four years old, while Faraday's capital discovery of the induction of currents was not to come for seven years.
The wave theory of light had been but recently set on its feet by Young and Fresnel, and was not yet thoroughly
believed, while the two laws of thermodynamics, perhaps the most important contribution of the nineteenth
century, were unknown. All these things Lord Kelvin saw, and a great part of them he was. Probably no one, with the
single exception of Helmholtz, born three years earlier, exercised greater influence on the science of the nineteenth
century, while to compare the influence of these two great physicists with that of Darwin is as bootless as to question
whether the grass is greener than the sky is blue.”
— Arthur G. Webster (1908), “Lord Kelvin”, Dec 22 [14]

Quotes
The following are other noted quotes:
“Dead matter cannot become living matter without coming under the influence of matter previous alive.”
— William Thomson (c.1776), statement of his biogenesis philosophy (Ѻ)
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Thomson’s search for Carnot’s Reflections
In thermodynamics, Thomson’s search for Carnot’s Reflections is a famous story of how in 1845 a twenty-one year
old Irish student named William Thomson went on a search throughout the bookstores of Paris looking for French
physicist Sadi Carnot's 1824 memoir Reflections on the Motive Power of Fire; efforts that later functioned to bring the
proto-subject of the connection between heat and work to the likes of William Rankine, James Maxwell, and most
importantly Rudolf Clausius, the latter of which later coming to lay the foundations of thermodynamics with his 1865
book The Mechanical Theory of Heat.

Early details
In 1839, a young 15-year-old Irish mathematical physics student named William Thomson was in attendance at the
Royal Belfast Academical Institution of Northern Ireland, where Scottish educator John Nichol, a professor of
astronomy, had that year took the chair of natural philosophy. Upon doing so, Nichol updated the curriculum,
introducing students to the new mathematical works of French mathematical physicist Joseph Fourier's particularly
his 1822 Analytical Theory of Heat. [1] The mathematical treatment much impressed young Thomson, who became
intrigued with Fourier's Théorie analytique de la chaleur and committed himself to study the "Continental"
mathematics resisted by a British establishment still working in the shadow of English physicist Isaac Newton. This
was Thomson's first stimulator as to the nature of heat.
In 1840, Thomson also came across Edinburgh mathematics professor Philip Kelland's 1837 Theory of Heat, in
which it was claimed that Fourier was mostly wrong. [2] In comparing the two, as Thomson told his father, "Fourier is
right, and Kelland is wrong." [3] Out of this stimulus, in 1841, at the age of seventeen, Thomson wrote his first
scientific paper on Fourier’s analysis of heat under the pseudonym P.Q.R., which was submitted to the Cambridge
Mathematical Journal by his father James Thomson (mathematician), titled “On Fourier's expansions of functions in
trigonometric series”; and soon two more papers of similar theme soon followed. [4]

Clapeyron
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At some point during the years 1843 to 1845, William Thomson learned about Carnot through hearing of or reading
French engineer Émile Clapeyron's 1834 article “Memoir on the Motive Power of Heat”, wherein French physicist Sadi
Carnot's 1824 work, for the first time, had been referenced and also reinterpreted graphically, using English engineer
John Southern's 1796 indicator diagram methodology. [6]
English thermodynamics historian Crosbie Smith states, in his 1998 book The Science of Energy, that this occurred
in the late summer of 1843 when William and his older brother brother James Thomson began initiated a dialogue on
the Carnot-Clapeyron theory. [5] Crosbie argues that William developed an interest in the efficiency of heat engines
during this period and had begun to engage in discussions about the paper of Carnot on this subject with his older
brother James Thomson, a steam engineer, who was in need of such knowledge so to improve the efficiency of
engines at a factory where he was employed at the time.
American low-temperature historian Tom Shachtman states, in his 1999 book Absolute Zero, that William learned
of Clapeyron’s exegesis of Carnot, in 1845, while doing post-graduate work in the laboratory of Victor Regnault, a
former student (1830) and chair of chemistry (1840) of the École Polytechnique (a school founded by Carnot's father,
Lazare Carnot), from “colleagues at Regnault’s laboratory”. Shachtman also states that prior to being introduced to
Clapeyron's work, Thomson believed that heat depended on caloric as Regnault did. [12]

Paris bookstores
During this time (likely in 1845), Thomson tried to find a copy of Carnot’s Reflections. To his surprise and
disappointment there was no copy in the library of the École Polytechnique, and no Paris bookseller had heard of it or
its author. [7] As he later recalled: [8]
“I went to every book-shop I could think of, asking for the Puissance Motrice du Feu, by Carnot. ‘Caino? Je ne connais
pas cet auteur’ … ‘Ah! Ca-rrr-not! Oui, voice son ouvrgae’, producing a volume on some social question by Hippolyte
Carnot [Sadi’s brother]; but the Puissance Motrice du Fue was quite unknown.”
In June of 1848, still not having found an a copy of Carnot’s publication, Thomson published a paper titled “On an
Absolute Thermometric Scale Founded on Carnot’s Theory of the Motive Power of Heat” read to the Cambridge
Philosophical Society, based on Clapeyron’s 1834 paper. [6] In a foot note to his paper, Thomson states: [9]
“Having never met with the original work, it is only through a paper by M. Clapeyron, on the same subject, published
in the Journal de l’École Polytechnique, Vol. xiv. 1834, and translated in the first volume of Taylor’s Scientific Memoirs,
that the Author has become acquainted with Carnot’s Theory.”
Thomson also recalls, in retrospect, in a November 5th, 1881 note, that:
“A few months later through the kindness of my late colleague Professor Lewis Gordon, I received a copy of Carnot’s
original work and was thus able to give to the Royal Society of Edinburgh my ‘Account of Carnot’s Theory’ (Jan. 2nd,
1849).”
The article referred to above is the 1849 “An Account of Carnot’s Theory of the Motive Power of Heat”, in which the
term "thermo-dynamic" was coined. [10]

Clausius
By 1850, through Thomson's and Clapeyron's writings, the work of Carnot, via Clapeyron's paper, reached the likes of
German physicist Rudolf Clausius. Without even seeing Carnot's paper directly, Clausius was so drawn into the
subject that he wrote the famous 1850 paper "On the Moving Force of Heat", giving his views on Carnot's heat engine
theories. In a foot note, Clausius states: [11]
“I have not been able to obtain a copy of this book [Reflections], and am acquainted with it only through the work of
Clapeyron and Thomson, from the latter of whom are quoted the extracts afterwards given.”
The supposition, in Carnot’s work, that caught Clausius’ attention was the postulate, expressly stated, that “the
quantity of heat remains unchanged” (in the process), which equates to the argument that “no change occurs in the
condition of the working body” (during the work cycle). Conversely, according the view of Clausius, as developed in
the mechanical equivalence of heat, a certain amount of heat would consumed in the working body during an
irreversible passage of heat in the cyclical production of work. These corrections were employed and remolded in
Clausius' famous Mechanical Theory of Heat (1850-1875).
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Thomson on
religion
In geniuses on, Thomson on
religion refers to the published
opinions, statements, views, and
expressed beliefs of Irish-born
Scottish mathematical physicist
William Thomson (1824-1907) on
religion, god, and science.

Overview

A depiction of William Thomson caught between his Irish Catholic beliefs (Christianity)
and the newly being discovered sciences of thermodynamics, James Joule's 1843
paddle wheel experiment (right), electricity, and physics, at the end of which, he sided
with a "creative power" (1903) model over that of evolution (Darwin).

Thomson, in his early writings, was
not overtly religious; say as compared to someone like James Joule who preached about the mechanical equivalent of
heat in Church and how his calculations has something to do with the water churning actions described in the flood
myth of the Bible. In 1852, Thomson used the technique of using overtly scientific language, with covertly hidden
religious backdoor key terms; such as stating that "there is a universal tendency in nature to the dissipation of
mechanical energy" and suggested how this tendency might relate to "vegetable life" or to the "will of animate
creatures". [1] This type of description, for lack of better terms, is "scientific god code" or "covert creationism"; a
modern example of which is: Robert Ulanowicz and his ascendency principle.
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In 1897, William Thomson, in his “The Age of
the Earth as an Abode Fitted for Life”, stated
the following: [6]
“My task has been rigorously confined to what,
humanly speaking, we may call the ‘fortuitous
concourse of atoms’, in the preparation of the
earth as an abode fitted for life. Mathematics
and dynamics fail us when we contemplate the
earth, fitted for life but lifeless, and try to
imagine the commencement of life upon it.
This certainly did not take place by any action
of chemistry, or electricity, or crystalline
grouping of molecules under the influence of
force, or by any possible kind of fortuitous
concourse of atoms. We must pause, face to
face with the mystery and miracle of creation A synopsis of William Thomson’s vacillating 1897-1903 views on "crystals",
of living creatures.”
e.g. water crystal (Ѻ) formation shown above, which he believes are
formed by the “fortuitous concourse of atoms” (Cicero on Greek atomic
theory), whereas moss sprigs, microbes, and animals are formed by the
In 2 May 1903, Thomson, amid a five part
“creative power” of god acting on atoms, via a miracle; though in his 2 May
public lecture by professor George Henslow
1903 impromptu speech he slips and says it is absurd to believe that
(1835-1925), on “Christian Apologetics”,
crystals could form by the “fortuitous concourse of atoms”, then request a
delivered at the Botanical Theater, at
University College, the first of which being on recant two days later, after reading his published statements in The Times.
“Present-day Rationalism: an Examination of Darwinism”, gave thanks to Henslow by say a few words, as follows: [2]

“Science positively affirmed creative power. Science made everyone feel a miracle in himself. It was not in dead
matter that they lived and moved and had their being, but in the creative and directing power which science
compelled them to accept as an article of belief. They could not escape from that when they studied the physics and
dynamics of living and dead matter all around. Modern biologists were coming once more to a firm acceptance of
something, and that was a vital principle. They had an unknown object put before them in science. In thinking of that
object they were all agnostics. They only knew God in his works, but they were absolutely forced by science to admit
and to believe with absolute confidence in a directive power—in an influence other than physical, dynamical,
electrical forces.
Cicero denied that they could have come into existence by a fortuitous concourse of atoms. Was there anything
so absurd as to believe that a number of atoms by falling together of their own accord could make a crystal, a sprig of
moss, a microbe, a living animal? People thought that, given millions of years, these might come to pass, but they
could not think that a million of millions of years could give them unaided a beautiful world like ours. They had a
spiritual influence, and in science a knowledge that there was that influence in the world around them. He admired
the healthy, breezy atmosphere of free thought in professor [John] Henslow's (Ѻ) lecture. Let no one be afraid of true
freedom. They could be free in their thoughts, in their criticisms, and with freedom of thought they were bound to
come to the conclusion that science was not antagonistic to religion but a help for religion.”
Thomson, then, after reading his praise commentary, as printed in The Times, sent a "request to amend" letter to the
editor of The Times, which was printed on May 4, 1903, wherein he states the following humorous request:
“Sir,—In your report of a few words which I said in proposing a vote of thanks to Professor Henslow for his lecture
‘On Present Day Rationalism’ yesterday evening, in University College, I find the following:—‘Was there anything so
absurd as to believe that a number of atoms by falling together of their own accord could make a crystal, a sprig of
moss, a microbe, a living animal?’ I wish to delete ‘a crystal,’ though no doubt your report of what I said is correct.”
Thomson elaborates on his reasoning behind this request as follows:
“Exceedingly narrow limits of time prevented me from endeavoring to explain how different is the structure of a
crystal from that of any portion, large or small, of an animal or plant, or the cellular formation of which the bodies of
animals and plants are made; but I desired to point out that, while ‘fortuitous concourse of atoms’ is not an
inappropriate description of the formation of a crystal, it is utterly absurd in respect to the coming into existence, or
the growth, or the continuation of the molecular combinations presented in the bodies of living things. Here scientific
thought is compelled to accept the idea of creative power. Forty years ago I asked Liebig, walking somewhere in the
country, if he believed that the grass and flowers which we saw around us grew by mere chemical forces. He
answered, ‘No, no more than I could believe that a book of botany describing them could grow by mere chemical
forces.’ Every action of human free will is a miracle to physical and chemical and mathematical science.”
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Other
In 1908, American James Walsh, following is obituary on Kelvin, in Catholic World, commented that those wishing to
become proficient in Christian apologetics, should consult Thomson. [3]

Quotes | Related
The following are related quotes:
“Kelvin was a strong Christian, opposing both Darwinian evolution and Lyellian uniformitarianism.”
— Henry Morris (c.1960) [5]

Quotes
The following are other representative Thomson on religion quotes:
“Modern biologists are coming, I believe, once more to a firm acceptance of something beyond mere gravitational,
chemical, and physical forces; and that unknown thing is a vital principle.”
— William Thomson (c.1900) [4]

“Modern biologists are coming, I believe, once more to a firm acceptance of something beyond mere gravitational,
chemical, and physical forces; and that unknown thing is a vital principle.”
— William Thomson (c.1900) [4]

“Overwhelming strong proofs of intelligent and benevolent design lie around us.”
— William Thomson (c.1900) [4]

“The more thoroughly I conduct scientific research, the more I believe that science excludes atheism.”
— William Thomson (c.1900) [4]

“The atheistic idea is so nonsensical that I do not see how I can put it in words.”
— William Thomson (c.1900) [4]

“Do not be afraid of being free thinkers. If you think strongly enough you will be forced by science to the belief in
God, which is the foundation of all religion. You will find science not antagonistic but helpful to religion.”
— William Thomson (c.1900) [4]

“The hypothesis that life originated on this earth through moss-grown fragments from the ruins of another world
may seem wild and visionary; all I maintain is that it is not unscientific.”
— William Thomson (c.1900) [4]

“I feel profoundly convinced that the argument of design has been greatly too much lost sight of in recent zoological
speculations. Reactions against the frivolities of teleology, such as are to be found, not rarely, in the notes of the
learned commentators on Paley's Natural Theology, has, I believe, had a temporary effect in turning attention from
the solid and irrefragable argument so well put forward in that excellent old book. But overwhelmingly strong proofs
of intelligent and benevolent design lie all around us, and if ever perplexities, whether metaphysical or scientific, turn
us away from them for a time, they come back upon us with irresistible force, showing to us through nature the
influence of a free will, and teaching us that all living beings depend on one ever-acting Creator and Ruler.”
— William Thomson (c.1900) [4]
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Thone, Frank
In chemistry, Frank Thone (1891-1949) was an American plant physiologist, ecologist,
and science writer noted for his 1936 article “Nature Ramblings: ‘Chnops,’ Plus”,
wherein he describes plants and animals, chemically, as “Chnops plus” systems, i.e. he
described biological systems as systems comprised of the elements: carbon, hydrogen,
nitrogen, oxygen, phosphorus, sulfur (CHNOPS) plus potassium and calcium, among
others. [1]

Education
In 1922, Thone completed his dissertation, MS or PhD, entitled “Ecological Factors in
Region of Starved Rock, Illinois”. In 1936, Thone was a staff writer for Science News
Letters. In 1945, he was a Science Service biology editor and also was involved in radiobased promotions of science, e.g. national science talent searches.
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Thought experiment
In experiments, thought experiment refers to any of various hypothetical or
applied conceptualizations of possible processes or applications and the
theoretical ramifications that follow. Often is the case that very simple thought
experiments may lead to the development of entire libraries of new scientific
branches.

Social chemistry experiment
An example of an outline of a ‘thought experiment’, concerning what would
result if one was to apply basic chemist theory to social interactions, was given in
1962 by Austrian social economist Werner Stark in questioning why English
biologist Thomas Huxley’s 1871 call for the development of the field of social
chemistry has never actuated: [1]
“Why should no social chemistry ever been developed? Nobody would suggest
that the social scientists should imitate meteorology, for this discipline does not
appear to have got very far … but what about chemistry? A sociology based on
chemistry [has] in fact been called for, but, significantly, [this call has] found no
echo. It would have been easy to take up this suggestion and develop it further. An intending social chemist would
have found it one whit more difficult to manufacture a sociological parallel to the Boyle-Charles law than Haret did to
the Newtonian propositions. But the experiment appears never to have been tried. Why?”
Of note, in 1952 English C.G. Darwin did take up this call by devoting the first thirty pages of his book The Next Million
Years to outlining the sociological parallel of Boyle's law, in which he considered a society to be a relatively closed
system of human molecules governed by the laws of statistical mechanics, but Stark seems to have been unaware of
this effort and it is certainly not 'easy' as Stark seems to think as evidenced by the fact that in 1910 American
historian Henry Adams, after struggling with this type of application for some fifty years (e.g. commenting to his wife
in 1885: “social chemistry—the mutual attraction of equivalent human molecules—is a science yet to be created, for
the fact is my daily study and only satisfaction in life”), concluded in the end, after writing several books on this
subject, that the solution would "require the aid of another Newton."
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Famous experiments
Some other famous thought experiments in chemistry and thermodynamics are listed below.
Person

Date Age

Experiment

Result

Johann
Goethe

Love thought experiment: while writing a story
called “The Renouncers”, which was about a hero
simultaneously in love with four women; the
synopsis of which, in his view, was that “each in
her own way is lovable; whichever one he is
1808 59
drawn to in the mood of the moment, she alone
is lovable”, he contemplated who to use the
"determinate power" (Bergman, 1775) of the
science of affinity chemistry to correctly
"choose" who to love.

Goethe took it up again
early the next year, after
which the tale ballooned
into a novel, progressed
quickly, and before the
end of the year (Oct 3,
1809) it was in print
under the enigmatic title
Elective Affinities, thus
launching the science of
human chemistry.

Rudolf
Clausius

Wondered how Carnot’s 1824 incorrect
supposition, that at the end of a heat cycle a
1849 27 body returns unchanged to its original state (or
atomic position), could be amended in light of
the mechanical equivalent of heat.

Led to the founding the
science of
thermodynamics, in the
1865 book The
Mechanical Theory of
Heat

James
Maxwell

Wondered if an intelligent agent at the boundary
between a hot and a cold gas vessel, could
Led to the century-long
1867 36 circumvent the second law, by selectively
debate over the concept
choosing which speed particles can pass through of 'Maxwell's demon'.
the boundary.

Speculated on what would happen to a volume
Ludwig
1868 24
Boltzmann
of gas rising in earth’s gravitational field. [2]

Albert
Einstein

Led to the MaxwellBoltzmann distribution

While daydreaming, began to ponder “what
Led to the development
1895 16 would it be like to run beside a light beam, at the of the special theory of
speed of light.” [3]
relativity.

Love thought experiment: while daydreaming in
a chemical engineering thermodynamics class,
began to wonder how the spontaneity criterion
of chemical thermodynamics could be used to
Libb Thims 1995 23
predict reactions between people, as is done
with simple chemical reactions, particularly in
application to mate selection, in order to
"choose" who to correctly marry.

Led to the writing of the
2007 textbook book
Human Chemistry, the
2008 booklet The Human
Molecule, and
Hmolpedia (2,300+
articles).
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● Thought experiment - Wikipedia.

Three element theory
In science, three element theory, as compared to four element theory, asserts
that the universe is comprised for three primary elements, namely: earth,
water, and fire, and that among these fire is the fundament or underlying
essential nature of earth and water. The three element theory was introduced
by Greek philosopher Heraclitus, in circa 500BC, supposedly derived in some
way from the Egyptian Heliopolis creation myth, according to which the
universe resulted from a primordial abyss from which fire (Ra) burst forth
thereafter self-engendering earth (Geb) and water (Nun). [1]
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The three elements of nature,
according to Heraclitus: earth, water,
and fire, aka the three element
theory.

Thurston, Robert
In thermodynamics, Robert Thurston (1839-1903) was an American mechanical
engineer noted for a number of publications on the operation of the steam engine and
thermodynamics, such as his 1878 A History of the Growth of the Steam Engine. [1]

Overview
In 1890, Thurston completed the first English translation of French physicist Sadi
Carnot’s 1824 Reflections on the Motive Power of Fire; in which an accompaniment of
related works are found. [2] Thurston's view of Carnot is as follows: [3]
“Sadi Carnot was, perhaps, the greatest genius, in the department of physical science
at least, that this century has produced.”
In the editor's introductory to the English translation Thurston tells us: [4]
“When this little treatise which is here for the first time published in English becomes
familiar to those for whom it is intended, it will be, to many at least, a matter of surprise no less than pleasure to
discover that France has produced a writer on this now familiar subject [thermodynamics] whose inspiration
anticipated many of the principles that those founders of the modern science, Rankine and Clausius, worked out
through the tedious and difficult methods of the higher mathematics.”
(add discussion)

Soul
In 1894, Thurston, in his The Animal as a Machine and Prime Motor: and the Laws of Energetics, outlined a
rudimentary outline of a theory of thermodynamics of “animal systems”; wherein, among other things, as a soul
theorist, he speculates the following: [5]
“We are gradually progressing towards the establishment of a law of persistence of all existence, whether of matter,
of force and energy, or of organic vitality, and perhaps even to its extension until it includes intellectual and soul life.”
Curiously, many thermodynamicists enter upon these types of speculations in the last decade of their life; Thurston in
this case was age fifty-five at the time of the above writing and died nine years later.
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Tiezzi, Enzo
In hmolscience, Enzo Tiezzi (1938-) is an Italian physical chemist noted, in sociological
thermodynamics, for his 1983 to 2009 publications on Prigoginean thermodynamics to
ecology, evolution, and society.

Overview
In 1983, Tiezzi, in his The End of Time, discussed sustainability in the context of entropy,
thermodynamics, and unsustainable human behaviors, with mentions of Herman Daly
and Charles Snow, it seems, as the primary references. [1] In 1995, Tiezzi gave a talk on
“Thermodynamic Analysis of Urban Systems” and “Energy Flows, Entropy, and
Dissipative Structures”, the latter with Nadia Marchettini. [2] In 2005, Tiezzi one the
Prigogine Medal. In 2006, Tiezzi, in his Steps Towards an Evolutionary Physics, prefaced
by Sven Jorgensen, applied Prigoginean thermodynamics to the study of biological
evolution and society. [3] In 2009, Tiezzi published City Out of Chaos, which, likewise,
seems to be both themed and titled on Belgian chemist Ilya Prigogine’s 1984 book
Order Out of Chaos. [4]

Education
As an undergraduate, Tiezzi studied chemistry at Florence University. He taught at Cagliari University for four years.
He worked Washington University, from 1966 to 1967, in the fields of physics and biology. Tiezzi currently is the PhD
program coordinator of chemical science at the University of Siena.
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In science, time is a dimension that enables two otherwise identical events that
occur at the same point in space to be distinguished. [1] The interval between two
such events forms the basis of time measurement. The quantity of the second,
symbol t, unit s, defined as the duration of 9,192,631,770 periods of the radiation
corresponding to the transition between the two hyperfine levels of the ground
state of the cesium atom at rest at a temperature of 0 K, is the standard System
International (SI) dimension of time. [2]

Philosophical thermodynamics
In philosophical thermodynamics, time or rather its direction is recognized by an
increase in entropy. [3] The translation of this statement, in hands-on human life
terms, however, comes about typically with great difficultly, and is usually
mistranslated. The stipulations included in this statement are that:
(a) the system is either closed (open to energy boundary flow) or isolated (no
matter or energy boundary flow) system
(b) one complete heat cycle occurs
(c) that dQ/T is the amount entropy that increases or irreversibly remains residually
bound in the system.
Extrapolation beyond these core precepts, e.g. references to tendencies of disorder,
relations to chaos, psychological arrows, etc., typically result in only approximate, vague, or unjustified verbal
pronouncements. In more complicated systems, time is measured thermodynamically by free energy or rather by a
decrease in free energy as plotted out over the extent (progress in time) of the reaction or process. Specifically, in
1882 German physician and physicist Hermann Helmholtz concluded that the work performed by the free energies of
a system determine the direction of chemical change. [4] Subsequently, natural processes, e.g. evolution (a chemical
process), will occur spontaneously only in the direction of a minimizing free energy effect.

History
The conception of time in thermodynamics has checkered history involving a number of individuals, originating from
a number of points of view. The core seed of the idea stems from German physicist Rudolf Clausius who in 1865
declared in lecture, in a reading at the Philosophical Society of Zurich on the 24th of April, regarding the first and
second laws of thermodynamics, that: [5]
"Die Energie der Welt ist constant"
(The energy of the world is constant)
"Die Entropie der Welt strebt einem Maximum zu"
(The entropy of the world aspires to a maximum)
On the concluding page the 1965 English translation of his famous textbook Mechanical Theory of Heat, these two
phrases were listed, with the following concluding paragraph, such that the word “world” was translated as
“universe”: [6]
For the present I will confine myself to the statement of one result. If for the entire universe we conceive the same
magnitude to be determined, consistently and with due regard to all circumstances, which for a single body I have
called entropy, and if at the same time we introduce the other and simpler conception of energy, we may express in
the following manner the fundamental laws of the universe which correspond to the two fundamental theorems of
the mechanical theory of heat:
1. The energy of the universe is constant.
2. The entropy of the universe tends to a maximum.
The second of these postulates led to idea that concept of entropy gives directionality to the movement of the
universe. In 1873, for instance, American mathematical physicist Willard Gibbs utilized Clausius' entropy concept in
the study of the graphical behaviors of substances thus arriving at the view that one "should be able to foretell what
would occur if ... two states of the substance should be brought together." [7] These views latter developed,
beginnining with his 1876 memoir On the Equilibirum of Heterogeneous Substances, into the concept of free energy
and reaction spontaneity, such as was discussed by Hermann Helmholtz.

Arrow of time
The idea of “time’s arrow” was developed in a course of Gifford Lectures delivered by British astronomer Arthur
Eddington at the University of Edinburgh in January to march of 1927. These outlines resulted in the influential 1928
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book The Nature of the Physical World, in which he devoted an eight-page section to the topic of Time’s Arrow or the
relationship between entropy and time. In short, he states “without any mystic appeal to consciousness it is possible
to find a direction of time on the four-dimensional map by a study of organization”. He continues “let us draw an
arrow arbitrarily. If as we follow the arrow we find more and more of the random element in the state of the world,
then the arrow is pointing towards the future; if the random element decreases the arrow points towards the past.”
On this logic, he states “I shall use the phrase time’s arrow to express this one-way property of time which has no
analogue to space.”
Then, in a few pages of discussion on changes of energy and changes in the organization of energy during various
natural process, such as dropping a stone, operating a steam engine, opening a stopcock connecting one empty and
one filled vessel of gases, etc., and each situations relation to the changes in the positions of the atoms and
molecules involved, Eddington states that dissections of these sorts “raises organization from a vague descriptive
epithet to one of measureable quantities of exact science”. Moreover, he states, “a common measure can … be
applied to all forms of organization”, and that “any loss of organization is equitably measured by the chance against
its recovery by an accidental coincidence”. Then in a form of over-simplified extrapolation, he states “entropy (which
he defines as: the practical measure of the random element which can increase in the universe by can never
decrease) is the same as measuring by the chance explained in the last paragraph”; where he adds that “only the
unmanageably large numbers are transformed (by a simple formula) into a more convenient scale of reckoning.” This
latter statement is likely in reference to Austrian physicist Ludwig von Boltzmann’s logarithmic formula of entropy. In
conclusion, he states: [8]
“So far as physics is concerned, time’s arrow is a property of entropy alone.”
In the 1951 book Time's Arrow and Evolution, American biologist Harold Blum built further on the logic of Eddington.
In his opening chapter, Blum stated, in reference to evolution and the one-wayness of events, that "science offers
only one widely general principle which seems applicable - the second law of thermodynamics. He surmises, "one
way of stating this law is to say that all real processes tend to go towards a condition of greater probability". This
implies, according to Blum, that second law of thermodynamics points in the direction of all real events in time,
although giving no indication of the speed of which they happen.” As such, he states, “it should be tempting, then, to
explore the relationship between time’s arrow and organic evolution”. [9]
In the best-selling 1988 book A Brief History of Time, British theoretical physicist Stephen Hawking outlined a
view in which there are three arrows. In addition to the thermodynamic arrow, which he defines as the direction of
time in which disorder or entropy increases, he also defines a cosmological arrow, the direction of time in which the
universe is expanding rather than contracting, a psychological arrow, the direction in which a person feels time
passing or the direction in which one remembers as the past but not the future. Hawking concludes that “the
psychological arrow is determined by the thermodynamic arrow, and that these two arrows necessarily always point
in the same direction.” [10]

Space-time
In 1907, German mathematician Hermann Minkowski, realized that the special theory of relativity, introduced by
Albert Einstein in 1905 and based on previous work of Hendrik Lorentz and Henri Poincaré, could be best understood
in a four dimensional space, since known as "Minkowski spacetime", in which time and space are not separated
entities but intermingled in a four dimensional space-time, and in which the Lorentz geometry of special relativity can
be nicely represented. The beginning part of his address delivered at the 80th Assembly of German Natural Scientists
and Physicians (September 21, 1908) is now famous: [11]
“The views of space and time which I wish to lay before you have sprung from the soil of experimental physics, and
therein lies their strength. They are radical. Henceforth space by itself, and time by itself, are doomed to fade away
into mere shadows, and only a kind of union of the two will preserve an independent reality.”

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“I had no sense of the value of time, of my own or others, when I wrote it.”
— Willard Gibbs (c.1900), reflection on On the Equilibrium of Heterogeneous Substances

“Time is not one of the variables of pure thermodynamics.”
— Gilbert Lewis (1930), “The Symmetry of Time in Physics”
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7. Gibbs, J. Willard. (1873). "A Method of Geometrical Representation of the Thermodynamic Properties of
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8. Eddington, Arthur. (1928). The Nature of the Physical World, (pgs. 68-75). Cambridge: Cambridge University Press.
9. Blum, Harold F. (1951). Time's Arrow and Evolution. Princeton: Princeton University Press.
10. Hawking, Stephen. (1996). The Illustrated - A Brief History of Time, (ch. 9: "The Arrow of Time", pgs. 182-95). New
York: Bantam Books.
11. Hermann Minkowski – Wikipedia.

Further reading
● Mackey, Michael C. (1992). Time's Arrow - the Origin of Thermodynamic Behavior. New York: Dover.

External links
● Time – Wikipedia.
● Thermodynamic Asymmetry in Time - Standford Encyclopedia of Philosophy

Time's arrow
In thermodynamics, time's arrow refers a conceptualized forward directional one-way property of time. [1]

Etymology
In 1928, English astronomer Arthur Eddington, in his The Nature of the Physical World, devoted an eight-page section
to the topic of Time’s Arrow or the relationship between entropy and time. In short, he stated “without any mystic
appeal to consciousness it is possible to find a direction of time on the four-dimensional map by a study of
organization”. He continues “let us draw an arrow arbitrarily. If as we follow the arrow we find more and more of the
random element in the state of the world, then the arrow is pointing towards the future; if the random element
decreases the arrow points towards the past.” On this logic, he states “I shall use the phrase time’s arrow to express
this one-way property of time which has no analogue to space.” [1]
Then, in a few pages of discussion on changes of energy and changes in the organization of energy during various
natural process, such as dropping a stone, operating a steam engine, opening a stopcock connecting one empty and
one filled vessel of gases, etc., and each situations relation to the changes in the positions of the atoms and
molecules involved, Eddington states that dissections of these sorts “raises organization from a vague descriptive
epithet to one of measureable quantities of exact science”. Moreover, he states, “a common measure can … be
applied to all forms of organization”, and that “any loss of organization is equitably measured by the chance against
its recovery by an accidental coincidence”. Then in a form of over-simplified extrapolation, he states “entropy (which
he defines as: the practical measure of the random element which can increase in the universe by can never
decrease) is the same as measuring by the chance explained in the last paragraph”; where he adds that “only the
unmanageably large numbers are transformed (by a simple formula) into a more convenient scale of reckoning.” This
latter statement is likely in reference to Austrian physicist Ludwig Boltzmann’s logarithmic formula of entropy. I
Eddington states, in conclusion:
“So far as physics is concerned, time’s arrow is a property of entropy alone.”
In 1965 philosophical discussions, a followup rehash of this model is: [2]
“Though we first lay hold of time’s arrow in consciousness, our sense of time-direction is probably seated in an
entropy-clock in the brain.”

See also
● Arrow of time

References
1. Eddington, Arthur. (1928). The Nature of the Physical World, (section: "Time's Arrow", pgs. 68-75). Michigan: The
University of Michigan Press.
2. Staff Writer. (1965). Proceedings of the American Catholic Philosophical Association (pg. 105). National Office of the
American Catholic Philosophical Association, Vol. 39.
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Further reading
● Blum, Harold F. (1951). Time's Arrow and Evolution. Princeton: Princeton University Press.
● Morris, Richard. (1986). Time's Arrow: Scientific Attitudes Toward Time. Touchstone.
● Mackey, Michael C. (1992). Time's Arrow: the Origin of Thermodynamic Behavior.
● Price, Huw. (1997). Time’s Arrow and Archimedes’ Point. Oxford University Press.

External links
● Time’s arrow and Boltzmann’s entropy (Joel Lebowitz) – Scholarpedia.

Timeline
In chronology, a timeline, as found in Hmolpedia, tend to be a horizontally scrolling recounting of events and or
happenings of a given subject or person.

See also
● Atheism timeline
● Evolution timeline
● FME | Timeline (lecture)
● Goethe timeline
● Hirata timeline
● Timeline of thermodynamics

External links
● Timeline – Wikipedia.

Timeline of thermodynamics
In science, the timeline of thermodynamics traces the sequential development of the modern subject of
thermodynamics. A preliminary horizontally-scrolling timeline (under-construction) is shown below:

http://www.eoht.info/page/Timeline%20of%20thermodynamics
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Tinbergen, Jan
In hmolscience, Jan Tinbergen (1903-1994) was a Dutch physical political economist
noted for his 1962 “gravity equation” of the so-called gravity model of international
trade and economics, a statement of which is the hypothesis that: [1]
“Interaction between large economic clusters is stronger than between smaller ones,
and nearby clusters attract each other more than far-off ones.”
English physical urban architect Alan Wilson commented that by 1966 the gravity
model, in the social sciences, was “well-known”, but he may have not been referring to
the same gravity model. [4] In 1969, Tinbergen was inaugural Nobel Prize in economics,
along with Ragnar Frisch, for "having developed and applied dynamic models for the
analysis of economic processes"; other noted hmolscience recipients in the years to
follow include: Paul Samuelson (1970), Tjalling Koopmans (1975), Robert Fogel (1993),
John Nash (1994), and Thomas Schelling (2005). [3]

Education
Tinbergen completed his BS in mathematics and theoretical physics at the University in Leiden, while at the same
time pursing his interests in animal behavior, social democracy, and economic depression theories, largely being
influenced by Paul Ehrenfest. He comments on this period in retrospect: [2]
“Ehrenfest I owe a great deal. I studied physics at a time when a number of fascinating persons were there together.
Ehrenfest would not instruct as such, as he preferred dialogue. Thanks to him I could participate in discussions with
Albert Einstein. Also Kamerling Onnes, Lorentz and Zeeman were present. Being a student in the hands of such
teachers, you are very fortunate indeed.”
Tinbergen then completed graduate work under Ehrenfest who, one his own, was also said to have been interested in
developing mathematical theories in economics, stimulated by his notion that there should be an analogy between
thermodynamics and economic processes. While Ehrenfest’s economic thermodynamics ideas did not result in
publications, he did encourage his then graduate student Tinbergen to follow up on this. The result was Tinbergen's
1929 thesis “Minimization Problems in Economics and Physics” was devoted to problems in physics, economics, and
politics.

Family
Tinbergen’s brother ethologist-ornithologist Nikolaas Tinbergen (1907-1988), noted animal behavior pioneer—winner
of 1970 Nobel Prize in physiology or Medicine (with Karl Frisch and Konrad Lorenz)—taught both Robin Dunbar and
Richard Dawkins.
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Pion; Routledge, 2013.

External links
● Jan Tinbergen – Wikipedia.
● Tinbergen, Jan – WorldCat Identities.

Tipler, Frank
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In hmolscience, Frank Tipler (1947-) is an American physicist noted, in cessation
thermodynamics, for 1994 theory that computers in the future will resurrect the dead,
and therein will be the physics of immortality.

Overview
In 1994, Tipler, in his The Physics of Immortality, argued, as summarized by Eric
Schneider (2005), the following: [3]
“Conterentropic notion that genetic engineering and computer science will team up
with inexhaustible energy resources to make God in the far future.”
To make this argument, Tipler builds on French philosopher Pierre Teilhard’s 1938
omega point theory in conjunction with English-born American physicist Freeman
Dyson’s 1979 paper “Time Without End: Physics and Biology in an Open Universe”, to
reconcile the second law of thermodynamics, with life, heat death, and Biblical
resurrection. [1] In response to English physicist Stephen Hawking’s statement that
“my opinion would be libelous”, when asked to comment on Tipler’s theory, Tipler responded with:
“All I do in my work is accept the logical consequences of the known laws of physics: quantum mechanics, relativity,
and the second law of thermodynamics. The reality that the ancients were trying to capture in the word ‘soul’ is
expressed by defining the soul to be a computer program being run on the human brain. With this redefinition, we
can keep the religious concept, and make it consistent with the facts. But most importantly, the redefinition makes
the scientist realize that immortality is perfectly possible: there’s no physical reason why a program cannot exist
forever.”
In conclusion of his theory, Tipler postulates that the future will have an all-powerful, all-knowing, universal-sized
supercomputer in it that will resurrect the dead as described in the New Testament.

Education
Tipler completed his BS in physics from MIT in 1969 and his PhD, with a dissertation on singularities and time
machines, in 1976 at the University of Maryland, College Park. His has since been a professor of mathematical physics
at Tulane University.

References
1. Tipler, Frank J. (1994). The Physics of Immortality: Modern Cosmology, God and the Resurrection of the Dead
(second law, pgs. 67, 72-73, 90, 94, 135, 295, 297, 441-42, 461-63, 476-78). Anchor Books.
2. Shermer, Michael. (2003). How We Believe: Science, Skepticism, and the Search for God (pgs. 103-07). MacMillan.
3. Schneider, Eric D. and Sagan, Dorion. (2005). Into the Cool - Energy Flow, Thermodynamics, and Life (pg. 189).
Chicago: The University of Chicago Press.

External links
● Frank J. Tipler – Wikipedia.
● Tipler, Frank J. – WorldCat Identities.

Tipping point
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In hmolscience, tipping point is a sociophysics like term referring to
the point in time at which a particular social phenomenon or
occurrence ‘tips’ into a large scale trend. [1]

Overview
In 2000, the "tipping point" theory was introduced prominently by
Malcolm Gladwell in his best-selling book The Tipping Point: How Little
Things Make a Big Difference, pictured adjacent, where as the cover
indicates, by analogy, just as a one match, lit, in a forest at its critical
point in the dry season, can strike off a state-wide fire, which is a type
of combustion characterized by the reaction of wood, a hydrocarbontype of substance such as methane, with oxygen:

so to can one specific human chemical reaction, act, or cultural
influence spark a nationwide or worldwide transition or uncontrolled
reaction, releasing a larger amount of energy from a tensed-up social
structure.
The June 28, 1914 shooting of Austro-Hungarian Archduke Franz
Ferdinand by the Bosnian Serb student Gavrilo Princip, a member of
the Serbain terrorist organization Black Hand, is said to have been the
tipping point that, within thirty days, led to a global chain reaction
that led to WWI, claiming ten million lives, and followup WWII,
claiming another thirty million. [2] In this sense, the tipping point can
be looked on as either the heat of the spark reaction working to
Cover to the 2000 book The Tipping Point by
Malcolm Gladwell. [1]
catalyze the bigger reaction, thus acting to get the bigger reaction
over the activation energy barrier, or as an aspect of collision theory.
Tipping point theory is utilized in the 2010 business theory book Employees First, Customers Second, by Vineet Nayar.
[3]

References
1. Gladwell, Malcolm. (2000). The Tipping Point: How Little Things Make a Big Difference. Little, Brown and Co.
2. Buchanan, Mark. (2000). Ubiquity: Why Catastrophes Happen (pg. 3). Three Rivers Press.
3. Nayar, Vineet. (2010). Employees First, Customers Second (quote, pg. 165; energy, 11+ pgs.). Harvard Business
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External links
● Tipping point (sociology) – Wikipedia.
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Tisza, Laszlo
In thermodynamics, Laszlo Tisza (1907-2009) was a Hungarian-born American physicist
noted for his 1963 definition of the subject of quantum thermodynamics in structural
form, and for his 1966 textbook Generalized Thermodynamics, in which he was the first
to use the term Gibbsian thermodynamics, with clarification, to a significant degree. [1]

Education
Tisza studied mathematics and physics in 1928 at the University of Gottingen, studying
under those such as Max Born, where he began his life-long search to find a better
connection between physics and mathematics. After completing his PhD thesis on
molecular spectra, submitted in Budapest, Tisza joined Russian physicist Lev Landau’s
group in Kharkov, where he was much influenced by Landau’s integration of
thermodynamics into modern physics. In 1941, Tisza immigrated to the United States
joining the MIT physics department, in connection with the MIT school of
thermodynamics, where he set up a rigorous but intuitive course in thermodynamics
and statistical physics.

References
1. (a) Laszlo Tisza – MIT Physics Faculty.
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(b) Tisza, Laszlo. (1963). “The Conceptual Structure of Physics”, (section IV: Mechanics, Thermodynamics, and
Quantum Mechanics”, Reviews of Modern Physics, Vol. 35, No. 1, Jan.
(c) Tisza, Laszlo. (1966). Generalized Thermodynamics, (appendix: The Conceptual Structure of Physics, pgs. 343-78).
MIT Press.

Further reading
● Tisza, Laszlo. (1961). “The Thermodynamics of Phase Equilibrium”, Annals of Physics, 13, 1-92.
● Tisza, Laszlo and Quay, P.M. (1963). “Sta s cal Thermodynamics of Equilibrium”, Annals of Physics, 25, 49-90.
● Laszlo, Tisza. (1988). “Oral History Interview with Laszlo Tisza” (Interview conducted by Kostas Gavroglu, 15
November 1987 to 27 April 1988). American Institute of Physics.
● Tisza, Laszlo, Shimony, Abner, and Feschbach, Herman. (1982). Physics as Natural Philosophy: Essays in Honor of
Laszlo Tisza on his Seventy-fifth Birthday. MIT Press.

External links
● Laszlo Tisza – Wikipedia.

Tolman, Richard
In thermodynamics, Richard Tolman (1881-1948) was an American chemical engineer
and theoretical cosmologist, of the MIT school of thermodynamics, noted for his 1934
Relativity, Thermodynamics, and Cosmology, with curious chapters on the
thermodynamics of stationary systems, thermodynamics of moving systems, and
relativistic thermodynamics. [1] In his theories, Tolman supposedly introduces the
theory that as the entropy of the universe rises, so do the universe cycle sizes and
lengths tend to grow. Tolman’s cosmological cycles theories are employed by Paul
Davies. [2] Tolman was one of the original members of the Technocracy group.

References
1. Tolman, Richard C. (1934). Relativity, Thermodynamics, and Cosmology. Oxford:
Clarendon Press.
2. Davies, Paul. (1992). The Mind of God: the Search for Ultimate Meaning (entropy, 5+
pgs). Simon & Schuster.

External links
● Richard Tolman – Wikipedia.

Tolstoy, Leo
In hmolscience, Leo Tolstoy (1829-1910) (CR=18) (IQ=180|#96), was a Russian writer, a
greatest literary author ever, noted for his 1869 epic novel War and Peace, in which he
comments on the inconsistent views of man in regards to his own nature as being
supposedly different from the nature of other particles: [1]
“A particle of matter cannot tell us that it is unconscious of the laws of attraction and
repulsion and that the law is not true; but man, who is the subject of history, says
bluntly: I am free, and am therefore not subject to laws.”
Tolstoy was said to have learned of the human particle view of people (or human
molecule view) from Henry Buckle. [2]

Schopenhauer
Tolstoy, according to Sudanese-born American philosopher Monydit Malieth, was an
ardent reader of Arthur Schopenhauer. Tolstoy, supposedly, e.g. stated the following
on Schopenhauer: [3]
“Schopenhauer takes us as far as philosophy can.”
(add discussion)

References
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3. Malieth, Monydit (aka Tonnerre). (2013). The Future Affects the Past (Tolstoy, pg. 54). Red Lead Books.

External links
● Leo Tolstoy – Wikipedia.

Toolism
In hmolscience, toolism, a tending-to-be pejorative
term, refers to the use of supposed powerful physics
tools, i.e. established equations, principles, and or
laws, in economics or sociology, and particularly in
econophysics. [1]

Overview
The term "toolism" was coined in 2013 by German
economist Egmont Kakarot-Handtke who, in his
article ‘Toolism! A Critique of Econophysics’,
compares the latest breed of econophysicists, or
toolists, as he calls them, and their grabbing of
equations and tools from physics to the overtypical
Arnold Schwarzenegger role of being the hero who
breaks into a gun store, grabs the most suitable
device—such as the phase plasma rifle in 40 watt
range—with the maximum fire power and thereafter
relinquishes the enemy, after which in the sequel
A depiction of "toolism" method of modern econophysicists
humankind will, supposedly, be better off. [2] The
according to German economist Egmont Kakarot-Handtke. [2]
latest toolist, according to Kakarot-Handtke, is
French physicist Jean-Philippe Bouchard, who in his
2009 article ‘The (Unfortunate) Complexity of Economy’ argues that the powerful tool of the Curie-Weiss mean-field
approximation, will soon revolutionize economics and the social sciences:
“Whereas the simple Curie-Weiss mean-field approximation for homogenous systems is well known and accounts for
interesting collective effects, its heterogeneous counterpart is far subtler and has only been worked out in detail in
the last few years. It is a safe bet to predict that this powerful analytical tool will find many natural application in
economics and social sciences in the years to come.”
The term was used in American electrochemical engineer Libb Thims’ 2013 University of Pitesti socioeconomic
physics talk as a word to the wise, with the suggestion that to remedy toolism one would be keen to study the works
and pitfalls of the classic and modern social Newtons. [2]

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“When concepts are transferred from physics to social sciences, the underlying analogy is often unsound, but by
systematic analysis, the analogy can be made sound, and the increased understanding thus achieved can create
powerful tools and concepts which are adequate for their new employment. Though part of the study may proceed
through analogy, in the end the analogy must be thrown away.”
— Alan Wilson (1969), “Notes on Some Concepts in Social Physics” [3]
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1. Kakarot-Handtke, Egmont. (2013). “Toolism! A Critique of Econophysics”, MPRA, Apr 30.
2. Thims, Libb. (2013). “Econoengineering and Economic Behavior: Particle, Atom, Molecule, or Agent Models?”
(video, 1:33-min) (article, 40-pgs) (PowerPoint, 36-slides), Key speaker talk delivered at the University of Pitesti
Econophysics and Sociophysics Workshop (UPESW) / Exploratory Domains of Econophysics News (EDEN V). University
of Pitesti, Pitesti, Romania, Jun 29.

Top 100 atheists
In genius rankings, top 100 atheists refers to the greatest one-hundred atheists of all time ranked by density of ideas,
work, impact, influence, and god-overthrowing revolution factor—the 5,100-year-old “theory of god” being the most
deeply ingrained, established, entrenched and believed, the world over, proto-scientific theory ever; below is a workin-progress meta-analysis ranking of the top one-hundred greatest atheists.
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List
The following, a ranked derivative of the chronological famous atheists (120+) page, is the work-in-progress ranking
of the top 100 greatest atheists ever; those colored light pink are noted female atheists:

100 Greatest Atheists
#

Person

1.

Friedrich
Nietzsche
(1844-1900)

Date

Significance

[HD:40] Quote: “God is dead.
God remains dead. And we
have killed him. Yet his
shadow still looms. How shall
we comfort ourselves, the
murderers of all murderers?
What was holiest and
mightiest of all that the world
has yet owned has bled to
death under our knives: who
1882 will wipe this blood off us?
What water is there for us to
clean ourselves? What
festivals of atonement, what
sacred games shall we have to invent? Is not the greatness of this deed too great
for us? Must we ourselves not become gods simply to appear worthy of it?”
Left: the 23 Dec 2010 pro-Christian “God is” billboard (Ѻ), on the New Jersey side
of the Lincoln Tunnel , which replaced the American Atheists 26 Nov 2010
“Christmas is a myth” billboard (Ѻ) , graffiti bombed with the word “Dead” (Ѻ), in
reference to Nietzsche’s famous proclamation.
“Meslier’s Testament is the
most singular phenomenon
ever seen among all the
meteors fatal to the
Christian religion.”
— Voltaire (1766) [2]

2.
Jean Meslier
(1664-1729)
|→ Extreme
atheist

Oft-said to mark the start of
"true atheism"; overtly, a
1729 French Catholic priest
(abbe) who was discovered,
upon his death
(dereaction), to have
written an atheism
advocating essay like book entitled Testament, that denied the existence of the
soul, dismissed the notion of free will, denounced all belief in God, and all religion,
with a “frenzied anger that makes Richard Dawkins’ The God Delusion (2006) seem
like a work of reasoned scholarship”, as atheism historian Nick Spencer
characterizes (Ѻ) him.
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3.
Epicurus
(341-270 BC)

4.
Baron d’Holbach
(1723-1789)
|→ Extreme
atheist

5.
Johann Goethe
(1749-1832)
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Eponym of atomic theory derived “Epicurean atheism”,
the chief of the “school most accuse of atheism”, in the
famous words of Francis Bacon (1620); is the main
conduit of atheism, throughout history, in atheism
genealogy; e.g. Marxian atheism, Freudian atheism, and
Jeffersonian atheism (American atheism) all stem from
him, along with all the other big atheist, e.g. Giordano
310BC Bruno, Pierre Gassendi, Walter Charleton, among
unlistable others; in his “Letter to Herodotus” (Ѻ), he,
supposedly, relegates the gods to the role of noninterfering material entities, in capable of controlling
human affairs. [2] Diogenes Laertius (c.225) asserts that
he borrowed most what he wrote from “outright
atheist” Theodorus and his On the Gods.
Read: Jean Meslier;
explicit atheist;
wrote volumes
against religion, the
most famous being
The System of
Nature (1770), itself
known as the
1770
“Atheist’s Bible”; for
thirty years (1750-1780), at his second mansion Le Château de Grand-Val, outside
of Paris, he ran a bi-weekly intellectual salon, with the entice of excellent food,
expensive wine, and a library of over 3000 volumes, he attracted many notable
visitors, including: Diderot, Grimm, Condillac, Condorcet, D'Alembert, Marmontel,
Turgot, La Condamine, Helvétius, Jean-Jacques Rousseau, Adam Smith, David
Hume, and Benjamin Franklin. He is widely known as the “Newton of the atheists”
(Ѻ) even cited so in history of atheism documentaries. (V|1:45)
Grand Poobah (Ѻ) of
modern chemical
atheism; described by
Albert Camus (1942) as
the trainer of the
"greatest assassins of
god", namely:
Nietzsche,
Schopenhauer, and
1809 Freud, in respective
order.
“The moral symbols of
nature are the elective
affinities discovered
and employed by the great Bergman.”
— Johann Goethe (1809), comment to Friedrich Riemer, Jul 24

[HD:19] His Elective Affinities, which "overturns everything holy" according to
Heinrich Heine (1810), showed how physical chemistry invalidates the logic of the
Ten Commandments, the sixth commandment in particular.
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6.
Ludwig Buchner
(1824-1899)
|→ Extreme
atheist

Modern
Christian
apologists
consider
Büchner the
father of
atheistic
evangelism
1855
(Ѻ), or
antitheism, in
Germany, a
counterpart to Thomas Huxley, who some consider to be the first atheistic
evangelist—though Huxley himself denied, supposedly, that he was an atheist,
preferring the term agnostic, which he coined in 1868—the ‘atheistic evangelism’
standard, as some have categorized, since then has been carried by Bertrand
Russell, Henry Mencken, Richard Dawkins, and Sam Harris.
Known for this Essence of Christianity; known as a
"legendary atheist" (Ѻ) (Ѻ), whose “extreme atheism”
(Ѻ) was sometimes tempered with “divine
humanism”.
“Someday the scientific revolution, chemistry in
particular, will dissolve Christianity in vat of nitric
acid.”

7.

1841
Ludwig Feuerbach
(1804-1872)
|→ Extreme
atheist

— Ludwig Feuerbach (1850), The Natural Sciences and the
Revolution

“Whenever morality is based on theology, whenever
the right is made dependent on divine authority, the
most immoral, unjust, infamous things can be
justified and established. Morality is then
surrendered to the groundless arbitrariness of
religion.”
— Ludwig Feuerbach (c.1860) (Ѻ)

In atheism genealogy, is characterized as the “grandfather of Marxian atheism and
Freudian atheism” (Hans Kung, 1990).

8.

Wilhelm Ostwald
(1853-1932)

Described by
American
chemical
engineer
Stephen
Contakes (2012),
one of his sides
shown adjacent,
as “physical
chemistry’s
original new
atheist”, prior to
1901 all the Sam Harris
initiated post
9/11 huff-andpuff without
substance new atheists. [1]
“Everything we sensually experience can be reduced to energy relationships
between our sense organs and the world around us.”
— Wilhelm Ostwald (1809), autobiographical reflection of his spring “pentecostal
inspiration”; as recounted in his Lifelines: an Autobiography, 1926

“Research workers were, at one time, obliged to endeavor to ensure that their
theories did not contradict those of the church; nowadays, in contrast the church is
at pains to prove that its teachings are compatible with those of science. In other
words, the church acknowledges science as the higher authority.”
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— Wilhelm Ostwald (1909). “On Catalysis”, Nobel Lecture

“I am made from the C-H-N-O-S-P combination from which a Bunsen, Helmholtz,
Kirchhoff came.”
— Wilhelm Ostwald (1926), Lifelines: an Autobiography

“Ostwald, who was the most ‘radical atheist’ among these scholars [Marx, Buchner,
Fourier, Weber, Riehl], used the instrument of the ‘Monistic Sunday Sermons’ to
spread his ideas on rationality.”
— Gird Spittler (2010), “Beginnings of Anthropology” [10]

In 1901, gave a seven part lecture series on "natural philosophy", wherein he
sought to upgrade, in his own words, the classical atheistic “matter-and-motion
theory (or scientific materialism)” with the new replacement theory named of
energetics; in 1905, he was relieved of his lecture duties owing to “religious
questions” issues, as biographer Eduard Farber puts it, at the time of the official
obsequies for freethinker Johannes Wislicenus (1935-1902); after retiring in 1906,
with Ernst Haeckel, he founded the “Monisten Bund” or German Monist League
(Ѻ), in Jena, a free-thinking organization; in 1910, Haeckel elected Ostwald as the
president of the Monist League, after which he began giving his famous “Monistic
Sunday Sermons”, at the center of which was his energy or energetics based
universal belief, which usurped god and religion; in 1912, his The Energetic
Imperative, outlined a thermodynamic imperative to Kant’s “categorical
imperative”.
Trained by Goethe, at age 18, in the art of
chemical atheism, he become the first "god
assassin", whose work intellectually
mentored Friedrich Nietzsche in the art of
god assassination.
“Schopenhauer was the first admitted and
inexorable atheist among us Germans.”
— Friedrich Nietzsche (1882), The Gay Science
(Ѻ)

9.
Arthur
Schopenhauer
(1788-1860)

“Schopenhauer prided himself on being the
first true atheist in German philosophy, and
1814 scorned his contemporaries’ attempts to
substitute a world spirit for a bankrupt
deity. Yet he never abandoned a notion of
cosmic justice.”
— Susan Neiman (2004), Evil in Modern Thought:
an Alternative History of Philosophy (Ѻ)

He called all of his dogs “Atma”, the Hindu
name for the supreme and universal soul, from which all individual souls arise,
owing to his theory of individuality, which maintained that in lower animals there
was little individuality (Ѻ); the logic of which, in modern terms, being the great
chain of being reductionism ideology that humans derive from hydrogen atoms
[below that fermions and bosons] which have identical individuality.

10.
Julien la Mettrie
(1709-1751)
|→ Extreme
atheist

An “extreme materialist” (Ѻ) philosopher Julien la Mettrie—a translator of Seneca’s
essay on happiness—in his The Natural History of the Soul (1745), argued for a
mechanist materialistic position, according to which there was no need of the soul
to animate matter, that life was a property of matter, not something breathed into;
to quote: “What is the soul, but an empty word to which no idea corresponds?”
Likewise, his 1747 Man a Machine, dubbed a “materialist manifesto” (Ѻ), rooted in
1745 quasi-atheistic principles, caused a scandal because it denied Cartesian dualism, i.e.
it denied that there was a distinction between humans, who alone had souls (in the
pineal gland), and animals who, like machines, had none. He rejected immortality,
arguing that humans, like all other beings in the entire universe, consist of nothing
but matter. He attacked the monadism proposed by Gottfried Leibniz and his
supporters as “incomprehensible” writing that: “They have spiritualized matter
rather than 'materializing' the soul.” He was known throughout Europe as an
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advocate of godlessness and vice, was eventually condemned, his books were
burned, after which he fled to Prussia, where he was granted a safe haven by King
Frederick II, where he was asked to be the King’s personal physician. (Ѻ)
[HD:9] [L50:6] (Ѻ) Read and translated:
Jean Meslier; published on The Three
Imposters; his Philosophical Dictionary
(1764), is credited as being first
atheism/agnostic like encyclopedia
1864 (Bill Cooke, 2006); known, in his day,
as the most “influential atheist of
Europe” (Ѻ); technically, although: an
"atheism-curious agnostic deist" (see:
Voltaire on religion); one of the books to avoid in the Christian captain parable
(along with Thomas Paine [#26] and Robert Ingersoll [#27]).

11.
Voltaire
(1694-1778)

“That must
disappear!”
— Johannes Wislicenus
(1885), order to his
guide, during his
orientation tour of the
University of Leipzig, as
the new chemistry
professor successor to
Hermann Kolbe, in
1885 reference to Kolbe’s
Biblical quotation "God
has arranged all things
by measure and number
and weight" (Wisdom of
Solomon 11:20) in large
letters, such as depicted
adjacent, above the
periodic table chart of
the chemical elements at
the front of his lecture theater (Ѻ)

12.
Johannes
Wislicenus
(1935-1902)

Husband of Mary Shelley [L50:26] (Ѻ), whose Frankenstein: the Modern
Prometheus (1814), delved into the electrochemical seeming reanimate nature of
life and death; adjacent is a 1935 Scientific American article “Can Science Raise the
Dead? (Ѻ) (Ѻ), a modern heart-resuscitation spinoff of the earlier dead frog leg
twitching electrochemical arc experiments of Luigi Galvani (1791). (see: laboratory
produced life).
“If ignorance of nature gave birth to gods, knowledge of nature is made for their
destruction.”

12.

1811 — Percy Shelley (1811), The Necessity of Atheism (inspired by Spinoza)

“Every time we say that god is the author of some phenomenon, that signifies that
we are ignorant of how such a phenomenon was able to operate by the aid of
forces or causes that we know in nature.”

Percy Shelley
(1792-1822)

— Percy Shelley (1811), The Necessity of Atheism (inspired by Spinoza)

Described as the “most famous of all British atheists”; his: The Necessity of
Atheism, got him expelled from Oxford.
Sam

13.
Harris
(1967-)

Launching the "new
atheism" movement,
something he began
to initiate the day
after 9/11, as he
2004
described in his 2004
The End of Faith:
“I began writing this
book on September
12, 2001. Many
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friends read and commented on a long essay that I produced in those first weeks of
collective grief and stupefaction, and that text became the basis for this book.”
which would go on to sell over 250,000 copies within three years alone. (Ѻ)

“I had no need of that [god] hypothesis.”
1802 — Pierre Laplace (1802), response to Napoleon why the divine was not found in his new

14.

celestial mechanics book (see: Napoleon Laplace anecdote)

Pierre Laplace
(1749-1827)

15.

Critias
(c.460403BC)

“Critias seems to be from the ranks of the atheists when he says that the lawgivers
of ancient times invented god as a kind of overseer of the right and wrong actions
of men. Their purpose was to prevent anyone from wronging his neighbors
secretly, as he would incur the risk of vengeance at the hands of the gods.”
— Sextus Empiricus (c.200AD) (Ѻ)

● Su on, Dana. (1981). “Cri as and Atheism” (Ѻ), The Classical Quarterly, 31(1):3338.

[HD:6] Debatably labeled a pantheist or atheist, per his “god OR nature” style of
argument; was a springboard for a number of atheists to follow: Goethe, Shelley,
Einstein, among others.

16.
Benedict Spinoza
(1632-1677)

17.
Giordano Bruno
(1548-1600)

18.
Bertrand Russell
(1872-1970)

A debatably-labeled (Ѻ) (Ѻ)
“atheist” and or “courageous
thinker who lay under the stigma of
atheism” (Ѻ), in opposition to
Thomas Aquinas’ causality
argument, added Lucretius’ atomic
theory together with Copernican
heliocentrism to argue for an
1600
infinite world’s hypothesis, and for
these views, which he would not
recant, was burned at the stake.
Bruno's burning, in the history of
atheism (Ѻ), is said to mark a transition point for the re-emergence of atheism;
though, to note, his works remained on the Index of Prohibited Books until 1965,
and it was not until 2000 that he received a public apology from the Catholic
Church. [2]

[HD:51] [L50:8] (Ѻ) Oft-ranked as the greatest atheist of the 20th century, for his
Why I Am Not a Christian (1927)—itself sometimes referred to as an “atheist’s
1927 bible”—among later television appearances; quote: “I see no reason, [owing to the
universal nature of] the second law of thermodynamics, to believe in any sort of
god, however vague and however attenuated.”
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Italian philosopher, physician and free-thinker, who was one of the first significant
representatives of intellectual libertinism; among the first modern thinkers who
1619 viewed the universe as an entity governed by natural laws (nomological
determinism); was the first literate proponent of the thesis that humans evolved
from apes; was executed for the "crime of atheism".

19.
Lucilio Vanini
(1585-1619)

[HD:17] In 1800, during his presidential campaign,
he was said to be unfit to hold office because he did
not have orthodox religious beliefs and called a
“howling atheist”; in 1802, he added the separation
of church and state clause to the Constitution; in the
years to follow he became reticent, vacillated in
belief system labels over time; in private letters,
variously refers to himself as "Christian" (1803), "a
sect by myself" (1819), an "Epicurean" (1819), a
"materialist" (1820), and a "Unitarian by myself"
(1825). (Ѻ)

20.
Thomas Jefferson
(1743-1826)

[HD:51] [L50:15] (Ѻ) Eponym of Freudian atheism, a synthesis of Feuerbach,
Epicurean atheism, and German atheism; noted Moses religio-mythology
debunker.

21.
Sigmund Freud
(1856-1939)
Ayn

22.

1957
Rand
(1905-1982)
|→ Extreme
atheist
“The Theodoreans derived their name from Theodorus, known as ‘the atheist’, and
adopted his doctrines. Theodorus was a man who utterly rejected the current
belief in the gods. And I have come across a book of his entitled Of the Gods which
is not contemptible. From that book, they say, Epicurus borrowed most of what he
wrote on the subject.”

23.
Theodorus of
Cyrene
(c.340-250BC)

— Diogenes Laertius (c.225), Lives and Opinions of Eminent Philosophers [9]

Classified, along with Diagoras of Melos, as one of the first two “outright atheists”.
[7] Studied the lectures of determinism philosopher Zeno of Citium. [8]

Karl

The eponym of “Marxian atheism”, a derivative of Epicurean atheism, Ludwig
Feuerbach, and new scientific ideas, the result of which was dialectical materialism.

24.
Marx
(1818-1883)
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25.
Richard Dawkins
(1941-)
DN=6.5/6.9
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In 1986, in his The Blind
Watchmaker, he argued
for the view that humans
were not created by God,
but by blind random
purposeless chance; his
2006 The God Delusion,
takes aim at the theory of
god, arguing that god
does not exist, that religion is a delusion, and in which he introduced the 1-7
Dawkins scale of belief in the existence of God, on which he says he is about a 6.5
or "6 leaning towards 7" whatever that means.

[HD:15] Known as the “leading atheistic writer in the American colonies” (Ѻ); his
1794 The Age of Reason (1794) is the most-widely cited “atheist’s bible”, historically
(Ѻ)(Ѻ); one of the rocks to avoid in the Christian captain anecdote;

26.
Thomas Paine
(1737-1809)

27.
Robert Ingersoll
(1833-1899)

[HD:34] Nicknamed the “great
agnostic”; image shown is the
frontispiece from his 1879 The
Gods and Other Lectures (Ѻ);
by 1888, two response books
1879 were published subtitled the
“great American atheist” (Ѻ);
his Some Mistakes of Moses
(1880), is one of the books
cited in the Redford deconversion model; is one of the most-prolific atheism
quotesmiths; one of the rocks to avoid in the Christian captain anecdote.

[HD:5] His Leviathan: or the Matter, Form, and Power, of a Common Wealth
Ecclesiastical and Civil, an attempt to develop a political theory out of the
1651 mechanical view, sometimes associated with the term “atheist’s bible” (Ѻ), is
described by British atheism historian David Berman, as a “crypto-atheistic work”.
[4]

28.
Thomas Hobbes
(1588-1679)

29.
John Tyndall
(1820-1893)

Tyndall employed the absurdity of
the all terrestrial things or living
agents (Joseph Butler, 1736) arising
from "dead atoms" argument, so
conclude that religion needs to step
aside; his unbendable opinion being
1874 the following:
“All religious theories, schemes and
systems, which embrace notions of cosmogony, or which otherwise reach into the
domain of science, must, in so far as they do this, submit to the control of science,
and relinquish all thought of controlling it.”
The Tyndall-Stewart-Tait debate continued until 1878, culminating in James
Maxwell’s last and final poem “A Paradoxical Ode” (1878).
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“Any further assumption implied by belief in a god
which one may have in one’s faith is inadmissible
from the point of view of modern science, and
should not be needed in a well-organized society.”
— Paul Dirac (1933), hand-written note to self

30.

Paul Dirac
(1902-1984)

1927 In 1927, during the fifth Solvay Conference,
famously, during smoky hotel lounge conversation,
began to rip on Einstein, and his “god talk”, e.g. his
"god does not play dice" statement, depicted
adjacent, to Werner Heisenberg and Wolfgang
Pauli.
“With reason did the Athenians adjudge Diagoras guilty of atheism, in that he not
only divulged the Orphic doctrine, and published the mysteries of Eleusis and of
the Cabiri, and chopped up the wooden statue of Hercules to boil his turnips, but
openly declared that there was no god at all.”
— Athenagoras (200AD), A Plea for the Christians

31.
Diagoras of Melos
(c.448-388BC)
Thomas
Edison
(18471931)

Semi-labeled as the "first true atheist"; known as “Diagoras ‘the Atheist’ of Melos”,
a disciple of Democritus (Ѻ), cited by Cicero, among others, sometimes referred to,
in the history of atheism (Ѻ), as the “first atheist” or history's earliest known
“confirmed atheist”, as some (Ѻ) describe him.
[HD:41] His 1910 New York Times interview (see: the Edison on the soul) on
1910 whereabouts of William James [HD:38], following is passing, is a fairly cogent and
frank religion-ripping piece of work.

Quote: “Men think epilepsy divine, merely because they do not understand it. We
will one day understand what causes it, and then cease to call it divine. And so it is
with everything in the universe.” Note: while often deemed atheist, the Hippocratic
oath (Ѻ) speaks of “gods and goddesses” being witness to oath.

32.
Hippocrates
(c.460-370BC)

References
1. (a) Contakes, Stephen. (2013). “Exploring the New Atheist Movement with Wilhelm Ostwald” (Ѻ), Yumpu.com.
(b) Stephen Contakes (faculty) – Westmont College.

External links
● 50 Greatest Atheists (2013) – VikasLather.WordPress.com.
● Top Ten Atheists (Thims vote-probing quickly-made draft) (2015) – TheTopTens.com.

Torricelli, Evangelista
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In science, Evangelista Torricelli (1608-1647) was an Italian mathematical physicist
noted for his 1643 investigation of the pump problem, suggested to him by his mentor
Italian physicist Galileo Galilei, wherein he invented the world’s first barometer and
proved that atmospheric pressure exists.

Quotes
The following are noted quotes:
“Many have argued that a vacuum does not exist, others claim it exists only with
difficulty in spite of the repugnance of nature; I know of no one who claims it easily
exists without any resistance from nature.”
— Evangelista Torricelli (c.1640) (Ѻ)

See also
● Torricellian vacuum

External links
● Evangelista Torricelli – Wikipedia.
● Evangelista Torricelli – RobertNowlan.com.

Total differential
In mathematics, a total differential, not to
be confused with a complete differential (or
exact differential), see below, is the sum of
partial differentials arising from the
separate variation of the variables. [1] In
other words, given a function z = f(x, y),
having continuous first partial derivatives in
a region of the xy-plane, its "total
differential" is: [2]

Said another way, given a function of two
variables:

du = P dx + Q dy

a "total differential" of a function of several
independent variables is the sum of its
partial differentials arising from the
separate variation of the variables, whereby
the derivative of u can be written also as:

English biophysicist Douglas Spanner’s diagrams 3.7 and 3.8, in his An
Introduction to Thermodynamics: Experimental Botany (1964), from his
chapter section on “Total Differential of Z”, wherein he explains the graphical
nature of the total derivative of a function z = f(x, y). [7]

A "total differential equation", stated another way, is a differential equation that contains two or more dependent
variables together with their differentials or differential coefficients with respect to a single independent variable
which may, or may not, enter explicitly into the equation. [3] To state yet another way, using another set of notation,
given a function f(x, y), of x and y variables, the "total differential" of f(x, y) is:

In words, the total differential of f(x, y) is found by finding the partial derivatives with respect to x and y, multiplying
them respectively by dx and dy, and adding. [4]
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History
See main: History of differential equations

Differential equations developed from calculus. Differential equations differ from ordinary equations of mathematics
in that in addition to variables and constants they also contain derivatives of one or more of the variables involved.
English physicist Isaac Newton solved his first differential equation in 1676 by the use of infinite series, eleven years
after his discovery of calculus in 1665. German mathematician Gottfried Leibniz solved his first differential equation
in 1693, the year in which Newton first published his results. Hence, 1693 marks the inception for the differential
equations as a distinct field in mathematics. [4]

Complete differential | Exact differential
In thermodynamics, a total differential is not to be confused with a complete differential or exact differential; or,
sometimes, a "total exact differential", which is considered as a neoplasm. [5] This is confusion is most predominant
in the case of entropy, the most-complex of all exact differentials. To exemplify a case of mis-labeling, in the 1996
article “Sooner Silence than Confusion: the Tortuous entry of Entropy into Chemistry”, American physical organic
chemist Stephen Weininger and Danish chemical thermodynamics historian Helge Kragh state the following: [6]
“In an important paper of 1854 Clausius showed that for reversible processes the quantity δq/T is a total differential,
which means that it is a state function, the line integral of which depends on the variables characterizing the state
(pressure, volume, etc.), but not on the particular path chosen for the integration.”
A number of errors exist in this statement, which is ironic in that it is in the opening pages of an article aiming to clear
the cloud of confusion in regards to entropy for chemistry students and teachers. Firstly, in regards to these errors,
Clausius did not use the term “total differential”, which as as explained is a mislabeling, but rather he used the term
“completed differential” (Thomas Hirst, 1865 translation; Walter Browne, 1879 translation), a term to which he
affixed a very specific meaning, namely that it is a function that satisfies the Euler reciprocity relation or as Clausius
called it the “condition of immediate integrability”.
Secondly, Clausius did not use the small delta symbol “δ” for heat, but rather used the notation “dQ”, which he
says he adopts from the notation of Leonhard Euler. Clausius does, however, note that German mathematician Carl
Jacobi used the “∂” notation or "curly d" symbol, as it has come to be called, in place of the d in the numerator and
denominator of the fraction which represents a partial differential coefficient..
Thirdly, although in Clausius’ 1854 fourth memoir “On a Modified form of the Second Fundamental Theorem in
the Mechanical Theory of Heat” he does introduce the dQ/T function, it is his 1858 publication “On the Treatment of
Differential Equations which are Not Directly Integrable” wherein he, in effect, proved that entropy is a pathindependent state function for a reversible process, not necessarily the former memoir.

References
1. Osborne, George A. (1891). An Elementary Treatise on Differential and Integral Calculus (section 65: Total
Differential of a Function of Several Independent Variables, pgs. 83-84). Leach, Shewell, and Sanborn.
2. Zill, Dennis G. (1993). A First Course in Differential Equations (total differential, pg. 54). PWS-KENT Publishing.
3. Ince, Edward L. (1926). Ordinary Differential Equations (pg. 3). Dover.
4. Korzybski, Alfred. (1994). Science and Sanity: an Introduction to non-Aristotelian Systems and General Semantics
(Section: Differential equations, pg. 595-). Institute of General Semantics.
5. Perrot, Pierre. (1998). A to Z of Thermodynamics (pg. 105). New York: Oxford University Press.
6. Kragh, Helge and Weininger, Stephen J. (1996). “Sooner Science than Confustion: the Tortuous Entry of Entropy
into Chemist” (abs), Historical Studies in the Physical and Biological Sciences, 27(1): 91-130.
7. Spanner, Douglas C. (1964). An Introduction to Thermodynamics: Experimental Botany (§: Total Differential of z,
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Torricellian vacuum
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In science, a Torricelli vacuum or Torricellian
vacuum is the "vacuum space" or void created
when a tube of mercury is inverted to a
second dish of mercury, a volume of so-called
empty space that results when the downward
pull of the column of mercury pressing
downward on the dish of mercury finds an
equilibrium balance with the downward pull
of the 62-mile high Karman line column of air
also pressing down on the dish of mercury.

History
The so-called "Torricellian vacuum" was first
made in 1643 by Italian physicist Evangelista
Torricelli during his investigation into the
pump problem, the finding that hand
operated water draining pumps stopped
working past a depth of about 32 feet.

Mercury

In 1643 Italian physicist Evangelista
Torricelli filled a tube with mercury to the
top, then capped the top with his finger,
then positioned the sealed top into the
bowl of mercury, then slipped out his
finger, then inverted the tube vertically
upside down, a vacuum then formed at
the top of the tube; he then measured
the height of the column of mercury to
be 72 centimeters. The vacuum has since
come to be known as a Torricellian
vacuum.

The significance of the use of mercury in this
experiment is the result of ingenuity on the
part of Torricelli who sought a laboratory sized descaled reproduction of the pump problem and knew that the
heaver density of mercury would give him experimentally measurable results that could be scaled up via ratio
calculation to explain the water height situation. Torricelli is quoted as having predicted, knowing the density of
mercury (13.5 g/cm³) and water (1 g/cm³), based on his experimentally measured height of 72 centimeters of the
column of mercury, that mine pumps would stop operating at 10 meters of water or about 32-33 feet.

Atmospheric pressure variations
Repeated daily observations of this vacuum showed that the size of the vacuum, and hence the height of column of
mercury varied from day to day. This height variation phenomenon became the basis for the barometer.

Guericke
Word of Torricelli's vacuum soon spread and is said to have influenced German engineer Otto Guericke in his circa
1650 attempts to make a vacuum in a beer keg, which led to the development of the famous 1657 Magdeburg
hemispheres.

Further reading
● Boye, Mar n H. (1855). A Treatise on Pneumatics: The Physics of Gases (Torricellian vacuum, pg. 39). E.C. & J.
Biddle.

Total energy
In thermodynamics, total energy is a synonym of internal energy. The term seems to have been first employed and
used by German physical chemist Fritz Haber in his 1905 formulation of gas reaction thermodynamics. [1]

See also
● Reaction energy

References
1. Haber, Fritz. (1905). Thermodynamics of Technical Gas Reactions (preface, pg. a3). Longmans, Green, and Co.

Towneley, Richard
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In physics, Richard Towneley (1629-1707) was an English scientist noted for his 1653 work, with
English physician Henry Power, in formulating the gas law relation of pressure varying inversely
with volume, a law that would famously become known as Boyle’s law.

Education
Details of Towneley’s education remain obscure. Towneley may have had some university
education. More likely than not, Towneley seems to have been self-educated, being that income
from the family estate afforded Towneley the opportunity to devote himself to the study of
mathematics, natural philosophy, and experimentation.

External links
● Richard Towneley – Wikipedia.

Transformation
In thermodynamics, a transformation is the process by which a working body is “transformed” through a specific
path (path dependent or path independent), either in one direction or cyclically, being defined by an initial state and
a final state. [1] A transformation is said to be reversible if the forward process “compensates” the reverse process; if
not, the process is said to be irreversible. The mathematical quantity entropy dQ/T, or the quantity of heat dQ
divided by the absolute temperature T of the body in the region of heat flow, represents the energetic value of one
direction of the "transformation content" of the working body, which accounts for internal system, atomic-molecular,
heat-conversion-to-work actions, resultant due to doctrine of the mechanical equivalent of heat, as heat flows
through it. [3]

History
The term ‘transformation’ was first used by French physicist Sadi Carnot in 1824 in his Reflections on the Motive
Power of Fire. In particular, after detailing the now-famous seven step Carnot cycle, in which a through a cycle of
operations, a quantity of “caloric” (an indestructible particle of heat) is passed from a hot body A, first into the
intermediary “working substance”, thus causing the substance to expand and exert effort (work) on the piston, and
from thence into a cooler body B, he states that “the air we have used to develop the motive power is restored at the
end of each cycle of operations exactly to the state in which it was found at the first round.” In an asterisked footnote
to this remark, however, Carnot details his opinion that:
“We tacitly assume in our demonstration, that when a body (working body) has experienced any changes, and when
after a certain number of transformations it returns to precisely its original state, that is, to the state considered in
respect to density, to temperature, to mode of aggregation (atomic ordering)—let us suppose, I say, that this body is
found to contain the same quantity of heat that it contained at first.”
The difficultly here, as German physicist Rudolf Clausius spent over 25-years on (in his Mechanical Theory of Heat), in
the modern view, is that a body cannot contain heat, but rather heat, as a form of movement of the particles of the
body, can only exist as energy in transit. Carnot being schooled in the caloric theory of French chemist Antoine
Lavoisier, however, elaborates further on his views, in a defining sentence that greatly catches the attention of
Clausius, by stating that:
“We shall assume that the quantities of heat absorbed and emitted in these different transformations compensate
each other exactly.”
On this supposition, Carnot states very distinctly that: “this fact has never been held in doubt; admitted at first
without reflection, it has since been verified in many instances by experiments with the calorimeter.” He concludes
“to deny this would overthrow the whole theory of heat, which rests on it as a basis.” Lastly, as an end note to these
declarations, Carnot states, in passing, that “the main principles on which the theory of heat rests require the most
careful examination … many experimental facts appear almost inexplicable in the present state of this theory.” These
incongruent experimental facts to which Carnot refers, in relation to his model of the production of motive power by
heat, are in likely reference to the now famous 1798 cannon-boring experiments of American-born English physicist
Benjamin Thomson, in which work of the boring process produced frictional heat, and the 1799 ice-rubbing
experiment of British chemist Humphry Davy, in which it was shown that by rubbing ice cubes together in a room
colder than the freezing point of water can cause heat to be generated, due to friction, thus melting the ice. In any
event, these “main principles” spoken of here, were later developed by Clausius, between 1850 and 1865, into the
form of what he called the first main principle of the mechanical theory of heat and the second main principle of the
mechanical theory of heat, later to be called the first and second laws of thermodynamics, respectively.
In the second main principle, Clausius greatly elaborated on the view that, in reality, “in the production of work a
corresponding quantity of heat is consumed (such as when heat transforming in the system is converted into
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irreversibly lost intermolecular work and friction), and that in consequence the quantity of heat given out to the
surrounding space during the cyclical process is less than that received from it.” To represent this difference
mathematically, in that according the modern theory of heat in contrast to that of the older caloric theory there exist
uncompensated forward and reverse transformations, Clausius used the quantity dQ/T to represent the measure of
one direction of the transformation and called it the “entropy of the body” S, after the word the Greek word τροπη
(transformation).

See also
● Uncompensated transformation
● Transformation-equivalents
● Transformation content
● Posi ve transforma on
● Nega ve transforma on
● Equivalence-value of all uncompensated transformations
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Transformation content
In thermodynamics, transformation content or transformation content of a body was a more descriptive precursor
name or synonym for entropy used by German physicist Rudolf Clausius in 1865. [1] Specifically, in his April 24th
introduction of the now-famous name entropy, he states: [2]
“We might call S the transformational content of the body, just as we termed the magnitude U its thermal content
and ergonal content. But as I hold it to be better to borrow terms for important magnitudes from the ancient
languages, so that they may be adopted unchanged in all modern languages, I propose to call the magnitude S the
entropy of the body, from the Greek word τροπή, transformation.”
(add discussion)

Note
Curiously, Clausius does not use the phrase “transformational content” in the 1875 second edition of his The
Mechanical Theory of Heat. English science historian Donald Cardwell argues that “these correspond to Clausius’ idea
of the equivalence value of the thermal content and the disgregation together constituting the transformational
content, or entropy of the body.” [3]

See also
● Transformation content energy
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275). Cornell University Press.

Transformation content energy
In thermodynamics, transformational content energy or "transformational content energy", symbol –TS, refers to
the internal energy or total energy changes associated with the transformation content changes accruing during a
process or transformation.

Etymology
The term “transformation content energy” is an Hmolpedia coining, a conjunction of the Hermann Helmholtz’s 1882
definition of the quantity ‘–TS’ as bound energy and Rudolf Clausius 1865 labeling of ‘S’ as‘transformational content’
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or transformation content. The derived term ‘transformation content energy’ is useful in modern discussion in the
sense that the quantity ‘TS’ is the conjugate variable pair for internal energy changes related to the effects of entropy
increase or of the equivalence value of all uncompensated transformations.

Transformation-equivalents
In thermodynamics, transformation equivalents is an early synonym for the quantity entropy, used in 1878 by
Scottish physicist James Maxwell, a verbal conjunction of the earlier terms: “equivalence-value” (1854), “equivalencevalue of all uncompensated transformations” (1856) and “transformational content” (1865)”, "equivalence of
transformations" (1875), etc., used by German physicist Rudolf Clausius. Specifically, in very humorous form, Maxwell
tells us: [1]
“By the introduction of the expression, “without compensation” (verses “of itself”), combined with a full
interpretation of this phrase, the statement of the second principle (“that heat cannot without compensation pass
from a colder to a warmer body”) becomes complete and exact; but in order to understand it we must have a
previous knowledge of the theory of transformation-equivalents, or in other words entropy, and it is to be feared
that we shall have to be taught thermodynamics for several generations before we can expect beginners to receive as
axiomatic the theory of entropy.”
In short, according to a condensed Clausius perspective, the term “equivalence value of transformations” means that
when several units of heat pass through a body they will effect a conversion of heat into work, according to the
phenomenon of the mechanical equivalent of heat, and in other cases, when molecules collide or do work on each
other inside the system that such work will be converted into heat, means that will exist a certain amount of heat
added to a body, causing it to expand, less a certain amount of heat removed from the body, causing it to contract,
that will exactly compensate or balance the heat-work conversions inside the body that took place during the process
which brings the body back to its original state. [2]
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Transmission of
Information
In famous publications, “Transmission of
Information” is a 1927 presentation given by
American electronics engineer Ralph Hartley, at the
International Congress of Telegraphy and
Telephony, in which he explained how to quantify
the capacity of a system to transmit information,
mathematically, using logarithms, the systems
being those of telegraph, telephone, and television
transmission systems, sending information in the
form of either pulsations in radio waves or changes
Four varieties of possible information sequences (high: 1, low: 0, or
in current and correlative voltage level in wire
no signal), transmitted in typical telegraph messages, at increasing
telegraph lines. [1] The mathematical model of
lengths of cable transmission, A being a short transmission, D being a
information in this paper formed the basis of the
long cable length transmission.
later 1948 model of information, and hence
"information theory", conceived by Claude Shannon, which he called "entropy" (or information theoretic entropy) on
the half-joke suggestion of John Neumann, to the consternation of all thermodynamicists in the years to follow, up to
the present day.

Overview
To illustrate his derivation, Hartley gives the situation in which a hand-operated submarine telegraph cable system in
which an oscillographic recorder traces the received message or rather “information” on photosensitive tape. The
sending operator has at his or her disposal three positions of a sending key which correspond to either a high voltage,
low voltage, and no applied voltage. The following figure shows three different recordings of a given transmission,
where A shows the sequence of the key positions as they were sent, and B, C, and D are traces made by the recorder
when receiving over an artificial cable of progressively increasing length. Figure B shows a signal that can be
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reconstructed to read the original sequence, whereas C shows that more care is needed to reconstruct the original
message, and D show a hopelessly indistinguishable message.
To put this information transmission into formulation, Hartley explains that at each point in the reading of the
recorded tape of the transmitted single, the reader must select one of three possible symbols (high, no-signal, low). If
the reader makes two successive selections, symbolized by n, he or she will have 3², or 9, different permutations or
symbol sequences. This system can then be extended to that in which, instead of three different current or voltage
levels to select from, the sender has n different current values to be applied to the line and to be distinguished from
each other at the receiving end of the line. The number of symbols (or voltage levels) available at each selection is s
and the number of distinguishable sequences is:

He then notes that the measure of the amount of information transmitted would increase exponentially with the
number of selections. On this basis, Hartley states that the value ‘H’ is the amount of information associated with n
selections for a particular system. Then, through some derivation, arrives at the following logarithmic expression for
information:

Hartley then comments:
“What we have done is to take as our practical measure of information the logarithm of the number of possible
symbol sequences.”

Information theory
In his 1948, American engineer Claude Shannon, in his famous paper "A Mathematical Theory of Communication",
would credit this derivation by Hartley as being the point at which the logarithmic function became the natural choice
for information and in the same paper, to the ire of many thermodynamicists, equate Hartley's 1928 telegraph
"system" model with that of Clausius' 1865 heat engine "system" model. In short, Shannon, using a similar
formulation to that above, declared that H, being a measure of information, choice, and uncertainty, is the same H as
used in statistical mechanics, specifically the H in Boltzmann's famous H theorem, concluding with:
“We shall call H the entropy of the set of probabilities.”
For ever after, countless numbers of information theory scientists have since taken any and all types of information,
"which is a very elastic term, ... whether being conducted by wire, direct speech, writing, or any other method", in
the Hartley's words, as being a direct equivalent to thermodynamic entropy, as derived from the study of the steam
engine. In his paper, Shannon would go on to define the entropy H of the source in units of “bits per symbol”, in
which in the Hartley derivation s = 2, corresponding to a source that can only send two voltage or current levels, high
or low; hence Shannon’s entropy being measured in binary digits per symbol.
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Treatise on General Sociology
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In famous publications, Treatise on
General Sociology, Trattato di Sociologia
Generale (Italian) or The Mind in Society
(1935 edition), is a 1912 four-volume,
2,033-page publication by Italian engineer
turned sociological economist Vilfredo
Pareto, a Seymour-Smith 100 Most
Influential Books Ever Written (1998) (Ѻ)
(1998), a 50 Greatest Books Ever Written
(2014) (Ѻ), which outlines a Social Principia
like view of sociology, based on physics,
chemistry, and mechanics, using a human
molecule point of view, according to which
people, as molecules in possession of
various levels of agitation inherent to
one's nature, are moved by certain
"residues" and by "derivations" from these
residues, which has thus resultantly
worked to rank Pareto (as of 2013) as a
Left: the 1935 four volume English translation set of Italian engineer turned
top three social Newton of antiquity. [1]

Overview

socioeconomist Vilfredo Pareto's 1912 Treatise on General Sociology. Right:
the 1963 four volumes bound as two set by Dover edition (Ѻ) of the same.

Pareto states his aim in the opening paragraphs of his Treatise as follows: [5]
“My wish is to construct a system of sociology on the model of celestial mechanics, physics, and chemistry.”
In 1912, Pareto finished his four volume book. Owing to a delay, as a result of the outbreak of WWI, as English
political science historian Samuel Finer reports, it was not published until 1916. [4] The original Italian version was
published in English in 1935 as a four volume set The Mind and Society; then later as a four volumes bound as two set
by Dover (Ѻ) in 1963. In the 1920s, the Italian version of the book, Trattato di Sociologia Generale, was making the
rounds at Harvard, and thus forming the so-called Harvard Pareto circle (1932-1942), centered around American
physical chemist turned biochemist Lawrence Henderson, which worked to shape American sociology in an
alternative fashion to that of the then popular Marxian sociology. Henderson gave the following reduced synopsis of
Pareto's treatise:
“The social system makes its appearance on page 1306 of Pareto’s book. It has been preceded by a painstaking
choice, discrimination, description, and classification of its elements. The first quarter of the book, a study of the nonlogical actions of men, leads up to the demonstration that no other elements of the social system are more important
than the sentiments. The last half of the book is synthetic, but like all the rest it is enriched with a profusion of
diverse and well-chosen facts. Pareto works up to his system, then defines it, and finally tests it in a survey of
important aspects of the history of Europe. We can no long follow him here, for these eight hundred pages are
incompressible.”
— Lawrence Henderson (1935), “Pareto’s Science of Society” [9]

Notable and now famous Pareto concepts of: an economic agent as a “homo economicus”, circulation of elites,
Pareto principle, among others, supposedly, are found in or derive from Pareto’s Treatise.

Excerpts
The following are noted excerpts from Pareto's Treatise:
“Sociology has hitherto been almost always expounded dogmatically. Let us not be deceived by the name of positive
given by Comte to his philosophy; his sociology is as dogmatic as Bossuet’s Discourse on Universal History. The
religions of the two men are different, but they are religions; and it is religions that we find in the works of Spencer,
of De Graef, of Letourneau, and of innumerable other authors.”
— Pareto (1912), Treatise on General Sociology (§6) [6]
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Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“And now the astonishing and perturbing suspicion emerges that perhaps
almost all that had passed for social science, political economy, politics, and
ethics in the past may be brushed aside by future generations as mainly
rationalizing. John Dewey has already reached this conclusion in regard to
philosophy. Veblen and other writers have revealed the various unperceived
presuppositions of the traditional political economy, and now comes an Italian
sociologist, Vilfredo Pareto, who, in his huge treatise on general sociology,
devotes hundreds of pages to substantiating a similar thesis affecting all the
social sciences. This conclusion may be ranked by students of a hundred years
hence [2021] as one of the several great discoveries of our age.”
— James Robinson (1921), Mind in the Making (Ѻ) (Ѻ)

“Pareto’s Trattato di Sociologia Generale is the hardest boiled book I have
ever read. Three times, since I passed my puberty, has my mind been made
over. Once by a nexus of which Henry Adams was the center, once by a matrix The original two-volume set (Ѻ) of
Pareto’s Trattato di Sociologia generale
of which Frazer burned brightest, and once by a long study of genetics and
evolution. Pareto is doing the job a fourth time, and far more vitally than any (1916).
others.”
— Bernard DeVoto (1928) [2]

“If we are to speak of Pareto’s treatise as a seminal book, we must use the epithet in the sense in which we apply it
to Newton’s Principia. No revolution can follow it, except a revolution in the methods of the social sciences. That
revolution is already in its first stages in Italy and in France, and my yet spread to England and to America.”
— Andrew Bongiorno (1930). “A Study of Pareto’s Treatise on General Sociology” [6]

“Pareto’s Treatise is a work of genius.”
— Lawrence Henderson (1935), Pareto’s General Sociology: a Physiologist’s Interpretation [8]

“Pareto’s monumental work, Trattato di Sociologia Generale, lies before us as the most massive and impressive
statement of the mechanistic conception of social life.”
— Werner Stark (1962), Fundamental Forms of Social Thought [3]

“In my last three years DeVoto was my tutor in my field of English literature, with whom I met once a week to discuss
my reading. Henderson had urged the Sociologie on DeVoto, as he urged it on everyone; DeVoto in turn urged it on
me, not because it was sociology but because it might clear a lot of nonsense from my mind.”
— George Homans (1962), “Autobiographical Introduction” [7]
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Tree of knowledge
In science, tree of knowledge refers to the
divisional structuring of the totality of human
knowledge into that of the form of a tree
whereby knowledge is conceptualized as
growing and dividing like the branches of a
tree.

Etymology
In 1605, English English physicist, natural
philosopher, a said to be last person to know
everything Francis Bacon (IQ=180), in his
Advancement of Learning, stated the
following: [1]
“The divisions of knowledge are not like
several lines that meet in one angle, but are
rather like branches of a tree that meet at
one stem.”
In circa 1610, French natural philosopher,
physicist, and a said to be greatest
mathematician ever Rene Descartes (IQ=195)
stated the following: [2]
“Thus the whole of philosophy is like a tree:
the roots are metaphysics, the trunk is
physics, and the branches that issue from the
trunk are all the other sciences.”
In 1858, American physical science applied
sociologist Henry Carey, in his The Principles
of Social Science, in aims to visually situate
the location of the branch of "social science",
in the tree of knowledge, drew out the tree,
as he saw things, shown adjacent, having the
following branches and roots. [3]

Branches
The following are the branches of the tree of
knowledge according to Henry Carey (1858):
[3]
Physics
Chemistry
Chemical dynamics
Natural philosophy
Physical dynamics
Social science
Political economics
Jurisprudence
Arts/Philosophy(?)
Intuition
Inspiration
Psychology

American physical science applied sociologist Henry Carey, one of the
founders of the social mechanics school, and his 1858 depiction of the "tree
of knowledge", annotated to show a post 1959 "two cultures" perspective,
wherein the branch of social science is intentionally shown located in close
proximity to the the physical science branch of knowledge, with two-way
arrows indicating "exchanges" of ideas talking place, to create a unified
branch of social mechanics or social physics, as Carey worked at developing.
[3]
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Ethics
Theology
Organology (Biology?)
Ecology
Zoology
Physiology
Vegetable Physiology
(add discussion)

Roots
The following are the roots of the tree of knowledge according to Henry Carey (1858): [3]
Animal life
Vegetable life
Attraction
Divisibility
Inertia
Impenetrability
Mechanical forces
Chemical forces
(add discussion)

Alternative frameworks
Alternative non-tree like frameworks of total knowledge include Auguste Comte's 1842 "everything is physics" point
of view (celestial physics, terrestrial physics, organic physics, and human physics) as well as his 1854 "hierarchy of
sciences" point of view: morals is the "supreme science", about which paramount is the "theory of our emotion
nature", which must be tied into: sociology, biology, chemistry, physics, astronomy, and lastly mathematics as the
"language", in Willard Gibbs famous phrasing, of it all, respectively, in one unified theory (see: reductionism).
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Tribus, Myron
In thermodynamics, Myron T. Tribus (1921-) is an American engineer and
thermodynamicist, associated with the MIT school and co-founder of the MaxEnt
school of thermodynamics, note for the coining of the term “thermoeconomics”
(1962)—albeit in the context of the economic considerations for converting sea water
into fresh water—for his work in thermostatics, and for his studies in information
theory thermodynamics.

Education
In 1941, Tribus, as an undergraduate chemistry student, learned thermodynamics and
statistical mechanics from Canadian-born American chemist William Giauque, of the
Lewis school of thermodynamics. [1] Tribus completed his PhD in 1948 from UCLA soon
thereafter began teaching courses on thermodynamics, fluid mechanics, and heat
transfer at UCLA.

Clausius entropy vs Shannon entropy?
In 1948, when Tribus was examined for his doctoral degree, at UCLA, he was asked to explain the connection
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between entropy defined by Claude Shannon, i.e. Shannon entropy (1948), and the entropy defined by Rudolf
Clausius, i.e. Clausius entropy (1965). In fifty-years retrospect, in 1998, Tribus comment on this question that:
“Neither I nor my committee knew the answer. I was not at all satisfied with the answer I gave. That was in 1948 and
I continued to fret about it for the next ten years. I read everything I could find that promised to explain the
connection between the entropy of Clausius and the entropy of Shannon. I got nowhere. I felt in my bones there had
to be a connection; I couldn’t see it.”
Tribus goes on to state that one day in 1958 a student of his named Zyssimo Typaldos (c.1930-c.1995) replied to his
question about the connection between Shannon and Clausius by saying: “Oh, that’s already been solved.” Typalodos
referred Tribus to American physicist Edwin Jaynes’ his two part 1957 paper “Information Theory and Statistical
Thermodynamics” in which Jaynes attempts to derive a statistical thermodynamics interpretation of information
theory. [2] Tribus obtained a copy the next day. He comments:
“Here was my Rosetta Stone! I
went home and worked with that
paper for a week, almost without
sleep. All of my studies for a
decade suddenly fell in place. A
straight forward connection
between Shannon’s entropy and
the entropy of Clausius poured into
the paper, almost without my
hand.”
Next he found out that Jaynes was
at Stanford:
Tribus' 1971 Maxwell's demon diagram, about which he says that the demon was finally
"exorcised" in 1951 by French-born American physicist Leon Brillouin, who pointed out
“I took an overnight train and
that if the demon were to identify the molecules, he would have to illuminate them in
showed up in his office, the next
morning, surely acting like a crazed some way, causing an increase in entropy that would more than compensate for any
decrease in entropy such a being could effect. [7]
man. I remember going to the
blackboard in his office and
pouring out the derivation of the laws of thermodynamics.”

In 1959, Tribus invited Jaynes to come to UCLA to participate in a two week summer course on information theory
and thermodynamics, during which time Tribus learned that Jaynes had been preparing material for a book on
probability and its applications; the taught the course together. Although Jaynes never completed his book, Tribus did
writing his 1961 Thermostatics and Thermodynamics: an Introduction to Energy, Information and States of Matter,
based, as he says, “squarely on Ed’s work”; the fundamental ideas in this book taken directly from Jaynes’ work,
which was never published. [6] Tribus could only cite Jaynes’ work as “in print”. Tribus' book was the first book
publication to attempt to base the laws of thermodynamics on information theory rather than on the classical
arguments.

Shannon meeting
In April 1961, Tribus gave a seminar at MIT on a new way to derive thermodynamics based on information theory. He
states that a critical audience, comprised of students of American mechanical engineer Joseph Keenan, founder of
the MIT school of thermodynamics, “tried to rip it apart”. Moreover, French mathematician Benoit Mandelbrot was
in the audience and quickly attacked the MaxEnt interpretation, saying:
“Everyone knows that Shannon’s derivation is in error.”
Beyond this, it happened that Shannon was in residence at MIT that week, so Tribus went to see him. Shannon,
according to Tribus, “was immediately able to dispel Mandelbrot’s criticism, but went on to lecture me on his
misgivings about using his definition of entropy for applications beyond communication channels.” [1] During this
meeting, Tribus queried Shannon as to his reason for choosing to call his information function by the name ‘entropy’,
the details of which were first made public in Tribus' 1971 article “Energy and Information”, wherein he states: [4]
“What’s in a name? In the case of Shannon’s measure the naming was not accidental. In 1961 one of us (Tribus) asked
Shannon what he had thought about when he had finally confirmed his famous measure. Shannon replied: ‘My
greatest concern was what to call it. I thought of calling it ‘information’, but the word was overly used, so I decided to
call it ‘uncertainty’. When I discussed it with John von Neumann, he had a better idea. Von Neumann told me, ‘You
should call it entropy, for two reasons. In the first place you uncertainty function has been used in statistical
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mechanics under that name. In the second place, and more importantly, no one knows what entropy really is, so in a
debate you will always have the advantage.”
Tribus, in his 1987 article “An Engineer Looks at Bayles”, recounts his discussion with Shannon on this question as
follows: [5]
“The same function appears in statistical mechanics and, on the advice of John von Neumann, Claude Shannon called
it ‘entropy’. I talked with Dr. Shannon once about this, asking him why he had called his function by a name that was
already in use in another field. I said that it was bound to cause some confusion between the theory of information
and thermodynamics. He said that Von Neumann had told him: ‘No one really understands entropy. Therefore, if you
know what you mean by it and you use it when you are in an argument, you will win every time.”

Other
From 1961 to 1969 he was dean of the school of engineering at Dartmouth College. From 1974 to 1986 he directed
the Center for Advanced Engineering Study at MIT. Tribus is co-founder of Exergy Inc., a company modeled on the
principle of exergy, specializing in the design of high-efficiency power production systems.
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Trigger action
In thermodynamics, trigger action refers to release of available energy from a false equilibrium. [1]

Overview
In 1922, Alfred Lotka popularized the term "trigger action", based on the model of a gun, whereby the small amount
of work done in the act of pulling the "trigger" releases a disproportionately larger amount of work in the firing of the
projectile, according to which when a prey "sights" a predator, the "light" of the visual fear stimulus, triggers an
explosive fee reaction, akin to the mallet of a gun triggering an explosion of gun powder. Lotka seems to indicate, via
footnote, that the term “trigger action” originates from a combination of his own writings (1912) along with those of
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French physician Hyacinthe Guilleminot (1919) and English biologist James Johnstone (1921). [4] Following Lotka,
others have used the term, including: Frederick Soddy (1926), and Richard Adams (1975) in attempts at
thermodynamically explaining the standard definition of work, as in weight lifted through a height (or force times
distance), in the context of biological work, e.g. the sight of a predator triggering a flee response, or human work, e.g.
a workman operating a power-driven appliance at a factory. [2] Adams defines trigger action, as that in which action
in the form of information from one system triggering off a change of state in another system, whereby the change of
state continues until the second system reaches another state of equilibrium. He also speaks of trigger mechanisms;
which, he says, come in many kinds. [3]
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Trimmer, John
In hmolscience, John D. Trimmer (1908-1983) was an American physicist noted for his
involvement in the so-called “Princeton social physics project", his 1950 Response of Physics
Systems being cited by John Q. Stewart in his 1953 report on social physics. [1]

Education
Trimmer completed his PhD in physics, in 1936, with a dissertation on “An Investigation of
Subjective Tones by Means of the Steady Tone Phase Effect”, at the University of Michigan. In
1953, Trimmer was associated with the University of Tennessee. [1] In 1980, Trimmer was an
adjunct professor of physics at Drexel University. (Ѻ)
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Trisca, Petre
In hmolscience, Petre C. Trisca (c.1890-c.1956), or Peter Trisca, was a Romanian-born French
social problems scholar, or “excessively prolific medical scribbler” (Ѻ), noted for his 1922
Preliminaries on Social Mechanics, wherein he argues against social mechanics.

Overview
In 1922, Trisca published his Preliminaries on Social Mechanics: Analysis of Works of, in which he
engages “an almost pathologically savage attack” on the mechanistic school, the social mechanics
of Spiru Haret and Antonio Portuendo in particular. The following is Trisca's opening paragraph:
“In 1900, Alessandro Grappali wrote: ‘It has been more than fifty years since Auguste Comte gave
birth to his young discipline [social physics]: the baptism of life by clearly defining the methods, but the task and the
fuel, have not been able to change the state of crisis that inevitably beset any discipline in its infancy.’ These lines
could also be written now. Probably Durkheim with his Rules of Sociological Method said the way, the only real way
of scientific sociology. But the inevitable mistakes that Groppali reported, have not disappeared, especially as
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Durkheim has left for the moment no one after him to continue his work. Mr. combat Bouglé Professor those
mistakes which even their authors return. Witness Mr. René Worms whose Sociology, reduced to fair value the
organicist theories. But there is a more ‘pure’ design, more ‘scientific’, so-called sociology, which has long been
adeptness, which gave her the safest works between 1896 and 1914. It is more false and more dangerous; we want
to talk about the mechanistic conception of social science. Comte especially Quetelet and Spencer also have their
responsibility for this design. These are especially Mr. Haret, Lester Ward, Winiarski, and A.-P. Barcelo, who
developed the mechanistic conception.”
The use of "dangerous" here, the Rossini debate coming to mind, would seem to imply that Trisca was opposing
social mechanics for underlying religious reasons. Trisca, later, summarizes his aim as follows: [1]
“We have no illusions, we know that our detailed study will simply highlight more strongly the conclusion that the
social mechanism is a utopia, a metaphysics, and we need more than ever think about the strong words of Durkheim,
‘what our rule claim is that the sociologist in entering the social world is aware that it enters the unknown: he must
feel in the presence of facts which the laws are also unexpected that could be those of the life, when biology was not
made’.”
Although a large part Trisca's book is devoted to a summary of the social mechanics works of Lester Ward, Spiru
Haret, Leon Winiarski, and Antonio Portuendo, among others, in what seems to be a discourse on the views of the
mechanistic school of social thermodynamics, it's overall aim is to debunk or disprove the views of this school of
logic. [2] Trisca has been summarized as a “critic of social mechanics” and his discussion of social mechanics has been
described as “an almost pathologically savage attack on Haret.” [3] Trisca defined the social mechanics, or what he
calls the mechanistic conception of social science, as the consideration of the elements and social groups as point
systems and equipment subject to forces, social forces, in our cases, which result from balances and movements that
can be studied according to the laws, methods, and principles of rational mechanics. [1] Trisca outlining the use of
the principle of d’Alembert in both the works of Winiarski and Haret.

Education
In 1922, Trisca was labeling himself as: docteur en droit (doctor of laws), docteur es lettres (doctor of letters).

See also
● Pitirim Sorokin
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Tropism
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In terminology, tropism (TR:10), from Greek trepein “to turn” + ism, refers to the turning, growth, or orientation change of all or a
part of an organism in a particular direction, away from or
towards, an external stimulus.

Overview
In 1888, Jacques Loeb, in his “The Orientation of Animals to Light”,
introduced his tropism theory or forced movement theory of
action (see also: induced movement), the beginning of a long
effort to overthrow that anthropomorphic-view of animal and
plant movement, e.g. that protoplasmic substances move toward
the source of light, "because of curiosity", as many argued during
Loeb's day. [1] In 1918, Loeb, in his Forced Movements, Tropisms, An example of phototropism, a type of tropism,
and Animal Conduct, stated, in effect, that Galilean-based tropism defined as growth or a turn towards light or a source
usurps Aristotelian-based teleology, as the explanative model in
of photons, e.g. sunlight.
biology (chnopsology):
“The Aristotelian viewpoint still prevails to some extent in biology, namely that an animal moves only for a purpose,
either to seek food or to seek its mate or to undertake something else connected with preservation of the individual
or the race. The Aristotelians had explained the process in the inanimate world in the same teleological way. Science
began when Galileo overthrew this Aristotelian mode of thought and introduced the method of quantitative
experiments which leads to mathematical laws free form the metaphysical conception of purpose. The analysis of
animal conduct only becomes scientific in so far as it drops the question of purpose and reduces the reactions of
animals to quantitative laws.”
(add discussion)

Humans | Psychological chemotropism
In 1898 to 1903, Ernst Haeckel, in his love letters, mentions the
concept of elective affinity at least three times in respect to his
own romantic relationships, and in one letter to a Franziska
von Altenhausen, defined, his own elective affinity to her as a
strange psychological chemotropism: [2]
“… seductive women—why should I, despite all scruples and
obstacles, cast myself into the dust before you? Dearst
Franziska, herein lies the enigma of ‘elective affinity’, of that
strange psychological ‘chemotropism’, of whose power I have
spoken repeatedly in my books—little dreaming that I myself
should fall a victim to it in my old age!”
In other words, the way a person orients their reaction
existence (life) towards, around, or in the direction of a loved
one, or the person to whom the elective affinities direct them
is similar to the way a plant turns toward or grows to sunlight,
according to Haeckel.

A 2010 view (Ѻ) of the tropism of human molecules,
according to Russian physical chemist Georgi Gladyshev,
which he believes is but one of many type of tropism,
governed by his theory of hierarchical thermodynamics.

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“The tropism of human molecules is governed by human and hierarchic thermodynamics which explain tropism via
Gibbs' equilibrium criteria.”
— Georgi Gladyshev (2010), crowd photo (Ѻ) description statement, Jun 8

“All types of tropisms in the universe can be explained using hierarchical thermodynamics.”
— Georgi Gladyshev (2010), plant photo (Ѻ) description statement, Jun 12

See also
● Retinal molecule | ABC model
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True
In reality, true or what is considered "truth, as
compared to what is not true or considered as false,
refers to subjects, things, or a state of being that are in
accordance with fact or the actual state of affairs;
conformable to an essential reality; and or being that
which is the case rather than what is manifest or
assumed.
“The first and last thing which is required of genius is
the love of truth.”
– Johann Goethe, a last universal genius [3]

Elective Affinities
In 1796, German polymath Johann Goethe began to
develop his physical chemistry based theory of
passions; the final result of his theory is embedded in
layers of coded gestalt in his 1809 novella Elective
Affinities, his self-defined best book, the central
principle of which, when attacked by a women on the
street, he told are "true" and not false, in his own
words (as depicted in full adjacent): [1]
“The principle illustrated in the book is true.”

In a scene reported by German writer
Heinrich Laube (1806-1884):
“A women friend of mine said to Goethe
at that time: ‘I cannot approve of
Elective Affinities, Herr von Goethe; it
really is an immoral book!’ According to
her report Goethe was silent for a while
and then said with great earnestness:
‘I’m sorry you feel that way. It is my best
book, and don’t think that this is the
mere whim of an aging man. I grant you
that one loves most deeply the child of
one’s last marriage, the product of one’s
late power of generation.
But you wrong me and the book. The
principle illustrated in the book is true
and not immoral.
But you must regard it from a broader point of view and
understand that the conventional moral norms can turn
into sheer immorality when applied to situations of this
character.”

American woman's rights activist Victoria Woodhull, in The Goethe late December 1809 "best book" incident, wherein
he tells correct that the human physical chemistry principle
her 1871 "Introduction" section to the D.W. Niles
English translation of Goethe's Elective Affinities, seems contained in his Elective Affinities are true. [1]
to have been the first to state explicitly that there is a
revolution in human thought embedded in Goethe's novella, and to query about whether or not the future would see
it as being scientific truth: [2]
“The tale is, in a word, of the simple construction and genial and moderate character of the "Vicar of Wakefield"
rather than in the exciting style of Dickens' Christmas Carols: but, everywhere, the interest is skilfully kept up, and the
subtle insinuation of a great revolutionary doctrine pervades the whole, and to the thoughtful reader makes the chief
point of interest. Doctrines, however, which are here merely insinuated and illustrated by allusions to science, are
now so openly expounded and advocated that a portion of the community will regard the great German as too
conservative, while yet, doubtless, to the great mass of readers, the radical element may startle, and in some
instances offend.
If this fundamental thought of the man who has proved to be the seer or prophet of science in so many other
things, is also a scientific truth, the fact cannot be appreciated by the world too soon, nor its immense sweep of
consequences be too clearly foreseen and provided for. It will affect the whole scope of morals and social order,
whether we accept it in our theories or not, and the less hurtfully and the more beneficently, in proportion as we
thoroughly study and understand the subject.”
The following quote by German philosopher Arthur Schopenhauer, notable for having incorporated much of Goethe's
human chemistry morality theory into his The World As Will and Representation (1818; 1844), seems to capture the
gist of truth:
“All truth passes through three stages. First, it is ridiculed. Second, it is violently opposed. Third, it is accepted as
being self-evident.”
This is especially true, in the context of Goethe's theory presently passing through the first-to-second stage of
scientific truth, such as outlined on the "crackpot" page and the "Rossini debate" page, respectively, to cite two
examples, within the last decade.
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True genius
In genius studies, true genius is a genius that is true.

Related
Enrico Fermi, of note, described Richard Garwin (SPE:8|2014) as “the only true genius he had ever met”, as recalled
by Marvin Goldberger (Ѻ); though, to note, Fermi also said the same of Ettore Majorana.

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“When a true genius appears in the world, you may know him by this sign: that the dunces are all in confederacy
against him.”
— Jonathan Swift (1728), Essay on the Fates of Clergyman (Ѻ)

“Every true genius is bound to be naive.”
— Friedrich Schiller (c.1785), Publication (Ѻ)

“To sentence a man of true genius, to the drudgery of a school is to put a racehorse on a treadmill.”
— Samuel Coleridge (c.1810), Publication (Ѻ)

“The true genius shudders at incompleteness — imperfection — and usually prefers silence to saying the something
which is not everything that should be said.”
— Edgar Poe (c.1948), Marginalia

See also
● Real genius

Further reading
● Hoddeson, Lillian and Daitch, Vicki. (2002). True Genius: the Life and Science of John Bardeen: the Only Winner of
Two Nobel Prizes in Physics. Joseph Henry Press.

True love
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In terminology, true love refers to love that is true.

Overview
In 1809, Goethe, supposedly, alluded to the idea that true love or at
least "soul mates" (Ottilie + Edward) could be quantified by affinities.
(Ѻ) In 2007, Libb Thims explained that if the Gibbs energy changes for
every person on the planet, at a given time, or state of existence, could
be listed on a free energy table, similar to the say Goethe did tables of
social affinities for people in his novella, then true love could be
quantified and determined; kinetic factors aside. [2] In 2009, Australian
mathematician Clio Cresswell published a theory of the mathematics of
love and or sex, claiming that singles can increase their chances of
finding true love by rejecting at least 12 potential partners before
settling down. [3]

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“True love is like ghosts, which everybody talks about and few have
seen.”

A snippet of a Goethe affinity table (1908),
showing that people ordered in terms "affinity"
preferences to other people within that
“True love is a chemical affinity of human monads; they are elementally person's social sphere, the first historical
attracted to one another by the invincible necessity of a law of nature. physiochemical model of "true love"; which is
In the spiritual and physical make-up of those predestined by nature to based on what Newton outlined in his "Query
be joined, a series of inherent correspondences is found.”
31" (1718).
— Vyacheslav Ivanov (c.1900), on the “message” of Goethe’s Elective Affinities
[1]
— Francois La Rochefoucauld (c.1865)

See also
● Love terminology reform | Henry Bray
● Soul mate
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Truesdell, Clifford
In thermodynamics, Clifford Ambrose Truesdell III (1919-2000) was an American
mathematician noted for his 1969 Rational Thermodynamics and predominately for his
1980 Tragicomical History of Thermodynamics. [1] A noted quote by Truesdell (1969)
on the first law, second law, and entropy is as follows: [6]
“I hesitate to use the terms ‘first law’ and ‘second law’, because there are almost as
many ‘first laws’ as there are thermodynamicists, and I have been told by these people
for so many years that I disobey their laws that now I prefer to exult in my criminal
status and non-condemning names to the concrete mathematical axioms I wish to use
in my outlaw studies of heat and temperature. The term ‘entropy’ seems superfluous,
also, since it suggest nothing to ordinary persons and only intense headaches to those
who have studied thermodynamics but have not given in and joined the professionals.”
Truesdell seems to have suffered the fate of many-a-mathematician victim to
conceptual understanding of thermodynamics, as exemplified in the following 1952
footnote: [2]
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“The rational student must cleave the stinging fog of pseudo-philosophical mysticism which hides this statement [of
the second law] in the usual physical treatments.”
This view may be from whence the subject of 'rational thermodynamics' stems in premise, of which Truesdell seems
to be the creator. [4] Truesdell is also noted for his summary of the thermodynamic views of French marine engineer
Ferdinand Reech (1805-1884) (or Frederick or Frédéric). [5]

Education
Truesdell completed a BS in mathematics, BS in physics, and MS in mathematics at the California Institute of
Technology in 1933 and his PhD in mathematics from Princeton University in 1934. [2] Truesdell was a one-time
mentor to German physicist Ingo Muller, author of the 2007 History of Thermodynamics. [3]

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“Thermodynamics is the kingdom of deltas.”
— Clifford Truesdell [7]
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Trust
In terminology, trust is assured reliance on the character, ability,
strength, or truth of someone or something. [1]

Overview
In 1956, in the wake of the 1953 “Red Atheism Scare”, the US
Congress passed the H. J. Resolution 396 act, which replaced the
1782 E pluribus unum or “Out of Many, One” national motto with
"In God We Trust" as the official motto of the US, and changed
the one dollar bill, the following year, as follows:

The host of the DNews show wearing a “never trust
an atom” shirt during a 2013 episode (Ѻ) entitled
“Does Believing in God Make You Dumb?”.
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In circa 2013, Libb Thims was water-testing the phrase "In ΘΔics we trust" on the main page of Hmolpedia, in place of
the religious-based one:

meaning, in effect that he modern physicochemical thinker, e.g. Henry Adams:
“Who can be trusted to tell me whether my technical terms are all wrong?”
— Henry Adams (1908), complaint to his brother Brooks Adams, after months of searching for a physicochemical proof-reader
[see: Henry Bumstead] for his social phase theory of history [2]

puts his or her "trust" in thermodynamics, more so than they do in belief in the existence of god.
In 2015, Libb Thims ordered "Keep Clam and Trust God" T-shirts for god-believers, as a bit of humor, to wear on the
Atheism Reviews show:

(add discussion)

Films
The films Conan the Barbarian (1982), itself philosophically Friedrich Nietzsche based, in part, and Scarface (1983),
contain a certain amount of dialogue about trust.
“Fire and wind come from the sky, from the gods of the sky, but Crom is your god. Crom, and he lives in the earth.
Once giants lived in the earth, Conan, and in the darkness of chaos, they fooled Crom, and they took from him the
enigma of steel. Crom was angered, and the earth shook, and fire and wind struck down these giants, and they threw
their bodies into the waters. But in their rage, the gods forgot the secret of steel and left it on the battlefield, and we
who found it. We are just men, not gods, not giants, just men. And the secret of steel has always carried with it a
mystery. You must learn its riddle, Conan, you must learn its discipline, for no one, no one in this world can you trust,
not men, not women, not beasts... This you can trust. [points to his sword].”
— Conan’s father (1982), explaining the mystery of steel to Conan; written by John Milius and Oliver Stone, based on the character
Conan created by Robert Howard (Ѻ)

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“Supposing there was no intelligence behind the universe, no creative mind. In that case, nobody designed my brain
for the purpose of thinking. It is merely that when the atoms inside my skull happen, for physical or chemical reasons,
to arrange themselves in a certain way, this gives me, as a by-product, the sensation I call thought. But, if so, how can
I trust my own thinking to be true? It’s like upsetting a milk jug and hoping that the way it splashes itself will give you
a map of London. But if I can’t trust my own thinking, of course I can’t trust the arguments leading to atheism, and
therefore have no reason to be an atheist, or anything else. Unless I believe in god, I cannot believe in thought: so I
can never use thought to disbelieve in god.”
— C.S. Lewis (c.1950), an argument for the existence of god (Ѻ); supposedly has something to do with Lewis’ earlier “argument
from reason”, defended in his 1947 Miracles: a Preliminary Study, wherein he cited John Haldane’s 1927 quote: “If my mental
processes are determined wholly by the motions of atoms in my brain, I have no reason to suppose that my beliefs are true ... and
hence I have no reason for supposing my brain to be composed of atoms.” [4]

“Whether it was the worldwide flood, the feeding of the 5,000, or arguing against the possibility that man evolved
from molecules to ape to man over millions of years, dad defended the word of God as if his life depended upon it …
which, in fact, it did. He was always adamant about one thing: if you can’t trust the Book of Genesis as literal history,
then you can’t trust the rest of the Bible.”
— Ken Ham (2006), Raising Godly Children in an Ungodly World [3]

“Since the Bible and the church are obviously mistaken in telling us where we came from, how can we trust them to
tell us where we are going?”

5092 Hmolpedia
— Anon (c.2008), AtheistBlogger.com list of 101 atheist quotes (Ѻ); found via mAtheist app (Ѻ)

“Never trust the work of a Templeton Prize winner or associate.”
— Libb Thims (2013), mental note arisen in reflection of recent adds to Paul Davies page; along with past thought on other
Templeton-funded writers: Robert Ulanowicz, Terrence Deacon (Ѻ), among others, whose mind[s] has gone to pasture, i.e. left the
path of truth for sake of spiritual/God theory justification aiming/biased funding, 10:09 AM CST, Dec 9.
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Truth
In science, truth is that which has the grand character of
the capability of enduring the test of universal
experience, and coming unchanged out of every
possible form of fair discussion. [1]

Stages of truth
The following is the post 1981 truncated version of
famous 1818 "three stages of truth" quote by German
philosopher Arthur Schopenhauer: [4]
“All truth passes through three stages. First, it is
ridiculed. Second, it is violently opposed. Third, it is
accepted as being self-evident.”
The quote comes from the final paragraph, 1958 English
translation by E.F.J. Payne, shown adjacent bolded, of
Schopenhauer's 1818 The World as Will and
Representation:

German philosopher Arthur Schopenhauer's 1818 final
paragraph to the preface of the first edition of his two-volume
magnum opus The World as Will and Representation, written
only two years after consulting with Goethe, the origin of the
famous "three stages of truth" quote. [4]

“To truth only a brief celebration of victory is allowed between two long periods during which it is condemned as
paradoxical, or disparaged as trivial.”
which outlines his Goethean philosophy human chemical theory based "will to power" philosophy. The original
German is: [5]
“Der Wahrheit ist allerzeit nur ein kurzes Siegesfest beschieden, zwischen den beiden langen ZeitrÄaumen, wo sie als
Paradox verdammt und als Trivial gering geschÄatzt wird.”
See the lecture article: HCT | Truth for more on the details behind this quote. In 1963, English biochemist
(chnopsological chemist) John Haldane, in commentary on a new book that has life tables that consistently
overestimate future death rates, thus being favorable to life insurance companies but unfavorable to companies that
pay life annuities to the aged, comments that the resistance to the process of acceptance of this new system of doing
things will pass through the usual "four stages of resistance" to new ways of seeing things: [6]
1. This is worthless nonsense
2. This is an interesting, but perverse, point of view
3. This is true, but quite unimportant
4. I always said so

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
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“Plato is my friend, but truth my greater friend.”
— Aristotle (c.300BC) [2]

“Fables should be taught as fables, myths as myths, and miracles as poetic fancies. To teach superstitions as truths is
a most terrible thing. The child mind accepts and believes them, and only through great pain and perhaps tragedy can
he be in after years relieved of them. In fact, men will fight for a superstition quite as quickly as for a living truth—
often more so, since a superstition is so intangible you cannot get at it to refute it, but truth is a point of view, and so
is changeable.”
— Hypatia (c.400)

“Life is an unfoldment, and the further we travel the more truth we can comprehend. To understand the things that
are at our door is the best preparation for understanding those that lie beyond.”
— Hypatia (c.400)

“Those who rely simply on the weight of authority to prove any assertion, without searching out the arguments to
support it, act absurdly. I wish to question freely and to answer freely without any sort of adulation. That well
becomes any who are sincere in the search for truth.”
— Vincenzo Galilei (c.1570)

“There is some truth in Boerhaave's poetic comparison: [that] [force of chemical affinity] is “love, if love be the desire
for marriage”.
— Jean Dumas (1837), commentary on Herman Boerhaave’s 1732 conjecture

“The first business of a man of science is to proclaim the truth as he finds it; and let the world adjust itself as best it
can to the new knowledge.”
— Percy Bridgman (469 PE) (1919), American thermodynamicist

“A new scientific truth does not triumph by convincing its opponents and making them see the light, but rather
because its opponents eventually die, and a new generation grows up that is familiar with it.”
— Max Planck (c.1947), on how Boltzmann's statistical thermodynamics and atomic hypothesis triumphed over those as Ernst
Mach and others of the energetics school. [3]

“The second law of thermodynamics is one of the bedrock truth that physics offers to the world.”
— Eric Zencey (1983), “Entropy as Root Metaphor” [7]

“Truth does not demand belief. Scientists do not join hands every Sunday, singing, ‘yes, gravity is real! I will have
faith! I will be strong! I believe in my heart that what goes up, up, up, must come down … Amen!’ If they did, we
would think they were pretty insecure about it.”
— Dan Barker (c.2005) (Ѻ)

“The first rule of science is the truth at any price including the price of your life. That rule also applies to morality.”
— Howard Bloom (2012), The God Problem: How a Godless Cosmos Creates

See also
● True
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Tuhtan, Jeff
In ecological thermodynamics, Jeffrey Andrew Tuhtan (1979-), or Jeff Tuhtan, is an
American ecohydraulic engineering noted for his 2011 PhD dissertation “A Modeling
Approach for Alpine Rivers Impacted by Hydropeaking Including the Second Law
Inequality”, wherein he employs thermodynamics in deriving a conceptual model
designed for alpine river fish habitats.Rivers, according to Tuhtan, are considered as
finite-time, open irreversible thermodynamic systems in order to study the effects of
the daily fluctuation effects of hydropeaking (large fluctuations in flow rates due to
peak energy production) on alpine fish. The goal of his work is to improve mainstream
'first law' modeling approaches which only consider the external (potential and kinetic)
energy of a river, and afterward develop semi-empirical relations tying 'abiotic-biotic'
relations to hydraulic variables such as water depth and velocity. [1]

Doctoral thesis
Tuhtan, in his 2011 PhD dissertation “A Modeling Approach for Alpine Rivers Impacted
by Hydropeaking Including the Second Law Inequality”, summarizes his applied
thermodynamics hydropeaking project as follows: [2]
“The goal of the EcoPeak project is to develop a tool which can be used to predict the effects of hydropeaking on a
given indicator species (e.g. brown trout, grayling) for various life stages. In this work, fish are represented as unique
thermodynamic entities responding to hydrodynamic and thermodynamic gradients, where in the case of
hydropeaking, the hydrodynamic terms are considerably larger. The model development has been heavily influenced
by the constructal theory of Adrian Bejan and Sylvie Lorente.
Aspects of theoretical biology have been taken from Robert Rosen's relational biology. The works of Robert
Ulanowicz and Donald Mikulecky have also strongly influenced the nature of the fish model development.
Deterministic notions have been replaced with a probabilistic assessment of suitable locations, considering a single
species and life stage's evolved physiological constraints. The purpose of this work is to incorporate a more rigorous
biophysical approach, rooted in irreversible thermodynamics which allows for an improved habitat estimation for fish
subject to highly instationary flow regimes.”
In his dissertation, Tuhtan employs German physicist Max Planck's
theory of dilute solutions, as was first extended to animate
systems by Werner Ebeling and Peter Mauersberger, the physical
and thermodynamic principles developed by Sven Jorgensen and
Adrian Bejan.

FishView

Robotics researcher Maarja Kruusmaa (2014),
examining the fish robot sensor prototype, codeveloped with Tuhtan and signal processing
researcher Joni Kamarainen. (Ѻ)

In 2014, Tuhtan, working together with robotics researcher
Maarja Kruusmaa, shown adjacent examining the fish robot
sensor prototype, and signal processing researcher Joni
Kamarainen, launched the EU-funded project “FishView” on
assessing fish passages by the use of robotic fish sensor and
enhanced digital imaging, the project goal of which is to develop a
novel fish robot based sensor to evaluate flows and conditions of
rivers and fish passes and help to assess and develop better fish
passages. (Ѻ)

Biocule

A noted turning point in Tuhtan's hydropeaking research was his reading, circa 2010, of British animal psychologist
Lloyd Morgan 1929 "biocule", a term Morgan, being a student of English Darwinian evolution promoter and social
molecule theorist Thomas Huxley, employed as being representative of the borderland between the atom/molecule
scale and the amoeba/rabbit/oak tree scale of atomic organization, which according to English mathematical
philosopher Alfred Whitehead are to be both seen as different "organisms"—albeit, as Morgan specifies, "not a living
organism" (see: defunct theory of life). [4] This rabbit as molecular organism or "biocule" point of view, naturally
enough, led Tuhtan to the "human-as-molecule" work American electrochemical engineer Libb Thims, specifically
Thims' 2008 history book The Human Molecule, in which, on the molecular evolution table of chapter nine, the
approximate molecular formula for a fish is given as follows (see: fish molecule): [4]
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This viewpoint led Tuhtan into the study and model fish habitat preferences in terms of energy and entropy
considerations, as Thims had previously been doing in regards to his 2000s thermodynamic systems of human
molecules models and as Huxley had groped at in his 1871 social chemistry/social molecule models and as his
grandchildren Aldous Huxley and Julian Huxley later attempted, in the early 20th century, in their theories of human
entropy and evolution as an anti-entropic process models.
In Tuhtan's work, fish are considered from both the top-down as parts of a larger ecosystem whole, and from the
bottom-up as animate systems subject to the laws of thermodynamics, not explicitly as 'fish molecules.' The model
Tuhtan currently is exploring posits that, for an individual fish swimming in a volume element, estimates of the
entropy generation are made based on the pattern of the local energy landscape, whereby fish continuously attempt
to position themselves in flow fields which tend to minimize the entropy generated by the river+fish system. The
formulation requires the use of a 2D or 3D hydrodynamic model in order to accurately estimate small scale (sub 1 m²)
changes in the local energy landscape.

Education
Tuhtan completed his BS in civil engineering in
2004 at California Polytechnic University, his MS
(2007) in water resources engineering and
management, and his engineering doctorate (2011)
at the Institute for Modeling Hydraulic and
Environmental Systems at the University of
Stuttgart, Germany. [1] In December of 2013 he
began his post-doctoral research in biorobotics at
the Tallinn University of Technology in Estonia
working on a robotic fish with an artificial lateral
line sensor for the EU BONUS Innovation Project
FISHVIEW.

→

Quotes
The following are noted quotes:

On 29 Jan 2011, Tuhtan had finished reading American
electrochemical engineer Libb Thims’ The Human Molecule (2008),
wherein fish are conceptualized as 22-element molecules and
“The human species is but one of many. Viewed
from a sort of universal microscope, we appear as described thermodynamically. [5] This inlet into modelling fish
but a vast collection of molecules in motion. In our thermodynamically gave Tuhtan impetus and direction to his work
current state we are firmly attached to an Earthly and, over the next year, used Hmolpedia and its discussion forum, as
spring board and research platform to complete his PhD dissertation,
substrate, feeding off the energy gradient of the
entitled: "A Modeling Approach for Alpine Rivers Impacted by
Sun. The fate of our chemical species is undeniably Hydropeaking Including the Second Law Inequality", in ecological
tied to the affinities and energies of interaction
engineering. [2]

required to maintain our evolving earth ecosystem.
We live in a closed system. In order to understand the nature of things, we must learn more about both our reactions
and our products.”
— Jeff Tuhtan (2012), PhD “A Modeling Approach for Alpine Rivers Impacted by Hydropeaking Including the Second Law
Inequality” (pg. 1); cited by Libb Thims, in his piston and cylinder section (Ѻ), of his 2013 NIU lecture. [6]
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External links
● Jeff Tuhtan – Matlab Central.
● Jeff Tuhtan – Cosm - the internet of things platform.

Tukey, John
In human thermodynamics, John Tukey (1915-2000) was an American chemist,
mathematician, and statistician noted for his 1966 chemical thermodynamics framed
model of attitude change, based on the theory of absolute reaction rates in chemistry.

Overview
In 1966, Tukey, via personal communication to American chemical engineer turned
sociologist James Coleman, explained his so-called "free energy" model of personal
"attitude" state change; the gist of which, or at least what is known about this
unpublished Tukey free energy theory, was summarized by Coleman (1971) as follows:
[1]

Tukey, in short, seems to have conceptualized the logic that people are "chemical entities" who have "attitude
states", states of which, as in chemistry, operates such that each state is characterized by a ‘free energy level', and
each boundary between states by a free energy level that is higher than the levels of the states it separates. [1]

Education
Tukey was a child prodigy who taught himself to read by age three; the anecdote of which is summarized by David
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Brillinger (2002) as follows: [2]
“Tukey was a prodigy. His parents had not realized that he had learned to read until on a driving trip there was
concern over whether a particular bridge over the Susquehanna was closed. Aged 3 years, he spoke up to say that the
bridge was closed. He had read a legal notice in the newspaper announcing the closure.”
This similar to other prodigies turned human free energy theorists, namely: Goethe, Neumann, and Hirata (read Dr.
Seuss series by age three). He completed his BS (1936) and MS (1937) in chemistry at Brown University and MA and
PhD in mathematics at Princeton. Tukey worked at Bell Labs, where he was known as a “genius with tremendous
drive” who was said to known "a lot" because he “worked hard at knowledge for many years” (Richard Hamming,
1986) (Ѻ)(Ѻ) He retired from Bell Telephone Laboratories and from teaching at Princeton in 1985. [2]

Other
Tukey, while working with John Neumann (also a free energy theorist) on early computer designs, was the person
who coined the term “bit”, a contraction of “binary digit”, a usage later adopted and made popular by Claude
Shannon in 1948.
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● John Tukey – Wikipedia.

Turek, Frank
In religion apologetics, Frank Turek (c.1960-) (CR=2) is an American Christian
apologeticist noted for several books wherein he uses the second law, expanding
universe, radiation afterglow, galaxy seeds, and general relativity, as debate tools (Ѻ),
to argue for intelligent design and the existence of god and against evolution.

Education
Turek has a MA in public administration from George Washington University and a PhD
in apologetics from Southern Evangelical Seminary.

Notes
In 2011, Turek was fired (Ѻ) from both Cisco and Bank of America for his anti-gay
marriage publications, his 2008 Correct, Not Politically Correct; How Same-Sex Marriage
Hurts Everyone, in particular, being that his views were not in alignment with company
values.

Quotes
The following are noted quotes:
“Now Christopher talked about atrocities, but again, on the atheistic world view—here’s the main point—how do you
define what an atrocity is? Who defines it? Who has the authority to define what an atrocity is? The carbon atom?
The benzene molecule? I’m not saying you have to believe in god to be moral. I’m not saying that only religious
people are moral. I’m not saying atheists can’t be moral. I’m not saying atheists don’t know morality. I’m saying
there’s no way to justify what is right and what is wrong unless there's some authority that provides it. What is the
authority? In a materialistic world view there is no authority.
The carbon atom has no moral authority over you. And it seems that Christopher goes on and on about how he
does not want to be under any some kind of divine totalitarianism. That is a moral rejection of god. Where does he
come up with this immoral totalitarianism? His world view does not afford immorality because his world view does
not afford morality. He has to borrow from the Christian world view in order to argue against it. In fact, he has to sit
in god’s lap to slap his face. Where does he get morality from? Where does he get reason from? Where does he get
mathematics from? Where does he get consciousness from? Where does the universe—he said there are
explanations for where the universe came from, atheistic. I’d love to hear them. I haven’t heard one yet. How does
something come from nothing with extreme fine tuning? What is the explanation for that?
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He said there are arguments for the beginning of life that are naturalistic. Not according to the people who are
studying the matter. How about Francis Crick? If I could find his quote here,... Francis Crick said, “Every time I write a
paper on the origin of life, I swear I will never write another one because there’s too much speculation running after
too few facts.”
— Frank Turek (2008), “Hitchens vs Turek, Debate: Does God Exist?, Virginia Commonwealth University, Sep 8 [1]
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Debates
● Dennis Normark (Nontheist) vs Frank Turek (Chris an) | 2014 (Ѻ) (Ѻ)

Further reading
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Turing, Alan
In science, Alan Turing (1912-1954) (RE=42) (CR=21) (IQ=185±|57.5) was British
polymath—mathematician, engineer, computer scientist, code breaker, and chemist—
a Stokes 100, a Glenn 20, a semi-ranked greatest engineer ever; labeled as a "great
thinker" (Teuscher, 2006), someone who knew "too much" (Leavitt, 2007), etc., noted
for his circa 1940s code breaking work, for his 1950 digression on the query “can
machines think?”, wherein he addressed the so-called "theological objection", and for
his 1952 chemical morphology theory.

Thinking machines | Theological objection
In 1950, Turing, in his “Computing Machinery and Intelligences”, wherein the so-called
“Turing test” originated (similar to the Cartesian automaton problem), sought out
consider the question: “can machines think?”, centered around the notion of a modern
digital computer, of the Charles Babbage “analytical engine” type, following which
Turing lists seven points of objection this proposal, or “opinions opposed to my own”,
the first, ironically enough, being the religious objection, stated in full below: [4]
“Thinking is a function of man's immortal soul. God has given an immortal soul to every man and woman, but not to
any other animal or to machines. Hence no animal or machine can think.
I am unable to accept any part of this, but will attempt to reply in theological terms. I should find the argument
more convincing if animals were classed with men, for there is a greater difference, to my mind, between the typical
animate and the inanimate than there is between man and the other animals. The arbitrary character of the orthodox
view becomes clearer if we consider how it might appear to a member of some other religious community. How do
Christians regard the Muslim view that women have no souls?
But let us leave this point aside and return to the main argument. It appears to me that the argument quoted
above implies a serious restriction of the omnipotence of the Almighty. It is admitted that there are certain things
that He cannot do such as making one equal to two, but should we not believe that He has freedom to confer a soul
on an elephant if He sees fit? We might expect that He would only exercise this power in conjunction with a mutation
which provided the elephant with an appropriately improved brain to minister to the needs of this sort.
An argument of exactly similar form may be made for the case of machines. It may seem different because it is
more difficult to "swallow." But this really only means that we think it would be less likely that He would consider the
circumstances suitable for conferring a soul. The circumstances in question are discussed in the rest of this paper. In
attempting to construct such machines we should not be irreverently usurping His power of creating souls, any more
than we are in the procreation of children: rather we are, in either case, instruments of His will providing mansions
for the souls that He creates.
However, this is mere speculation. I am not very impressed with theological arguments whatever they may be
used to support. Such arguments have often been found unsatisfactory in the past. In the time of Galileo it was
argued that the texts, "And the sun stood still . . . and hasted not to go down about a whole day" (Joshua x. 13) and
"He laid the foundations of the earth, that it should not move at any time" (Psalm cv. 5) were an adequate refutation
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of the Copernican theory. With our present knowledge such an argument appears futile. When that knowledge was
not available it made a quite different impression.”

Chemical morphology
In 1952, Turing, in his “The Chemical Basis of Morphogenesis”, considered a "ring" of identical cells containing various
chemical substances, called morphogens, and the patterns result from interactions between these morphogens that
diffuse in the medium and enter into chemical reactions with each other. [1] This model is said to be akin or related in
some way to a cellular automaton theory, the Neumann automaton theory in particular. [2] English-born Canadian
physical chemist Lionel Harrison employed Turing's chemical morphology theory in his 1980s kinetic theory of living
pattern theories. [3]

Other
In during WWII, Turing cracked the German ‘Enigma’ cipher; he is known for Turing test of computer intelligence; and
the so-called "Turing award" is considered by some to the be the Nobel Prize of computer science.

Quotes
The following are noted Turing quotes:
“Science is a differential equation. Religion is a boundary condition.”
— Alan Turing (1954), “Epigram to Robin Gandy” (Ѻ)

Tributes | Praise
The following are statements of tribute and or praise of Turing:
“Turing was a deep thinker rather than a fast thinker. His IQ was therefore not especially high.”
— Jack Good (date)

See also
● Founders of thermodynamics and suicide
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Turner, Frederick
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In hmolscience, Frederick Turner (1861-1932) was an American historian noted for his
1920 thesis that migration to the American frontier served as a kind of “safety valve” in
early American history, reducing social pressure and thus avoiding social explosions. [1]
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Turning tendencies
In human chemistry, turning tendencies is a term used in
circa 1885 by Austrian physicist Ernst Mach to describe the
circular orbital movements of troops on dark nights. This is
the same phenomenon as when people lost in the woods
tend to return to their starting point. Some of Mach’s
diagrams and drawings are shown adjacent. [1]

Human molecular spin
See main: Human molecular spin, human molecular orbital

In addition issue of field particle exchanges between
individual humans, which constitutes the mechanism of force
in the attachment or detachment of human chemical bonds,
there is the issue of field particle exchanges between the
earth and humans, i.e. between the earth molecule and
individual human molecules attached to the earth's surface. Diagrams of Austrian physicist Ernst Mach's circa 1885
[2] In short, whenever a charge moves, it creates a magnetic "turning tendencies" illustrations. [1].
field that curls around the axis of its trajectory and when an
external magnetic field is applied to a charge it causes the charge to curl in motion around the axis of the magnetic
field. [3] When this principle is applied to human life, the general effect is to cause human molecule to rotate
differently depending on whether they are located north or south of the equator. At the North Pole, the earth’s
magnetic field lines go into the ground; at the South Pole, the field lines come out of the ground. As a result of this,
people tend to drive on the left hand side of the road in the southern portion of the earth and on the right side of the
road in the northern portion. When Feynman diagrams are used to represent human molecular interactions,
subsequently, a spin or curl pattern will develop within each system of interaction.

References
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Turnover rate

In hmolscience, turnover rate refers to the
number of atoms that turn over in the physical
body of a powered animate-reactive CHNOPSbased molecule, e.g. one human molecule
(person), per unit time period, often quantified
annually. As American computational
neuroscientist Terrence Sejnowski states in his
2007 query about the memory mechanism:
“I have been puzzled by my ability to remember
my childhood even though most of the
molecules in my body today are not the same
ones I had as a child—in particular the molecules
that make up my brain are constantly being
replaced with newly minted molecules—despite
this molecular turnover, I have detailed
memories of places where I lived fifty years ago.”
In the human molecule, the turnover rate of
atoms in the body is 98%, meaning that every
year, the typical person acquires nearly an a
complete set of the 26-elements that comprise
the person. [1]
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(atoms falling and floating off the body of each molecule)

Depiction of the "evolution of the human molecule" by Canadian
communications designer Shawn LaPaix, a spin on English biologist
Thomas Huxley’s famous 1863 evolution of man drawing, using the 1952
CPK atomic color scheme: red = oxygen, blue = nitrogen, gray =
hydrogen, black = carbon (not shown); for a poster for the 2005
University of British Columbia Art Gallery exhibit “The Human Body in
History”, alluding to the idea that human is a body of evolving atoms,
formed into the structure of a molecule, that has been chemically
synthesized into its current form, over long spans of evolutionary time.
[4]

Heraclitus river paradox | Ship of Theseus
The philosophical paradoxes associated with atomic turnover in things that grow or powered metabolic organisms,
such as whether a person is still the same person they were a year ago, was first captured in the ancient Greek
philosophical debate about whether "river", with new water continuously flowing through it, or a "ship" (or carriage),
with its parts continuously replaced, is the same ship or river, a paradox discussed by philosophers including:
Heraclitus, Socrates, and Plato. Greek "flux and fire" philosopher Heraclitus, for instance, attempted to solve the
paradox by introducing the idea of a river where water replenishes it, arguing, as quoted by Greek philosopher Arius
Didymus, that "upon those who step into the same rivers, different and again different waters flow", which has come
down to us as the motto: “you never step in the same river twice.”
Socrates and Plato, supposedly, discussed the paradox in terms of the exchange the parts of their “carriages”,
one by one until, finally, Socrates's carriage is made up of all the parts of Plato's original carriage and vice versa, after
which the he question becomes: if or when did they exchanged their carriages.
Greek historian philosopher Plutarch, supposedly, disputed Heraclitus'
claim about stepping twice into the same river, citing that it cannot be done
because “it scatters and again comes together, and approaches and recedes.”
He eventually summarized the paradox in the form of the the story of the ship
of Theseus, which had its parts continuously replaced each time one broke or
rotted, after which philosophers began to puzzle as to whether it was really the
same ship:
“The ship wherein Theseus and the youth of Athens returned from Crete had
thirty oars, and was preserved by the Athenians down even to the time of
Demetrius Phalereus, for they took away the old planks as they decayed,
putting in new and stronger timber in their place, in so much that this ship
became a standing example among the philosophers, for the logical question of
things that grow; one side holding that the ship remained the same, and the
other contending that it was not the same.”
A word scramble representation of the
This ship question came to be known as “Theseus’s paradox”. [13] Modern
variants of Theseus’ paradox have been discussed by Thomas Hobbes and John
Locke. [14]

Slosson | Fallacy of materialism

ship of Theseus, made of replaceable
parts: sails, mast, and planks, the
philosopher's model for the query
about "things that grow" and whether
they are same things when all the
parts have been replaced?

American religion reconciling chemist Edwin Slosson seems to have been the first to discuss atomic turnover in parts
of the human; though it remains to be discerned from where he gets his statistics, as he cites rarely. In 1903, Slosson
penned his “The Chemistry of the Greatest Miracle in the Bible” article, in which he interjects on the famous Genesis
2:7 Bible statement: “And God formed man out of the dust of the ground”—which, as Slosson seems to have been
unaware, is but a Christian re-write of the Egyptian clay creation myth—in modern chemistry and atomic turnover
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rate terms, albeit themed in terms of chemical miracles, in respect to the so-called "nonliving" to "living"
transformation of the atoms into moving animated humans. To begin with, Slosson states: [15]
“Each one of us was created out of the dust of the earth, not thousands of years ago, but within the last few years.”
Slosson then, after discussing how the air we breathe is four-fifths nitrogen and one-fifth oxygen, both in “nonliving”
state, and that we can only absorb the oxygen but not the hydrogen by breathing, fumbles out the following, which
he says occurs as a "miracle" twenty times a minute when we breathe:
“Some particles of nonliving matter are drawn into our bodies and become the medium of life, motion and thought.
Just as often the reverse process is repeated. Particles of carbon which have formed part of our living bodies are
thrown off with every breath, rapt away by the atoms of oxygen, and sink into the nirvana of the inanimate world,
changing their allegiance from the animal to the vegetable kingdom. This transformation of living to nonliving matter
is just as great a miracle as the reverse process, when you think of it. We can no more understand how we can die
than how we can live. People say we die but once. Really we die every few years just as completely as we ever shall.”
This, of course, is parlay into the defunct theory of life position. In any event, he continues:
“Not all parts of the body wear out equally fast and have to be renewed as frequently. The more mobile and softer
tissues change most rapidly. The blood is altering in composition constantly. But even the particles of lime, carbon
and phosphorus in the solidest bone are continually being taken out and replaced by new ones, just as they change a
railroad bridge, piece by piece, without tearing it down and interrupting the traffic at any time. In the external parts
of the body we can see this for ourselves. We get entirely new fingernails every four or five months, and new toe
nails once a year. Our eyelashes last us only about a hundred days, and we get a new skin oftener than we get new
clothes—that is, most of us—for that is renewed every month. The only part of the body that is not completely
changed in the course of a few years (which popular belief places at the magical number of seven) is the enamel of
our teeth.”
On this basis, Slosson interjects with some humor:
“So it would seem that since we are not composed of the same material we cannot be the same persons we were
years ago. According to this view, no man ought to be held to a contract longer than, say, seven years at most. If a
man is arrested for crime committed ten years ago he can easily prove an alibi. He can show that ever particle which
constituted the man who did the deed has long since been dissipated and now forms part of the air, the sea, and the
soil.”
This might be the origin of what some have called the “seven year replacement myth”. [8] The seven year turnover
rate of atoms in the body, supposedly, dates back to a book from the 19th century. (Ѻ) Slosson continues:
“A man never celebrates his silver wedding with the same woman he married. He may call her his wife, but really he
is not married to any part of her—except, as I said, to her teeth—and perhaps those are changed. Speaking from a
materialistic point of view, a couple ought, for decency's sake, to have the ceremony performed over again every few
years, so as to stay married.”
Slosson then gives his argument for what he calls the fallacy of materialism, as follows:
“Why is it that these things which are literally true seem to us so absurd? The reason is because of the very apparent
fallacy. It is the fallacy of materialism. We know we are the same persons we were last year and the year before.
Although we may have changed somewhat, we know it is not because we have new finger nails, new eyelashes and
new everything. That did not change us. We know that if every molecule of our bodies were suddenly replaced by
new molecules we should never know the difference. As the wisest of the Greeks said long ago: ‘the water changes,
but the river remains the same.’ We really care nothing for the particular atoms of carbon, nitrogen, hydrogen and
oxygen which make up what we mistakenly call ourselves. Let them go; we can get more: or if we cannot we do not
want to keep these longer. We are not attached to the matter that composes our bodies.”
Slosson, in 1925, republished some of the above in his Sermons of a Chemist chapter on the chemistry of creation,
outlining how finger nails renew ever four months, eyelashes every 150 days, skin once a month, with teeth enamel
taking the longest to renew. [5]

Aebersold’s
radioisotope studies
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In regards to the origin
of the 98 percent per
year atomic turnover
factoid that is frequently
bandied about in
publications, the origin
seems to be the
radioisotope studies of
American biophysicist
Paul Aebersold, who in
1930s did the first work
on the production and
Left: American nuclear scientist Paul Aebersold (1910-1967) at his computer station, likely at the
application of the
Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Tennessee, where at he did his pioneering experiments done with
radioisotopes and the tracing of elements in and out of the body, finding that atoms in animate
radioactive materials
organisms have a 98 percent per year atomic turnover rate. [10] Right: Aebersold's 1949 diagram,
(sodium-24 and
from his “Atomic Energy Benefits: Radioisotopes” address, showing how an isotope of an atom, i.e.
phosphorus-32)
administered to humans, a "tracer atom", can be tracked in terms of the time it takes to move through the body. [16]
for application and studies in medicine.
In 1949, Aebersold, in his “Atomic Energy Benefits: Radioisotopes” address, stated the following, based on his
experiments at Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Tennessee, using radioisotopes and the tracing of elements in and out
of the body: [16]
“The atoms now in your body are being replaced by new atoms at an amazingly rapid rate — at such a rate that in
another year ... Before we go into more detail about the terrific traffic of atoms in your body — for that matter, the
rapid atomic turnover in all forms of life, in even the simplest organisms — let us pause for some background
information that may forestall the quite justified unbelief you may have concerning these startling facts. How do we
know all this? How do we follow all the fast and complicated maneuvers that atoms enter into in our bodies and
other complex systems?”
Then, following discussion about how radioactive forms (isotopes) of all of the elements can be artificiality made in
an atomic reactor or pile, he explains how these radioactive elements can be measured as they leave the body via a
Geiger counter:
“Once the sodium tracer atoms have been incorporated into a system we can study the rate at which they are
eliminated. By studying the uptake and elimination, we can obtain the rate at which sodium atoms are replaced or
turned over in the system. It is found that in a week or two, half of the sodium atoms that are now in our bodies will
be replaced by other sodium atoms. Similar experiments with tracer hydrogen have shown that hydrogen atoms in
our body are also quite rapidly replaced, half of them being replaced also in a week or two. Likewise it has been
found that half the phosphorus in us now will have been replaced in a few weeks, and half of the carbon atoms in a
month or two, and so on for nearly all the elements.”
Then, following a Zeno’s paradox like discussion about how atoms are replaced in decreasing fractional rates of time,
he famously states:
“Theoretically we still have a small percentage of the same atoms in us that we had when we were born, but actually
this percentage must be extremely small. In a year most of the atoms in us now—at least 98 percent of them—will
have been replaced by other atoms that we take in via air, food, and drink.”
Aebersold, in short, found that 98 percent of all the atoms in a person’s body change out every year, and that within
five years all the atoms had changed. [8] In the study, Aebersold fed radioactive atoms to people and or he injected
them with radioactive atoms. Then using radiation detectors, he watched the atoms as they moved around. He'd
watch them, for example, go up one arm, into the heart and down the other arm. [12]

Later citations
In 1954, Aebersold's study was made famous with the publication of the Time magazine article “Science: the Fleeting
Flesh”, which stated, among other things, that: [9]
“The fastest-changing component, says Dr. Aebersold, is water. It forms about 70% of the body, and about half the
water molecules are replaced every eight days. Other fleeting elements are carbon, sodium and potassium. The
calcium and phosphorus in bones and teeth stay put longer.”
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In 1955, Richard Feynman, in his “The Value of Science”, was discussing the turnover of atoms in his mind as follows:
[19]
“The atoms that are in the brain are being replaced; the ones that were there before have gone away. So what is this
mind of ours: what are these atoms associated with consciousness? Last week’s potatoes! They now can remember
what was going on in my mind a year ago—a mind which has long ago been replaced. The think I call individuality is
only a pattern or dance, that is what it means when one discovers how long it takes for the atoms of the brain to be
replaced by other atoms.”
In 1965, American science writer George Harrison stated, in what likely is a concise summary version of the Aebersold
study findings: [2]
“The body contains only 2 percent of the atoms that were spinning in it one year ago.”
This factoid became a popular re-quote; the following is one example from the new age publications:
“Quantum physicists have proven through radioactive isotope studies that 98% of the atoms in your body are
replaced within one year. In three months your body produces an entirely new skeleton. Every six weeks, all the cells
have been replaced in your liver. You have a new stomach lining every five days. You are continually replacing old
blood cells with new ones. Your skin is sloughing off dead cells and producing a new skin monthly.”
— Deepak Chopra (1989), Quantum Healing (Ѻ)

In 1995, biologist Lynn Margulis and science writer Dorion Sagan stated: [3]
“Every year, 98 percent of the atoms of your body are replaced.”
The utilization of this tool as a means to classify structured on the evolution timeline would seem to be an intuitive
approach. In 2002, American limnologists Robert Sterner and James Elser, in their 2002 book Ecological
Stoichiometry, give the following note on turnover rate: [7]
"Perhaps you have noticed that our method of analysis does not consider the turnover rate of different biochemical
pools. We did not take account, for example, the enormous differences between turnover rate of P within ATP
compared to bone. Those turnover rates differ by many orders of magnitude (miniscule fractions of a second for ATP
vs. months to years for bone). This was not an oversight. Ecological stoichiometry relates organism composition to its
external environment, and hence it is the rates of demand and exchange of the whole living organism that we must
focus on."

Activation energy
The general model as to how to go about quantifying atomic turnover in humans is that this factor plays a role in the
activation energy of reactions between humans, in the sense that food intake and hence atomic turnover are a
substrate factor, i.e. an interaction factor with the surface of the earth, which acts to facilitate human-human
reactions, in the same manner as does the oxide-embedded iron surface, in the Haber process, act as a catalyst that
works to lower the activation energy barrier to reaction between H2 and N2 just as does a fertile earth surface
facilitate reactions between a male Mx and female Fy human molecule.

Philosophical implications
In 1949, Paul Aebersold, during his “Atomic Energy Benefits: Radioisotopes” address, diverged at one point into some
philosophical implications about personhood: [16]
“Although next year you will be almost a completely new batch of atoms, you won’t be a new person. Your
supercolossal traffic of atoms does not take place just by chance. It is very carefully regulated and controlled. In
general, the atoms do not get very far off the right road, and there are no traffic jams. Next year we will appear much
the same as we do now. Even though most of the atoms in our brain will have been replaced by other atoms, we will
still go on remembering things that happened a long time ago. Also our emotions, reasoning, personality and
individuality go on much the same. Physically we may be a new batch of atoms but unfortunately, perhaps, we are an
old batch of emotions, ideas and reactions.”
Aebersold then goes on to dismiss the blind random chance model of evolution in general as follows:
“The more we study living things, the more we study all of nature, including the atom itself, the more we can see that
everything is not just a matter of chance. Figure out the chance that some protein molecule, or some hormone, or
vitamin or enzyme, for example, was gotten together by the mere chance meeting of all its component atoms out of
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a chaos of atoms. Such molecules are so complex that even over the period of billions of years since the earth was
formed, it is still extremely unlikely that any such molecules would be formed by pure chance. It is even more
inconceivable to believe that that chance can account for all the hundreds of thousands of types of molecules that
occur in nature, for all the exceedingly dynamic and complicated processes which these molecules take part, and
much less for all the marvels of biology.”
In 2007, NPR radio did a segment entitled “Atomic Turn-Up: How the Body Rejuvenates Itself”, wherein they had a
sort of roundtable discussion on the subject with American chemist Logan McCarthy, a chemistry professor at
Harvard University, on the subject of atomic turnover, American evolutionary biologist Daniel Dennett, among others.
In the discussion, NPR science correspondent David Kestenbaum commented his concluding view that: [12]
“In a very real sense, we are not the people that we were a year ago. We're this collection of atoms that hang out
together for a while and then they go on to do other things—sort of a momentary cloud of organization. So what is
me? Am I still me if my parts have been replaced?”
Daniel Dennett replied to this: “Well, of course, the question goes way back to ancient philosophy.” They digress into
science fiction discussion of teleportation and Kestenbaum comments that he knows of some Swedish researcher
who found that some atoms do not turnover:
“It turns out there are some atoms that are with us for our entire life. This comes from a researcher in Sweden and
the atoms are actually in some interesting places. They are deep in the DNA of some cells in our brain and in our
heart, and also some atoms in our teeth.”
In conclusion of the interview, Debbie Elliot, the host, comments: “that is the temporary collection of atoms currently
known as our science correspondent David Kestenbaum.”

Religious implications
The experimental finding that atoms
"turn over", that is enter and leave
the body of a human at a measurable
rate per second, day, or year has a
?
number of significant implications,
↔
one of which is in the eventual
downfall (or possible reformulation)
of modern religion. To exemplify, as
one Reddit.com poster queried in
2011, in the Ask Science section: [11] In recent years, the atomic turnover rate finding has been used in religion classes to
“In my world religions class, the
teacher presented an article that
stated that 98% of atoms in the
human body are replaced every
year.”

spark discussions about (a) whether ‘we are this body’ or (b) whether ‘we have some
kind of spirit-soul’, as one 2011 world religions student put it. [11] Left: cartoon from
American philosopher Stephen Asma’s 2010 article “Soul Talk” on how the “mere
mention of the soul” in his philosophy class “is like a spark that sets off dozens of
combustions.” [18] Right: the atoms (elements), by percent mass, that a human or
human molecule in totality is comprised of (see: hmolscience periodic table), which
get completely replaced or "turned over" with new atoms every five years.

The abstract of the article is:
“Studies at the Oak Ridge Atomic Research Center have revealed that about 98 percent of all the atoms in a human
body are replaced every year. You get a new suit of skin every month and a new liver every six weeks. The lining of
your stomach lasts only five days before it’s replaced. Even your bones are not the solid, stable, concrete-like things
you might have thought them to be: They are undergoing constant change. The bones you have today are different
from the bones you had a year ago. Experts in this area of research have concluded that there is a complete, 100
percent turnover of atoms in the body at least every five years. In other words, not one single atom present in your
body today was there five years ago.”
This, according to the poster, “was to spark a discussion about whether ‘we are this body’ or whether we have some
kind of spirit soul.” The poster objected to the statement, in his own words: “this seems incredibly unlikely and comes
across as BS to me. Is this ‘cells in your body are replaced every 7 years’ statement true?”
These religious objections exemplify the collide between the views of the belief system of old world (Egyptian
mythology told through the guise of Christianity, Islam, and Hinduism) and the new world (the periodic table /
thermodynamic view of humans as surface-attached heat-driven animate molecules with atomic "turn over rate"
whose so-called morality (or soul as it was called in olden days), or rather naturalness (as it is called in
thermodynamics), is governed by the "moral symbols" of physical chemistry, as Goethe stated in 1809; and where
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"spirit", in some sense (or possibly not in any sense?), can be likened to the level of "animation" of a given animate
molecule, so to speak—although, to note, the notion of spirit, as originally defined in the Egyptian seven component
model of a human (ba, ka, etc.), is a bit of blurry subject to attempt to re-translate into physical chemistry terms. In
2011, American philosopher Alexander Rosenberg, in his Atheist's Guide to Reality, discussed Theseus' ship paradox.
[17]

Floating magnets | Electromagnetic field
One possible interjection into the turnover rate paradox is recourse to the famous pattern forming “floating
magnetics experiment”, done originally by English chemist-physicist William Gilbert (c.1590), using floating
loadstones, American physicist Alfred Mayer (1878), using negatively-charged needles on floating cork, and recently
by Libb Thims (2014), using neodymium magnets on floating cork, according to which the electromagnetic field is
what “holds” shapes of the positive and negative charges in regions of space, and that the geometric shape—like a
person—will hold in form, if one charge is pushed into the pattern while another is removed:

As magnets are added, as Mayer famously diagrammed (up to 20 magnets), the 3D pyramidal structure will grow
geometrically: a triangle base at 3 magnets, a square base at 4 magnets, a hexagon base at 5 magnets, a two ringed
structure base at 10 magnets, a center magnetic surrounded by two ringed base at 15 magnets, and so on. In this
sense, one could conceptually understand the "structure holding" paradox if one were to add a base magnet to a
given geometry while simultaneous removing one, and do this for all the magnets of the structure, similar to the ship,
river, or carriage variants of the paradox, and then ask if the resulting turned over or magnetic replaced 3D geometric
structure is the same growing "thing" or a different growing thing?
This model, naturally enough, can be scaled up to the people viewed as powered atomic geometries or human
molecules, whereby the positively charged (floating) magnets and positively (hovering) magnets become atoms
(elements), with varying amounts of positive or negative charged electron valency, albeit the description becomes
more complicated owing to the effect that quantum electrodynamic changes are involved owing to cyclical sunlight
photon input (cause) and resulting electron orbital transitioning (effect), whereby molecular animation results,
something that does not occur in the magnet, ship, carriage, or river water scenarios.

Other
The 2013 Indian film Ship of Theseus (vid), is themed on people as reparable ships and the implications of human
identity change in respect to morality, personal belief, and cornea, liver and kidney transplant of three different
individuals. (Ѻ)
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Two cultures
In classifications, two cultures refers to
the general divide of the erudite class
between those who read Clausius (second
law) and those who read Shakespeare
(Romeo and Juliet). [1]

Rift emergence | History
As to the origin of the rift or divide that
has emerged in recent centuries, the exact
date is elusive, although a general
benchmark can be assigned to the period
in which the phrase "last person to know A depiction of the "two cultures" of and the mutual dividing wall of
incomprehensibility between the two groups. [26]
everything" and or the term “last
universal genius”, referring to Leibniz
(1646-1716), Goethe (1749-1832), and Helmholtz (1821-1894), began to be used.
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“Roger Bacon (1214-1294)—the founder of English philosophy whose knowledge of chemistry and mathematics led
him to recognize the value of deductive reasoning, establish a scientific method, and invent spectacles—who has
been called the last man to know everything, the last man to bridge the two cultures.”
— Rushworth Kidder (2003), How Good People Make Tough Choices [24]

As for a specific year in which the rift first emerged, in debate, a prominent demarcation might well the year 1833
and the Whewell-Coleridge debate, between English science historian William Whewell and English romantic
philosopher Samuel Coleridge, centered around the growing inadequacies with the older term “natural philosopher”,
which embraced the broader philosophical, theological, and moral concerns, but was not what some might call “real
science”, after which the term "scientist" (1834) was introduced, by Whewell, to demarcate those who worked in the
latter field (mathematician, physicist, or naturalist), as contrasted with those who worked in the former
(philosophical, theological, and moral concerns). Likewise, American literature scholar Frederick Burwick attributed
the start of the rift to the year 1833, the year following the final installment of Goethe's Faust, a story about a man
who sells his soul to the devil in pursuit of universal knowledge attainment: [6]
“The age of Faust [1772-1832] had been the age of the ‘Renaissance man’, a time when the possibility of universal
knowledge, mastery of the arts and sciences, still seemed to be open to the ambitious mind; [thereafter] the
separation and dispersion of intellectual endeavors, dubbed the ‘two cultures’ by C.P. Snow, [resulted]; [in the years
to follow, individuals such as] Thomas Young (IQ=200?), Humphry Davy (IQ=185), [and] William Hamilton (IQ=170),
could all make serious claims to humanistic breadth, if not universality, in their intellectual accomplishments;
nevertheless, a rift between the arts and the sciences was evident, and a need was recognized to reconcile the
apparent antagonism.”
Burwick goes on to state that Johann Ritter's 1806 Physics as Art (Die Physik als Kunst) and Humphry Davy's 1807
"Parallels between Art and Science" were themed on this issue. [27]

Dewey | Cultural cleavage
In 1938, American philosopher John Dewey, in his Logic: the Theory of
Inquiry, stated what seems to be the first official statement of a two
cultures "house divided", split, or cleavage: [31]
“On the one hand the outstanding problem of our civilization is set by
the fact that common sense in its content, its ‘world’ and methods, is a
house divided against itself. It consists in part, and that part the most
vital, of regulated meanings and procedures that antedate the rise of
experimental science in its conclusions and methods. In another part,
it is what it is because of application of science. This cleavage marks
every phase and aspect of modern life: religious, economic, political,
In 1938, John Dewey stated the first version of
legal, and even artistic. The existence of this split is put in evidence by the two cultures "cleavage" or "split" as he
those who condemn the ‘modern’ and who hold that the only solution called it. [31]
of the chaos in civilization is to revert to the intellectual beliefs and
methods that were authoritative in past ages, as well as by radicals and ‘revolutionaries.’ Between the two stand the
multitude that is confused and insecure. It is for this reason that it is here affirmed that the basic problem of present
culture and associated living is that of effecting integration where division now exists. The problem cannot be solved
apart from a unified logical method of attack and procedure. The attainment of unified method means that the
fundamental unity of the structure of inquiry in common sense and science be recognized, their difference being one
in the problems with which they are directly concerned, not to their respective logics. It is not urged that attainment
of a unified logic, a theory of inquiry, will resolve the split in our beliefs and procedures. But it is affirmed that it will
not be resolved without it.”
In 1947, American sociologist George Lundberg was citing Dewey and his cleavage quote as follows: [32]
“The preference for prescientific thoughtways regarding our social relations has given rise to a fundamental and
disastrous cleavage in our culture, for our social predicaments are what they are precisely because we have adopted
an applied so extensively in our relations with the physical world. This ‘cleavage’, as John Dewey has said, ‘marks
every phase and aspect’ of modern culture.”
Lundberg, moreover, by the 1961 edition, was footnoting the newer rendition by C.P. Snow (below) and his nowfamous 1959 two cultures parody.
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The famous phrase "two cultures" was used by English physicist Charles
Snow in 1956 as the title for an article in The New Statesman. The article
provided the germ for his 1959 Rede Lecture at Cambridge University,
The Two Cultures and the Scientific Revolution, which was subsequently
printed in Encounter magazine in two installments. [20] In this lecture, he
commented to the effect that culture is divided between those who have
an understanding of the second law and those who have read a work of
Shakespeare and that the two divisions tend not to mix: [1]
“A good many times I have been present at gatherings of people who, by
the standards of the traditional culture, are thought highly educated and
who have with considerable gusto been expressing their incredulity at the
illiteracy of scientists. Once or twice I have been provoked and have
asked the company how many of them could describe the second law of
thermodynamics. The response was cold: it was also negative. Yet I was
asking something which is about the scientific equivalent of: Have you
read a work of Shakespeare's?”
The lecture was initially published as 51-page booklet entitled The Two
Cultures and the Scientific Revolution (1959) and later expanded into a
larger 107-page The Two Cultures: and a Second Look: an Expanded
Version of The Two Cultures (1965). The truism of this famous quote has
gone on to stimulate countless discussions and several books. [2]

A 50th anniversary depiction of American
physicist Charles Snow’s famous 1959 “The
Two Cultures” lecture, wherein he asserted
to the effect that a great divide existed in
society, between those who are scientifically
literate (hard science), able to comprehend
the second law, and those who are classically
literate (humanities), able to comprehend
Shakespeare. [5]

Snow-Leavis controversy
In 1962, British literary critic F.R. Leavis (Frank Leavis), in his “The
Significance of C.P. Snow” article, delivered what has been called
an “explosive demolition of the two cultures”, which established
what has come to be known as the Snow-Leavis controversy, a
position held by some that the divide between two cultures is a
good thing, or something along these lines. [19] In 1994, writer
Roger Kimball, in his “The Two Cultures Today: On the C.P. SnowF.R. Leavis Controversy”, summarized things as such:

vs.

C.P. Snow

F.R. Leavis

In 1962, British literary critic F.R. Leavis launched a
scathing attack on C.P. Snow's 1959 "two cultures"
argument, which has resulted in what has come to be
known as the Snow-Leavis controversy. [19]

“The Corridors of Power furnished the title for one of Snow’s
novels; it is all that is left of his work. Things are a little different
with ‘the two cultures’. The phrase has lived on as a vague
popular shorthand for the rift—a matter of incomprehension
tinged with hostility—that has grown up between scientists and
literary intellectuals in the modern world.”

In 2005, English Open University philosophy professor Derek Matravers, in his “Are Two Cultures a Bad Thing?
response article, siding with Leavis, stated the following, following Anglo-Australian electrical engineer Alec Broers’
2005 Reith lecture: [21]
“Running through [Broers'] lecture there is the thought that this lack of knowledge is, in itself, a fault. In this, he
echoes C.P. Snow’s lecture, 'The Two Cultures', which bemoaned the fact that while scientists are expected to know
their Shakespeare, those in the arts are not expected to know – and generally don’t know – the second law of
thermodynamics. I side with those (such as F.R. Leavis) who think Snow was wrong. What is important about
technology is that it works and that people make good use of it. For neither of these is it necessary that people know
how how it works. What is important about Shakespeare and music is that they are appreciated with understanding.
So it is important that people know their Shakespeare, but not important that they know the second law of
thermodynamics, or how a telephone, or indeed a jet engine, works. It is important that someone knows how they
work (otherwise we would not have them) but I can’t see why we all should.”
While it may not be important that a philosopher or an artist knows how a telephone works, a type of syndrome that
has recently been called "information obesity", it is VERY important—contrary to Matravers' misunderstanding of the
situation—that an artist or a philosopher knows how the second law, and by repercussion, a engine works, by virtue
of the fact that the second law is at the heart of the underlying nature of every literary work of Shakespeare, a view
that was first foreseen ingeniously in the mind of German polymath Johann Goethe—aka the "German Shakespeare"
(organized a Shakespeare jubilee in Frankfurt in 1771, stating that the dramatist had shown that the Aristotelian
unities were "as oppressive as a prison" and were "burdensome fetters on our imagination")—who in his 1809
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physical chemistry based romance novella Elective Affinities showed how "chemical affinities", otherwise known as
chemical "free energies", in the year 1882 and thereafter (see: thermodynamic theory of affinity), applied to and
explained the ins and outs of human experience. This great unified "one culture wisdom" has since, for a number of
difficult to pin down reasons, become lost in modern times, akin to a buried intellectual treasure, awaiting to be
unearthed.

Other
In 2011, American mathematician and physicist Brian Greene gave the following Q&A response to the two cultures
question: [30]
Q. Do you see a division or antagonism between the cultures of the sciences and humanities?
A. I see a division between the two cultures insofar as society has willfully allowed people to be okay about not
knowing science, but has not allowed them to be okay about not knowing humanities and art. I think that is one of
the major barriers that we need to tear down in order that science take its rightful place in the culture alongside
music, art, theatre, dance, literature as something that you cannot dispense with [if you want to] consider yourself
educated [and] engaged in the world conversation. And slowly, I think, that will happen.
(add disucssion)

Three+ cultures?
The following quote highlights the notion that into the 1960s there were felt, by some, to be upwards of four cultures
emerging:
“Indeed there are not two or three or four cultures: there is only one culture; our generation has lost its awareness of
this … Historians, logicians, physicists—all are banded in one common enterprise, namely in their desire to weave an
enlightened fabric of human knowledge.”
— Wolfgang Yourgrau and Allen Breck (1966), “Proceedings of the first International Colloquium: focused on Logic, Physical
Reality, and History” [29]

American literary agent John Brockman, 1988 founder of the Edge Foundation
(Edge.org) and author of the 1995 The Third Culture: Beyond the Scientific
Revolution, is a noted two cultures advocator. [11] Much of Brockman's efforts
seem to be centered around bringing about roundtable discussions and
producing multi-contributor books.
The 1998 book The Third Culture: Literature and Science, edited by Elinor S.
Schaffer, contains a number of so-called third culture type articles, such as “The
Aesthetics of Magnetism: Science, Philosophy and Poetry in the Dialogue
Between Goethe and Schelling”, by English Goethean human chemical theory
scholar Jeremy Adler. [17] In 2006, American comparative literature professor
John McCarthy argued that the intersection of science, philosophy, and
literature, such as found in the works of Johann Goethe, Friedrich Nietzsche,
and Gunter Grass, embody what can classified as an area of interaction called
the “third culture”, which bridges the gap between the traditional “cultures” of
Third Culture (1998), on the "third
science and the humanities. [10] In 2011, Russian-born Israeli chemical engineer The
culture" of the science used in
Alec Groysman, one of the organizers of the “International Conference on Art, literature, edited by Elinor Shaffer
Science, and Technology: Interaction between the Three Cultures”, at ORT
(comparative literature scholar).
Braude College, Israel, has argued that there are "three cultures", namely: art,
science, and technology (or possibly more), particularly when it comes to engineers and or depending on
classification methodology; and that human chemistry is one of the centerpieces of the new three cultures model. [8]

Two cultures geniuses
See main: Two cultures genius

The following are known "two culture geniuses", namely those to have successfully bridged the gap between
literature and hard science:
● Johann Goethe [3]
● Voltaire | Supported Jean Sales' 1789 human molecular hypothesis.
● Henry Adams
American engineer Edward Daub, in his 2003 chapter “Maxwell’s Demon”, alludes to the notion that Henry Adams is
a semi-representative “two cultures” genius: [9]
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“In his presentation of the ‘two cultures’ issue, C.P. Snow relates that he occasionally became so provoked at literary
colleagues who scorned the restricted reading habits of scientists that he would challenge them to explain the second
law of thermodynamics. The response was a cold silence. The test was too hard. Even a scientist would be hardpressed to explain the Carnot engines and refrigerators, reversibility and irreversibility, energy dissipation and
entropy increase, Gibbs free energy and the Gibbs rule of phase, all in the span of a cocktail party conversation. How
much more difficult, then, for a non-scientist. Even Henry Adams, who sought to find an analogy for his theory of
history in the second law of thermodynamics, had great difficulty in understanding the rule of phase.”
This mention of Adams as a two cultures thinkers, although to not Adams was not thinking in terms of analogy but
rather he saw his models as reality, might be in the neighborhood of the truth, being notable, similar to Goethe, in his
attempts to mix chemistry, physics, thermodynamics, and history, all modeled on people viewed as human
molecules, in order to derive a unified theory of human existence. The following are are lesser-known, supposed, or
said-to-be "two culture geniuses", who have bridged the gap or attempted to bridge the gap between the two
cultures:
● Carl Djerassi (1923-) [7]
● G. Evelyn Hutchinson (1903-1991); quote: “Hutchinson was certainly a polymath, a rare scientist who bridged the
two cultures, the scientific and the humanistic, so clearly portrayed in the books of C. P. Snow.” [4]
● John Bernal (1901-1971) [4]

University department
See main: Two cultures university department

In 2012, American electrochemical engineer
Libb Thims began actively working towards
an effort to found America's first twocultures university department, similar to
what is being done currently at Korea
University (regarding social thermodynamics)
and the University of Paderborn, Germany
(by Jurgen Mimkes), and what historically
was attempted at the University of Geneva,
Switzerland (by Leon Winiarski). The
structure of the aiming two cultures
university is as follows:
A generic department logo for a future American two cultures university

(a) Human thermodynamics | similar to:
department, envisioned by Thims (2012) to teach, in a cross-disciplinary
● Leon Winiarski’s 1894 social mechanics
manner, the subject matter as outlined adjacent, all structured about the
course, University of Geneva; Switzerland; as interrelationship between second law (Clausius) and the humanities
(Shakespeare); the synthesis of which being first captured in the 1796 mind
outlined in his 1900 sociology symposium
of Goethe (see: Goethe timeline).
article "The Teaching of Pure Political
Economics and Social Mechanics in
Switzerland".
● Henry Adams’ 1910 proposal (A Letter to American Teachers of History) to begin teaching history thermodynamics
in America.
● Pitirim Sorokin’s 1928 “mechanistic school of social thermodynamics”, which he subdivides as follows:
1. Social mechanics
Representatives: A.P. Barcelo, Spiru Haret, Alfred Lotka
2. Social physics
Representatives: Henry Carey
3. Social energetics (or social thermodynamics)
Representatives: Ernest Solvay, W. Bechtereff, Wilhelm Ostwald, T.N. Carver, and Leon Winiarski
4. Mathematical sociology
Representatives: Vilfredo Pareto and F. Carli
● Richard Hughes' 2008 political thermodynamics and government thermodynamics course, Texas Tech University,
US;
● Korea University's 2011 social thermodynamics graduate school course;
(c) Human chemistry | similar to:
● Thomas Huxley’s 1871 call for the development of the field of social chemistry;
● Henry Adams’ 1885 definition of “social chemistry—the mutual attraction of equivalent human molecules—[as] a
science yet to be created.”
● Albion Small's 1899 argument that ‘general sociology’ might be able to be defined in the future as ‘the science of
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human atoms and their behavior’.
● Frank Carlton's 1912 call for the inception of the sciences of social mechanics, social physics and social chemistry.
● Werner Stark's 1962 followup to Huxley's call for the development of the social chemistry;
● University of Bergen’s 2011 “Literature and Chemistry: Elec ve Aﬃni es” symposium on literature chemistry
centered on Goethe's 1809 Elective Affinities.
(b) Human physics | similar to:
● Serge Galam's 1980s social atoms based sociophysics teaching program in France, French National Center for
Scientific Research.
● Jurgen Mimkes’ 1992-present physical socio-economics department (and PhD students), University of Paderborn,
Germany;
● Joseph McCauley’s 2005 econophysics department (and PhD students), University of Houston;
● Curtis Blakely's 2010 call for the development of sociophysics, treating people as particles, for application in the
field of penology.
a department of study thus uniting the engineering,
humanities, and physical science departments into one
unified teaching framework, similar in structure to the
Lewis school of thermodynamics, albeit inclusive of the
humanities, at a leading American university. Online
forums indicate, as of 2008, for example, that graduate
students are looking to know where they can go to study
sociophysics in America, but no department as such
currently exists. [13] In engineering, James Ferri, head of
the chemical and biomolecular engineering department of
Lafayette College, Pennsylvania, is doing something
similar, with his student produced video projects, e.g.
“Thermodynamics of Life: Occupy Wall Street Edition”
(2011), but their seems to be no involvement with the
university finance, business, and economics departments,
which creates an education disjunct. [14] Thims currently
is in talks, see: two cultures university department
(discussion section), to found such a multi-disciplinary
department; although as French physicist Serge Galam's
reports, such an effort is not without decade's of
resistance and opposition to the premise of a field in
which a person is defined as an atom or a molecule, which
comes from someone in France, the least religious country
in the world.

The synopsis of a 1971 two cultures symposium held at
the University of Edinburgh, according to which a person
who is two cultures literate should be familiar with the
second law, genetic code, Miguel de Unamuno, and
Orlando Gibbons. [16]

Interscience two cultures divide
(add) [18]

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“To read Snow’s 1959 lecture and Leavis’s 1962 reply in succession is to witness precisely the “mutual
incomprehension” that Snow had originally described between literary intellectuals and natural scientists—with the
only difference being that where Snow sought to engage, Leavis reacted with the defensiveness of a caged animal,
and thoroughly undermined any serious point he may have had to make.”
— Chris Mooney (2009), “The Science Lover and the Snob” [22]

“Physics is the sun and mathematics its core ... Chemistry and biology are the near planets and in increasing distant
orbits, lie economics, linguistics, psychology, anthropology, sociology and political science. Even though history and
philosophy lie in appreciably more distant orbits, they are not completely free of this force field. At the far edge of
this hypothetical universe are the arts and literature, but they, too, are subject to this force field.””
— Jerome Kagan (2009), The Three Cultures [28]

See also
● Two cultures synergy
● Two cultures namesakes
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Two cultures calls
In hmolscience, two cultures calls refers to historical and or modern calls for the world’s leading universities and
educational systems to implement a two cultures namesake course, readership, chair and or university department,
seen as a growing and pressing need, that teaches students—natural science and social science students combined—
the basics of social physics, pure and applied (Florence Nightingale, 1874), what the Clausius inequality and Romeo
and Juliet have to do with each other (C.P. Snow, 1959), themed around a sociology based on chemistry (Werner
Stark, 1962) or physicochemical sociology (Mirza Beg, 1987) as modern physical science defines things.

List
The following is a work-in-progress chronological listing of some of these calls, statements of pressing need, and
desires to study and or complete degrees and do research the general field of the physicochemical humanities:
#

Person

1.
Auguste Comte
(1798-1857)
French sociologist
and philosopher

2.
James Froude
(1818-1894)
English clergymanabnegator turned

Date

Summary

In his his Positive Philosophy, stated following pressing "need":
“Now that the human mind has grasped celestial and terrestrial physics, mechanical
and chemical, organic physics, both vegetable and animal, there remains one
science, to fill up the series of sciences or observation—social physics. This is what
1842 men have now most need of; and this it is the principal aim of the present work to
establish.”
Namely that we need to establish a branch of physics and chemistry that grasps
sociological phenomena the same way we have mastered: celestial mechanics,
terrestrial physics, analytical mechanics, chemical physics, and organic physics.
In his Christian faith-relinquishing semi-autobiographical book Nemesis of Faith
(1849), during which time, that year, his book was publicly burned—specifically by
Exeter College, Oxford, moral philosophy professor William Sewell, who denounced
the wickedness of the book to his class, and, when one of his pupils confessed to
the possession of a copy, seized it, tore it to pieces, and threw it in the fire—he
1849 states the following very pressing and trenchant logic:
“What is man the wiser or the happier for knowing how the air-plants feed, or how
my centuries the flint-stone was in forming, unless the knowledge of them can be
linked on to humanity, and elucidate for us some of our hard moral mysteries?”
a publication, which, ironically—in that two decades later Florence Nightingale
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historian, novelist,
biographer, and
editor

3.

Florence
Nightingale
(1820-1910)
Italian-born
English social
reformer
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would propose to initiate such a chair (see below, 1874)—lost him his fellowship at
Exeter College, Oxford, after which he would go in, in 1854, to do the first
“anonymous” first English translation (see: translations) of Goethe’s physical
chemistry based book Elective Affinities (1809), which would go on in the three
centuries to follow to form the basis and any and all type of physicochemical
humanities courses.
On the passing of
Belgian statistical
mathematician and
astronomer Adolphe
Quetelet (17961874), author of
Essay on Social
Physics (1835), her
social theory mentor
since circa 1859,
proposed that a
readership or chair in
social physics be
established at Oxford
University and
lobbied up until 1891
to get such a chair
1874 established, offering to put forward $100,000 USD, in modern terms, of her own
money.
“The only fitting memorial to Quetelet would be to introduce his science [social
physics] in the studies of Oxford, upon which alone social and political philosophy
can be founded, which as he said himself ought no means to be limited to the
administrative or legislative domain but should be the interpreter of all theodike, all
the government and its laws embracing the smallest and the most accidental to the
greatest and most universal actions and phenomena of our moral physical life.”
— Florence Nightingale (1874), “In Memoriam”, Feb 21

“I think the [following] needs doing: [we need] a scheme from someone of high
authority as to what should be the work and subjects in teaching ‘social physics’ and
their practical application, in the event of our being able to obtain a statistical
professorship or readership at the University of Oxford.”
— Florence Nightingale (1891), “Letter to Francis Galton”, Feb 7

See the: Nightingale Chair of Social Physics for elaboration on this project. Section
shown above (right) is Canadian social science historian Lynn McDonald’s 2003
chapter section header on Florence Nightingale’s 1874-1891 Oxford social physics
chair initiation project. [1]

3.

Spent some 50+ years aiming to ferret out a general theory of a universal operation
underlying the humanities and the course of human history, based on the growing
physicochemical sciences of his time, namely: Goethean human chemical theory
based philosophy (Arthur Schopenhauer, 1818), thermodynamics (William
Thomson, 1849), chemical thermodynamics (Willard Gibbs, 1876), anthropic physics
(Wilhelm Ostwald, 1910), etc., culminating in his A Letter to American Teachers of
History (1910), wherein he advocated the teaching of an atomic-thermodynamics
based history course, some statements of which are shown below:
“Social chemistry—the mutual attraction of equivalent human molecules—is a
science yet to be created, for the fact is my daily study and only satisfaction in life.”

Henry Adams
(1838-1918)
American historian
and physicochemical social
dynamics pioneer

1885 — Henry Adams (1885), “Letter to Clover Adams”, Apr 12

“I’m looking for a young and innocent physico-chemist [see: Henry Bumstead] who
wants to earn a few dollars by teaching an [historian] idiot what is the first element
of theory and expression in physics.”
— Henry Adams (1908), “Note to John Jameson”, Dec

“My Letter to Teachers was meant simply to ‘teach teachers how to teach’.
Schopenhauer prophecied it nearly a hundred years ago. Nothing is to be gained by
preaching this lesson as a form of energy. It would act as a dissipator of energy.
Therefore I have taught it, or tried teaching it, only to the few men who could profit
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by it to economise their scholar’s energies,—to save them from wasting it on past
processes. Economy is all I can see now, as true scientific object for education to
pursue. Certain branches of education may soon be lopped off, to advantage.”
— Henry Adams (1910), “Letter to Barrett Wendell”, May 18

Adams, in his most-famous The Education of Henry Adams, summarized how the
majority of modern education, such as his own at Harvard, is time wasted, and how
the modern mind needs education in “physico-chemical social dynamics”, as he
referred to the subject he had in mind.

4.
Maurice Hauriou
(1856-1929)
French socialphilosopher and
law professor

The following is a truncated summary of Hauriou’s proposal:
“There is need to establish a new science … one that compares the mechanics of
social science and social movement with thermodynamics. In doing so, the human
1899 mind obeys the feeling that he has the web link and continuity of natural
phenomena. It will be then possible to determine more accurately the specific
content of this new science and to classify the essential elements, which will then
serve as a touchstone of human theories.”
— Maurice Hauriou (1899), Lessons on Social Movement

The following is Slosson’s proposal:
“Every university should have a Department of Applied Greek and a
complementary Department of Humanized Physics, and the benefits of these
departments also should be extended as freely as is practicable to those who need
them most, that is, to those whose main work is in another field.”
— Edwin Slosson (1910), Great American Universities

5.
Edwin Slosson
(1865-1929)
American chemist
and religionscience reconciler

6.
Werner Stark
(1909-1985)
Czechoslovakianborn English
sociologist

In his Sermons of a Chemist (1925), he would go on to attempt to integrate atomic
1910 theory and relativity with the Bible and ideas on God; comments how his ideas are
similar to Albert Mathews; in 1935, American philosopher Oliver Reiser, a
correspondent of Slosson, commented in a footnote in his book Philosophy and
Concepts of Modern Science, in his discussion section on the social energetics
theorists, who brought physical chemistry methods to bear on social problems, such
as Wilhelm Ostwald, Henry Adams, and Thomas Carver, that “I shall do my best to
carry this view a step forward”; meaning that Reiser's aim was to continue the work
on the thermodynamic application to history started by Slosson. This, however, did
not seem to actualize into much further.
The following, in commentary on Thomas Huxley’s 1871 call for the development of
the field of social chemistry, are Starks suggestions:
“Why should no social chemistry ever been developed? Nobody would suggest
that the social scientists should imitate meteorology, for this discipline does not
appear to have got very far, but what about chemistry? A sociology based on
1969 chemistry has in fact been called for, but this call has found no echo. It would have
been easy to take up this suggestion and develop it further. An intending social
chemist would have found it one whit more difficult to manufacture a sociological
parallel to the Boyle-Charles law than Haret did to the Newtonian propositions. But
the experiment appears never to have been tried. Why?”
— Werner Stark (1962), The Fundamental Forms of Social Thought

Stated following:
7.
Ernest Samuels
(1903-1996)
American lawyer
and English
professor

“Man must jump, as Adams liked to say, if he would save himself; a moral and
1989 intellectual elite must be recruited. If nothing else would serve to make moral
philosophers out of historians, the fear of imminent annihilation might. University
education must be revolutionized by the physicist-historian.”
— Ernest Samuels (1989), Henry Adams
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8.
Bohannan
(1920-2007)
American
anthropologist

Gheorghe Savoiu
(1957-)
Romanian
economist and
econophysicist
9.

Ion
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The following are Bohannan’s summary of the issue at hand, as far as anthropology
goes:
“Adapting thermodynamic ideas to the study of culture is limited by a very simple
fact: nobody has yet figured out what might be the cultural equivalent of heat or
1995 energy … nobody has yet found the ‘heat’ or the ‘energy’ in cultural matters … the
concepts of ‘cultural temperature’ (see: social temperature) to refine our
understanding of ‘cultural heat’ (see: social heat) have not yet appeared. This is one
of the most pressing problems for the next generation of anthropologists, and the
difficulties are profound.”
— Paul Bohannan (1995), How Culture Works

Began working, in 2007, with
physicist Ion Siman on how to
go about teaching
econophysics and
sociophysics, and thereafter
founded the Romanian school
of physical socioeconomics,
centered at the University of
Pitesti, Romania; the following
is an example quote:
“The apparently common field
of sociology has the potential of producing and proving that the laws of physics can
be reproduced as laws in human interaction, in social constructions, and even in
relationships. In sociophysics, the first objective is the treatment of individuals,
2007 somewhat analogously to particles, or to atoms in a gas, and this allows for the
application of statistical physics methodologies. Why [is] sociophysics necessary in
a modern university? [Because] entropy and syntropy realities prove that
econophysics is virtually the most necessary science discipline in a modern
university.”
— Gheorghe Savoiu and Ion Siman (2012), “Why Sociophysics is Necessary in a Modern
University”

Siman
(1951-)
Romanian
physicist,
biophysicist, and
sociophysicist

The section shown (above right) is from their 2012 multi-contributor book
Econophysics: Background and Applications in Economics, Finance, and
Sociophysics. Savoiu and Siman, also, in 2011, launched University of Pitesti’s new
academic publication Econophysics, Sociophysics and other Multidisciplinary
Sciences Journal, acronym ESMSJ, which has produced articles on two cultures
namesake themed multidisciplinary topics; since 2008 they have hosted the annual
University of Pitesti Econophysics and Sociophysics Workshop (UPESW)
conferences; UPESW 2013 being attended by Libb Thims to study their operation.
Posted the following query in PhysicsForums.com: (Ѻ)
“I'm currently in a psychology PhD program studying ways the structure of human
social networks facilitates information transmission. I find the dominant psychology
methodology extremely informal and would like to switch to a department where
such things are studied using statistical mechanics (which is essentially the
approach I'm taking now but without any faculty support).
This puts me in a weird place because while I've learned the necessary math, none
2008 of it is on my transcript. (In fact, many professors in our psychology department
literally forbid students to take graduate math courses).

10.
MrDNA
(c.1982-)
Anon PhD student

Is anyone sufficiently familiar with sociophysics to know whether there are ways for
people like me to prove I have sufficient math background to switch programs? If I
want to work with a professor in a physics department solely on applications of
statistical mechanics to questions in social sciences, do I need to prove that I
understand topics in physics that are not directly relevant to such questions just to
get into a department?”
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After completed his master’s degree in theoretical physics, Loreti began probing
around looking for somewhere where he can completed his PhD in sociophysics,
socioeconomic physics, and or human thermodynamics; the following are a few
queries, the latter to Libb Thims:
“Dear Sirs, I am looking for a PhD in SocioPhysics (or at most Socio-Econo-Physics),
and/or funds for it. Do you know something about it? Any advice is welcome.”
— Simon Loreti (2012), “Forum blog post”, EconoPhysics Forum, Apr 14

2012

11.
Simone Loreti
(c.1987-)
Italian theoretical
physicist

“In March 2011, I graduated with a master's degree in theoretical physics at the
University of Bologna (Italy). I am strongly interested in sociophysics or in general in
physics applied to human behavior: in my thesis I solved a sociological problem
using statistical mechanics, and machine learning methods. I am looking for a PhD
in socio-physics or human thermodynamics and/or funds for it. Do you know
something about it? Any advice is welcome.”
— Simon Loreti (2012), “Email to Institute of Human Thermodynamics”, Apr 15

Libb

12.
Thims
(c.1975-)
American
electrochemical
engineer

13.
Behrouz Sadeghi
Iranian economist
(1987-)

After giving five different hmolscience-centric and or human chemical
thermodynamics based university lectures, at three different universities worldwide
(UIC, NIU, PU), during the period 2010 to 2013, and after mentoring and advising
one graduate student (Jeff Tuhtan) through his PhD dissertation, via Hmolpedia
articles, threads, site messaging, email communications, and video uploads, during
the period 2010 to 2012, officially starting probing around (see: two cultures
inquiries) at various leading university heads, in aims to found a two cultures
2012
department, thematically conceived as a combination and modern upgraded
synthesis of the: Lausanne school (1890-1923), Harvard Pareto circle (1932-1943),
the Princeton social physics department (1945-1955), and the Romanian school
(2007-present), or at least to initiate a Nightingale-like chair, readership, and or
professorship teaching physicochemical humanities, for undergraduates and
graduates; a project ongoing, but not, as of yet (2014), able to find realization, but
one moving in that direction.
On 10 Nov 2014, emailed the following query to Libb Thims:
“I am Behruz Sadeghi Amroabadi, PhD Candidate (in last year) of economics at
University of Isfahan, Iran and now as a visiting student in Towson University in
USA. I have passed PhD comprehensive examination in my faculty successfully and
have published several research papers about the environment, government, social
capital, poverty, etc., in Iranian and international journals. The subject of my thesis
is ‘Economic Entropy as a New Index of Cost in Economics.’ Now, I am searching for
2014 Post-Doc position and know you have some research in this regard. Do you or your
faculty have any Position for Post Doctoral in related to entropy? I really interest in
this subject and want to continue my knowledge for this important.”
Thims told Sadeghi that he was working to get an undergraduate and graduate
department of “physicochemical humanities” established here in America, but was
facing resistance, and in mean time suggesting that he might contact the Romanian
school of physical socioeconomics, Yakovenko of the American school, as well as
John Rutledge.

Discussion
(add)

See also
● Human thermodynamics education
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In hmolscience, a two cultures department is a
multidisciplinary university department that crossbridges the humanities departments with the
physical science departments, focused on the
teaching and research, pure and applied, of the
subject of "physicochemical humanities" (Henry
Adams, 1908).
“Every university should have a Department of
Applied Greek and a complementary Department of
Humanized Physics, and the benefits of these
departments also should be extended as freely as is
practicable to those who need them most, that is, to
those whose main work is in another field.”
— Edwin Slosson (1910), Great American Universities [32]

Historically, although a few two cultures synergy
attempts at establishing departments or teaching
programs have been attempted, e.g. University of
Lausanne (1890-1912), University of Geneva (18961900), Princeton University (1945-1955), Western
Washington University (1977-1995), and University
of Pitesti (2007-present), in draft stage, no modern
The template design for American electrochemical engineer Libb
university to date has an established two cultures
department, though there have been no shortage of Thims' 2010 conceived C.P. Snow-themed Two Cultures
Department, teaching the subject matter structured about the
calls.

Two cultures inquires
See main: Two cultures inquires

interdisciplinary relationship between second law (Clausius) and the
various branches of the humanities (Shakespeare), bridging the gap
between the famously left-brain right-brain divided "two cultures";
the synthesis of which being first captured in the mind of Goethe
(see: Goethe timeline), and tested in the coursework of Leon
Winiarski at the University of Geneva (1894-1900), in his
thermodynamics based socio-political economics course (see: social
mechanics), similar to Jurgen Mimkes (modern); being the
embodiment of Henry Adams' famous 1910 call to American
teachers of history (see: letter) to being teaching chemistry and
thermodynamics in history class. [9]

In 1874, Italian-born English social theorist Florence
Nightingale proposed, following the passing Belgian
social physics pioneer Adolphe Quetelet, that social
physics be taught at Oxford University, and
thereafter lobbied to have a chair of social physics
(see: Nightingale chair of social physics) established
there for nearly three decades. In 2010, American
electrochemical engineer Libb Thims entered into dialogue with university heads and professors on the goal to get a
"physicochemical humanities" department working and established at one of the world's leading universities; such as
by visiting and studying in 2013 the Romanian school of physical socioeconomics. [33]

Overview
A two cultures department is an attempt to bridge the gap between the "two cultures", namely those who read
Clausius (chemists, physicists, and engineers, etc.), i.e. the works thematic to the second law (left-brained thinkers),
and those who read Shakespeare (sociologists, economists, historians, philosophers, literature scholars,
anthropologists, etc.), i.e. works thematic to the humanities or social sciences (right-brained thinkers), in the famous
1959 words of English physicist C.P. Snow. The nature of the two cultures department mindset was speculated on by
American physical chemist Gilbert Lewis, in his 1925 Anatomy of Science lecture, as follows:
“Perhaps our genius for unity will some time produce a science so broad as to include the behavior of a group of
electrons and the behavior of a university faculty, but such a possibility seems now so remote that I for one would
hesitate to guess whether this wonderful science would be more like mechanics or like a psychology.”
This ripe statement, about a wonderful science somewhere between mechanics and psychology, brings to mind
German polymath Johann Goethe—the epitome of the two cultures genius—and his famous anonymous 1809
defense “advertisement”, to his newly-published physical chemistry based romance novella Elective Affinities,
wherein he stated to the effect that: “there is after all only one nature”, which is the focus that needs to be adopted
by a future unified "one culture" focused department.

Need | Historical calls
See main: Two cultures calls

The following are a collection of representative calls for the need and or inception of a two-cultures department:
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“How I look forward to the effect that this [physical chemistry-based] novel will have in a few years on many people
upon rereading it.”
— Johann Goethe (1809), comment (see: timeline) to Karl Reinhard

“Now that the human mind has grasped celestial and terrestrial physics, mechanical and chemical, organic physics,
both vegetable and animal, there remains one science, to fill up the series of sciences or observation—social physics.
This is what men have now most need of; and this it is the principal aim of the present work to establish.”
— Auguste Comte (1842), Positive Philosophy

“What is man the wiser or the happier for knowing how the air-plants feed, or how my centuries the flint-stone was
in forming, unless the knowledge of them can be linked on to humanity, and elucidate for us some of our hard moral
mysteries?”
— James Froude (1849), The Nemesis of Faith, first English (anonymous) translator (1854) of Elective Affinities

“Social chemistry—the mutual attraction of equivalent human molecules—is a science yet to be created, for the fact
is my daily study and only satisfaction in life.”
— Henry Adams (1885), letter to wife

“There are men who would be better off in a small village than in a large town, if you had some sort of human
chemical reaction to determine in advance which man's nature was suited to the smaller place and which to the
larger.”
— Henry Pritchett (1906), on “Large vs. Small Colleges”

“The time may come when human affairs may be described no longer by words and sentences, but by a system of
symbols or notation similar to those used in algebra or chemistry … then it may be possible, as Adams suggests, to
invent a common formula for thermodynamics and history.”
— William Thayer (1918), Annual Report of the American Historical Association

“The most familiar attempts to explain how evolution takes place are restricted to special aspects of evolution, and
are often epitomized in personal names, such as Darwinism, Lamarkism, Weismannism, Mendelism. Among us there
are naturalists, morphologists, physiologists, and psychologists; breeders, experimentalists, and bio-chemists. And
surrounding us on all sides are the physicists, chemists, geologists, and astronomers, with whom we must reckon, for
their domains and their subject matter overlap ours in countless ways. But unfortunately between all these workers
there is little common understanding and much petty criticism. ... We shall use the terms morality, behavior, conduct,
or constructive action in the same broad way. It may sound strange to speak of the morals of an atom, or of the way
in which a molecule conducts itself. But in the last analysis, science can draw no fundamental distinction between the
conduct of an animal, a bullet, or a freshman, although there may be more unknown factors involved in one case
than in the other.”
— William Patten (1920), AAAS address “The Message of the Biologist” + The Grand Strategy of Evolution: the Social Philosophy of
a Biologist

“Why should no social chemistry ever been developed?” He states that “nobody would suggest that the social
scientists should imitate meteorology, for this discipline does not appear to have got very far … but what about
chemistry? A sociology based on chemistry [has] in fact been called for, but, significantly, [this call has] found no
echo. It would have been easy to take up this suggestion and develop it further. An intending social chemist would
have found it one whit more difficult to manufacture a sociological parallel to the Boyle-Charles law than Haret did to
the Newtonian propositions. But the experiment appears never to have been tried. Why?”
— Werner Stark (1962), commentary on Thomas Huxley’s 1871 call for the development of the field of social chemistry

“Adapting thermodynamic ideas to the study of culture is limited by a very simple fact: nobody has yet figured out
what might be the cultural equivalent of heat or energy … nobody has yet found the ‘heat’ or the ‘energy’ in cultural
matters … the concepts of ‘cultural temperature’ (see: social temperature) to refine our understanding of ‘cultural
heat’ (see: social heat) have not yet appeared. This is one of the most pressing problems for the next generation of
anthropologists, and the difficulties are profound.”
— Paul Bohannan (1995), How Culture Works

“There seem to be ‘laws’ [of] social systems that have at least something of the character of natural physical laws, in
that they do not yield easily to planned and arbitrary interventions. Over the past several decades, social, economic
and political scientists have begun a dialogue with physical and biological scientists to try to discover whether there
is truly a ‘physics of society’, and if so, what its laws and principles are. In particular, they have begun to regard
complex modes of human activity as collections of many interacting ‘agents’—somewhat analogous to a fluid of
interacting atoms or molecules, but within which there is scope for decision-making, learning and adaptation.”
— Philip Ball (2003), “The Physics of Society”, talk delivered at the London School of Economics
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Romanians economist and
econophysicist Gheorghe Savoiu and
physicist and sociophysicist Ion Iorga
Siman’s 2012 chapter “Sociophysics: A
New Science or a New Domain for
Physicists in a Modern University”,
from their multi-collaborator book
Econophysics: Background and Applications in Economics,
Finance, and Sociophysics, in which the call for the inception
of “sociophysics” in a multidisciplinary teaching approach in
universities, centered on core concepts such as the teaching
of entropy in sociology, and teaching the history of the
subject, which they date back to Italian physicist Ettore
Majorana and his 1936 human quantum mechanics theories,
an interdisciplinary method of teaching they have been
implementing at the University of Pitesti, Pitesti, Romania,
since circa 2007. [36]
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American electrochemical
engineer Libb Thims in his
16 Apr 2013: talk “Human
Chemical Thermodynamics:
Goethe's Elective Affinities
to Human Free Energies”
(see: lectures), at segment
48:30-50:39 (see: video ), at Northern Illinois
University College of Engineering, doing the
famous 18th century Leiden University volume
expansion "ball and ring experiment" to
explain "social expansion" (day) and "social
contraction" (night), in Carnot cycle terms, in
respect to hot body (sun) / cold body (night
sky) alternating daily contact of earth-bound
social systems (working body), Boerhaave's
law, entropy (transformation content)
increase, and irreversible changes in Gibbs
free energy states of human existence and
experience; the human molecule view lecture
notes page in the background; illuminated
rotating globe to the right.

Chemical engineering centric
See main: Chemical engineering; See also: Lewis school

The nature of the two cultures department would
ideally be structured with the chemical engineering
department as the central department, within
which chemical engineering thermodynamics,
centered on the second law, is the core course,
with the various humanities departments
(economics, sociology, history, philosophy,
psychology, government, anthropology, politics,
literature, business, law, finance, architecture, etc.)
among others (e.g. ecology, biology (chnopsology))
embedded in an integrated manner. The reasoning
behind this logic is that the chemical engineer
tends to be the person who knows the
fundamentals of the language, which in this case
are the partial differential equations of
thermodynamics. German physicist and
thermodynamicist Ingo Muller, in his 2007 A
History of Thermodynamics, puts it like this: [21]

American Lafayette College, Pennsylvania, chemical and biomolecular
engineering department head James Ferri's 2011 student-produced
video “Thermodynamics of Life: Occupy Wall Street Edition”, made by
chemical and biomolecular engineering students Angela Wnek (ChBE,
2013), Isaac Lavine (ChBe, 2014), Ashley Kaminski (ChBE, 2013),
wherein they apply a number of different molecular, physical
chemistry, and chemical engineering principles to the ongoing
“Occupy Wall Street” debate/protests, namely what thermodynamics
has to say about the fact that about 80 percent of a country’s wealth
tends to be held in about 20 percent of the population (Pareto
principle). [20]

“It is interesting to note that socio-thermodynamics is only accessible to chemical engineers and metallurgists. These
are the only people who know phase diagrams and their usefulness. It cannot be expected, in our society, that
sociologists will appreciate the potential of these ideas.”
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This logic is further exemplified by the following grouping of "chemical engineers" who, in the last century, have
attempted to extend and promote aspects of hmolscience in their own directions and spheres:
● William Fairburn (1914)
His Human Chemistry attempted to apply an entropy-based version of human chemistry to business practice.
● John Neumann (1934)
Reviewed Georges Guillaume's 1932 economic thermodynamics dissertation; which he followed up by his own 1938
article “A Model of General Economic Equilibrium” based on the model of thermodynamic potentials.
● Benjamin Kyle (1988)
Chemical Engineering Education “The Mystique of Entropy” human thermodynamics-themed article turned 1999 CDROM to his Chemical and Process Thermodynamics. [11]
● Erich Muller (1998)
Chemical Engineering Education “Human Societies: a Curious Application of Thermodynamics”human
thermodynamics-themed article. [16]
● Gerard Nahum (1998)
Promoted an investigative study on the thermodynamics of consciousness.
● Edison Bittencourt (1999)
His engineering conference presentation “Teaching of Thermodynamics in Chemical Engineering” advocating the
teaching of the thermodynamic imperative to chemical engineering students.
● Alfredo Infante (2001)
His “Social Entropy: A Paradigmatic Approach of the
Second Law of Thermodynamics to an Unusual
Domain” uses the advanced perspective to teach
aspects of the understanding of the Gibbs free energy
of a social system.
● Tominaga Keii (2004)
Devoted a chapter subsection to the chemical
thermodynamics of Goethe's Elective Affinities.
● Mark Janes (2006)
Developed a thermodynamics-based carbon
entromorphology theory of human existence.
● Alec Groysman (2011)
Symposium suggestion of teaching of “human
chemistry” in engineering. [12]
● James Ferri (2011)
Assigned a “Thermodynamics of Wall street” ChE
German physicist Reiner Kummel's 2011 The Second Law of
Economics, the result of lecture notes on a course on "economics
and thermodynamics" (economic thermodynamics) taught since
2005 at the University of Wurzburg, Germany.

group video project. [13]
● Mohsen Mohsen-Nia (2011)
Completed a friendships relations thermodynamic “stability”
study. [14]
● Vamshi Regalla (2012)
Did a “A Strange Thing Called Love: in View of Chemical
Thermodynamics” video-turned-article. [17]
● Jose Aguilera (2012)
Wrote a “Molecular Sociology” chapter section promoting the
teaching of modern Empedocles-style aphorisms in a
Goethe/Thims context. [15]

Template courses

Polish physical social economist Leon
Winiarski, who for at least six years
(1894-1900), at the University of Geneva,
Switzerland, taught a course on political
economics and social mechanics, based
on the thermodynamics of Rudolf
Clausius and the physics of Joseph
Lagrange, was the first to pioneer the "two cultures"
teaching method, as he explains (adjacent) at the
1900 Paris Expo on Social Science Education.

The following is a partial listing of current or past college and or
graduate school courses precursory and or template-like in
structure to a future "Two Cultures Department", presently working to be established for the first time at a leading
American university, by American electrochemical engineer Libb Thims, the grouping themselves semi-indicative of
the various 36 plus branches of human thermodynamics:
● Social Mechanics | Leon Winiarski | University of Geneva | 1894-1900
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“Turning to the dynamic part of the problem, we gave a definition of social-biological energy in two forms: potential
(hunger and love) and kinetic (economic, political, legal, moral, aesthetic, religious, and scientific). This led us to the
principles of thermodynamics, including the third, the Clausius same time explains the progressive spiritualization any
closed social aggregate to show a decrease in potential. This dissipation of entropy that occurs is the same in the
social world as in the physical world. … All this forms the subject of a course on social mechanics that we are giving
under the title, ‘Economic Bases of Social Science,’ parallel with our course on pure political economy. In fact, the
point of departure of our researches was, as we have shown, pure political economy, to which we refer all social
science, and bring it all back to mechanics.”
— Leon Winiarski (1900), Report: "The teaching of pure economics and politics of social mechanisms in Switzerland"

American physicist Richard Piccard's
"Entropy and Human Activity" course
taught as a senior level class at Ohio
University, on and off, from 1998 up to
the present, on entropy applied to
human society as a whole, albeit using
the weaker material entropy theories of
Jeremy Rifkin. [19]

● Entropy Ethics | Robert Lindsay | Brown University |
1930s
● Entropy Ethics | Dick Hammond | University of Texas |
1980s
● Entropy and Society | Richard Piccard | Ohio University |
1997-2006
● Econophysics | Victor Yakoveno | University of Maryland
| 2005-present
● Econophysics | Joseph McCauley | University of Houston
| 2006-present
● Poli cs, Government, and Thermodynamics | Richard
Hughes | California State University, Sacramento | 2008
● Literature and Narra ve Theory | Bruce Clarke | Texas
Tech University | 2009
● Human Thermodynamics | Libb Thims | University of
Illinois, Chicago | 2010-2012
● Seminar on Social Thermodynamics | Instructor[s] |
Korea University | 2011
● Air in Motion / Thermodynamic Materialism | Inaki

Abalos, Mathias Schuler | Harvard
University | 2013

Two cultures department | Outline
See also: Human thermodynamics education

The first to establish a "two cultures"
prototype university department in
From circa 1945 to 1955, American astrophysicist and
America was American astrophysicist John engineer John Q. Stewart, ran a Princeton University
Q. Stewart, who from circa 1945 to 1955, at Department of Social Physics, with grant-funding
from the Rockefeller Foundation, a group which
the Princeton University, with grant
included no other than Percy Bridgman, one the the
funding from the Rockefeller Foundation,
top thermodynamicists of the 20th century. [25]
headed a research team project on the
development of social physics or social mechanics, depending on namesake, in aims to facilitate physical science
based education in global policy and government decision making, in his own words:
“Statesmen of this and other nations … have embarked upon grandiose undertakings where on physical grounds
failure was predictable, and … failure meant that … people perished in vain.”
In 2010, American electrochemical engineer Libb Thims, initially tentatively and actively as of 2012, began to enter
into discussions with various American university departments in an effort to launch the world's first crossdisciplinary two-cultures university teaching department. The outline for the proposed two cultures department,
envisioned by Thims, would cover the following three overlapping subject matters, which are similar to like-themed
departments sprouting in various European countries:
(a) Human thermodynamics | 500+ theorists | similar to:
● Leon Winiarski’s 1894 social mechanics course, University of Geneva; Switzerland; as outlined in his 1900 sociology
symposium article "The Teaching of Pure Political Economics and Social Mechanics in Switzerland".
● Henry Adams’ 1910 proposal (A Letter to American Teachers of History) to begin teaching history thermodynamics
in America.
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● Pitirim Sorokin’s 1928
“mechanistic school of social
thermodynamics”, which he
subdivides as follows:
1. Social mechanics
Representatives: A.P. Barcelo,
Spiru Haret, Alfred Lotka
2. Social physics
Representatives: Henry Carey Russian-born American Harvard sociology department founder
Pitirim Sorokin’s 1928 classification of the first main branch (of
3. Social energetics (or social
eleven) of "contemporary sociology", that of the “mechanistic
thermodynamics)
Representatives: Ernest Solvay, school of social thermodynamics”, all based on the
thermodynamics of Rudolf Clausius. [17]
W. Bechtereff, Wilhelm
Ostwald, T.N. Carver, and Leon
Winiarski
4. Mathematical sociology
Representatives: Vilfredo Pareto and F. Carli
● Richard Hughes' 2008 political thermodynamics and government thermodynamics course, Texas Tech University,
US;
● Korea University's 2011
social thermodynamics
graduate school course;
(b) Human chemistry
| 55+ theorists | similar
to:
Korea University's 2011 three credit graduate course “Seminar on Social
● Johann Goethe's 1796 Thermodynamics” SOS 623 (SOS short for Sociology of Science), as described
above, a type of human thermodynamics education course, divided into two
human chemical theory
(see: EA:IAD project); the parts: firstly, general systems theory, a discussion of its basic outline, along
with its drawbacks; and, second, with what they referred to as the “theory of
forerunner to modern
social thermodynamics and its applications”, supposedly on some variant of
human chemical
social thermodynamics, at the introductory level, and discussion of its
thermodynamics.
applications, either theoretical or possibly in the area of applied human
● Thomas Huxley’s 1871 thermodynamics; the program, as indicative of its "two cultures approach",
call for the development employs a "two-supervisors system": one is based on human or social science,
of the field of social
the other is based on natural science or engineering, similar to the American university
chemistry;
department Thims is looking to launch. [1]
● Henry Adams’ 1885
definition of “social chemistry—the mutual attraction of equivalent human molecules—[as] a science yet to be
created.”
● Albion Small's 1899 argument that ‘general sociology’ might be able to be defined in the future as ‘the science of
human atoms and their behavior’.
● Frank Carlton's 1912 call for the inception of the sciences of social mechanics, social physics and social chemistry.
● Werner Stark's 1962 followup to Huxley's call for the development of the social chemistry;
● Jeremy Adler's 1977 human chemistry PhD, under the supervision of Claus Bock, on the chemists and human
chemical reactions of Goethe's 1809 Elective Affinities.
● University of Bergen’s 2011 “Literature and Chemistry: Elective Affinities” symposium on literature chemistry
centered on Goethe's 1809 Elective Affinities.
● Alec Groysman’s 2011 symposium call for the use of human chemistry in the chemical engineering curriculum, to
facilitate an interaction of the “three cultures” (art, science, and technology) as he sees things.
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(c) Human physics |
45+ theorists | similar to:
● John Q. Stewart's 19451955 "social
physics"/"social
mechanics" research
group at the Princeton
University physics
department.
American Smith College chemical engineering professor Donna Riley’s 2011 EGR 205 course, and
● Serge Galam's 1980s
accompanying book Engineering Thermodynamics and 21st Century Energy Problems, targets what
social atoms based
she calls "five often-neglected ABET outcomes", a course through which she seeks "revise
sociophysics teaching
engineering curricula to be relevant to a fuller range of student experiences and career
program in France,
destinations", inclusive of topics such as: entropy's philosophical implications, ethics, social
French National Center
constructs, arrow of time, etc. [29]
for Scientific Research.
● Arthur Iberall's 1985 UCLA graduate school course in social physics.
● Jurgen Mimkes’ 1992-present physical socio-economics department (and PhD students), University of Paderborn,
Germany;
● Joseph McCauley’s 2005 econophysics department (and PhD students), University of Houston;
● Curtis Blakely's 2010 call for the development of sociophysics, treating people as particles, for application in the
field of penology.
Which, in sum, would constitute a cross-culture department of study uniting the engineering, humanities, and
physical science departments into one unified teaching framework, similar in structure to the Lewis school of
thermodynamics, albeit inclusive of
the humanities, at a leading
American university.

Graduate student requests
Online forums indicate, as of 2008,
indicate that graduate students are
looking to know where they can go
to study sociophysics in America, but
no department as such currently
exists. [2] In the late 2000s,
undergraduate and graduate
In 2012, American investor and economics consultant John Rutledge began teaching
students began contacting Libb
ECON 339 "Topics in Far from Equilibrium Economics: Evolutionary Economics and
Thims, e.g. via email, online
Finance", an economics thermodynamics graduate school course, at Claremont
communications, or during guest
Graduate University, Claremont, California.
lectures, regarding the question of
where one can go to complete a graduate school degree in human thermodynamics and or human physics related
fields. In 2009, to exemplify, a Turkish third-year undergraduate mechanical engineering student (Hmolpedia
member: Turnkey13) commented to Thims that he desired to come to America to complete a master’s degree in on a
topic related to thermodynamic of human life, having been inspired by passages in the 2006 Thermodynamics
textbook by Yunus Cengel and Michael Boles,
such as: [7]
“The arguments presented here are
exploratory in nature, and they are hoped to
initiate some interesting discussion and
research that may lead into better
understanding of performance in various
aspects of daily life. The second law may
eventually be used to determine quantitatively
the most effective way to improve the quality
A 2013 graduate seminar architectural thermodynamics course entitled "Air
of life and performance in daily life, as it is
presently used to improve the performance of in Motion / Thermodynamic Materialism" taught at the Harvard University
Graduate School of Design, wherein air and or space (see: nature abhors a
engineering systems.”

Human thermodynamics lectures |
Bioengineering
See main: Libb Thims (lectures)

vacuum) are treated "thermodynamically"; the second half of which is
devoted to a study of thermodynamic materialism, taught in coordination
with a research project at ETH Zurich titled "Thermodynamic Materialism".
[10]
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In 2010, American electrochemical engineer Libb Thims, depicted adjacent, began giving invited guest lectures to
undergraduate bioengineering thermodynamics students of the University of Illinois, Chicago, on an introduction to
human thermodynamics. Thims lectured in 2011 and 2012.
One student, in 2012, to give some insight into the unknown overlap between the humanities and thermodynamics,
queried Thims about how he could go about cultivating an overlap between "engineering" (or thermodynamics) and
his other passion of "sociology and economics" following graduation, possibly in graduate school?

Theses / dissertations
See main: Human thermodynamics dissertations

In 1991, Swiss electrical engineer Francois Cellier, his 1991 chapter Modelling in Nonequilibrium Thermodynamics,
voiced his opinion that PhD dissertation on the thermodynamics of macroeconomics (economic thermodynamics)
would be a very worthwhile topic: [23]
“We have discussed thermodynamics from a systemic rather than a phenomenological viewpoint. We have seen that
bond graphs present us with a tool to ensure adherence to physicality in modeling thermodynamic systems … bond
graphs [however] are quite meaningless when applied to the description of mathematical equations bare of their
physical interpretation. It is therefore not currently feasible to apply bond graphs to the description of a
macroeconomic model, for example, since we don’t know what energy conservation means in such a model. What
does economic power mean in a system theoretical rather than in a political sense? We don’t know? Consequently,
we cannot define a set of adjugate variables that describe the behavior of a macroeconomy. However, I would like to
go one step further. While I cannot prove this to be correct, I am personally convinced that any real system that can
meaningfully be describe by a differential equation model—and macroeconomic systems are among those without
any question—possesses some sort of ‘energy’ that obeys the law of conservation of energy. It is just that, to my
knowledge, nobody has ever looked into systems, such as macroeconomies, from quite that perspective and tried to
formulate a meaningful and consistent definition of the the terms ‘energy’ and ‘power’, and from there derived a set
of adjugate variables, the product of which is
‘power’. This would be a very worthwhile topic
for a PhD dissertation.”
This keen foresight, in recent years, with the
2007-launching of Hmolpedia, has been coming
into fruition. The following, to exemplify, are
recent master’s theses that use and or cite
Hmolpedia articles:
● Bjorke, Lisa. (2010). “To Create with
Imagination: In Search of Flow” (abs) (articles:
flow, psychic entropy, Csíkszentmihályi flow),
MA thesis, Konstfack, University of Arts, Crafts
and Design, Stockhom, Sweden.
● Hyslop, Megan. (2011). “When We Grow a
Garden Together: A Love Story Social Ecological
Reflection of a Community Garden Project”
(article: chaos), MA thesis, Concordia University,
Montreal, Quebec, Canada.

Above left: The 2011 ecological engineering PhD

dissertation: "A Modeling Approach for Alpine Rivers
Impacted by Hydropeaking Including the Second Law
Inequality", by American civil-ecological engineer Jeff
Tuhtan (right), done using the online two-cultures
In 2010, Hmolpedia member DeeM1, an
Hmolpedia articles and discussion forum as a central
American business executive, with background resource hub, and the thermodynamics of human
is business, marketing, management consulting, molecules (The Human Molecule, 2008) approach as a
guiding framework for his fish modelling theories (see: fish molecule).
and leadership development, and co-owner of
[18] Above right: A 2012 PhD email query by Italian theoretical physicist
several companies, one of which is a postgraduate school of managerial leadership, was Simone Loreti, to American electrochemical engineer Libb Thims,
in the middle of embarking on doctoral studies regarding what universities are offering PhDs in sociophysics or human
thermodynamics and a desire to obtain such a degree.

research op the subject of entropy on human
behaviors and energy within organizations, using Hmolpedia as a resource. [24]

In 2010 and 2011, Thims, using email communication and Hmolpedia forums and messaging, began mentoring
American civil-ecological engineer Jeff Tuhtan through the application of animate thermodynamics techniques to
development of aquatic system thermodynamics model portions of his working PhD dissertation, which was
completed the following year: [8]
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● Tuhtan, Jeﬀ. (2012). “A Modeling Approach for Alpine Rivers Impacted by Hydropeaking Including the Second Law
Inequality” (pdf) (articles: human molecule, cell-as-molecule, fish molecule, Georgi Gladyshev, animate
thermodynamics, Erwin Bauer, etc.), PhD dissertation, Stuttgart University, Germany.
In 2012, Italian theoretical physicist Simone Loreti, who recently completed his MS on statistical mechanics and
machine learning applied to sociological problems, queried Thims (shown adjacent), via
questions@humanthermodynamics.com email of the Institute of Human Thermodynamics, regarding what
universities are offering PhDs in sociophysics or human thermodynamics. [6]
“In March 2011, I graduated with a master's degree in theoretical physics at the University of Bologna (Italy). I am
strongly interested in sociophysics or in general in physics applied to human behavior: in my thesis I solved a
sociological problem using statistical mechanics, and machine learning methods. I am looking for a PhD in sociophysics or human thermodynamics and/or funds for it. Do you know something about it? Any advice is welcome.”
Thims informed Loreti that he was presently working to
establish such a university department here in the United
States, potentially at the University of California, Berkeley, but
that in the mean time he might like to look into Jürgen Mimkes’
socioeconomic physics department (in Germany) or Serge
Galam’s sociophysics department (in France). [6]

Thims | Department head discussions

American "physical science applied"
sociologist Henry Carey, one of the
founders of the social mechanics
school, and his 1858 depiction of
the "tree of knowledge", annotated
to show a post 1959 "two cultures"
perspective, wherein the branch of
social science is intentionally shown
located in close proximity to the the
physical science branch of
knowledge, with two-way arrows indicating
"exchanges" of ideas talking place, to create a unified
branch of social mechanics or social physics, as Carey
worked at developing. [28]

Thims first proposed his department founding goal to University
of Illinois thermodynamics professor Ali Mansoori, during lunch,
in 2010, who suggested that he should enter the UIC
engineering department, via a thermodynamics PhD, and go
from there. Thims' told Mansoori, however, that his aim was to
found the school most likely at the University of California,
Berkeley (a top 3 chemical engineering school), home to the
Lewis school of thermodynamics, as he had previously planed
planned (and been accepted) to complete his undergraduate
work there, and had made a promise to himself that he would
return there again in the future, or that he would need to found
the new university department at a top 10 chemical engineering
thermodynamics / chemical thermodynamics rank, such as at
Stanford, the MIT school of thermodynamics, Yale (Willard
Gibbs' alma mater), among other possibilities, the key feature
needed being heightened student academic ability, being that
the subject in its very nature is polymathic in structure,
multidisciplinary in width, and partial differential equation
rooted in depth, something few modern study and go students
have the taste for.
In 2011, American chemical engineer James Ferri, head
of the chemical and biomolecular engineering department of
Lafayette College, Pennsylvania, began doing something similar,
with his student produced video projects, e.g. “Thermodynamics
of Life: Occupy Wall Street Edition” (2011), but their seems to
be no involvement with the university finance, business, and
economics departments, which creates an education disjunct.
[3] Thims mentioned this plan to Ferri, who seemed to indicated
that his student supervised projects in financial thermodynamics
was a fairly new venture that he was water-testing.

In 2012, Thims discussed the department founding project with
Indian-born American mechanical engineer Satish Boregowda—who, in 2008, of relevance, was on the faculty at
Purdue University, but at the time was forced to withdraw a publication submission to the Journal of Human
Thermodynamics, because as he commented in retrospect some of his “colleagues and tenure reviewers were not in
favor of my work in ‘human thermodynamics’.” Boregowda, eventually, left Purdue University, in favor of
professional work, but commented to Thims in retrospect that the objection was not personal but that objection was
that teaching human thermodynamics was not a topic found in professional engineers board exam questions, or
something along these lines (Jan 24).
In 2012, in email conversation with American sociologist Mario Small, the head of the University of Chicago’s
sociology department, Thims proposed the goal of founding a joint two-department sociophysics-
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sociothermodynamics-sociochemistry department, strung between the physics and the sociology department,
pointing out to Small that the original 1882 founder of the University of Chicago's sociology department Albion Small,
who also founded the American Journal of Sociology (1895), his 1899 article “A ‘Unit’ in Sociology” argued that
‘general sociology’ might be able to be defined in the future as ‘the science of human atoms and their behavior’, on
the model of ‘general chemistry’, which is defined as the science of atoms and their behavior; also pointing out that
many at the University of Chicago have worked in the path of the hmolsciences: Frank Carlton, Paul Samuelson, Elihu
Fein, Harold Nieburg, Stephen Berry, and John Avery, among others. Mario Small commented on this proposal,
following several email exchanges, that: “this seems like a tall order at the moment” (Apr 18). [4]
In sum, Thims, in 2011 and 2012, began to interject into preliminary talks about possibly founding a
multidisciplinary two cultures teaching department; although as French physicist Serge Galam's reports (2012), such
an effort is not without several decade's of resistance and opposition to the premise of a field in which a person is
defined as an atom or a
molecule, which comes
from someone in France,
the least religious
country in the world. [5]

Two cultures
department team |
Tentative outlines

Culture One
(engineering)

(physics)

+
(chemistry)

Culture Two
(sociology)

(economics)

(law)

In 2013, Thims, after
coming across the 1950s
"Princeton University
Department of Social
Physics", an excellent
template prototype to
Leon
Libb Thims
Curtis Blakely
John Rutledge
Warshay
the envisioned-to-be
"Two Cultures
(thermodynamics) (astronomy) (mathematics)
(psychology) (anthropology) (literature)
Department", began to
construct the outline
potential members of a
similar upgraded albeit more diverse such department, i.e. not just "social mechanics" (Leon Winiarski, University of
Geneva, Switzerland), "social physics" (John Q. Stewart, Princeton University, America), or "socio-economic physics"
(Jurgen Mimkes, University of Paderborn, Germany), but also subjects such as "anthropic physics" as Wilhelm
Ostwald was promoting in the 1900s, "socio-history physics" as Henry Adams called for in 1910, "human chemistry"
as Alec Groysman has been calling for in 2011 in the chemical engineering curriculum, among other subjects such as
financial thermodynamics, overlaps with ecological economics, and so on. On 6 Mar 2013, Truman State University
justice systems professor Curtis Blakely commented to Thims:
“This sounds like a great opportunity. I am impressed and fully support your efforts. Should I be able to assist you in
your efforts, please let me know. I am at your disposal. Again, I am impressed and am more than glad to do anything I
can to support your efforts!”
In early March 2013 communication with Thims on the proposed two cultures department, American Wayne State
University sociology professor Leon Warshay, noted for his 1983 chapter on the social mechanics school, attempted
to explain to Thims why the mechanistic school is not being taught in American sociology (the details of which are
listed on his Hmolpedia page), commenting to Thims:
“I fully endorse your efforts to include the mechanical [in sociology] [in your two cultures proposal].”
The bottom line reason for the fall-off in the teaching of social mechanics in sociology being that in the end,
according to Warshay, “bias” results and people end up “being called names”, comments which again brings directly
to mind American physicist John Q. Stewart’s 1955 experience in working to establish his short-lived Princeton Social
Physics department: “[Stewart] has irritated the social scientists further by criticizing them for immaturity, lack of
imagination and ‘doctrinaire departmentalism’. Overspecialization, he feels, is choking modern scholarship and
limiting man’s communication with his fellows.” [27] On 11 Mar 2013, American investor, economics consultant, and
economic thermodynamics professor John Rutledge comment the following to Thims on the two cultures department
objective:
“I admire the work you are doing very much and wish you well on the two-culture teaching department idea. I
convinced the Claremont Graduate University Economics Dept to add a course called "Topics in Far from Equilibrium
Economics: Evolutionary Economics and Finance" to their PhD program, which I am teaching. The syllabus for the
course is attached. I am also attaching a paper titled "Asia’s Energy Security and the Middle East" that I presented to
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the BOAO Forum some years ago, in which I describe a non-equilibrium thermodynamics model for economics. My
last book Lessons from a Road Warrior (2008) has a more detailed presentation. Where do you hope to locate the
teaching department? It sounds like a
wonderful idea.”
On 28 Mar 2013, American chemical
engineer John Prausnitz, professor
emeritus of the University of California,
Berkeley, noted for work in protein
thermodynamics and the history of
chemical thermodynamics, gave the
following opinion to Thims, in query
about the potential fit of a two cultures
department at UC Berkeley, with the
central hub located within the chemical
and biomolecular engineering
department, and the humanities
integrated into this hub, in which the
Lewis school, the Rossini debate, and
Thims’ upcoming 16 Apr 2013 Northern
Illinois University “Human Chemical
Thermodynamics” lecture, given to the
mechanical engineering thermodynamics
students, were mentioned:

Left: A rendition of American physicist John Q. Stewart and his forty-year effort
(1920-1960) effort at attempting to get the subject of "social physics" introduced
into American universities and the "raised eyebrow" and "doctrinaire
departmentalism" resistance he faced along the way. [40]Right: Diagram of
French physicist Serge Galam’s 2012 retrospect look on his previous 40-year
renegade experience of being a physicist having to practice sociophysics as a
hobby, alongside his regular physics duties, the way normal physicists play
tennis, so as to not disturb the orthodoxy of academia. [37]

“I don't know what the Rossini debate is but I hope to find out. No, your idea for a department for teaching
two cultures would not be appreciated at Berkeley. In the social sciences and in some humanities,
thermodynamics may be useful as an analogy, as a suggestion for looking at a problem (e.g., information theory) but
beyond that, I see little use of thermodynamics outside science.”
This is a very interesting position to take by a chemical engineer, reminiscent of Japanese chemical engineer
Tominaga Keii’s 2004 chemical thermodynamics chapter subsection “Chemical Affinity in 1806”, wherein he gave his
opinion that Goethe’s “[Elective Affinities] did not add any scientific knowledge” (see: HC pioneers). Prausnitz’s
opinion here, however, of “seeing little use of thermodynamics” outside of hard science proper, does not corroborate
with the chronological listing of over 500+ HT theorists, over the last two centuries to have used thermodynamics
outside of hard science proper, specifically in the humanities.

Interdepartmental tension issues
One issue that seems to stand out is the inter-departmental and in-department “tensional” that seems to arise as a
possibly make or break factor in the longevity prospect of a two cultures department. In 1950, to exemplify,
American astrophysicist and engineer John Q. Stewart, in his “The Development of Social Physics” article, commented
the following, in regards to his early 1920s to 1940s attempt at developing and or introducing social physics into the
American university system:
“In the early nineteen-twenties it had become clear that natural science and technology would continue their
triumphant advances while the social and humane studies, in order to reduce their tragic lag, would need to be
equipped with methods far more effective than archaic types of merely verbal reasoning. With untrammeled
enthusiasm of a youthful PhD in physics, I expected to find a general sympathy with this [social physics] program but
the case was otherwise.
There is a proverb that ‘in the country of the blind the one-eyed man is king’, the falsity of which has been depicted in
the story by H.G. Wells. One has to find for himself that in the country of the blind—meaning university faculties and
their learned societies—the one-eyed man meets with lifted eyebrows.”
This is exemplified well in the following 1955 comment by Stewert and his experience in the 1949 formation of the
Princeton University Department of Social Physics, which lasted till about about a decade: [27]
“Immaturity, lack of imagination, 'doctrinaire departmentalism', and [in particular] overspecialization is choking
modern scholarship and limiting man’s communication with his fellows.”
This same sense of multi-decade long uphill can be felt in the recent personal testimonies of French physicist Serge
Galam and his reflection on his two-decade long effort to found a sociophysics group in France:
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“To suggest that humans could behave like atoms was looked upon as a blasphemy to both hard science and human
complexity, a total nonsense, something to be condemned. And it has been indeed condemned during the last fifteen
years.”
— Serge Galam (2004), “Sociophysics: a Personal Testimony”

The adjacent depiction, for example, is Galam's 2012 retrospect look on his previous 40-year renegade experience of
being a physicist having to practice sociophysics as a “hobby”, alongside of his regular physics work, as discussed in
his chapter section 3.5 "More About Academic Freedom", being that the subject was considered “unorthodox” by his
fellow physicists—which strikingly similar to American electrochemical engineer Libb Thims who developed human
chemistry and human thermodynamics as a curious “hobby” alongside his regular engineering and medical school
studies, and his warlike experience getting these two "human molecule" based sciences accepted into mainstream
science. Further examples of "immaturity, lack of imagination, and doctrinaire departmentalism" seen strikingly
evident in the 2009 Moriarty-Thims debate between a dozen or so college
professors. [37]

Department namesake?
See main: Two cultures namesakes

The following are a few historical subject namesake precursors:
Social physics (Auguste Comte, 1822)
Human physics (Adolphe Quetelet, 1835)
Social chemistry (Thomas Huxley, 1871)
Human chemistry (Henry Adams, 1875)
Physical economics (Patrick Geddes, c.1880s)
Social mechanics (Francis Edgeworth, 1881)
Mathematical psychics (Francis Edgeworth, 1881)
Human thermodynamics (Bryan Donkin, 1893)
Pure political economics and social mechanics (Leon Winiarski, 1894)
Economic dynamics (Maffeo Pantaleoni, c.1908)
See main page for complete list of two cultures subject namesakes.

Reinventing the wheel issues
The slow-gradual process of the invention of the
wheel, said to have occurred between 10,000 to
5,500 years ago, is a process that no-doubt had to be
reinvented many times over, haphazardly, until the
basics of its operation became taught as part of the
standard engineer's schooling curriculum. [35]
Shown adjacent is “two cultures” reinventing the
Right: In 2008, Montclair State University physics professor Dean
wheel like happening, namely American physics
Hamden launched his "physics of human behavior" student-based
professor Dean Hamden’s 2008-present attempt to
research group, wherein they apply physics concepts—such as
formulate a physics of human behavior research
Hooke's law and elasticity coefficients—to human relationships, so
project—using basic physics concepts, such as
to develop physics-based modelling of social phenomena, such as
Newton’s laws, Hooke’s law, Heisenberg uncertainty
flexibility in relationships, utilizing concepts such relationship
elasticity coefficients, to make hypotheses on predictive correlative principle, etc.
Another reinventing the wheel example comes
levels of happiness, among other applications, involving studies of
over 500 people. The research, as of 2013, is ongoing presently. [31] from German applied mathematician Sarah Wolf’s
2011 “social energy” conference meeting, wherein a
few ideas are passed around and discussion is made about whether or not there is an actual physics behind the social
notions of “energy”, such as in economics, both of which are what can be classified as “reinventing the wheel”
approaches to physical science applied humanities. In more detail, in 2011 a “Social Energy” workshop was held
during the European Conference on Complex Systems, Vienna, co-organized by Wolf which focused on the following
topics—a two cultures type of seminar: How far does the analogy between energy and social energy carry?, What can
be learnt from exploring social energy for the analysis of the dynamics of complex socio-ecological systems?, Where
does social energy need to differ from energy as known in physics?, What are parameters that help grasp and
measure forms of social energy?, Which mathematical tools and methods (used in physics models) can be
successfully used for studying the dynamics of socio-ecological systems? [22]
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Neither group, in other words, seems to be aware of the
great historical precedence to these subjects e.g. that
Stewart previously ran an entire “social physics” research
group a Princeton in the 1950s or that Sorokin devoted an
entire chapter to the history of “social energetics” theories
in 1928—one of the repercussions of the fact that this
general subject is not part of main-stream curriculum, but
one that is in ripe need to become so.
How much would Hamden, e.g., have benefited if he
had known about Winiarski’s University of Geneva course
A 2011 two cultures "reinventing the wheel" like workshop
on social mechanics, taught over 100-years ago? How much organized by German applied mathematician Sarah Wolf,
who generally seems to be completely in the dark to the fact
would Wolf have benefited had she known Carey’s threevolume treatise on social energy, published over 150-years that entire "schools" of social mechanics existed over a
century ago, as have been well documented by scholars
ago? How much would Thims have benefited had he been
such as Pitirim Sorokin (1928) and Werner Stark (1962).
taught, somewhere within his chemical engineering
curriculum, or prior, e.g. in high school, about Goethe’s physical chemistry based Elective Affinities, the so-called
“scientific model for human experience”, as Scottish German-literature scholar Gundula Sharman put it in 1997, an
exquisite theory published over 200-years ago? Certainly, we would surmise, greatly. Hence, the pressing need for a
world-leading two cultures university department, so that we don’t have to keep reinventing the wheel, journal
article after journal article, symposium after symposium,
and book after book.

Bottom-line need
The bottom-line need for the inception of an American
engineering-centric humanities embedded two-cultures
department is the need to satisfy the deeper questions of
the “why’s of human existence?”, as is well captured in the
1950 Einstein-Pascal dialogue on purpose. In December
1950, German-born American physicist Albert Einstein
(IQ=220) received a long handwritten letter from a
nineteen-year-old engineering student at Rutgers
University, New Jersey, who said: “My problem is this, sir,
‘What is the purpose of man on earth?’” Dismissing such
possible answers as to make money, to achieve fame, and
to help others, the student said:
“Frankly, sir, I

The Einstein-Pascal dialogue on purpose is a 1950 dialogue
between a 19-year-old Rutgers University engineering
student in query to German-born American physicist Albert
Einstein (right) in regards to "what is the purpose of man on
earth?", as framed around French mathematical physicist
Blaise Pascal (left), and his circa 1642 personal jottings
thoughts on purpose or rather the "why's of existence?". [1]

don’t even know why I’m going to college and studying engineering.”

The student went on to express his opinion that man is here “for no purpose at all” and went on to quote from
French mathematical physicist Blaise Pascal’s (IQ=190) Pensees (Thoughts), which he said aptly summed up his own
feelings on the matter, a tenuously-difficult-to-answer query to which Einstein replied, giving his views on the matter
(see: main article). College engineering and humanities students (combined) should, in this deep seated need light, be
introduced to at least one class, in the course of their twenty-some year educational path, that address this deep
query as modern physical science sees things or else all else is in vein. Presently, conversely, the modern US engineer
curriculum funnels students through test-answer focused, board exam aimed accreditation classes and subjects,
without touching on this deep underlying understanding need in regards to the "why's" of such an effort, whereas
correctly and historically chemistry, physics, and engineering have much to say on this question (see: HT pioneers; HC
pioneers), a subject that dates back to at the very least Goethe's great 1809 masterpiece Elective Affinities, the
subject about which one might estimate that less than one in a 1,000 American students are even aware of, if not
less.
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Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“Words like 'great' and 'genius'
could aptly be used for but a select
number of artists—for Michelangelo
or say Shakespeare. In the United
States, the works of these great
artists have been incorporated into
American lawyer Daniel Spiro, a member of the Goethe Institute, Washington, and a
popular culture as the epitome of
graduate of Stanford University and Harvard Law School, notes (2005) strikingly how
visual and linguistic beauty. By
the works of Goethe, in the US, despite being the second most widely held author in

contrast, on these shores,
Goethe's works remain largely
unread and rarely discussed

libraries world-wide, according to WorldCat, “remain largely unread and rarely
discussed”, which is strikingly similar to the experience of American electrochemical
engineer Libb Thims who is nearly flubberstruck/flabbergasted, by the that he passed
through a US chemical engineering degree and was never told about Goethe’s Elective
except among college students,
Affinities, and the modern-day chemical thermodynamic ramifications of this great
most of whom develop a healthy
treatise, and subsequently was forced to go on another elevent-years searching the
literature for the historical underpinnings of the theory of human chemical
dose of amnesia shortly after
thermodynamics, before discovering Goethe in circa 2006, via footnote 2.5 in the
graduation.”
1984 work of Belgian chemist Ilya Prigogine, whose father Roman Prigogine, was a
— Daniel Spiro (2005), “Remember to
Live! The Philosophy of Johann Wolfgang chemical engineer?
von Goethe” [26]

See also
● Homework problems
● Human thermodynamics dissertations
● Two cultures synergy
● Two cultures namesakes
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Social Science’ of H.C. Carey (§1: Social Science, pgs. 25; tree of knowledge, pg. 26; molecule, pg. 37). Industrial
Publisher.
29. (a) Riley, Donna. (2011). Engineering Thermodynamics and 21st Century Energy Problems: A Textbook Companion
for Student Engagement (pdf) (§2.5: Thermo to Life, pgs. 46-47; §3.3: Entropy as a Social Construct, pgs. 55-57; §3.4:
Evaluating Entropy Analogies, pgs. 58-59; §4.5: Ethics of Energy Disasters, pgs. 79-80). Morgan& Claypool.
(b) Donna Riley (faculty) – Smith College.
30. Einstein, Albert. (1981). Albert Einstein: the Human Side (pgs. 25-27). Princeton University Press.
31. (a) Dean I. Hamden (faculty) – Montclair State University.
(b) The Physics of Human Behavior – BehaviorPhysics.Blogspot.com.
32. Slosson, Edwin E. (1910). Great American Universities (pg. 96). MacMillan.
33. Thims, Libb. (2013-14/15). Chemical Thermodynamics: with Applications in the Humanities (85-page
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35. Invention of wheel – Library.ThinkQuest.org.
36. Savoiu, Gheorghe. (2012). Econophysics: Background and Applications in Economics, Finance, and Sociophysics
(§10: Sociophysics: A New Science or a New Domain for Physicists in a Modern University, pgs. 149-65). American
Institute of Physics.
37. Galam, Serge. (2012). Sociophysics: A Physicist’s Modeling of Psycho-Political Phenomena (§3.12 Claiming the
Paternity of Sociophysics, pgs. 61-63). Springer.
39. Iberall, Arthur. (1974). Bridges in Science: from Physics to Social Science (pg. 278). General Technical Services.
40. Stewart, John Q. (1950). “The Development of Social Physics” (abs), Invited paper before The American
Association of Physics Teachers, Brinckerhoff Theater, Columbia University, Feb 3; in: American Journal of Physics,
May 1950, 18: 239-53.
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In hmolscience, two cultures inquires refers to
inquires or query efforts to propose and or initiate
a physicochemical-based and or physical sciences
based two cultures department, i.e. the bridging of
C.P. Snow’s infamous two cultures divide into a
one culture or one nature conceptualized teaching
course, titled physiochemical humanities (see: two
cultures namesakes), and eventual department, at
some yet unnamed top university, modeled on the
heels of the historical two cultures synergy efforts.
Some of these queries and responses are listed
below. The 1874-1891 efforts of Italian-born
English social reformer Florence Nightingale and
the the 2012-present efforts of American
electrochemical engineer Libb Thims, being two
dominant examples.

Oxford | Chair of Social Physics

“I propose that a chair in ‘social
physics’ be established at Oxford.”
— Florence Nightingale (1874), spent
the years 1874, 1876, and 1890-91, in
discussion with Benjamin Jowett, Francis
Galton, Alfred Marshall, among others,
lobbying to get chair in social physics
established [2]

“Every university should have a
Department of Applied Greek and a
complementary Department of
Humanized Physics, and the
benefits of these departments also
should be extended as freely as is
practicable to those who need them
most, that is, to those whose main
work is in another field.”

In 1874, on the passing Belgian social physics
pioneer Adolphe Quetelet, Italian-born English
social theorist Florence Nightingale, in her “In
Memorandum”, proposed that social physics
— Edwin Slosson (1910), Great
should be taught at the University of Oxford; in
American Universities [1]
1876, she discussed the idea with Oxford
administrative reformer Benjamin Jowett (18171893), who offered to leave money in his will for the chair, suggesting that it be named after her father (i.e.
Nightingale Chair of Social Physics); in 1890-91, she spent a year-and-a-half lobbying to see the chair established,
including discussion with Francis Galton, among others:
“We [need] a scheme from someone of high authority as to what should be the work and subjects in teaching ‘social
physics’ and their practical application, in the event of our being able to obtain a statistical professorship or
readership at the University of Oxford.”
— Florence Nightingale (1891), “Letter to Francis Galton”, Feb 7

Jowett, e.g., in 1891, discussed the proposal with Alfred Marshall who gave his opinion that the “government ought
to do it”. [2] The chair, despite Nightingale's efforts, was never realized.

Thims | Queries / Responses
The following is the work-in-progress query-response list, from American electrochemical engineer Libb Thims, to the
particles shown, in regards to query attempts at getting a two cultures department, a Nightingale Chair of Social
Physics, or physicochemical humanities course, put into working operation, query interactions listed from newest to
earliest:
Person

Query

Response

2014
(add)
(add)
Query (2 Sep 2014): I am interested in initiating a course in
“physiochemical humanities” to be taken by undergraduate engineering
students, also possibly humanities and graduate students, in place of one
or another standard humanities electives, at Stanford University,
thematically aimed at addressing the inherent two cultures (humanities +
Norbert Pelc (c.1954-) physical sciences) divide issue, such as touched on in Stanford
University’s founding physical science professor Fernando Sanford’s 1899 No response (16 Sep
Chair of
2014).
bioengineering
address “The Scientific Method and its Limitations.”
Stanford
The content of such a slated-to-be course will be to introduce
engineering students, and possibly humanities students, to the works of
the physical science based humanities works of the so-called “social
Newtons” of history, specifically: Goethe, Adams, Pareto, Winiarski,
Rossini, Henderson, Wilson, etc., as well as the modern social Newtons,
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e.g. Mimkes, Wallace, Beg, etc., who are currently heading the various
econophysics and sociophysics symposiums and departments, sprouting
up around the world (but not in the US).
I’ve now taught outlines of this course to bioengineering students at the
University of Illinois, Chicago (2010-2012), to mechanical engineering
students at Northern Illinois University (2013), and to mixture of
economists, sociologists, physicists, and humanities students and
professors at the University of Pitesti, Romania (2013). The timeline of
my inquiry efforts to initiate such a course here in American are outlined
here. The overarching aim is to bring into actualization a modern version
of the so-called “Nightingale Chair of Social Physics”, envisioned by
Florence Nightingale, to have solidified at Oxford, in the 19th century,
into 21st century realization.
Query (15 Aug 2014): “I came across you and your whole
“possibly we don’t have souls”, which “could be a
wonderful thing” assertion, while watching the National
Geographic's “Science of Evil” documentary on Netflix
sometime a month or so ago, then ordered your book, then
read your 2014 bioethics meeting transcript, and started an
Hmolpedia article on you: Joshua Green. Today, I’m on
page 160 of your book, and have cited your rocks don’t have morality
statement here: rock vs human. See the Rothbard section, in this link, to
see how the issue goes back through Goethe to Spinoza.
To make a long story short, I’m looking to revive a combination of
Lawrence Henderson’s “Sociology 23” and Edwin Wilson’s “Mathematical
Economics” courses, taught in the post WWI years at Harvard, centered
around the model of the Nightingale Chair of Social Physics, akin to what Response (25 Aug
John Q. Stewart did at Princeton, via the Princeton Department of Social 2014): “Thanks for your
Physics.
thoughts, and sorry for
the brief reply but I'm
working through a large
Joshua I would like to do this at Harvard and I see a connection in your work to
Greene all of this, albeit with much correction on your end, being that the corpus backlog. While I admire
School: of your tribal utilitarianism theory is ungrounded at the moment; e.g. the your self-starting
ambition, I'm afraid that
Harvard Rothbard spider vs human morality, is one example of this, that when
it's not possible to start
taken down the so-called “chain of being” loses its grip the closer one
gets to the hydrogen atom. On your part, if interesting in participating in teaching and doing
research here in this
this objective, I would need you to be one of four simultaneous PhD
Department:
advisors for me (the other three coming from: economics, sociology, and way. I can only admit
Psychology,
students through the
the physical chemistry departments), similar to how the University of
philosophy, and
Korea is now using a “two-supervisors system” to grant thermodynamics- Psychology PhD
neuroscience
based sociology PhDs: two-cultures department.
program, and even then
it's not entirely up to
I will then complete the following as my PhD dissertation, under 4-part
me. I appreciate your
supervision: Chemical Thermodynamics: with Applications in the
interest and wish you
Humanities (pdf), then start the so-called “Chair of Physicochemical
the best of luck.”
Humanities”, as Nightingale lobbied for at Oxford for so many years,
teaching sociophysics and econophysics in general, but anchored in
physicochemical humanities, i.e.
thermodynamics (heat, work, and energy principles) at root: physical
humanities, then aim to get funding from the Gates foundation, the way
Stewart got funding from the Rockefeller foundation, for his social
physics department at Princeton (1945-55), and then aim to get someone
trained to take over the chair, when I step down, a “key” something
lacking in all previous two cultures departments attempted historically
(see: two cultures synergy), so that a department of physicochemical
humanities can take root here in America, embracing all of the so-called
two cultures subjects at once (see: two cultures namesakes).
The pressing need for a department headed by such a chair is outlined,
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historically, ere: two cultures calls, see, e.g., the James Froude (1849,
1854) section, and his “moral mysteries” probe, to see how this connects
to your neuroimaging moral research probings and to the overall aim of
such a chair and or department. The timeline of my ongoing attempts to
initiate such a department is shown here: two cultures inquires.
At this point, all I am asking for you to say, if interested, is that: yes, you
“might” possibly be interested in such an interdepartmentalism project, if
the other departments conceded likewise. If you would be interested, I
would gladly be willing to fly out to your location, at your convenience, to
explain to you where all the physicochemical corrections need to be
amended in your logic, bioethics meeting arguments, and book. Thanks,
in advance, for your consideration.”
Query (27 May 2014): “I was Googling around for the term
“first life” and thermodynamics early today, while looking
for an example “first life” conceptualized image, for a first
life article I started today (while reading Neil Shubin’s 2008
Your Inner Fish), and so came across the Quanta Magazine
article on you, and shortly thereafter skimmed your selfreplication theory article, and started an Hmolpedia article
on you: Jeremy England, also available as pdf (here) (volume A-K, pgs.
371-72), you being situated between the Friedrich Engels and Entropy
entries.
In any event, I notice your research group is hiring, and might be
interesting in joining your team for possibly a year (or more)? While I see
that your group’s research interest tends to be focused on protein
thermodynamics, mine tends to be focused on thermodynamics in all
areas, up and down the evolution scale, with specific focus on
thermodynamics in the teaching and research in physicochemical
Jeremy
humanities, akin to what has been done historically, at the University of
Response (3 Jun 2014):
England
Lausanne (1890-1923), Harvard (1932-1942), Princeton (1945-1955),
“Thanks for your
School:
Western Washington University (1977-1995), and recently University of
interest in our work. I'm
MIT
Pitesti (2007-present): two cultures synergy.
afraid it won't be
possible to have you
In return, I would gladly reciprocate, in respect to group synergy, by
join the group but I
correcting much of your group’s work and theories, as well as learn parts
Department:
appreciate your
in return, and give you direction in regards to historical precedence; take,
Cellular and
enthusiasm. All the
e.g., the cellular thermodynamics work of Herbert Salzer, whose article I
macromolecular
best.”
wrote yesterday, Lionel Harrison being another example. At a minimum, I
biophysics
can bring to the group a 400+ personal thermodynamics book collection
and encyclopedic knowledge in most areas of thermodynamics.
In regards to your article, “self-” prefixes tend to be code for perpetual
motion of the living kind theories, much of Prigogine’s work is now
outdated, your citation of Landauer is a waste of time, etc.; also, the
biggest issue you will have to grapple with, when you start talking about
the thermodynamics of a “living thing”, as Charles Sherrington grappled
with cogently in 1938, is that chemistry and physics do not recognize the
word “alive”, an issue addressed in overview here: defunct theory of life.
While this is a big issue, requiring much terminology reform, e.g. terms
such as biophysics and biochemistry become [defunct] neoplasms,
direction in this area will tend to save you years if not decades of wasted
time going down cul-de-sacs looking for thermodynamics-like circular
chemical reactions mechanisms, the work of Stuart Kaufmann being one
example. The following is the best I can give you at present in regards to
curriculum vitae: Libb Thims..”

2013
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Prausnitz | a
department founder
School:
University of
California, Berkeley
Department:
Chemical and
biomolecular
engineering

Jay

Labinger
School:
CalTech
Department:
Chemistry

Query (27 May 2013): “I cited your 1986 “Two Sources of
Chemical Thermodynamics” article yesterday in an article
on the history of chemical thermodynamics that I am
slowly building, and upon looking up to see who you were,
see that you are chemical engineering professor emeriti of
UC Berkeley. Could you possibly give me some insight into
the remaining structure, if there is one, of the great Lewis
school of thermodynamics?
The last member of this group, in regards to my area of interest, namely
thermodynamics applied to the humanities, is the Frederick Rossini and
his famous 1971 lecture “Chemical Thermodynamics in the Real World”
turned 2006 Journal of Chemical Education debate about the application
of chemical thermodynamics to problems of terrorism and global
security. Could you give me your opinion on the Rossini debate?
Also, I am presently working to found America’s first two cultures
teaching department, that teaches content like that embedded in the
Rossini debate. My aim is to found the department at the UC Berkeley,
with the central hub located within the chemical and biomolecular
engineering department, and the humanities integrated into this hub.
Could you possibly give me some opinion as the potential of this “two
cultures department” finding a fit at UC Berkeley?”
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Response (28 Mar
2013): “I don't know
what the Rossini debate
is but I hope to find out.
No, your idea for a
department for
teaching two cultures
would not be
appreciated at Berkeley.
In the social sciences
and in some
humanities,
thermodynamics may
be useful as an analogy,
as a suggestion for
looking at a problem
(e.g., information
theory) but beyond
that, I see little use of
thermodynamics
outside science.”

Response (21 Mar
2013): “Gary: Are you
familiar with this guy at
all? I'd never heard of
him, until I got this
Query (21 Mar 2013): “I came across your 2010 Literature message just now out of
the blue. I can't
and Chemistry pdf today and so started an Hmolpedia
immediately tell from a
article on you: Jay Labinger. Similar to your interests in
literature chemistry/thermodynamics and the two cultures quick scan of the links
issue, presently I am working to found America’s first two he includes whether or
not he's mostly a crank
cultures university teaching department. What advice,
suggestions, opinions, etc., do you have on this objective,
(I will try to find some
having yourself waged into the two cultures wars?
time to read more
thoroughly, and in any
My present plan of attack is to (a) quickly complete a PhD dissertation on case answer him
“Thermodynamics and the Free Energy of Human Molecules”, done
politely), but there
possibly with two or three advisors (one form chemical engineering one might be something of
relevance to the
or two from the humanities), a Lewis chemical thermodynamics based
Templeton project
treatise on humans viewed as surface attached molecules (see: human
here.”
molecular formula) chemically reacting to each other, mechanistically,
discussed socially, economically, politically, etc., and (b) simultaneously
Response (23 Mar
begin teaching a graduate school “two cultures” course, teaching the
history and basics of the subject. My present aim is UC Berkeley. How do 2013): “Thanks for the
interesting message,
you think CalTech would “fit” in regards to the establishment of such a
and for your nice article
department?
about me on your
website. I have not had
Regarding the “science wars” as you call them, what I am most-worried
time to do more than
about is not so much the attack coming from people in the arts and
humanities group, but rather from within, from the scientists and
glance at some of the
engineers themselves, such as exemplified in the Rossini debate. Having links you included; I'll
spent time at Princeton, are you aware of the 1950s “social physics”
try to take a more
careful look, hopefully
group ran at Princeton (see: Princeton department of social physics)?”
sometime during the
upcoming week, and
then will be better able
to respond to your
questions.”
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2012

Mario
Small |

Department head
School:
University of Chicago
Department:
Sociology

Query (1 Apr 2012): “I would like to meet up with you
sometime this summer to discuss a possible revival of the
original physics-chemistry based sociology envisaged by
Albion Small and Frank Carlton when they founded the
University of Chicago’s sociology department. I’m looking
to found something along the lines of what they’re doing
with the econophysics department at the University of
Houston (Ѻ), albeit expanded, to be a department that encompasses
physics, chemistry, thermodynamics, engineering, and the humanities, all
in one; something along the lines of the Lewis school of thermodynamics,
but expanded into a "two cultures" cross-disciplinary department:
The subject is essentially lacking here in America (versions are sprouting
in Europe), but is one of a large untapped potential, the chemistry-based
weak ties model of Mark Granovetter, the supposedly most cited
sociology paper of all time, being one example. Essentially, I’m just
looking to get a feel for how the physical science based works of thinkers,
such as Small, Carlton, Lester Ward, the so-called father of American
sociology, Henry Carey, etc., all essentially have just disappeared from
modern-day American sociology? For example, I notice you stem from
Harvard; hence, I’m looking to discern exactly how Pitirim Sorokin’s (the
founder of Harvard’s sociology department) mechanistic school of social
thermodynamics, disappeared from the American education system?

Response (3 Apr 2012):
“This might be a tall
order given how the
discipline has evolved.
However, I'll keep this
in mind for after our
spring quarter is over.”

I’m teaching thermodynamics applied in the humanities to the
bioengineering students next month at UIC (my third year doing this),
lecturing on the following 500+ thinkers in general (see: sociology icons),
with focus on the following 40 thinkers in particular: human free energy,
but after that I should be free (Mondays and Tuesdays are good for me).”

2010-12
Ali

Mansoori |
Thermodynamics
head
School:
University of Illinois,
at Chicago
Department:
BioEngineering
(add discussion)

Dialogue: During lunches together, after giving invited guest lectures on human thermodynamics
to Mansoori’s bioengineer thermodynamics students, in the years 2010-12 (see: Thims lectures),
Mansoori suggested to Thims that he complete his two cultures objective at UIC, and that all he
would need to do would be to apply, and Mansoori would take care of the funding and the rest.
Thims, however, politely declined; stating that he had made a promise to himself that he would
only go up the education ladder (above the University of Michigan ranking level), but not down,
owing to his early very-irregular age 1-19 educational path, e.g. being made to retake second grade
(age 6-7), then spending grades 2-12 doing absolutely nothing, educational wise, then jumping to
acceptance to chemical engineering at University of California, Berkeley (top 3 ranked in
engineering), having never taken a chemistry course prior, but going to University of Michigan (top
5 ranked in engineering), owing to financial reasons, etc., then graduating in the top of his class,
then detaching completely from the engineering field, i.e. until initiating personal research in
hmolscience, but doing so with a promise made to himself that he would return to the top of the
educational ladder, ranking-wise, at or above the Berkeley-level of education stature and world
ranking as far as intellectual prestige and respect goes.

Working models | Historical
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Main "Social Physics" Schools

Other actual "working model"
two cultures university
department synergy effort
models include: economist Leon
Winiarski and his social
mechanics course (University of
(Harvard Pareto circle: 1932-1943)
Geneva, 1894-1900), physical
(Lausanne school: 1890-1923)
chemist Lawrence Henderson and
his physicochemical sociology
course and seminars (Harvard
University, 1932-1942), via the
Harvard Pareto circle, polymath
Edwin Wilson and his
physiochemical economics course (Princeton social physics: 1945-1955)
(Romanian school: 2007-present)
(Harvard University, 1932-1938),
The form main universities that had or have actual functioning physicochemical
physicist John Q. Stewart and
humanities stylized courses and or departments (see: two cultures synergy).
Rockefeller-founded social
physics research group (Princeton University, 1945-1955), see: Princeton department of social physics, albeit not
attempted without difficulty, as Stewart commented:
“Immaturity, lack of imagination, 'doctrinaire departmentalism', and [in particular] overspecialization is choking
modern scholarship and limiting man’s communication with his fellows.”
— John Q. Stewart (1955), commentary on social physics initiatives at Princeton

and sociologist Ed Stephan and his territorial social physics project (Western Washington University, 1997), and more
recently economist Gheorghe Savoiu and physicist Ion Siman and their econophysics and sociophysics journal and
teaching program (University of Pitesti, 2007-present), the latter of which Thims visited and studied in 2013 as key
speaker of their 5th annual socioeconomic physics workshop.

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“In March 2011, I graduated with a master's degree in theoretical physics at the University of Bologna (Italy). I am
strongly interested in sociophysics or in general in physics applied to human behavior: in my thesis I solved a
sociological problem using statistical mechanics, and machine learning methods. I am looking for a PhD in sociophysics or human thermodynamics and or funds for it. Do you know something about it? Any advice is welcome.”
— Simone Loreti (2012), email to Libb Thims and other online forum postings

See also
● Libb Thims (lectures)
● Libb Thims (students)
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Two cultures namesakes
In science, two cultures namesakes refers to coinings, portmanteaus, and new term usages of crossover or bridging
disciplines between the two cultures of so-called "hard science" Clausius culture (left brain thinkers), or physical
science and engineering culture, and the so-called "soft science" Shakespeare culture (right brain thinkers), or liberal
arts and humanities culture.

List
The following is a chronological listing of the various two cultures "namesakes" employed—many of which are
hmolscience sub-branch sciences, shown with subject coiner; those with photos shown next to term have intellectual
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dominance, e.g. are high ranking social Newtons, or existive social Newtons, or respectable critiques and historical
commentators (e.g. Sorokin) on the subject:
Term | Two cultures

Coiner | Date

Science of man

David Hume, 1739

Social physics

Auguste Comte, 1822

Human physics

Adolphe Quetelet, 1835

Human chemistry

E.B., 1851

Historical materialism

Friedrich Engels, 1859/1892

Scientific socialism

Friedrich Engels, c.1870

Social chemistry

Thomas Huxley, 1871

Physical economics

Patrick Geddes, c.1880s

Social mechanics

Francis Edgeworth,1881

Mathematical psychics

Francis Edgeworth, 1881

Physical anthropology

Franz Boas, 1882

Dialectical materialism

Georgi Plekhanov, 1891

Mathematical economics

Vilfredo Pareto, c.1892

Human thermodynamics

Bryan Donkin, 1893

Pure political economics and
social mechanics

Leon Winiarski, 1894

Scientific psychology

Sigmund Freud, 1895

Sociophysiology

Emile Waxweiler, 1906)

Physico-chemical social
dynamics

Henry Adams, 1908

Economic dynamics

Maffeo Pantaleoni, c.1908

Human energetics

Wilhelm Ostwald, 1909

Social energetics

Ernest Solvay, 1910

Humanized physics

Edwin Slosson, 1910

Anthropic physics

Wilhelm Ostwald, 1912

Technocracy

Howard Scott, 1918

Cartesian economics

Frederick Soddy, 1921

Mental dynamics

Sigmund Freud, 1923

Biophysical economics

Alfred Lotka, 1924

Social thermodynamics

Pitirim Sorokin, 1928

Mathematical sociology

Pitirim Sorokin, 1928

Gibbs-Pareto based sociology
Lawrence Henderson, 1932
[Sociology 23]
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Scientific humanism

Oliver Reiser, 1940

Psychohistory

Isaac Asimov, 1942

Physicochemical sociology

Pitirim Sorokin, 1943

Emotional thermodynamics

Helen Dunbar, 1943

Socio-economic
thermodynamics

Person, 1962 (Ѻ)

Economic thermodynamics

Person, 1962 (Ѻ)

Psychothermodynamics

Jurgen Ruesch, 1964

Psychodynamics

Eric Berne, 1964

Dynamic psychology

John Bowlby, 1969

Homeokinetics

Arthur Iberall, 1970s

Molecular sociology

Roy Henderson, 1971

Social thermodynamics

Marlan Blissett, 1972

Financial thermodynamics

Daedalus, 1972

Ethnoenergetics

Eugene Ruyle, 1973

Political thermodynamics

Harold Nieburg, 1973

Social engineering +
sociophysics

Arthur Iberall, 1974

Cultural thermodynamics

Stanley Diamond, 1974

Sociophysics

Serge Galam, c.1975

Socio-chemistry

Michael Fores, 1976

Anthro-physics

Michael Fores, 1976

Quantum economics

Asghar Qadir, 1978 [7]

Hierarchical thermodynamics

Georgi Gladyshev, 1978

Sociophysics and
sociochemistry

Alexander Rosenberg, 1980

Ecological economics

Robert Constanza, 1982

Physico-economics

Malte Faber, 1985

Architectural thermodynamics Hassan Fathy, 1986
Physico-Chemical Sociology

Mirza Beg, 1987

Thermoeconomics

Bengt Mansson, 1990

Racial thermodynamics

Richard Delgado, 1990

Relation thermodynamics

Wayne Angel, 1992

Scientism

Caspar Hakfoort, 1995

Econophysics

Eugene Stanley, 1995

Themed on: Lawrence Henderson (1932)
and Henry Adams (1908)
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Eco-thermodynamics

Robert Ayres, 1995

Religious thermodynamics

Abdul Karim Surush, c.1995

Animate thermodynamics

Sture Nordholm, 1997

Crowd dynamics

Keith Still, 2000

Physioeconomics

Philip Parker, 2000

Relationship physics

Christopher Hirata, c.2000

Physics of socio-economic
systems

German Physical Society,
2001 [6]

Socio-thermodynamics

Ingo Müller, 2002

Socio-economic physics

German Physical Society,
2002

Physics in economics and
social sciences

Polish Physical Society,
c.2003

Social dynamics

Raddai Raikhlin, 2003

Physical socio-economics

Jurgen Mimkes, c.2005

Applied thermodynamics:
physical socio-economics

Jurgen Mimkes, c.2005

Econophysics and
sociophysics

Jurgen Mimkes, 2006

Econo-thermodynamics

Jurgen Mimkes, 2006

Scientific sociology

John Macionis, 2008

Econo-engineering

Gheorghe Savoiu and Ion
Siman, 2008

Econochemistry

Yuri Tarnopolsky, 2009

Pattern chemist

Yuri Tarnopolsky, 2009

Some more-recently Hmolpedia-introduced umbrella-like classification terms, utilized for grouping the above
variations:
Human molecular dynamics (Thims, 2007)
Human chemical thermodynamics (Thims, 2007)
Philosophical thermodynamics (Thims, 2008)
Literature thermodynamics (Thims, 2008)
Human statistical thermodynamics (Thims, 2008)
Art thermodynamics (Thims, 2008)
Human thermodynamics education (Thims, 2008)
Business thermodynamics (Thims, 2008)
History thermodynamics (Thims, 2008)
Anthropological thermodynamics (Thims, 2008)
Business chemistry (Thims, 2009)
The following, which began to be used in 2010 to 2012, the term "human engineering thermodynamics" used
specifically in a university lecture given to bioengineering thermodynamics students, are a few more closer-to-target
namesakes for the subject matter of the proposed engineering-centric humanities embedded two cultures teaching
department:
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Human engineering thermodynamics (Thims, 2010)
Humanities thermodynamics (Thims, 2010)
Human molecular science (Thims, 2010)
Hmolscience (Thims, 2010)
Integration and segregation thermodynamics, Thims, 2010)
Human mathematics (Thims, 2011)
Literature chemistry (Thims, 2011)
War thermodynamics (Thims, 2011)
Sustainability thermodynamics (Thims, 2012)
A few recent 2013 tentative two cultures department namesakes, aimed at capturing all of the above, include:
Human molecular engineering (Thims, 2013)
Human chemical engineering (Thims, 2013)
Humanities engineering
Physical science applied humanities
Socio-physical chemistry = Sociophysics + sociochemistry
Physical sociology (Leon Warshay, 14 May 2013)
Socioeconomic chemical thermodynamics (Thims, 4 Jun 2013) [N1]
The following are some recent 2014 introductions:
Physical humanities (Thims, 31 Jan 2014; based thematically, in part, on the 2013 Leon Warshay usage)
Physicochemical humanities (Thims, 6 May 2014; based on the 1908 Henry
Adams usages)

Discussion
The term “human molecular engineering” was used in the University of
California, Berkeley article and also in the Gheorghe Savoiu article on the newlyemerging 2008 sociophysics/econophysics applied field of "econo-engineering";
the phrase “physical science applied sociologist”, in regards to physical science
applied humanities, was used in reference to Henry Carey; the term “sociophysical chemistry” is a truncation of American philosopher Alexander
Rosenberg’s 1980 mocking definition of sociophysics and sociochemistry. The
former proposed term, i.e. department of human molecular engineering, to
The umbrella term namesake [?] for
note, has thematic commonality to all: in that both the “human molecule”
all of the various subjects listed below
perspective and use of the “second law” analysis perspective have historically
is still as of yet unsolidified (see: two
been used in and cut through every branch of the humanities, engineering, and cultures department).
the physical sciences, uniformly, up to the present, and likely well into the
future, and that ideally the proposed two cultures department will need to be centered around a leading chemical
engineering university department, as chemical thermodynamics is the core of the subject of chemical engineering,
meaning that chemical engineers are generally, as seems to be the case, the leading experts of chemical
thermodynamics, physical chemists aside. The resultant umbrella term human molecular engineering, in this sense,
would seem a cogent department title. The future might see the use of something along the lines of "University of
[Fill in the Blank], Department of Hmolscience", but presently this term (hmolscience) is a rather new coining (2010),
having little immediate recognition (though Hmolpedia, as of 2013, draws near 70,000 page views per month),
whereas something like the "Princeton University Department of Social Physics" has immediate subject recognition,
albeit is less encompassing, focused generally on "physics + sociology" only, rather than other needed subjects such
as economics, history, philosophy, anthropology, and chemistry, and so on.

Images
The following are related two cultures physical society subdivision namesake images:

The German Physical Society's socio-economic
physics division symbol acronym for the
"physics", symbolized by the Greek letter Phi
"Φ" of socio-economic "SOE" systems, active

In circa 2003, the Polish Physics Society created a new
division entitled “Physics in Economics and Social
Sciences” (FENS), under section president Janusz A.
Holyst, catering to physicists who try to “look over the
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since 2002, something not found in American
physical science society?

bridge” between the methods used in physics and those
of the analysis of economical and social phenomena. [1]

The following are two cultures science journal images:

The University of Pitesti’s new 2011launched Econophysics, Sociophysics and
other Multidisciplinary Sciences Journal,
acronym ESMSJ, headed by Romanians
economist and econophysicist Gheorghe
Savoiu and physicist and sociophysicist
Ion Siman, containing articles on
multidisciplinary topics such as “quantum
economics”, which gives way to the need
for a “new” umbrella two cultures like
namesake that captures this newlyforming modern science. [2]

The following are a few visual examples of two cultures like terminologies used by American electrochemical
engineer Libb Thims:

A 2007 chapter section entitled "human molecular dynamics"
from American electrochemical engineer Libb Thims' Human
Chemistry, which is a term in the neighborhood for a possible
"two cultures department" namesake? [3]

Header to a 2012 lecture handout given to UIC
bioengineering thermodynamics students as
supplement to a lecture on human thermodynamics by
American electrochemical engineer Libb Thims, which
may be in the neighborhood of the two cultures
department namesake? [32]

Other schools | Historical
In "schools of thermodynamics" classification terms, historically speaking, the modern two cultures school would be
comparable to: the energetics school (1890-1908), headed by German physical chemist Wilhelm Ostwald, which
promoted and or taught a certain amount philosophical thermodynamics (e.g. Robert Lindsay and his 1930s Brown
University entropy ethics courses); the Helmholtz school (1845-1923), under the direction of Austrian psychiatrist
Sigmund Freud, moved a certain amount of thermodynamics teaching into the format of psychological
thermodynamics, such as captured in his 1895 "A Project for Scientific Psychology" (on free energy and bound energy
applied to the mental sphere of stored emotions); the Lausanne school (1870-1903), under the guidance of Leon
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Walras and Leon Winiarski, moved thermodynamics into economics and politics; the Brussels school (1918-c.1980s),
under the drive of Ilya Prigogine, taught a certain amount of social thermodynamics and ethics thermodynamics, e.g.
Dick Hammond and his 1979 EdD thesis Analysis of Entropy Reduction and its Implications for Ethical Instruction in
Public Education, and his followup university courses on this subject at the University of Texas; the spin-off RoegenDaly school (1971-c.1990s) promotes its own barely palatable brand of ecological economics thermodynamics; the
Santa Fe Institute (1984-present) has incorporated a certain amount of hmolscience topics into their publications,
albeit mostly in the form of emergence/complexity theory applied to mind from matter theories.

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“It is just because the application of the every-day principles of engineering to the animate engine [humans] offers
such a powerful corrective to the make-believes of the economic systems of society that I have ventured to address
you on the subject.”
— Frederick Soddy (1921) "Cartesian Economics Lectures"

Notes
N1. Term used on the Vilfredo Pareto page to capture Lawrence Henderson's sketched out 1935 theory, based on his
faculty workshops at Harvard, that:
Socioeconomic equilibrium dynamics (Henderson) = Economic dynamics (Pareto) + Chemical thermodynamics (Gibbs)
Though, to note, it seems that Henderson never actually gave a name to what he was arguing.

See also
● Two cultures department
● Two cultures synergy
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3. Thims, Libb. (2007). Human Chemistry (Volume One) (§: Human molecular dynamics, pgs. 140-46). Morrisville, NC:
LuLu.
4. Thims, Libb. (2012). “An Introduction to Human Thermodynamics: Chemistry, Physics, Engineering, and Applied”
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mechanics." (Ѻ)

Two cultures synergy
In science, two cultures synergy refers to synergistic relationships, associations, and interactions between the socalled "hard science" Clausius culture (left brain thinkers), or physical science and engineering culture, and the socalled "soft science" Shakespeare culture (right brain thinkers), or liberal arts and humanities culture, according to
which a two cultures bridging interaction effect results, so to speak, resulting in more than the sum of the parts
individually.
“Every university should have a Department of Applied Greek and a complementary Department of Humanized
Physics, and the benefits of these departments also should be extended as freely as is practicable to those who need
them most, that is, to those whose main work is in another field.”
— Edwin Slosson (1910), Great American Universities

Timeline
The following table shows noted historical two cultures "synergies" and the fruit resulting from such interaction:
Dates &
Location

Thinkers

Product
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Economics

Economics

Engineering

Maffeo
Pantaleoni
(1857-1924)

Vilfredo Pareto
(1848-1923)
Chair of political
economy

1890-1923
University
of
Lausanne
+
University
of Geneva

Leon Walras
(1834-1910)
Chair of
political
economy

Political
Economics
Social
Mechanics

● Lausanne school of physical
economics
● The Teaching of Pure Political
Economics and Social Mechanics in
Switzerland

Resulted: Pareto writing over eight
volumes on his social mechanics /
Leon
Winiarski dynamic economics theory; Winiarski
(1865-1915) wrote a near similar, albeit using the
more advanced Clausius inequality.
[1]

● Harvard Pareto circle
● Sociology 23
● Mathematical economics

19321940s
Harvard
University

Physics

Thermodynamic
s

Sociology

Sociology

● Princeton department of social
physics
● Princeton school of social physics
● Princeton social physics

1945-1955
Princeton
University

John Q.
Stewart
Percy Bridgman
(1894-1972)
(1882-1961)

Stuart Dodd
(1900-1975)

John
● Many publica ons on social
Trimmer
mechanics and social physics,
(1908-1983) including the 1948 Demographic
Gravitation. [2]
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Physical
chemistry

1977-1995
Western
Washingto
Ed Stephan
n
University (1939-2008)
Chair of
sociology

Economics

Louis Barrett George Gerhold
(1937-)
(c.1940-)
Dean of arts
Chair of physics
and sciences

Physics

Physics and
thermodynamic
s

● Resulted in the launching (2008) of
an annual “Econophysics and
Sociophysics” workshop:

2007present
University
of Pitesti

Gheorghe
Savoiu
(1957-)

Ion Siman
(1951-)

Mircea Gligor
(1963-)

● The launching (2011) of the journal
Econophysics, Sociophysics and other
Multidisciplinary Sciences; the 2012
book Econophysics: Background and
Applications in Economics, Finance,
and Sociophysics, among other
ventures. [4]

2015/16present
University
not yet
determine
d

See:
● Two cultures calls
● Two cultures inquiries
● Two cultures department
Libb Thims
(c.1975-)
● Textbook: Chemical
Thermodynamics: with
Applications in the Humanities [5]

See also
● Two cultures department
● Two cultures namesakes
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Two cultures tensions
In hmolscience, two cultures tensions refers areas of conflict between the Clausius culture and the Shakespeare
cultures, of the C.P. Snow divide, in respect to incompatible views of the humanities and human nature, the former
tending to be materialistic, the latter spiritualistic (though this tends not to be often stated openly) and or
neovitalistic, or thereabouts.

Froude
In 1848, English clergyman-abnegator turned historian, novelist, biographer, and editor James Froude published his
semi-autobiographical Nemesis of Faith—which, according to David Knight (2009), owed much to Goethe’s novel of
human and chemical reactions (Elective Affinities, 1809)—which lost him his fellowship at Exeter College, Oxford,
where his book was publicly burned. [1] Froude went onto become the first English translator of Elective Affinities
(1854), albeit done anonymously for his safety.

Buchner
In 1855, the “gross materialist” German physician, physicist, philosopher Ludwig Buchner, as American philosopher
Henry Finck (1877) characterized him, published his 1855 Force and Matter: Empirico-Philosophical Studies. The
extreme materialism of this work, e.g. statements such as “just as man and woman attract one another, so oxygen
attracts hydrogen”, excited so much opposition that he was compelled to give up his post at Tübingen, whereafter he
retired to Darmstadt, practicing as a physician and contributing regularly to pathological and physiological magazines.

Teilhard
In 1925, French theologian and physical chemist Pierre Teilhard—the role model for the faith-renouncing priest
Father Damien Karras in the 1971 horror novel turned 1973 film The Exorcist, by American writer William Blatty—had
his “spiritual energetics” (spirit-matter theory) writings, a subject defined as “psychodynamics, on the analogy of
thermodynamics” or a “motor force in the universe”, devoted to the study of “the conditions under which the human
zest for auto-evolution and ultra-evolution occurs in relationship to dissipation”, banned by the church, for being
against Catholic doctrine, after which he was excommunicated, leaving all of his extensive writings and work to be
published posthumously.

America | Church / State
In the United States, owing to the 1802 "separation of church and state" clause, added to the US Constitution by
Thomas Jefferson, it is difficult to find similar to above examples of materialism colliding with spiritualism resulting in
tenure or job loss; if anything, the reverse situation is true: those teachers inclined to teach or preach creationism
and the like will tend to lose their position and or job. The remaining issue, however, as documented well in the 2007
Monkey Girl: Evolution, Education, Religion, and the Battle for America's Soul , a non-fiction book about the Kitzmiller
v. Dover Area School District trial of 2005, which gives insight into the general view that teachers in America generally
avoid and steer clear of any type of physical science trespassing into the territory traditionally controlled by religion,
such as morals and meaning and a force and matter materialistic world—some US primary and high school teachers
commenting how they will completely skip over the evolution chapters in class, so to avoid the thorny moral
questions that often arise, and or parent complaints that their students are being de-Christianized, is that the
physicochemical materialistic approach to addressing these so-called "thorny moral issues" is left discussed,
according to which atrophy has resulted throughout America, the atheist scientist generally keeping to themselves
about his or her own non-Christian belief system.

Social Physics
The following are noted "social physics" two cultures tensions quotes:
“In the early nineteen-twenties it had become clear that natural science and technology would continue their
triumphant advances while the social and humane studies, in order to reduce their tragic lag, would need to be
equipped with methods far more effective than archaic types of merely verbal reasoning. With untrammeled
enthusiasm of a youthful PhD in physics, I expected to find a general sympathy with this [social physics] program but
the case was otherwise. There is a proverb that ‘in the country of the blind the one-eyed man is king’, the falsity of
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which has been depicted in the story by H.G. Wells. One has to find for himself that in the country of the blind—
meaning university faculties and their learned societies—the one-eyed man meets with lifted eyebrows.”
— John Q. Stewart (c.1955), commentary on the friction involved in his decade-long effort to get “social physics” established at
Princeton

“Immaturity, lack of imagination, 'doctrinaire departmentalism', and [in particular] overspecialization is choking
modern scholarship and limiting man’s communication with his fellows.”
— John Q. Stewart (1955), commentary on the friction involved in his decade-long effort to get “social physics” established at
Princeton [2]

“To suggest that humans could behave like atoms was looked upon as a blasphemy to both hard science and human
complexity, a total nonsense, something to be condemned. And it has been indeed condemned during the last fifteen
years.”
— Serge Galam (2004), “Sociophysics: a Personal Testimony”

See also
● Human molecule (banned)
● Lionel Harrison
● Stark classification
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Two nature
In science, two nature, or "natures", as contrasted with one nature,
refers to the conviction, view, or belief that, in respect to the various
structures and movements in the universe, there exist two “natures”,
namely one that governs describes humans, and or other animate
organisms (e.g. biological things), and one that governs or describes
physical, chemical, and or other inanimate matter (e.g. atoms, rocks,
or stars).

Overview
In 1964, George Lundberg outlined the following two natures divide
conception: [1]
“Semantic confusion has resulted in a most mischievous separation of
fields of knowledge into the ‘natural’ and ‘physical’ on one hand as
against the ‘social’ and ‘cultural’ (mental, non-material, spiritual) on
the other. As a consequence, it has been assumed that the methods
The basic "two natures" divide: physical science
of studying the former field are not applicable to the latter. The
on one hand, thought to be governed by one
generally admitted lag in the progress of the ‘social’ as contrasted
nature, and moral science on another, thought to
with the ‘physical’ sciences has been a further result. The history of
be governed by an entirely different nature, a
science consists largely of the account of the gradual expansion of the "divine" nature of sorts; a rift or conceptual
divide that seems to have arisen during the
realms of the ‘natural’ and the ‘physical’ at the expense of the
Whewell-Coleridge debate (1833).
‘mental’ and the ‘spiritual’. One by one ‘spiritual’ phenomena have
become ‘physical’. The evolution of the concept of the ‘soul’ is
especially relevant, because its final stage of transition or translation by way of the ‘mind’ into purely ‘physical’
concepts is still under way.”
In 1970 German-born Austrian economist Oskar Morgenstern, in retrospect commentary on his earlier 1947 game
theory and utility theory collaborations with John Neumann, stated the following two natures (and or unbridgeable
gap) stylized view: [2]
“Game theory is a new discipline that has aroused much interest because of its novel mathematical properties and its
many applications to social, economic, and political problems. Earlier efforts were oriented on the physical sciences
and inspired by the tremendous success these have had over the centuries. Yet social phenomena are different:
people are acting sometimes against each other, sometimes cooperatively with each other; they have different
degrees of information about each other, their aspirations lead them to conflict or cooperation. Inanimate nature
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shows none of these traits. Atoms, molecules, stars may coagulate, collide, and explode but they do not fight each
other; nor do they collaborate. Consequently, it was dubious that methods and concepts developed for physical
sciences would succeed in being applied to social problems.”
Here, paradoxically, Morgenstern seems to hold the view that molecules, at least inanimate molecules, have one
nature, whole humans have a different nature.

See also
● Nature abhors a vacuum
● Two cultures
● Two cultures department
● Two cultures namesakes
● Two cultures synergy
● Two cultures tensions
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Tykodi, Ralph
In nonequilibrium thermodynamics, Ralph J. Tykodi (c.1925-) is an American physical
chemist and thermodynamicist noted for his work in the area of thermodynamic
applications to nonequilibrium situations. His two main publications are the 1967
Thermodynamics of Steady State and the 2002 Thermodynamic of Systems in
Nonequilibrium States. [1] Tykodi’s main influences are Scottish physicist William
Thomson and American engineer Willard Gibbs. A student of his is American chemical
engineer Ted Erikson, who completed his MS in thermodynamics under Tykodi in 1959.

Education
Tykodi completed his PhD in physical chemistry at the Pennsylvania State University. He
taught at the Illinois Institute of Technology from 1955-1965 and at the University of
Massachusetts Dartmouth from 1965-1995.
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Typing monkeys
In thermodynamics, typing monkeys is
probability argument often used to explain
the second law of thermodynamics, to the
effect that the probability of monkey
producing a work of Shakespeare by typing
away on a keyboard is more probable than a
violation of the second law or of a reversal of
entropy. The typing monkey metaphor is
simply a humorous way of saying that there is
Left: Cicero's 45BC "scattered letters argument" against Lucretius and his
no such thing as a Maxwell’s demon.

Lucretius
In 55BC, Lucretius, in his On the Nature of
Things, argued for a chance-based atomic
theory conceptualized godless origin of the
world, as follows:

chance-based atomic theory origin of the world. Right Emile Borel's 1913
"typing monkey’s argument, a thermodynamic variant of the former;
originating as a spin-off of the Maxwell’s demon argument, which asserts
that a violation of the second law is less probable than a monkey every
typing up a work of Shakespeare.

“My object is to dispel the fear of the gods, which arises simply from the fact that there are so many things which
men do not yet understand, and therefore imagine to be effected by divine power. In respect to the origin of the
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world, surely the atoms did not hold council, assigning order to each, flexing their keen minds with questions of place
and motion and who goes where. But shuffled and jumbled in many ways, in the course of endless time they are
buffeted, driven along, chancing upon all motions, combinations. At last they fall into such an arrangement as would
create this universe.”
This seems to be the origin of the various parodies, listed below, produced in the years to following, e.g. "throwing
letters to the ground [and getting Ennius’ Annals]" (Cicero, 45BC); "typing monkeys [and getting a library or book]"
(Borel, 1913) (Eddington, 1928); "tornado in a junkyard [and getting a Boeing 747]" (Hoyle, 1981); "trowing Scrabble
letters to the ground [and getting Hamlet]" (Meyer, c.2003); "monkeys typing/computers generating" [and getting a
line of Shakespeare] (Jonathan Wells, 2006); "shaking Lego pieces in a bag [and getting a helicopter]" (Think Islam,
2014); among likely others.

Cicero
Cicero, in his treatises On the Nature of the Gods or On Destiny, seems to be the originator of at least the first version
of the typing monkeys analogy, for his following statement: [8]
“If one believes such a thing possible, I cannot conceive why one would not believe as well that by haphazardly
throwing a vast quantity of the twenty-one letters onto the ground, the result could be Ennius’ Annals, such that they
could then be read. I doubt if chance could by itself complete even a single line.”
Cicero, here, supposedly, is taking objection to Epicurus and Democritus who, supposedly, held that "everything
happens by chance". (Ѻ)

Borel
The use of typing monkeys to explain irreversibility first appeared in French mathematician Emile Borel’s 1913 article
“Statistical Mechanics and Irreversibility” and in his 1914 book Chance. [1] In short, Borel said that if a million
monkeys typed ten hours a day, it was extremely unlikely that their output would exactly equal all the books of the
richest libraries of the world; and yet, in comparison, it was even more unlikely that the laws of statistical mechanics
would ever be violated, even briefly. [1]

Eddington
In 1928, Arthur Eddington, in his chapter on “The
Running Down of the Universe”, used the same monkey
metaphor in his effort to explain entropy as an increase
of disorder. Eddington begins by using the twocompartment model of gas molecules divided by a
partition, where at first all the molecules are in one
compartment (an ordered state). As the divider is
removed, says Eddington, the molecules spread over
the whole vessel and remain so ever after (a less
ordered state). He says: there is a faint possibility that
at one moment all the molecules might happen to be
visiting in only one half of the container, but he says the Video stills from the 2014 video (Ѻ) of a Muslim ridiculing the
“chance” based atheist explanation of evolution and the
probability of his happening is:

formation of complex things, such as helicopters, using a bag of
Legos.

where n is the number of total particle in the vessel. [2] He goes on to say that the reason we ignore this chance is
seen by “a rather classical illustration”, which he says is:
“If I let my fingers wander idly over the keys of a type writer it might happen that my screed made an intelligible
sentence. If an army of monkeys were strumming on typewriters they might write all the books in the British
Museum. The chance of their doing so is decidedly more favorable than the chance of the molecules returning to one
half of the vessel.”
This re-interpretation of the monkey model, as we see, is a pure Maxwell’s demon derivative argument. Sometime
after Eddington’s take on the monkeys, the parable became shortened to the effect that a violation of the second law
would be equivalent to a the happening of monkey, given enough time, typing the works of Shakespeare (particularly
Hamelet). In 2003, for example, a computer algorithm Monkey Shakespeare Simulator was posted on the Internet,
which after a year and half of iteration found that it a partial line from The Second Part of King Henry IV was
produced. [3]
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Hoyle
In 1980 or 1981, Fred Hoyle, together with Chandra Wickramasinghe, who co-authored Evolution From Space: a
Theory of Cosmic Creation (1981) (Ѻ) and Cosmic Life Force (1990) (Ѻ), began to state that: “It is ridiculous to suppose
that the random shuffling of constituent molecules could create life, and wrong to teach children [this] ... and that
such an event is comparable to the “chance that a tornado sweeping through a junk yard might assemble a Boeing
747 from the materials therein.” (Ѻ)
“The chance that higher life forms might have emerged in this way is comparable with the chance that a tornado
sweeping through a junk-yard might assemble a Boeing 747 from the materials therein.”
— Fred Hoyle (1981), “Hoyle on Evolution”, Nature, 294(5837):105, Nov 12 (Ѻ)

This is known to some as the junkyard tornado (Ѻ) argument.

Strobel-Meyer dialogue
The following is a bit of dialogue, on the question of random chance
created life vs god created life, from American atheist turned skeptical
positive theist Lee Strobel’s circa 2003 interview of intelligent design
advocate Stephen Meyer: [5]
Strobel: “The idea of life forming by random chance is out of vogue right
now among scientists.”
Meyer: “I agree, virtually all origin of life experts have rejected that
approach.”

The following shows Stephen Mayer’s circa
2003 “scrabble pieces argument”, a variant
of Cicero’s “letters onto the ground”
Strobel: “Even so, the idea is still very much alive at the popular level. For
many college students who speculate about these things, chance is still the argument against Lucretius, against blind
random chance formation of “life” out of
hero. They think if you let amino acids randomly interact over millions of
the chaos of the universe, randomly
years life is somehow going to emerge.”
moving atoms, and random genetic
mutation. [5]

Meyer: “Well, yes, it’s true that this scenario is still alive among people
who don’t know the facts, but there’s no merit to it. Imagine trying to generate even a simple book by throwing
Scrabble letters onto the floor. Or imagine closing and picking Scrabble letters out of a bag. Are you going to produce
Hamlet in anything like the time of the known universe?”
Meyer: “Even a simple protein molecule, or the gene to build that molecule, is so rich in information that the entire
time since the big bang would not give you, as my colleague Bill Dembski likes to say, the ‘probabilistic resources’ you
would need to generate that molecule by chance.”
On one hand, to digress, this last interaction sound akin to two imbecilic ticks arguing about why the dog is moving;
on the other hand, the problem—originally argued by Cicero (IQ:175±|#148) on itself is not as imbecilic as it, on the
surface, may seem; in that it seems to be digging at a problem left unaddressed since the Greek atomic theory days; ;
the correction of which seemingly first addressed in the Schiller-Henderson (Ѻ) train of thought.

Misattributions
In his 1931 book The Mysterious Universe, English physicist James Jeans misattributes the monkey parable to English
biologist Thomas Huxley.

Evolution
The typing monkeys argument is frequently used to argue that the second law proves that evolution is either false or
highly improbable. [4]
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Further reading
● Georgescu-Roegen, Nicholas. (1971). The Entropy Law and the Economic Process (appendix F.2: Probability and
Time Dimension: Emile Borel and monkey typists, pgs. 417-19). Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard University Press.

External links
● Infinite monkey theorem – Wikipedia.

Tyndall, John
In thermodynamics, John Tyndall (1820-1893) (DN=6-7) was an Irish physicist notable
for for having done the first English translations of the the works of Clausius and
Helmholtz, in the early 1850s, for having having seeded the Spencerian dilemma
(1858), and for having launched the 1874 Tyndall-Stewart-Tait debate, on the relation
between modern hard science and religion, wherein on of he first dead atom theory
ridicules resulted.

Translations
In 1850, Tyndall did the first German-to-English translations for the thermodynamics
papers of German physicists Rudolf Clausius and Hermann Helmholtz and in 1867
penned the introduction to the 1867 edition of Clausius' textbook The Mechanical
Theory of Heat. [1] Tyndall was associated with English mathematician Thomas Hirst,
English translator of the first edition, whom he had worked with in 1845 while an
engineer Halifax.

Mechanical equivalent of heat
In mid 1850s, both Tyndall and Irish physicist German physicist Rudolf Clausius were the first to repeat German
physicist Robert Mayer’s calculations of the mechanical equivalent of heat, using the specific heat measurements of
French chemist Henri Regnault, thus confirming agreement between the results of Mayer and those of English
physicist James Joule. [4]

Spencer, equilibration, and the second law
See main: Spencerian dilemma

In approximately 1858, Tyndall informed English philosopher-scientist Herbert Spencer that his theory of the
existence of a type of “moving equilibrium” between society and the environment, moving society towards a state of
ultimate bliss, the utmost state correlative with a point at which equilibration ceased, was incorrect in view of the
second law of thermodynamics. By this, Spencer was thus “staggered” when told by Tyndall that ultimate equilibrium
was system death (according to the second law), otherwise known as heat death. [2] In a letter to Tyndall, Spencer
declares: [3]
“Regarding, as I had done, equilibration as the ultimate and highest state of society, I had assumed it to be not only
the ultimate but also the highest state of the universe … and your assertion that when equilibrium was reached life
must cease, staggered me. Indeed, not seeing my way out of the conclusion, I remember being out of spirits for some
days afterwards.”
The issue of what then happens to a society after equilibration is reached stayed on Spencer’s mind for the next forty
years. In his 1899 autobiographical “The Filliation of Ideas”, Spencer concludes that when equilibration is completed,
“dissolution” occurs. [2]

Tyndall-Stewart-Tait debate
See main: Tyndall-Stewart-Tait debate

Tyndall was responsible for launching the 1874 four-year debate that erupted at a Belfast, Ireland, meeting of the
British Association for the Advancement of Science (BAAS) on whether or not modern science will replace religion or
whether the two will forever remain separate, which involved a number of the greatest scientists of the 20th century
such as James Maxwell, and a number of the founders of thermodynamics, such as Peter Tait and William Thomson.
The debate erupted when the newly appointed BAAS president John Tyndall announced boldly that “all religious
theories, schemes and systems must submit to the control of science, and relinquish all thought of controlling it.” In
the four years to follow resulted in a number of articles published in Nature, one book, exchanges of post cards, and
one last dying poem by Maxwell all centered around the nature of thermodynamics, death, morality, and the theories
of immortality. Tyndall, in his 1874 Belfast Address, supposedly, stated that thermodynamics and Darwin’s theory of
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evolution were the two great scientific doctrines of his time, and stated that the latter was of “still wider grasp and
more radical significance” than the former. [5]

Atheism
Following the infamous lecture both he and, it seems, Thomas Huxley, were charged with being “material atheists”
(see: atheism) and for “ignoring the existence of God and advocating pure and simple materialism”. [6]

Quotes
The following is a noted quote form his 1874 BAAS meeting address: [7]
"In our day grand generalizations have been reached. The theory of the origin of species is but one of them. Another,
of still wider grasp and more radical significance, is the doctrine of the conservation of energy, the ultimate
philosophical issues of which are as yet but dimly seen—that doctrine which 'binds nature fast in fate' to an extent
not hitherto recognized, exacting from every antecedent its equivalent consequent, from every consequent its
equivalent antecedent, and bringing vital as well as physical phenomena under the dominion of that law of causal
connection which, so far as the human understanding has yet pierced, asserts itself everywhere in nature."
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Further reading
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External links
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Tyndall-StewartTait debate
In debates, the Tyndall-Stewart-Tait
debate was debate that erupted at the
1874 Belfast British Association for the
Advancement of Science (BAAS) meeting,
continuing until at least 1878, on the
question of teaching science in the
vs.
context of the competing and conflicting
views of religion, a dialog between
primarily Irish physicist John Tyndall, who
John Tyndall
Balfour Stewart
Peter Tait
was under the view that religion must
(1820-1893)
(1828-1887)
(1831-1901)
relinquish all control to science, and
Scottish physicists Balfour Stewart a Peter In 1874, a religion vs science debate erupted at the BAAS meeting between John
Tait, who were of the view that the two
Tyndall, who argued that religion needs to relinquish all control to science, and
could be integrated so as to explain
Balfour Stewart and Peter Tait, who argued that the two were compatible; with
morality, life, death, and immortality. The others, e.g. James Maxwell, on the fence.
debate involved a number of high ranking
scientists, some of whom were present at the meeting, such James Maxwell, and others such as William Thomson
and William Clifford.
Repercussions of the debate include the 1875 book The Unseen Universe: or Speculations of a Future State,
outlining a 'principle of continuity' theory of afterlife, harsh reviews of his work, e.g. one by Clifford in Nature, a
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followup novel Paradoxical Philosopher, by Tait and Stewart, involving a fictional character Hermann Stoffkraft, and a
reaction response to this work, that being Maxwell’s last and final dying poem “A Paradoxical Ode” (1878), expressing
his final enigmatic and riddled views life and death and religion and science; among other documented
correspondences. The debate stemmed from a growing controversy over the teaching of science at the Catholic
University in Ireland, a subject about which Tyndall felt he needed to speak out about from a large platform and so
accepted the presidency of the BAAS, whereas prior to this tension he had declined the offer of presidency three
previous times. His opening statement is sharp and biting:
“All religious theories, schemes and systems, which embrace notions of cosmogony, or which otherwise reach into
the domain of science, must, in so far as they do this, submit to the control of science, and relinquish all thought of
controlling it.”
This statement is what launched the debate.

Tyndall stance
Tyndall employed the absurdity of the all terrestrial things or living agents (Joseph Butler, 1736) arising from "dead
atoms" argument, so conclude that religion needs to step aside. [2] This, of course, is the correct argument (see:
defunct theory of life).

Stewart-Tait stance
Stewart and Tait went on to argue the following: [3]
“We attempt to show that we are absolutely driven by scientific principles to acknowledge the existence of an unseen
universe, and by scientific analogy to conclude that it is full of life and intelligence—that it is in fact a spiritual
universe and not a dead one.”
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Further reading
● Tyndall, John. (1874). “Address”, Delivered before the British Association assembled at Belfast. Longmans, Green,
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Tyson, Neil
In science, Neil deGrasse Tyson (1958-) (CR:2) (FA:117) is an American astrophysicist, a
Debate.org SMA candidate (Ѻ), known for his Carl Sagan like persona, an oft-perceived
atheist, albeit self-aligned (2012) agnostic, who frequently has to correct his Wikipedia
page to clarify this (Ѻ), known for being outspoken against intelligent design (Ѻ), how
faith and reason are irreconcilable, how the Bible is bunk, etc., noted for his 2007
Death by Black Hole: and Other Cosmic Quandaries, wherein he elaborated on the
humans = star dust ideology.

Religion
In 1999, Tyson, in his “Holy Wars” article, stated the following frank views: [2]
“At nearly every public lecture that I give on the universe, I try to reserve adequate
time at the end for questions. The succession of subjects is predictable. First, the
questions relate directly to the lecture. They next migrate to sexy astrophysical
subjects such as black holes, quasars, and the big bang. If I have enough time left over to answer all questions, and if
the talk is in America, the subject eventually reaches god. Typical questions include: Do scientists believe in god? Do
you believe in god? Do your studies in astrophysics make you more or less religious?
This "if the talk is in America", is hilarious ... seemingly tracing to Thomas Jefferson's 1802 separation of church and
state (see: atheism timeline) addition to the US constitution. Tyson continues:
“Publishers have come to learn that there is a lot of money in god, especially when the author is a scientist and when
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the book title includes a direct juxtaposition of scientific and religious themes. Successful books include Robert
Jastrow's God and the Astronomers, Leon Lederman's The God Particle, Frank Tipler's The Physics of Immortality:
Modern Cosmology, God, and the Resurrection of the Dead, and Paul Davies' two works God and the New Physics and
The Mind of God. Each author is either an accomplished physicist or astronomer and, while the books are not strictly
religious, they encourage the reader to bring God into conversations about astrophysics. Even Stephen Jay Gould, a
Darwinian pitbull and devout agnostic, has joined the title parade with his recent work Rock of Ages: Science and
Religion in the Fullness of Life.
The financial success of these published works indicates that you get bonus dollars from the American public if
you are a scientist who openly talks about god. After the publication of The Physics of Immortality, which suggested
the law of physics might allow you and your soul to exist long after you are gone from this world, Tipler's book-tour
included many well-paid lectures to Protestant religious groups. This lucrative sub-industry has further blossomed in
recent years due to efforts made by the wealthy founder of the Templeton investment fund, Sir John Templeton, to
find harmony and reconciliation between science and religion. In addition to sponsoring workshops and conferences
on the subject, Templeton seeks out widely published religion-friendly scientists to receive an annual award whose
cash value exceeds that of the Nobel Prize.”
The following are noted statements on religion: (Ѻ)
“After the 9/11 attacks, when President Bush, in a speech aimed at distinguishing the US from the Muslim
fundamentalists, said, ‘Our god is the god who named the stars.’ The problem is two-thirds of all the stars that have
names, have Arabic names. I don’t think he knew this. This would confound the point that he was trying to make.”

Quotes
The following are noted quotes:
“So you're made of detritus [from exploded stars]. Get over it. Or better yet ... celebrate it! After all ... what nobler
thought can one cherish than that the universe lives within us all?”
— Neil Tyson (2007), Death by Black Hole [1]

“The remarkable feature of physical laws is that they apply everywhere, whether or not you choose to believe in
them. After the laws of physics, everything else is opinion.”
— Neil Tyson (2007), Death by Black Hole [1]

“To be scientifically literate is to empower yourself to know when someone else is full of bullsh*t.”
— Neil Tyson (c.2012), The Nerdist Podcast (Ѻ)
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U
In symbols, U, as introduced by German physicist Rudolf Clausius in 1850, represents the energy or internal energy of
a body or system. [1]

History
The symbol U, prior to its adoption by Clausius in thermodynamics, has deep roots, which, of course, guided Clausius
to this symbol use. Specifically, Clausius utilized Irish mathematician William Hamilton’s 1835 assignment, from his
General Method in Dynamics, of U as the ‘force function’ of a system (which Clausius called the ‘ergal’), loosely
defined as the sum of the forces of attractions and repulsions acting on the material points of any system (i.e. work in
a modern sense), but added to it German mathematician Gottfried Leibniz’s 1686 vis viva, so to re-define the energy
U of a body or system as the sum of the vis viva T plus the ergal J: [2]

U=T+J
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Prior to this, subsequently, Clausius’ internal energy, has its roots in both Leibniz’s vis viva and Hamilton’s force
function, the latter of which has its roots in Joseph Lagrange’s 1788 ‘central function’, from his Analytical Mechanics
treatise. [3]
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Ubbelohde, Alfred
In thermodynamics, Alfred René Jean Paul Ubbelohde (1907-1988) was a Belgian-born
English thermodynamicist noted for his suggestion that the term "animate matter" be
used in place of the outdated term "life", which thus introduced the subject outline of
"animate thermodynamics" and for his related postulate of local entropy decrease,
arguing that living organisms, in the context of the second law, represent local
decreases in entropy at the expense of increases in entropy elsewhere in the universe.
Ubbelohde was one of the first to outline the subject of life thermodynamics and is
noted to have coined the term disentropic. To quote Ubbelohde’s view of the laws of
thermodynamics in relation to life: [1]
“So far as concerns the laws of thermodynamics there is reasonable expectation that
more information about their bearing on life will be obtainable as the results of further
experiments, particularly as the result of measurements on the energy and entropy
changes accompanying the activities of living organisms.”
(add discussion)

Butler | Time and Thermodynamics
In a review of Ubbelohde’s 1947 Time and Thermodynamics, titled “Thermodynamics and Humanism”, British
physical chemist John Butler surmises that Ubbelohde overall aim is to delve into the “wider human aspects of
thermodynamics”, but concludes that this effort, confined mainly to short chapters at the beginning and end, “is
disappointing”. Butler, in a possible reference to religious thermodynamics, comments in the end of his review that “I
find it rather curious that he never mentions, though he may imply, the one inevitable teleological conclusion from
the second law, that if the world as we know is steadily running down, there must have been a winding up.” [4]
In his opening chapter on Contributions to Thermodynamics to Scientific Humanism, the following is his condensed
statement of what this refers to, a noted human thermodynamics quote:
“Contributions to the thermodynamics of scientific humanism [concerns] insights on the nature of time, [as in]
personal or psychological time, and refers to the unification of the specialized sciences effected by the contributions
they make to the proper study of mankind, man’s nature and destiny.”
In the concluding chapters of this book, he comments that "no final judgment can yet be given in the problem [of]
how far living things obey the laws of thermodynamics ... but various aspects of disentropic behavior of living things
are examined."
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Man and Energy
Ubbelohde's 1954 book Man and Energy seems to be a follow-up
expanded treatise to his 1947 book, with sections and chapters on
"The Heat Birth?" (of the universe), Thermodynamics and Life, and
Thermodynamic Laws and Cognition, in the latter of which it is
discussed whether or not animate organisms can reverse the the
overall trend of entropy in the world.

Education
Ubbelohde was born in Antwerp, Belgium, in 1907. He was educated
at St Paul's School, 1920-1926, Christ Church, Oxford, 1926-1930, and
was senior scholar of Christ Church, 1931-1933. He then became a
senior researcher, in the Department of Thermodynamics at Oxford,
1933-1935. This was followed by excursions as a Dewar Fellow of the
Royal Institution, London, 1936-1940; a Principal Experimental Officer,
Ministry of Supply, 1940-1945; a Professor of Chemistry at Queen's
University, Belfast, 1945-1954; an election as a Fellow of the Royal
Society, 1951. In 1954, Ubbelohde became a professor of
thermodynamics at Imperial College London, a position he held until
1975. In 1961 he was awarded CBE; from 1961 to 1975 he was the
Cover of 1954 book Man and Energy
head of the Chemical Engineering Department at Imperial College;
by Ubbelohde.
following this he became a senior research fellow, Imperial College,
1975-1988; research interests included chemical thermodynamics, combustion, explosions and detonations, ionic
melts, graphite and intercalation compounds. [2] Over the course of his career, Ubbelohde wrote six books and some
400 publications. [3] Ubbelohde was the chair of the Solvay Conferences on Chemistry (London), from 1959 to 1980.
[5]
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Uberman
In philosophy, an uberman or
"Nietzsche uberman" is a
hypothetical archetype person
who will eventually bring
about the replacement model
or mold for the “God” or the
theory of God, or supplant the
framework that religion
embodies under the aegis the
name god.

Uberman

(archetypes)
Types to the future replacement mold for the theory of God

Socrates

Caesar

Da Vinci Michelangelo Shakespeare Goethe

(IQ=160) (IQ=170) (IQ=205)

(IQ=180)

(IQ=185)

(IQ=230)

Napoleon
(IQ=175)

The so-called "final uberman" will be the person who brings about the replacement mold upgrade for the
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History

The uberman premise was conceived in 1883 by German philosopher Friedrich Nietzsche.

Uberman | Models
Nietzsche, supposedly, never actually named any actual individual as the ideal uberman; thought it has been
conjectured that he pointed towards some as models:
“Although he explicitly denied that any Supermen had yet arisen, he mentions several individuals who could serve as
models. Among these models he lists Socrates, Jesus, Julius Caesar, Leonardo da Vinci, Michelangelo, Shakespeare,
Goethe, and Napoleon.”
— Brian Hayes (2002), “Friedrich Nietzsche and his Philosophy of the Superman” (Ѻ)

Among these, Goethe is considered, by many, to be the closest Nietzsche came to naming the Übermensch. [4]
Nietzsche, in his Will To Power (1887), e.g., gives the following as examples of great human beings: Caesar, Homer,
Aristophanes, Da Vinci, and Goethe. [5] Nietzsche also thought highly of Heraclitus, as discussed in Nietzsche’s
Philosophy in the Tragic Age of the Greeks—though he does not seem to cite Heraclitus as an uberman, per se. [6] In
Heraclitus’ work, supposedly, seeds (Ѻ) of Nietzsche’s will to power can be found. An potential uberman, according to
English mathematician and philosopher Bertrand Russell, is someone with an IQ of 180+ (which he considered himself
to have). The mean of uberman IQ, according to Russell's estimate (IQ=180) and Nietzsche's genius role models
(IQ=186), would thus be IQ of 183+.

Will to power + Faust?
Nietzsche’s uberman (übermensch), according to Conan the Barbarian historian David Smith (1996), is a derivative or
synthesis of Arthur Schopenhauer’s personification of the will to power, the expression of human existence superior
to that of the conventional, sentimental, bourgeois moral majority (to use a contemporary term) whom Nietzsche
held in contempt, and Goethe’s Faust. [2] As William Hubben writes (1966) in his survey of modern philosophers: [3]
“The new ‘superman,’ a term borrowed from Goethe’s Faust, is law unto himself. He is autonomous . . . , destined to
fulfill our highest dreams. Nietzsche’s vision was that of the new man, the one who . . . will build himself up into a
being beyond the ‘much-too-many,’ the mob. He will be a higher but, of course, also a lonely man. His secret nobility
will be of an aristocratic elevation, for which no pattern exists: He has nobody to follow, and nobody should be asked
to follow him.”
Or, as Nietzsche himself wrote, in Thus Spake Zarathustra: Second Part, "Hungry, violent, lonely, godless: thus the
lion-will wants itself. Free from the happiness of slaves, redeemed from gods and adorations, fearless and fearinspiring, great and lonely: such is the will of the truthful."
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Ulanowicz, Robert
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In hmolscience, Robert Ulanowicz (1943-) (DN=2-3) is an American chemical engineer
turned ecologist noted, in ecological thermodynamics, for his 1979 thermodynamics
stylized energy and entropy models of organisms in aquatic ecosystems.

Overview
In 1979, Ulanowicz was inspired to switch careers, from chemical engineering to
ecology, and to begin to study theoretical ecology during a reading of American
zoologist Eugene Odum’s Fundamentals of Ecology (1959 second edition), the world’s
first ecology textbook and the first to incorporate the laws of thermodynamics into the
study of ecosystems. [2] Sometime, during this period, Ulanowicz states that he had a
“Faustian moment” in which he made a pact with the devil, so-to-speak, to understand
how the energy and matter interactions of the total set of organisms in Chesapeake
Bay function. [4] In the late 1970s, Ulanowicz began to apply thermodynamics to the
study and modeling of ecosystems, in terms of cycles, flows, growth, the principle of
maximum work, among others. Ulanowicz's works have appeared in the field of
ecodynamics and ecological engineering. In 1979, Ulanowicz introduced his free energy stylized concept of
"ascendency", an information theory based version of Gibbs free energy, posited to represent the organization
driving growth (see: driving force) of ecosystems. In 2007, Ulanowicz was the recipient of the Prigogine medal. [1]
Ulanowicz is an associate of American ecologist Eric Schneider.

Living dead
See also: Defunct theory of life, Unbridgeable gap, Origin of life, etc.

On the subject of the difference between the living and the dead or living matter and dead matter, Ulanowicz seems
to be of the mindset of philosophers such as Christian de Quincey, namely being generally against reductionism and
or materialism. In his recent 2010 Zygon article "From Pessimism to Hope: a Natural Progression", section entitled
“Living Dead”, Ulanowicz states: [7]
“With the ascendance of the Newtonian world view, the pendulum swing radically in the opposite direction. Virtually
all the universe was now considered to consist of dead, quiescent matter that moves according to deterministic and
inexorable laws, which by their simple natures appear to leave no room for the irreversible, asymmetric, and
contingent phenomena associated with living systems. As a result, one of the most pressing scientific and
philosophical questions of today has become the emergence of life: How could life possibly have arisen out of such a
dead universe?”
Ulanowicz seems to think that his version of “process ecology” is the answer. In the same article, Ulanowicz also cites
Italian thermodynamics professor Enzo Tiezzi who in 2006 commented his speculations on the difference between a
running dear and a dead dear, in terms of molecular configurations, in regards to a deer he had recently killed during
a hunt.

Religious views
In religious thermodynamics, Ulanowicz has recently contributed several papers to journals dealing with the
exchange between science and religion. These papers deal with how ecology provides a metaphysical foundation for
science that both helps science to interpret life in a more rational way and mitigates the conflicts that had existed
between science and faith. His latest book, the 2009 A Third Window: Natural Life beyond Newton and Darwin,
includes a foreword by Stuart Kauffman, and is published by the highly-funded religion-promoting John Templeton
Foundation. Ulanowicz is said to declare himself as a theist (like Newton): he believes in God and his possibilities to
intervene in what happens on earth. The clue to this, according to Ulanowicz, is the ontic openess of nature.
"Examples include Gödel's incompleteness theorem, Heisenberg's uncertainty principle, the Pauli exclusion principle,
and Elsasser's unique events." He also finds some kind of solution to the problem of theodicy or the problem of evil.
Disturbances are essential if systems are to develop. But they can involve both suffering and evil. Without a certain
tolerance for this mankind cannot advance. Without mistakes there is no creativity. [6] What is missing in this
presentation, however, according to Swedish literary critic Erland Lagerroth, a large exposition of the form of
existence, common to life and non-life, which Gregory Bateson divined, Ilya Prigogine discovered and Erich Jantsch
developed further: "dissipative structures" or self-organizing systems. This want depends upon the author through
his window focusing only life, not the processes and systems of non-life. [6]

Education
Ulanowicz competed his BS in chemical engineering in 1964 and his PhD in chemical engineering in 1968 both at
Johns Hopkins University. [3] For two years, Ulanowicz was an assistant professor of chemical engineering at the
Catholic University of America. In 1970, he switched careers and became a professor of theoretical ecology at the
University of Maryland’s Chesapeake Biological Laboratory, where he is currently professor emeritus.
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External links
● Robert Ulanowicz – Wikipedia.
● Publications (by Ulanowicz) – People.Biology.UFL.edu.

Ullis, Karlis
In human thermodynamics, Karlis Ullis (1959-) is an American sports medicine and
anti-aging physician note for his chapter “The Critical Point and the Theory of Human
Thermodynamics”, of his 1999 book Age Right, where he compares people to
physiological engines or anabolic biomachines, outlining a thermodynamic human
lifespan perspective, wherein he attempts to connect entropy to a critical point theory
of a balance between anabolic and catabolic states.

Human body entropy
See main: Human entropy

Ullis notes that human bodies (as human systems) are open systems and postulates
that a person's resting metabolic rate is representative of the amount of heat or
entropy that one produces. In addition, he reasons that when a body is ill, e.g. with a
high fever, or at high levels of stress, that the body “has excessive entropy (disorder)”,
and that to remedy this the body decelerates various anabolic repair functions to focus
on the issues of cellular disorganization at hand.

Thermodynamic triangle of life
Ullis argues that all of human life fits into a “thermodynamic triangle” of three phases: (a) Conception and childhood;
(b) Sexual maturation and reproduction; and (c) Post-reproduction and decline. On this model, Ullis argues that the
development of an embryo corresponds to the development of cellular organization, which he defines as a “state of
antientropy or extropy”, and that this building of organized biological structures, culminates in sexual maturation and
reproduction. Following this, according to Ullis, the human organism stays in a state of biolimbo for a period before
reaching a critical point, at about the age of forty, ± 5-years, wherein after order turns to disorder, which he equates
with anabolism turning to catabolism or regeneration to degeneration.

Difficulties on theory
Ullis’ theory, to note, is composed mostly of verbal analogies on the metaphor of entropy equals order/disorder of
the Boltzmann-Planck perspective. Ullis has limited understanding of thermodynamics, citing Sadi Carnot as the one
who developed the second law, whereas the correct developer is Rudolf Clausius. The important point of Ullis'
chapter is that it is one of the first publications to use the term “human thermodynamics” in a functional sense, as
branch of science, albeit in a exercise physiology perspective; the only other uses of the term prior to this being C.G.
Darwin (1952) and Gustave-Adolphe Hirn (1893).

References
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Videos
● Ullis, Karlis. (2008). “Love-Bonding Sexual Hormone: Oxytocin” (V), ullisboy, Oct 17.

External links
● Karlis Ullis – Linked In
● UllisBoy – YouTube channel.

Unamuno, Miguel
In philosophy, Miguel de Unamuno (1864-1936) (DN=1-5) was a Spanish philosopher
noted for his 1912 book The Tragic Sense of Life, in which, similar in style to Pierre
Teilhard, he discusses, and in some ways attempts passing reconciliation, between the
growing collision between modern science and religion (see: science and religion), the
dividing line between the two being, in his view, entropy, at the mention of which he
inserts and extra dividing space between paragraphs, only done once in the book, a
term which he equates to “a kind of ultimate homogeneity, a state of perfect
equilibrium, the most like nothingness the mind can conceive [at the point which]
universal existence will be obliterated and lost.” [1] According to New Scientist writer
Martin Sherwood (1971) one is not “two cultures” literate if he or she does not know
both the second law and Miguel de Unamuno; who supposedly together with Ortega y
Gasset (1833-1955) hold the distinction of being Spain's most influential philosopher.
[2]

Hypothesis of god | Hypothesis of ether
The gist of Unamuno’s book is to explicate his resolutions between his deadlock on the tensions of faith and reason,
vacillating at times between doubt in the existence of god and belief in the existence of god, resulting in the end to
side with belief based on his belief or effort to believe in the survival of the will to live, or something along these
lines. The following is a decent section:
“Ether is, in effect, a merely hypothetical entity, valuable only in so far as it explains that which by means of it we
endeavor to explain—light, electricity, or universal gravitation—and only in so far as these facts cannot be explained
in any other way. In like manner the idea of god is also an hypothesis, valuable only in so far as it enables us to
explain that which by means of it we endeavor to explain—the essence and existence of the universe—and only so
long as these cannot be explained in any other way.”
Prior to these, Unamuno also points out that Pierre Laplace, in his circa 1802 Q&As with Napoleon Bonaparte, was
the first to openly and plainly declare the “hypothesis of god” to be an unneeded hypothesis, in the explanation of
universal operation and movement.

Problem of evil
One interesting human physics like position that Unamuno takes is to explain the great problem of evil in terms of the
principle of inertia, otherwise known as the first law of motion (see: laws of motion):
"The origin of evil, as many discovered of old, is nothing more than what is called by another name the inertia of
matter, and, as applied to the things of the spirit, sloth. and not without truth has it been said that sloth is the mother
of all vices, not forgetting that the supreme sloth is that of not longing madly for immortality."
A down side of his argument is that prior to this statement, he states that in the depths of the bodies of "humans,
animals, plants, rocks, and in all the universe" there is spirit-matter (similar to the view held by Pierre Teilhard), or
spirit that limited by the matter in which it has to live and acquire consciousness of itself. These views were common
to many looking to find religion-science reconciliation back in the early 20th century.
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● Miguel de Unamuno – Wikipedia.

Unbridgeable gap
In science, unbridgeable gap refers to the
perceived separation or boundary, e.g.
materialism/physicalism vs.
spiritualism/psychology, or life vs. non-life,
etc., in the minds of many, that exists
between the chemical world and the human
world.

Overview
In 1873, French locomotion physiologist
Etienne Marey published his Animal
Mechanism, of which the following is the
bold opening paragraph:
“Living beings have been frequently and in A rendition of the unbridgeable gap model: the thinker who holds-fast to the
ancient mythological doctrines of 'life', 'soul', 'consciousness', 'free will',
every age compared to machines, but it is
only in the present day that the bearing and 'choice', a 'brain', etc., will argue, to their grave, that, in some contrived-way
or another, at one particular second in time, via "emergence" (the new term
the justice of this comparison are fully
for intelligent design), in the course of human evolution mechanism, that
comprehensible. No doubt, the
molecules, somehow, came to life, acquired souls, developed a free will,
physiologists of old discerned levers,
obtained the a state of consciousness, evolved the ability to think, among
pulleys, cordage, pumps, and valves in the other now-defunct traits that do not apply to the hydrogen atom, nor to any
animal organism, as in the machine. The
other molecule, known in science.
working of all this machinery is called
"animal mechanics" in a great number of standard treatises. But these passive organs have need of a motor; it is
"life", it was said, which set all these mechanisms going, and it was believed that thus there was authoritatively
established an inviolable barrier between inanimate and animate machines.”
Marey goes on to say that because modern engineers have created machines, which via combustion, and the
animation of various mechanical organs, thereby, we are now more legitimately able to compare animals to animate
motors, we now need to “seek another basis for such distinctions”. In 1875, German physician and diplomat Ernst
Gryzanowski stated the following in his dissection of the social physics of Auguste Comte: [9]
“We maintain, that as long as we are unable not only to bridge over the gulf that separates organic from inorganic
nature, but even to see the bottom of it, the onus probandi must lie on those who deny its width and its depth.
Comte himself holds curious opinions on this point. He deprecates the inquiry into the origin of organic life as a
useless speculation (thus admitting the partly speculative nature of biology). He believes in the immutability of
species, and separates, in his pedigree of sciences, biology from physics by a twofold division, making them agnates
rather than cognates. It would therefore have been easy for him to admit the specific difference between man and
atom, and to find this difference in self-consciousness, and in the moral freedom of man's will.”
In 1895, French sociologist Emile Durkheim stated the following: [10]
“If we begin with the individual, we shall be able to understand nothing of what takes place in the group. In a word,
there is between psychology and sociology the same break in continuity as between biology and the physicochemical sciences. Consequently, every time that a social phenomenon is directly explained by a psychological
phenomenon, we may be sure that the explanation is false.”
This rather contentious statement has since been requoted by and discussed by those including: Werner Stark (1962),
Edward Wilson (1977), and Michael Ruse (1984). [11] In 1925, American physical chemist Gilbert Lewis, in his
"Anatomy of Science" lecture, end chapter: “Life; Body and Mind”, stated the following, in what seems to wellcapture the gist of the 2010 inception of hmolscience: [8]
“Perhaps our genius for unity will some time produce a science so broad as to include the behavior of a group of
electrons and the behavior of a university faculty, but such a possibility seems now so remote that I for one would
hesitate to guess whether this wonderful science would be more like mechanics or like a psychology.”
Lewis, further on toward the end of his lecture, stated to the following:
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“We cannot forget that there are two kinds of behavior with which we are already intimately acquainted: on one
hand, the behavior of weights and electric charges and chemical reagents; on the other hand, the behavior of man.
These require two distinct vocabularies, and most writers who describe animal behavior have adopted the one or the
other. We have ‘nature fakers’, who make animals think and act just like men, and there are the others, who regard
the swarming of bees as a sort of chemical reaction. I do not know which of these two extremes to regard as the
more futile, for both extrapolations go far beyond what is now justifiable. Yet the attempt to bridge the vast gulf is a
legitimate aim of science.”
In 1938, English physiologist Charles Sherrington in his “Man on his Nature” lecture turned book was the first to state
clearly that there is no boundary, that the various divides (e.g. life/non-life) or dualisms (e.g. mind/matter) are
fictional: [7]
“In the middle ages, and after them with Fernel, as with Aristotle before, there was the difficulty of the animate and
the inanimate and finding of the boundary between them. Today’s scheme makes plain why that difficulty was, and
dissolves it. There is no boundary.”
In 1953, American economist Robert Heilbroner stated the unbridgeable gap viewpoint as follows: [1]
“There is an unbridgeable gap between the ‘behavior’ of [subatomic particles] and those of human beings who
constitute the objects of study of social science. Aside from pure physical reflexes, human behavior cannot be
understood without the concept of volition—the unbridgeable capacity to change our minds up to the very last
minute. By way of contrast, the elements of nature ‘behave’ as they do for reasons of which we know only one thing:
the particles of physics do not ‘choose’ to behave as they do.”
In 2001, South African chemical physicist and human free energy theorist Adriaan de Lange stated the following in
regards to recollection of a once-held gap mindset:
“Since as a kid I was aware of the abyss (super rift) between the material and mental worlds. I tried to bridge this
abyss, but could not. Yet I kept on with my own "Steigerung" as Goethe did. Then during 1982-83 I discovered
empirically that the law of entropy production applies to the humanistic world as it applies to the physical world. My
joy knew no bounds. I have found the bridge between these two worlds with which to cross the abyss between them.
Others thought I was crazy and would not dare to publish my account.”
In 2002, Turkish-born American physicist Turner Edis gave the following statement on the matter: [4]
“Even in the realm of what we see, there must be unbridgeable gaps separating order from chaos, animate from
inanimate, life from nonlife, humans from other animals, and consciousness from nonconscious matter.”
It is difficult to see, to note, whether or not Edis is for or against this statement because he footnotes this to two
religious themed books (Arthur Custance’s 1978 Science and Faith, pg. 134-49, and Gay Habermas and J.P.
Moreland’s 1992 Immortality: the Other Side of Death, pg. 51) and mentions how some religious philosophers still
defend the notion of an animal soul or life force irreducible to physics. [4]

Life vs. Non-life
Variations of this perceived 'gap' separating humans from chemicals are captured in the various "what is life?
debates" along with debates on differences between life vs non-life, animate matter vs inanimate matter, living vs
non-living, organic life vs inorganic life, vegetable life vs animal life, human life vs animal life, etc.
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Vernadsky’s gap
An interesting twist on the gap between the
life and non life perspective or dichotomy is
Russian biogeochemist Vladimir Vernadsky’s
1926 perpetual life model of living matter, in
which he argued that living matter or
biosphere was comprised of certain specific
elements and that the remainder of the azoic
parts of the earth, such as the crust or
atmosphere were composed on inert matter,
and that this imagined separation of the two
types of matter has remained intact since time
eternal and that living matter cannot be
created from non-living matter or that
Danish chemist Martin Hanczyc, in his 2001 TED talk “The Line Between Life
abiogenesis is impossible. In his own words:
and Not-Life”, argues that there is no longer an unbridgeable gap (or
[2]
dividing line), but rather over the last 150 years or so “science has blurred

the distinction between non-living and living systems”, as he diagrams
“It is very clear that living matter becomes
above, which is nothing but superficial recourse to a mix of emergent
manifest without abiogenesis. In other words, hypothesis and properties hypothesis: namely that certain properties
living organisms have always sprung from
constitute "life" and that these various properties have "emerged" over
living organisms during the whole geological
time (and or a life principle argument). [5]
history; they are all genetically connected; and
nowhere can solar radiation be converted into chemical energy independent of a prior, living organism. We do not
know how the extraordinary mechanism of the earth’s crust could have been formed. This mechanism is, and always
has been, saturated with life. Although we do not understand the origin of the matter of the biosphere, it is clear that
it has been functioning in the same way for billions of years. It is a mystery, just as life itself is a mystery, and
constitutes a gap in the framework of our knowledge.”

What is interesting here is that Vernadsky readily admits that he has discarded religious views and moreover that he
is an adherent of thermodynamic models, physics, gas system models of the biosphere, but the origin of life, for him
remained somewhat of a mystery. To note, Vernadsky’s ‘theories on perpetual life’ came under attack by Russian
biochemist Alexander Oparin who stated that they were not in accord with the “objective data of modern science.”
[3] Some have noted that latter in life, Vernadsky began to recant his gap view and concede that life could have had
an origin. [2]

Mechanism view | No gap
See also: Defunct theory of life

The central issue is embedded in evolution theory, which states that humans evolved over time from earlier forms of
life, as popularized in large part by English naturalist Charles Darwin and his 1871 warm bond model, which argues
that life began in a heated pond 3.9-billion years ago. Taken at face value, this is a cogent argument, yet the
inquisitive thinker is soon led down the path to the question of if this theory is true, then at what exact millisecond in
time past did the first "form" of life (whatever it may be) solidify or come into existence? If one holds to both the
theory of evolution and the theory of life, the resultant paradoxical picture, shown above, will emerge.
The typical (non-religious) person will still-hold fast to the view that yes "humans evolved from earlier forms of
life", with the implicit assumption that they are alive, that bacteria were alive 3.9-billion years ago (and block out the
rest of the answer), and pull-out of the question at this point, satisfied with some type of emergence theory
explanation (or whatever theory happens to be in vogue in that decade).
Correctly, any given molecule, such as a hydrogen molecule a water molecule a bacteria molecule or human
molecule, cannot technically be said to be alive, any more than sun can be said to be alive. Correctly, the modern
view finds that it is technically impossible to find a specific day (or rather second) in the contiguous chemical
synthesis mechanism, on the evolution timeline, starting with hydrogen reactants H (13.7 billion years ago), stepping
through a number of molecular species intermediates MI, and ending with modern human molecule products MH
(200,000 years ago).
In modern view, every intermediate, MI1, MI2, MI3, etc., in the steps of chemical synthesis of the human
molecule, over time, are simply only bigger-and-bigger, more-and-more dynamic molecules, derivative of the
hydrogen atom. Subsequently, one is forced into one of two conclusions, either the hydrogen atom is alive or the
human molecule is not alive. The former is nonsensical. Others, has history has shown, will argue that these oldendays properties said to be characteristic of "living beings" (living matter, living system, living organism, living
molecules, ), are "emergent", or "self-organizing", or "auto-catalytic", etc., properties, or in possession of some type
of "living energy" (or living force), or in a specific "living state", etc., and write entire books and spend decades in
attempts to salvage the olden-days concepts.
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A few prime examples, used to explain the "missing link" mechanism step (dividing life from non-life) in the above
contiguous mechanism, include the 1926 theory of Vladimir Vernadsky who argues that “living matter” of the
“biosphere” (sphere of life) is a type of “green fire” of stable compounds in a thermodynamics field living off of free
energy; the 1970s views of Ilya Prigogine, who posits that living things are a far-from-equilibrium sort of Benard cell
state or type of dissipative structure; to the 1990s views of Stuart Kaufman to argues that life is an auto catalytic
reaction, able to complete one thermodynamic cycle, that somehow that ‘catches fire’.
In any event, in summary, many newcomers to the subject of the "human molecule" will object to the definition
of a human being as 'molecule' on the grounds that a human being has a soul (religious objection), that humans have
internal crystalline structures, e.g. teeth enamel, hence the term molecule cannot be used (technical jargon
objection), that living things have an atomic turnover rate of about 48-percent of structural atoms per year and thus
cannot be a molecule (theoretical issue), or that a human cannot be a molecule because a person has a brain
(conceptual issue), that a human cannot be a molecule because a human has consciousness, choice, and free will
(educational issues), and so on. Whatever the objection, there is no doubt that humans are made purely of atoms,
meaning that humans can be categorized as a type of chemical entity using whatever name one prefers, and that
humans are reactive to each other, hence the subject of 'human chemical reactions' is a topic germane to human
chemistry, and subsequently, study in this fields invariably leads one into the modern view that humans are simply
reactive animate molecules moving about on a surface, which acts as catalyst, driven by cyclical heat input from the
sun, just as is any heat engine driven or rather worked by the alternating contact of a hot body and cold body.
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Uncompensated transformation
In thermodynamics, uncompensated transformation is a transformation which thus remains at the conclusion of a
cyclical process without another opposite one, and which can only be positive. [1] The logic behind this term was a
significant precursor to the conept of entropy and the second law of thermodynamics. In the 1920s, Belgian chemist
Theophile de Donder incorporated Clausius’ logic of the uncompensated transformations into a chemical reaction
formalism of the second law through the concept of affinity. [2]
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In science, a unit is one of a number of agreed upon forms of measurement
for describing amounts of quantities. There are three categories of units:
base units, supplementary units, or derived units. The system of agreed upon
units in science is what is called the system international (SI) unit system,
which is comprised of seven base units: mass (kg), length (m), (s), amount of
substance (timemol), electric current, (A), temperature (K), and luminous
intensity (cd). [1]

History
The introduction, usage, and uniformication of units in the history of science
has a long and tattered history.
s: (add)
m: (add)
kg: (add)
cd: (add)
A: (add)

Relationship diagram of the seven
standard SI base units.

K: The absolute temperature scale was introduced in 1848 by Scottish physicist William Thomson, in which –273 ° C
was determined to be the lowest possible temperature achievable at which point a gas was said to have zero volume.
[3] In 1850, Thomson's scale began to be employed in the formulation of the newly forming science of
thermodynamics by German physicist Rudolf Clausius; and in 1854, through a bit of derivation and argument,
Clausius assigned Thomson’s thermodynamic scale with the name “absolute temperature”. In 1866, for his year
previous work in laying the transatlantic telegraph cable, Thomson was knighted as “Baron Kelvin” of Largs by Queen
Victoria, after which, to the lay public, he became known as “Lord Kelvin”. Into the late 1890s, such as found in Pears
Cyclopaedia (1897), the unit of ‘° K’ was in use, being referred to as the “Kelvin temperature scale” or “Kelvin’s
absolute scale of temperature”, among other variants. [4]
mol: The term ‘mol’ was first used in 1895 by German physical chemist Walther Nernst, a truncation of the 1893 term
gram-molecule, used by German physical chemist Wilhelm Ostwald. [2] Etymologically, supposedly, the term derives
from the German mol, meaning small mass.

Thermodynamic quantities
In thermodynamics, there are various "quantities" each being a type of derived unit made of base units. The five
principle quantities are the energy U, entropy S, volume V, temperature T, and pressure P of a body. Quantities can
be either “intensive”, defined uniquely per point in space, or “extensive”, proportional to the dimension of the
system.

Relationship table
The following table, from the 1976 US National Bureau of Standards, shows relationships between the SI units with
names, supplementary units, namely plane angle (rad) and solid angle (sr), and derived units with special names: [1]
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See also
● Unitless thermodynamics
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Unitless thermodynamics
In thermodynamics, unitless thermodynamics is the use of thermodynamic formula or variables, stripped of SI units,
but instead used with new units, no units, or some other situationally-based choice of units. Individuals in this
obscure and very questionable group include: American electrical engineer Claude Shannon (1948), who infamously
choose to measure entropy in bits, Nikos Salingaros (1997), Australian environmental chemist Ivan Kennedy (2001),
and Israeli physical chemist Arieh Ben-Naim (2007-2010) who argues that the entire SI unit system should be
reformulated, e.g. with a new version of absolute temperature a new Planck's constant among other outlandish
ideas, all in the name of replacing the joules per kelvin per mol units of entropy with units of bits. Kennedy's version
of "biothermodynamics", which he claims it to be, is the prime example of unitless thermodynamics, wherein he
introduces the concept of 'action', which he defines as a unitless thermodynamic property related to entropy,
resulting from impulses of energy on matter producing force, based on the sole principle of the conservation of
momentum, and uses this a unifying concept to make a so-called unified theory. [1]
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Universal rule
In science, universal rule refers to the
Universal Rule (1923)
unification of the first law and second law of
“It is a universal rule that if any
thermodynamics into a unified universal
statement governing the operation of nature. isothermal process is to occur with
finite velocity, it is necessary that:

History
In circa 1770, German polymath Johann
Goethe was the first to correctly dig out,
search for, explicate, and uncover a "universal
principle" permeating nature, chemical realm
up through the human realm of affairs and
doings. As he comments in book 20 of his
autobiographical From My Life: Poetry and
Truth (1813), regarding his pre 1775 years: [3]
“I perceived something in nature (whether
living or lifeless, animate or inanimate) that
manifested itself only in contradictions and
therefore could not be expressed in any
concept, much less any word. It was not
divine, for it seemed irrational; not human,
for it had no intelligence; not diabolical, for it
was beneficent; and not angelic, for it often
betrayed malice. It was like chance, for it
laced continuity, and like providence, for it
suggested context. Everything that limits us
seemed penetrable by it, and it appeared to
dispose at will over the elements necessary to
our existence, to contract time and expand
space. It seemed only to accept the
impossible and scornfully to reject the
possible.”

[This applies to] a chemical process
which is in some way harnessed for
the production of useful work. In
the far more common case of a
reaction which runs freely, like the
combustion of a fuel, or the action
of an acid upon a metal; in other
words, systems which are subject
to no external forces except a
constant pressure [exerted by the
atmosphere]. In such cases w’ = 0,
and it follows that no actual
isothermal processes is possible unless:

Therefore if we know the value of ΔF for any isothermal reaction,
and if this value is positive, the we know that the reaction, in the
direction indicated, is thermodynamically impossible. We may think
of:

as the driving force of a chemical reaction.”

The "universal rule" of thermodynamics, as explained in 1923 by Gilbert
Lewis, formulaically, using the F “Free” energy symbol characteristic
function notation, and caricature form, using the modern G "Gibbs" free
energy symbol notation, a rule with governs the “reactions which run freely”
It would take Goethe a little over three
about us, as Lewis says, such as the “combustion of a fuel, the action of acid
decades to solve this puzzle, namely to
upon a metal”, or the reactions that occur between people (human chemical
determine what exactly this "something" was, reactions). [2]

and by 1796 he began outlining his grand
theory of how chemical affinity pervades and regulates the whole of existence on earth, chemical to the human
romance and social affairs level of existence (see: Goethe timeline), publishing the final form of his theory in coded
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physical chemistry novella format, in his 1809 Elective Affinities; and shortly thereafter its tumultuous publication
Goethe came under attack, as the principle presented therein go against the standard cultural morality system, and in
confrontation on this he gave his final word on the matter:
“The principle illustrated in the book is true.”
Likewise, as summarized well by British artist Wolfe von Lenkiewicz, in 2011 comment on his oil on canvas rendition
of Goethe’s famed theory:
“In 19th century chemistry, the term ‘elective affinities’ was used to describe chemical compounds that only
interacted with each other under determined circumstances. The writer Goethe employed this as a universal
organising agent agent running across human relationships and science. I was drawn to these ideas – which are now
seen as degenerated methods in modern science – as relevant to language, and how we use it.”
To correct Lenkiewicz here, Goethe's theory of a universal chemical nature are not now seen as "degenerate methods
in modern science", but rather, correctly, affinity was subsumed into chemical thermodynamics, through the 1882
"On the Thermodynamics of Chemical Processes" of German physicist Hermann Helmholtz, and the connecting
equation, first derived in the work of Helmholtz, between Goethe's affinity version of his pervading nature theory is
the Goethe-Helmholtz equation:

which relates the driving forces, A, of a chemical process, such love or war, to the change in the Gibbs free energy ΔG
of the system.
To continue, a few years prior to this, in 1865, German physicist Rudolf Clausius stated the the laws of the universe as
follows: [1]
"The energy of the universe is constant." | First main principle

"The entropy of the universe tends to a maximum." | Second main principle

“If for the entire universe we conceive the same magnitude to be determined, consistently and with due regard to all
circumstances, which for a single body I have called entropy, and if at the same time we introduce the other and
simpler conception of energy, we may express in the [above] manner the fundamental laws of the universe which
correspond to the two fundamental theorems of the mechanical theory of heat.”
In 1915, English physiologist William Bayliss, in his his Principles of General Physiology, restated these two universal
laws in the form of one statement, which he says is applicable to both the chemical realm and the human realm.
Specifically, he re-interpreted Wilhelm Ostwald’s 1912 energetic imperative (the thermodynamic imperative version
of Kant's original 1785 categorical imperative), rather interestingly, having a decent grasp of the views of of the work
of Willard Gibbs (available energy) and Hermann Helmholtz (free energy and bound energy), as not being solely
based on the first law, but on both the first and second law, whereby the imperative should yield a rule is how one
should act "morally" within the confines of universal rule, as follows:
“It is plain that, of the energy contained in a system, only that part which can do work is of value. This principle was
applied by Willard Gibbs (1878, pp. 216, etc.). Helmholtz (1882, p. 33) made the important distinction between "free"
and "bound" energy. Clausius, at the end of a fundamental paper (Pogg. Annalen, cxxv. p. 400, 1865), formulates the
two laws of energetics as follows:
I. The energy content of the universe is a constant quantity.
II. The entropy of the universe is always striving to a maximum.
The word "entropy" is here used as having essentially the same meaning as the "bound" energy of Helmholtz. The law
is therefore equivalent to the statement that "free " energy is always striving to a minimum. The fact, derived from
universal experience, that free energy always tends to diminish, if it possibly can, is sometimes known as the
"principle of Carnot and Clausius". It was also enunciated, about the same time as the publication of the paper of
Clausius (referred to above), by William Thomson under the name of the "Dissipation of Energy." The principle has
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obviously a great practical, as well as philosophical, importance. It has been made by Ostwald (1912) the basis of a
general rule of conduct, which he calls the "Imperative of Energetics." The rule may be translated thus: waste not
free energy; treasure it and make the best use of it. As will be admitted, the admonition is an excellent one, and,
when applied, leads to interesting results, as may be seen from the collection of essays under this name. To mention
two subjects only, which are amongst those discussed, the waste involved in war and the value of a universal
standard for the sizes of printed books.”
In 1923, American physical chemist Gilbert Lewis, published the 1923 textbook Thermodynamics and the Free Energy
of Chemical Substances, which resulted to replace the notion of "affinity" with the notion of "free energy" in the
corpus of modern science, and in his chapter sub-section "The Driving Force of a Chemical Reaction", he famously
situated the "driving force" thermodynamic view of chemical process and introduced what he defined as a "universal
rule" according to the rule that "no actual isothermal processes is possible" unless, using modern notation:

meaning that Gibbs free energy has to decrease in order for a reaction, human or otherwise, to occur. [2]
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Universe
In science, the universe represents the entirety that is accessible to our senses and experiment.

Nun cosmology
The following shows the main "cosmologies" developed over the years, the three of which define what is called "Nun
cosmology" developed predominantly in Egypt, a synthesis of the local mythologies of the 42 pre-dynastic nomes
(5000-3100BC), which was worked into a nation creation theology, changing theoretical form and development over
time, in four different power centers: Heliopolis (3100BC), Memphis (2800BC), Hermopolis (2400BC), and Thebes
(2040BC). In Hermopolis scheme, the model became strongly anthropomorphic, in the sense that the god earth (Geb)
was viewed as being surrounded by the heavens (Nut) through which the sun (Ra) passed on its daily journey being
carried on a solar barque. The Heliopolis creation model, sometimes referred to as the Heliopolitan Ennead (god of
nine), as well as the other modified versions, are shown below:

→

Heliopolis creation theory (3100BC)

→

Heliopolitan Ennead (2700BC)

Anthropomorhic Ennead (2400BC)

→
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Egyptian flat earth model (1000BC)

Osiris-Set rendition of the Ennead
[1]

(Ѻ)

Aristotelian cosmology
The Nun cosmology model, through the teachings of Plato, who traveled to Egypt to learn their sciences and religiomythology models, was incorporated into the work of Aristotle and afterwords into science. On the specific
description of the heavens, Aristotle created a complex system containing 55 spheres, the last of which demarcated
the so-called "edge" of the universe—as famously depicted in the 1888 Flammarion engraving, below right, as found
in Camille Flammarion’s book The Atmosphere: Popular Meteorology: [4]

Aristotle's Egyptian version + Greek four element theory (320BC)

Ptolemy-Aristotle model
In 150 AD, Ptolemy expandedon Aristotle's model:

→

Aristarchus heliocentric model (270BC)

→

Ptolemy' elaborated Aristotle
model (150AD)

Dante's universe (1300)

Copernican model
The 1543, Polish astronomer Nicholaus Copernicus introduce the heliocentric model:

→

Copernican model (1543)

→

Brahe model (1590)

Nebular hypothesis (1734)

Fludd cosmology
The following shows a 1617 four element geocentric cosmology according to Robert Fludd, a segment of the
macrocosm showing the elemental spheres of terra (earth), aqua (water), aer (air), and ignis (fire): (Ѻ)
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(add discussion)

Modern laity views
The following is a generic model of how the average child is taught about existence, i.e. the earth and heaven/hell
model of existence, an unwritten mixture of Anunian cosmology, modern religion, and modern science:

Thermodynamics
The universe, for the thermodynamicist, is made up of the system examined and the surroundings able to act on its
evolution. [1] By convention, the universe of the thermodynamicist is an isolated system, which equates to the
following:
Universe = System + Surroundings
Whether the universe of the cosmologist is an isolated system still remains a subject of discussion. This discussion is
particularly notable in the field of black hole thermodynamics, in which the laws of thermodynamics seem to be
phrased differently depending on whether or not the system contains a black hole. [2]
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University of California, Berkeley
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In universities, University of California,
Berkeley, or UC Berkeley for short, is
state university located in Berkeley,
California, home to the Lewis school of
thermodynamics, and alumni to a
number of famous thinkers common to
the hmolsciences (hmolscientists), most
notably American physical chemist
Gilbert Lewis, who in 1925 questioned
Robert Nisbet
whether the process of him writing a
Gilbert Lewis
Richard Delgado
Frederick Rossini
(1970)
(1925)
book was but a chemical reaction.
(1990)
(1971)
“Perhaps our genius for unity will some
Famous human thermodynamicists and or hmolscientists common to the
time produce a science so broad as to
University of California, Berkeley.
include the behavior of a group of
electrons and the behavior of a
university faculty, but such a possibility seems now so remote that I for one would hesitate to guess whether this
wonderful science would be more like mechanics or like a psychology.”
— Gilbert Lewis (1925), The Anatomy of Science [5]

Others include: American sociologist Robert Nisbet noted social bond/social entropy theorist, founder of the UC
Berkeley sociology department, American chemical engineer and physical chemist Frederick Rossini, noted for his
1971 Priestley Medal Address “Chemical Thermodynamics in the Real World”, which in 2006 sparked what has come
come to be called the "Rossini debate" in regards to whether or not chemical thermodynamics applies to questions of
freedom and security in society, and American neurological anthropologist Terrence Deacon, the current head of the
of the UC Berkeley anthropology department, noted for his 2011 thermodynamics-based non-reductive materialism
theories of mind from matter, among others.

Lewis school | Formation
See main: Lewis school of thermodynamics

The “Lewis school", a term used as early as 1923, or G.N. Lewis school, a term that came into use commonly into the
1950s, refers to anyone schooled under the logic of American physical chemist Gilbert Lewis. In the 20th century, the
most cited textbook on thermodynamics was the 1923 Thermodynamics and the Free Energy of Chemical Substances
written by Lewis and his editorial assistant American physical chemist Merle Randall.

Human thermodynamics | Human molecular engineering
See main: Two cultures department

UC Berkeley, centered around the so-called "Lewis school", has a number of human thermodynamics thinkers to have
interjected into debate, commentary, and or theory on the implications of thermodynamics on human existence.
In 1899, American philosopher Harry Overstreet, noted for his circa 1950 “extropy”, conceived as a counter-entropy,
theories of truth, beauty, and goodness, completed his BA and his BS (1901) both at the University of California,
Berkeley, after which he taught philosophy at UC Berkeley from 1901 to 1911.
In 1925, Gilbert Lewis, himself, in his
"Anatomy of Science" lecture turned
book, was the first to give his opinion
In 2010, the name of the UC Berkeley "Chemical Engineering" department was
on the implications of chemical
changed to the department of "Chemical & Biomolecular Engineering" to reflect
the widened scope of teaching and research activities in the department, which is a thermodynamics. On the subject of the
change not in cogent alignment with the new defunct theory of life perspective,
origin of life question, he then brings
which according works of English physiologist Charles Sherrington: [16]
up “autocatalysis” as a possible
"Chemistry does not know the word life."
solution, which he describes as a type
The "new" UC Berkeley department namesake, one day, will eventually have to be of catalysis in which a reaction is
changed again (see: life terminology upgrades).
accelerated by one of its own products,
so that a long time may elapse before anything happens, but if that product begins to form, or is introduced form
with, the reaction goes faster and faster.” Lewis then spends a page or two describing a thought experiment where
we are told to imagine a “certain solution capable of producing a given organic substance, but that it will not produce
this substance unless one molecule of this substance is already there, after which more and more of these molecules
form at the expense of the nutrient solution.” He then goes on to explain how isomers of these molecules could form,
then begin to collide with each other, knocking off certain atoms, leading to mutations. He then concludes: [5]
“We should see a process of evolution, each molecule reproducing itself exactly, until an accidental rearrangement
would set a new molecule to propagating itself. Would not this be reproduction with transmission of acquired
characteristics?”
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A molecule that “propagating itself”, however, is perpetual motion—it is biological theory forced biasedly into
chemistry. Lewis defends this by commenting “you may object to my using terms drawn from biology.” In any event,
he then boldly digs into the heart of the matter, i.e. the gist of what we now have come to define as hmolscience
(human chemistry + human thermodynamics + human physics):
“Suppose that this hypothetical experiment could be realized, which seems not unlikely, and suppose we could
discover a whole chain of phenomena [evolution timeline], leading by imperceptible gradations form the simplest
chemical molecule to the most highly developed organism [human molecule]. Would we then say that my
preparation of this volume [Anatomy of Science] is only a chemical reaction [extrapolate up approach], or, conversely
that a crystal is thinking [extrapolate down approach] about the concepts of science?”
Here we see Lewis wavering on whether he is a molecule or an organism in regards to the deeper questions on mind
and life.
In 1928, American chemical engineer and
physical chemist Frederick Rossini, one of
the founders of political thermodynamics,
completed his PhD under Lewis, Giauque,
and Randall (his direct doctorial supervisor).
In 1950, Rossini penning his Chemical
Thermodynamics textbook, one of the first
followups to Lewis' 1923 textbook. In his
1971 Priestley Medal address “Chemical
Thermodynamics in the Real World”, Rossini
sparked what has come come to be called
the "Rossini debate" in regards to whether
or not chemical thermodynamics applies to
questions of freedom and security in
society. [3] A noted 2006 commentator, or
rather defender of Rossini, in this debate is
American chemist Todd Silverstein who
completed his MS and PhD at the University
of California, Berkeley. [4]
In 1974, American law professor and racial
thermodynamics theorist Richard Delgado
completed his JD in 1974 at the UC Berkeley.

American electrochemical engineer Libb Thims, who as an undergraduate had
been accepted to the University of California, Berkeley, presently is working
to found America's first "two cultures" department (see: two cultures
department) at UC Berkeley, centered around the chemical engineering
department, in the form of human chemical engineering or "humanities +
chemical engineering", in mindset alignment with some of the great thinkers
to have been products of this school: Gilbert Lewis (1925), Frederick Rossini
(1971), Todd Silverstein (2006).

In 1981, American evolutionary psychology founder David Buss, one of the backbone theorists behind American
electrochemical engineer Libb Thims' 2007 human chemical thermodynamics formulations, completed his PhD in
psychology at the UC Berkeley.

Sociology
In 1939, American sociologist Robert Nisbet, noted for his
1970 book The Social Bond, utilizing concepts such as
social entropy, social bond, etc., completed his PhD in
sociology, with a dissertation on French conservative
social thought in the early nineteenth century, at UC
American sociologist Robert Nisbet, the founder of the UC
Berkeley and went on to found the sociology department
Berkeley sociology department, was one of the first to
incorporate chemical thermodynamics concepts, e.g. entropy, at Berkeley, staying there until 1953. The following is
Nisbet's position on sociology:
into sociology.
“Just as modern chemistry concerns itself with what it calls the chemical bond, seeking the forces that make atoms
stick together as molecules, so does sociology investigate the forces that enable biologically derived human beings to
stick together in the ‘social molecules’ in which we actually find them from the moment, quite literally, of their
conception.”
The conception of a "hydrogen bond" defined as the binding between two atoms as being possible through the
medium of a hydrogen ion was first advanced in the unpublished work of American chemist Maurice Huggins in 1919,
with his conception of an H-bond, a theory later expanded on by Wendell Latimer and Worth Rodebush in 1920, who
cite Huggins in a footnote, in their paper "Polarity and Ionization from the Standpoint of the Lewis Theory of
Valence". [6] All three were students of Gilbert Lewis, working in his chemical laboratory at UC Berkeley. This
"hydrogen bond" vs "covalent bond" theory work, in turn, inspired the 1973 human chemical bond type article "The
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Strength of the Weak Ties" by American sociologist Mark Granovetter, outlining his weak tie/strong tie theory, which
has resulted to be one of the most cited sociology articles of all time. [7] In the early 1960s, American sociologist
James Beniger, noted for his 1986 human thermodynamics themed book The Control Revolution, completed his MS in
statistics, and MA and PhD in sociology, at UC
Berkeley.

Literature
In 1964, American literature thermodynamics writer
Thomas Pynchon applied to study mathematics as a
graduate student at the UC Berkeley, but was
turned down. [8] In 1970, American literature
thermodynamics theorist Lois Zamora, who would
go on to be a noted Thomas Pynchon scholar,
completed her MA and PhD in 1977 in comparative
literature at UC Berkeley, which again, ironically, is
the same university that rejected Pynchon six years
earlier. In her 1988 Dictionary of Literary Themes
and Motifs entry on apocalypse, to exemplify,
Zamora summarizes use of the metaphor of entropy
and the second law to describe the end of times as
follows: [9]
Ironically, the same university (UC Berkeley) that originally rejected

“A contemporary variation on the apocalyptic vision American writer Thomas Pynchon into their graduate program (in
mathematics), in 1964, now teaches courses, such as English 190
is provided by the metaphor of entropy. Like
apocalypse, entropy is an eschatological vision; it is (Spring, 2013), devoted to studies of his literature thermodynamics
based on the second law of thermodynamics, which books: Gravity’s Rainbow, The Crying of Lot 49, and V. [11]
describes the gradual leveling of energy in the
universe and the molecular equilibrium called heat death at the end of the process. Entropy posits a world moving
toward its extinction inexorably and irreversibly; the end is not to be orchestrated with the great crescendo of
apocalyptic cataclysm but rather with the decrescendo of entropic chaos. This eschatology is far more pessimistic
than conventional apocalyptic eschatology. The end is not caused by man’s action and God’s reaction, but is
produced by decomposition, disintegration, and gradual loss of energy and differentiation. The anthropomorphism of
the traditional apocalypse, with it implicit sense of purposeful history responding to human as well as to divine
actions, yields to the bleak mechanism of a purely physical world that is irreversibly running out of energy. Whereas
the apocalyptic vision sees a causal relationship between past, present, and future, the law of entropy, when applied
to human affairs, negates such rational, temporal continuity. History does have a direction as it moves towards heat
death, but it admits not human influence, no logical relationship between cause and effect. The use of the metaphor
of entropy to describe the end of times appears through the fiction of Thomas Pynchon, William Burroughs, Norman
Mailer, and James Purdy.”

Anthropology
See main: Juarrero-Deacon affair

In 2011, Cuban-born American philosopher
Alicia Juarrero, formerly a professor of Prince
George’s Community College, Maryland,
accused American neurological
anthropologist Terrence Deacon, the current
In 2012 and 2013, American electrochemical engineer Libb Thims helped to
head of the of the UC Berkeley anthropology
mediate the allegations of "theory plagiarism" that the head of the UC
department, stole or “misappropriated” the
Berkeley anthropology department Terrence Deacon "stole" American
bulk of her thermodynamics-framed nonphilosopher Alicia Juarrero's 1999 thermodynamics-framed non-reductive
materialism theory, a factoid that should serve as a clarion call that it is due reductive materialism theories, contained in
her 1999 book Dynamics in Action:
time for the establishment of an educational system that teaches the
overlap of, at the very least, philosophy, anthropology, and
Intentional Behavior as a Complex System,
thermodynamics.
and used them as the basis of his 2011 book
Incomplete Nature: How Mind Emerged from
Matter, without citation of her work. This prompted a UC Berkeley investigation into the alleged "research
misconduct" allegations.
On 22 Jan 2013, the Berkeley investigation committee released its findings, the conclusion of which Deacon was
exonerated. In the report overview cites American electrochemical engineer Libb Thims Hmolpedia “HT pioneers”
page, with its 500+ chronological listing of theorists to have applied thermodynamics to questions of human
existence, a group to which both Juarrero and Deacon belong (though not yet input into the table, as they are both
newly-found theorists, i.e. theorists not found in the 2002-2012 search period construction of the table), as a method
of disproof to American Wall complexity-emergence theorist Michael Lissack’s definition of what he calls “plagiarism
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by negligence”, the gist of which is that anyone now, according to Lissack, in the modern Internet age, who publishes
a new idea or theory without first doing a search for previous theorists, is guilty of plagiarism. [27] Specifically, as
stated in a 2012 letter to Robert Price, entitled “Subliminal Influence or Plagiarism by Negligence?”, according Lissack:
[28]
“There is no excuse, to even tolerate the idea that in the Internet Age it is acceptable … to fail to see what others
have written before publishing his own work. Plagiarism by negligence is still plagiarism.”
This idealized view of Lissack, as the Berkeley investigation report explains, is a naïve perspective. The HT pioneers
page, in fact, as stated here (31 Jan 2012), took American electrochemical engineer Libb Thims 10-years (2002-2012)
to construct and compile, using an exhaustive method of searching, namely: Google Books, Google scholar, libraries,
Internet, footnotes, bibliographies, articles, blogs, webpages, etc., and that was after working independently on his
own theoretical queries, without worry about what had been done prior to him, for a period of seven years (19952001) simply as a personal curiosity. Some HT authors, such as Iranian-born American electrical engineer and material
scientist Robert Kenoun (Theory of History and Social Evolution, 2006), to note, choose specifically to avoid a prior
read of the extant literature to keep the originality of their work in view. Hence, Lissack’s conception of “plagiarism
by negligence”, even if an idea gets into the mind of the author via “subliminal influence”, as Lissack puts it, where
the author loses track of or may not be aware of the original seed, is an unreal idealization and hence defamatory in
assertion.
By early February 2013, Thims, in an humorous educational gleaning effort to discern light into the so-called
affair, read through both the Juarrero (1999) and the Deacon (2011) books, along the way creating a Google Book
search overlapping "key term" usage in each book to account for similarity. A JHT report summary is underway.

Other
In 1900, college students at the UC Berkeley, were attempting to make or reconstruct models of American engineer
Willard Gibbs' thermodynamic surface, similar to what James Maxwell did in his thermodynamic surface. Mexicanborn American theoretical chemist Henry Eyring, noted for the 1931 potential energy surface model, the 1935
transition state theory, completed his PhD degree in chemistry at UC Berkeley in 1927 for a dissertation entitled: “A
Comparison of the Ionization by, and Stopping Power for, Alpha Particles of Elements and Compounds.” In circa 1957,
American physical-quantum chemist William Cropper, noted for his chemical thermodynamics soaked 2001 Great
Physicists, completed his PhD at UC Berkeley. In 1957, American science paradigm change theorist Thomas Kuhn
taught in both the philosophy department and the history department, being named Professor of the History of
Science in 1961. In 1965, Israeli biophysical thermodynamicist Aharon Katchalsky gave a series of lectures on “The
Physics and Biology of Time”, recorded by on film, at UC Berkeley. Presently, English biochemist Christopher
Southgate, noted for his work and discussion on the science-religion debate, a course he began teaching in 1993 at
the University of Exeter, scholar at the Graduate Theology Union, Berkeley, an affiliate of the UC Berkeley.

Detractors
In circa 1967, American-born Canadian biochemist and physical chemist Stephen Lower, noted for his 2007 online
listing of human chemistry as a "crackpot" subject, competed his BS in biochemistry at UC Berkeley. In 2009,
American chemist Mitch Garcia, a vocal detractor to the proposal of teaching human chemistry theory in schools,
completed his PhD in chemistry at UC Berkeley.

See also
● University of Chicago
● Princeton University Department of Social Physics
● Two Cultures Department
● Schools of Thermodynamics
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University of
Chicago
In schools, the University of Chicago is a
prominent school common to several
noted hmolscience thinkers in the fields
of sociochemistry (social chemistry),
sociophysics (social physics), sociothermodynamics (social
thermodynamics or sociological
thermodynamics) human physics, and in
general branches of human
thermodynamics, some of which are
listed below.

Hmolscience | Alumni
● Albion Small (1854-1926) – founded
the sociology department of the
University of Chicago (1892) and
Some of the noted University of Chicago departments: sociology, physics,
founded the American Journal of
chemistry, and economics to have produced hmolscience theorists; the top of
Sociology (1895); his 1899 article “A
which “Institute for Molecular Engineering” being a newly-forming 2011
‘Unit’ in Sociology” argued that ‘general department, under the direction of American chemical engineer Matthew Tirrell.
sociology’ might be able to be defined
in the future as ‘the science of human atoms and their behavior’, on the model of ‘general chemistry’, which is
defined as the science of atoms and their behavior.
● Frank Carlton (1873-1961) - studied with Albion Small and others at the University of Chicago’s newly burgeoning
sociology department; his 1912 “History-Making Forces” argues for the inception of the sciences of the sciences of
social mechanics, social physics and social chemistry; he elaborates further in his 1920 Elementary Economics.
● Paul Samuelson (1915-2009) – completed his undergraduate work at the University of Chicago; and would go on in
his 1941 Nobel-Prize winning PhD dissertation to use thermodynamic models and chemical models such, as Le
Chatelier’s principle, to explain that in a system (chemical or economic) the changes in the equilibrium is a
constrained maximization problem when one of the constraints is marginally tightened or relaxed and thus solved by
the “variation principle”.
● Elihu Fein (c.1916-) – completed his MS in physics at the University of Chicago and his 1970 “Demography and
Thermodynamics” outlines a type of molecular sociology in which social activity is defined as being analogous to
molecular activity and uses concepts such as adiabatic and entropy in social systems.
● Harold Nieburg (1927-2001) – completed PhD in political science at the University of Chicago (1960); his 1973
Cultural Storm outlines aspects of political thermodynamics.
● Stephen Berry (1931-) – noted for his 1971 “thermodynamic analysis of society” theory; physical chemistry
professor of the University of Chicago, since 1964.
● John Avery (1933-) – completed his MS in physics at the University of Chicago (1954); his 2003 Information Theory
and Evolution explains human existence thermodynamically, such as along the lines of John Neumann’s circa 1950
free energy automaton theory.
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● Robert Wald (1947-) – black hole thermodynamicist; current chairman of the physics department at the University
of Chicago.

See also
● Princeton University Department of Social Physics
● Schools of thermodynamics
● University of California, Berkeley

References
1. Molecular engineering – University of Chicago.

External links
● University of Chicago – Wikipedia.
● Sociology – University of Chicago.
● Physics – University of Chicago.
● Chemistry – University of Chicago.

Unnatural
In science, unnatural or ‘what is unnatural’, as
contrasted with natural, is defined by processes or
reactions, for standard earth-bound systems, that
meet the following criterion: [1]

dG > 0
This is called the Lewis inequality that are
‘thermodynamically impossible’, defined in 1923 by
American physical chemist Gilbert Lewis, based on
the various Gibbs inequalities, which he termed as a
“universal rule” for freely reacting isothermalisobaric processes (e.g. ones that occur between
reacting humans). [2] In generalized form, what is
natural for any system or body of the universe is
defined or quantified those processes or reactions
that meet the Clausius inequality (1856).

The standard definition, according to English chemical
thermodynamicist Edward Guggenheim (1933), of what constitutes
the differences between an unnatural process and a natural
process, based on the Clausius inequality, for standard earth-bound
systems. [1]

See also
● Natural science

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“Contrary to popular belief, being alive is unnatural.”
— Michael Guillen (1995), Five Equations that Changed the World (pg. 6)

References
1. Guggenheim, Eduard, A. (1933). Modern Thermodynamics by the Methods of Willard Gibbs (pgs. 5, 17). London:
Methuen & Co.
2. Lewis, Gilbert N. and Randall, Merle. (1923). Thermodynamics and the Free Energy of Chemical Substances (pg.
160). McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc.

Further reading
● Ball, Philip. (2011). Unnatural: the Heretical Idea of Making People (pg. 3). Vintage Books.

Unpredictable
In science, unpredictable or unpredictability refers to the inability to predict the course of action of certain events or
processes.
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Radioactivity

Italian physicist Ettore Majorana, who did his PhD on “The Mechanics of Radioactive Nuclei” under Enrico Fermi in
1929, commented the following: [1]
“The disintegration of an atom is a simple event. It is unpredictable, happens in isolation, and after a wait of
sometimes thousand or up to millions of years. In contrast, nothing similar happens in the events registered by social
statistics. This is not, however, an insuperable objection. The disintegration of a radioactive atom can force an
automatic counter, possessing an adequate amplifier, to register it with a mechanical effect. We then only need some
common laboratory artifices to prepare in one way or another a colorful and complex chain of phenomena, which are
controlled by the accidental disintegration of a single radioactive atom.
Nothing exists from a strictly scientific point of view to prevent us from accepting as plausible that the origin of
human occurrences could also be found in some fundamental event similarly simple, invisible and unpredictable. If
this is so, and we believe that it is so, the role of statistical laws in social sciences will be seen to increase. Their role
will not only be that of empirically establishing the result of a large number of unknown causes. It will rather be to
provide, above all, a concrete and immediate testimony of reality. The interpretation of this testimony will require a
special art, one that is not precisely secondary to the art of government.”
Majorana’s aim, according to Carlos Perez, was to establish a theoretical connection between the death-rates or
marriage-rates of a modern society and the disintegration of a radioactive atom. [2]

Free will
English physicist C.G. Darwin, in the “Introduction” to his 1952 Next Million Years, argued in a contradictory manner
that the next million years of human evolution could be predicted by the methods of thermodynamics and statistical
mechanics, and that people were “human molecules” as he defined us, but that, in a contradictory manner to his
overall thesis, humans have free will owing to their 'unpredictability'.

Bifurcations
Belgian chemist Ilya Prigogine, in the 1970s, predominately, promoted the view that the evolution of humans was
akin a like the evolution of Benard cells, which he defined as dissipative structures, according to which, prior to their
formation, up to the bifurcation point, things were predictable, but that at the bifurcation point things became
unpredictable. This is an ontic opening argument method of arguing against determinism in the human sphere or
arguing that human behavior is indeterministic, which of course is code for a free will argument.

Adjacent possible
In 1999, in promotion of his upcoming 2000 book Investigations, Kauffman began to outline what seems to be his
unified theory, that of what he calls the “adjacent possible” (or chemically adjacent possible), a rather ill-defined
term, which he describes as those regions of the biosphere in which “autonomous agents” (Kauffman’s term for a
minimal living thing, which meets the criterion: (a) is auto-catalytic, (b) completes one thermodynamic work cycle, (c)
has a membrane) push their way into novelty—molecular, morphological, behavioral, and organizational. The
thermodynamic states not yet attained - the “adjacent possible” states as Kauffman terms them - are unpredictable
since they are the result of the interaction of the large collection of autonomous agents, such as people, or rather
one’s genes, and all the other evolving things in the external world. [3] This, similar to Prigogine's dissipative
structures argument, is an ontic opening argument against determinism.
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Urban, Wilbur
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In hmolscience, Wilbur Urban (1873-1952) was an American language philosopher
noted, philosophical thermodynamics, for his 1929 “The New Gotterdammerung:
Degradation and Value”, wherein he expounds on the view that the second law cannot
be wholly irrelevant to philosophy. [1]

Overview
In 1929, Urban, in his “The New Gotterdammerung: Degradation and Value”, digs into
the second law of thermodynamics, which he categorizes as a “magnificent
dysteleology”, in respect to destiny, then ventures into discussion of: Henri Bergson,
Henry Adams, and Wilhelm Ostwald, his “The Energetic Imperative” in particular,
William James, among others.
Urban’s position seems to be, in part, a reaction to James' famous contention that the
second law is irrelevant to history save as it sets a terminus, and this fact of terminus
makes no difference to the meaning and value of history and the truth of progress. [2]

Quotes | Employed
The following are quotes employed by Urban:
“There is no entropy of being.”
— Georg Simmel (c.1910)

Reference
1. Author. (1967). “Article” (James Ward, pg. 229; extropy, pg. 229; demon, pgs. 220, 221, 229), Physis, Vol. 9-10.
2. Urban, Wilbur M. (1929). “The New Gotterdammerung: Degradation and Value”, in: The Intelligible World:
Metaphysics and Value, Volume 14 (§:12:395-427; Simmel, pg. 395) (thermodynamics, pgs.). Routledge, 2002.

Further reading
● Urban, Wilbur M. (1939). “Science and Symbolism: Symbolism as a Scientific Principle”, in: Language and Reality:
the Philosophy of Language and Principles of Symbolism (§11:503-70; thermodynamics, pg. 558). Routledge, 2013.

External links
● Wilbur Marshall Urban – Wikipedia.

US Constitution
In government, US Constitution is []

Overview
In 1787, James Madison, the so-called "father of the
Constitution", wrote the US Constitution, wherein the word
god does not appear:

originally drafted in the form of his “Virginia Plan” (Ѻ), with its
model of checks and balances between three different
branches of government, mentally constructed from the
Newtonian-conceptualized (see: Newtonian government)
theories of John Witherspoon and or Charles Montesquieu,
based on the primitive form of social physics he had learned
at Princeton in 1769.

Quotes | Madison
The following are James Madison-related quotes:

A US Constitution labeled “orrery” similar to the one
purchased for Princeton University by John Witherspoon
in 1771, showing a working model of a Newtonian
mechanics based "solar system", the logic of which being
taught to James Madison as a Princeton student, via an
early form of social mechanics, the basics of which he
used in the construction of writing of the US Constitution,
in respect to separation of powers and checks and
balances.
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“There can be no question of the fact that, in early Princeton, physics cooperated with politics in a sort of analogical
double play, Newton to Witherspoon to Madison.”
— John Q. Stewart (1955), on social physics at Princeton [2]

“The eighteenth century was dominated intellectually by the scientific work of Newton, and mechanical metaphors
sprang naturally to men’s minds. Men had found a rational order in the universe and they hoped that it could be
transferred to politics. Madison spoke in the most precise Newtonian language when he said that such a ‘natural’
government must be so constructed ‘that its several constituent parts may, by their mutual relations, be the means
of keeping each other in their proper places.’”
— Richard Hofstadter (1967), The American Political Tradition [3]

“The third element—the principle of checks and balances—in the principle of separation of powers is what Madison
called ‘partial agency’, which gives each branch enough power over the others to be able to check them. This
principle of checks and balances, designed to enable the three branches to protect themselves from each other’s
encroachments.”
— Levine and Cornwell (1968), An Introduction to American Government [4]

“The founders were elitists, and realists about human nature. Their task was to make passion subject to reason. If
men could be expected to be selfish, or worse, then said James Madison ‘ambition must be made to counteract
ambition’. The Newtonian principles of action and reaction were applied to politics.”
— Lance Morrow (1987), “The Ark of America” [5]

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“The Constitution was founded on the law of gravitation. The government was to exist and move by virtue of the
efficacy of ‘checks and balances.’ The trouble with the theory is that government is not a machine, but a living thing.
It falls, not under the theory of the universe, but under the theory of organic life. It is accountable to Darwin, not to
Newton. It is modified by its environment, necessitated by its tasks, shaped by the sheer pressure of life.”
— Woodrow Wilson (1912), Presidential candidate campaign speech [1]

“By the statement America was founded on ‘Judeo-Christian philosophy’, I mean that the founders of the
Constitution, the people who forged the country, believed in the Ten Commandments, and that’s what they based
the ‘law’ on.”
— Bill O’Reilly (2015), on (Ѻ) Carson’s no vote for Muslim President statement, Sep 22
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Utilitarianism
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In morality theories, utilitarianism is a type of
consequentialist or teleological philosophy or moral
guidance system which argues that the consequence
to be pursued is the maximization of good or utility,
generally referring to the greatest total good for the
greatest number. [1]

History
English jurist and philosopher Jeremy Bentham
coined the term ‘utilitarianism’ in his 1789
Introduction to the Principles of Morals and
Legislation. [2] Bentham, supposedly, viewed the
classical theories of Plato and Aristotle and notions
such as Immanuel Kant's 1785 "categorical
imperative" to be too outdated, confusing, and or
controversial to be of much help with modern
society's ills and a program of social reform. He
adopted what he took to be a simple and 'scientific'
approach to the problems of law and morality and
Cartoon version of Jeremy Bentham's version of ‘utilitarianism’ or
grounded his approach in the "Principle of Utility."
the principle of utility. [3]
[3] Bentham's utility principle was expanded in
English political philosopher John Stuart Mill's 1863 book Utilitarianism. [4]

Thermodynamics
A noted debated quote from an anonymous undergraduate paper concerning the validity of the utility theory of
morality is:
“Utilitarianism is wrong because it violates the second law of thermodynamics, and we should not violate the second
law.”
Mika LaVaque-Manty comments on this that the format of the presentation of this argument is called a ‘category
error’ in the sense that “the laws of thermodynamics are not the sort of things that can be violated, not by us or,
insofar as we know, anything else in the universe.” [5] In the correct sense, the student would have been better to
argue that the theory of utilitarianism does not meet the Eddington rule, which translates to the effect that it does
not hold up against the Clausius inequality in the long run and the Lewis inequality theory of spin cycles in the human
sphere of directed or prescribed ‘good’ and ‘bad’ directions of operation.

See also
● Negative confessions
● Moral symbols
● Moral movement
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External links
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Utility
In terminology, utility is “pleasure itself, together with exemption from pain” (Epicurus, 300BC + Jeremy Bentham,
1789); “the foundation of morals, which holds that actions are right in proportion as they tend to promote happiness,
wrong as they tend to produce the reverse of happiness” of which there is “public utility” and “private utility” (John
Mill, 1863); a “discredited concept” (Paul Samuelson, 1938); the “measure of what you want [desire]; basically a
measure of value or preference” (Tom Siegfried, 2006). [6]
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Thermodynamics
In modern human chemical thermodynamics terms, the concept of utility seems to be a groping at what is now
quantified by bulk human action directionality defined by coupling theory.

History
The earliest utility models, e.g. as espoused by Richard Cumberland (1631-1718) and John Gay (1699-1745), were
theologically-based, utility conceptualized as something that maximizes a god-based moral directionality compass of
human actions. [1] Gay, e.g., in 1731, enunciated utility—god sanctioned happiness—as the explanation of human
actions. [2] David Hume (1711-1776) elaborated on Gay’s discussions of utility. This was followed by the elaborations
of Jeremy Bentham and John Mill, who, like Epicurus, identified the good with pleasure, holding that people ought to
maximize the good, that is, bring about ‘the greatest amount of good for the greatest number’. [1] In 1780, English
jurist-philosopher Jeremy Bentham defined utility as follows: [7]
“Utility is that property in any object, whereby it tends to produce benefit, advantage, pleasure, good, or happiness
or to prevent the happening of mischief, pain, evil, or unhappiness.”
Bentham often referred to this “principle of utility” as the “greatest happiness principle”. [5]

Pareto
In 1896, Italian engineer Vilfredo Pareto was paralleling his term “ophelimity” with utility as follows: [3]
“In all treatises on political economy, the main part is formed by the science of ophélimité and utility.”
In 1912, Pareto, in his Treatise on General Sociology, defined utility as one of the properties of social molecules
(people defined as molecules), as follows: [4]
“§2079. Organization of the social system. The economic system is made up of certain molecules set in motion by
tastes and subject to …” (pg. 1442)
“… and molecules have certain thermic, electrical, and other properties. So a system made up of social molecules also
has certain properties that are important to consider. One among them has been perceived, be it in a rough and
crude fashion, in every period of history—the one to which with little or no exactness the term ‘utility’ …” (pg. 1456)
“… subsist in certain relationships. The reasonings (derivations), theories, beliefs that are current in the mass of such
molecules are taken as manifestations of the [psychic] state of that mass and are studied as facts on a par with other
facts that society presents to view. We look for uniformities among them, and try to get back to the facts in which the
in turn originate.” (pg. 1919)
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V
In symbols, V is the symbol for

Vacuum
In science, a vacuum, which is near synonymous with "void", is
region of space completely devoid of matter. The topic of
whether or not a vacuum can actually exist in reality is captured
in the famous dictum “nature abhors a vacuum”, initiated by
Greek philosopher Parmenides’ 485BC argument that vacuums
or voids are a natural impossibility. This debate can be said to
have been directly responsible for the the vacuum pump,
invented by German engineer Otto Guericke in circa 1643, the
gas laws which followed, the invention of the steam engine, and
thus thermodynamics as the science of the study of heat
engines from the general point of view. The term “ideal gas”
originated in the phrase “perfect gas” and “perfect ideal gas” on
attempts to make a “perfect vacuum”, during in the 17th
century, inside of a piston and cylinder, e.g. in a gunpowder
engine. The vacuum debate, through the thinking of Italian
physicist Galileo Galilei, resulted in the invention of the
barometer, via investigations on the subject of the vacuum by
Galileo's student Italian physicist Evangelista Torricelli in 1643.

Simplistic diagram of a vacuum or region devoid of
anything, showing a connector valve attached to a
vacuum bulb, whereby a vacuum pump can be used to
remove the interior particles, through the action of
work (the 'working' of the pump arm), creating a
pressure difference between the volume inside the bulb
and the surrounding space.

Further reading
● Close, Frank. (2007). The Void. Oxford University Press.

External links
● Vacuum – Wikipedia.

Vacuum bulb
In engines, a vacuum bulb is a glass sphere
that can be attached and detached to a
vacuum pump, with a twist of the of the
stopcöck, after the vacuum is made inside the
bulb and be carried about as a sort of storage
vacuum and used later to be harnessed for
work as in the lifting device arrangement of
the Guericke engine.

History
The vacuum bulb was invented in circa 1650 by
German engineer Otto Guericke as the vacuum
holding part of the the vacuum pump.

See also
● Engine development timeline

References
1. Otto von Guericke and the Magdeburg
Hemispheres – MK-Technology.com.

Vacuum pump

Left: a 1663 design vacuum bulb (top part) and vacuum pump (bottom
part), the third design of the vacuum pump by German engineer Otto
Guericke. Right: a small boy (left) holding a vacuum bulb in circa 1670
"lifting device" Guericke engine experiment where, when connects the
bulb to connector x and then turns the stopcöck, releasing the power of
the vacuum, at which point the piston is pushed down and the men jerked
forward.
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In pumps, a vacuum pump, as
contrasted with an air pump, is a device
that creates a vacuum via the
mechanical cranking of an arm, the
down-stroke of each arm working to
remove the air from a connecting vessel
(top bulb) or vacuum bult, via the
mechanism of a piston and cylinder
action with a one-way valve, and thus
create a vacuum or region devoid of gas.

History
The first vacuum pump was invented in
circa 1650 by German engineer Otto
Guericke, as shown adjacent. [1] The
Left: the original vacuum pump. Center: a 1663 third generation vacuum pump.
third design, supposedly, being more of Right: a semi-modern laboratory size scale version.
a portable design, was built in 1663. The
following shows a "second generation" vacuum pump, the one shown constructed in Guericke’s private house in
1664, spanning from the cellar up to his office. [2]

See also
● Engine development timeline
● Timeline of thermodynamics
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Valence
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In chemistry, valence, valency, or “combining power”, refers to the
ability of one type of atom to bond to another type of atom.

History
The main forerunner to the concept of the valence bond was the
"hooked atoms" model of chemical attachment. Irish chemist William
Higgins’s 1789 theory of the division of forces between ultimate
particles was said to foreshadow the valency bond. English chemist
Edward Frankland’s 1852 theory of “combining powers” is said to have
launched the basic outline of valance theory. [1] The actual paragraph
attributed to the inception of the “valence” theory of chemistry is
found at the tail end of Frankland’s 1852 article “On a New Series of
Organic Bodies Containing Metals” wherein he writes:
“When the formulae of inorganic chemical compounds are considered,
even a superficial observer is struck with the general symmetry of
A chemical anthropomorphism cartoon depiction
their construction; the compounds of nitrogen, phosphorous,
elements and marriage in terms of valence
antimony, and arsenic especially exhibit the tendency of these
electrons. [3]
elements to form compounds containing 3 or 5 equivalents of other
elements, and it is in these proportions that their affinities are best
satisfied; thus in ternal group we have NO3, NH3, NS3, PO3, PH3, PCl3, SbO3, SbH3, SbCl3, AsO3, AsH3, AsCl3, etc., and in
the five-atom group NO5, Nh4O, NH4I, PO5, Ph4I, etc. Without offering any hypothesis regarding the cause of this
symmetrical grouping of atoms, it is sufficiently evident from the examples just given that such a tendency or law
prevails and that no matter what the character of the uniting atoms may be, the combining power of the attracting
element, if I may be allowed the term, is always satisfied by the same number of these atoms.”
Frankland's term “combining power” was soon afterwards called quantivalence or valency, by the English chemists,
and later valence by American chemists. In 1919, American chemist Irving Langmuir, borrowed the term valency to
explain Gilbert Lewis's 1902 cubical atom model by stating that "the number of pairs of electrons which any given
atom shares with the adjacent atoms is called the covalence of that atom"; and hence, thereafter, the concept of the
“covalent bond” originated, meaning the sharing of two electrons. The prefix co- means "together", in the sense that
a co-valent bond means that the atoms share valence. In 1921, Julius Cohen, in his Organic Chemistry, stated that
“degree of affinity” corresponded exactly to “valency”. [4]
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Value
In society, value is the relative worth, utility, or importance of something. [1] Thermodynamics, entropy, and
evolution, according to many, are relevant to questions of values and ethics. [2] In economic thermodynamics,
money, a measure of value to a certain extent, is often considered as a form of energy. [3] This implies that "value" is
a term that, in theory, can be defined energetically or thermodynamically.
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van der Waals, Johannes
In thermodynamics, Johannes van der Waals (1837-1923) was a Dutch physical
chemist noted for his 1873 derivation of the equation of state for condensing bodies
when approaching the liquid state and for his theory of dispersion forces; work for
which he won the 1910 Nobel Prize in physics. [1] Van der Waals is associated with the
Dutch school of thermodynamics. In his explaining how he arrived at his equation of
state, he states: [2]
“The first incentive to this my life’s work came to me when, after my studies at
university, I learned of a treatise by Clausius (1857) on the nature of the motion which
we call heat … [in which] he showed how Boyle’s law can very readily be derived on the
assumption that a gas consists of material points which move at high velocity, that this
velocity is of the order of that of sound and increases in proportion to the square root
of the absolute temperature.”

Overview
As noted, early in his studies in physics and mathematics, Van der Waals was greatly influenced by Clausius’ 1857
treatise On the Kind of Motion we Call Heat. [2] Van der Waals was later influenced also by the writings of James
Maxwell, Ludwig Boltzmann, and Willard Gibbs. Van der Waals' 1873 doctoral thesis, completed at University, was
entitled On the Continuity of the Gas and Liquid State. [3] In this work, for which he would be later awarded the 1910
Nobel prize in physics, he derived the equation of state bearing his name, which describes the behavior of condensing
gases and criticality; introduced the concepts of molecular volume and molecular attraction (presently known as the
Van der Waals force); overall thus giving a model in which the liquid and the gas phase of a substance merge into
each other in a continuous manner. In deriving his equation of state van der Waals assumed not only the existence of
molecules (which in physics was disputed at the time), but also that they are of finite size and attract each other. As
he wrote in his memoirs later he was afraid he would not pass his PhD exam since at that time people in science did
not believe on the existence of atoms and molecules.

Van der Waals equation
See main: Van der Waals equation

In 1864, German physicist Rudolf Clausius began to write the ideal gas law as:

where p is the pressure, v the volume, and T the absolute temperature of the body of non-interactive gas particles. In
systems where either the pressure is increased, volume decreased, or temperature decreased, the gas can be turned
into a liquid state, and the above equation becomes inapplicable. The system will be become a non-dilute aggregate
of moving particles, interacting through inter-particle forces, and will fail to comply with Boyle’s law. These two
effects, according to Van der Waals, can attributed to attraction between the particles, signified by a new constant
“a”, and particle volume effects, signified by a new constant “b”, and thus the new vapor-approaching-liquid state of
the body of particles can thus be quantified by the following equation:

or

in its original formulation. [2]

Tributes
In 1874, Scottish physicist James Maxwell gave his qualified endorsement of Van der Waal’s thesis in Nature: [4]
“There can be no doubt that the name of Van der Waals will soon be among the foremost in molecular science.”
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thus establishing Van der Waals’s reputation. [1]
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Van der Waals equation
In thermodynamics, the van der Waals equation is an equation of state for a fluid in the liquid-vapor transition state
in which particles begin to experience measurable attraction between each other, versus no noticeable attraction
(Boltzmann chaos assumption), as in the ideal gas model equation of state (ideal gas law). The van der Waals
equation is defined as follows:

where a is the 'degree of association factor', b the particle volume factor, p the pressure, v the volume, R the ideal
gas constant, and T the the temperature of the body. The equation was proposed in 1873 by Dutch physicist
Johannes van der Waals, who would go on to win the 1910 Nobel Prize for this work. [1]

Derivation
In 1864, German physicist Rudolf Clausius began to write the ideal gas law as:

where p is the pressure, v the volume, and T the absolute temperature of the body of non-interactive gas particles. In
systems where either the pressure is increased, volume decreased, or temperature decreased, the gas can be turned
into a liquid state, and the above equation becomes inapplicable. The system will be become a non-dilute aggregate
of moving particles, interacting through inter-particle forces, and will fail to comply with Boyle’s law. These two
effects, according to Van der Waals, can attributed to attraction between the particles, signified by a new constant
“a”, and particle volume effects, signified by a new constant “b”, and thus the new vapor-approaching-liquid state of
the body of particles can thus be quantified by the following equation: [2]

in its original form, or as it came to be written in later years:

With the introduction of the Avogadro constant N, being the number of particles in a mol of substance, a term coined
in 1909 by French chemist Jean Perrin, the van der Waals equation became reformulated as:

where n²a/V² is the "internal pressure" representing the attraction exerted between the molecules at short distances
by the so-called "Van der Waals forces", and nb is the "covolume" representing the in compressible volume occupied
by the gaseous molecules. [1]

See also
● Dilute solution model
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van Laar, Johannes
In chemical thermodynamics, Johannes Jacobus van Laar (1860-1939), often cited as
J.J. van Laar, was a Dutch chemist who became a self-assigned representative of what
he called the “Gibbs-Planck view” of chemical thermodynamics, namely the view that
the thermodynamic potentials, in contrast to the alternative early methods of going
about studying chemical processes thermodynamically, are the paramount concept,
superior to that of the methods used in the so-called “osmotic school” of
thermodynamics. [1] Van Laar is often classified as being part of the Dutch school of
thermodynamics. [2] In 1896, he engaged with a heated debate with Walther Nernst;
and continued on with his attack on “osmotics” for over ten years. [1]

Education
Both of van Laar’s parents dereacted (died; ended) before he was thirteen (mother at
two; father at thirteen), thus situating him, curiously, in the early parental death
categorization. After becoming a naval officer, at the behest of his guardians, from
1881 to 1884 he began to study chemistry, physics, and mathematics, attending the
lectures of Jacobus van’t Hoff and Johannes van der Waals. In 1893, he wrote his first
book The Thermodynamics of Chemistry. In 1898, he began tutoring in mathematical chemistry at the University of
Amsterdam. In 1903, he became an assistant to Dutch chemist Bakhuis Roozeboom. He resigned for health reasons in
1912, and moved to Switzerland. [3]
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Van Ness, Hendrick
In thermodynamics, Hendrick C. Van Ness (1924-2008) was an American chemical
engineer noted for his 1969 booklet Understanding Thermodynamics and his 2005,
seventh edition, Introduction to Chemical Engineering Thermodynamics, the latter of
which is said to be, in his own words, “the most widely used chemical engineering text
of all time”, surpassing its 50th year in print in 1999, thus making him one of the
founders of modern chemical engineering thermodynamics. [1] Van Ness' expertise
was in solution thermodynamics, the thermodynamics of solutions containing reactive
species. [2] Of note, the simplified 1969, 102-page, booklet Understanding
Thermodynamics, by Van Ness, based on his 1968 lectures to sophomore engineering
students at the Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, during the spring term, is the highest
ranking Amazon.com book on thermodynamics. [3] In 2001, Van Ness’ Introduction to
Chemical Engineering Thermodynamics, having been translated into four languages,
had reached average yearly sales of 20,000 copies, with a total sales over all six
editions exceeding a half-million, making it, according to Van Ness, “the best-selling
textbook in the history of chemical engineering”. [4] [5] Two of his favorite co-authors
(Ѻ) were Michael Abbott (1938-), also of RPI, in and Joe Smith (1916-2009), of UC
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Davis. [6] [7]

Education
Van Ness completed his BS in chemical engineering at the University of Rochester in 1944 and an MS there in 1946.
He completed his PhD in engineering at Yale University in 1953. [8]

See also
● Most-cited thermodynamics publications
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Van Wylen, Gordon
In thermodynamics, Gordon Van Wylen (1920-) is an American mechanical engineer
noted, in religious thermodynamics, for his 1959 to 1973 Fundamentals of Classical
Thermodynamics, wherein the state that thermodynamical laws are man's description
of god's work; which for many years was a creationist apologetics citation staple.

Overview
In 1959, Wylen, in his Fundamentals of Classical Thermodynamics, included an unusual,
to-common-practice, paragraph, wherein he cites the laws of thermodynamics as being
man’s description of God’s continuing work. In the 1963 edition, Van Wylen, in his
preface, was acknowledging that his textbook was written with “the help and grace of
God, the Creator of the Universe.” [1] In the 1973 second edition, Wylen and co-author
American mechanical engineer Richard Sonntag (1933-2010), appended a two-page
section to their Entropy chapter on general comments regarding entropy and some of
its philosophical aspects, asking questions such as 'how did the universe get into a law
entropy state?' or 'are there processes unknown to us that occur somewhere in the
universe, such as continual creation, that have a decrease in entropy associated with them, and thus offset the
continual increase in entropy with the natural processes that are known to us?', or 'is the second law valid for the
entire universe?'. The then conclude that conclusive answers cannot be given, but that in their opinion: [3]
“The second law of thermodynamics is man’s description of the prior and continuing work of a creator, who also
holds the answer to the future destiny of man and the universe.”
(add discussion)

Religion
Van Wylen is a devout Christian, stating that he has "lived a life committed to Jesus Christ" and for at least sixteen
years he and his wife hosted a weekly international student Bible study in their home. Van Wylen was an inspiration
for the 2003 book Spiritual Entropy by American engineer, thermodynamics professor, and ordained pastor Gilbert
Wedekind. [2]
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Education
Van Wylen graduated from the University of Michigan in the 1940s, later becoming chairman of mechanical
engineering there in 1969. For a period, Van Wylen was dean of the University of Michigan and in 1972 he became
president of Hope College, Holland, Michigan, retiring in 1987. [2]

See also
● List of thermodynamics textbooks that include human thermodynamics
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van’t Hoff, Jacobus
In chemical thermodynamics, Jacobus van’t Hoff (1852-1911) was a Dutch physical
chemist noted his work in 1884 Studies in Chemical Dynamics, in which he described a
new method for determining the order of a reaction using graphics, and applied the
laws of thermodynamics to chemical equilibria, such as captured in his circa 1886 van't
Hoff equilibrium box. [1] In this work, Van’t Hoff gave one of the first thermodynamical
treatments of affinity (following Helmholtz, 1882), defining affinity as the maximum
external work done by the chemical reaction at constant temperature and volume. [5]

Education
In (date), Van’t Hoff studied at the Polytechnic and Delft and the University of Leiden.
He then studied under chemist Friedrich Kekule at the University of Bonn, Charles
Wurtz at the Ecole de Medecine, Paris, and in 1874 he obtained his PhD under G.J.
Mulder at the University of Utrecht, supposedly written on a relatively trivial thesis on
organic chemistry. [8] In 1874, Van't Hoff jumped to novel fame, so to speak, when he
built on the work on isomers of German chemist Johannes Wiclicenus, and showed
that the four valencies of the carbon atom were probably directed in space toward the four corners of a regular
tetrahedron, a model which explained how optical activity could be associated with an asymmetric carbon atom, a
theory which laid the foundations of stereochemistry. [7]
In 1877, while a lecturer in physics at the veterinary school in Utrecht, van’t Hoff published “Views on Organic
Chemistry” (Ansichten über die organischen Chemie), which contains the beginnings of his studies in chemical
thermodynamics. [7] In 1878, he became a professor of chemistry, mineralogy, and geology at the University of
Amsterdam, where he began his researches in thermodynamics and chemical kinetics in order to explain chemical
equilibrium and chemical affinity. [8]
In 1884, a result of his prolonged decade-long effort to explain chemical equilibrium and chemical affinity, he
published his famous 1884 Studies in Chemical Dynamics (Études de Dynamique Chimique), one of the early founding
publications of chemical thermodynamics, wherein he outlined the the principles of chemical kinetics, described a
new method of determining the order of a reaction, and applied thermodynamics to chemical equilibrium. In 1886,
he published results of his study that dilute solutions show an analogy with gases, in the sense that the both obey an
equation of the type:

PV = RT
In 1887, Van't Hoff and German physical chemist Wilhelm Ostwald started the Journal of Physical Chemistry
(Zeitschrift fur Physikalische Chemie), which together with the work of Svante Arrhenius, is a year said to mark the
start of "physical chemistry" as a recognizable discipline. [8] In 1896, he became a professor at the Prussian Academy
of Sciences in Berlin.
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Schools
Van't Hoff is said to be one of the three "chiefs" of the Dutch school of thermodynamics, along with Dutch physical
chemist Johannes van der Waals and Dutch chemist Bakhuis Roozeboom at the University of Amsterdam, as well as
to have his own school the so-called "Van't Hoff school". [6]

Chemical affinity
Of importance in this paper, van’t Hoff showed the chemists how thermodynamics could be applied to their science,
especially with reference to ideas on affinity. [2] In his work, he drew the distinction between chemical kinetics and
chemical thermodynamics and showed that the maximum external work obtained when a chemical reaction was
carried out reversibly and isothermally could serve as a measure of chemical affinity. [2] This was similar in theory to
the 1882 work of German physician and physicist Hermann von Helmholtz who called such maximum work “free
energy”. [3] Supposedly, however, it was van’t Hoff who introduced the notion of chemical affinity as the driving
force for chemical reactions. [4] In the early 20th century, American Gilbert Lewis proposed that the term free energy
be restricted to mean “work available for use”. [2]
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Van't Hoff equilibrium box
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In thermodynamics, a van't Hoff equilibrium box, or
“equilibrium box” or “van’t Hoff box”, is a vessel of unchanging
volume (fact check?) in which various substances taking part in a
given reaction are present in the equilibrium state, wherein the
walls of the vessel are suitably permeable to given substances,
but impermeable to others. [1] The “equilibrium box idea”,
supposedly, can only be applied to reactions taking place in a
homogeneous system, such as gases or dilute solutions. [1] The
aim of the operation of the van’t Hoff equilibrium box is to
produce useful work arising from the following scheme:
reaction → energy → heat → useful work
without violation of the second law of thermodynamics, even at
constant temperature, using heat evolved by a reaction. [2]
A depiction of a van't Hoff equilibrium box, according
to American chemist Clayton Gearhart, of the type said
History
to have been used by German physical chemist Walther
The equilibrium box was invented by Danish physical chemist
Nernst in 1893 to calculate the available work A of an
Jacobus van't Hoff in circa 1886 and supposedly is the basis for isothermal reversible reaction in which reactants
the equation that relates free energy change (ΔG or ΔF) to the
entered on the left and products exited on the right,
equilibrium constant (k) of a chemical reaction. [3] The following the entire process mediated by moving pistons and
semi-permeable membranes. [4]
is a 2003 summary of van't Hoff and his equilibrium box

conception by American biochemist, science historian, and
physiologist Robert Root-Bernstein: [5]
“When I turned to the history of chemistry in graduate school, it was perhaps inevitable that I should therefore have
been drawn to the man who best combined both physical chemistry and stereochemistry in his work, Jacobus van’t
Hoff. The beauty of three-dimensional chemical forms and their interactions still intrigues me and occupies my daily
research, but the most intense aesthetic experience I have ever had in science (outside of the experience of my own
rare illuminations) came when I read van’t Hoff’s original derivations of his equations describing the thermodynamic
properties of solutions. I was struck first by the brilliance of the analogy he created between the adiabatic cycle that
Clausius had imagined for pistons working on a gas and the equivalent cycle that van’t Hoff mentally devised using
pistons working on osmotic pressure by means of semipermeable membranes. Beyond that – far beyond that – was
the experience of reading the equations he then derived describing the equivalent of PV = nRT for solutions (van’t
Hoff 1887). It was the most brilliant, insightful poem I had ever read!
Van’t Hoff’s poem [“The Role of Osmotic Pressure in the Analogy between Solutions and Gases”, 1887] deriving
the laws of solutions wasted not a symbol. Each one made numerous connections to existing principles so that each
line became a nexus of meaning. His symbols, like a magic key, opened a door from the mansion of gas
thermodynamics onto the vista of an entirely unexpected estate that nature had somehow hidden from everyone
else. Order from disorder, sense from confusion, imagination, insight, surprise – van’t Hoff had it all. I suddenly
understood a comment that van’t Hoff’s contemporary, Max Planck, had made in his Autobiography, to the effect
that he was drawn to science when he encountered the first law of thermodynamics in high school. It appeared to
him to be ‘like a sacred commandment […] sublime’ (Planck 1949). I suddenly appreciated viscerally how one could
shudder before the majestic beauty of unexpected comprehension (Chandrasekhar 1987).”
The derivation supposedly done by German physical chemist Walther Nernst in his 1893 Theoretical Chemistry.
Nernst, following the work of others, especially van't Hoff, is said to have started with the following equation:

which reoccurs frequently in 1880-1930 German thermodynamics.
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To note,
this last

A 1928 diagrams of an Equilibrium Boxes from English physical
chemist John Butler's Fundamentals of Chemical
Thermodynamics, which can be used to deduce the equilibrium
constant. [4]

equation, in modern thermodynamic potential notation, supposedly, can be written as:

In any event, using this equation, Nernst was able to show that for an isothermal chemical reaction, occurring in an
"equilibrium box", that:

where K is the equilibrium constant as defined in the circa 1865 work of Norwegian mathematicians Cato Guldberg
and Peter Waage and their "law of mass action". [4] To connect this last equation to free energy, the 1882 GoetheHelmholtz equation:

can then be substituted in to yield:

which is the standard modern day equation relating the equilibrium constant to free energy change.

See also
● Christopher Hirata
● Relationship physics
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Van't Hoff school
In thermodynamics schools, van’t Hoff school, or physico-chemical van’t hoff school (2008) or Arrhenius-Ostwaldvan’t Hoff school (1938), refers to the work of Dutch physical chemist Jacobus van’t Hoff, and to some extent the
work of Svante Arrhenius and Wilhelm Ostwald.

Etymology
The coining “van’t Hoff school” seems to be a coining of Fielding Garrison as found in his multi-part 1809 article
“Josiah Willard Gibbs and his Relation to Modern Science”, who states: [1]
“The contention of the van't Hoff school is that the gas equation and the Arrhenius theory are only true for infinite
dilution.”
A few other examples:
“According to the Van't Hoff school the kinetic energy of dissolved molecules obey the laws governing gas pressure.”
(1915) [3]
“The van't Hoff school has always assumed that the affinities act from the apices of the tetrahedra and have not
taken the consequences of close-packing into account.” (1922) [2]
“The subtle boundary between physico-chemical van 't Hoff school and the organic school of Franchimont was not
the only dividing line which separated the early members of NCV from other segments of the Dutch chemical
community.” (2008) [4]

Note
Some have said that the van’t Hoff school is a “pre-Gibbsian school”. [5] This, however, is a misnomer being that van’t
Hoff’s first published paper to contain his beginning views on chemical thermodynamics was his 1877 “Views on
Organic Chemistry”, whereas American engineer Willard Gibbs, as a professor at Yale University, in 1873 had already
published his “Graphical Methods in the Thermodynamics of Fluids”, on graphical thermodynamics. [6]

See also
● Van’t Hoff equilibrium box
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Vanini, Lucilio
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In hmolscience, Lucilio Vanini (1585-1619) was an Italian free-thinker noted for []

Overview
In 1616, Vinini, in his In his, he argued that humans, particularly Africans, owing to their
skin color, descended from apes. His views were said to represent Renaissance
materialism and atheism; in developing the materialistic philosophy of nature, he drew
conjectures of a pre-evolutionary character. (Ѻ)

Atheism
Vanini was considered an atheist, albeit holding some type of god in nature pantheism
type view; his work, is said to be similar to the author of the Treatise of the Three
Impostors, said to have been Frederick II. Vanini held the view, like Frederick II,
supposedly, that the creators of the three monotheistic religions, Moses, Jesus and
Muhammad, were nothing but impostors.

Reaction end
Being accused of atheism and after a long trial was condemned to have his tongue cut out, to be strangled at the
stake, burned to ashes. [1] He was he was said to have been "atrociously burnt" at the stake in Toulouse. (Ѻ)
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Varela, Francisco
In science, Francisco Varela (1946-2001) was a Chilean neurologist-philosopher noted
for his 1974 implementation, together with is mentor Humberto Maturana, of cellular
automata computer simulations to make what they called autopoietic networks,
consisting of a production, bonding, and disintegration model of computer simulated
growth, framed on the notions of catalyst and substrate elements; upon which they
derived their later 1980 autopoiesis theory. [1] Varela is classified as “follower” of
Prigogine. [2]
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In science, a variable is a quantity that that varies or
changes with time or circumstances, which can be divided
into two classifications: extensive (or path independent) and
intensive (or path dependent), as well as be a dependent
variable or an independent variable.

Extensive variables
The following are extensive variables: [1]
Length l
Surface A
Volume V
Entropy S
Internal energy U
Enthalpy H
Free energy, F or G
Momentum
Kinetic energy
Electricity amount of (of substance)

An example of a dependent variable in relation to an
independent variable, as used in thermodynamics.

Intensive variables
The following are intensive variables: [1]
Temperature T
Pressure P
Magnetic field B
Chemical potential μ
Density
Velocity

See also
● State variable
● Conjugate variables
● Human thermodynamics variable table
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Varughese, Suma
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In hmolscience, Suma Varughese (c. 1960-) is an Indian journalist noted for her 2002 to
2004 new age entropy of being ideas.

Overview
In 2002, Varunghese, elaborated on life, love, and entropy, term which she claims to
have encountered in her readings of James Lovelock and his Gaia hypothesis. See culls
form, among others, M. Scott Peck and Pierre Teilhard. [1] In 2004, Varunghese, in her
"Life force overcomes Entropy”, summarized her philosophy as such: [2]
“Each time we use entropy as a pole to vault upon, our life force will go up a notch. We
will feel freer, happier, more confident and energetic, more dynamic, more creative.”
Curiously, someone commented to her article in 2009, arguing, it seems, based on the
Planck principle of elementary disorder, saying: [3]
“Please stop using science incorrectly, I respect your desire to help people but please do not do it at the expense of
somebody’s hard work. Entropy is the opposite of order, and if you wanted to have the lowest entropy, the best thing
to do is to go stick yourself in the coldest freezer you can find so that you turn into a nicely ordered lattice of atoms.”
Both comments, to note, have there issues, yet the comments highlight the difficulties involved in terms of
extrapolating Clausius entropy into explanations of human activity.

Education
As of 2005, Varughese has been the editor-in-chief of Life Positive, one of India’s premier body-mind-spirit
publications.
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Vaucanson, Jacques
In science, Jacques Vaucanson (1709-1782) was a French inventor noted for his 1737
flute player automaton and 1738 tambourine player and digesting duck automatons.

Automatons
The following is the frontispiece to Vaucanson's The Mechanism of the Flute Player
Automaton presented to the French Royal Academy of Science:

French physician-philosopher Julien la Mettrie’s 1748 The Human Machine, which was inspired by seeing Vaucanson’s
automatons, outlined a philosophical discussion on the human machine theory that specifically rejected Cartesian
dualism. [1]
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Veblen, Thorstein
In hmolscience, Thorstein Veblen (1857-1929) was an American economist, cited by
Robert Heilbroner as someone who became known as the apocryphal “last man who
knew everything”, notable, in physical economics, for his 1900 discussions on a
possible “law of conservation of economic energy”, which American physical
economics historian Philip Mirowski’s seems to think is a “bold assertion in the face of
ignorance”, and for being one of the first to work in the field of "evolutionary
economics" a term he coined. [1] Veblen was one of the members of the technocracy
school.

Evolutionary economics
Veblen, in his 1898 article “Why is Economics Not an Evolutionary Science?” — wherein
he coins the term “evolutionary economics” (see also: evolutionary psychology coining
by William James, 1890) — comments the following about conservation of energy: [5]
“The modern scientist is unwilling to depart from the test of causal relation or
quantitative sequence. When he asks the question, Why? he insists on an answer in terms of cause and effect. He
wants to reduce his solution of all problems to terms of the conservation of energy or the persistence of quantity.”

Leisure class theory
Veblen is best-known for his 1899 “conspicuous consumption” theory, outlined in his The Theory of the Leisure Class,
of the function of the leisure class. [2] The following are some of his popular quotes on this subject: [3]
“Conspicuous consumption of valuable goods is a means of reputability to the gentleman of leisure.”
“The basis on which good repute in any highly organized industrial community ultimately rests is pecuniary strength;
and the means of showing pecuniary strength, and so of gaining or retaining a good name, are leisure and a
conspicuous consumption of goods.”
“In itself and in its consequences the life of leisure is beautiful and ennobling in all civilized men’s eyes.”
(add discussion)

Influences
A few notable influences to Veblen include: Charles Darwin, Herbert Spencer, Lester Ward, William James, Henri de
Saint-Simon, and Charles Fourier.

Education
In 1880, Veblen completed his BA at Carleton College, Minnesota, and his PhD in 1884 at Yale University with a
dissertation on "Ethical Grounds of a Doctrine of Retribution". He then spent six years on his family farm – ostensibly
to recover from malaria – reading voraciously; often retreating to an isolated cabin in northern Wisconsin to focus on
his studies. [4] In 1891, he left the farm, to study economics as a graduate student at Cornell University under James
Laughlin.

Quotes
The following are relevant quotes:
“The outcome of any serious research can only be to make two questions grow where only one grew before.”
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Vedula, Ravi
In human thermodynamics, Ravi Vedula (1988-) is an Indian mechanical engineer noted
for []

Overview
In 2012, Vedula, made a short film “A Strange Thing Called Love”, coproduced with
Indian chemical engineer Vamshi Regalla, turned Journal of Human Thermodynamics
article “A Strange Thing Called Love: in the View of Chemical Thermodynamics”,
wherein they outline their take on the chemical thermodynamics of love, employing
Thims-Pati style reaction mechanisms: [1]
A + B → A≡B (human chemical bond formation) (Libb Thims, 2003)
A + B → AB (Surya Pati, 2009)
to explain human bonding as a reaction.
In synopsis origin of their video-turned-article, they comment:
“A video was made by the authors on the same concept with the title as “A strange thing called love”. The plot of this
video is that a man falls in love with nine girls and that day comes when he is supposed to make a decision on
choosing ‘the one’. Surprisingly in the early 1800s, Johann Goethe published a book named Elective Affinities based
on a similar concept of love and marriage relations among two couples. It is a pure coincidence and the current
authors actually didn’t know about it until they started preparing this article.”
This is what is called, categorically, as the love thought experiment.

Education

Vedula completed his BS in 2009 in India, his ME in 2011 at Old Dominion University, Virginia, in mechanical
engineering, and as of 2012 is pursuing a PhD in mechanical engineering at Michigan State University. Vedula’s
philosophical motto is: “always looking to explore what is there within self.”

See also
● Goethe timeline
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Veer, Udai
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In thermodynamics, Udai Veer (c. 1950-), or possibly Udai Veer Singh, is an Indian science teacher
noted for his 2006 two-volume so-named Encyclopedia of Thermodynamics, which amounts to a
crude thermodynamics textbook, at best. [1]

Education
Veer has done post-graduate work in science and is a teacher, in what seems to be physics (and
chemistry), by profession, in Delhi, India. [2] The Encyclopedia of Thermodynamics is Veer's fourth
book.
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Vegetable life
In science, vegetable life, or "plant life", along with animal life, was one of the two Linnaean classification divisions of
living matter used in the pre-Darwinian days of chemistry and biology.

Vegetable life and caloric
In 1787, French chemist Antoine Lavoisier stated that the true elements of vegetables are hydrogen, oxygen, and
charcoal and that, in relation to the decomposition of vegetable (and animal) substances by the action of fire that "of
these elements, hydrogen and oxygen have a strong tendency to unite with caloric, and be converted into gas, whilst
charcoal is a fixed element, having by little affinity with caloric." [2] With the development of the new science of
"thermo-dynamics" in the 1850s, those such as William Thomson, began to postulate on how the new mechanical
theory of heat and dissipation related to to "vegetable life" or to the "will of animate creatures". [1]

References
1. (a) Quote: according to “known facts with reference to the mechanics of animal and vegetable bodies” there is “at
present in the material world a universal tendency to the dissipation of mechanical energy” and that “any restoration
of mechanical energy, without more than an equivalent of dissipation, is impossible in inanimate material processes,
and is probably never effected by means of organized matter, either endowed with vegetable life or subject to the
will of an animated creature”
(b) Thomson, William (Lord Kelvin), "On a Universal Tendency in Nature to the Dissipation of Mechanical Energy"
(Google Books) (URL), Proceedings of the Royal Society of Edinburgh for April 19, 1852, also Philosophical Magazine,
Oct. 1852, also Mathematical and Physical Papers, vol. i, art. 59, pp. 511.
2. Lavoisier, Antoine. (1787). Elements of Chemistry - in a New Systematic Order, Containing all the Modern
Discoveries, (ch XII, pg. 123). New York: Dover (reprint).

Vernadsky, Vladimir
In hmolscience, Vladimir Vernadsky (1863-1945) (CR:38) was a Russian geochemical
mineralogist noted, in animate thermodynamics, for his 1926 living matter biosphere
theory, wherein he attempts to surmount the life / non-life issue, thermodynamically,
by arguing that certain portions of the periodic table go into living matter, and that
there is some type of unbridgeable gap between living matter and non-living matter, or
something along these lines, but one that leads to insurmountable difficulties on
theory, in modern retrospect.

Overview
In circa early 1920s, Vernadsky penned three articles on the topic of living matter:
“Living Matter”, “The Structure of Living Matter”, and “Living Matter in Geochemical
History of the Element’s System”; only one of which has since been published. [8] In
1926, Vernadsky published The Biosphere, in which, building on the 1875 theory of
“biosphere” (region of life) by Austrian geologist Eduard Suess, he extolls on a periodic
table peculiar thermodynamic-based theory of earth surface growth fed by solar energy
is outlined, inclusive of a green fire theory, blended with element discussion and free energy theory. The following
excerpt from The Biosphere exemplifies a glimpse into Vernadsky’s mind: [1]
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“The diffusion of life is a sign of internal energy – of the chemical work life performs – and is analogous to the
diffusion of a gas. It is caused, not by gravity, but by the separate energetic movements of its component particles.”
Here we see an excellent view of a biological system as being comprised of many multi-element structured biological
entities (bacteria, organisms, animals, etc.), analogous to the atoms of a body of gas, acting on each other
energetically, in a way that is said to characterize the internal energy of the system.

Living matter
Vernadsky is very peculiar in his delineation of the matter of the biosphere into two types: (a) living matter and (b)
kosnoe matter or inert matter. He states:
“Living organisms have never been produced by inert matter. In its life, its death, its decomposition an organism
circulates it atoms through the biosphere over and over again but living matter is always generated from life itself.”
The Russian word ‘kosnoe’ is the antonym of living, and usually translated as ‘inert’. All in all, Vernadsky seems to
adhere to the unbridgeable gap model of life / non-life issue. He states: [1]
“Living matter gives the biosphere an extraordinary character, unique in the universe. Two distinct types of matter,
inert and living, though separated by the impassable gulf of their geological history, exert a reciprocal action upon
one another.”
He even postulated that in the future that it will be an established axiom of science that living matter is somehow
irreducible to the elements:
“It has never been doubted that these different types of biospheric matter belong to separate categories of
phenomena, and cannot be reduced to one. This apparently-permanent difference between living and inert matter
can be considered an axiom which may, at some time, be fully established.”
As of 2009, and the defunct theory of life, however, we now know that Vernadsky was incorrect in this postulate. In
any event, Vernadsky goes on to cite what he calls the known facts, on which he bases his theory, firstly he states
that (a) abiogenesis has never occurred and (b) that azioc periods (geological periods devoid of life) have never been
observed. On this argument, he goes on to state that conditions favorable for the existence of living matter have
always been present.

Origin of life
Vernadsky is very peculiar on the question of the origin of life. In his
preface to the Russian edition, he states:
“Two preconceived ideas have infiltrated geology from roots foreign
to the empirical principles of science. The first is the assumption of
the existence of a beginning of life—the genesis or biopoesis at a
certain stage in the geological past. Considered a logical necessity,
this has penetrated science in the form of religious and
philosophical speculation.”
As the editors of the 1998 English edition note, the emphasis is his
and state that it is testimony to his allegiance to the principle of
actualism and substantive uniformitaianism. All-in-all, the theory of
the origin of life seems to be a dismissed theory by Vernadsky, but
he doesn’t seem to speculate much as to what the alternative is in
his view. Later into The Biosphere, he clarifies:

Vernadsky's tombstone (see also: thermodynamic
tombstones) in the Novodevichy cemetery in
Moscow. [9]

“The structures of living organisms are analogous to those of inert matter, only more complex. Due to changes that
living organisms effect on the chemical processes of the biosphere, however, living structures must not be considered
simply as agglomerations of inert stuff. There energetic character, as manifested in multiplication, cannot be
compared geochemically with the static chemistry of the molecular structures of which inert (and once-living) matter
are composed.”
In other words, it seems he is making an attempt to differentiate living matter with non-living matter by saying that
life is matter that is (a) non-inert, (b) multiplies or reproduces, and (c) has a certain type of ‘energetic character’. This,
however, is only a patch answer to the question, and he essentially leaves the answer to the question only glossed
over.
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Free energy

A notable usage of Vernadsky's theory is his usage of of a mixture of sunlight radiation, free energy, and descriptions
of biological work being done. He states, for instance: [1]
“The radiations that pour upon the earth cause the biosphere to take on properties unknown to lifeless planetary
surfaces, and thus transform the face of the earth. Activated by radiation, the matter of the biosphere collects and
redistributes solar energy, and converts it ultimately into free energy capable of doing work on earth.”
This may be a Russian-to-English translation issue, in the term free energy, but interesting nonetheless? in another
instance, he states:
“Living matter creates new chemical compounds by photosynthesis, and extends the biosphere at incredible speed as
a thick layer of new molecular systems. These compounds are rich in free energy in the thermodynamic field of the
biosphere. Many of these compounds, however, are unstable, and are continuously converted to more stable forms.”
As he does not cite anyone for this argument, it is difficult to get a glimpse of his inside view of free energy in this
statement. In regards to plants, photosynthesis, and free energy he states: [1]
“Animals and fungi accumulate nitrogen-rich substances which, as centers of chemical free energy, become even
more powerful agents of change. Their energy is also released through decomposition when, after death, they leave
the thermodynamic field in which they were stable, and enter the thermodynamic field of the biosphere. Living
matter as a whole—the totality of living organisms—is therefore a unique system, which accumulates chemical free
energy in the biosphere by the transformation of solar radiation.”
Here, we see that he has a blurry picture of free energy, a sort of food chain picture of free energy, so to speak.

Pressure
Vernadsky was one of the first to argue that living matter has a sort of horizontal pressure acting out over the surface
of the earth, in a manner analogous to a gas, which can be felt and measured. In The Biosphere, he first makes
mention of this:
“Living matter—organisms taken as a whole—is spread over the entire surface of the earth in a manner analogous to
a gas; it produces a specific pressure in the surrounding environment, either by avoiding obstacles on its upward
path, or overcoming them.”
The editors of the 1998 edition comment that here Vernadsky introduces his concept of the ‘pressure of life’, which
he elaborates on succinctly in 1939 as: “the spreading of life in the biosphere goes on by way of reproduction which
exercises a pressure on the surrounding medium and controls the biogenic migration of atoms. It is absent in inert
substance. The reproduction creates in the biosphere an accumulation of free energy, which may be called
biogeochemical energy. It can be measured.” Further on, he states:
“The careful observer can witness this movement of life, and even sense its pressure. In the impact of a forest on
steppe, or in a mass of lichens moving up from the tundra to stifle a forest, we see the actual movement of solar
energy being transformed into the chemical energy of our planet.”
In latter commentary, he argues interestingly that energy of the sun is what determines the pressure of life and
hence the pressure felt in civilized life: [1]
“Cosmic energy determines the pressure of life, which can be regarded as the transmission of solar energy to the
earth’s surface. This pressure arises from multiplication, and continually makes itself felt in civilized life. When man
removes green vegetation from a region of the earth, he changes the appearance of virgin nature, and must resist the
pressure of life, expending energy and performing work equivalent to this pressure.”
Here he is speaking, essentially, of pressure volume work. He continues that if, at any point, man stops his defense
against green vegetation, his works are swallowed up at once by a mass of organisms that will reposes, whenever and
wherever possible, any surface man has taken from them. This argument, to note, is similar to discussions on
boundary expansion, particularly as documented in territory change, e.g. as in rise and fall of civilizations or human
thermodynamic instruments theories.

Speed of transmission of life
Vernadsky gives a formula he defines as the ‘speed of transmission of life’, loosely modeled on how fast a single
bacterium can reproduce itself and cover the globe, as follows: [1]
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where Nn is the number of individuals formed in n days and D is the ratio of progression or growth rate, characteristic
for each species, loosely quantified as the number of generations formed per unit time. What is interesting is that
Vernadsky states that speed of transmission is subject to the law of inertia, is hindered by external forces, slows
down at low temperatures, and weakens or ceases in the absence of food, gas, breath, or space for the newly born.
In other words, he is saying that reproduction is a function of external forces, system temperature, system volume,
the medium of the system, and substrate composition.

Equilibrium
Curiously, at one point, Vernadsky seems to be quoting Gibbs' Equilibrium verbatim: [1]
“Any system reaches a stable equilibrium when its free energy is reduced to a minimum under the given conditions;
that is, when all work possible in these conditions is being produced. All processes, of both the biosphere and the
crust, are determined by conditions of equilibrium in the mechanical system of which they are a part.”
What Vernadsky seems to insert into the standard Gibbsian logic is the notion that equilibrium equals ‘stable’, which
contrasts to the standard view that equilibrium equals death or the absence of potential further spontaneous
movement or natural chemical reaction. To explain, Vernadsky comments:
“When solar radiation has produced the maximum work, and created the greatest possible mass of green organisms,
this system has reached a stable equilibrium.”
This view, however, seems to be an incorrect extrapolation of the standard chemical thermodynamics view.

Evolution
Vernadsky, supposedly, is quite explicit in his writings on challenging the "randomness" component of materialistic
Darwinism. In contrast, he states: [1]
“Creatures on earth are the fruit of extended, complex processes, and are an essential part of a harmonious cosmic
mechanism, in which it is known that fixed laws apply and chance does not exist.”

Biosphere
Vernadsky defines or alludes to the idea that the entities of the biosphere are what he calls ‘transformers’. He states:
[1]
“The biosphere may be regarded as a region of transformers that convert cosmic radiations into active energy in
electrical, chemical, mechanical, thermal, and other forms.”
This seems to be a Gibbs-based view.

Thermodynamics
As to his studies and learning in thermodynamics, Vernadsky seems to have been indoctrinated on the subject via his
crystallography studies, at some point coming across the chemical thermodynamics works of American engineer
Willard Gibbs. In his discussion of Gibbs’ equilibria, in relation to terrestrial equilibria, for instance, Vernadsky states
that “in crystallization, we encounter vectorial energy and internal energy in the formation of crystal twins [and]
surface energy plays a role in all crystallization processes”; thus indicating a detailed corpus of knowledge on the
subject of crystallization thermodynamics. [4]
Beyond this, Vernadsky utilizes some rather detailed thermodynamic terminologies, such internal energy, free
energy, transformations of energy, or re-establishment of equilibrium, etc., the latter being a very intricate concept
originating in the 1824 postulate of re-establishment of equilibrium in the caloric (a pre-entropy related concept) by
French physicist Sadi Carnot; even coining new terms such as “thermodynamic field” and “thermodynamic
envelopes”. [5] On the issue of equilibrium reestablishments, Vernadsky states: [1]
“The speed at which equilibrium is reestablished is a function of the transmission of geochemical energy.”
The thermodynamicist that Vernadsky references to substantiate his work is the chemical thermodynamics of
American engineer Willard Gibbs. Vernadsky declares that: [1]
“All of the empirically-recognized geospheres can be distinguished by the variables (temperature, pressure, physical
state, and chemical composition) of Gibbs’ equilibria.”

Thermodynamic envelopes
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On the basis of Gibbs 1876 treatise “On the Equilibrium of Heterogeneous Substances”, Vernadsky conceives of six
types of what he calls “thermodynamic envelopes” to be quantifiable in the volume of the earth, viewing the earth's
crust as a structure of thermodynamic envelopes, which can be “determined by values of temperature and pressure;
envelopes of states of matter, characterized by material phases (solid, liquid, etc.); and chemical envelops,
distinguished by chemical composition.” He says that this an empirical generalization, useful as a basis for further
discussion. On this crude sort of logic, Vernadsky then suppositions his views on the thermodynamics of the
biosphere: [5]
“The envelope proposed by Suess, the biosphere, is left out of this scheme. Its reaction are subject to the laws of
equilibrium [Gibbs, 1876], but are distinguished by a new property, an independent variable which Gibbs failed to
take into account.”
Here, aside from note regarding what Gibbs failed to take into account, we see a very robust and accurate quote, in
the modern sense. What Vernadsky is essentially telling us is that all of the reactions within the volume of the
biosphere (chemical reaction, biochemical reactions, human chemical reactions, etc.) are subject to the quantification
and regulations of the combined law of thermodynamics.
The first thermodynamic envelope or layer, in Vernadsky’s scheme, is the “upper envelop” corresponding to the
region of atmosphere-space starting at an altitude of 9-miles going upward into space, past the Karman line
weightlessness demarcation (62 miles), to a vertical height of 373-miles. This is the outer thermodynamic envelope.
The second thermodynamic envelope (layer) is the “surface envelope”, extending from the surface of the earth to an
altitude of 9-miles. Vernadsky’s description of the third and fourth layers is a bit vague. He states that “it is impossible
to indicate the precise line of demarcation between envelopes” noting that this is due to our lack of knowledge
regarding the boundary zones, but comments that this understanding will improve as science progresses. The fifth
envelope Vernadsky assigns to the region of magma (molten rock) inside of the earth, beginning at a level of 22-miles
below the earth (according to current data); and postulates the existence of a sixth thermodynamic envelope, or
rather core sphere, found inside of the fifth envelope. On this model, he states that “the entire biosphere lies
between these layers [one and five]”, i.e. in layers two-four, and comments further that “matter confined to the first
and sixth envelopes does not enter into the biosphere or has not been observed in it.”

Influence
Vernadsky's work stimulated or influenced the work and discussions between Edouard Le Roy and Pierre Teilhard, the
former of which first wrote on the noosphere concept in 1927.

Education
In 1881, Vernadsky began to study the natural sciences in the physics and mathematics department of Saint
Petersburg University, studying under the likes of Russians chemist Dmitri Mendeleyev (formulator of the periodic
table) and geographer Vasili Dokuchaev (founder of pedology), graduating in 1885. [2] In 1886, he became curator of
St Petersburg University's mineralogical collection. (Ѻ) It was probably at this point wherein he began to grapple with
the Linnaean tripartite: mineral (or mineral life), vegetable life, animal life divide, then-dominate, in respect to the
"sphere of life" on earth. In the following three years, Vernadsky mediated on the issue of how the laws of operation
of the chemical reactions of the elements of the composition of the earth actuated in developmental changes in the
earth, in its evolution, in accordance with the general laws of celestial mechanics. [3] In 1888, Vernadsky embarked
on a two-year scholarship in Western Europe, studying under German mineralogist Paul Groth, noted for his books on
the physical chemistry of crystallography. In 1989, Vernadsky studied with Henry Le Chatelier. In 1891, Vernadsky
completed his MS dissertation: “On the Sillimanite Group and on the Role of the Alumina in the Silicates” and
thereafter began his twenty-year professorship in mineralogy and crystallography at Moscow University; completing
his PhD there in 1897.

Difficulties on theory
(add)

Quotes
The following are noted quotes:
“Our model of the cosmos always must have a thermodynamic component.”
— Vladimir Vernadsky (1926), The Biosphere (pg. 102)

“I’m prepared to leave this life. I have no fear. I’ll just disintegrate into molecules and atoms. They’ll be probably
transformed into another form of living matter.”
— Vladimir Vernadsky (1945), “Diary Note” (Ѻ), written shortly before his dereaction (death) on Jan 6
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answer or a purpose is not interesting. However, there is a task which someday those chemical reactions which took
place at various points on earth; these reactions take place according to laws which are known to us, but which, we
are allowed to think, are closely tied to general changes which the earth has undergone by the earth with the general
laws of celestial mechanics. I believe there is hidden here still more to discover when one considers the complexity of
chemical elements and the regularity of their occurrence in groups..."
(b) Source: Letter from Vernadsky to his wife Natasha Vernadsky on 20 June 1888 from Switzerland.
5. ibid, Vernadsky (1926). Terms: “thermodynamic field” (pgs. 50-51, 58, 81-85, 97-99, 145, 150); “thermodynamic
envelopes” (pgs. 97, 100-02, 119).
7. Samson, Paul R. and Pitt, David. (1999). The Biosphere and the Noosphere: Global Environment, Society, and
Change (pg. 51). Psychology Press.
8. Vernadsky, Vladimir I. (1978). Zhivo Veshchestvo (Living Matter). Moscow: Nauka.
9. (a) Vernadsky grave (German → English) – Wikipedia.
(b) Vernadsky grave (photo).

Further reading
● Vernadsky, Vladimir. (1945). “The Biosphere and the Noosphere”, American Scientist, 33(1): 1-12; republished in
Main Currents in Modern Thought (pgs. 49-53), 1946, April.

External links
● Vladimir Vernadsky – Wikipedia.
● Eduard Suess – Wikipedia.

Verworn, Max
In hmolscience, Max Verworn (1863-1921) was a German physiologist

Overview
In circa 1895, Verworn proposed the term “biogen” as a kind of living molecule that is
constantly modified by chemical processes within the protoplasm. [1]

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“The psychic phenomena of the protists form a bridge that connects the chemical
processes of the inorganic world with the psychic life of the highest animals; they
represent the germ of the highest psychic phenomena of the metazoa and of man.”
— Max Verworn (1889), Psycho-physiological Studies of Protists; cited by Ernst Haeckel (1899) [2]

“The actual discoverer is not the one who finds something new, but rather whoever is first to understand its
meaning.”
— Max Verworn (c.1890) (Ѻ)
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Vibraimage
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In technology, Vibraimage is an emotional detection
imaging device that allows the hidden states of a
person to be mapped or correlated according to video
image pixel vibration rates. In 2007, vibraimage was
conceived by Russian biometrist Viktor Minkin to be a
potential human molecular state measurement
imaging technology, similar to the thermometer,
barometer, or indicator diagram, which are devices
used to acquire a reading of the thermodynamic state
of a physical system. Generally more than one
measurement device is required to entirely quantify
the energetic state of a physical system, such as
pressure, volume, and temperature for ideal gas phase
systems. With human working or social systems, the
number of thermodynamic measurement devices
needed to quantify the state of a human
thermodynamic system is as of yet unknown.
Human vibraimage is one such technical demonstration of psychodynamic features, which may provide
quantifiers of aspects such as the measurement of the internal energy of a system of human molecules. [1] The image
displays micro vibrations of a human head, vibrations which are mostly linked with vestibular system function; an
example is shown below to the left:

Overview
According to the action of vestibular system functions and mechanical movement, the human stands with the head in
a balanced vertical position, continuously and reflexively performing three-dimensional micromovements of
vibrations. [2] The dependence between head vibration parameters and emotional state is called a vestibularemotional reflex (VER) or vestibular-energy reflex. [3] It is hypothesized, that the head vibration parameters are
sensitive to emotions and human energy regulation in coordination with the first and second thermodynamics laws.
Vibraimage is the primary image that indicates the vibration parameters of an object. [4] Vibraimages are calculated
by video image processing and show amplitude and frequency of vibration in every pixel of object and as such, it
reflects time and spatial movement characteristics of an object, e.g. the sub-conscious emotional state of a person.
Closely related analogue of vibraimage is thermal imaging, as shown above to the right.

History
The direct link between reflex movement and brain activity was discovered in 1863 by the famous Russian
physiologist Ivan Sechenov in his publication “Reflexes of Brain” [5]. Charles Darwin in his book “The expression of
the emotions in man and animals” [6], 1872, also declared that reflex movements associated with emotions. Nobel
laureate and the famous researcher of aggression Konrad Lorenz claims, that amplitude and intensity of reflex
movements characterized the aggression. (On Aggression, 1966) [7]. George Gladyshev in his hierarchical
thermodynamics theory [8] supposed that it is possible to consider the person in mechanical balance condition as
thermodynamics system and it is well known that vestibular system realized mechanical balance in human like any
other physiological sensor system [9].
Coordination of vestibular system characterized by different vestibular reflexes and vestibular-emotional reflex is
the one of it characterizing emotion energy by head vibration. The first thermodynamic law gives two possibilities for
emotional human energy regulation as heat or movements. Galvanic skin response (GSR) [10] is sensitive to human
emotion because of thermoregulation and vibraimage is sensitive to emotions because of energy regulation by reflex
head vibration. Vibraimage has several advantages in comparison with other emotions detector methods as
contactless and friendly for users method. Couples can test their politics by vibraimge free test on Psymaker.
Vibraimage matching gives you 3 politics with the best biological compatibility % with you.
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Vico, Giambattista
In hmolscience, Giambattista Vico (1668-1744) was an Italian philosopher noted for his
anti-reductionism responses to Rene Descartes (1596-1650) and Cartesianism—about
which, in 1695, as he relates in his autobiography, upon returning to Naples following a
nine-year tutoring stint at Vatolla, he found the “physics of Descartes at the height of
its renown among the established men of letters.” Where Descartes had argued,
supposedly, that the history of the social world could never be objective in the manner
of mathematical physics, Vico argued that because history and society are created by
persons, we can understand them better than the physical world, which is alien to us.
[1]
Vico, in his De Italorum Sapientia, stated the following:
“To introduce geometrical method into practical life is ‘like trying to go mad with the
rules of reason,’ attempting to proceed by a straight line among the tortuosities of life,
as though human affairs were not ruled by capriciousness, temerity, opportunity, and chance. Similarly, to arrange a
political speech according to the precepts of geometrical method is equivalent to stripping it of any acute remarks
and to uttering nothing but pedestrian lines of argument.”
which, is in direct opposition to argument followed by Benedict Spinoza (1632-1677), who said we can use
geometrical methods to explain the passions.
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Further reading
● Nickles, Tom. (2007). “Vico versus Voltaire: The Natural Sciences versus the Humanities” (Ѻ), WolfWeb.unr.edu.
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Vienna school
In thermodynamics schools, the Vienna school or "Viennese school" refers to the thermodynamics and statistical
thermodynamics works, theories, and teachings developed at or in connection with the University of Vienna, Austria.
[1] The Viennese school, according to Belgian chemist Ilya Prigogine, was led by Gustav Jaumann, originating concepts
such as energy production and entropy flow. [2] Noted thermodynamicists associated with this school include Ludwig
Boltzmann, Josef Loschmidt, and Josef Stefan. The core date of the Vienna school can be said to have been the year
1868 when Austrian physicist Ludwig Boltzmann published a more convincing physical explanation of the formula
James Maxwell had derived in his 1860 paper “Illustrations on the Dynamical Theory of Gases”. [3]

Overview
Austrian physicist Ludwig Boltzmann is the best-known thermodynamicist associated with the Vienna school.
Boltzmann studied physics at the University of Vienna, starting in 1863. Loschmidt became professor of physical
chemistry at the Vienna University in 1868. Among his teachers were Austrians chemist and physicist Josef Loschmidt
and mathematical physicist Joseph Stefan. Boltzmann received his PhD degree in 1866 working under the supervision
of Stefan; his dissertation was on kinetic theory of gases. In 1867 he became a Privatdozent (lecturer). After obtaining
his doctorate degree, Boltzmann worked two more years as Stefan’s assistant. It was Stefan who introduced
Boltzmann to Scottish physicist James Maxwell's work. Loschmidt and his younger university colleague Boltzmann
latter became good friends. His critique of Boltzmann's attempt to derive the second law of thermodynamics from
kinetic theory became famous as the "reversibility paradox" or “Loschmidt’s paradox”. It led Boltzmann to his
statistical concept of entropy as a logarithmic tally of the number of microscopic states corresponding to a given
thermodynamic state.
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In 1873, Boltzmann joined the University of Vienna as professor of mathematics and there he stayed until 1876.
In 1893, Boltzmann succeeded his teacher Joseph Stefan as professor of theoretical physics at the University of
Vienna. In circa 1899, a young Otto Weininger studied under Boltzmann at the University of Vienna. Boltzmann,
however, did not get along with some of his colleagues in Vienna, particularly Austrian physicist Ernst Mach, strong
objector to the molecular hypothesis, who became a professor of philosophy and history of sciences in 1895. Thus in
1900 Boltzmann went to the University of Leipzig, on the invitation of Wilhelm Ostwald. After the retirement of Mach
due to bad health, Boltzmann came back to Vienna in 1902. His students included Karl Przibram, Paul Ehrenfest and
Lise Meitner. In Vienna, Boltzmann not only taught physics but also lectured on philosophy. Boltzmann’s lectures on
natural philosophy were very popular, and received a considerable attention at that time. His first lecture was an
enormous success. Even though the largest lecture hall had been chosen for it, the people stood all the way down the
staircase. Because of the great successes of Boltzmann’s philosophical lectures, the Emperor invited him for a
reception at the Palace.
Austrian psychology thermodynamicist Sigmund Freud started medical school at the University of Vienna in
1873, where he was introduced to the first law of thermodynamics, through the teachings of German physiologist
Ernst Brücke, a friend of Hermann Helmholtz.
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Vincent, Louis-Marie
In hmolscience, Louis-Marie Vincent (c.1940-) is a French electromechanical engineer
and biophysical chemist noted, in cessation thermodynamics, for his 1988 to 2002
publications on the physics of resurrection.

Overview
In 1988, Vincent, in his Can We Believe in Resurrection, speculated on life and death in a
modern scientific context; this gist of his theory being that: [1]
“The brain is a machine that obeys the laws of thermodynamics.”
but that the spiritual element called the soul is a type of quantum field attached to
superluminal particles. Curiously, he also has theories on how love is a form of
thermodynamic potential, that may be converted into heat and movement, and how
the brain, being comprised of matter and energy, thus obeying the laws of matter and
the laws of thermodynamics, may act in a “change of state” of energy at the time of
death. [1] In 2002, Vincent, in his Other Logic of Living, used physical methods, such as information and analysis of
form, to model the living being as a whole and to present a new definition of life; the following quote gives a glimpse
of Vincent’s perspective: [2]
“Not only do we not really know what life is, but we are not quite sure what death is either.”
Vincent cites Henri Bergson and Pierre Teilhard, among others. On the basis of Teilhard’s The Phenomenon of Man,
for instance, Vincent discusses how love is a form of energy (Teilhard’s view), which may act as a type of potential
that may be transformed into movement, movement into heat, and so on; but that there is also production of
entropy. Using Belgian thermodynamicist Ilya Prigogine as a basis, Vincent explains various facets of death and neardeath-experiences via concepts such as conservation of energy, entropy generation, thermodynamic time, etc.,
postulating that actions in which individual die for a time and then come back to life signifies that death is a
"reversible phenomenon" similar to the heating and contraction of an iron bar.

Education
Vincent completed his MS in electromechanical engineering and his PhD in biology and physical chemistry. He is a
former professor of the University of Paris. [3]
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Violations of the second law
In thermodynamics, violations of the second law are supposed instances of exception to the universal applicability
and governing rule of the second law of thermodynamics. The modern cogent view of supposed "violations" of the
second law, as summarized by British physicist Brian Pippard (1957), is as follows: [13]
“There is thus no justification for the view, often glibly repeated, that the second law of thermodynamics is only
statistically true, in the sense that microscopic violations repeatedly occur, but never violations of any serious
magnitude. On the contrary, no evidence has ever been presented that the second law breaks down under any
circumstances.”
To a good approximation, as soon as the second law was formulated, in circa 1860, and from there afterwards, there
have been alleged or claimed proofs that the second law can be violated.

Perpetual motion
Any device, machine, or working entity that violates the second law is what is called perpetual motion of the second
kind.

Overview
Opinions differ on the matter, but most agree that the second law of thermodynamics has never been violated (or
shown to be false) and never will be violated; whereas a marginal number of others claim to find violations. Every
experiment that has been conducted to disprove the validity of the second law or to show a violation of it has been
unsuccessful. [1] The idea that violations could exist, however, remains a popular pastime; with over 100,000 Google
search results, as of 2009, for the common search phrase "violation second law of thermodynamics". This popularity
is likely related to the evolution/creationism debate. [2]

Maxwell
The earliest significant writings on the possibility that the second law might have loopholes seem to stem from
Scottish physicist James Maxwell. As early as 1867, Maxwell had suggested to his associate Peter Tait that he should
attempt to pick a hole in the second law of thermodynamics; a discussion that resulted in the now-famous Maxwell's
demon. [3] Into the 1870s, Maxwell sought to prove that the second law may not be an absolute attribute of nature,
but rather a result of incomplete and imperfect human perception; this effort may have been the result of his deep
religious convictions, as a committed Evangelical, and a firm believer in the literal interpretation of the Bible, such as
the story of Noah's flood, to which Maxwell would become very aroused if spoken of in disregard. [4] In 1878,
Maxwell commented that: [5]
“The truth of the second law is therefore a statistical, not a mathematical, truth, for it depends on the fact that the
bodies we deal with consist of millions of molecules, and that we never can get a hold of single molecule.”
A down fall in Maxwell's view is that single particle thermodynamics has been formulated; as well as sub-quantum
thermodynamics, a term recently popularized by Gerhard Groessing (2008).
Maxwell, however, with his flawed demon argument, and noted entropy misinterpretation, for which he had to
correct for in later editions of his Theory of Heat, may not have had a lucid understanding of the second law.
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Poincaré recurrence theorem
See main: Poincaré recurrence theorem
In 1890, French mathematician Henri Poincaré, in his 1890 article “On the Three-body Problem and the Equations of
Dynamics”, building on the previous work of French mathematician Simeon Poisson, stated that:
“It is proved that there are infinitely many ways of choosing the initial conditions such that the system will return
infinitely many times as close as one wishes to its initial position … there are also an infinite number of solutions that
do not have this property, but it is shown that these unstable solutions can be regarded as ‘exceptional’ and may be
said to have zero probability.”
Six years later, in 1896, German mathematician Ernst Zermelo, an assistant to Max Planck, pointed out what he
viewed as the apparent incompatibility between Poincaré’s recurrence theorem, Clausius’ second law, and
Boltzmann’s H-theorem, in the sense that either the second law can be violated or connection to mechanical system
cannot be made. Zermelo argued that the science of irreversible processes, thermodynamics, could not be reduced to
mechanics, and reasoned that, for instance, German physicist Heinrich Hertz’s mechanical derivation of the second
law must be impossible.

Universe
In 1921, English biologist James Johnstone gave a four page so-called "proof" using a terse bit of derivation and
arguments about particles colliding in a body of gas to argue that "a system can, of itself, decrease its entropy"
causing a reversal of the second law, and form a hot and cold body divide, starting from an originally uniform
temperature body. The entire proof is barely readable in logic, but seems to have been done in attempts to explain
the past state or history of the universe, in opposition to heat death theory, an issue that was prevalent prior to the
initiation of big bang theory (1927-1949). At the end of his proof, Johnstone concludes "as such [our universe] is a
permanent universe, self-sufficient, without beginning and without end." [14]

Life
Prior to the 1940s, it was commonly asserted that life violates the second law in some way. To cite one example, in
1933 English physicist James Jeans reasoned that: [11]
“In fact it would seem reasonable to define life as being characterized by a capacity for evading this law. If probably
cannot evade the laws of atomic physics, which are believed to apply as much to the atoms of a brain as to the atoms
of a brick, but it seems able to evade this statistical laws of probability.”
In 1969, British developmental psychologist John Bowlby devoted the entire first chapter, entitled “Point of View”, of
his three-volume famous Attachment series, in efforts to discredit Austrian Sigmund Freud in his use of physics terms,
such as energy, entropy, force, pressure, or inertia, as in "principle of inertia", etc., in psychology, and on the topic of
the second law states: [12]
“Nor is it to be supposed that the principle of entropy apples to living as it does to non-living systems.”
To note although, in modern terms, one scoffs at this statement by Bowlby, many modern hard scientists have some
some type of unwritten adherence to this.

No violations
The by far majority opinion, emerging after circa 1950, is that there are no violations of the second law. An example
of this is found in the 1964 famous quote by Russian thermodynamicist Ivan Bazarov who states: [6]
“The second law of thermodynamics is, without a doubt, one of the most perfect laws in physics. Any reproducible
violation of it, however small, would bring the discoverer great riches as well as a trip to Stockholm. The world’s
energy problems would be solved at one stroke. It is not possible to find any other law (except, perhaps, for super
selection rules such as charge conservation) for which a proposed violation would bring more skepticism than this
one. Not even Maxwell’s laws of electricity or Newton’s law of gravitation are so sacrosanct, for each has measurable
corrections coming from quantum effects or general relativity.”
Likewise, in 2008 American physical chemist Robert Mortimer stated his view on the matter as such: [7]
“No violation of either physical statement [Clausius or Kelvin statement] of the second law of thermodynamics has
ever been observed in a properly done experiment … a machine that would violate the second law and turn heat
completely into work in a cyclical process is called a perpetual motion machine of the second kind.”

Yes violations
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A converse 1988 view comes from British astrophysicist Stephen Hawking, who also cited Newton's law, albeit in
support of a possible violation: [8]
“The second law of thermodynamics has a different status than that of the other laws of science, such as Newton’s
law of gravity, for example, because it does not always hold, just in the vast majority of cases.”

Other
This particular quote, which stems from contrived ideal gas probability arguments (statistical mechanics), related
particularly to a mixture of discussions on Maxwell's demon (1867), Loschmidt's paradox (1876), and the Poincaré
recurrence theorem (1890), has become a common launching point for novice thermodynamics researchers who
would like to argue that the second law can be violated, and that it particularly does so for the case of evolution.
Indian chemical engineer DMR Sekhar, for instance, was stimulated to develop his 2007 genopsych theory based on
this quote. [9] Other supposed “mathematical proofs” can be found at a yearly rate claiming to have found violations
of the second law. These violation claims are usually resolved by pointing out the areas of illogic used in the proof or
argument. [10] The 2002 article “Experimental Demonstration of Violations of the Second Law of Thermodynamics
for Small Systems and Short Time Scales”, by a group of scientists from the Australian National University, involving a
laser and the measure of entropy of tiny latex beads in water, according to American mathematician turned journalist
Charles Seife, ‘caused a minor ruckus’. [15]
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Virus
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In classifications, virus, from the Latin contagium “contagious” + vivum “that which is
alive”, is organism or molecular agent, ten times smaller than a bacteria cell, which
carries out reproduction via host cell carrier RNA (or DNA) injection.

Debate
In debates about “life”, the virus is often found at center stage, in that being many times
smaller than a cell it is often defined purely as a molecule (see: virus molecule), crystal,
and or a non-living thing as compared to a living thing, because it seemingly has a
reproductive cycle and possible Darwinian conceptualized struggle to survive. In 1935,
American bio-chemist (powered chnops+ system chemist) Wendell Stanley isolated the
tobacco mosaic virus, in needlelike crystal form, estimated its molecular weight, and
showed that when rubbed on the tobacco plant leaves it produced the tobacco mosaic
disease (first described by Adolf Mayer in 1886). [6] Stanley’s work appeared in Science
that year and soon made the front page of New York Times, for its sensational aspect that Left: an image (Ѻ) of a T4
virus, which reproduces via
it was the missing link between the living and nonliving. [1] In 1937, Barclay Newman
injection of its DNA,
commented on the state of the situation as follows: [2]
“It has astonished the scientific world that a single molecule can be the causative
organism of a disease. How can a crystal be made up of living molecules?”

through floating insect
stinger-like mechanism,
into host bacteria cells,
which is destroyed in the
process, an organism
about which Charles
Sherrington in 1937, stated
we "hesitate whether or
not to call it ‘living’." [3]

Indeed, here we are confronted with an absurdity—and "absurdities", as history has
shown, often tend toward or lead to revolution of intellectual thought. That inert crystals
have "life" or "mind" imbibed molecules inside of them is something that that doesn't
make sense or one that leads to a panbioism philosophy. Stanley's findings, in short,
showed that a virus was a "giant chemical molecule". [1] With its apparent ability to
move about, invade, infect, and reproduce, etc., these "life-like" qualities immediately led into questions about the
nature of what defines "life". English physiologist and life theory debunker (see: defunct theory of life) par excellence
Charles Sherrington, in his 1937-38 “Man on His Nature” University of Edinburg Gifford Lectures was the first to
quickly rip into this is a virus alive issue: [5]
“Perhaps the most striking feature of [life defined as a self-balanced energy system] is that it acts as though it
‘desired’ to maintain itself. But we do not say of the spinning of a heavy top which resists being upset that it ‘desires’
to go on spinning. The very constitution of the living system may compel it to increase; thus a self-fermenting protein
system, granted its conditions, must increase. The behavior of a living body is an example of this, and we call it
‘living’. The behavior of the atom is an example of this and we do not call it ‘living’. The behavior of those newly
discovered so-called ‘viruses’ is an example of this and there is hesitation whether or not to call it ‘living’.”
(add discussion)
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Virus molecule
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In hmolscience, virus molecule, as contrasted with
the virus particle, is the modeling of a virus, not as a
living organism or contagium vivum fluidum (soluble
living germ), that reproduces (by transferring RNA to
a host), but rather as a large or giant molecule. In
1941, Life magazine stated the following about the
virus: [8]
“The viruses are a strange order of substance that
bridge and obscure the once sharply defined
boundary between the living cell and the non-living
chemical molecule.”

Left: The avian flu virus, depiction of a virus molecule, with an
approximate molecular formula of: CE3HE3OE4NE4PE2SE2Ca50K50, can
be viewed as a bound state of thousands of atoms (as particle) or as
a giant molecule. Right: a 1941 photo of the hexagonal crystalline
History
structure of the tobacco mosaic virus (discovered in 1933) in its
In 1892, Russian biologist Dmitry Ivanovsky used a
Chamberland filter (bacteria filter) to study crushed active state inside of a so-called living plant cell. [8] This thereafter
blurred the older animal/plant/mineral division of matter. [9] In
leaf extracts from infected tobacco plants, concluding particular are crystals alive or not? This was a deep question
that a toxin, smaller than bacteria, might be the
grappled with by those including: Gilbert Lewis (1925), Francis Crick
cause of the infection. In 1898, Dutch microbiologist (1966), and Linus Pauling (1969).

Martinus Beijerinck repeated the experiments and
became convinced that a new form of infectious agent, which he called contagium vivum fluidum or “soluble living
germ”, remained in the solution. The term vivum, of course, is Latin for “that which is alive”, as in vis viva (living
force) or vitalism (life force principle); which is synonymous with bio which is Greek for “life”.

Virus: liquid, particle, molecule, or organism?
Beijerinck maintained that viruses were liquid in nature; but this “living liquid theory” was later discredited by
American biochemist Wendell Stanley (1904-1971), who proved they were particulate. [1] In his 1961 book Viruses
and the Nature of Life, however, Wendell devoted chapters to his vacillating views on whether to consider the virus
as a particle, molecule, or living organism. [2]

Is a virus alive?
See main: Are viruses alive?; Defunct theory of life

In 1935, American bio-chemist (chnops-chemist) Wendell Stanley isolated the tobacco mosaic virus, in needlelike
crystal form, estimated its molecular weight, and showed that when rubbed on the tobacco plant leaves it produced
the tobacco mosaic disease (first described by Adolf Mayer in 1886). Stanley’s work appeared in Science in 1935 and
soon made the front page of New York Times, for its sensational aspect that it was the missing link between the living
and nonliving. [11]
In 1937, Barclay Newman
commented on the state of the
situation as follows: [12]
“It has astonished the scientific
world that a single molecule can
be the causative organism of a
disease. How can a crystal be
made up of living molecules?”
In short, Stanley's findings showed
that a virus was a "giant chemical
molecule". [11] With its apparent Left: a 2011 elementary school science class classroom study aid designed to facilitate
debate and discussion on the question as to whether a virus is alive or dead. [10] Right:
ability to move about, invade,
infect, and reproduce, etc., these American debater Kate Shuster’s “what is life?” section, from her 2008 book Is There
"life-like" qualities immediately led Other Life in the Universe?, which uses the “is a virus alive” query in attempts to resolve
the puzzle. [6]
into questions about the nature of
what defines "life".
American chemical engineer Linus Pauling, in his classic 1969 General Chemistry, devoted the opening sections of
his biochemistry chapter to debate the question of whether or not to consider the virus, which he characterized as
“the simplest kind of matter thought to be alive”, as correctly: (a) living organism, (b) giant particle, or (c) giant
molecule (with a molecular weight of 10,000,000), a query to which, in the end, he remained indecisive about. [3] In
1972, American geneticist Lila Gatlin, in her Information Theory and the Living System, attempted to redefine life as a
“system that both stores and processes the information necessary for its own existence”, and based on this
redefinition argued that under this definition the “virus would not be regarded as being alive since it can only store
but not process information.” [7] The query “is a virus alive”, in modern times, is a common chapter section in most
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microbiology textbooks, where, just as with Pauling, indecisiveness reigns. [4] The following, for example, is a
summary of Luis Villarreal's 2004 Scientific American article "Are Viruses Alive?", in which he takes refuge in the
emergence viewpoint, that "life is an emergent property of nonliving things" that appears at some "critical level of
complexity or interaction", which of course is slippery code for a non-answer to the question: [5]
“Another way to think about life is as an emergent property of a collection of certain nonliving things. Both life and
consciousness are examples of emergent complex systems. They each require a critical level of complexity or
interaction to achieve their respective states. A neuron by itself, or even in a network of nerves, is not consciouswhole brain complexity needed. Yet even an intact human brain can be biologically alive by incapable of
consciousness, or ‘brain-dead’. Similarly, neither cellular nor viral individual genes or proteins are by themselves
alive. The enucleated cell is akin to the state of being brain dead, in that it lacks a full critical complexity. A virus, too,
fails to reach a critical state, but it is made from the same fundamental, physical building blocks that constitute a
virus. Approached from this perspective, viruses, though not fully alive, may be thought of as being more than inert
matter: they are on the verge of life.”
(add discussion)

See also
● Evolution timeline
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Vis mortua
In physics, vis mortua refers to "dead force", in contrast to vis viva or "living force". The term was introduced by
German mathematician Gottfried Leibniz in circa 1686. Leibniz distinguished active force into vis mortua, associated
with the tendency of bodies to begin motion, as in a stretched spring that begins to recoil, and vis viva, associated
with actual motion. His introduction of the term, and newly forming calculus behind its quantification, to note, seems
rather elusive. He states, for instance, vis viva arises “from an infinite number of continuous impressions” of vis
mortua. [1]
In the 1730s, Daniel Bernoulli defined vis mortua as the force “which a body not in motion receives when solicited or
pressed towards motion.” English mathematician Charles Hutton defined vis mortua in 1815 as “any kind of pressure,
or an endeavor to move, not sufficient to produce actual motion, unless its action on a body be continued for some
time. [2] Vis mortua seems to be a precursor to potential energy.
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Vis viva
In science, vis viva, defined in Latin as “living force”, is the mathematical quantity of the product of the mass of a
moving object multiplied by its velocity squared, mv². [1] This quantity was determined to be conserved absolutely in
perfectly elastic collisions, such as between steel balls, by Dutch physicist Christiaan Huygens in 1669. [4] This was a
precursor to kinetic energy.

History
In circa 1640, French mathematician René Descartes ruminated on the issue of what happens when a body, such as a
hard spherical ball, of mass m and speed v collides with another such body of different mass and speed. He concluded
that the quantity mv (now called momentum) would be conserved. In other words, according to Descartes, for two
colliding spheres the sum:

would be the same before and after the collision. In short, Descartes argued for a principle of conservation of motion,
where quantity of the product of the mass of a moving object by its velocity mv was thought to be conserved in
mechanical interactions. Descartes’ reasoning, however, was partly metaphysical and therefore not convincing. [5] In
the 1660s, Dutch physicist Christiaan Huygens, an associate of Descartes, carried out many ingenious experiments on
colliding spheres, some of which were demonstrated at the Royal Society in London. This led him, in 1669, to the
correct conclusion that the quantity preserved in a collision is not mv but mv². In 1686, in opposition to Descartes'
logic, German mathematician Gottfried Leibniz, coined the name "vis viva" for Huygens' quantity mv², and argued for
a principle of the conservation of vis viva. [2]

½ factor
In 1811, according to one reference, Italian mathematician Joseph Lagrange used calculus to show that a factor of
two is involved in the relationship “potential” (potential energy) and “vis viva” (kinetic energy). [2] Conversely,
according to a second reference, it was French physicist Gustave Coriolis who in 1829 introduced the factor ½ in
Leibniz’s vis viva for the sake of mathematical convenience. [7]

Vis viva =
Vis viva + vis mortua
In circa 1740, French physicist Emilie du Chatelet suggested that living force or vis viva could be converted into vis
mortua or dead essence and that the sum of the two quantities, being interconvertable, would remain constant. [6]
Vis mortua is said to have been a precursor to potential energy, just as vis viva was to kinetic energy. [4] These two
entities, vis viva and vis mortua were taken up later by Italian mathematician Joseph Lagrange, in his 1788 Analytical
Mechanics, who enunciated, in effect, that the total mechanical energy, composed of kinetic and potential energies,
is constant in an isolated system. This work was carried on further by Irish mathematician William Hamilton in his
1834 On a General Method in Dynamics; work later cited by German physicist Rudolf Clausius in his development of
internal energy.

Kinetic energy
In 1847, English physicist James Joule highlighted the name association issues: [8]
"The force expended in setting a body in motion is carried by the body itself, and exists with it and in it, throughout
the whole course of its motion. This force possessed by moving bodies is termed by mechanical philosophers vis viva,
or living force. The term may be deemed by some inappropriate, inasmuch as there is no life, properly speaking, in
question; but it is useful, in order to distinguish the moving force from that which is stationary in its character, as the
force of gravity. When, therefore, in the subsequent parts of this lecture I employ the term living force, you will
understand that I simply mean the force of bodies in motion. The term vis viva, however, was soon abandoned in
favor of first, for a few tentative years, the term "actual energy" by William Rankine, in 1853, and then eventually
"kinetic energy" by William Thomson and Peter Tait in 1862 [9]
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Thermodynamics
In thermodynamics, vis viva was a model of logic in precursory form to the principle of the conservation of energy;
used in theory development by those such as Scottish engineer William Rankine and German physicist Rudolf
Clausius. By 1879, Clausius had come to define the vis viva, symbol T, for a whole system of points as: [3]
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Vis viva dispute
In disputes, vis viva dispute or “vis viva controversy” was a 1686 to 1720s debate as to whether vis viva or
momentum was conserved in the universe.

Overview
In 1620s, Rene Descartes published findings showing that momentum was conserved. In 1686, Gottfried Leibniz,
searching for some active principle that was conserved and kept the universe from running down and slowly coming
to a halt, published “Brief Demonstration of a Notable Error of Descartes”, wherein he asserted that Descartes’
assertion that the “quantity of motion”, i.e. the product of the mass and simple speed (velocity), of an object, was the
quantity that was conserved, and that the true quantity that was conserved was vis viva, i.e. the product of the mass
and square of speed (velocity). This sparked a debate that split scientists down the middle, the Leibnizians on one
side and the Cartesians on another, that lasted form some five decades; the debate, supposedly, was never officially
resolved, supposedly, until it became a mute issue when in the 1840s the conservation of energy usurped them both;
which is another subject in and of itself, inclusive as to whether force or kraft was conserved (conservation of force)
or whether energy was conserved (conservation of energy). [1]
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Vita
In terminology, Vita, root of vis viva (living force |
kinetic energy), as contrasted with Mor, root of vis
mortua (dead force | potential energy), i.e.—the
goddess of death—is the Greco-Roman goddess of
life, according to which the “arrival of Vita”,
conceptualized in modern times as the arrival of
“good fortune”, signifies the arrival of life, e.g.
omnis vita, meaning the “whole of life” (Cicero (Ѻ)).

Terms | Derivatives
Common etymological derivative of Vita include:
vital energy, vital force, vital heat, vitalism, or
curriculum vitae (CV), Latin for “course of one’s life”
(1902). [1] One example, of semi-recent
terminological usage is French philosopher Pierre
Gassendi’s 1647 book De vita, moribus, et doctrina
Epicuri libri octo (On the Life, Customs [CharacterBehavior-Morals], and Doctrines of Epicurus Book
American Proto-Indo-European to Latin-Greek linguistic evolution
scholar Jay Fisher’s synopsis of Roman scholar Marcus Varro (116Eight), which acted to revive the life, work and
27BC) and his On the Latin Language implicit etymological assertion
atomic theory views of Epicurus.

Quotes
The following are related quotes:

that Roman satirist Gaius Lucilius (180-103BC), in his assertion that
“vis est vita, vides, nos facere omnia cogit” (i.e. “life is force you see:
to do everything that force doth compel us”), is some type of
truncation of the poetical-mythologic Greco-Roman notion that
through the conjunction of fire and moisture, “life” (vita) is
something given to children by the “force” (vis) of the goddess Venus,
the Roman version of the older Greek goddess Aphrodite. [2]

“The poets, through the conjunction of fire and
moisture, are indicating that the vis, ‘force’, which
they have is that of Venus [Aphrodite]. Those born
of vis have what is called vita, ‘life’, and that is what is meant by Lucilius (c.120BC) when he says: ‘life is force you
see: to do everything force doth compel us’.”
— Marcus Varro (c.50BC), On the Latin Language
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Vital energy
In science, vital energy was a type of energy said to exist in plant life and animal life capable of being transformed
when needed into heat or muscular motive power. [1] This form of energy was associated, in some cases, with the
theory of vitalism. The term seems to have been dominate between the 1860s and the 1920s, where after, with the
rise of chemical thermodynamics, it fell into disuse.
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Vital force
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In science, vital force was a hypothetical force, nearly synonymous to
the term “living force”, now categorized as defunct theory, said to
characterize life or living phenomena, distinct from the known forces of
nature. The vital force theory is one of the early concepts in the vitalism
theory debates.

History
In 1774, German physician Friedrich Medicus (1736-1808) introduced
the term “vital force” (lebenskraft) as the force responsible for
processes such as digestion and respiration. In 1795, German physician
Johann Riel (1759-1813), in his article “On the Vital Force”, posited five
types of forces: physical force, vital force, vegetative force, animal
force, and mental force. [1] German chemist Hermann Kolbe (18181884) commented in 1845: [2]
“If the concept, however, is extended to include the assumption that
the vital force, pushes out and replaces the original forces of matter, so
that the latter cease to operate, then one has gone too far; for at times
it is possible by experimentation to unite the lifeless fundamental
substances into compounds identical with those that are formed
through vital processes.”
French chemist Marcellin Berthelot has been described as the official
executioner of the vital force theory, a concept about which he had an
expressly philosophical bias against: [3]
“It is the object of these researchers to do away with life as an
explanation, wherever organic chemistry is concerned.”

Graeme Hunter's 2000 Vital Forces, on a history
of the various "vital force" theories of nature.
[6]

His aim here, although this seems to have have a feel of the defunct theory of life in it, according to chemistry
historian Forris Moore (1918), was to show that all the transformations of the organic world are due to the play of
simple chemical and mechanical forces acting in a mechanical way. [4] In his 1860 "Organic Chemistry Founded on
Synthesis", his so-called masterpiece, Berthelot described his breakthrough insight, in his introduction, of how he
obtained a first organic compound (formic acid): [3]
"Solely by a combination of time and ordinary affinities."
This seems, in some way, to be a forerunner to the debate that will eventually surround the premise of the synthesis
of a human molecule (person), a large animate 26-element organic compound (see: human free energy of formation).
In 1920, American mathematician William Sidis, one the last of the dying breed of scientists to attempt to find a
physical basis for the vital force concept, in his The Animate and the Inanimate, outlined a rather convoluted second
law based "split universe model", consisting of a forward universe and a reverse universe, to "supply the basis for the
idea of vital force", as he put it. [5]

See also
● Vital energy
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Vital heat
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In science, vital heat refers to heat associated with life produced with in a living body. It is generally viewed as an
historical term, a cousin of sorts to the concept of vitalism. The term is used significantly in the human
thermodynamics works of French physicist Gustave Hirn. [1]

See also
● Animal heat
● Vital energy
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Vitalism
In science, vitalism supposes there exists a hypothetical
type of vital energy innate in living structures or vital force
peculiar to life itself. [1] The vitalism theory was popular
during the years circa 1830s to 1880s, but slowly began to
replaced the thermodynamic view of living things.
American neurological anthropologist Terrence Deacon
argues that Greek philosopher Aristotle's concept of
"entelechy", or active principle to intrinsic to the material
substance of an organism, was a precursor or forerunner
so to say of vitalism. [15]

Types
The so-called "neo-vitalisms" are those varieties of vitalism
in the post 1842 years, i.e. years following the ReymondBrucke oath. Among vitalism theories in general, according
to 1970 views of French philosopher Jacques Monod, one
is, supposedly, able to distinguish between two categories:
"metaphysical vitalism", French philosopher Henri Bergson
being the prime example, and "scientific vitalism", German
embryologist Hans Driesch, German-born American
physicist Walter Elsasser, and Hungarian polymath Michael
Polanyi, being representative examples. [13]

A vitalism word scramble (Ѻ), showing all the telltale signs of
defunctness associated with this term, namely: bioenergetics,
teleology, emergent, immaterial, posited, pejorative, animus,
mesmerism, etc.

Vital force
In 1774, German physician Friedrich Medicus (1736-1808) introduced the term “vital force” (lebenskraft) as the force
responsible for processes such as digestion and respiration.
In 1795, German physician Johann Riel (1759-1813), in his article “On the Vital Force”, posited five types of forces:
physical force, vital force, vegetative force, animal force, and mental force. [8]
In 1845, German chemist Hermann Kolbe commented: [10]
“If the concept, however, is extended to include the assumption that the vital force, pushes out and replaces the
original forces of matter, so that the latter cease to operate, then one has gone too far; for at times it is possible by
experimentation to unite the lifeless fundamental substances into compounds identical with those that are formed
through vital processes.”
French chemist Marcellin Berthelot has been described as the official executioner of the vital force theory, a concept
about which he had an expressly philosophical bias against: [5]
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“It is the object of these researchers to do away with life as an explanation, wherever organic chemistry is
concerned.”
His aim here, although this seems to have have a feel of the defunct theory of life in it, according to chemistry
historian Forris Moore (1918), was to show that all the transformations of the organic world are due to the play of
simple chemical and mechanical forces acting in a mechanical way. [11] In his 1860 "Organic Chemistry Founded on
Synthesis", his so-called masterpiece, Berthelot described his breakthrough insight, in his introduction, of how he
obtained a first organic compound (formic acid): [5]
"Solely by a combination of time and ordinary affinities."
This seems, in some way, to be a forerunner to the debate that will eventually surround the premise of the synthesis
of a human molecule (person), a large animate 26-element organic compound (see: human free energy of formation).

Berzelius
In the early 19th century, Swedish chemist Jacob Berzelius, author of Animal Chemistry (1806), held the view that
organic atoms, in contrast to inorganic atoms, were responsive to vital force (see also: Vladimir Vernadsky’s
conceptional divide of the of the elements in regards to life or the biosphere). [5] From 1806 into the 1820s, Berzelius
argued for a modified chemical affinity theory in living beings. [9] In the 1827 edition of his Textbook on Chemistry, he
wrote: [6]
“In living nature the elements seem to obey entirely different laws than they do in the dead … The essence of the
living body consequently is not founded in its inorganic elements, but in some other thing, which disposes the
inorganic elements … to produce a certain result, specific and
characteristic of each species.”

Urea synthesis
Berzelius held tight to this view up until his student Friedrich Wohler
famously after which Berzelius’ views on the matter began to
chsynthesized urea in 1828, thus disproving the then-dominate theory
that only organic matter could produce organic matte. In 1831, to
exemplify, Berzelius flatly rejected the premise of vital force:
“To suppose that the elements are imbued with other fundamental
forces in organic nature than in the inorganic is an absurdity … the fact
that we cannot rightly understand the conditions prevailing in organic
nature gives us no sufficient reason to adopt other forces.”
In his 5th and last edition of his Textbook on Chemistry (1847),
Berzelius is said to have upgraded his view of vital force in a way
analogous to 20th century ideas on the origin of life. [7]

Vitalism

Molecular structure of the organic compound
urea, CO(HN2)2, synthesized by Friedrich Wohler
in 1828 from "inorganic" components, thus
disproving the vital force theory of organic
chemistry.

Italian physician-physicist Luigi Galvani's 1771 theory of "animal electricity" used to explain the observed twitching of
the muscles of dead frog legs struck by a spark, and the followup 1800 invention of the "voltaic pile" (battery) by
Italian physicist Alessandro Volta, built specifically to disprove Galvani's animal electricity theory, can loosely be said
to be the start of the vitalism debate. The synthesis of urea, in 1828 by German chemist Friedrich Wohler, as
mentioned above, a so-called organic chemical, thought to be a product unique to life, from inorganic starting
products, is often cited as being the first blow to vitalism. [3] German physiologist Johannes Müller’s had dominant
theory of vitalism so-much-so that the Helmholtz school of thermodynamics originated as a result of a 1842 pact
(Reymond-Brucke oath) between Muller's medical students Emil Du Bois-Reymond, Ernst Brücke, and Hermann
Helmholtz who vowed to overthrow their mentor's theory, by proving that all physiological process operated by
purely physical means. [1]
Another theory of vitalism is said to have been the product of the work of German zoologist Hans Driesch, who, in
objection to the 1888 views of German embryologist Wilhelm Roux that frog embryos developed by pure physical
mechanical methods, conceived that living organisms must contain a ‘vital force’, peculiar to life itself. [2] The circa
1905 work of German-born American physiologist Jacques Loeb on artificial parthenogenesis (virgin generation)
based on pure physical chemistry mechanism, is said to have been a blow to vitalism. [3] Loeb’s follow-up books on
the mechanical, dynamical, or physical chemical view of the organism seem to be indicative of this. [4]

Neo-vitalism and modern vitalism
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See main: Neo-vitalism

Into the 20th century, according to English biologist James Johnstone, a hue of residual or covert vitalism remained.
As explained in his 1921 chapter on the nature of life: [3]
“Into the last generation there has been a recrudescence of vitalism—‘neo-vitalism’ it is now called—being obviously
something that seems to be different from the Cartesian speculations about the sensitive soul. At its best this is seen
in the ‘psychoids’ and ‘entelechies’ of Driesch and others, concepts which are applicable to living things only, and not
to chemical and physical phenomena. At its worst modern vitalism is exhibited in the crude and even grotesque
‘spiritualism’ which has attained such a vogue with the less resolute thinkers of our own generation. This, then, is the
modern impasse to which biology has come. Purely physico-chemical explanations of life are not satisfactory, and the
immaterial and non-energetic agencies that are being invoked in their place have no interest for science, since they
cannot be the objects of investigations.”
In modern times, a shade of this type of vitalism is found in works of the new-agers, energy medicine practitioners,
and various new types of science-religious blend theories. Even to modern hardened scientists, debates over the
question of the "origin of life" seems to evoke types of physics-disguised vitalism, or scientific-based explanations for
what supposedly constitutes "life". An example of the latter, is found in the last sentence of Johnstone's book:
“Life probably itself has existed on earth for 1,000 million years [and] in living processes the increase of entropy is
retarded—this is our ‘vital’ concept.”
Here, Johnstone is invoking a contrived thermodynamic argument, i.e. entropy reversal (or entropy reduction), to
salvage the view that certain types of matter can be considered alive. In 1966, English geneticist Francis Crick, in his
Of Molecules and Men, defined a so-called neo-vitalist as “one who holds vitalistic ideas but does not want to be
called a vitalist.” [14]
In 2011, there was a 3-day symposium, Jun
17-19, at the Multimedia Institute, Zagreb,
organized by Nathan Brown (UC Davis) and
Petar Milat (MaMa), on the subject of
addressing vitalism and antivitalism in
contemporary philosophy, the synopsis of with
is: [12]
“‘Life’ is the site of a formidable lacuna. There is
no firmly established scientific account of its
constitutive properties or the process of its
genesis. Varieties of “vital materialism” prone
to describing physical forces in terms of an
A 2011 poster for an anti-vitalism conference in Zagreb. [12]
inherent “life of things” have done little to
clarify the problematic nature of the concept, and insofar as “life” functions as an empty signifier concealing an
absence of theoretical coherence we might be better to have done with it.”
See: defunct theory of life (2009), for more on this direction.

Defunct theory of life
Into the 21st century, most non-religious scientists do not consider themselves to be adherents to the vitalism view,
most readily aligning with the views of the Helmholtz school, but nearly all consider themselves to be "alive", which a
view found to be defunct, as of 2009 (see: defunct theory of life), particularly when attempting to search for the
chemical thermodynamics location and explanation of the so-called origin of life, wherein a molecule came to life.

Quotes
The following are noted quotes:
“All vital phenomena can be explained in terms of physics and chemistry.”
— Wilhelm Kuhne (1898), anti neo-vitalism talk in England (Ѻ)

“Exact knowledge is the enemy of vitalism.”
— Francis Crick (1963), Of Molecules and Men (vii)
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Vitruvius, Marcus
In science, Marcus Vitruvius (c. 75-15BC) was a Roman writer, architect, and engineer
noted for his 25BC book On Architecture (De Architectura), in which he hinted at
correlations of the ideal geometrical proportions of a human, later used by Italian
polymath Leonardo da Vinci in the construction of his famous Vitruvian man. [1]

Vitruvian model
The following is an artistic rendition of Vitruvius' geometrical man, from his On
Architecture:

Vitruvian man model was used famously Italian polymath Leonardo da Vinci's 1847 depiction of his ideal geometrical
human, the Vitruvian man; which was later used as the the depiction of the generic ‘human molecule’ by Americans
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chemical engineer Libb Thims, in The Human Molecule (2008), and later by writer John Hodgson, in molecules humans
(2010). [2]

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“Such as possess the gifts of fortune are easily deprived of them: but when learning is once fixed in the mind, no age
removes it, nor is its stability affected during the whole course of life.”
— Marcus Vitruvius (c.25BC)
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Vogel, Joseph
In hmolscience, Joseph Vogel (c.1960-) is an American-born Puerto Rican chemist
turned economist noted, in human thermodynamics, for his 1987 to present efforts to
meld thermodynamics logic into economics.

Overview
In 1987, Vogel completed his PhD with a dissertation on “The Economic Implications of
Sociobiology and Evolution from and Economic Viewpoint: Another Look at Entropy”,
and in 2009 published the book The Economics of the Yasuní Initiative: Climate Change
as if Thermodynamics Mattered. [1]

Education
Vogel completed his BA in chemistry and Spanish in 1977 at Durham, North Carolina;
his MBA in 1978 at the American Graduate School of International Management,
Glendale, Arizona; was a visiting doctoral student at Harvard University, working under
evolutionary biologist Edwin Wilson, from 1984 to 1986; and completed his completed his PhD in economics and
biosocial anthropology in 1987 at Rutgers University. Since 2003, Vogel has been an economics professor at the
University of Puerto Rico.
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Void
In science, void (TR=63) is a region of space containing nothing; synonym: vacuum.

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“By convention sweet is sweet, bitter is bitter, hot is hot, cold is cold, color is color; but in truth there are only atoms
and the void.”
— Democritus (c.410BC) (Ѻ)

“The void is ‘not-being’, and no part of ‘what is’ is a ‘not-being’; for what ‘is’ in the strict sense of the term is an
absolute plenum. This plenum, however, is not ‘one’: on the contrary, it is a ‘many’ infinite in number and invisible
owing to the minuteness of their bulk.”
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— Aristotle (c.330BC) (Ѻ)

See also
● God void issue
● Nature abhors a vacuum
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Volkenstein, Mikhail
In hmolscience, Mikhail Vladimirovich Volkenstein (1912-1992) was a Russian biophysicist (chnops-physicist) noted, in human thermodynamics, for his circa 1985 to
1994 publications on thermodynamics applied to evolution, biology (chnopsology), and
culture.

Overview
In circa 1985, Volkenstein, in his Entropy and Information, used a mix of Prigoginean
thermodynamics, Gibbsian thermodynamics, and assumed Shannon-based equivalence
of information in a message or genome with entropy, to show how entropy applies to
biology, culture, and the production of artistic work. [1] The book seems to contain a
good amount of trivia on Russians to theorize on thermodynamics of biology.
Volkenstein notes, for instance, that Russian biologist Erwin Bauer commented in 1935
that “living systems are never in equilibrium and at the expense of their free energy …”
Volkenstein discusses topics such as the entropy balance of an astronaut in space. In
1994, Volkenstein, in his Physical Approaches to Biological Evolution, gave the following
derisive review of Canadian zoologist Daniel Brooks’ and American systems ecologist Edward Wiley’s infamous 1986
Shannon information themed book Evolution as Entropy as follows: [3]
“As useless as the book cited above is the book Evolution as Entropy by Brooks and Wiley. The basic proposition in
this work is that speciation is controlled by the stochastic premises of the second law of thermodynamics. One may
only regret that in the 43-years since the publication of Schrodinger's work [What is Life?] a book has appeared
whose authors do not understand the role of the second law of thermodynamics in living nature...the authors are
concerned only with the amount of information and, hence, with [Shannon] entropy. But, by confining oneself to
these concepts alone, one can hardly say anything about evolution...in the world of living things the quality or value
of information is often of decisive importance. No appropriate methods have yet been worked out for estimation of
the quality of information.”
(add discussion)

Education
From 1933 to 1948, Volkenstein worked on the intensities of molecular oscillation spectra; from 1949 to 1960, he
worked on the statistical mechanics of macromolecules; from 1961 into the mid 1970s, he worked on questions in
molecular biophysics, such as biomolecular conformations and on the reactivity of biomolecules. Towards the end of
the 1970s, Volkenstein set out to explore questions surrounding the origins of life, about which he began to study the
interrelationship between entropy, information, and life. He met Ilya Prigogine at a conference in Berlin, after which
the two became good friends. Volkenstein is considered to be one of the pioneers of macromolecular dynamics. [2]
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Volta, Alessandro
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In science, Alessandro Volta (1745-1827) (IQ:175±|#156), a Ranker greatest mind
(#239|653), was an Italian physicist noted for his famous 1776 “animal electricity”
debated with his friend Luigi Galvani on the topic of the mechanism of the twitching of
dead frog legs in an electric circuit the result of which was the invention of the battery
in 1800. This debate can loosely be said to mark the start of the vitalism debate, the
issue as to what separates a “living thing” from a “dead thing” or an animated thing
(such as dead frog legs) moved by purely physico-chemical means.

Eponyms
The term “voltage” and the unit “volt” are named in honor of Volta.

Battery
In 1800, Volta stacked small sheets of silver and zinc on top of each other with
intermediate layers of salty water and showed that electrical current passed through if
the circuit was closed—an electric “pile” or Voltaic pile that eventually came to be
called a battery. [1] Volta claimed that his electric pile was a perpetual motion machine, which only stopped because
it had become “clogged” in the process of operation. [2]

Chemistry
The invention of the battery was soon employed by chemists.
In 1805, Luigi Brugnatelli (1859-1928) reasoned that just as Volta had
used chemicals to make electricity, the opposite process—using
electricity to cause chemical reactions—might work in the same
manner, and performed electrodeposition of gold using the Voltaic pile.
He wrote the following about electroplating technique in the Belgian
Journal of Physics and Chemistry: "I have lately gilt in a complete
manner two large silver medals, by bringing them into communication
by means of a steel wire, with a negative pole of a voltaic pile, and
keeping them one after the other immersed in ammoniuret of gold
newly made and well saturated".
In 1807, English chemist Humphry Davy discovered that electricity
transforms chemicals during an experiment where he used Volta’s
electric pile to separate salts via electrolysis. He showed that the
electromotive force, which drives the electric current through a circuit
containing a single voltaic cell, was caused by a chemical reaction, not
by the voltage difference between the two metals. He also used the
voltaic pile to decompose chemicals and to produce new chemicals. In
1831, after studying various electrolysis experiments, Swedish chemist
Jacob Berzelius proposed that salt has an internal structure comprised
of an acid, with a negative charge, and a base, with a positive charge.
[3]
In 1833, English chemist physicist Michael Faraday discovered that
each depositing mineral, such as copper, needs a different electric
One of the first “voltaic piles” on display at the
Tempio Voltiano museum, Como, Italy. [4]
charge to make it release its atoms. In 1852, English chemist Edward
Frankland developed the theory of chemical valence or degree of
combining power in an element.
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Voltaire
In hmolscience, Voltaire (1694-1778) (IQ=195|#17) (CR:116|#32) (DN=4) was a French
physicist, writer, and philosopher noted for having been an advocate of French
philosopher Jean Sales' circa 1770s human molecular based atomic evolution theory;
specifically Voltaire, the year of his death, visited Sales in jail to donate 500 pounds
towards his release; and is noted for his work in connecting the experiments of Herman
Boerhaave and Willem Gravesande (ball and ring experiment; ball and clay surface
experiment) with the new mechanics of Isaac Newton and the later re-formulations of
Emilie Chatelet.

Sales
In the late 1760s, if not earlier, Voltaire had developed an intellectual kinship with Jean
Sales. In 1770, amid the publication of extreme atheist Baron d’Holbach’s 1770 The
System of Nature: Laws of the Moral and Physical World, dubbed the “Atheist’s Bible”,
Voltaire was lamenting about this to Sales; one version of this is summarized as follows:
“D’Holbach’s book caused a great stir among the Paris savants, effectively dividing the deists from the atheists.
Voltaire, committed to deism and long impatient with d’Holbach’s declamatory ways, called it ‘a chaos, a great moral
sickness, a work of darkness, a sin against nature, a system of folly and ignorance.’ He wrote to Delisle de Sales: “I
think that nothing has debased our century more than this enormous stupidity.”
— Rebecca Stott (2013), Darwin’s Ghosts: in Search of the First Evolutionists [9]

In 1777, Sales (age 36), while imprisoned for his The Philosophy of Nature: Treatise on Human Moral Nature (1770initiated) was visited by French philosopher Voltaire (age 83), a year before his death, who gave 500 pounds to
towards his release, the equivalent of $100,000 in 2015 inflation terms.

Tesla
Serbian-born American Nikola Tesla, somewhere along the lines, also engaged into a quest to master the works of
Voltaire (IQ=195). The following are Tesla's reflections on this task:
“I had a veritable mania for finishing whatever I began, which often got me into difficulties. On one occasion I started
to read the works of Voltaire when I learned, to my dismay, that there were close on one hundred large volumes in
small print which that monster had written while drinking seventy-two cups of black coffee per diem. It had to be
done, but when I laid aside the last book I was very glad, and said, ‘Never more!’”
(add discussion)

Genius | Stature
The following are genius ranking quotes:
“Several are well above the 200 IQ mark. Arnauld, Comte, Goethe, Grotius, Laplace, Leopardi, Michelangelo, Newton,
Pascal, the younger Pitt, Sarpi, Shelling, Voltaire and Wolsey probably rated at 200 IQ or even higher.”
— Catherine Cox (1926), Early Mental Traits of 300 Geniuses [6]

“A group containing Voltaire must approach or perhaps exceed a score of 200.”
— Catherine Cox (1926), Early Mental Traits of 300 Geniuses [6]

“Pascal and Voltaire both probably had IQs in the neighborhood of 200.”
— Paul Popenoe (1927), “The Childhood of Genius: A Review” [7]
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Hart 100
The following is the logic behind the Hart 100
rankings:
“In his book Letters of the English, Voltaire
relates that during his stay in England, in 1727,
he overheard some learned men discussing the
question: who was the greatest man—Caesar,
Alexander, Tamerlane, or Cromwell? One
speaker maintained that Newton was beyond a
doubt the greatest man. Voltaire agreed with
this judgment, per the following reasoning:
‘It is to him who masters our minds by the force
of truth, and not those who enslave them by
violence, that we owe our reverence.”
At Café Procope (circa 1750): showing (Ѻ): Marquis Condorcet, JeanWhether Voltaire was truly convinced that
Newton was the greatest man who ever lived or Francois de La Harpe, Voltaire, with his arm raised, the central epicenter
genius, and Denis Diderot, Father Adam, his personal priest (Ѻ), whom he
was simply trying to make a philosophical point, played chess with.
the anecdote raises an interesting question: of
the billions of human beings who have populated the earth, which persons have most influenced the course of
history? This book is solely involved with the question of who were the 100 persons who had the greatest effect on
history and on the course of the world. I have ranked these 100 persons in order of importance: that is, according to
the total amount of influence that each of them had on human history and on the everyday lives of other human
beings.”

(add discussion)

Physics
Voltaire was one of the first to popularize Isaac Newton's calculus theories in France, assisted by his mistress, French
mathematician Emilie Chatelet, a subject which he described as the art of the numbering and measuring exactly a
thing whose existence cannot be conceived. [2] In 1726, after being released from the Bastille (jail), on the condition
that he go to England, Voltaire went to London, where he occupied himself mainly with mathematics and made
himself familiar with the philosophy of Newton, of which he made a more special study afterwards at Leyden
University. He remained in London for three years, then returned to Paris, made several journeys, and then in 1736
settled in Leyden under the name of “Revol”, which he dropped when he
found the pseudonym was useless.
In a letter to the crown prince of Prussia (afterwards Frederick the
Great), with whom he had entered into an active corresponds with, Voltaire
says:
“I am the town of two simple citizens, Boerhaave and Gravesande attract
from four to five hundred strangers.”
During this period, Voltaire was very busy writing a work on the philosophy of
Newton, and received great assistance from the learned Gravesande and
consulted with Boerhaave. [3]

Name
The name "Voltaire", which the author adopted in 1718, is an anagram of
"AROVET LI," the Latinized spelling of his surname, Arouet, and the initial
letters of "le jeune" ("the younger"). The name also echoes in reverse order
the syllables of the name of a family château in the Poitou region: "Airvault".
The adoption of the name "Voltaire" following his incarceration at the Bastille
Voltaire and Frederick the Great in the
is seen by many to mark Voltaire's formal separation from his family and his study at Sans Souci; engraving by P.C.
past.
Baquoy after N.A. Monsiau.

Religion
See main: Voltaire on religion
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Voltaire was one of the first radical critics of Christianity; himself, however, identifying with deism in belief; his views
oft-cited in atheism circles. In 1769, Voltaire, penned his God and Human Beings, one of the first works in
comparative religion and mythology. [9] On god, Voltaire stated: [1]
“I want my lawyer, my tailor, my servants, even my wife to believe in God, because it means that I shall be cheated
and robbed and cuckolded less often. ... If God did not exist, it would be necessary to invent him.”
Voltaire, according to Ravi Zacharias (2008), is reported to have said that within a hundred years of his day, the Bible
would be a forgotten book. (Ѻ)

Praise | Tributes
The following are tributes:
“God if reason, the Bible is Newtonian physics; and the prophet is Voltaire.”
— Anon (c.1900), summarized by Ching-Yao Hsieh [4]

Quotes
The following are noted Voltaire quotes:
“If all the geniuses of the universe were assembled, Newton should lead the band.”
— Voltaire (c.1760)

“Every man is the creature of the age in which he lives; very few are able to raise themselves above the ideas of the
time.”
— Voltaire (c.1760)
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In geniuses on, Voltaire on religion refers to views on
religion, beliefs on the existence or non-existence of god,
morality, good and evil, etc., of French thinker Voltaire
(1694-1778), a self-defined deist, albeit technically an
"atheism-curious agnostic deist", in categorizational
terms, a Haught disbeliever (#9), albeit oft-labeled as an
atheist and or at least a name prominent in atheism
discussions publications.

Pascal | Descartes
In 1733, Voltaire, in his Philosophical Letters, satirized the
religious teachings of Rene Descartes and Blaise Pascal,
including Pascal's famed "wager" on God. Voltaire wrote:
"The interest I have in believing a thing is not a proof of
the existence of that thing." Voltaire's French publisher
was sent to the Bastille and Voltaire had to escape from
Paris again, as judges sentenced the book to be "torn and
The views of Voltaire on religion, ranked by James Haught
burned in the Palace." (Ѻ)

(1996) as one of the top 64 disbelievers (#9) of history, is an
intricate one: in 1759, in his Candice, he made a parody out of
Leibniz
Gottfried Leibniz’s proposed solution to the problem of evil;
In 1759, Voltaire penned his satirical Candice, a parody of sometime thereabouts he discovered the 1829 closet extreme
atheism work of Jean Meslier, and into the 1760s began to
Gottfried Leibniz’s problem of evil solution, the key
promote Meslier’s anti-Catholic views and proofs. In 1769,
section being the following: “Appalled, stupefied,
distraught, covered in blood and shaking uncontrollably, Voltaire published God and Human Beings, wherein he presents
Candice said to himself: ‘If this is the best of all possible one of the first comprehensive works on comparative religion
and mythology.

worlds, what must the others be like?’” German
philosopher Arthur Schopenhauer, the first "admitted and inexorable atheist" (Friedrich Nietzsche, 1882) among
Germans, commented the following: [3]

“I cannot assign to the Theodicy any other merit than that it gave rise to the immortal Candice of the great Voltaire. In
this way, of course, Leibniz’s oft-repeated and lame excuse for the evil of the world, namely that the bad sometimes
produces the good, obtained proof that for him was unexpected.”
(add discussion)

Meslier
In circa 1759, Voltaire obtained a copy of French closet atheist priest Jean Meslier's Testament (1729), wherein he
explicitly denies the existence of god, denies the existence of the soul, dismissed the notion of free will, denounces all
belief in an associated with god, and all religions, Christianity in particular, with a “frenzied anger that makes Richard
Dawkins’ The God Delusion seem like a work of reasoned scholarship”, as atheism historian Nick Spencer (2014) puts
it. Voltaire, however, found the Meslier’s atheism too extreme for his tastes; or at least too extreme to be sided with
publicly. The gist of the situation, in this time in history, is summarized well by Michael Onfray as follows: [7]
“Meslier’s war cry [Testament, 1729], never before heard in the history of western thought, offers one of the first
true atheist moments, if not the first. Prior to him, they call the agnostic an atheist who, as Protagoras, concludes
that when it comes to god one can conclude nothing; the pantheist who, such as Spinoza, affirms its existence
consubstantial with nature; the polytheist, like Epicurus, who teaches its multiplicity; the deist, in the way of Voltaire,
for whom god creates the world en bloc, but does not care about the details; or whoever’s idol does not correspond
to the strict criteria established by the church. Now, the atheist clearly says that ‘god does not exist’. This is what
Meslier clearly writes: ‘there is no god’ (chapters 59, 74, 93, 94)—that is clear and distinct, blunt, and
straightforward.”
In 1761, Voltaire published corrupted version of Meslier’s work entitled Extract of the Sentiments of Jean Meslier,
wherein he omits the author’s materialism and atheism, and focuses on his anti-Catholicism to serve his own
purpose, and asserts falsely that Meslier asked for forgiveness on his death bed for writing such blasphemy;
resultantly, Meslier, as Michael Onfray (2009) put it, becomes the “shield of Voltaire” and his anti-Catholic deism
crusade. The following are a number of communicates, in the 1760s, of Voltaire promoting Meslier:
“Apropos, they have lent me that work attributed to St. Evremon, and which is said to be by Dumarsais, of which you
spoke to me some time ago; it is good, but the Testament of Meslier is still better!”
— Jean d’Alembert (1764), “Letter to Voltaire”, Jul 9

“They have sent me two abstracts of Jean Meslier. It is true that it written in the style of a carriage-horse, but it is
well suited to the street. And what testimony! That of a priest who asks pardon in dying, for having taught absurd and
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horrible things! What an answer to the platitudes of fanatics who have the audacity to assert that philosophy is but
the fruit of libertinage!”
— Helvetius (1763), “Letter to Voltaire”, May 1

“The Testament of Meslier ought to be in the pocket of all honest men; a good priest, full of candor, who asks god’s
pardon for deceiving himself, must enlighten those who deceive themselves.”
— Voltaire (1764), “Letter to Ferney”, Jul 16.

“Meslier’s Testament is the most singular phenomenon ever seen among all the meteors fatal to the Christian
religion.”
— Voltaire (1766) [2]

In 1772, Baron d’Holbach published, albeit anonymously, an atheism explicit version of Meslier’s work entitled
Common Sense, which included some of the above commentary.

Other
In 1769, Voltaire, penned his God and Human Beings, one of the first works in comparative religion and mythology.
[4]

Influence
Lord Byron, early on, read enough of Voltaire and David Hume to become a skeptical agnostic leaning towards
atheism. [5]

Quotes | Related
The following are other related Voltaire content quotes:
“It is very important not to mistake hemlock for parsley; but not at all so to believe or not in god.”
— Denis Diderot (c.1765), “Response to Voltaire” [3]

Quotes
The following are other related quotes by Voltaire:
“The Bible. That is what fools have written, what imbeciles command, what rogues teach, and the young children are
made to learn by heart.”
— Voltaire (c.1750) [8]

“I want my lawyer, my tailor, my servants, even my wife to believe in god, because it means that I shall be cheated
and robbed and cuckolded less often. ... If god did not exist, it would be necessary to invent him.”
— Voltaire (c.1760) [1]

“Atheism is the vice of a few intelligent people.”
— Voltaire (1764), Philosophical Dictionary (Ѻ)

“There are not sects in geometry.”
— Voltaire (1764), Philosophical Dictionary (Ѻ)
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Collins.

Further reading
● Morehouse, Andrew. (1932). Voltaire and Jean Meslier: The Influence of Jean Meslier on Voltaire. Harvard
University.
● Stephens, Mitchell. (2014). Imagine There’s No Heaven: How Atheism Helped Create the Modern World (Voltaire,
54+ pgs). Plagrave Macmillan.

External links
● Voltaire quotes – PositiveAtheism.com.

Volume
In thermodynamics, volume is an extensive quantity whose conjugate tension is pressure. [1] The elementary work
exchanged with the surroundings by pressure forces is given by:

hence, a change in volume, dV, at a given pressure, enables the calculation of the the work done by the body during
that process.

Overview
In 1778, French chemist Antoine Lavoisier, in his Elements of Chemistry stated the following, aka Boerhaave’s law:
“That every body, whether solid or fluid, is augmented in all its dimensions by any increase of its sensible heat, was
long ago fully established as a physical axiom, or universal proposition, by the celebrated Boerhaave.”
In other words, adding heat to a body or system (volume) causes expansion, and this fact is a physical axiom long ago
established phenomenon of nature.

Social volumes
See main: Social volume

The translation of the understanding of thermodynamic volume in human reactions in systems, e.g. a country, town,
or territory, etc., is extremely difficult and is at the core of human thermodynamics. When translated over into the
human sphere, where people are considered as “human particles” or "human molecules", however, the
understanding of this expansion boarders on the cutting edge of modern knowledge. In 2005, Ingo Muller, in his
Entropy and Energy: A Universal Competition, discussed socio-thermodynamics, wherein he correlates pressurevolume boundary work to "part of the habitat lost', whether the habitat is atoms, molecules, birds or men. [4]
Studies show, for instance, that alpha males and alpha females are given more individual or personal space. A
supermodel, someone who, according to common opinion, is considered physically "hot", when walking alone
through a crowd of people will be given more personal space than as compared to a more homely female. [2]
Moreover, when people are asked to approach a stranger and stop when they no longer feel comfortable, they will
stop about two feet away from a tall person (22.7 inches to be exact) but less than a foot (9.8 inches) from a short
person. As height is correlative with physical attractiveness, e.g. shorter than average men and women are less
attractive than taller men and women, it is found, according to attractiveness researcher Nancy Etcoff, that “very
attractive people of any size are given bigger personal space and territory; which they carry around with them.” [2] In
other words, physically ‘hot’ molecules, in a sense, trigger volume increase be it a gaseous molecule or a human
molecule. [3]

References
1. Perrot, Pierre. (1998). A to Z of Thermodynamics, Oxford: Oxford University Press.
2. Etcoff, Nancy. (1999). Survival of the Prettiest – the Science of Beauty. New York: Anchor Books.
3. Thims, Libb. (2007). Human Chemistry (Volume One), (preview). (ch. 8: “Planck’s quantum, pgs. 213-245).
Morrisville, NC: LuLu.
4. Muller, Ingo and Weiss, Wolf. (2005). Entropy and Energy - A Universal Competition, (ch. 20: "Sociothermodynamics", pgs. 203-21). New York: Springer.

Volume expansion
In physics, volume expansion, as contrasted with volume contraction, is the process in which a body is made to
increase in size, generally though the action of the addition of heat or through chemical reaction.
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History

Dutch physicist Willem Gravesande’s circa 1730 ball and ring experiment was one of the first measured experimental
demonstrations of the phenomenon of expansion of a metal by heat. [1]

See also
● Boerhaave’s law

References
1. Turner, Gerard L. (1983). Nineteenth-century Scientific Instruments (§Expansion, pgs. 112-). University of California
Press.

Volume
change
In thermodynamics, volume
change, in terms of either a
small differential volume
change dV or large volume
change ΔV, refers to a change
in the three-dimensional
structure of a body, delineated
by a boundary (or boundary
surface), on going from in initial
Left: The expansion phase (volume increase) of a standard heat cycle. Right: the contraction
to a final volume V during a
phase (volume decrease) of a standard heat cycle.
reaction or process. This is
expressed mathematically as:

where Vf is the final volume of the system and Vi is the initial volume.

Social volumes
The measure of volume changes in human chemical processes and reactions can be understood in several ways: (a) in
terms of daily heat cycle expansions of society due to expansion phase daily heat input from the hot body of the sun,
followed by contraction during contact with the cold body of the night sky, (b) in terms of interpersonal chemical
reactions, and the volume changes accruing therein, and (c) in terms of large scale territorial changes of societies
over decades and centuries.
This reaction volume change aspect is illustrated adjacent, where in
the initial state volume Vi two single men and two single women
are shown each having a set amount of personal space, which he or
she would occupy in a large city in terms of costly square foot living
space, and in the final state volume, one man and one women have
chemically reacted to form a dihumanide molecule (two human
molecules bound as a single entity) or married pair at which point
their previously dual volumes become united to into one shared
A depiction of volume decrease resulting from a
space of existence, and hence a volume decrease accrued in the
change in the number of chemical entities in during
process, quantified by a specific amount of PΔV work energy.
a chemical reaction, such as would be the case

Von Laue, Max

when two atoms unite to form a diatomic molecule.
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In existographies, Max von Laue (1879-1960) (CR:10) was a German physicist, a
Simmons scientific 100 (#56), noted for his work in x-ray crystallography, namely in
1911 he conducted an experiment showing X-ray diffraction in a crystal lattice; he later
did work in relativistic thermodynamics.

Quotes
The following are noted quotes:
“I have known a great many intelligent people in my life. I knew Planck, von Laue and
Heisenberg. Paul Dirac was my brother in law; Leo Szilard and Edward Teller have been
among my closest friends; and Albert Einstein was a good friend, too. But none of them
had a mind as quick and acute as Jansci [John] von Neumann. I have often remarked
this in the presence of those men and no one ever disputed. But Einstein's
understanding was deeper even than von Neumann's. His mind was both more
penetrating and more original than von Neumann's. And that is a very remarkable
statement. Einstein took an extraordinary pleasure in invention. Two of his greatest inventions are the special and
general theories of relativity; and for all of Jansci's brilliance, he never produced anything as original.”
— Eugene Wigner (c.1980) (Ѻ)

External links
● Max von Laue – Wikipedia.

Voronoff
In hmolscience, [NAME] Voronoff (c.1860-c.1930) was a Russian sociologist noted for his 1909
Foundations of Sociology, wherein he tries to interpret social phenomena, supposedly, from the
standpoint of “social mechanics” or “social physics” (Ѻ) and or “purely mechanistic” sociology; and
defines, according to Pitirim Sorokin (1928), association and cooperation as “addition and
multiplication of force”, war and social struggle as “subtraction of forces”, and social organization
as “an equilibrium of forces. [1]

References
1. (a) Voronoff, NAME. (1909). Foundations of Sociology. Russia.
(b) Sorokin, Pitirim. (1928). Contemporary Sociological Theories (pdf) (§1: The Mechanistic School
[pdf], pgs. 4-62). Harper & Brothers.
(c) Bierstedt, Robert. (1981). American Sociological Theory: a Critical History (pg. 309). Elsevier, 2013.

W
In symbols, W can refer to work done by force on a body, in physics or thermodynamics, or, in statistical mechanics
and statistical thermodynamics, to the multiplicity or complexions of the particles of a Boltzmann-type system

Multiplicity
The multiplicity, W, from the German Wahrscheinlichkeit (meaning probability), is the number of quantum states
associated with the macrostate of a system. [1] The probability of a macrostate, for an isolated system, is
proportional to its multiplicity. For systems, comprised of N identical particles, which satisfy the Boltzmann chaos
assumption, the entropy of the system is found to be proportional to the multiplicity of the system:

S = k ln W
References
1. Pauling, Linus. (1969). Chemistry (ch. 10.4: Entropy: the Probable State of an Isolated System, pgs. 350-54). Dover.

Waddington, Conrad
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In science, Conrad Waddington (1905-1975) was an English theoretical geneticist
noted for lectures on the origin of life—platformed, it seems, on the Charles
Sherrington views—and for his usage of thermodynamics and statistical mechanics
models in the development of his genetics-evolution models. In his 1966 New Patterns
in Genetics and Development, to exemplify some of his views, Waddington stated the
following conception of his notion of theoretical biology: [1]
“The first question to ask is not, what is the detailed nature of the components—we
can hardly expect to get an answer to this—but rather, what stable states will survive a
disturbing stimulus? What we need is statistical mechanics comparable to the
thermodynamics of physical theory. But we shall have to elaborate one that applies to
open systems which do not conserve either matter or energy; whose final state is not
determined by initial conditions; and in which entropy is increased.”
Americans zoologist Daniel Brooks and ecologist Edward Wiley summarize that
Waddington's major contribution was the notion that the search for a causal mechanism in evolution must involve
causal laws of physics and chemistry, especially those pertaining to open systems. [2]

Education
Waddington was influenced by Alfred Whitehead’s philosophy in the 1920s and Norbert Wiener’s cybernetics in the
1930s.

Associations
Conrad seems to have cultivated a number of associations with thinkers common or connective to the hmolsciences,
including: Ilya Prigogine, Erich Jantsch, Gregory Bateson, C. P. Snow, and Joseph Needham, to name a few—a number
of which, such as Prigogine and Jantsch, he seems to have worked with when he co-edited the 1976 book Evolution
and Consciousness: Human Systems in Transition. [3]
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Further reading
● Waddington, Conrad H. (1957). The Strategy of the Genes. Allen and Unwin.
● Waddington, Conrad H. (1966). New Patterns in Genetics and Development. Columbia University Press.
● Waddington, Conrad H. (1968). The Origin of Life: Toward a Theoretical Biology (thermodynamics, 9+ pgs). Edinburg
University Press; Transaction Publishers, 2008.
● Waddington, Conrad H. (1969). Sketching Theoretical Biology: Toward a Theoretical Biology, Volume 2
(thermodynamics, 11+ pgs). Transaction Publishers, 2009.
● Waddington, Conrad H. (1977). Tools for Thought. St. Albans: Paladin.

External links
● Conrad Hal Waddington – Wikipedia.

Wagner, Richard
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In hmolscience, Richard Wagner (1813-1883) (IQ:175|#151) was a German composer,
philosopher, and polemicist, a Ranker greatest mind (#77|652) (Ѻ), a Cattell 1000
(#337), a semi-ranked “universal genius” (T.K. Seung, 2006), noted for having some
type of Schopenhauer-translated influence on Friedrich Nietzsche.

Schopenhauer | Feuerbach
In 1853, Wagner, while writing the music for The Valkyrie, the second part of the Ring
cycle, he discovered Arthur Schopenhauer and was so mesmerized by The World as
Will and Representation that he read if from cover to cover in spite of his work on The
Valkyrie and then read it three more times within a year. Goethe-Nietzsche scholar T.K.
Seung comments on this: [1]
“Schopenhauer’s philosophy drastically changed his view of life and music by
destroying his Feuerbachian optimism and his revolutionary fire. He came to believe
that social injustice and human suffering could never be eliminated by any political movement. He accepted
Schopenhauer’s view that the whole world was a tragic play of the blind will. The injustice in Wonton’s world in The
Ring is not an unfortunate mistake to be rectified, but reveals the inevitable tragic dimension of human existence. He
changed from a Feuerbachian optimist and idealist to a Schopenhauerian pessimist or realist.”
(add discussion)

Nietzsche
Wagner, supposedly, had a strong influence on Nietzsche; the following attests to this:
“In the first period (1865-1876), Nietzsche's inner life, and a good deal of his outer life, was dominated by
Schopenhauer and Wagner.”
— Reginald Hollingdale (1973)

References
1. (a) Seung, T.K. (2006). Goethe, Nietzsche, and Wagner: Their Spinozan Epics of Love and Power (universal genius,
pg. 280; Schopenhauer quote, pgs. 298-99). Lexington Books.
(b) T.K. Seung – Wikipedia.

External links
● Richard Wagner – Wikipedia.

Wahlverwandtschaft
In German, wahlverwandtschaft translates as
“elective attraction” or elective affinity”; but, in more
detail, is a complex word having the two part meaning:
wahl [choice or election] verwandtschaft [affinities].
In the plural sense, wahlverwandtschaften, with the
suffix -en, means “elective attractions” or elective
affinities. [1] In this sense, the full original German
A 2002 translation of Walh-verwandtschaften by Susan
title, as Goethe would have conceptualized it, in the
Gustafson. [6]
Baconian sense (1620) of the term "election":
“It is certain that all bodies whatsoever, though they have no sense, yet they have perception; for when one body is
applied to another, there is a kind of election to embrace that which is agreeable, and to exclude or expel that
which is ingrate; and whether the body be alterant or altered, evermore perception precedeth operation; for else all
bodies would be like one to another.”
might well be correctly rendered in English as:
Die Wahlverwandtschaften | The Choice of [one's] Elective

Attractions [elections towards attractions]

A rendition that, of course, embodies the age-old "choice or free will vs determinism" debate. In 1960, Herbert
Morgan Waidson (1916-1988), to noted, did a translation into English under the title Kindred by Choice, but the
translation seems to have not been popular, and hence "correct", by virtue of the fact that no later mass production
reprintings were made under that title.
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Wahl
The term German prefix ‘wahl’ translates directly as election or "choice". [5]

Verwandtschaft
The German suffix term ‘verwandtschaften’ translates directly as affinities or 'relationship', or a mixture of both,
depending on context. [7]

Etymology
The origins, the term "wahlverwandtschaften"
or "elective affinities", stems from Greek
philosopher Empedocles theory of the affinity
forces of philia (love) and neikos (strife) existing
between all bodies in the universe. Others
expanded on this logic.
An example 1990 English-to-German translation of the term
The name affinitas was first used in the
"verwandtschaften" from the 1799 Goethe-Schiller discussion quote of
sense of chemical relation by German
Crebillon, wherein Goethe first begins to openly discuss his theory that
philosopher Albertus Magnus in the year 1250
human relationships are chemical relationships or affinity reactions. [8]
to qualify the combinations of bodies. In his
Book of the Marvels of the World, Magnus outlined four principles related to affinity. The first principle of affinity is
that likes attract to likes, meaning that an attraction between things with similar qualities or virtues exists, stated in
general terms, referring to the Aristotelian elements: earth, air, fire, and water. The second affinity principle is that all
things have prime, or first, qualities, but can acquire second or third qualities by association. The third affinity
principle is that qualities may be innate to a whole species or to individual things. The fourth affinity principle is
antagonism where just as all things attract related things with like qualities, they also ‘repel’ things with opposite
qualities. Magnus’ affinity theories and works were frequently reprinted well into the 16th century.
In 1620, English scientific philosopher Francis Bacon developed theories on chemical affinityto explain the
inherent nature of motion and its causes. Bacon reasoned that ‘dispute and friendship are the spurs to motion in
nature, and the keys to her works.’ Bacon defined chemical affinity as such:
“It is certain that all bodies whatsoever, though they have no sense, yet they have perception; for when one body is
applied to another, there is a kind of election to embrace that which is agreeable, and to exclude or expel that
which is ingrate; and whether the body be alterant or altered, evermore perception precedeth operation; for else all
bodies would be like one to another.”
This logic, naturally, evolved into a conception of elective
attractionor elective affinity, defined as ‘a favorable
inclination to one more than to another’ or a process in
which ‘a substance tends to combine with certain
substances in preference to others.’ The first table of
affinity relations between a group of basic chemical
species was compiled in 1718 by French chemist Etienne
Geoffroy, during a translation into French of Isaac
Newton's Opticks, wherein Newton described a series of
affinity relations verbally. Geoffroy's affinity table was
entitled: "Table of the Different Relations Observed
between Different Substances" or Tableau des différentes
Rapports Observées entre Différentes Substances, in
French.
The term die wahlverwandtschaften, meaning “The
Elective Affinities”, was famously used as the title of
German polymath Johann Goethe’s 1809 novella Elective
Affinities. [2] Goethe said that he adopted the term from
the 1782 translation of Swedish chemist Torbern
Bergman’s chemistry textbook De Attractionibus Electivas
(A Dissertation on Elective Attractions), which is an
expanded version of Geoffroy's original table, with affinity
reaction diagrams and explanation. [3]

References
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Left: a 1976 edition Goethe’s Wahlverwandtschaften, with
essay Walter Benjamin notes by Hand J. Weitz (notes). [4]
Right: Wahlverwandtschaften: German language version of
the 1996 Italian-language film: Les affinities electives (Elective
Affinities), written and directed by: Paolo Taviani and Vittorio
Taviani; produced by: Jaen-Claude Volpi.
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Frankfurt AM Main: Insel Verlag.
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6. Gustafson, Susan F. (2002). Men Desiring Men: the Poetry of Same-sex Identity and Desire in German Classicism
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Waidson, Herbert
In human chemistry, Herbert Morgan Waidson (1916-1988) was a Welsh Germanic-languages
scholar noted for his 1960 introduction and translation of German polymath Johann Goethe’s
1809 physical chemistry based novella Elective Affinities, under the title of Kindred by Choice. [1]

Education
Waidson was professor and head of the department of German at the University College of
Swansea, Wales.

References
1. Goethe, Johann. (1960). Kindred by Choice (Introduction and translation by Herbert Waidson). London: John Calder.

External links
● Waidon, H.J. – WorldCat Identities.

Wald, Franz
In science, Frantisek (Franz) Wald (1861-1930), oft-cited “F. Wald”, Austrian-born
Czech theoretical chemist noted for []

Overview
In 1889, Wald, in his The Energy and its Devaluation, seems to have ventured his
opinion on the energetics debate, i.e. on whether atoms exist or alternatively if all is
energy; during which time he seems to have partially aligned with the views of Ernst
Mach. In circa 1900, Wald published The Mistress of the World and her Shadow, on
energy and entropy, which was read by Robert Emden in his youth, and who, in his
1938 Nature article “Why do we Have Winter Heating?” commented on some of Wald's
views.

Education
In 1881, Wald completed a degree in “technical chemistry”, and thereafter worked as
chief chemist at Prazska Zelezarska Spolecnost Ironworks, Kladno, near Prague. In 1907,
he became chair of the department of theoretical chemistry, physical chemistry, and metallurgy, of Prague
Polytechnic (now: Czech Technical University), during which time he was associated with notables, including:
philosopher Tomas Maryk, physicist Ernst Mach, and physical chemist Wilhelm Ostwald. [1]

Quotes | Cited
The following are quotes that cite Wald:
“As a student, I read with advantage a small book by F. Wald entitled The Mistress of the World and her Shadow.
These meant energy and entropy. In the course of advancing knowledge the two seem to me to have exchanged
places. In the huge manufactory of natural processes, the principle of entropy occupies the position of manager, for it
dictates the manner and method of the whole business, whilst the principle of energy merely does the bookkeeping,
balancing credits and debits.”
— Robert Emden (1938), “Why do we Have Winter Heating?” [2]

Quotes
The following are noted quotes:
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“As far as I am concerned the roots of this law [the second law of thermodynamics] go much deeper [than any
molecular hypothesis can tell], and to correlate molecular hypothesis and entropy is rather a lucky achievement for
this hypothesis than advantageous for the second law of thermodynamics.”
— Franz Wald (1889), The Energy and its Devaluation (pg. 104) [3]

“This [molecular] hypothesis should remain only a makeshift for our weak power of comprehension; by no means
should it be used to replace the causal law that is expressed in the theorem of the devaluation of energy”
— Franz Wald (1889), The Energy and its Devaluation (pg. 105) [3]
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Further reading
● Wald, Franz. (1918). The Chemistry of Phases (Chemie Fasi). Publisher.

External links
● Fran sek Wald (Chez → English) – Wikipedia.
● Fran sek Wald (German → English) – Wikipedia.

Wald, Robert
In black hole thermodynamics, Robert M. Wald (1947-) is an American physicist noted
for his 1994 Quantum Field Theory in Curved Spacetime and Black Hole
Thermodynamics, a subject he is considered as one of the world’s leading experts. [1]
The book is a result of 1992 lectures delivered to the Les Houches School on Gravitation
and Quantization. [2]

Education
Wald completed his PhD, thesis: Nonspherical Gravitational Collapse and Black Hole
Uniqueness, at Princeton in 1972. [3] In 1974, he became a research associate at the
University of Chicago. [4] Wald is currently the chairman of the department of physics
at the University of Chicago. [5]

References
1. (a) Cauchi, Stephen. (2004). “Hawking’s Mind Changes Over Matter.” TheAge.com.au,
Jul 23.
2. Wald, Robert M. (1994). Quantum Field Theory in Curved Spacetime and Blackhole Thermodynamics. Chicago: The
University of Chicago Press.
3. Wald, Robert M. (1972). Nonspherical Gravitational Collapse and Black Hole Uniqueness, thesis/dissertation.
Princeton University.
4. Koppes, Steve, Sanders, Seth, Schonwald, Josh, Schuler, Peter, and Easton, John. (2002). “Seven on Faculty receive
named Professorships, DSP appointments.” The University of Chicago Chronicle, Vol 21, Issue 8, Jan 24.
5. Robert M. Wald (faculty) – General Relativity | Department of Physics, University of Chicago.

Further reading
● Gomberoﬀ, Andres and Marolf, Donald. (2005). Lectures on Quantum Gravity (ch. 1: The Thermodynamics of Black
Holes, pg. 1-38, by Robert W. Wald; section 2.2: Planck length and black hole thermodynamics, pgs. 40-42). Springer.

External links
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● Robert Wald – Wikipedia.
● Wald, Robert M. – WorldCat Identities.

Walker, Adam
In existographies, Adam Walker (1731-1832) was an English inventor, astronomer, and
itinerant science lecturer noted for his 1799 System of Familiar Philosophy: in Twelve
Lectures, taught at Syon House Academy, which were attended by an aged eleven
Percy Shelley, who would be inspired to outline an atheism-based elective affinities
philosophy, which he applied in his relationships (see: Church of Elective Affinities). [1]

Overview
In 1802, Walker, in his revised two-volume System of Familiar Philosophy: in Twelve
Lectures, gave the following nutshell abstract:
“The work having been written at various times, and in various places, tautology has
crept into many parts of it; and I fear some are more condensed than they should be in
a system of familiar philosophy. Originality, or the pride of discovery, has not led me
beyond the bounds of what I believe to be truth. The identity of fire, light, heat, caloric,
phlogiston, and electricity, or rather their being but modifications of one and the same
principle as well as their being the grand agents in the order of nature; these are the leading problems of the work;
and the parts which have, in a great measure, any pretensions to novelty. They do not militate against the Newtonian
system; and are presented to the reader more in the form of queries, than as doctrines fully established: they do not
interfere with the elementary part of the work; or influence those conclusions that have been sanctified by time and
experience. Whether I am right or wrong in my ideas of them, I doubt not but they will have a fair and candid reading.
The theory was not sought, but has obtruded itself through an experience of near forty years: and though it differs in
many points from the late received and adopted system of chemistry, my admiration of that simple and elegant
system is not at all diminished; I rather lament that its worthy and ingenious founder [Lavoisier] did not live to have
perfected so excellent and promising a beginning.”
(add discussion)

Chemical affinity
The core section of his book is his lecture four "On
Chemistry", section "Affinitive Attraction", as cited
by Teddi Bonca (1999), in respect to Percy Shelley.
Firstly, he opens to the following cautionary
statement about the uncertainty of the nature of
heat:
“I feel a diffidence in the following explanations,
conscious how much I am obliged to deviate from
the received, or rather the new, documents of
chemistry. For being able to find little difference
between the phlogiston of the old chemists, and the
caloric of the new, I have made the word fire to
answer both.
Phlogiston was considered as fire united to
some unknown substance. Lavoisier says, caloric is
that exquisitely elastic fluid which produces heat.
Am I excused in calling these plain fire, as it is
generally produced on the earth, is known to be
impure, and united with much terrestrial matter;
and, therefore, may have given rise to the idea of an
unknown substance being united to the simple
element. This element of fire having its chemical
affinities in common with grosser bodies, enters
more abundantly into some than into others; hence
some bodies are more combustible than others,
from containing more quiescent or latent fire; and
A 1796 portrait (Ѻ) of what seems to be Walker (or possibly Joseph
therefore when that fire is extricated from such
Priestley) giving one of his chemistry lectures.
bodies, it brings much of their gross matter along
with it. But when fire is united with the volatile and finer parts of terrestrial matter, it transforms it into that thin fluid
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we call our atmosphere. Fire therefore assumes various appearances, and produces various effects; but still I
conceive the element to be identical, simple, unchangeable, deriving its various character from the substances with
which it is combined. In short, in its elementary state I conceive it to be electricity, and I hope to prove that electricity
is derived from the sun.”
Then, after devoting several pages to definitions of basic chemistry terms: acids, alkalis, solution, distillation,
crystallization, sublimation, etc., he engages in his “affinitive attraction” subsection, as follows:
“AFFINITIVE ATTRACTION. Purposing to carry forward the mechanical and chemical philosophy hand in hand, this
lecture is devoted to the first principles of the most extensive and useful branch of natural philosophy: for all arts and
manufactures are little more than the composition, or decomposition, of the natural bodies of the earth. We are
indebted for many of the important facts in chemical analysis to a race of visionaries, who, in the pursuit of the
philosopher's stone, and the elixir vitae, happily stumbled upon a variety of discoveries, that have been of more
importance to mankind, than the grand secrets they were in pursuit of would, had they been found out. These facts,
though now systemized into a tolerably regular and consistent theory, simple in its principles, and, seemingly,
accordant in its various ramifications; yet, I am sorry to say, it does not quite agree with the experiments and
observations that have fallen in my way to make.
I think the grand basis of chemistry is attraction and repulsion. By attraction, I mean not only that of cohesion
and gravitation (formerly explained), but the affinities of matter; the elective attractions, or local affections of it, that
is, the tendency which the constituent parts of bodies have to unite readily with some substances, in preference, as it
were, to all other parts of matter. Water and spirits are said to have an affinity, because they unite with the utmost
readiness and affection. Water and oil have no affinity, because they will not unite (except by the intervention of an
alkali, by which they become soap); for if oil and water are shaken together, it will be found the parts of each attract
those of the same kind more strongly than the other, and the two presently separate. Acids and alkalis have so strong
an affinity, that they rush into union with effervescence and ebullition so strong, indeed, is the attachment between
acids and alkalis, that one will detach the other from most compounds with which that other is united.
The sea is a compound of fresh water and salt; yet so perfectly clear and homogeneous (as solutions generally
are), that water and salt may be said to have affinity. That this selection, this choice, as it were, is but a modification
of the attraction of cohesion, I entertain no doubt; for as various effects in chemical experiments prove the particles
of matter to be of various shapes or forms, such particles as by their figure can lie conveniently by the fides of each
other, or admit their centers coming nearer together, will adhere more strongly than those combinations where the
corners and edges of particles do not fit, but enclose great spaces or interstices among them. This last may be called
the attraction of cohesion; the other the attraction of affinity; but it is a distinction with little difference. See Plate V.
in Magnetism, where the conforming fides of differently shaped particles so adjust themselves to one another as to
become regular figures: something like the irregular flat stones in the Flaminian pavement that make a regular
highway.”
Then, after listing a set of ten laws of affinities, he states:
“Because the laws of this, and the other species of cohesive attraction, do not seem to follow the laws of gravity (by
diminishing as the squares of the distances increase), some imagine them of a distinct and different nature from the
attraction that holds, the earth and the planets together. But can such small masses as we can make our experiments
upon, betray the fame strong phenomena as a world, a planet, or a sun? Could we measure the ratio of the
attraction, exhibited between two corks running to meet each other, when swimming on the surface of water, I
entertain little doubt but it would be found to be in the same ratio as the laws of gravitation. Magnetic and electric
attraction probably are the fame also. Similar phenomena must arise from the same law, if we are not to multiply
causes; which certainly is a most excellent rule in philosophizing, or examining nature.”
Then he states:
“Objections are also made to fire and light being the same, because heated iron exhibits no light till it becomes
violently heated. Fire lying in a latent state in metals, must be strongly excited by external heat, before it will betray
signs of activity, or sensible light; for metals have so strong an affinity to fire, and retain it with so strong an
attraction, that they must be attacked with great violence by external fire, or force, before they will part with their
own.”
After which he lists an 11th affinity law, on the color of flames, light, and affinity, weak to strong. He then says the
following on how to construct affinity tables:
“Affinities are not confined to the grosser bodies of the chemists; they exist through all nature. Electricity, light, fire,
air, water, &c. have all a tendency to unite with some bodies in preference to others. We fee, then, that one
substance will dislodge another, where greater affinity takes place; and that we can make tables of the relationship
which one kind of matter has to another, and thereby know the results of most kinds of mixtures beforehand. For if a
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fixed alkaline salt be united with vegetable acid, as vinegar, and formed into a neutral salt; on adding to this
compound some marine acid, the acetous acid (vinegar) will be disengaged, so as to fly off in a moderate heat,
leaving the marine acid in possession of the alkali: if then the nitrous acid be added, it will, in like manner, dispossess
the marine, which will rife in white fumes ; though, without such an addition, it could not be detached from the alkali
by any degree of heat: but on the addition of the vitriolic acid, the nitrous-gives way in its turn, exhaling in red fumes,
leaving the last acid in full possession of the
original alkali.”
He then gives the following generic affinity
description (below), a statement of Geoffroy's first
law of affinity (1718) and the split affinity theory
(1799) of Claude Berthollet, and affinity table
(adjacent):

This, no doubt, would have been the key section
on human elective affinity philosophy that
supplanted into Shelley's mind (as it did Goethe's a
generation earlier; compare: Goethe's affinity
table), which he would use in the development of
Walker's 1802 affinity table, from his lecture four "On Chemistry",
his "elective-affinity scheme" of human
which would have been the affinity table that young Percy Shelley
relationships, as Mary Shelley referred to it. In
1839, she famously stated the following, about her learned.
late husband's ideas:
“The misery of the elective-affinity scheme is that men are not chemical substances [compare: people are not
molecules], and that in nine cases in ten the force of the attraction works more constantly and lastingly upon the
woman than the man. There is no stronger argument against it than the Memoirs of Mary Wollstonecraft (1798) (Ѻ).
The Mormon polygamy is nothing more than a plant from the same evil seed sown in a baser soil, and is an attempt
to compromise between the higher instincts of mankind, organized in their institutions, and the bestial propensities
of sensualized individuals.”
(add discussion)

Education | Background
The following is an abstract of Walker: (Ѻ)
“Adam Walker [1731-1821] British author and inventor. Taken from school "almost before he could read," Walker
was largely self-educated. His dedication to learning earned him a reputation as a diligent student and as a result he
was made an Usher at the Ledsham School and later was appointed writing master at Macclesfield. Encouraged by
the success of his lectures, Walker began to tour, lecturing on natural philosophy in all the major cities. In 1778 he
met Joseph Priestley who induced him to lecture at the Haymarket. As a result he was engaged as a lecturer at Eton
College and several of the other public schools. He occupied his leisure time by perfecting various mechanical
inventions including; an engine for raising water; steam carriages, rotary lights for the Scilly Isles (which were
installed in 1790); a method of thermos-ventilation lines to heat homes without means of a kitchen fire, etc. Walker
published several works the above was first published in 1799. System of Familiar Philosophy covers a wide range of
topics; he illustrates Watts new patent steam engine along with a steam engine of his own invention; an early fire
extinguisher. He also discusses electricity and magnetism in several of his lectures.”
(add discussion)

References
1. (a) Walker, Adam. (1799). System of Familiar Philosophy: in Twelve Lectures, Volumes: One, Two. Publisher.
(b) Bonca, Teddi C. (1999). Shelley’s Mirrors of Love: Narcissism, Sacrifice, and Sorority (Walker, pg. 128; pg. 270).
SUNY Press.
2. (a) Walker, Adam. (1799). System of Familiar Philosophy: in Twelve Lectures, Volumes: One (§4:140-60), Two.
Publisher.
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(b) Bonca, Teddi C. (1999). Shelley’s Mirrors of Love: Narcissism, Sacrifice, and Sorority (Walker, pg. 128; pg. 269 [note
12]; pg. 270). SUNY Press.

Further reading
● Walker, Adam. (1766). Analysis for a Course of Lectures on Natural and Experimental Philosophy. Publisher, 1777.

External links
● Adam Walker (inventor) – Wikipedia.
● Walker, A. (Adam) (1730 or 1731-1821) – WorldCat Identities.

Walking molecule
In science, a walking molecule is an atomic structure or molecule,
such as, myosin, kinesin or DTA, that is able to move along a surface,
through the action of induced movement, by alternating its
appendices, driven by external energy source. [1]

History
The walking ability of kinesin seems to have been discovered in the
late 1990s. In September of 2005 a research team led German-born
American physical chemist Ludwig Bartels at the University of
California Riverside designed a molecule, called DTA, that can walk in
a straight line on a flat surface, like a little human being. [2] The news
release for the results of this project, first published in the Physics
Review Letters, was entitled ‘Molecule Walks Like a Human.’ [3] This
tiny walking molecule, shown above, achieves this effect by
mimicking the motor dynamics of a human walking. [4]
The molecule's motion, according to Bartels’ research team, was
extremely stable: "in tests, DTA took more than 10,000 steps without
losing its balance once. Our work proves that molecules can be
designed deliberately to perform certain dynamic tasks on surfaces,"
said research leader Ludwig Bartels. "Similar to a human walking,
where one foot is kept on the ground while the other moves forward
and propels the body, our molecule always has one linker on a flat
surface, which prevents the molecule from stumbling to the side or
veering off course."

Two examples of walking molecules: a walking
human molecule (left) and a walking kinesin
molecule (right) carrying a load along a
microtubule. [6] The comparison of the two,
human and kinesin, leads into philosophical
debates in regards to what exactly is the
fundamental difference between the two "types"
of two-legged walking molecules?

Philosophical implications
In hmolscience, the existence of so-called "walking
molecules", whether naturally occurring in the cell,
e.g. kinesin or dynein, or synthesized in the
laboratory, e.g. DTA, frequently becomes a
highlighted or pointed out example, when debates
arise as to the so-called "nature" of a human defined
chemically as a "molecules" (human molecule) or
"chemical" (human chemical), e.g. in life vs. non-life
debates (see: defunct theory of life), morality
A two-legged kinesin molecule (left), carrying a load along a
debates, etc., wherein one is forced to side with the
microtubule in a cell, as compared to a two-legged human molecule
conclusion that the movement of each "type"
(right), pushing a boulder up a hill on the surface of the earth, which
molecule, whether kinesin or human, abides by the
highlights certain philosophical conundrums in great need of
same movement, work, and energy confines of the
rectification: life vs. non-life, free will, purpose, meaning,
laws of thermodynamics.
movement, mind-brain issues, consciousness, morality, etc., being
that the "work" of each animate molecule is quantified by the very
same thermodynamics.

Walking principle

The following is the schematic representation of
working principle of the walker migration along the four-foothold track: [6]
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The following is the chemical structure representation of working principle of the walker migration along the fourfoothold track: [6]

DTA
This tiny walking-molecule, called 9,10-dithioanthracene or ‘DTA’, has two linkers that act like little mobile feet. DTA,
is an organic molecule composed of a coal tar derivative called anthracene linked to a pair of sulfur-bearing functional
groups on either side (referred to as "linkers"), which serve as the molecule's "feet". When the compound is heated
on a flat copper surface, the linkers
raise up, alternating from side to
side, and propel the molecule
Below: A 2007 synthetic molecular carrier
forward.
created by German-born American physical
chemist Ludwig Bartels. [5]
Thus, obtaining its energy by
heat supplied to it (similar to human
molecules, obtaining their heat
from the sun), the molecule moves
such that only one of the linkers is
lifted from the surface; the
remaining linker guides the motion
of the molecule and keeps it on
course. Without the assistance of
non-rails or nano-groves for
guidance, the little molecule is able
to alternate the motion of its two
‘feet’ so to walk in a straight line.
These published results generated a Right: a 2012 depiction of task-performing walking molecule—a synthetic small
great deal of interest and made the molecule that walks through successive forward/retro “Michael reactions” to perform
American Institute of Physics ‘Top
a task, namely quenching the fluorensence of an anthracene group at one end of the
track—on the cover of Angewandte Chemie. [11]
25 Physics Stories for 2005.’

Molecular carrier
In January of 2007, interestingly, Bartels’ research team found a way to attach cargo: two CO2 molecules (load),
making the nano-walker a molecule carrier or worker. The new molecule carrier runs on a copper surface. It can pick
up and release up to two carbon dioxide (CO2) molecules and carry them along its straight path. ‘Carrying a load slows
the molecule down’ explained Bartels. ‘Attachment of one CO2 molecule makes the carrier need twice as much
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energy for a step, and a carrier with two CO2s requires roughly three times the energy. This is not unlike a human
being carrying heavy loads in one or both hands.’ [5] He said his team will be pursuing the next step for this molecule
carrier. ‘Next, we would like to be able to make one go around corners, rotate its cargo or send out photons to tell us
where it is.’ This depiction, of human molecules looking at and studying simpler walking molecules, from a humorous
perspective, might be analogous to how English naturalist Charles Darwin felt when, in 1838, he first looked at the
great chimpanzees and realized they were related to us. [1]

Myosin
Myosins comprise a family of ATP-dependent motor proteins and are best known for their role in muscle contraction
and their involvement in a wide range of other eukaryotic motility processes. They are responsible for actin-based
motility. The term was originally used to describe a group of similar ATPases found in striated and smooth muscle
cells. Multiple myosin II molecules generate force in skeletal muscle through a power stroke mechanism fuelled by
the energy released from ATP hydrolysis. The power stroke occurs at the release of phosphate from the myosin
molecule after the ATP hydrolysis while myosin is tightly bound to actin. The effect of this release is a conformational
change in the molecule that pulls against the actin. The release of the ADP molecule and binding of a new ATP
molecule will release myosin from actin. ATP hydrolysis within the myosin will cause it to bind to actin again to repeat
the cycle. The combined effect of the myriad power strokes causes the muscle to contract. [9]
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3. Kwon, K.; Wong, K.; Pawin, G.; Bartels, L.; Stolbov, S.; Rahman, T., Unidirectional Adsorbate Motion on a HighSymmetry Surface: ‘Walking’ Molecules can Stay the Course. Phys. Rev. Lett. (2005), in press (Oct).
4. University of California Riverside Newsroom (2005). “Molecule Walks Like Human”.
5. Staff writer (2007). “Walking Molecule Now Carries
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6. Franklin, Stewart. (2010). “A Synthetic Small Molecule that
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Further reading

Scottish chemists Max von Delius and David Leigh’s 2011
depictions of a DNA-based "walking molecule", a view
from which the "life | non-life" issue dissolves into the
nonsensical (see: defunct theory of life). [3]

● Deretsky, Zina. (2008). “Molecular Walker Takes Baby
Steps”, National Science Foundation after figure by Peng Yin,
Harry M. T. Choi, Colby R. Calvert and Niles A. Pierce, California Institute of Technology. Aug.
● Fountain, Henry. (2009). “Experiments Show that Molecules Can Walk, but Can They Dance?”, New York Times,
Science, Apr 07.
● Hadlington, Simon. (2009). “Two-legged Molecular Walker Takes a Stroll”, Dec 21.
● Brown, Mike. (2010). “Molecular Robots on Nano-assembly Lines”, Chemistry World, May 12.

External links
● Kinesin – Wikipedia.
● Dynein – Wikipedia.

Wallace, Alfred
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In science, Alfred Wallace (1823-1913) was an English naturalist noted for []

Overview
In 1855, Wallace, in his “On the Law which has Regulated the Introduction of New
Species”, outlined a theory of evolution according to which organisms have resulted
from long and uninterrupted series of changes. [1] In circa 1856, Charles Lyell and
Edward Blyth, independently, told Charles Darwin about Wallace’s paper, this goaded
Darwin into writing up a “species sketch” of his theory, resulting in his now-famous
1859 On the Origin of Species.

Quotes
The following are noted quotes:
“Compared with our astounding progress in physical science and its practical
application, our system of government, of administrative justice, and of national education, and our entire social and
moral organization, remain in a state of barbarism.”
— Alfred Wallace (c.1875) [2]

References
1. Wallace, Alfred. (1855). “On the Law which has Regulated the Introduction of New Species” (Ѻ), Annals and
Magazine of Natural History, 16(2), Sep.
2. Haeckel, Ernst. (1899). The Riddle of the Universe: at the Close of the Nineteenth Century (translator: Joseph
McCabe) (pg. 6). Harper & Brother, 1900.

External links
● Alfred Russel Wallace – Wikipedia.

Wallace, Thomas
In human thermodynamics, Thomas Patrick Wallace (1935-) is an American physical
chemist noted for his 2009 book Wealth, Energy, and Human Values, particularly his
appendix section “The Fundamentals of Thermodynamics Applied to Socioeconomics”,
wherein he applies chemical thermodynamics to the modeling of the formation,
operation, and decline of societies, in what he considers a ‘mechanistic-thermodynamic
paradigm’. The following is a truncated statement of Wallace's position:
“The thermodynamic parameter free energy:

represents the fundamental driving force in nature and determines whether physical
and chemical processes conducted by nature and society will take place [and] the
civilization development model [can be] represented by the following equation:

where P is the primitive phase, F the feudal phase, S the state phase, I the imperial phase,
equilibrium, and → meaning complete conversion to products.”

meaning dynamic

(add discussion)

Overview
The following is a representative view expressed by Wallace: [1]
“Thermodynamics principles and energy considerations control all processes conducted by nature and society, i.e.
determine the potential process spontaneity and directionality.”
Of curiosity, Wallace relegates these best parts of the book to the last ten pages, wherein he uses two equations, the
first main principle and the Gibbs equation. In the bulk of the book, in contrast, Wallace sticks to mostly verbal
arguments, giving many good quotes along the way, such as:
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“Thermodynamics regulates society’s acquisition, refinement, and utilization of nature’s resources to provide the
food and fuels necessary for the vital processes of human existence.”
Another good quote by Wallace is:
“A thermodynamic-based economic model identifies the dynamics that drive all human existence including the
economic, social, and political activities of a society. Such a model must employ strict science-based definitions of
national wealth, wealth-energy resources, and related financial and economic parameters and must not violate the
laws of thermodynamics.”
Wallace’s supporting references, based on key term usage, seem to be Frederick Soddy, Joseph Tainter, Leslie White,
Max Weber, Carl Neumann, Anson Rabinbach, and Pitirim Sorokin, respectively. [3] Overall, Wallace's theory of
entropy-driven degrading cultures seems to be themed similar to the views of American historian Henry Adams,
albeit he does not cite Adams, maybe possibly not having been aware of his work?

Mechanism
In the last chapter, The Mechanistic-thermodynamic Paradigm: a Unifying Perspective of Civilization, Wallace builds
on the 1969 work of American political scientist Matthew Melko, who defines "transitional periods", reversions to
original periods, etc., using transition mechanism diagrams, to describe the transitioning from a primitive society P to
a feudal society F to a state society S to an imperial society, each with a transition phase, i.e. PT, FT, ST, IT, and
possible reversion to original state side routes, indicated by side-route branches angled forward, an example of which
is shown below: [5]

Melko defines this in terms of a pin ball machine:
“[The mechanism] is rather like a pin-ball machine. The ball, when shot, has a universe of possibilities … but as soon
as it passes through the first slot on its downward curve, the possibilities are narrowed. Thus, having reached FC, it
can no longer return to PC. But the machine also has rubber bumpers, so that the ball can reverse its course. Having
reached slot SC, it can no longer return to PC, the initial ejection slot, which has been closed off by a one-way valve.”
The addition that Wallace makes to this is to rephrase the entire description in purely physical chemistry terminology
and depic on, using the double dagger "‡" to indicate a molecular reactant species in an unstable transition state,
the double arrow "↔" to represent a reversible reaction, and a one-way arrow "→" to represent an irreversible
reaction, as follows:

Wallace modifies Melko's mechanism by adding in the side-step reaction mechanism step that the transition state,
e.g. (PT)‡, may undergo ossiﬁca on O, an Arnold Toynbee term meaning to "freeze at a crystal stage". Wallace also
describes each step in terms of being types of double displacement reactions:

A+B→C+D
in which a change in conditions, e.g. stress, temperature, addition of reactants or products, etc., to the system will
affect a change in the dynamic equilibrium of the reaction, according to Le Chatelier's principle.

Difficulties on theory
The book may have a certain religious tinge to it as the capitalization of the term 'Mother Nature', used on at least
32-pages, upwards of 3-5 times per page, is used ad nauseum. To compound this, the word 'God' is mentioned
fourteen times and the word 'spirituality' is found prominently on the cover. It is difficult to pin down the reasoning
behind this uncomfortable usage of "Mother Nature", but it may be indicative of some type of ambivalence in the
author's mindset on the existence of God, as the laws of thermodynamics are in direct opposition to this view.
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Education
Wallace completed his BS in chemistry from the
State University of New York, and his MS in
chemistry from St. Lawrence and Syracuse. (Ѻ) He
then completed his PhD in physical chemistry
In 1991, Wallace created the Illinois State University “Center for
from Clarkson University in 1967 with a
Mathematics, Science, and Technology”, to assist in integrating efforts
dissertation on “Light Scattering Studies of
of diverse departments, drawn from different colleges in the university,
Synthetic Polymer Latex Systems”. [2] Wallace has in meeting the needs of Illinois schools in addressing issues related to
mathematics, science, and technology education. [6]
taught undergraduate and graduate courses in
chemical thermodynamics, kinetics, and polymer
science. Wallace was president of Illinois State University from 1988 to 1995. [4]

See also
● Barbara Heyl | ISU sociology professor 1975-2005; noted Harvard Pareto circle scholar
● Eric Zencey | gave Wilhelm Ostwald based social energetics talk at ISU (2014), co-sponsored by the chemistry
department.
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Walras, Auguste
In hmolscience, Auguste Walras (1801-1866) was a French economist noted for his
ideas on how to go about deriving a scientific economics, similar to celestial mechanics,
namely: [1]
“To create a scientific theory of economics one would need to use differential calculus
to derive a ‘science of economic forces, analogous to the science of astronomical
forces’.”
views which he expressed to his son Leon Walras, during a walk in 1858, who in turn
would go on to defined people as "economic molecules", and whose philosophy
became the dominate view of the Lausanne school of physical economics.
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Walras, Léon
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In hmolscience, Marie-Esprit Léon Walras (1834-1910) was a French socioeconomist,
one of the founding heads of the Lausanne school of physical economics, noted for his
efforts, between 1858 and 1896, in aims at developing a calculus-based science of
economics utilizing the notion of economic forces, wherein he came to view people as
“economic molecules”. [1] Walras is best known for his 1874 Elements of Pure
Economics, an exert from his lesson three is as follows: [7]
“The words ‘scarce’ and ‘scarcity’ are herein given scientific meaning like the word
‘velocity’ in mechanics and the word ‘heat’ in physics. The mathematician and physicist
do not oppose velocity to slowness and heat to coldness as is done in ordinary
language. To the mathematician slowness means only less velocity; to the physicist
cold means less heat. In the language of science, a body has velocity as soon as it
moves at all; it has heat whenever it has any temperature at all. In the same way,
scarcity and abundance are not opposed for our purposes. In political economy,
however, abundant a thing may be, it is scarce whenever it is useful and limited in
quantity, just as in mechanics a body has velocity whenever it travels a given distance within a given time. Does this
mean that scarcity is a ratio of utility to quantity, i.e. the utility per unit of quantity, in the same manner that velocity
is the ratio of distance passed over to the time taken to pass over it, i.e. the distance travelled per unit time?”
The following quote from the preface of the 1900 fourth edition exemplifies Walras’ view:
“As for those economists who do not know any mathematics, who do not even know what is meant by mathematics
and yet have taken the stand that mathematics cannot possibly serve to elucidate economic principles, let them go
their way repeating that 'human liberty will never allow itself to be cast into equations' or that 'mathematics ignores
frictions which are everything in social science' and other equally forceful and flowery phrases.”
In his work, Walrus developed a generalized economic theory of human equilibriums, based on movements towards
satisfaction “states”. [2] Walras was, supposedly, deeply influenced by the works of French mathematical physicist
Louis Poinsot, author of the 1806 General Theory of Equilibrium and of movements in Systems, among other works.
[8] In 1909, Walras published “Economics and Mechanics”, one of his last papers, wherein he argued that the psychomathematical science of pure economics, as he conceived it, used identical methods as the physico-mathematical
sciences of rational and celestial mechanics. [1]

Auguste Walras
Walras’ economic and social views derive from the beliefs of his father, French school administrator and amateur
economist Auguste Walras. Auguste became professor of rhetoric at the College of Evreauz in 1831 and that same
year published his first book on political economy, The Nature of Riches and the Origin of Value. [6] In 1858, one
evening while the two were out walking, Auguste situated the postulate in Léon that to create a scientific theory of
economics one would need to use differential calculus to derive a ‘science of economic forces, analogous to the
science of astronomical forces’. [3] Léon soon became convinced that if the equations of differential calculus could
capture the motion of the planets and atoms in the universe, then they should also be able to capture the motion of
human minds in the economy. [4]

Economic molecules
According to 1981 views of English economist Hazel Henderson: [3]
“[Walras] was an agrarian socialist and wanted to nationalize land, but he talked of humans as ‘economic molecules’
and gave concepts like scarcity scientific definitions analogous to heat in physics.”

Economic equilibrium
On the basis of his father’s direction, Walras conceived the view of people as economic molecules and ‘trades’ of
goods in economy as signs that the system was out of equilibrium. As goods are traded in a day, according to Walrus,
people move from their initial less satisfied state to a more satisfied (happier) state, a point that Walras called the
general equilibrium point. [4] This was the original seed of logic for the later development of equilibrium theories in
modern economics. In the years to follow, Léon Walras developed an interest in both sociology and economics. In
1866, and over the next two years, edited a journal called Le Travail, to which he contributed many valuable
sociological articles. In 1870 he was appointed professor of political economy at Lausanne, thus forming the Laussane
school. His most important works are his 1877 Elements of Pure Economics, a mathematical treatment of economics,
and the 1883 Mathematical Theory of Social Riches. [5]

Students
Two of his notable students, greatly influenced by his ideas, were Polish sociologist Léon Winiarski, who utilized the
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thermodynamics of German physicist Rudolf Clausius in the teaching of sociology, and French-Italian economist
Vilfredo Pareto, who came to view people as human molecules. In 1893, Pareto succeeded Walrus in the chair of
economics at the University of Lausanne, Switzerland.
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Wang, Jitao
In human thermodynamics, Jitao Wang (1933-), J.T. Wang, Ji-Tao Wang or 王季陶
(Chinese), is a Chinese organic chemist, materials scientist, and thermodynamicist
noted for []

Overview
In 2002, Wang, in his Nonequilibrium Nondissipative Thermodynamics: with Application
to Low-Pressure Diamond Synthesis, concludes with an end chapter section entitled
“Modern Thermodynamics in Social Science and Philosophy”, in which he states: [1]
“Modern thermodynamics in macroscopic region (but not for the universe) may be ‘the
only physical theory of universal content’, as Einstein said, so it should be used not only
for the natural sciences but also for the social sciences and even philosophy. Many
economic and social activities are subordinate to statistical rules and therefore also to
thermodynamic rules. Any substantial progress in thermodynamics might affect social
science. For instance, an equilibrium state has been regarded as an ideal state for getting the highest efficiency for
energy transformation, but in any equilibrium state there is not macroscopic process run. Based on modern
thermodynamics mentioned in this book, the nondissipative state is of more extended meaning than the equilibrium
state. In an ideal nonequilibrium state, macroscopic process(es) might still be going on without any free energy
dissipation, i.e., with the highest efficiency. If such a basic new idea were widely accepted that will promote human
society developing with higher efficiency.”
Wang goes on to conclude that this is why modern thermodynamics is important for evolution, social development,
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and emerging science and technology. Wang seems to have been drawn into his interest in thermodynamics via his
diamond synthesis research; this can be gleamed from the abstract from his 2002 book:
“Since the success of the activated process in 1970, diamond growth with simultaneous graphite etching under low
pressure has often been regarded as a violation of the second law of thermodynamics. A series of nonequilibrium
phase diagrams, which agree excellently with the activated diamond experiments, have been calculated by the
author and his coworkers on the basis of reaction coupling. The book goes on to demonstrate how these lead to a
complete new systematization of modern thermodynamics, [and thus] provides a framework for analysing complex
systems for which classical thermodynamics is often not applicable.”

Affinity
In his 2011 Modern Thermodynamics: Based on the Extended Carnot Theorem, citing Theophile de Donder, Wang
gives a fairly cogent overview of the relation between affinity A, driving force D, Gibbs free energy change ΔG, and
chemical potential, as follows: [2]

where μ is the chemical potential of ith component or chemical species and ν is the stoichiometric coefficient of the
ith component or chemical species in the reacting system. This can also be redefined in terms such as: extent of
reaction, progress of reaction, and or relaxation of reaction.

Education
Wang completed his BS in organic chemistry in 1955; from 1958 to 1962, he was a professor in the physics
department with the Institute of Polymer Science and Research Group, from 1969 to 1979, he was engaged in
research and teaching in the materials science department; from 1989 to 1998, he was with the electronic
engineering department; since 1990, he has been engaged in the study of modern thermodynamics, with focus on
the second law, all at Fudan University. He currently is professor emeritus. [3]

Quotes
The following are noted quotes:
“Thermodynamics is a core part of science. Nearly all scientists should have a basic knowledge of thermodynamics.
Thermodynamics is a science of development, and is a viewpoint of scientific development in natural sciences.
Achievement of thermodynamics has influence not only on natural sciences, but also on social sciences and
philosophy.”
— Jitao Wang (2009), “Modern Thermodynamics” [4]

“From the mathematical expression of thermodynamic coupling, i.e. [diS1 < 0, diS2 > 0 & diS ⩾ 0], another natural
rule, dissipation (or entropy production) decrease theorem, can be obtained. That is, in complex systems,
spontaneous irreversible process does always incline to utilize any useful energy in the form of transformation or
storage into nonspontaneous process, i.e. negative entropy production process. The framework of applicability of this
theorem is just the same as that of modern thermodynamics, including nondissipative thermodynamics, linear and
nonlinear dissipative thermodynamics for complex (coupling) systems. We can also say that this theorem is a
generalized applicable theorem, but in simple systems nonspontaneous process could not form, because the systems
are too simple. For instance, in a system composed of A and B gas mixture, heat conduction may cause a
nonspontaneous diffusion against the concentration gradient; but in a gas of single molecule, heat conduction could
not form a nonspontaneous diffusion. In fact, this theorem is the thermodynamic basis and guidance for biological
evolution in nature. The energy transformation efficiency in living bodies is often very high, and that is the result of
the continuous complication and the continuous evolution. Therefore, this theorem is of deep academic significance,
and is a basic principle which should be followed in social science, progresses of science and technology, and
development of society. It is not the case that the dissipation decrease theorem has not been found until now,
because in Onsager’s famous article (1931) “Lord Rayleigh’s ‘principle of the least dissipation of energy’” was
mentioned.”
— Jitao Wang (2009), “Modern Thermodynamics” [5]
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War
In phenomenon, war is a state of usually open and declared armed hostile
[heated] conflict, tending to involved attack, reaction, and transformation,
between two or more particles, states or nations. [1]

Human molecules
The following are related quotes:
“The immense physical suffering, the moral degradation, the deep offense
to the intellect, the bitter heartbreak that all this destruction causes are of
slight moment to the Bolshevik leaders. They coolly assume that when the
rearrangement of the human molecules is completed according to their
plan all the obstreperous elements of human nature will adapt themselves
to the new conditions, and the result will be a very tolerable utopia.”
— Harold Williams (1921), “The Meaning of Civil War in Russia” [2]

Thermodynamics

A simplified depiction of armed conflict
(war), between a humming bird (a
powered gas-like molecule) and snake (a
powered surface-attached molecule),
resulting from territorial overlap, and
subsequent fight or flight reaction (see:
attack reaction).

The study of the thermodynamics of war is called war thermodynamics. The
term “cold war” is a thermal word referring to an endergonic prolonged stalemate type of war, not resulting in actual
combat.

South Ossetia war
The following, to cite one diagrammed example, is a timeline depiction of the 2008 Russia-Georgia “five day war”, an
armed conflict in August between Georgia on one side, and Russia and separatist governments of South Ossetia and
Abkhazia on the other, which can be likened to the collisions of gas particles on the containing vessel boundary of
Dutch-born Swiss mathematical physicist Daniel Bernoulli’s 1738 moveable piston head (above)—which, in the
context of war thermodynamics, however, the moveable piston head becomes replaced by the heavily-fortified
territorial boundaries of the “conflict zones”, as shown above (in purple) according to which the Russian human
molecules to the North and the Georgian human molecules to the south create a type of social-politicalgovernmental territorial pressure at the boundary, that can be measured in SI units:

The depiction here is similar to the 1970-74 Chimpanzee war, the result of which, in the end territorial expansion
resulted.

See also
● Chimpanzee war
● Mean Girls (debate)
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● Combat thermodynamics
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War thermodynamics
In human thermodynamics, war thermodynamics is the
study of thermodynamics applied to the art of warfare or
combat theory. Turkey mechanical engineer Yunus
Cengel and American mechanical engineer Michael Boles
state that that entropy can be applied to warfare
organizations and processes, to the effect that a high
entropy army is less powerful than a low-entropy army,
namely one that is divided into divisions. The state that
the old cliché ‘divide and conquer’ equates
thermodynamically to the phrase ‘increase the entropy
and conquer’. The use of thermodynamics arguments in
warfare traces at least as far back as 1919 in the writings
of Russian engineer Yevgeny Zamyatin and his idea that
revolutions and wars are the product of thermodynamic
laws.

Overview
In 1918, American historian William Thayer, in his address
“Vagaries of Historians”, delivered before the American
Historical Association, commented in his critique of Henry
Adams' 1910 theory that historians begin to incorporate
the second law into history studies and history theory,
that: [1]

Overview of American military strategist John Boyd's
thermodynamics based combat reaction theory (second law,
uncertainty principle, dissipative structures, complexity theory,
Godel's incompleteness theory), parts of which were used in
the successful architectural invasion design of the Gulf War
(1990-1991). [9]

“The time may come when human affairs may be described no longer by words and sentences, but by a system of
symbols or notation similar to those used in algebra or chemistry. It may then be possible, as Adams suggests, to
invent a common formula for thermodynamics and history. But, what means of measuring this dissipation would the
historian have? If Kelvin’s law is true, there must have been less energy in 1865, when our Civil War [1861-1865]
ended, than in 1861, when it began. The energy dissipated during these four years was not only human but material,
solar, sidereal, cosmic. Who can compute it?”
The difficulty here, in the modern view, is that both Adams and Thayer were applying what's called the isolated
potential, of the various five types of thermodynamic potentials, to the governance of humans, whereas the correct
potential, as explained in Gilbert Lewis' 1923 Thermodynamics and the Free Energy of Chemical Substances, is the
isothermal-isobaric potential, or Gibbs free energy, according to which entropy increase acts such that the Lewis
inequality of natural processes governs the direction of human nature. This is diagrammed below (left) on the extent
of reaction coordinate plot.
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Subsequently, the initial state of 1861 of the boundaried
thermodynamic system of the United States, comprised of a certain
number of initial state human molecules, would have been at a
heightened or tensioned level of isothermal-isobaric free energy, on
the reaction coordinate, possibly near the tip or tipping point of the
activation energy barrier EA, or possibly in or near the midpoint of the
transition state, and all that would have been needed would be one
small "spark" trigger the civil war reaction, just as Gavrilo Princip was
said to have triggered or "sparked" the reaction of WWI at 11AM
June 28, 1914 after which, five years later, forty million lay dead, a reaction which was followed by a second ebb
followup reaction, twenty years later, which claimed another sixty million. [2]
In 1915, English physiologist William Bayliss, in his Principles of General Physiology, re-interpreted Wilhelm
Ostwald’s 1912 energetic imperative (the thermodynamic imperative version of Kant's original 1785 categorical
imperative), rather interestingly, as: "waste not free energy; treasure it and make the best use of it", and went on to
argue that this has great philosophical value, one example of which he gives is that it can be applied to warfare to
remedy the "waste involved in war".

A Gibbs free energy G versus time t reaction
coordinate for global combined reaction of World
Wars I and II, spanning from 1914 to 1945, a
transformation process that took over 100 million
casualties, resulting in an final state Gf being at a
more stable position that the initial state Gi, hence
the over all process was natural, according to the
governance of the Lewis inequality for natural
processes (ΔG < 0). [5]

In 1919, Russian engineer and writer Yevgeny Zamyatin outlined a thermodynamics theory of revolution. In his 1923
essay “On Literature, Revolution, Entropy, and Other Matters”, for example, he attempted to describe the Russian
revolutions of 1905 and 1917 in the language of thermodynamics, supposedly arguing to effect that in wars and
revolutions, there are two opposing forces at work, namely energy and entropy. [3] In 1960, American fighter pilot
instructor and combat theorist John Boyd was looking for deeper engineering and modern physical science insight
into figuring out anomalous combat statistics from the Vietnam war, namely why the slower bigger less-maneurvable
American planes (F-86 Sabre) had a better kill ratio than the faster smaller more-maneuverable Vietnamese planes
(Russian Mig-15), and and in this direction entered into the industrial engineering program at Georgia Tech, where he
learned the fundamentals of thermodynamics, which he began to apply to his puzzle in regards to pilot combat
training behaviors and dog fight reaction behaviors.
In 1967, Norwegian sociologist Johan Galtung, in his “Entropy and the
General Theory of Peace”, a mix of thermodynamics and information theory,
attempted to explain peace and conflict using conceptions such as “conflict
energy”, “conflict transformation”, “actor entropy”, and “interaction entropy”;
postulates that macro-conflicts, such as war between nations, will occur when
entropy level is low, while micro-conflicts, such as cognitive dissonance, will
occur when the entropy level is high; defines entropy condition of messiness or
disorder but not in a pejorative sense; the incapacity of a system to crystallize
or establish order permits, for instance, greater complexity and diversity, thus
acting to mitigate the reification of violent structures. In 1993, French
philosopher Jean-Francois Lyotard stated his views on relationship between war
and thermodynamics as follows: [6]
“Conflict and ultimately war do not arise between human and nature; rather,
the struggle is between more developed systems and something else that is
necessarily less developed and that the physicists know as entropy, the second
principle of thermodynamics.”

American fighter pilot and industrial
engineer John Boyd combined his
thermodynamics education with his
combat experience to develop his
energy-entropy decision based
reaction cycle model of combat
operation processes (OODA loop). [8]

In the 2007 book Age of Fallibility, author George Soros states that the
expression "far-from-equilibrium conditions", of the Prigogine school of
thermodynamics, can be applied to political and social situations. Soros argues that “in financial markets, far-fromequilibrium conditions prevail often, but by no means all the time.” In respect to World War Two, Soros states that
Jews during the 1944 Nazi Germany occupation of Hungary, faced with daily extermination, were in a far-fromequilibrium condition. As another example, the collapse of the Soviet empire, according to Soros, was a “far-fromequilibrium process par excellence.” [7]
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In 2009, English complexity theory economist Antoine Bousquet devoted an
entire book to an outline of a "scientific way of warfare", where, of note, in his
chapter three entitled "Thermodynamic Warfare and the Science of Energy", he
outlined a scientific view of war theory in the context of thermodynamics and
complexity theory. Bousquet considers that the identification of the rules of
thermodynamics directly influenced the military doctrines of rapid, dispersed,
and unpredictable movement that culminated in WWII with such tactical and
operational formulations as the German Blitzkrieg. Bousquet gives credit to the
increasingly recognized ideas of US air force colonel and military strategist John
Boyd who deliberately used such scientific theories as the second law of
thermodynamics and chaos theory in his military thinking. Using these theories,
Boyd for example developed his famous Observe, Orient, Decide, Act (OODA)
"loop" which is said to be a very accurate conceptual model for all command
and control (C2) systems. [4]

Physical intelligence
In 2009, idea of physical intelligence (PI), a thermodynamics upgrade to artificial
intelligence (AI), so to speak, was conceived as a two-year research and
development project, initiated by Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency
(DARPA), of the US Department of Defense, under the direction and conception
of program manager Todd Hylton. The outline of the program is hinged on three independent but connected points:
(a) creating a theory (a mathematical thermodynamic formalism) and validating it in natural and engineered systems;
(b) building the first human-engineered systems that display physical intelligence [chemical thermodynamic based
intelligence] in the form of abiotic, self-organizing electronic and chemical systems; (c) developing analytical tools to
support the design and understanding of physically intelligent systems.
The 2009 book The Scientific Way of
Warfare, by Antoine Bousquet, uses
thermodynamics principles to explain
aspects of war. [4]

Several different teams worked on this project for a period of two-years, the end objective to build PI systems that
could be used in the battlefield.
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In hmolscience, James Ward (1843-1925) was an English psychologist and philosopher
noted, in philosophical thermodynamics, for

Monism
In 1899, Ward, in his Gifford Lectures turned book Naturalism and Agnosticism, argued
against materialism and dualism, criticizes “naturalism”, i.e. the belief that all
phenomena are governed by the laws of science, and that supernatural cannot exist,
and criticizes “agnosticism”, i.e. the belief that the existence of spiritual phenomena
cannot be proved or disproved, and in their place argued for panpsychism, i.e. reality
consisting of plurality of centers of activity, similar to the monism of Gottfried Leibniz,
believing that the universe was comprised of psychic monads. [1]

Maxwell’s demon
Ward, at some point, argued that Maxwell’s demon gives a positive affirmation of
illustrating the importance of mind. [2] Ward seems to have also critiqued the views of
Herbert Spencer and his version of evolution; which may be from where he became acquainted with the second law.
[3]
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Ward, Lester
In hmolscience, Lester Ward (1841-1913) (CR=23) (SN:16) was an American
paleobotanist-trained sociologist, labeled as the "father of American sociology" (James
Aho, 1975) and the "American Aristotle" (Samuel Chugerman, 1939), noted for his
prolonged effort to derive a physical science based sociology. The following, e.g. is a
popular quote from his 1907 Pure Sociology: [7]
“Social science becomes as much more thorough, intelligible, interesting, and useful
when based on physical science as is astronomy, for example, when based on
mathematics.”
The salient aspect of this effort is Ward's advocation of Polish economist Leon
Winiarski’s 1890s thermodynamics-based social mechanics theories, as being an
essential aspect of the newly developing science of sociology. Ward, supposedly, did a
certain amount of battle with Albion Small in regards to the shaping of early American
sociology. Ward's 1900 article “Social Mechanics” advocated most of the theory of
Winiarski, in outlining the newly forming subject of social mechanics, which Ward says falls into two subdivisions:
social statics, dealing with social forces and social equilibrium, and social dynamics, dealing with social progress and
social transformation. [1] Ward, to note, does not mention thermodynamics at this point, as this seems to be his first
introduction to this potential application in sociology. In any event, Winiarski, that year, comments that he finds
consolation in Ward’s adoption of his term ‘social mechanics’. [2]

Sociology books
Between 1883 and 1913, Ward completed several important works, the first of which was his: Dynamic Sociology
(1883), the first systematic sociological treatise written in the United States. [8] This was followed by Outlines of
Sociology (1898), Pure Sociology (1903), A Text-Book of Sociology (1905), and Applied Sociology (1906). His Dynamic
Sociology was revolutionary, arguing that progress depended on a planned society led and controlled by a benevolent
government, which provided universal education, freedom from poverty and happiness for all. In this work, Ward
hopped to restore the central importance of experimentation and the scientific method to the field of sociology.
When Dynamic Sociology was first published, the only sociology course being taught in America was William
Sumner's course at Yale, based on Herbert Spencer's program; by the time the second edition was published in 1896,
sociology was being taught in all colleges. In 1905, in his A Textbook of Sociology, co-authored with James Dealey,
Ward devote a section to “social chemistry”, which they describe as being the [reaction] processes of the tendency of
the women of the conquered race to be appropriated by the conquerors. [9]
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Energy storage evolution theory
In 1894, in his The Natural Storage of Energy, Ward theorized, based on the law of the conservation of energy, that
the evolution of the universe is the result of the storage of energy in increasingly complex forms; according to which
he divided evolution into what seem to be three emergent stages: chemic (chemical), biotic (biological), and telic
(teleological). The chemic stage involves the evolution of increasingly complex elements and chemical compounds,
culminating in the creation of organic molecules and rudimentary protoplasm. The biotic stage begins with the
development of life. The telic stage is marked by the appearance of intelligent life, of which mankind is the highest
known example.
"The unalterable inherent motion of all the elements of the universe is the fundamental source of all effects, the
primal cause of all things — it is the true causa sui, causa immanens, or self-activity of the philosophers.... Primarily
there is seen the tendency to concentration due to a principle of attraction among the elements. This may be
designated the gravitant force. There is, however, at the same time an opposite tendency to dissolution due to a
principle of repulsion among the elements. This may be designated as the radiant force. These two primary forces
interact, and wherever suitably balanced they result in the formation of symmetrical bodies preserved by
equilibrating forces. It is this that constitutes true evolution, best exemplified in the celestial systems — cosmic
evolution — and in organised beings — organic evolution. But looked at from another standpoint, the process may be
regarded as one of organisation, which is chemical up to a certain point, beyond which it becomes biotic. In the
former the activities are molecular, in the latter they are molar. The products of the former are chemical substances,
those of the latter are organic forms."
The main difference between living and non-living matter is sensation:
"In order that sensibility accomplish its purpose, the preservation of the organism, sensations must be either
agreeable or disagreeable; hence pleasure and pain. The instability of protoplasm renders every part ephemeral. The
entire organism is in a state of constant and rapid change of substance (metabolism), and fresh supplies must be
momentarily introduced to prevent destruction by waste. The biological principle of advantage is adequate to secure
this end. The supply of tissue is attended with pleasure and the actions necessary thereto follow naturally. The same
is true of reproduction, which a study of the lowest organisms shows to be theoretically only a form of nutrition. The
origin of pain is even simpler. The destruction of tissues results in pain and the actions necessary to prevent it also
follow naturally."
The main difference between life in general and intelligent life involves using indirect methods to obtain goals:
"The direction of progress was seen at the outset to be toward the greater concentration of cosmic energy, toward
making the universal force, whose quantity cannot change, perform more work. This law continues in operation to
the last. Telic causation is only another way of accomplishing this end. Just as biotic organisation was called in where
chemical organisation could go no farther, so teleology is resorted to at the point where genesis ceases to be
effective. In the last stages before this point is reached the chief agent in nature is will, but, as already stated, its
action is direct, the same as mere force in any other form. The new agent differs primarily from all others in being
indirect....The telic power differs essentially from the conative power in being directed not to the end but to some
means to the end. Intelligence works exclusively through means, and only in so far as it does this does it employ the
final cause. Instead of seeking the thing desired it seeks some other thing, unimportant in itself, whose attainment it
perceives will secure the thing desired"
At the end of the article Ward notes that there are limits to science's ability to predict human behavior:
"Great indeed is man's power of prevision under science. The motions of the planets can be foreknown for an
indefinite future, physical and chemical effects are accurately deduced from the known laws of these sciences, the
rate of growth and multiplication of plants and animals can be approximately arrived at, the psychic activities of
animals can be counted upon with sufficient definiteness to be of great value to man, even the feelings, emotions,
and propensities of human beings, with their resulting actions, can be rudely presaged, and the will itself reduced to
very general laws; but when an attempt is made to bring the intellect under the dominion of law, to calculate the
orbit of the reason, to determine the path of a thought, all rules of the calculus fail. It is here and not in the will that
the nearest approach to freedom is to be found. In all other departments there is some limit to the causational
influence, but in the department of the higher mind, where all other forces in nature are brought under subjection,
the possibilities are practically unlimited."

System of sociology | Winiarski
In Glimpses of the Cosmos: Volume 6, a compilation of of Ward’s collected works, of the period 1897-1912, a post
humorous outline of Ward’s system of sociology, planned and largely executed, is given, the aim of which was to
reduce sociology to an exact science, consisting of social mechanics (social statics and social dynamics), viewed
through the guise of the formation and transformation of cosmic, organic, and social structures. The parts Ward’s
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‘system of sociology’ are summarized to be representative of (a) formative principles or synergy, based on the work
of Auguste Comte and Jean Lamarck; (b) creative synthesis, based on the work of Wilhelm Wundt; (c) transformative
principles, based on the work of, primarily, Leon Winiarski, as is said to be summarized by the following quote:
“The forces of work, system kinetic energy will be
equal to the differences of the potential energies. To
ensure the transformation of the active forces of the
biological energies, unrealised potential processing
takes place, it must be between comprizing breeds in
a social aggregate, where there is a difference in
potential. All the differences in these potential
energies go into energy kinetic—but the total energy
remains unchanging during processing; there is only a
change in form.”
— Leon Winiarski (date)
Through the application of the branches of mathematical physics to sociology, such as found in the above quote,
Winiarski, according to Ward, was the
world's first mathematical sociologist. [3]

Social energy
In 1903, Ward, in his Pure Sociology,
devotes an entire chapter to "Social
Mechanics", with section on ‘social
energy’, discussing the conservation of
energy and how energy and force are
nearly equivalent, citing the work of
James Joule and Hermann Helmholtz, in
terms of ‘social forces’. [3] Ward also
defines the popular term ‘spiritual
energy’ to purely functions of
psychological energy and social energy:
[3]

Ward's 1907 social mechanics chapter, with sections on: mathematical
sociology, social physics, and mechanics, the latter dealing with social
energy, wherein he cites a rather telling quote by American physicist
Fernando Sanford. [3]

“I am always very chary about using such expressions as ‘spiritual phenomena’, because the word spiritual has almost
become a synonym of supernatural. Yet the word is a perfectly proper one and ought to be redeemed and freely
used, more nearly as a synonym of psychic in its widest sense, and I shall not hesitate so to use it. The last three
chapters have been devoted to showing that spiritual phenomena are as much natural phenomena as physical
phenomena, that spiritual forces are true natural forces, and that there is a spiritual energy, i.e., a psychic and social
energy, that is as capable of doing work as any other form of kinetic energy. In fact it is the highest and most effective
form of energy or vis viva.”

Social mechanics | Thermodynamics
Likewise, as found in the 1907 edition of his Pure Sociology, on the use of thermodynamics in social mechanics, Ward
cites Winiarski as being the initiator and justifier of this application, as follows: [3]
“There is therefore a true science of social mechanics, and as social energy is only a special mode of manifestation of
the universal energy, social mechanics is only a kind of mechanics which deals with this form of energy. The
fundamental classification of mechanics, as we saw, is into statics and dynamics, and social statics and social
dynamics are as legitimate branches of mechanics as are hydrostatics and hydrodynamics, the principles of which are
commonly included in text-books of mechanics. In fact, Winiarsky has made a direct application of thermodynamics
to social mechanics as essential to its full treatment. I shall deal with social statics and social dynamics in that order,
which is the same as that in which mechanics is always treated, the advantage of which is even greater here than in
other departments, as will be clearly apparent as we proceed.”
To note, although Ward advocates the use of thermodynamics as being essential to the development of sociology, he
may have not had the mathematical skills to carry out this development, as Winiarski did in part.

Education
The Ward family was not wealthy so there was no extra money with which to send Lester to school for a formal
education. Instead, Ward was self-educated in his youth. Some reports indicate that Ward taught himself many
languages including Latin, Greek, and German, and could read Russian, Japanese and Hebrew. His studies also
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included mathematics and geology. [4] By day Ward joined his brother Cyrenus in the family wagon wheel shop, in
Myersburg, Pennsylvania. By night he devoured books and developed a craving for knowledge and study. In the early
1860's Ward attended classes at the Susquehana Collegiate Institute in Towanada. From 1865 to 1881 Ward was
employed by the United States Treasury Department. During this period he studied at Columbian College (now
George Washington University) from which he received the A.B. degree in 1869, the LL.B. degree in 1871, and the
A.M. degree in 1872. Ward became the first president of the American Sociology Society (1906-07). In 1907, he was
professor of sociology at Brown University.

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“Everything capable of forming a distinct intellectual conception is reducible to a place under some one of the
scientific categories. Indeed, science itself, in so far as it is distinguishable from knowledge in a general sense, consists
in a co-ordination and subordination of the different kinds of knowledge; in a word, the essential of all science is the
classification of knowledge. The classification of the sciences, therefore, is itself strictly a science, and consists in a
prolongation of the scientific process, whereby it is extended into higher fields and made to embrace its own grand
divisions, objectively regarded as material for science. Mere classification, or "systematization," is, therefore, a less
trivial operation than some persons have intimated. It is the essential process of organization, and has for its real
object to arrive at the true order which exists in the universe.”
— Lester Ward (1883), Dynamic Sociology

“I wish to lay special emphasis on the word spontaneous in this title, as embodying my conception of pure sociology.
Whatever is spontaneous is pure in this sense. Its two other chief synonyms are ‘genetic’ and ‘natural’ as opposed to
‘telic’ and ‘artificial.’ Still, as the telic faculty is itself a genetic product, it cannot be omitted from a treatment of pure
sociology, and, as I have shown, its manifestations are in one sense as strictly spontaneous as are those of the
dynamic agent.”
— Lester Ward (1903), Pure Sociology: a Treatise on the Origin and Spontaneous Development of Society (pg. x)

“Men perpetually praise the bridge that took them across the river of life, and continue to praise it and cling to it
after its timbers have decayed and its abutments begin to crumble.”
— Lester Ward (1903), Pure Sociology: a Treatise on the Origin and Spontaneous Development of Society (pg. 230)
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Warm pond model
In science, the warm pond model argues that life began in a warm
pond about 3.9 billion years ago. The theory was first put forward in
an 1871 letter from Englishman naturalist Charles Darwin to
botanist Joseph Hooker, wherein Darwin made the suggestion that:
[1]
“The original spark of life may have begun in a warm little pond,
with all sorts of ammonia and phosphoric salts, lights, heat,
electricity, etc., present, so that a protein compound was chemically
formed ready to undergo still more complex changes.”
(add discussion)

Miller-Urey experiment
The first attempt at proof or disproof of Darwin’s warm pond
hypothesis, came from American chemists Stanley Miller and Harold
Urey at the University of Chicago, who added electricity (see:
The 1952 (Miller-Urey experiment) warm pond
lightning origin of life theory) to a chemical broth (an "ocean" of
experiment of American chemists Stanley Miller
liquid water and an "atmosphere" of hydrogen-rich gases, e.g.
and Harold Urey. [2]
methane, ammonia, hydrogen sulfide, and water vapor) for several
days, after which they found that the vessel had “formed all sorts of compounds, including large quantities of amino
acids.” [1] In short, Miller and Urey showed that sparks ignited in a chemical broth, over several days, could make
amino acids.

Difficulties on theory
See main: Unbridgeable gap; Defunct theory of life

The results of the Miller-Urey experiment combined with recent fossil records, indicated that bacterial existed on the
earth about 3.85 billion years ago, have led to the belief that 'once upon a time', three or four billion years ago,
lightning struck a puddle of water containing a kind of warm chemical chicken broth and triggered the formation of
amino acids, the building blocks of life. This type of logic, however, is inconsistent with standard molecular evolution
tables that show a continuous build up and lineage of molecular structure (via mechanism), a table that cannot be
divided by a certain hypothetical day. In other words, the laws of chemistry don't simply stop on a particular day and
give their powers over to the laws of biology. The reverse is true, the laws of chemistry and thermodynamics are
what define evolution and the laws of biology are only approximations. [3]

See also
● Molecules-to-man evolution
● Primordial soup
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In hmolscience, William W. Warntz (1922-1988) was an American economistgeographer, a genius hiatus effect product, noted for his extension of American
sociologist Henry Carey’s demographic gravitation theory, and for his later work with
American sociophysicist John Q. Stewart on physics-based models of population
potentials.

Population potential | Maps
Warntz, in his collaboration with Stewart early on, emphasized the importance of
recognizing general geographical patterns through the spatial analysis of large sets of
geo-coded data—thinking, supposedly, that the patterns could be represented and
explained by models and theories of physics, particularly the Lagrangian potential
model of Newtonian mechanics. [13] In 1964, Warntz built a 2x3.25 feet, treedimensional so-called “potential population” map of the US using 3,100 nails, the exact
height and location of each calculated using an IBM 7090 computer. [10]
He following are a few images of Warntz’s three-dimension potential population model or “potential of population”,
as Warntz seems to have called it, indicating the economic importance of all the cities, towns, and rural areas in the
US, which was done for a special exhibit of the American Geographical Society at the New York State Fair. The varying
heights of each nail represent the varying demographic “potential” of population groupings based on “formulas
analogous to those in field quantity physics”, according to one article summary, having something to do with
movement of people, mail, and economic goods into and out of each location: [11]

The equation Warntz used to make these peaks seems to have been a variant of the following:

which measures the influence of a given population at one location (j) on another location (i), where vi is the
population potential at location i, Pj is the size of the population at j, and Dij is the distance between locations i and j.
Each of these “population potentials”, shown as peaks on the map, as summarized by Donald Janelle, indicate an
index of sociological intensity, according to which the population at any point in space contributes to the population
potential of all other points, is a measure of influence at a distance. [11]

Overview
In 1947, American sociophysicist John Q. Stewart published his “Empirical Mathematical rules Concerning the
Distribution and Equilibrium of Population”, in the Geographical Review, wherein he introduced geographers to his
idea about isomorphic (equal form or structure) relations between social behavior and the laws of physics, stating,
among other things, that: [4]
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“There is no longer an excuse to ignore the fact that human beings, on average and at least in certain circumstances,
obey mathematical rules resembling in a general way some of the primitive ‘laws’ of physics.”
Stewart pointed out isomorphic relationship between empirical studies, which indicated that the movement of
persons between two urban centers was proportional to the product of their populations and inversely proportional
to the square of the distance between them, and Newton’s law of gravitation. This postulate, in quantitative
geography, soon came to be known as the gravity model, as detailed below by Norwegian geographer Arild HoltJensen, from his 2009 Geography: History and Concepts: [3]
Stewart, in his 1947 paper, also published maps of
population potentials. [5] Warntz, in 1984,
remarked that he was introduced to Stewart’s
ideas via his 1945 book Coasts, Waves and
Weather; in his own words: [6]
“[Stewart’s book] was prepared primarily to
explain to marine and air navigators the physical
environment … [but] Stewart could not resist the
temptation to include an exotic chapter
describing potential of population and its
sociological importance.”
Warntz, sometime thereafter, began working with
Stewart, resulting in at least two papers in 1959
and 1964, in which they were said, according to
Holt-Jensen, to have borrowed models from
physics in their studies of population potentials.
[1] Warntz suggesting that the mathematics of a
The Carey-Stewart-Warntz "gravity model" of the so-called "social
population potential is the same as that which
physics school", one of the four schools of quantitative geography,
describes a gravitational field, a magnetic
potential field and an electrostatic potential field. according to human geography historian Ron Johnston. [7]
[2]

Education
Warntz completed his BS, AM, in economics, and PhD, with a dissertation on “The Geography of Prices” in 1955 in
economics, all at the University of Pennsylvania. Warntz then taught at the University of Pennsylvania, and was a
research associate at the Department of Astrophysical Sciences at Princeton University and at the American
Geographical Society. In 1968, Warntz then became professor and director of theoretical geography and regional
planning in the graduate school of design, Harvard. In 1971, he became professor of geography and departmental
chair at the University of Western Ontario. [9]

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“Every educated person should carry about in his mind’s eye an instantaneously available globe. The globe should be
in life colors and rotating slowly in the sunlight. On it the mind’s eye should see at least the continental outlines,
major political divisions, vegetation and climatic belts, primal atmospheric and oceanic circulation, the earth’s
outstanding cities and their economic flows, and ultimately the people themselves and the quality of life.”
— William Warntz (1968), on a proposal to initiated a Department of Geography at Harvard [12]
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Warshay, Leon
In hmolscience, Leon Harold Warshay (c.1931-) is an American sociologist noted for his
1993 chapter “The Social Theory of a Humane Organicist: On Werner Stark as
Intellectual Detective and Moralist”, wherein he gives a synopsis of the critical social
mechanics views of Austrian macroeconomist turned sociologist Werner Stark, namely
his 1962 The Fundamental Forms of Social Thought, wherein Stark devotes two
chapters to an "angry" critique, as Warshay summarizes it, of what Stark refers to as
the "extreme mechanicism" school of sociology (see: mechanistic school) or social
mechanics, where people are treated as particles (see: human particle) and or
molecules (see: human molecule) whose behaviors are explained through mechanism
and physical science principles. The gist of Warshay's summary of Stark's views are as
follows: [2]
“Some modes of mechanism (Chapter 10), such as Simmel’s, are tolerated; others, such
as Lundberg’s, are not. Simmel is deemed a moderate even though he leans toward
nominalism, just as Durkheim is favorably contrasted with Simmel as a moderate who
leans toward realism. Lundberg is criticized for aping physics—for using motion, energy, and force as social
mechanism and defining societal groups as ‘electron-proton configurations’—thereby being enslaved by ‘mechanistic
modes of thought’ (pgs. 153-54).
The work of Henry Charles Carey (which is discussed in Chapters 10 and 11) and that of S.C. Haret is characterized as
extreme mechanicism. Both apply physical principles to society (e.g. force, attraction, motion, constrains, space,
equilibrium, energy, and electricity) and both see individuals in mechanistic-atomistic terms (e.g. as particles and or
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molecules) as inert elements caused from without. Stark criticizes extreme mechanicism for its inability to deal with
social fact (pg. 163) and as inclined to be a- or anti-historical (pg. 159).
Some ‘empiricism’ is evident here in Stark’s criticisms of the various types of mechanicism he posits. His
argument is an angry one: that Carey, Pareto, and Lundberg have all ‘imported’ models from elsewhere (e.g. from
physics and astronomy), and have ‘imposed’ them on social phenomena (which Stark knows to have an idealistic
character) under a ‘unity of nature’ positivist ideal, which is really a sociology unified under physics (pg. 155).”
(add discussion)

Two cultures department | Commentary
In 2013, in commentary on American electrochemical engineer Libb Thims effort to found America's first two-cultures
teaching department, embodying "sociology vs. physics" tension inherent in Stark's "anger", Warshay stated the
following in communication to Thims on Mar 05: [3]
1. Thank you for your bold effort at culture-bridging.
2. I tend to be a pluralist rather than seeking one system that might include divergent "cultures" such as sociology
and chemical engineering (my younger brother is a chemical engineer, and certainly not a sociologist although he
could be one kind of sociologist).
3. I see most efforts at theoretical, and/or theory-method, integration as ignoring "natural," qualitative differences,
whether Parsons, Merton, Radcliffe-Brown, or anyone else (See my MacIver, below, points 7 and 8).
4. Hence, I tend to be anti-reductionist.
5. Lundberg saw physics as underlying sociology, for example, groups were seen by him to be "electron-proton
configurations." Physics was evidently his model.
6. In contrast with Cooley, who really rejected science, Mead accepted it, but leaned toward a biological, rather than
physical, view of science as closer to human behavior and to Interactionism (or. as he called it, "Social Behaviorism.)"
7. MacIver has rightly criticized attempts (by people such as Lundberg, to "charm away a difference that nature itself
reveals.") (MacIver, Social Causation, Harper, 1942, p. 300), nature should be "carved at its joints. (Incidentally, I met
MacIver years ago (invited by political scientists, not by sociologists, at Ohio State, but social theorists were invited..
When I mentioned his "paper flying before the wind" versus "a man fleeing from a pursuing crowd " example,
MacIver said that he never liked "that man."
8. MacIver distinguished between mechanical causation and "conscious being" causation, thereby giving
respectability to the notion of cause, i.e., it need not be confined to mechanical, one-way, causation. causation.
9. Lester Ward asserted that, to be a science, one must talk of "forces," an arbitrary argument.
10. Homans was "mechanistic" as well.
11. To return to your original question, mechanistic approaches appear to have been ruled out of court, by Parsons at
al.
12. Probably some social phenomena fit the mechanistic model, i.e., it may be a question of "fit."
13. I think that Interactionists and those that stress "meaning" could accept "causation" under a broader view of it
not confined to mechanical causation.
Warshay followed this up with the following 08 Mar 2013 communication: [3]
This is yet another comment-answer about your statement about the mechanistic school in sociology:
1. I certainly do not rule out a mechanistic, or mechanical, I am open to a mechanistic school for sociology as one of
several approaches, therefore would not rule it out of court (as Parsons has). Sociologists should be open to applying:
a. Various scientific models should be applied—physical (including the mechanical), chemical (various types),
biological (my wife, Diana, started as a biologist). Then there are diverse other approaches. phenomenological,
radical behaviorist,
b. Various "humanistic" models (humanistic in the sense of anti-science, at least anti-mechanistic science, as Cooley
did in his 1930, his last, text. Mead was pro science (a biological model).
Today many call themselves "qualitative" sociologists, presumably as distinguished from "quantitative" sociologists,
some of whom are Empiricists, others better fitting a Neo-Positivist label.
2. Still, from the standpoint of one's approach "fitting" social phenomena, one stressing "meaning" is my preference,
maybe a Blumerian one (although Blumer pales before Mead). Dewey wrote that Mead did not realize the
"originality" of his own approach (In a similar manner, Friedrich Engels, while rightly thinking highly of his own
approach, granted Marx's genius. So, Dewey is to Mead as Engels is to Marx.). Mead was genius, as was Marx,
although more modest.
3. I will now more directly try to answer your question as to why the mechanistic school is not being taught
in American sociology.
a. It is taught by implication, at least for those having a mechanistic view of causation (e.g., Lundberg, Homans,
maybe Ward, among many).
b. That is, some believe, or assume, that cause-effect is always mechanical. As my items 7 and 8, in my previous E
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Mail to you, asserted, there are diverse approaches to causation (As MacIver's Social Causation [1942] text
indicated.). As I wrote in item 13 of my previous E Mail, Interactionists, Social Action theorists, social
phenomenologists, and others could accept an idea of causation not confined the mechanical.
4. Thus, a short answer to your question is that
a. A mechanistic sociology does exist, as indicated variously above, but less openly presented.
b. One problem is confusing "humanistic" with "humanitarian."
c. Another is assuming that theory must be humanistic (i.e. mentalistic, conceptualistic, value-laden, ideological)
whereas a diverse approach does include empiricist and positivistic theory (physical, biological, chemical, etc.)
5. The same argument applies to methodology.
6. Incidentally, and not so incidentally, my recently published theory text (Perspectives in Sociological Theory, Landon
Elsemere Press, Canada.) lists many items in the Index under "Mechanical," p. 526).
7. In any case, I fully endorse your efforts to include the mechanical.
8. The bottom line is bias, those seeking to overcome bias often being called names.
The following is Warshay’s 14 May 2013 response: [3]
In answer to your question of why the mechanistic school is not being taught in American sociology:
1. The mechanistic school is seen to be "foreign matter," particularly given the emphasis in sociology of the below:
a. Interactionism,
(1) particularly that of Blumer (Symbolic Interactionism) (1937, 1954, 1962,1969) and Cooley's "mentalistic"
emphases (1902, 1909, 1922, 1930)
(2) Mead is more marginal. He is behavioristic ("social behaviorism, 1934, 1938) but does not deny the importance of
the subjective, the inner life, but asserts that one should begin with the "outside" (i.e., the observable) and then
move to the "inside" rather than the other way around.
b. Functionalism and/or Stricture-Functionalism, largely Parsons (1951, 1966, 1977) but also Merton (1949, 1957,
1968), is largely Weberian.
c. Peter Blau,
(1) who began with Merton's emphasis on large-scale organization and bureaucracy,
(2) but also included Social Exchange theory (1964, 1968),
(a) following Simmel's "social association" approach (i.e., relationism)
(b) while rejecting Weber's and Parsons' "social action," i.e., subjective (Blau 1964:13).
(3) While not mechanistic, Blau is closer to it than are the above others; he is a "neo-positivist," as is Merton.
2. In contrast with all the above is George Lundberg (1939, 1947, 1964), using physics as the proper model fort
sociology
a. For example, groups were seen as "electron-proton configurations").
b. With the possible exception of mathematics, physics was seen as the ultimate
(1) In contrast were those who, while on the side of science, saw biology as a better scientific model for sociology
(e.g., Mead) than physics.
(2) This raised the issue of "reductionism," the most threatening to sociology as a discipline is reductionism of
sociology to psychology
(a) This issue particularly emphasized by Emile Durkheim (1895), who argued against reducing, i.e., explaining,
sociology (i.e., "social fact") in terms of psychology i.e., individual or psychological fact
(b) Reductionism was emphasized by Floyd Allport, older brother of Gordon Allport, in the early 1920s, when
psychology tended to stay on the individual level," reducing" social variables to psychological ones such as
perception, motivation, and personality.
(c) In contrast with reductionism is emergence, or emergent properties, the issue being a pragmatic one, theoretical
strategy, rather than the "real world."
(I) Part of what it involved here is culture, i.e., English and American culture, leaning toward Capitalism, tending to
individualism and individualistic explanations, a more real and/or valid.
(II) In contrast are more collectivist cultures, such as Germany and, possibly, France, Russia, etc..
Also, on 14 May 2013, in commentary on University of Chicago sociology department chair Mario Small's comment to
Libb Thims that a two cultures (sociology department + physics department) proposal for establishment at University
of Chicago is too "tall" an order at the moment, Warshay commented the following: [3]
1. Mario Small's statement that the "introduction of a department or class, strung between the physics and sociology
department, seems like a tall order at the moment" but, being true to a physical analogy or model, tall orders can be
toppled.
2. While a physical sociology, or social science, is "foreign matter," given the prevalence in sociology of Weberian,
Parsonian, Interactionist, Functionalist, and similar approaches, the concepts and theories to be selected and used
are a pragmatic matter, a matter of fit and usefulness, in prediction, explanation, intelligibility, and the like.
3. Hence, sociophysics cannot, and should not, be ruled out of court, despite Talcott Parsons.
4. At the other "extreme," neither should qualitative, humanistic, and/or idealist approaches be ruled out, whether
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subjective idealist or objective idealist.
4. What should be avoided is narrowness and closed-mindedness.
5. Hence, it is necessary to entertain physicalist, chemical, biologistic, psychologistic, material culturalist, geographic
concepts, models, and theories.

Education
Warshay completed his PhD in sociology in 1959 with a dissertation on “Breath of Perspective, Culture Contact, and
Self” at the University of Minnesota. Currently, he is a professor of sociology at Wayne State University, Michigan.
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Watanabe, Satosi
In hmolscience, Satosi Watanabe (1910-1993) was a Japanese theoretical physicist
noted for []

Overview
In 1969, Watanabe, in his Knowing and Guessing, using information and entropy ideas
from Leo Szilard (1929), Claude Shannon (1949) and his information theory, H-theorem
discussion, and Leon Brillouin negentropy models as a basis, argued that social
measurements can be quantified by changes in interdependencies, a type of
“interdependence analysis”, so to say. [1] In 1991, Wayne Angel, inspired by
Watanabe’s entropy models and interdependence analysis, drafted an outline of his
relation thermodynamics theory. [2]
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Water
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In science, water is a chemical substance, consisting
of aggregates of H2O molecules, found existing in
one of three states: gas, liquid, or solid. Greek
philosopher Plato, in his circa 360BC dialogue
Timaeus, supposedly following Pythagoras,
introduced the four element version of geometric
atomic theory proposition that ideal geometric
forms serve as atoms, according to which atoms
broke down mathematically into triangles, such
that the form elements had the following shape:
fire (tetrahedron), air (octahedron), water
(icosahedron), earth (cube). [1]

See also
● Waterpower

References

NPR science writer Robert Krulwich summary of Neil Shubin’s 2013
humans as "watery molecules" take on the Sterner-Elser human
molecular formula. [2]
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Waterpower
In industry, waterpower or water-power is defined as the power of
water employed to move machinery or the fall of water suitable for
being used to move machinery. [1] This was the primary means of
powering the operation of factories, prior to the industrial revolution,
initiated in 1702 by the functional development of English engineer
Thomas Savery’s engine. [2] In this sense, a proximity to bodies of
water was a necessary prerequisite to the development of mills and
later towns around mills. To exemplify, in his Pirotechnica of 1540,
Italian metallurgist Vannoccio Biringuccio stated that:
“Of all the inconveniences, shortage of water is the most to be avoided,
for it is a material of the utmost importance in such work, because
wheels and other ingenious machines are driven by its power and
An artistic rendition of a water mill, according
weight.”

to which the power of the fall of water through
Typically, to obtain power from water, an amount of water from a river, a height, i.e. work per unit time or water
power, "drives" the mechanical operation of
impoundment, or mill pond is diverted to a turbine or water wheel,
the mill, which is to grind grain.

along a channel or pipe. The force of the water's movement drives the
blades of a wheel or turbine, which in turn rotates an axle that drives the mill's other machinery.

Thermodynamics
In 1823, French engineer Sadi Carnot, in his Reflections on the Motive Power of Fire, famously stated that the “fall of
caloric”, from the hot body (boiler) to the cold body (condenser), through the working substance in the operation of
the steam engine, is comparable, in principle, to the “fall of water”, from the higher location, through the rotary
mechanism of the water mill, to the lower location, in the machines operated by falling water, in the production of
motive power.

Drive theory
In 1930, Austrian psychologist Sigmund Freud stated, in his Civilization and its Discontents, that the starting point for
his famous 1895 conceived free energy and bound energy connected 1910 "drive theory" basis for his libido energy
(id, ego, superego) model of the "theory of instincts" of psychoanalysis from the final line of Friedrich Schiller's 1795
"The World Way" poem, which according to the 1961 translation by James Strachey, Freud quotes as follows:
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“Hunger and love are what moves the world.”
— Friedrich Schiller (1795), quoted by Sigmund Freud, in Civilization and its Discontents (1930) (Ѻ), as basis if his drive theory (Ѻ)

(add discussion)

See also
● Horsepower
● Manpower
● Social power
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Waterston, John
In thermodynamics, John James Waterston (1811-1883) was a Scottish civil engineer
noted for his 1845 article “On the Physics of Media that are Composed of Free and
Perfectly Elastic Molecules in a State of Motion”, one the first treatises on the kinetic
theory of gases. [1] Waterston knew of the earlier 1820 work by English physicist John
Herapath. [2] Waterston’s pioneering work on kinetic theory remained generally
unknown until his lost manuscript was discovered in 1891 by English physicist William
Ramsay, while tracking down some old citations, who arranged for a belated
publication in the Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society in 1892 along with a
short commentary of its history.
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Waton, Harry
In hmolscience, Harry Waton (1871-1959) was a Russian-born American monotheism
philosopher, focused on the works of Karl Marx and Benedict Spinoza, noted
particularly for his 1932 The Philosophy of Spinoza, wherein he gives the following
physicalism-like argument about free will or the freedom of the will: [1]
“The will is free. Free in what sense? It is free to act according to its nature. This, in fact
is true of all realities. Take steel. Steel is free to act as steel, and nothing in existence
can make steel act otherwise than steel should act.”
Here we see this has some Marcus Aurelius flavor, mixed in with scorpion and the frog
parable logic.

Marx
The following are Waton's views on Karl Marx and communism:
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“Communism is the destiny of mankind. There is only one work on sociology, and only one work, and that is Marx’s
Capital.”
(add discussion)

Education
Waton, as some cursory sources (Ѻ) indicate, is described as a Dr. and or rabbi, prolific author, and Marxism lecturer.
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Watson, John
In hmolscience, John Watson (1878-1958) was an American psychologist, often
compared to Burrhus Skinner, generally known as one the founder of behaviorism,
noted for his effort to reduce the soul, mind, and thinking to chemical processes; in a
way that supposedly did away with Cartesian dualism. [1]

Education
Watson, at the University of Chicago, studied philosophy under John Dewey, and under
the influence of Jacques Loeb, completed his PhD in 1903 with a dissertation on
“Animal Education: An Experimental Study on the Psychical Development of the White
Rat, Correlated with the Growth of its Nervous System”, wherein he described the
relationship between brain myelinization and learning ability in rats at different ages,
according to which the degree of myelination was largely related to wand learning, i.e.
that the kinesthetic sense controlled the behavior of rats running in mazes. In 1908,
Watson became a psychologist at Johns Hopkins University, shortly thereafter
becoming chair of the psychology department.

Influence
A noted student of Watson was Karl Lashley.

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“No one has ever touched a soul, or seen one in a test tube.”
— John Watson (1924), Behaviorism [2]
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Watt, James
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In engineering, James Watt (1736-1819) was a Scottish instrument maker turned
engineer noted for number of inventions and design improvements to the functionality
of the steam engine, including: separate condenser (1765), the fly-ball governor (1788),
the definition of "pony power" (or horse power), all embodied in what came to be
known as the Watt engine.

Employees
The sun and planet gear (1781) was invented by his employee William Murdock (17541839). [4] The indicator (1796) and "indicator diagram" were made with his employee
John Southern, which tracked the changes in volume of the piston. Shown below (left)
is the model Newcomen steam powered atmospheric engine that James Watt tried to
repair in 1763. It was his failure to coax the machine back to optimum capacity that
sparked his invention of the separate condenser, held at the Hunterian Museum,
University of Glasgow (Ѻ)

Condensor
In 1765, Watt commented in what seems to be autobiographical
journal format that: [2]
“Two years before I was given the job of repairing a model Newcomen
steam pump for the University of Glasgow and realized the great
inefficiency of this engine. But compared with muscle-powered
pumps, Thomas Newcomen’s engine represents technical progress.
Even the first example from 1711 was able to replace a team of 500
horses that had powered a wheel to pump out a mine. In over 50
years few detailed changes have been made to the basic design.
Seventy-five of these engines can now be found at mines all over
England. Coal is dearly needed, because wood has become scarce. But
following the seams of coal down into the earth, the mines get
flooded by water. Getting that water out of the mines is vital for
The model Newcomen steam engine that Watt
tried to repair in 1763, which led to the idea of of exploiting the only available substitute for wood fuel. But
Newcomen’s pump consumes too much of the coal it unearths.”
the separate condenser (cold body).
He continues later:
“A separate condensing chamber for the steam could save much fuel! That’s it!”
This insight was the start of Watt's improved engine.

Thermodynamics
Watt’s indicator diagrams were later utilized by French engineer Émile
Clapeyron to graphically analyze the work output during a Carnot cycle.

Education
Watt studied Euclid's Elements and Isaac Newton's natural philosophy
as a youth. [3] A significant mentor and later lifelong friend of Watt was
Scottish physicist and chemist Joseph Black. [1]
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Watts, Alan

An 18th century artwork entitled “First steam
experiment of James Watt” based on Watt’s
cousin Marion Muirhead’s later recollected
apocryphal story of how Watt, at age thirteen,
became intrigued by the force of steam of a
teapot to later go on to “invent the steam
engine”, which of course is fiction: Denis Papin
invented the steam engine (see: Papin engine,
1690), by watching his pressure release valve
bubble up and down on his pressure cooker in
the 1680s. [3]
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In hmolscience, Alan Watts (1915-1973) was an English-born American philosopher
noted for a number of book and audio publications in which he advocates a semiscientific semi-newage one nature mixture of Zen Buddhism, aspects of Christianity,
and new physics theories, e.g. cybernetics, process philosophy, etc., much of which
amounts to a good deal of circular philosophical talk, albeit semi-interesting
nevertheless.

Wiggly forms | Science vs Buddhism
In 1960, Watt, in his "Science and Buddhism", gave the following diagram to give a twopoint of view model of science (quantification) and ancient wisdom (description) of
something such as the form of a flame dancing above a fire: (V)

The following (V)|13:51) shows Watts explaining how one can see a certain figure as either a bear climbing a tree or a
tree with lopped off branches (left), depending on what you were told it was, in the same what that one can
conceptualize an eclipse of the sun as either a dragon swallowing the sun, as in primitive cultures (e.g. ancient Egypt),
or as the moon obfuscating view of the sun, as modern science explains things:
Before
(expose to alternative explanations)

After
(expose to alternative explanations)

This is akin to a modern version of Plato's allegory of the cave, in respect to religious beliefs.

Spontaneity
In circa 1969 to 1972, Watt, in his “Work as Play” video talk (Ѻ), a key four minutes of which is shown, in text and in
video, discussed spontaneity, work, and love in a pleasing manner:
“And what is it all about? Well we say, one must live. It’s necessary to survive. You know, you really must go
on. It’s your duty. We think, in other words, part of our western philosophy, that we think we have a drive to
survive, that we must go on living, because some big daddy said to us: you gotta go on living … see! And you
better make it or else … There really is no necessity to go on living.
The fear of death is completely absurd. Because if you’re dead you’ve got nothing to worry about, so you’ll be
alright.
So in the same way, this thing here, this plant. I’m quite sure it doesn’t say to itself: You ought to go on living.
You’ve got an instinct to survive which is something other than yourself in which you have to obey.
Now you see, living, like this plant, is something spontaneous. In Chinese, the word for nature is ziran, which
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means that which happens of itself, not under any control of any outside boss. And so you stop this
spontaneous flowering of nature cold if you tell it: you must do it! It’s like saying to someone: you must love
me! Well it’s ridiculous.
If I were to ask my wife: darling do you really love me? And she says: I’m trying my best to do so, it’s not the answer I want. I
want her to say: I can’t help loving you, I love you so much I could eat you. And that’s what the plant feels in growing, it
doesn’t feel that it must grow, it’s not under orders, it’s not a military chain of command. It does this spontaneously, so that
when you try to command this spontaneous process, you stop it.
What you are basically, deep deep down, far far in, is simply the fabric and structure of existence itself. Reality itself is
gorgeous, it is the plenum, the fullness of total joy. Wowee! And all those stars, if you look out in the skies, is a firework
display, like you see on the 4th of July, which is a great occasion for celebration. The universe is a celebration it is a firework
show to celebrate that existence is.
This is the real secret of life: to be completely engaged with what you are doing in the here and now, and instead of calling it
‘work’, realize that this is play.”
Watts's comments about spontaneity and the "secret of life" in some ways, is akin to Robert Pirsig's views.

Thermodynamics
In 1970, Watt published Does it Matter? Essays on Man’s Relation to Materiality, his third-most widely held book; the
following being an example quote: [5]
“A living body is not a fixed thing but a flowing event, like a flame or a whirlpool: the shape alone is stable, for the
substance is a stream of energy going in at one end and out at the other. We are particular and temporarily
identifiable wiggles in a stream that enters us in the form of light, heat, air, water, milk, bread, fruit, beer, beef
Stroganoff, caviar, and pate de foie gras. It goes out as gas and excrement—and also as semen, babies, talk, politics,
commerce, war, poetry, and music. And philosophy.”
The following is oft-cited variation and or aggregation quote of the above: [1]
“A living body can be likened to a flame or a whirlpool. The shape alone is stable. The substance is a stream of energy
going in at one end and out at the other. Life’s purpose to maintain and perpetuate itself is understandable as a
physico-chemical phenomenon studied by the science of thermodynamics. We are temporarily identifiable wiggles in
a stream that enters us in the form of light, heat, air, water, milk …. It goes out as gas and excrement—also as semen,
babies, talk, politics, war, poetry, and music.”
Watts interests seemed to be focused on mixing Eastern philosophy with science with focus on explaining and
understanding the "ultimate things" and the whys and wherefores of existence.

Chopra
Watts can be compared, in some sense, to new age writer Deepak Chopra, albeit with more a sober grounding.
Chopra, in fact, stated that he was “spellbound” after reading Watts’ 1951 The Wisdom of Insecurity, along with Carl
Jung, who he met at one point. [2]
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Quotes

The following are notable and or interesting quotes:
“Anybody who tells you that he has some way of leading you to
spiritual enlightenment is like somebody who picks your pocket
and sells you your own watch.”
— Alan Watts (c.1955) [3]

“You are a function of what the whole universe is doing in the
same way that a wave is a function of what the whole ocean is
doing.”
— Alan Watts (c.1955) [3]

“Life is not a problem to be solved, but an experience to be had.” Left: Watts on what seems to be the question of

purpose, or the use or value of existence and feelings,
in the context of the large dynamic universe. Right: A
video (Ѻ) still (5:54) of what Watts calls the “here kitty
“You yourself are the eternal energy which appears as this
kitty” social indoctrination ideology, set up for people
universe. You didn’t come into this world; you came out of it. Like as they enter the various “corridors” of society (similar
a wave from the ocean.”
to what Libb Thims conceptualizes as societal "hoop
— Alan Watts (c.1960) [3]
jumping"), from age 0 to 40, after which one
supposedly wakes up to an empty bag or vision of
“The meaning of life is just be alive. It is so plain and obvious and reality.
— Alan Watts (c.1955) [3]

so simple. And yet, everybody rushes around in a great panic as if
it were necessary to reach something beyond themselves.”
— Alan Watts (c.1960) [3]

“But I’ll tell you what the hermits realize. If you go off into a far, far forest and get very quiet, you’ll come to
understand that you’re connected with everything.”
— Alan Watts (c.1955) [3]
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Watts, Duncan
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In hmolscience, Duncan Watts (1971-) is an Australian-born American sociophysicist
noted for his 2011 Everything is Obvious, Once You Know the Answer, which, according
to some reviews (Ѻ), is supposed to give a good introduction to econo-socio-physics. [1]

Free will
Watt seems to be way off target in his ideas, as is evidenced by the following: [1]
“The ‘intellect’ of Laplace’s imagination eventually received a name—‘Laplace’s
demon’—and it has been lurking around the edges of mankind’s view of the future ever
since. For philosophers, the demon was controversial because in reducing the
prediction of the future to a mechanical exercise, it seemed to rob humanity of free
will. As it turned out, though, they needn’t have worried too much. Starting with the
second law of thermodynamics, and continuing through quantum mechanics and finally
chaos theory, Laplace’s idea of a clockwork universe—and it’s concerns about free
will—has been receding for more than a century now.” This certainly is a mess. Watts
would be well-advised to consult American physicist Steven Weinberg’s 1992 Scrooge Tiny Tim dialogue, to get his
bearings straight.

Education
Watts completed his BS in physics from the University of New South Wales and or the Australian Defense Force
Academy and his PhD, with a thesis on “The Structure of Dynamics of Small-World Systems” (Ѻ), in 1997 in
theoretical and applied mechanics at Cornell University. From 2000 to 2007, Watt was a professor of sociology at
Columbia University, then directed the Human Social Dynamics group at Yahoo! Research, then joined Microsoft as a
research scientist, and served as an external faculty of the Santa Fe Institute.
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Wave function
collapse
In physics, wave function collapse, or collapse of
the wave function, is the position held that all
particles, electrons in particular, have a “wavelike”
motion (Louis de Broglie, 1923), which can be
mathematically quantified according to a “wave
function” (Erwin Schrodinger, 1926), and that
normally an electron will fill a certain volume of
space, such as a box, in entirety, being found
anywhere inside that volume, but that when we
look into either side of the volume to find the
location of the particle, the wave function will
instantaneously collapse, thus form into a particle,
and “decide” which location to be in. [1]

History
The mathematical formalism describing the
collapse of the wave function was developed by
John Neumann, based on the previous so-called
“Copenhagen interpretation” work of Niels Bohr,
Max Born, and Werner Heisenberg’s uncertainty
principle. The famous thought experiment of
Schrodinger’s cat, i.e. a cat that is both dead and
alive, is based on the absurdity of certain
interpretations of the notion of a wave function
collapse owing to observation. Adjacent is a visual depiction, according to English physicist John Gribbin, of the notion
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of the wave function collapse: (A) common sense dictates that an electron is in a definite location, even if we don’t
know where it is; (B) the Copenhagen interpretation states that the electron exists as a wave filling the box, and could
be anywhere inside; (C) at the moment we look for the electron, the wave function collapses at a certain location; (D)
common sense says that if we slide a partition into the box, without looking, the electron must be on one half of the
box; yet the Copenhagen interpretation states that as long as we don’t look, the electron will still occupy both halves,
and that it only collapses on one side when “we look”; (E) as long as we don’t look, even if we move the two halves of
the box far apart, the wave still fills both boxes; (F) if we then “look” into the two separated boxes (even if they are
light years apart), the wave function will collapse, instantaneously, and the particle will “decide” which box it is in. [1]

Human physics
In human physics, some have argued that wave function collapse explains things such as: consciousness, free will, and
or the existence of God. American physicist Robert Doyle, for example, argues, in his 2011 book Free Will, that the
wave function collapse is one of the steps, along with entropy increase, involved in the “creation” of every material
object in the universe, and that measurement of the wave function collapse produces new information, and that, in
some way, this gives humans free will. [2]

See also
● Double slit experiment
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We Human
Chemicals
In famous publications, We Human Chemicals:
the Knack of Getting Along with Everybody is a
1948, 122-page, book by Americans writer
Thomas Dreier and consulting chemist Gustavus
Esselen, which sets forth the simplified view that
"we are all human chemicals and human
chemists", discussed in 27 classic human
chemistry themed chapters, such as how certain
people won't mix like oil and water or how
marriage is a matter of human chemistry. [1]

Overview
In his opening section “Genesis of this Book”,
Dreier states that his original thesis, that “the
business executive is a human chemist” and the
extrapolations of this premise, grew out of
observations of the inept executive of a Chicago
organization who assumed that all kinds of men
and women thrown together in an organization, Cover of 1948 book We Human Chemicals: the Knack of Getting Along
with Everybody by Thomas Dreier, showing each person as analogous to
would work together harmoniously without any
an element on the periodic table.
concern on the part of the executive. Conversely,
the people in the said organization worked, according to Dreier, in an atmosphere of confusion, strife, tension, and
unhappiness. The answer or solution to this issue came to Dreier shortly thereafter:
“One night the answer came to me like a revelation. I sat down at my typewriter and wrote a brief essay entitled
“Human Chemicals”. It was published in a magazine of limited circulation. There were so many requests for it that it
was brought out in pamphlet form. In fact, seven editions were printed over a period of years.” This pamphlet would
seem to have first been published in 1910. [2] Dreier states that the expanded book was written due to the urging of
his publisher friend Robert R. Updegraff and that the well-known consulting chemist Gustavus Esselen gave
suggestions on chemical terms and analogies in the expanded book.
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● Human Chemistry (book)
● Human Chemistry (textbook)
● The Human Molecule
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Weak tie
In human chemistry, a weak tie is an intermediate connection that
exists between two people owing to the principle of triadic closure,
which states that if two unacquainted people have a ‘strong tie’
relationship to a third person, who is common to them both, then by
virtue of that indirect connection, a weak association or ‘tie’ will then
begin to exist between the two previously unacquainted people. [1]
Strong ties are depicted by straight lines (
) whereas
weak ties are depicted by dashed lines ( – – – – – – ). The weak tie
theory was conceived by American sociologist Mark Granovetter in
1969 based on hydrogen bonding models. [2]

References

Diagram of two strong ties and a weak tie based
on the principle of triadic closure. [3]
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(b) Thims, Libb. (2007). Human Chemistry (Volume Two) (weak ties, strong ties, pgs. xiv, 543, 548, 560, 574-78).
Morrisville, NC: LuLu.
2. Granovetter, Mark. (1973). "The Strength of Weak Ties" (cited by 15367), American Journal of Sociology, Vol. 78,
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Wealth
In terminology, wealth refers to a material possession, resource, or property that has value or an exchange value. [1]

Overview
In 1926, American physical chemist Frederick Soddy defined economics, in a national sense, as that "concerned with
wealth as what is produced by human beings in order to maintain their lives". Moreover, he argued that wealth, in
contrast to debt, is subject to the laws of thermodynamics. In particular, according to Soddy: [2]
“Debts are subject to the laws of mathematics rather than physics. Unlike wealth, which is subject to the laws of
thermodynamics, debts do not rot with old age and are not consumed in the process of living. On the contrary, they
grow at so much per cent per annum, by the well-known mathematical laws of simple and compound interest.”
In commentary on Soddy’s thermodynamic wealth ideas, American ecological economist Herman Daly states that
while debt can grow at compound interest forever, real physical wealth cannot continue to grow at the same speed
“because its physical dimension is subject to the destructive force of entropy”. [3]
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Wealth, Energy, and Human Values
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In famous publications, Wealth, Energy, and Human Values:
the Dynamics of Decaying Civilizations from Ancient Greece to
America, with its noted appendix sectoin “The Fundamentals
of Thermodynamics Applied to Socioeconomics”, is a 2009,
501-page, book by American physical chemist Thomas
Wallace, in which physical chemistry logic, i.e. reactions,
dynamics, mechanisms, transition states, chemical
equilibrium, entropy production, etc., is applied to the
explanation of the historical growth and decline of
civilizations, using concepts such as reaction equations, A + B
→ C + D, Le Chatelier’s principle, and most importantly the
Gibbs equation, ΔG = ΔH – TΔS, which is said to 'determine
whether processes conducted by society will take place'. The
book contains an appended chapter on ‘The Fundamentals of
Thermodynamics Applied to Socioeconomics’. The sixth
chapter, ‘The Mechanisms and Energetics of the Human
Social Order’, goes into some interesting and detailed
discussion of how a system of ‘societal reactions’ may be at a
final state of thermodynamic equilibrium, thus not able to
produce further useful work, but one in which, internally or
rather visualized on the day-to-day basis, many reactions will
still be proceeding, in both the forward and reverse sense. A
larger aspect of the book utilized the ideal of societal entropy
production, explained loosely as energy lost to social
disorders.

Cover of American physical chemist Thomas Wallace's
2009 book Wealth, Energy, and Human Values, on of the
first book to go into detail as to how the Gibbs equation
determines the rise and fall of societies. [1]

Socioeconomic thermodynamics | Fundamentals
One of the most-interesting aspects of Wealth, Energy, and Human Values, aside from chapter six, is the 21-page
appendix section ‘The Fundamentals of Thermodynamics Applied to Socioeconomics’, in which Wallace attempts to
outline the physical chemistry basics of how a society transforms from a ‘initial state’ to a ‘final state’, differing by an
amount of energy or rather ‘free energy’, and how the difference between these two states is a path-independent
process determined by the enthalpy change ΔH and entropy change ΔS of the process of the societal transformation.
The following aggregate quote summarizes the section:
“The thermodynamic parameter free energy, mathematically ΔG = ΔH – TΔS, represents the fundamental driving
force in nature and determines whether physical and chemical processes conducted by nature and society will take
place.”
Wallace explains further that free energy is ‘nature’s intrinsic dynamic force, representing the probability parameter
entropy S and the energy content parameter enthalpy.’ In more correct detail, Wallace, here, to note, is using
Boltzmann-Planck type entropy descriptions, which are specifically culled from gas theory, wherein the particles are
said to have a non-correlation of velocities. Humans, however, have correlated velocities; subsequently it is necessary
to return to the original work of Clausius and his universal description of entropy change as the ‘equivalence value of
all uncompensated transformations’, to human social transformation. Beyond this, enthalpy is not simply an ‘energy
content parameter’, but one must use the full expression for enthalpy:

ΔH = ΔU + PΔV
to study human social systems in terms of both internal energy changes and the work-energy associated with volume
changes in systems, such as exemplified by the volume change in territory in the course of the rise and fall of Rome
during a 1,000-years of human reactions.

Reaction coordinates
In his appendix section, Wallace attempts to explain how a society or civilization must pass from an initial state to a
final state, transforming along the way, a process that can be quantified on a reaction coordinate:
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In his chapter six, on ‘The Mechanisms and Energetics of the Human Social Order’, Wallace explains how the 'final
state', which typically represents a minimum of Gibbs free energy, in which the change in Gibbs free energy becomes
zero, wherein the system can no longer produce useful work, may often still be seen as a very active 'dynamic
equilibrium' state in which internal to the system forward and reverse reactions are still proceeding, but one in which
overall there is no net change in free energy.

References
1. Wallace, Thomas P. (2009). Wealth, Energy, and Human Values: the Dynamics of Decaying Civilizations from
Ancient Greece to America. AuthorHouse.
2. ibid, Wallace. (2009). Appendix A: The Fundamentals of Thermodynamics Applied to Socioeconomics, pgs. 469-89;
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Weatherall, James
In human physics, James Weatherall (c.1983-) is an American physicist, philosopher,
and mathematician noted for his 2013 book The Physics of Wall Street, wherein he
discusses Brownian motion, among other subjects, connecting finance to physics. The
thrust of the book seems to be themed around the following quote: [1]
“I can calculate the movements of stars, but not the madness of men.”
— Isaac Newton (c.1690), after losing his hat in a market collapse
Weatherall's book mentions things such as Americans economist Paul Samuelson's use
of engineer Willard Gibbs' thermodynamics and statistical mechanics methods in
economics, American electrical engineer Claude Shannon's casino betting prediction
adventures, among others.

Education
Weatherall completed his AM and AB both in physics at Harvard University in 2005, a
mathematics and physics PhD in 2009, with a dissertation on “Quantum Control of Linear Susceptibility in Five Level
Atoms via Dressed Interacting Ground States, With Focus on Group Velocity Control”, at Stevens Institute of
Technology, his MFA, in 2010, with a thesis on “The Scientific Image: On the Uses of Technical Language in Fiction”, at
Fairleigh Dickinson University, and a philosophy PhD in in 2012, with a dissertation on “Mass and Motion: Topics at
the Interface of General Relativity and Newtonian Gravity”, at the University of California, Irvine. Weatherall currently
is an assistant professor of logic and philosophy of science at the University of California, Irvine, where he is also a
member of the Institute for Mathematical Behavioral Science.

Related
In the neighborhood of Weatherall’s Wall Street physics book is American chemical engineer James Ferri’s 2011
student-produced “Thermodynamics of Life: Occupy Wall Street Edition” video project. [2]

See also
● Econophysics
● Financial thermodynamics
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Weaver, Warren
In science, Warren Weaver (1894-1978) was an American mathematician and machine
translation theorist noted for

Overview
In 1949, Weaver, in an infamous 1949 footnote, shown below, to the opening chapter
of The Mathematical Theory of Communication, wherein convoluted a falsely-made
thermodynamics-based historical platform to Claude Shannon’s 1948 information
theory:
“Shannon’s work roots back, as von Neumann has pointed out, to Boltzmann’s
observations, in some of his work on statistical physics (1894), that entropy is related to
‘missing information’, inasmuch as it is related to the number of alternatives which
remain possible to a physical system after all the macroscopically observable
information concerning it has been recorded. Leo Szilard (Zeitschrift fur Physik, Vol. 53,
1925) extended this idea to a general discussion of information in physics, and von Neumann (Mathematical
Foundation of Quantum Mechanics, Berlin, 1932, Chap V) treated information in quantum mechanics and particle
physics. Shannon’s work connects more directly with certain ideas developed some twenty years ago by Harry
Nyquist and Ralph Hartley, both of Bell Laboratories; and Shannon has himself emphasized that communication
theory owes a great debt to Norbert Wiener for much of its basic philosophy [cybernetics]. Wiener, on the other
hand, points out that Shannon’s early work on switching and mathematical logic antedated his own interest in this
field; and generously adds that Shannon certainly deserves credit for independent development of such fundamental
aspects of the theory as the introduction of entropic ideas. Shannon has naturally been specially concerned to push
the applications to engineering communication, while Wiener has been more concerned with biological applications
(central nervous system phenomena, etc.).”
See the "information" article for more discussion on this and how this erroneous footnote led to the launching of the
Shannon bandwagon. [2]

Brillouin and Szilard
Weaver, supposedly, was the one who, prior to 1949 (Brillouin discusses American mathematician Norbert Wiener's
1948 Cybernetics discussion of Maxwell's demon in his 1949 article "Life, Thermodynamics, and Cybernetics"),
introduced French-born American physicist Leon Brillouin to Hungarian-born American physicist Leo Szilard's 1929
Maxwell's demon paper “On the Decrease in Entropy in a Thermodynamic System by the Intervention of Intelligent
Beings”, and also was the one who later facilitated a formal meeting between Szilard and Brillouin. [3]

See also
● Stewart-Weaver fallout
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● Warren Weaver – Wikipedia.

Weber, A.
In human chemistry, A. Weber (c.1824-c.1889) was an English love and happiness theological
philosopher, self-described as an “obscure scribe”, noted for his 1874 five part article
“Speculations Concerning Love and Courtship”, in part two of which he devotes a section to his
objectionable views on German polymath Johann Goethe’s 1796 human elective affinity theory.
[1]

Religion
Weber, judging from his article “Speculations on Happiness”, seems to be a theological
philosopher, considering Genesis of the Bible to be factual and to be a firm believer in the
existence of God. [2]

Elective Affinities review
Weber, in his two-page review of Goethe's 1809 Elective Affinities, begins by opening to the following, in which he
attempts to argue that whether one is a God-fearing spiritualist, as Weber seems to be, or whether one is a
materialist, which Weber seems to consider Goethe to be, the "senses" are an important topic in regards to the study
of love:
“Whether we belong to that school of thought which proclaims the supremacy of matter and defines the feelings,
thoughts, and aspirations of mankind as being only the natural, and, indeed, necessary outcome of so many ounces
of flabby brain substance, the true measure of which is by some measured quantitatively, by others gauged
qualitatively; or whether we be disciples of that other school, which considers the brain and its servants, the senses,
as instruments merely to be played upon by a spiritual faculty altogether different from and independent of them;—
we cannot but admit that the senses play a very important role in our daily life.”
Here we are reminded of Scottish physicist James Maxwell's famous 1847 (age 16) insight: "the only thing which can
be directly perceived by the senses is force, to which may be reduced light, heat, electricity, sound and all the other
things which can be perceived by the senses." [4] Skipping a few pages, Weber then gives his summary of Goethe’s
variety of love, according to the elective affinities theory (human chemical theory), as follows:
“There is one theory of love which we must yet consider, whatever other theories may escape an obscure scribe like
him who traces these poor chapters on love. It is the theory of what Goethe calls the "elective affinities," and writes a
book to illustrate. I am too humble to criticize a book written by such a venerable master. That book is all but
forgotten as a philosophical speculation, and the Masters Boswell have had little to say in its favor, redeemed though
its desolating theory be by chapters a mastermind alone could plan and a mastermind alone render in style of
surpassing beauty and profound pathos. But we have nothing to do with the book any further, and we will glance
merely at the groundwork of it; that is a simple chemical formula, which I cannot bring home more clearly to the
reader than by the following extract from Chambers's Encyclopaedia: [3]
"Chemical affinity, or chemical attraction, is the force which produces all chemical phenomena. It differs from the
attraction of gravitation in acting, not between masses, but between atoms, and only when the atoms are at
insensible distances. It differs also from cohesion, which unites the particles of the same substance, while affinity
unites atoms of different substances. The compounds thus formed are new bodies, often bearing no resemblance in
appearance or other properties to the elements which combine to produce them. Thus water results from the
combination of two gases. The strength of chemical affinity is different between different substances. Sulphuric acid
combines with lime, and forms gypsum; but if potash is added the sulphuric acid leaves the lime and combines with
the potash. As a sort of choice is here manifested, it is called a case of elective affinity. These elective affinities,
however, are often altered by a change of temperature or other accompanying circumstance."
Following this, Weber seems to let his true feelings out of the bag, which well exemplifies the collision between the
age-old (Anunian theology) religious belief of choice-based moral judgment (after death), i.e. karma or soul, and the
newly-emerging Goethean philosophy of choice determined largely by external forces (in partial exchange interaction
with internal force) and morality determined by those forces, via what is considered thermodynamically natural and
unnatural:
Now, any observer of human life may undoubtedly trace a similar process now and then in the world of love; but
then that love is neither worth giving nor worth accepting; and I deny as earnestly as I can that human affections are
swayed in the fashion of chemical atoms, when even among those elective affinity is not a rule but an exception. If
we apply the formula to the love vagaries of an individual here and there, ruled exclusively by his senses, we do no
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great harm; but every human being that glories in the possession of what makes us true men and true women will
shrink in disgust from a theory which deprives us of volition, and leaves us an easy prey to physical laws which we
must follow; which determines our choice independently of ourselves, and as easily destroys one effect by an
additional but equally fortuitous fresh cause. Let us, however, for clearness sake, adapt the formula to the case in
hand:
"One individual, A, combines his love with that of B, and they become a pair; but if C be added (he or she may be a
friend, a neighbor, a visitor, etc.) A must leave B and combine with C. But these elective affinities are often altered by
a change of temperature, across the Channel or anywhere else, or other accompanying circumstance."
This human affinity take presented here by Weber, of course, is Geoffroy's law of affinity (1718) scaled up to the
human-human reaction level, albeit upgraded to a certain extent by the circa 1800-1820 experimental finding or
theory (Berthelot?) that temperature affects or changes the force of affinity. Weber continues by giving his take on
how he conceives of Goethe's affinity theory would be scaled up socially to a society at large:
Now apply this formula, softened as much as you like without disturbing the law, to society at large, and what is to
become of it? What shall henceforth hold it together? We shall see a world of husbandless wives, of wifeless
husbands, and generations orphaned at birth; a world in which no love, no individuality can be sacred; a world, in
fact, such as could not exist long, and which ought to be exterminated as soon as possible.
This, of course, is a very-corrupted view. Nevertheless, Weber concludes with his view that France, being largely
atheist, and as Weber seems to think, sexually promisuous and free loving, has adopted or transformed into elective
affinity type society, as contrasted with the Christian-based society:
That, however, tendencies exist which bear some slight resemblance to elective affinity, if you deprive the latter of
the iron "must" and leave some will to the impersonators of the theory, it would be needless to deny, they exist even
on a pretty large scale. Look at France, for example, see how for many, many years, sense love of the elective affinity
kind has flourished and has undermined society at large to a woeful extent; look how the sacredness of the family has
vanished, and has been replaced by other familiar institutions which have none but degrading influences? How much
of the pitiable fall of the French nation is due to the utter immorality that pervades life amongst them, and is pictured
forth with rueful truth in French literature, I cannot pretend to say, but I believe that sowing the wind we shall reap
the whirlwind, and that seeds of physical corruption cannot bring forth soul-fruit.
He who allows his meaner parts to overgrow and choke the nobler will surely not be the father of a race of pureminded men and women! It is refreshing to withdraw the eye from such scenes and to direct them to countries and
nations among which the family exists still as one of the holiest and purest institutions, as the truest nursery for
future generations, as the real training ground for men and women who in their turn shall instill respect for it in their
descendants, and thus sow the seeds of peace, concord, and loving kindness, which shall bear fruits of heroism and
wisdom! But the family is generally not the result of the tropical phase of love. It is rather the result of the next phase
in which our choice is governed more by the mind; when we are looking less for the perishing charm of outward looks
and more for the enduring qualities of a sound heart, a sound mind, and a clear intellect in a sound, though not
necessarily beautiful outward form. These are the qualities which help us through the struggles of life and adversity,
or to use honorably and manfully the gift of prosperity. By these alone shall we build up the immortality we yearn for
in the hearts and remembrance of our fellow creatures, and more particularly of our immediate descendants; by
these alone can we render ourselves worthy of another existence beyond the exit gates of mortal life.”
These last passages are a large cesspool in great need of cleaning.
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Weber, Bruce
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In hmolscience, Bruce Weber (c.1941-) is an American biochemist noted, in animate
thermodynamics, for his work with American philosopher David Depew in furthering
the understanding of the relation between evolution and thermodynamics, the gist of
which is found in their 1988 multi-author book Evolution, Entropy, and Information:
New Perspectives on Physical and Biological Evolution.

Overview
In 1985, Weber, together with American philosopher David Depew, organized a
conference on “Evolution, Entropy, and Information” at California State University, the
result of which was their 1988 multi-contributor book Evolution, Entropy, and
Information: New Perspectives on Physical and Biological Evolution; in their chapter
“Consequences of Nonequilibrium Thermodynamics for the Darwinian Tradition”, on
explaining Charles Darwin's evolution theory in terms of the nonequilibrium
thermodynamics, particularly Ilya Prigogine and his dissipative structure theory, in
conjunction with the theories of Alfred Lotka, Harold Morowitz, Jeffrey Wicken, and Robert Ulanowitz, among others,
and for their 1996 book Darwinism Evolving, with chapters on Ronald Fisher’s view of evolution, thermodynamics and
evolution in general, and citing the works of those as Karl Marx, Erwin Schrodinger, among others. [1]

Life | Thermodynamics
Weber has written a number of articles on the origin of life and emergence from a chemical-thermodynamic point of
view.

Religion
Weber seems to be interested in the overlap of religion and science and may be an intelligent design advocate as his
1996 book discusses God on over sixty pages, has written a 2004 chapter “Darwinism, Design, and Complex Systems
Dynamics,” edited by William Dembski, and he teaches a philosophy course on evolution and creation. [3]

Education
Weber completed his BS in 1963 at San Diego State University and PhD in 1968 at the University of California, San
Diego. In 2010, Weber was a professor of science and natural philosophy at Bennington College and a professor of
biochemistry at California State University, Fullerton. Weber self-describes his research focus as being “in
macromolecular evolution with special emphasis on the application of nonequilibrium thermodynamics to the
problems of the emergence of life, and the history of biochemistry, especially the conceptual development of
bioenergetics.” [2]
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1. (a) Weber, Bruce H., Depew, David J., Smith, James D. (1988). Entropy, Information, and Evolution: New
Perspectives on Physical and Biological Evolution (ch. 15: Consequences of Nonequilibrium Thermodynamics for the
Darwinian Tradition, pgs. 317-54, by Depew and Weber). MIT Press.
(b) Depew, David J. and Weber, Bruce H. (1996). Darwinism Evolving: Systems Dynamics and the Genealogy of Natural
Selection (ch. 10: The Boltzmann of a Blade of Grass: R.A. Fisher’s Thermodynamic Model of a Genetic Natural
Selection, pgs. 243-74; ch. 17: The Thermodynamics of Evolution, pgs. 459-78). MIT Press.
(c) Lent, Jeremy. (2010). “Crossing the Complexity Barrier: Book Review: Darwinism Evolving”, Finding the Li.
2. Bruce Weber (faculty) – California State University, Fullerton.
3. Weber, B.H. and Depew, D.J. (2004). “Darwinism, Design, and Complex Systems Dynamics,” in The Appearance of
Design in Nature (pgs. 173-190.). W. Dembski, and M. Ruse eds. Cambridge University Press.

External links
● Bruce Weber – KLI theory labs.
● Weber, Bruce H. – WorldCat.org.
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In human chemistry, Max Weber (1864-1920) (IQ=170|#187) (CR=44) was a German
sociologist, Goethean philosopher, oft cited last person to know everything and
considered the "last universal genius of social science", noted for his so-called
Weberian elective affinities theory, namely the use of Goethe’s human elective affinity
theories in the development of his social theories. [1]

Education
Weber had begun reading Goethe at the age of 14. [2] Weber, in fact, read Elective
Affinities in the classroom as a young student, hiding it behind his textbook. [3]

Overview
In his 1905 The Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of Capitalism, Weber proposed that there
is an elective affinity between important ideological, economic, and social interests,
conditions, forces, and processes constituting the development of rational capitalism.
[5] In a general sense, Weber, supposedly, was one of the first to promote linkages
between the natural sciences, human behavior, economics, and cultural development in his 1920 book The Theory of
Social and Economic Organization. [4] Scottish sociologist Andrew McKinnon in 2010 claims to have done the first
systematic analysis of Weber's usage of "elective affinity" in his work and theories. [6]

Translation issues
English translators of Weber’s work, to note,
more often than not, have tended to render
the German term “Wahlverwandtschaft”,
meaning elective affinity, as either
"correlation, relationship, or bond", thus
unintentionally acting to distance or cut off
Weber’s original chemical meaning from his
work. [3]

A 2001 glossary definition of Weber's conception of an inner elective affinity.
[8]

Praise | Tributes
The following are related praise quotes:
“Weber seems to me very much a man of a particular time. A man of whom it has been said (as it has of others) that
he was the last person to know everything of importance that was to be known. A nonsensical idea, of course, but
one which point to the extraordinary breadth of his interests in sociology, religion, economics, politics, history, music,
and much else besides.”
— Christopher Grey (2005) [7]

Quotes
The following are noted quotes:
“Power is the probability of realizing one’s goals, even against the resistance of others.”
— Max Weber (1922), Economy and Society [9]

References
1. (a) Thims, Libb. (2007). Human Chemistry (Volume Two), (preview), (ch. 10: "Goethe's Affinities", pgs. 371-422;
Weber’s sociological affinities, pg. 441). Morrisville, NC: LuLu.
(b) Author. (1962). “Max Weber: the Scholar as Hero” Columbia University Forum (quote: “Max Weber the 'last
universal genius of social science' is today the least known of the great thinkers”, pg. 31). Columbia University Press.
(c) Grey, Christopher. (2005). A Very Short, Fairly Interesting and Reasonably Cheap Book about Studying
Organizations ("last person to know everything", pg. 21). Sage.
2. Herbert, Richard, H. (1978). “Max Weber’s Elective Affinities: Sociology within the Bounds of Pure Reason”,
(abstract), American Journal of Sociology, 84, 366-85; In: Max Weber: Critical Assessments 2 (pgs. 193-210), by Peter
Hamilton, Taylor & Francis, 1991.
3. Dusek, Val. (1999). The Holistic Inspirations of Physics: the Underground History of Electromagnetic Theory (Elective
Affinities, pgs. 221-23). Rutgers University Press.
4. (a) Weber, Max. (1920). The Theory of Social and Economic Organization (intro by Talcott Parsons, 1947). Simon &
Schuster.
(b) Wallace, Thomas P. (2009). Wealth, Energy, and Human Values: the Dynamics of Decaying Civilizations from
Ancient Greece to America (pg. x). AuthorHouse.
5. (a) Weber, Max. (1930). The Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of Capitalism. London: Allen and Unwin.
(b) Mainprize, Steve. (1996). “Elective Affinities in the Engineering of Social Control: the Evolution of Electronic
Monitoring.” Electronic Journal of Sociology.
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6. (a) McKinnon, Andrew. (2010). “The Sociology of Religion: the Foundations”, Weber and “elective affinity”, in: The
New Blackwell Companion to the Sociology of Religion (pgs. 41-51). Wiley.
(b) McKinnon, Andrew. (2010). “Elective Affinities of the Protestant Ethic: Weber and the Chemistry of Capitalism”
(abs), Sociological Theory, 28(1):108-26.
7. Grey, Christopher. (2005). A Very Short, Fairly Interesting and Reasonably Cheap Book about Studying
Organizations (pg. 21). Sage.
8. Weber, Max. (2013). The Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of Capitalism (translator: Stephen Kalberg) (elective
affinity, 6+ pgs; affinity (elective, inner), pg. ixxvii). Routledge.
9. (a) Weber, Max. (1922). Economy and Society. Selections reprinted in: From Max Weber (editor: H. Gerth and C.W.
Mills) (pg. 180). Oxford University Press.
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Further reading
● Thomas, J.J.R. (1985). “Ideology and Elec ve Aﬃni es” (abstract) Sociology, 19 (1): 39-54.
● Kent, S. (1983). “Weber, Goethe, and the Nietzschean Allusion: Capturing the Source of the ‘Iron Cage’ Metaphor”,
Sociological Analysis, 44(4):297-310.
● Kemple, T.M. (2001). “The Trials of the Homo Clausus: Elias, Weber, and Goethe on the Socio-genesis of the
Modern Self: in Norbert Elias and Human Interdependencies (pgs. 137-48, McGill-Queens University Press.
Further reading

External links
● Max Weber – Wikipedia.

Weberian elective affinity
In science, Weberian elective affinities refers to German sociologist
Max Weber’s 1878 to 1920 re-interpretation of German polymath
Johann Goethe’s 1809 elective affinities or human elective affinities
in sociology and economics. The 2005 Max Weber Dictionary gives
the following entry: [4]
“Elective affinities (Wahlverwandtschaften) – the exact meaning of
this term, which Weber often uses, is contested. The most common
interpretation, however, is that ‘elective affinity’ is used by Weber
to express the fact that two sets of social facts or mentalities are
related to each other or gravitate to each other—even though no
direct and simple causality between the two can be established.”
See Die Wahlverwandtschaften “title decoding” for more on the
complex interpretation and rendering of the term “elective
affinities”.

Overview
In 1878, age 14 German student Max Weber, in class, began reading
German polymath Johann Goethe’s 1809 physical chemistry based
novella Elective Affinities (German: Die Wahlverwandtschaften),
while "hiding it behind his textbook". [6] Weber, greatly influenced
by this work, went on to utilize the meaning-complex term
“Wahlverwandtschaften” through his later sociological writings, in
complex theoretical ways. In his posthumously published 1922
Economy and Society: an Outline of Interpretive Sociology, to
exemplify usage, Weber states: [5]

Canadian sociologist and anthropologist Hans
Bakker’s 2010 Concise Encyclopedia of Sociology
entry on German sociologist Max Weber's elective
affinity theory. [7]

“[There exists] an elective affinity between the sect and political democracy.”

Discussion
English translators of Weber’s work, to note, more often than not, have tended to render the German term
“Wahlverwandtschaft”, meaning elective affinity, as either "correlation, relationship, or bond", thus unintentionally
acting to distance or cut off Weber’s original chemical meaning from his work. [1] In 1978, American sociologist
Richard Herbert Howe, in his “Max Weber’s Elective Affinities: Sociology within the Bounds of Pure Reason”, opens to
the following abstract: [6]
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“Several scholars have called attention to the importance of Weber’s use of the term ‘elective affinity’, yet nowhere
has the term received a treatment both systematic and historically founded. The present paper attempts to fill that
gap. Each instance of Weber’s usage is cited and discussed. Next, the place of elective affinity in his order of discourse
is determined. Then, the lineage of the term in the histories of literature, chemistry, and philosophy is examined with
special reference to Weber’s knowledge of those histories. Two related terms, ‘affinity’ and ‘inner affinity’, are
examined and brought into relationship with Weber’s use of elective affinity. These materials suggest that elective
affinity, conceived as an ‘idea’ in the Kantian sense, would have served to answer the question: ‘how is social science
possible?’ which was implicit in the neo-Kantian framework of Weber’s order of discourse.”
In 2010, Scottish sociologist Andrew McKinnon erroneously claimed—e.g. Richard Howe (1978) previous to him—to
have done the first systematic analysis of Weber's usage of "elective affinity" in his work and theories. [2]

Bourdieu
French sociologist Pierre Bourdieu (1930-2002), knowledgeable about Weber, has some kind of borrowed GoetheWeber usage and or connection to “elective affinity”. [8] Bourdieu’s 1984 Distinction and his 1998 “Elective Affinities,
Institutionalised Connections, and the Circulation of Information”, for instance, use the term “elective affinity” in
some way. [9]

Conference
In 2013, March 21-24, The University of Sao Paulo, Brazil, is hosting a 5-day “Architectural Elective Affinities
Conference”, themed on the subject of “architectural elective affinities”, which they defined as a “complex borrowing
of the Weberian concept of elective affinities, namely the: attractions, interactions and similarities between
individuals or disciplines and fields of research—used as a tool for grasping the development of architectural forms in
the perspective of specific spatio-temporal structures.” The synopsis of the conference seems to be the following: [3]
“The elective affinities operative between architectural history and other disciplines- such as literature, history,
sociology, anthropology, arts, including the photography and the cinema - have been lengthily debated in the past
years. The conference intends particularly to identify these affinities, looking from inside the discipline of
architecture.”
Note: the conference seems to be digging around in the area of architectural thermodynamics; to some extent.
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● Mainprize, Steve. (1996). “Elec ve Aﬃni es in the Engineering of Social Control: the Evolu on of Electronic
Monitoring” (Ѻ), Electronic Journal of Sociology, 2(2).

External links
● Elective Affinity – Encyclopedia of Religion and Society.

Wedekind, Claus
In science, Claus Wedekind (c.1967-) is a Swiss mate selection researcher noted for his
1995 Sweaty T-shirt study, wherein he found the result that women—not on the
contraceptive pill—were most sexually attracted to males in possession of the most
dissimilar major histocompatibility complex (MHC). [1]

T-shirt study
See main: Sweaty T-shirt study

In the study, Wedekind and his team collected DNA samples from 49 female students
from the university, mostly in biology and psychology, and 44 male students, mostly
from chemistry, physics and geography (see also: Beckhap's law). He asked the men to
wear cotton T-shirts on a Sunday and a Monday night, to keep the shirt in a plastic bag,
to use perfume-free detergents and soaps and to avoid smelly rooms, smell-producing
foods and activities, like smoking and sex, that create odors. Meanwhile, the women
were given a nasal spray to use for two weeks before the test to protect their nasal
membranes from infection. They also each got a copy of the Patrick Suskind novel
''Perfume'' to make them more conscious of odors.
After the T-shirts were collected, each woman was asked to give ratings, for intensity, pleasantness, and
sexiness, to three T-shirts from men with similar MHC genes and three from men whose MHC genes were less similar.
They did not know which shirts were which. Wedekind and his colleagues famously reported the following result in
the 1995 Proceedings of the Royal Society of London: [2]
“Women who are not taking oral contraceptives and who are
dissimilar to a particular male's MHC perceive his odor as more
pleasant than women whose MHC is more similar to that of the test
man.”
In the two decades to follow, numerous extensions of this work
followed, including at the launching of at least two operational
gene-matching science-based dating sites, namely the 2003launched GenePartner.com and 2007-launched
ScientificMatch.com.

Education

A screenshot from a 2001 PBS educational video on
sweaty T-shirts and human mate choice, with
interview commentary from American evolutionary
psychologists Geoffrey Miller and Meredith Small.
[3]

Wedekind completed his PhD in 1994 with a dissertation on “The
Extended Parasite Hypothesis for Sexual Selection: Selection for
Complementary Disease” at the University of Bern. Currently, he is
a professor of biology at the University of Lausanne, with research focus on the selective forces that currently act
especially on fish populations, e.g. the effects of human activities in interaction with natural and sexual selection; and
the evolution of cooperation in conflict situations.
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In hmolscience, Gilbert L. Wedekind (c. 1946-) is an American engineer noted, in
religious thermodynamics, for his natural theology stylized Spiritual Entropy, wherein
he attempt to blend god and entropy to argue that thermodynamics operates socially,
albeit via god's commandments.

Overview
In 2003, Wedekind, inspired by the theological thermodynamic views of American
mechanical engineer Gordon Van Wylen, published Spiritual Entropy, wherein he
attempted to explain what entropy, and its supposed spiritual analog spiritual entropy,
has to say about God among other matters; in the following, e.g., Wededind proffers to
speculate on the thermodynamics of marriage and work: [1]
“Why does a couple’s relationship tend to become strained if they don’t keep working
at their marriage? Entropy seems to operate in social situations. Why do we get
stressed out when we are overworked? Entropy appears to work in the psychological
domain.”
Discussing entropy in the context of marriage would seem to be an interesting read. In other points in the book,
however, the argument becomes nonsensical, as is often the case when one attempts to reconcile a literal
interpretation of Biblical views with thermodynamic laws. In one case, for example, Wedekind argues that the second
law came into existence around the time of the fall of Adam and Eve, whereby a curse was put on humankind, using
the anti-aging enzyme telomerase as support for his argument: “perhaps telomerase or some equivalent was present
in all cells of living things prior to the curse and, at the time of the curse, God withdrew them.”

Education
Wedekind received his PhD from the University of Illinois, Champaign-Urbana and is a professor of engineering
emeritus from Oakland University, Rochester, Michigan, where he taught thermodynamics for over thirty-five years.
[2] Wedekind is also an ordained pastor.

References
1. Wedekind, Gilbert L. (2003). Spiritual Entropy: Life-Changing Insights Revealed by a Unique Natural law (pgs. ix, xii,
148). Xulon Press.
2. Gilbert Wedekind (about) – SpiritualEntropy.com.

External links
● Wedekind, Gilbert L. – WorldCat Identities.

Weed theorist
In terminology, weed theorist is someone who promotes
theories that act as "weeds" in the garden of thermodynamics
(Erwin Hiebert, 1966), namely those whose theories "transgress
the limits of credulity to the point of sheer ridiculousness" or
rather those whose theories are so far off the broad highway of
pure thermodynamics, as Gilbert Lewis (1925) put it, that they
are not even thermodynamical, i.e. within the bounds of reality,
in any sense of the matter. [1] In this sense, the various
metaphysics and theologies found in the garden of
thermodynamics continuously need to be weeded and
removed so to not choke out the beauty of the
thermodynamics, pure, proper, and applied. The biggest weed
in thermodynamics, currently, is information theory and its
incorrigible attempts at thermodynamics association. Noted
weed theorists, include: Corrado Giannantoni, and his "quality
thermodynamics" theory; Ivan Kennedy and his "action
thermodynamics" theory; Jeremy Rifkin and his agenda;
Nicholas Georgescu-Roegen, and his material entropy theory;
A depiction of someone who uses information theory,
among numerous others, e.g. Christopher Langan, and (add).

References
1. (a) Lewis, Gilbert N. (1925). The Anatomy of Science (pg. 75),
Silliman Lectures; Yale University Press, 1926.

outside of communications engineering, information
science, or cryptography, proper, as a weed theorist,
choking out the flowers of good science. [2]
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(b) Hiebert, Erwin N. (1966). “The Uses and Abuses of Thermodynamics in Religion” (quote: pg. 1075). , Daedalus, 95:
1046-80
(c) Hiebert, Erwin N. (1986). “Modern Physics and Christian Faith” (pgs. 424-47) in: God and Nature: Historical Essays
on the Encounter between Christianity and Science (pg. 427), by: Lindberg, David C. and Numbers, Ronald L. University
of California Press.
2. Thims, Libb. (2012). “Thermodynamics ≠ Information Theory: Science’s Greatest Sokal Affair” (pg. 83) (url), Journal
of Human Thermodynamics, 8(1):1-114, Dec.

Weerasinghe, Buddhi
In hmolscience, Buddhi Weerasinghe (c.1960-) is a Sri Lankan disaster management
consultant noted for []

Overview
In 2010, Weerasinghe, in response to the wake of 2004 Indian Ocean earthquake and
tsunami, published “Emergence of Resilience” and “Towards a Better Assessment
Framework: the Case of Wanduruppa”, wherein, via citation to thinkers including: Libb
Thims, Willard Gibbs, Ilya Prigogine, Kenneth Bailey, among others, he outlined a postdisaster theory, in the wake of the 26 Dec 2004 Indian Ocean earthquake and tsunami.
[1] The following is an example excerpt: [2]
“The concept of resilience—time to recovery, the rate of speed of return to pre-existing
conditions after disturbance (engineering resilience); the magnitude of disturbance that
can be absorbed before the system changes its structure by changing the variables and
processes that control behavior (ecological resilience)—has increasingly gained recognition and acceptance and it is
now frequently used in many fields. In the early 20th century, economists and sociologists, such as Vilfredo Pareto
began to apply J. Willard Gibbs’ equilibrium criterion to the modeling of economic systems and social systems (Bailey,
1990).”
The Pareto connection to Gibbs here, to note, is a misattribution deriving from the 1935 Pareto equilibrium Gibbs
equilibrium comparisons of Lawrence Henderson. [9] Some of what Weerasinghe suggests, in respect to the ability of
a disaster location to return to equilibrium, was discussed by Henderson in his 1938 "Sociology 23" lectures, in terms
of a social Le Chatelier principle.

Education
Weerasinghe has a PhD in something, in 2001 was a university lecturer in Sri Lanka, and in 2008 was noted national
speaker on community disaster education. [2]
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1. (a) Weerasinghe, Buddhi. (2010). “Emergence of Resilience”, in: Strengthening Resilience in Post-Disaster
Situations: Stories, Experience and Lessons from South Asia (editors: Julian Gonsalves and Priyanka Mohan) (§31, pgs.
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Gonsalves and Priyanka Mohan) (§41, pgs. 453-68; Thims, pg. 468). Academic Foundation, 2011.
(c) 2004 Indian Ocean earthquake and tsunami – Wikipedia.
2. (a) Weerasinghe, Buddhi. (2010). “Emergence of Resilience”, in: Strengthening Resilience in Post-Disaster
Situations: Stories, Experience and Lessons from South Asia (editors: Julian Gonsalves and Priyanka Mohan) (§31, pgs.
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(pg. 160). University Teachers for Human Rights.
(b) Gunawardene, Nalaka. (2008). “Communicating Disasters Book Launched Among Communicators”,
nalakagunawardene.com, Feb 23.
4. Henderson, Lawrence J. (1935). Pareto’s General Sociology: a Physiologists Interpretation (Gibbs, 9+ pgs). Harvard
University Press.

Videos
● Weerasinghe, Buddhi. (2010). “Climate Change Policy is Divorced from Disaster Risk Policy”, SRC Sri Lanka National
consultation, April. Vimeo.com.
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Weidlich, Wolfgang
In human physics, Wolfgang Weidlich (1931-) is a German physicist noted for his 1971
article “The Statistical Description of Polarization Phenomena in Society” on the
dynamics of opinion forming, which, according to Serge Galam, is said to be one of the
founding papers of sociophysics. [1] Weidlich’s article, in turn, stimulated the 1974
article “A Theory of Social Imitation” by American physicists Earl Callen and Don
Shapero in which they suggested that the simple nonlinear model proposed by
Weidlich could shed light on the tendency of fish to align in schools, birds to fly in
flocks, and people to conform in fads and fashions. [2] In 2002, Weidlich is said to have
exploited the master equations of thermodynamics to develop a general theory of
sociodynamics. [3] This, supposedly, is a reference to his 2002 book Sociodynamics: A
Systematic Approach to Mathematical Modelling in the Social Sciences. [4]

References
1. (a) Weidlich, Wolfgang. (1971). “The Statistical Description of Polarization
Phenomena in Society”, British Journal of Mathematical Statistical Psychology, 24: 25166.
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49-55.
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3. Day, Richard H. (2004). The Divergent Dynamics of Economic Growth (pg. 14). Cambridge University Press.
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Further reading
● Barkley, Rosser J. (2005). “Book Review of Wolfgang Weidlich’s Sociodynamics: A Systematic Approach to
Mathematical Modelling in the Social Sciences” (abs), Discrete Dynamics in Nature and Society.

External links
● Wolfgang Weidlich (faculty) (German → English) – University of Stuttgart.

Weinberg, Alvin
In hmolscience, Alvin Weinberg (1915-2006) (CR:6) was an American nuclear physicist
noted for a number of publications on physics loosely applied to society topics, as cited
by scholars such as: Glen Gordon, Marlan Blissett, and Gerard Nahum.

Overview
In 1967, Weinberg published Reflections on Big Science, wherein he makes a oneparagraph digression on classical thermodynamics. [1] In 1972, Marlan Blissett, cited
Weinberg's Reflections on Big Science, albeit in such a way to extrapolate views on
“social thermodynamics”, asserting that Weinberg theorizes that the underlying
process by intellectual “thermodynamic revolutions”, or paradigm changes in science,
similar to the theme of Thomas Kuhn’s scientific revolution structure, are the result of
two factors: available “energy levels”, a variation he culled from Leo Szilard who
defining energy and entropy as having a meaning or measure as information) and the
“second law” (entropy or disorder always tends to increase) both intertwined with
Wienberg’s idea of the "semantic complexity" inherent in the various branches of
science as they become more and more specialized, where at the same time science as
a whole becomes more and more tensioned. [2] In 1982, Weinberg published a few articles on information,
Maxwell’s demon, and energy; which sometimes tend to get cited. [3]

Quotes | About
The following are noted quotes about Weinberg:
“Thermodynamics, and the second law in particular, can be used quite effectively in dealing with many problems of
our society and has been by several authors, notably Alvin Weinberg, Stephen Berry, and Barry Commoner.”
— Glen Gordon (1981), “Thermodynamics and Society” [4]
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Further reading
● Weinberg, Alvin M. (1959). “Energy as the Ultimate Raw Material” (Ѻ), presented at meeting of Southeastern
Section of the American Physical Society, New Orleans, Apr 10.

External links
● Alvin M. Weinberg – Wikipedia.

Weinberg, Steven
In science, Steven Weinberg (1933-) (CR=31) (SPE:4) is an American elementary particle
physicist noted for his 1967 model of the unification of electromagnetism and the weak
nuclear forces, for his oft-cited 1977 The First Three Minutes: a Modern View of the
Origin of the Universe, wherein he argues that according to the second law the universe
is pointless, for his 1992 Dreams of a Final Theory, wherein a number of noted atheism
positions are stated, and for his 2001 discussions of quantum gravity. [1]

Accidents
Weinberg, like many physical scientists, when he ventures out of the “physical
sciences” into the “biological sciences”, as he calls them, he begins to use the term
"accident", as a sort of gap term the way theists employ the term "God".
(see: Dreams pgs. 32-33)

Mayr | Antireductionism
See main: Anti-reductionism

In 1974, Weinberg, in his “Unified Theories of Elementary Particle Interactions”, stated that particle physicists hope
to find a few simple general laws that would explain why nature is the way it is and that at present the closest we can
come to a unified view of nature is a description of elementary particles. [10] In 1985, German-born American
evolutionary biologist Ernst Mayr reacted to this assertion by Weinberg, namely the premise that biology or nature in
general may soon be reduced to particle physics, by penning “How Biology Differs from the Physical Sciences”,
wherein he referred to Weinberg as an uncompromising reductionist and called his view a “horrible example of the
way physicists think.” [11] Weinberg responded with the article “Newtonianism” published in Nature. [12] Mayr
responded with “The Limits of Reductionism”. [13]

Dostoyevsky | Reductionism
See main: Reductionism

In 1864, Russian psychological novelist Fyodor Dostoyevsky, in his Notes From the Underground, has his character the
underground man imagine a scientist telling him: [9]
“Nature doesn’t consult you; it doesn’t give a damn for you wishes or whether its laws please you or do not please
you. You must accept it as it is.”
To which the underground man replies:
“Good God, what do I care about the laws of nature and arithmetic if for one reason or another, I don’t like these
laws.”
Weinberg comments on this: [4]
“At its nuttiest extreme are those with holistics in their heads, those whose reaction to reductionism takes the form
of a a belief in psychic energies, life forces that cannot be described in terms of the ordinary laws of inanimate
nature.”
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Weinberg elaborates:
“The reductionist worldview is chilling and impersonal. It has to be accepted as it is, not because we like it, but
because that is the way the world works.”
Weinberg, here, in his mention of "chilling", obviously has not heard of Goethe and his human chemical theory of
elective affinities, both in the form of interpersonal elective affinities and social elective affinities, which forms the
basis or rather mechanistic understanding of human chemical thermodynamics.

Pointless | Purposeless universe?

Pointless Universe Theory

Weinberg is frequently cited and or quoted as an atheist
who argues, via the second law, for the purposeless
universe hypothesis. [2] Specifically, in 1977, Weinberg,
in his The First Three Minutes, dismissed the infinite
oscillating model of the universe with recourse to heat
death theory, discussed in upgraded particle physics
language, at the end of which he famously or
infamously, depending on one’s point of view,
concluded that the universe seems pointless: [3]
“Some cosmologists are philosophically attracted to the
oscillating model of the, especially because, like the
steady-state model, it nicely avoids the problem of
Genesis. It does, however, face one severe theoretical
difficulty. In each cycle the ratio of photons to nuclear
particles (or, more precisely, the entropy per nuclear
particle) is slightly increased by a kind of friction (known
Weinberg’s The First Three Minutes (1977) and Dreams of a
as ‘bulk viscosity’) as the universe expands and
Final Theory (1992), interjects, at "points", on how he believes
contracts. As far as we know, the universe would then
the universe, which he says began from a "point", is “pointless”,
start each new cycle with a new, slightly larger ratio of
photons to nuclear particles. Right now this ratio is large, and that the more we comprehend about the universe, the
more this conclusion seems to hold.
but not infinite, so it is hard to see how the universe
could have previously experienced an infinite number of cycles.
However all these problems may be resolved, and whichever cosmological model proves correct, there is not
much of comfort in any of this. It is almost irresistible for humans to believe that we have some special relation to the
universe, what human life is not just a more-or-less farcical outcome of a chain of accidents reaching back to the first
three minutes, but that we were somehow built in from the beginning. As I write this I happen to be in an airplane at
30,000 feet, flying over Wyoming en route home from San Francisco to Boston. Below, the earth looks very soft and
comfortable—fluffy clouds here and there, snow turning pink as the sun sets, roads stretching straight across the
country from one town to another. It is very hard to realize that this all is just a tiny part of an overwhelming hostile
universe. It is even harder to realize that this present universe has evolved from an unspeakably unfamiliar earlier
condition, and faces a future extinction of endless cold or intolerable heat. The more the universe seems
comprehensible, the more it also seems pointless.”
This last “the more the universe seems comprehensible, the more it also seems pointless” statement quickly became
Weinberg’s trademark philosophical statement, particularly among atheism and or science and religion publications.
The statement is reminiscent of Aldous Huxley’s 1937 second law based “meaninglessness” atheism philosophy. [5] In
1992, Weinberg, in his “What About God?” chapter of his Dreams of a Final Theory, continued to discuss the
repercussions of this pointlessness quote as follows: [4]
“In my 1977 book, The First Three Minutes, I was rash enough to remark that ‘the more the universe seems
comprehensible, the more it seems pointless’. I did not mean that science teaches us that the universe is pointless,
but rather that the universe itself has no point. I hastened to add that there were ways that we ourselves could
invent a point for our lives, including trying to understand the universe. But the damage was done: that phrase has
dogged me ever since.
Here again Weinberg seems to assert that, according to modern science, “there is no point to life”, but that we can
be secular scientists and “invent” points, e.g. trying to understand things. He continues:
“Recently Alan Lightman and Roberta Brawer published interviews with twenty-seven cosmologists and physicists,
most of whom had been asked at the end of their interview what they thought of that remark. With various
qualifications, ten of the interviewees agreed with men and thirteen did not, but of those thirteen three disagreed
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because they did not see why anyone would expect the universe to have a point.”
Weinberg, in his book, goes on to cite the following responses:
“Why should it have a point? What point? It’s just a physical system, what point is there? I’ve always been puzzled by
that statement.”
— Margaret Geller, Harvard astronomer

“I’m willing to believe that we are flotsam and jetsam.”
— Jim Peebles, Princeton astrophysicist

Weinberg goes on to state that Princeton astrophysicist Edwin Turner agreed with him, that his University of Texas
colleague, astronomer Gerard de Vaucouleurs thought the remark was “nostalgic”, and that he sees himself unique
among physicists for carrying about these types of science replacing religions intersections. By 2000, Weinberg's
pointless universe statement, according to The New York Times (“Physicist Ponders God, Truth and a Final Theory”,
James Glanz), had become a "much-quoted aphorism". (Ѻ) In 2001, Weinberg again re-stoked the fires of debate with
the following statement about how he believes that “there is nothing in the universe that suggests any purpose for
humanity” statement: [6]
“Though aware that there is nothing in the universe that suggests any purpose for humanity, one way that we can
find a purpose is to study the universe by the methods of science, without consoling ourselves with fairy tales about
its future, or about our own.”
This again prompted further debate and objection, which Weinberg discusses further in his 2010 book Lake Views. [7]

Discussion
Weinberg is indeed unique, among hard scientists, in his willingness to openly discuss godless universe models, as he
sees things; a subject that for the most part is a taboo discussion in American academia. Weinberg comments the
following about this: [4]
“Among today’s scientists I am probably somewhat atypical in carrying about such things. One the rare occasions
when conversations over lunch or tea touch on matters of religion, the strongest reaction expressed by most of my
fellow physicists is a mild surprise and amusement that anyone still takes all that seriously. Many physicists maintain
a nominal affiliation with the faith of their parents, as a form of ethnic identification and for use at weddings and
funerals, but few of these physicist seem to pay any attention to their nominal religion’s theology.”
The general issue here, is that while many physicists will indeed maintain a "nominal affiliation with faith", for the
sake of congeniality, cultural fitting, or whatever, when probed deeper about the fine points about cultural or
parental "faiths" in respect to one's belief system and to the belief systems of physics and chemistry, heated eruption
often bubbles to the fore, the what is entropy debate? (1902), Rossini debate (2007), and Moriarty-Thims debate
(2009) are but a few examples.
The debate, in core issue, referring to Geller's comment "why should it have a point? What point? It’s just a
physical system, what point is there?" statement, is that physical systems, according to thermodynamics, have
equilibrium points, which depend on the type of system, which for society, as a physical system, equates to temporal
points of free energy minimization — the seed logic of which first began to become apparent when in October 1873,
German physicist August Horstmann famously announced the condition for chemical equilibrium to be that of
maximum entropy; the translation logic of which, in terms of free energy, the isothermal isobaric system equivalent
of Horstmann’s maximal entropy logic, becoming integrated into so called “points” of earth-bound human existence
and experience by the so-called human free energy theorists, beginning with Sigmund Freud (“A Project for Scientific
Psychology”, 1895), Lawrence Henderson (Harvard Pareto circle, 1926), John Neumann (1934), and so on. These
earth-bound equilibrium "points" are in turn coupled to the spins, movements, and other hypothetical "points" of the
universe (e.g. big bang) and this is where the meaning and understanding of movement logic comes in. The problem
is that none of this type of physical humanities logic is currently being taught in American, or about the world (give or
take), which is why twenty-seven cosmologists and physicists are at odds which each other about whether or not the
universe is pointless.
This state of affairs leaves the uninformed, citing Weinberg, to conclude that “there isn’t any rhyme or reason to
the course of human history or to the universe. It’s just one damn thing after another. Real purpose has been ruled
out by physics” (Alexander Rosenberg, 2011) or that we are but but “flotsam and jetsam” (Jim Peebles, c.1991), and
so on. [8]

Quotes
The following are noted atheism, religion, and science related quotes by Weinberg: (Ѻ)
“One of the great historical contributions of science is to weaken the hold of religion. I think that’s a good thing.”
— Steven Weinberg (date)
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“It's a consequence of the experience of science. As you learn more and more about the universe, you find you can
understand more and more without any reference to supernatural intervention, so you lose interest in that
possibility. Most scientists I know don't care enough about religion even to call themselves atheists. And that, I think,
is one of the great things about science—that it has made it possible for people not to be religious.”
— Steven Weinberg (c.2001)

“For myself, the pleasure of the work had always provided justification enough for doing it. Sitting at my desk or at
some café table, I manipulate mathematical expressions and feel like Faust playing with his pentagrams before
Mephistopheles arrives.”
— Steven Weinberg (1992), Dreams of a Final Theory (pg. 5)

“Electromagnetism and gravitation happen to be the only fundamental forces that are evident in everyday life, but
there are other kinds of forces in nature, including the weak and strong nuclear forces.”
— Steven Weinberg (1992), Dreams of a Final Theory (pg. 18)

“The reductionist attitude provides a useful filter that saves scientists in all fields from wasting their time on ideas
that are not worth pursuing.”
— Steven Weinberg (1992), Dreams of a Final Theory (pg. 64)

“The authors of physics textbooks are usually compelled to redo the work of the magicians so that they seem like
sages; otherwise no reader would understand the physics. Planck was a magician in inventing his 1900 theory of heat
radiation, and Einstein was playing the part of a magician when he proposed the idea of the photon in 1905. It is
usually not difficult to understand the papers of the sage-physicists, but papers of magician-physicists are often
incomprehensible. In this sense, Heisenberg’s 1925 paper was pure magic.”
— Steven Weinberg (1992), Dreams of a Final Theory (pg. 68)

“Premature as the question may be, it is hardly possible not to wonder whether we will find any answer to our
deepest questions, any signs of the workings of an interested God, in a final theory. I think that we will not.”
— Steven Weinberg (1992), Dreams of a Final Theory (c. pg. 244)

“I am all in favor of a dialogue between science and religion, but not a constructive dialogue. One of the great
achievements of science has been, if not to make it impossible for an intelligent person to be religious, then at least
to make it possible for them not to be religious. We should not retreat from this accomplishment.”
— Steven Weinberg (1999), “A Designer in the Universe?” [14]

Further reading
1. (a) Weinberg, Steven. (1977). The First Three Minutes: a Modern View of the Origin of the Universe. Basic Books.
(b) Weinberg, Steven. (1992). Dreams of a Final Theory: the Scientist’s Search for the Ultimate Laws of Nature.
Random House.
(c) Weinberg, Steven. (2001). “Physics and History”, in: The One Culture? A Conversation about Science (editors: Jay
Labinger and Harry Collins (§:9:116-28). University of Chicago Press.
2. Thims, Libb. (2011). Purpose? (in a Godless universe). Online as 105-page unfinished manuscript (14 Apr
2013). IoHT publications.
3. Weinberg, Steven. (1977). The First Three Minutes: a Modern View of the Origin of the Universe (pointless, pg. 154).
Basic Books.
4. Weinberg, Steven. (1992). Weinberg, Steven. (1992). Dreams of a Final Theory: the Scientist’s Search for the
Ultimate Laws of Nature (Dostoyevsky, pgs. 52-53; pointless, pgs. 255-56). Random House.
5. Huxley, Aldous. (1937). Ends and Means: an Inquiry into the Nature of Ideals (meaninglessness, 4+ pgs; quote, pg.
270). Harper Collins.
6. Weinberg, Steven. (2001). “The Future of Science, and the Universe”, New York review of Books, Nov 15 in an
article in the New York Review of Books; quoted in Dennis Overbye, "The Universe Might Last Forever, Astronomers
Say, but Life Might Not" (January 1, 2002), The New York Times.
7. Weinberg, Steven. (2010). Lake Views (pg. 45). Harvard University Press.
8. Rosenberg, Alex. (2011). The Atheist’s Guide to Reality: Enjoying Life without Illusions (rhyme, pg. vii + #). W.W.
Norton & Co.
9. Dostoevsky, Fyodor. (1864). The Underground Man (translator: Mirra Ginsburg) (pg. 13). Bantam Books, 1974.
10. Weinberg, Steven. (1974). “Unified Theories of Elementary-Particle Interactions” (abs), Scientific America,
231(1):50-59.
11. Mayr, Ernst. (1985). “How Biology Differs from the Physical Sciences”, in: Evolution at the Crossroads (editors:
David Depew and Bruce Weber) (pg. 44). MIT.
12. Weinberg, Steven. (1987). “Newtonianism, Reductionism and the Art of Congressional Testimony” (abs), Nature,
330(#):433-37.
13. Mayr, Ernst. (1988). “The Limits of Reductionism” (abs), Nature, 331:475.
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14. (a) Weinberg, Steven. (1999). “A Designer in the Universe?”, The New York Review of Books, Oct 21; adapted from
a talk given at the Conference on Cosmic Design of the American Association for the Advancement for Science,
Washington DC, Apr.
(b) Strobel, Lee. (2004). The Case for a Creator: a Journalist Investigates Scientific Evidence that Points Toward God
(pg. 83). Zondervan, 2009.

Further reading
● Weinberg, Steven. (1972). Gravitation and Cosmology: Principles and Applications of the General Theory of
Relativity. Wiley.
● Weinberg, Steven. (1983). The Discovery of Subatomic Particles. Cambridge University Press, 2003.

External links
● Steven Weinberg – Wikipedia.
● Steven Weinberg (faculty) – University of Texas at Austin.
● Weinberg, Steven (1933-) – WorldCat Identities.

Weinhold, Frank
In thermodynamics, Frank Albert Weinhold (1941-) is an American chemist noted for
his 2009 Classical and Geometrical Theory of Chemical and Phase Thermodynamics,
which, supposedly, is the first authoritative textbook presentation of equilibrium
chemical thermodynamics and phase thermodynamics in a reformulated geometrical
framework—possibly a treatise on simplified graphical thermodynamics—expressed
with only elementary high school level geometry concepts, instead of the standard fare
partial differential equation calculus-based thermodynamics expositions. The book
contains interesting biographical sections, such as on, for course, Willard Gibbs, the
founder of graphical thermodynamics; but also on other background mathematicians,
such as sections on explaining the influence of the mathematics of space and of the
physical forces work of German mathematician Bernard Riemann (1826-1866) on the
thermodynamics and relativity theories of German-born American physicist Albert
Einstein. [1]

Education
Weinhold completed his BA in 1962 at the University of Colorado, Boulder, and his AM in 1964 and PhD in 1967 at
Harvard University, the latter with a dissertation on “Reduced Density Matrices of Atoms and Molecules”. Weinhold
held postdoctoral and teaching appointments at Oxford, Berkeley, and Stanford before joining the chemistry
department at the University of Wisconsin-Madison in 1976, where he presently is professor emeritus.

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“Gibbs’ thermodynamic papers—difficult, abstract, and buried in an obscure journal on the fringes of European
scientific awareness-remained for a time virtually unknown except among a small circle of admirers. Fortunately, the
latter included physicist James Maxwell, who advocated effectively for Gibbs’ insights and methods. Major centers of
Gibbsian influence began to appear in Germany, Holland, and elsewhere, as Nobel Prizing winning careers were
launched from a passing remark or footnote in Gibbs’ monumental masterpiece.”
— Frank Weinhold (2009), Classical and Geometrical Theory of Chemical and Phase Thermodynamics (pg. 151)

References
1. Weinhold, Frank. (2009). Classical and Geometrical Theory of Chemical and Phase Thermodynamics (Riemann, pgs.
421-28). Wiley.

External links
● Frank Weinhold (faculty) – University of Wisconsin-Madison.
● Weinhold, Frank (1941-) – WorldCat Identities.

Weininger, Stephen
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In hmolscience, Stephen Joel Weininger (1937-) is an American physical organic
chemist and science historian noted for his 1983 two cultures contributions, and for, in
human chemistry, his 2002 literature chemistry entry in the Encyclopedia of Literature
and Science, wherein he discusses German polymath Johann Goethe’s Elective Affinities
(1809), among others, such as Honore Balzac (Search for the Absolute, 1834), Thomas
Pynchon, and Primo Levi. [1] Weininger states that Spanish novelist Leopoldo Alas’
1890 His Only Son, is a so-called successor to Elective Affinities, supposedly inspired by
the former. In 1983, Weininger defined what he refers to as “reductive realism”, which
he says has been the dominate philosophy of science since Newton, as having two
major tenets: [4]
I. A knowable, true physical reality underlies appearances.
II. A single, all-embracing theory of reality will ultimately explain all physical
phenomena.
Weininger then, citing Fred Carlisle (1980), states that “some scientists have abandoned either realism or
reductivism”, following application of reductive realism to molecular structure. [5] In 1994, Weininger attended the
Conference on Entropy at the Dibner Institute for the History of Science and Technology, after which he began to
work as a Mellon Fellow doing research on the introduction of entropy into chemistry; the result of which was the 39page article “Sooner Science than Confusion: the Tortuous Entry of Entropy into Chemist”, co-authored with Helge
Kragh. [2]

Education
Weininger completed his BA (in chemistry?) at Brooklyn College, City University of New York, in 1957, and PhD in
1964, dissertation “Mass Spectral Decomposition of Some Diels-Alder Reactions”, at the University of Pennsylvania.
From 1965 to 2005 he has been a professor of physical organic chemistry at Worchester Polytechnic Institute, and
professor emeritus thereafter. His most widely held work is the 1972 textbook Contemporary Organic Chemistry. [3]

References
1. (a) Weininger, Stephen J. (2002). “Chemistry”, in: Encyclopedia of Literature and Science (pg. 77-79), ed. Pamela
Gossin, Greenwood Publishing Group.
(b) Gossin, Pamela. (2002). Encyclopedia of Literature and Science (chemistry, 40+ pgs; §Chemistry, pg. 77-79).
Greenwood Publishing Group.
2. (a) Staff. (1994). "Conference on Entropy", Dibner Institute for the History of Science and Technology, Apr 15-16.
(b) Kragh, Helge and Weininger, Stephen J. (1996). “Sooner Science than Confustion: the Tortuous Entry of Entropy
into Chemist” (abs), Historical Studies in the Physical and Biological Sciences, 27(1): 91-130.
3. Weininger, Stephen J. (1972). Contemporary Organic Chemistry. Holt, Reinhart, and Winston.
4. Weininger, Stephen. (1983). “Concept and Context in Contemporary Chemistry”, Conference on Science,
Technology, and Literature, Long Island University, Brooklyn, New York, Feb; in: Beyond the Two Cultures: Essays on
Science, Technology, and Literature (editors: Joseph Slade and Judith Lee) (§2:39-49). Iowa State University Press,
1990.
5. Carlisle, E. Fred. (1980). “Literature, Science, and Language: A Study of Similarity and Difference”, Pre/text, 1:39-42.

External links
● Stephen Weininger (faculty) – Worchester Polytechnic Institute.
● Weininger, Stephen J. – WorldCat Identities.

Weininger, Otto
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In hmolscience, Otto Weininger (1880-1903) (IQ:180±|#106↑↓) was an Austrian
polyintellectual philosopher noted for his 1903 Eros and Psyche or Sex and Character: A
Fundamental Investigation, published four months before he shot himself in the heart
(see: founders and suicide), in which he claims to be the first to extrapolate upon
German polymath Johann Goethe’s 1809 chemical affinity theory of relationships,
passions, sex, marriage and divorce. [1]
Goethe’s protégé Arthur Schopenhauer and his elective affinities based The World as
Will and Representation (1814/44), of course, predates Weininger’s publication, but,
nevertheless, there is some truth to Weininger’s assertion, as Weininger does seem to
present Goethe affinity model as an established scientific fact, and on this fact attempt
to outlined a theory of maleness and femaleness in regards to sex and character.

Education
Weininger studied philosophy at the University of Vienna with Friedrich Jodl (18491914), his main mentor, himself a mixture of David Hume, Ludwig Feuerbach, and positivism, and Laurenz Mullner
(1848-1911), his second supervisor; physics with Ludwig Boltzmann and Franz Exner (1849-1926); studied certain
aspects of medicine and physiology; and worked in the department of plant physiology with Wilhelm Figdor (18661938). [7] In 1902, Weininger, then aged 22, completed his PhD dissertation in philosophy; the bulk of which when
into forming his 1903 Sex and Character or Eros and Psyche (as it was originally called), the gist of which, as
summarized by John Ross (2009), amounts to a "bizarre mixture of science and philosophy" aiming to solve the
"Jewish problem" and the "woman problem" in one blow, via some type of spectrum of masculinity and femininity
logic applied individually and to social groups. [10]

Life | Non-life issue
See: Defunct theory of life; Unbridgeable gap;

Weininger paralleled chemical affinity and sexual affinity as follows:
“The law of sexual affinity is analogous in another respect to a well-known law of theoretical chemistry, although,
indeed, there are marked differences. The violence of a chemical reaction is proportionate to the mass of the
substances involved, as, or instance, a stronger acid solution unites with a stronger basic solution with greater avidity,
just as is the case of the union of a pair of living beings with strong maleness and femaleness.”
This is fairly cogent. Following this, however, he ventures into a life/non-life divide conception:
“But there is a difference between the living process and the reaction of the lifeless chemical substances. The living
organism is not homogenous and isotropic in its composition; it is not divisible into a number of small parts of
identical properties. The difference depends on the principle of individuality, on the fact that that every living thing is
an individual, and that its individuality is essentially structural. And so in the vital process it is not as in inorganic
chemistry; and there is no possibility of a larger proportion forming one compound, a smaller proportion forming
another.”
Here, Weininger seems to be touching on the the so-called:
individuality problem.

Influence
Weininger was influential to those including: Ludwig
Wittgenstein and James Joyce. [3] Weininger's plant
physiology professor Wilhelm Figdor (1866-1938), of note,
_
&
_
came from the family that Hermann Christian Wittgenstein
married into, thereby making a connectivity to a then “young
Weininger fan” named Ludwig Wittgenstein, who in 1903,
then aged 14, was assumed to have been at Weininger’s
funeral, which took place at Matzleinsdorf Protestant
Weininger was influential to Ludwig Wittgenstein, (1889Cemetery, pictured below (right). Wittgenstein, e.g., as a
1951) estimated by some with an IQ of 190, one of the
youth, read Sex and Character, and was said to have been
world’s greatest philosophical geniuses, and James Joyce
(1882-1941), a noted literary genius, both shown above
deeply influenced by it. [2]
respectively.
Weininger, as noted summarized by John Ross (2009),
had “a powerful influence” on Wittgenstein, both examining
the same relationships between logic and morality from a psychological point of view; Wittgenstein, of note,
continued to think along Weininger lines throughout his days, e.g. mentioning him in his notes as late as 1950. [10]
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Chemical | Morality
The following are noted quotes on morality, in the human chemical theory perspective:
“If iron sulphate and caustic potash are brought together, the SO4 ions leave the iron to unite with the potassium.
When in nature an adjustment of such differences of potential is about to take place, he who would approve or
disapprove of the process form the moral point of view would appear to most to play a ridiculous part.”
Weininger states that this the fundamental idea of Goethe's Elective Affinities, namely that: "a divorce takes place, as
much constitutional, depending on the nature of things". He notes:
“None the less, it is as little my intention as it was the intention of Goethe to advocate divorce, but only to explain it.”
(add discussion)

Other
It was Friedrich Jodl (1849-1914), to note, who convinced Weininger to change the title of book from Eros and Psyche
(original title), seemingly on Algerian-Roman Latin-prose writer Apuleius’ 160AD “Cupid and Psyche”, in his
Metamorphosis, to Sex and Character (Geschlecht und Charakter), the latter considered more “scholarly”, in Jodl’s
view. [8] Weininger, to note, sent a copy of his Sex and Character to Sigmund Freud, who belittled it. [10]

Reaction end | Suicide
See main: Founders of thermodynamics and suicide

In June 1903, after months of concentrated work,
Weininger finish his human chemistry upgrade book
Sex and Character: A Fundamental Investigation, an
attempt "to place sex relations in a new and decisive
light"—namely, it seems, and expansion of Goethe’s
human chemical theory applied to feminism and
sexual relation issues. Shortly after finishing Sex and
Character, Weininger commented the following: [6]
“There are three possibilities for me: the gallows,
suicide, or a future so brilliant that I don’t dare to
think of it.”

On 3 Oct 1903, Weininger, age 23, shot himself in the chest, in the
area of the heart, in Schwarzspanierstrasse 15, 1090 Vienna, in the
same room that Ludwig Beethoven met his reaction end (died) 76years previously, on 26 mar 1827. (Ѻ) The original house, in which
Beethoven and Weininger both ceased to exist, to note, was
demolished in 1904 (Ѻ); the new building contains a plaque,
pictured above (left). Right: Wininger's tomb at Matzleinsdorf
Protestant Cemetery, burial said to have been attended by Ludwig
Wittgenstein, then age 14.

The book, however, did not created the expected
“stir”, although at one point it was attacked by
German neurologist and Goethe-SchopenhauerNietzsche scholar Paul Mobius who accused him of
plagiarism. Deeply disappointed, and seemingly
depressed, Weininger left for Italy. Back in Vienna he
spent his last five days with his parents. On October 3,
he took a room in the house in Schwarzspanierstraße 15, the noted final resting place of Ludwig van Beethoven. He
told the landlady that he was not to be disturbed before morning since he planned to work and then to go to bed
late. This night he wrote two letters, one addressed to his father, the other one to his brother Richard, telling them
that he was going to shoot himself. On October 4, Weininger was found mortally wounded, having shot himself
through the heart. He died in Wiener Allgemeines Krankenhaus at half past ten that morning. Otto Weininger was
buried in the Matzleinsdorf Protestant Cemetery in Vienna. The epitaph by his father translates:

“This stone closes the resting place of a youth whose spirit never found rest on earth. And when he had made known
the revelations of his spirit and of his soul, he could no longer bear to be among the living. He sought out the death
precinct of one of the greatest in Vienna's Schwarzspanier house, and there destroyed his bodily existence.”
(add discussion)

Praise | Tribute
The following are notes of praise and or tribute:
“We have all come under the spell of Otto Weininger, even those of us who have never heard of him, for he was one
of those geniuses whose ideas echo far beyond any sound that is made by their names.”
— Harvey Wickham (c.1920) [4]

“I think, I have never invented a movement of thought, rather they are always given to me by others. I have merely
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taken them up passionately for my work of clarification. In this way Boltzmann, Hertz, Schopenhauer, [Gottlob] Frege,
Russell, Kraus, Loos, Weininger, Spengler, Sraffa have influenced me.”
— Ludwig Wittgenstein (1931), diary note [11]

“The man came as a meteor and disappeared as suddenly. It was only when he had passed that his ideas started to
sparkle, electrifying the world. Some regarded him as a biologist, others as a psychologist, still others called him a
mystic. Though generally considered a realist, he was at the same time strongly suspected of dealing in fantasies. He
was praised for his invincible logic and attacked for his crusade against women. He was full of contradictions. His
name became the signal for dispute and controversy in a thousand cities.”
— David Abrahamsen (1946), The Mind and Death of a Genius [4]
“Weininger’s nature forced his mind on long expeditions into psychology, biology, literature, and philosophy,
journeys from which he never returned. Dissatisfied with scientific research, discontent with his own restless nature,
he went farther and farther along the paths of speculative thought until he was, at the end, quite alone.”
— David Abrahamsen (1946), The Mind and Death of a Genius [4]

“It would be hard to find another man who showed even in mild form the characteristics and the mental processes
that Otto Weininger revealed in the extreme.”
— David Abrahamsen (1946), The Mind and Death of a Genius [4]

Quotes
The following are noted quotes:
“I must confess to being proud that this book is the first work to take up [Goethe’s] ideas.”
— Otto Weininger (1903), Sex and Character (pg. 41)

“There were ancient and modern vague anticipations of the theory of Darwin and Lamarck, anticipations which we
are now apt to overvalue. Mayer and Helmholtz had their predecessors, and Goethe and Leonardo da Vinci, perhaps
two of the most many-sided intellects known to us, anticipated in a vague way many of the conclusions of modern
science.”
— Otto Weininger (1903), Sex and Character (pg. 97)

“Universality is the distinguishing mark of genius. There is no such thing as a special genius, a genius for mathematics,
or for music, or even for chess, but only a universal genius. The theory of special genius, according to which for
instance, it is supposed that a musical genius should be a fool at other subjects, confuses genius with talent. There
are many kinds of talent, but only one kind of genius, and that is able to choose any kind of talent and master it.”
— Otto Weininger (1903), Sex and Character (pg. 112) [12]
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Further reading
● Sengoopta, Chandak. (2000). Otto Weininger: Sex, Science, and Self in Imperial Vienna (elective affinities, 4+ pgs).
University of Chicago Press.

External links
● Otto Weininger – Wikipedia.
● Otto Weininger on genius (quotes) – TheAbsolute.net.

Weintraub, Roy
In hmolscience, E. Roy Weintraub (1943-) is an American mathematician and
economist noted for his 1991 Stabilizing Dynamics: Constructing Economic Knowledge,
wherein he gives a rather detailed look at the dynamics of the famous Harvard Pareto
circle. [1]

Education
Weintraub completed his AB in 1964 in mathematics at Swarthmore College and his
MS (1967) and PhD (1969) both in applied mathematics, focused in economics, under
advisors noted “Gibbs circle” economist Lawrence Klein and mathematician Herbert
Wilf, at the University of Pennsylvania. This educational background, to clarify, would
seem to put Weintraub in the lineage of what American economist Paul Samuelson
refers to as the "Gibbs circle in economics": [2]
“My title could just as aptly have been: ‘The Gibbs Circle in Economics’. It would of
course have begun in New Haven with Irving Fisher at its epicenter. Edwin Wilson,
Gibbs’ last protégé, transported his tradition to MIT and Harvard. Lawrence Henderson, Harvard physiologist turned
philosopher and zealot for Pareto’s sociology, was not quite an economist but he did proselytized for Gibbsian
equilibrium in blood and elites. Wilson was my master, first among equals. Through his lineage I could claim Gibbs as
my grandfather; and when my first PhD student Lawrence Klein came to generalize the Le Chatelier’s principle to
quadratic forms of statistical variances, this Nobelist could claim rights to the apostolic succession.”
To this group, Samuelson adds in Jan Tinbergen and Tjalling Koopmans as two Nobel laureates in economics who
showed Gibbsian Influence. Weintraub currently is an economics professor at Duke University (see also: Adrian Bejan
and Alexander Rosenberg).
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1. Weintraub, E. Roy. (1991). Stabilizing Dynamics: Constructing Economic Knowledge (pgs. 63-64). Cambridge
University Press.
2. Samuelson, Paul. (1989). “Gibbs in economics”, in: Proceedings of the Gibbs Symposium, Yale University, May 15-17
(editors: D.G. Caldi and George Mostow) (pgs. 255-68; Gibbs circle in economics, pg. 255). American Mathematical
Society.

External links
● E. Roy Weintraub – Wikipedia.
● E. Roy Weintraub (faculty) – Duke University.

Weir, David
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In hmolscience, David Weir (1947-) is an American comparative literature scholar noted, in literature
thermodynamics, for his 2007 discussions of the 1890s thermodynamical theories of Henry Adams and Brooks
Adams.

Overview
In 2007, Weir, in his Decadent Culture in the United States, situates the cyclical rises and falls of decadence in the
United States at the turn of the 20th century in the context of American historian Brooks Adams 1895 theory of
energy and entropy acting on civilization, in the form of expansions and contractions, as well as Henry Adams views
on thermodynamics and civilization. [1]

Quotes | Cited
The following are quoted cited, discussed, and or analyzed by Weir:
“The theory proposed is based on the accepted scientific principle that the law of force and energy is of universal
application in nature, and that animal life is one of the outlets through which solar energy is dissipated.”
— Adams (Henry or Brooks), cited by Weir (pg. 12)

“Probably the velocity of the social movement of any community is proportionate to its energy and mass, and its
centralization is proportionate to its velocity; therefore, as human movement is accelerated, societies centralize. In
the earlier stages of concentration, fear appears to be the channel through which energy finds the readiest outlet;
accordingly, in primitive and scattered communities, the imagination is vivid, and the mental types produced are
religious, military, artistic. As consolidation advances, fear yields to greed, and the economic organism tends to
supersede the emotional and martial.”
— Adams (Henry or Brooks), cited by Weir (pg. 12)

Education
Weir presently is a comparative literature professor at Cooper Union, New York.

References
1. Weir, David. (2007). Decadent Culture in the United States: Art and Literature against the American Grain, 18901926 (pgs. 11-16). SUNY Press.

External links
● David Weir (academic) – Wikipedia.

Weismann, August
In science, August Weismann (1834-1914) was a German chemical zoologist noted for
[]

Overview
In 1889, Weismann, in his Essay on Heredity, stated the following thought-provoking
quote: [2]
“We can, indeed, kill all organic beings and thus render them inorganic at will. But
these changes are not the same as those which we induce in a piece of chalk by
pouring sulphuric acid upon it; in this case we only change the form, and the inorganic
matter remains. But when we pour sulphuric acid upon a worm, or when we burn an
oak-tree, these organisms are not changed into some other animal and tree, but they
disappear entirely as organized beings and are resolved into inorganic elements.”
This quoted attracted the attention of: Karl Pearson (1900) and C.W. Formby (1907).
(Ѻ) In 1892, Weismann published his germ plasm theory, according to which inheritance only takes place by means of
the germ cells—the gametes such as egg cells and sperm cells. [3]

Internal force
Weismann, in regards to the concept of internal force, also theorized about "forces residing in the organism"
influencing the germ-plasm, an imperceptible entity he halves and divides as if it were a physical quantity. [2]

References
1. (a) Weismann, August. (1889). Essays on Heredity (txt) (pg. 33). Oxford.
(b) Pearson, Karl. (1900). The Grammar of Science (pg. 330). Adam and Charles Black.
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2. Pearson, Karl. (1900). The Grammar of Science (pg. 329). Adam and Charles Black.
3. Weismann, August. (1892). Das Keimplasma: eine Theorie der Vererbung. Fischer, Jena.

External links
● August Weismann – Wikipedia.

Weiss, Richard
In thermodynamics, Richard A. Weiss (c.1933-) is/was an American engineer noted for his twovolume 1976 Relativistic Thermodynamics, one of the first books on relativistic thermodynamics,
and his 1989 book Gauge Theory of Thermodynamics. [1]

References
1. (a) Weiss, Richard A. (1976). Relativistic Thermodynamics, Volume 1. Exposition Press.
(b) Weiss, Richard A. (1976). Relativistic Thermodynamics, Volume 2. Exposition Press.
(c) Weiss, Richard A. (1989). Gauge Theory of Thermodynamics. W & K Publications.

Further reading
● Weiss, Richard. A. (1992). “Gravity and Thermodynamics” (abs), Defense Technical Information Center.

Westergaard, Mogens
In science, Mogens Westergaard (c.1912-1975) was a Danish plant geneticist noted for []

Overview
In 1957, Westergaard, in his “On the Identification of Genetic and Non-Genetic Variation in
Bacteria”, wherein, in discussion on the semantics involved in microbial genetics and especially
bacterial genetics, specifically in the field of drug resistance in microorganisms, cites Kaj Lang's
1956 thermodynamics of the male housefly spoof article as word of wisdom when “quibble about
words” erupts when going from the micro to macro areas of theoretical investigation.

Quotes | Cited
The following are quotes employed by Westergaard:
“One well established and generally accepted method of treating systems which are complicated beyond
comprehension is to construct simple models and see whether they fit the systems in question. If they do, you will
immediately become suspicious, and so will your colleagues most certainly, with the result that a blooming literature
sprints up (or breaks out) dealing with the problem of how you have managed to make all your errors cancel one
another. If they do not fit, the beauty of the models themselves may shine for years untainted by the squalid
awkwardness of reality.”
— Kai Lang (1956), “The Thermodynamic Activity of the Male Housefly”; cited by Mogens Westergaard (pg. 289) [2]

Quotes
The following are quotes by Westergaard:
“Cybernetics has several times proved useful when dealing with ‘borderline’ scientific problems; indeed it has
sometimes been considered almost a psychiatric miracle-cure for such problems; and microbial genetics and
especially bacterial genetics is certainly a borderline problem.”
— Mogens Westergaard (1957), “On the Identification of Genetic and Non-Genetic Variation in Bacteria” (pg. 280-81)

“I apologize that most of this paper has been concerned with semantic problems, since this is generally a considered
a most boring subject in biology. However, I have followed a standard practice in dealing with complex problems by
constructing a model. To place this model in its true perspective, the reader is referred to a recent publication by two
great scientists [F. Fizz-Loony and Kaj Lang (1956)] on the use of models in biological research.”
— Mogens Westergaard (1957), “On the Identification of Genetic and Non-Genetic Variation in Bacteria” (pg. 289)

Education
Westergaard graduated from Horsens in 1931 and then completed his MS in genetics in 1936, after which he became
a professor at the University of Copenhagen. [2]

References
1. (a) Fizz-Loony, F. and Linderstrom-Lang, Kaj. (1956). “The Thermodynamic Activity of the Male Housefly (Muscus
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domesticus L-L.)” (pdf). New York: Academy Press.
(b) Westergaard, Mogens. (1957). “On the Identification of Genetic and Non-Genetic Variation in Bacteria”, CIBA
Foundation Symposium; in: Drug Resistance in Microorganisms: Mechanisms of Development (pgs. 280-93; esp. pg.
289). Wiley, 2009.
2. Mogens Westergaard (Danish → English) – DenStoreDanske.dx.

External links
● Mogens, Westergaard – WorldCat Identities.

What happens when you die?
In philosophy, what happens when you die? is the greatest philosophical
conundrum of modern times; the question in most need of answer.
Specifically, according to 2005 polls, when asked the question: ‘what is
humankind’s present-day greatest philosophical conundrum’, 27% respond
with the conundrum ‘what happens when you die’, 23% respond with ‘what
is love?’, and 19% respond with ‘what is the meaning of life?’ [1] The subject
of death is typically approached as being a transformation process that will
abide by the known laws of the universe, namely the first and second law of
thermodynamics.

Overview
A scientific answer to the question of death is typically approached using the
first law of thermodynamics, such as was outlined in 1997 by Puerto Rican
cultural anthropologist Migene Gonzalez-Wippler. [2]
“We want to establish a theory about what happens after we die. In order
to do this, we must first provide a foundation for this theory, and this
foundation is the first law of thermodynamics. This law states that energy
can neither be created nor destroyed.”

Draft cover for possible book by American
chemical engineer Libb Thims, explaining
death energetically.

This type of theory was first outlined in 1892 by German physician and
physicist Hermann Helmholtz. [3] Others to have approached the death
question via thermodynamics include: German chemist Wilhelm Ostwald (1906), Engish physical chemist Frederick
Soddy (1919), Iranian thermodynamicist Mehdi Bazargan (c. 1950), American engineer Ronald Pearson (1990), and
French engineer and biophysical chemist Louis-Marie Vincent (c. 2000). In 1978, in what seems to have been
influenced by the writings of Pierre Teilhard, Scottish-born American philosopher Geddes MacGregor outlined some
of the difficulties involved in attempts to reconcile theories of soul, immortality, and reincarnation with the second
law of thermodynamics. The following is an example quote: [5]
“If whatever is called the soul is to have the importance attributed to it by those who would contend for its
immortality, then it must be dynamic par excellence and therefore subject to entropy in an eminent degree.”

One can also find discussions on energy, death and the first law in the context of the Vedic religions, particularly the
Bhagavad-Gita, a subject which occupies the mindset of about 13 percent of the world, as speculated on by American
author Steven Rosen: [6]
“Modern science recognizes a sort of spark or energy that animates the body, something that distinguishes it from
dead matter. Further, the first law of thermodynamics, stating that energy cannot be created or destroyed, gives us
reason to pause when thinking about reincarnation—if there is energy in the body, and this energy cannot be created
or destroyed, where does it go at the time of death?”
(add discussion)

Quantification
In circa 1995, American physician Gerry Nahum, with a background in thermodynamics and information theory,
supposedly, worked out a 25-page proposal, entitled "Proposal for Testing the Energetics of Consciousness and its
Physical Foundation", to conduct a consciousness-weighing project to quantify the energy of consciousness or rather
the “weight of the soul”, at the point of death, estimated to cost $100,000, using a negative entropy theory. [7]
In 2005, American chemical engineer Libb Thims classified this subject of study by the name cessation
thermodynamics, the study of what happens to the entity or moral essence of neurologically functioning person,
thermodynamically, when he or she ceases to be, as a branch of philosophical thermodynamics. In short, this subject
amounts to a study of the changes or transformations of the internal energy dU (ergal + vis viva) of the energy
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content of one's residual human chemical bonds (one's bonded social structure), i.e. bond energy, at the point of
termination, a transformation process that would be defined by the following approximate expression: [4]

which shows that the circle integration of the change in energy of the structure or movement of a person's life over
the boundary of one's activity spheres, in a death cycle, will be quantified by a summation of changes to intensiveextensive conjugate variable pairs, assignable to a before and after system state and connective system structural
change.

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“Old chemists never die; they just reach equilibrium.”
— Anon (c.1995), oft-quoted joke, as found on T-shirts; variant of this joke is: 'old chemists never die; they just fail to react'.

References
1. Thims, Libb. (2007). Human Chemistry (Volume One) (pgs. 301-02). Morrisville, NC: LuLu.
2. Gonzalez-Wippler, Migene. (1997). What Happens After Death: Scientific & Personal Evidence for Survival
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5. MacGregor, Geddes. (1978). Reincarnation in Christianity: a New Vision of the Role of Rebirth in (entropy, pgs. 8284, 86, 120, 132, 168, 188). Quest Books.
6. Rosen, Steven J. (2002). Gita on the Green: The Mystical Tradition Behind Bagger Vance (thermodynamics, pg. 72).
Continuum International Publishing Group.
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External links
● What happens with energy in you after you die? – Fluther.com.
● What happens when you die? – CliffNotes.com.

What is entropy debate
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In debates, What is Entropy Debate?, or Swinburne entropy
debate, was a famous 1902 to 1907 debate as to the nature
of entropy, originating between primarily English physicist
James Swinburne and Irish mechanical engineer John Perry
(former assistant to William Thomson). As summarized in the
1907 Harvard Engineering Journal article “The Question of
Entropy” by American steam engineering and
thermodynamicist Sidney Reeve. [1]
“Eighteen months previously to its opening there was
published in Engineering (July 13, 1900) a letter upon 'The
Nature of Entropy', from Mr. J. MacFarlane Gray to Mr. T.
O'Connor Sloane, which is worthy of notice. But the bulk of
the expression of opinion occurred within the three months
from early December, 1902, to early March, 1903, during
which time forty odd contributions to the topic appeared in
the columns of four London engineering periodicals, all of
them from the pens of prominent men.”
In sum, the debate took place primarily through the
exchange of letters in a number of British electrical and
mechanical engineering journals, involving a number of
eminent scientists, including Max Planck, Henri Poincare,
Oliver Lodge, Sydney Evershed, Oliver Heaviside, among
others, that resulted in the writing of a number of
educational articles on entropy and even one book, the 1904
Entropy: or Thermodynamics from an Engineer’s Standpoint Summary of the letters of exchange in the 1902-1904
and the Reversibility of Thermodynamics by Swinburne.
"What is Entropy", centered at London, by American

Debaters

thermodynamicist Sidney Reeve. [1]

The following is work-in-progress list of debaters:
● James Swinburne
● John Perry (1902), “Le er Reply Title”, Dec 26
● Sydney Evershed (1903), “Ar cle”, Jan 9
● Max Planck (1903), “Article”, Mar 6
● William Franklin (1903), “The Misuse of Physics by Biologists and Engineers”, Oct 31
● Henri Poincare
● Oliver Lodge
● Oliver Heaviside
● Sidney Reeve (1907), “The Ques on of Entropy” (1907)
(add discussion)

Events
In 1897, during the Hartford Meeting of the American Society of
Mechanical Engineers, a paper by American civil engineer De Volson
Wood (1832-1897) (Ѻ), shown adjacent, on the “Adiabatics of
Staurated Vapour” was read, the blackboard equation derivation
minutes of which, being reported as follows: [14]

De Volson Wood

Mr. Richmond
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A heated debate on the nature of entropy then the erupted; which is reported by an American correspondent as
follows:
“The discussion which followed this brief communication was a beautiful example of the way in which a society
whose members are fresh from practical life and forgetful of the accurate definitions of modern science, may
hopelessly involve itself when questions concerning the nature of energy are sprung.
Mr. Richmond arose, and with the assistance of the blackboard explained at length a method, in common use among
the engineers of Europe, for obtaining the adiabatical equation in such a case as that of Professor Wood's “engine in
which the law of pressures and volumes of the working fluid are represented on a diagram of energy by a closed
path,” in which it is desirable to express in heat units the difference in amount between the heat absorbed and the
heat emitted. Mr. Richmond emphasized the fact that by this method “absolutely no calculation” was required. It
could “all be mastered by anybody with about an hour’s careful thought.”
Mr. Kent wanted Mr. Richmond to indicate more plainly what were the abscissae in his diagrams upon the board; and
he desired, furthermore, to know whether these abscissac represented “entropy for work.”
Mr. Richmond responded that he had tactfully omitted the word “entropy” from his explanation because “most
people had a notion that entropy was some sort of a mystery.” He thereupon proceeded to elucidate the mystery. If
we represent a quantity of heat by a rectangle, the absolute temperature being represented on one side, the other
side will represent the “entropy.” “It's simply the name ‘entropy.’ One is temperature, the other is entropy. The thing
itself is so much simpler than the name that there is no trouble in understanding that if a rectangle represents the
heat, one side representing the heat, the other must represent the ratio.”
Mr. Kent declared himself abundantly satisfied with Mr. Richmond’s explanation, and hoped Mr. Richmond would
write it all out in a little treatise to be printed in the Transactions—omitting the calculus.
Mr. Rockwood did not wish to appear frivolous, but thought Mr. Richmond would confer a favor on the world of
steam engineers at large if he would inform the gentlemen present “Why he uses adiabatics, what adiabatics are for,
and what they ever will be for.” “The prophetic eye,” he continued, “may discern what use they can subserve ; but at
present it is perfectly plain that no gas ever expands adiabatically, or ever will, steam least of all, and the deductions
arising from the analysis of adiabatic curves are wholly inapplicable to any known case of a gas or heat engine." Mr.
Rockwood wanted to know what sort of a heat engine was going to be devised in the future to utilize all the
mathematical theory evolved by distinguished writers in their investigation of the interesting adiabatic mystery.
Mr. Kent desired to ask whether this system was identical with that of Macfarlane Gray. Mr. Richmond responded
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that it was, and that its use being almost universal in Europe, he failed to understand why it had not been adopted in
this country.
Mr. Kent knew why. It was because Mr. Richmond had not written the proposed treatise. “I heard Macfarlane Gray
read his paper in 1889, and I do not think there were five men in the room that understood it. You were one of them,
probably.”
Mr. Richmond, ignoring the Delphic ambiguity of Mr. Kent's last sentence, proceeded again to enlarge upon the
extreme simplicity and unmathematical nature of his method.
Mr. Rockwood again incurred the risk of being deemed frivolous by asking Mr. Richmond to “dwell particularly upon
the nature of heat and upon the nature of entropy, because therein he will do a great service for steam engineers.”
Mr. Kent expressed the hope that Mr. Richmond would not say anything in his treatise about the nature of heat.
Quoting the dictum of Maxwell, “or somebody else” : “ What heat is we do not know,” he added impressively, “We
do not know, and we are not going to know. There is no such thing as entropy.”
Mr. Rockwood insisted, nevertheless, that Mr. Richmond should be allowed to write his treatise.
Mr. Richmond declared Mr. Kent's sententious utterances to be, in the present case, a mathematical fiction. It was
not a mathematical fiction, but an elementary concession, “the moment you allowed that energy is a quantity of two
dimensions and you know one. When you represent that, the other dimensions, whether it has a name or not, is a
clear factor.”
This seems to be the spark that flamed the debate that was to engulf some near 50 scientists in the decade to follow.

Swinburne
This entropy issue seems to have particularly pequied the interest of British electrical engineer
James Swinburne (1858-1958), pictured adjacent, who, retrospectively, stated that as a young
man, in his 20s, when trying to study the subject of thermodynamics, entropy was a mental
barricade; in his own words: [2]
“As a young man I tried to read thermodynamics, but I always came up against entropy as a
brick wall that stopped my further progress. If found the ordinary mathematical explanation, of
course, but no sort of physical idea underlying it. No author seemed even to try to give any
physical idea. Having in those days great respect for textbooks, I concluded that the physical
meaning must be so obvious that it needs no explanation, and that I was especially stupid on the particular subject.”
Swinburne goes on to state that he eventually found the physical meaning and correct definitions through study of
irreversible thermodynamics in physical chemistry. On Dec 02, 1902, however, the difficulty associated with the
definition of entropy was still on Swinburne’s mind and when he gave his presidential address to the British Institute
of Electrical Engineers, nearing the end of the lecture he turned to the question of the proper mathematical
definition of entropy, appending to the body of his address a footnote which reiterated and elaborated his ideas. [1]
In this address, he stated that all the textbook definitions of entropy were “fundamentally wrong”, claiming that
authors were pushing the ideas of reversible thermodynamic processes far beyond their domain of applicability. [3]

Perry
On Dec 26, 1902, Irish mechanical engineer and thermal physicist John Perry responded to Swinburne, with: [4]
“When Mr. Swinburne gravely informs an audience that two and three do not make five, but something else,
everybody takes him to be joking, but when he tries to upset some other well-established scientific principles …he
may be doing much harm [and] he does not know what he is talking about.”
(add discussion)
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Evershed

In a Jan 9, 1903, English electrical instrument maker Sydney
Evershed (1857-1982), supposedly also stirred by
Swinburne's comments, sent in his thoughts to The
Electrician, wherein he stated that: [5]

Evershed also listed the following six summary of his known
definitions of entropy:
(a) Entropy is that portion of the intrinsic energy of a
system which cannot be converted into work by even a
perfect heat engine (Clausius)
(b) Entropy is that portion of the intrinsic energy which can
be converted into work by a perfect engine (Maxwell,
following Tait).
A listing of mostly incorrect misinterpretations of entropy, in
(c) Entropy is that portion of the intrinsic energy which is
a letter to The Electrician (London) from Sydney Evershed,
not converted into work by our imperfect engines
January 09, 1903, in connection to the great “what is entropy
(Swinburne).
debate” (1902-1904) launched by British electrical engineer
(d) Entropy, in a volume of gas, is that which remains
James Swinburne. [5]
constant when heat nether enters nor leaves the gas (R.
Robinson).
(e) Entropy may be called the ‘thermal weight’, temperature being called the ‘thermal height’ (ibid).
(f) Entropy is one of the factors of heat, temperature being the other (Engineering).
Evershed then states that he has ‘set up these bald statements as so many Aunt Sallys, for any one to shy at. [5]

Lodge
In an effort to remedy this dispute, the editors of The Electrician English physicist Oliver Lodge to write a tutorial on
entropy, but the result was said to have been so clearly an attempt to offend no one that it satisfied no one. [6]
Swinburne then began appealing to outside expert authorities on thermodynamics, particularly Henri Poincare and
Max Planck and some of their comments were published in The Electrician.

Planck
German physicist Max Planck (1858-1947), shown adjacent, per Lodge's request for
comment, wrote: [7]
“Astonishment [at seeing] a man so well known and so eminent in science as Sir Oliver Lodge
putting forward ideas on thermodynamics which I have combated ever since the
commencement of my studies in that science.”
Planck called Swinburne’s writing on entropy “excellent” and stated that:
“Swinburne has written one of the best and clearest expositions of the subject that has ever
been written, especially when he points out that Nature never undertakes any change unless
her interests are served by an increase in entropy.”
(add discussion)

Heaviside
This metaphysical-sounding statement caught the eye of English self-taught electrical engineer, mathematician and
physicist Oliver Heaviside, and prompted a letter which tells us, explicitly, something about his thermodynamic ideas,
and of energy: [8]
“I should like to ask Professor Max Planck whether the view he expresses that ‘Nature never undertakes any change
unless her interests are served by an increase of entropy’ is to be taken with or without any particular reservation or
with any special interpretation of ‘her interests’. My thermodynamic ideas are somewhat old-fashioned—viz., that
there is invariably a dissipation of energy or loss of availability of energy due to imperfect or total want of reversibility
in natural processes. This entirely agrees in effect with the way of expressing things in terms of increase of ‘entropy’,
although that subtle quantity is certainly ‘ghostly’, and is somewhat too evasive to be regarded as a physical state
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even though it be a function of the physical state referred to a standard state. But the question is how the interests of
Nature are served by imperfect reversibility? Professor Planck’s words suggest a choice on Nature’s part, as if Nature
had any choice. Goethe said God himself could not alter the course of Nature. That was truly scientific. Then, again,
what are to be considered the interests of Nature? Are we to take exactly things exactly as we find them, and define
the interests in that way? If so, it carries us no further. Or is there a theorem of greatest entropy, showing how any
variation from the proper course of Nature would tend to reduce the rate of increase of the entropy?”
Planck replied promptly with a sharp rejection of Heaviside, at first dismissing the ‘ghostly’ business: [9]
“Whether entropy has any ‘ghostly’ attributes, is a question I will not open, but I am for the present quite content to
know that it is a quantity which can be measured without ambiguity.”
Planck continued:
“I do emphatically deny, and always have combated the proposition adduced by Mr. Heaviside, of the universal
dissipation of energy.”
Here, Planck is referring to Irish-Scottish physicist William Thomson's 1852 "On a Universal Tendency in Nature to the
Dissipation of Mechanical Energy", the popular verbal layman-style version of the second law, being only a loose
approximation to Rudolf Clausius' 1865 very-rigorous mathematical textbook definition of entropy and the second
law, which is what Planck did his PhD on. This objection of Planck to the dissipation of energy view of entropy is
similar to the general objection to American organic chemist Frank Lambert's verbalized "energy dispersal" view of
entropy, such as was debated for several months on the Wikipedia entropy talk pages in 2006, between Lambert and
American chemical engineer Libb Thims, among others. [11]
Planck when on to explain his proposition, but there is no record of a Heaviside reply. [3] Interestingly, two
months after Heaviside’s description of entropy as ‘ghostly’, Perry copied him a curious book review in Nature; that
was not really a ‘review’, but rather a statement of Perry’s experiences in teaching thermodynamics to engineers,
which is supposedly very funny, containing lines such as ‘we know men who pet and fondle their slide rules …’, and
seems to have been written as an emotional release to the debate with Swinburne. [10]
In 1903-04, driven no doubt by the fuel of the debate, Swinburne published the book Entropy: or
Thermodynamics from an Engineer’s Standpoint and the Reversibility of Thermodynamics. [2] In what seems to be a
continuation with the ongoing debate, Perry published a negative review in Nature that year. [12] A response to the
review followed by Swinburne. [13]

See also
● Moriarty-Thims debate
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What is Life?
In famous publications, What is Life? - the Physicist's approach to the Subject:
with an Epilogue on Determinism and Free Will, is a classic 1944 booklet by
Austrian physicist Erwin Schrödinger, in which the puzzling aphorism that “life
feeds on negative entropy” was presented to the lay public. The book
originated from a course of public lectures in February of the year prior at
Trinity College, Dublin, in which Schrödinger attempted to explain, in lay terms,
to explain how the events in space and time take place with the spatial
boundary of a living organism or, in short, to give a definition of life according
to physics and chemistry.
In thermodynamics, Schrödinger’s What is Life?, referring particularly to
chapter six “Order, Disorder and Entropy”, in which a crude description on life
and negative entropy was presented, is by far one of the the most-cited
thermodynamics publications; a phenomenon do in large part to its small size
(approximately 90-pages), its quaint lay-person style of writing, and to
Schrödinger’s celebrity status for having won the 1933 Nobel Prize in physics for
is work in quantum mechanics.
Order, Disorder and Life
The famous chapter six, of What is Life?, entitled "Order, Disorder and
Entropy", is a rich source of famous quotations and a typical launching point or
basis of logic in writings on life and thermodynamics. In this chapter,
Schrodinger gives his famous derivation of "order". To begin with, he gives the
following expression for entropy:

Original cover to Erwin Schrodinger's
famous 1994 Dublin lecture What is
Life?, the book that inspired James
Watson to discover DNA (1953) and
that initiated the famous life feeds on
negative entropy supposition. [3]

where D is a quantitative measure of the atomistic disorder of the body in question; with the addendum that to give
an exact explanation of D in non-technical terms is well-nigh impossible. On this, skipping a few paragraphs of
discussion, he jumps to the conclusion that since the logarithm of 1/D is minus the log of D, we can thus write:

where, as he famously states, "the awkward expression 'negative entropy' can be replaced by the better one:
entropy, taken with a negative sign, is itself a measure of order.
The following paragraph is a frequently quoted section of the chapter: [2]
“What then is that precious something that contained in our food which keeps us from death? That is easily
answered. Every process, event, happening – call it what you will; in a word, everything that is going on in Nature
means an increase of the entropy of the part of the world where it is going on. Thus a living organism continually
increases its entropy – or, as you may say, produces positive entropy – and thus tends to approach the dangerous
state of maximum entropy, which is death. It can only keep aloof from it, i.e. alive, by continually drawing from its
environment negative entropy – which is something very positive as we shall immediately see. What an organism
feeds upon is negative entropy. Or, to put it less paradoxically, the essential thing in metabolism is that the organism
succeeds in freeing itself from all the entropy it cannot help produce while alive.”
The bolded line in this paragraph, in particular, is possibly the most quoted line in thermodynamics; aside from, of
course, Clausius’ even more riddled statement that the "entropy of the universe tends to a maximum".

Note to Chapter 6
In the follow-up to this chapter, Schrodinger received a lot of flak from fellow physicists about various over
simplifications and difficulties in his presentation; after which time he appended a two-page Note to Chapter 6 in
which he explained that if he had been catering his talk to physicists that:
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“[I should have] let the discussion turn on free energy instead [but that] this high technical term seemed linguistically
too near to energy for making the average reader alive to the contrast between the two things … the concept [free
energy] is a rather intricate one, whose relation to Boltzmann’s order-disorder principle is less easy to trace than for
entropy and ‘entropy taken with a negative sign’, which by the way is not my invention.”

Other
American physicist Jack Hokikian states that Schrodinger coined the term “negative entropy”. [2] This, however, may
not be the case, as the term or a variant of it seems to have been used prior to this.
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What is life? (theories of
existence)
In queries, what is life? (theories of existence) refers to []

Overview
In circa 1882, German physicist Hermann Helmholtz, according to
Russian biophysicist Aleksandr Zotin, supposedly argued that life
somehow circumvents the second law. [13] In 1886, Austrian
physicist Ludwig Boltzmann stated: [1]
“Between the earth and sun there is a colossal temperature
difference; between these two bodies energy is thus not at all
distributed according to the laws of probability. The equalization of
temperature, based on the tendency towards greater probability,
takes millions of years, because the bodies are so large and are so far
apart. The intermediate forms assumed by solar energy, until it falls Thermodynamics system view of the earth (4 BYA,
to terrestrial temperatures, can be fairly improbable, so that we can daily rotation was fast, rotating about once every
10-hrs).
easily use the transition of heat from sun to earth for the
performance of work, like the transition of water from the boiler to
the cooling instillation. The general struggle for existence of animate beings is not a struggle for raw materials –
these, for organisms, are air, water and soil, all abundantly available – nor for energy, which exists in plenty in any
body in the form of heat Q, but of a struggle for entropy S, which becomes available through the transition of energy
from the hot sun to the cold earth.”
Boltzmann's verbal outline is diagrammed below in a steam engine view of the earth, in which the surface of the
earth has attached "system" (working substance or working body), rotating once every 24-hours, such as to have
contact, alternately, with a hot body (boiler) and cold body (condenser). In 1914, American experimental biologist
and oceanographer James Johnstone, in his The Philosophy of Biology, stated: [10]
“Entropy is a shadowy kind of concept, difficult to grasp, but again, we may point out that, the reader who would
extend the notion of mechanism into life simply must grasp it.”
In 1920, American thinker William Sidis, in his book The Animate and the Inanimate, outlined the view that life is a
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"reversal of the second law of thermodynamics". [8] In 1944, Austrian physicist Erwin Schrödinger, in his popular
book What is Life?, outlined the view, using crude probability arguments, that: [2]
“[Life] feeds on negative entropy.”
The basic difficulty in Schrödinger’s negative entropy theory is that he equates sustenance (metabolism) with
measures of entropy; whereas in the correct sense, sustenance is a function of substrate interactions, as studied in
the field of surface chemistry. In an appended note to his thermodynamics-life chapter, however, Schrödinger states
that:
“The remarks on negative entropy have met with doubt and opposition from physicist colleagues. Let me say first,
that if I had been law catering for them alone I should have let the discussion turn on free energy instead. It is the
more familiar notion in this context. But this highly technical term seemed linguistically too near to energy for making
the average reader alive to the contrast between the two things.”
In 1959 and 1963 American physicist Robert Lindsay outlined a similar view in this statement that: [11]
“Man's whole struggle … practically every element in man’s developed civilization, may be interpreted either as an
instinctive or conscious and deliberate attempt to replace disorder with order, in other words to consume entropy.”
In 1978, American chemist Peter Molton defined life as "regions of order which use energy to maintain their
organization against the disruptive force of entropy.” [9] In 1987, Austrian-born English molecular biologist Max
Perutz, in commentary on Schrödinger’s negative entropy postulate, stated that: [4]
“We live on free energy and there [is] no [need] to postulate negative entropy.”
Thus, by 1987 the rather paradoxical view had emerged, in the thermodynamics community, that life is something
that either:
(a) Struggles for entropy – Boltzmann, 1886.
(b) Feeds on negative entropy – Schrödinger, 1944.
(c) Consumes entropy – Lindsay, 1959.
(d) Lives on free energy – Perutz, 1987.
In this sense, the silly question becomes do we (as human beings) “struggle”, “feed”, “consume” entropy, or “live” on
free energy? The only correct answer to this question is to ask: what do molecules (human molecules) do, in the
thermodynamic system, during a Carnot cycle, because that is what happens.
To note, in 1987 commentary on Schrödinger’s What is Life?, American chemical engineer Linus Pauling noted
that Schrödinger was discussing a change in the entropy of the "system", he never defined the system. In other
words, one must first define both the system and the boundary, before speaking about either the entropy or the free
energy of the system, living or not. Pauling wrote, "Sometimes he seems to consider that the system is a living
organism with no interaction whatever with the environment; sometimes it is a living organism in thermal
equilibrium with the environment; and sometimes it is the living organism plus the environment, that is, the universe
as a whole." Pauling wrote that Schrödinger failed to recognize the most important question: "How biological
specificity is achieved; that is, how the amino-acid residues are ordered into the well-defined sequence characteristic
of the specific organism." [3] In 2003, using what seems like a two-category answer (animate vs. inanimate), Danish
theoretical chemist John Avery gives us the correct modern interpretation of the relation of Gibbs free energy to the
interactions of molecules, by stating that: [5]
“When two molecules fit closely together, with their physical contours matching, and with complementary patterns
of excess charge also matching, the Gibbs free energy of the total system is minimized … thus, the self-assembly of
matching components proceeds spontaneously, just as every other chemical reaction proceeds spontaneously when
the difference in Gibbs free energy between the products and the reactants is negative.”
Yet, when it comes to fitting together of larger sized molecules, such as bacteria molecules, animals, or human
molecules (people), such as in the acts of reproduction, sex, or the movements of life in general, he uses a different
answer, in particular: “Life maintains itself and evolves by feeding on Gibbs free energy … that enters the biosphere
from outside sources.”
In 2008, Russian physical chemist Georgi Gladyshev argued that from the bio-physical perspective life can be
characterized as a manifestation of one of the forms of existence of material, inherent with the rotation of the
substance, which takes place under the action of energy flow, predominately solar energy. In the compressed general
formulation, according to Gladyshev: [12]
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“Life [is] the phenomenon of existence of the energy-dependent dynamic hierarchic structures, mandated by
hierarchical thermodynamics.”
(add discussion)

Difficulties
The general difficulty in each of these entropy/negative-entropy/free energy theories, as stated above, is that the
thermodynamic terms used are defined for systems of reactive molecules subjected to a heat gradient. Said another
way, the term "free energy", for instance, is the measure of the reactive "affinity" felt between the atoms and
molecules of the system and "entropy" is the amount of system energy consumed when the molecules of the system
do work on each other irreversibly. As such, one must firstly define humans as “molecules”, i.e. human molecules,
then define “boundaries” to the thermodynamic systems of study, on the surface of the earth, such as an ecosystem,
a type of species, a small town, a group of friends, etc., and then define the factors of the "surroundings" that will
affect the internal energy of the system. The difficulties involved in making these assignments are enormous. [6]
When this is done, the illogic in all of the suggested what is life statements becomes apparent: Boltzmann - a system
of molecules in a flask on a hot-plate (for instance) do not: ‘struggle for entropy’; Schrödinger - a system of molecules
in a flask on a hot-plate (for instance) do not: ‘feed on negative entropy’; Perutz - a system of molecules in a flask on a
hot-plate (for instance) do not: ‘live on free energy’; Avery - ‘free energy’ is not something that comes from outside
the system. In 2001 American biophysicist Donald Haynie clearly stated that: “Any theory claiming to describe how
organisms originate and continue to exist by natural causes must be compatible with the first and second laws of
thermodynamics.” [7]
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What is love?
In philosophy, what is love? is one of the big three age-old conundrums, along with what happens when you die?,
what is the meaning of life?, and what is life?, that has remained at the forefront of intellectual speculation.

Human chemistry
The question of what is love, can be dissected using a number of tools in the science of human chemistry, which
defined people, abstractly, as human molecules, according to which the combinations and separations of human
molecules, are mediated by, in a colloquial sense, by innate affinity preferences characterized by a balancing of
feelings of love and hate, quantified by studies of human chemical bonding and reaction dynamics. [1]

See also
● Chocolate theory of love
● Endorphin theory of love
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● Hate
● Love the chemical reaction
● Love at first sight
● The Thermodynamics of Love
● Physics of rela onships
● Equation of love
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What is the meaning of
life?
In queries, what is the meaning of life? refers to the question
of they meaning of reaction existence, in non-defunct
terminology, in the dynamics and operation of the universe.

Overview
In 2009, American electrochemical engineer Libb Thims solved
part of the puzzle, via the partial solution that life does not
exist; but rather what one calls the time period between the
point of awareness of coming into existence (reaction start)
and going out of existence (reaction end), is correctly a
connective coupled state of reaction existence. The question
then becomes what does it mean to react as a bound state
entity or powered CHNOPS+22 chemical being, within the
framework of a large and vast yet-to-be fully explained
dynamical universe.

See also
● What is life? (theories of existence)
● What is love?
● What happens when you die?

Further reading
● Sean. (2010). “Free Energy and the Meaning of Life”,
Discover Science Blogs, Mar 10.

A 2011 meaning of life (Ѻ) visual test stylized image.

Videos
● Thims, Libb. (2010). “Second Law, Heat Death, and the Meaning of Life” (Ѻ), HumanChemistry101, Dec 1.

Wheatley, Margaret
In hmolscience, Margaret Wheatley (c.1945-) is an American management consultant
and organizational behavior theorist noted for []

Overview
In 1992, Wheatley, in her Leadership and the New Science: Discovering Order in a
Chaotic World, springboarded of Austrian-born American physicist Fritjof Capra’s field
theories and Belgian chemist Ilya Prigogine’s order out of chaos theories, she uses
quantum mechanics and particle physics to theorize about concepts such as “reaction
channels” occurring within or at locations of organizations, citing thinkers such as Niels
Bohr and Werner Heisenberg, and chaos theory to theorize about how progress is
cyclical and that dark falls into the abyss are parts or phases of the movement,
theorizes about entropy as the “inverse measure of a system’s capacity for change”,
among other applications. [1]

Education
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Wheatley, at age fourteen, entertained the goal of becoming a biologist and would carry heavy astronomy texts,
which she says were too dense for her to understand, but carried them to look impressive, on the New York subway
to weekly classes at the Hayden Planetarium. In college, she began to major in biology, but states that her encounters
with advanced chemistry ended that career path, after which she turned to the social sciences, but remaining a
lapsed scientist in heart, as she explains, eventually completed her undergraduate education in the liberal arts at the
University of Rochester and University College London, in circa 1965. [1] Wheatley then completed an MA in systems
thinking from New York University and an EdD in 1979 with a dissertation on “Equal Employment Opportunity
Awareness Training: the Influence of Theories of Attitude Change and Adult Learning in the Corporate Setting” at
Harvard Graduate School of Education.
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Wheeler, John
In science, John Wheeler (1911-2008) was an American theoretical physicist, semiranked as a greatest physicist ever, noted for his 1967 coining of the term “black hole”,
and for his 1971 puzzlement that black holes seem to flout the second law..

Entropy | Black holes
In 1971, Wheeler told Mexican-born Jewish physicist Jacob Bekenstein that black holes
seem to flout the second law of thermodynamics; about which, a year later, in 1972,
Bekenstein gave his solution to this issue with the argument that black holes should
have a well-defined entropy (see: black hole entropy). [1]

Quotes
The following are semi-notable quotes:
“The black hole is a source of enlightenment.”
— John Wheeler (1985) (Ѻ)

“In any field find the strangest thing and then explore it.”
— John Wheeler (c.1990) [2]

“Space tells matter how to move and matter tells space how to curve.”
— John Wheeler (1998), Geons, Black Holes, and Quantum Foam [3]
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Wheeler, Lynde
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In thermodynamics, Lynde Phelps Wheeler (1874-1959) was an American physicist and
electronics engineer noted for his 1951 biography on American engineer Willard Gibbs,
Josiah Willard Gibbs: the History of a Great Mind, the first American PhD engineer and
main founder of chemical thermodynamics. [1] Wheeler, prior to this, assumed the
task of the first compilation of Gibbs’ 1863 PhD thesis “On the Form of the Teeth of
Wheels in Spur Gearing”, along other accounts of Gibbs' mechanical invention, such as
the Gibbs governor, and his gifts, e.g. Maxwell's thermodynamic surface (1875). [2]

Education
Wheeler entered Yale in 1891 completing his BS in 1894 and PhD in 1902 both at the
Yale Sheffield Scientific School, the home of the Gibbsian school of thermodynamics.
Wheeler remained at Yale as a professor of physics until 1926. [3] Wheeler was a noted
member of the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE).
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Wheeler, William
In hmolscience, William Wheeler (1865-1937) was and American myrmecological
entomologist notable for his studies of insect societies, prompted him to take an
interest in the structure of human societies, which led him to the work of French-Italian
engineer turned socioeconomist Vilfredo Pareto, whose Treatise on General Sociology
(1917 French version), in circa 1926, he introduced to American physical chemistry
trained physiologist Lawrence Henderson.

Henderson | Pareto
In 1926, Wheeler introduced American physical chemistry trained physiologist
Lawrence Henderson to the works of French-Italian engineer turned socioeconomist
Vilfredo Pareto, whose Treatise on General Sociology (1917 French version), while
Henderson was recovering from illness (see: genius hiatus effect). Henderson,
supposedly, resisted at first because he did not think much of sociology, but the agreed
to read the book on Wheeler’s recommendation. [1] Henderson, in 1937, would later
comment: [2]
“Wheeler had always read some book that other people read later—often at his instigation.”
This fortuitous suggestion, by 1932, resulted in the launch, via the lead of Henderson, of the influential decade long
operational Harvard Pareto circle (1932-1942). American psychologist Burrhus Skinner gives a rather detailed account
of the Pareto book recommendation as follows: [3]
“Pareto’s influence had reached Harvard through a strange accident: Professor L.J. Henderson, who may be
remembered longer for his Fitness of the Environment than for his pioneering work in the chemistry of blood, had
ulcers. In the middle or late twenties he was recovering from an attack in a hospital in his beloved Paris [see: genius
hiatus effect], when his friend William Wheeler, the entomologist, brought him a copy of Pareto’s Traite. Henderson
read it with complete absorption during the rest of his stay in the hospital and on the voyage back to America, and he
returned to Cambridge a dedicated convert. He was then director of the Fatigue Laboratory at Harvard Business
School, which was already involved in projects very close to sociology and social anthropology, and he organized a
series of seminars on Pareto.
One of the friends with whom Henderson talked about Pareto was Bernard DeVoto, who was then teaching at
Harvard. DeVoto had a young tutee of the class of 32 named George Homans. He told George that he should read
Pareto, and George did—‘at least the first volume’ at that time, as he later reported. DeVoto [then] introduced
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George to Henderson, and because George had read Pareto, Henderson asked him to help in his seminar. And that
was how George spent his first year out of Harvard—as an assistant to L.J. Henderson without pay.”
In 1935, Wheeler had impressed Pareto upon his old friend David Fairchild and Mrs. Fairchild, the later of which, in
turn, began translating something of Pareto’s with Wheeler’s help. [4]

Quotes
The following are noted quotes:
“… emergence, the physicochemical, the organismal, the mental and the social. Hence, it till the advent of a few
super-Einsteins, theoretical biology must stand as a combination of oppositions—a compositio oppositorum.”
— William Wheeler (c.1935), “Essay” [5]
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Whewell, William
In science, William Whewell (1794-1866) was an English polymath noted for a number
of coinages that arose in debates with him, such as "scientist", a specific non-morality
field type of natural philosopher (older term), and "physicist", that were coined as a
repercussion of the Whewell-Coleridge debate (1833), "human chemistry", in followup
debate (E.B., 1851) on his Bridgewater Treatise (1833), and he is said to have suggested
the terms ion, dielectric, anode, and cathode to English physicist chemist Michael
Faraday. [1]

Polymathy
Whewell has frequently been described as a polymath. [2] What is most often
remarked about Whewell is the breadth of his endeavors. At a time when men of
science were becoming increasingly specialized, Whewell appears as a vestige of an
earlier era when men of science dabbled in a bit of everything. He researched ocean
tides (for which he won the Royal Medal), published work in the disciplines of
mechanics, physics, geology, astronomy, and economics, while also finding the time to compose poetry, author a
Bridgewater Treatise (religious re-interpreted in terms of natural phenomena), translate the works of Goethe, and
write sermons and theological tracts, all while becoming a relative science history buff.
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In debates, the Whewell-Coleridge debate was a debated
launched in 1833 between English science historian William
Whewell and English romantic philosopher Samuel Coleridge
revolving around the question of what exactly someone who
works ‘in the real sciences’, as Coleridge had phrased it, should
be called, and what exactly are the real sciences, in the context
of the tree of knowledge? A result of this debate is that the term
"scientist" was coined (1834).

Overview
It is said that in the early 1830s, there was a growing tension
concerning the growing proliferation of the subjects of the
natural philosopher and concordant lack of subject name to
categorize this new area of investigation. The debated peaked at
an 1833 meeting of the British Association for the Advancement
of Science (BAAS), chaired by William Whewell, in which English
romantic philosopher Samuel Coleridge was drawn into a
passionate discussion of semantics, revolving around the
question of what exactly someone who works ‘in the real
sciences’, as Coleridge had phrased it, should be called?
Whewell reported the British Association debate in the
Quarterly Review of 1834 as follows: [4]

William Whewell
(1794-1866)

Samuel Coleridge
(1772-1834)

In 1833, English science historian William Whewell
intered into a debate with English romantic
philosopher Samuel Coleridge on the issue that not all
"natural philosophers" are people who work in the
"real sciences", hence the latter needs a new
occupational "label", similar to artist, economist, or
atheist, after which, the following year, the term
"scientist" was coined.

“Formerly the ‘learned’ embraced in their wide grasp of all the branches of the tree of knowledge, mathematicians
and well as philologers, physical as well as antiquarian speculators. But these days are past. This difficulty was felt
very oppressively by the members of the BAAS at Cambridge last summer. There was no general term by which these
gentlemen could describe themselves with reference to their pursuits.
‘Philosophers’ was felt too wide and lofty a term, and was very properly forbidden them by Mr. Coleridge, both in his
capacity and philologer and metaphysician. ‘Savans’ was rather assuming and besides too French; but some ingenious
gentlemen [Whewell] proposed that, by analogy with ‘artist’, they might form ‘scientist’—and added that there could
be no scruple to this term since we already have such words as ‘economist’ and ‘atheist’—but this was not generally
palatable.”
This Quarterly Review interjection, was written in the context of a review of Mary Somerville’s 1834 On the Connexion
of the Physical Sciences; Whewell then again in his 1840 Philosophy of the Inductive Sciences advocated the use of the
term:
“We need very much a name to describe a cultivator of science in general. I should incline to call him a scientist. Thus
we might say, that as an artist is a musician, painter, or poet, a scientist is a mathematician, physicist, or naturalist.”
This, to note, was also the first coining of the term ‘physicist’. In 1840, the term ‘scientist’ made its way into the OED.
Whewell used the term scientist again in his 1851 “Inaugural Lecture” to the Great Exhibition. [2] The term ‘scientist’,
however, was not immediately adopted, as is evidenced by that fact that twenty-years into its coining Whewell was
still tentative in its use; this was partly because important of science, such as Michael Faraday and Thomas Huxley,
preferred the term ‘natural philosopher’, which embraced the broader philosophical, theological, and moral
concerns. [3]

Moral world
See main: Tyndall-Stewart-Tait debate

Indeed, it seems that from the outset Whewell had in his mind, as did others, the view that the ‘material world’, was
the field of the scientist (e.g. mathematician, physicist, or naturalist), was distinct from that of the ‘moral world’,
which was thought to be the work or realm of god. [1] The mere association of the term ‘scientist’ with ‘atheist’, by
Whewell in his 1834 discussion, came under attack from the get-go, Adam Sedgwick explosively commenting, for
example, ‘better die of this want [of a term] than bestialize our tongue by such a barbarism.’
In the early 1870s, a new controversy was boiling over the proposed teaching of science at the Catholic University in
Ireland, and to rectify the situation, at the 1874 meeting, at Belfast, the new BAAS president John Tyndall
summarized the position of the two, i.e. science vs religion, as follows:
“All religious theories, schemes and systems, which embrace notions of cosmogony, or which otherwise reach into
the domain of science, must, in so far as they do this, submit to the control of science, and relinquish all thought of
controlling it.”
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Many were, supposedly, offended by Tyndall's call for reason over revelation, which was seen as an attack on
religion. In protesting reaction to Tyndall's speech, Balfour Stewart and Peter Tait wrote the 1875 The Unseen
Universe: or Physical Speculations of a Future State, in which they argued that religious miracles and the immortality
of the soul are compatible with modern science and that God is hidden because human thought is 'conditioned' (an
Immanuel Kant and later William Hamilton concept). This led to the followup sequel Paradoxical Philosophy, both of
which resulted in harsh ridiculing objection review by James Maxwell, written on his deathbed, in which he
summarized that Stewart and Tait were the examples of the paradoxical philosopher, i.e. those natural philosophers
who lock up their science books and theories in the cabinet, when it comes to speculating and theorizing about the
death, morality, and purpose, and go out into the blissful country field to contrive 'viewless fancies' to save face with
religion. [6]
The gist of the debate-tension, which still exists today, according to science historian Richard Holmes, is whether
the new proliferations of branches on the tree of knowledge ‘would promote safe religious belief or a dangerous
secular materialism.’ This unwritten divide, in the minds of many, curious, seems to exist even in the modern 21st
century, as evidenced by inability of American high school teachers to discuss human origins, in their biology lectures
on evolution, for fear that it might tread on the dangerous toes of religion, and hence their own job security. [5]
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White, Douglas
In hmolscience, Douglas R. White (1942-) is an American anthropologist noted, in
sociological thermodynamics, for his 2000 thermodynamics based sociology course
taught at the University of California, Irvine.

Overview
In 2000, White, at the University of California, Irvine, via his online article
“Thermodynamic Principles for the Social Sciences: an Introduction”, was teaching an
Arthur Iberall based sociology-anthropology course; the following being White’s
general view: [1]
“Hierarchical systems are ubiquitous in nature and society. They require variably long
time scales for the interactions among their diverse elements to unwind towards
thermodynamic equilibrium. The unwinding of long-span (e.g. solar) systems fuels the
wind-up of shorter-span (e.g. living) systems. Stacks of such complex systems comprise
the universe—physical, biological, and social—as we know it.”
In addition, "life", according to White, "is a special case of self-organizing systems where it is thermodynamic stacking
that is doing the organization.” In outlining human chemical bonding, White states: [2]
“If we consider atomism as a system that is difficult to break up, an experimental observation equally applicable to
social groups and social bonds, there is energy in the bonding of atomic constitution, and when that bonding is
broken that energy is released.”
In giving these statements, Whites references the 1977 thermodynamics of complex systems theories of American
physicist-engineer Arthur Iberall and American nuclear physicist Harry Soodak. [3] White is member of the Santa Fe
Institute.
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White, Leslie
In hmolscience, Leslie White (1900-1975) was an American anthropologist, noted, in
anthropological thermodynamics, for being the first to introduce the laws of
thermodynamics into the study of anthropology or cultures. [1] White is known, to
some, as known as “anthropology’s most significant prophet of the second law”.

Overview
In 1943, White, in his “Energy and the Evolution of Culture”, opened to the following
grand logic: [9]
“Everything in the universe may be described in terms of energy, meaning ‘the capacity
for doing work’. Galaxies, stars, molecules, and atoms may be regarded as
organizations of energy. Living organisms may be looked upon as engines which
operate by means of energy derived directly or indirectly from the sun. The civilizations,
or cultures of mankind, also, may be regarded as a form or organization of energy.”
In 1949, in his The Science of Culture, stated the following: [5]
“Everything—the cosmos, man, culture, may be described by matter and energy. The second law of thermodynamics
tells us that the cosmos as a whole is breaking down structurally and running down dynamically; matter is becoming
less organized and energy more uniformly diffused. But in a tiny sector of the cosmos, namely in living material
systems, the direction of the cosmic process is reversed: Life becomes a building up process that must draw upon
free energy in non-living systems, capture it, and put it to work in the maintenance of vital process. All life is a
struggle for free energy. Biological evolution is a movement toward greater organization, greater differentiation of
structure, increased specialization of function, higher levels of integration, and greater degrees of energy
concentration.”
Curiously, in at this point in his writings he used the word thermodynamics three times discusses the second law, and
free energy, but does not use the more elusive word entropy. In 1959, White, in his The Evolution of Culture,
employed the word thermodynamics thirteen times, defining culture as a “thermodynamic system”, and includes a
chapter on “Energy and Tools”, referencing people such as Wilhelm Ostwald and Alfred Lotka, as well as concepts
such as negative entropy, even using formulas. In short, here he attempted to create a theory explaining the entire
history of humanity, where he outlined a theory that the measurement of energy consumption of a society is an
indication of a society’s advancement. White states, for instance, that one may think of the cultural process as being
described the formula:

ExT→P
where E is energy and T is tool or technology that is producing P a quantity of human goods and services. In other
cases, he gives the formulas:

E(HxN) → P
where H and N are the human and nonhuman components of the energy factor; or even:

ExTxV → P
where V refers the environmental factors involved. [6]

White's law
He is known for White’s law, which states that: [3]
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“Culture evolves as the amount of energy harnessed per capita per year is increased, or as the efficiency of the
instrumental means of putting the energy to work is increased.”
In a modern sense, this law of White might be interpreted or translated as a statement of the conversion of photonic
energy, stemming from the sun, into induced movement geospheric surface growth and evolution, as quantified by
the combined law of thermodynamics, in terms of the mechanical equivalent of heat. [4]

Cultural systems
The following are notable quotes by white on his views of the cultural system, from his 1969 work: [7]
“The primary function of culture is to harness and control energy so that it may be put in man’s service. Culture thus
confronts us as an elaborate thermodynamic mechanical system.”
As found in his 1975 book The Concept of Cultural Systems: [8]
“Cultural systems, like all material systems, are thermodynamic systems. Their existence and operation require
energy. Every cultural event involves the expenditure of energy.”
(add discussion)
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White, Harrison
In hmolscience, Harrison White (1930-) is an American sociologist noted for his 1992
physics metaphor sociology arguments about identity and control.

Overview
In 1992, White, in his Identity and Control, outlined social life based on atoms and
molecules using a blurry sort of metaphorical scheme in which he views the social
molecule as a discipline. [1] In whites’ scheme: “each human is in more than one social
molecule”. [2] White also dabbles a bit in thermodynamics metaphors, such as
“temperatures of colonialism”, a type of social temperature theory. [3]

Education
In 1945, White, being an accelerated learner of sorts, at age 15, entered MIT,
completing his BS in 1950 (age 20), and PhD in 1955 (age 25) in theoretical physics,
after which he started doctoral studies in sociology at Princeton.
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Quotes
The following are representative quotes:
“Control and production, analogous to temperature and force-gradients, are the impetuses to social process. Both
are social analogue to space and the analogue to molecule are emergent and negotiable; they are context and
identity established by chance. But surely that is true of their physical analogues too.”
— Harrison White (1992), Identity and Control (pg. 175)
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Whitehead, Alfred
In science, Alfred Whitehead (1861-1947) (CR=12) was an English mathematician and
philosopher, a Stokes 100 (#58), noted for his 1925 efforts to solve the "moral
responsibility problem" via recourse to a organism-centric materialistic mechanism
theory, and for his followup 1928 process theory wherein he outlines a quantum based
micro-panpsychist approach to mind and a micro-panvitalist approach to life, and in
which he employ ‘extended’ usage of the term “organism”, to embrace the atomic and
molecular aggregate of physics as well as chnopsology (biology) organisms. [1]

Organic mechanism | Organism + Materialism
In 1925, Whitehead, in his Science and the Modern World Harvard lecture series turned
book, in rejection to the reduction of biology to physics, per reasoning that it seemingly
negates individual moral responsibility, devised his “organic mechanism” theory, or
organism + materialism, a type of materialistic vitalism dualism augmentative
compromise, the gist of which, in key sections, he outlines, in his “The Romantic
Reaction” lecture, as follows: [7]
“It is the defect of the eighteenth century [materialistic] scientific scheme that it provides none of the elements
which compose the immediate psychological experiences of mankind. Nor does it provide any elementary trace of
the organic unity of a whole, from which the organic unities of electrons, protons, molecules, and living bodies can
emerge. According to that scheme, there is no reason in the nature of things why portions of material should have
any physical relations to each other. Let us grant that we cannot hope to be able to discern the laws of nature to be
necessary.” (pg. 75)
“A scientific realism, based on mechanism, is conjoined with an unwavering belief in the world of men and of the
higher animals as being composed of self-determining organisms.” (pg. 76)
“Tennyson goes to the heart of the difficulty. It is the problem of mechanism which appalls him: ‘The star, she
whispers, blindly run.’ This line states starkly the whole philosophic problem implicit in the poem. Each molecule
blindly runs. The human body is a collection of molecules. Therefore, the human body blindly runs, and therefore
there can be no individual responsibility for the actions of the body. If you once accept that the molecule is definitely
determined to be what it is, independently of any determination by reason of the total organism of the body, and if
you further admit that the blind run is settled by the general mechanical laws, there can be no escape from this
conclusion. But mental experiences are derivative from the actions of the body, including of course its internal
behavior. Accordingly, the sole function of the mind is to have at least some of its experiences settled for it, and to
add such others as may be open to it independently of the body's motions, internal and external.” (pgs. 78-79)
This certainly is a mess of hatchet job at solution of the individuality problem of moral responsibility, in particular the
assumption that "molecules run blindly", which certainly does not corroborate with modern physicochemical science,
but nevertheless a starting point or launching pad for further discourse. Whitehead continues:
“There are then two possible theories as to the mind. You can either deny that it can supply for itself any experiences
other than those provided for it by the body, or you can admit them. If you refuse to admit the additional
experiences, then all individual moral responsibility is swept away. If you do admit them, then a human being may be
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responsible for the state of his mind though he has no responsibility for the actions of his body. The enfeeblement of
thought in the modern world is illustrated by the way in which this plain issue is avoided in Tennyson's poem. There is
something kept in the background, a skeleton in the cupboard. He touches on almost every religious and scientific
problem, but carefully avoids more than a passing allusion to this one.”
“Either the bodily molecules blindly run, or they do not. If they do blindly run, the mental states are irrelevant in
discussing the bodily actions.”
Then he interjects with John Mill’s “materialistic mechanism” view, as he refers to it, and then continues:
“I feel that this theory is an unsatisfactory compromise. The gap between living and dead matter is too vague and
problematical to bear the weight of such an arbitrary assumption, which involves an essential dualism somewhere.”
(pg. 80)
Here, Whitehead is addressing the life/non-life false dichotomy, which has been recently resolved by defunct theory
of life (2009) and life does not exist (2010) solutions. Whitehead, to continue, then he jumps to the following mess of
logic, according to which the electrons of the brain are somehow different than the electrons of a piece of paper:
“Thus an electron within a living body is different from an electron outside it, by reason of the plan of the body. The
electron blindly rums either within or without the body; but it runs within the body in accordance with its character
within the body; that is to say, in accordance with the general plan of the body, and this plan includes the mental
state.” (pg. 80)
He then states his theory as follows:
“I shalI not discuss Mill's determinism, as it lies outside the scheme of these lectures. The foregoing discussion has
been directed to secure that either determinism or free will shall have some relevance, unhampered by the
difficulties introduced by materialistic mechanism, or by the compromise of vitalism. I would term the doctrine of
these lectures, the theory of organic mechanism. In this theory, the molecules may blindly run in accordance with the
general laws, but the molecules differ in their intrinsic characters according to the general organic plans of the
situations in which they find themselves.” (pg. 81)
(add discussion)

Process theory
In 1927-28, Whitehead, in his University of Edinburgh Gifford Lectures turned book Process and Reality, as
summarized by American anthropological neuroscientist Terrence Deacon, makes the most sophisticated effort to
make twentieth-century physics compatible with teleological principles. [4] Whitehead’s theory seems to be
platformed on Max Planck’s energy element (quantum) along with the view that every physical “occasion” or
localized physics event is more fundamental than matter and energy and that a process called “prehension”, roughly
meaning grasping, is the action of physical occasions assimilating features of adjacent physical occasions, or
something along these lines. Whitehead also speculates on “moral energy”. [5] His process theory extends down to
the particle level and has been characterized as taking a micro-panpsychist approach to mind and a micro-panvitalist
approach to life. [4]

Atomic organisms
The following is a 1929 reference, by British animal psychologist Lloyd Morgan, to Whitehead's atomic scale extended
usage of the term "organism": [2]
“Common alike to water and to carbon dioxide is the component oxygen. And the oxygen disengaged by the analysis
of water has the same properties as the oxygen disengaged by the analysis of carbon dioxide. It does not follow,
however, that prior to this disengagement by analysis, the atom of oxygen engaged in the transactions of a molecule
of water is in all respects the same as an atom of oxygen engaged in the transactions of a molecule of carbon dioxide.
The organization of the one molecule differs from that of the other. They are different ‘organisms’ in Professor
Whitehead’s extended usage of this word. There has been much discussion as to the acceptance or rejection of this
extended usage, under which a molecule or atom as well as an oak tree, a rabbit, or an ameba, may be spoken of and
discussed as an organism, though of course not a living organism. I am one of those who accept this extended usage.
Of these terms the molecule, as an organism, is a community of atoms, as members in molecular fellowship.”
The term 'panexperientialism' was coined in 1977 by American theologian-philosopher David Ray Griffin, a
combination of ‘pan’ meaning all of, the whole, or universal, and ‘experience’, meaning loosely to take place in an
event, in commentary on Whitehead’s theories. Whitehead, supposedly, argued that the distinction between biology
and physics is that biology studies the more complicated organisms, physics the less complicated. American
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physiologist Charles Sherrington (1928) devotes a certain amount of text to a discussion of Whitehead's organism
point of view in respect to inconsistencies with the term life and the so-called first living thing, concluding that
perhaps to call the first "living" system as not alive. [1]

Influence
In the mid-1930s, Whitehead was a mentor to American psychologist James Miller who suggested that Miller make a
serious attempt to develop a theoretical integration of the biological and social sciences dealing with mankind and
other living beings comparable to the physical universe theories of English physicists Arthur Eddington and James
Jeans. [3] It is likely from Eddington’s 1928 book The Nature of the Physical World that Miller learned his definition of
entropy. The result of this influence was Miller’s 1978 living systems theory.

Quotes
The following are noted quotes:
“A science which hesitates to forget its founders is lost.”
— Alfred Whitehead (1916), BAAA address (Ѻ) [6]

“Mankind is driven forward by dim apprehensions of things to obscure for his existing language.”
— Alfred Whitehead (c.1920), quoted by Robert Pirsig (1991) [8]

“The misconception which has haunted philosophic literature through-out centuries is the notion of independent
existence. There is no such mode of existence. Ever entity is only to be understood in terms of the way in which it is
interwoven with the rest of the universe.”
— Alfred Whitehead (c.1925) [9]
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Why Students Choose Chemical Engineering?
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In publications, “Why Students Choose Chemical
Engineering?” is a 2009 10-min CNN-stylized parody
of a tongue-in-cheek investigative report, published
on AIChE.org’s blog ChEnected (Ѻ), written by
American chemical engineer Mary Guthrie, who acted
as the investigative reporter, on why students
“choose” to become chemical engineers, in which
student Jawad Mirza explains how in thermodynamics
they learn not only about "heat transfer", but also,
supposedly [joke], about how “heat” transfers
between people.

Heat transfer | Social | a Joke?

Screenshot (4:47-4:53) from Mary Guthrie’s 2009 investigative
report video “Why Students Choose Chemical Engineering”,
wherein chemical engineering student Jawad Mirza comments, via
The humorous quip that chemical engineering
tongue-in-cheek humor, or rather eludes to the premise that in
students, at NC State University, learn, in their
thermodynamics, students, at NC State University, learn about heat
thermodynamics class, how "heat" transfers between transfer, in typical engineering systems, and also how heat
people –meant as a thermal word stylized joke in
transfers “between people” (see: social heat). [1]
See main: Social heat; Social heat transfer

fun—has great irony too it. On one hand, it is funny: a
side comment that makes people laugh (see: Rich Byrnes).
On the another hand, in a more serious note, it is also funny that what Mirza (or Guthrie, script writer) says is
true, thermodynamics does indeed explain how heat transfers between people, at least in semi-worked-out theory, a
subject that forms the backbone of hmolscience in general and physicochemical sociology, in particular, such as
found in German polyintellect Johann Goethe’s human chemical theory (1809) to American sociologist Henry Carey’s
social heat theory (1857), to Chinese ecological economist Wenyuan Niu’s social combustion theory (2001), to name
a few dominate examples; yet it is NOT a subject taught in any engineering school in the world presently (Korea
University’s 2011 “Seminar on Social Thermodynamics” graduate seminar aside) (Ѻ); whereas, conversely, a century
ago, in the early 20th century this subject—of heat transferring between people—was the leading branch of modern
sociology, according to Harvard sociology department founder Pitirim Sorokin (1928) and his mechanistic school
classification, such as anchored in the work of engineers American Willard Gibbs (see: Sociology 23; Mathematical
Economics) or Italian Vilfredo Pareto (see: Harvard Pareto Circle); or in the work of Leon Winiarski who built political
economics and sociology, at the University of Geneva (1890s), on a Clausius inequality framed social mechanics.
In short, the phenomena of intellectual fragmentation, specialization, compartmentalization, and a decline of
interdisciplinarity-based universal education, has resulted in a state of two cultures “hydraism”, so to say, wherein
engineering departments have become diploma paper mills, producing niche subject focused (e.g. drug design)
secular students without any foundational schooling in the fruits of the deeper universal genius type problems of
human nature, the “heat” of the torch of 21st century enlightenment being drowned out by passing humor, as
though the “heat” of passion, existence, and being was a metaphorical joke of modern day, which can be compared
to 20th century enlightenment thinkers, such as Henry Adams, who after studying Willard Gibbs, physics, and
chemistry for some 50-years, could declare, at age 70, that “no one shall persuade me that I am not a phase (see:
social phase).

Thermodynamics forces | Social
In 2012, American chemical engineer Rich Byrnes commented on the parody: [2]
“I’m happy to know that the thermodynamic forces that compel folks to become ChE’s have not changed much over
the years.”
Here again we see a double joke, namely the assertion that the subject of the "thermodynamic forces that compel
people to become chemical engineers", the forces in question here being the isothermal-isobaric force function of
Willard Gibbs (aka Gibb energy), is a standard subject taught in chemical engineering curriculum, which is not the
case. When this subject is broached, e.g. Frederick Rossini's "Chemical Thermodynamics in the Real World" (1971),
Mirza Beg's New Dimensions in Sociology: a Physico-Chemical Approach to Human Behavior (1987), or Erich Muller’s
“Human Societies: a Curious Application of Thermodynamics” (1998), etc., the first barrier to hurdle is the religious
obstacle, which tends to bring about so much "social friction", of human molecules "rubbing together", using Henry
Carey's phraseology, that "sparks" of objection and debate quickly result, and the fire department of social status quo
is called to put the kindling subjects out, before then can can successfully ignite.

Choice | Chemical thermodynamics
The term "choose" of the video title, i.e. why do students "choose" the major of "chemical engineering", brings to
mind that fact that "choice" was the center piece philosophical puzzle of Goethe's 1809 human chemical theory
based novel Die Wahlverwandtschaften, which translates (see: titled decoding) as: die [the] wahl [choice] [of] [one's]
verwandtschaft [affinities or elections], the gist of which being that "humans", as evolved or "metamorphized" types
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of chemicals, or CHNOPS+20 molecules, as we say in modern terms, have their "choices" pre-configured by the
"affinities" of the reactions or human chemical reactions they are thrown into, which in modern terms is quantified
by the Gibbs energy of the system, affinity being equivalent to free energy change, proved by Hermann Helmholtz in
his "On the Thermodynamics of Chemical Processes" (1882), the logic of which is found historically in the so-called
human free energy theorists. This, however, is a branch of education so far removed from modern chemical
engineering curriculum, which should be its centerpiece, as per humanities instructions go, that it is like a foreign
language to newly-minted chemical engineers; despite recent engineering conference calls, e.g. Alec Groysman
(2011), Libb Thims (2013), and Jaime Aguilar-Arias (2014).

References
1. Guthrie, Mary. (2009). “Investigative Report: on Why Students Choose Chemical Engineering” (Ѻ) (writer: Mary
Guthrie) (Jawad Mirza quote, 4:47-4:53; Byrnes quote, comment section), ChETube, CHEnected, Jan 13.
2. Byrnes, Rich. (2012). “Forum Comment” (Ѻ) to “Why Students Choose Chemical Engineering”, AIChe.org, Jan 21.

Whyte, Lancelot
In hmolscience, Lancelot Whyte (1896-1972) was a Scottish engineer, physicist, and
physicalism-based one nature evolution philosopher noted for []

Overview
In 1974, Whyte, in his posthumous The Universe of Experience, attempted to outline a
“universal principle” verbalized sort of argument about the physics of organisms, using
a soft-atheism slanting type of approach. His work is cited by new age thinkers, such as
Rupert Sheldrake (Ѻ) and Nathan Schwartz-Salant (Ѻ), two name two.

Further reading
● Whyte, Lancelot. (1927). Archimedes: Future of Physics. Publisher.
● Whyte, Lancelot. (1931). Critique of Physics. Publisher.
● Whyte, Lancelot. (1944). The Next Development of Man. Publisher.
● Whyte, Lancelot. (1949). The Unitary Principle in Physics and Biology (pdf). H. Holt.
● Whyte, Lancelot. (1955). “One-Way Processes in Physics and Bio-Physics”, Brit. J. Phil. Sci., 6, 107.
● Whyte, Lancelot. (1955). “On the Rela on of Physical Laws to the Processes of Organisms”, Brit. J. Phil. Sci., 7, 347
● Whyte, Lancelot. (1961). Roger Joseph Boscovich, S.J., F.R.S., 1711-1787: Studies of his Life and Work on the 250th
Anniversary of his Birth (phlogiston, pgs. 159-60, etc.). G. Allen & Unwin.
● Whyte, Lancelot. (1974). The Universe of Experience: A Worldview Beyond Science and Religion. Publisher.

External links
● Lancelot Law Whyte – Wikipedia.

Wiame, Jean-Marie
In science, Jean-Marie Wiame (1914-2000) was a Belgian bacterial geneticist noted for
his 1946 article “Biology and Thermodynamics of Irreversible Phenomena”, co-authored
with Belgian chemist Ilya Prigogine, wherein the so-called Prigogine-Wiame theory was
presented, which states that the evolution of biological systems (chnopsological
systems) is towards states with the least production of entropy (per mass unit)
compatible with the boundary conditions imposed. [1]

Education
Wiame completed his PhD in 1945 at the Brussels school of biology on the physiological
role of polyphosphates in yeast. In the early 1960s, his scientific interest shifted from
bacterial to yeast genetics.

References
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Irreversible Phenomena” (“Biologie et Thermodynamique des Phenomenes Irreversibles”) (abs), Experimentia, 2:45153.
2. Dubois, Evelyne and Thuriaux,Pierre. (2001). “Obituary: Jean-Marie Wiame, 1914-2000”, Current Genetics, 39(2):
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In hierarchical thermodynamics, wick model is a
conceptual model of aging in living organisms in
which the wick of a burning candle, as a quasiclosed, quasi-equilibrium thermodynamic system,
models transformation of structure over time of
life, wherein both cases the chemical composition
changes slowly during the course of its evolution.
The model was conceived by Russian physical
chemist Georgi Gladyshev in 2007. [1] The
evolution of composition and structure of wick, as
a reactive system, is analogous, in a primitive way,
to the evolution of the composition and structure of a hierarchical living systems, both of which evolve in the
direction that tends to minimize the Gibbs free energy (the specific Gibbs function) of formation of each structure.

References
1. Gladyshev, Georgi. (2007). A burning candle wick is a model of living system , Academy of Creative Endeavors.

Wicken, Jeffrey
In hmolscience, Jeffrey Stephen Wicken (1942-2002) (CR:34) was an
American evolutionary chnops-chemist (bio-chemist) noted, evolution
thermodynamics, for his 1987 book Evolution, Thermodynamics, and
Information: Extending the Darwinian Program. [1] To quote a noted
except on his synopsis on the relationship of life (structuring) in an
expanding universe, Wicken states: [1]
“In a universe where cosmic expansion maintains a disequilibrium
between potential and thermal forms of energy, this means that
putting smaller entities together to form larger entities will generate
entropy through the conversion of potential energy to heat. Hence,
the potential energy wells into which natural processes tend to flow
are correlated with the buildup of structure … Dissipation is the driving
force of the universe’s building up or integrative tendency. Entropic
------dissipation propels evolutionary structuring; nature’s forces give it
form.”
Nationality
Wicken extended the work of American mathematical physical
chemist Alfred Lotka (1922) and Austrian physicist Erwin Schrödinger
(1944) on the thermodynamical nature of life to argue that
thermodynamics, particularly the second law, is the “go” of life. [2]

Influence

American

Fields

Evolution
Thermodynamics
Life theory
Religion and philosophy

Alma matter

University of Pittsburgh
University of Idaho

Note

Patch covers a lost eye from accident in youth.
[10]

American ecological thermodynamicist Eric Schneider cites Wicken as being the most influential person in the
development of his ideas in regards to the publication of his 2005 book Into the Cool: Energy Flow, Thermodynamics,
and Life, co-written with American science writer Dorion Sagan. [3] Wicken, no doubt, is one of the more deeper
thinkers of the last several decades.

Organic vs. inorganic
In 1981, Wicken summarized: [7]
“Even now there are serious conceptual discontinuities in the evolutionary theory, were its philosophical mission of
unifying organic and inorganic nature is not fully realized. Whereas organic nature is pictured as purposive, selfserving, and, at least in its highest expressions, conscious, inorganic nature is conceived as behaving according to the
blind mechanistic principles of chance and necessity.”
This seems to be digging around in the origin of life / unbridgeable gap area.

Human thermodynamics
It seems that Wicken was attempting to write (or may have written) an 1989 book on the thermodynamics (and
information theory) of socioeconomic evolution, but no copies of the book seem to exist. [6]
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Religious and philosophical beliefs
See main: Philosophical thermodynamics, Religious thermodynamics

Wicken's religious beliefs are difficult to track down, although a number of his publications occur in Zygon, which
typically caters to scientist favorable to presenting scientific reconciliations of religion. In respect to the religiousphilosophical implications of thermodynamics, evolution, genetics, ecology, and human meaning, upon each other,
Wicken outlined the following abstract: [4]
“How should we best understand ourselves in the new, evolutionary cosmos? What are the problems with the kind of
genetic reductionism espoused by neo-Darwinism? How are those problems resolved by the "relational"
understanding of life made available by thermodynamics and ecology? How do we generate meaning-structures in
this relationally-constituted cosmos? Finally, how do these developments enrich our understandings of
responsibility—to each other and to our private conceptions of God?”
Wicken here seems to allude to the idea that he has a "private conception of God"?

Education
Jeffrey Wicken is the son of American metallurgical engineer Oscar M. Wicken (1913-2005). [8] Wicken attended
Penn State University and majored in chemistry but received his BS degree in chemistry from the University of
Pittsburgh in 1965, his MS degree in chemistry, with a thesis on “Procedures and Methodology for Determining the
Binding Ratios and Association Constants of the Glucose: Glucose Oxidase Apoenzyme System”, from University of
Idaho in 1968, and his PhD from University of Pittsburgh in 1971. He was appointed an assistant professor of
chemistry at Behrend College of Penn State University Erie in 1974. [5] In the 1980s, Wicken was a lecturer at
Behrend College, in the sciences and engineering division, and was often voted by students as best lecturer. In the
1970s, Wicken turned to theoretical biology and thermodynamics because his small college lacked research facilities
in molecular biology. [2] Beginning in 1976, Wicken published thirty-five papers and culminating in his most-popular
1987 book Evolution, Thermodynamics, and Information.

Recent
In 2012, Danish chnops-ologist (bio-logist) Richard Egel published an essay on Wicken’s legacy. [11]
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Further reading
● Wicken, Jeﬀrey S. (1976). “The Chemically Organizing Eﬀects of Entropy
Maximization” (abs), J. Chem. Educ. 53(10): 623.
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Science, 54(2): 176-93.
● Wicken, Jeﬀrey S. (1988). “Theology and Science in the Evolving Cosmos: a Need for a Dialogue” (abs), Zygon, 23(1):
45-55.
● Wicken, Jeffrey S. (1988). “Thermodynamics, Evolution, and Emergence: Ingredients for a New Synthesis” , in:
Entropy, Information, and Evolution: New Perspectives on Physical and Biological Evolution (pgs. 160-63), Weber,
Bruce H., Depew, David J., Smith, James D. MIT Press.
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Wieland, Christoph
In human chemistry, Christoph Wieland (1733-1813) was a German poet and writer, a
Cattell 1000 (#288), a neighbor of German polymath Johann Goethe, noted for his
peculiar adversarial relationship to Goethe.

Childish nonsense
Wieland famously sent a letter—which he suggested should be burned after it is read—
in 1810 to his close friend German philologist and archeologist Karl Böttiger, in
commentary on Goethe’s new 1809 novella Elective Affinities, stating that: [1]
“To all rational readers, the use of the chemical theory [in Elective Affinities] is
nonsense and childish fooling around.”
Wieland seemed to consider Goethe's novella to be a sort of anathema, calling it a
"truly horrible work", supposedly objecting to the radicalness of its Christianity. [2]

Read three times
It was to Wieland, in circa Nov 1809, that Goethe famously, commented that, to be understood properly, it must be
read three times. [3]

Goethe | Soul theory
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See main: Goethe on the soul

It was on the return from Wieland's funeral that Goethe began to discuss speculative ideas about the soul in terms of
Aristotle's entelechy and Gottfried Leibniz's monad theory, among other concepts.
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Wiener, Norbert
In hmolscience, Norbert Wiener (1894-1964) (IQ=170±) was an American
mathematician and computer machine developer notable for his 1948 information
thermodynamics stylized development of the science of cybernetics, the subject of the
set of problems centered around communication, control, and statistical mechanics
(statistical thermodynamics), whether in machine or in a living organism, and for his
1950 book The Human Use of Human Beings, specifically chapter "Entropy and
Progress", in which he theorizes about progress entropically. [1]

Overview
Wiener, in general, made a connection between "information", which he correlated
with the degree of a system's organization, and the inverse of entropy, which
translates with the use of a negative sign in logarithmic terms. [3] The thermodynamic
part of Wiener's theory, being based on the weak footing of Austrian physicist Erwin
Schrödinger's idea of negative-entropy, is generally considered as an off-logic
extrapolation, but, however, one which has had historical impact.
In 1948, based on Schrodinger's overly-simplified descriptions of negative-entropy and life, Wiener postulated
that "the notion of information attaches itself very naturally to a classical notion in statistical mechanics: that of
entropy." [1] As such, Wiener argued naively that "just as the amount of information in a system is a measure of its
degree of organization, so the entropy of a system is a measure of its degree of disorganization; and the one is simply
the negative of the other." He continues "this point of view leads us to a number of considerations concerning the
second law of thermodynamics, and to a study of the possibility of the so-called Maxwell demons." On this logic, he
states that such questions arise independently in the study of the phenomenon of living matter, as metabolism and
reproduction, and that a "third fundamental phenomenon of life, that of irritability, belongs to the domain of
communication theory (cybernetics)."
In his 1950 The Human Use of Human Beings, Wiener outlined his general
theory:
“It is my thesis that the physical functioning of the living individual and
the operation of some of the newer communication machines are
precisely parallel in their analogous attempts to control entropy through
feedback. Both of them have sensory receptors as one stage in their cycle
of operations: that is, in both of them there exists a special apparatus for
collecting information from the outer world at low energy levels, and for
making it available in the operation of the individual or the machine.”

Wiener and one of his cybernetic machines.
[7]

He continues, “in both cases, these external messages are not taken in
neat, but through the internal transforming powers of the apparatus,
whether it be alive or dead …the information is then turned into a new
form available for the further states of performance.” [2]

Cybernetics
Cybernetics proved attractive in many fields: it aimed to describe all systems in general because all systems
ultimately were cybernetic, whether they were organic, mechanical, social or aesthetic. “Any organism is held
together in this action by the possession of means for the acquisition, use, retention and transmission of
information,” Wiener wrote, making information the raison d’être of any organism, whether a living being, built
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circuit or societal construct. Cybernetics’ implications extended to engineering, computer science, biology,
philosophy, anthropology, art, architecture and even the organization of society—the direction of Wiener’s second
book on cybernetics, The Human Use of Human Beings. [7]

Macy Conferences
One key reason for the spread was because of the Macy Conferences (1946–53), a core group that included Wiener,
W. Ross Ashby, Heinz von Foerster, Gregory Bateson, Margaret Mead, John Neumann, and Buckminster Fuller, who
gathered twice a year to explore the science of feedback in the social and biological sciences. The Macy Conference
attendees sought to create models of the brain and of living organisms in logical systems, linguistic and information
theory and with early computers. [7]

Machines, life, and entropy
See: human machine

In commentary on his perspective of what defines “life”, with focus on machine life, Wiener states: [5]
“Certain analogies of behavior are observed between the machine and the living organism, the problem as to
whether the machine is alive or not is, for our purposes, semantic … if we use the word ‘life’ to cover all phenomena
which locally swim upstream against the current of entropy, we are at liberty to do so; however, we shall then
include many astronomical phenomena … it is my opinion, therefore, best to avoid all question-begging epithets such
as ‘life’, ‘soul’, ‘vitalism’, and the like, and say merely that machines [and] human beings [are] pockets of decreasing
entropy in a framework in which the large entropy tends to increase.”

Freud | Gibbs
Wiener, supposedly, argued that there are points of contact between Sigmund Freud’s psychodynamic views and
Willard Gibbs' statistical mechanics views, stressing that they both recognized chance as a basic element in the fabric
of the universe. He also, supposedly, argued that in communication systems the crucial concept is information rather
than energy, and that therefore Freud’s emphasis on libido was inappropriate. [6]

Education
Wiener was a forced prodigy, whose cadre includes successes: John Mill and William Sidis, of the many not-so
successful attempts. (Ѻ) In 1894, following his inception, his father Leo Wiener—a Harvard professor of Slavic
languages—gave a press conference announcing that the child was to be turned through forced book reading into a
genius. [15] Norbert, in turn, was made into a child prodigy who completed his BS in mathematics from Tufts College
at age 14 and PhD in mathematics from Harvard at age 18. During this period, while in the class of Harvard
mathematics professor Edward Huntington’s (c.1909-11), Wiener commented about his 225+ IQ cited prodigy-peer
classmate William Sidis: [16]
“Both Sidis and I were in the class, and it was there that I first became aware of the boy's real ability and how great a
loss mathematics suffered in his premature breakdown.”
During his first year of classes, Sidis left Harvard for some months because of a nervous breakdown shortly after
having given his speech, at age 11, on four dimensional bodies. To note, Wiener's human thermodynamics theories,
as found in his 1948 Cybernetics and 1950 The Human Use of Human Beings, are on par or comparible to those of
Sidis. Wiener studied under British mathematician Bertrand Russell during a fellowship at Cambridge in 1912. [4]

Religion
In 1963, seven months before his reaction end (death), Wiener published God and Golem, a short effort to outline his
views on how science, cybernetics in particular, impinges on religion; gist of which seems to be an effort to elaborate
on a updated machine version of the philosophical quagmires surrounding the older clay creation myth theory, which
Wiener summarizes as follows:
“Rabbi Low of Prague claimed his incantations blew breath of life into the Golem of clay. The modern machine is the
modern counterpart of the Golem of the Rabbi of Prague.”
The language of the book seems to indicate that Wiener some where between a believer and an agnostic in respect
to belief in the existence of God, comparing the omnipotence of god to something like a mathematical infinity;
employing the term “spiritual” without too much digression, etc. The following are noted quotes from the book: [9]
“On no account is it permissible to mention living beings and machines in the same breath. Living beings are living
beings in all their parts; while machines are made of metals and other unorganized substances, with no fine structure
relevant to their purposive or quasi-purposive function. Physics—or so it is generally supposed—takes no account of
purpose. The emergence of life is something totally new. If we adhere to these tabus, we may acquire a great
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reputation as conservative and sound thinkers, but we shall contribute very little to the further advance of
knowledge.”

Digital computer
In Sep 1940, Wiener approached Vannevar Bush with a proposal to build a digital computer based on binary. [8] Bush
declined to provide NDRC funding for it on the grounds that he did not believe that it could be completed before the
end of the war. The supporters of digital computers were disappointed at the decision, which they attributed to a
preference for outmoded analog technology. Nearly three years later (Jun, 1943) the Army provided $500,000 to
build the computer, which became ENIAC, the first general-purpose electronic computer.

Quotes
The following are noted quotes:
“Where the knaves assemble, there will always be fools.”
— Norbert Wiener (1948), Cybernetics (Ѻ) (Ѻ)

See also
● Jonathan Tennenbaum
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9. (a) Wiener, Norbert. (1964). God & Golem, Inc.: a Commentary on Certain Points Where Cybernetics Impinges on
Religion (tabus, pg. 5; solid-state physics, pg. 46; Golem, pgs. 49+95). MIT Press.
(b) God & Golem, Inc. – Wikipedia.

Further reading
● Wiener, Norbert. (1959). “Man and the Machine: an Interview with Norbert Wiener”, Challenge, Jun. 36-41.

External links
● Norbert Wiener – Wikipedia.

Wigner, Eugene
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In human physics, Eugene Wigner (1902-1995) was a Hungarian-born American
physicist noted for his views on the non-application of physics and quantum mechanics
in explanations of life (animate matter) (powered chnops matter).

Overview
In 1961, Wigner, in his essay “The Probability of the Existence of a Self-Reproducing
Unit”, wherein purported to prove that a physical system can not make a transition
from a nonliving state to a living state without contravening the laws of quantum
physics, arguing to the effect, according to Paul Davies, that ‘something funny must
have gone on when life started.’ In 1967, Wigner published Symmetries and Reflections,
is an oft-cited book, particularly in reductionist anti-reductionist debates, which is
representative of the anti-reductionism view. [1] In 1971, Wigner, in his Foundations of
Quantum Mechanics, expressed his opinion that quantum mechanics is not applicable
to humans, owing to their consciousness: [2]
“The state of a ‘friend’ is a linear combination of several states, indicating different contents of his mind, seems very
unnatural. This leads me to the opinion that quantum mechanics, in its present form, is not applicable to living
systems, whose consciousness is a decisive characteristic.”
This is an earlier statement in human quantum mechanics. In 1976, American physical organic chemist George Scott
exchanged letters with Wigner on the subject of quantum mechanics and consciousness. [3]

Davies
In the mid 1960s, Paul Davies, as an undergraduate physics student, read English astronomer Fred Hoyle’s 1957
science fiction novel The Black Cloud, in which a large cloud of gas from interstellar space arrived in the solar system,
which was said to be ‘alive’ (see: nebular hypothesis). Davies was intrigued by this idea, in his own retrospect words:
[4]
“How can a cloud be alive? I puzzled over this at length. Surely gas clouds just obey the laws of physics? How could
they exhibit autonomous behavior, have thoughts, make choices? But, then, it occurred to me, all living things
supposedly obey the laws of physics.”
Hoyle’s living cloud left Davies ‘baffled and vaguely disturbed’, leaving him questioning the ‘what exactly is life
question’ and ‘when did it start?’ issue. Next, Davies’ PhD advisor (Michael Seaton or Sigurd Zienau) then gave him a
copy of Wigner’s 1961 essay “The Probability of the Existence of a Self-Reproducing Unit” which purported to prove
that a physical system can not make a transition from a nonliving state to a living state without contravening the laws
of quantum physics, arguing to the effect, according to Davies, that ‘something funny must have gone on when life
started.’ [5]

Quotes
The following are noted quotes:
“I have known a great many intelligent people in my life. I knew Planck, von Laue and Heisenberg. Paul Dirac was my
brother in law; Leo Szilard and Edward Teller have been among my closest friends; and Albert Einstein was a good
friend, too. But none of them had a mind as quick and acute as Jansci [John] von Neumann. I have often remarked
this in the presence of those men and no one ever disputed. But Einstein's understanding was deeper even than von
Neumann's. His mind was both more penetrating and more original than von Neumann's. And that is a very
remarkable statement. Einstein took an extraordinary pleasure in invention. Two of his greatest inventions are the
special and general theories of relativity; and for all of Jansci's brilliance, he never produced anything as original.”
— Eugene Wigner (c.1980) (Ѻ)
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1. Wigner, Eugene P. (1967). Symmetries and Reflections. Indiana University Press.
2. Wigner, Eugene P. (1971). Foundations of Quantum Mechanics (pg. 17). Academic Press.
3. Scott, George P. (1985). Atoms of the Living Flame: an Odyssey into Ethics and the Physical Chemistry of Free Will
(pgs. 282-83). University Press of America.
4. Davies, Paul. (1999). The 5th Miracle: the Search for the Origin and Meaning of Life (preface, pgs. 11-22; ch. 2:
Against the Tide, pgs. 49-68; algorithmic entropy, pg. 276-77 and ch. 4). Orion Productions.
5. Wigner, Eugene. (1961). “The Probability of the Existence of a Self-Reproducing Unit”, in: The Logic of Personal
Knowledge: Essays in to Michael Polanyi on his Seventieth Birthday, 11 March 1961 (ch. 19, pgs. 231-). Free Press.

Further reading
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● Wigner, Eugene P. (1969). “Physics and the Explanation of Life”, Proceedings of the AAAS 1969 Program; in:
Philosophical Foundations of Science (editors: R.J. Seeger and R.S. Cohen), Boston Studies in the Philosophy of Science
XI (pgs. 119-32). D. Reidel, Dordrecht, 1974; in: Philosophical Reflections and syntheses (pgs. 564-), Springer, 2001.

External links
● Eugene Wigner – Wikipedia.

Wikipedia 20 most influential people
In genius rankings, Wikipedia 20 most influential people is 2012 ranking of the world’s most
influential people, born (synthesized) before 1950, compiled by Chilean-born American social
physicist Cesar Hidalgo—student (Ѻ) of human physics pioneer Laszlo Barabasi (see: HP
pioneers)—head of MIT’s Media Lab’s Macro Connections group, based on parameters such as
the number of language editions in which that person has a page, and the number of people
known to speak those languages. [1] The top 17 of the Hidalgo 20 can be compared to the top
17 of the Cattell 1000, also shown below, a similar methodology compiled list done
famously—it is the backbone to the Cox 300—by American science editor James Cattell in
1894.

List
The following is the Hidalgo compiled Wikipedia-reach based listing of the world’s most influential people, with the
exclusion of the three non-existive religio-mythology aggregate figures; also shown are the top 17 of the Cattell 1000,
the Hildago-Cattell combined ranking of names common to both listings, ranked by combined mean of ranking
number, and the top 17 of the Hmolpedia citation rankings: [2]
Hildago/Wikipedia
(2012)

1. Isaac Newton
2. Gandhi
3. Albert Einstein
4. Aristotle
5. Vasco da Gama
6. Leonardo da Vinci
7. Plato
8. Archimedes
9. Mao Zedong
10. Shakespeare
11. Socrates
12. Karl Marx
13. Michelangelo
14. Nelson Mandela
15. Galileo Galilei
16. Julius Caesar
17. Joseph Stalin

Cattell
(1894)

1. Napoleon
Bonaparte
2. William
Shakespeare
3. Voltaire
4. Francis Bacon
5. Aristotle
6. Johann Goethe
7. Julius Caesar
8. Martin Luther
9. Plato
10. Napoleon III
11. Burke
12. Homer
13. Isaac Newton
14. Cicero
15. John Milton
16. Alexander the
Great
17. Pitt

Hmolpedia
(2014)

1. Johann Goethe
2. Willard Gibbs
3. Rudolf Clausius
4. Gilbert Lewis
5. James Maxwell
6. Isaac Newton
7. Hermann Helmholtz
8. Ludwig Boltzmann
9. Albert Einstein
10. Charles Darwin
11. Sadi Carnot
12. Ilya Prigogine
13. Henry Adams
13. William Thomson
15. Max Planck
16. Vilfredo Pareto
17. Claude Shannon

Hildago-Cattell
(Combined)

1. Aristotle (4.5)
2. William Shakespeare (6.0)
3. Isaac Newton (6.5)
4. Plato (8.0)

Hild-Catt-Hmol
(Combined)

1. Isaac Newton
(7.0)

The only name common to all three rankings (fourth column), Cattell, Hildago, and Hmolpedia, is Newton, with a trilist combined ranking of 7.0 in position.

See also
● Who was smarter?

References
1. (a) Medeiros, Joao. (2012). “Infographic: History’s Most Influential People, Ranked by Wikipedia Reach” (Ѻ),
Wired.co.uk, Nov 26.
(b) McDermott, Kerry. (2012). “Jesus, Confucius and Sir Isaac Newton to Wikipedia List of History’s Most Influential
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2. Removals: Jesus Christ (#1), Confucius (#2), and Buddha (#16), are the three Aggregate non-existive religiomythology figures removed from the list, as they were not individual “people”, per se; the first and third, i.e. Jesus
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and Buddha, being religio-mythology figures, derived largely as extensions from the Imhotep-constructed Heliopolis
creation myth theory, the second, i.e. Confucius, being largely a Chinese proverbs attributed aggregate figure,
arguably non-existive, similar to other mythological figures, such as: Abraham, Moses, Mohammed, Lao Tzu, etc. (Ѻ)

Wiley, Edward
In animate thermodynamics, Edward Orlando Wiley (c.1950-), or E.O. Wiley, is an
American systems ecologist noted for his collaboration with Canadian zoologist Daniel
Brooks and their 1986 book Evolution as Entropy: Towards a Unified Theory of Biology.
[1] Wiley and Brooks also collaborated with Canadian physical information theory
philosopher John Collier.

References
1. (a) Brooks, Daniel R. and Wiley, E.O. (1986). Evolution as Entropy: Toward a Unified
theory of Biology. (1988, 2nd ed.). University of Chicago Press.
(b) Brooks, Daniel R. and Wiley, E.O. (1984). “Evolution as an Entropic Phenomenon”,
in: Evolutionary Theory: Paths to the Future, ed. J.W. Pollard, 141-71. New York: Wiley.

Further reading
● Wiley, Edward. (1988). “Entropy and Evolu on”, in: Entropy, Information, and
Evolution (pgs.173-88). Eds. Weber, Bruce H., Depew, David J., and Smith, James D. MIT
Press.

External links
● Edward O. Wiley – Wikipedia.
● E.O. Wiley (faculty) – Department of Ecology and Evolutionary Biology, University of Kansas.
● Wiley, E.O. – WorldCat Identities.

Wilkerson, Galen
In human thermodynamics, Galen J. Wilkerson (c.1971-) is an American applied
computer scientist noted for []

Overview
In 2012, Wilkerson initiated a thermodynamics of human mobility research project,
which he summarizes as follows: [1]
“The city can be seen as an organism, with flows of people, energy, and waste. New
mobility data lets us look at something that has been hard to understand until now: the
urban 'metabolism'. Mobility requires energy, either in the form of automobile driving
or other forms of transportation. Houses require mobility to exist. A house far away
from commonly visited places or jobs markets requires a lot of mobility. This is a
fundamental source of energy consumption, hence CO2 emissions and climate change.
We wish to first estimate energy budget of geographic areas, then see if we can begin
to understand them using physical models of kinetic and potential energy, i.e. how much we move around and how
far we live from those places we visit. Understanding this can let us do many thing: understand populations that are
underserved, understand what kinds of cities are 'efficient' and what are not, and perhaps begin to understand
fundamental 'laws' about how people move.”
Wilkerson's project is a type of applied human thermodynamics, wherein he is attempting to use cellular tracking
data, computer programming, and physics models formulate concepts such as “social heat map” (see: social heat)
based on mobility and density patterns in cities, perhaps using a mixture of complexity theory, statistical physics, and
a Hamiltonian formalism approach. A visual outline of his project proposal is shown adjacent. [2]
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Education
Wilkerson completed a BA in political science in
1993 and a BS in computer science in 2003 both
at the University of Maryland; he completed two
years of graduate work in natural resources and
mathematics and the University of Vermont; he
completed a MS in computer science at
Northeastern University, Boston, in 2012. [2]
Wilkerson’s mobility energy model, from left to right: kinetic energy
Currently, Wilkerson is working on a
model, potential energy model, and a simulated social heat map (see:
“thermodynamics of human mobility” research social heat). [2]
project, possibly to be turned PhD dissertation,
pending funding, with Felix Creutzig's energy assessment of economics of sustainable transport and land use group at
the Technical University of Berlin, wherein he is attempting to apply kinetic energy and potential energy models,
mixed in with cellular, internet, and GPS tracking methods, to formulate thermodynamic-based computer models of
energy use. [3]

See also
● Human thermodynamic instruments
● Human molecular orbital theory

References
1. (a) Wilkerson, Galen J. (2012). “Human Thermodynamics”, OpenPaths.cc.
(b) Felix Creutzig (about) – Technical University Berlin.
2. Wilkerson, Galen J. (2012). “Thermodynamics of Human Mobility” (LinkedIn), Climate CoLab, May 02.
3. Galen J. Wilkerson (cv) – Erinmez.com.tr.

Will
In science, will is a term referring to the mental faculties, operations, or surrounding circumstances connected to
how one’s actions are chosen. [1]

Goethe | Elective Affinities
In 1809, German polymath Johann Goethe published his physical chemistry based novella Elective Affinities, wherein
in the famous P1:C4 of which he compares the movements and reactions of chemicals with those of people,
mentioning the term "will" in the discussion:
“I am sure you will forgive me my fault,” she said, “when I tell you what it was this moment which came over me. I
heard you reading something about affinities, and I thought directly of some relations of mine, two of whom are just
now occupying me a great deal. Then my attention went back to the book. I found it was not about living things at all,
and I looked over to get the thread of it right again.”
“It was the comparison which led you wrong and confused you,” said Edward. “The subject is nothing but earths and
minerals. But man is a true Narcissus (see: ECHO); he delights to see his own image everywhere; and he spreads
himself underneath the universe, like the amalgam behind the glass.”
“Quite true,” continued the Captain. “That is the way in which he treats everything external to himself. His wisdom
and his folly, his will and his caprice, he attributes alike to the animal, the plant, the elements, and the gods.”
Here, in this last passage, we see Goethe, via the Captain, explaining how humans are narcissistic, tending, in their
explanations of the universe, to anthropomorphize animals, plants, elements, with properties of "wisdom and folly,
will and caprice", and moreover to conceptualizes the "powers of the universe" in the form of anthropomorphized
gods and goddesses with these same properties. The job of the modern intellectual, following Goethe, is thus to undo
or reverse all of these false anthropomorphized "natures" of the universe, conceptualized prior to Goethe.

Schopenhauer | Will to live
In 1818, building on Goethe's human chemical theory, Goethe's protege German philosopher Arthur Schopenhauer,
expanded on the above to introduced his “will to live” theory. In the 1844 second volume of his The World as Will and
Representation, Schopenhauer cites German chemist Justus Liebig's description of the reaction of damp copper Cu in
air containing carbonic acid H2CO3, to argue rather cogently that the:
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“The will of the copper, claimed and preoccupied by the electrical opposition to the iron, leaves unused the
opportunity that presents itself for its chemical affinity for oxygen and carbonic acid, behaves exactly as the will does
in a person who abstains from an action to which he would otherwise feel moved, in order to perform another to
which he is urged by a stronger motive.”
(add discussion)

Froude | Will of iron
In 1849, James Froude, in his Nemesis
of Faith, supposedly, at this point
influenced by Goethe (in 1854 he did
the first English translation of Elective
Affinities), penned the following
discussion on a general theory of
morality and will, via discussion of the
nature of the "will of steel", as
diagrammed adjacent, when
suspended between two magnets, of
differing strength: [7]
Left: the Froude model of the will (1849), according to which the "will" of the man is
"determined" as is the pull of a suspended iron rod to a stronger magnet, similar to
“The source of all superstition is the
fear of having offended god, the sense the views Arthur Schopenhauer (1844), according to which “sin, as commonly
understood, is a chimera”. [7] Right: a diagram showing how the will can be
of something within ourselves which
changed by external factors, such as the heating of the one of the magnets, during
we call sin. Sin, in its popular and
which, when reaching the Curie point (Ѻ) (or Curie temperature) (Ѻ), the larger
therefore most substantial sense,
magnet will lose its attractive power, after which the so-labeled “will” of the iron
means the having done something to
may result to be inclined, in this new system state, to the smaller magnet.
gratify ourselves which we knew, or
might have known, was displeasing to god. It depends, therefore, for its essence on the doer having had the power of
acting otherwise than he did. When there is no such power there is no sin.
Now let us examine this. In reflecting upon our own actions we find that they arise from the determination of our
will, as we call the ultimate moral principle of action, upon some object. When we will, we will something, not
nothing. Objects attract or repel the will by the appearance of something in themselves either desirable or
undesirable. And in every action, if analyzed, the will is found to have been determined by the presence of the
greatest degree of desirableness on the side towards which it has been determined.
It is alike self-contradictory and contrary to experience, that a man of two goods should choose the lesser,
knowing it at the time to be the lesser. Observe, I say, at the time of action. We are complex, and therefore, in our
natural state, inconsistent, beings, and the opinion of this hour need not be the opinion of the next. It may be
different before the temptation appear; it may return to be different after the temptation is passed; the nearness or
distance of objects may alter their relative magnitude, or appetite or passion may obscure the reflecting power, and
give a temporary impulsive force to a particular side of our nature. But, uniformly, given a particular condition of a
man's nature, and given a number of possible courses, his action is as necessarily determined into the course best
corresponding to that condition, as a bar of steel suspended between two magnets is determined towards
the most powerful. It may go reluctantly, for it will still feel the attraction of the weaker magnet, but it will still obey
the strongest, and must obey. What we call knowing a man's character, is knowing how he will act in such and such
conditions. The better we know him the more surely we can prophesy. If we know him perfectly, we are certain.
So that it appears that at the stage first removed from the action, we cannot find what we called the necessary
condition of sin. It is not there; and we must look for it a step higher among the causes which determine the
conditions under which the man acts. Here we find the power of motives depends on the character, or the want of
character. If no character be formed, they will influence according to the temporary preponderance of this or that
part of the nature; if there be formed character, on the conditions, again, which have formed it, on past habits, and
therefore on past actions. Go back, therefore, upon these, and we are again in the same way referred higher and still
higher, until we arrive at the first condition, the natural powers and faculties with which the man has been sent into
the world.
Therefore, while we find such endless differences between the actions of different men under the same
temptations, or of the same man at different times, we shall yet be unable to find any link of the chain undetermined
by the action of the outward circumstance on the inner law; or any point where we can say a power lay in the
individual will of choosing either of two courses—in other words, to discover sin. Actions are governed by motives.
The power of motives depends on character, and character on the original faculties and the training which they have
received from the men or things among which they have been bred.
Sin, therefore, as commonly understood, is a chimera.
If you ask me why, then, conscience so imperatively declares that it is real? I answer, conscience declares nothing
of the kind. We are conscious simply of what we do, and of what is done to us. The judgment may come in to pass
sentence; but the judgment is formed on instruction and experience, and may be as wrong in this matter as in any
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other: being trained in the ordinary theory of morals, it will and must judge according to it; but it does not follow that
it must be right, any more than if it be trained in a particular theory of politics, and judges according to that, it must
be right. Men obey an appetite under present temptation, to obey which they have before learned will be injurious to
them, and which, after the indulgence, they again learn has been injurious to them; but which, at the time, they
either expected would, in their case, remit its natural penalty, or else, about which, being blinded by their feelings,
they never thought at all. Looking back on their past state of mind, and finding it the same as that to which they have
returned when the passions have ceased to work, it seems to them that they knew better, and might have done
otherwise. They wish they had. They feel they have hurt themselves, and imagine they have broken a law. It is true
they have broken the higher law, but not in the way which they fancy, but by obeying the lower law, which at the
time was the stronger.
Our instinct has outrun our theory in this matter; for while we still insist upon free will and sin, we make
allowance for individuals who have gone wrong, on the very ground of provocation, of temptation, of bad education,
of infirm character. By and by philosophy will follow, and so at last we may hope for a true theory of morals. It is
curious to watch, in the history of religious beliefs, the gradual elimination of this monster of moral evil. The first
state of mankind is the unreflecting state. The nature is undeveloped, looking neither before nor after; it acts on the
impulse of the moment, and is troubled with no weary retrospect, nor with any notions of a remote future which
present conduct can affect; and knowing neither good nor evil, better or worse, it does simply what it desires, and is
happy in it. It is the state analogous to the early childhood of each of us, and is represented in the common theory of
paradise—the state of innocence.
But men had to grow as we grew. Their passions developed rapidly, their minds slowly; but fast enough to allow
them, in the interval of passion, to reflect upon themselves, to generalise, and form experience; and, acquiring thus
rudimental notions of laws from observing the tendency of actions, men went through what is called the "fall"; and
obtained that knowledge of good and evil which Schiller calls "ein Kiesen Schritt der Menscheit" ["a gravel step of
humanity"]. Feeling instinctively that the laws under which they were, were not made by themselves, but that a
power was round and over them greater than themselves, they formed the notion of a lawgiver [see: Critias
hypothesis], whom they conceived they could please by obedience to the best they knew, and make angry by
following the worse. It is an old remark, that as men are, such they paint their gods; and as in themselves the
passionate, or demonic nature, long preponderated, so the gods they worshiped were demons like themselves,
jealous, capricious, exacting, revengeful, the figures, which fill the old mythologies, and appear partly in the Old
Testament. They feared them as they feared the powerful of their own race, and sought to propitiate them by similar
offerings and services.”
(add discussion)

Nietzsche | Will to power
In 1883, building on Schopenhauer's will to live theory, German philosopher Friedrich Nietzsche positioned a “will to
power” theory. [3] Nietzsche's notebook writings on this subject, which ran up to 1888, wherein he begins to dig in to
heat death, forces, William Thomson, and beyond good and evil, were posthumously collected and published as The
Will to Power, and considered his long-sought, albeit unrealized magnum opus.

Freud | Will to die | Will to pleasure
See: Freud-Schiller drive theory

A variant of Schopenhauer's will to live is Austrian psychologist Sigmund Freud's 1920 death drive theory, the reverse
so to speak of the former, a sort of will to death driving instinct; along with, supposedly, a "will to pleasure" theory,
embodied somewhere in his 1921 Beyond the Pleasure Principle.

Waton | Will of steel
Here, to note, we may compare Froude's discussion of the will of steel suspended between two magnets to Harry
Waton's 1932 physicalism-like argument about free will or the freedom of the will, in respect to steel as follows: [7]
“The will is free. Free in what sense? It is free to act according to its nature. This, in fact is true of all realities. Take
steel. Steel is free to act as steel, and nothing in existence can make steel act otherwise than steel should act.”
Wonton's take on steel's will seems to have some Marcus Aurelius flavor, mixed in with scorpion and the frog parable
logic; and the will of steel is reminiscent of Arthur Schopenhauer's discussion of the "will of copper".

Other
In 2002, American philosopher William Plank, building on Nietzsche, intermixed with nonequilibrium thermodynamics
dissipative system models, outlined his version of a will to power. [3]

Free will
In human thermodynamics, often is the case that when one begins to model human systems, comprised of human
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actions, as thermodynamic systems that the question of whether or not the “will” is free or not comes to the fore; an
example English physicist C.G. Darwin’s 1952 thermodynamical view of humans as “human molecules”, but molecules
with free will justified by a passing mention of their “unpredictability”. [2] This is what is called an "ontic opening"
method of argument.

Anthropomorphism | De-anthropomorphism
The following shows the timeline of the natural deanthropomorphizings, done famously:
Nature

Power [s]
(of the universe)

Movement

Natural/Unnatural

Synthesis/Analysis

Anthropomorphism

God[s]

Free will

Good/Evil

Life/Death

Aggregation/Disaggregation
Sociology
Grouped movement

Deanthropomorphism

Thinker

"Celestial mechanics has no need of that
hypothesis."

Pierre Laplace
(1802)

[Ѻ]

"God is dead."

Friedrich
Nietzsche
(1883)

[Ѻ]

External force (80%) / internal force (20%)
chemical affinity movement reaction
theory

Johann
Goethe
(1796)

[Ѻ]

"A man can do what he will, but not will
what he wills."

Arthur
Schopenhauer
(1839)

"will to power" drive theory

Friedrich
Nietzsche
(1883)

Retinal molecule photon mediated
conformational change

Libb Thims
(2007)

“I perceived something in nature (whether
living or lifeless, animate or inanimate)
Johann
that manifested itself only in
Goethe
contradictions and therefore could not be
(1770)
expressed in any concept, much less any
word.”
Natural + unnatural coupling drive theory

Libb Thims
(2011)

Defunct theory of life / Life terminology
upgrades

Libb Thims
(2009)

→ deanthropomorphization of the 19th
century "social matter" terminology
Sociology terminology upgrades

Libb Thims
(2013)

[6]

[Ѻ]

[4]

[5][Ѻ]

(add discussion)

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“Will is nothing more than a particular case of the general doctrine of association of ideas, and therefore a perfectly
mechanical thing.”
— Joseph Priestley (c.1780) (Ѻ)
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“In conscious beings such natural tendencies are accompanied by a certain feeling which we call will, and we are
happy when we are allowed to act according to these tendencies or according to our will. Now, if we recall the
happiest moments of our lives, they will be found in every case to be connected with a curious loss of personality. In
the happiness of love this fact will be at once discovered. And if you are enjoying intensely a work of art, a symphony
of Beethoven's, for example, you find yourself relieved of the burden of personality and carried away by the stream
of music as a drop is carried by a wave.”
— Wilhelm Ostwald (1906), Individuality and Immortality (pgs. 44-55)
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External links
● Will (philosophy) – Wikipedia.

Will to live
In science, will to live, or Wille zum Leben in the original German, is a physical chemistry theory of will, outlined by
German philosopher Arthur Schopenhauer in his The World as Will and Representation (1814/44), based on a
platform of German polymath Johann Goethe’s human chemical theory, which in short posits that all observable
phenomena is controlled by a driving force or ‘will’ in anthropomorphic speak, or ‘will to live’ as the theory has come
to be known, or drive, whereby one “can indeed do what he wants, but he cannot will what he wants".

Overview
The following passages and comments by Schopenhauer outline his general will to live theory:
“As the title indicates [Elective Affinities], though Goethe was unaware of this, [it] has as its foundation the idea that
the will, which constitutes the basis of our inner being, is the same will that manifests itself in the lowest, inorganic
phenomena.” [1]
“Knowledge which everyone possesses directly in the concrete, namely as feeling, is the knowledge that the inner
nature of his own phenomenon, which manifests itself to him as representation both through his actions and though
the permanent substratum of these his body, is his will. This constitutes what is most immediate in his consciousness,
but as such it has not wholly entered into the form of the representation, in which object and subject stand over
against each other; on the contrary, it makes itself known in an immediate way in which subject and object are not
quite clearly distinguished, yet it becomes known to the individual himself not as a whole, but only in its particular
acts. Of itself it will become the key to the knowledge of the innermost being of the whole of nature, since he now
transfers it to all those phenomena that are given to him, not like his own phenomenon both in direct and in indirect
knowledge, but in the latter solely, and hence merely in a one-sided way, as representation alone. He will recognize
that same will not only in those phenomena that are quite similar to his own, in men and animals, as their innermost
nature, but continued reflection will lead him to recognize the force that shoots and vegetates in the plant, indeed
the force by which the crystal is formed, and the force that turns the magnetic to the North Pole, the force whose
shock he encounters from the contact of metals of different kinds, the force that appears in the elective affinities of
matter as repulsion and attraction, separation and union, and finally even gravitation, which acts so powerfully in all
matter, pulling the stone to the earth and the earth to the sun; all these he will recognize as different only in the
phenomena, but the same according to their inner nature.” [2]
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"The will of the copper, claimed and preoccupied by the electrical opposition to the iron, leaves unused the
opportunity that presents itself for its chemical affinity for oxygen and carbonic acid, behaves exactly as the will does
in a person who abstains from an action to which he would otherwise feel moved, in order to perform another to
which he is urged by a stronger motive." [2]

Terminology issues
While Schopenhauer’s will theory is fairly cogent, it does smack of an anthropomorphizing of chemistry or to an
extent of blend of both the extrapolate down approach and the extrapolate up approach, whereas the gain in
knowledge in modern science has allowed us deeper insight into physical and chemical processes, and hence allowing
a stripping away of the many of the older anthropomorphisms, e.g. life (see: defunct theory of life), among others. To
exemplify, in 1938 English physiologist Charles Sherrington, in his own grappling battle with explaining existence in
pure physical and chemical terms, exemplifies how when the will to live terminology is extrapolated down to the
combustion reaction of the ignition of gunpowder the notion of a ‘will-to-implode’ becomes a laughingstock: [3]
“Let us seek where we can first trace mind, or where we last lose it. Does it not begin with urge to live? Zest to live
which is part and parcel of life? Is it not that all through? Becoming gradually more sophisticated? The zest of the
living thing to go on living, and renew itself as a new life. The zest which implements the whole conduct of life; the
zest which the whole conduct of life implements. At once an urge and a motive. No species of life without it. Innate,
inalienable, impelling alike man and animalcule. A character which in the more than millionfold variety of nature’s
types does not fail or falter in single one. Individual minds of endless variety of type, reptile, fish, bee, octopus, ant.
Man observing them, wrapt in his own anthropism, finds some as strange in mind as in the bodily forms that clothe
them. Some on still closer knowledge become to him still more strange; some on closer knowledge hateful beyond all
tolerance; some delightful to know more closely. But in them all, whatever else, this constant trait; the dirve to live
and increase. We can call it zest, and zest it often is, but who shall say where, traced along life’s scale of forms
receding from man’s own, zest becomes blind drive, and drive retreats into mindless urge? It may be mind still,
although mind ‘over the horizon’.
It was panegyrized years ago as “will-to-live”. But that was a misconception and despite its intention sadly
inadequate to the fact. As well call an ocean-tide which sweeps the mariner onward his ‘will’. As well suppose we
summon the spring’s growth by asking for it. To think of the vast nether flood of the ‘urge-to-live’ as mere ‘will-tolive’ is to miss the meaning of the whole subconscious world whence man has come, and in part still belongs. Urgeto-live is an immense natural situation, greatly older and far wider than ‘will’ can embrace. It was a biological ‘law’
before ‘will’ came to be.
I remember sowing into 2 liters of distilled water contained in one of a pair of similarly filled tall glass jars a
minute speck of a culture of cholera germ. I added this speck to the clear water just before leaving the laboratory late
in the summer afternoon. The water in both the jars then crystal-clear. Next forenoon, to my extreme astonishment,
the whole tall column of water in the one jar was faintly opalescent. I microscoped a drop. It teemed with myriads of
cholera germs, the progeny of my speck of the day before. An almost incredible multiplication. But a philosophy
which dubs such a phenomenon ‘will-to-live’ adopts melodrama. To gunpowder its lyricism would impute a ‘will-toexplode’.”
The take-away wisdom of this is that, in regards to terminology and conception development, the extrapolate down
approach is the safer approach to follow.
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Will to power
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In science, will to power, German wille zur macht, is an 1883 theory, conceived
by German philosopher Friedrich Nietzsche, conceptualized as an upgrade to
Arthur Schopenhauer’s 1818 will to live theory—itself a modified extension of
the Johann Goethe’s 1796 chemical affinity internal force/external force
reacting system metamorphology theory of the will—intermixed with aspects of
Roger Boscovich’s 1758 “center of forces” atomic theory and Wilhelm Roux’s
1881 Darwin-modified cellular-level “struggle for existence” theory, the gist of
which argues something to the affect that the so-called "will" of all material
entities throughout the universe is mediated by the inherent desire to obtain
"power" or mastery or stability of work per unit time dynamics in the atomic
geometries of movement.

Overview
(add)

Thermodynamics
Nietzsche’s will to power theory is not only, supposedly, intermixed with some
kind of wave mechanics theory, e.g. citation of the ebb and flow of the ocean,
but also thermodynamics, supposedly, somewhere discussing “will to power
cycles” between a hot high point [hot body] and a cold low point [cold body], in
global and local terms. American Nietzsche scholar philosopher Eric Steinhart
comments, to give one example: [1]
“These thermal cycles constitute the inner will that distinguishes the will to
power form merely mechanical forces.”

Nietzsche's posthumously-published
collected notes of his 1885 draft-stage
book The Will to Power: An Attempt at
a Revaluation of All Values, which
outlines his will to power theory,
which, it is said, would have been his
magnum opus, of his 5,000-page
collected work set, which never
reached complete fruition, following
his 1889 breakdown. [2]

Moreover, supposedly, Nietzsche, as Steinhart discusses, somewhere renders “entropy cyclical” in his theory.

Humor
See also: Thermodynamics humor

The following is a humorous depiction of a Will to Power Bar, supposedly sold for $4.99 out of
PhilosophersGuild.com, a play on the Power Bar—the first “energy bar”, invented in 1986 by Canadian athlete Brian
Maxwell, Mike McCollum, and nutritionist Jennifer Biddulph—and Nietzsche’s will to power theory, his uberman
theory, his theories on good and evil, and his beyond Judeo-Christianity models of philosophical atheism and nihilism:
[3]

(add discussion)
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Quotes
The following is related "money, power, women"
gangster philosophy quote: (clip)
“In this country, you gotta make the money first. Then
when you get the money, you get the power. Then
when you get the power, then you get the women.”
— Tony Montana (1983), Scarface
The so-called "money, power, respect" philosophy was introduced

A spin-off variant of the above, to note, is the "money, in the 1983 film during the pool scene after Manny gets rejected
by a woman who is laying out. (clip)
power, respect" street philosophy of the Scarface
motto association, supposedly on the logic that:
"when you get the women, then you get the respect", such as found in the 1998 debut album title Money, Power, &
Respect, of the hip hop group The LOX, the 2006 film Money, Power, Respect: How Far Will You Go?, and the 2006
video game title Scarface: Money, Power, Respect.

Search keys
● Nietzsche, will to power, thermodynamics

See also
● Freud-Schiller drive theory
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Williams, Emmett
In existographies, Emmett L. Williams (c.1935-) is an American materials scientists, metallurgical
engineer, and creationism scientist noted for []

Overview
In 1974, Williams published Physical Science for Christian Schools, co-authored with George
Mulfinger, the abstract of which is as follows: [1]
“This book is not just another textbook. It has been designed by Christians "from the ground up"
for use specifically in Christian schools. For some time we have felt that it was simply not enough
to put a child in a Christian school where he took a course using humanistic books, with hopefully
some supplementary material from a Christian viewpoint. We have attempted to put science in its proper historical
and biblical perspective: it is the work of men and is thus imperfect and changing. As scientists, we have found that
true science always reaffirms the inerrancy of the Scriptures.”
Here we are reminded of Mirza Beg, who, with similar educational background to Williams, similarly attempted, in
the 1980s, to present physical science in alignment with scriptures, albeit Quranic scriptures. In 1978, Williams, in his
Chemistry for Christian Schools: Expansion Text and Lab Manual for Use with Physical Science for Christian Schools,
supposedly outlined a version of chemistry compatible with Christianity. [2] In 1981, Williams edited
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Thermodynamics and the Development of the Order, which included a chapter by Duane Gish entitled “The Origin of
Biological Order and the Second Law”, and a chapter by Williams entitled “Resistance of Living Organisms to the
Second Law”, both cited by Martin Goldstein (1995). [3]

Education
Williams completed his BS and MS in metallurgical engineering and his PhD in materials science at Clemson
University, after which he taught thermodynamics, modern physics, solid state physics, physical chemistry and
metallurgy, supposedly, at a Christian university. He was on the board of directors of Creation Research Society for 30
years. [4]
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Wilson, Alan
In hmolscience, Alan Wilson (1939-) is an English physicist turned social scientist and
urban architect noted for his 1966 theory just as the so-called Newtonian "gravity
model" (e.g. social gravity) has been fruitful in developing statistical socio-economic
"gravity models", so to could the statistical version of entropy be used to build
statistical socio-economic models; a synopsis which is is follows: [1]
“The concept of entropy has, until recently, been used primarily in the nonsocial
sciences. This book is an attempt to show that it has a useful and valuable role in one
branch of the social sciences—the study of urban and regional systems. It is hoped that
‘entropy’ enables the social scientist to tackle some basic problems in a fruitful way,
and thus to make progress which might not be possible so easily with more orthodox
tools.”
Specifically, Wilson envisioned that the statistical version of the entropy maximization
method could be applied to urban and regional models, a type architectural
thermodynamics theory, which he describes fully in his 1970 book Entropy in Urban and Regional Modelling, in which
the logic of general systems theory and entropy is used to facilitate city planning. [1] His first citation, however, is to
the 1957 work of Edwin Jaynes.

Overview
Wilson gives the following as to theory starting origin: [1]
“[My theory] has its origins in some work I was doing in 1966 when I realized that the well-known gravity model could
be derived on the basis of an analogy with statistical mechanics rather than Newtonian mechanics.”
In 1969, in social physics, Wilson published “Notes on Some Concepts in Social Physics”, in which he discussed two
applications of physics to the social sciences, namely what he referred to as the “population potentials” and the
“gravity model”, in which he outlines his plan to apply statistical mechanics and information theory (see: Shannon
bandwagon) urban and regional modelling. On the use of analogies, in this paper, Wilson states: [3]
“When concepts are transferred from physics to social sciences, the underlying analogy is often unsound, but by
systematic analysis, the analogy can be made sound, and the increased understanding thus achieved can create
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powerful tools (see: toolism) and concepts which are adequate for their new employment. Though part of the study
may proceed through analogy, in the end the analogy must be thrown away.”
In 1980, Wilson published Catastrophe Theory and Bifurcation: Applications to Urban and Regional Systems, on what
seems to be an application of the 1960 catastrophe theory of French mathematician Rene Thom and the 1972
bifurcation theory of Belgian chemist Ilya Prigogine to urban systems, the abstract of which is as follows: [4]
“Mathematical models have long been used by geographers and regional scientists to explore the working of urban
and regional systems, via a system where the equilibrium point changes slowly and smoothly as the parameters
change slowly and smoothly. However, this all changed with the advent of catastrophe theory and bifurcation, which
enabled the development of models where a quite sudden change in the position of the equilibrium point results
from a slow, small, smooth change in one or more parameters.”
Wilson's entropy theory work was cited in 1990 by Kenneth Bailey. [5]

Education
Wilson completed his BA in 1966 in mathematics and MA in theoretical physics in 1966, at the Rutherford Laboratory,
both at University of Cambridge. In 1965, he began converting to the social sciences through research on the
mathematical modelling of cities, and from 1964 to 1966, he was a research officer at the Institute of Economics and
Statistics at Oxford University. He had research posts in Oxford and London before being appointed as Professor of
Urban & Regional Geography at the University of Leeds in 1970. In 2007, he joined University College London's center
for Advanced Spatial Analysis as professor of urban and regional systems.
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Wilson, Edward
In hmolscience, Edward O. Wilson (1929-), oft-cited as E.O. Wilson, a Simmons
scientific 100 (#83), is an American myrmecologist, generally known for his 1975
Sociobiology.

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“Luddites and anti-intellectuals do not master the differential equations of
thermodynamics or the biochemical cures of illness ... they stay in thatched huts and
die young.”
— Edward Wilson (1978), On Human Nature [1]

“If humankind evolved by Darwinian natural selection, genetic chance and
environmental necessity, not god, made the species.”
— Edward Wilson (1978), On Human Nature [2]
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Wilson, Edwin
In hmolscience, Edwin Wilson (1879-1964) (SN:7) was an American mathematician and
polymath, whose interests spanned mathematics, physics, statistics, economics,
astronomy, and biology, as summarized by George Szpiro, notable for being the sole
protégé of American engineer Willard Gibbs, for teaching a physical chemistry and
thermodynamics based mathematical economics course at Harvard from 1934 to 1940,
and later having mentored economic thermodynamicist Paul Samuelson about using
equation 133 of Willard Gibbs' chemical thermodynamics treatise to model economic
stability. [5]

Education
Wilson received his AB from Harvard College in 1899 and his PhD in 1901, dissertation
"The Decomposition of the General Collineation in Space into Three Skew Reflections",
at Yale with Gibbs as his advisor. In 1900 he became instructor in mathematics at Yale,
but took leave during the year 1902-1903 to study mathematics at Paris, chiefly at the
Ecole Normale Superieure; thereafter returning to teach at Yale. He became assistant
professor of mathematics at Yale in 1906. In 1907, he when to MIT where he became an associate professor of
mathematics; full professor in 1911, then professor of mathematical physics, and head of the department of physics
in 1917. [1] In 1918, at the start of World War I, Wilson taught a course on aeronautics and or aeronautical
engineering for Army and Navy officers, after which, in 1922, he moved to Harvard’s school of public health, wherein
he became professor of vital statistics, retiring from that position in 1945.

Mathematical economics | Physical chemistry based
In the 1930s, Wilson taught a physical chemistry, steam engine theory, thermodynamics based course or seminar on
mathematical economics which Paul Samuelson and a few others attended. [3] Wilson discussed the details of of this
course in 1934 to 1938 letters of communication with Harvard economics department head Harold Burbank; one
example of which is as follows: [4]
“Schumpeter has suggested that it would be particularly well for me to give as I gave last time a general theory of
equilibrium such as this is understood by physical chemists including the phase systems of Willard Gibbs. Most of our
equilibrium theory in economics really has for its background the notions of equilibrium which arise in mechanics. It
is pretty high-brow stuff. Mathematically or physically it isn’t any more high-brow than things which I long taught at
Yale University and at the Institute of Technology. Although Pareto was certainly quite familiar with the types of
equilibrium which arise in physical chemistry and are necessary in fact for the study of the steam engine he doesn’t
use this line of thought in economics.”
This single paragraph, along with the amount of interaction discussed in the Harvard Pareto circle, along with the fact
that in 1938 he told Paul Samuelson to use equation 133 of Willard Gibbs' 1876 700-equation thick On the Equilibrium
of Heterogeneous Substances as the basis of a theory of economic stability, puts Wilson presently at the sixth position
in social Newton rankings.

Vector analysis
Wilson’s first major accomplishment was the preparation, in 1901, of Willard Gibbs lecture notes on vector analysis,
as presented in the 1902 textbook Vector Analysis. [2] Prior to this time, various competing techniques for handling
vector quantities were at hand: William Hamilton’s 1843 quaternions, lavishly popularized by Peter Tait and the
Quaternion Society, Hermann Grassman’s 1844 Ausdehnungslehre (theory of extensive magnitudes), and the physical
ideas of James Maxwell and Oliver Heaviside. In his lectures, Gibbs modified the techniques of Grassman to fit the
ideas of Maxwell and Heaviside as well as his own work. His resulting “vector calculus” was presented in lecturers at
Yale and in an unpublished brief set of lecture notes (“Elements of Vector Anslysis”, 1881 and 1884). This work
established the dominant use of the vector notation, over that of quaternion notation, whereby those, such as
American physicists, use boldface notation for vectors, with a dot • for scalar products and X for vector products,
exactly as initiated by Gibbs and presented in the Gibbs-Wilson textbook. [1]
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Wilson, Woodrow
In hmolscience, Woodrow Wilson (1856-1924) was the 28th American President
notable as being one of the members of the Princeton social physics school, for his
efforts to, supposedly, overcome the “friction” of the separation of powers in America,
and for his 1912 presidential candidate speech wherein he contends that American 4th
president James Madison’s Newtonian-based version of the Constitution was outdated,
in that government, as he saw things, was answerable to Darwin not to Newton. [1]

Political dynamics
In 1908, Wilson, in his Constitutional Government in the United States lectures-turnedbook, stated the following, in regards to theoretical structure of constitutions, in
general—the concept of which, i.e. a constitutional government, he says arose at
Runnymede, when the barons of England in 1215 exacted the Magna Carta of John, the
resulting constitution of England being the mother of all constitutions as he says:
“The government of the United States was constructed upon the Whig theory of
political dynamics, which was a sort of unconscious copy of the Newtonian theory of the universe [see: Newtonian
government]. In our own day, whenever we discuss the structure or development of anything, whether in nature or
in society, we consciously or unconsciously follow Darwin; but before Darwin, they followed Newton. Some single
law, like the law of gravitation, swung each system of thought and gave it its principle of unity. Every sun, every
planet, every free body in the spaces of the heavens, the world itself, is kept in its place and reined to its course by
the attraction of bodies that swing with equal order and precision about it, themselves governed by the nice poise
and balance of forces which give the whole system of the universe its symmetry and perfect adjustment. The Whigs
had tried to give England a similar constitution.”
(add discussion)

Darwin | Newton
In 1912, Wilson, in his “What is Progress?”, his second campaign speech, tells the story of how when he was
president of Princeton, he listened to a lecture of a visiting Scottish philosopher who discussed Newtonian thinking in
respect to Darwinian thinking, which triggered in Wilson speculation about how a Darwinian reformulation of the
Constitution might be a good political platform, which he explains as follows:
“One of the chief benefits I used to derive from being president of a university was that I had the pleasure of
entertaining thoughtful men from all over the world. I cannot tell you how much has dropped into my granary by
their presence. I had been casting around in my mind for something by which to draw several parts of my political
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thought together when it was my good fortune to entertain a very interesting Scotsman who had been devoting
himself to the philosophical thought of the seventeenth century. His talk was so engaging that it was delightful to
hear him speak of anything, and presently there came out of the unexpected region of his thought the thing I had
been waiting for. He called my attention to the fact that in every generation all sorts of speculation and thinking tend
to fall under the formula of the dominant thought of the age. For example, after the Newtonian theory of the
universe had been developed, almost all thinking tended to express itself in the analogies of the Newtonian theory,
and since the Darwinian theory has reigned amongst us, everybody is likely to express whatever he wishes to
expound in terms of development and accommodation to
environment.”
He continues:
“Now, it came to me, as this interesting man talked, that the
Constitution of the United States had been made under the
dominion of the Newtonian theory. You have only to read the
papers of The Federalist to see that fact written on every page.
They speak of the "checks and balances" of the Constitution, and
use to express their idea the simile of the organization of the
universe, and particularly of the solar system,—how by the
attraction of gravitation the various parts are held in their orbits;
and then they proceed to represent Congress, the Judiciary, and
the President as a sort of imitation of the solar system.
They were only following the English Whigs, who gave Great
Britain its modern constitution. Not that those Englishmen
analyzed the matter, or had any theory about it; Englishmen care Wilson’s 1912 description of how the Constitution
little for theories. It was a Frenchman, Montesquieu, who
built via Newtonian mechanics, namely: “they
pointed out to them how faithfully they had copied Newton's
constructed a government as they would have
description of the mechanism of the heavens. The makers of our constructed an orrery—to display the laws of nature.
Politics in their thought was a variety of mechanics.
Federal Constitution read Montesquieu with true scientific
enthusiasm. They were scientists in their way,—the best way of The attraction of gravitation the various parts—
Congress, the Judiciary, and the President—are held in
their age,—those fathers of the nation. Jefferson wrote of "the
their orbits; and then they proceed to represent as a
laws of Nature,"—and then by way of afterthought,—"and of
sort of imitation of the solar system.”
Nature's God." And they constructed a government as they
would have constructed an orrery,—to display the laws of nature. Politics in their thought was a variety of
mechanics.”
Wilson then states the following, oft-quoted segment:
“The Constitution was founded on the law of gravitation. The government was to exist and move by virtue of the
efficacy of ‘checks and balances.’ The trouble with the theory is that government is not a machine, but a living thing.
It falls, not under the theory of the universe, but under the theory of organic life. It is accountable to Darwin, not to
Newton. It is modified by its environment, necessitated by its tasks, shaped by the sheer pressure of life.”
Wilson here seems to have in mind: Charles Montesquieu, John Witherspoon, James Madison, Thomas Jefferson,
William Paterson, and Benjamin Franklin.

Religion
Wilson, supposedly, was a deeply religious Presbyterian; the following, to exemplify, are retrospect comments by
Raymond B. Fosdick, one of his former students: [2]
“Wilson was a deeply religious man. He believed that God was working out his purposes in this world, and once he
made up his mind that a particular course of action represented the will of God, nothing could shake him loose from
it.”
Fosdick, who was with Wilson during his last days, comments how Wilson, with tears running down his face, said
“You can’t fight God!”, in commentary on his failed effort to actuate the League of Nations, based on what he
thought was an underlying principle, representing the fulfillment of a preordained purpose, mediated or enacted by
the will of God.

Quotes
The following are noted quotes:
“Whenever bodies of men employ bodies of men, it ceases to be a private relationship.”
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— Woodrow Wilson (1912), “The Old Order Changeth”, 1st campaign speech (pg. 28) [3]
“It would seem a waste of time to point out that ancient distinction,—between mere change and improvement. Yet
there is a class of mind that is prone to confuse them. We have had political leaders whose conception of greatness
was to be forever frantically doing something,—it mattered little what; restless, vociferous men, without sense of the
energy of concentration, knowing only the energy of succession. Now, life does not consist of eternally running to a
fire. There is no virtue in going anywhere unless you will gain something by being there. The direction is just as
important as the impetus of motion.”
— Woodrow Wilson (1912), “What is Progress?”, 2nd campaign speech (pg. 44)
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External links
● Woodrow Wilson – Wikipedia.

Winiarski, Léon
In human thermodynamics, Léon Winiarski (1865-1915) (CR=101) (SN:4) was a Polish
mathematical physics based sociopolitical economist notable for teaching a course on
"social mechanics" for six years (1894-1900) at the University of Geneva (see: human
thermodynamics education), in which he utilized a a Lagrangian-Clausius based
explanation of social and economic movement, using differential equations, in which he
discusses advanced concepts such as sexual energy, aesthetic energy, among numerous
others, in terms of energy and entropy. The bulk of his theory is captured in his 1898
book Essay on Social Mechanics and his teaching course is described in his 1900 report
"The teaching of pure economics and politics of social mechanisms in Switzerland." In
1929, American sociologist Howard W. Odum describing Winiarski as the leader of the
mechanistic school of sociology and described his theory as follows: [18]
“Winiarski’s mechanistic interpretation posits society as a system of points, individuals
in perpetual movement, with attraction as the primary cause of movement. This
attraction is like chemical affinity which mechanical bases but with psychic force not present in the physical world,
which, however, in turn is nothing more than a form of physico-chemical energy which in turn, in the form of life,
may be transferred from potential to kinetic energy, and this transformation is primarily through the processes of
alimentation and reproduction. Human masses transmute energies of hunger and sex into various social, economic,
aesthetic or intellectual forms, the transformation proceeding entirely according to the laws of thermodynamics.
Society and human beings will ultimately reach an equilibrium in some way as the physical world has reached its
equilibrium and social science must devise objective units of studying this energistic system of humans in relation to
their world.”
Odum's summary, in turn, was based on the earlier interpretation of Winiarski as given by Russian-born American
sociologist Pitirim Sorokin, from his 1928 Contemporary Sociological Theories, who in turn devotes over fifteen pages
to Winiarski's theories. [19]

Citations
Winiarski, in building his social mechanics theory, cites some big names: Joseph Lagrange, Emile Clapeyron, Robert
Mayer, Rudolf Clausius, Cato Guldberg and Peter Waage (law of mass action), Hermann Helmholtz, Max Planck, Henri
Poincare, Joseph Thomson, to name a few. [26]

Pareto | Walras
Vilfredo Pareto and Leon Walras had the following to say about Winiarski: [27]
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“Winiarski is a socialist and in addition
ignorant.”
— Vilfredo Pareto ()

“Winiarski est socialiste et de surcroit ignorant.”

“Winiarski is perfectly aware of this very
new and very difficult science. It is
mathematician, which is essential to
penetrate as well and to teach correctly.”
— Leon Walras ()

“Winiarski est parfaitement au courant de cette science tres
neuve et tres difficile. Il est mathematician, ce qui est
indispensable pour as bien penetrer et pour l’enseigner
correctement.”

(add discussion)

Education
In 1886, at the age of twenty-one, Winiarski was a student at Warsaw University, where probably with the help of his
brother Wolf Winiarski, tried to keep up the tradition of spreading Marxist ideas among the first Polish scientists. He
authored two pamphlets of this kind: “About Crises and their Sources” and “On Supplementary Values”, being a
popularization of Karl Marx’s Das Kapital. [12] Following his studies at Warsaw University, Winiarski then studied at
Paris and London, before coming to Switzerland, where at the University of Geneva he began teaching a course on
social mechanics, for at least six years (1894-1900), in which he utilized a a Lagrangian-Clausius based explanation of
social and economic movement.
During this period, Winiarski published at least three books on theoretical
sociology and economics. [23] In 1903, Winiarski became professor of finance
and statistics at the University of Lausanne (see also: Lausanne school). [22]
Of greatest influence, Winiarski a pupil of French-Italian engineer Vilfredo
Pareto, one of the first to conceive of people as "human molecules", who
himself had been a student of French economist Léon Walras, the first to
conceive of people as "economic molecules". Walras and Winiarski exchanged
letters in the discussion of ideas; at least in 1899. [7] Winiarski was a professor
of finance and statistics at the University of Lausanne; was an ardent advocate
of social mechanics, and it is said that he considered himself to be following in
the footsteps of Walras. [17]

Economics
Winiarski took a view of “economics as social physics” on the model that the
exchanges in human society studied by economists were seen as analogous to
the exchanges that physics studies in nature. [21]

Sex
On sex, Winiarski states: [20]

In 1967, Swiss sociologist Giovanni
Busino published a 315-pg edition of
Winiarski's collected works on social
mechanics entitled Essay on Social
Mechanics.

“The psychology of sexual elements on one hand, seems to us quite right. It is between the sperm and egg that
biological attraction, more or less, which is the same mechanics as the chemical attraction between the atoms of
hydrogen and oxygen.”
In other words, what Winiarski seems to be saying is that the psychology of sexual attraction, which results ultimately
in the biological attraction that draws the sperm and egg together, are both of the same mechanics of the operation
of chemical affinity, or Gibbs free energy change (modern view), as that which draws the hydrogen and oxygen atoms
together.

Overview
In 1894, Winiarski began teaching a class called “social mechanics”, at the University of Geneva, where he applied the
dynamics of Italian mathematician Joseph Lagrange and the thermodynamics of German physicist Rudolf Clausius,
through equation formulation, in sociology and economics. [1] Some aspects of these lectures began to be published
in works such as Winiarski's 1898 "Essay on Social Mechanics", and post-humorous 313-page collected works, by the
same name. To summarize, Winiarski held the view that: [10]
“A social aggregate is nothing but a system of points, i.e. individuals, who are in perpetual movement of approaching
or withdrawing from one another.”
Winiarski treated human societies in terms of energy, discussed social systems in terms of the first and second laws
of thermodynamics, and used differential equations to describe certain social processes. [2] He has been classified as
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one of the representatives of “energetic theory” in sociology. [4] Most of his works were published in French (having
limited translations), which may explain why he is not as well known in modern times.

Ward
In America, the work of Winiarski was very influential to American sociologist Lester Ward, who credits Winiarski as
forming the basis of the third part of his 'system of sociology' (developed up until 1913), that of the “difference of
potential” or transformative principle of sociology, as is said to be exemplified by the following quote:

“The forces of work, system kinetic energy will be equal to the
differences of the potential energies. To ensure the transformation
of the active forces of the biological energies, unrealised potential
processing takes place, it must be between comprizing breeds in a
social aggregate, where there is a difference in potential. All the
differences in these potential energies go into energy kinetic—but
the total energy remains unchanging during processing; there is
only a change in form.”

Through the application of the branches of mathematical physics to sociology, such as found in the above quote,
according to Ward, Winiarski was the world's first mathematical sociologist. [3]

Name translations
Winiarski was born in Poland, but taught and worked at the primarily French-speaking University of Geneva,
Switzerland, which is next to Italy and France, hence his publications seem to be only in French, Italian, and Polish, in
descending order. [13] An English variant of his last name is "Winiarsky" (as used by Ward). A Spanish and Italian
variant of his first name is "Leone". [8] In his 1900 biographical book on American sociologist William Morris, he goes
by the name "Leona Winiarskiego". [11]

Social mechanics
To cite an overview of Winiarski’s teachings, at the 1900 Sociology at the Paris Exposition, after referring to the
earlier works of Lagrange, and his general equations of motion, and to Walras, and his general theory of economic
equilibrium, Winiarski gives the following synopsis of his teaching, over the previous six-years, of the application of
mechanics and thermodynamics in the social science: [4]
“Having furnished the equations of social equilibrium, we have laid the foundations for social mechanics—on its static
side—on the principle of Lagrange, that of least effort or greatest energy, i.e. on the principle that serves as the basis
of cosmic mechanics. Passing to the dynamic side of the problem, we have given a definition of socio-biologic energy
in the two following forms: Potential (hunger and love) and kinetic (economic, political, juridical, moral, esthetic,
religious, and scientific). This led us to the application of the principles of thermodynamics, the third of which, that of
Clausius, explains at the same time the gradual spiritualization of every closed social aggregate and the lowering of its
potential. It is the dissipation of the entropy which takes place in the social world as in the physical world.”
Winiarski noted further that their researchers in social mechanics were published in the Revue Philosophique (March,
1898) under the title: “Essai sur la mechique sociale” ("Essay on Social Mechanics"), which consisted of three parts:
[5]
(a) Equilibrium and social economics (L’equilibre economieque et social)
(b) The transformations of social energy (Les transformations of de l’energie sociale)
(c) Social dynamics (La dynamique sociale)
The second part referring to “transformations” would seem to indicate that Winiarski was utilizing Clausius’ logic of
equivalence values of uncompensated transformations (transformation-equivalents), an early variation type of
description of entropy. The above quotation, to note, indicates that Winiarski had a well-advanced mind on the
subject of human thermodynamics, more so than most modern researches on the same topic at present.

Aesthetic / biological / social energy
See main: Aesthetic energy

Winiarski seems to have had views on the relationships between aesthetics, energy, and equilibrium points in life, as
published in his 36-page 1899 article "Aesthetic Equilibrium". [14] Winiarski argued that beauty, in respect to those
nervous system movements that result in attraction movements, is a function of “aesthetic energy”, i.e. the energy
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correspondent to movements towards objects of beauty, and to “biological energy”. To cite an example, Winiarski
affirmed that: [9]
“The prices of commodities represent nothing but the various conversion coefficients of biological energy: gold is
therefore the general social equivalent, the pure personification and incarnation of socio-biological energy.”
In a sense, movements, such as the making of arms, dwellings, ornaments, sculpture, painting, music, or architecture,
etc., as they connect to the possessions of strength, objects of wealth, or the development of skills in the arts or
sciences, actuate such that the individual or race who wishes to attain a higher position in the class structure does so
according to the intensity or duration of the pleasure given from the process. In an 1899 review of Winiarski’s work,
an F. M. Winger states, according to Winiarski’s theory: [6]
“Periods of maximum pleasure are followed and preceded by a period of equilibrium, and just so much pleasure
results as there has been energy expended.”
In a modern sense, it would seem that this period of maximum pleasure would correspond to the heightened energy
state (activation energy) in the range of the transition state of reactants going to products, between two lower saddle
points of minimal free energy (thermodynamic equilibrium).

Objections
In 1911, in commentary on Winiarski’s view that “selfishness and altruism are both manifestations of elementary
biological energy as attraction and repulsion are of cosmic energy; biological energy is directed into each individual
and each group of individuals by the tendency to maximize pleasure and happiness”, American sociologist Luther Lee
Bernard comments that: [15]
“Winiarski has gone to the metaphysically ridiculous in attempting to establish an identity between biologic energy
and feeling consciousness, thus reducing ‘egoism’ and ‘altruism’ to actual social forces, akin to the physical forces,
which will enable us to formulate an exact science of sociology.”
In 1954, Leslie White, in his “The Energy Theory of Cultural Development”, gave the following semi-down playing
statement: [24]
“Leon Winiarski, a European sociologist, treated human societies in terms of energy. He discusses social systems in
terms of the first and second laws of thermodynamics, and uses differential equations to describe certain social
processes. But for all this, he seems merely to present social systems as analogous to physical systems, to describe
them in the language of physics, rather than to apply physical concepts to gain new insights and understandings of
socio-cultural systems.”
In 1991, Juan Martinez-Alier cites White's popular quote (above), and describes Winiarski as having absurd views, as
follows: [25]
“Discussions about energy and the economy have included two mistaken views. One mistaken view is the ‘energy
theory of value’ (Punti, 1988). Another mistaken view is based on the isomorphism between the equations of
mechanics and the equations of economic equilibrium of neoclassical economics after 1870. It was believed that in
economic exchange there is an exchange of psychic energy. Winiarski, at the turn of the century, was a spokesman
for this absurd view.”
(add discussion)

Quotes
The following are noted quotes:
“The energy of social transformation is submitted to the same laws as the energy of the universe. These are the laws
of thermodynamics. We can thus represent a primitive horde, as a material system in movement, the driving forces
that cause the movement being hunger and love or attraction. Similar to how a cannonball meeting an obstacle
transforms the energy contained in its mass movement into internal heat, energy of light, electricity, etc., so to do
the members of the movement of the crude social mass transform when meeting barriers from the natural
surroundings and other tribes, represented by economic, political, legal, moral, aesthetic, religious, and intellectual
needs. There is transformation of the energy of the mass social movement in internal energies, psychologies, but
there is no gain or loss of energy. Moreover this transformation is continuous across social system. Just as any
movement of any mass of the universe is accompanied by production of heat, so to are the masses of biology and
society transformed into mental phenomena of different kinds. Here we can apply the first principle of
thermodynamics: that of the equivalence (the principle of Mayer).”
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— Leon Winiarski (1898), “Essay on Social Mechanics: Social Energy and its Measurements.” [28]
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Winkelman, John
In human chemistry, John Winkelman (1911-) was/is an American German-languages
scholar noted for []

Overview
In 1987, Winkelman, in his Goethe’s Elective Affinities: an Interpretation, digressed on
Goethe's Elective Affinities, commenting a bit on the reaction theory, and on
interpreters such as Christoph Wieland, Friedrich Gundolf, among others. [1]

Education
Winkelman completed his BA and MS from City College New York and his PhD in 1952
with a dissertation on “Social Criticism in the Early Works of Erich Kaestner” at the
University of Michigan. From 1966 to 1970, he served as the department chairman of
the German department. In 1987 he was professor emeritus of German literature.
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External links
● Winkelman, John – WorldCat Identities.

Wiskamp, Volker
In hmolscience, Volker Wiskamp (c.1957-) is a German organic chemist noted for his
2002 article “Chemistry in the Work of Goethe”, wherein he discusses German
polymath Johann Goethe’s 1809 physical chemistry based novella Elective Affinities
(along with his 1832 novel Faust) in chemical thermodynamic terms, in particular he
equates exothermic to “hot love” and endothermic to “cold love” in the connection to
the enthalpy of formation (see: human enthalpy), which is a very rarely-made
connection in human free energy theories (see: Elective Affinities | IAD: equation
decipherment).

Chemistry in the Work of Goethe
In circa 1997 to 2002, Wiskamp was involved an interdisciplinary teaching effort at a
high school in Darmstadt, Germany, wherein the class, of 16-year-old pupils, watched
and discussed the theory and philosophical implications of Goethe's Elective Affinities.
The class, in part, was a stimulated precipitate of the release of the 1996 film Le
affinità elettive, the French-Italian rewrite of Goethe’s Elective Affinities by the
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brothers Paolo Taviani and Vittorio Taviani, which was shown as part of a high school chemistry class and classroom
discussion that resulted.
In 2002, Wiskamp, collected the results of the noted and discussion of the class into an online article “Chemistry
in the Work of Goethe”, in which he discusses the chemical thermodynamics of Goethe's Elective Affinities, a subject
very rarely touched upon. Wiskamp explains the origin of the article as follows: [3]
“The website was written approximately 10-years ago, but it has not been published in any journal. 10-15 years ago, I
had a cooperation with a high school in Darmstadt. One focus of that cooperation was to bring different fields of
teaching together. At that time Goethe’s novel ‘affinities’ was discussed in the German class and the 16-year-old
pupils watched an Italian movie on Goethe’s novel. The chemical aspects in that novel were discussed in the
chemistry class and analogies between chemical interactions and human interactions, especially love, were worked
out. The text which I put onto my website is the result of that class, a class report, so to say. A few years later I was
involved in a similar project which had the focus on
science and religion.”
In his article section entitled “Choice, Opportunity,
and Higher Provision”, Wiskamp states: [1]
“Edward introduces the concept of elective
affinities between chemicals. He means that
substances then obviously preferable to one
another, particularly when a lot of latent heat is
released. The thermodynamic sense, Edward
speaks of enthalpy of formation, ΔH, especially the
exothermic (hot love) chemical reactions. Charlotte
finds that a chemical reaction takes place only
when the opportunity arises. It compares that
there is theft only if there is something to steal,
and also handy for the thief is ready. It describes so
clearly that the position of a chemical equilibrium
depends crucially on the concentrations of the
reactants (mass action). Extremely formulated:
Come marble not contacted with sulfuric acid, so
An advertisement for the 1996 film Le affinità elettive, the Frenchthere are neither gypsum nor carbon dioxide; Otto Italian rewrite of Goethe’s Elective Affinities, which was used as a
teaching medium in 1999 high school chemistry class that Wiskamp
and Ottilie were not published, the marriage of
took part in, which resulted in the 2002 article “Chemistry in the Work
Charlotte and Edward would not have been
of Goethe”, an overview of the chemical thermodynamics of human
compromised. Maybe thinks Charlotte, when she
relationships. [1]
speaks of occasions, other boundary conditions,
which can change a marriage, for example, homely, financial, medical or social, similar to e.g. the temperature on the
rate of a chemical reaction and the setting of the chemical equilibrium has a significant influence . Otto says that is
the course of a chemical reaction by a higher purpose.
The chemist knows that the driving force of a chemical reaction by the Otto speaks, on the one hand depends on
the heat of reaction (exothermic or endothermic), on the other hand but also of temperature and entropy of a
measure of the disorder of the system, after the second law of thermodynamics, which states that the system strives
toward a maximum, with the motto: the chaos is increasing.
The reaction of calcium carbonate with sulfuric is entropy-controlled especially because with the carbon (IV)
oxide is a reaction product escapes from the mixture (chaotic) in the disordered gas phase. Even with the mutual
relations of the four main characters in his novel all ends in chaos. Now the behavior of calcium carbonate and
sulfuric acid is fully with the relationship between Charlotte, Edward, Otto and Ottilie comparable? If so, do adultery
as the most natural thing in the world and are considered practically the above-cited law of science meet. But
Charlotte is really a soulless carbonation, Edward etc. a soulless calcium? Are not the self-re-fall in love and
committing adultery not only solved with old friends and new ones and creates a lot of chaos, but also feelings of
hurt people? Therefore need not even be considered laws that go beyond the purely scientific? For example, those
who long ago brought an old man of the mountain and down the sixth of which is: Thou shalt not commit adultery!
Goethe asks this question in his novel also. Describe the natural sciences with its laws is the only truth, or are there
other levels of reality, we only guess, but (still) do not know?”
Regarding the "Thou shalt not commit adultery!" comment, see the Goethe timeline (29 Jan 1830) for Goethe's
comments to his friend composer Carl Zelter (1758-1832) on the relation of this commandment and the novella.

Lab experiments
See also: Homework problems; Human thermodynamics education

Of note, Wiskamp, whose focus is on chemical education, gives end-of-article laboratory experiments, contextually
related to the novel.
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Education
Wiskamp completed his BS in chemist in 1979 at Ruhr-University Bochum and his PhD in 1981 at the Max Planck
Institute for Coal Research in Mulheim-Ruhr after which he worked as a postdoctoral fellow at UC Berkeley. Since
1989, he has been a chemistry professor at the University of Applied Sciences Darmstand, where at he presently is
dean of students. [2]

Key
Wiskamp was found via Google search keys: Thermodynamik, Goethe, Wahlverwandtschaften.

References
1. Wiskamp, Volker. (2002). “Chemistry in the Work of Goethe” (“Chemie im Werk Goethe”) (WayBack), University of
Applied Sciences Darmstadt, Department of Chemistry and Biotechnology.
2. Volker Wiskamp (about) (German → English) – Journalismus.h-da.ed.
3. Wiskamp, Volker. (2012). "Email communication to Libb Thims", Nov 12.

Further reading
The following are cites given by Wiskamp in his Goethe article following:
● Soentgen, J. (1996). “Chemistry and Love: a Parable – Chemistry is the Key to the Affinities of Goethe” (“Chemie
und Liebe: ein Gleichnis - Die Chemie als Schlüssel zu den Wahlverwandtschaften von Goethe”), Our Time Chem
(Chem. unserer Zeit), 30: 295-97.
● Schwedt, G. (1998). Goethe as a Chemist (Goethe als Chemiker). Springer Verlag.
● Itch, O. (1998). Goethe and the Natural Sciences (Goethe und die Naturwissenschaften). Callwey, Munich.

External links
● Volker Wiskamp (faculty) (German → English) – Darmstadt University.

Wislicenus, Johannes
In existographies, Johannes Wislicenus (1835-1902) was a German chemist and free
thinker noted for 1885 comment: "that must disappear!", to his University of Leipzig
tour guide, upon talking over the chair of chemistry, from Hermann Kolbe, in reference
to the Biblical quote, stating "god has arranged all things by measure and and number
and weight", from Wisdom of Solomon (11:20) (Ѻ), above the classroom periodic table
(Dmitri Mendeleyev version, 1869).

Chemical atheism | That must disappear!
In 1885, Wislicenus gave the following order to his tour guide, during his orientation
tour of the University of Leipzig, as the new chemistry professor successor to Hermann
Kolbe:
“That must disappear!”
in reference to Kolbe’s Biblical quotation "God has arranged all things by measure and
number and weight" (Wisdom of Solomon 11:20) in large letters, such as depicted adjacent, above the periodic table
chart of the chemical elements at the front of his lecture theater: [1]
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(add discussion)

Ostwald
In 1905, German chemist Wilhelm Ostwald came into serious conflict with the university, the reason being concerned
with “religious questions”, as biographer Eduard Farber puts it, at the time of the official obsequies for Wislicenus.
The tensions came to a breaking point, when Ostwald was asked to be relieved of lecturing duties, after which he was
suspended until 1906, officially appointed as an exchange professor to the United States.

See also
● Juliana Goates

References
1. Forefathers (eBook) – University of California Press.

External links
● Johannes Wislicenus – Wikipedia.

Wissner-Gross, Alexander
In hmolscience, Alexander Wissner-Gross (c.1981-) is an American child prodigy turned
mathematician, electrical engineer, and physicist, described by Czech-American
theoretical physicist Lubos Motl in 2007 as an "interdisciplinary genius", noted for []

Overview
In 2013, Wissner-Gross, in his “Causal Entropic Forces”, co-written with American
mathematician Cameron Freer, attempted to argue that "intelligence" and intelligent
behavior stems from the impulse (see: impulse theory) to seize control of future events
in the environment, which they consider as a fundamentally thermodynamic process,
and argue that important landmarks in human evolution, like the use of tools, upright
walking and social organization, are deﬁning behaviors of a human cognitive niche that
spontaneously emerge through what they refer to as "entropic forces", which they
equate to or characterize by entropy maximization. [1]
The article, of note, cites American physical chemist Thomas Wallace (Wealth,
Energy, and Human Values, 2009) and German physicist Dietrich Stauffer (The
Beginning of Infinity, 2011) as econophysics representatives, along with other thinkers such as: Eric Chaisson, Alex
Kleidon, and Eric Verlinde. Their article, of curiosity, has stirred a bit of a media frenzy, as far as thermodynamic
theories go, with discussions and news postings on the theory found in over a dozen press outlets ranging from
Forbes to BBC News to Physics Today. [2] The following is Wissner-Gross' cart-and-rod diagram, from his computer
simulation program Entropica, that operates based on what they call "causal entropic forces", which they define as
forces of the motivation for intelligent behavior, which encourage a system to preserve as many future histories as
possible. In the cart-and-rod exercise simulation, these entropic forces, supposedly, control the cart to keep the rod
upright. Allowing the rod to fall would drastically reduce the number of remaining future histories, or, in other words,
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lower the entropy of the cart-and-rod system. Keeping the rod upright, according to Wissner-Gross and Freer,
maximizes the entropy. It maintains all future histories that can begin from that state, including those that require
the cart to let the rod fall: [3]

Wissner-Gross and Freer, in their abstract, state:
“Recent advances in fields ranging from cosmology to computer science have hinted at a possible deep connection
between intelligence and entropy maximization, but no formal physical relationship between them has yet been
established.”
Ideas and theories on intelligence and entropy, however, are not new, as Wissner-Gross and Freer seem to think—
theorists include: Hungarian-born American prodigy turned mathematician and chemical engineer John Neumann,
and his NASA-funded 1948-1953 thermodynamics-based automaton theories (see: Neumann automaton theory);
Canadian materials science engineerJack Kirkaldy, and his 1965 His “Thermodynamics of the Human Brain” outlines a
free energy minimization principle of brain operation, consciousness, and development and his followup
“Thermodynamics of Terrestrial Evolution”, which argues that the “causal element of biological evolution and
development can be understood in terms of a potential function which is generalized from the variational principles
of irreversible thermodynamics”; Chinese-born Canadian mathematician and economist Jing Chen, and his 2005
"entropy theory of the human mind" theory; American neuroscience researcher Todd Hylton, and his 2009-2012
Darpa-funded "physical intelligence" project; to name a few.

Education
Wissner-Gross seems to have been a bit of an accelerated prodigy in youth, performing with the New York City Opera
Children’s Chorus in 1992 and winning a number of state and national awards in mathematics, language, and
computer science, and gifted talent searches before 1996. In 1999, he graduated first out of 225 students at Great
Neck South High School, New York, and in 2003 graduated first out of about 550 students of the MIT school of
engineering, simultaneously completing three undergraduate degrees: SB in physics, SB in electrical science and
engineering, and SB in mathematics, on of which involved a thesis on “Surface Intruder Dynamics in Granular Fluids”.
He then completed an AM in physics and a PhD in physics, with a dissertation on “Physical Programmable Surfaces”,
in 2008, both at Harvard University. Since 2010, Wissner-Gross has been a research affiliate at the Media Laboratory
at MIT and an researcher at the Institute for Applied Computational Science and the Harvard Innovation Lab, Harvard
University.

References
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Witherspoon, John
In hmolscience, John Witherspoon (1723-1794) (CR=10) was a Scottish-born American
political philosopher, a signatory of the Declaration of Independence (1776), 6th
president of Princeton University, interpreter of the Newtonian-based political
philosophies of French theorist Charles Montesquieu, and mentor to American political
theorist James Madison (1751-1836), the “father of the constitution”, who is said to
have used the Newtonian-conceptualized theories of Witherspoon and or Montesquieu
in the construction of the US Constitution.

Celestial mechanics | Orrery politics
In 1748, French political philosopher Charles Montesquieu, in his The Spirit of the Laws,
notes that iron bars tend to contract when cooled, a phenomenon known as
Boerhaave's law, and that by extrapolation such an effect may occur in human nerve
endings, thus mediating different personal behaviors in love, sex, courageousness, and
passions, etc., of people in lands of different heat. In 1769, American political theorist
James Madison (1751-1836), the so-called “father of the constitution”, and America’s fourth president, was said to be
studying a primitive form of social physics a Princeton. [1] Madison, according to John Q. Stewart, was a student of
Witherspoon, who in turn was a noted interpreter of the political philosophy of French theorist Charles Montesquieu,
notable for his “hot climates” / “cold climates” theory of human behavior, who in turn had been deeply influenced by
the celestial mechanics work of Isaac Newton; Stewart, e.g., comments on this: [2]
“There can be no question of the fact that,
in early Princeton, physics cooperated with
politics in a sort of analogical double play,
Newton to Witherspoon to Madison.”
In 1771, College President John
Witherspoon purchasedan orrery, i.e.
mechanical model of the solar system—
regarded as essential teaching equipment
for 18th-century lectures on “natural
philosophy”—from American clockmaker,
and self-taught astronomer David
Rittenhouse, for approximately £220 and
installed it in Nassau Hall. [3] In these
years, the Whig-Cliosophic Society,
Princeton’s literary and debate club,
formed, which had in its circle John
Witherspoon, James Madison, and Irishborn American statesman William
A pen and ink drawing of David Rittenhouse, in 1771, showing his orrery to
Paterson; the latter of which, in 1795,
Princeton president John Witherspoon, an item he purchased for Princeton
made explicit comparisons of the social
that year [3]
and planetary realms. [4] American
criminal justice professor Curtis Blakely cites this as the first recorded comparison of its kind by a criminal justice
official. [5] In 1912, Woodrow Wilson stated that the Madison-Witherspoon "political mechanics" amounted to
something along the lines of the following:
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External links
● John Witherspoon – Wikipedia.

Wittgenstein, Ludwig
In science, Ludwig Wittgenstein (1889-1951) (IQ:180|#99) (CR=31) was an AustrianBritish philosopher, a Stokes 100 (#78), noted for, supposedly, commented or critiqued
Arthur Schopenhauer’s human chemical theory based notion of a “elective affinity will”
or “will to power” (attacking one’s fears). [1] Wittgenstein’s two biggest works are
Philosophical Investigations and Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus, which according to
some “show more raw intellect than anything Shakespeare has written”. He is also
noted for his atomic fact model of language units and molecular hypothesis version of
paragraphs.

Goethe-Schopenhauer | Weininger
Wittgenstein, supposedly, admired Otto Weininger. [6] Wittgenstein, as a youth, e.g.
read read Weininger's Goethe-based Sex and Character, and was said to have been
deeply influenced by it. Wittgenstein, in addition, commented or critiqued Arthur
Schopenhauer’s Goethean-based theory of an “elective affinity will” or “will to power”
(attacking one’s fears). [7]

Religion
Wittgenstein notably has a large number of “god-this” and “god-that” quotes attributed to him. [2]

Russell
Wittgenstein was a pupil of Bertrand Russell, who he met in 1910. [3] Some have ranked Wittgenstein above Russell
in genius rankings.

Natural laws
American physicist Steven Weinberg cited the following quote by Wittgenstein, from his 1921 Tractatus LogicoPhilosophicus, as someone who denied the possibility of explaining any fact on the basis of any other fact: [4]
“At the basis of the whole modern view of the world likes the illusion that the so-called laws of nature are the
explanations of natural phenomena.”
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Weinberg went on to say that such “warnings leave me cold” and that “telling a physicist that the laws of nature are
not explanations of natural phenomena is like telling a tiger stalking prey that all flesh is grass.” [5]

Quotes
The following are representative quotes:
“I think, I have never invented a movement of thought, rather they are always given to me by others. I have merely
taken them up passionately for my work of clarification. In this way Boltzmann, Hertz, Schopenhauer, [Gottlob] Frege,
Russell, Kraus, Loos, Weininger, Spengler, Sraffa have influenced me.”
— Ludwig Wittgenstein (1931), diary note [8]
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External links
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Wohler, Friedrich
In science, Friedrich Wohler (1800-1882) was a German chemist noted for his 1828
synthesis of urea, an undoubtedly “organic” molecule, starting from ammonium
cyanate, which was then considered to be an “inorganic”, or at least “nonliving”, as
Francis Crick retrospectively described things, chemical. [1] In his “On the Artificial
Formulation of Urea” Wohler stated: [2]
“This investigation has yielded an unanticipated result that reaction of cyanic acid with
ammonia gives urea, a noteworthy result in as much as it provides an example of the
artificial production of an organic, indeed a so-called animal, substance from inorganic
substances.”
Wohler was a student of Swedish chemist Jacob Berzelius, author of Animal Chemistry
(1806), who, prior to Wohler's discovery, was of the mindset that organic atoms, in
contrast to inorganic atoms, were responsive to vital force. [3] The fact that Wohler
specifically made urea, a supposed “living chemical” (chemical responsive to the vital
force) or chemical of living things, from non-living components, specifically from: dried blood, hoofs, and horns,
brought into question the then-dominant vital force theory of “organic chemistry”. [1]

Organic | Inorganic life
Wohler’s urea synthesis thus disproved the then-dominate theory that only organic matter (living matter or
technically “vital force” infused matter could produce organic matter or organic life (in contrast to inorganic life).
While Wohler's urea synthesis effectively disproved the vital force theory of organic chemistry, the organic/inorganic
or more to the point "organic life"/"inorganic life" divide still exists in the minds of many, particularly in regards to
the modern day origin of life question.
American writer Edgar Poe’s 1944 short story “Mesmeric Revelation” gives a glimpse into the organic life/inorganic
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life mindset during this period. [4]
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Wojcik, John
In human thermodynamics, John Francis Wojcik (1938-) is an American physical chemistry
professor emeritus, of Catholic Villanova University, Pennsylvania, noted for his very opinionated
objections, in the 2006 Rossini-Leonard-Wojcik debate, to assertions that chemical
thermodynamics could be used to explain aspects of freedom and security in the human
condition. [1]

Overview
In 2006, Wojcik, in his “A Response to Chemical Thermodynamics in the Real World”, gave the
following argument in objection to chemical thermodynamics being used to explain and solve real
world problems, such as freedom and security regulations in a post 9/11 world: [2]
“There is the danger that some will think that true human freedom can be measured in terms of some sort of calculus
of simultaneous maximums and minimums. And worst of all, there is the danger that chemical thermodynamics will
have ascribed to it a power that it simply does not have, namely, the power to ‘explain’ the human condition.”
Wojcik's underlying objection is a religious objection, similar to Christoph Wieland (1809), Pitirim Sorokin (1928), and
Christopher Dawson (1957).

Education
Wojcik completed his PhD on “the Radioisotope Exchange of Nickelous, Cobaltous and Cupric Ions with their
Ethylenediaminetetraacetato Complexes” in Ithaca, New York, in 1965. [3] Wojcik taught chemistry for one year, in
1965, at St. Francis College in Loretto, Pennsylvania. In 1966, Wojcik joined the chemistry department at Villanova
University. He served as Chair of the chemistry department from 1990-1994. Wojcik announced his retirement from
teaching chemistry effective August 15, 2006. [4]
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Wolf, Fred
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In hmolscience, Fred Alan Wolf (1934-), a creationism scientist ranked by idiocy (#11),
oft-classified as fringe and or new age, is an American physicist noted for a number of
publications, beginning in about 1975, attempting to use quantum mechanics to argue
for scientifically-themed god talk theory, e.g. world soul, consciousness, life, etc.

Overview
In 1981, Wolf, in his Taking the Quantum Leap, began to use quantum mechanics to
argue that “God’s order appears to us as a principle of uncertainty”, i.e. your basic
ontic opening polemic, that we are “free to choose”, but that we “cannot predict the
results of our choices”. [1] Wolf's dozen or so books thereafter venture off into new
age kingdom, e.g. his The Spiritual Universe: How Quantum Mechanics Proves the
Existence of the Soul (1996), argues that individual souls don't exist, but rather there is
one cosmic soul (see: world soul), which is mysteriously linked with the vacuum of
space. American theoretical physicist Jack Sarfatti (1939-) claims (Ѻ) that he and Wolf
started the “new age physics” movement with the publication of their 1975 book
Space-Time and Beyond, whose work was cited in Gary Zukav's 1979 The Dancing Wu Li Masters: an Overview of the
New Physics. (Ѻ)

Quotes | About
The following are quotes about Wolf:
“Organic systems arise at the micro-meso intersect when according, to Wolf’s vortex hypothesis, an electrical spark
breeds life to photon-electron interactions.”
— Paris Arnopoulos (1993), per citation of Star Wave [2]
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Wolf, Sarah
In human thermodynamics, Sarah Wolf (c.1978-) is a German mathematical economist
noted for her co-organization efforts of the 2011 “Social Energy” workshop, on the
subject of an inquiry about "social energy", held during the European Conference on
Complex Systems, Vienna, in which she elaborated her ideas on a theory of "social
energy landscapes" in terms of gravity-like potential functions.

Disclaimer
On 19 Mar 2013, to add disclaimer to her "social energy" position, Wolf edited her own
Hmolpedia article, removed her photo, and added the following statement:
“This site has been created without agreement of Sarah Wolf, who does not see her
work about a social energy concept as being part of ‘human thermodynamics’.”
This would seem to put her in the category of a "objector" to human thermodynamics,
as defined by English physicist C.G. Darwin in 1952, though her reasons at this point
seem a bit blurry?

Workshop overview
The "Social Energy" workshop focused on the the following topics—a two cultures type of seminar: [1]
•
•
•
•
•

How far does the analogy between energy and social energy carry?
What can be learnt from exploring social energy for the analysis of the dynamics of complex socio-ecological
systems?
Where does social energy need to differ from energy as known in physics?
What are parameters that help grasp and measure forms of social energy?
Which mathematical tools and methods (used in physics models) can be successfully used for studying the
dynamics of socio-ecological systems?
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The workshop included a talk by Christopher Watts on “Human Energy Concepts in the Social Sciences and How to
Model Them”, Karolina Safarzynska on “Energy: a Missing Dimension of Evolutionary Models of Industry Dynamics”,
Jean-Philippe Bouchaud on “Modelling Cooperativity and Sudden Shifts: Some Ideas from Physics”, and a collective
talk by Nicholas erony, Claudio Tessone, Barbara Konig, and Frank Schweitzer on “From Individual Energy to
Collective Behaviour in Animal Populations”. [5]

Discussion
In the third of the above bullet points, i.e. "grasp and measure", Wolf digs into the newly-forming subject of human
thermodynamic instruments. In the last of these, i.e. "which mathematical tools", a venture in this direction concerns
research into the historical underpinnings of mathematical thermodynamics, particularly the mathematical proof and
origin of Euler reciprocity relation in respect to the indicator diagram, the Clausius inequality, and French physicist
Sadi Carnot's 1824 notion of re-establishment of equilibrium in the caloric as this has been upgraded by Clausius to
that of the equivalence value of all uncompensated
transformations.

Social energy landscapes
See main: Social energy landscapes

In a 2011 GSDP.eu posting about the origin of the social energy
discussion, Wolf stated the following about social energy
landscapes: [3]
“The idea of social energy arose in discussions at various GSDP
related meetings. It is an analogy that suggests to describe social
systems using some mathematics applied when speaking about
energy in a physics context.
One example is a so-called potential function [see:
thermodynamic potential and potential], used to describe the
behaviour of a dynamical system. One can imagine the system’s A 2010 “change potential” graph from Carlo Gaeger’s
“From Detergents to Multiple Equilibria” GSDP
state as a particle that moves around in the “potential
landscape” [see: energy landscape] driven by the force of gravity discussion on social energy, used in the workshop. [6]
and some random perturbation. The potential function provides the form of the landscape, and gravity tends to pull
the particle towards the lowest places within the landscape. However, due to the perturbation the particle may also
move upwards, and can thus transit from the basin of attraction of one local minimum to another one. This behaviour
seems useful for describing economic systems that often stay close to one “equilibrium” for a long time but may also
experience major shifts, which could be interpreted as transitions to different equilibria. By analogy, the landscape
given by the potential function could be seen as a “social energy landscape”.
What exactly this social energy landscape, or the term “social energy” itself, represents, and how it can be
described mathematically in more detail, are open questions. Also, it is yet to be found out how far this analogy
carries and what can be learnt from investigating it. Since quite a few people involved in previous discussions are part
of the GSDP network, I propose to continue discussing this topic here. Of course, others are kindly invited to
participate in the discussion as well. Apart from the discussion of concepts and possible models as regards content,
this webspace might also be a convenient place to exchange ideas on the possibility to organise workshops or other
meetings, submit texts, or grasp other logistic opportunities to further develop research on the topic.”
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This discussion of “social energy landscape”, of course, brings
to mind the 2001 human free energy theories and work of
South African physical chemist Adriaan de Lange, such as
shown adjacent. [4]

Education
Wolf completed her PhD in 2010, with a thesis on “From
Vulnerability Formalization to Finitely Additive Probability
Monads” at the Free University of Berlin, on the mathematics
of climate impact theory. [2] Wolf currently is doing postdoctoral research on a “Model of the German Economy” at
Potsdam Institute for Climate Impact Research, Potsdam,
Germany.

References

South African physical chemist Adriaan De Lange's 2001
free energy landscape of evolution, employing a mixture
of chaos theory, Prigoginean bifurcation theory, orderdisorder logic, time (past vs future), free energy barrier,
path functions, and discussions of high and low values of
entropy change. [4]
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Wolpert, Lewis
In hmolscience, Lewis Wolpert (1929-) (CR=3) is a South African-born English
developmental biologist (powered-chnopsologist) and atheist noted for his evolution
debates with creationists, and as someone who has spoken out against the argument
for evil (Bo Jinn, 2013). [1]
In a circa 2009 film Creation, Wolpert debated English thermodynamics professor and
creationist Andrew McIntosh and theistic evolutionist Denis Alexander. (Ѻ)

Quotes
The following are noted quotes:
“I regard it as ethically unacceptable and impractical to censor any aspect of trying to
understand the nature of our world.”
— Lewis Wolpert (2002) “Is Science Dangerous” (Ѻ) [1]

References
1. Jinn, Bo. (2013). Illogical Atheism: a Comprehensive Response to the Contemporary Freethinker from a Lapsed
Agnostic (eB). Sattwa Publishing, 2014.

Further reading
● Wolpert, Lewis. (1992). The Unnatural Nature of Science. Faber & Faber.

External links
● Lewis Wolpert – Wikipedia.

Woman
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In terminology, woman (TR=211), female
(TR=152) or women (TR=163), as
contrasted with a man (TR=767), male
(TR=122) or men (TR=362), or alternatively
hermaphrodite (an animal or plant having
both male and female reproductive
organs), is bipedal primate mammal, of
reproductive age, with an XX 23chromosome, as contrasted with an
individual with an XY 23-chromosome
(male).

Quotes
The following are noted quotes:
“Just as man and woman attract one
another, so oxygen attracts hydrogen, and,
in loving union with it, forms water, that
mighty omnipresent element, without
Circa 2002 hand-written notes by American electrochemical engineer Libb
which no life nor thought would be
Thims, in the front matter of his copy of Matt Ridley’s Genome: the
possible.”
Autobiography of a Species in 23 Chapters (1999), wherein he is attempting to
— Ludwig Buchner (c.1880), quoted by Henry
Finck (1887) as an example of gross materialism
[1]

“I am not prepared to deny or assert any
proposition which concerns myself; but
certainly this solitary struggle with
platitudinous atoms, called men and
women by courtesy, leads me to wish for
my wife again. How did I ever hit on the
only woman in the world who fits my
cravings and never sounds hollow
anywhere? Social chemistry—the mutual
attraction of equivalent human
molecules—is a science yet to be created,
for the fact is my daily study and only
satisfaction in life.”
— Henry Adams (1885), Letter to wife Clover
Adams, Apr 12 [3]

formulate a chemical symbol notation for a male Mx, female Fy, and baby Bc,
per the reproductive reaction, Thims had in mind, in his early years of theory
development (1995-2003):

1995: Male

+ Female → Baby

2001:
2002: Mx

+ Fy → Bc

prior to his circa 2003 realization that the human reproduction reaction was a
double displacement reaction of the form:

2003: AB

+ CD → AC + BD

where the molecular components "B" and "D" are the germ cells of each
person, i.e. sperm and egg, AC is a dihumanide molecule, in possession of a
human chemical bond "A≡C", in which a quantifiable amount of Gibbs free
energy is stored, in the form of bond energy, per the Fritz Lipmann coupling
theory, and BD is the newly-formed child at the point of parental detachment
(age 18).

“At one point, a minority of some of the
more extreme Christians (following
Aristotle) doubted whether women had souls, or at least had souls of the same quality as men.”
— Francis Crick (1995), The Astonishing Hypothesis [2]

See also
● IQ: 150+ | Smartest woman ever
● Male-female reaction

References
1. Finck, Henry. (1887). Romantic Love and Personal Beauty: Their Development, Causal Relations, Historic and
National Peculiarities (section: Cosmic Attraction and Chemical Affinities, pgs 4-9). MacMillan.
2. Crick, Francis. (1995). The Astonishing Hypothesis: the Scientific Search for the Soul (pg. 4). Simon and Schuster.
3. (a) Adams, Henry. (1885). “Letter to Marian Adams”, April 12.
(b) Adams, Henry. (1989). The Letters of Henry Adams: 1892-1899, Volume 4 (equivalent human molecules, pg. xxviii).
Harvard University Press.
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Wood, Chanel
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In human chemistry, Chanel Wood (c.1982-) is a Canadian writer and philosopher
notable for her 2007 HCR theory employing article "A Question of Social Chemistry", on
the subject of social chemistry, in which, after thinking about how a logical theory of
"human chemistry" between people would be developed, outlined a combination lock
theory of dating using a synthesis of Plato's first law of affinity, i.e. like attracts to like,
atomic energy level model bonding theories, and need compatibility. [1]

Education
In 2013, Wood was studying psychology at the University of British Columbia.

References
1. (a) Wood, Chanel. (2007). "A Question of Social Chemistry" (WayBack), June 06.
Sociology, ChanelWood.com.
(b) Chanel Wood - About, ChanelWood.com.

External links
● Chanel Wood – Facebook.com.

Woodcock, Leslie
In science, Leslie V. Woodcock (c.1943-) (CR:5) is an English chemical
thermodynamicist and chemistry historian noted for his 2005 publication on Joseph
Priestley and phlogiston theory, and for his 2010 publication, with Stanley Sandler, on
the history of the laws of thermodynamics. [1]

Education
Woodcock received his PhD in 1970 at the University of London. (Ѻ) In 2005, he was a
chemical thermodynamics professor at the University of Manchester, and chairmen of
the Priestley Society (PriestleySociety.net). Presently, he is a professor emeritus.

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“What a great website! It’s a fantastic summary of all the confusion. I am curious to
know where your website is coming from. Who owns and funds it? Who is its intended
readership?”
— Leslie Woodcock (2010), commentary to Libb Thims on Hmolpedia; following query about his “Historical Observations on the
Laws of Thermodynamics” article [3]

“The theory of ‘man-made climate change’ is an unsubstantiated hypothesis. It’s an industry that creates vast
amounts of money for some people.”
— Leslie Woodcock (2014), commentary on the U.N.’s International Panel on Climate Change; note: similar views are expressed by
Freeman Dyson (Ѻ) [2]

References
1. (a) Woodcock, Leslie V. (2005). “Phlogiston Theory and Chemical Revolutions” (Ѻ), Bulletin of the History of
Chemistry, 30(2):63-69.
(b) Sandler, Stanley I. and Woodcock, Leslie V. (2010). “Historical Observations on Laws of Thermodynamics”, J.
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In hmolscience, Victoria Woodhull (1838-1927) was an American woman’s rights
activist (particularly in regard to freedom to divorce), taboo topics newspaper founder
(Woodhull & Claflin’s Weekly, 1870-1876), and first female presidential candidate,
noted for her 1871 "Introduction" section, reproduced below, to the D.W. Niles English
translation of German polymath Johann Goethe’s 1809 Elective Affinities. [1]

Discussion
Of note, in her introduction, Woodhull seems to be the first, with her mention that a
"great revolutionary doctrine pervades the whole", to speak of what has come to be
known as the Goethean revolution, the human chemical thermodynamics revolution
that is only now beginning to see the light of debate and discussion.

Introduction
Woodhull's 1871 introduction is reproduced in full below; although done so with the
important and quotable sections indented; the greater the indent the greater the weight of the passage: [1]
“At the request of Mr. D. W. Niles, publisher, Boston, I have re-read, having read with pleasure and profit in my early
life, the Elective Affinities of Goethe, an English translation of which Mr. Niles proposes to publish for the use of the
American public; and he does me the honor to think that my views of the value of the book may contribute
somewhat to its success among us at this time.
It is very true that ideas of social freedom and of inevitable law governing the action of human affections are
rapidly spreading in the world, at this day, and that I may have done something to aid their growth. Perhaps my name
may not, therefore, be inappropriately associated with this reproduction of the work of the greatest genius of
Germany, the first who promulgated the thought that there is a chemistry of the mind, and that "elective affinities"
are as powerful and legitimate in the realm of human sentiment as in the realm of matter.
If this fundamental thought of the man who has proved to be the seer or prophet of science in so many other things,
is also a scientific truth, the fact cannot be appreciated by the world too soon, nor its immense sweep of
consequences be too clearly foreseen and provided for. It will affect the whole scope of morals and social order,
whether we accept it in our theories or not, and the less hurtfully and the more beneficently, in proportion as we
thoroughly study and understand the subject.
Themes of freedom on all subjects form the staple public sentiment of the world in this age. A doctrine like that
of Goethe's is, therefore, eminently calculated to make progress even unconciously in this century. Indeed, I think
that if there is any objection whatever, which will be felt to the really chaste and simple tale of this great writer, as it
shall be read by the American public of to-day, it will be, that it is too mild and unpronounced, rather than on account
of its radicalism. It may not be sufficiently spiced or high-seasoned either with adventure, or with audacity of
speculation to suit the already stimulated palates of our modern and progressive community. Indeed, it strikes me
almost ludicrous, that the translator has shrunk from appending his name to the work, if he has done so from any
idea that its dangerous views might tend to impair his reputation.
The tale is, in a word, of the simple construction and genial and moderate character of the "Vicar of Wakefield"
rather than in the exciting style of Dickens' Christmas Carols: but, everywhere, the interest is skilfully kept up, and the
subtle insinuation of a great revolutionary doctrine pervades the whole, and to the thoughtful reader makes the chief
point of interest. Doctrines, however, which are here merely insinuated and illustrated by allusions to science, are
now so openly expounded and advocated that a portion of the community will regard the great German as too
conservative, while yet, doubtless, to the great mass of readers, the radical element may startle, and in some
instances offend.
But in any event genius has its prerogatives, and the genius of Goethe is incontestable and uncontested. The
American public is entitled to know what this great leader of modern thought, one of the founders of comparative
anatomy, has thought on the more recondite subject of the chemistry of mind. The question is not, in the first
instance, whether his views were right or wrong, true or false; but simply, what were they? and in none of his works
is that question so effectively answered as in Elective Affinities. Undoubtedly, he shocked the age he lived in, both by
his writings and by his life, even in Germany, where the puritanical element has always had less sway than it has had
among us; but now, if the book runs any risk of a failure to command the public interest, it will be as I have said, for
the opposite reason, that it may be thought not radical and outspoken enough. But even this circumstance adds a
new ground of interest in the fact that it presents vividly the opportunity to compare two or three successive
generations in respect to the growth of opinion upon a most important subject, and the comparison prepares the
mind for the still more radical change which the next few years will inevitably produce.
It is well to learn not to be shocked or astounded by any of the events which the impending progress of humanity
presents, and especially at this epoch; for all of the signs of the times concur to indicate that we are entering upon
the most revolutionary period in human society, not it is to be hoped of the old style and blind sort, but revolution in
respect to opinions and general institutions.”
(add discussion)
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1. (a) Goethe, Johann. (1872). Elective Affinities (with an Introduction by Victoria C. Woodhull). D.W. Niles.

External links
● Victoria Woodhull – Wikipedia.

Wooldridge, Dean
In hmolscience, Dean Wooldridge (1913-2006) was an American child prodigy turned
physicist, aerospace engineer, and "through-going physics-based mechanistic
materialist" philosopher, of a Charles Sherrington flavor (e.g. he cites Gosta Ehrensvard,
1960), noted for his 1968 The Mechanical Man: the Physical Basis of Intelligent Life,
wherein he lays out the view that human functions and properties, e.g. behavior,
intelligence, consciousness, personality, and free will, etc., are entirely reducible to and
operate according to the laws of physics.

Overview
Wooldridge’s first two books, on the application of physics to the biological realm were:
The Machinery of the Brain (1963) and The Machinery of Life (1966) wherein he
attempted the “reducibility of biology to physics” in his words. [2] The content of these
first two books, in turn, was shortened and simplified, making it more accessible for
non-scientists, into chapters 1-6 and 13-15 of his The Mechanical Man: the Physical
Basis of Intelligent Life (1968), wherein he expands with chapters on the physical
science of: intelligence, personality, and free will.

Soul | Reductionism
Wooldridge mentions the "soul" in three places; first in respect to consciousness, noting that the ancients, i.e.
Egyptians, believed that the heart was the seat of the soul, but that with recent surgical achievements involving heart
modification, and artificial heart replacement near—a milestone completed in 1982 by Robert Jarvik—that the heart
is now proved to be irrelevant to consciousness (and in turn the soul); the second and third usage, is in his end
section five “Implications of the Physical Explanation of Biology”, is the rather peculiar view that conscious is akin to a
light bulb, according to which when the current or power is turned off a person is “dead” and when the power is
turned on the person is “alive”, but wherein we do not attribute these properties to the bulb, so should it be with
consciousness, according to which:
“A state of consciousness whose existence and properties are completely determined by the operation of the laws of
physics in the material of the brain, and which experiences death and rebirth several times a minute, would appear to
leave conventional religion very little to work with. With no independently surviving soul to reward or punish in an
afterlife, there can be no purely religious compulsion toward acceptable social behavior.”
This type of reductionism to reality reasoning, according to Thomas Georges (2013), is both amazing and disturbing
because it upsets a “lifetime of Catholic doctrine about the immortality of the soul and the spiritual nature of the
human mind.” [1]

Religion
Wooldridge's style of writing was of the implicit atheism and or atheism defense variety; the following quote is one
example:
“With the general recognition of the meaninglessness of the traditional and essentially mystical concepts of ‘right’
and ‘wrong’, will immorality and crime run so rampant that human society will become impossible? Almost certainly
not. Indeed, there is evidence that the incidence of crime and immoral behavior is any higher in several large atheistic
countries that exist today than in the Christian democracies. According to our mechanistic point of view, a tendency
toward moral behavior is a genetically determined, evolutionary developed physical property of the human animal,
just like the number of fingers and the size of the brain.”
— Dean Wooldridge (1968), Mechanical Man: The Physical Basis of Intelligent Life (pgs. 190-91)

Wooldridge, of note, in 1936, after receiving his PhD, married Helene Detweiler, a Methodist minister’s daughter who
had obtained her MA in social work from the University of Southern California, and according to Dean’s son, Jim
Wooldridge, that the 65-year marriage (up to her passing in 2001) was a strong one. There dialogue on this topic, no
doubt, would have been similar to Francis Crick and his wife Odilie Watson (1920-2007) and her childhood confusion
about the soul as "living bean" (bean NOT being) model of right and wrong.
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Education

Wooldridge, cited as a child prodigy, graduated from high school at age of 14, entered the University of Oklahoma
(Ѻ), via a scholarship obtained by winning a typing contest (200 words per minute), wherein, originally aiming to
study law, he completed his BS in physics (Ѻ) in 1932 (age 18) and his MS in 1933 (age 19), and then completed his
PhD in 1936 (age 23) in physics (summa cum laude), under electromagnetism expert William Smythe (also PhD
advisor to laser inventor Charles Townes), studying the separation of isotopes (prepared an isotopically enriched
target of carbon-13) (Ѻ). He then went to work for Bell Labs, where he supervised the first air-born fire-controls
system; later forming the TRW Corporation, which built one of the first American spacecrafts. [4]

Quotes
The following are noted quotes:
“The impressive past successes of physical science in transferring one after another of the details of human
experience out of the supernatural into the realm of the understandable — including: rain and wind, lightening and
earthquake, and the rising and setting of the sun and stars, which have long since been accepted as manifestations of
the workings of the laws of gravity, mechanics, thermodynamics, and electricity — inspire the present attempt to
account for the origin and properties of organisms, including man, e.g. behavior, intelligence, consciousness,
personality, and free will, by means of the principles of physics.”
— Dean Wooldridge (1968), Mechanical Man: the Physical Basis of Intelligent Life (truncation quote; pgs. 1+4)

“Even the existence among the laws of a principle of indeterminacy limiting the precision with which the future can
be predicted does not permit entry of caprice into the world of the physical scientist. Within a calculable and
frequently very narrow range of uncertainty, the future is completely determined by the past. Given the laws and the
particles, all else follows inexorably.”
— Dean Wooldridge (1968), Mechanical Man: the Physical Basis of Intelligent Life (pgs. 2-3)

“The properties we call lifelike that differentiate living cells from inanimate matter result directly from the nucleic
acid and protein enzyme mechanisms, and a complete explanation of these mechanisms is possible in terms of the
operation in inert chemical ingredients of ordinary laws of physical science.”
— Dean Wooldridge (1968), Mechanical Man: the Physical Basis of Intelligent Life (pg. 17)
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External links
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Word-helot
In nouns, word-helot, from the Greek eirein to say + Heilotes a member of a class of unfree men—between slave and
free citizen—owned by the state, refers to someone only able to understand and explain the world according to
words or verbal skills, but not through mathematics and equations.

Etymology
The term “word-helots” was introduced in 1971 by French-born American physicist turned literary critic George
Steiner, who warned that in the future those with only verbal skills could be in danger of becoming “word-helots”,
and hence excluded from the advanced processes of society. [1] The term was used by Stefan Collini in 2003 in
reference to the “literary intellectuals” (Shakespeare culture or right-brainers) of C.P. Snow’s two cultures divide, in
contrast to the “natural scientists” (Clausius culture or left-brainers). [2]

Equation freedom
As the term Helot, according to Pollux, refers to people who occupied a status "between free men and slaves", tied to
the land, who worked in agriculture as a majority, there would seem to exist an equivalent parallel term, something
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akin to an “equation freed citizen”, or something along these lines, that could capture the two-cultures equivalent of
the Clausius culture, natural scientists, or left-brain thinkers of the C.P. Snow classification. A noted problem,
however, in those who are able to break free from the bonds of word-helot servitude, is the complex issue of not
being able to understand and employ equations properly, a phenomenon found to be particularly ripe in the
hmolsciences, wherein "equations" are often seemingly cherry-picked, in bulk, in what seems to be supercilious
attempts at explaining human social phenomena, albeit often resulting phenomena such as; toolism, bent or
misaligned and unproductive mathematical isomorphism (or thermodynamic isomorphisms), or in some cases a type
of defeating self-Sokal affairing (e.g. Shannon bandwagon), among others.

References
1. Steiner, George. (1971). In Bluebeard’s Castle: Some Notes tows the Re-definition of Culture (word-helots, pg. 132).
Yale University Press.
2. Snow, Charles P. (1959). The Two Cultures and the Scientific Revolution (introduction by Stefan Collini, pgs. vii-lxxi;
word-helots, pg. lxiv). Cambridge University Press, Canto edition, 1993.
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William Wordsworth
In hmolscience, William Wordsworth (1770-1850) (IQ:165|#231) (CR:16) was an
English romantic poet, an greatest literary author ever (#29), a Cattell 1000 (#67), noted
for []

Coleridge
In 1798, Wordsworth, together with Samuel Coleridge, published Lyrical Ballads, which
is sometimes credited as having helped to launch the romantic age in English literature.
In 1800, Coleridge, on his on his plans to set up a joint chemistry laboratory with
Humphry Davy and Wordsworth in Lake District, commented the following: [3]
“I shall attack chemistry like a shark.”
— Samuel Coleridge (1800) (see also: Whewell-Coleridge debate)

(add discussion)

Stewart
Wordsworth was an associated of John Stewart; the following being an example dialogue:
“Stewart is the most eloquent man on the subject of nature I have ever met.”
— Thomas De Quincey (c.1792), discussion with Wordsworth; view concurred (Ѻ)

(add discussion)

Quotes | On
The following are noted quotes on Wordsworth:
“Wordsworth's claim, his special gift, his lasting contribution, lies in the extraordinary strenuousness, sincerity and
insight with which he first idealizes and glorifies the vast universe around us, and then makes of it, not a theatre on
which men play their parts, but an animate presence, intermingling with our works, pouring its companionable spirit
about us, and ‘breathing grandeur upon the very humblest face of human life’.”
— John Morley (c.1900), “Introduction”, in: Wordsworth Collected Poetic Works [1]

Quotes
The following are noted quotes by Wordsworth:
"And 'tis my faith, that every flower
Enjoys the air it breathes."
— William Wordsworth (c.1790), cited by Henry Finck (1887) [2]

References
1. Lotka, Alfred J. (1925). Elements of Physical Biology (republished (Ѻ) as: Elements of Mathematical Biology, which
includes: corrections from Lotka’s notes and a completed list of his publications) (pdf) (Ѻ) (txt) (pg. 184). Dover, 1956.
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3. Davyeridge, Samuel. (1800). “Letter to Humphry Davy” (on his plans to set up a joint chemistry laboratory with
Davy and Wordsworth in Lake District), Jul 15. (link).
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Work
In science, work quantifies the measure of the "dynamic effect" of a motor or
the action of the movement of a body under the influence of a force. [1] The
term was first described as "motive power" in 1824 by French physicist Sadi
Carnot to quantify the "effect that a motor is capable of producing", including
such effects as to lift water or ore out of mines, impel ships, excavate ports and
rivers, forge iron, fashion wood, grind grains, spin and weave cloth, or
transport heavy burdens, etc.; each of which can be likened to the measure of
the energy associated with the lifting of a weight through a gravitational
height. [2]

Force and distance
In the 1687 publication The Mathematical Principles of Natural Philosophy (The
Principia), English physicist Isaac Newton outlined the laws governing the
relationship between the motions of bodies and force. In simplified form,
Newton’s three laws of motion state that one: a body will stay at rest or
continue at constant motion unless acted on by an external force; two: the
force acting on an object is equal to the product of the mass of the object and
its acceleration; three: every action has an equal and opposite reaction.

Motive Power
In the 1824 publication Reflections on the Motive Power of Fire, French
physicist Sadi Carnot, a former student (1812-14) of the École Polytechnique,
defined the term "motive power", what we now understand as work, as: "the
effect that a motor is capable of producing", which can be likened to "the
elevation of a weight to a certain height", having a measure of "the product of
the weight multiplied by the height to which it is raised". [2] In equation form:

Basic definition of work, the product of
a force moving an object through a
distance; in its original conceptual
form, a weight lifted through a height,
as in the lifting of water out of a
flooded coal mine.

Motive power = weight ∙ height
The units of the term weight, later explicitly defined as mass of the object times the force of gravity mg, however,
were not clarified at this point by Carnot.

Travail
The actual term “work” as the product of force and distance, was coined by French physicist Gustave Coriolis who
used the French term travail in his 1829 textbook Calculation of the Effect of Machines. [3] In the preface to this
work, the English translation reads:
“The name of work is defined as the product of a weight carried, multiplied by the distance from transport, or in
general the product of an area covered, multiplied by a force directed perpendicular to this space; it is necessary to
consider only the effort is exerted in the direction of the area covered.”
Coriolis, it seems, derived his notion of work as a replacement of German mathematician Gottfried Leibniz's 1686
theory of vis viva (living force, i.e. kinetic energy or mv²), namely in via the useful effect that a moving mass (e.g. a
piston) is capable of doing. [7] To cite an example of Coriolis' terminology, in his 1844 second edition, Coriolis
outlined a section on what he called the "principle of the transmission of work in the movement of a material point".
Defining P as sum of the moving forces, he states: [8]
“The integral ∫ PdS, PdS the product of the tangential component of the force F by the infinitesimal arc ds described
by its point of application, is called the amount of work due to this force F . The PdS product is the element of work at
the same strength.”
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Nearly word-for-word, this seems to be the basis of the opening "Mathematical Introduction" section of Rudolf
Clausius' textbook The Mechanical Theory of Heat (1865, 1875). In modern equation form:

W=F∙d
In this work, Coriolis promoted the technical term “work” (travail) to cover a wide variety of equivalent terms used by
practitioners. He states:
“All of the practitioners today understand by the vis viva (living force) the work which the velocity acquired by a body
is capable of doing.”
French mathematician Jean-Victor Poncelet, the commandant general of the École Polytechnique, acknowledged that
the word “work” was brought in by Coriolis. [4] Poncelet was Coriolis’ teacher and source of stimulus of many of his
ideas. Poncelet, who in 1824 had become professor of 'mechanics applied to machines', later built on the logic of
Coriolis and lectured successfully on the topic of work done by machines, wherein he used the word 'travail' to signify
work. [6] Poncelet expanded the concepts of agents of work far beyond vis viva, so that it became a unifying concept
of physical, chemical, and biological processes. [7] Coriolis, a former student (1808) and later tutor (1816) at the École
Polytechnique, may have adopted parts of his logic on that outlined earlier by the Carnot the younger, but this is
unlikely. Coriolis does, however, devote a section to the "theorem of Carnot", but in what seems to be on the work of
Lazare Carnot. [9]

Clapeyron's pressure-volume work
The graphical measure of work was identified in
1834 by French mining engineer Émile Clapeyron
who used the phrase “mechanical action” as “the
integral of the product of the pressure times the
differential of the volume” during either the
expansion or contraction of the gas and the
resultant piston movement. [5] Specifically, in
1796, Scottish instrument maker James Watt and
his employee John Southern developed a work
measurement tool called an "indicator diagram",
used to exactly quantify the work produced by a steam engine, which made a chart of the pressure of the steam in a
cylinder plotted out against the steam's volume. From this, as was determined by Clapeyron, the work of the steam
can be determined using calculus:

Mechanical work
Beginning in 1850, Clausius built on these foundations (Carnot, Coriolis, and Clapeyron) by digging into the nature of
atomic work, in the working substance, using the logic that: "[whenever a] body moves under the influence of [a]
force, work is performed." [1] Clausius used the terms "motive power", "work", and "mechanical work" somewhat
interchangeably; although tending towards the latter terminology in his later papers. In his work, the equation view
was used such that the product of the force F and the distance d through which the force moves a body is the "work"
done:

Units of work
In circa 1830s, Coriolis proposed a unit of work, namely the 'dynamode'. The unit represents 1000 kilogram-metres
and was proposed by Coriolis as a measure which could provide a sensible unit with which to measure the work
which a person might do, a horse, or a steam engine. Although his term 'work' has become standard, the dynamode
did not prove popular in the long run as the unit of work. [4] In 1875, Clausius was defining the "unit of work" as the
kilogram-meter, based on the standard force of gravity, as "that which must be performed in order to lift a unit of
weight [kilogram] through a unit of length [meter]". [1] The differentiation between mass [kilograms] and weight
[kilograms∙m/s²], and the subsequent SI unit of work, Joule [kilograms∙m²/s²] came in later years. In particular, the
joule was adopted as the unit for electrical work, heat, mechanical work and energy in 1948 at the 9th General
Conference on Weights and Measures, avoiding the calorie as far as possible. This unit was also formally approved in
1960 in the International System of Units (SI). [10]
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Human molecular work
In human molecular interaction terms, i.e. with reference to human occupational work, the definition is the same,
namely any activity energetically equivalent to lifting a weight. The exact quantification of this measurement, e.g.
when trying, for instance, to measure "household work" or "child raising work" as compared the work spent in lifting
buckets of water up a well, is a major area of research in human thermodynamics. This is where the development of
human indicator diagrams are needed.
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Work function
In thermodynamics, work function, symbol A, from the German arbeit, meaning “work”, sometimes called the total
work function or Helmholtz work function, is a synonym for Helmholtz free energy. [1]
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Working body
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In thermodynamics, a working body or
thermodynamic system is the a collection of
partitioned-off atoms, molecules, matter, or
particles confined to a region or boundary that does
work (or consumes work) due to the contact action
at the boundary surface of a either a hot body (or
cold body).

History
The first to develop the concept of a
"thermodynamic system" was the French physicist
Left: 2D view of a working body. Right: 3D view of a working body.
Sadi Carnot who in his 1824 Reflections on the
Motive Power of Fire studied what he called the
working substance (system), i.e. typically a body of water vapor, in steam engines, in regards to the system's ability to
do work when heat is applied to it. [1] The working substance could be put in contact with either a heat reservoir (a
boiler), a cold reservoir (a stream of cold water), or a piston (to which the working body could do work by pushing on
it). In 1850, the German physicist Rudolf Clausius generalized this picture to include the concept of the surroundings
and began to use the term "working body" when referring to the system. From his 1850 manuscript On the Motive
Power of Fire Clausius states: [2]
"With every change of volume (to the working body) a certain amount work must be done by the gas or upon it, since
by its expansion it overcomes an external pressure, and since its compression can be brought about only by an
exertion of external pressure. To this excess of work done by the gas or upon it there must correspond, by our
principle, a proportional excess of heat consumed or produced, and the gas cannot give up to the surrounding
medium the same amount of heat as it receives."
In the following diagram, is shown the Carnot engine as is typically modeled in current use, where heat flows from a
high temperature TH furnace through the fluid of the "working body" (working substance) and into the cold sink TC,
thus forcing the working substance to do mechanical work W on the surroundings, via cycles of contractions and
expansions.
In the diagram shown, the “working body” (system), a term introduced by Clausius in 1850, can be any fluid or
vapor body through which heat Q can be introduced or transmitted through to produce work. In 1824, Sadi Carnot, in
his famous paper Reflections on the Motive Power of Fire, had postulated that the fluid body could be any substance
capable of expansion, such as vapor of water, vapor of alcohol, vapor of mercury, a permanent gas, or air, etc.
Although, in these early years, engines came in a number of configurations, typically QH was supplied by a boiler,
wherein water was boiled over a furnace; QC was typically a stream of cold flowing water in the form of a condenser
located on a separate part of the engine. The output work W here is the movement of the piston as it is used to turn
a crank-arm, which was then typically used to turn a pulley so to lift water out of flooded salt mines. Carnot defined
work as “weight lifted through a height”.

Human working bodies
In human thermodynamics, the working body is defined such that
instead of water molecules, confined to the internal regions of a steam
engine, put in alternating contact with a hot body (a fire) and a cold
body (cool water), driven to do mechanical work, we have human
molecules, confined to the internal regions of a social system, put in
alternating contact with a hot body (the day sun) and a cold body (the
cool night sky), driven to do the daily work of life, e.g. economic work,
social work, volunteer work, household work, parenting work,
territorial expansion work, interpersonal work, relationship work, etc.
[3]
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Working medium
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In economic thermodynamics, a working medium refers to a state of excited people or human molecules functioning
as a thermodynamic system in an economic cycle. [1] The term was conceived by Russian bioelectrochemist Octavian
Ksenzhek in 2007 on terminological analogy to French physicist Sadi Carnot's 1823 "working substance" and German
physicist Rudolf Clausius' 1850 "working body".

Origin
In relation to the concept of the human molecule, in the 2007 book Money: Virtual Energy, Ksenzhek correctly states
that: "the economy of mankind is a very large and extremely complicated system ... people are the 'molecules' of
which it consists", and that "various associations of people constitute its structural components." [1] On this logic,
Ksenzhek then outlines the view of what he calls a “working medium”. Specifically, he gives a very basic
neurochemical human thermodynamic view in which endorphins, i.e. the body’s natural pain killer and mental high
chemical, in low concentrations exert a strong influence on the processes of the nervous system, particularly in the
pleasure center. Thus, he concludes that endorphins play a key role in the hidden processes of basic human
motivations and that in the economic system, humans act as “active agents” coupling technology and “virtual energy
flows”. [1] Subsequently, according to Ksenzhek, the modern economy exploits the various endorphin channels with
every-increasing intensity, via advertising, commercials, the image in the mind of becoming sexier with a certain
product, e.g. a new car, or new technology. In this manner, “a whole arsenal of various means is set into action to
inspire people to incessantly wish for something. Such a state of people is necessary for their efficient functioning as
the “working medium” of the economic cycle. In order to keep people excited, powerful advertising is used. As a rule,
it appeals to the subconscious rather than reason." [1]
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Working substance
In thermodynamics, working substance is the term used by French
physicist Sadi Carnot in 1824 to define any generalized body, such as
a body of water, a metallic bar, an aeriform fluid, etc., that may be
configured to do work when put in alternating contact with hot and
cold bodies able to supply or absorb heat. [1] In 1850, building on
the work of Carnot, German physicist Rudolf Clausius rephrased this
concept using the term "working body" [2] Carnot’s original diagram
of this “working substance” is pictured adjacent with the hot body A,
the cold body B, and the working substance contained within the
cylinder and the adjustable piston.

Overview
In opening pages of his 1824 memoir, Carnot outlines the view that:
“the phenomenon of the production of motion by heat has not been
considered from a sufficiently general point of view”. He continues,
“we have considered it only in machines the nature and mode of
action of which have not allowed us to take in the whole extent of
application of which it is possible.” More to the point “in such
machines the phenomenon is, in a way, incomplete. It becomes
difficult to recognize its principles and study its laws.” Also, “in order Carnot engine diagram showing the working
to consider in the most general way the principle of the production substance (working body) under inside of the
piston and cylinder.
of motion by heat”, Carnot states, “it must be considered
independently of any mechanism or any particular agent.” Specifically:
“It is necessary to establish principles applicable not only to steam-engines but to all imaginable heat-engines,
whatever the working substance and whatever the method by which it is operated”
In an endnote to this comment, Carnot details that “we distinguish here the steam-engine from the heat engine in
general … the latter may make use of any agent whatever, of the vapor of water or of any other, to develop the
motive power of heat.” In more detail, regarding this any-type-of-substance proposal, Carnot points out that:
“Wherever there exists a difference of temperature, wherever it has been possible for the equilibrium of the caloric
to be re-established, it is possible to have also the production of impelling power. Steam is a means of realizing this
power, but it is not the only one. All substances in nature can be employed for this purpose, all are susceptible of
change of volume, of successive contradictions and dilations, through the alternation of heat and cold.”
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Here we see the core of the extrapolation of the science of thermodynamics to systems of working bodies on the
earth, being alternatively (diurnally) put in contact with a hot body (the day sun) and a cold body (the cool night sky),
thus being modified by “successive contradictions and dilations, through the alternation of heat and cold”. Indeed,
such a terminology, i.e. “working medium”, was used by Russian bioelectrochemist Octavian Ksenzhek in 2007. [3]
Carnot continues, “a solid body—a metallic bar for example—alternately heated and cooled increases and diminishes
in length, and can move bodies fastened to its ends. A liquid alternatively heated and cooled increases and diminishes
in volume, and can overcome obstacles of greater or less size, opposed to its dilatation.”
To give some examples, Carnot states “an aeriform fluid is susceptible of considerable change of volume by
variations of temperature. If it is enclosed in an expansible space, such as a cylinder provided with a piston, it will
produce movements of great extent. Vapors of all substances capable of passing into gaseous condition, as of alcohol,
of mercury, of sulphur, etc., may fulfill the same office as a vapor of water. The latter, alternately heated and cooled,
would produce motive power in the shape of permanent gases, that is, without ever returning to a liquid state. Most
of these substances have been proposed, many have even been tried, although up to this time perhaps without
remarkable success.”
To give a visual picture of the relation between the hot body, cold body, and working substance, he states: “to
heat any substance whatever requires a body warmer than the one to be heated; to cool it requires a cooler body.
We supply caloric to the first of these bodies that we may transmit to the second by means of the intermediary
substance.”

Animate thermodynamics
In 1921, English biologist James Johnstone used the Carnot heat engine model in attempts to to explain animal and
plant life in thermodynamic terms, but incorrectly defined the food as the "working substance" of the animal or
"animate engine" as he called it, stating that the energy content of one's daily diet, about 3,500 calories of protein,
carbohydrates, and fat, loose their free energy or available energy as it passes through the body. [4] In his own
words:
“We have to consider the further history of the working substance of life after it has undergone the chemical and
energetic degradations that are the result of animal and bacterial metabolism. Returning to our inanimate engine, it
may be recalled that the working substance, or steam, expands and does mechanical work on the pistons, and
actuates the mechanism. Then it passes through the condenser, having lost its available energy. It is returned to the
boiler and is heated, and so takes up fresh available energy, and the cycle of operations recommences.”
This entire description, however, is incorrect, based on a pure misunderstanding of the action of the working
substance. For one, in the Papin-Carnot heat engine model, the steam never leaves the confines of the piston and
cylinder volume, it is only put into contact with a hot body, then a cold body, thus completing one cycle; the body of
the water does not pass through the condenser as Johnstone envisions, but rather heat passes into the body of the
condenser. In any event, he continues:
“We take the same general view of the animate engine. The working substance, which is a mixture of fats, proteins,
and carbohydrates, passes through the animal body, undergoing chemical transformations, doing mechanical work,
and (possibly) heating the body. Then it passes out from the body as the excretions, having lost most of its available
energy, and is further acted upon by bacteria, when it loses the remainder. It must be transformed so as to reacquire
available energy, just as the cold water entering the steam boiler again takes up energy in the form of heat.”
This last paragraph is completely a mess, confusing the internal energy for available energy, among numerous other
issues.
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Worster, Donald
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In ecology, Donald Worster (1941-) is an American environmental historian noted for
his 1977 book Nature’s Economy: A History of Ecological Ideas, wherein, in his chapter
fourteen, according to Eric Zencey (1983), he gives an account of the “thermodynamic
revolution in biology”. [1] This, however, seems to be an over-exaggeration, as Worster
only uses the term thermodynamics 10 time times, with citations of Leon Brillouin,
Harold Blum, Ludwig Bertalanffy, Lawrence Henderson, James Lovelock, in general, and
in ecological thermodynamics, Raymond Lindeman, Charles Elton, and his so-called
“pyramid of numbers” (see: Paul Colinvaux), and Eugene Odum. [2]

Tansley
Worster, in commentary on English botanist and ecology pioneer Arthur Tansley (18711955), states the following: [2]
“Tansley’s mechanist ecosystem had really nothing in common with the Romantic view
of biology—the life-force idea of Goethe and Thoreau. Indeed, it owed nothing to any
of its forebears in the history of the science, not even to the crudely mechanistic biology of the eighteenth century. It
was born of entirely different parentage: that is, modern thermodynamic physics, not biology.”
Although, to note, he incorrectly labels Goethe as a life force theorist. Zencey, in his 2013 “Energy as a Master
Resource”, supposedly citing Worster, likewise, comments the following: [4]
“Biology was reconstructed on thermodynamic grounds in the 1920s through the work of A.G. Tansley, Edgar
Transeau, Max Kleiber, and others who began …”
(add discussion)

Education
Worster completed his BA in 1963 at the University of Kansas, his PhD in 1971 at Yale and presently is professor
emeritus of US history at Kansas University, his current research focuses on the application of evolutionary theory to
human ecological adaptation and the role of natural resource abundance and scarcity in shaping and reshaping
American history. [3]
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Worthless application
In hmolscience, worthless application is a view that that the application of the physics, chemistry, and or
thermodynamics to the study of questions of human existence is worthless endeavor, useless application, or waste of
time.

Overview
To put the subject of the question of the application of three main physical sciences to human existence in context, of
the eleven known people to have had IQs estimated in the 225+ range, this is the only intellectual puzzle worked on,
independently, by four or more of this group. The same question was worked by Goethe, Sidis, Einstein, and Hirata
(and Newton previous to them) and generally serves as the litmus test to true genius.
German polymath Johann Goethe (IQ=180-225) considered his solution to this problem (which he spent over 50 years
on) to be his "best publication"; and American mathematical physicist William Sidis (IQ=250-300) who wrote his
solution while in an insane asylum, was the only publication he was confident enough to use his own name
(compared to pen names used in all his other publications); while Isaac Newton (IQ=190-200) commented he only
"wished he could find the solution"; and Christopher Hirata (IQ=225) considered it to be a "worthless application",
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but nevertheless, worked out part of the solution; while the great Albert Einstein (IQ=160-225) could only comment
"how on earth are you ever going to be able to explain this in terms of chemistry and physics?". To put the matter
frankly, in 1910, Harvard historian Henry Adams gave his opinion that solution to the problem would "require the aid
of another Newton." Or as commented in 1971 by Romanian mathematician Nicholas Georgescu-Roegen (who spent
several decades on the problem) “manifold avenues open up almost as soon as one begins to work on the problem.”
In more detail, in introducing his 2000 article “The Physics of Relationships”, American astrophysicist Christopher
Hirata commented that his entire article was a fun, but, in a general meaning, a:
“Compilation of worthless applications of physics and mathematics to relationships.” In 2005, a retired geologist and
high school science teacher, going by the Wikipedia user name of VSmith, commented to American electrochemical
engineer Libb Thims that the idea of modelling humans as human molecules and relationships and interactions as
pure chemical reactions, was in his view “Good for a laugh, but not much else.” This last seed comment, to note was
one of the driving forces that irritatively pushed out the writing of the first-ever textbook on human chemistry (2007)
and followup historical booklet on the subject of the human molecule (2008). [2]
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Wright, Jonathan
In hmolscience, Jonathan Wright (c.1870-c.1945) was an American physician and Greek
philosophy scholar note for his 1920 article “Empedocles the Primitive Physiologist”, where gives
an overview of the theories of Empedocles, and his purported teacher Alcmaeon, according to
Wright, during which time he connects Empedocles four element two force theory of form
generation to Goethe’s "wonderful", as he calls it, Elective Affinities. [1]

Goethe
In 1906, Wright began discussing Goethe-Empedocles connections. [3]
In 1920, Wright penned the following Goethe-Empedocles connection statement:
“These elements are equal, all of them, and of like ancient race; and one holds one office and another and each has
his own nature”—some being predominantly warm, others cold. They were coeval and eternal—for if they perish
whither should they go? (Fragment 87.) "From these arose blood and various kinds of flesh" (203), “and if your faith
be at all lacking in regard to these (elements), how from water and earth and air and sun (fire) when they are mixed
arose such colors and forms of mortal things,” the attraction and repulsion of modern physical chemistry, symbolized
under the conception of love and hate accomplished it, a simile carried out in the meaning of Empedocles by Goethe
in his wonderful novel (Die Wahlverwandtschaften—Elective Affinities). Combinations of the elements arose under
“the uniting power of Aphrodite” (210). He seems to have thrown much, if not all, of his written work into the form of
poetry and his other physical ideas as well, are full of poetical conceptions even in the reports and traditions of later
writers. So Goethe made poetry of the Metamorphosis of Animals and Plants.”
— Jonathan Wright (1920), “Empedocles the Primitive Physiologist” (pg. 143-44)

(add discussion)
Of note, Wright attributes the maternal imagination theory, or “idea of maternal impressions” as he calls it, used by
Goethe, as being of Empedocles origin.

Terminology
The following, per Wright's statement that Goethe's novel is a "simile carried out in the meaning of Empedocles", is a
terminology table: [2]
Term

Definition

Simile

A figure of speech comparing two unlike things that is often
introduced by like or as.

Analogy

A resemblance in some particulars between things otherwise
unlike; a comparison based on such resemblance.
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Metaphor

A figure of speech in which a word or phrase literally denoting
one kind of object or idea is used in place of another to
suggest a likeness in place of another to a likeness between
them.

being that it is interesting to note the term use of various authors in their description of the logic of Elective Affinities.

Empedocles
Wright quotes the following statement by Empedocles:
“When strife has reached the very bottom of the seething mass, and love assumes her station in the center of the
ball, then everything begins to come together, and to form one whole—not instantaneously, but different substances
come forth, according to a steady process of development. Now, when these elements are mingling, countless kinds
of things issue from their union. Much, however, remains unmixed, in opposition to the mingling elements, and these
malignant strife still holds within his grasp. For he has not yet withdrawn himself altogether to the extremities of the
globe; but part of his limbs still remain within its bounds, and part have passed beyond. As strife, however, step by
step, retreats, mild and innocent love pursues him with her force divine; things which had been immortal instantly
assume mortality; the simple elements become confused by interchange of influence. When these are mingled, then
the countless kinds of mortal beings issue forth, furnished with every sort of form—a sight of wonder.”
Wright, citing some Taylor translation of Aristotle, gives the following so-called “vacuum experiments” done by
Empedocles:
“Empedocles explains this by the example of the clepsydra, an instrument which has in the upper part a large hole,
and in the lower part many small holes. If, therefore, this instrument is filled with water, and the upper hole is closed
with the finger, the water will not go out of the lower holes, because the air cannot enter from the upper hole, in
order to fill the vacuum in the place of the departing water. But when the upper hole is opened, then the air entering,
the water flows downward, and departs thru the inferior holes.”

Quotes
The following are a few noted quotes:
“There is no discrimination of organic and inorganic, of animate or inanimate for [Empedocles]. It is all animated, it is
all instinct with life.”
— Jonathan Wright (1920), “Empedocles the Primitive Physiologist” (pg. 139)

“Instead of accepting the monovalent doctrine of the nature philosopher who severally thought of water or air or fire
or earth as the primordial element, Empedocles made a polyvalent system of it by adopting them all. To match the
elements numerically he added the qualities, the hot and the cold, the moist and the dry.”
— Jonathan Wright (1920), “Empedocles the Primitive Physiologist” (pg. 143)

“With elements, qualities, colors, humors, each four in number, there seems a striving after a tetralogy which can be
referred only to Egyptian influence.”
— Jonathan Wright (1920), “Empedocles the Primitive Physiologist” (pg. 144)

“Empedocles was the first evolutionist.”
— Jonathan Wright (1920), “Empedocles the Primitive Physiologist” (pg. 144)

Keys
Wright was found via the Google Books search keys: “Goethe, Empedocles, love, hate, affinity”.
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Wright, Robert
In existographies, Robert Joseph Wright (c.1825-c.1900) was an American religious philosopher
noted for his 1875 Principia: Basis of Social Science, wherein he attempted to promulgate a godbased grappling at a “Principia of social science” or Social Principia, so to say, in aims to situate a
sort of theological politics by the method of eliminating the “atheism” aspects of Auguste Comte’s
version of social science. [1] Wright compares and contrasts his views, not only with Comte, his
main target, but also with: Henry Carey, Charles Fourier, Herbert Spencer, William Paley, and John
Mill, primarily, among others, in passing, including: Goethe, Plato, Mulford, and Guizot.

Gravitation
Wright, in his “Resemblances to Gravitation” (§7.4:92-93), seemingly citing Henry Carey as his
basis, as the following to say:
“The power of association it is true, draws men together like the law of gravitation, with a force in proportion to their
numbers or mass, and in inverse proportion to their distances. But this law, when transferred from inanimate matter
and applied to humanity or to living beings, requires several modifications. And even among the astronomical bodies,
there is a centrifugal power always exactly equal to the centripetal.
If we turn to the sidereal systems for illustrations, then nations will answer to solar systems, prettily and truly.
Planets will revolve around suns, moons and satellites around planets, and so on; each in its own orbit, and doing its
own work; and each kept from centrifugal disorder, by the attracting power of its own immediate center, namely, the
next highest orb in the generalizations. But still, it is in vain to look for exact analogies of life-processes, in the laws or
actions of inanimate matter. Saturn's ring may illustrate the relations of families to a tribe; but we have no binary
systems in our solar system,—nothing to illustrate the family organization in the relation of male and female.
Although in the binary systems of far distant stars, the suns of other systems, we have the beautiful arrangement of
two companion stars revolving around each other, or rather, revolving around an ideal center, the ideal point of their
mutual attraction; and each being of the color needed to complement the other in the spectrum. And in some cases,
there appear to be more than two, sometimes even several suns, occupying these relations to each other. But not in
the simple organic matters substances or minerals, do we find any trace of male and female, other than electricity. It
is only where we enter into the living world, vegetable as well as animal, that we find sex running throughout all or
nearly all life; but we find the family organization, only in a few of the very highest animals.
Now, let us remember that in the natural formation of society, after the formation of families and tribes, the
centripetal and centrifugal forces are not exerted and felt, so directly between the individuals as between the
families, or the tribes. Nations are formed originally and in all history, not by individuals but by families and tribes.
Thus, even the centripetal force itself is not so much directly between individuals, as it is directly between families
and tribes. And the sun over our heads does not draw us away from the earth, but draws us along with it.
Where the two forces of human society, the centripetal and the centrifugal, are most perfectly and
independently balanced in all their forms,—where the national, the neighborhood, the family, and the individual, all
have the powers of each in the best balance,—there will be the most rapid and true prosperity. And this is brought
about in accordance with one of the laws which Carey has announced in only one of its relations, namely, in the
relation of city state and nation, rather than to its full extent. This law might and should be enlarged, as I have
enlarged it, to the other units. That law thus enlarged is, that in proportion as this balance of all the parts is
preserved, the rapidity of human diversity or individuality is promoted; and in proportion to that individuality, will be
the feeling and consciousness of human responsibility intellectual and moral; and in proportion to the responsibility
both intellectual and moral, will be the activity and morality; and in proportion to the activity and morality in such a
condition of balanced freedom and order, will be the universal prosperity.”
(add discussion)

Affinity
Wright, in his “Resemblances to Chemical Affinity” (§7.5:92-95), citing Comte and Carey, as the following to say:
“But the relation of persons in small districts, is much better illustrated by the powers and laws of chemical affinity.
Here we see that the attraction between molecules or individuals when placed very near together, becomes an
entirely different power from gravitation, as far as we can yet perceive; and one that exceeds it beyond all possibility
of comparison. So that although all bodies undergoing chemical changes, are also subject to gravitation, yet we
cannot perceive that the chemical changes themselves are at all affected by gravitation. Here we have illustrated the
absolute independence of neighborhoods within nations.
This principle of elective affinity illustrates another feature, both of man and of society, or of close neighbors to
each other, whether in space or in relationship; and this is, that molecules or individuals can unite with each other,
only within certain definite specified and limited proportions. So it is with individuals; each one has his own peculiar
character and his own proper rights, such that other individuals cannot understand him nor his true character or
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responsibilities, beyond certain degrees. And these degrees may vary in different subjects, so that any two persons
may have more and closer affinities on some subjects than on others. Here we have illustrated the eternal rights of
individuals, in the recesses of their own hearts, and to their own hearts' secrets, as well as to combinations and
sympathy with other persons.
As Comte well observes, the attempt or even the hope, to reduce all the operations and laws of nature, to one
law, is and will be a vain attempt. And the fact is, that the laws and powers which attract men into nations, are not
the same as far as we can analyze, as those which cause them to seek the society of and organization with their
immediate neighbors. The one is gravitation, the other is affinity. And hence, the national principle and the neighbor
principle, are much better illustrated by what are recognized to be two entirely different natural powers, and to be
working by entirely different laws.
One obvious inference from this view is, the evident and much greater importance of the neighbor-attraction,
than of the nation alone, in itself considered as the ultimate object sought, the end of the means; and including in the
term neighbor, not only precinct, but also social acquaintance and business circle or chartered company. By reference
to Carey's law regarding the balance of centralization and decentralization, it will be observed, that all turns upon
individuality and personal responsibility, that the national power itself is useful, only as it develops or allows the
development of these. Whereas, the chemical affinities are the immediate and direct operation of these
individualities themselves.”
(add discussion)

Education
Wright was a professor at the Christian Biblical Institute in New York City. [2] In 1866, Wright, in his “Editor’s
Address”, to his periodical the Practical Philosopher and True Senator, wherein he complained, among other things,
that god was not mentioned in the Constitution, stated that before the America Civil War (1861-1865), he concerned
himself with the study of theological and philosophical questions, but that after the war he geared his focus to
political matters, with a “broad Christian Catholic nature” basis or siding. (Ѻ)

Quotes | Employed
The following are quotes utilized by Wright:
“Man knows himself only as he knows external nature, we will readily see how, in the origin of human society, the
individual man or woman only knows himself or herself, after organizing into the family relation.”
— Goethe (c.1800), cited in: Principia: Basis of Social Science (pgs. 87-88)

Quotes
The following are representative quotes:
“Social science ought to be compared, not with works on chemistry, or astronomy, or even moral philosophy, or
political economy; but rather, with works on geology or metaphysics.”
— Robert Wright (1875), Principia: Basis of Social Science (pg. ix)

“The social laws in general, operate, not like physical laws, regardless of men's faith or opinions about them; but to a
great extent, they operate like the spiritual and religious laws of conscience; that is, they operate according as men
have faith and expectation.”
— Robert Wright (1875), Principia: Basis of Social Science (pg. 61)

“Analogy in chemistry. All the elements of chemistry may be divided into two classes, and in three different methods.
One, is into metals and metalloids, another, is into acids and alkalies, and the third is into electronegative and
electropositive. We have here as much of the divisions of our six units, as could be expected to survive under
chemical analysis, under which ‘no life’ can continue. Here in chemistry we have, not three pairs of classes making six
classes, but only three ways of pairing classes.”
— Robert Wright (1875), Principia: Basis of Social Science (pg. 89)

References
1. (a) Wright, Robert J. (1875). Principia: Basis of Social Science: Being a Survey of the Subject from the Moral and
Theological, Yet Liberal and Progressive Standpoint. J.B. Lippincott & Co.
(b) Uttal, William R. (2007). The Immeasurable Mind: the Real Science of Psychology (§2.8: Principia of Social Science,
pgs. 122-23). Prometheus Books.
(c) Cashdollar, Charles D. (2014). The Transformation of Theology, 1830-1890: Positivism and Protestant Thought in
Britain and America (pg. 420). Princeton University Press.
2. Cashdollar, Charles D. (2014). The Transformation of Theology, 1830-1890: Positivism and Protestant Thought in
Britain and America (pg. 420). Princeton University Press.

External links
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● Wright, Robert Joseph – WorldCat Identities.

Wroblewski, Sigmund
In thermodynamics, Sigmund Wroblewski (1845-1888) was a Polish physical chemist
noted for his 1883 low-temperature thermodynamics work, together with Carl
Olszewski, in the liquefaction of a measureable quantity of oxygen at 90K.

Education
In circa 1870, following studies under Hermann Helmholtz at the University of Berlin,
Wroblewski met German physicist Rudolf Clausius, while in recuperation from vision
surgery in the Swiss Alps, who told him to continue on with his low temperature work,
and to concentrate on things related to thermodynamics. [1]

References
1. Shachtman, Tom. (1999). Absolute Zero and the Quest for Absolute Cold (pg. 131).
New York: Mariner Books.

External links
● Zygmunt Florenty Wróblewski – Wikipedia.
● Absolute zero (historical timeline) – Devillier.com.
● Zygmunt Wroblewski (overview) – Info-Poland.Buffalo.edu.

Wrong
In terminology, wrong, as compared to right, is []

Coupling
The following shows the appeal to nature model of coupled natural ethics:

(add discussion)

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“Red skies at night, sailor’s delight; red skies in the morn, sailors take warn.”
— Anon (c.1000), cited by Shakespeare among others as a useful truism, within limits (Ѻ)

“You wrong me and the book. The principle illustrated in the book is true and not immoral. But you must regard it
from a broader point of view and understand that the conventional moral norms can turn into sheer immorality when
applied to situations of this character.”
— Johann Goethe (1809), “best book” incident, late Dec

“They cut the man into two parts, soul and body, the philosopher took one, and another naturalist, they both have
worked, studied on their behalf have lost sight and we find ourselves today in the presence of a duality, convenient
perhaps, but unwise, in that it overlooked the man to deal with only two elements that constitute it. But in doing so
we run the risk of being wrong. If one wanted to know the chemical properties of water
, seek it in those of
oxygen
and hydrogen
? No, because he knows that there is little relationship between the characteristics of a
substance and those of simple bodies which enter into its composition. To study humans, it is perhaps even more
reserve, his corpse is certainly different from his living, his soul is a being whose morality tells us in existence, but
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whose philosophy can boast of acquire specific knowledge, since it can be studied in a free state, the revelation can
only speak in this regard. But what science and philosophy can and should perhaps only study, is a man indivisible
and tangible for us, where the angel and the beast are inseparable, which has a body and ailments, but also passions
and faculties, such as intelligence, memory and reason.”
— Francois Massieu (c.1869)

“Before Clausius, truth and error were in a confusing state of mixture, and wrong answers were confidently urged by
the highest authorities.”
— Willard Gibbs (1889), “Rudolf Julius Emanuel Clausius” [1]

“Who can be trusted to tell me whether my technical terms are all wrong?”
— Henry Adams (1909), said to brother Brooks, while looking for reviewer for “The Rule of Phase Applied to History”

“I was a high school science teacher for 15 years. I had become a Christian at age 16, and right away ran into the
conflict between what I was taught in my science textbook and what I'm reading in the Bible, so I knew somebody
was wrong.”
— Kent Hoven (2000), Coast-to-Coast AM interview, Aug 2 (Ѻ)

“The chiral lad says, ‘Though I do fancy her, / I can't bind; she the wrong enantiomer’."
— Mala Radhakrishnan (2013), Atomic Romances tweet, four re-tweets, to stars (top 5 tweet), Apr 9

“South of the equator, e.g. Australia, it’s ‘right’—legislated by law—to drive on the left-hand side of the road; north
of the equator, e.g. New York, it’s ‘wrong’—legislated by law—to drive on the left-hand side of the road.”
— Libb Thims (2015), Crocodile Dundee morality model, Jul 27

References
1. (a) Gibbs, Willard. (1889). “Rudolf Julius Emanuel Clausius” (pg. 459), Daedalus: Journal of the American Academy
of Arts and Sciences¸16:458-65.
(b) Garrison, Fielding H. (1909). “Josiah Willard Gibbs and his Relation to Modern Science, Parts I-IV” (pdf) (§1: 475),
Popular Science Monthly, Part I: 74(27):470-84, May; Part II: 74:551-61, Jun; Part III: 75:41-48, Jul; Part IV: 75:191203, Aug.

Further reading
● Lewis, C.S. (1942). “Right and Wrong as a Clue to the Meaning of the Universe”, in: Mere Christianity. Publisher.

Videos
The following are related videos:
● What’s wrong with star dust oppressing star dust? (2012) | Riptime @ 2:21 (Ѻ)

External links
● Wrong (redirect to wrongdoing) – Wikipedia.

Wundt, Wilhelm
In hmolscience, Wilhelm Wundt (1832-1920) (CR=8) was a German physician,
physiologist, and philosopher, a Simmons 100 (#99), characterized as the “founder of
psychology” noted for his theory of “animated will-centers” (Wil-lenszentren), said to
be comparable to Ernst Haeckel’s “animated atoms” (bescelte Atome) theory. [1]

Education
Wundt studied with Johannes Muller and had been assistant to Hermann Helmholtz.

Students
German psychologist Oswald Kulpe was a student of Wundt.

Overview
Wundt, in his System of Philosophy, sought to understand the human mind by
identifying the constituent parts of human consciousness, in the same way that a
chemical compound is broken into various elements and who viewed psychology as a
science, much like physics or chemistry, in which consciousness is a collection of identifiable parts.

Ward
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American sociologist Lester Ward’s aimed-to-be sociological theory of everything, as outlined in his Glimpses of the
Cosmos: Volume 6, a compilation of Ward’s collected works, of the period 1897-1912, a post humorous outline of
Ward’s system of sociology, planned and largely executed, is given, the aim of which was to reduce sociology to an
exact science, consisting of social mechanics (social statics and social dynamics), viewed through the guise of the
formation and transformation of cosmic, organic, and social structures. The parts Ward’s ‘system of sociology’ are
summarized to be representative of (a) formative principles or synergy, based on the work of Auguste Comte and
Jean Lamarck; (b) creative synthesis, based on the work of Wundt; (c) transformative principles, based on the work
of, primarily, Leon Winiarski.

Quotes | Related
The following are related quotes:
“The naturalist now readily admits that plants have souls—or will-power—but he appropriates the soul as an energy
of thermodynamics.”
— Henry Adams (1910), per citation of Wundt [2]

References
1. Barandum, J. (1910). “Excursion Into the Infinitely Small”, The Open Court, 24:114-18.
2. Adams, Henry. (1910). A Letter to American Teachers of History. Publisher.

External links
● Wilhelm Wundt – Wikipedia.

Wynn, Charles
In hmolscience, Charles M. Wynn, Sr. (1939-) is an American chemical engineer and
organic chemist noted for his 1994 “Heat Flow vs. Cash Flow: A Banking Analogy”,
wherein he attempts to model interpersonal cash flow in heat terms, i.e. exothermically
and endothermically, and for his 2011 editorial efforts to reconcile faith and science.

Overview
In 1994, Wynn, in his “Heat Flow vs. Cash Flow: A Banking Analogy”, posits that a
person’s amount of readily available case from an ATM is modeled as a thermodynamic
system, according to which money withdrawal (exocash) is considered as an exothermic
reaction and money deposit (endocash) an endothermic reaction; he abstract of which
is as follows: [1]
“An analogy is drawn between the withdrawal of money from an automated teller
machine (ATM) and an exothermic chemical reaction. In the analogy the amount in an
individual’s account is regarded as the system and the money withdrawn is regarded as part of the surroundings.
Diagrams are used to present the analogy. An analogy can be drawn also between a deposit into an account and an
endothermic chemical reaction.”
(add discussion)
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Religion | Science
In 2011, Wynn, together with American physicist Arthur Wiggins (Ѻ),
edited the collaborative book And God Said, Let There Be Evolution,
where a number of religious-minded scholars attempt to argue that
evolution can be reconciled with religion, Christianity and Islam in
particular, namely by a flexible re-interpretation and reading of the
various Biblical and Quranic passages, and that one doesn’t have to
abandon one’s faith in order to accept modern science. [3] The
following is a representative quote from the their book, in respect to
a view they seem to oppose:
“Materialism is absolute and we cannot allow a divine foot in the
door.”
— Richard Lewontin (1997) [5]

(add discussion)

Kozliak
Wynn’s analogy, to note, inspired the 2002 article “Energy and
Money, Chemical Bonding as Business, and Negative ΔH and ΔG as
Investment” by Russian-born American physical chemist Evguenii
Kozliak, who expanded on the former in a number of ways. [2]

Wynn and Wiggins’ religious venn diagram,
outlining the general view of the authors, namely
acceptance that humans evolved, that the
universe is 14-billion years old, that humans were
not “created” all at once, but rather creation is
the work of god, fitted into the beginning and or
process in some way. [2]

Education
Wynn completed his BS in chemical engineering at the City College of New York and his MS in chemistry and PhD in
1965 organic chemistry, the latter with a dissertation on "Stereochemistry of Pyrrolidine Addition to
Bicyclo[2.2.2]oct-2-ene-2-carbonitrile", at the University of Michigan. Wynn presently is assistant chair and professor
at Eastern Connecticut State University. [4]

Note
Wynn senior not to be confused with his son, Charles M. Wynn, Jr., a research physicist at MIT's Lincoln Lab in
Lexington, MA,

References
1. Wynn, Charles M. (1994). “Heat Flow vs Cash Flow: A Banking Analogy” (abs) (Ѻ), Presented at the 13th
International Conference on Chemical Education, Inter-American University of Puerto Rico, Aug 9; in: Journal of
Chemical Education, 74(4):397, 1997.
2. Wynn, Charles M. and Wiggins, Arthur W. (2011). And God Said, Let There Be Evolution!: Reconciling the Book of
Genesis, the Quran, and the Theory of Evolution (abs) (Amz) (Venn diagram, pg. 175). All Things That Matter Press.
3. Kozliak, Evguenii. (2002). “Energy and Money, Chemical Bonding as Business, and Negative ΔH and ΔG as
Investment” (abs), Journal of Chemical Education, 79(12):1435.
4. Charles M. Wynn, Sr. (faculty) – Eastern Connecticut State University.
5. (a) Lewontin, Richard. (1997). “Review”, New York Review of Books, Jan 9.
(b) Wynn, Charles M. and Wiggins, Arthur W. (2011). And God Said, Let There Be Evolution!: Reconciling the Book of
Genesis, the Quran, and the Theory of Evolution (abs) (Amz) (Lewontin, pg. 160; Venn diagram, pg. 175). All Things
That Matter Press.

Further reading
● Wynn, Charles M. (2014). “Scien ﬁc Methodology and its Religious Parallels” (Ѻ), Skeptical Inquirer, 38(4):55.
● Wynn, Charles M. (2011). “An Ambi ous, Hopeful Response to 9/11”, Skeptical Inquirer, 35(5):11.

External links
● Charles M. Wynn (faculty) – Eastern Connecticut State University.
● Charles M. Wynn (profile) – Amazon.com.
● Wynn, Charles M. – WorldCat Identities.

Wysong, Randy
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In religious thermodynamics, Randy L. Wysong (c.1940-) is an American physician
noted for []

Overview
In 1975, Wyson, in his The Creation-Evolution Controversy, steped through all of the
various collision points the two main competing belief systems (religion/creationism vs.
materialism/evolution) encounter, with a rather detailed chapter on all the various
thermodynamic controversies e.g. the classic second law (progressive disordering) vs.
evolution (progressive ordering) reconciliations (or non-reconciliations), all of which he
diagrams to a significant degree. [1]

Education
Wysong is a former veterinary clinician and surgeon, college instructor in human
anatomy, physiology and the origin of life, inventor of numerous medical, surgical,
nutritional, athletic and fitness products and devices, research director for the present company by his name and
founder of the philanthropic Wysong Institute. [2] Wysong's claim to fame, supposedly, is for having invented one of
the first vegan cat foods, or something along these lines.

References
1. Wyson, Randy L. (1976). The Creation-Evolution Controversy (ch. 16: Thermodynamics, pgs. 239-75). Wysong
Institute.
2. Randy Wysong (bio) – RedRoom.com.

X
In symbols, X is the symbol for

Y
In symbols, Y is the symbol for

Yablonsky, A.I.
In hmolscience, A.I. Yablonsky (1936-1986) was a Russian engineer and physicist noted for his
1971 to 1986 work on a science of scientific activity, culminating, among other publications, in his
Mathematical Models in Science Studies, wherein he applies non-linear thermodynamics to the
modelling of social phenomena and trends, e.g., as discussed by Yelena Istileulova (2011), to
theorize about the temperature of scientific organizations as the accumulated characteristics of
external impact on scientists. [1]

References
1. (a) Yablonsky, A.I. (1986). Mathematical Models of Science Studies. Moscow: Nauka.
(b) Kostyuk, V. and Schreider, J. (1989). “Book Review: Mathematical Models in Science Studies”
(abs), Scientometrics, 15(1-2):155-57.
(c) Blauberg, Igor V., Ignatyev, Andrey A., Mirsky, Eduard M., Sadovsky, Vadim N., and Uzdeir, Alexander P. (1987).
“A.I. Yablonsky (1936-1986)” (abs), Scientometrics, 11(1-2):7-8.
(d) Istileulova, Yelena. (2011). “Organization as a Human Being: Information (mind) + Matter (body) + Energy”
(capacity to work)” (Ѻ), Assignment, PhD student, Ljubljana University, Faculty of Economics, Dec 2.

Yakovenko, Victor
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In econophysics, Victor Yakovenko (1961-) is a Russian-born American physicist noted
for his 1998 to present work in promoting the subject of econophysics in America.

Overview
In 2000, Yakovenko and graduate student Romanian-born American physicist Adrian
Dragulescu, argued that: [1]
“In a closed economic system, money is conserved. Thus, by analogy with energy, the
equilibrium probability distribution of money must follow the exponential BoltzmannGibbs law characterized by an effective temperature equal to the average amount of
money per economic agent.”
The following is the gist of their Boltzmann distribution money model:

Since about 2003, Yakovenko has been running an econophysics research group at the physics department of the
University of Maryland, where he lists Barkley Rosser as one of his collaborators. [3] In 2006, Yakovenko, expanding
on the above “Boltzmann distribution money theory”, was the opening speaker at the American Physical Society
focus session on econophysics. [2]

Information theory
In 2009, Yakovenko was a co-author of the monograph Classical Econophysics, the abstract of which is: [4]
“This book sets out to address some basic questions drawing from classical political economy and information theory
and using an econophysics methodology: What is information? Why is it valuable? What is the relationship between
money and information?”
No doubt this is a ride on the Shannon bandwagon. [5]

Education
Yakovenko completed his undergraduate work and his MS (1984) at the Moscow Physical-Technical Institute, and his
PhD in 1987 in theoretical physics at the Landau Institute for Theoretical Physics. Since 1993, he has been a physics
professor at the University of Maryland.

References
1. Dragulescu, Adrian A. and Yakovenko, Victor M. (2000). “Statistical Mechanics of Money,” European Physical
Journal B 17, 723–729.
2. Yakovenko, Victor. (2006). “Statistical Mechanics of Money, Income, and Wealth” (abs), American Physical Society,
Focus Session: Econophysics, Mar 13.
3. Econophysics research (Victor Yakovenko’s group) – physics department, University of Maryland.
4. Cottrell, Allin F., Cockshott, Paul, Michaelson, Gregory J. Wright, Ian P., and Yakovenko, Victory. (2009). Classical
Econophysics (abs). Taylor & Francis.
5. Thims, Libb. (2012). “Thermodynamics ≠ Information Theory: Science’s Greatest Sokal Affair” (url), Journal of
Human Thermodynamics, 8(1): 1-120, Dec 19.
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● Yakovenko, Victor M. and Rosser, J. Barkley. (2009). “Colloquium: Statistical Mechanics of Money, Wealth, and
Income”, ArXiv, Dec 24.
● Yakovenko, Victor M. (2009). “Econophysics, Statistical Mechanics, An Approach to”, in: Encyclopedia of Complexity
and System Science (editors: R.A. Meyers) (abs). Springer.

External links
● Victor M. Yakovenko (faculty) – University of Maryland.
● Econophysics (Yakovenko’s econophysics research group) – University of Maryland.

Ye, Meng-Hua
In hmolscience, Michael Meng-Hua Ye (c.1956-), cited “Meng-Hua Ye”, is an American
physical economist noted for his 1984 PhD dissertation on “Application of Brownian
Motion to Economic Models of Optimal Stopping”, completed at the University of
Wisconsin-Madison, and for his 1991 book Economics, Philosophy, and Physics, cowritten with Chinese-born American economist Ching-Yao Hsieh, and econophysics and
economic thermodynamics themed book wherein they give a historical overview of
certain physics and thermodynamics principles used in economic theory. [1]

References
1. Hsieh, Ching-Yao, and Ye, Meng-Hua. (1991). Economics, Philosophy, and Physics.
M.E. Sharpe.

External links
● Michael Meng-Hua Ye (faculty) – St Mary’s College of Maryland.

Year god was
disabused from
science
In knowledge, year god was disabused from
science refers to years in which the various
branches of science were made free from
error, fallacy, or misconception in respect to
god talk, belief in the existence of god, god
theory, and or the hypothesis of god in
general as a connective concept.

Overview

A visual synopsis of the years in which god was disabused from physics
(1802), specifically in celestial mechanics, by Pierre Laplace (see: Napoleon
Laplace anecdote), and chemistry (1885), specifically in general chemistry,
by Johannes Wislicenus.

The years in which "god", as a functional
concept, was jettisoned from physics (i.e.
celestial mechanics) and chemistry, organic
and general, were the years 1802, 1823 and 1885, respectively, the former by French physicist Pierre Laplace, and
latter two by German chemist Johannes Wislicenus, as follows:
“I had no need of that [god] hypothesis.”

— Pierre Laplace (1802), response to Napoleon why the divine was not found in his new celestial mechanics book (see: Napoleon
Laplace anecdote)

“That [god statement] must disappear!”
— Johannes Wislicenus (1885), order to his guide, during his orientation tour of the University of Leipzig, as the new chemistry
professor successor to Hermann Kolbe, in reference to Kolbe’s Biblical quotation "God has arranged all things by measure and
number and weight" (Wisdom of Solomon 11:20) in large letters, above the periodic table chart of the chemical elements at the
front of his lecture theater (Ѻ)

God, in sum, in the 19th century, was debarred (or disabused) from science, in the following fields: physics in 1802
(via Laplace | France), organic chemistry in 1828 (Wohler | Germany), physiology in 1842 (via the Reymond-Brucke
oath | Germany), general chemistry in 1885 (via Wislicenus | Germany), and psychology in 1895 (via Freud | Vienna).
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The following is a chronological listing of the various branches of knowledge wherein in god was disabused, thrown
out, made superfluous, and or rendered obsolete, via methods such as a experimental disproof, a wave of the hand,
among others, as shown:
Subject

Year

Person

Statement

__________________________

“I had no need of that [god]
hypothesis.”

Physics

See also

Pierre
1802
Laplace

1.

● Napoleon Laplace anecdote

→ Celestial mechanics

“The moral symbols of the
natural sciences, discovered and
employed by Bergman [1775],
are the elective affinities.”

Moral science
2.

1809

Johann
Goethe
See also

●
Moral symbols
Organic chemistry
3.

1828

Friedrich
Wohler

Physiology

1842

4.

Helmholtz
school

Organic synthesis (or urea) from inorganic components

“[We pledge] to put in power this truth: no other forces than the
common physical chemical ones are active within the organism.
In those cases which cannot at the time be explained by these
forces one has either to find a specific way or form of their action
by means of physical mathematical method, or to assume new
forces equal in dignity to the chemical-physical forces inherent in
matter, reducible to the force of attraction and repulsion.”
See also

● Reymond-Brucke oath

Evolution
5.

1859

Charles
Darwin

“Man is descended from a hairy,
tailed quadruped, probably
arboreal in its habits. I call this
principle [by which we have
descended], by which each slight
variation, if useful, is preserved,
by the term of ‘natural selection’.
[On this assertion, the first
objection has been a religious
one]. We can allow satellites,
planets, suns, universe, nay whole systems of universes, to be
governed by laws, but the smallest insect, we wish to be created
at once by special act. I cannot persuade myself [however] that a
beneficent and omnipotent god would have designedly created
parasitic wasps with the express intention of their feeding within
the living bodies of caterpillars.”
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Thermodynamics
Stated somewhere, according to German physicist Ludwig
Buchner (1891), that the modern science of the thermodynamics
of force and matter had displaced or supplanted god; the
following quote is representative of this:
c.187
Franz Pisko “And if the inscription on the ancient pyramid of Sais says, ‘I am
5
all that is, that was, and that will be, no mortal man has yet
removed the veil’, it might be replied thereto, that modern
science has removed the veil and has discovered that force and
matter were, are, and will be.”

6.

“That [god quote] must
go!”
Chemistry
1885

7.

Johannes
Wislicenus

Psychology
1895

8.

Sigmund
Freud

“The intention is to furnish a psychology that shall be a natural
science; that is, to represent psychical [mental] processes as a
quantitatively, free energy [G] and bound energy [-TS],
determinate states of specifiable material particles.”
See also

● A Project for Scientific Psychology

Physics
1927 Paul Dirac

9.

“If we are honest — and scientists have to be — we must admit
that religion is a jumble of false assertions, with no basis in
reality. The very idea of God is a product of the human
imagination. It is quite understandable why primitive people, who
were so much more exposed to the overpowering forces of
nature than we are today, should have personified these forces in
fear and trembling. But nowadays, when we understand so many
natural processes, we have no need for such solutions.

(General)

Religion is a kind of opium that allows a nation to lull itself into
wishful dreams and so forget the injustices that are being
perpetrated against the people. Hence the close alliance between
those two great political forces, the State and the Church. Both
need the illusion that a kindly God rewards — in heaven if not on
earth — all those who have not risen up against injustice, who
have done their duty quietly and uncomplainingly. That is
precisely why the honest assertion that God is a mere product of
the human imagination is branded as the worst of all mortal sins.”
See also

● God does not play dice
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Sociology

10
.

1933 Paul Dirac

“Any further assumption implied by belief in a god which one may
have in one’s faith is inadmissible from the point of view of
modern science, and should not be needed in a well-organized
society.”

→ Government
→ Politics
→ Economics

Natural selection

11
.

1934

→ Thermodynamics

Harold
Blum

“Practically since its first
definitive formulation by
Darwin the concept of
chance variation and natural
selection has dominated the
study of evolution, although
frequent attempts have been
made to replace or modify it.
Probably most such attempts
are provoked by a vaguely
defined awareness of an insufficiency in the natural selection
hypothesis, and the recognition of a directive factor in
evolutionary processes which persists through successive
generations. The latter concept which is commonly known as
‘orthogenesis’, is supported a by considerable amount of
evidence (Leo Berg, 1926), but at present is not widely accepted
among biologists.

[Directionality]

The general reason for abandoning or neglecting this concept has
been the failure, thus far, to demonstrate the existence of the
necessary directing factor outside of the theological doctrine; and
one may suspect that fear of leaning too closely to such doctrine
has caused most biologists to ‘shy off’ from orthogenesis. It will
be the aim of the writer to indicate the actual existence of a
directing factor in evolutionary processes, while at the same time
avoiding all necessity of invoking theological concepts.” [1]

Biology

12
.

(General)

“Deep down among human
intuitions is one that spontaneous
movement means life. Our kith and
kin among the animals entertain it
as well as we, though for them ‘life’
is, of course, an unconceptualized
thought. We know from ourselves
that the indirect field of sight will
see what moves when it fails to see what does not move. Our
horse may shy at a blown leaf on the roadway, not at a still one.
Charles
The frog snaps at a fly that moves, but not at one which is still.
Sherringto The vine-tendril never lives so vividly as when at the cinema its
clasping is speeded into visible movement. When the cardboard
1938 n
(partial
puppet dances it becomes thinkably alive, and Don Quixote’s
disabuseme
irruption at the puppet-theater becomes intelligible.
nt)
The bio-logist knows this intuitive inference as native, even to a
primitive mind. Movement accepted as spontaneous implies
living. And the motion of the planets seemed to be spontaneous.
Their movement told men that they were alive. All stars might be
alive, but of them all the planets most so. The other stars were
‘fixed’, that is, relatively to each other did not move. When
physics and chemistry, however, enter on their description of the
perceptible, life disappears from the scene, and consequently
death. Both are anthropisms. It is of no use asking physics and
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chemistry whether [something] is alive. They do not understand
the word.”
Genetics
13
.

1966

Francis
Crick

“Let us abandon the world ‘alive’.”

(add

Biology
Libb Thims
2009 (full

14
.

disabuseme
nt)

summary)

(General + Origin)

See also

● Defunct theory of life
● Life does not exist
● Life terminology upgrades

Physics
15
.

2012

Stephen
Hawking

→ Big bang

“When people ask me if a god created the universe, I tell them
that the question itself makes no sense. Time didn’t exist before
the big bang, so there is no time for god to make the universe in.
It’s like asking directions to the edge of the earth; the earth is a
sphere; it doesn’t have an edge; so looking for it is a futile
exercise [see: karman line]. We are each free to believe what we
want, and it’s my view that the simplest explanation is; there is
no god. No one created our universe, and no one directs our
fate. This leads me to a profound realization; There is probably no
heaven, and no afterlife either. We have this one life to
appreciate the grand design of the universe, and for that I am
extremely grateful.” [2]

(add discussion)

Biology / Life origin | Disabusement
God has not, however, been disabused from “biology”, nor can it ever, as status quo remains, barring a scientific
revolution; an issue, to say the least, which is a bit more complex. In short, one cannot simply disconnect or dismiss,
with a wave of the hand, like Laplace or Wislicenus did, in their respective fields, god from “biology”, because the
prefix ‘bio-”, itself, is a religious term, i.e. a “god term”, to put it plainly. Thus, to explain, via elaboration, e.g., while
Helmholtz, Reymond, and Brucke, of the so-called Helmholtz school, the key figures behind the 1842 ReymondBrucke oath, may make a vow or pact of allegiance, "signed in blood", as legend has it, to the side with the
reductionism view that, unquestionably, only “physicochemical forces”, in opposition to any and all “life force” (or
vitalism) theories, operate ‘in’ (or within) organisms; the three of them will still inconsistently “believe”, in logical
contradiction to their own theory, that they are in fact “alive”, and likewise that they will “die” one day; the latter of
which, i.e. life and death, being concepts not recognized by physics and chemistry; they are “anthropisms”, as Charles
Sherrington (1938) put it; and these so-called foundationless anthropisms, invariably, come to us via the religiomythology pipeline of cultural transmission; and hence, in turn, from god theory; and before that from the theory of
“multiple gods”; and before that from a “plurality of spirits” theories of ancient times, etc.

See also
● Top 100 atheists
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Yee, Kevin
In human chemistry, Kevin F. Yee (1970-) is an American German literature professor
noted for his 1997 posit that the Captain in Goethe's Elective Affinities functioned, in
Goethe's mind, as a catalyst.

Overview
In 1997, Yee, in his “The Captain as Catalyst in Goethe’s Wahlverwandtschaften”,
argued that the Captain, in German polymath Johann Goethe’s 1809 Elective Affinities,
acts as a catalyst (or human catalyst) who “propels, accelerates, and alters the reaction
without being affected himself.” [1] To cite an excerpt, as critiqued by Germanic
literature theorist Astrida Tantillo: [2]
“The implied ‘correct’ outcome of the human reaction (a simple exchange of partners),
which was predicted much like a chemical reaction, is avoided because the Captain is a
catalyst and not a normal reactant … [Goethe’s] presentation of the Captain, the wild
card in the mix of reactants, saves for humanity the possibility of freedom.”
Yee’s theory that Goethe’s character the Captain was a catalyst in the context of affinity chemistry theory, to note,
would not have been strictly the case in the mind of Goethe as the concept and discovery of catalysts did not occur
until 1831.
Beyond this, most agree that the Captain, symbolized by Torbern
Bergman style chemical species letter 'C', as described by Goethe in his
famous chapter four, was a ‘reactant’ in the main human chemical reaction
of the novella, which was a double elective affinity. These human chemical
symbol assignments would then be:

A = Charlotte
B = Eduard
C = Captain
D = Ottilie
In plain talk, Goethe is saying that when Ottilie (D) arrives at the estate,
Charlotte (A) will naturally cling to her adopted niece ("A will go over to D")
and that when their friend the Captain (C) arrives at the estate to visit, he
will naturally begin to hang out with his childhood friend Eduard ("C will go
over to B"). As the story unfolds, however, Goethe gives his readers the
true final end reaction he had in mind, which occurs as a second main step
in the reaction mechanism, in the heightened activation energy state of
the time period the visitor's arrival, where the pairings of Charlotte-Ottilie,
AD, and Captain-Eduard, CB, begin to relax, wherein after Eduard and
Ottile fall in love, DB, and Charlotte and the Captain fall in love, AC:
1996 film adaption of Goethe's 1809
Elective Affinities: cover showing the basic
double elective affinity reaction threading
the chapters of the book together (see:
history). [4]

These two reaction mechanism steps constitute the main human chemical
reaction described in the novella. In each of the 36 chapters, however, Goethe used a different affinity reaction,
based on his studies in chemistry. Beyond this, Goethean theorists Jeremy Adler (1994) and Ilya Prigogine (1983) have
pointed out, the character to have been the human catalyst in the novella would have been “Mittler the mediator”,
who facilitated marriages and relationships, bringing harmony to disputes, without himself being consumed.

Education
Yee's knowledge of chemist seems to come from the dabbling in the subject has a hobby. During his undergraduate
years, for instance, he would often spend time balancing chemical equations stoiciometrically, while board in certain
classes. Yee completed his BA (1992), MA (1994), and PhD, with a 1997 dissertation “Identification, Patriarchy, and
Aesthetic Homosociality in Wackenroder’s and Tieck’s Work”, all at the University of California, Irvine. His research, in
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general, focuses on German romanticism, Goethe, fairy tales, and 19th century German novellas. Yee has taught at
the UC-Irvine, Pomona College, the University of Iowa, and Duke University. In 2004, he became the assistant director
at the University of Central Florida.
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External links
● Yee, Kevin F. (1970-) – WorldCat Identities.

Ying, Leong
In hmolscience, Leong Ying (c. 1960-) is a Asian-born American nuclear physicist noted,
in literature thermodynamics, for his 2002 semi nonfictional "twin universes theory"
about entropy and being, or something along these lines.

Overview
In 2002, Ying published an online semi-nonfiction idea called twin universes theory, an
attempt to explain life, consciousness, dark matter, and cosmic expansion, second law,
then in the form of a science fiction book Klystar, the latter of which incorporates
Chinese principle of Yin-Yang with laws of thermodynamics to postulate the existence
of a “single omnipotent consciousness” or god, bonded by a force akin to love, residing
in the parallel universe. [1] The book tells the story of a young man named Leo on his
quest to discover his own origins and learn the truths of the universe. Ying's theory was
originally conceived in 1995 in the context of the fictional sci-fi novel, but soon more of
the theory began to emerge out of the writing, to which he now devotes more of his
time to. Ying’s theory, in theme, seems to be a cross between French philosopher
Pierre Teilhard’s 1916 second law based omega point theory, American mathematician William Sidis’ 1920 entropy
reversal theory, and American engineer Ronald Pearson's 1990 intelligent ether theory, possibly geared along the
lines of Russian engineer Yevgeny Zamyatin's futuristic 1920 thermodynamics-based novel We. The following is the
structural overview to Ying’s theory: [2]
Laws of the Total Universe

First law of
thermodynamics

Energy of the universe is conserved.

Second law of
thermodynamics

Entropy of the universe is conserved.

Law of Ying Yang

There is a natural order in the universe acting as the foundation of all things, the
mother of all change, and the root of life and death; whereby in healing, one must
grasp the view that the root of disharmony is subject to the actions of Yin and Yang.
Postulates of the Total Universe

First postulate

The total universe is composed of two symmetric systems, a positive universe and a
negative universe. Both universal systems occupy the same space-time.

Second postulate

Energy can flow between both universe systems, but the total energy in the total
universe is conserved:

Third postulate

Entropy can flow between both universal systems, but the total entropy in the
universe is conserved:

Fourth postulate

Gravity dictates the direction of of entropy change (time).

Fifth postulate

Life on earth exists only in the positive universe.
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Formulae of the Total Universe

Energy
Entropy
Entropy (statistical)

(where k is the Boltzmann constant and Ω is the number of
microstates)

Positive entropy
Negative entropy
(where D is a measure of disorder and 1/D is a measure of order).
In the positive universe, according to Ying, which is where earth is, the original second law states that "for irreversible
processes, the entropy of the enclosed system must increase, or put another way, all real processes move towards a
state of maximum disorder." [2]

Religion
Ying is a former atheist, who up until circa 2003 considered himself to be an anti-religious as well as a "religious
bigot" who viewed religious people as "losers who needed to get a life", but has since, in his mind, discovered a
bridge between science and faith, viewing god as a “single omnipotent consciousness”. His 2007 book, according to
reviews, presents a scientific proof of God in an easy to understand, powerful way for non-scientists.

Education
Ying completed his BS in physics in 1983 and PhD in nuclear physics in 1987 both at the University of Liverpool.
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Videos
● Ying, Leong. (2010). “Twin Universes Love One God (1 of 2)” (V), Jan 24.

External links
● Leong Ying – LinkedIn.com.
● Klystar (Leong Ying) – Twitter.
● Leong Ying (Klystar) – Facebook.

Yockey, Hubert
In science, Hubert Yockey (1916-) is an American physicist turned information theorist
noted for []

Overview
In 1977, Yockey began to present his ‘mistaken belief’, according to American evolution
chemist Jeffrey Wicken, that the development of the Shannon H function—called
‘entropy’ by namesake adoption in information theory, as outlined by Claude Shannon
and Warren Weaver in 1949—has resulted in a true generalization of the CarnotClausius (1824-1865) state function treatment and the Boltzmann-Gibbs (1872-1902)
statistical treatment of the original entropy formulation of heat in thermodynamics,
thus, in a sense, freeing it from disciplinary framework of thermodynamics for use in
probability distributions in general. [1] Yockey (and or his daughter) describes himself
as such: [6]
“Nuclear physicist and bioinformatician Dr. Hubert P. Yockey shows why Michael Behe
and his ilk are wrong in his books, Information Theory, Evolution, and the Origin of Life (2005) and Information Theory
and Molecular Biology (1992). Dr. Yockey’s publications, going back to the 1950s, were seminal in creating the field of
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bioinformatics. He also is the only scientist who has defined the distinction between living [matter] and non-living
matter—his definition is fundamental to the scientific understanding of the origin of life.”
In this sense, it would seem that Yockey's agenda is to do battle with the intelligent design crowd platformed on the
Shannon bandwagon.

Negative entropy
On the term "negative entropy" or negentropy, Yockey states that "the notion of negentropy has crept into the
textbooks and the technical and popular literature" and that "it must be exorcised to avoid more damage". [7]

Information theory war
Interestingly, similar to the retrospect 2011 comments made by Canadian zoologist Daniel Brooks, in regards to the
continuous attack made on him during the previous 30-years in regards his Brooks-Wiley theory, also based on
Shannon information theory, Yockey opens to the following art of war quote by Italian philosopher Niccolo
Machiavelli: [3]
“It must be considered that there is nothing more difficult to carry out nor more doubtful of success, nor more
dangerous to handle, than to initiate a new order of things. For the reformer has enemies in all those who profit by
the new order, and only lukewarm defenders in all those who would profit by the new order, this lukewarmness
arising partly for fear of their adversaries, who have the laws in their favor; and partly from the incredulity of men,
who do not truly believe in anything new until they have had actual experience of it.”
The thermal wording, i.e. "lukewarmness", and feel of is nearly identical to Brooks' reflective comment:
“By 1982, the centenary of Darwin's death, Niles Eldredge and Steven J. Gould had catalyzed a loosely connected
group of evolutionary biologists unhappy with the New Synthesis to unleash a cascade of criticisms and proposals.
Emboldened by this display of the scientific community at its meritocratic best, Ed Wiley and I entered the fray. The
day we finished proofreading Evolution as Entropy [1986], David Hull presciently warned us the fun was over. Soon, I
received an envelope from a friend who had seen a manuscript on a colleague's desk. Such privileged material is
rarely copied and forwarded. My friend wrote, "I think you and Ed should know what you're up against." The privately
circulated manuscript was authored by three academics at the University of California-Berkeley. Ed and I were
stunned by its vicious tone. Why the rhetorical heat?”
— Daniel Brooks (2011) [4]

which also uses thermal wording, i.e. "rhetorical heat"; which by no strange coincidence, is nearly identical to
American engineer Myron Tribus’ reflection on the last 50-years at a failed attempt to reformulate thermodynamics
in terms of information theory:
“After my book on thermodynamics [Thermostatics and Thermodynamics: an Introduction to Energy, Information and
States of Matter, 1961] appeared I sat back and waited for a call from the Nobel Committee. They never wrote. But
other people did write and it was not at all what I wanted to hear. My attempts at getting engineering professors to
adopt the new way to look at thermodynamics was a completed failure. Not only that, but I was attacked as someone
who had taken intellectual shortcuts.”
— Myron Tribus, “A Tribute to Edwin T. Jaynes” (1998) [5]

Interestingly, then, here, in comparison, we see three individuals reflecting on the turmoil of a 30-year plus uphill
"heated" battle, each the end result of taking a ride on the Shannon bandwagon, even after being told the ride was
over (e.g. "fun was over", Brooks, c.1985)—very curious similarity indeed.

Religion
Yockey is often cited as a reference in the Creationism / intelligent design movement; supposedly, because he tends
to cite Bible quotes in his work, and that although he supports Darwinian evolution, is critical of the primordial soup
origin of life theory, and believes that "the origin of life is unsolvable as a scientific problem." The following, to give
insight into this connection, is Doug Groothius’ 2009 view of the implications of Yockey’s theory:
“Professor Yockey has ruled out all materialistic explanations. If so, then a nonmaterialistic explanation may be in
order. If life cannot come from non-life unaided, then why not infer that it came from life of a designer that brought
it into being?”
In response to these assertions, his daughter Cynthia Yockey comment the following 2009 opening remark in their
jointly-written blog: [2]
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“The first thing I want noted about my father is that he is not in any way, shape or form a Creationist. He does not
support intelligent design. He supports Darwin’s theory of evolution and points out that it is one of the bestsupported theories in science. It is absolutely crazy to assert that my father is a creationist because he quotes the
Bible in his scientific publications. He quotes Greek and Roman myths considerably more frequently than the Bible,
yet no one has used that as evidence that he is a pagan, or Dionysian or Apollonian.”
Whatever the case, science writers who cite Bible discussions of tend to have complex and riddled responses when
being queried about their Dawkins number.

Education
Yockey completed his PhD in physics in 1943, with a dissertation on “Neutron Yields from Be, Cu, Bi, Sr, and P in the
Sixty-Inch Cyclotron”, at the University of California, Berkeley. He was a co-author of the 1951 book Effects of
Cyclotron Irradiation on Creep of Aluminum. Soon thereafter, Yockey seems to have begun to switch gears into the
newly-formed information theory field. In 1958, for example, he was one of the editors of the 1958 Symposium on
Information Theory in Biology, Gatlinburg, Tennessee. In 2005, Yockey described himself as a former director of the
US Army Pulsed Radiation Facility, Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland.
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Young, Arthur
In human thermodynamics, Arthur Young (1905-1995) was and American aviation
engineer and philosopher noted for his 1976 book The Reflexive Universe, in which he
outlines ideas on the immortality of the soul as guaranteed by the first law of
thermodynamics (cessation thermodynamics). [1] Young is also noted for his lecture
ideas on the entropy and negentropy in relation to people and molecules.

Process theory
The four central tenets of Young’s 'theory of process' or process theory are that reality
is structured dynamically on four levels: [2]
(a) The dimensionless level of photons, or light of spirit.
(b) The one-dimensional level of time and nuclear particles.
(c) The two-dimensional level of planar space (breadth and width) and atoms.
(d) the tree-dimensional level of time-plus-space, of molar matter, of molecules and
familiar space-time objects.
(add discussion)

Influences
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The work of Young was influential to American philosopher Christian de Quincey, whose combined views exemplify
the extrapolate downward approach. [2]

Education
Education Young completed a degree in mathematics from Princeton University in 1927. Over the next dozen years,
Young worked to develop the world’s first helicopter, and by 1947 got the Bell helicopter into production. In the
years to follow, he turned to the next phase of his career as a philosopher of the mind (or soul), the resulting theory
being his 1976 book The Reflexive Universe, a synthesis of general Darwin-based evolution theory, added with
speculations on psychology and parapsychology, all intertwined with semi-scientific ideas on how consciousness
evolved.
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Press.
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Videos
● Young, Arthur. (2007). “The Turn from Posi ve to Nega ve Entropy” (Ѻ), Oct 4.

External links
● Arthur Young – Wikipedia.
● Arthur M. Young (the theory of process) – ArthurYoung.com.

Young, Louise
In hmolscience, Louise B. Young (1919-2010) was an American physicist and geologist
noted, in human thermodynamics, for 1986 creative forces anti heat death theory of
the universe.

Overview
In 1986, Young, in her The Unfinished Universe, attempts to give meaning, purpose,
and morality to human existence, in the context of a continuously changing universe,
inexorably advancing in time, situated in the cosmological theory of the ultimate
extinction of the world by universal entropy, mixed with insights from biology, physics,
cosmology, and astronomy. [1] Her thesis is that contrary to the long-held beliefs of
many scientists that the universe is running down towards heat death and will
eventually collapse upon itself, the tendency toward increasing entropy is merely one
aspect of a single process that is creating more complex, highly organized, and more
efficient forms of matter all the time, and at every level—from the microscopic to the
stellar, supposedly giving a “stirring vision of order, form, change, and the creative
forces in the universe.” In her book, Young advocates the Gaia hypothesis of James Lovelock.

Religion
Young's theory seems to have tinge of subtle religious undertones to it, as is evidenced by the fact that her work has
been influential to those as Paul Davies and David Alkek. To cite one example, she states: “I postulate that we are
witnessing—and indeed participating in—a creative act that is taking place throughout time.” In other words,
"creative acts" are typically the work of a “creator”, aka god. The mention of creative, typically is used or discussed in
manner so to be scientifically politically correct, so to speak. Though, to note, she does seem to discuss religion in a
general sense, e.g. discussing olden mythologies explanations.

Education
Young entered Vassar College in 1936, completing a BS in physics, in circa 1940 after which she worked at the MIT
radiation laboratory developing radar technology. In the 1960s, she wrote a number of books that explained the
basics of physics, astronomy, geology, and environmental science to lay audiences. In 1979, she completed an MS in
geology at the University of Chicago. Her and her late husband Hobart P. Young established a professorship in
environmental science at the University of Chicago. [2]
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37). Simon and Schuster.
2. Anon. (2010). “Obituary: Louis B. Young”, Chicago Tribune, May 13.

Further reading
● Young, Louis B. (1971). Exploring the Universe (thermodynamics, pgs. 369, 692). Oxford University Press.

Robert Young
In hmolscience, Robert M. Young (1935-) is an American Darwin scholar, Kleinian psychologist,
human nature philosopher, noted for his anti-reductionism views in respect to Henderson-stylized
physicochemical sociology, which he classifies as something akin to "scientific pornography".

Overview
In 1971, Young, in his “Mystifications in the ‘Scientific’ Foundations of Sociology”, ventured into an
attack on the Harvard Pareto circle, wherein he attempts to dismiss the work of “Sociology 23”
stylized work of Lawrence Henderson, and many followers of the
Pareto circle, as but a
reaction against Marxism, e.g. he refers to Henderson’s use of thermodynamics, chemistry,
physics, biochemistry, physiology, biology, pathology, medicine, etc., was but a “nakedly
reactionary doctrine”. [1]

Quotes
The following are noted quotes:
“It is fairly easy to be on guard against this sort of thing, such as sociobiology or physicochemical sociology, and most
scientists, whether or not they are familiar with the literature, naturally relegate such arguments to the realm of
‘scientific pornography’, which is not to say that they don’t like it.”
— Robert Young (1971) “Mystifications in the ‘Scientific’ Foundations of Sociology” [1]
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Young, Thomas
In science, Thomas Young (1773-1829) (IQ:200|#9) was an English physician-physicist
and linguist, a "child prodigy" turned "phenomenon Young" (medical school classmates)
turned "walking encyclopedia" (Robinson), characterized as "one of the most acute
men" (Helmholtz), a "polymath of amazing reach" (Zajonc), "highly intelligent" (Cantor),
"last man to known everything" (Ruhah), etc., notable for his 1801 wave theory of light,
in which he showed that each color of light is associated with a particular wave; a
theory which he proved in his circa 1804 double-slit experiment, which show that light
waves interact with each other constructively and destructively; for being the first to
define by “heat” and “energy”, in 1807, in the modern physical sense; and for his 1814
to 1818 work on the partial translation of the Rosetta Stone, the key to the later
understanding of the Egyptian origin to seventy-two percent of all modern religions. [1]

Child prodigy
Young was a significant child prodigy. At two, Young was reading, and by four had read
the Bible twice. At age six, Young had commenced Latin study and could repeat lengthy poems, such as Oliver
Goldsmith’s The Deserted Village (1770)—a work of social commentary, which condemns rural depopulation and the
pursuit of excessive wealth—by rote. While a teen, he could read Greek, Latin, Hebrew, Persian, Syriac, and
Chaldean; and also taught himself calculus, studied the sciences, learned how to construct his own optical devices,
and learned medicine.
At 14 he was tutoring others on the classics. By age twenty he had also learned French, German, Spanish, Arabic and
Italian. He also studied art and learned to play the flute. He was not a complete nerd, either; he could also ride
horses, sing, and dance. Once he walked over 170 miles to see an art exhibition. At 19, Young began his medical
studies under English anatomist John Hunter. [7]
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Overview
The modern physics meaning of the term is generally attributed to English physicist and physician Thomas Young who
in 1807 used the term energy, based on the Greek word ένεργεια meaning efficacy or effective force, as an
abbreviation for the sum of kinetic energy and gravitational potential energy of a mass and the elastic energy of a
spring to which the mass may be attached. [2] In more detail, under the guidance of American-born English physicist
Benjamin Thomson, in 1802 Young began to prepare lectures in natural philosophy for the Royal Society. In them, he
dealt with the quantity “vis viva” and in 1807 introduced the term energy for it: [3]
“The term energy may be applied, with great propriety, to the product of mass or weight of a body, into the square of
the number expressing its velocity. Thus, if the weight of one ounce moves with a velocity of a foot in a second, we
call its energy 1; if a second body of two ounces has a velocity of three feet in a second, its energy will be twice the
square of three, or 18.”
In this sense, Young defined energy as:

To clarify that Young was the first to have mathematically coined the term "energy", years later Scottish
mathematical physicist William Thomson stated before an audience, for instance, that “the very name energy, though
first used in its present sense by Thomas Young about the beginning of this century, has only come into use
practically after the doctrine which defines it had ... been raised from mere formula of mathematical dynamics to the
position it now holds of a principle pervading all nature and guiding the investigator in the field of science.” [4]

Kinetic energy
In 1811, in partial correction to Young’s expression, Italian mathematician Joseph Lagrange used calculus to show
that a factor of two is involved in the relationship “potential” (potential energy) and “vis viva” (kinetic energy). [3] In
the symbols used by Lagrange, i.e. T as kinetic energy, in his 1788 Analytical Mechanics:

where 2T denotes the whole "living force of the system". [5]

Lagrange
In mid-1814, Young, while studying the Rosetta Stone in Worthing, was approached by Scottish editor Macvey Napier
about making contributions to the Encyclopedia Britannica. Young, at first initially refused, but would eventually go
on to contribute some 380 quarto pages—his article on “languages” alone runs some 33,000 words—over the course
of 9 years, on a number of subjects. Among biographies, which, as he said, “seldom amused him much”, the
biography on Joseph Lagrange was the only one he did “con amore”, i.e. with love, as he reported in a letter to
Napier. The following are some of the ripe letter excerpts by Young on this matter:
“Lagrange will be an arduous task but I must not flinch from it; I cannot promise it till Christmas; it cannot be long,
probably longer than any of my biographical articles; but the labor will be much more than in proportion to its
length.”
— Thomas Young (1820), “Letter to Macvey Napier” [6]

“The biographical articles seldom amuse me much in writing; there is too little invention to occupy the mind
sufficiently: I like to a deep and difficult investigation when I happen to have made it easy to myself if not to all
others—and there is a spirit of gambling in this, whether as by the cast of a die, a calculation a perte de vue [i.e. a
farfetched calculation] shall bring out a beautiful and simple result, or shall be wholly thrown away. Scientific
investigations are a sort of warfare, carried on in the closet or on the couch against all one’s contemporaries and
predecessors; I have often gained a single victory when I have been half asleep, but more frequently found, on being
thoroughly awake, that the enemy had still the advantage of me when I thought I had him fast in a corner—and all
this, you see, keeps one alive.”
— Thomas Young (c.1820), “Letter to Hudson Gurney” [6]

Young cited, and in many cases summarized, more than 100 articles of Lagrange, in the writing of his Britannica
article.

Quotes
The following are noted quoted by Young:
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“Whoever would arrive at excellence must be self-taught. There is, in reality, very little that a person who is serious
and industriously disposed to improve may not obtain from books with more advantage than from a living
instructor.”
— Thomas Young (1798), “Letter to brother” [6]

“The longer a person has lived the less he gains by reading, and the more likely he is to forget what he has read and
learnt of old; and the only remedy that I know of is to write upon every subject that he wishes to understand, even if
he burns what he has written.”
— Thomas Young (1809), “Letter to Hudson Gurney” [6]
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Z
In symbols, Z is the symbol for

Zacharias, Ravi
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In hmolscience, Ravi Zacharias (1946-) is an Indian-born Canadian-American Christian
apologist noted for his 1990s to present intellectual assault on atheism, a well-honed
step above what he calls the "backyard stuff" of the new atheists.
In 1990, Zacharias penned his The Real Face of Atheism, born from a presentation to a
group of scientists from Bell Labs on the topic of "Why I am not an Atheist" as a
response to Bertrand Russell's "Why I am not a Christian", wherein he attempts to do
battle with reductionism.

Incoherent atheism
In 2013, Zacharias, in his “The Incoherence of Atheism” lecture, opened to the
following:
“Did you hear of the guy who woke up one morning and told his wife that he thought
he was dead? His wife said ‘no you’re not dead, you’re talking to me’. He said ‘no I’m
dead’. She really couldn’t reason with him for that long, so she sent him to a bunch of doctors, to get rid of him [him
help]; but he came back every day said ‘know I’m dead.’ So finally she put him touch with a bunch of psychiatrists,
who sat as team, and their only goal was to convince him of one thing, namely ‘only living people bleed, only living
people bleed.’ So they went with projectors and overheads and all sorts of data and he just sat there. But finally after
getting fed up with this, after two or three days, he replied ‘ok, I’ll grant you, that only living people bleed.’ One of
the psychiatrists had a pin hidden in his pocket and plunged it into this man’s arm and he blood came spurting out
and he looked at the blood and he exclaimed “great Scott! I guess dead people bleed too!
To some people, no amount of evidence will convince them to a contrary position. I want you to know that when
you’re dealing with the subject that I’m dealing with this morning, namely the ‘incoherence of atheism’, I’m not
kidding with the title, it is a totally incoherent world view, at its core, at its foundation, and yet the west keeps flirting
with the idea that maybe we are the random product of time plus matter plus chance. We just happen to be happen
to be here.”
He then discusses Antony Flew's circa 2003 atheism recant; Zacharias then cites Arthur Guiterman’s 1936 “Gaily the
Troubadour” rhyming godlessness religion poem: (Ѻ)
First dentistry was painless.
Then bicycles were chainless,
Carriages were horseless,
And many laws enforceless.
Next cookery was fireless,
Telegraphy was wireless,
Cigars were nictotineless,
And coffee caffineless.
Soon oranges were seedless,
The putting green was weedless,
The college buy was hatless,
The proper diet fatless.
New motor roads are dustless,
The latest steel is rustless,
Our tennis courts are sodless,
Our new religion-godless.
He then goes onto the Friedrich Nietzsche madman parable; which is well-presented.. [2]
Zacharias then, following some dialogue, goes into the following, namely the argument that lack of morality and
meaning in the atheist world view are the two main things that make it incoherent:
“Knowledge is a deadly friend. When no one sets the rules. The walls on which the prophets wrote are cracking at the
seams. Where do we find an objective transcendent point of reference for good and evil? As far as I’m concerned,
atheism dies the death of a thousand qualifications, even prompting Richard Dawkins to make the comment once
that he actually wondered if there was such a thing as evil? Why? Because the logic of his philosophy prompts him to
raise the question. Evil is just, you know, we call one thing blue, another thing yellow, we call this good, we call this
bad, it is nothing more than an aesthetic difference. It’s got nothing to do with moral law. There is no moral law in
atheism, which makes it incoherent. They can be ‘good’, but without any rationally compelling reasons for why.
Secondly, there is no ultimate point of reference for meaning. There’s no ultimate point of reference for meaning.”
(add discussion)
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Reductionism | First cause
Ravi, on reductionism, amid his "first cause" chapter, cites the following quotes:
“Whence came the hydrogen? Is it any less awe-inspiring to conceive of a universe created of hydrogen with the
capacity to evolve into man, than it is to accept the Creation of man as man?”
— George Beadle (c.1970)

“The ultimate aim of the modern movement in biology is in fact to explain all biology in terms of physics and
chemistry.”
— Francis Crick (c.1970)

Ravi concludes, however, that this approach is a dead end; commenting the following:
“The turning of hydrogen into thinking and purposive beings is scientifically undemonstrated, and philosophically
devoid of merit.”
(add discussion)

Keys
Ravi's book was found via the search keys: atheism, chemistry, physics, thermodynamics
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Zamora, Lois
In literature thermodynamics, Lois Parkinson Zamora (c.1944-) is an American literary
theorist noted for her study of the use of entropy as a literary theme, particularly in
regards to apocalypse theories, namely to describe the end of times, such as appears
through the fiction of Thomas Pynchon, William Burroughs, Norman Mailer, and James
Purdy. [1]

Overview
In 1988, Zamora, in her Dictionary of Literary Themes and Motifs, entry on apocalypse,
she summarizes use of the metaphor of entropy and the second law to describe the
end of times as follows: [1]
“A contemporary variation on the apocalyptic vision is provided by the metaphor of
entropy. Like apocalypse, entropy is an eschatological vision; it is based on the second
law of thermodynamics, which describes the gradual leveling of energy in the universe
and the molecular equilibrium called heat death at the end of the process. Entropy posits a world moving toward its
extinction inexorably and irreversibly; the end is not to be orchestrated with the great crescendo of apocalyptic
cataclysm but rather with the decrescendo of entropic chaos. This eschatology is far more pessimistic than
conventional apocalyptic eschatology. The end is not caused by man’s action and God’s reaction, but is produced by
decomposition, disintegration, and gradual loss of energy and differentiation. The anthropomorphism of the
traditional apocalypse, with it implicit sense of purposeful history responding to human as well as to divine actions,
yields to the bleak mechanism of a purely physical world that is irreversibly running out of energy. Whereas the
apocalyptic vision sees a causal relationship between past, present, and future, the law of entropy, when applied to
human affairs, negates such rational, temporal continuity. History does have a direction as it moves towards heat
death, but it admits not human influence, no logical relationship between cause and effect. The use of the metaphor
of entropy to describe the end of times appears through the fiction of Thomas Pynchon, William Burroughs, Norman
Mailer, and James Purdy.”
This is a fairly decent summary, considering Zamora’s aim was to contain her discussion to American fiction. The
dominate initiator of heat death eschatology in world fiction, however, was French astronomer Camille Flammarion
and his 1893 science fiction novel The End of the World. In 1989, Zamora, in her Writing the Apocalypse, traces the
history from of apocalypse theory from early Christianity times up through modern times, in which she devotes a
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chapter, entitled “Apocalypse and Entropy”, to the use of entropy in the works of Pynchon as he culled from
American historian Henry Adams and, through Adams, the physicists Rudolf Clausius, William Thomson, Ludwig
Boltzmann, Willard Gibbs, and supposedly Werner Heisenberg. [2]

Education
Zamora completed her BA in English at Stanford University (1966) and both her MA (1970) and PhD (1977) in
comparative literature at the University of California, Berkeley. She currently is a professor of English, history, and art
at the University of Houston.
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Zamyatin, Yevgeny
In hmolscience, Yevgeny Zamyatin (1884-1937) was a Russian engineer and writer
noted, in literature thermodynamics, for his 1920 thermodynamical society
conceptualized novel We, futuristic type of 26th century dystopia-utopia, wherein all
actions are calculated mathematically and scientifically, through what is called an
integration of the indefinite equation of the universe (see also: Isaac Asimov's
Foundation Series).

Overview
In 1919, Zamyatin made the initial draft of We and finished the final version 1921, the
central premise which, according to Zamyatin, was the problem of the individual
personality (the "I") versus the collective (the "we"), discussed in the guise of futuristic
type of 26th century dystopia-utopia, wherein all actions are calculated mathematically
and scientifically, through what is called an integration of the indefinite equation of the
universe. [8]
A central premise is the subject of "freedom", which is attributed to societies in
primitive states, seen as synonymous with "disorganized wildness", verses being subjugated to the control or the
power of the nation-state and the formulas for controlled happiness. In We, Zamyatin positions the logic that the
thermodynamics of molecules in closed systems at equilibrium is the physical analogue of the political status of
individuals (human molecules) in a totalitarian regime, within which one is either imprisoned by order or liberated by
chaos. [4] The following is a popular quote from We: [5]
“Surely you see that only differences, difference of temperature, on contrasts in degree of heat, only that makes for
life? And if throughout the universe all bodies are equally worm, or equally cool … you’ve got to smash them into
each other—so there’ll be fire, explosion, inferno.”
In We, according to a review by American literary thermodynamicist Bruce Clark, “the violent social impasse between
entropic mechanism and evolutionary vitalism takes high-modernist form”, within which Zamyatin “mixes classical
thermodynamics with the leading edge of Einsteinian physics.” [4]
As this so-called individuality "problem" was at odds with the philosophy of communism, We was quickly banned by
Glavlit, the new Soviet censorship bureau, and remained a banned in Russia until 1988. In 1923, Zamyatin followed
up his novella with his essay “On Literature, Revolution, Entropy, and Other Matters”, in which he attemptes to
describe the Russian revolutions of 1905 and 1917 in the language of thermodynamics, with mentions of Euclid,
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Galileo, Darwin, Schopenhauer, Nietzsche, Tolstoy, among others. [1]

Happiness
In We, Zamyatin gives the following mathematical formula for happiness:

or the ratio of bliss to envy, whereby when envy is decreased towards zero (e.g. by mathematically organizing sexual
impulse and love), bliss goes to infinity; which he says is used to regulate the nature of the OneState.

Frederick Taylor
Zamyatin often refers to the work of American mechanical engineering consultant Frederick Taylor (1856-1915), e.g.
the “formulae of Taylor”, “Taylor exercises”, and what seems to be the logic of work task formulation as described in
his 1911 Principles of Scientific Management. In this work, Taylor derives three mathematical equations, based on
twelve input variables of the process of a man cutting metal in the factory, equations, which he says can be solved by
the mathematician, that in the end will make the task more efficient. Taylor extrapolates on the premise that this
type of mathematical formulation can be extended to all types of social activities, such as in the management of
one’s home, farm, business, and other institutions. [9] Zamyatin’s idea is to extend this formulation method to the
24-hours of human movement. As the lead character D-503, the one who is in the process of formulating the
equations of existence, comments:
“No doubt about it, that Taylor was the genius of antiquity. True, it never finally occurred to him to extend his
method over the whole of life, over every step you take right around the clock. He wasn’t able to integrate into his
system the whole spread from hour 1:00 to 24:00. But still, how could they write whole libraries about someone like
Kant and hardly even notice Taylor—that prophet who could see ten centuries ahead?”
Correctly, to note, Taylor did conclude in his introduction:
“It is hoped that it will be clear to readers that the same principles can be applied with equal force to all social
activities.”
A downfall about Taylor's approach is that there does not seem to be an fundamental physical science basis to his
approach, other than to "increase employer-employee coupled maximum prosperity."

On Literature, Revolution, Entropy, and Other Matters
Two years after We was finished, Zamyatin got around to putting his central philosophy or idea into essay form, using
the speech of 1-330 as an epigraphy. The essay was titled “On Literature, Revolution, Entropy, and Other Matters”
(1923), in which he attempts to describe the Russian revolutions of 1905 and 1917 in the language of
thermodynamics. [1] The epigraph derives from Record 30 of We, the philosophical core of the book. The logic
presented is that there are two forces at war, like the Country and City, the Mephi and OneState, and these forces
are energy and entropy. [7]

Color of entropy
Of curious note, it is said that Zamyatin had synesthesia, a condition in which letters or numbers are perceived as
inherently colored. Zamyatin supposedly gave letters and sounds qualities. To Zamyatin, “L”, for instance, was pale,
cold and light blue. [2] The law of entropy, in Zamyatin’s view, according to Danish science historian Helge Kragh, was
conformist and anti-revolutionary because it promised a dull equilibrium state form which no new revolution could
ever emerge. [3] Hence, according to Zamyatin:
“The law of revolution is red, fiery, deadly; but this death means the birth of new life, a new star. And the law of
entropy is cold, ice blue, like the ice interplanetary infinities … the sun ages into a planet, if the planet is to be kindled
into youth again, it must be set on fire, it must be thrown off the smooth highway of evolution.”

Gladyshev’s review
According to a review of original Russian text of We by Russian physical chemist Georgi Gladyshev, “Zamyatin gives a
grotesque image of a totalitarian regime. Serious considerations on entropy, energy are not to be found. It seems
that the author is familiar with physics a little. The terms of entropy and energy he uses as fancy words. He knows
about the heat death of the universe as a system of ideal gas. The term "psychological entropy" is only fashionable
combination of words. In the book there are no facts which indicate that the author is relevant to the beginnings of
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the field of human thermodynamics. Zamyatin, as the author the We, can only be referred to as a writer, who used
only a few phrases with thermodynamic terms.” Gladyshev cites the following excerpts:
“... Here: the two forces in the world - the entropy and energy. One - to the blessed rest, to a happy equilibrium, the
other - to destroy the balance, the painfully-infinite movement. Entropy - our, or rather - your ancestors, the
Christians, to worship God. And we, the anti - Christians, we are ...
- Aga: Uniformly, everywhere! That's it the most and are – entropy, Psychological entropy. You, mathematics - is it
not clear that the only difference between the temperature, only thermal contact - only their lives. And if everywhere
throughout the universe, the same heat or cool the body equally ... They need to push - to fire, explosion, Hell. And
we will face.”
as, perhaps, the language of allegory. [6]

Education
Zamyatin studied naval engineering in Saint Petersburg from 1902 to 1908 during which time he joined the
Bolsheviks; wherein he was arrested during the Russian Revolution of 1905 and exiled, but returned to Saint
Petersburg where he lived illegally before moving to Finland in 1906 to finish his studies. He graduated as a naval
engineer in circa 1915.

Quotes
The following are representative quotes:
“Love and hunger rule the world. Ergo, to rule the world, one must master love and hunger.”
— Yevgeny Zamyatin (1920), We
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Zapffe, Peter
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In philosophy, Peter Zapffe (1899-1990) was a Norwegian philosopher—whose ideas
were supposedly in line with those of Arthur Schopenhauer—noted for outlining some
type of “equilibrium through change” systems ecology philosophy, wherein he grounds
the dynamics and existential conditions of life (reaction existence) entropy or the
second law. [1]

Religious views
Zapffe, in his The Last Messiah, supposedly, explicates a disdain for religious thought,
according to which he could be classified as anti-theist; the following quote,
supposedly, summarizes this facet of his philosophy:
“The seed of a metaphysical or religious defeat is in us all. For the honest questioner,
however, who doesn’t seek refuge in some faith or fantasy, there will never be an
answer.”
Zapffe’s usage of the Socratic disavowal of knowledge, which is (supposedly) blatant in this prior quotation, is
evidence of the influence of Socratic thought on Zapffe. (Ѻ)

On the Tragedy
Much of his work, supposedly, has yet to be translated into English. His On The Tragedy, however, seems to have
been (partially) translated into English online via the digital apparatus. However, the Essay for which he is most
widely known has been translated into English online, via the digital apparatus, in its entirety, and this essay entitled
The Last Messiah. (Ѻ)

Boredom
Zapffe, supposedly, is grouped among the so-called “boredom philosophers”, namely: Pascal, Rousseau, Kant,
Schopenhauer, Kierkegaard, Nietzsche, Heidegger, Benjamin, Adorno, Goethe, Flaubert, Stendhal, Mann, Beckett,
Buchner, Dostoevsky, Chekhov, Baudelaire, Leopardi, Proust, Byron, Eliot, Ibsen, Valery, Bernanos, and Pessoa. [3]
Two classic innate prodigies turned genius, deeply sensitive to boredom, and thereby possibly driven by that
sensitivities, were Scottish physicist James Maxwell's famous age three repeated query "What's the go 'o that?", and
deep sensitivity to boredom, similar to German polymath Johann Goethe's famous age eighty to "die of ennui"
phrase.

Other
The following are, apparently, Zapffe’s views on communism: [4]
“Communism and psychoanalysis, however incommensurable otherwise, both attempt by novel means to vary the
old escape anew; applying, respectively, violence and guile to make humans biologically fit by ensnaring their critical
surplus of cognition. The idea, in either case, is uncannily logical. But again, it cannot yield a final solution. Though a
deliberate degeneration to a more viable nadir may certainly save the species in the short run, it will by its nature be
unable to find peace in such resignation, or indeed find any peace at all.”
The following, supposedly, is Zapffe’s version of Friedrich Nietzsche’s uberman: [4]
“And humans will persist in dreaming of salvation and affirmation and a new messiah. Yet when many saviors have
been nailed to trees and stoned on the city squares, then the last messiah shall come. Then will appear the man who,
as the first of all, has dared strip his soul naked and submit it alive to the outmost thought of the lineage, the very
idea of doom. A man who has fathomed life and its cosmic ground, and whose pain is the earth’s collective pain. With
what furious screams shall not mobs of all nations cry out for his thousandfold death, when like a cloth his voice
encloses the globe, and the strange message has resounded for the first and last time: ‘know yourselves; be infertile,
and let the earth be silent after ye.’”
Zapffe’s usage of “know yourself”, supposedly, is evidence of the influence of Socratic thought on Zapffe. (Ѻ)

Education
Zapffe entered the University of Oslo in 1918 where he initially studied law, writing his bar exam in verse, but he later
took a degree in philosophy. In 1941, Zapffe completed a 600-page doctoral thesis entitled On The Tragedy (Om det
Tragiske), which is considered his magnum opus. [2]

Quotes
The following are noted quotes:
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“The tragedy of a species becoming unfit for life by over-evolving one ability is not confined to humankind. Thus it is
thought, for instance, that certain deer in paleontological times succumbed as they acquired overly-heavy horns. The
mutations must be considered blind, they work, are thrown forth, without any contact of interest with their
environment. In depressive states, the mind may be seen in the image of such an antler, in all its fantastic splendor
pinning its bearer to the ground.”
— Peter Zapffe (1933), The Last Messiah

“What we call nature shows neither morality nor reason; its degeneration is inevitable, and nothing, not even man’s
most glorious achievements, can escape final annihilation.”
— Peter Zapffe (c.1941) [2]
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Zeilinger's principle
In information theory, Zeilinger's principle states that any elementary system carries just one bit of information. This
principle was put forward by Austrian physicist Anton Zeilinger in 1999 and subsequently developed by him to derive
several aspects of quantum mechanics. Some have reasoned that this principle, in certain ways, links
thermodynamics with information theory. [1]
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Zelter, Carl
In biographies, Carl Zelter (1758-1832) was a German composer noted for being a close
friend with German polymath Johann Goethe, with whom he exchanged letters with on
Goethe’s Elective Affinities, and commented on the relation of this with that of Ludwig
van Beethoven (see: Goethe timeline).
01 Jun 1809
Goethe wrote to Zelter:
“As it was not yet advisable for me to go to Carlsbad, I have come to Jena, where I am
trying to finish a novel [The Elective Affinities], which I sketched and began a year ago,
among the Bohemian mountains. It will probably come out this year, and I am all the
more anxious to hurry on with the work, as it will be a means of thoroughly reestablishing an intercourse with my friends at a distance. I hope you will think it is in my
old way and manner. I have stored away much in it, hidden many things in it; may this
open secret give you pleasure!”
In sum, that in Elective Affinities he not only placed numerous different hidden elements within the text, but that
many of these were hidden within it and that past the transparent or non-transparent veils on may be able to see the
truly intended Gestalt.
14 Sep 1812
Letter from Zelter about Goethe's view of Beethoven:
“What you say about Beethoven is certainly true. I, too, admire him with terror. His worn works seem to cause him
secret horror—a perception that is dismissed all too lightly in our contemporary culture. His works seem to me like
children whose father is a woman or mother is a man. The most recent work of his I have come to know (Christ on the
Mount of Olives, 1811) seems to me like an impurity whose very foundation and goal are eternal death. Music critics,
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who seem better able to grasp and agree upon almost anything but singularity and the natural, have gushed over this
composer in the most curious manner, in both praise and reproach. I know musical persons who used to find
themselves alarmed, even indignant, upon hearing his works, but who are now gripped with enthusiasm for them like
the partisans of Greek love. The attraction of this is not difficult to understand, and yet what can come of it you have
demonstrated clearly enough in your Elective Affinities.”
17 Apr 1815
A letter from Goethe to Zelter: [5]
“When the play is frequently repeated, it is quite a different manner. Without bellows and flames, without art and
intention, there arise the most delicate elective affinities, which, in the pleasantest way, unite those seemingly
isolated members into a whole; on the actors’ side, more certainly and pliability, acquired by practice, strengthened
by applause, supported by an animated insight into, and a general survey of the whole; on the spectators’ side,
acquaintance, custom, favor, prejudice, enthusiasm, and whatever may be the names of all the good spirits, without
which, even the Iliad and Odyssey would remain to us but a lifeless framework.”
21 Nov 1827
Goethe wrote to Zelter:
“Customers, no doubt, sometimes allow the tailor to choose a particular stuff, but they insist upon having the coat
fitted to their own bodies, and are highly indignant, if it proves too tight, or too loose; they are most comfortable,
when wearing the loose dressing-gowns of the day and hour, in which they can feel as easy as they like; you may
perhaps remember, that they treated my
Elective Affinities as though it had been the
garment of Nessus.”
29 Jan 1830
Goethe wrote to Zelter: [1]
“Following on what went before, let me
tell you in fun, that in my
Wahlverwandtschaften, I took care to
round off the inward, true catharsis, with
as much purity and finish as possible, but I
do not therefore imagine that any pretty
fellow could thereby be purged from the
The ten commandments, derived from Exodus 20:1-17, left: as Goethe would
have known them, in their typical Lutheran-Catholic reformulation; right: the
lust of looking after the wife of another.
The sixth commandment, which seemed to redneck version, as many in the Bible belt states currently know them—the
sixth commandment: "you shall not commit adultery", or "no foolin' around
the Elohim-Jehovab to be so necessary,
even in the wilderness, that he engraved it with another feller's gal", being the subject of inquire in Goethe's 1809 Elective
on granite tables with his own finger,—this Affinities, as he told Zelter (1830). [1]
it will still be necessary to uphold in our blotting-paper catechisms.”
An alternative truncated version by Ludwig Lewisohn is as follows: [2]
“We fight for the perfection of a work of art, independently and in its own nature. Those other think of its
effectiveness in the world. A true artist takes no thought of that,, as little as does nature when she produces a lion or
a hummingbird. As jest and superfluity let me say in addition, that I used every effort in my Elective Affinities to bring
to a close the true, inner catharsis as purely and perfectly as possible. But I never imagined on that account that a
handsome man could be cleansed through my story of looking lustfully at the wife of another.”
In any event, curiously, here, in the former of these two translations, we see Goethe giving way to two of his
mindsets, one that he is unaware that the commandments carved onto the tablets by a "finger" and through a "a
mighty hand and by a stretched out arm" (Deuteronomy 5:15), as rewrite of the Akhenoten sun god aten; secondly,
and most importantly, he gives way to the notion that his entire novel may have been a physical chemistry attack on
the “sixth commandment”, which in the Lutheran-Catholic numbered version of the ten commandments is “thou
shalt not commit adultery”, which the version Goethe read must have incorporated the "neither shalt thou desire thy
neighbors wife" (Deuteronomy 5:21) version of the commandments; whether in pure mental lust (“thou shalt not
commit mental adultery”) or in actual physical lust (“thou shalt not commit actual adultery”); hence the double
mental adultery that plays out in the novel.
Of relevance, to note, some have argued that the word “six” in Latin is “sex”, meaning that the etymological
origin of the modern word “sex” traces to the 14th century discussions of the “sixth commandment”. [3] Prior to this,
historically, this commandment was a syncretism of a number of the Egyptian religion 42 negative confessions,
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namely: 11 (I have not committed adultery), 13 (I have made none to weep), and 21 (I have not debauched the wife
of any man), of the Anunian theology / Osiris theology era (1500BC).
The number 42 itself tracing or having roots in the 3,100BC Egyptian statehood unification (first dynasty) of the
20 nomes of Lower Egypt and 22 nomes of Upper Egypt; in the newly formed Ra-centric state religion (Ra theology),
the local god of each nome was carried over into the new religion, such that These 42 different nome gods were
incorporated into the first dynasty period Ra theology, such that the 42 gods (or nome gods) sat in the judgment hall
(of death ), each god presiding over judgment of one particular sin.
28 Jun 1831
Goethe to Zelter: [4]
“What man, what society dare express such sentiments? seeing that we cannot easily known anyone from his youth
up, nor criticize the rise of his activity. How else does character finally prove itself, if it is not formed by the activity of
the day, by reflective agencies which counteract each other? Who would venture to determine the value of
contingencies, impulses, after-effects?
Who dare to estimate the influence of elective affinities?
At all events, he who would presume to estimate what man is, must take into consideration what he was, and how he
became so. But such barefaced pretension are common, and we have often enough met with them; indeed they are
always recurring, and they must be tolerated.”
This last issue seems to well-capture the what is called the "standard human Gibbs free energy of formation", a
summation of the past energies and entropies that went into the formation or synthesis of a given human in a given
state of existence.
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Zemansky, Mark
In thermodynamics, Mark Zemansky (1900-1981) was an American physicist noted for
his 1937 textbook Heat and Thermodynamics, geared towards students entering
physics, chemistry, and engineering; a textbook that went through seven editions, the
last of which was published in 1997. [1] Other noted works include College Physics, coauthored with Francis Sears, and Basic Engineering Thermodynamics, co-authored with
Hendrick Van Ness.

Education
Zemansky received his PhD from Columbia in 1927 and in 1964 was a professor
emeritus of physics at City College of New York. [2]
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Zencey, Eric
In human thermodynamics, Eric Zencey (1953-) (CR=12) (GS=52) is an American political
philosopher, ecological economist, and social historian noted for his 1985 PhD
dissertation “Entropy as Root Metaphor”, in which he discusses the use of entropy as a
metaphor (or not), or specifically "root metaphor" in the categorical framework of
Stephen Pepper (Thomas Kuhn’s advisor) such as found in the works of Henry Adams,
Brooks Adams, Wilhelm Ostwald, Frederick Soddy, Jeremy Rifkin, Lawrence Henderson,
Leon Brillouin, Paul Colinvaux, Sigmund Freud, Anatol Rapoport, and Nicholas
Georgescu, among others.

Biology | Thermodynamics
In 2013, Zencey, citing American ecology historian David Worster (1994), gave the
following summary of the incursion or reconstruction of powered chnopsology
(biology) via thermodynamics: [4]
“Biology was reconstructed on thermodynamic grounds in the 1920s through the work
of A.G. Tansley, Edgar Transeau, Max Kleiber, and others who began conceiving of organisms as energy fixers or
consumers and of natural systems as complex webs of energy flows and transformations, thereby developing the
modern science of ecology. Alfred Lotka and Howard Odum extended the approach, pointing to the role that energy
appropriation plays in evolution: individuals and species that have the largest net energy surplus can dedicated more
of their life energy to reproduction, outcompeting their rivals.”
(add discussion)

Education
In the early 1980s, Zencey read American science historian Thomas Kuhn’s Structure of Scientific Revolutions his
senior year in college and was so excited by it that “he talked about it endlessly”; which is from where he likely began
to engage in questions about entropy or at least energy. In 1983, Zencey gave a talk on “Entropy as Root Metaphor”
at the Conference on Science, Technology, and Literature, Long Island University, Brooklyn NY, and in 1985 made this
the titled of his PhD dissertation, completed at Claremont Graduate University, which included a chapter calling for
the development of a thermodynamically enlightened economics. Some of his dissertation re-appears as the second
chapter “Some Brief Speculations on the Popularity of Entropy as Metaphor” in his 2000 book Virgin Forest. In this
chapter, Zencey gives retrospect commentary on his dissertation, as follows: [1]
“I began collecting references to the second law, and eventually my idle curiosity became an academically enforced
obsession as I made the social history of the second law the topic of my doctoral dissertation.”
In 1990, Zencey was a professor of history and social inquiry at Goddard College, after which he was a professor of
historical and political studies at Empire State College, New York. Zencey currently "ecological economics", a human
thermodynamics education stylized school of economic thought “rooted in the perception that economic processes
are at the bottom thermodynamic processes”, as he says, at the University of Vermont (main) and as a visiting scholar
(2014, spring) at Washington University, St. Louis. [3]

Quotes
The following are notable quotes:
“The second law of thermodynamics is one of the bedrock truths that physics offers to the world.”
— Eric Zencey (1983), “Entropy as Root Metaphor” [2]

“Mechanism, which counts among its progenitors and partisans Democritus, Descartes, Hobbes, Locke, Berkeley, and
Hume, has at its root the engineer’s model or machine, with its atomistic and manipulatable parts.”
— Eric Zencey (1983), “Entropy as Root Metaphor” [2]

“Frederick Soddy’s experience in the 1920s and 1930s offers a clear example of Kuhn’s dicta on the reception
afforded those who are untutored in the prevailing paradigm; a Nobel laureate in chemistry, he was dismissed as a
crank for his economic writings, because he presumed to take thermodynamics seriously and to argue that the
practice of charging compound interest was an attempt to violate the second law.”
— Eric Zencey (1983), “Entropy as Root Metaphor” [2]
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“It is unlikely that the generating substance hypothesis – energy or entropy discoverable in human social relations
and groupings – will achieve any great precision in its application to psychological or social and political affairs in its
entropist formulation. This has to do with the shortcomings of the terms and categories of entropism as they are
applied in these realms: the term ‘entropy’ is used metaphorically when it is applied to any form of energy that
cannot be denominated in calories, and there are insurmountable difficulties involved in discovering a quantifiable,
determinate, caloric content for such terms as ‘psychic energy’, ‘cultural energy’ or the energy of a community, an
institution, or an idea.”
— Eric Zencey (1983), “Entropy as Root Metaphor” [2]
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Zeno of Citium
In philosophy, Zeno of Citium (c.334-c.262BC) was a Greek natural philosopher—not to
be confused with Zeno of Elea (495-430BC), the motion paradox philosopher—an oftcited greatest philosopher ever, noted for employing a determinism philosophy of
action, particularly in regards to crime and punishment, and also the founder of
stoicism, philosophy which holds that the wise man should be free from passion,
unmoved by joy or grief, and submissive to natural law and or one apparently or
professedly indifferent to pleasure or pain.

Heraclitean physics
Zeno was an adherent of the physics of Heraclitus, i.e. "Heraclitean physics" of flux-fire
physics, the gist of which is as follows: [4]
“The universe, in Zeno's view, is god a divine reasoning entity, where all the parts
belong to the whole. The universe, based on Heraclitean logic, contains a divine artisanfire, which foresees everything, and extending throughout the universe, must produce everything. He defines nature
by saying that it is artistically working fire, which advances by fixed methods to creation. For he maintains that it is
the main function of art to create and produce, and that what the hand accomplishes in the productions of the arts
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we employ, is accomplished much more artistically by nature, that is, by artistically working fire, which is the master
of the other arts.
This divine fire, or aether, is the basis for all activity in the universe, operating on otherwise passive matter,
which neither increases nor diminishes itself. The primary substance in the universe comes from fire, passes through
the stage of air, and then becomes water: the thicker portion becoming earth, and the thinner portion becoming air
again, and then rarefying back into fire. Zeno, following Heraclitus, adopted the view that the universe underwent
regular cycles of formation and destruction. The nature of the universe is such that it accomplishes what is right and
prevents the opposite [what is wrong], and is identified with unconditional fate, while allowing it the free will
attributed to it.”
Individual souls, according to Zeno, as summarized by Cicero, are part of the same fire as the world-soul of the
universe. [5]

Slave stealing anecdote
See main: Slave stealing parable

Zeno, who did not believe in slavery but nevertheless had a slave, is reported to have caught him stealing and set
about giving him a beating for punishment. Knowing Zeno’s creed, the slave is reported to have said: [1]
“But you should not punish me for stealing. The destiny of the ages, over which I have no control, has determined
that I should steal.”
To which Zeno is supposed to have answered:
“The destiny of the ages, over which I have no control either, has also determined that I should beat you for it.”
This is what America physical organic chemist George Scott, a human molecular philosopher, calls physical
determinism. He cites this anecdote of Zeno as the best known
ancient deterministic system of philosophy. [2]

Stoicism
In 300BC, Zeno is credited with having founded the school of
philosophy known as “stoicism”, named so in the 14th century from
the Greek stoikos, literally, of the portico, from Stoa (Poikile) the
Painted Portico, portico at Athens where Zeno taught, a philosophy
holding that the wise man should be free from passion, unmoved by
joy or grief, and submissive to natural law and or one apparently or
professedly indifferent to pleasure or pain. In 300BC, Zeno is
credited with having founded the school of philosophy known as
“stoicism”, named so in 14th century retrospect, from the Greek
stoikos, literally, of the portico, from Stoa (Poikile) the Painted
Portico, portico at Athens where Zeno taught, a philosophy holding
that the wise man should be free from passion, unmoved by joy or
grief, and submissive to natural law and or one apparently or
A Greek "unmovable" portico (or entrance porch)
professedly indifferent to pleasure or pain. [6] Stoics were
concerned with the active relationship between cosmic determinism to a temple, the root of the term "stoicism".
and human freedom, and the belief that it is virtuous to maintain a
will (called prohairesis) that is in accord with nature. [7] Stoicism had a number of adherents, including Marcus
Aurelius (121-180), lasting until 529 during which time emperor Justinian I (482-565) shut down all philosophical
schools, so that Christianity would have no opposition. [8]

Atomic theory | Stoicism
The stoic philosophers, according French quantum chemist, quantum biochemist, and atomic theory historian
Bernard Pullman (1998), gave the “clearest expression of opposition to the teachings of the atomists.” [9]

Quotes
The following are noted quotes:
“Fate is the endless chain of causation, whereby things are; the reason or formula by which the world goes on.”
— Zeno of Citium (c.275BC) [3]

“The goal of life is living in agreement with nature.”
— Zeno of Citium (c.275BC) [3]
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“Man seems to be deficient in nothing so much as he is in time.”
— Zeno of Citium (c.275BC) [3]

“All things are parts of one single system, which is called nature; the individual life is good when it is in harmony with
nature.”
— Zeno of Citium (c.275BC) [3]
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Zeno of Elea
In philosophy, Zeno of Elea (495-435BC), not to be confused with stoicism founder Zeno of Citium
(335-260BC), was a Greek-Italian philosopher, a top Aristotle citations ranker (#12), a Stokes 100
(#6), a top 100 greatest mathematician ever (W.C. Eells, 1962), was one of three main
philosophers of the Eleatic school, founded by Parmenides, whose third member includes
Melissus (500-440BC) — whose essential tenets were the denial of change, denial of the void (or
non-being), denial of movement, in support of the overarching postulate of continuity of being (or
being oneness), or something along these lines — generally known for his famous paradoxes,
which aimed to repudiate plurality and change, and thus motion.

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“The disciples of Parmenides and Melissus [e.g. Zeno of Elea] have rejected the existence of movement. Aristotle
labeled them immobilists and antiphysicists: immobilists because of paralysis, and antiphysicists because movement
is the very essence of nature, and to pretend, as they did, that nothing moves is tantamount to abolishing nature.”
— Sextus Empiricus (c.200AD) [1]
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Zermelo, Ernst
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In thermodynamics, Ernst Zermelo (1871-1953) was a German mathematician, an
assistant to German physicist Max Planck, who is noted for his 1894 article “On a
Theorem of Dynamics and the Mechanical Theory of Heat” in which he used the 1890
Poincaré recurrence theorem to argue that there was inconsistence between the
dynamics of classical mechanics (William Hamilton), and the dynamics of the
mechanical theory of heat (thermodynamics), in which processes are said to not be
reversible; where in the middle was the kinetic theory of heat trying to reconcile the
two. [1] This sparked a bit of a debate with Austrian physicist Ludwig Boltzmann in the
Annalen der Physik in the years to follow. [2]
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Zeroth law of thermodynamics
In thermodynamics, the zeroth law of thermodynamics states that two bodies in thermal equilibrium with a third
body are also in equilibrium with each other. [1] The zeroth law is often considered as the “equilibrium principle”. [2]
The zeroth law is the basis of thermometry. [8]

History
One of the first to stated the basics of the zeroth law was Scottish physicist and chemist Joseph Black. In the late 18th
century, to cite one example, in his “Lectures on the Elements of Chemistry” delivered at the University of Edinburgh,
Black outlined the view that “a second improvement in our knowledge of heat, which has been attained by the use of
thermometers, is the more distinct notion we have now than formerly, of the distribution of heat among different
bodies.” [3] He continues, “I remarked formerly, that, even without the help of thermometers, we can perceive a
tendency of heat to diffuse itself from any hotter body to the cooler around, until it be distributed among them, in
such a manner that none of them are disposed to take any more heat from the rest. The heat is thus brought into a
state of equilibrium.” This is one of the first statements of the zeroth law of thermodynamics.
Black continues “this equilibrium is somewhat curious. We find that when all mutual action is ended, a
thermometer, applied to any one of the bodies, acquires the same degree of expansion: therefore the temperature
of them all is the same, and the equilibrium is universal. No previous acquaintance with the peculiar reaction of each
to heat could have assured us of this, and we owe the discovery entirely to the thermometer.” He then states, what is
now, essentially considered the “combined law of thermodynamics, that “we must therefore adopt, as one of the
most general laws of heat, that: all bodies communicating freely with each other, and exposed to no inequality of
external action, acquire the same temperature, as indicated by a thermometer. All acquire the temperature of the
surrounding medium.”
In this context of the property thermal equilibria, Black typically is cited in prefix histories on the zeroth law. [4]
Most references, however, state that Irish physicist James Maxwell’s 1871 law of equal temperatures, stated by
Maxwell as “if when two bodies are placed in thermal communication neither of them loses or gains heat, the two
bodies are said to have equal temperatures of the same temperature [and] are then said to be in thermal
equilibrium”, was the first formulation of what is now called the zeroth law. [5]
The actual establishment of this argument to the position of a zeroth law, as “two systems in thermal equilibrium
with a third system are in thermal equilibrium with each other”, was first formulated by Ralph Fowler in 1931. [6] It
seems, however, that the actual coining of the term “zeroth law” was done jointly by Fowler and Edward
Guggenheim in their 1939 Statistical Thermodynamics textbook: [7]
“The concept of temperature. As a natural generalization of experience we introduce the postulate: if to assemblies
are each in thermal equilibrium with a third assembly, they are in thermal equilibrium with each other. From this it
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may be shown to follow that the condition for thermal equilibrium between several assemblies is the equality of a
certain single-valued function of the thermodynamic states of the assemblies, which may be called the temperature t,
any one of the assemblies being used as a ‘thermometer’ reading the temperature t on a suitable scale. This
postulate of the ‘existence of temperature’ could with advantage be known as the zeroth law of thermodynamics.”
This seems to be the first use of the term "zeroth law", in the framework of thermodynamics.
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Zerotheism
In terminology, zerotheism, from the Indian zero- "0" + Greek
-theism "god", refers to belief in the existence of zero gods;
fully, belief in the existence of bosons (force) and fermions
(matter), interacting, belief in the existence of waves (rhythm)
and tides (rhyme), in the movement of the operation of the
universal, and belief in no gods (or god).

Critias reductionism
In 3,100BC, most people, such as the Egyptians, were
"polytheists", i.e. believed in multiple gods; as illustrated
below:

The basic definition of zerotheism, comprised of three
main beliefs: (a) fermions and bosons (i.e. Dirac 1945
standard model), (b) waves and tides (aka Adams belief),
and (c) zero gods (aka Critias hypothesis) from the end
slide of the 4:40-hr, 14-video part "Zerotheism for Kids"
lecture given by Libb Thims and Atheism Reviews co-host
Thor on 10 Aug 2015. [1]

In circa 410BC, Greek thinker Critias (c.460-403BC) (Ѻ) posited that “gods” were invented by the lawgivers of ancient
times, employed to justify their laws (which are but "codified morals" as Barack Obama [2006] put it); as summarized
(Ѻ) by Sextus Empiricus (160-210AD) in circa 200 as follows:
“Critias seems to be from the ranks of the atheists when he says that the lawgivers of ancient times invented god as a
kind of overseer of the right and wrong actions of men. Their purpose was to prevent anyone from wronging his
neighbors secretly, as he would incur the risk of vengeance at the hands of the gods.”
In time, on this so-called "Critias hypothesis", i.e. that gods were invented to justify laws and justice, the premise of
there existing different gods, in say two different states, e.g. two the 42 nomes or state capitals of ancient Egypt,
regulating regions that were found to have the same laws, intellectual conflict resulted, and therefrom, the move to
"monotheism", i.e. belief in one overarching lawgiver or god resulted, which occurred in the years 300BC-800AD; as
illustrated below:
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Likewise, in the years 1700-2300AD, as initiated by Jean Meslier (1729), among the chronology of famous atheists, a
switch from monotheism, i.e. belief in one god, to “zerotheism”, i.e. belief in zero gods, began to actuate; as
illustrated below:

In 1802, Pierre Laplace famous told Napoleon Bonaparte (see: Napoleon Laplace anecdote) that he no need of the
hypothesis of god for celestial mechanics; the other sciences began to follow suit in the decades to follow (see: year
god was disabused from science). In 1927 to 1933, Paul Dirac began to state his views on the need to for a "zero" god
belief system:
“If we are honest — and scientists have to be — we must admit that religion is a jumble of false assertions, with no
basis in reality. The very idea of God is a product of the human imagination. It is quite understandable why primitive
people, who were so much more exposed to the overpowering forces of nature than we are today, should have
personified these forces in fear and
trembling.
But nowadays, when we
understand so many natural processes,
we have no need for such solutions. I
can't for the life of me see how the
postulate of an Almighty God helps us
in any way. What I do see is that this
assumption leads to such unproductive
questions as why God allows so much Left: Paul Dirac with Werner Heisenberg (1929). Right: Dirac with Richard Feynman
misery and injustice, the exploitation of (c.19450s). Center: Dirac on the nature of the universe as being comprised of
the poor by the rich and all the other
bosons (forces) and fermions (matter), interacting (1945).
horrors He might have prevented.
If religion is still being taught, it is by no means because its ideas still convince us, but simply because some of us
want to keep the lower classes quiet. Quiet people are much easier to govern than clamorous and dissatisfied ones.
They are also much easier to exploit. Religion is a kind of opium that allows a nation to lull itself into wishful dreams
and so forget the injustices that are being perpetrated against the people. Hence the close alliance between those
two great political forces, the State and the Church. Both need the illusion that a kindly God rewards — in heaven if
not on earth — all those who have not risen up against injustice, who have done their duty quietly and
uncomplainingly. That is precisely why the honest assertion that God is a mere product of the human imagination is
branded as the worst of all mortal sins.”
— Paul Dirac (1927), rant to Werner Heisenberg and Wolfgang Pauli, during the 5th Solvay Conference, on Einstein’s “god’s dice”
talk

“Any further assumption implied by belief in a God which one may have in one’s faith is inadmissible from the point
of view of modern science, and should not be needed in a well-organized society.”
— Paul Dirac (1933), unpublished hand-written note
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In 1945, Dirac introduced the terms "bosons" (field exchange particles of the
forces), i.e. particles that obey Bose-Einstein statistics, and "fermions"
(matter), i.e. particles that obey Fermi-Dirac statistics, as the basic ingredients
of the universe.
In Jul 2015, American electrochemical engineer Libb Thims, amid drafting
the online manuscript for book Morality Squared, began using the term
"zerotheism", as "fill-in-the-blank" term to complete the Critias hypothesis
reduction from "poly-theism" (3,100BC) to "mono-theism" (300AD) to "TERMtheism" (2015), and therein began to use "zero" being that the Greeks had no
name for the concept of the zero, as they do for the other Greek prefixes.
In 10 Aug 2015, Libb Thims, and Atheism Reviews co-host Thor, gave the
"Zerotheism for Kids" lecture, anchored in the term "zerotheism", defined as
follows: [1]
A basic Greek prefix number chart,

“A zerotheist, aka a “smart atheist”, is someone (e.g. Paul Dirac, 1945) who
showing that "0" has no equivalent
Greek term, akin to mono- "1", hence
believes (a) that zero gods exist, (b) that universe is comprised of fermions
(matter) and bosons (forces), interacting, and (c) there is a rhyme and reason the invention of the term "zerotheism".
to why people dance (something Dirac couldn't understand); which can be
compared to a polytheist (e.g. Hindus or ancient Egyptians), who believe that multiple gods exist, or monotheist (e.g.
Christians or Muslims), who believe that one god exists.”
wherein both Thims and Thor explained to the kids that they were "zerotheists".

See also
● Zerotheism for kids
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Zeuner, Gustav
In thermodynamics, Gustav Zeuner (1828-1907) was a German physicist notable for a
number of publications in the early developmental stages of thermodynamics, the first
being his 1859 Fundamentals of the Mechanical Theory of Heat (Grundzüge der
Mechanischen Wärmetheorie). [1] His central textbook, deriving from his 1859 paper
and intended for his lectures at the Technical High School at Dresden, was the 1887
Technical Thermodynamics, which went through five editions, turning eventually into a
two-volume set. [2]

Dresden school of thermodynamics
In schools of thermodynamics, Zeuner, in some circles, is considered as the founder of
the "Dresden school of thermodynamics". Specifically, in 1873, Zeuner took on the post
of director at the Royal Saxon Polytechnicum in Dresden (now Technische Universität
Dresden). Zeuner's efforts there led to the introduction of the humanities; the
extension of the range of subjects taught resulted in the polytechnic's rise to a full-scale
polytechnic university in 1890. In 1889, aged 61, Zeuner gave up his position as director
of the polytechnic to work as a lecturer until his retirement in 1897. Those physicists, engineers, and
thermodynamicists educated at Dresden during Zeuner’s oversight are said to have come from the Dresden school of
thermodynamics.

Internal energy
In relation to German physicist Rudolf Clausius’ description of internal energy U of a body, in his 1879 Mechanical
Theory of Heat, he has disagreement with Zeuner’s description and interpretation of a “quantity called U”, used by
Zeuner, which in 1860 Zeuner calls “interior heat” of the body and in 1866 calls “internal work” of the body. [3]
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Zipf, George
In hmolscience, George Zipf (1902-1950) was an American “empiric social scientist”, as
he defined himself, noted for his 1949 Human Behavior and the Principle of Least Effort,
which was cited by American astrophysicist and social physicist John Q. Stewart as
being the work of an investigator keenly aware of the necessity and advantages of
cutting across academic boundaries, such as in the sociology | physics academic
boundary. [1]

Power laws
Zipf is noted for his statement that:
“Hyperbolic distributions are to the social sciences what the Gaussian distribution is to
the physical sciences.”
A hyperbolic distribution, according to American-born Italian chemical physicist Bernard
Lavenda, has a probability density of the following form: [5]

where D is referred to as the characteristic exponent and x is scaled variable whose minimum value is unity, and
equation having the form of a "power law" which finds applicability economics of wealth distributions (Pareto
principle), among other fields such as linguistics, Zipf's usage, and taxonomy.

Principle of least effort
See main: Principle of least effort

The principle of least effort (or least action) was used by Francis Edgeworth (1881) according to which he found that
maximum pleasure was associated with maximum of physical energy and therefore of least expense or least effort.
Leon Winiarski, in 1903, is said to have made the principle of least effort the "basis of social science". [4] In this
group, Zipf, in his in his 1949 book Human Behavior and the Principle of Least Effort, is said to have given the
preeminent "mechanistic model of behavior." [4] Zipf's theory is the postulate that animals, people, even well
designed machines will naturally choose the path of least resistance or "effort." The following is a noted quote from
Zipf about his so-called principle of least effort: [3]
“Each individual will adopt a course of action that will involve the expenditure of the probably least average of his
work (by definition, least effort).”
In modern hmolscience terms, however, something about this seems to be off or amiss here in this statement—the
old saying “I’d climb the highest mountain” being but one example that seems contrary to Zipf’s principle. The subject
of free energy coupling, only compounds clarification.

Zipf’s law
The recent social thermodynamics work of Gregory Botanes uses Zipf’s law in his applied human thermodynamics
theories. [2]
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Zoline, Pamela
In hmolscience, Pamela Zoline (1941-) is an American writer noted, in literature
thermodynamics, for her 1967 work on entropy and ontology.

Overview
In 1967, Zoline, penned her controversial entropy-themed short story “The Heat Death
of the Universe”, wherein she she attempted to address the question of what
thermodynamics has to say about ontology, the subject that concerns itself with the
problems of the nature of existence or being. [1]

Education
Zoline was educated at Barnard College, Slade School of Art, and University College,
London. [2]
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Zollner, Karl
In hmolscience, Johann Karl Friedrich Zollner (1834-1882), variously cited as J.C.F.
Zollner, J.C. Friedrich Zollner, Karl Zollner, Carl Zollner, or Friedrich Zollner, was a
German astrophysicist noted for his 1872 book The Nature of Comets: Contributions to
the History and Theory of Knowledge—a treatise on the physics of comets, intermixed
with a Immanuel Kant and Arthur Schopenhauer based critical-philosophical account of
the nature of knowledge, along with some type of four-dimensional space model based
on physics of Hermann Helmholtz.

Helmholtz
Zollner is known to have been the arch enemy, in some respects, of German physicist
Hermann Helmholtz, with whom he had a prolonged heated debate with. In 1874,
Helmholtz wrote his “On the Use and Abuse of the Deductive Method in Physical
Science”, a general attack on Zollner, in which he commented the following: [1]
“I do not find in Mr. Zollner's book a distinct declaration by which his new mode of
procedure may be distinguished from that generally followed. Judging from what he aims at as his ultimate object, it
comes to the same thing as Schopenhauer's metaphysics. The stars are to love and hate one another, feel pleasure
and displeasure, and to try to move in a way corresponding to these feelings. Indeed, in blurred imitation of the
principle of least action (pp. 326, 327), Schopenhauer's pessimism, which declares this world to be indeed the best of
possible worlds, but worse than none at all, is formulated as an ostensibly generally applicable principle of the
smallest amount of discomfort, and this is proclaimed as the highest law of the world, living as well as lifeless.”
(add discussion)

Nietzsche
Zollner’s The Nature of Comets, which Swedish science historian Thomas Brobjer describes as “a strange mixture of
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advanced science, epistemology, Kantian philosophy, and moral statement”, along with atomic theory writings of
Roger Boscovich, were influential to early natural science readings of Friedrich Nietzsche. [2]

Spiritism
In 1875, Zollner visited English physical chemist and spiritualism advocate William Crookes, views about which he
intermixed with his previous Theory of 4-Dimensional Space (1867) work, to pen the 1878 book Transcendental
Physics, in an attempt to validate concepts such as “clairvoyance, matter transfer, ghosts and natural spirits” in terms
of physics.
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Zolotas, Xenophon
In economic thermodynamics, Xenophon Zolotas (1904-2004) was a Greek social
economist who in 1981, building on the work of Nicholas Georgescu (1971), argued that
the law of entropy, i.e. the second law of thermodynamics, has a functional relationship
to economic growth. [1] In 2005, Greek theorist Dimitris Keranis used Zolotas’ function
to argue that the work produced in social system is quantified by both the Gibbs free
energy function and in economic terms by Zolotas’ function. [2]

Zolotas’ function
In his 1981 book Economic Growth and Declining Social Welfare, Zolotas on the
thermoeconomic theories of Romanian mathematician Nicholas Georgescu-Roegen
who previously in his 1971 The Entropy Law and the Economic Process had laid out the
view that the amount of energy bound within a closed system continuously increases;
where, as a result, there is a gradual shift from low entropy (large free energy) to high
entropy (large bound energy). The thermodynamic balance of such a system, according
to Zolotas, is restored when "all the free energy is converted to bound energy." The
effects of the law of entropy in relation to economic growth, according to Zolotas, "can best be understood if the
world ecosystem is conceived as a closed system, in which one of the links is human economic activity."

Education
Zolotas was prime minister of Greece in the late 1980's, who as one of Greece's leading economists, helped lead the
revival of Greece's shattered economy after World War II. He was one of the four leading international economists
entrusted with the shaping of the Organization for Economic Development and Cooperation (OECD) in 1960 and
served as a caretaker prime minister of that country in 1989 and 1990. [3]
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Zotin, Alexander
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In hmolscience, Alexander Zotin (1926-2000), or Aleksandr Il’ich Zotin, was a Russian
biophysicist noted for a number of books on the thermodynamics of biological
processes, i.e. chnopsological thermodynamics.

Overview
In 1972, Zotin published Thermodynamic Aspects of Developmental Biology, his most
popular book. [1] In 1997, Zotin stated the following finalized views on his his
thermodynamic theory of development: [8]
“All phenomena occurring in nature may be subdivided into two classes: occurring on
their own (that is spontaneous processes) and occurring as a result of some forces
(action-compelling processes). It is evident that the development of an organism is a
"spontaneous process", and we can hardly imagine this process to be the result of
some forces outside an organism. We cannot accept the vitalism views of special forces
or laws inside organisms, which are not physical but may determine. The phenomenological theory of ontogenesis
regards the processes of organism development, growth and aging as a spontaneous process of living system
transition from a less probable state to a more probable one, which may be described in terms of thermodynamics. In
this respect, it takes over after other thermodynamic theories of development (Bauer, 1935; Salzer, 1957) and
especially the theory of Prigogine-Wiame (Prigogine and Wiame, 1946; Prigogine, 1967; Zotin, 1972).”
In 1978, Zotin supposedly asserted that German physicist Hermann Helmholtz, was one of the first to argue that life
somehow circumvents the second law; this assertion, however, may be misattribution (fact check)? [2] Zoton, according
to Paris Arnopoulos, had some type of structural size stability law correlating boundary stability with dissipation rate.
[9]

Human thermodynamics
In 1996, Zotin, in his “Aspects of Bioenergetics and Civilization”, co-written with Ingolf Lamprecht, argued that the
appearance of civilization is regarded as a mechanism to hasten the heat death of our universe. [3]

Thermodynamics
Beginning in 1966, until his death (de-reaction), Zotin focused on studying the energetics and thermodynamics of
developmental processes; initially his goal was to confirm the thermodynamic theories of Ilya Prigogine and Viam (?)
based on principles of nonlinear thermodynamics. In ichthyology, in or prior to 1969 to 1980, what has been called
the Prigozhin-Viam theory, supposedly cited by Zotin (1969), argues that a live organism belong to the open system
category, because they exchange substances—hence, in the process of aging an ontogenesis the value of the
production of entropy of the organism as a whole decreases constantly. [6] The person named "Viam" cited here, to
note, may be a fictional person issue; possibly a Russian to English translation issue? In any event, Zotin soon,
however, began to formulate his own conception of the thermodynamics of biological processes, with specific focus
on the developmental processes. This effort resulted in the publication of more than 100 papers and several
monographs, including the editing of four collected monographs on the problems of thermodynamics of biological
processes in Russian and English. [4] A focus of his was to find a correlation between the level of energy metabolism,
the evolutionary status, in relation to the origin of various animals. [5]

Zotina
From 1967 until at least 1993, Zotin co-authored a number of articles, chapters, and books with his wife Rimma
Sergeevna Zotina (), often cited as R.S. Zotina; in their 1982 chapter “Kinetics of Constitutive Processes During
Development and Growth of Organisms”, supposedly, labeled the two parts of the Prigogine entropy function (deS
and diS) as external dissipation function and bound dissipation function.

Education
In 1950, Zotin completed his undergraduate work in developmental biology at the Moscow State University, in the
department of Darwinism; after which he entered the postgraduate school at the Severtsov Institute of Animal
Morphology, USSR Academy of Sciences, and defended his candidate thesis “Structure in Sturgeon and Salmonid
Fishes” in 1954. In the years to follow he focused on biological physics, summarizing his work on water metabolism in
embryogenesis in a 1961 monograph, which was defended as a doctoral dissertation (1963). [4] In 1990, Zotin was
listed as “professor Dr. A.I. Zotin” associated with the Institute of Developmental Biology and with the Academy of
Science of the U.S.S.R. in Moscow.
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Zschau, Toralf
In hmolscience, Toralf Zschau (c.1975-) is a German-born American biologist and
sociologist noted, in sociological thermodynamics, for his 2010 PhD dissertation, which
claims to be on complexity, Weberian elective affinities, and thermodynamics, but
rather is comprised of vacuous psychobabble without any real content.

Overview
In 2010, Zschau finished his PhD dissertation “The Authoritarian Cosmos: Complexity,
Elective Affinities, and the ‘Thermodynamics’ of Self”, in which, building on German
sociologist Max Weber’s interpretation of elective affinities, along with other
frameworks, such as Immanuel Kant, Erich Fromm, Wilhelm Reich, and Abraham
Maslow, he outlines an ecological framework for tackling authoritarian phenomena, as
are often typified by Orwellian dystopias where blind automatons are coaxed into
states of existence of pseudo-happiness. [1]

Elective affinities
In Zschau’s model, he states that he recruits German sociologist Max Weber’s concept of social elective affinities
(which itself is a modified metaphorical borrowing of German polymath Johann Goethe's 1809 human chemical
reaction version of human chemical affinities) and transforms it into more than a sensitizing device: a theoretical
rationale that – at least in its misty silhouettes – can provide a potential mechanism behind these “affinities”. In this
extrapolated metaphorical sense, there does not seem to be anything "chemical" in Zschau's thesis, but rather the
term "elective affinity" seems to be employed as more of a social-psychological linguistic device.

Thermodynamics
In spite of the fact that the word ‘thermodynamics’ is used predominantly in the title of the dissertation, in the actual
355-pages of the dissertation, neither the terms energy, nor entropy are used, and the term ‘thermodynamics’ is
used only once in the body of the text, referring to the "ideational thermodynamics of the self", whatever that
means, and once as the subtitle of the diagram shown below, referred to as the "model core: thermodynamics of the
VBS-based self", the term VBS referring to "value belief systems". All in all, the use of the term “thermodynamics” in
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this article seems to be a rather overdone extrapolation of American sociologist Rebecca Erickson’s 1995 usage of the
term “thermostat” in the context of the sociology of emotions. [2]

Education
Zschau completed some type of electrical engineering and or electronics vocational training degree in 1988 at
Betriebsschule Paul Schwareze, Dresden, Germany, a BS in biology at the University of Idaho in 1997, a MS in plant
biology in 1999 at Arizona State University, and a PhD in sociology, with a thesis on “The Authoritarian Cosmos:
Complexity, Elective Affinities, and the ‘Thermodynamics’ of Self”, under advisor Riley Dunlap, at Oklahoma State
University in 2010. [3]

See also
● Yevgeny Zamyatin

References
1. Zschau, Toralf. (2010). “The Authoritarian Cosmos: Complexity, Elective Affinities, and the ‘Thermodynamics’ of
Self” (diagram, pg. 238) (GB) (abs) (preview) (OSU Library), PhD dissertation (advisor: Riley Dunlap), Oklahoma State
University.
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Zucker, Morris
In hmolscience, Morris Zucker (1892-c.1972) was an
American physical historian noted for his 1945 twovolume 1,764-page The Philosophy of American History,
wherein his focus seems to be the following problem:
[3]
“Whether or not historical events are causality
connected or are the result of chance, accident or
mathematical probability are much more than abstract
speculations. Their answer goes to the very root of the
historian’s method of procedure. Of what would it avail
us, if after all our labor, the reader were to agree that
while strict causality has been proved in all past history,
the future must be shrouded in darkness, or is
controlled by chance? One may be convinced that
historical laws are controlled by laws, but conclude that
A crude photo of Zucker from the post-publication full page
these laws are not causal, but indeterminate in
publisher's advert of his 1945 Philosophy of American History in
nature.”
The New Republic. [17]
In the first volume, subtitled Historical Field Theory, Zucker outlines what he calls historical field theory—a term
themed on the “great physical theories of the electromagnetic field as developed by Einstein into the relativity
theory, with its vast philosophical possibilities”, as he says—in aims to upgrade the soft science ranking of history into
the hard science ranking comparable to chemistry and physics, and in the second volume Periods in American History,
described as rather “extensive history of the United States”, he applies his theory to the analysis of history. [1] Zucker
cites and discusses the physical sociology work of Pitirim Sorokin; the downfall of the technocracy movement of
Howard Scott, which he describes as a type of pseudoscience, being that it employed "mysterious and pompous
vernacular"; classifies James Jeans, Arthur Eddington, and Alfred Whitehead as the "metaphysical school" of the
physical knowledge of reality; among others.

Abstract
The following is the publisher’s abstract—Arnold-Howard Publishing—of Zucker’s Historical Field Theory, in twovolumes: [17]
“The type is clear, readable 11 on 12 point Baskerville; page size 6x9; over 1,800 pages. In volume one, entitled
Historical Field Theory, the methods of all the great writers, past and present are subjected to critical analysis. The
education of each of the six principles upon which the theory is based, a complete chapter is devoted. The final
chapter summarizes the entire argument. Chapter four on law in social movement is an exhaustive analysis of
Dewey’s position, and that of Croce, Teggart, Barnes, Robinson, Sorokin, Boas, Goldenweiser, Nevins, Cheyney,
among others. Chapter seven on causality or indeterminacy in history considers the contributions of modern
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scientific thought to historical inquiry—Planck’s quantum theory, Einstein’s, relativity theory, and Heisenberg’s
principle of indeterminacy. In this discussion Zucker rises to the heights of his intellectual powers.
Volume two, the Periods in American History, is a truly great original work in a familiar field. Zucker’s discussion
of the colonial period, the period of expansion, the period of industrialization, the present period fo nationalization;
his study on the origin and development of definite state forms, of specific modes of economy, and dominant
ideologies gives new meaning to old facts. From it all is evolved Dr. Zucker’s special ‘theory of the continuing
American revolution’, which will remain his lasting contribution to the understanding of our history.”
(add discussion)

Social forces
On the dissection and nature of social forces, Zucker states the following: [3]
“Habits tend to mechanize social existence, but are themselves gradually modified by the social institutions which
give rise to modifiable instincts, customs, rules of conduct and forms of thought. All react upon and modify habits,
being in turn controlled by them. Desires change with the nature of the obstacles encountered while intelligence
operates on thought to affect necessary accommodations in conduct.
Social movement involves the concept of social forces. Now no one has been able to dissect a social force or
subject it to chemical re-agents. Bodies move, or are prevented from moving because forced is exerted upon them.
Forces are developed from the relations of bodies rather than by being superimposed upon them from some outside
agency. If this outside agency is strong enough to affect another body, then both bodies exist in relation to each
other and exert influence upon each other through fields of force between them. This fundamental principle applies
to society.”
(add discussion)

Physical science | References
A salient point to note, in regards to Zucker’s continuous thematic overly-sounding official effort to divulge or
uncover the “laws of motion” of history, to make a “field theory” of history, to make a science of history on par with
chemistry and physics, and so on, into the midpoint (page 388) of volume one, the only two actual physical science
like books that Zucker reoccurringly cites is Albert Einstein’s 1935 The World As I See It and Einstein and Leopold
Infeld’s 1938 The Evolution of Physics: the Growth of Ideas from Early Concepts to Relativity and Quanta. [16]

Beard | Test-tube theory of history
In commentary on American historian Charles Beard’s 1936 chemical analogy argument against causation in history,
Zucker comments: [13]
“The whole ‘test-tube’ theory of history is fallacious, because to begin with there is no such test-tube nor is there the
possibility of creating one. The specific processes of investigation applicable to chemistry are not those of history.”
Zucker goes on to list his objections to Beard’s eleventh chemical argument:
“No modern chemist, if he is vitally concerned with this experiment as Beard is in discovering the causes of war,
would be content with the empirical knowledge that the eleventh chemical somehow did the trick, either by itself, or
in activating others. He would want to know just why and how the precipitation came about. He would want to know
whether he must always use all of the eleven chemicals the way that he did, or if simpler combinations could effect
the desired result. In history, Beard contends, we have an analogous situation. There are ten know factors. An
eleventh, let us say, the German unrestricted submarine warfare is added. War is declared. Was that the cause of
war? No one knows. Furthermore it is impossible to know.”
Zucker, in any event, then goes on to list ten questions to Beard about his notion of “ten factors in the historical
retort” (see: retort).
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Historical causation
Regarding Zucker's "no one knows the
cause of war" statement, above,
American-born English physicist Mark
Buchanan argues that Bosnian Serbian
Gavrilo Princip, on 28 Jun 1914 at 11AM
“caused” World War I, when he shot
Austro-Hungarian Archduke Franz
Ferdinand. [14] Likewise, the so-called
“Crystal Night” of 9 Nov 1938 when 17Left: a 2002 chart of "causes" of forest fires. Right: Germans fighting Norwegians year-old Jewish refugee Herschel
in 1940 a war or one might say social fire, supposedly, "caused" be Jewish refugee Grynszpan shot German diplomat Ernst
Herschel Grynszpan.
vom Rath is said to have been one of the
causative "sparks" to World War II.
Both of these causative sparks, according to Adolf Hitler's 1925 so-called "torch of the spoken word" theory, to
put things into perspective, may be considered akin to the cause of a deadly forest fire having been started by a
careless camper throwing out a cigarette butt or alternatively by a lightening bolt strike. The real issue, necessarily, is
not "how" or who started the fire (or war) but to note that the system (forest or global community) was at critical
state of dryness or near the tip of the activation energy barrier and subsequently combustion (hydrocarbon or social)
would have been started regardless.
Historically, forest fires were caused naturally by lightning, but now most forest fires are caused by humans.
Originally, forest fire philosophy was that fires were bad and should be prevented from happening in ecosystems—
the same way that many now believe that war is band and should be prevented from happening in social ecosystems.
Up into the 1920s, laws were enacted to suppress forest fires. It was not until the 1930s that scientists began to
challenge the practice of eliminating fire from natural ecosystems. After much debate, the practice of intentionally
igniting wildland fires and permitting naturally-occurring fires to burn was adopted. The practice of so-called
“managed fires” have since been shown to have increased benefits. [15] Likewise, the practice of “managed wars”,
i.e. permitting naturally-occurring wars to burn will likely be adopted, over the current utopian peace ideals or “make
love not war” mottos.

Historical prediction
The following is a hilarious comparison done by Zucker, citing a quote by Austrian sociologist and economist Paul
Weisengruen, a critic of the so-called
materialistic conception of history, as
advocated by Karl Marx: [9]
“Leaving aside the problem of causality or
indeterminacy, the theory and practice of
science has been that if given an initial state
↔
with whose properties we are familiar, and if
we know the laws of nature applicable to it,
we can predict its future state by virtue of the
operation of these laws. The diversity of
historical phenomena [and] its apparently
Zucker points out that just as the chemist or engineer doesn't need to know
the so-called love life or wills of every single proton (+) or happy particle,
lawless and contradictory mode of
above, or electron (-) or sad or angry particle above, in order to make
manifestation, the bewildering reactions of
successful predictions so to does the historian not need to know the love
countless human wills in different
circumstances and different lands, that gives life or wills of every single person in history to make predictions. [9]
color to the theory that a science of history is
impossible. ‘The historian’, writes Weisengruen ironically, ‘must know all the persons of the period he describes, their
family relations, their actual course of action, as well as the opinions they held of each other … All to the smallest
detail.’ [1] The chemist and the engineer arrive at quite exact results in their operations and their predictions without
knowing the love-life of every single electron and proton of the materials with which they work.”
The historian, supposedly, must come to understand the "reactions of countless wills" to make historical prediction,
whereas the chemist and engineer (or chemical engineer) are able to predict successfully without recourse to
physical anthropomorphisms such as the wills or love lives of electrons and protons. Later, likewise, in commentary
on the so-called “individualism argument” of historians such as Thomas Carlyle, against the possibility of completing a
complete analysis of history, Zucker gives the following comparison: [12]
“Carlyle and the others contend that the knowledge of every act and thought of every individual of a given time must
be clearly analyzed, and their permutations understood in order to write history. But by the same token we would
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never be able to understand the time in which we write. Is a metallurgist in a steel mill debarred from understanding
the nature of the processes he himself starts, regulates and controls because he cannot give a graphic chart depicting
the actions of ever electron of every atom of all the materials he works with, and therefore cannot predict the end
results of his operations? But we have gone over this ground before.”
Somewhere along the way, Zucker himself makes some predictions about a post-war boom, which he says will be
followed by crisis and unemployment, then eventually a third world war, being that, as American Historian Roy
Nicholas summarizes things, "war is the
perpetual state of modern capitalistic economy".

Retorts and microscopes
See main: Social retort

In commentary on American philosopher John
Dewey's reasons why a science of history is
impossible, Zucker comments the following: [3]
“Physical phenomena in the gross is not
concerted with the internal structure of each
atom in each successive moment, nor is history
with the relation of each individual being every
Zucker states that in order to develop a proper science of history we
moment of time. History is vitally interested in
need to study society, as a type social matter, using a microscope and
the laws of continuity in finite space and definite retort.
time. Were it not for the existence of these laws
developed from definite relations subsisting among the mass, all science would be impossible.
These propositions are fundamental in physics, and they apply with equal footing in history. Society is a definite
reality. All we have to do is to look about us to be conscious of its ubiquitous presence though no one yet has
examined it under the microscope or tested it in a chemists’ retort. The retort will be that we are comparing inert
matter, iron, with a living reality, society. Matter [after all] is not so terribly inert.”
(discuss)

Thermodynamics
After citation of the final section from American historian Henry Adams’ ninth volume of his History of the United
States, wherein he seems to allude to the second law, Zucker states the following: [11]
“The second law of thermodynamics in history belongs to the drawing room intellectuals to be settled between cups
of tea or cocktails.”
Though dismissive of the second law, as something to be settled in the future, Zucker does say he will discuss this in
his section on causality. Later he discusses irreversibility as follows: [12]
“Can we reconstruct the events of a past day, or of a by-gone civilization? Certainly not. No phenomena, physical,
organic or social, can be reconstructed in exactly the same way as it originally existed. The second law of
thermodynamics deals with organization in time [and] offers an insurmountable obstacle to that achievement.”

Free will and freedom
The following is a circa 1932 Socratic dialog between Irish translator James Murphy and German-born American
physicist Albert Einstein on the question of free will and freedom, as found in Zucker’s section on free will versus
determinism in history: [5]
“Murphy: I have been collaborating with our friend, Planck, on a book which deals principally with the problem of
causation and the freedom of the human will.
Einstein: Honestly, I cannot understand what people mean when they talk about the freedom of the human will. I
have a feeling, for instance, that I will do something or other; but what relation this has with freedom I cannot
understand at all. I feel that I will light up my pipe and I do it; but how can I connect this up with the idea of freedom?
What is behind the act of willing to light the pipe? Another act of willing? Schopenhauer once said: Man can do what
he wills, but cannot will what he wills.
Murphy: But it is now the fashion in physical science to attribute something like free will even to the routine
processes of organic nature.
Einstein: That nonsense is not merely nonsense. It is objectionable nonsense.”
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Murphy, to note, is introduction section writer of German physicist Max Planck’s 1933 Where is Science Going?,
wherein the above dialog shown is found, and also translator of Austrian physicist Erwin Schrodinger's 1935 Science
and the Human Temperament. The Schopenhauer quote, repeated by Einstein, to note, comes from German
philosopher Arthur Schopenhauer’s 1839 Essay on the Freedom of the Will, which in turn is based on his mentor
German polyintellect Johann Goethe’s 1809 chemical reaction affinity force theory of the will, both scholars,
Schopenhauer and Goethe, forming a large portion of Einstein's personal library.

Nichols' review
American historian Roy Nichols gave the following synopsis of the book in his 1945 review: [4]
“Countless individuals have pondered on the meaning of the conglomeration of actions which make up history. Of
this vast throng, relatively few have undertaken to reduce their thoughts to written formula. In the midst of busy lives
even fewer could ever have done what Dr. Zucker has done. Despite the fact of another profession, he has not only
read widely and thought long but he has written seventeen hundred pages detailing his views at length.”
Nichols continues:
“[Zucker’s] positive interest is the new physics of Einstein and his twentieth-century associates. He believes that
history like matter is made up of fields of force which have definite and predictable relationships, and of lines of force
which can be traced in the past and projected into the future so that the historian may prophesy.”
This is very interesting, to say the least!

Lundberg
In 1946, American physical sociologist George Lundberg, noted for his "proton-electron configuration" view of
humans, did a review of Zucker's work in The Scientific Monthly entitled “Theoretical Aspects of History.” [7]

Adams
Zucker’s role model exemplar, in the writing of his two volume set, is American physical science historian Henry
Adams, who developed his own physical theory of history based on chemistry, physics, and thermodynamics, and
then to satisfy his own amusement sought to prove, by the physical means of his theories that cause and effect exists
in history, via the penning of a 12-volume history of America, which is summarized by Adams—in his famous The
Education of Henry Adams—cited by Zucker in his opening pages, as follows: [2]
“Historians undertake to arrange sequences—called stories, or histories—assuming in silence a relation of cause and
effect … He had even published a dozen volumes of American history for no other purpose than to satisfy himself
whether, by the severest process of stating, with the least possible comment, such facts as seemed sure, in such
order as seemed rigorously consequent, he could fix for a moment a necessary sequence of human movement.
Where he saw sequence, other men say something quite different, and no one saw the same unit of measurement.”
Zucker refers to Adams as the “greatest stylist American historical writing has produced”. Zucker's work containes a
comparatively—compared to Adams—large number of physical science concepts, applied to history, chapter
subsections, including: social forces, second law, relativity, uncertainty principle, quantum mechanics, among others,
with digressions on free will, determinism, chucked full of what seems to a large number of ripe and rare quotes by
leading thinkers.
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Nevins | On nature
See also: One nature; Two nature

The following is a noted quote by Zucker
from his Historical Field Theory, about the
non-duality nature of nature: [10]
“Allan Nevins is added to the long list who
contend that, strictly speaking, history
cannot be a science, if only because its
phenomena cannot be repeated and
tested as a chemist does his compounds.
Historical events never precisely duplicate
themselves. he writes: ‘Hence it is that we Left: chemist shown with blowpipe, a simple devise through which air is forced
through the tube by means of the lungs to forcefully add oxygen to a flame,
can have no precise laws in history as we
increasing it's heat, producing temperatures high enough to melt small
have precise laws in physics, chemistry and amounts of gold, alloys and solders (Ѻ). Right: chemist holding reactants in a
mathematics; that history can never be a
test tube over a flame. Zucker criticizes American historian Allan Nevins, who
science in that highly rigid sense … the
claims (1938) that history can never be a science because historians have no
chemist, for example, can boast a superior blowpipes or test tubes with which to conduct controlled experiments. [10]
apparatus for ascertaining the truth. In
formulating the laws which govern an element, he can repeat his experiments thousands of times with all the factors
precisely the same, or with endless variations of factors. The historian has no control of phenomena in the blowpipe
(Ѻ) or test tube sense.’ First, as to the chemical analogy, Nevins is somewhat antiquated in his illustration. The time
element which he says militates against history becoming a science because of time’s arrow, also operates in
chemistry. Nature knows no duality of law as to the flow of time—one for physics, the other for that physical state
we call society, and it’s historical phenomena.”
Zucker, as we see here, is pretty sharp. This of course echos Goethe's advertisement, and his subtle notice, in respect
to comparisons between human and chemical behavior, that "there is, after all, only one nature."

Education
Zucker seems to have a doctorate in something, as he is commonly referred to as "Dr. Zucker". [4]

Religion
It is difficult to pin down exactly what Zucker's religious position is? Despite his overt aim to construct a determinist
“science of history” akin to chemistry and physics so to discern the "laws of social motion", he does give indication of
a certain underlying religious belief, e.g. mentioning God on fifty or so pages, though in a somewhat ambiguous way,
e.g. mentioning things such as “father Abraham”, “Indian branch of God’s children”, etc., while at the same time
seemingly being an evolutionist, e.g. spending a large amount of time discussing Herbert Spencer, referring to Charles
Darwin as one of the great men, alongside Galileo and Newton. The following, in commentary on American law
professor Thurman Arnold’s 1935 The Symbols of Government, seems to typify a Dawkins number one mindset:
“Infinitely more blood has been shed concerning the symbols of Christianity than in its content, or in promoting the
spirit of that mode of life which Jesus so beautifully exemplified by his own.” [3] A point to note here is that a
showing Zucker’s belief system is laminated by a coating of tentative or possible analogy; for example, after stating
the following ripe paragraph: [3]
“The tragedy of society’s present dilemma is intensified by the fact that the analysts become extremely cautious
when it comes to the all-important question of the future. What, they ask would you expect a blue-print of the
future? And each smiles in self-satisfaction at this conclusive retort. We hasten to add that non but engineers could
draw such blue-prints—social engineers—and the first thing any engineer demands is exact knowledge about his
materials and of the problem at hand. He must know how events developed, and why, and he must understand
exactly the nature of the social laws with which he deals, the social forces which create those laws, and the social
structure wherein those aggregates operate.”
To this, he follows with incredulously statement that by the phrase “begin analysis in [the] scientific fashion” we do
not mean “ that everyone who undertakes to write a book on the modern corporation must begin with Adam and
Eve.” Here, it is hard to tell if Zucker is jibing, joking, or if he actually believes that the first to humans were Adam and
Eve? Whatever the case, i.e. whether he is thinking here figuratively or literally, we might be so inclined to posit
Zucker as Dawkins number = 1 in belief system.

Tributes
The following are noted adverts for Zucker's book:
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“What Einstein did for physics, what Darwin did for biology, Morris Zucker has now done for the field of history in a
work hailed as one of the truly great original achievements of our times.”
— Anon (c.1945), in: Willson Coates' 1945 review: "The Philosophy of American History by Morris Zucker" [8]

This tribute, however, is a bit overzealous; while Zucker's first volume is an interesting read, advocating physical
history theory, his work pales in comparison to say, for example, Henry Adams, who seems to be one of Zucker's
intellectual idols or roll models; and it can hardly be said that Zucker is a social Newton; nor was he a “social
Einstein”, though he might have had some remote idea like this in his mind—authors, in 1955, in fact were still saying
that “the ‘social Einstein’ may not yet be born.” (Ѻ)

Second Volume | Periods in American History
At the closing page of volume one—A Field Theory of History—the previous
685-pages seemingly being a Hegelian-Marx dialectical fence sitter like gallop
on the plausibility of a physics-chemistry stylized, modeled, or framed science
of history, Zucker gives the following connecting link to the aim of the second
volume—Periods in American History—of another 1,054-pages of discussion:
“There is now left the essential test of their [terms, field of social forces, origin
of social forces, manifestation of social forces, on the basis of causal law] proof
in the facts of American history from its very beginning, and the final
application of the historical field principles in the forecast of our future within
the limitations of the present historical field.”
One salient point to note about all of this discussion of “historical field
principles”, “historical field theory”, “historical field”, etc., Zucker never once
explicitly stated once in the preceding 685-pages what exactly his “historical
field theory” is, but rather seems to but fence sit on every single topic he
Zucker's two-volume The Philosophy
of American History, volume one: The
discusses, though it seems leaning slightly to the materialist side of the lawn;
Field Theory of History (left), volume
and beyond this, for all his opening boasting about Planck’s quantum, the
Schrodinger equation, Maxwell’s electromagnetic field, and Einstein’s theory of two: Periods in American History
relativity, none of this ever makes its way into any semblance of a “field theory” (right); see also power center. [1]
that can be used in history studies. Very odd indeed. It’s almost as though he was laying out some type of draft for
some type of future ideology along these lines. The opening sentence to the preface of the second volume seems to
given evidence to this supposition:
“Both Buckle and Henry Adams were convinced that to develop the laws of historical movement, it would be
necessary to study its phenomena in comparative freedom from extraneous influences.”
Needless to say, at this point, Zucker is no Henry Buckle or Henry Adams, though it seems, he wanted to be.

Quotes | Misc
The following are noted quotes by Zucker or found within his Historical Field Theory:
“It is a characteristic faculty of the Germans to look in the clouds for what lies at their feet.”
— Arthur Schopenhauer (date), Essay on Government (pg. 29) [3]

“Man is not born a blank (see: tabula rasa Ѻ); he has a rich heritage behind and before him which he inherits and
acquires; that religion, morality, ethical conceptions, propaganda, race, politics, nationalism, prejudice, love, hatred,
fear and all the rest are vital elements which enter into the motivations of that glorious complex we call man.”
— Morris Zucker (1945), synopsis of Karl Marx’s view individuals (pg. 302)

“Science deals with facts, not ideas developed out of suppositions. History must go a step further, just as modern
physics does, and inquire about the forces which bring forth those events. Knowing something about social forces will
tell us why some of the things imagined could not have taken place because they were impossible, and others were
so remote as to be extremely improbable.”
— Morris Zucker (1945), on discarding the “if” theory of science (pg. 322)

“A yardstick is still a yard, but the yardstick itself undergoes changes of length dependent upon its position relative to
the earth’s motion.”
— Morris Zucker (1945), on the Fitzgerald-Lorentz contraction (pg. 556) [18]
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“To the extent that a field of inquiry succeeds in eliminating the personal equation, to that degree does it claim a
place among the hierarch of the scientific disciplines.”
— Morris Zucker (1945), on scientific disciplines (pg. 630)

“Purpose pertains to man, not to nature, and man’s purposes are often shrouded in mystery, even to himself. We will
leave out all theological or eschatological considerations, since they germinate from theories steeped in religion,
destiny or final cause or purpose of existence.”
— Morris Zucker (1945), commentary on some who have ascribed purpose to history (pg. 638)

“Physics, chemistry, and biology afford ample proof that beyond a certain point quantitative differences bring about
radical qualitative changes. So it is in society.”
— Morris Zucker (1945), on laws of social relations (pg. 640)

“The chemist, the metallurgist, the astronomer, the economist need not be conversant with the permutations of
every single electron of the masses with which they deal. That does not justify the chemist in expecting to squeeze
rabbits out of a hatful of water, nor does the metallurgist propose to run milk out of his blast furnace.”
— Morris Zucker (1945), on probability laws in physics (pg. 678)

“A mistake of mechanical engineering results in limited loss; but a mistake in social engineering often spells
irretrievable social disaster.”
— Morris Zucker (1945), on whose in hands social affairs are to be placed (pg. 682)
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Zuckerkandl, Emile
In chnopsology, Emile Zuckerkandl (1922-2013) was an Austrian-born American
molecular evolutionist noted for his 1976 chemical affinity based genetic-evolution
theory according to which evolution might consist of stabilizing labile characters by
fixing new concentration ratios or new relations in affinity constants between
activators and repressors, such that each new stabilization leads to some degree of
labilization or other activator-repressor equilibria and where mutations result from
decays in old affinity constants or increases in new ones. [1] The gist of his genetic
evolution model, supposedly, is that: [2]
Increases in affinity = increases in determinism
Decreases in affinity = decreases in determinism
and that these two tendencies, when actuated between regulatory molecules and
receptor genes, gives rise to genetic-based evolution, or something along these lines. In
1957, Zuckerkandl met American chemical engineer Linus Pauling, who he began to
work with in the years to follow, which may be from whom he learned affinity chemistry.
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In culture, the 10 percent myth is the postulate
that the average person typically uses only ten
percent of their brain, while the remaining 90
percent remains dormant. The myth originated
in the 1890s reserve mental energy theories of
Harvard psychologists William James and Boris
Sidis, who applied the theory to the
development of child prodigy William Sidis to
affect an adult IQ of 250-300. The figure of ten Left: a general depiction of the 10 percent myth; showing only 10 percent
percent came about as the James-Sidis theory brain activity. Right: a video still from the scene (Ѻ) from the 2005 film The
was retold over and over from “small part”
Wedding Crashers, wherein Owen Wilson (John Beckwith) cites the 10
(William James, 1906), to “one-quarter”
percent figure, but uses it as a pick up line to say that he thinks we only
(Addington Bruce, 1914), “10 percent” (World use 10 percent of our hearts.
Almanac, 1929 – attributed to “scientists and
psychologists), to “10 percent” (Lowell Thomas, 1936 – attributed to William James). The Lowell Thomas figure was
included in the 1936 biographical preface section about Dale Carnegie, in the 15-million copy best-seller How to Win
Friends and Influence People, which thus acted to solidify the semi-factual myth; semi-factual being that the so-called
"myth" is based on an actual scientific theory, that was tested out in an actual case, and proved correct to a
significant extent.

Origin
The seed of the ten percent myth originated in the 1890s reserve energy theories of Harvard psychologists William
James and Boris Sidis which postulated that just as the body has dormant energy that can be called on when the
circumstance presents itself, then so to must the mind have dormant intellectual ability that can be called on when
the circumstance presents itself. The theory itself was based on the second wind descriptions of an Adirondack hiking
guide and the extrapolation of this to prolonged mental work, in the sense that one will always begin a project cold,
but that given time or after successive attempts or efforts one will eventually begin to warm up to the task, with new
mental energy.
In 1891, William James founded America's first psychology department at Harvard University comprised of an
eleven room psychology laboratory. During this period, a newly immigrated Russian by the name of Boris Sidis was
completing his BA (1890), and MA (1891) at Harvard and began studying under James' tutelage, eventually receiving
his PhD (1896) and later his MD there. During this period, in about 1892, Boris and his wife Sarah Sidis, a Harvard
physician herself, began hosting a weekly philosophy-psychology discussion group, every Sunday, at their house,
attended by scores of students, revered teachers, and no other than professor William James, considered the most
renowned of them all, who was said to have "frequently climbed the many stairs to their attic". [5] It was some time
in this period that the reserve energy psychology theory originated. The first published statement of this theory,
know better known as the ten percent myth, it seems, was in James’ 1906 speech “The Energies of Men” wherein he
commented that:
“We make use of only a small part of our possible mental and physical resources.”
In the 1914 article “New Theories of Education”, American journalist Addington Bruce, called the James-Sidis
principle the “law of reserve energy”, and was explaining it to the effect that in the days of the savage people only
used three-quarters of their brains, but that modern people were tapping into their mind with more use having
discovered their reserve mental energy: [4]
“Psychologists are more and more inclined to the opinion, first voiced only a short time ago by William James and
Boris Sidis, that there is in every human being a store of disposable ‘reserve energy’, commonly utilized at infrequent
intervals, but capable of being utilized habitually to great advantage. Reaction to stimulus results in tapping a new
level of energy. Without being in the slightest degree conscious of it, they have adjusted themselves to the leading of
a fuller, a more intense, a more effective life than they led in the days when, like the savage, they lived with threequarters of their brain unused.”
In 1929, on the heels of William James' view that “we are making use of only a small part of our possible mental and
physical resources”, the World Almanac ran an advertisement from a self-improvement company that stated: [8]
“Scientists and psychologists tell us we only use about 10 percent of our brain power.”
The myth became legend when in 1936 American writer Lowell Thomas commented in the conclusion of his
introductory biography, “A Shortcut Distinction”, on Dale Carnegie, found in the introduction to multi-decade long
best-seller How to Win Friends and Influence People, that:
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“Professor William James of Harvard used to say that the average person develops only 10 percent of his latent
mental ability.”
The over millions of people (at least 15-million) who have read this book, over the last century, have since gone on to
popularize this ten percent brain function factoid to
the point that it is now part of the common cultural
zeitgeist.

William Sidis
In 1898, Boris and Sarah bore a son William James
Sidis, named in honor of "William James", in which
Sarah and particularly Boris began to test and prove
the reserve mental energy theory. Their test, in fact,
was so successful in developing of their son's
intellectual abilities using this principle, that William
was on the the first page of the New York Times
nineteen times for his various mental feats and was
in fact the model for the 1997 film Good Will
Hunting. [61] Boris commented on his application of
reserve energy in the raising of his son in a circa
1910 issue of New York American: [7]

William Sidis (IQ=250-300) - truth behind the 10% myth: spoke first
word 'door' at six months; learned to read and spell correctly before
age two; at age 4, was typing in French and English; age 5, invented a
base twelve logarithm table; age 6, could pass a medical school
anatomy exam; age 8, passed the entrance exam for MIT and had
written at least four books on anatomy, astronomy, grammar,
linguistics, and mathematics; age 9, graduated high school, passed
He continues:
Harvard entrance exam, and gave an anatomy lecture; age 10, had
learned differential and integral calculus was checking Einstein's work
for errors; age 11, gave a lecture on four-dimensional space; age 16,
“You must begin a child's education as soon as he
displays any power to think. Everybody knows how Harvard graduate (BS mathematics), age 17, mathematics professor
at Rice University, while pursing PhD; age 18-20, completed Harvard
hard it is to learn a new language late in life. The
school (then quit his last semester, while in good academic
same holds good of all our acquisitions. The earlier law
standing, for no apparent reason); at 21, he defended himself in
they are acquired the more truly they become part court; age 22, wrote treatise on second law of thermodynamics
of us. At the same time keep alive within the child
applied to life, the evolution of the universe, and black holes; age 29,
the quickening power of curiosity. Do not repress
invented (and patented) a perpetual calender, with movable parts;
him. Answer his questions; give him the information spoke 25 languages.

“I do not believe in the prevailing system of
education for children. I have raised my son upon a
system of my own, based to some extent upon the
principles laid down by professor William James.”

he craves, seeing to it always that he understands
your explanations. You need not be afraid of overstraining his mind. On the contrary, you will be developing it as it
should be developed―will he habitua ng the child to avail himself of the great fund of latent energy which most of
us, to our detriment, so seldom use. The law of ‘reserve mental energy,' as set forth by professor William James, has
much to do with the progress of my son. Professor James explained that the power of getting what is popularly
known as 'second wind' might be controlled at will and enable us to accomplish daily and regularly what we can all do
under stress of circumstances. If you do prolonged mental work you will find yourself grow tired, but if you keep on
working the feeling of fatigue will pass away. You are drawing on your reserve mental energy.”
In 1910, American journalist Addington Bruce began to popularize the combination of the reserve energy theory, its
application in William Sidis' childhood abilities, in conjunction with the logic that a large fraction of the average brain
is unused. [3] It is primarily through the writings of Bruce that the figure of "unused percent" began to be associated
with child prodigy William Sidis. In 1951 retrospect, Sarah commented back on their application of the "reserve mind
theory" their son:
“Genius was the term used for Billy. My son had merely learned the ability to use his brain to its capacity. In this
regard, the science of psychopathology has set forth this fundamental principle which is not only of the utmost
importance in medicine but also in the field of education. It is the idea of stored up, dormant, potential, subconscious
power—reserve energy. Billy was able to achieve an understanding easier than most people because he was aware of
how to release and harness this reserve energy.”
(add discussion)

Fact or fiction?
As to the question of whether the ten percent theory is fact or fiction, as many articles have been published on this
issue, arguing from both sides, the fact that the myth is based on the true story of the use of the theory in the
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intellectual development William Sidis leaves the question open for debate, in the sense that one, in theory, could
take any random child and by means of accelerated home schooling result to utilize or employ a far greater portion of
the mind than is used in the development of the average student. The famous “Edith Experiment” is another example
of this. Specifically, in 1952 New Yorker Aaron Stern resolved to make his newborn daughter a genius, simply by
stimulating the mind in the proper manner. In fact, In 1952, when his daughter was born, Stern called a hospital press
conference, inviting all his friends to see the infant, and in his own words, “I told them bluntly that she was destined
become a genius.” With her father's help, she was reading before age two, entered collage at age twelve, was
teaching mathematics at Michigan State University by age 15, completing her PhD at age 18, supposedly has an an
adulthood IQ of 203, and now works as a secret computer programmer at IBM. In the 1971 book The Making of a
Genius, Stern commented that “he could foster the same meteoric IQ in the children of the Tasaday tribe, a Stone
Age people living in the Phillippines.” On these examples, it may be that the mind is capable of far greater ability that
is currently used, thus lending credibility to the 10 percent myth.

See also
● Good Will Hunting (William Sidis)
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=
In symbols, the = symbol or “equals sign”
represents an equivalence of the quantities or
values on each side, left and right, of its
position in a mathematical expression.

Etymology
In 1557, English mathematician Robert
Recorde, in his textbook The Whetstone of
Witte, introduced the equals symbol “=” as a
means of truncation of the words “is equal
to”. [1] Specifically, Recorde states: [2]

Passage from Robert Recorde's 1557 book The Whetstone of Witte in which
the equals sign "=" was introduced for the first time.

“To avoid the tedious repetition of the words: is equal to, I will set a pair of parallels, or lines of one length, thus: =,
because no two things can be more equal.”
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A = – ΔG
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In equations, the following formula:

is called the "affinity-free energy equation" or "Goethe-Helmholtz equation" and is the relation between the chemical
affinity A and Gibbs free energy change ΔG a closed isothermal-isobaric reacting system. The free energy affinity
equation is the main governing equation of human existence, to the affect that the sum of affinities of all humans in a
system will be equal to the negative Gibbs free energy change of that system on going between two states of
existence. In terms of enthalpy and entropy, this equation reduced to:

which states that affinity equals the change in the entropic energy (or bound energy) "TΔS", i.e. the quantity of the
product of the absolute temperature of the system T times the entropy change ΔS, less the change in the enthalpic
energy "ΔH" (enthalpy change) of the system. If the enthalpy function is expanded:

we see that not only is affinity a function of bound energy, but also internal energy and pressure-volume work
energy.

Etymology
The name Goethe-Helmholtz equation is an "Hmolpedia assigned name"; premised on the fact that a prior
established name for this equation, in the literature, is generally lacking or nonexistent. In this direction, the name
"Goethe-Helmholtz equation" has been assigned to this relation, on the premise that German polymath Johann
Goethe was the first to explain how chemical affinity A applies to human affairs (1809), in standard physical chemistry
format, and German physicist Hermann Helmholtz was the first to prove that free energy change (isochoric-isobaric:
Helmholtz free energy (ΔF) or isothermal-isobaric: Gibbs free energy (ΔG)) is the true measure of chemical affinity (in
his disproof of the Thomsen-Berthelot principle). This should not be confused with either the Helmholtz equation
(acoustics) or Gibbs-Helmholtz equation (electrochemical thermodynamics).

Humans
Greek philosopher Empedocles was the first to state that chemical affinity applies to humans, in love and war, with
his various circa 450BC chemistry aphorisms.
The first to formulate a "standard model of human existence", structured on standard physical chemistry, in
particular the logic of affinity reactions, was German polymath Johann Goethe as found in his 1809 novella Elective
Affinities. The first to state the relation between affinity and Gibbs free energy is the governing equation of human
relationships, in both intimate and social terms, was American electrochemical engineering Libb Thims in his 2007
Human Chemistry. [1] In lay terms, assuming all human interactions to be chemical reactions, pure in simple, and
assuming that the sum of human attractions (desires) and repulsions (aversions) to the forces of chemical affinities, in
the words of Ilya Prigogine:
“All chemical reactions drive the system to a state of equilibrium in which the affinities of the reactions vanish.”
Progogine summarizes this by the following three inequality rules: [4]

Some of this logic has been quantified in terms of "Gottman stability ratio" of attractions and repulsions for
successful marriage reactions, in the 1990s studies of American mathematical psychologist John Gottman.

Thomsen-Berthelot principle
Independently, in 1854 and 1864, chemists Julius Thomsen and Marcellin Berthelot posited that heat is the driving
force of chemical reactions and thus the measure of chemical affinity. This came to be know as the Thomsen-
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Berthelot principle.

Chemical thermodynamics
The proof that free energy, and not heat, is the "true" measure of chemical affinity, was first given by German
physicist Hermann Helmholtz in his 1882 “On the Thermodynamics of Chemical Processes”, in which he worked out
the derivation specifically for the isochoric-isobaric free energy or Helmholtz free energy, as it has come to be called.
[2] In modern notation, Helmholtz showed that:

or in expanded form:

which states that affinity A equals the change in the entropic energy (or bound energy) "TΔS" (entropy change) less
the change in the internal energy "ΔU" (internal energy change) of the system.

Absolute zero
In his 1906, German physical chemist Walther Nernst, in his heat theorem (or third law of thermodynamics as it has
came to be called), showed that the Thomsen-Berthelot principle is only true at absolute zero, in the sense that as
the temperature approaches zero, entropy change becomes zero:

and when substituted into the Helmholtz formula for affinity (above):

at which point heat, or rather the heat released form the internal energy (bond energy) chances "ΔU" of the chemical
reactions, becomes the true measure of chemical affinity A.

Gibbs free energy
The first to work out the proof that free energy is the measure of chemical affinity specifically for isobaric-isothermal
reacting systems, in which case the free energy is Gibbs free energy, the type of reactions that freely occur on the
surface of the earth, such as do human chemical reactions, seems to have been Belgian mathematical physicist
Theophile de Donder, sometime beginning in 1920, culminating in his 1936 Thermodynamic Theory of Affinity. De
Donder stated the relation in terms of variation in the extent of reaction: [3]

which states that the affinity A of a closed isothermal-isobaric reacting system is equal to the negative of the
variation of the Gibbs free energy ∂G per variation in the extent of reaction ∂ξ.
De Donder's formulation of chemical affinity is said to be based on American engineer Willard Gibbs' 1876 concept of
chemical potential. [4] The definition of what is called "standard affinity", according to French thermodynamicist
Pierre Perrot, is:

which according to Perrot, equates to:

such that the affinity of the chemical reaction is calls "standard" when each constituent is taken in its standard state.
[5]
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Thermodynamic coupling
Add: affinity coupling (De Donder, pg. 113);
Add: free energy coupling
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A = TΔS – ΔH
In equations, the function:

is called “[name]” and is the relation between chemical affinity A of reactants in an isothermal isobaric system and
the bound energy TΔS and enthalpic energy ΔH of the system. With substitution of the enthalpy function:

into the affinity equation, we have:

which means that affinity (bonding/reaction force), specifically affinity between reactants (or people), i.e. the force of
reaction between people, is a function of temperature, entropy, internal energy, pressure, and volume. This means
that affinity will be favored, between two people, when there is an increase in entropy, a decrease in internal energy,
and a decrease of volume, of the interactive system, over time. One can expand on this equation in more detail, by
noting that German physicist Rudolf Clausius defined internal energy of the system, which in this case concerns a
system of interacting people or human molecules, as the sum of the vis viva Tv and the ergal Je or

which when referring to a change Δ over time is:

Subsequently, the measure of the affinity between two people, wherein A > 0 for spontaneously favored
relationships (or ΔG < 0, thermodynamic sense, i.e. according to the spontaneity criterion), is expressed by the
equation:

meaning that in addition to an entropy increase, ΔS > 0, or transformational content increase (meaning that heat was
transformed into system internal evolution work), which signifies that the body or boundaried system of the
relationship has transformed or evolved over time, and a volume decrease, ΔV < 0, associated with favorable
relationships, meaning that spatial movements of the pair come together over time rather than diverging (simplified
by saying that two homes become one), a vis viva decrease, ΔT < 0, and an ergal decrease, ΔJ < 0, will also be
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associated with favored relationships.
A decrease in vis viva seems to make intuitive sense, in that a couple nearing their golden wedding anniversary will
invariably tend to have less kinetic energy then a newly minted couple, in the sense that the former's daily
movements will often be slow and tending to be confined to the kitchen, bathroom, and television room. The subject
of an ergal decrease over time as associated with stable relationships requires more thought. In formulaic terms,
ergal change over time is defined as:

Thus, a negative ergal change, which be the above reasoning is associated with favored relationships, implies that the
ergal at the start of the relationship, Ji, must be greater than the ergal at the end of the relationship, Jf.
In the terminology of William Hamilton, an "ergal decrease" is expressed by saying that their was a decrease in the
force function of the relationship (system) over time; or in the terminology of William Rankine, this is expressed by
saying that there was a decrease in the potential energy of the relationship (system) over time.

∮

In symbols, the mathematical operator ∮, of an integration sign
with a circle in it:

is called the "cycle integral", closed path integral, or circle integral.
In mathematics, the symbol is used to mean that the "integration is
done around a closed path". [1] In thermodynamics, means that the
"integration is done around a cycle", in particular that of the Carnot
cycle or heat cycle, and thus seems to take on a peculiar meaning,
distinct form that of its usage in standard mathematics. [1]

History
The origin of this symbol introduction remains to be tracked down,
particularly because it is often associated with the Clausius
inequality, and thus with the summations of differential units of
heat dQ going into and out of bodies through the boundary. In
1901, American mathematician Edwin Wilson (Gibbs' student) is
said to have used a small circle below the standard integral symbol
to denote integration around a closed curve in his Vector Analysis
(1901, 1909) as well as in his Advanced Calculus (1911, 1912). In
1917, English physicist Arnold Sommerfeld is said to have used the
circle integral symbol. [2] In 1924, English chemist James
Partington, in his Chemical Thermodynamics, goes into some detail
into describing the the following symbol:

which he says "denotes integration round a cycle". To explain the
idea of the “cycle integration”, Partington begins with the principle
of conservation of energy, which according to him states that:

The cycle integral diagram used by James
Partington (1924) to explain that, in chemical
thermodynamics, the following symbol
or ∮ in modern symbol nomenclature,
means or denotes "integration round a cycle",
such that a function, say internal energy U, can
be taken from position A, to point B, along one
path (M) and then brought back to its starting
position along a second path (N), thus
completing a cycle, in each path an integration
can be done, the sum of which yields the value
of the cycle integral. [3]

“The change of intrinsic energy of a system undergoing any change depends solely on the initial and final states of the
system and is independent of the manner in which the change from one state to the other is effected.”
The definition of intrinsic energy, according to Partington, was first described by William Thomson in 1851. [4]
Intrinsic energy or rather internal energy is one of the five main characteristic functions. Characteristic functions in
which the change in the function depends solely on the initial and final states of the system and is independent of the
manner in which the change from one state to the other is effected are called “path independent.” Those functions
that depend on the path followed are called “path dependent.” Hence, in diagrammatic terms, shown above, the
change of the system from an initial state A to a final state B can be carried out along path M, according to which the
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change in intrinsic energy will be ΔUM. If then the change in the system is reversed by bringing the system from state
B to the original state A, but via path N, then the change in intrinsic energy U will be – ΔUN.
The two changes, according to Partington, constitute what is called “cycle”. Because U is a path dependent
function and in this graphical cycle has returned to its original position on the graph, the total change of U is zero or:
Partington goes on to state that the same method may be applied to any other possible direct change instead of M,
but the proof depends on the existence of at least one path (N) along which the change from A to B can be reversed.
If this does not exist, the principle can only be inferred. He gives the example of radioactive decay changes as one
such process or change in the state of a system, in which reversible paths do not exist. Partington later defines the
circle integral for the Clausius equality or reversible version of the second law as follows: [3]

=
Partington, supposedly, gives a fuller account of this in his 1920 Higher Mathematics for Chemical Students. [5]
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dW = PdV
In equations, the formula:

is the differential expression for pressure volume work. If, to note,
the equation for the pressure volume work becomes an inexact
differential, which may occur as particle count approaches one, then
it may become intuitive to use Neumann notation:

đW = PdV
where the d-crossbar đ derivative signifies that the work in this case
is an inexact derivative.

Derivation
When a body, (working fluid, working body, working substance, or
system) is enclosed inside of the volumetric boundaries (or boundary
surface) of a piston and cylinder, at a pressure P, and undergoes
some transformation, the change will tend to be accompanied by a
volume change dV, in accordance with Boerhaave's law (1720), thus
causing the piston to expand (expansion work) or contract
(contraction work), by an amount of vertical height dh.
In this scenario, the standard definition of pressure, first given by
Dutch-born Swiss physicist Daniel Bernoulli in his 1738
Hydrodynamica, will be defined as the force F the particles of the
container exert on the walls of the boundary per unit area A or:

A system of moving particles exerting a pressure P,
quantified as a force per unit area, on the walls of
the containing vessel.
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hence, the force will be given by:

where A is the surface area of the face of the moving piston head. Then, according to Gustave Coriolis' 1829 principle
of transmission of work, the work done by (or on) the body will be given by the product of the force and the distance
of the piston head moved:

In this case the distance moved d will be dh:

and the force F will be PA, hence the work will be given by the expression:

where the work done by the body, being negative, with respect to the internal energy of the body, if the change of
height dh of the piston is positive (piston moves up), or positive, with respect to the internal energy of the body, if
the change of height dh of the piston is negative (piston moves down). In this last expression, we note that the
product of the surface are A and the change in height dh of the piston equates to volume change dV, or:

Hence, with substitution into the previous to last expression:

and the derivation is complete.

Irregular shapes
If the body or system is not of the standard
piston and cylinder geometry, e.g. the
territory of Rome, the same derivation
applies, albeit with slight adjustment to the
volume calculation. The adjacent diagram
shows a body at a uniform pressure P
enclosed in an irregularly shaped container,
at an initial state, position, or volume A,
which undergoes some transformation, e.g.
territorial expansion or acquisition, heat
addition, etc., and expands to a final state,
position, or volume B. In this calculation, we
let dσ (d-sigma), be a surface element of the
container or boundary, and let dn be a
displacement element, i.e. the displacement
of the surface element in a direction normal
to the surface of the container. The work
performed on the surface element dσ by the
pressure P during the displacement of the
container from the situation A to situation B
is:

An irregularly shaped system
at an initial state volume A
and final state volume B,
shown indicated with a small
surface element dσ (d-sigma)
and displacement element dn.
[1]

An example of human PV work (above, right):
the alpha female, flanked by two beta females,
and a forth gamma-alpha female, enter a
system, at an initial state 1 (volume one),
which trigger reaction, resulting in a transformation of the system to state 2
(volume two), described by a human molecular pressure P, directed radially
outward from the alpha female (a Johannes van der Waals theory), an
amount of human work, which can be quantified by the product of the
pressure into the integration of the surface element dσ (d-sigma) and the
boundary element dn. [2]

The total work performed during the infinitesimal transformation is obtained by integrating the above expression
over all the surface σ of the boundary or container:
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where, if the pressure is found to be constant (which may not always be assume true when dealing with human
pressures and human volume changes of human systems and human boundaries, e.g. as during the volume change
associated with the rise and fall of Rome, the so-called beauty expansion or height expansion phenomenon,
associated with personal space, etc.), can come outside of the integral:

In this last expression, we note:

and with substitution into the previous to last equation:

and the derivation is complete.

Integration
If the integration can be written in the form of the a definite integral,
having a definite measurable initial state volume V1 and final state volume
V2, then:

The integral, and hence the work done, can be represented by the shaded
area under the curve.

References
1. Fermi, Enrico. (1936). Thermodynamics (pgs. 5-6). Prentice-Hall.
2. (a) Thims, Libb. (2007). Human Chemistry (Volume One) (alpha
molecules and Van der Waals force, pgs. 291-95). Morrisville, NC: LuLu.
(b) Thims, Libb. (2007). Human Chemistry (Volume Two) (mean girls, pg.
550). Morrisville, NC: LuLu.

A PV diagram showing a body transforming
from state 1 to state 2 and the
representative work done indicated by the
shaded area under the curve.

Δ
In science, the symbol:

called "delta", is the fourth letter of the Greek alphabet, capital
form:
Swedish chemist Torbern Bergman's 1775 listing of the
symbols for phlogiston and the matter of heat,
categorized as two types of "earths", of which he listed
15 types, as contrasted with the acids (25), alkalis (3),
and metallic calces (16). [7]

It is possible, etymologically, give the above ordering, noting that the prefix "ab-" equates to water (or father), that
the use of the delta symbol for heat, as well as the ordering of the first four letters of the Greek, and in turn English
alphabet, derive from the Heliopolis creation myth (3100BC), according to which the creation of the universe
actuated as (a) flood (water, i.e. Nile river flood), (b) land (perceptual mountains rising out of the receding Nile flood
at day 150), and (c) fire (sun or Ra) born out of the land, i.e. pyramid.
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and can either mean "heat", if written over a reaction arrow:

meaning that the reaction under discussion is being heated; or "change" in a variable, say X:

on going from an initial state Xi, to a final state Xf, e.g. ΔH, ΔG, or ΔS.

Heat symbol
The triangle symbol has long been associated with heat or fire. [3] However, there seems to be no agreed upon
etymology of this symbollic use. One of the more intuitive reasons that the delta symbol “Δ” is the fire symbol is that
the shape of any common nightly campfire will often take the shape of a triangle, pyramid, or delta, such as shown
adjacent.
One of the earliest documented uses of the triangle shape representation for heat, fire, or warmth traces back to the
Greeks. The Greek classical elements are:
fire (

)

earth (
air (
water (

)
)
)

Greek philosopher Plato mentions the elements as of pre-Socratic origin, a list created by the Ionian philosopher
Empedocles (ca. 450 BC).
The association of the triangle or pyramid shape
with fire, however, traces to the pre-3,000 BC
Egyptian mythological story of the birth of the
sun out of the primordial mound that arose out
of the waters of chaos before the formation of
the world. The primordial mound, by 2,800 BC,
was often shown in the form of mudbrick
Left: Step pyramid (2,800 BC) out of which the dead were said to have
mastabas stacked one upon another in the form arisen at the rise of the sun, carried by a fiery bird on its head out of the
of a step pyramid (adjacent). Step pyramids
tip of the mound. Center: Heat, fire, or light rising out of the benben
later served as models for bigger pyramids, such stone at the tip of one of the pyramids at gaza out of which Ra the sun
god arose into the sky. Right: a campfire, making the shape of a pyramid
as those at Giza (below right).
or triangle, the symbol of fire or heat.
In the ancient Egyptian city of Heliopolis,
the central location of the sun birth story, the
tip of the pyramid was said to be a type of sacred stone called the "benben stone" shaped as a triangle (Δ), pictured
adjacent, made out of gold or petrified semen, out of which, at each sunrise, a bird called the "bennu", often
depicted as a heron, carried the sun into the sky on its daily cycle. This fiery bird was recorded the Greek historian
Heroditus as the phoenix. [4]
The Greeks, beginning in 1,800 BC, later re-incorporated this pyramid sun-birth logic with the phenomenon of
heat-fire (lava) release in local island volcanic eruptions, such as the c. 1400 BC eruption of Thera (Santorini), picture
below, that devastated a thriving culture on that island. To explain these various types of natural heats, Empedocles
says that many fires burn beneath the earth, that the solar fire was born in the bowels of the earth, and that volcanic
fire shoots to the heavens and licks the stars.
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Thus, prior to 400BC, in Greek mythology,
both the sun “Δ” and tartaros “Δ”, a deity and
a place of fire in the underworld, were
assigned the triangle or delta symbol. [2] In
evolved connection to the original Egyptian
story, according to ancient Orphic sources,
Tartaros is also the unbounded first-existing
"thing" from which the light and the cosmos
are born. From these mythological beginnings,
the triangle, pyramid, or delta symbol “Δ” as
shorthand representation of heat, fire, or light
soon became the dominant symbol in science
and particularly in chemistry.
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Left: Circa 1400 BC volcanic eruption of Thera (Santorini). Center: the
"phoenix", the name assigned, by Herodotus, to Ra (bird) carrying the
newborn sun out of the Nun (pyramid) following the birth of the earth.
Right: German chemist Oswald Croll's 1609 alchemical symbols table,
showing the “Δ” listed as the element of fire.

Reaction arrow
In German chemist Oswald Croll's 1609 alchemical symbols table, as shown, the “Δ” is listed as the element of fire .
[2] Prior to this, it seems, the Delta symbol has often been associated with heat or fire and in modern chemistry,
when written over a reaction arrow, signifies that a chemical reaction occurs with the addition of heat or energy,
such as shown below:

The triangle symbol representation of heat or fire, etymologically, seems to trace back to early Greek philosophers,
and their 1,000 BC analysis of heat released from volcanoes in relation to the heat of the sun, and before that to
ancient Egypt proto-scientists, with their 5,000 BC thoughts on the birth of the sun out of tips of pyramids.
The use of the delta symbol used to represent a heated chemical reaction diagrammatically came of use in the
1757 lectures of Scottish chemist and physicist William Cullen and later, significantly, in the 1775 textbook A
Dissertation on Elective Attractions by Swedish chemist Torbern Bergman, who included a chart showing sixty-four
reactions drawn in two dimenions. [5] The following diagram, for instance, is Bergman’s reaction scheme #42, where
the triangle in the center of the diagram signifies that the reaction is heated or carried out in “the dry way”:

which shows that “if common salt be subjected to distillation with nitrous acid, the marine acid will rise, and the fossil
alkai remain in the retort”. Modeled on this logic, in the decades to follow, chemical reactions began to incorporate
the heat symbol above the reaction arrow to signify that the reaction was heated:

Thermodynamics
In 1825, Scottish physicist James Forbes contributed papers to the Edinburgh Philosophical Journal anonymously
under the signature "Δ", likely in being a pseudonym for a person who is interested in heat. [1] Between 1836 and
1844 he published in the Trans. Roy. Soc. Ed. four series of "Researches on Heat". In the 1850s, the "θ∆ics" symbol
was used, by William Thomson, James Maxwell, and Peter Tait, as shorthand for the newly forming science of
thermo-dynamics.
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ΔG = ΔH – TΔS
In equations, the formula:

is called the equation for "Gibbs free energy change" for a closed isothermic-isobaric reaction or process and states
that the change, symbol "Δ", in Gibbs free energy, symbol "ΔG", over the extent of the reaction or process, on
transforming from an initial state to a final state, is equal to the change in enthalpy, symbol "ΔH", less the product of
the absolute temperature, symbol "T", of the system, and the entropy change, symbol "ΔS", of the process.

History
The above equation, albeit not exactly in the shown notation, was first derived in the 1873 work of American
engineer Willard Gibbs. The first to start using the delta symbol notation, it seems, was American physical chemist
Gilbert Lewis in 1923. In 1933, the function began to be specifically called "Gibbs free energy" but English physicist
Edward Guggenheim.

Humans
The above function is the main governing equation of human existence, as defined by the Lewis inequality for natural
processes (ΔG < 0). This view is expressed well by American physical chemist Thomas Wallace who in his 2009
appendix section "The Fundamentals of Thermodynamics Applied to Socioeconomics", states that the following
about this equation:
“The spontaneity of a thermodynamic process is measured by its free energy change ΔG, which at constant
temperature is mathematically represented by the function ΔG = ΔH – TΔS, whereby the parameters enthalpy H and
entropy S represent the variables of heat content and probability, respectively, for the physical, chemical, and
biological processes of nature and society, and where free energy G represents the fundamental driving force in
nature and determines whether physical and chemical processes conducted by nature and society will take place.”
This quote is fairly representative of the view that has been emerging in the last decade or so.

References
1. Wallace, Thomas P. (2009). Wealth, Energy, and Human Values: the Dynamics of Decaying Civilizations from
Ancient Greece to America (Appendix A: The Fundamentals of Thermodynamics Applied to Society, pgs. 469-89.).
AuthorHouse.

External links
● ΔG = ΔH – TΔS (Frank Lambert) – 2ndLaw.oxy.edu.
● ΔG = ΔH – TΔS (Mr. Kent) – KentChemistry.com.

ΔG = ΔU + PΔV – TΔS
In equations, the function

Is the expanded form of the equation for Gibbs free energy change ΔG, which shows that Gibbs free energy change is
a function of internal energy change ΔU plus pressure volume work energy PΔV less bound energy or transformation
content energy TΔS. We can then insert the Rudolf Clausius 1865 definition of the internal energy function U as:

or in terms of change:
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where ΔTv is the change in vis viva, loosely defined the sum of the kinetic energy of the particles of the system, in
going from the system initial state to system final state, and ΔJe is the change in ergal, loosely defined as the forces
that brought the system to its current configurational state, in going from the system initial state to system final
state, into the above equation, to arrive at:

although, technically, to note, this last step may not be fully rigorous, in that there may be mathematical issues
involved in making the jump to stating that the variables vis viva change ΔTv and ergal change ΔJe exist or can be
formulated as such. In any event, this last formula gives crude idea that there are four main components to Gibbs
free energy change.

ΔG = –nFE
In equations, the following formula:

is called “[name]” and states that Gibbs free energy change ΔG of a Galvanic cell equals the negative of the number of
faradays n passing through the cell, when the reaction takes place, times the Faraday constant F times the
electromotive force E of the cell. [1]

History
The basics of this equation was first outlined by American engineer Willard Gibbs in his 1876 section "Electromotive
Force" of his Equilibrium treatise, in which he derived the following formula for a perfect (reversible) electrochemical
apparatus:

where V' and V'' denote the electrical potentials in pieces of the same kind of metal connected with the two
electrodes, de is a differential quantity of electricity, and dζ (differential of zeta) is the change in the available energy
(or isothermal-isobaric free energy, i.e. Gibbs free energy dG). [2] The work of Gibbs was expanded on further by
German physicist Hermann Helmholtz in his 1877 "On Galvanic Currents originated by Differences of Concentration",
and followup famous 1882 "On the Thermodynamics of Chemical Processes", in which he is said to have derived the
function in terms of the isochoric-isobaric free energy (Helmholtz free energy, dF); although, it is difficult to pin down
the exact formulation. [3] In 1923, American physical chemists Gilbert Lewis and Merle Randall were stating this
equation in its essential modern notation, as follows:

albeit, in his characteristic function notation, where ΔF is the Lewis free energy (in place of G or Gibbs free energy), F
is the Faraday equivalent, and N (in place of n) is the number of equivalents passing through the cell when the
reaction occurs as written. [4]
Here, no note, we see a notation our first instance of notation confusion overlap, i.e. the symbol F, being used for
two different quantities (Faraday constant and Free energy); hence the symbol "G" was instilled as the standard
symbol for the isothermal-isobaric free energy in honor of Willard Gibbs in 1933 by English chemical
thermodynamicist Edward Guggenheim.

References
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ΔG° = –RT ln K
In equations, the following formula:

is called “[name]” and states that the standard Gibbs free energy change ΔG° equals the negative of the product of
the gas constant R times the absolute temperature of the system T times the natural logarithm ln of the equilibrium
constant K.

History
The equation is said to have originated in the 1886 work of Danish physical chemist Jacobus van't Hoff and his socalled "van't Hoff equilibrium box"; although, to note, he derived the equation in terms of the chemical affinity work
, and never utilized the concept of free energy in his theories. [1]

References
1. Laidler, Keith. (1993). The World of Physical Chemistry (section: thermodynamics of electrochemical cells, pgs. 21819). Oxford University Press.

Further reading
● Merle, Randall. (1942). Physical Chemistry (pg. 300). Randall and Sons.

External links
● How was ΔG = –RT ln Keq discovered? (cache) (2009) – ChemicalFormums.com.

ΔG < 0
In equations, the following formula:

is called, in Hmolpedia namesake, the Lewis inequality for a natural process and states that the difference of the
Gibbs free energy, symbol "G", of an isothermic-isobaric system in its final state Gf less the Gibbs free energy of the
system in its initial state Gi, is less than zero, where ΔG is equal to:

the symbol "Δ", the Greek capital letter Delta, being the thermodynamics symbol for a large change (in contrast with
a small differential change, symbol "d" or "δ" (delta), for an exact differential change, or (d-hat) or đ (d-crossbar),
for an inexact differential change), the symbol "<" being the less than inequality mathematical symbol. [1] A
synonymous name of this equation is the: Gibbs free energy change for a spontaneous process.

History
This equation was first stated by American physical chemist Gilbert Lewis in 1923, based on the 1876 work of
American engineer Willard Gibbs, which in turn is based on the 1856 Clausius inequality, developed by German
physicist Rudolf Clausius, which in turn is based on the the principle of Carnot efficiency, developed in 1824 by French
physicist Sadi Carnot.

References
1. Guggenheim, Edward, A. (1933). Modern Thermodynamics by the Methods of Willard Gibbs (pg. 17). London:
Methuen & Co.
2. Lewis, Gilbert N. and Randall, Merle. (1923). Thermodynamics and the Free Energy of Chemical Substances (pgs.
160-61). McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc.

ΔG > 0
In equations, the following formula:
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is called the Lewis inequality for an unnatural process and states that the difference of the Gibbs free energy, symbol
"G", of an isothermic-isobaric system in its final state Gf less the Gibbs free energy of the system in its initial state Gi,
is greater than zero, where ΔG is equal to:

the symbol "Δ", the Greek capital letter Delta, being the thermodynamics symbol for a large change (in contrast with
a small differential change, symbol "d" or "δ" (delta), for an exact differential change, or (d-hat) or đ (d-crossbar),
for an inexact differential change), the symbol ">" being the greater than inequality mathematical symbol. [1] A
synonymous name of this equation is the: Gibbs free energy change for a non-spontaneous process.

History
This equation was first stated by American physical chemist Gilbert Lewis in 1923, based on the 1876 work of
American engineer Willard Gibbs, which in turn is based on the 1856 Clausius inequality, developed by German
physicist Rudolf Clausius, which in turn is based on the the principle of Carnot efficiency, developed in 1824 by French
physicist Sadi Carnot.

References
1. Guggenheim, Edward, A. (1933). Modern Thermodynamics by the Methods of Willard Gibbs (pg. 17). London:
Methuen & Co.
2. Lewis, Gilbert N. and Randall, Merle. (1923). Thermodynamics and the Free Energy of Chemical Substances (pgs.
160-61). McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc.

ΔH
In equations, the function:

is called enthalpy change, or change in the heat content of the system, and is internal energy change ΔU less the
pressure volume work energy change PΔV of a system’s enthalpy on going from an initial state to a final stated. This
difference is quantified by the expression:

or the final system state measure of enthalpy Hf less the initial system state measure of enthalpy Hi.

ΔH – TΔS
In equations, the function:

is called the "free energy content change", or
available energy change, of a closed
isothermal-isobaric freely-going process and is
the thermodynamic expression of Gibbs free
energy change ΔG, and is the change of
enthalpy ΔH less the conjugate energy pair of
the product of the absolute temperature T of
the system and the entropy change of the
system ΔS, a quantity, TΔS, otherwise known as
bound energy.

Factors Affecting the Sign of ΔG in the Relationship ΔG = ΔH – TΔS

An example spontaneity table, from American chemist Raymond Chang's
1998 Chemistry textbook, showing how the variables ΔH and ΔS are the
key to the understanding of reaction spontaneity, as defined by the
function "ΔH – TΔS". [2]

Thims
American electrochemical engineer Libb Thims spent a period of at least six years studying this quantity, from 1995 to
2001, as a sort of pastime hobby, during which period the "ΔH – TΔS" expression was viewed as essentially a black
box as to how the changes of the three variable of this expression relate to states of human existence, such as on
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going from the “single state” to the “married with 2.5 kids state”. [1] One of the precipitates of this effort was the
publication of the two-volume 2007 textbook Human Chemistry, the first-ever attempt to ferret out the basic
structure of the science of human chemistry.

References
1. Thims, Libb. (2007). Human Chemistry (Volume Two) (pgs. 668-72. Morrisville, NC: LuLu.
2. Chang, Raymond. (1998). Chemistry (pg. 740). McGraw-Hill.

External links
● Why does ΔH – TΔS equal “useful” energy? (2009) – Yahoo Answers.

ΔS
In equations, the function:

where Delta, symbol "Δ", means "large change" (as contrasted with "differential change", symbol "d"), as in before
minus after of some quantity, and S is entropy of the system, whereby the product or joint symbol ΔS is the entropy
change of the system or reaction on going from an initial state entropy to a final state entropy or in expanded form:

See also
● TΔS

ΔU
In equations, the function:

is called the change Δ in internal energy U of a system, in which the system goes from an initial state, at a specific
internal energy, Ui, to a final state, at a specific internal energy Uf, quantified as the difference between the internal
energy of the system in its final state less the free energy of the system in its initial state:

In more detail, internal energy, in its original formulation, as conceived by German physicist Rudolf Clausius in 1850
to 1865, is the sum of the vis viva T and the ergal J or:

Referring to a change over time, internal energy can be defined as:

where ΔT is the change in vis viva in going from the system initial state to system final state, and ΔJ is the change in
ergal in going from the system initial state to system final state. If the idea of vis viva change is taken literally, the
following expression results:

which opens up issues as to the mathematics to the idea of vis viva change, which may not be fully mathematically
cogent, as formulated here.

E = mc²
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In relativistic thermodynamics, E = mc² is an equation
which defines the principle of mass-energy equivalence,
which states that energy is proportional or "equivalent",
according to the speed of light squared, to matter: [1]

Said another way, mass and energy are different
manifestations of the same thing. The now-famous
expression was developed proposed 1905 by Germanborn American physicist Albert Einstein in his paper "Does Top: 3-meter-tall sculpture of Einstein's formula at the 2006
Walk of Ideas, Germany.
the Inertia of a Body Depend upon its Energy-content?",
wherein he argued that the equivalence of mass and
energy is a general principle, which is a consequence of the symmetries of space and time: [2] In his own words, as
voiced in the adjacent video:
“It followed from the special theory of relativity that mass and energy are both different manifestations of the same
thing. A somewhat unfamiliar conception for the average mind. Furthermore, the equation E is equal to m c², in
which energy is put equal to mass, multiplied by the square of the velocity of light, showed that very small amounts
of mass may be converted into a very large amount of energy and vice versa. The mass and energy were in fact
equivalent, according to the formula mentioned. This was demonstrated by Cockcroft and Walton in 1932,
experimentally.”
German physicist Ingo Muller argues that E = mc², defining energy, and S = k ln W, defining entropy, are the two most
famous expressions in all of science. [2]

References
1. Bodanis, David. (2000). E = mc² - a Biography of the World's Most Famous Equation. New York: Berkley Books.
2. Muller, Ingo. (2007). A History of Thermodynamics - the Doctrine of Energy and Entropy, (ch. 10: Relativistic
Thermodynamics, pgs. 289-305). New York: Springer.
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External links
● Mass-energy equivalence – Wikipedia.

θ∆ics
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In thermodynamics, “θ∆ics” (also: θΔ or
θΔcs) is the shorthand notation for
'thermo-dynamics' used in the 1870s
correspondences between James Maxwell,
William Thomson, and Peter Tait. [1]

Forbes
In 1825, or shortly thereafter, Scottish
physicist James Forbes, mentor to Scottish
engineer William Rankine, at the Edinburgh
University, the latter of whom being
connected to William Thomson, contribute
papers to the Edinburgh Philosophical
Journal anonymously under the signature
"Δ", likely in being a pseudonym for a
person who is interested in heat. [8] It
could be possible, therefore, to conjecture,
that the later Maxwell-Tait and Thomson
circle usage of Δ in θΔcs, as Greek
shorthand code for thermodynamics, was
influenced or inspired by Forbes' age 16
An 1876 letter from James Maxwell to Peter Tait showing the "θΔcs" notation.
pseudonym signature.

Thomson | Maxwell | Tait
In the 1870s correspondences between James Maxwell, William Thomson, and Peter Tait, Thomson, in his his letters,
in particular, used phrases such as “2nd law of θΔ” or “2nd law of θΔcs”, among others. [2] The three of them likely
used the symbol as a combination sound representation of thermo-dynam-ics, i.e. "theta-delta-ics", in association
with the symbol delta "∆" having had a long history in science as the symbol of heat or fire. [3] In the early phases of
the development of the science of thermodynamics, from the 1840s into the early 20th century, aside from θ∆ics,
thermodynamics went by such names as "energetics", "mechanical theory of heat", or "theory of heat" among
others. The idea to use coded Greek letters to represent the term ‘thermo-dynamics’ (coined by Thomson in 1854),
likely arose from Maxwell. During his early school years, at the Edinburg Academy at the age of 10, Maxwell
frequently wrote to his father in zany letters filled with puns and misspellings, embellished with elaborate doodles,
and containing secret messages in different colored inks. [5]
In the adjacent 1876 letter (or postcard) to Peter Tait wherein Maxwell uses, according to the 2002 editing of
physics historian Peter Harman, the term “2nd law of ΘΔ” as shorthand for second law of thermodynamics.
According to the 2003 biography of Maxwell by English physicist Basil Mahon, however, its is stated that Maxwell
used “ΘΔics”, rather than “ΘΔ” alone. [1] A third references it he Sklog wiki, discussed below, wherein it is
indicated that “ΘΔcs” was used as the shorthand term. More research needs to be done to find a more definitive
answer to this issue.

Macrakis
In 1997, Michael Macrakis, founder of the Greek Font Society (Ѻ), was titling his thermodynamics chapters as follows:

using the Thomson-Maxwell-Tait Greek code shorthand for the subject of thermodynamics (see: θ∆ics), before it was
called thermodynamics. [7]

Sklog wiki
The symbol

is used in the logo of the SklogWiki (in conjuction with S = K ln W) as shown below: [4]

Human thermodynamics
In circa 2010, Libb Thims was testing the extrapolation, in respect to the science of human thermodynamics, knowing
that Mars "♂" and Venus "♀" symbol symbolically represent man and woman, respectively, and knowing that the
triple parallel line symbol "≡" is a representation of bonding between molecules, such as between human molecules,
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then the symbolic representation shorthand for human thermodynamics may be: Human (♂≡♀) Thermodynamics
(θΔics) or "♂≡♀ θΔics".

IoHT
In circa 2008, in modern use, θ∆ics is the symbol for the
Institute of Human Thermodynamics and is used as the
bottom page icon for the Encyclopedia of Human
Thermodynamics.
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PΔV
In equations, the expression:

is the called “pressure volume work”, or PdV work, and is
the product of the pressure P of the system times the
change in volume ΔV in the system, in some process or
reaction, and, in the views of American physical chemist
Gilbert Lewis, "must always be done when a process
occurs at constant pressure", whether the process be
reversible or irreversible, and is described as “the work
done against the constant pressure of the atmosphere”
or specifically the work that the atoms and molecules of
the system do against the constant pressure of the
atmosphere. [1]

History

Depiction of PdV work: scene
The 1652 invention and public demonstrations of the
the 2004 film Mean Girls,
Guericke engine, by German engineer Otto Guericke, was from
depicting the volume change ΔV,
the first visualization of the power of pressure volume
at constant atmospheric pressure
work or rather the ability of a small volume increase (or
P, around the A-list girl clique (the alpha female, second to
decrease) to be equivalent to the power or strength of
left), as they move through the hallway and chemically react
30+ men, and the later realization that to increase
with the other students. [2]
volume requires that one lift, in effect, 62-miles of
atmosphere, upward or outward to make space for the new volume. The 1678 gunpowder engine built by Dutch
mathematical physicist Christiaan Huygens showed that combustion produced “vacuum change” owing to the change
in volume of the oxygen and hydrocarbon reactants transforming into water and carbon dioxide products, which was
thus associated with pressure-volume work; although this was not stated mathematically.
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The 1796 indicator and indicator diagram, depicted adjacent,
invented by Scottish engineer James Watt and his employee John
Southern, provided the first PdV diagrams of pressure-volume work
in a quantifiable graphical way.

Human reactions
In human thermodynamics, each human molecule carries with it a
certain amount of personal space, which varies from person to
person. One significant factor in this variation is physical
attractiveness; another is height. It has been found through
measurement that the more attractive a person is the more
personal space or rather "volume" he or she carries around with
them. In the words of attractiveness researcher Nancy Etcoff: [3]
“Very attractive people of any size are given bigger personal space
and territory; which they carry around with them.”
Diagram of the indicator (vertical part), which gives
a reading of pressure, invented by James Watt and
Matthew Boulton in 1790, and the sliding board
(horizontal part) and pencil tracer (attached to the
indicator), invented by John Southern in 1796,
which makes an 'indicator diagram', the pressurevolume graph (drawn on the sheet).

Hence, when any given person enters a room or area of humans a
volume change will accrue, which will correlated energetically to to
a measurable amount of PΔV work.
See also
● Rise and fall of civilization
● Papin engine

References
1. Lewis, Gilbert and Randall, Merle. (1923). Thermodynamics and the Free Energy of Chemical Substances (pg. 157).
McGraw-Hill.
2. (a) Thims, Libb. (2007). Human Chemistry (Volume One). Morrisville, NC: LuLu.
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Further reading
● Thims, Libb. (2006). “High School Cafeteria Seating Distributions”, IoHT publications.

PV = k
In equations, the formula:

is called Boyle’s law (or sometimes Mariotte’s law) and states that for a body of ideal gas, at constant particle count
and temperature, not too far from STP, the product of the pressure P and volume V of the gas will be equal to a
constant k.

History
The equation was derived through studies of the pneumatical engine (1658) and stated at verbally in 1662 by Robert
Boyle in his New Experiments on the Spring of the Air and then in 1676 by French physicist Edme Mariotte in his The
Nature of Air. This was the first of the various gas laws.

Human thermodynamics
This was the formula used by English physicist C.G. Darwin in his 1952 “introduction” section to his The Next Million
Years to give an outline of the subject of human thermodynamics as the study of the behaviors of human molecules.

Further reading
● V.H.V. (1886). “Abstract: Devia ons of Oxygen at Low Pressure from Boyle’s Law.”, Journal of the Chemical Society
(pg. 591). Royal Society.

PV = nRT
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In equations, the following formula:

is called the “ideal gas law”, where P is the pressure, V is volume, n is the number of mols, R the gas constant, and T is
the absolute temperature of a body in the gas state, and is the state equation that governs the behavior of ideal gas
systems, not to far above or below standard temperature and pressure, and in which the particles are assumed to
conform to the Boltzmann chaos assumption.

Overview
This equation was first penned by by German chemist Walther Nernst in his 1893 Standpoint of Avogadro’s Rule and
Thermodynamics ; albeit based on earlier and precursory formulations of the "gas laws" in their various forms, all of
which trace to experiments done with the 1656 pneumatical engine built by Irish engineer Robert Boyle under the
direction of English chemist Robert Hooke.

References
1. Nernst, Walther. (1893). Theoretical Chemistry: from the Standpoint of Avogadro’s Rule and Thermodynamics
(PV=nRT, pgs. 32, 41). MacMillan and Co.

External links
● PV = nRT (video) – KhanAcademy.org.

P = kT
In equations, the formula:

is called Gay-Lussac’s law and states that for a body of ideal gas, at constant particle count and volume, not too far
from STP, the pressure of the gas will be equal to the product of a constant k and the temperature T of the gas.
History
The equation was introduced in 1802 by French chemist Joseph Gay-Lussac

S = k ln W
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In equations, the formula:

in the natural logarithm format or in equivalent notation (see: logarithm)
as:

with base e assumed, is called the Planck entropy, Boltzmann entropy,
Boltzmann entropy formula, or Boltzmann-Planck entropy formula, a
statistical mechanics, i.e. particle position, interpretation of Clausius
entropy, where S is the entropy of an ideal gas system, k is the
Boltzmann constant (ideal gas constant R divided by Avogadro's number
N), and W, from the German Wahrscheinlichkeit (var-SHINE-leash-kite),
meaning probability, often referred to as multiplicity (in English), is the
number of “states” (often modeled as quantum states), or
"complexions", the particles or entities of the system can be found in
according to the various energies with which they may each be assigned;
wherein the particles of the system are assumed to have uncorrelated
velocities and thus abide by the Boltzmann chaos assumption. Some
consider S = k ln W to be easily the second most important formula of
physics, next to E = mc² or at par with it. [1] This formula is sometime
called "Boltzmann formula" (or Boltzmann entropy formula) and entropy The equation S = k log W engraved on the
Boltzmann tombstone in Vienna Central
calculated from this formula is sometimes called Boltzmann entropy.
Cemetery.

Einstein
In 1901, German physicist Max Planck, in his "On the Law of Distribution of Energy in the Normal Spectrum",
introduced the S = k log W + c formula, in semi deus ex machina fashion, via citation of Austrian physicist Ludwig
Boltzmann.
In 1904, and thereafter, German physicist Albert Einstein began to repeatedly criticize the formula S = k log W; in
1910, Einstein had the following to say on the matter:
“The equation S = k log W + const appears without an elementary theory—or however one wants to say it—devoid of
any meaning from a phenomenological point of view.”
— Albert Einstein (1910), popular 2007+ re-quote version

“Usually W is set equal to the number of ways (complexions) in which a state, which is incompletely defined in the
sense of a molecular theory (i.e. coarse grained), can be realized. To compute W one needs a complete theory
(something like a complete molecular-mechanical theory) of the system. For that reason it appears to be doubtful
whether Boltzmann's principle alone, i.e. without a complete molecular-mechanical theory (Elementary theory) has
any real meaning. The equation S = k log W + const. appears [therefore] without an Elementary theory—or however
one wants to say it—devoid of any meaning from a phenomenological point of view.”
— Albert Einstein (1910), Ezecheil Cohen 2005 abbreviated translation

“Usually W is put equal to the number of complexions.... In order to calculate W, one needs a complete (molecularmechanical) theory of the system under consideration. Therefore it is dubious whether the Boltzmann principle has
any meaning without a complete molecular-mechanical theory or some other theory which describes the elementary
processes.
. seems without content, from a phenomenological point of view, without
giving in addition such an Elementartheorie.”
— Albert Einstein (1910), Abraham Pais 1982 abbreviated translation

(add discussion)

Derivation
The actual full rigorous step-by-step derivation of the logarithmic formulation or interpretation of entropy (S = k ln
W) is a bit difficult to track down for a number of reasons, the first of which being that it was originally done in
German and readily available English translations are wanting. The start of the derivation traces to Austrian physicist
Ludwig Boltzmann's 1872 H-theorem, a formula to approximate the velocity distributions of the particles of a body of
gas, as described in his "Further Studies on the Thermal Equilibrium of Gas Molecules". The "famous expression" that
equates entropy with the logarithm of the state probability, supposedly in the form of S = k ln W, was first presented,
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according to science historians Helge Kragh and Stephen Weininger, in 1877 (fact check); possibly in Boltzmann's article
“On the Relation of a General Mechanical Theorem to the Second Law of Thermodynamics”. [13]
The modern formulation, S = k ln W (or S = k log W, base e
assumed), as it is now known as a staple of science, was
proposed or rather stated as a matter-of-fact by German
physicist Max Planck as being the standard formula for the
measure of the entropy of black bodies, as discussed in his
1901 "On the Law of Distribution of Energy in the Normal
Spectrum", albeit done without derivation and without clear
justification as to why this formulation applies to the
measurement of the entropy of what Planck defined as an
"irradiated, monochromatic, vibrating resonator".
A crude approximate derivation is as follows, as given
in
1946
by Belgian-born English thermodynamicist Alfred
An absorbing (left) and radiating (right) "resonator", which
Ubbelohde. [8] First we start with a body of ideal gas
is a sphere with a hole in it (originally a type of iron stove
containing an Avogadro number n of particles (atoms or
with a hole in it, sooted black on the inside) that absorbs
molecules). Then suppose that we compress the body, using
electromagnetic radiation when cold, acting like a black
a small hand pump, down to a small initial volume v1. This will
body; or, conversely, emits electromagnetic radiation
when hot. This is termed "black body radiation" and is the be the initial state. We then connect the compressed volume
physical model on which the S = k ln W equation was
to an evacuated second volume v2, e.g. a deflated football,
derived by German physicist Max Planck in 1901. [1]
and let the gas expand into the the larger volume. This will be
the final state.
The first condition we stipulate is that the process is done very slowly, the model of the infinitely slow rate, idealizing
the view that the temperature of the gas never differs from that of the surroundings. Thus, the process is thus
defined as being an isothermal process. A second assumption behind the idealization of the mention "infinitely slow"
means that model the process as being reversible, and thus use the equals sign " = " instead of the Clausius inequality
in our expression for the first law equation for this process. Therefore, according to Joule's second law, which states
that the internal energy of an ideal gas is solely a function of temperature:

the internal energy change for this process will be zero and, thus,
according to the first law:

the heat change dQ occurring in the process will be converted completely
into the work dW of expansion:
The Boltzmann entropy equation tattooed
on the stomach of man, in circa 2006, who
says “he’s not very good at math”, done by
Kimsu at Body Graphics, New Jersey. [12]

To then calculate this work W we use French physicist Emile Clapeyron's
1834 expression for the pressure-volume work:

Classical ideal gas law
The pressure function for this body will be the ideal gas equation, which in classical ideal gas law notation is:

and with substitution:

Statistical ideal gas law
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Alternatively, as was introduced in the 1900 work of German physicist Max Planck, the statistical version of the ideal
gas law can be written as:

where N is the actual number of molecules in the system and k is the Boltzmann constant. With substitution, this
gives the alternative work integral function:

Definite integral of 1/x
The above integral has the form of what is called a "definite integral", one with upper and lower limits, which
integrates according to the following rule (a rule to note which seems to have been the method in which the
logarithm found its way into thermodynamics): [9]

For more on graphical nature of this rule, see the WordPress blog: “why is the integral of 1/x equal to the natural
logarithm of x?”. [14]

Integration
Therefore, using the above rule for the definite integral of 1/x, we have:

This can be reduced, using the rule that the logarithm of a ratio is the difference of the two logarithms:

to the following form:

With substitution of this into the reduced first law, step three (above), we have:

Then, bringing the temperature over, we have:

And, by definition (Rudolf Clausius, 1865), this is thus the entropy change of the body of gas during the expansion:

It is at this point that the derivation becomes a bit murky, in particular being that it makes
speculations about atomic motion and position. It is assumed that the molecules of the gas
will always spread themselves as uniformly as possible throughout the space available to
them, because of their thermal motion which drives them hither and thither. On this socalled "principle of uniform spread", the ratio of the probability W1 that the molecules will
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all remain in the volume v1, to the probability W2 of their occupying uniformly the larger volume v2 which is made
available to them, is given by:

and with substitution:

Here, we have introduced Boltzmann's notion of Wahrscheinlichkeit, pronounced var-SHINE-leash-kite, symbol W,
which does not seem to have an exact English equivalent but is assumed to be a cross or blend between "probability"
and "multiplicity", so to speak, referring to the number of “states” the particles of the system can be found in
according to the various energies with which they may each be assigned, in quantum mechanical speak. To note, if
our integral had the form of what is called as an "indefinite integral", one without upper and lower limits, an additive
constant would be used:

and our formulation of entropy for our expanding gas body would be:

or, if the nR constant is divided through:

This version, although it seems we are missing a step in the derivation (somewhere?),
seems to be the sense in which Planck first introduced the natural logarithm formulation of
entropy in 1901, in his own notation as follows:

and where SN is the entropy of a system or black body composed of N resonators, which, according to Planck,
"depends on the disorder with which the total energy U is distributed among the individual resonators. In his 1909
lectures, Planck was calling the following equation, without the added constant, the ‘general definition of entropy’,
albeit discussed in his chapter on the equation of state of a monoatomic gas: [6]

This is the formula that is famously displayed on the Boltzmann tombstone (pictured above), which was erected in
the 1930s, at the Central Cemetery (Zentralfriedhof), Vienna, Austria. [2] In any event, in this "crude derivation", as
Ubbelohde calls it, somewhere we are missing a few end steps and details to arrive at the exact formulation
introduced (without proof) by Planck.

Note
In the decades to follow Planck's probabilistic "disorder-dependent" model of entropy seems to have been adopted
with abandon to be the universal measure of entropy, often being applied in biothermodynamics and in human
thermodynamics. Ubbelohde even seems to corroborate on this, in his concluding statement that "the probability
increase accompanying any process is quite general, and holds for all the diversity of spontaneous happenings for
which the measurement of entropy has any meaning."
The discerning theorist, however, should hold reserve in using this formulation as an absolute universal
measure of entropy, for a number of obvious reasons, the foremost of which being that the equation
contains the has constant R hidden in its body:
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When we thus see entropy calculations using this equation in non-ideal gas situations, e.g. the rubber band model of
entropy, entropy measures in cells, entropy measures of systems of humans, etc., one begins to question the validity
of such a calculation?

ln vs log
The use of "log", in the historical sense, refers to the natural logarithm (base e) in this formula, which seems to be the
case when in 1900 German physicist Max Planck first scripted the version of the statistical entropy formula, as
displaced in Boltzmann's tomb. It was only sometime afterwords (date needed), that log was used to denote the base
10 logarithm and ln the base e logarithm.

Discussion
The statement that Boltzmann defined entropy as function of the number of microstates rather than of a probability,
according to some arguments, is a misrepresentation, supposedly owing to the fact that Boltzmann's writing was
fairly difficult and few people understood it at the time; and that most of Boltzmann's original papers have never
been translated from German, so most information about them is second or third hand interpretations. According to
American physicist Robert Swendsen, Boltzmann, supposedly, interpreted the second law to mean that a system
tends toward more probable macrostates. Boltzmann, supposedly, originally—incorrectly (some have argued)—
identified the entropy as the probability (wahrscheinlichkeit) of a system's macrostate. Later, in the same paper, he
considers an ideal gas as a special case and calculates the logarithm of the macrostate's probability as proportional to
the volume in phase space. In later papers he re-identifies the entropy as the logarithm of a macrostate's probability,
but as he is usually considering the special case where all microstates are equally likely, he calculates it as
proportional to the volume in phase space. Readers likely misidentified this special case as the definition of entropy
since he seemed to have rarely mentioned
what his definition was. [15]

Warning | Information theory
In the 1927, American electronics
researcher Ralph Hartley published his
"Transmission of Information" in which he
outlined a way to mathematically quantify
The keen scientist should be aware that American electronics researcher Ralph
telegraph signals being sent down a
telegraph wire using the following formula: Hartley's 1927 H-formula, quantifying the information content or Boolean logic

content of telegraphy messages (depicted above), has absolutely nothing to do
with Austrian physicist Ludwig Boltzmann's 1872 H-theorem, a kinetic theorybased definition of heat, quantifying the movements of the particles of an ideal
gas system, or with German physicsit Max Planck's 1901 logarithmic definition
of entropy, an attempt to quantify heat in terms of the energy states of the
particles of bodies.

where s is the number of symbols (or
voltage levels) available at each selection,
n the number of different current values,
e.g. high or low, to be applied to the line, and value H is the amount of information associated with n selections for a
particular system. Hartley's H-formula telegraph wire information function later came to be confused with
Austrian physicist Ludwig Boltzmann's 1878 H-theorem in the 1948 paper "A Mathematical Theory of
Information" by American electrical engineer Claude Shannon, and forever since people have been
confusing the mathematical subject of information theory with physical science subject of
thermodynamics, to no end. [4]
This mess was then compounded when information theory researchers discovered Szilard's demon as described
in Hungarian physicist Leo Szilard's 1929 “On the Decrease in Entropy in a Thermodynamic System by the
Intervention of Intelligent Beings”, and attempt at disproving the existence of a Maxwell's demon, wherein he argued
that the logarithmic interpretation of entropy could be used to determine the entropy produced during the
‘measurement’ of information the demon discerns when viewing the speeds and positions of the particles in his two
compartments. [5] Thus, in sum, these two of these topics (mathematics of telegraphy and hypothetical demons)
have justified to many that entropy has an information interpretation. Some scientists, such as physical chemist Arieh
Ben-Naim, have gone to extreme lengths to embed the assertion that entropy or rather heat is simply information
that is measurable in units of bits in stead of joules, and have even proclaimed that the entire SI unit system should
be thrown out the window and that the entire field of science all the way down to the sub-atomic and Planck length
scale should be re-written in units of bits. This is one of the most absurd things in all of science, yet one that has
many pied piper followers. A proof or disproof of the relation of entropy to information, in a modern sense, requires
a formal treatise, which has not been done. The modern reader should be warned that use of logarithms to measure
entropy for systems other than ideal gas systems, is mostly a baseless conjecture.

Human thermodynamics
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In human thermodynamics, owing to the a mixture of both information and multiplicity view of entropy, Boltzmann's
entropy formula has since been used to model the entropy of any number of anthropomorphic quantities or
qualities, with unabandon, in nearly every scenario or situation conceivable. A random example, one of many, is
American physicist Edwin Jaynes' 1991 article “How Should we Use Entropy in Economics”, in which is he introduces
some tentative outlines of how an economic system can be modeled as a thermodynamic system, such as how
Willard Gibbs' 1873 graphical thermodynamic ideas on entropy convexity can be mixed with logarithmic
interpretations of what he calls "economic entropy", which he defines as follows:

where (X,Y,Z ...) are some type of macroeconomic variables, which he doesn't really go into, and W is the multiplicity
factor of the macroeconomic state, which he describes as the "number of different microeconomic ways in which it
can be realized", whatever that means, and tries to connected in some way to French mathematician Rene Thom’s
1960s catastrophe theory and the thermodynamics of a ferromagnet and Curie temperature. [11] The justification for
these types of theories or models, however, are near baseless, in that multiplicity approximations of entropy are only
good for ideal gas systems, generally, and information interpretations of entropy are based on Maxwell demon and
telegraph wire proofs, which are fictionalized abstractions, having almost nothing to do with Clausius' logic of
'transformation equivalents' (entropy) or uncompensated transformations (entropy change). [7]
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Σ(ΔG < 0) + Σ(ΔG > 0) < 0
In equations, the following expression:

is called the Lipmann coupling inequality and quantifies free energy coupling for natural earth-bound processes and
reactions occurring at or near the surface of the earth, where the quantity to the left of the inequality:

is defined as the "total" system Gibbs free energy change
, where
refers to an individual, naturally
occurring, system constrained process or reaction, defined by the Lewis inequality for a natural processes (ΔG < 0),
where
refers to an individual, unnaturally occurring, system constrained process or reaction, defined by the
Lewis inequality for an unnatural processes (ΔG > 0), where the summation:

is the sum of the Gibbs free energy changes for all "natural", symbol
system, where the summation:

is the sum of the Gibbs free energy changes for all "unnatural", symbol
system.

, processes or reactions in a given coupled

, processes or reactions in a given coupled

Morality
The Lipmann coupling inequality succinctly captures the age old idiom or belief that good always triumphs over evil or
in thermodynamic terms natural processes always triumphs over unnatural processes. [1]

Etymology
The above equation is an EoHT assigned name, named after German-born American Fritz Lipmann who in 1941
“Metabolic Generation and Utilization of Phosphate Bond Energy” did the first work in the development of free
energy coupling theory, specifically applied to frog leg contraction energy puzzle.
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Thermodynamics, 7: 1-4.
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In equations, the function:
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Heat-transformed-into-Work

or TdS, in differential form, is called the
bound energy, or transformation
content energy change, or energy
associated with the equivalence-value
of all uncompensated transformations,
of a process or reaction occurring in a
system, where T is the absolute
temperature of the system, and dS is
the differential entropy change and ΔS
is the entropy change on going from an
initial state entropy to a final state
entropy. In expanded form:

where Sf is the entropy measure of the
system in its final state and Si is the
entropy of he system in its initial state.

History
The function was first derived in the
work of Rudolf Clausius (1850-1865)
and expanded on by Willard Gibbs in
1876. The labeling of the function TdS
as "bound energy", in contrast to "free
energy" (internal energy less bound
energy) was done in 1882 by German
physicist Hermann Helmholtz in his
“On the Thermodynamics of Chemical
Processes”. [1]

The Joule paddle wheel experiment
(1843) representative of the work
transformed into heat aspect of the
mechanical equivalent of heat:

References

which states that W can convert into
which states that Q can convert into
Q.
W.

The Hero aeolipile (50AD)
representative of the heat
transforming into work aspect of the
mechanical equivalent of heat:

1. Helmholtz, Hermann. (1882). “On
the Thermodynamics of Chemical
Processes”, in: Physical Memoirs Selected and Translated from Foreign Sources, 1: 43-97. Physical Society of London,
Taylor and Francis, 1888.

V = kT
In equations, the formula:

is called Charles’ law and states that for a body of ideal gas, at constant particle count and pressure, not too far from
STP, the volume V of the gas will be equal to the product of a constant k and the temperature T of the gas.
History
The equation was based on experiments done by French scientist Jacques Charles in circa 1787 and named in his
honor in 1802 by French chemist Joseph Gay-Lussac.

W = mgh
In equations, the formula:
is called the “gravitational work”, or potential energy, and is the work done by a force on a body of mass m, against
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the force of gravity g, when the mass is raised though a distance of height h or, conversely, the work done by the
force of gravity on the rock, when the mass is lowered through a distance of height h.

Overview
In 1686, English physicist Isaac Newton, in his famed Principia, established his second law of motion:

which states that a force F acting on a body equals the product of the mass m of the body and the acceleration a of
the body. In 1784, French engineer Lazare Carnot published his Essay on Machines, which contained a statement that
foreshadowed the principle of energy as applied to a falling weight. In 1824, Lazare’s son, French physicist Sadi
Carnot, in his famed Motive Power of Fire, the publication that launched the science of thermodynamics, defined
‘motive power’, or what is defined as ‘work’ in the modern sense, as “an effect likened to the elevation of a weight to
a certain height, which has a measure of the product of the weight multiplied by the height to which it is raised;
although, to note, he did not state this principle formulaically, but only mentions it in a footnote. [1] In 1829, French
physicist Gustave Coriolis, in his Calculation of the Effect of Machines, established the “principle of the transmission
of work”, the foundation of the definition of work as force times distance, in rigorous mathematical format. The
English translations for this work seem to be lacking, but the gist of Coriolis' derivation, which seems to use a certain
amount of trigonometry and discussion of component forces, is the establishment of the the following equation:

In 1875, German physicist Rudolf Clausius, in the the opening paragraph to the finalized version of his The Mechanical
Theory of Heat, in "Mathematical Introduction" section, summarized the gist of Coriolis's work principle with the
following terse statement:
“Whenever a body moves under the influence of a force, work is performed.”
This is the bedrock statement of the science of thermodynamics, the study of the relation between heat and work, as
was captured previously in the opening paragraph to Sadi Carnot's Reflections, wherein he stated:
“Everyone knows that heat can produce motion and that to heat are due the vast movements which take place on
the surface of the earth.”
These are huge statements which require a deep concerted amount of thought to see how this applies to human
motion, in the sense that the force performs the work, not the person.

Derivation
Substitution of Newton's second law (1686) into Coriolis' work principle (1829) yields the following formula:

If, then, in the case of a weight lifted through a height or conversely descended through a height, the distance d
becomes a measure of height h, and the acceleration a becomes the gravitational acceleration of earth g, whereby
with substitution:

which is the stand formula for the calculation of gravitational work.
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Transition note
This completes volume eight of the eleven-volume print set of Hmolpedia: an A-Z Encyclopedia of Human
Thermodynamics, Human Chemistry, and Human Physics, written online at EoHT.info, and transitions into volume
nine:
Hmolpedia, Volume 8 (Sx-Z)
Hmolpedia, Volume 9 Misc (A-I)
The key point to remember from volume eight is John Tukey, who is has the commonality, among recent child
prodigies, particularly those who go into science as adults, to gravitationally electromagnetate towards free energy
social formulations.
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